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THE

LONDON ENCYCLOPAEDIA.

The SPHEROID, in geometry, is generated by
the entire revolution of a semi-ellipsis about its

axis. When the revolution is made round the

largest axis, the spheroid is called prolate ;
and

when round the shortest, oblate. This last is

the figure of the earth, and probably of all the

planets.
To obtain the solid dimensions of a spheroid,

multiply continually together the fixed axis, the

square of the revolving axis, and the number

52359877, or of 3' 14159, and the last product
will be the solidity; i. e. \p ttc the oblate,

and fcp i c c
~

the oblong spheroid, where p r=

3-14159, t the transverse, and c =. the con-

jugate axis of the generating ellipsis. Or, mul-

tiply the area of the generating ellipse by of

the revolving axis, and the product will be the

content of the spheroid; i.e. A~ the oblate,

and | c A the oblong spheroid ;
where A is

the area of the ellipse. E. g. Required the

content of an oblate, and of an oblong spheroid,

the axes being 50 and 30. Thus, 50 x 30 x
78539816 = 1178-09724 the area of the

ellipse. And 1178-09724 X jj
X 30 23561-9448

:- the oblong spheroid; and 1178-09724 X X
50 =z 39269-908 the oblate one.

Dr. Hutton has demonstrated the rule above

given in the following manner. Put j B I

the fixed semi-axis, r = I M the revolving

M C

for z its value -~, p b s r x x

substituting for yy its value b b X

a a

a a xx

.

, by putting for a b s its

semi-axis of the spheroid, a = S I any semi-

diameter of the section N B M, 6 I K its

semi-conjugate, y AE an ordinate to the

diameter S I, or a semi-axis of the elliptic

section AFC parallel to K L, and z E F

its other semi-axis, also x zr E I, s n the sine

of the angle A E S, or of the angle K I S, to

the radius 1, and p 3-14159.

Then, by the property of the ellipse KSL,
a a x x

a a
'
b b

" a a x x I bb X =.yy,
a a

and b
'
r

' '

11
'
T~ =. z. But the fluxion of the

' ' J '

l>

psryy x
solid KACL \spsyzx~- ^, by writing
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pfrrx

value rf; and hence the fluent pfrrx x
a a xx 3 a a x x ... ,

, or 1 pfrr X will be
aaa aaa

the value of the frustum KACL; which, when
E I or x becomes SI or a, gives pfrr for the

value of the semi-spheroid KSL; or the whole

spheroid p F R R, putting F and R for the

whole fixed and revolving axes. Q. E. D.

Cor. 1. From the foregoing demonstration it

appears that the value of the general frustum

KAECL is expressed by J pfrrx x
3 a a xx

aaa
And if for fr be substituted its value abs, the

same frustum will also be expressed by $ pbrs x

3 aa xx
X

a a
b b x x

Also, if for a a be put its value rr , the
bo yy

last expression will become $ p r s x x r- -

or $psx x ( /2br + I^M ; which, by writing

T y
z instead of its value

y., gives \psx x (2 br

+ y z) for the value of the frustum, viz. the

sum of the area of the less end, and twice that

of the greater, drawn into one-third of the alti-

tude or distance of the ends.

And out of this last expression may be ex-

punged any one of the four quantities b, r, y, z,

by means of the proportion b : r
'. '. y : z.

When the ends of the frustum are perpendicu-
lar to the fixed axis, then a is /, and the

value of the frustum becomes $ p r r x x
3 ffxx

ff
for the value of the frustum whose

ends are perpendicular to the fixed axis, its alti-

tude being x.

And, when the ends of the frustum are parallel

to the fixed axis, a is rz r, and the expression for

3 r r x x
such a frustum becomes \ pfx X-

.

Cor. 2. If to or from pfr r, the value of

the semi-spheroid be added or subtracted,

lp frr ,r x i^JZ^; the value of the ge-
' ' J aaa
neral frustum K A C L, there will result $ pfr rhh

tj
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X
3 g

.~ for the value of a general segment,
tiaa

either greater or less than the semi-spheroid,
whose height, taken upon the diameter passing

through its vertex and centre of its base, is A =:

a + x.

When a coincides with f, the above expres-
3 f A ,^ .for the va-sion becomes $ p r r h A x

lue of a segment whose base is perpendicular to

the fixed axis. And here if we put R for the

radius of the segment's base, and for r r its value

-; , the said segment will become
2f h ft A

And when a coincides with r, the general ex-

pression will become $ pf h h x- f r

the value of the segment whose base is parallel

to the fixed axis. And if we put F, R, for the

two semi-axes 'of the elliptic base of this seg-

ment, respectively corresponding or parallel to

f, r, the semi-axes of the generating ellipse,

when parallel to the base of the segment, and for

f F , RR+AA,
- and r substitute their values fr-and -.

r R 2 A

the said frustum will be expressed by g p F A X
3 RR -f A/t . ,.,., r - e .. ,,---

,
in which the dimensions of Hselr

only-are concerned.

Cor. 3. A semi-spheroid is equal to | of a

cylinder, or to double a cone of the same base

and height ;
or they are in proportion as the

numbers 3, 2, 1. For the cylinder iszz 47ifrr~ a
2 nfrrt tne semi-spheroid

~
f nfrr, and

the cone ~ J nfr r.

Cor. 4. Wheny= r, the spheroid becomes
a sphere, and the expression f n r r for the

semi-spheroid becomes r3 for the semi-sphere.

And, in like manner, f and r being supposed
equal to each other in the values of the frustums

and segments of a spheroid, in the preceding
corollaries, will give the values of the like parts
of a sphere.

Cor. 5. All spheres and spheroids are to each

other as the fixed axes drawn into the squares of

the revolving axes.

Cor. 6. Any spheroids and spheres, of the

same revolving axis, as also their like or corres-

ponding parts cut off by planes perpendicular to

the said common axis, are to one another as

their other or fixed axes. This follows from the

foregoing corollaries.

Cor. 7. But if their fixed axes be equal, and
their revolving axes unequal, the spheroids and

spheres, with their like parts terminated by
planes perpendicular to the common fixed axis,

will be to each other as the squares of their re-

volving axes.

Cor. 8. An oblate spheroid is, to an oblong
spheroid generated from the same ellipse, as

the longer axis of the ellipse is to the shorter.

For if T be the transverse axis, and C the con-

jugate ; the oblate spheroid will be f n T8
C,

and tne oblong f raCa T; and these quantities
are in the ratio of T to C.

I SPH
Cor. 9. And if about the two axes of an

ellipse be generated two spheres and two

spheroids, the four solids will be continual pro-

portionals, and the common ratio will be that

of the two axes of the ellipse ; that is, as the

greater sphere, or the sphere upon the greater

axis, is to the oblate spheroid, so is the oblate

spheroid to the oblong spheroid, so is the oblong

spheroid to the less sphere, and so is the trans-

verse axis to the conjugate. For these four

bodies will be as T3
,
T2

C, T C2
, C3

, where each

term is to ihe consequent one as T to C.

To find the content of a universal spheroid,
or a solid conceived to be generated by the

revolution of a semi-ellipse about its diameter,
whether that diameter be one of the axes of the

ellipse or not. 1. Divide the square of the pro-
duct of the axes of the ellipse by the axis of

the solid, or the diameter about which the semi-

ellipse is conceived to revolve ; multiply the

quotient by -5236, and the product will be the

T* C*
content required. That is, x -5236

the content , T and C being the transverse and

conjugate axes of the ellipse, and d the axis of

the solid.

Or, 2. The continual product of -5236, the

diameter about which the revolution is made,
the square of its conjugate diameter, and the

square of the sine of the angle made by those

diameters, the radius being 1, will be the con-

tent. That is, d c c s s x '5236 ~ the content;
c being the conjugate diameter to d, and s the

sine of the angle made by the diameters. For
the demonstration of this rule see Hutton, ubi

infra. Hence, if d ~ T, the rule becomes p T
C* for the oblong spheroid : and, if rf~ C, it will

be }.p C T2 for the oblate spheroid : and if T, C,
and d, be all equal, the rule will be *pd? for the

sphere. See Mutton's Mensuration.

Dr. Halley has shown, that in a sphere, Merca-
tor's nautical meridian line is a scale of loga-
rithmic tangents of the half complements of the

latitudes. But, as the earth has been found to be
a spheroid, this figure will make some alteration

in the numbers resulting from Dr. Halley's theo-

rem. Mr. Maclaurin has therefore given us a

rule, by which the meridional parts to any
spheroid may be found with the same exactness

as in a sphere.

SPHERUS, a Greek philosopher, a disciple
of Zeno of Cyprus, who flourished about A. A. C.
243. He came to Sparta in the reign of Agis
III. and Cleomenes III., and opened a school

for philosophy. Plut. Diod.

SPHEX, ichneumon wasp, or savage, a genus
of insects belonging to the order of hymenoptera.
See ENTOMOLOGY. The mouth is armed with

entire jaws, but contains no tongue ;
the man-

dibles are horny, crooked, dentated ;
the lip

horny, the apex membranaceous. The palpi or

feelers are four. The antennae have from ten to

sixteen joints. The wings of both sexes are ex-

tended without folds, and laid horizontally on
the back. The sting is sharp, and concealed

within the abdomen. There are ninety-seven

species. The manner of living is different in

the various species, and so is the general form
of the body and their haunts ;

but though the
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method of life be utterly different, yet the same

manners appear innate and inherent in all.

They agree in being the fiercest of all flies :

they will attack insects much larger than them-

selves, and this whether they be defenceless or

armed, as they are provided with a sting. The

strength in all this savage kind is great ; their

jaws are hard and sharp, and in their sting lies

a poison suddenly fatal to the creatures with

whom they engage. The savage seizes hardily

on the animal he attacks, and gives a stroke of

amazing force ;
after which he falls down as if

himself were killed, but it is to rest from his fa-

tigue, and enjoy his victory. He keeps a steady

eye on the creature he has struck till it dies,

which happens in a few minutes, and then drags
it to the nest to feed the young. The number of

other insects they destroy is scarcely to be con-

ceived ; .the mouth of their cave is like that of a

giant in the days of yore, strewed with the re-

mains of prey. The eyes, the filament that serves

as a brain, and a small part of the contents of

the body, are all the savage eats, and he will

kill fifty for a meal. Of this numerous genus

only two are natives of Britain and Ireland, viz.

1. S. cribraria is black, with yellow ringlets on

the abdomen ; the antenna are short, and turned

backwards; the fore legs are broad, with an ap-

pendix like a shield. 2. S. viatica is black; the

antennae are short and thick ; the first three seg-
ments of the abdomen red brown; the pedicle is

short ;
the length half an inch.

SPHINCTER, in anatomy, a term applied to

a kind of circular muscles, or muscles in form

of rings, which serve to close and draw up seve-

ral orifices of the body, and prevent the excretion

of the contents. See ANATOMY.
SPHINX, n. s. Gr. o^iy?. Defined below.

The sphinx was a famous monster in Egypt, that

remained by conjoined Nilus, having the face of a

virgin, and the body of a lion.

Peacham on Drawing.

SPHINX, or SPHYNX, in the mythology, a mon-
ster which had the head and breasts of a woman,
the body of a dog, the tail of a serpent, the

wings of a bird, the paws of a lion, and a hu-
man voice. It sprang from the union of Orthos
with the Chimaera, or of Typhon with Echidna.
The sphinx had been sent into the neighbourhood
of Thebes by Juno, who wished to punish the

family of Cadmus, which she persecuted with
immortal hatred ;

and it laid this part of Bceotia

under continual alarms, by proposing enigmas,
and devouring the inhabitants if unable to explain
them. In the midst of their consternation, the

Thebans were told by the oracle that the sphinx
would destroy herself as soon as one of the

enigmas she proposed was explained. In this

enigma she wished to know what animal walked
on four legs in the morning, two at noon, and
three in the evening. Upon this Creon king of
Thebes promised his crown and his sister Jocasta,
the widow of king Laius, in marriage to him who
could deliver his country from the monster by a
successful explanation of the enigma. It was at

last explained by (Edipus, who observed that

man walked on his hands and feet in the morning
of life, at the noon of life he walked erect, and
in the evening of his days he supported his infir-

SPH
miiies upon a stick. See JOCASTA and OEDIPUS.

The sphinx, upon this explanation, dashed her

head against a rock, and expired. Among the

Egyptians the sphinx was the symbol of religion,

by reason of the obscurity of its mysteries ;

and on the same account the Romans placed a

sphinx in the pronaos or porch of their temples.

Sphinxes were used by the Egyptians to show the

beginning of the water's rising in the Nile; with

this view, as it had the head of a woman and body
of a lion, it signified that the Nile began to swell

in July and August, when the sun passes through
the signs of Leo and Virgo. There are several of

these still to be seen ; one in particular, near the

pyramids, much spoken of by the ancients, being
of a prodigious size, and cut out of the rock; the

head and neck appear only at present, the rest of

the body being hid in the sand. This, according
to Thevenot, is twenty-six feet high, and fifteen

feet from the ear to the chin; but Pliny assures

us, the head was no less that 102 feet in circum-

ference, and sixty-two feet high from the belly,

and that the body was 143 feet long, and was

thought to be the sepulchre of king Arnasis. See

PYRAMIDS. The learned Mr. Bryant (in his

Ancient Mythol. vol. iii. p. 532), observes that

the sphinx seems to have been originally a vast

rock of different strata; which, from a shapeless

mass, the Egyptians fashioned into an object of

beauty and veneration. The Egyptians used

this figure in their buildings; from them the

Greeks derived it, and afterwards improved it

into an elegant ornament. It is also frequently
used in modern architecture. The sphinx of the

Egyptians is said in the Asiatic Researches, vol.

ii. p. 334, to have been found in India. Colonei

Pearce was told by Murari Pandit, a man of

learning among the Hindoos, that the sphinx,
there called singh, is to appear at the end of the

world, and as soon as he is born will prey on an

elephant : he is therefore figured seizing an ele-

phant in his claws ;
and the elephant is made

small, to show that the singh, even a moment
after his birth, will be very large in proportion to

it. But in opposition to this account, given by
Murari Pandit, the late Sir William Jones, the

learned and illustrious president of the Asiatic

Society, was assured by several Brahmins that

the figure taken for a sphinx was a representation
of a lion seizing a young elephant.

SPHINX, in entomology, hawk-moth; a genus
of insects belonging to the order of lepidopterse.
The antennae are shaped somewhat like a prism,
and are more slender at each end than at the

middle. The tongue is generally thrust out :

the two palpi are bent back, and the wings de-

flexed. The name sphinx is given to this genus
on account of the singular attitudes of their cater-

pillars, who apply the hinder part of their body
to a branch of a tree, holding the rest of it erect,

like the fabulous sphinx. Most of them spin
their cod under ground, making them up with

small parcels of earth and grains of corn inter-

woven with threads. The sphinxes fly either

early in the morning or after sunset in the

evening. They fly heavily and sluggishly, otten

emitting a kind of sound. There are about 165

species already discovered, of which ten are

found in Great Britain and Ireland : viz.

B 2
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1. S. atropos, jessamine hawk-moth. The

wings are entire ; the trunk long;, spiral. Above,
first wings brown, clouded with gray and yellow,
and a yellowish spot in the centre ; second, yellow,
with two waved transverse stripes. The abdo-

men is yellow, with seven black brown belts. The
thorax marked like a Death's head, whence the

name, from Atropos, the third and last of the

Fatal Sisters, who cuts the thread of life. The

length is two inches. Caterpillar very large, yel-

low, with six green and orange oblique belts, and
a posterior horn.

2. S. convolvuli, unicorn, or bindweed hawk-
moth. The antennae are long and thick ; the

trunk very long and spiral. Above, body marked
with black and red belts ; wings entire, brown-

gray, with black zig zag transverse lines. The
lireadth three inches. Caterpillar smooth, green,
with a posterior horn.

3. S. elpenor, elephant moth. The wings are

angular, entire. Above, first wings striped

transversely with red and green : second, black

at the base, and red outwards. The body red

and green. Caterpijlar smooth, brown and yel-

low, with a posterior horn, and a snout like a

hog. It lives on vines, convolvulus, &c.
4. S. filipendulae, burnet moth. The antenna?,

legs, and body, are black. Second wings red,

with a greenish border. First wings bluish-green,
with six red spots, in pairs. Length eight lines.

Caterpillar yellow, with black spots. .It lives on

grass.
5. S. ligustri, privet hawk-moth. The an-

tenna are long, thick, and brown. Trunk long,

spiral. First wings two inches long, narrow, en-

tire, brown ; second, short, red, with black bars.

The abdomen is red, with black rings. Cater-

pillar smooth, yellow-green, with a posterior
horn.

6. S. ocellata, eyed willow hawk-moth. There
is no trunk ; the wings are indented. Above,
first wings dark and light brown, marbled ;

second, red, with a large yellow black eye. Be-

neath, a large red triangle from the base of the

first wings. The breadth one inch and a half.

Caterpillar smooth, green, with oblique white
lines on the sides, and a posterior horn. The

eggs are green; it lives on willows.

7. S. populi, poplar hawk-moth. The wings
are scalloped, bluish-gray, and waved with dark
lines. On the first wings a long white spot,
and the base of the second red brown. Wings
reversed. Length one inch. A long spiral trunk

caterpillar, green, smooth, with oblique white

spots, and a posterior horn. It lives on poplars
and willows.

8. S. stellatarum, large bee-moth. The an-
tenna are thick, towards the ends brown. The
trunk is spiral ; the wings are short and entire ;

the body is thick, brown, and hairy. First wings
are brown, waved

; second, red brown. It re-

sembles a large bee. Caterpillar smooth, with a

posterior blue horn, tipt with red. It lives on

gallium.
9. S. tiliae, lime hawk-moth. No trunk; the

wings are scalloped ; the antenna are white on
the upper side, yellow on the under. Above, first

wings gray-brown, with two irregular large green
spots; second wings orange. Beneath, greenish-
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gray. Caterpillar green, shagreened, with a pos-
terior horn.

10. S. tipuliformis, small bee-moth. The
thorax is yellow beneath ; the wings are short,

with black veins. The abdomen black, bearded,

yellow at the extremity. Caterpillar on the loni-

cera.

SPHINX, in zoology. See SIMIA.

SPHCERULITE,m mineralogy. Colorsbrown
and gray. In imbedded roundish balls and grains.

Glimmering. Fracture even, splintery. Opaque.
Scratches quartz witli difficulty. Brittle. Spe-
cific gravity 2'4 to 2'5. Nearly infusible. It

occurs in pearlstone and pitchstone porphyries,
in the vicinity of Glasshiitte near Schemnitz;
and in the pitchstone of Meissen.

SPHONDYLIUM, in anatomy, one of the ver-

tebra of the back.

SPHRAGIDIUM, a famous cave of Boeotia,
in Mount Citheron. Paus. ix. c. 3.

SPI'AL, n. s. Fr. espial. A spy ; scout ; a

watcher. Obsolete.

His ears be as ipials, alarum to crie.

Timer's Husbandry.
Up p. ivy tpials placed in all his way,

To weel what course he takes, and how he fares.

Spenser.
Their trust towards them hath rather been as to

good spinls and good whisperers, than good magis-
trates and officers. Bacon.

For he by faithful spial was assured

That Egypt's king was forward on his way.
Fairfax.

SPICA, in botany. See BOTANY

SPICE, n. s. & v. a. ~\ Fr. espices ; Italian

SPI'CER, n. s. >specei, of Lat. sped.
SPI'CERY. j A vegetable produc-

tion, fragrant to the smell, and of pungent taste;
an aromatic substance used in sauces : to season
with spice : a spicer is a dealer in spice : spicery
is the commodity or depository of spices.

Dangerous rocks,

Which, touching but by gentle vessel's side,

Would scatter all the spices on the stream.

Sluik'peare.

Is not manhood, learning, gentleness, and virtue,

the tpice and salt that seasons a man ?

Id. Troihis and Cretsida.

His mother was a vot'ress of my order,

And in the spiced Indian air by night
Full often she hath gossip'd by my side.

Shakspeure.
Their camels were loaden with spicery, and balm,

and myrrh. Raleigh's History of the World.

Names have been derived from occupations, as

Salter and Spicer. Canuten.

She in whose body
The western treasure, eastern spicery,

Europe and Africk, and the unknown rest,

Were easily found. Donne.

These hymns may work on future wits, and so

May great-grandchildren of thy praises grow ,

And so, though not revive, embalm and spice

The world, which else wouJd putrify with vice. Id

With a festivall

She'll first receive thee ; but will spice thy bread
W ith flowrie poysons. Chapman.

So in the wicked there 's no vice,

Of which the saints have not a tp'.ce. Hudibras.

What though some have a fraught
Of cloves and nutmegs, and in cinnamon sail,
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If thou hast wherewitlial to spice a draught,
When griefs prevail 1 Herbert.

Off at sea north-east winds blow
Sabseaa odour, from the spicy shore

Of Araby the blest
;
with such delay

Well pleased they slaci their course
; and many a

league,
Cheered with the grateful smell, old ocean smiles.

Milton.

Tfij^h sauces and rich sp-ces are fetched from the

Indies. Baker.

It containeth singular relations, not without some

tpice or sprinkling of all learning.
Browne's Vulyar Errours.

Garlick, the northern spice, is 'in mighty request

among the Indians. Temple.
For them the Idumaean Dalm did sweat,

And in hot Ceilon spicy forests grew. Dryden.
The spicery, the cellar and its furniture, are too

well known to be here insisted upon.
Addis'in on Italy.

The regimen in this disease ought to be of spicy
and cephalick vegetables, to dispel the viscosity.

Arbuthnot on Diet.

Under southern skies exalt their sails,

Led by new stars, and borne by spicy gales ! Pope.

SPICK AND SPAN. Span-new is used by Chau-

cer, and is supposed to come from Saxon ppannan
to stretch

; Lat. expanders : whence span. There is

also a Swedish sping span, meaning every bit.

Span-new is therefore originally used of cloth

new extended or dressed at the clothiers, and

spick and span is newly extended on the spikes
or tenters ; it is, however, a low word. Quite

new; now first used.

While the honour thou hast got
Is spick and span new, piping hot,

Strike her up bravely. Butler.

They would have these reduced to nothing, and
then others created spick and span new out of nothing.

Burnet.

I keep no antiquated stuff;
But spick and span I haveHinough. Swift.

SPICKNEL, or SPIGNEL. See ATHAMANTA.
SPICULA. See BOTANY.

SPI'DER, n. s. Skinner thinks this word
softened from spinder, or spinner, from spin.

Junius, with his usual felicity, dreams that it

comes from Gr. oiri%tiv, to extend ; for the spider
extends his web. Perhaps it comes from Dutch

spieden, Dan. spcyden, to spy, to lie upon the

catch. Sax. "oori, *coria, is a beetle, or properly
an humble bee, or stingless bee. May not spi-
der be spy dor, the insect that watches the dor ?

Johnson. Sax. j-pin atteri. Thomson. From
spin, and alter, venom. The animal that spins
a web for flies.

More direful hap betide that hated wretch,
Than I can wish to adders, spiders, toads.

, 4 / Shakspeure.
The tpider's web to watch we'll stand,

And, when it takes the bee,

We'll help out of the tyrant's hand
The innocent to free. Drayton.
Insidious, restless, watchful spider,

Fear no officious damsel's broom
;

Extend thy artful fabrick wider,
And spread thy banners round my room :

While I thy curious fabrick st&re at,

And think on hapless poet's fate,

Like thee confined to noisome garret,
And rudely banished rooms of state. Lit'Lettm.
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The spider's touch how exquisitely fine !

Feels at each thread, and lives along the line.

Pope.

SPIDER, in entomology. See ARANEA and
ENTOMOLOGY.

SPIDER, SHEPHERD. See PJIALAXGIUM.

SPIDERWORT, GREAT SAVOY, a species o.

HEMEROCALLIS.
SP.IERINGS (II.), an eminent landscape

painter, born at Antwerp, about 1633. His man-
ner of designing was agreeable, his touch deli-

cate, and his coloring natural.

SPIERS (Albert Van), an historical painter,
born at Amsterdam in 1666. Arter studying in

Italy he returned to his native city, where he ac-

quired great fame. He died in 1718.

SPIGELIA, worm grass, in botany, a genus
of plants belonging to the class of pentandria.
and order of monogynia; natural order forty-

seventh, stellatae : COR. funnel-shaped : CAPS, di-

dymous, bilocular, and polyspermous. There are

two species; 1. S. anthelmia, has a herbaceous

stem, and its highest leaves are fourfold. ' The
effects of this medicine,' says Dr. Browne,

' are

these : It first procures sleep, almost as cer-

tainly, and in an equal degree, with opium : the

eyes seem to be distended, and sparkle as it were
before the eruption of the small-pox or measles,
which may be easily observed after the sleep is

over; the pulse grows regular and rises, the fever

cools, the symptoms appear more favorable, and
the worms are generally discharged by the use

of the subsequent purgative (if not before) in

great quantities, often above 100 at a time; but

when a few only come away, which is seldom,
and these alive, the same doses are again repeated,
which seldom or never fail. I never saw this

medicine fail when there was the least probability
of success; nay, often prove successful when
there was not the least reason to expect it. I

have been, however, cautious in ordering it for

children ;
for though I never knew it at all hurt-

ful, its effect upon the eyes has often deterred

me from ordering it to children, whose fibres are

weak and relaxed, and in whom the fevers from
this source are seldom so vehement as to hinder

the administration of other medicines, likely as

effectual in other cases of this nature. This plant
is generally had in low dry lands, after they have

been turned up some months, and after great
rains ; its taste is herbaceous, and somewhat

clammy ; its growth is .soft and sudden ; its stalk

hollow, smooth, and roundish. Its herbaceous

taste and sudden growth would alone make me
think it capable of little or no action, had not

hundreds of careful observations satisfied me to

the contrary.'
2. S. Marilandica, perennial worm-grass, or

Indian pink. The best description of this plant
which we have seen is given by Dr. Woodville

in his Medical Botany ;
a work which exhibits a

complete systematic view of the medicinal effects

of vegetables. Its stem is four cornered ; all the

leaves opposite Dr. Garden, in a letter to the

late Dr. Hope, professor of botany in the univer-

sity of Edinburgh, dated 1703, gives the follow-

ing account of the virtues of this plant :
' About

forty years ago the anthelmintic virtues of the

root of this plant were discovered by the Indians ;
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since which time it has been much used here by
physicians, practitioners, and planters ; vet its

true dose is not generally ascertained. I have

given it in hundreds of cases, and have been very
attentive to its effects. I never found it do much
service, except when it proved gently purgative.
Its purgative quality naturally led me to give it

in febrile diseases which seemed to arise from

viscidity in the primae vise ; and, in these cases,
it succeeded to admiration, even when the sick
did not void worms. I have of late, previous to
the use of the Indian pink, given a vomit, when
the circumstances of the case permitted it

; and I
have found this method to answer so well that I

think a vomit should never be omitted. I have
known half a drachm of this root purge as briskly
as the same quantity of rhubarb

; at other times
I have known it, though given in large quantities,

produce no effect upon the belly : in such cases
it becomes necessary to add a grain or two of
sweet mercury, or some grains of rhubarb; but
the same happy effects did not follow its use in
this way, as when it was purgative without ad-
dftion. The addition, however, of the purgative
renders its use safe, and removes all danger of
convulsions of the eyes, although neither ol. rutae

sabinse, nor any other nervous substance, is given
along with it. It is, in general, safer to give it

in large doses than in small ; for from the" latter

more frequently the giddiness, dimness of the

sight, and convulsions, &c., follow : whereas
from large doses I have not known any other ef-

fect than its proving emetic or violently cathartic.
To a child of two years of age, who had been
taking ten grains of the root twice a-day, without

having any other effect than making her dull and
giddy, I prescribed twenty-two grains morning
and evening, which purged her briskly and
brought away five large worms. After some
months an increased dose had the same good ef-
fect. I prefer the root to the other parts of the

plant; of which, when properly dried, I gave
from twelve to sixty or seventy grains in sub-
stance. In fusion it may be given to the quan-
tity of two, three, or four drachms, twice a day.
I have found that, by keeping, the plant loses its

virtue in part ; for forty grains of the root which
has not been gathered about two months will

operate as strongly as sixty which has been kept
for fifteen months.' In Dr. Garden's subsequent
letters, addressed to Dr. Hope, in 1764 and 1766,
the efficacy of this root in worm cases is further
confirmed ; and he observes that the root keeps
better than he at first thought (having lately used
it several years old with great success). In what
he calls continued or remitting low worm fevers,
he found its efficacy promoted by the addition of
rad. sepentar. virg.

SPIGELIUS (Adrian), an eminent anatomist,
surgeon, and botanist, born at Brussels in 1578.
He became

j
rofessor of anatomy and surgery at

Padua. The senate of Venice honored him with
the order of St. Mark. He died 1625. His
works on these branches of science were printed
at Amsterdam, in 3 vols. folio, 1645.

SPIGNA, or SPIGNO, a town and castle, and
ci-devant marquisate of Italy, in the late duchy
of Montferrat; now annexed to France, and
included in the department of Marengo ; seated
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on the Belbo, between the Aqua and the Savona;
forty miles south-east of Turin. Long. 8 26'
E., lat. 4445'N.
SPIGNEL, WILD, a species of seseli.

SPI'GOT, n. s. Dut. spijcker. A pin or peg
put into the faucet to keep in the liquor.

Base Hungarian wight, wilt thou the spigot wield ?

Shakspeare.
Take out the spigot, and clap the point in your

mouth -

Swift.

SPIKE, n. s. & v.a. Lat. spicu. An ear of
corn : hence a long nail

; a species of lavender :

to fasten with nails.

For the body of the ships, no nation equals Eng-
land for the oaken timber ; and we need not borrow
of any other iron for spikes or nails to fasten them.

Bacon.
Drawn up m ranks and files, the bearded spikes

Guard it from birds, as with a stand of pikes.
Denham.

Suffering not the yellow beards to rear,
He tramples down the spikes, and intercepts the year.

Dryden.
Lay long planks upon them, spiking or pinningthem down fast. Mortimer's Husbandry.
Lay long planks upon them, pinned or spiked down

to the pieces of oak on which they lie.

Moxon's Mechanical Exercises.
He wears on his head the corona radiata, another

type of his divinity : the spikes that shoot out repre-
sent the rays of the sun. Addison.
A youth, leaping over the spiked pales, was sud-

denly frighted down, and in his falling he was
catched by those spikes. Wiseman.

The gleaners,
Spike after spike, their sparing harvest pick.

. Thomson
i he oil of spike is much used by our artificers in

their varnishes
, but it is generally adulterated

Hill's Materia Medico.

SPIKE, OIL OF, an essential oil distilled from
lavender, and much used by the varnish makers
and the painters in enamel.

SPIKE'NARD, n. s. Lat. spica nardi. A
plant, and the oil or balsam produced from the

plant.
A woman, having an alabaster box of ointment

of spikenard, brake and poured it on his head.

Mark xiv. 3.
He cast into the pile bundles of myrrh, and

sheaves of spikenard, enriching "it with every spicy
shr

T
ub -

Spectator.
It grows plentifully in Java. It has been known

to the medical writers of all ages.
Hill's Materia Medica.

SPIKENARD. See NARDUS.
SPIKENARD, CELTIC, a species of valeriana.

SPIKENARD, FALSE, a species of lavandula.

SPIKENARD, INDIAN, or TRUE. See NARDUS.
The Indian or True Spikenard was discoveredm 1786, and announced in the Philosophical
Transactions for 1790 : yet Mr. Lee, in his In-
troduction to Botany, p. 330, published in 1794,
says it is still

' unknown.'

SPIKENARD, PLOUGHMAN'S. See BACCHARIS.
It is also the name of a species of Conyza.

^IKE ARD, WILD, a species of Asarum.
IKL-ROLLER, in agriculture, a useful

implement of the roller kind, introduced by Mr.
Randall of York. It has been found of much
advantage in bringing stiff cloddy lands into a
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state of suitable pulverization and fineness of

mould for being sown. It is likewise employed
in a beneficial manner on sward-land that is

worn out and mossy, by preparing it for the ap-

plication of earthy composts and grass-seeds.

But it is remarked by the inventor that in this

business the roller must go up and down till the

swarth and ground are perfectly well broken up :

this being done, the seeds of clover, trefoil, and

rye-grass, or any other mixed with them, must

be sown in the usual way and quantity ;
then the

compost must be spread over the seeds so as to

cover them ;
and a common barley-roller, with a

thorn-bush fastened to it, must follow, and the

ground be shut up, lest the cattle should do

harm by treading. In respect to this sort of

roller the dimensions in length were seven feet,

the diameters at the ends eighteen inches, and

the whole cylinder made of the heart of oak;
and when the irons were burnt in, and the man
seated on the box designed for that purpose, the

weight of the whole was about a ton. But the

blunt ends of the irons were opposed to the clods,

and run more taper, till they came to the surface

of the cylinder, into which the irons were burnt,

and inserted about three inches, which was their

length above the surface of the roller, and which

he always found very sufficient to crush the hard-

est clod that ever came in their way. Had he,

indeed, attempted to go on the ground when the

soil was not perfectly dry, this position of the

irons would have carried the clods round with

the roller ; for it is not its province to squeeze,
but crush. Nor indeed can a man do more harm
to his ground than going upon it, when it is not

quite dry, with a roller constructed in this way.
He had the irons fixed in four inches asunder, in

the first row, from end to end. The second row

began just between the first and second irons of

. the first row. The third row was like the first ;

and the fourth like the second. Then alternately
for the whole surface of the cylinder, as nearly as

possible, the irons were four inches asunder in

each individual row; and four inches from row
to row, as nearly as the superficies of the cylinder
would permit. He does not know how to con-

vey a juster idea of the shape of the irons than

to call them ox-harrow teeth, or those of a very

large harrow ; for when he sent for the workman
he desired him to make so many of this denomi-
nation six inches in length, and burn the small

end three inches into the wood. This is a roller

that requires a strong team in performing its

work.

In addition to these uses it has been suggested
that it may likewise be very useful in preparing

clay for the making of canals, or pieces of water :

for where, as sometimes happens, the clay grows
dry, and will not admit of being duly tempered
for use, without great pains in breaking it, a very

large quantity may very soon be reduced to the

requisite fineness, by spreading it on hard ground
IK a due thickness, and passing this roller a few
times over it. In extensive works much trouble

and labor may sometimes be saved by this means,
and the clay prepared in a manner that will an-

swer the purpose much more effectually. It may
also be noticed that this is a sort of tool which
no farm, where the land is a stiff clay, or in the

least liable to clot, should want c for besides the

constant advantage of saving labor, and bringing
land to a better condition for any kind of sowing
than the plough and harrow, with any assistance

of the work of hands, can make it ; in favorable

seasons, and under certain circumstances, the

loss of the whole crop, by an otherwise unavoid-
able delay beyond the seed-time, may be with

certainty prevented.
This implement may likewise be employed to

assist in reducing the half-burnt turf of burn-

baked land, which requires much labor as com-

monly done by hand ; but by going over the

land several times with the spike-roller, and liar--

rowing it with heavy harrows alternately, to pull

up the turfs, or ploughing them up, they may be
reduced fine in a much shorter time, and at a

much less expense, than by beating or breaking
them by hand. The mode of constructing the

tool, in the common manner, has been already
shown.
As an improvement in this implement it has

been suggested, in order to prevent its tearing

up the ground, and the great stress that is upon
the frame in turning, to have it divided into two

parts. Let the ends of each part be bound with

narrow, but strong, bands of iron, and let the

spikes at the ends be placed close to them
; let

each part have a separate frame; but let tlie

cheeks, in which the inward gudgeons turn, be

made of iron plates, about two inches wide above
and four where the gudgeons enter; the thick-

ness, a common flat bar of iron ; and these fixed

in any firm manner to two cheeks of uood,

reaching down just to the bands, and of such ;i

thickness at bottom as not to interrupt the spikes.
Let the inward gudgeons be made with quite flat

heads to prevent their slipping out in working,
and bring the two ends of the toller nearer toge-

ther, which is of consequence, as the fewer clots

will be missed in working. Let the frames be

joined together by four eyes, like those of a small

gate, two at one end, about five or six inches

apart ; the two at the end of the other to tak ;

place just within them, an iron pin being put
through all four and keyed. Let the thills be

placed just on the middle of each frame, and a

bar of wood just behind the horse to strengthen

them; the bar sawed through in the middle, and

joined by a strong flat hinge ;
one side made to

hasp upon a staple kept down with a wooden
clet. This gives the whole proper play in

working.
The spikes are about four inches without and

three within the wood : the thickness of the roller

and number of spikes may be determined, in

some measure, by the nature of the soil it is to

work upon. Thus formed it will be found, it is

said, next to the plough, the most useful instru-

ment in tillage, not only in reducing a stiff soil,

but, with a bush at its tail, to cover the seed,

when sown, much more effectually, and in a

better manner, than a harrow, as it turns up the;

earth light and fine behind it; and, though seem-

ingly unwieldy, will turn with ease, and may be
worked with one, two, or three horses at most,

upon any land that is of a proper dryness to

work upon.
SPILANTIIUS, in botany, a genus of r/lrtnts,
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belonging to the class of syngenesia, and to the

order of polygamia aequalis. The common

calyx is erect; the leaflets numerous, sub-equal,
and oblong, the two exterior being longer than

the rest. The compound corolla is "uniform and

tubular; the florets are hermaphrodite and equal;
the proper corolla is funnel-shaped. The fila-

ments are five in number, and short. The an-

therae cylindrical and tubular. The seeds are

vertical, oblong, flat, and covered with chaff.

The receptacle is paleaceous and conical. There
are seven species, viz. 1. S. acmella; 2. atripli-

cifolia; 3. insipida; 4. oloracea; 5. pseudo-
acmella; 6. salivaria; and, 7. urens.

SPILBERG (John), an historical and por-
trait painter, born at Dusseldorp in 1619. He
was painter to the prince Palatine, and died in

1691.

SPILBERG, (Adriana), daughter of John, was
born at Amsterdam, in 1646, and learned paint-

ing under her father. She excelled in drawing

portraits with crayons. The celebrated painter,

Eglon Vander Neer, married her.

SPILL, v. a. &v. n. ) Sax.j-pillan ; Goth, and

SPILTH, n. s. } Teut. spilla ; Belg. spijlen.
To shed ; throw away ; lose ; destroy ; waste ;

be lavish ; be shed : spilth, that which is spilt.

Thus is our thought with pain of thistle tilled,

Thus be our noblest parts dried up with sorrow
;

Thus is our mind with too much minding spilled.

Sidney.

Thy father bids thee spare, and chides for tpilling.
Id.

Why are you so fierce and cruel ?

Is it because your eyes have power to kill ?

Then know that mercy is the Mighty's jewel,
And greater glory think to save than spill. Id.

Friend or brother,

He forfeits his own blood that spills another.

Shakspeare. Timon.

Our vaults have wept with drunken spilth of wine.

Shakspeare.
All bodies are with other bodies filled

;

But she receives both heaven and earth together :

Nor are their forms by rash encounters spilled;
For there they stand, and neither toucheth either.

Dames.
Be not angry with these fires ;

For then their threats will kill me :

Nor look too kind on my desires ;

For then my hopes will spill me. Ben Jonson.

Themselves exact their cruelty,
And I constrained am this blood to spill.

Daniel's Civil War.

They having spilled much blood, and done much
waste,

Subduing nations
; and achieved thereby

Fame in the.world, high titles, and rich prey ;

Shall change their course to pleasure, ease, and
sloth. Milton,

Medea must not draw her murth'ring knife,
And spill her children's blood upon the stage.

Roscommon.
Orbellan did disgrace

With treach'rous deeds our mighty mother's race
;

And to revenge his blood, so justly spilt,

"What is it less than to partake his guilt ? Dryden.

Nor the Centaur's tale

Be here repeated ; how, with lust and wine

Inflamed, they fought and spilt their drunken souls

At feasting hour. Philips.
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This sight shall clamp the raging ruffian's breast,
"

The poison spill, and half-drawn sword arrest.

Tickell.

lie was so topful of himself, that he let it spill on

all the company : he spoke well indeed, but he spoke
too long. Watts.

SPILL, n. s. Teut. spille; Belg. spil. A shiver

or small bar of wood or iron ; small quantity of

money.
The oysters, besides gathering by hand, have a

peculiar dredge, which is a thick strong net, fastened

to three spills of iron, and drawn at the boat's stern.

Carew.

Have near the bunghole a little venthole, stopped
with a spill. Mortimer.

The bishops, who consecrated this ground, were
wont to have a spill or sportule from the credulous

laity. Ayliffe.

SPILLER (John), a young sculptor of great

promise, was born December, 1763, in London,
and after a liberal education became a pupil of

Bacon. His talents becoming known, he was
chosen to execute a statue of Charles II. for the

centre of the Royal Exchange ; and while en-

gaged in this work the pulmonary disease, to

which he had a tendency, became so much ag-

gravated that soon after his much-admired pro-
duction was placed on its pedestal he expired, in

May 1794. The author of the Curiosities of

Literature makes the following observations illus-

trative of the enthusiasm of genius :
' The young

and classical sculptor who raised the statue of

Charles II., placed in the centre of the Royal
Exchange, was, in the midst of his work, advised

by his medical friends to desist from working in

marble ; for the energy of his labor, with the

strong excitement of his feelings, already had
>made fatal inroads on his constitution. But he
was willing, he said, to die at the foot of his sta-

tue. The statue was raised, and the young
sculptor, with the shining eyes and hectic blush of

consumption, beheld it there,, returned home and

shortly was no more.' He married in 1792, and
his accomplished wife died a few months after

him of a similar disease. They left behind them,
at the tender age of a few months, an only
daughter.

SPILSBY, a market-town in the county of

Lincoln, situated on an eminence overlooking the

extensive level of the marshes and the German
Ocean. It is the chief town in the southern

part of Lindsey division, and consists mainly of

four streets, uniting at the market-place. A spa-
cious square, with the market cross at the east

end, and the town-hall at the west. The cross

consists of a plain octagonal shaft, with a quadran-
gular base, elevated on five steps. The town-
hall is a plain brick building, built in 1764,

standing on arches on the site of an old hall.

The general quarter sessions of the peace have
been holden here for upwards of 100 years. The

parish church, situated in the west end of the

town, is an irregular building, consisting of north

and south aisles, the latter being much larger
than the rest of the building; and here is a chapel,
in which are some ancient monuments belonging
to the families of Beke, Willoughby, and Bertie.

At the west end of the church is an embattled

tower of more modern date. Spilsby contains a

free-school and Sunday school. Market on Mon-
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day, and three annual fairs. Thirty-one miles

east of Lincoln, and 134 north of London.

SPIN, v. a. & v. n. -\ Prefer, spun or

SPIN'DLE, n. s. &u. n. /span; part. spun.

SPIN'DLESHANKED, adj. >Sax. j-pinnan ; Belg.

SPIN'NY, i sptJinen.
To draw

SPIN'STER, n. s. J out into, or form,

threads: hence to protract ;
draw out; form by

degrees ;
to exercise the art of spinning ; stream

out in threads or filaments : a spindle is a pin
on which the spinning of thread is performed :

spindleshanked, having thin or spindle-like

legs : spinster, a woman who spins ; the legal

term for an unmarried woman not of noble

birth : spinny is their loom.

The women spun goats' hair. Exodtts xxxv. 26.

Weaving spiders corne not here :

Hence, you long-legged spinners, hence !

Shakspeare.

The spinsters and the knitters in the sun,

And the free maids that weave their thread with

bones,
Do use to chaunt it. Id. Twefth Night.

You would be another Penelope ; yet all the yarn
she spun, in Ulysses's absence, did but fill Ithaca

full of moths. Shakspeare.

Bodies fibrous by moisture incorporate with other

thread, especially if there be a little wreathing ; as

appearelh by the twisting of thread, and twirling
about of spindles.

Bacon.

Another ill accident in drought is the spindling of

the corn, which with us is rare, but in hotter coun-

tries common
;
insomuch as the word calamity was

first derived from calamus, when the corn could not

get out of the stalk. Id.

Together furiously they ran,

That to the ground came horse and man ;

The blood out of their helmets span,
So sharp were their encounters.

Draytnn's Nymphiad.
If a gentlewoman be termed spinster, she may

abate the writ. Lord Coke.

I passed lightly over many particulars, on which

learned and witty men might svin out large volumes.

Digby.
Whether the sun, predominant in heaven,

Txise on the earth, or earth rise on the sun
;

He from the east his fl lining road begin,
Or she from west her silent course advance
With inoffensive pace, that spinning sleeps
On her soft axle, while she paces even

And bears thee soft with the smooth air along,
Solicit not thy thoughts. Milton s Paradise Lost.

Sing to those that hold the vital sheers,

And turn the adamantine spindle round
On which the fate of gods and men is wound.

Milton.

A practised spinner shall spin a pound of wool
worth two shillings for sixpence. Graunt.

We can fling our legs and arms upwards and

downwards, backwards, forwards, and round, as they
that spin. More.
The fates but only spin the coarser clue;

The finest of the wool is left for you. Dryden.

Repose yourself, if those spindle legs of yours will

carry you to the next chair. Id. Spanish Fryar.

By one delay after another, they spin out their

whole lives, till there 's no more future left before

'era. L'Estrange.
Men of large thoughts and quick apprehensions

are not to expect any thing here, but what, being
ijmn out of my own coarse thou. hts, is fitted to men
f my own size. Locke.
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So Pallas from the dusty field withdrew,

And, when imperial Jove appeared in view,

Kesumed her female arts, the *pmdle and the clew,

Forgot the sceptre she so well iiad swayed,
And, with trial mildness she had ruled, obeyed.

titepney,

The spindles must be tied up, and, as they grow in

height, rods set by them, lest by their bending they
should break. Mortimer.

When the flowers begin to spindle, all but one or

two of the biggest at each root, should be nipped
off. Id.

They plow it early in the year, and then there will

come some spinny grass that will keep it from scald-

ing. Id.

The marriage of one of our heiresses with an emi-

nent courtier gave us spindle shanks and cramps.
Tatter.

Upon a true repentance, God is not so fatally tied

to the spindle of absolute reprobation, as not to keep
his promise, and seal merciful pardons.

Jasper Maine.

Why should Rome fall a moment ere her time 1

Xo, let us draw her term of freedom out

In its full length, and spin it to the last.

Addison's Cato.

Her lawyer is a little rivelled, spindleshauked gen-
tleman. Addison.

Ten thousand stalks their various blossoms spread ;

Peaceful and lowly in their native soil,

They neither know to spin, nor care to toil. Prior.

If his cure lies among the lawyers, let nothing be

said against intangling property, spinning out causes,
and squeezing clients. Cottier.

My spinning wheel and rake

Let Susan keep for her dear sister's sake. (raj/.

The lines are weak, another 's pleased to say ;

Lord, Fanny spin* a thousand such a day. Pope.
I desire that a yearly annuity of twenty pounds

shall be paid to Rebecca Dingley, of the city of

Dublin, spinster, during her life. Swift.
Do thou take me for a Roman matron,

Bred tamely to the spindle and the loom 1

A. Philips.
That hour arrived, his work begins ;

He spins and weaves, and weaves and spim;
Till circle upon circle wound
Careless around him and around,
Conceals him with a veil, though slight,

Impervious to the keenest sight. C'owper.

SPINA BIFIPA. See SURGERY.
SPIKA CEUVIKA, the same as the rhamnus

catharticus. See UHAMXUS.
SPIKA VEXTOSA, in surgery, that species of

corruption of the bones which takes its rise in

the internal parts, and by degrees enlarges llio

bone, and raises it into a tumor. See SURGERY.

SPIN'ACII, n. s.
I

Latin spinac/tia. A
SPTK'AGE. $ plant.

It hath an npetalous flower, consisting of many
stamina included in the flower-cup, which are pro-
duced in spikes upon the male plants, which are

barren ;
but the embryos are produced from the

wings of the leaves on the female plants, which

afterwards become roundish or angular seeds, which
in some sorts have thorns adhering to them.

Miller.

Spinaye is an excellent herb crude or boiled.

Mortimer.

SPINACIA, spinage, in botany, a genus of

plants belonging to the class of dioecia, and to

the order of pentandria ; and in the natural sys-
tem arranged under the twelfth order,
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The male calyx is quinquepartite ; there is no

corolla : the female calyx is quadrifid : no co-

rolla ; there are four styles, and one seed within

the indurated calyx. There are only two spe-
cies : 1. S. fera, wild spinage, produces its fruit

on footstalks. 2. S. oleracea, common spinage,
has sessile fruits and sagitated leaves. It has

been cultivated in Britain since 1568, but it is

not known from what country it was originally

brought. When intended for winter use, it

should be sown on an open spot of ground in

the end of July ; and if possible when the wea-

ther is rainy. When the young plants are come

up, the weeds must be destroyed, and the plants
left at about five inches asunder. The ground

being kept clear of weeds, the spinage will be

fit for use in October. The way of gathering it

to advantage is only to take off the longest leaves,

leaving those in the centre to grow bigger ; and

at this rate a bed of spinage will furnish the

table for a whole winter, till the spinage sown in

spring is become fit for use, which is commonly
in April.

SPIN.'E, in botany, thorns, rigid prickles: a

species of arma, growing on various parts of

certain plants for their defence ; spinse ramorum
arcent pecora. On the branches we find exam-

ples in the pyrus, prunus, citrus, hippophaes,

gmelina, rhamnus, lycium, Sec. ; on the leaves

in the aloe, agave, yucca, ilex, hippomane, theo-

phrasta, carlina, &c. ; on the calyx, in the car-

duus, cnicus, centauria, molucella, galeopsis,
&c. ; on the fruit, in the trapa, tribulus, murex,

spinacia, agremonia, datura, &c.
SPINAGE. See SPINACH and SPINACIA.

SPI'NAL, adj. ) Lat. sp'ma. Belonging to

SPINE, n. s. J the backbone : the backbone.

All spinal, or such as have no ribs, but only a back-

bone, are somewhat analogous thereto.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

There are who think the marrow of a man,
Which in the spine, while he was living ran

;

When dead, the pith corrupted will become
A snake, and hiss within the hollow tomb. Dryden.

Descending careless from his couch, the fall

Luxed his joint neck, and spinal marrow bruised.

Philips.
Those solids are entirely nervous, and proceed

from the brain and spinal marrow, which, by their

bulk, appear sufficient to furnish all the stamina or

threads of the solid parts. Arbuthnot.

The rapier entered his right side, reaching within

a finger's breadth of the spine. Wiseman's Surgery.

SPINAL MARROW, SPINAL NERVES. See ANA-
TOMY, Index.

SPINALIS, in anatomy, several muscles, &c.
of the spine. See ANATOMY.
SPINCKES (Nathanael), an eminent non-

jurant divine, born in 1654, at Castor n North-

amptonshire, where his father Edmund, a native

of New England, and a man of letters, was rector.

He was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge,
in 1669-70. In 1671 he fell heir, by his father's

death, to a large fortune and a fine library. Af-

ter taking his degrees of B. and M. A., &c., he
was admitted priest, December 22d, 1678. He
then became chaplain to Sir R. Edgcomb ; and
in 1681 the same to the duke of Lauderdale.
In 1685 he was made rector of Peakirk in Nor-

thamptonshire, where he married Miss Rutland
of London. In 1687 he was made a prebendary
of Salisbury, rector of St. Mary, and preacher
at Stratford at 80 a year. But in 1690 he lost

all his preferments, by refusing to take the oaths

to William and Mary. On the 3d of June 1713
he was made a bishop. He died 28th of July,
1727. His publications were numerous. The
most celebrated is his Sick Man Visited.

SPINDLE, in geometry, a solid body generated

by the revolution of some curve line about its

base or double ordinate ; in opposition to a co-

noid, which is generated by the rotation of the

curve about its axis or absciss, perpendicular to

its ordinate. The spindle is denominated cir-

cular, elliptic, hyperbolic, or parabolic, &c., ac-

cording to the figure of its generating curve.

SPINDLE, in mechanics, sometimes denotes
the axis of a wheel, or roller, &c., and its ends are

the pivots.
SPINE. See ANATOMY, Index.

SPINE, in botany. See SPIN.E.

SPINEL, in mineralogy, a sub-species of oc-

tohedral corundum. Color red. Occurs in

grains, more frequently crystallised; in a perfect
octohedron, which is the fundamental figure ; in

a tetrahedron, perfect or modified
;
a thick equi-

angular six-sided table; a very oblique four-

sided table ; a rhomboidal dodecahedron ; a

rectangular four-sided prism. Splendent and
vitreous. Cleavage fourfold. Fracture flat con-
choidal. Translucent to transparent. Refracts

single. Scratches topaz, but is scratched by
sapphire. Brittle. Specific gravity 3-5 to 3-8.

Fusible with borax. Its constituents are, alu-

mina 82-47, magnesia 8'78, chromic acid 6-18,
loss 2-57. Vauquelin. It is found in the gneiss
district of Acker in Sudermannland, in a primitive
limestone ; in the kingdom of Pegu ; and in

Ceylon. It is used as a precious stone. When
it weighs four carats (about sixteen grains) it is

considered of equal value with a diamond of
half the weight. Jameson.

SPINEL, in the linen manufactory, four hanks.
SPINELLANE. Color plum-blue. It occurs

crystallised in rhomboids of 117 23', and 62

37'; and in six-sided prisms acuminated with
three planes. It scratches glass. It is found on
the shores of the lake of Laach, in a rock com-

posed of glassy felspar, quartz, hornblende, &c.
It is said to be a variety of Haiiyne.
SPINELLO (Aretino), a Tuscan painter, of

great repute in his time. He was born in 1328,
and studied under James di Casentino, whom at

twenty he excelled. He painted history and por-
traits admirably, and finished the pieces exquisitely
at last. But he painted a picture of the fallen

angels, in which he drew so horrid a picture of

Lucifer that it frightened him so much as to

affect his senses ever after. He died in 1420.
SPINELLO (Paris), the son and disciple of Are-

tino, was also an eminent painter. His style

greatly resembled that of his father, whom he did
not long survive, dying in 1422.

SPINESCENT, sharp and pricking.

SPIN'ET, n. s. fr.espinette. A small harp-
sichord

; an instrument with keys.
When miss delights in her spinnet,

A fiddler may his fortune get. Suift.
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SPINET, or SPINNET, a musical instrument

ranked in the second or third place among har-

monious instruments. It consists of a chest or

belly made of the most porous and resinous wood

to be found, and a table of fir glued on slips of

wood called summers, which bear on the sides.

On the table is raised two little prominences or

bridges, wherein are placed so many pins as

there are chords or strings to the instrument. It

is played on by two ranges of continued keys,
the former range being the order of the diatonic

scale, and that behind the order of the artificial

notes or semifones. The keys are so many flat

pieces of wood, which, touched and pressed
down at the end, make the other raise a jack
which strike and sound the strings by means of

the end of a crow's quill, wherewith it is armed.

The first thirty strings are of brass, the other

more delicate cnes of steel or iron wire ; they
are all stretched over the two bridges already
mentioned. The figure of the spinet is a long

square or parallelogram : some call it a harp

couched, and the harp an inverted spinet. See

HARP. This instrument is generally tuned by
the ear; which method of the practical musi-

cians is founded on a supposition that the ear is

a perfect judge of an octave and a fifth. The

general rule is to begin at a certain note, as C,
taken towards the middle of the instrument, and

turning all the octaves up and down, and also the

fifths, reckoning seven semitones to each fifth, by
which means the whole is tuned. Sometimes

to the common or fundamental play of the spinet
is added another similar one in unison, and a

third in octave to the first, to make the harmony
the fuller ; they are either played separately or

together by means of a stop ; these are called

double or triple spinets ;
sometimes a play of

violins is added, by means of a bow, or a few

wheels parallel to the keys, which press the strings
and make the sound last as long as the musician

pleases, and heighten and soften them more or

less, as they are more or less pressed. The harp-
sichord is a kind of spinet, only with another

disposition of the keys. See HARPSICHORD. The
instrument takes its name from the small quill

ends which touch the strings, resembling spins}
or thorns.

SPINIFEX, in botany, a genus of plants be-

longing to the class of polygamia and order of

monoecia. The hermaphrodite flowers have a

calyx with bivalved biflorus glumes, the valvelets

being parallel to the rachis ; the corolla is bi-

valved and awnless ;
there are three stamina and

iwo styles. In the male flowers the calyx is

common with the hermaphrodite; the corolla and

stamina are similar. There is only one species;
viz. S. squarrosus.

SPINK, n. s. Scot, spink. A finch; a bird.

Want sharpens poesy, and grief adorns ;

The rpink chaunts sweetest in a hedge of thorns.

Hurte.

SPINNING (from spin), in commerce, the act

or art of reducing silk, flax, hemp, wool, hair, or

other matters, into thread. Spinning is either

performed on the wheel, or with a distaff and

jpindle, or with other machines proper for the

several kinds of working. Hemp, flax, nettle-

thread, and other like vegetable matters, are to

be wetted in spinning; silks, wools, &c
, are

spun dry, and do not need water ; yet there is a

way of spinning or reeling silk as it comes off

the cases or balls where hot and even boiling
water is to be used. See SILK. The vast variety
and the importance of those branches of our ma-
nufactures which are produced from cotton, wool,
and flax, spun into yarn, together with the cheap-
ness of provisions and the low price of labor in

foreign countries, which are our rivals in trade,
have occasioned many attempts at home to ren-

der spinning more easy, cheap, and expeditious.
For which see COTTON. These contrivances have
in some, parts of Scotland been applied to the

spinning of flax.

The ancient Greeks entertained so high an

opinion of the utility and benefits of spinning
and making cloth, that they ascribed the inven-
tion to Minerva, the goddess of wisdom. But

we, who profess to be Christians, ought to trace

the origin of the arts to persons who really ex-

isted, and not to the imaginary gods and god-
desses of the Greeks. Moses, while he informs
us that music and metallurgy were invented bv
the descendants of Cain before the flood, men-
tions also that Jabel was the father or instructor

of such as dwell in tents. Hence it is evident
that spinning, weaving, and cloth-making, must
have been invented about or before the same

period, and probably by the same person. But
to descend to our own times we do not know,
except perhaps the steam-engine, any mechanical
invention that has made such amazing addition
to the activity, industry, and opulence of this

island, as the invention of Sir Richard Arkwright
for spinning by water, where dead matter is made
to perform all that the nicest fingers can do when
directed by the never ceasing attention of the in-

telligent eye. We know not to what benefactor
we owe the fly-wheel. Sir Richard has the

honor of combining this with the spindle and
distaff'. To give an intelligible and accurate de-

description of a cotton mill would require a vo-

lume. But in our article Co i TON will be found a

complete account of the modern furniture of this

most important manufactory.
Worsted is spun in a frame resembling the

water-frame of Arkwright, from whicn it only
differs in the relative distances of the rollers, i>,

which the drawing out or extending of the fibres

is effected.

In 1806 Messrs. Clarke and Bugby obtained
a patent for improvements in a machine for spin-
ning hemp and flax, which is intended to be
worked by hand labor, and to be at such a
small expense as to bring it within the reach of
small manufacturers. The inventors state it to be
constructed upon such safe and easy principles,
that no length of expedience is necessary to en-

able children to work it; arid that it occupies so

little space that the machines may be placed in

small rooms, out-buildings, or other cheap places.
To effect the above purposes it was necessary to

get rid of the flyer fixed upon the spindle used
in the old machinery for spinning hemp or flax,

which additions require a power in proportion
of five to one ; and also to surmount the difficulty

which arises from the want of elasticity in these
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substances, and which prevents them from being

spun by stretching out at the same time that the

thread is twisted, in the manner of the mule or

ionny. These patentees recommend a machine

which is in fact a mule with certain modifica-

tions ; and, to give the effect of elasticity in the

fibres, they have two methods. The most simple,
and that which they particularly recommend, is

to provide a holder of large wire for every spin-

dle, which holders are several inches in length,

fixed in an arbor or shaft that extends from one

end of the carriage to the other.

This arbor or shaft, with the holders, may be

considered as an enlarged and improved substi-

tute for what is called the faller in the mules or

jennies for spinning cotton, and the wire-holders

fixed therein have elliptical eyes at their extre-

mities, through each of which a thread is con-

ducted in its passage from the rollers which

draw out the thread to its spindle. The wire of

which the bolder is made, after forming the

elliptical eye, is left or extended beyond the up-

permost part something in the manner of a cork-

screw, so that the yarn may be conveniently

slipped in when occasion may require it. These

holders for each thread are for the purpose of

keeping the yam in a state nearly vertical over

the tops of the spindle, when the carriage which

contains them is coming out ; and, as they will

readily yield or spring from the vertical position,

they have the same effect as elasticity in the fi-

bres of the substance which is to be stretched out ;

but the wires being removed from the vertical situa-

tion at the beginning of the return of the carriage
and thrown into nearly an horizontal position,

by inclining the shaft into which they are all

fixed, they bring the yarn below the tops of the

bobbins or quills which are fixed upon the

spindles, which will then wind up the threads

upon them when the spindles are turned round,
and then the wire-eyes being regularly curved,
and raised up again by the motion of an elliptic
wheel which is turned round by the machine,

they distribute the yarn regularly upon the bob-
bins or quills, and prevent it from hinkling and

improperly doubling or twisting together. Ano-
ther method of compensating for the want of

elasticity in hemp and flax is to fix a round bar
of wood, about an inch and a half in diameter,
the whole length of the carriage, about three or

four inches above the tops of the spindles, so

that the outer surface, or that next the person
who works the machine, may be perpendicular,
or nearly so, over the tops of the spindles, the

inner side having pieces of wood or metal fixed

or nailed thereto, leaving only small spaces or

notches between each for the yarn to pass through.
The use of these pieces is to prevent the threads
from getting together and entangling. Every
thing relating to the wire holders before _men-
tioned, and the arbor to which they are affixed,
must be applied in concert with these pieces of

metal, which form a separation between the
threads. See COTTON AND WEAVING.

M. Reaumur has shown, by a series of curious

experiments, that the common mussel, and some
other shell-fish of the sea, possess the art of

spinning in a great degree of perfection. But
he observes that, though the workmanship is the

same, the manner of producing it is very different.

Spiders, caterpillars, and the like, make threads

of any length that they please by making the

viscous liquor, of which they are formed, pass

through a fine perforation in the organ appointed
for this spinning : but the way in which the

mussels form their threads is very different, as

the former resembles the work of the wire-drawer,
so does this that of the founder, who casts metals

in a mould. The canal of the organ destined for

the mussel's spinning, which< from its shape, is

commonly called its tongue, is the mould in

which its thread is cast, and gives it its determi-

nate length. Mem. Acad. Par. 1711.

The SPINNING-WHEEL, in rope-making, for

twelve spinners, is about five feet in diameter,
and is hung between two posts fixed in the

ground : on its top is fixed a semi-circular frame
called the head, which contains twelve whirls

that turn on iron spindles, with hooks to their

front ends to hang the hemp on, and are

worked by means of a leather band encircling
the wheel and whirls. The whirls are made to

run with a truer motion when the head on the

rising side of the band has a larger segment of

a circle than the falling side
; or, in other words,

let the base part of the head be longer from the

middle than the opposite or falling side, by which
means the band will be kept equally tight over
the whirls, and consequently the motion be alike

to all. N. B. Heads made in this manner have

always the wheel turned the same way.
SPINOS'ITY, n. s. Lat. spinosus. Crabbed-

ness
; thorny or briary perplexity.

The first attempts are always imperfect ; much
more in so difficult and spiny aa affair as so nice a

subject. Digby.

Philosophy consisted of nought but dry spinosi-

ties, lean notions and endless altercations about

things of nothing. Glanville.

SPINOSUM FOLIUM, a spinous leaf, indicates

the margin running out into rigid points or

prickles, quod margine exit in acumina duriora,

rigida, pungentia.
SPINOSUS CAULIS. See BOTANY, Glossary.
SPINOUS, in botany. See SPINOSUS.
SPINOUS FISHES, such as have some of the

rays of the back fins running out into thorns or

prickles, as the perch, &c.
SPJNOZA (Benedict), was born at Amster-

dam the 24th of November 1632. His father

was a Jew of Portugal, by profession a merchant.
After being taught Latin, by a physician, he stu-

died theology, and afterwards devoted himself to

philosophy. He began very early to be dissatis-

fied with the Jewish religion; and, as his temper
was open, he did not conceal his doubts from the

synagogue. The Jews, it is said, offered to to-

lerate "his infidelity, and even promised him a

pension of 1000 dollars a year, if he would re-

main in their society, and continue outwardly to

practise their ceremonies. But, if this offer was

really made, he rejected it, from his aversion to

hypocrisy,, or because he could not endure the

restraint which it would have imposed. He also

refused the legacy ofa very considerable fortune, to

the prejudice of the natural heirs ; and he learned
the art of polishing glass for spectacles, that he

might subsist independently of every one. An
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accident hastened his leaving the synagogue.
As he was returning home one evanirig from the

theatre, he was stabbed by a Jew ; the wound
was slight ; but the attempt led Spinoza to con-

clude that the Jews had formed the design of as-

sassinating him. He then became a Christian,

and frequented the churches of the Lutherans

and Calvinists. lie now devoted himself more
than ever to his philosophical speculations; and,

being often interrupted by his friends, he left

Amsterdam, and settled at the Hague, where he

sometimes continued for months together without

ever stirring from his lodging. His Tractatus

Theolosico Politicus was published about this

time, a book containing all those doctrines in em-

bryo, which were afterwards unfolded in his

Opera Posthuraa, and which are generally consi-

dered as a system of atheism. His fame, which
had now spread far and wide, obliged him some-
times to interrupt his philosophical reveries.

Learned men visited him from all quarters.
While the prince of Concle commanded the

French army, in Utrecht, he entreated Spinoza to

visit him
; and, though he was absent when the

philosopher arrived, he returned immediately,
and spent a considerable time with him. The
elector Palatine offered to make Spinoza profes-
sor of philosophy at Heidelberg ;

but this he de-

clined. He died of a consumption at the Hague
on the 21st of February 1677, aged forty-five.
His life was a perpetual contradiction to his

opinions. He was temperate, liberal, and re-

markably disinterested ; he was sociable, affable,
and friendly. His conversation was agreeable
and instructive, and never deviated from the

strictest propriety. In the Tractatus Theologico
Politicus, he treats of prophecy and prophets ;

and of the call of the Hebrews, whom he-affirms

to have been distinguished from other nations

only by the admirable form of their government.
He is likewise of opinion, or pretends to be so,

that God may, in a supernatural way, have given

political institutes to other nations as well as to

the Hebrews. For, according to him, every na-

tion was blessed with the light of prophecy.
That light indeed, if his notions of it be just, was
of very little value. He labors to prove that

the prophets were distinguished from other men
only by their piety and virtue ; and that their

writings are valuable to us only for the excellent

rules they contain respecting piety and virtue.

He then endeavours to prove that no miracle, in

the proper sense of the word, can have been at

any time performed ; because every thing hap-
pens by a necessity of nature, the result of the

divine decrees, which are from all eternity neces-

sary themselves. He acknowledges that in the

Scriptures, which he professes to admit as true

history, miracles are often mentioned
;
but he

says that they were only singular events which
the sacred historians imagined to be miraculous.
He affirms, in contradiction to the clearest inter-

nal evidence, that the Pentateuch and all the
other historical books must have been written by
one man

; and that man, he thinks, was Ezra.
The grounds of this opinion are unwortny of the
talents of Spinoza. His principal objection to

the
authenticity of the Pentateuch is, that

Moses is made to sp2iik of himself in the third

person; the very same childish objection since

repeated by Thomas Paine, whose ignorance
may somewhat excuse him, but Spinoza surely
could read the Commentaries of Csesar, in the

original, who speaks of himself modestly in the

third person throughout all his writings. He
also objects to the expression of the Canaanites

being then in the land. These senseless cavils,

worthy only of one of those modern freethinkers

whose learning, in the opinion of bishop War-
burton, is not sufficient to carry them even to

the confines of rational doubt, we have sufficient-

ly obviated in another place. See SCRIPTURE.
In the midst of this dogmatical scepticism, he
bears such a testimony to the last chapters of the

book of Daniel as we should not, have looked
for in the writings either of u Jew or a Deist. Af-
ter detailing the various hypotheses respecting the

author and the intention of the book of Job, in

which, he says, Momus is called Satan, he pro-
ceeds in these words: 'Transeo ad Danielis

librum
;
hie sine dubio ex cap. 8. ipsius Danielis

scripta continet. Undenam autem priora sep-
tem capita descripta fuerint, nescio,' thus ad-

mitting the famous prophecy of the seventy
weeks. That so paradoxical a writer, who had
been originally a Jew, and was now almost a

Deist, should have treated the New Testament
with as little ceremony as the Old, will not sur-

prize the intelligent reader. He begins his re-

marks, Jiowever, with affirming that no m&ii can

peruse the Christian Scriptures and not acknow-

ledge the apostles to have been prophets; but

he thinks that their mode of prophecying was

altogether different from that which prevailed
under the Mosaic dispensation ;

and that the

gift, whatever it was, forsook them the instant

that they left off preaching, as their writings

have to him every appearance of human compo-
sitions. This distinction between Christian and
Jewish prophecy is the more wonderful, that he

founds it principally on the dissimilarity of style
visible in the writings of the Old and New Tes-

taments. Taking our leave of his Tractatus

Theologico Politicus, we shall now give our
readers a short account of his Opera Posthuma.
These consist of. 1. Ethica, more geometrico de-

monstrata; 2. Politica; 3. De Emendatione

Intellectus; 4. Epistolae, et ad eas Ilesponsiones ;

5. Compendium Grammatices Linguae Hebrceae.

The Ethica are divided into five parts, which
treat in order, de Deo ; de natura et origine men-

tis; de origine et natura effectuum ;
de servitute

humana, seu de affectuum viribus ; de potentia

intellectus, seu de libertate humana. As the au

thor professes to tread in the footsteps of the

geometers, and to deduce all his conclusions by

rigid demonstration from a few self-evident

truths, he introduces his work, after the manner
of Euclid, with a collection of definitions and

axioms. These are couched in terms generally

ambiguous. His definition of substance, for in-

stance, is c-o expressed as to admit of two senses ;

in one of which it is just, whilst in the other it

is the parent of the most impious absurdity.
'Per substantial!) intelligo id, quod in se est, et

per se concipitur : hoc est id, cujus conceptus
non indiget conce; tu alterius rei, a quo formar

debeat.' .1} by tins he meant that a substance
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is that which we can conceive by itself without

attending to any thing else, or thinking of its

formation, the definition, we helieve, will be ad-

mitted by every reflecting mind, as sufficiently

distinguishing the thing denned from an attribute,

which, he says, is that which we perceive of a

substance, and which we certainly cannot con-

ceive as existing by itself. Thus the writer of

this article can shut his eyes and contemplate
in idea the small quarto volume now before

him, without attending to any thing else, or

thinking of its paradoxical author, or even of

the Great Being who created the matter both of

him and of it
;
but he cannot for an instant con-

template the yellow color of its vellum boards

without thinking of triple extension, or, in other

words, of body. The book therefore is a sub-

stance, because conceivable by itself; the color

is an attribute or quality, because it cannot be

conceived by itself, but necessarily leads to the

conception of something else. But if Spinoza's

meaning be, that nothing is a substance but what

is conceived as existing from eternity, independ-
ent of every thing as a cause, his definition can-

not be admitted: for every man conceives that

which in himself thinks, and wills, and is con-

scious, as a substance ; at the same time that he

has the best evidence possible that he existed not

as a conscious thinking, and active being, from

eternity. His fourth axiom is thus expressed :

'Effectus cognitio a cognitione causse dependet,
et eandem involvit ;' and his fifth,

' Quae nihil

commune cum se invicem habent, etiam per se

invicern intelligi non possunt, sive conceptus,
unius alterius concepturn non involvit.' The
former of these propositions, so far from being

self-evident, is not even true ; and the latter is

capable of two senses very different from each

other. That every effect proceeds from a cause

is indeed an axiom ; but surely we may know
the effect accurately, though we be ignorant of

the particular cause from which it proceeds (see

PHILOSOPHY and PHYSICS); nor does the know-

ledge of the one by any means involve the know-

ledge of the other. If different things have

nothing in common, it is indeed true that the

knowledge of one of them will not give us an

adequate conception of the other ; but it will in

many cases compel us to believe that the other

exists or has existed. A parcel of gunpowder
lying at rest has nothing in common with the

velocity of a cannon-ball ; yet, when we know
that a ball has been driven with velocity from a

cannon, we infer with certainty that there has

been a parcel of powder at rest in the chamber

of that cannon, before it was fired. It is upon
such ambiguous definitions and axioms as these

that Spinoza has raised his pretended demon-

strations, that one substance cannot produce ano-

ther ; that every substance must necessarily be

infinite ;
that no substance exists or can be con-

ceived besides God; and that extended substance

or body is one of the infinite attributes of God.

We shall not waste time with a formal confuta-

tion of these absurdities. They are sufficiently

confuted in other articles of this work ; and

whoever wishes for a more particular examina-

tion of the author's principles, may find it in

Dr. Clarke's Demonstration of the Being and

Attributes of God. According to Spinoza bodies

are either attributes or affections of Goa ; and, as

he says there is but one extended substance, he

affirms that substance to be indivisible. He at-

tempts to prove that God is an extended as well as

a thinking substance ;
that as a thinking sub-

stance he is the cause of the idea of a circle, and
as an extended substance of the circle itself;

that the minds of men are not substances, but

certain modifications of the divine attributes.

And that thinking and extended substances are

in reality but one and the same substance, which
is sometimes comprehended under one attribute

of the Deity, and sometimes under another. If

this impious jargon be not Atheism, or as it has

been sometimes called Pantheism, we know not

what it is. According to Spinoza, there is but

one substance, which is extended, infinite, and
indivisible. That substance indeed he calls

God ; but he labors to prove that it is corporeal ;

that there is no difference between mind and
matter ; that both are attributes of the Deity va-

riously considered ; that the human soul is a

part of the intellect of God ; that the same soul

is nothing but the idea of the human body ; that

this idea of the body, and the body itself, are

one and the same thing; that God could not

exist, or be conceived, were the visible universe

annihilated ; and therefore that the visible uni-

verse is either the one substance, or at least an
essential attribute or modification of that sub-

stance. According to him, nothing but the

prejudices of education could have led men to

fancy that there is any real distinction between

good and evil, merit and demerit, praise and re-

proach, order and confusion; that eyes were

given that the owners might see ; that the sun

was formed to give light, &c. If this be true,

it is impossible to discover wisdom in the opera-
tions of his one substance ;

since it is the very
characteristic of folly to act without any end in

view. His Compendium Grammatices Linguae

Hebrxae, though left imperfect, appears to have

so much merit, that it is to be wished he had

fulfilled his intention of writing a philosophical

grammar of that language, instead of wasting his

time on abstruse speculations, which, though

they seem not to have been injurious to his own

virtue, are certainly not calculated to promote
the virtue of others, or to increase the sum of

human happiness.

SPINOZISM, the opinions and doctrines of

Spinoza. See the last article.

SPINTHERE. Color greenish-gray. In small

oblique double four-sided pyramids. It does

not scratch glass. It occurs in the department
of Isere in France, incrusting calcareous spar

crystals. It is believed to be a variety of sphene.

SPINTURNIX, in fabulous history, a bird, or

rather a quadruped with wings, which was said

sometimes to attend the sacrifices, and carry

away a live coal from the altar ; which was reck-

oned an omen of ill luck. Pliny. It would

have been more natural for such a monster to

have carried off the sacrifice.

SPIRA (Francis), an eminent Italian lawyer,
who nourished with great reputation in the be-

ginning of the sixteenth century, at Citadella in

the Venetian States. He had imbibed the prin-
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ciples of the lleformation, and was accused of

heresy, before John De La Casa, archbishop of

Benevento, the pope's nuncio at Venice. He
made some concessions, and asked pardon for his

errors; but the nuncio insisted on a public re-

cantation. Spira was exceedingly averse to this

measure, but, at the pressing entreaties of his

wife and his friends, he at last complied. But

he would have suffered much less torture 'at the

stake, had he had the courage to have avowed

his faith and died a martyr, than he did after-

wards by the remorse he felt, and the dreadful

state of melancholy he fell into. By the advice

of physicians and divines, he was removed to

Padua; but. no change of place, medicine, re-

gimen, or consolatory advice, could afford any
relief to his wounded conscience. He thought
himself certain of eternal damnation, and refused

all the consolation that could be suggested. He
sometimes even imagined that he already felt the

torments of the damned. His melancholy case,

in which he long lingered, and to which at last

he fell a victim in 1548, made a great noise

throughout Europe. The celebrated Henry
Scrimzeor is said to have written an account of

it with his life. We have seen a small work

giving an account of his case in English, pro-

bably an extract or translation from Scrimzeor ;

but, of all the books that ever were printed, it

would be the most dangerous to be put into the

hands of a person inclined to melancholy.

SPIR'ACLE, n. s.
^

Lat. spiraculum. A
SPIRAC'ULA. I breathing nole ; vent ;

small aperture. .

Most of these spiracles perpetually send forth fire,

more or less. Woodward.

As these volcanos are supposed to be spiracula or

breathing holes to the great subterraneous fires, it is

probable that the 'escape of elastic vapours from

them is the cause, that the earthquakes of modern

days are of such small extent compared to those of

ancient times, of which vestiges remain in every part
of tne world, and on this account may be said not

only to be innocuous, but useful. Darwin.

SPIR.EA, the spiraa frutex, in botany, a ge-
nus of plants belonging to the class of icosandria,

and to the order of pentagynia ; natural order

twenty-sixth, pomacefe : CAL. quinquefid ; there

are five petals ; CAPS, polyspermous. There are

eighteen species ; of which two only are British,

the filipendula and ulmaria. 1. S. filipendula,

dropwort, has pinnated leaves : the leaflets are

serrated ;
the stalk is herbaceous, about a foot

and a half high, terminated with a loose umbel
of white flowers, often tinged with red. The

petals are generally six, and the segments of the

calyx are reflexed ; the stamina are thirty or

more ;
the germina twelve or upwards. It grows

in mountainous pastures. 2. S. ulmaria, mea-
dow-sweet. The leaves have only two or three

pair of pinnae, with a few smaller ones intermix-

ed
; the extreme one being larger than the rest,

and divided into three lobes. The calyx is red-

dish
; the petals white, and the number of cap-

sules from six to ten twisted in a spiral. The
tuberous pea, like roots of the filipendula dried

and reduced to a powder, have been used instead

of bread in times of scarcity. Hogs are very
fond of these roots. Cows, goats, sheep, and

swine, eat the plant; but horses refuse it. The
flowers of the ulmaria have a fragrant scent,
which rises in distillation. The whole plant in

deed is ex-tremely fragrant, so that the common
people of Sweden strew their floors with it on

holidays. It has also an astringent quality, and
has been found useful in dysenteries, ruptures,
and in tanning of leather.

SPIRAGO, a town of the new Italian king-
dom, in the department of the Olona, district

and late principality of Pavia, seated on the

Olona, in a fertile country.

SPI'RAL, adj. \ FT. spirulc ; Lat. spira.

SPI'RALLY, adv. Curve; winding-; in-

SPIRE, n. s, Scv.n. ) volved, like a screw : the

adverb corresponding : a spire is a curvature ;

any thing wreathed or hoisted to a point; any
thing taper : to shoot up in the way.

'Twere no less than a traducevnent to silence, that

Which to the spire and top of praises vouched,
Would seem but modest. Shukspeare.

His head
Crested aloft, and carbuncle his eyes ;

With burnished neck of verdant gold, erect

Amidst his circling spires, that on the grass
Floated redundant. Miltor.,

With glistering spires and pinnacles adorned. Id.

He cannot make one spire of grass more or less

than he hath made. Hate's Origin if M-mkind.
A dragon's fiery form belied the god,

Sublime on radiant spires he rode. Dryden,
The process of the fibres in the ventricles, running

in spiral lines from the tip to the base of the heart,

shews that the systole of the heart is a muscular

constriction, as a purse is shut by drawing the strings

contrary ways. Ray.
The sides are composed of two orders of fibres,

running circularly or spirally from base to tip.

Id. on the Creation.

It is not so apt to spire up as the other sorts, be-

ing more inclined to branch into arms. Mortimer.

These pointed spires that wound the ambient sky,
In glorious change ! shall in destruction lie. Prior.

Why earth or sun diurnal stages keep,
In spiral tracts why through the zodiack creep.

Blackmore.

The intestinal tube affects a straight, instead of a

spiral, cylinder. Arbuthnot on Aliments.

Air seems to consist of spires contorted into small

spheres, through the interstices of which the parti-
cles of light may freely pass ;

it is light, the solid

substance of the spires being very small in proportion
to the spaces they take up. Cheyne.
As woodbine weds the plant within her reach,

Rough elm, or smooth-grained ash, or glossy beech,

In spiral rings ascends the trunk, and lays
Her golden tassels on the leafy sprays,
But does a mischief while she lends a grace,

Straitening its growth by such a strict embrace.

Cowper.
Well spake the prophet, Let the desert sing,

Where sprang the thorn, the spirii fir shall spring,
And where unsightly and rank thistles grew,
Shall grow the myrtle and luxuriant yew. Id.

SPIRAL LINE, in geometry, acurve line of the

circular kind, which in its progress recedes from

its centre.

SPIRE, in architecture, was used by the an-

cients for the base of a column, and sometimes

for the astragal or tore ; but among the moderns

it denotes a steeple that continually diminishes

as it ascends, whether conically or pyramid ically.
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SPIRE, cr SPEYER, an ancient town in the

vest of Germany, situated at the confluence of

the Spirebach and the Rhine, fourteen miles

south of Manheim, and sixteen north-east of

Landau. It long gave name to a bishopric ;
and

the only interesting building is the old cathedral,

now falling into decay. Spire was frequently
the seat of the German diet; and it was in one

of these assemblies, in 1 529, that a protest, en-

tered by the reformers against certain proceedings
of the emperor, procured them the name of

Protestants. From 1795 to 1814 it belonged to

the French ; at present it is the capital of the

Bavarian province of the Rhine, and has a lyceum
established by government. Population about

4000. The bishopric of Spire was not of great

extent. It contained 55,000 inhabitants, and

yielded a revenue of 30,000 sterling. It was

secularised in 1802, and at present belongs

partly to Bavaria, partly to Baden. The epis-

copal residence was Bruchsal.

SPIR'IT, n. s. &u.aO Fr. esprit. Lat.

SPIR'ITALLY, adv.

SPIR'ITED, adj.

SPIR'ITEDNESS, n. s.

SPIR'ITFULNESS,

SPIRITLESS, adj.

SPIR'ITOUS,

spiritus ; Breath; air;

wind ;
an immaterial

substance or being ;

intellectual being ; the

soul
; temper or dis-

position; genius; ar-

SPIR'ITOUSNESS, n. s. [ dor ; courage ;
an ap-

SPIR'ITUAI., adj.

SPIRITUAL'ITY, n. s.

SPIRITUALIZE, v. a.

SPIRITUALLY, adv.

SPIR'ITUALTY, n. s.

SPIR'ITUOUS, adj.

SPIRITUOS'ITY, n. s.

SPIRITUOUS'NESS.

j parition or spectre : to

spirit is to animate or

actuate as a spirit; en-

courage ; entice : spi-

ritally is by means of

the breath : spirited,

lively ;
vivacious : the

J noun substantive cor-

responding : spiritfulness is sprightliness ; live-

liness : spiritless, vapid ; dejected ; low ; de-

pressed : spiritous, defecated ; refined ; advanced
near to spirit : spiritousness corresponds : spi-

ritual, immaterial, mental, or intellectual ; not

gross ; not temporal : the adverb (spiritually)
and noun substantive corresponding: the spi-

ritualty is used for the clerical body: to

spiritualize is to refine; purify from the pollu-
tions of the world : spirituous is having the qua-
lity of spirit ; lively ; gay : both the noun sub-
stantives following corresponding.
The spirit shall return unto God that gave it.

Bible.

They were terrified, and supposed that they had
seen a tpirit. Luke xxiv. 37.

More ample spirit than hitherto was wont
Here needs me, whiles the famous ancestors
Of my most dreaded sovereign I recount,

By which all earthly princes she doth far surmount.
Faerie Queene.

Place man in some publick society, civil or spi-
ritual. Hooker.

Look, who comes here ? a grave unto a soul,

Holding the' eternal tpirit against her will

In the vile prison of afflicted death.

Shukspeare. King John.

Farewel the big war,
The spirit stirring drum, the ear piercing fife.

S/takspeare.
You were used

To say extremity was the trier of spirit.,.

That common chances common men could bear. Id,

You are too great to be by me gainsaid
'Your spirit is too trus, your fears too certain. Id.

The watry kingdom is no bar

To stop the foreign spirits, but they come. Id.

When I sit and tell

The warlike feats I've done, his fpiriti fly out

Into my story. Id. Cymbeline.
A man so faint, so spiritless,

So dull, so dead in look, so woe-begone.
Drew Priam's curtain. Shakspeare. Henry IV

Nor doth the eye itself,

That most pure spirit of sense, behold itself. Id.

Thou art reverend

Touching thy spiritual function, not thy life. Id.

We of the spiritualty

Will raise your highness such a mighty sum,
As never did the clergy at one time. Id.

If this light be not spiritual, yet it approacheth
nearest unto spirituality ; and if it have any corpora-

lity, then of all other the-most subtile and pure.

Raleigh.
All purges have in them a raw spirit or wind,

which is the principal cause of tension in the sto-

mach. Bacon.

All bodies have spirits and pneumatical parts
within them

;
but the main difference between ani-

mate and inanimate are, that the spirits of things
animate are all continued within themselves, and
branched in veins as blood is

;
and the spirits have

also certain seats where the principal do reside and
whereunto the rest do resort : but the spirits in

things inanimate are shut in and cut off by the

tangible parts, as air in snow.
Ii!. Natural History.

Perhaps you might see the image, and not the

glass ; the former appearing like a spirit in the air.

Bacon.
Both visibles and audibles in their working emit

no corporeal substance into their mediums, but only
carry certain spiritual species. Id.

'

She is a spirit ; yet not like air or wind,
Nor like the spirits about the heart or brain

;

Nor like those spirits which alchymists do find,

When they in every thing seek gold in vain :

For she all natures under heaven doth pass.

Being like those spirits which God's bright face do

see;
Or like himself, whose image once she was,

Though now, alas ! she scarce his shadow be.

For of all forms she holds the first degree,
That are to gross material bodies knit

;

Yet she herself is bodyless and free,

And though confined is almost infinite. Davies.

Italian pieces will appear best in a room where the

windows are high, because they are commonly made
to a descending light, which of all other doth set off

men's faces in their truest spirit. Wotton.

It may appear airy and spirituous, and fit for the
welcome of chearful guests. Id. Architect.

Romish adversaries, from the rising up of some
schismatical spirits amongst us, conclude that the
main body of our church is schismatical, because
some branches of members thereof were such.

White.
As to the future glory in which the body is to par

take, that load of earth which now engages to cor-

ruption, must be calcined and spiritualised, and thus
be cloathed upon with glory. Decay of Piety.

To a mighty work thou goest, O king,
That equal spirits and equal powers shall bring.

Daniel.
A cock's crowing is a tone that corresponds to

singing, attesting his mirth and spiritfulness.

Harvey.
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This would take it much out of the care of the

soul, to spiritualize and replenish it with good works.
Hammond.

I ask but half thy mighty spirit for me. Cowley.
Oft pitying Goo,' did well-formed spirits raise,

Fit for the toilsome bus'ness of their days,
To free the groaning nation, and to give
Peace first, and theo the rules in peace to live. Id.

By means of the curious inosculation of the audi-

tory nerves, the orgas'ns of the spirits should be

allayed. Dei-ham.

In the same degree that virgins live more spiritu-

ally than other persons, in the same degree is their

virginity a more excellent state.

Taylor's Rule of Holij Living.
These discourses made so deep impression upon

the mind and spirit of the prince, whose nature was
inclined to adventures, that he was transported with

the thought of it. Clarendon.

He sits

Upon their tongues a various spirit, to rase

Quite out their native language. Milton.

In spirit perhaps he also saw
Rich Mexico, the seat of Montezume. Id.

So talked the spirited sly snake.

Id. Paradise Lost.

Of their wonted vigour left them drained,

Exhausted, spiritless, afflicted, fallen. Id.

More refined, more spirituus and pure,
As nearer to him placed, or nearer tending.

Milton.

Spiritual armour, able to resist

Satan s assaults. Id.

More refined, more spirituous and pure,
As to him nearer tending. Id.

A wild Tartar, when he spies
A man that's handsome, valiant, wise,

If he can kill him, thinks t' inherit

His wit, his beauty, and his spirit. Butler.

We begin our survey from the lowest dregs of

sense, and so ascend to our more spiritualized selves.

Glanville.

In the southern coast of America, the southern

point of the needle varieth toward the land, as being

disposed and spirited that way by the meridional and

proper hemisphere. Browne.

What the chymists call spirit, they apply the

name to so many different things that they seem to

have no settled notion of the thing. In general,

they give the name of spirit to any distilled volatile

liquor. Boyle.

They, notwithstanding the great thinness and spi-

ritouiiness of the liquor, did lift up the upper surface,

and for a moment form a thin film like a small hemi-

sphere. Id.

Conceive one of each pronounced spiritally, the

Other vocally. Holder's Elements of Speech.
That peculiar law of Christianity, which forbids

revenge, no man can think grievous, who considers

the restless torment of a malicious and revengeful

spirit. Tillotson.

The noblest .spirit or genius cannot deserve enough
of mankind, to pretend to the esteem of heroick

virtue. Temple.
He will be faint in any execution of such a coun-

sel, unless spirited by the unanimous decrees of a

general diet. Id.

Such spirits as he desired to please, such would
I chuse for my judges. Dryden.

To sing thy praise, would heaven my breath pro-

long,

Infusing spirits worthy such a song,
Not Thracian Orpheus should transcend my lays.

Id.

VOL. XXI.

Nor did all Rome, grown spiritless, supplyA man that for bold truth durst bravely die. Id.

These servants, who have believing masters, are
forbid to withdraw any thing of their worldly re-

spect, as presuming upon their spiritual kindred
;
or

to honour them less, because they are become their
brethren in being believers. KeMeworth.

Spirit is a substance wherein thinking, knowing
doubting, and a power of moving, do subsist.

Locke.
Whilst young, preserve his tender mind from al\

impressions of spirits and goblins in the dark. Id.
God has changed men's tempers with the times,

and made a spirit of building succeed a spirit of pull-
ing down.

_
South.

There is in wine a mighty spirit, that will not Le

congealed. /</.

The same disaster has invaded his spirituals ; the

passions rebel ;
and there are so many governours

that there can be no government. Id.

A pleasure made for the soul, suitable to its spi-

rituality, and equal to all its capacities. Id.

Many secret indispositions and aversions to duty
will steal upon the soul, and it will require both
time and close application of mind to recover it to

such a frame as shall dispose it for the spiritualities
of religion. Id,

Art thou so base, so spiritless a slave ?

Not so he bore the fate to which you doomed him.

Smith,
Of common right, the dean and chapter are guar-

dians of the spiritualities, during the vacancy of a

bishoprick. Ayliffe.
He showed the narrow spiritedness, pride, and ig-

norance of pedants. Addison.
Nor once disturb their heavenly spirits

With Scapin's cheats, or Caesar's merits. Prior.
If man will act rationally, he cannot admit any

competition between a momentary satisfaction, and
an everlasting happiness, as great as God can give
and our spiritualised capacities receive. Holers.

All men by experience find the necessity and aid

of the spirits in the business of concoction.

Elackmore.

Some, who pretend to be of a more spiritual and
.efined religion, spend their time in contemplation,
and talk much of communion with God.

Calamy's Sermons.

All spirits, by frequent use, destroy, and at last

extinguish, the natural heat of the stomach.

Temple.
In distillations, what trickles down the sides of

the receiver, if it will not mix with water, is oil
;

it'

it will, it is spirit. Arbuthnot on Aliments.

The ministry had him spirited away, and carried

abroad, as a dangerous person.
Arbuthnot and Pope.

The most spirituous and most fragrant part of the

plant exhales by the action of the sun. Arbuthnot.

All creatures, as well spiritual as corporeal, de-

clare their absolute dependence upon the first Au-
thor of all beings, the only self-existent God.

Bent let/.

I shall depend upon your constant friendship ;

like the trust we have in benevolent spirits, who,

though we never see or hear them, we think are con-

stantly praying for us. Pope..

In some fair body thus the secret soul

With spirits feeds, with vigour fills the whole :

Each motion guides, and every nerve sustains,

Itself unseen, but in the' effects remains. Id.

Dryden's translation of Virgil is noble and spi-

rited. Id.

The king's party, called the cavaliers, be^an ti>

recover their spirits. Kwif't.

C
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Many officers and private men spirit up and assist

those obstinate people to continue in their rebellion.

Id.

The clergy's business lies among the laity ;
nor is

there a more effectual way to forward the salvation

of men's souls, than for spiritual persons to make
themselves as agreeable as they can in the conversa-

tions of the world. Id.

If we seclude space, there will remain in the

world but matter and mind, or body and spirit.

Watts''* Logick.
You are all of you pure spirits. I don't mean

that you have not bodies that want meat and drink,

and
sleep

and clothing ;
but that all that deserves to

be callea you is nothing else but spirit. Law.

Every thing that you call yours, besides this

tpirit, is but like your cloathing : sometimes that is

only to be used for a while, and then to end, and

die, and wear away. Id.

He is the devout man, who lives no longer on his

own will, or the way and spirit of the world, but to

the sole will of God. Id.

He is always forced to drink a hearty glass, to

drive thoughts of business out of his head, and make
his spirits drowsy enough for sleep. Id.

She loves them as her spiritual children, and they

8 SPI

reverence her as their spiritual mother, with an affec-

tion far above that of the fondest friends. Id.

SPIRIT, in metaphysics, an incorporeal being
or intelligence ; in which sense God is said to be

a spirit, as are angels and the human soul. See

ANGEL, METAPHYSICS, and THEOLOGY.

SPIRIT, in chemistry and pharmacy, a name

applied to every volatile liquid which is not in-

sipid like phlegm or water
;
and hence the dis-

tinction into acid, alkaline, and vinous spirits.

See PHARMACY, Index.

SPIRIT, PYRO-ACETIC. Some dry acetatej

exposed to heat in a retort yield a quantity of a

light volatile spirit, to which the above name is

given. When the acetate is easily decomposed
by the fire it affords much acid and little spirit ;

and, on the contrary, it yields much spirit and
little acid when a strong heat is required for its

decomposition. The acetates of nickel, copper,
&c., are in the first condition

; those of barytes,

potash, soda, strontian, lime, manganese, and

zinc, are in the second. The following table of

M. Chenevix exhibits the products of the distil-

lation of various acetates :

TABLE of Pyro-acetic Spirit.

Loss by the fire
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abolition of the manufacture. In this we differ

from that learned physician. Spirituous liquors
are not only useful in social life, as a means of

conviviality, but in many cases highly bene-
ficial as a medicine. In cases of sudden faint-

ings, apoplectic fits, extreme debility, and, above

all, in cases of excessive perspiration, there is no

remedy or antidote so speedy and certain in

affording effectual relief, except to such as have
ruined their constitutions by excessive indul-

gence in them, as a glass of good spirits. These
have another advantage, that, in cases of sudden

emergency, they are always at hand
; whereas few

persons in health keep an assortment of medi-
cines in their possession ;

and the surgeon, phy-
sician, and laboratory, are often at a great
distance.

Spirituous liquors have in all nations been
considered as a proper subject of heavy taxation

for the support of the state-. This has naturally
occasioned a nice examination of their strength.
It having been at last found that this was inti-

mately connected with the specific gravity, this

lias been examined with the most scrupulous at-

tention to every circumstance which could affect

it, so that the duties might be exactly propor-
tioned to the quantity of spirit in any strong
liquor, independent of every other circumstance
of flavor or taste, or other valued quality. The
chemist at last found that the basis of all strong

liquors is the same, produced by the vinous fer-

mentation of pure saccharine matter dissolved in

water. He also found that whether this vege-
table salt be taken as it is spontaneously formed
in the juices of plants and fruits, or as It may be
formed or extricated from farinaceous fruits and
roots by a certain part of the process of vegeta-
tion, it produces the same ardent spirit, which
has always the same density in every mixture
with water. The minute portions of aromatic

oils, which are in some degree inseparable from

it, and give it a different flavor, according to the

substance from which it was obtained, are not
found to have any sensible effect on its density
or specific gravity. This seems very completely
established in consequence of the unwearied

attempts of the manufacturers to lessen the

duties payable on their goods by mixtures of

other substances, which would increase their

density without making them less palatable.
The vigilance of the revenue officers was no less

employed to detect every such contrivance. In

short, it is now an acknowledged point that the

specific gravity is an accurate test of the strength.
But it was soon found, by those who were ap-
pointed guardians of the revenue, that a mixture
which appeared to contain thirty-five gallons of

alcohol did really contain thirty-five and a half.

This they found by actually making such a mix-
ture : eighteen gallons of alcohol mixed with

eighteen of water produced only thirty-five gal-
lons of spirits. The revenue officers, finding that

this condensation was most remarkable in mix-
tures of equal parts of water and the strongest

spirits which could then be procured, determined
to levy the duties by this mixture

; because,
whether the spirituous liquor was stronger or

weaker than this, it would appear, by its specific

gravity, rather stronger than it really was. This

sagacious observation, and the simplicity of the

composition, which could at all times be made
for comparison, seem to be the reasons for our
excise officers selecting this mode of estimating
the strength and levying the duties. A mixture
of nearly equal measures of water and alcohol is

called proof spirit, and pays a certain duty per
gallon ; and the strength of a spirituous liquor
is estimated by the gallons, not of alcohol, but of

proof spirit which the cask contains. But, be-
cause it might be difficult to procure at all

times this proof spirit for comparison, such a
mixture was made by order of the board of ex-
cise ; and it was found that, when six gallons of
it was mixed with one gallon of water, a wine
gallon of the mixture weighed seven pounds thir-

teen ounces avoirdupois. The board therefore
declared that the spirituous liquor of which the

gallon weighed seven pounds thirteen ounces
should be reckoned one to six, or one in seven,
under proof. This is but an awkward and com-
plex formula : it was in order to suit matters to
a mode of examination which had by time ob-
tained the sanction of the board. Mr. Clarke,
an ingenious artist of that time, had made a hy-
drometer incomparably more exact than any
other, and constructed on mathematical princi-
ples, fit for computation. This had a set of

weights corresponding to the additions of water
or proof spirit, and the mixture one to six or one
in seven was the only one which weighed an
exact number of ounces per gallon without a
fraction

SPIRT, v.n.,v. a. Sera. s. ) Belg. spruytcn, to

SPIR'TLE, v. a. J shoot up (Skinner);
Swed. spritta, to fly out (Lye) ; Goth, sprita.
See SPRIT. To spring out in a sudden stream :

stream out by intervals; throw out in a jet: sud-
den ejection or effort : to spirtle is a corruption
of spirt.

Bottling of beer, while new and full of spirit, so
that it spirteth when the stopple is taken forth, maketh
the drink more quick and windy.

Bacon's Natural History.
The brains and mingled blood Were spirited on 'tlie

wall. Drayton.
When weary Proteus

Retired for shelter to his wonted caves,
His finny flocks about their shepherd play,
And, rowling round him, spirt the bitter sea.

Dryden.
When rains the passage hide,

Oft the loose stones spirt up a muddy tide

Beneath thy careless foot. GUI/
The terraqueous globe would, by the centrifugal

force of that motion, be soon dissipated and spirtled
into the circumambient space, was it not kept to-

gether by this noble contrivance of the Creator.

Derham's Physicu- Tlieology.

Thus the small jett, which hasty hands unlock,

Spirts in the gardener's eyes who turns the cock.

Pope.

SPI'RY, adj. From SPIR.E. Pyramidal ;

wreathed ; curled.

Hid in the spiry volumes of the snake,
I lurked within the covert of a brake. Drijden.

In these lone walls, their days eternal bound,
These moss-grown domes with spirit turrets-crowned.
Where awful arches make a noon-day night,
And the dim windows shed a solemn light,

C 2
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Thy eyes diffused a leconciling ray,

And gleams of glory brightened all the day. Pope.

SPISS, adj. > Lat.s/)isst. Close; firm;

Spis'siruDE,n. s. \ thick: the noun substantive

corresponding. Not in use.

From his modest and humble charity, virtues which

rarely cohabit with the swelling windiness of much

knowledge, issued this spiss and dense yet polished,

this copious yet concise, treatise of the variety of

languages.

'

Brerewood.

Drawing wine or beer from the lees, called rack-

ing, it will clarify the sooner ; for, though the lees

keep the drink in heart, and make it lasting, yet they

cast up some spissitude.
Bacon.

Spissitude is subdued by acrid things, and acrimony

by inspissating.
Arbuthnot on Aliments.

SPIT, n. s. & v. a. Sax. rpitan ; Belg. spit ;

SPIT'TED, adj. \ Ital. spedo. A Ions prong
on which meat is driven, to be turned before the

fire : the depth of a spade in digging : to put on

a spit; thrust through: spitted is shot out into

length.
A goodly city is this Antium ;

Tis I that made thy widows : then know me not,

Lest that thy wives with spits, and boys with stones,

In puny battle slay me. Shakspeare. Coriolamts.

I see my cousin's ghost

Seeking out Romeo, that did spit his body

Upon a rapier's point. Stiakspeare.

Whether the head of a deer, that by age is more

tpitted, may be brought again to be more branched.

Bacon.

They may be contrived to the moving of sails in a

chimney corner, the motion of which may be ap-

plied to the turning of a spit.

Wilkins's Mathematical Magick.
Where the earth is washed from the quick, face it

with the first spit of earth dug out of the ditch.

Mortimer.

I spitted frogs, I crushed a heap of emmets.

Dryden.
With Peggy Dixon thoughtful sit,

Contriving for the pot and spit. Swift.

SPIT, v. a., i'. w. &n.s. > Sax. ppoetan; Dan.

SPIT'TLE, n. s. } spytter ; Swed. sputa;
Lat. sputo. To eject from the mouth : throw out

spittle: the saliva of the mouth.

He spat on the ground, made clay of the spittle,
and anointed the eyes of the blind man. John ix. 6.

And when he had spat on the ground, he anointed

his eyes. Gospel.
A large mouth, indeed,

That spits forth death and mountains. Shakspeare.

Very good orators, when they are here, will spit.

Id.

The watery kingdom, whose ambitious head

Spits in the face of heaven, is no bar

To stop the foreign spirits, but they come. Id.

The sea thrusts up her waves,
One after other, thicke and high, upon the groaning

shores ;

First in herself loud, but opposed with banks and

rocks, she rores,

And all her backe, in bristles set, spits every way her

fome. Chapman.
Maenas and Atys in the mouth were bred,

And never hatched within the lab'ring head
;

No blood from bitten nails those poems drew,
But churned, like spitttg, from the lips they flew.

Dryden .

The saliva or spittle is an humour of eminent use.

Roy.

?E, n. s. & v. a. -\ Fr. despit ; Belg. spijt ;

E'FUL, adj. (ital. spetto. Malice;

E'FULLY, adv. i rancor ; malignity ;
ma-

E'FULNESS, n. s. 3 levolence: 'in spite of

A drunkard men abhor, and would even spit at

him, were it not for fear he should something mere

than fpit at them. Snuth.

The spittle is an active liquor, immediately derived

from the arterial blood : it is saponaceous.
Arbuthnot.

A genius for all stations fit,

Whose meanest talent is his wit :

His heart too great, though fortune little,

To lick a rascal statesman's spittle. Swift.

Spit on your finger and thumb, and pinch the snuff

till the candle goes out. Id. Rulesfor Servants.

SPITCH'COCK, v. a. To cut an eel in pieces

and roast him ;
or rather the eel so roasted : of

Teut. spelts kochen; i.e. that which is cooked on

a spit.

No man lards salt pork with orange peel,

Or garnishes his lamb with spitcltcockt eel. King.

SPITE, n. s. & v. a. ^ _
Fr. despit ; Belg. spijt ;

SPITE'FUL,

SPITE'FTJLLY,

SPITE'FUL?

is in defiance of: to spite is to vex; treat with

malice
;
offend : the adjective and adverb corre-

spond.

This breeding rather spite than shame in her, or, if

it were a shame, a shame not of the fault but of the

repulse, she did thirst for a revenge. Sidney.

So with play did he a good while fight against the

fight of Zelmane, who, more spited with that courtesy,

that one that did nothing should be able to resist hei.

burned away with choler any motions which might

grow out of her own sweet disposition.
Id.

The Jews were the deadliest and spilefallest ene-

mies of Christianity that were in the world, and in

this respect their orders to be shunned. Hooker.

Beguiled, divorced, wronged, spighted, slain,

Most detestable death, by thee. Shakspeare.

All you have done

Hath been but for a wayward son,

Spiteful and wrathful. Id. Macbeth.

I'll guard thee free,

And save thee in her spite. Chapman.
Our publick form of divine service and worship is

in every part,
thereof religious and holy, maugre die

nialice of spiteful wretches who have depraved it.

White.

Bewray they did their inward boiling spite,

Each stirring others to revenge their cause. Daniel.

Done all to spile

The great Creator ;
but their spite still serves

His glory to augment. Milton's Paradise Lost.

Twice false Evadne, spitefully forsworn !

That fatal beast like this I would have torn.

Waller.

Darius, spited at the magi, endeavoured to abolish

not only their learning but their language. Temple.
In spite of me I love, and see too late

My mother's pride must find my mother's fate.

Dryden.
The spiteful stars have shed their venom down,

And now the peaceful planets take their turn. Id.

In fireworks give him leave to vent his spite ;

Those are the only serpents he can write. Id.

Blessed be such a preacher, whom God made use

of to speak a word in season, and saved me in spit*

of the world, the devil, and myself.
South.

Contempt is a thing made up of an undervaluing
of a man, upon a belief of his utter uselessness, and
a spiteful endeavour to engage the rest of the world

in the same slight esteem of him. Id.

For thy loved sake, spite of my boding fears.

I'll meet the danger which ambition brings. Rove.
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My father's fate,

In spite of all the fortitude that shines

Before my face in Cato s great example,
Subdues my soul, and fills my eyes with tears.

Addison.

It looks more like spitefulness and ill-nature than a

diligent search after truth. Keil against But-net.

In spite oj all applications, the patient grew worse

every day. Arbulhnot.

Begone, ye criticks, and restrain your spite;

Codrus writes on, and will for ever write. Pope.
Vanessa sat,

Scarce listening to their idle chat,

Further than sometimes by a frown,
When they grew pert, to pull them down :

At last she spitefully was bent

To try their wisdom's full extent. Swift.
.The cause is plain, and not to be denied,

The proud are always most provoked by pride ;

Few competitions but engender spile,

And those the most, where neither has a right.

Cmpper,

SPITHEAD, aroaa between Portsmouth and
tne Isle of Wight, where the royal navy of Great

Britain frequently rendezvous.

SPITTLE, n. s. Corrupted from hospital,
and therefore better written spital. Hospital. It

is still retained in Scotland.

To the spittle go,
And from the powdering tub of infamy
Fetch forth the lazar kite of Cressid's kind.

Shakspeare. Henry V.

This is it

That makes the waned widow wed again,
She whom the tpittle house, and ulcerous sores,

Would cast the gorge at. Id. Timon.
Cure the spittle world of maladies. Cleaveland.

SPITTLE, in physiology. See SALIVA.

SPITZBERGEN, or East Greenland, a name
that has been given to a group of islands in the

Northern Ocean, formerly supposed to make

part of the continent. They are situated between
76 30' and 80 30' N. lat., and between 9 and
20 E. long. The land was first discovered by
Sir Hugh Willoughby in the year 1553, who
called it Greenland. In 1595 it was again
visited by Barentz and Cornelius, two Dutch-

men, who pretended to be the original disco-

verers, and called the country Spitzbergen, or

Sharp Mountains, from the many sharp-pointed
and rocky mountains with which it abounds.

They alleged that the coast discovered by Sir

Hugh Willoughby was some other country ;

which accordingly the Hollanders delineated on
their maps and charts by the name of Willough-
by Land ; whereas in fact no such land ever ex-

isted ; and, long before the voyage of these

Dutchmen, Barrows, an English shipmaster, had
coasted along a desolate country from lat. 78 to

80 11' N., which was undoubtedly Spitzbergen.
The sea in the neighbourhood abounding in

whales, this country has been long the common
resort of the fishing ships from different coun-
tries. But, till the voyage of captain Phipps in

1773, the situation of the country was erroneously
laid down.

This group extends further north than any
other country yet discovered, and approaches
within ten degrees of the pole. Spitzbergen is

encompassed by the Arctic Ocean, and, though
annually visited by vessels engaged in the whale-

fishery, it does not ever appear to have been

permanently inhabited. The main-land stretches

about 300 miles, nearly in the direction of the

meridian, as South Cape is in lat. 76 30', and
the opposite extremity in 80 7' of latitude ; and
even one of the islands reaches 80 40'.

The climate of these dreary regions is almost

always intensely cold-, and even in the three

warmest months in the year, when the sun con-

stantly shines, and the air is usually clear, the

mean temperature is only about 34 30' of Fah-
renheit's scale ; while, during this period, the

thermometer is often below the freezing point.
The sun shines without setting for about four

months in the year, and which has, therefore,
been called their longest day. But, after he has

passed the equinox, the approach of winter

becomes very rapid. The sun sinks wholly
below the horizon, and the temperature dimin-

ishes till the cold becomes intense. The birds

of passage take their flight to milder regions,
and the beasts that remain retire to their winter

abodes. At this season the bear alone roams
abroad. But man, as if determined to contes"

the sovereignty of desolation with this arctic

monster, has even dared to winter on these bleak

shores. Actuated by the prospect of gain to be

derived from the opportunities of hunting and

fishing during the winter, several adventurers

annually proceed from Archangel and other

ports on the White Sea, in small ves.sv.-ls fitted

out for the purpose, and supplied with provisions
and stores of all kinds that may be requisite for

their support. Fuel, and huts ready constructed,
are also taken out. These vessels either winter m
some of the most obscure coves along the coast,
or return with the members of the small colony,
and the produce of their labors, that had been
left the preceding year. As soon as they arrive

at the place of their destination, the huts are

erected, and the sailors remain on shore during
the winter. Being accustomed to so severe a

climate in their own country, they are seldom

prevented from going abroad, unless when buried

beneath the snow, which sometimes happens.
In such cases they are obliged to make their way
through the chimney to get out. The object of

the adventurers is to kill whales, seals, sea-

horses, bears, rein-deer, and arctic foxes. In-

stead of receivinr wages from their employers,
they are supplied with provisions and other

stores, and are entitled to a certain portion of

the produce of their labors when they return.

Some of them are even hardy enough to prolong
their stay for two or three years ;

but in that

case they often fall victims to the fatal effects

of the scurvy, which is the great bane of those

regions. Though the sun remains below the

horizon for about four months in the year, it is

seldom very dark during that season
;

for the

brightness of the moon, which sometimes shines

for nearly fourteen days together, the resplen-
dent brilliancy of the stars, and the reflection of

the aurora boreal is, which often resembles a

blaze of fire, afford sufficient light to read by.
The surface of Spitzbergen presents a scene or

rugged nakedness and desolation, which is,

perhaps, unparalleled. Buried beneath almost

perpetual snow, its vegetable productions are
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nearly all of the incumbent classes. A few mos-

ses, lichens, and other arctic plants, make up
*he scanty catalogue. The only semblance of

a shrub is the dwarf willow, which, in compari-

son, towers above all the other tribes, though
seldom rising to more than two inches in height.

The scenery of Spitzbergen is strikingly sublime

and awfully grand ;
but it is a brilliancy of

desolation, which rather astonishes than pleases
a chaotic confusion that chills while it de-

lights, and rather overwhelms than elevates the

mind.

Mr. Scoresby, in his late very interesting and

valuable work on these regions, to which he

had previously made seventeen voyages, thus

describes the general appearance of Spitzbergen.
* The principal objects which strike the eye are

innumerable mountainous peaks, ridges, preci-

pices, or needles, rising immediately out of the

sea, to an elevation of 3000 or 4000 feet, the

color of which, at a moderate distance, appears
to be blackish shades of brown, green, gray, and

purple, snow or ice, in striae or patches, occu-

pying the various clefts and hollows in the sides

of the hills, capping some of the mountain sum-

mits, and filling with extended beds the most

considerable valleys; and ice of the glacier

form, occurring at intervals, all along the coast,

in particular situations, as already described, in

prodigious accumulations. The glistening, or

vitreous appearance of the iceberg precipices ;

the purity, whiteness, and beauty of the sloping

expanse, formed by their snowy surfaces; the

gloomy shade presented by the adjoining or

intermixed mountains and rocks, perpetually
covered with a mourning veil of black lichens,
with the sudden transition into a robe of purest
white where, patches or beds of snow occur,

presents a variety and extent of contrast alto-

gether peculiar ; which, when enlightened by the

occasional ethereal brilliancy of the polar sky, and
harmonised in its serenity with the calmness of
the ocean, constitute a picture both novel and

magnificent. There is indeed a kind of majesty,
not to be conveyed in words, in these extraor-

dinary accumulations of snow and ice in the

valleys, and in the rocks above rocks, and peaks
above peaks, in the mountain groups, seen

rising above the ordinary
1

elevation of the clouds,
and terminating occasionally in crests of ever-

lasting snow, especially when you approach the
shore under the impenetrable density of a sum-
mer fog ; in which the fog sometimes disperses
like the drawing of a curtain, when the strong
contrast of light and shade, heightened by a
cloudless atmosphere, and powerful sun, burst
on the senses in a brilliant exhibition, resem-

bling the productions of magic.' The highest
summit that was determined by Captain Phipps
was 4500 feet, and Captain Scoresby ascertained
the elevation of one of these peaks, in 1815, that
rose to the height of 4395 feet above the level of
the sea.

The most remarkable circumstance attendant
on these regions is the deception they present
in reference to the distance of objects. \Vhen a

person most accustomed to judge of distances in
other places appioaches Spitzbergen, his expe-
rience seems to vanish, and his estimate of the

distance seldom exceeds a small portion of the

reality. In clear weather the high land of this

island is well defined, and every thing appears
distinct at the distance of forty miles. When
twenty miles from the shore, it is no uncommon
circumstance for seamen to conceive themselves

within a league of the land ; and Mr. Scoresby

says he has known experienced mariners who
have '

imagined they could not stand an hour

towards the land without running aground ; and

yet the ship has sailed three or four hours directly
in shore and still been re-note from danger. If

after coming in sight of Spitzbergen in clear

weather, and sailing for four or five hours direct-

ly towards the shore, the atmosphere becomes a

little hazy, or even dark and cloudy, the vessel

may appear to be further distant than when the

land was first seen.' This Mr. Scoresby thinks

satisfactorily accounts for the conduct of the

Danish Captain, Hogens Heinson, who was a

renowned seaman of that time, and was sent in

search of the lost colony in Greenland. After

surmounting many difficulties, he perceived the

coast of Greenland, and with a clear sea, a

favorable wind, and a fresh gale, he sailed for

several hours towards it
; but, not appearing

to be any nearer the land, he became alarmed,
tacked about, and returned to Denmark, saying
that his ship had been stopped in her course by
'some load-stone rocks hidden in the sea.'

Mr. Scoresby, in the description of one of his

excursions on shore, thus delineates the appear-
ance of that part of the country, as seen from the

summit of one of the mountains. ' The prospect
was most extensive and grand, A fine sheltered

bay was seen on the east of us, an arm of the

same on the north-east, and the sea, whose

glassy surface was unruffled by a breeze, formed
an immense expanse on the west ; the icebergs,

rearing their proud crests almost to the tops of

the mountains, between which they were lodged,
and defying the power of the solar beams, were
scattered in various directions about the sea

coast and in the adjoining bays. Beds of snow
and ice filling extensive hollows, and giving an
enamelled coat to adjoining valleys, one of

which, commencing at the foot of the mountain
where we stood, extended in a continued line

towards the north as far as the eye could reach
;

mountain rising above mountain, until by dis-

tance they dwindled into insignificancy ; the

whole contrasted by a cloudless canopy of deep-
est azure, and enlightened by the rays of a

blazing sun, and the effect aided by a feeling of

danger seated as we were on the pinnacle of a

rock, almost surrounded by tremendous preci-
pices ; all united to constitute a picture sin-

gularly sublime. Here we seemed elevated into

the very heavens, and, though in a hazardous

situation, I was sensible only of pleasing emo-
tions, heightened by the persuasion that, from

experience in these kind of adventures, I was
superior to the dangers with which I was sur-

rounded. The effect of the elevation, and the

brightness of the picture, were such that the sea,
which was at least a league from us, appeared
within reach of a musket-shot; mountains a
dozen miles off seemed scarcely a league from

us, and our vessel, which we knew was at the
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distance of a league from the shore, appeared in

danger of rocks.'

The atmosphere has a remarkable antiseptical

effect. Animal and vegetable substances, ex-

posed to the influence of the air, remain for a

long period unchanged. Martens, in the ac-

count of his voyage to Spitzbergen, says,
' That

a man buried ten years before, still retained his

perfect shape and dress.' M. Bleau also re-

marks, in his Atlas Historique, that the bodies

of the seven Dutchmen who perished in Spitz-

bergen, in 1635, were found twenty years after-

wards, without having suffered the least putrefac-
tion. Wood and other vegetable substances are

preserved in a similar manner. Mr. Scoresby

says that when he attempted to explore the

shores of Spitzbergen, in 1818, he saw several

huts, and some coffins made entirely of wood.
' One of the latter,' he says,

'

appeared, by an

adjoining inscription, to contain the body of a

native of Britain who had died in the year 1788 ;

and though the coffin had lain completely ex-

posed, except when covered with snow, during
a period of thirty years, the wood of which it

was composed not only was undecayed, but ap-

peared quite fresh and new. It was painted red
;

and the color even seemed to be but little faded.

Things of a similar kind have been met with in

Spitzbergen, which have resisted all injury from

the weather during the lapse of a century.' One
of the most interesting appearances on these

coasts is the iceberg. It irequently extends

several miles in length, and rises perpendicularly
above the sea to the height of 400 or 500 feet,

exhibiting various shades, from an emerald green
to an appearance of cliffs of white marble.

Islands in the adjacent seas are Moffen Island,
situated in lat. 80 1', and long. 12 43' east. It

is a small island, and of comparatively low land.

Low Island is nearly in the same latitude, but

about 5 more to the east. Hope Island, on the

south-east coast of Spitzbergen, is in lat, 76 20',

and long. 20 east. Cherie Island is in the

same longitude, but is situated about 2 further

south than Hope Island. Jan Mayen Island is

in lat. 71 and long, about 8 west. It is ten

leagues in length, but not more than three

leagues broad ; and derives its name from the

Dutch captain by whom it was discovered, in

the early part of the seventeenth century The
highest point of this island is the peak of Beeren-

berg, which rears its icy summit far above the

clouds. The height Scoresby determined in

1817 to be 6870 feet. Besides the islands

already described, the Russians possess various
others on the east of Asia, situated between the

coasts of Asia and America, and some near the

shores of the latter continent. These islands

have rnany excellent bays and anchorages.
SPIXWORTH, a town of England, near

Norwich.

SPLACHNUM, in botany, a genus of plants

belonging to the class of cryptogamia, and order
of musci. The antherse are cylindrical, and grow
on a large colored apophysis or umbraculum.
The calyptra is caducous. The female star grows
on a separate stem. There are six species ; viz.

1. Splachnum ampullaceum; 2. Angustatum;
3. Lu'.eum ; 4, Rubrum ; 5. Spha?ricum ; and,
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6. Vasculosum. Two of these are natives of

Britain; viz. 1. S. ampullaceum, the crevvet

splachnum, is found in bogs and marshes, and
often upon cow-dung. It grows in thick tufts.

and is about two inches high. The leaves are

oval lanceolate, terminated with a long point or

beard. The top of the filament or peduncle
swells into the form of an inverted cone, which
Linnaeus terms an apophysis or umbraculum

;

upon the top of which is placed a cylindrical

antherse, like the neck of a crewet. The calyptra
is conical, and resembles a small extinguisher.
2. S. vasculosum, the acorn-shaped spJachnum,
is found upon bogs and cow-dung, and upon the

points of rocks on the top of the Highland moun-
tains, as on Ben-Lomond, and in the Isle of Sky,
and elsewhere. This differs little from the pre-

ceding, and perhaps is no more than a variety.
The filaments are about an inch high. The leaves

oval acute, not so lanceolate and bearded as the

other. The apophysis, and the anthera at the

top of it, form together nearly an oval figure, not

unlike an acorn in its cup, the apophysis being

transversely semi-oval, and of a blood-red color,

the anthera short and conical. The calyptra is

the same as that of the other. The operculum is

short and obtuse, and the rim of the anthera has

eight large horizontal cilia. The anthera of the

other is also ciliated, but not so distinctly. It is

an elegant moss, and very distinguishable on ac-

count of its orange-colored filaments and dark-

red capsules.

SPLAYTO01, adj. J Splay, or display,
SPLAY'MOUTH, n. s. ] and foot. Having the

foot turned inward : an unnaturally wide
mouth.

All authors to their own defects are blind :

Hadst thou but, Janus-like, a face behind,
To see the people when splaymouths they make,
To mark their fingers pointed at thy back,
Their tongues lolled out a foot. Dryden.

Though still some traces of our rustic vein,

And splayfoot verse remained, and will remain.

Pope.

SPLEEN, n. s.

SPLEEN'ED, adj.
SPLEEN FUL,

SPLEEN'LESS,

Lat splen. The milt;
one of the viscera, of

which the use is not

known : supposed to be

SPLEEN'WORT, n. s. [ the seat of anger, me-

SPLEEN'Y, adj. f larieholy, and mirth :

SPLEN'ETIC, hence anger, ill-humor ;

SPLEN'IC, a fit of anger or melan-

SPLEN'ISH, choly : spleened is de-

SPLEN'JTIVE. J prived of the spleen :

spleenful, angry ; petulant ; melancholy . as also

spleeny and the last four adjectives, signify.

spleenless; kind ; mild (obsolete) : spleenwort is

a plant.

If she must teem,
Create her child of' spleen, that it may Jive

And be a thwart disnatured torment to her.

Shakspeare.

Charge not in your spleen a noble person,
And spoil your nobler soul. Id.

Brief as the lightning in the collied night,
That in a spleen unfold? both heaven and earth,

And, ere a man hath power to say, behold !

The jaws of darkness do devour it
( up. Id.

They that desire the spleen, and would die with

laughing. Id.
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Take thy fingers from my throat ;

For though 1 am not sptenetive and rash,

Yet I have in me something dangerous.
Id. Hamlet.

The commons, like an angry hive of bees

That want their leader, scatter up and down :

Myself have calm'd their spleenful mutiny.
Id. Henry VI.

What though I know her virtuous,

An4 well deserving ; yet I know her for

A spleenp Lutheran, and not wholesome to

Our cause. Id. Henit, VIII.

Yourselves you must engage
Somewhat to cool your spleenith rage,

Your grievous thirst ;
and to asswage

That first, you drink this liquor. Draytm.
Kind pity checks my spleen ; brave scorn forbids

Those tears to issue, which swell my eye-lids.
Donne.

His solemne queen, whose spleene he was dispos'd

To tempt yet further, knowing well what anger it

inclosed,

And how wives anger should be used. Chapman.
Mean time flew our ships, and straight we fetcht

The syren's isle ;
a spleenlets wind so stretcht

Her wings to waft us, and so urged our keel. Id.

Suppose the spleen obstructed in its lower parts
and sptenick branch, a potent heat causeth the or-

gasmus to boil. Haney.
All envied

;
but the Thestyan brethren show'd

The least respect, and thus they vent their spleen

aloud :

Lay down those honoured spoils. Dryden.
The cnearful soldiers, with new stores supplied,

Now long to execute their spleenful will. Id.

Horace purged himself from these splenetick re-

flections in odes and epodes, before he undertook his

satires. Id.

The splenick vein hath divers cells.opening into it

near its extremities in human bodies ;
but in qua-

drupeds the cells open into the trunks of the splenick

veins. Ray on the Creation.

This daughter silently lowers, t'other steals a kind

look at you, a third is exactly well-behaved, and a

fourth a tplenetick. Tatler.

The spleen with sullen vapours clouds the brain,

And binds the spirits in its heavy chain
;

Howe'er the cause fantastick may appear,
Th' effect is real, and the pain sincere. Blackmore.

Animals tpleened grow salacious. Arbuthnot.

If the wound be on the left hypochondrium, under
the short ribs, you may conclude the spleen wounded.

Wiseman.
In noble minds some dregs remain,

Not vet purged off", of spleen and sour disdain.

Pope.
If you drink tea upon a promontory that overhangs

the sea, the whistling of the wind is better musick
to contented minds than the opera to the spleenful.

Id.

Safe passed the gnome through this fantastick band,
A branch of healing spleen-wort in his hand. Id.

Spleen, vapours, and small-pox above them all.

Id.

You humour me when I am sick ;

Why not when I am splenetick? Swift.
For not on beds of gaudy flowers

Thine ancestors reclined,
\S here sloth dissolves, and spleen devours
All energy of mind. Beattie.

Mine be the friend less frequent in his prayers,
Who" makes no bustle with his soul's affairs,
Whose wit can brighten up a wintry day,
And chase the splenetic dull hours away' Ccu-per.

SPLEEN. The use of the spleen remains a

problem, towards the elucidation of which the

investigations of so many anatomists and phy-

siologists have hitherto afforded very imperfect
data. Haller admonishes his reader that ' he is

plunging into the region of mere conjecture,'
darker than in the case of any other viscus.

We might have hoped to derive some light from

the diseases under which it frequently suffers,

and from the experiments in which it has been

removed in animals. The inferences, however,
to which we arrive in this way, are only of the

negative kind ; they enable us to destroy or

refute, but not to build up or establish. The

spleen may be found considerably altered in

texture where the individual has enjoyed good
health betore death, or has died of other com-

plaints. It is often enormously enlarged, with-

out materially affecting the health ; and, on the

other hand, where ill-effects are produced, they
have no peculiar character, affording illustration

of the use of the organ. The experiment of re-

moving the spleen seems to have been performed
very anciently.

Pliny says that animals will live after this

part has been torn out (lib. xi. c. 30); and the

same fact is noticed in the Talmud (Ginz-

burger, Medic. Talmud, p. 11). Haller cites

various instances in which the spleen has been

lost in the human subject ; particularly Leon.

Fioravanti, tesoro della vita humana, 1. ii c. 8.

Phil. Trans. No. 451. The removal of it from

the dog is an experiment repeated over and over

again. See Haller, t. vi. p. 421. We find that

animals, and even human subjects, have lived

without a spleen, and enjoyed tolerable health.

Sometimes the experiment has been fatal, but not

from the loss or interruption of any function that

could be ascribed to the spleen. We find that

dogs have been lively, fat, and even plethoric ;

that they have had good appetites ; that bitches

have produced young. Some thought they were
more salacious ; others that they made water

more frequently. In some cases appearances
were noticed that might be referred to imperfec-
tion in the digestive process, as borborygmi.
The liver is said to have suffered in a few in-

stances; in most, however, there seems to have
been good bile made ; and generally no particu-
lar ill effect was experienced. The inference, then,
to be collected from these sources, is that the

function of the spleen is of so little importance,
that the alteration of its texture by disease is not

marked by any unequivocal symptom, and even
that its entire removal is hardly followed by any
sensible effect.

It has been a generally rece-ved notion that

the office of the spleen is related to that of the

liver; that the blood, either by its retarded

motion through the serpentine splenic vessels,
its stagnation in the splenic cells, or other

changes wrought in it by the actions of the

spleen, acquires peculiar properties, rendering it

fit for the secretion of bile in the liver. It is

supposed that the splenic blood is loaded with

carbon, which the action of- the liver separates
from it. We do not usually meet with such

arrangements as these in the animal economy ;

indeed no instance couid be adduced of the like
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nature; one organ to carbonize the blood, that it

may be decarbonized by another
;
or a part to

produce changes in the blood, fitting it for the

secretion which is to be performed by another.

The tissue of each gland has the power of ex-

tracting its peculiar secretion from the common
mass. That the spleen produces changes in the

properties of the blood is not yet clearly proved ;

still less is it proved that such changes, if pro-

duced, are in any way concerned with the biliary

secretion. Further, bile is secreted where the

spleen has been removed ;
and it was secreted

in the case recorded by Mr. Abernethy, where

the vena portarum emptied its blood into the

inferior vena cava. We observe no constant

relation between the spleen and liver ; the for-

mer is extremely small in many birds, reptiles,
and fishes, where the liver is large. The close

neighbourhood of this organ to the stomach,
and the connexion of their blood-vessels, have

led to the conjecture that they are connected in

function. It has been imagined that when the

stomach is empty, the spleen, like a sponge,
swells with blood, and affords a reservoir for the

quantity of that fluid, which the blood-vessels

of the stomach do not require in the inactive

state of the organ ; while, on the contrary, when
this bag is distended with food, and the process
of digestion demands a more copious afflux of

fluids into the stomachic vessels, the pressure of

its great extremity empties the splenic sponge,
and thus causes a greater 'flow in the other parts
of the cceliac system. This again is all imagi-

nary; not a single point of it founded in obser-

vation. It is quite inapplicable to the three

lower classes of vertebral animals, where the

position of the spleen in many instances, and its

firmness in several, are quite incompatible with

.the explanation.
Sir Everard Home, in two papers published

in the Philosophical Transactions for 1808 on

the structure and use of the spleen, attempted to

prove that fluids are conveyed from the cardiac

end of the stomach into the spleen, and thus

arrive in the general circulation, without the in-

tervention of the general absorbing system and

thoracic duct. Having tied the pylorus, he

injected colored fluids into the stomach ; they
were partly absorbed, aud manifested their

presence in the circulating system by changes

produced in the urine. When rhubarb was

used, the cut surface of the spleen produced a

decided yellow tint on paper, and the serum of

the splenic blood manifested the presence of

rhubarb, on the addition of potash ;
when no

such phenomena were exhibited by the cut sur-

face of the liver, or in the serum of blood from

the vena cava. There was a corresponding
difference between the effects of potash on fluids,

in which the substance of the liver and that of

the spleen were broken up. The author aban-

dons this notion in a subsequent communication
to the same society, on the passage of fluids

from the stomach into the general circulation ;

having found that corresponding phenomena
were exhibited, after the spleen had been re-

moved. Philosophical Transactions, 1812. Of
numerous other fancies about this mysterious

organ, such as that it forms the red globules of

> SPL
me blood, that it is the seat of laughter, or of

the sentient soul, that it is designed to balance

the liver, Sec., &c., we can say no more than that

those who are interested in such speculations
will find ample amusement in Haller's Elem.
Phisiol. lib. xxi. sec. 2; or in Soem.nerring de

Corp. Hum. Fabrica, t. vi. p. 1.58, et seq.

SPLEEN, in anatomy. See ANATOMY.
SPLEENWORT, in botany, is a species of as-

plenium, a genus of the cryptogamia class of

plants, and ranked in the order of filices. The

parts of fructification are situated in the small

sparse line under the disk of the leaves. There
are twenty-four species : two are natives of Bri-

tain, and grow upon old walls and moist rocks:

viz. 1 . Asplenium ceteracum, ceterach, or spleen-
wort

; 2 Asplenium scolopendrium, or hart's

tongue. Spleenwort has an herbaceous, mucila-

ginous, and roughish taste ;
it is recommended as

a pectoral, and as a nephritic for promoting
urine. It was anciently esteemed good against
the spleen.

SPLEENWORT, ROUGH, a species of polypo-
dium.

SPLEN'DID, adj. y
Fr. spienaide ; Latin

SPLEN'DIDLY, adv. > splendidns. Showy ; mag-
SPLEN'DOUR, n.s. j nificent ; sumptuous : the

adverb and noun substantive corresponding.

The dignity of gold above silver is not much
;
the

splendour is alike, and more pleasing to some eyes,
as in cloth of silver. Bacon's Physical Remain;

They assigned them names from some remarkabio

qualities, that are very observable in their red and

splendent planets. Browne's Vulgar l.rrours.

Their condition, though it look splendidly, yet,

when you handle it on all sides, it will prick your

fingers. T,ni!nr.

You will not admit you live splendidly, yet it

cannot be denied but that you live neatly and ele-

gantly.
More.

Unacceptable, though in heaven, our state

Of splendid vassalage. Milton.

How he lives and eats,

How largely gives, how splendidly he treats.

Dryden.

He, of the royal store

Splendidly frugal, sits whole nights devoid

Of sweet repose. Philips.

Romulus, being to give laws to his new Romans,
found no better way to procure an esteem and rever-

ence to them, than by first procuring it to himself by

splendour of habit and retinue. South.

Metallick substances may, by reason of their great

density, reflect all the light incident upon them, and

so be as opake and splendent as it is possible for any

body to be. Newton.

The first symptoms area chilness, a certain splen-

dour or shining in the eyes, with a little moisture.

Arbuthnot.

Deep in a rich alcove the prince was laid,

And slept beneath a pompous colonnade :

Fast by his side Pisistratus lay spread,
In age his equal, on a splendid bed. Pope's Odyssey.

'Tis use alone that sanctifies expense,
And splendour borrows all her rays from sense.

Pope,

Upon that night, when fairies light

On L'assilis Downans dance,

Or owre the lays, in splendid blaze,

On sprightly coursers prance. Bums.

SPLENIUS. See ANATOMY
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SPLENT, n. s. Or perhaps splint. Italian

ipinella ; Belg. soimt. See SPLINTER. Defined

in extract

Splents s a callous hard substance, or an insensible

swelling, which breeds on or adheres to the shank-

bone of a horse, and, when it grows big, spoils the

shape of the leg. When there is bu. ~*ie, it is

called a single splent ; but when there .mother

opposite to it, on the outside of the shank-bone, it is

called a pegged or pinned *plent.
Farrier's Dictionary.

SPLICING, in the sea language, is the untwist-

ing the ends of two cables or ropes, and work-

ing the several strands into one another by afidd,

so that they become as strong as if they were but

jne rope.
SPLINT, or SPLINT'ER, n. s., v. a., &u. n.

Belg. splinter ; Dan. splint. A fragment of any

thing broken with violence: to break into splints
or fragments ; to secure by means of them : to be

broken in this way.
This broken joint intreat her to splinter, and this

crack of your love shall grow stronger than it was

before. Shakspeare. Othello.

He was slain upon a course at tilt, one of the

tplinters of Montgomery's staff going in at his bever.

Bacon.

Amidst whole heaps of spices lights a ball,

And now their odours armed against them fly ;

Some preciously by shattered porcelain fall,

4nd some by aromatic splinters die. Dryden.
A plain Indian fan used by the meaner sort, made

of the small stringy parts of roots, spread out in a

round fiat form, and so bound together with a splin-

ter linup.
and strengthened with small bars on both

sides. Grew't Musceum.

The ancients after the seventh day used tplints

which not only kept the members steady, but straight ,

and of these some are made of tin, others of scab-

bard and wood, sewed up in linen cloths.

Wiseman's Surgery.

SPLIT, v. a. & v. n. ) Pret. and part. pass.

SPLIT'TER, n. s. \ split. Belg. spletten,

splitten. To cleave ; rive; to divide longitudi-

nally ; dash to pieces ; break : to burst asunder ;

part ;
be broken against a hard substance : the

noun substantive corresponds.
Do 't, and thou hast the one-half of my heart

;

Do 't not, thou splittest thine own.

Shakspeare. Winter's Tale.

After our ship did split,

When you, and the poor number saved with you,
Hung on our driving boat. Shakspeare.

God's desertion, as a full and violent wind, drives

him in an instant, not to the harbour, but on the
rock where he will be irrecoverably split.

Decay of Piety.
Wert thou served up two in one dish, the rather

To split thy sire into a double father ! Cleaveland.

A huge vessel of exceeding hard marble split
asunder by congealed water. Boyle.

Cold winter split the rocks in twain. Dryden.
Those who live by shores with joy behold

Some wealthy vessel split or stranded nigh ;

And from the rocks leap down for shipwrecked gold,
And seek the tempests which the others fly. Id.

A skull so hard that it is almost as easy to split
a helmet of iron as to make a fracture in it.

Ray on the Creation.

_

In states notoriously irreligious, a secret and irre-

sistible power splits their counsels, and smites their
most refined policies with frustration and a curse.

&,;,///

These are the rocks on which the sanguine tribe Oi

lovers daily split, and on which the politician, the

alchymist, and projector are cast away.
Addison'i Sptt.'atar.

One and the same ray is by refraction disturbed,

shattered, dilated, and split, and spread into many
diverging rays. Newton.

This effort is in some earthquakes so vehement
that it splits and tears the earth, making cracks or

chasms in it some miles. Woodward.
The road that to the lungs this store transmits,

Into unnumbered narrow channels splits. Rlackmore.
He instances Luther's sensuality and disobedience,

two crimes which he has dealt with
; and, to make

the more solemn shew, he split 'em into twenty.

Atterbury.
Each had a gravity would make you split,

And shook his head at M y as a wit. Pope.
Oh ! would it please the gods to split

Thy beauty, size, and years, and wit,
No age could furnish out a pair
Of nymphs so graceful, wise, and fair

;

With half the lustre of your eyes,
With half your wit, your years, and size. Su-ift.
The seamen spied a rock, and the wind was so

strong that we were driven directly upon it, and im-

mediately split. Id.

How should we rejoice, if, like Judas the first,

Those splitters of parsons in sunder should burst.

Id.

Their logick has appeared the mere art of wrang-
ling, and their metaphysicks the skill of

splitting an

hair, of distinguishing without a difference.

Watts on the Mind.

SPODUMENE, in mineralogy, prismatic,

tripbane spar. Mohs. Color between greenish-
white and mountain-gray. Massive, dissemi-

nated, and in large granular concretions. Glisten-

ing, pearly. Cleavage, threefold. Fracture fine

grained uneven. Translucent As hard as, felspar.
Most easily frangible. Specific gravity 3-0 to 3 -

l .

Before the blowpipe it first separates into small

gold yellow colored folia; and, if the heat is

continued, they melt into a greenish-white color-

ed glass. Its constituents are, silica 64-4, alu-

mina 24-4, lime 3, potash 5, oxide of iron 2-2.

Vauquelin. It was first discovered in the island

of t'ton in Sudermannland, where it is associ-

ated with red felspar and quartz. It has been

lately found in the vicinity of Dublin by Di

Taylor. It contains the new alkali lithia, by
some recent analyses.
SPOHN (Frederic Augustus William), ar

eminent German physiologist, was born at Dort-
mund in 1792, and studied at the university of

^ ittemberg. His house and part of his library

having been destroyed at the bombardment of

that place, in 1813, he removed to Leipsic, where
he was nominated in 1817 extraordinary profes-
sor of philosophy, and in 1819 professor of

ancient literature. He died January 16th, 1824,
in consequence of disease brought on by his ex-

cessive application to study. His literary labors

were numerous and important. In 1815 he

published a dissertation De Agro Trojano ir

Carminibus Homeri Descrapto. 8vo., and Cora-
mentariub de extrema Parte Odyssiae inde a

Raphsod. *. v. 297, JEvo recentiori orta quam
Ilomerica; and in the last year of his life he

printed three pieces under the title of Lectiones
i heocriteae. He le't a large quantity of MSS.
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SPOIL, v. .,
v. n. & 71. s.

)
Fr. spoiler ; Lat.

. SPOIL'ER, 72. .v. s/w/io. To seize

SPOIL'FUL, adj. ) by robbery; take

away by force : plunder ; corrupt ;
mar : to prac-

tise robbery ; grow corrupt or useless : as a noun

substantive booty ; prey ; corruption ; slough : a

spoiler is a robber ; plunderer : spellful, rapaci-

ously wasteful.

They which hate us spoil for themselves.

Psalm xliv. 14.

Beware lest any man spall you, through philoso-

phy and vain deceit. Col. ii. 8.

Ye took joyfully the spoiling of your goods, know-

ing in yourselves that ye have in heaven an enduring
substance. Hebrews.

England was infested with robbers and outlaws,

which, lurking in woods, used to break forth to rob

and spoil. Spenser.

Yielding themselves upon the Turks' faith, for the

safeguard of their liberty and goods, they were most,

injuriously spoiled of all that they had.

Knolles's History nf the Turks.

Having oft in battle vanquished
Those spoilful Picts, and swarming Easterlings,

Long time in peace his realm established.

Faerie Qiteene,

The cry of Talbot serves me for a sword
;

For I have loaden me with many spoils,

Using no other weapon but his name.

Sha/ispeare. Henry VI.

Company, villanous company, hath been the spoil

of me. Shakspeare.

Snakes, the rather for the casting of their spoil,

live till they be old. Bacon.

Too late, alas ! we find

The softness of thy sword, continued through thy
soil,

To be the only pause of unrecovered spoils. Drayton.
Such ruin of her manners Rome

Doth suffer now, as she's become
Both her cwn spoiler and own prey.

Ben Jonson's Catiline.

Spiritual pride spoils many graces. Taylor.

This mount,
With all his verdure spoiled, and trees adrift.

Milton.

Gentle gales,

Fanning their odoriferous wings, dispense
Native perfumes, and whisper whence they stole

Those balmy spoils. Id.

Go and speed !

Havock, and spoil, and ruin are my gain. Id.

He that gathered a hundred bushels of acorns or

apples had thereby a property in them : he was only
to look that he used them before they spoiled, else he
robbed others. Locke.

Providence, where it loves a nation, concerns it-

self to own and assert the interest of religion, by
blasting the spoilers of religious persons and places.

South.

Thou shall not gain what I deny to y-sld,
Nor reap the harvest, though thou spoiler: the field.

Prior.

But grant our hero's hopes long toil

And comprehensive genius crown,
Each science and each art his spoil,

Yet what reward, or what renown ? Bentuy,
My sons their old unhappy sire despise,

Spoiled of his kingdom, and deprived of eyes.

Pope.
Women are not only spoiled by tnis education, but

we tpoil that part of the world which would^ other-

SPO
wise furnish most instances of an eminent and ex-

alted piety. Law.
Came you then here, thus far, through waves, to

conquer,
To waste, to plunder, out of mere compassion 1

Is it humanity that prompts you on?

Happy for us, and happy for you spoilers,

Had your humanity ne'er reached our world !

A. Philips.

The SPOIL, among the ancient Greeks, was
divided among the whole army ; only the gene-
ral's share was largest ; but among the Romans,
the spoils belonged to the republic.

SPOKE, 7i. s. Sax. j-paca; Teut. speiclte ;

Belg. spaak. The bar of a wheel that passes
from the nave to the felly.

All you gods,
In general synod take away her power ;

Break all the spokes and fellies of her wheel,
And bowl the round knave down the hill of heaven.

Shakspeare.
No heir e'er drove so fine a coach

;

The spokes, we are by Ovid told,

Were silver, and the axle gold. Swift.

SPOLETANI, the ancient inhabitants of Spo-
letium.

SPOLETIUM, in ancient geography, a city of

Italy, in Umbria. which bravely withstood Han-

nibal, when in Italy. An inscription over the

gates still commemorates this defeat of the great

Carthaginian. Water was conveyed into the

city from an adjacent mountain, by an aqueduct
230 yards above the foundation, relics of which
still exist. It is now called Spoleto. See SPO-
LETO.

SPOLETO, a town of the ecclesiastical state,
the capital of a duchy of the same name, situ-

ated on a hill near the Mareggia. The st-cets

are extremely steep ; and, though the houses are

in general well built, there is no edifice either

public or private that has any claim to distinc-

tion. The cathedral, occupying a comman ling

situation, presents a front of five Gothic arc'ics,

supported by Grecian pillars; but the decora-

tions of the interior display little taste. The
castle, situated on a high hill which overlooks

the town, is a vast stone building, surrounded
with a rampart, and connected with the town by
a bridge and aqueduct, thrown over a deep dell,

and supported by arches of surprising height ;

the boldness of their construction has made
them be attributed to the Romans. Spoleto is a

place of great antiquity, and was in vain attacke 1

by the Carthaginians, after their victory at the

lake Thrasymene. Its antiquities are two of the

town gates, the ruins of a theatre, and those of

a temple. The only manufacture is of ha's.

Fifteen miles S. S. E. of Foligno, and fifty-five
N. N. E. of Rome.
SPOLIA OPIMA, Lat., in Roman antiquity,

the richest and best of the spoils, which Romulus
first set the example of dedicating to Jupiter. See
ROME.

SPOLIATION, in ecclesiastical law, is an in-

jury done by one clerk or incumbent to another, in

taking the fruits of his benefice under a pretended
title. It is remedied by a decree to account for

the profits so taken. This injury, when the jus-
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patronatus, or right of advowson, doth not

come in debate, is cognizable in the spiritual

court; as if a patron first presents A to a bene-

fice, who is instituted and inducted thereto; and

then, upon pretence of a vacancy, the same pa-
tron presents B to the same living, and he also

obtains institution and induction. Now, if A
disputes the fact of the vacancy, then that clerk

who is kept out of the profits of the living,

whichever it be, may sue the other in the spiritual
court for spoliation or taking the profits of his

benefice. And it shall there be tried, whether

the living were or were not vacant ; upon which

the validity of the second clerk's pretensions
must depend. But if the right of patronage
comes at all into dispute, as if one patron pre-
sented A, and another patron presented B, there

the ecclesiastical court has no cognizance, pro-
vided the tithes sued for amount to a fourth part
of the value of the living, but may be pro-
hibited at the instance of the patron by the

king's writ of indicavit. So also if a clerk,

without any color of title, ejects another from his

parsonage, this injury must be redressed in the

temporal courts ;
for it depends upon no ques-

tion determinable by the spiritual law (as plura-

lity of benefices or no plurality, vacancy or no

vacancy), but is merely a civil injury.

SPOLTORO, a town of Naples, in Abruzzo

Ultra; twelve miles south-east of Teramo.
SPON (Charles), M. D ,

a learned French

physician, son of a merchant, and born at Lyons,
in 1609. He showed a peculiar genius for Latin

poetry, so early as his fourteenth year. He stu-

died at Ulm
; graduated at Montpelier in 1632;

and became a member of the college of phy-
sicians at Lyons, where he practised with great
success. He was made honorary physician to

Louis XIV. in 1645. He published the Prog-
nostics of Hippocrates, under the title of Sibylla

Medica, in hexameter verse; and some Latin

iambics. He maintained a learned correspondence
with professor Guy Patin, and their letters were

published after his death. He died 21st of Fe-

bruary, 1684.

SPON (James), M. D., son of the doctor, was
born at Lyons, in 1647. After a liberal educa-

tion, he graduated at Montpelier in 1667, and

joined the Faculty at Lyons in 1669. In 1675
and 1676 he made a voyage to Dalmatia, Greece,
and the Levant, of which he wrote a fine ac-

count. He published many valuable works
; as,

1. Recherches des Antiquites de Lyon, 1674,
8vo 2. Ignotorum atque obscurorum Deorum
Arse, 1677, 8vo. 3. Voyage de la Grece, et du
Levant, 1677, 3 vols. 12mo. 4. Histoire de la

ville, et del'etat de Geneve, 1680, 2 vols. 12mo.
&c. Being a Protestant, he was obliged to leave

France, in 1685, on the repeal of the edict of

Nantes, and set out for Zurich
;
but died at Vevay

in 1686. He was a member of the academy of
the Ricovrati, at Padua.
SPOND^LUS. See SPONDEE
SPONDANUS (Joannes), or John De Spon-

de, a learned Spaniard, born at Maulcon, ir

Biscay, in 1557. In 'his twentieth year he began
a Commentary on Homer's Iliad and Odyssey,
which was printed at Basil, in 1583, in folio, and
dedicated to Henry king of Navarre, afterwards

Henry IV. and the Great of France. He also

published Aristotle's Logic, Greek and Latin

with notes, at Basil, 1583. In 1593 he followed

the bad example of the Great Henry, by turning

Papist, and published his Reasons
; but they

surely could not be half so weighty as those of

Henry, as the peace of a kingdom did not depend
on his abjuration of Protestant principles. He
died in Biscay, in 1595.

SPONDANUS, or SPONDE (Henry), younger bro-
ther of John, was born in 1568, and educated at

the College of the Reformers at Ortez, where he
made a rapid progress in the languages and the
canon and civil law. Henry IV. made him
master of requests at Navarre. He also turned

Catholic, in 1595. In 1600 he went to Rome,
where he took orders, and was promoted by
Paul V.; but in 1626 he was recalled to France

by Louis XIII. and made bishop of Pamiers. He
abridged and continued Baronius's Ecclesiastical

Annals, from 1197 to 1640. and published in folio

Annales Sacri aMundiCreatione, ad ejusdem Re-

demptionem; with some other works. He died
at Thoulouse in 1643.

SPON'DEE, n. s. Fr. spondee; Lat. spon-
dceus. A foot of two long syllables.

We see in the choice of the words the weight of
the stone, and the striving to heave it up the moun-
tain : Homer clogs the verse with tpondees, and
leaves the vowels open. ^ Broome.

SPONDIAS, Brasilian, or Jamaica plum, in

botany, a genus of plants belonging to the class

of decandria, and order of pentagynia. The
calyx is quinquedentate. The corolla pentape-
talous. The fruit contains a quinquelocular
kernel. There are only two species ; viz. S.

mombia, and myrobalanus. But they are so

much confounded in the description of different

botanists that we cannot venture to describe them.

SPON'DYLE, n. s. Fr. spondile ; Lat. spon-
dylus; Gr. ffirovv\oc. A vertebra; a joint of
the spine.

It hath for the spine or back-bone a cartilaginous
substance, without any spondyles, processes, or pro-
tuberances. Browne.

SPONGE, n. s.,v. a. & v. n.-\ Lat. spongia.
SPON'GER, n. s. I A soft porous
SPON'GINESS, \. substance, sup-
SPON'GIOUS, adj. I posed by some
SPONG'Y. J the nidus of

animals. It is remarkable for sucking up water.

Too often written spunge : as a verb active to

blot
; wipe away : as a verb neuter suck in like

a sponge : a sponger is a sucker of this kind :

spongy and spongious, full of cavities like a

sponge.

They opened and washed part of their sponges.

Sandys.

Except between the words of translation and the
mind of Scripture itself there be contradiction, very
little difference should not seem an intolerable ble-
mish necessarily to be spunyed out. Hooker.
When their drenched natures lie as in a death,

What cannot you and I perform upon
The unguarded Duncan ''. What not put upon
His spungy officers, who shall bear the guilt ?

Shakspeare.

Sponges are gathered from the sides of rocks, being
as a large but tough n.oss. Baam.
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The lungs are the most spungy part of the body,

and therefore ablest to contract and dilate itself.

Id. Natural History.
The lungs are exposed to receive all the droppings

from the brain
;
a very fit cistern, because of their

ipiinginess. Harvey.
Into earth's spungy veins the ocean sinks,

Those rivers to replenish which he drinks.

Denham.
The body of the tree being very spongy within,

though hard without, they easily contrive into ca-

noes. More.
\

Return, unhappy swain !

The spungy clouds are filled with gathering rain.

Dryden,
Great officers are like sponges: they suck till they

are full, and, when they come once to be squeezed,
their very heart's blood comes away. L' Estrange.
The ant lives upon her own, honestly gotten ;

whereas the fly
is an intruder, and a common smell-

feast, that spunges upon other people's trenchers.

Id.

A generous rich man, that kept a splendid and

open table, would try which were friends, and which

only trencher-flies and spungers. Id.

Her bones are all very spongy, and more remarka-

bly those of a wild bird, which flies much, and long

together. Grew.
All thick bones are hollow or sponyeous, and con-

tain an oleaginous substance in little vesicles, which

by the heat of the body is exhaled thiough these

bones to supply their fibres. Cheyne.

Here wont the dean, when he 's to seek,
To spunge a breakfast once a week. Swift.

SPONGES may be bleached by soaking and

squeezing them first in cold water for several

days, and then in warm water. If they be now
washed with cold water, slightly acidulated with

sulphuric acid, starch will detect iodine in the

liquid which contains hydriodate of potash.
The calcareous matter of sponge is best removed

by a dilute muriatic acid. After washing in

water they are to be put into aqueous sulphuric

acid, specific gravity 1-034, and left for eight

days, being occasionally squeezed.
SPONGE, in zoology. See SPONGIA.

SPONGIA, sponge, in zoology, a genus of

animals belonging to the class of vermes, and
order of zoophyta. It is fixed, flexible, and very

torpid, growing in a variety of forms, composed
either of reticulated fibres, or masses of small

spines interwoven together, and clothed with a

living gelatinous flesh, full of small mouths or

holes on its surface, by which it sucks in and
throws out the water. So early as the days of

Aristotle sponges were supposed to possess ani-

mal life; the persons employed in collecting
them having observed them shrink when torn

from tiie rocks, thus exhibiting symptoms of sen-

sation. The same opinion prevailed in the time
of Pliny. But no attention was paid to the sub-

ject till count Marsigli examined them, and de-

clared them vegetables. Dr. Peysonell, in a

paper which he sent to the Royal Society in

1752, and in a second in 1757, affirmed they
were not vegetables, but the production of ani-

mals ; and accordingly described the animals, and
the process which they performed in making the

sponges. Mr. Ellis, in 1 762, was at great pains to

discover these animals. For this purpose he dis-

sected the spongia urcns, and was surprised to

find a great number of small worms of the genus
of nereis or sea-scolopendra, which had pierced
their way through the soft substance of the sponge
in quest of a safe retreat. That this was really
the case, he was fully assured, by inspecting 3

number of specimens of the same sort of sponge,
just fresh from the sea. He put them in a class
filled with sea water; and then, instead of seeing

any of the little animals which Dr. Peysonell de-

scribed, he observed the papillae, or small holes
with which the papillae are surrounded, contract
and dilate themselves. He examined another

variety of the same species of sponge, and plainly

perceived the small tubes inspire and expire the

water. He therefore concluded that the sponge
is an animal, and that the ends or openings ot'

the branched tubes are the mouths by which it

receives its nourishment, and discharges its excre-

ments. Fifty species have already been disco-

vered, of which ten belong to the British coasts.

1. S. botryoides, grape sponge, is very tender
and branched, as if in bunches

; the bunches are

hollow, and are made up of oblong oval figures

having the appearance of grapes ; and eacli

bunch is open at top. The species is of a bright,

shining color. The openings at the top are evi-

dently the mouths by which the animal imbibes
and discharges moisture. When the surface is

very much magnified, it appears covered with

little masses of triple, equidistant, shining spines.
2. S. coronata, coronet sponge, is very small,

consisting of a single tube surrounded at top by
a crown of little spines. The tube is open at the 4

top. The rays that compose the little crown
are of a bright, shining, pearl color ; the body is

of a pale yellow. It has been found in the har-

bour of Emsworth, between Sussex and Hamp-
shire.

3. S. cristata, or cock's-comb sponge, is fiat,

erect and soft, growing in the shape of cocks'-

combs, with rows of little holes along the tops,
which project a little. It abounds on the rocks

to the eastward of Hastings in Sussex, where it

may be seen at low-water. It is commonly
about three inches long, and two inches high,
and of a pale yellowish color. When put into

a glass vessel of sea water, it has been observed

to suck in and squirt out the water through little

mouths along the tops, giving evident signs of life.

4. S. dichotoma, dichotomous or forked

sponge, is stiff, branched, with round, upright,
elastic branches, covered with minute hairs. It

is found on the coast of Norway, and also, ac-

cording to Berkehhout, on the Cornish and

Yorkshire coasts. It is of a pale yellow color,

and full of very minute pores, guarded by minute

spines.
5. S. fluviatilis, river sponge, is green, erect,

brittle, and irr.egularly disposed in numerous
branches. It abounds in many parts of Europe,
in the fresh rivers of Russia and England, par-

ticularly in the river Thames. It scarcely ex-

hibits any symptoms of life ;
is of a filthy smell :

its pores or mouths are sometimes filled with

green gelatinous globules. It differs very little

from the lacustris.

6. S. lacustris, creeping sponge, has erect,

cylindrical, and obtuse brandies. It is found in

lakes in Sweden -i!>d England.
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7. S. oculata, or branched sponge, is delicately

soft and very much branched ; the branches are

a little compressed, grow erect, and often united

together. They have rows of cells on each mar-

gin that project a little. This species is of a pale

yellow color, from five to ten inches high. The
fibres are reticulated, and the flesh or gelatinous

part is so tender that when it is taken out of the

water it soon dries away. It is very common
round the sea coast of Britain and Ireland.

Along the edges and on the surface of the

branches are rows of small papillary holes, through
which the animal receives its nourishment.

8. S. palmata, palmated sponge, is like a hand

with fingers a little divided at the top. The
mouths are a little prominent, and irregularly

disposed on the surface. It is found on the

bead) at Brighthelmstone. It is of a reddish

color, inclining to yellow, and of the same soft

woolly texture with the spongia oculata.

9. S. stuposa, tow sponge or downy branched

sponge, is soft like tow, with round branches, and

covered with fine pointed hair. It is of a pale

yellow color, and about three inches high. It is

frequently thrown on the shore at Hastings in

Sussex. It is so closely covered with a fine

down that the numerous small holes in its sur-

face are not discernible.

10. S. tomentosa, or S. urens, stinging sponge,
or crumb of bread sponge, is of many forms, full

of pores, very brittle and soft, and interwoven

with very minute spines. It is full of small
*
protuberances, with a hole in each, by which it

sucks in and throws out the water. It is very com-
mon on the British coast ; and is frequently seen

surrounding fucuses. It is found also on the

shores of North America, Africa, and in the East

Indies. When newly taken out of the sea it is

of a bright orange color, and full of gelatinous
flesh ; but when dry it becomes whitish, and
when broken has the appearance ofcrum of bread.

If rubbed on the hand it will raise blisters ; and

if dried in an oven its power of stinging is

much increased, especially that variety of it

which is found on the sea coast of North Ame-
rica.

SPONSOR, n. s. Lat. sponsor. A surety;
one who makes a promise or gives security for

another.

In the baptism of a male there ought to be two

males and erne woman, and in the baptism of a fe-

male child two women and one roan ; and these are

called sponsors or sureties for their education in the

true Christian faith. Ayliffe's Parergon.

The sponsor ought to be of the same station with

the person to whom he becomes surety. Broome.

The rash hermit, who with impious pray'r
Kad been the sponsor of another's caie. Harie.

SPONTANEOUS,
adj.-)

French spontanie ;

SPONTANEOUSLY, adv. tial.sponte. Volun-

SPONTANE'ITY, n.s. ttary; not compel-
SPONTA'NEOUSNESS. Jled; acting without

compulsion or restraint : the adverb and noun
substantives corresponding.

Necessity and tpontaneity may sometimes meet to-

gether, so may spontaneity and liberty ;
but real ne-

cessity and true liberty can never.

Bramhall against Holies.

They now came forth

Spontaneous; for within them spirit moved
Attendant on their lord. Milton.

Many analogal motions in animals, though I

cannot call them voluntary, yet I see them sponta- ,

neons : I have reason to conclude that these are sim-

ply mechanical. Hale.

The sagacities and instinct of brutes, the sponia-
neoiisness of many of their animal motions, are not

explicable, without supposing some active determi-
nate power connexed to and inherent in their spirits,
of a higher extraction than the bare natural modifi-

cation of matter. Hate's Origin of Mankind.
Strict necessity they simple call

;

It so binds the will, that things foreknown

By spontaneity, not choice, are done. Dryden.
While John for nine-pins does declare,

And Roger loves to pitch the bar,
Both legs and arms spontaneous move,
Which was the thing I meant to prove. Prior.

This would be as impossible as that the lead of an
edifice should naturally and spoiitanettuslii mount up
to the root, while lighter materials employ themselves
beneath it. Bentley.

Begin with sense, of every art the soul,

Parts answering parts shall slide into a whole
;

Spontaneous beauties all around advance,
Start even from difficulty, strike from chance;
Nature shall join you, time shall make it grow.

Pope.

Whey turns spontaneously acid, and the curd into

cheese as hard as a stone. Arbuthnot on Aliments.

SPONTANEOUS INFLAMMATION, heat and con-

flagration produced in combustible bodies, from
adventitious causes, without the application of

fire. A paper on this subject which appeared
in the Repertory of Arts, vol. ii. p. 425, induced
the Rev. W. Tooke to publish some remarks in

vol. iii. p. 95 of that work, from which, as tb6

paper is long, we shall only give an extract, re-

specting the spontaneous inflammations of animal
and vegetable substances. ' One Rude,' says he,
' an apothecary at Bautzen, had prepared a py-
rophorus from rye-bran and alum. Not long
after he had made the discovery there broke out

in the next village of Nauslitz a great fire, which
did much mischief, and was said to have been
occasioned by the treating of a sick cow in the

cow-house. Mr. Rude knew that the country-
men were used to lay an application of parched
rye-bran to their cattle for curing the thick neck ;

he knew also that alum and rye-bran, by a pro-

per process, yielded a pyrophorus ;
and now to

try whether parched rye-bran alone would have
the same effect he roasted a quantity of rye-bran

by the fire till it had acquired the color of

roasted coffee. This roasted bran he wrapped up
in a linen cloth ; in a few minutes there arose a

strong smoke with a smell of burning. Soon
after the rag grew as black as tinder, and the

bran, now become hot, fell through it on the

ground in little balls. Mr. Riide repeated the

experiment, and always with the same result.

Who now will doubt that the frequency of fires

in cow-houses, which in those parts are mostly
wooden buildings, is occasioned by this practice,
of binding roasted bran about the necks of the

cattle ? Montet relates, in the Memoires de 1'

Academie de Paris, 1748, that animal substances

kindle into flame; and that he himself has been

witness to the spontaneous accension of dunghills.
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The woollen stuff prepared at Sevennes, named

emperor's stuff, has kindled of itself, and burnt

to a coal. It is not unusual for this to happen
to woollen stuffs, when in hot summers they are

* 1 laid in a heap, in a room but little aired. In

June 1781 this happened at a wool-comber's in

Germany, where a heap of wool-combing^ piled

up in a close warehouse seldom aired, too> fire

of itself. This wool burnt from within outwards,
and became quite a coal; though neither fire

nor light had been used at the packing. In like

manner cloth-workers have certified that, after

they have bought wool that was become wet, and

packed it close in their warehouse, this wool
has burnt of itself. The spontaneous accension

of various matters from the vegetable kingdom,
as wet hay, corn, and madder, and at times wet
meal and mall, are well known. Hemp, flax, and

hemp-oil, have also often given rise to dreadful

conflagrations. In spring 1780 a fire was dis-

covered on board a frigate lying in the road off

Cronstadt, which endangered the whole fleet.

After the severest scrutiny, no cause of the fire

was to be found ;
and the matter remained with-

out explanation, but with strong surmises of

some wicked incendiary. In August 1780 a

fire broke out at the hemp-magazine at St. Peters-

burgh, by which several hundred thousand poods
(about thirty-six pounds English) of hemp and
flax were consumed. The walls of the magazine
are of brick, the floors of stone, and the rafters

and covering of iron ; it stands alone on an island

in the Neva, on which, as well as on board the

ships lying in the Neva, no fire is permitted. In

St. Petersburg!), in the same year, a fire was dis-

covered in the vaulted shop of a furrier. In these

shops, which are all vaults, neither fire nor candle

is allowed, and the doors of them are all of iron.

At length the probable cause was found to be

that the furrier, the evening before the fire, had

got a roll of new cere-cloth, and had left it in

his vault, where it was found almost consumed.
In the night between the 20th and 21st of April,

1781, afire was seen on board the frigate Maria,
at anchor, with several other ships, in the roads

off the island of Cronstadt; the fire was how-
ever soon extinguished ; and, by the severest

examination, nothing could be extorted concern-

ing the manner in which it had arisen. The

garrison was threatened with a scrutiny that

should cost them dear
; and, while they were

in this cruel suspense, the wisdom of the sove-

reign gave a turn to the affair, which quieted the

minds of all, by pointing out the proper method
to be pursued by the commissioners of enquiry,
in the following order to Czernichef: When
we perceived, by the report you have delivered
in of the examination into the accident that hap-
pened on board the frigate Maria, that, in the

cabin where the fire broke out, there were found

parcels of matting tied together with packthread,
in which the soot of burnt fir-wood had been
mixed with oil, for the purpose of painting the

ship's bottom, it came into our mind, that at the

fire which happened last year at the hemp-ware-
houses, the following cause was assigned, that the

fire might have proceeded from the hemp being
bound up in greasy mats, or even from such mats

having lain near the hemp : therefore neglect not

to guide your further enquiries by this remark.

As, upon juridical examination, as well as private

enquiry, it was found that, in the ship's cabin,
where the smoke appeared, there lay a bundle of

matting containing Russian lamp-black, prepared
from fir-soot, moistened with hemp-oil varnisn,

which was perceived to have sparks of fire in it

at the time of the extinction, the Russian admi-

ralty gave orders to make various experiments,
to see whether a mixture of hemp-oil varnish and
the fore-mentioned Russian black, folded up in

a mat and bound together, would kindle of itself.

They shook forty pounds of fir-wood soot into :\

tub, and poured about thirty-five pounds of hemp-
oil-varnish upon it

;
this they let stand for an

hour, after which they poured off the oil. The

remaining mixture they now wrapped up in a mat,
and the bundle was laid close to the cabin where
the midship-men had their birth. Two officers

sealed both the mat and the door with their own

seals, and stationed a watch of four officers to take

notice of all that passed the whole night through ;

and, as soon as any smoke should appear, imme-

diately to give information to the commandant of

the port. The experiment was made the 26th of

April, about 11 o'clock A. M., in presence of

all the officers. Early on the 27th, about 6

o'clock A. M., a smoke appeared, of which the.1

chief commandant was immediately informed :

he came with speed, and through a small hole ir

the door saw the mat smoking. He despatched
a messenger to the members of the commission ;

but as the smoke became stronger, and fire began
to appear, he found it necessary to break the

seals and open the door. No sooner was the air

thus admitted than the mat began to burn with

greater force, and presently it burst into a flame.

The Russian admiralty, being now fully convinced

of the self-enkindling property of this composi-
tion, transmitted their experiment to the Imperial

Academy of Sciences ;
who appointed Mr.

Georgi, a very learned adjunct of the academy,
to make farther experiments on the subject.

Three pounds of Russian fir-black were slowly

impregnated with five pounds of hemp-oil var-

nish
; and, when the mixture stood open rive

hours, it was bound up in linen. By this pro-
cess it became clotted ;

but some of the black

remained dry. When the bundle had lain six-

teen hours in a chest it was observed to emit a

very nauseous, and rather putrid smell, not un-

like that of boiling oil. Some parts of it became

warm, and steamed much ; eighteen hours after

the mixture was wrapped up, one place became

brown, emitted smoke, and directly afterwards

glowing fire appeared. The same thing happened
in a second and third place ; though other places

were scarcely warm. The fire crept slowly

around, and gave a thick, gray, stinking smoke.

Mr. Georgi took the bundle out of the chest, and

laid it on a stone pavement; when, on being ex-

posed to the free air, there arose a slow burning

flame a span high, with a strong body of smoke.

Not long afterwards there appeared, here and

there, several chaps or ciefts, as from a little vol-

cano, the vapor issuing from which burst into

flames. On his breaking the lump it burst into

a very violent flame full three feet high, which

soon grew less, and then went out. The smoking
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and glowing fire lasted six hours ; and the re-

mainder continued to glow without smoke for

\wo hours longer. The gray earthy ashes, when

(old, weighed five ounces and a half.' Mr. Tooke

concludes with a case of self-accension, noticed

by Mr. Hageman, an apothecary at Bremen.

He prepared a boiled oil of hyoscyamus, or hen-

bane, in the usual way with common oil. The

humidity of the herb was nearly evaporated,
when he was called away by other affairs, and

was obliged to leave the oil on the fire. , The

evaporation of the humidity was hereby carried

so far that the herb could easily be rubbed to

powder. The oil had lost its green color, and

had become brownish. In this state it was laid

on the straining cloth, and placed in the garden,
behind the house, in the open air. In half an

hour, on coming again to this place, he perceived
a strong smoke there, though he thought the oil

must have long been cooled : on closer inspec-
t ;on he found that the smoke did not proceed
from the oil, but from the herb on the straining

cloth; at the same time the smell betrayed a

concealed fire. He stirred the herb about, and

blew into it with a bellows, whereupon it broke

out into a bright flame.

SPOOM, v. n. Probably from spume, or

foam, as a ship driven with violence spumes, or

raises a foam. To go on swiftly. A sea term.

When virtue sponma before a.prosperous gale,

My heaving wishes help to fill the sail. Dryden.

SPOON, n. s. -\ Belg. spaen ; Dan. sponc ;

SPOON'BILL, f Isl. and Goth, spoonn. A
SEOON'FUL, ( concave vessel with a han-

SPOON'MEAT.
*
die, used in eating liquids :

spoonbill is a bird with a bill of this shape : a

spoonful is the quantity a spoon will hold :

spoonmeat, food taken with a spoon.

Wouldst thou-drown thyself,

Put but a little water in a spoon,

And it shall be as all the ocean,

Enough to stifle such a villain up.

Shakspeare. King John.

Prescribe him, before he do use the receipt, that he

take such a pill,
or a spoonful of liquor. Bacon.

Diet most upon spoonmeats, as veal or cock broths.

Harvey.
The shoveller, or spoonbill ; the former name the

more proper, the end of the bill being broad like a

shovel, but not concave like a spoon, but perfectly
flat. Crew's Museum.

Wretched
Are mortals born to sleep their lives away !

Go back to what thy infancy began,
Eat pap and spoonmeat ; for thy gugaws cry,
Be sullen, and refuse the lullaby. Druden's Persius.

Surely the choice and measure of the materials of

which the whole body is composed, and what we take

daily by pounds, is at least of as much importance as

of what we take seldom, and only by grains and

spoonfuls. Arbuthnot.

We prescribed a slender diet, allowing only spoon-
meats. Wiseman.

Ducks and geese have such long broad bills to

quaffer in water and mud
;

to which we may reckon

the bill of the spoonbill. Derham't Physico- Theology.
Or o'er cold coffee trifle with the spoon,

Count the slow clock, and dine exact at noon.

Pope.

SPOONING, in the sea-language, is said of a

ship, which being under sail in a storm at sea

is unable to bear it, and consequently forced to

go right before the wind.

SPOONWORT. See CocHLEAttfA.

SPORADES, among ancient philosophers, a
name given to such stars as were not included in

any constellation.

SPORADES ;
the general name for nineteen is-

lands in the Archipelago, lying to the east of the

Cyclades. The principal are Scio, or Chios, Sa-

mos, Rhodes, and Lesbos. Patmos, or Pathmos,
a small rocky island of the Sporades, is celebra

ted as the place of St. John's exile. The grotto
in which he is said to have written the Apoca-
lypse is still shown, and a monastery, called the

monastery of the Apocalypse, has been erected in

commemoration of the event. The name

Sporades is derived from the Greek oirtipuv, to

sow, indicating the scattered position of the is-

lands : hence the medical phrase sporadic dis-

eases, in opposition to epidemic, signifying
those which seize a few persons at any time or

season.

SPORAD'ICAL, adj. Fr. sporadiqut ; Gr.

TiropaSiKos. Defined in the extract.

SPORADICAL DISEASES, among physicians, are

such as seize particular persons at any time or

reason, and in any place ; in which sense they
are distinguished from epidemical and endemical
diseases.

SPORT, 7i. s., v. a., v. n."\ Ital. sporto ; Isl.

SPORT'FUL, adj. J spotto, of barb. Lat.

SPORT'FULSESS, n. s. {desporlo, to relax.

SPOR'TIVE, adj. TPlay; frolic; that

SPOR'TIVENESS, n. s. V with which one
SPORTS'MAN. _/ plays ; diversion of

the field in particular: to sport is, divert; make
merry ; to game ; frolic ; wanton ; trifle

; use field

diversions : sportful, merry ; wanton ; artful : the
noun substantive corresponding: sportive, gay ;

playful ; light-hearted : the noun substantive cor-

responding : a sportsman, one who pursues field-

sports.
SPORTS. The national amusements and pas-

times of a people form an important feature
in the national character. Taking their tone
from the manners, habits, and condition of the

age or country in which they prevail, they lead
us behind the scene on which the great drama
of public life is exhibited, to the daily and
familiar customs and events of popular life. The
sports of a nation are of a religious or martial

spirit, gay and mild, or dark and fierce, rude
or refined, bodily or intellectual, as they are

tinged by its habits and character, on which

they reciprocally exercise a powerful influence.

Besides numerous local holidays and sports,
such as the harvest-home, in honour of Ceres
and Bacchus, the panthensea, celebrated in
honour of Minerva, by all the people of At-

tica, &c., there were four great national festi-

vals among the Greeks, open to all people of
the Grecian name. The Olympic, Pythian,
Nemaean, and Isthmian games (see the articles),
were great public festivals, which inspired that

polished people with a love of the arts, and
imbued them with the spirit of social life. In
these games, which were at ouce religious fes-

tivals and commercial fairs, the gymnastic and
musical contests were exhibited in union ; and
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the productions of genius, poems, and histories,

were rehearsed before all that was choice and

learned of Greece, surrounded by the master-

pieces of statuary, painting, and architecture.

The public amusements of the Romans were

of a fierce and sanguinary, or of a course and

rude character. Their triumphs, their gladi-
atorial fights, their combats of wild beasts,

their religious festivities, which were scenes of

boisterous revelry, showed how much behind

the Greeks they were in refinement and taste.

In the middle ages, religion and war were the

chief elements of the social life, and the amuse-

ments were chiefly of a religious or military
character. Many of the modern popular sports

originated from religious festivals : such are

morris-dances, theatrical shows (see Mysteries,
and Moralities), &c. Bull-fights continue to

form the national amusement of the Spaniards,

though the baiting of beasts has nearly gone
out of use in England. Cock-fighting, horse-

racing, and boxing, national dances, and the

field sports of hunting, hawking, or archery,
are the favourite amusements of some people.

But, in some countries, the progress of in-

dustry, the habits of domestic life, and the

general diffusion of books, have, in a great

measure, superseded the pastimes which were

formerly so universal. Among the amuse-

ments of most nations, games of chance hold

an important place, and are, undoubtedly, of

very ancient origin. Those, in which the fin-

gers are the instruments, as in the Italian mora,
are probably the oldest. The invention of dice

is attributed to the Greek Palamedes ; that of

chess, to the people of India. Both games
were known to the Greeks and Romans. The

games of mixed chance and skill are also of

early origin. These were known to the Ro-
mans

;
but they were principally attached to

games of chance (alete), although they were

prohibited by law, and the players reputed in-

famous. The ancient Germans, according to

the description of Tacitus, were passionately
devoted to gaming. "They addict themselves,"

says he,
" to dice when sober, and as a serious

employment, with such a mad desire of winning
or losme, that, when stript of every thing else,

they will at last stake their liberty and tlieir

very selves. The loser suffers himself to be

bound and sold
'' Cards are of modern inven-

tion ; and the games at cards are, some of them,

purely games of chance, others of chance and
skill combined. The laws of some countries,
as of England, and many of the U. States, pro-
hibit gaming : those of France, and some other

countries of Europe, license gaming houses.

Henry VIII. of England issued a proclamation

against unlawful gomes, in consequence of

which, dice, cards, taoles, and bowls, were seized

and destroyed in many places, though he himself

was a gn.at gambler; and we read of his losing
much of the plunder of the suppressed abbeys
at games of chance. Suspeeted gamesters, in

England, may be brought before magistrates,
and required to find sureties not to play or bet

during twelve months, to the amount of twenty
shillings, and, in default of sureties, may be

imprisoned.
VOL. XXI.

SPOT, n. $. & v. a. \ D,m. sprite ; Flemish

SPOT'LESS, adj. Ispotte. A Mot ; a mum
SPOT'TY. ) made by discoloration ,

a taint; disgrace : hence a marked or particular

place : 'upon the spot' is immediately ; without

changing place: to spot, to stain; discolour;

corrupt : spotless, free from spot or stain : spotty,

abounding in spots.

This vow receive, this vow of God maintain,

My virgin life no spotted thoughts shall stain.

Sidney.

Let him take thee,
And hoist thee up to the shouting plebeians ;

Follow his chariot, like the greatest spot
Of all thy sex. Shakspeare. Antony and Cleopatra.

Have you not seen a handkerchief,

Shotted with strawberries, in your wife's hand ?

Shakspeare.

So much fairer

And spotless shall mine innocence arise,
When the king knows my truth. Id.

That spot lo which I point is Paradise,
Adam's abode

;
those lofty shades, his bower.

Milton.

This three years day, these eyes, though clear

To outward view of blemish or of spot,

Bereft of sight, their seeing have forgot. Id.

The moon, whose orb

Through optick glass the Tuscan artist views
In Valombrosa to descry new lands,

Rivers, or mountains, on her spotty globe. Id.

I would be busy in the world, and learn
;

1S"ot, like a coarse and useless dunghill weed,
Fixed to one spot, and rot just as I grow. Otway.

As in this grove I took my last farewell,
As on this very spot of earth I feli,

So she my prey becomes even hero. Dryden.

He who, with Plato, shall place beatitude in the

knowledge of God, will have his thoughts raised to

other contemplations than those who looked not be-

yond this spot of earth, and those perishing things in

it. Locke.

I counted the patches on both sides, and found, tho

lory patches to be about twenty stronger than the

whig : but next morning the whole puppetshow was
filled with faces spotted after the wl.ig^ish manner.

Addison's Spectator.

Yet Chloe sure was formed without a spot ;

Tis true, but something in her was forgot. Pope.

Here Adrian fell : upon that fatal spot

Our In-other died. Granville,

You graced the several parts of life,

A spotLess virgin, and a faultless wife. Waller.

But serpents now more amity maintain
;

From spotted skins the leopard does refrain
;

No weaker lions by a stronger slain.

Tale's Jttvenal.

Eternal sunshine of the spotless mind,
Each prayer accepted, and each wish resigned.

Pope.

It was determined upon the spot, according a; the

oratory on either side prevailed. Swift.

The Dutch landscapes are, I think, always a re-

presentation of an individual spot, and each in its

kind a very faithful, but very confined portrait.

Reynolds .

1) .
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SPOTS, in astronomy, certain places of the

sun's or moon's disk, observed to be either more

bright or dark than the rest, and accordingly
called feculae et maculae. See ASTRONOMY,
Index.

SPOTSWOOD (John), archbishop of St. An-
drew's in Scotland, was descended from the

lairds of Spotswood in the Merse, and was born

in 1565. He was educated in the university of

Glasgow, and succeeded his father in the parson-

age of Calder when but eighteen years of age.
In 1601 he attended Lodowick, duke of Lennox,
as chaplain, in an embassy to the court of France

for confirming the ancient amity between the two

nations, and returned in his retinue through
England. When he entered into the archbishop-
ric of Glasgow, there was not 100 sterling of

yearly revenue left ;
but by economy he greatly

improved it. In 1616 he was made archbishop,

primate, and metropolitan of Scotland. He pre-
sided in several assemblies for restoring the

ancient discipline, and bringing the church of

Scotland to uniformity with that of England.
He continued in high esteem with king James
I. and Charles I. who was crowned by him in

1633 at Holyroodhouse. In 1635, upon the

death of the earl of Kinnoul, chancellor of Scot-

land, he was advanced to that post; but had

scarcely held it four years, when the confusions

beginning in Scotland, he was obliged to retire

into England; and died at London in 1639, and
was interred in Westminster Abbey. He wrote
a history of the Church of Scotland from 203 to

the reign of king James VI. in folio.

SPOU'SAL, adj.&n.s.^
Fr. epouse ; Lat.

SPOUSE, n.s.
fsponsa, sponsws.Nup-

SPOUSED, adj. j tial ; matrimonial :

marriage ; nuptials ; one joined in marriage : a

husband or wife : wedded ; joined in matri-

mony.
As man and wife, being two, are one in love,

So be there 'twixt your kingdoms such a spousal,
That never may ill office, or feU jealousy,
Thrust in between the paction of these kingdoms,
To make divorce of their incorporate league.

Shakspeare.
She is of good esteem

;

Beside, so qualified as may beseem
The spouse of any noble gentleman. Id.

There shall we consummate our spousal rites. Id.

They led the vine

To wed her elm ; she spoused about, him twines
Her marriageable arms. Milton.

This other, in her prime of love,

Spousal embraces vitiated with gold. Id.

The amorous bird of night

Sung spousal, and bid haste the evening star,

On his hill top to light the bridal lamp. Id.

The spouials of Hippolita the queen,
What tilts and tourneys at the feasts were seen !

Dryden.
At once, Farewel, faithful spouse! they said;

At once the encroaching rinds their closing lips in-

vade. Id.

To tempt the spouseleis queen with am'rous wiles,
Resort the nobles from the neighb'ring isles. Pope.

Sleepest thou, careless of the nuptial day ?

Thy spmu,al ornament neglected lies ;

Arise, prepare the bridal train, arise.

Pope't Odyssey.

One of two must still obey,

Nancy, Nancy ;

Is it man or woman, say,

My spouse, Nancy ? Burns.

SPOUT, n. s., v. a. &, v. n. ) Bel;? spuyt. A
SPOUT'ER, n. s. \ pipe, or mouth of

a pipe or vessel, out of which any thing is

poured; water falling as from a spout; to pour
or issue with violence : a spouter is an everlast-

ing or vehement speaker.

They laid them down hard by the murmuring
musick of certain waters, which spouted out of the

side of the hills. Sidney.
Not the dreadful spout,

Which shipmen do the hurricano call,

Constringed in mass by the almighty sun,
Shall dizzy with more clamour Neptune's ear

In his descent, than shall my prompted sword

Falling on Diomede.

Shaltspeare. Troilus and Cressida.

She gasping to begin some speech, her eyes
Became two spouts. Id. Winter't Tale.

We will bear home that lusty blood again,
Which here we came to spout- against your town.

In Gaza they couch vessels of eaith in their walls,
to gather the wind from the top, and to pass it down
in spouts into rooms. Bacon.

I intend two fountains, the one that sprinkleth
or spouteth water, the other a fair receipt of water.

Id.

As waters did in storms, now pitch runs out,
As lead, when a fired church becomes one spout.

Donne.
If you chance it to lack,

Be it claret 01; sack,

I'll make this snout

To deal it about,
Or this to run out,

As it were from a spout. Ben Joiison.

Next on his belly floats the mighty whale
;

He twists his back, and rears his threatening tail :

He spouts the tide. Creech.

In whales that breathe, lest the water should get
unto the lungs, an ejection thereof is contrived by
a fistula or spout at the head. Browne.

She swimc in blood, and blood does spouting
throw

To heaven, that heaven men's cruelties might know.
Waller.

No hands could force it thence, so fixt it stood,
Till out it rushed, expelled by streams of spouting

blood. Dryden.

The force of these motions pressing more in some

places than in others, there would fall not showers,
but great spouts or cascades of water.

Burnet's Theory of the Earth.

In this single cathedral, the very spouts are loaded

with ornaments. Addison on Itnly.
It spout* up out of deep wells, and flies forth at

the tops of them, upon the face of the ground.
Woodward

From silver spouts the grateful liquors glide,
And China's earth receives the smoking tide. Pope.

All the glittering hill

Is bright with spouti7ig rills. Thomson's Autumn.
Elihu Palmer, the deistical spouter, was, in the

small circle of his church, more priestly, more fulmi-

nating, and looked for more reverence and adoration
from his disciples, than the Lauds and Gardiners of

England. Without the means, he affected all the

haughtiness of Wolsey. Professing to adore reason,
he was in a rage if any body reasoned with him.

Cheetham's Life ~f 1'aine



SFRAG, adj. Swed. spraeg. Vigorous ;

sprightly. A provincial word.
A good sprag memory. Sliakspeare. Merry Wives.

SPRAIN, v.a. & n.s. Corrupted from strain

To stretch the ligaments of a joint without dislo-

cation of the bone : the injury that ensues.

I was in pain, and thought it was with some sprain
at tennis. Temple.

Should the big last extend the shoe too wide,
The sudden turn may stretch the swelling vein,

Thy cracking joint unhinge, or ancle sprain. Gay.
SPRANGHER (Bartholomew), a celebrated

painter, born at Antwerp in 1546. He went to

Rome, where cardinal Farnese patronised him,
and introduced him to pope Pius V., for whom
he painted many pictures. On his return he
became chief painter to Maximilian II., whose
successor Rodolphus was so pleased with him,
that he gave him a gold chain and medal, en-

nobled him and his family, lodged him in his

palace, and gave him a pension. He made the

tour of the Netherlands, returned to Prague, and
died in 1623.

SPRAT, n. s. But. sprot ; Lat. sarda. A
small sea fish.

All-saints do lay for porke and sowse,
For sprats and spurlings for their house. Tamer.

So oft, in feasts with costly changes clad,
To crammed maws a sprat new stomach brings.

Sidney.
Of round fish there are brit, sprat, barn, smelts.

Carew.

SPRAT (Dr. Thomas), bishop of Rochester,
was born in 1636. He had his education at Ox-
ford, and became F. R. S., chaplain to George,
duke of Buckingham, and chaplain in ordinary
to king Charles II. In 1667 he published the

History of the Royal Society, and a Life of Mr.

Cowley ; who, by his last will, left to his care
his printed works and MSS., which were accord-

ingly published by him. In 1668 he was ap-
pointed prebendary of Westminster, in 1680
canon of Windsor, in 1683 dean of Westminster,
and in 1684 bishop of Rochester. He was clerk
of the closet to king James II.; in 1685 was
made dean of the chapel royal; and in 1686 was
appointed one of the commissioners for eccle-
siastical affairs. In 1692 his lordship, with se-

veral other persons, was charged with treason by
two men, who drew up an association, in which
the subscribers declared their resolution to restore

king James, to seize the princess of Orange, and
to be ready with 30,000 men to meet king James
when he should land. To this they put the
names of Sancrofr, Sprat, Marlborough, Salis-

bury, and others. The bishop was arrested, and
kept at a messenger's, under a strict guard, for
eleven days. His house was searched and his

papers seized, among which nothing was found
of a treasonable appearance, except one memo-
randum in the following words : Thorough-
paced doctrine. This, he said, was only a me-
morandum of an absurd expression of Daniel
Burgess, a preacher. His innocence being
proved he was set at liberty, when he publishedAn Account of his Examination and Deliverance

;

which he commemorated through life by an an-
nual

thanksgiving. He died May 20th, 1713,
aged seventy-nine. His works, besides the above
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and a few poems, are The Answer to Sorbierp
;

The History of the Rye-house Plot; and a volume
of Sermons. Dr. Johnson says that each work
' has its distinct and characteristical excellence.'

SPRATT, in agriculture, a name given in some
places to a plant, which is found to rise in great
abundance, in a spontaneous manner, in most

watery situations of the more sound boggy kind.
It is stated, in a paper in the third volume of the
Transactions of the Highland Society of Scot-

land, that, though it abounds much in that part
of the kingdom, the proper culture of it is by
no means well understood. It should, it is said,
be suitably manured for with compost manure,
once in three years ; or watering sometimes
answers the same intention very well, in cases

where it is grown for hay ; the land being pre-
served from cattle, or other sorts of stock, from
the month of March ; and the plants cut for hay
in July at the latest. The seeding stalks are

also stated to have been mown, after the cattle in

pasturage, to benefit. Spring frosts occasionally,
however, destroy some inches of the tops.

Sheep may eat it safely without danger of

rotting; and it raises young cattle, it is said, to a

great size of bone. But that, when suffered to

run up to seed, it is not palatable ; though cattle

not unfrequently get it for hay in that state.

Where manure is used, and it is cut in the sap,
it constitutes, it is observed, a most excellent and
abundant kind of hay for black cattle. In thic,

management it has been seen ready for the

scythe as soon as rye-grass ;
and one of the best

samples of meadow hay seen in the above part
of the country was cut in the year 1804, and
consisted of spratt and common poa. Others,

however, do not think so highly of
it, as it has

been noticed in situations in the Highlands
where cattle were often stinted or straitened

for food, and generally remained untouched by
them. The same has likewise been the case in

other places of the above districts.

Its strong root is also thought an objection to

its being cultivated as a grass crop, even if it

were capable of it, as being difficult of extirpa-
tion. It has been farther used for making
cushions, to be put under the yokes used by
oxen in ploughing ; for which purpose it seems,
it is said, well suited on account of its toughness:

SPRAWL, v. n. Dan. sprille. To struggle,
as in convulsions ; with arms and legs spread.

Hang the child, that he may see it sprawl ;

A sight to vex the father's soul. Shakspeare.
Some lie sprawling on the ground,

With many a gash and bloody wound. Hudibras.

Telamon hap'd to meet
A rising root that held his fastened feet

;

So down he fell, whom sprawling on the ground
His brother from the wooden gyves unbound.

Dryden.
The birds were not fledged ; but, upon sprawling

and struggling to get clear of the flame, down they

tumbled. L'Ettrattge,

Hence, long before the child can crawl,

He learns to kick, and wince, and sprawl. Prior.

Did the stars do this feat once only, which gave

beginning to human race ? who were there then in the

world, to observe the births of those first men, and

calculate their nativities, as they sprawled out of

ditches ? Bentley
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He ran, he leapt into a flood,

There sprawled awhile, and scarce got out,

All covered over with slime. Swift.

SPRAY, n.s. Of the same race with SPRIT

and SPROUT, which see. The extremity of a

branch ; foam of the sea.

At sight whereof each bird that sits on spray,
And every beast that to his den was fled,

Come forth afresh out of their late dismay,
And to the light lift up their drooping head.

Hubberd's Tale.

Thus droops this lofty pine, and hangs his sprays,

Thus Eleanor's pride dies in her younger days.

Shakspeare.
The wind that whistles through the sprays

Maintains the concert of the song ;

And hidden birds with native lays,

The golden sleep prolong. Dryden.

Winds raise some of the salt with the spray.
ArbuthiiDl.

SPRAY, the sprinkling of the sea, which is

driven from the top of a wave in stormy weather.

It differs from spoon-drift, as being only blown

occasionally from the broken surface of a high

wave; whereas the latter continues to fly horizon-

tally along the sea, without intermission, during
the excess of a tempest or hurricane.

SPREAD, v. a., v. n., & ) Saxon rprie&an ;

SPREAD'ER, n. s. [n. a. j Belg. spreyden. To

extend; expand; stretch : expand itself: extent;

compass : spreader, one who spreads.

He bought a field where he had spread his tent.

Genesis xxxiii.

Rizpah spread sackcloth for her upon the rock.

2 Samuel xxi.

He arose from kneeling, with his hands spread up
to heaven, and he blessed the congregation.

1 Kings viii. 54.

Can any understand the spreadings of the clouds,
or the noise of his tabernacle 1 Job xxxvi. 29.

The workman melteth a graven image, and the

goldsmith spreadeth it over with gold. Isaiah xl. 19.

Silver spread into plates is brought from Tarshish.

Jeremiah x.

They, when departed spread abroad his fame in

all that country. Matthew ix. 31.

By conforming ourselves we should be spreaders
of a worse infection than any we are likely to draw
from papists, by our conformity with them in cere-

monies. Hooker.

Spread o'er the silver waves thy golden hair.

Shakspeare.
Make the trees more tall, more spread, and more

hasty than they use to be.

Bacon's Natural History.
Plants, if they spread much, are seldom tall.

Bacon.
No flower hath that spread of the woodbind. Id.

Faire attendants then

The sheets and bedding of the man of men,
Within a cabin of the hollow keele

Spred and made soft Chapman.
The stately trees fast spread their branches.

Milton.

Great Pan, who wont to chase the fair,

And loved the spreading oak, was there.

Addison's Cato.

I have got a fine spread of improveable lands, and
am already ploughing up some, fencing others.

Addison.

Hei cheeks their freshness lose and wonted grace,
And an unusual paleness spreads her face.

Gramntte.

Deep in a rich alcove the prince was laid,
Fast by his side Pisistiatus lay spread,
In age his equal, on a splendid bed. Pope.

If it be a mistake, I desire I may not be accusej
for a spreader of false news. Swift.

Shall funeral eloquence her colours spread,
And scatter roses on the wealthy dead ? Young.

SPRENT, part. Sax. rpnenjan, pprienan;
Belg. sprenge?i. The old English word for

sprinkle is sprene. Sprinkled. Obsolete.
O lips, that kissed that hand with my tears sprent.

Sidney
SPRETZA, a river of Bosnia.

SPRIG, n. s. Saxon j-priec ; Welsh ysbrig ;

so Davies : but it is probably of the same rac
with spring. Johnson. A small branch; a

spray.
The substance is true ivy ; after it is taken down,

the friends of the family are desirous to have some
*prig to keep. Bacon.

Our chilling climate hardly bears
A sprig of bays in

fifty years ;

While every fool his claim alleges,
As if it grew in common hedges. Swift.

SPRIG, in botany. See BOTAKY, Index,
BRANCH, Ciox, GRAFTING, and PLANT.

SPRIGHT, n. s. & v.a.~] Sax. fpjieot. A
SPRIGHT'FCJL, adj. \

contraction of Lat.

SPRIGHT'FULLY, adv. [ spiritus, spirit. It

SPRIGHT'LESS, adj. \
was anciently writ-

SPRIGHT LI NESS, n. s.
j
ten sprete or spryte.

SPRIGHT'LY, adv. ) Spint; shade; soul;

incorporeal agent: hence power; animation;

courage; an arrow (obsolete) : to spright is to

haunt as a spright : sprightful is, lively ; ani-

mated ; brisk : the adverb corresponding :

sprightless, the opposite adjective, with the noun
substantive corresponding : sprightly is also

brisk ; lively ; vigorous.

chastity ! the chief of heavenly lights,
Which makest us most immortal shape to wear,
Hold thou my heart, establish thou my sprights ;

To only thee my constant course I bear,
Till spotless soul unto my bosom fly ;

Such life to lead, such death I vow to die. Sidney.
She doth display

The gate with pearls and rubies richly dight.

Through which her words so wise do make their

way,
To bear the message of her sprigJit. Spenser.
The Grecians spritefully drew from the darts the

corse,
And hearst it, bearing it to fleet. Chapman's Iliad.

You have not seene young heiffers, highly kept,
Filled full of daisies at the field, and driven

Home to their hovels
;

all so spritely given,
That no roome can containe them. Chapman

1 am sprighted with a fool. Shakspeare. Cymbeline
The spirit of the time shall teach me speed.

Spoke like a sprightful noble gentleman.
Shakspeare.

Norfolk, sprightfully and bold,

Stays but the summons of the appellant's trumpet.
Id.

We had in use for sea fight short arrows called

sprights, without any other heads save wood sharp-
ened ; which were discharged out of muskets, and

would pierce through the sides of ships where a

bullet would not. Bacon's Natural History.

Are you grown
Benumbed with fear, or virtue's sprighileis cold ?

Couty
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Steeds sprightful as the light. Id.

Happy my eyes when they behold thy face :

My heavy heirt will leave its doleful beating
At sight of thee, and bound with sprigntful joys.

Otway.
While with heavenly charity she spoke,

A streaming blaze the silent shadows broke
;

The birds obscene to forests winged their flight,

And gaping graves received the guilty sprighl.

Dryden.
Produce the wine that makes us bold,

And sprightly wit and love inspires. Id.

The ideas of goblins and spriyhts have no more to

do with darkness than light ; yet let but a foolish

maid inculcate these often on the mind of a child,

possibly he shall never be able to separate them

again. 1 ocke.

The soul is clogged when she acts in conjunction
with a companion so heavy ; but, in dreams, observe

with what a spriyhtliness and alacrity does she exert

herself. Addittm,

Each morn they waked me with a sprightly lay :

Of opening heaven they sung, and gladsome day.
Prior.

Of these am I who thy protection claim ;

A watchful sprite, and Ariel is my name. Pope.
The sprightly Sylvia trips along the green ;

She runs, but hopes she does not run unseen. Id.

The sprites of fiery termagants in flame

Mount up, and take a salamander's name. Id.

Youth has a spnghtlmess and fire to boast,

That in the valley of decline are lost,

And Virtue with peculiar charms appears,
Crowned with the garland of life's blooming years.

Cowper.
If there be sprites,

They would have walked there in their spriteliest

trim,

By way of change from their sepulchral rites,

And show themselves as ghosts of better taste

Than hunting some old Ruin or wild Waste.

Byron .

SPRING?, v.n.,v. a. &n.s
^

Sax. r-prunjan ;

SPRING E, n. s. Teut. springe;

SPRING'HALT, j Belg. and Swed.

SPR

SPRING'INESS, ^springen ; Goth.

SPRING'LE, andSwed.s/)n?jga.

SPRING'TIDE, j
To shoot ; grow ;

SPRIN'GY, adj. J arise out of the

ground; begin to grow; proceed; arise; appear;
issue ;

bound
; leap ; fiy with elastic power : as a

verb active, to start; rouse game; produce unex-

pectedly ; discharge; leap or pass by leaping: as

a noun substantive, the season of growth ; or

when the plants rise from winter; an elastic

body ; elastic force ; active power ;
a leap ;

bound ; issue of water from the earth ; fountain ;

source ; rise ; and (obsolete) a youth : springe is

agin; noose: springhalt, a twitching lameness

of the horse: springle, a noose: springtide, high

tide; tide at the full moon: springy, elastic
;
full

of springs.

By the infinitness of the mersy of cure God, in the

which he springyng up fro on high hath vi c
'

fed us.

Wiclif. Luk. 1.

Israel's servants digged in the valley, and found a
well of springing water. Genesis xxvi. 19.

When the day began to spring, they let her go.

Judges.
About the ipring of the day, Samuel called Saul to

the top of the house. 1 Samuel ix. 26.

Ye shall eat this year such things as grow of

themselves
;

and in the second year that which

springeth of the same. 2 Kings.
To satisfy the desolate ground, and cause the bud

of the tender herb to spring forth. Job xxxviii. 27.

To them which sat in the region and shadow of

death, light is sprung up. Matthew iv. 16.

Other fell on good ground, and did yield fruit that

sprang up and increased. Mark iv. 8.

He called for a light, and sprang in, and fell before

Paul. Acts.

Our Lord sprang out of Juda. Hebrews vii. 14.

Before the bull she pictured winged love,

With his young brother sport, light fluttering

Upon the waves, as each had been a dove
;

The one his bow and shafts, the other spring
A burning tead about his head did move,

As in their sire's new love both triumphing.

Spenser.
Not mistrusting, till these new curiosities sprung

up, that ever any man would think our labour herein

mispent, or the time wastefully consumed. Hooker.

All blest secrets,

All you unpublished virtues of the earth,

Spring with my tears
;
be aidant and remediate

In the good man's distress. Skakspeare.
How youngly he began to serve his country,

How long continued ; and what stock he springs of ;

The noble house of Maruius. Id. Corwlanus.

I sprang not more in joy at first hearing he was a

man child, than now in first seeing he had proved
himself a man. Shakspeare.

Orpheus with his lute made trees,

And the mountain-tops that freeze,

Bow themselves when he did sing :

To his musick plants and flowers

Ever sprung, as sun and showers

There had made a lasting spring.
Id. Henry I'llI.

Now stop thy springs ; my sea shall suck them dry,
And swell so much the higher by their ebb.

Id. Henry VI.

As a woodcock to my own springe, Osrick,
I'm justly killed with mine own treachery.

Shakspeare.

They've all new legs, and lame ones
; one would

take it,

That never saw them pace before, the spavin
And springhalt reigned among them.

Id. Henry VIII.

Springs on the tops of hills pass through a great
deal of pure earth, with less mixture of other waters.

Bacon's Natural History.
Thus I reclaimed my buzzard love to rly

At what, and when, and how, and where I chose
;

Now negligent of sport I lie ;

And now, as other fawkners use,
I spring a mistress, swear, write, sigh, and die ;

And the game killed, or lost, go talk or lie. Donne.

Each petty hand
Can steer a ship becalmed; but he that will

Govern, and carry her to her ends, must know
His tides, his currents

;
how to shift his sails :

Where her springs are, her leaks, and how to stop 'em

Ben Jonson s Catiline

All these

Shall, like the brethren sprung of dragon's teeth,

Ruin each other, and he fal amongst 'em.

Ben Jot/son.

The spring visiteth not these quarters so timely :iu

the eastern parts.
Careu-

Fly, fly, prophane fogs! far hence fly away.
Taint not the pure streams of the springing day
With your dull influence : it is tor you
To sit and scoule upon night's heavy brow.

Crashnit .
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To that great tpr'uig which doth great kingdoms
move,

The sacred spring whence right and honour streams
;

Distilling virtue, shedding peace and love

In every place, as Cynthia sheds her beams. Davies.

This may be performed by the strength of some
such spring as is used in watches : this tpring may be

applied to one wheel, which shall give an equal mo-
tion to both the wings. Wilkins.

They found new hope to spring
Out of despair. Milton.

That sprung the game you were to set,

Before you'd time to draw the net. Hudibras.

Let the wide world his praises sing,
Where Tagus and Euphrates spring ;

And fiom'the Danube's frosty banks to those

Where from an unknown head great Nilus flows.

Rotcommon.

My doors are hateful to my eyes,
Filled and dammed up with gaping creditors,

Watchful as fowlers when their game will spring.

Otway.
Where there is a continued endeavour of the parts

of a body to
put themselves into another state, the

progress may be much more slow
;
since it was a

great while before the texture of the corpuscles of the

steel were so altered as to make them lose their for-

mer springiness. Boyle.
Mankind sprang from one common original ;

whence
this tradition.would be universally diffused.

Tillotson.

What makes all this but Jupiter the king,
At whose command we perish and we spring 1

Then 'tis our best, since thus ordained to die,

To make a virtue of necessity.

Dryden's Knight's Tale.

When heaven was named, they loosed their hold

again;
Then sprung she forth, they followed her amain.

Dryden.
'Tis true from force the noblest title springs,

I therefore hold from that which first made kings.
Id.

Thus man by his own strength to heaven would

soar,

And would not be obliged to God for more:

Vain, wretched creature, how art thou misled,
To think thy wit these godlike notions bred !

These truths are not the product of thy mind,
But dropt from heaven, and of a nobler kind :

Revealed religion first informed thy sight,
And reason saw not, till faith sprung the light. Id.

The prisoner with a spring from prison broke
;

Then stretched his feathered fans with all his might,
And to the neighbouring maple winged his flight.

Id.

The nurse, surprised with fright,
Starts up and leaves her bed, and springs a light. Id.

Love, like springtides, full and high,
Swells in every youthful vein ;

But each tide does less supply,
Till they quite shrink in again :

If a flow in age appear,
Tis but rain, and runs not clear.

Id. Tyrannick Love.
Let goats for food their loaded udders lend

;

But neither springing nets nor snares employ.
Dryden.

Whether she sprung a leak, I cannot find,

Or whether she was overset with wind,
But down at once vrith all her crew she went. Id,

Tall Norway fir their masts in battle spent,
And English oaks sprung leaks and planks restore.

Id.

My heart sinks in me while 1 hear him speak,
And every slackened fibre drops its hold,

8 &PR
Like nature letting down the springs of life ;

So much the name of father awes me still. Id.
He adds the running springs and standing lakes,

And bounding banks for winding rive's makes. Id.

i move, I see, I speak, discourse aud know
;

Though now I am, 1 was not always so :

Then that from which I was must be before,
W horn, as my spring of being, 1 adore. Id.

Heavens, what a spring was in his arm, to throw !

How high he held his shield, and rose at every blow !

Id.

People discharge themselves of burdensome reflec-

tions, as of the cargo of a ship that has sprung a leak.

L' Estrange.
Some have been deceived into an opinion that the

inheritance of rule over men, and property in things,

sprang from the same original, and descend by the
same rules. Locke.

He that was sharp-sighted enough to see the con-

figuration of the minute particles of the spring of a

clock, and upon what peculiar impulse its elastick

motion depends, would no doubt discover something
very admirable. Id.

He bathed himself in cold spring water in the
midst of winter. Id.

Nature is the same, and man is the same, has the

same affections and passions, and the. same springs
that give them motion. Rymer.
Our author shuns by vulgar springs to move.

Pope.
Where the sandy or gravelly lands are upringy or

wet, rather marl them for grass than corn.

Mortimer's Husbandry.
A link of horsehair, that will easily slip, fasten to

the end of the stick that springs. Id.

The mountain stag that springs
From height to height, and bounds along the plains,
Nor has a master to restrain his course,
That mountain stag would Vanoe rather be
Than be a slave. Philip's Briton.

The spring must be made of good steel, well tem-

pered ; and the wider the two ends of the spring stand

asunder, the wider it throws the chape of the vice

open. Moxon's Mechanical Exercises.

Most people die when the moon chiefly reigns ;

that is, in the night, or upon or near a springtide.
Grew's CosmoLogia.

Our miners discovered several of the enemies'

mines, who have sprung divers others which did
little execution. Taller.

Do not blast my springing hopes,
W7

hich thy kind hand has planted in my soul.

Rowe.
I s^nng a mine, whereby the whole nest was

overthrown. Addison's Spectator.
A covey of partridges springing in our front, pui

our infantry in disorder. Addison.

A large cock pheasant he sprung in one of the

neighbouring woods. Id. Spectator.
Here I use a great deal of diligence before I can

spring any thing ; whereas in town, whilst I am fol-

lowing one character, I am crossed by another, that

they puzzle the chase. Addison.

The soul is gathered within herself, and recovers

that spring, which is weakened when she operates
more in concert with the body. Id.

He that has such a burning zeal, and springs such

mighty discoveries, must needs be an admirable pa-
triot. Collier.

This vast contraction and expansion seems unin-

telligible, by feigning the particles of air to be sprinyif
and ramous, or rolled up like hoops, or by any other

means than a repulsive power. Newtnn.

Bodies which are absolutely hard, or so soft as to

be void of elasticity, will not rebound from one ano-

ther; impenetrability makes them only stop. If two
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equal bodies meet directly in vacuo, they will by the

laws of motion stop where they meet, lose their mo-

tion, and remain in rest
;
unless they be elastick,

and receive new motion from their spring. Newton.

See, awed by heaven, the blooming Hebrew flies

Her artful tongue, and more persuasive eyes ;

And, springing from her disappointed arms,
Prefers a dungeon to forbidden charms. Blackmore.

Had not the Maker wrought the springy frame,
Such as it is, to fan the vital flame,

The blood, defrauded of its nitrous food,

Had cooled and languished in the' arterial road ;

While the tired heart had strove, with fruitless pain,
To push the lazy tide along the vein.

Id. Creation.

The reason of the quicker or slower termination of

this distemper, arises from these three springs.
Bluckmore.

See how the well-taught pointer leads the way !

The scent grows warm
;
he stops, he springs the

prey. Gay.
In adult persons, when the fibres cannot any more

yield, they must break, or lose their spring.
Arbuthnot.

Though the bundle of fibres which constitute the

muscles may be small, the fibres may be strong and

springy. Id.

Heroes of old, by rapine and by spoil,

In search of fame did all the world embroil
;

Thus to their gods each then allied his name,
This sprang from Jove, and that from Titan came.

Granville.

The air is a thin fluid body, endowed with elas-

ticity and springiness, capable of condensation and
rarefaction. Bentley.

If our air had not been a springy body, no animal

could have exercised the very function of respiration ;

and yet the ends of respiration are not served by that

springiness, but by some other unknown quality.
Id. Sermons.

Now from beneath Maleas' airy height
Aloft she sprung, and steered to Thebes her flight.

Pope.
Who sprung from kings shall know less joy than I.

Id.

Swift fly the years, and rise the' expected morn !

Oh spring to light, auspicious babe, be born ! Id.

Tell me, in what happy fields

The thistle springs, to which the lily yields ? Id.

Even thought meets thought, ere from the lips it

part,
And each warm wish springs mutual from the heart.

Id.

The friendly gods a springing gale enlarged ;

The fleet swift tilting o'er the surges flew,
"'ill Grecian cliffs appeared. Id.

VY ith hairy springes we the birds betray,

Slight lines of hair surprise the finny prey. Id.

Our author shuns by vulgar springs to move. Id.

The friends to the cause sprang a new project ;

and it was advertised that the Crisis could not ap-
pear, till the ladies had shown their zeal against the

Pretender. Swift.
The first springs of great events, like those of great

rivers, are often mean and little. Id.

Come, gentle spring, ethereal mildness, come,
And from the bosom of yon dropping cloud

Upon our plains descend. Thomson's Spring.

Unbeseeming skill

To spring the fence, to rein the prancing steed.

Thomson.
The haunt o' spring's the primrose brae,
The simmer joys the flocks to follow ,

How cheery through her shortening day
I a-itumn, in her weeds o' yellcw ! Burns.

SPUING, in cosmography, denotes one of the

seasons of the year; commencing, in the northern

parts of the world, on the day the sun enters the

first degree of Aries, which is about the tenth day
of March, and ending when the sun leaves Ge-
mini ; or, more strictly and generally, the spring
begins on the day when the distance of the sun's

meridian altitude from the zenith, being on the

increase, is at a medium between the greatest and
least. The end of the spring coincides with the

beginning of summer. See SUMMER.

SPRING, in mechanics, denotes a thin piece of

tempered steel, or other elastic substance, which,

being wound up, serves to put machines in mo-
tion by its elasticity, or endeavours to unbend

itself; such is the spring of a watch, clock, or the

like.

SPRING, ELATER, in physics, denotes a natu-

ral faculty, or endeavour, of certain bodies to re-

turn to their first state, after having been violently

put out of the same by compressing, or bending
them, or the like. This faculty is usually called

by philosophers elastic force or elasticity.

SPRINGS. Many have been the conjectures of

philosophers concerning the origin of fountains,
and great pains have been taken by the members
of the Royal Society, and those of the Academy of

Sciences at Paris, to ascertain the true cause of it.

It was Aristotle's opinion, and held by most of

the ancient philosophers after him, that the air

contained in the caverns of the earth, being con-

densed by cold near its surface, was thereby

changed into water ;
and that it made its way

through where it could find a passage. And this

transmutation of air into water strictly accords

with the recent discoveries that water in fact is

compounded of nothing else but two kinds of air,

though it is hardly to be supposed that Aristotle

had the most distant idea of'this fact. Those who

imagine, that fountains owe their origin to waters

brought from the sea by subterraneous ducts,

give a tolerable account how they lose their salt-

ness by percolation as they pass through the

earth
;
but they cannot explain by what power

the water rises above the level of the sea to near

the tops of mountains, where springs generally
abound ; it being contrary to the laws of hydro-
statics that a fluid should rise in a tube above the

level of its source. It was a generally received

opinion, and much espoused by Mariotte, that

the rise of springs is owing to the rains and

melted snow. The rain water, he says, which

falls upon the hills and mountains, penetrating
the surface, meets with clay or rocks contiguous
to each other; along which it runs, without being
able to penetrate them, till, being got to the,bot-

tom of the mountain or to a considerable distance

from the top, it breaks out of the ground, and

forms springs. To examine this opinion Mr.

Perrault, De la Hire, and D.Sideleau, endeavoured

to make an estimate of tbe quantity of rain and

snow that falls in a year, to see whether it would

be sufficient to afford a quantity of water equal
to tbat which is annually discharged into the sea

by the rivers. The result of their enquiries was,
that the quantity of rain and snow which fell in a

year into a cylindrical vessel would fill it (if se-

cured from evaporating) to the height of about

nineteen inches; which quantity, D,
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showed, was not sufficient to supply the rivers ;

for that those of England, Ireland, and Spain,

discharge a greater quantity of water annually
than the >ain, according to that experiment, is

able to supply. Another observation was made

by them, that the quantity of water raised in

vapor, one year with another, amounted to about

thirty-two inches, which is thirteen more than

falls in rain : a plain indication that the water of

fountains is not supplied by rain and melted

snow. Thus the true cause of the origin of

fountains remained undiscovered till Dr. Halley,
in making his celestial observations upon the tops
of the mountains at St. Helena, about 800 yards
above the level of the sea, found that the quan-

tity of vapor which fell there (even when the sky
was clear) was so great that it very much im-

peded his observations, by covering his glasses
with water every half quarter of an hour ; and

upon that he attempted to determine by experi-
ment the quantity of vapor exhaled from the sur-

face of the sea. as far as it rises from heat, to try

whether that might be a sufficient supply for the

water continually discharged by fountains. His

experiment was as follows : He took a vessel

of water salted to the same degree with that of

sea-water, in which he placed a thermometer;

and, by means of a pan of coals, brought the

water to the same degree of heat, which is ob-

served to be that of the air in our hottest summer ;

this done he fixed the vessel of water, with the

thermometer in it, to one end of a pair of scales,
and exactly counterpoised it with weights on the

other : then, at the end of two hours, he found,

by the alteration made in the weight of the ves-

sel, that about a sixtieth part of an inch of the

deptli of the water was gone off in vapor; and

therefore, in twelve hours, one-tenth of an inch

would have gone off. Now this accurate observer
allows the Mediterranean Sea to be 40 long, and
4 broad, so that its whole surface is 160 square
degrees; which must yield at least 5,280,000,000
tons of water : in which account no regard is had
to the wind and the agitation of the surface of the

sea, both which undoubtedly promote the eva-

poration. It remained now to compare this

quantity of water with that which is daily con-

veyed into the same sea by the rivers. The only
way to do which was to compare them with some
known river; and accordingly he takes his com-
putation from the river Thames

; and, to avoid
all objections, makes allowances, probably greater
than were necessary. The Mediterranean receives
1>e rivers Iberus, Rhone, Tiber, Po, Danube,
Niester, Borysthenes, Tanais, and Nile. Each of
these he supposes to bring down ten times as
much water as the Thames, whereby he allows
for smaller rivers which fall into the same sea.
The Thames, then, he finds by mensuration to

dischnrse about 20,300,000 tons of water a-

day. If therefore the above nine rivers yield ten
times as much water as the Thames doth, it

follows, that all of them together yield but
1,827,000,000 of tons in a day, which is little

more than one-third of what is proved to be
raised in vapor out of the Mediterranean in the
same time. We have therefore a source abun-
dantly sufficient for the supply of fountains. The
doctor considers next the manner in which thev

are raised, and how they are condensed into

water again, and conveyed to the sources of

springs. He considers that if an atom of watei

was expanded into a shell or bubble, so as to be
ten times as big in diameter as when it was

water, that atom would become specifica'ly

lighter than air, and therefore would rise so long
as the warmth which first separated it from the

surface of the water should continue to distend

it to the same degree ; and, consequently, that

vapors may be raised from the surface of the sea

in that manner, till they arrive at a certain height
in the atmosphere, at which they find air of equal

specific gravity with themselves. Here they will

float till, being condensed by cold, they become

specifically heavier than the air, and fall down in

dew ; or being driven by the winds against the

sides of mountains (many of which far surpass
the usual height to which the vapors would of

themselves ascend), are compelled by the stream

01 the air to mount up with it to the tops of them ;

where, being condensed into water, they presently

precipitate, and gleeting down by the crannies of

the stones, part of them enters into the caverns of

the hills
; which being once filled, all the over-

plus of water that comes thither runs over by
the lowest place, and breaking out by the sides

of the hills forms single springs. Many of these

running down by the valleys between the ridges
of the hills, and coming to unite, form little rivu-

lets or brooks ; many of these again meeting in

one common valley, and gaining the plain ground,

being grown less rapid, become a river; and

many of these, being united in one common chan-

nel, make such streams as the Rhine and the

Danube; which last is the sum of all thos^

springs which break out on the south side of the

Carpathian mountains, and on the north side of

the immense ridge of the Alps. Thus one part
of the vapors which are blown on the land is

returned by the rivers into the sea whence it

came. Another part falls into the sea before it

reaches the land ; and this is the reason why the

rivers do not return so much water into the Me-
diterranean as is raised in vapor. A third part
falls on the low lands, where it affords nourish-

ment to plants ; yet it does not rest there, but is

again exhaled in vapor by the action of the sun.

and is either carried by the winds to the sea to

fall in rain or dew there, or else to the mountains
to become the sources of springs. Besides these

causes some streams arise from rain and melted

snow, which, subsiding through the surface of the

earth, makes its way into certain cavities, and

thence issues out in the form of springs ; because

the waters of several increase and diminish in

proportion to the rain which falls : others again,

especially such as are salt, and spring near the

sea-shore, owe their origin to sea-water perco-
lated through the earth ;

and some to both these

causes. The above reasoning of Dr. Halley is

confirmed by more recent discoveries. It is now
found that, though water is a tolerable conductor

of the electric fluid, dry earth is an electric per
se, consequently the dry lands must always be in

an electrified state compared with the ocean, un-

less in such particular cases as are mentione 1

under the article EARTHQUAKE. It is also well

Known that such bodies as a re in an electrified
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state, whether pus or minus, attract vapor, or

other light substances. Hence the vapors that

are raised from the ocean must necessarily have

a tendency to approach the land in great quan-

tity, even without the assistance of the wind,

though this last undoubtedly contributes much to

the same purpose. The higher grounds are al-

ways in a more electrified state than the lower

ones ; and hence the vapors, having once left the

ocean and approached the shore, are attracted by
the high mountains ; of which Mr. Pennant gives
an instance in Snowdon. See SNOWDON. Hence
we may see the reason why springs are so com-
mon in the neighbourhood of mountains, they

being so advantageously formed in every respect
for collecting and condensing the vapors into

water. But now that the nature and composition
of water have been so decisively proved, we need

have no hesitation to ascribe the origin of all

springs and fountains to this general cause, the

meeting of oxygen and hydrogen, and the conse-

quent conversion of these airs into water. This

also is probably the cause of rain.

The heat of springs is generally the same with

the mean temperature of the atmosphere. The
mean temperature of the south of England is 48;
in Scotland, near Edinburgh, it is 45 ; in the

north of Ireland it is 48, and on the south coast

about 51. Dr. Hutton makes the mean heat of

springs near Edinburgh 47, and that of London
51. At Upsal, in Sweden, it is 43, and in Paris

53. According to accurate experiments made

by eminent philosophers, the heat of the springs
in these different countries corresponds with the

medium temperature. Though this coincidence

of the heat of springs with the mean temperature
of the climate where they flow seems to be a

general fact, yet it admits of many exceptions.
In many parts of the world there are springs
which not only exceed the mean temperature,
but even the strongest meridian heat ever known
in the torrid regions. The following table shows
the degrees of heat which different springs possess

according to the experiments of philosophers :

Highest Lowest
Places. Springs. deg. of deg. of

heat. heat.

Bristol, St. Vincent's, 84 76

Buxton, Gentleman's bath, 82

Matlock, 69

Bath, King's bath, 119 113

Aix-la-Chapelle, 146 136

Barege, 122

Pisa, 104
Caroline baths Prudel,

in Bohemia, 165

Iceland, Geyzer, 212

In cold countries, where congelation takes place,
the heat of the earth is considerably above the

freezing point, and continues so through the

whole year. From experiments made in mines
and deep pits this heat is uniform and stationary
at a certain depth. The heat of these springs far

exceeds the common heat of the internal parts of

the earth ; but the causes are not easy to deter-

mine. The subterranean heat has been ascribed

to the electrical fluid, and to a great body of fire

in the centre of the earth. The electrical fluid

seems at least a probable cause, but as to the

supposition that the heat of springs is owing to a

central fire, it is too hypothetical to require any
refutation. Hot springs are always found among
combustible substances. It is well known that

when water is mixed with the sulphuric acid, a

degree of heat is produced superior to that of

boiling water ;
and when water meets with py-

rites a violent inflammation takes place. If,

therefore, we could prove that these materials

exist in the strata from which hot springs are de-

rived, we should be enabled to give a satisfactory
account of this curious phenomenon. As some

ground for this supposition we may add, that

most of the hot springs mentioned above have
been found by analysis to be impregnated with

sulphur, and some of them with iron. It must,

however, be acknowledged that the hot springs
of Iceland, which are 112, the heat of boiling

water, according to an accurate analysis of their

contents by the ingenious Dr. Black, were neither

found to contain iron nor sulphur. We must
therefore continue to collect facts till the sciences

of chemistry and mineralogy shall be so far ad-

vanced as to enable us to form a permanent
theory on this subject.

Springs are of different kinds. Some are per-

ennial, or continue to flow during the whole

year; others flow only during the rainy season ;

some ebb and flow. At Torbay there is one of

this kind which ebbs and flows five or six inches

every hour. There is another near Coriso in

Italy which ebbed and flowed three times a day
in the time of Pliny, and continues to do so still.

A spring near Henly sometimes flows for two

years together, and then dries up for an equal

period. The cause of this is explained under

HYDROSTATICS.
SPRING BOCK. See CAPRA.

SPRINGER, in zoology. See CAPRA.

SPRINGFIELD, a post town and capital of

Hampden county, Massachusetts, on the east

side of the Connecticut; eighteen miles south

of Northampton, twenty-eight north of Hartford,

forty-eight W. S. W. of Worcester, and eighty-

eight west by south of Boston; is a pleasant and

flourishing town, and contains a court house, a

jail, a bank, a woollen manufactory, a rope walk,
a furnace, two paper mills, two congregational

churches, two public libraries, which toaether

contain about 1000 volumes, and a printing

office, from which is issued a weekly newspaper.
Here is a large, pleasant, and handsome village,

which has considerable trade, and contains a

number of elegant houses. An excellent covered

bridge, connecting this town with West Spring-

field, was carried away by the rise of the river

in 1818.

There is in this town, belonging to the United

States, a very extensive establishment for the

manufacture of arms. The arsenal is delight-

fully situated on an elevated plain about half a

mile east of the village. The buildings are

finely arranged around a level square of twenty

acres, and make an elegant appearance. One

building is 204 feet by thirty-two, of two stories,

with a cupola, which affords an extensive and

interesting view of Connecticut River and the

surrounding country ; another is 100 by forty ;

a third sixty by thirty-two; all of brick, two
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stories high. The second story of the last, form-

ing a spacious hail, is consecrated as a place of

public worship. There are also other buildings
for workshops, store houses, &c., and seventeen

dwelling houses.

The water-works are situated about a mile

south of the arsenal, in three divisions, denomi-
lated Upper, Middle, and Lower, water shops,
on Mill River, a fine stream which falls into the

Connecticut. They form the greatest collection

of mills and other water-works in the state. The
whole comprises five work shops, twenty-eight

forges, ten trip hammers, eighteen water-wheels,
nine coa! houses, three stores, and five dwelling
houses.

This establishment employs from 240 to 250

workmen, who complete on an average about

forty-five muskets daily. It is estimated that the

cost of muskets at Springfield is 1356 dollars

each
; at Harper's Ferry 1425 dollars.

SPRINGFIELD, WEST, a post-town of Hamp-
den county, Massachusetts, on the west side of

the Connecticut, opposite Springfield. This is

a pleasant and valuable agricultural town, and
contains four parishes, in each of which is a

meeting-house, and three post-offices, West

Springfield, Agawam, and Feeding Hills. This
is also the name of numerous smaller townships
of the United States.

SPRINGTIDE. See ASTRONOMY, Index, and
TIDE.

SPRIN'KLE, v. a. & v. n Sax. rpp&njan ;

Belg. sprinkelen ; Swed. sprenga. To scatter;

disperse in small masses or drops ; bedew ; chris-

ten : to perform the act of scattering in this way :

sometimes written SPRINGLE.

Take handfuls of ashes of the furnace, and let

Moses sprinkle it towards the heaven. Exodus ix. 8.

The priest shall sprinkle of the oil with his finger.
Leviticus xiv.

Sprinkle water of purifying upon them.

Numbers viii. 7.

Let us draw near with a true heart, in full assu-

rance of faith, having our hearts sprinkled from an
evil conscience. Hebrews.

This is Timon's last,

Who, stuck and spangled with your flatteries,

Washes it off, and springles in your faces

Your reeking villany. Sttakspeare. Tinwn of Athens.
Woodcocks arrive first on the north coast, where

every plash-shoot serveth for springles to take them.

Ca*ew.

Wings he wore
Of many a coloured plume sprinJtled with gold.

Milton.
The prince with living water sprinkled o'er

His limbs and body ; then approached the door,
Possessed the porch. Drvden's JEneid.
To content and fill the eye of the understanding,

the best authors sprinkle their works with pleasing
digressions, with which they recreate the minds of
their readers. Dryden.

Baptism may well enough be performed by sprink-

ling, or effusion of water. Aylijfe's Parergon.
\\ hen dext'rous damsels twirl the sprinkling mop,

And cleanse the spattered t ash, and scrub the stairs,
Know Saturday appears. Gay's Trivia.

SPRIT, v. a. v. n. & n. s. Sax. j-ppyrran ; Belg.

spruyten ; Swed. spruta ; Goth, sprida, sprita.

To throw out; eject with force: shoot; germi-
nate : a shoot or sprout : commonly written spirt.

2 SPR
Toads sometimes exclude or sprit out a dark and

liquid matter behind, and a venomous condition

there may be perhaps therein
;
but it cannot be called

their urine. Browne.

The barley, after it has been couched four days,
will sweat a little, and shew the chit or sprit at the

root-end of the corn. Mortimer's Husbandry.

The SPRIT, in botany, consists of two parts ;

viz. the radical and plume; the latter among
malsters is called the acrospire.

SPRIT, in boat-building, a small boom or pole
which crosses the sail of a boat diagonally from

the mast to the upper hindmost corner of the

sail, which it is used to extend and elevate; the

lower end of the sprit rests in a sort of wreath

or collar called the smotter, which encircles the

mast in that place.

SPRIT'SAIL, n. s. Sprit and sail. The sail

which belongs to the boltsprit mast.

Our men quitted themselves of the fireship, by
cutting the spritsail tackle off with their short

hatchets. Wiseman.

SPRITSAIL. See SAIL and SHIP.

SPRITSAIL-TOPSAIL. See SAIL and SHIP.

SPROUT, v. n. & n. s. Sax. j-ppyttan ; Belg.

tpruyten. Sprout, sprit, and by a very frequent

transposition spirt or spurt, are all radically, as

Dr. Johnson says, the same word. To shoot by
vegetation ; germinate ; ramify : a vegetable shoot.

Try whether these things in the sprouting do in-

crease weight, by weighing them before 'they are

hanged up ; and afterwards again, when they are

sprouted. Bacon.

Stumps of trees, lying out of the ground, will put
forth sprouts for a time. Id.

Vitriol is apt to sprout with moisture. Id.

The sprouting leaves that saw you here,

And called their fellows to the sight. Cowley.

Early, ere the odorous breath of morn
Awakes the slumbering leaves, or tassel'd horn

Shakes the high thicket, haste I all about,

Number my ranks, and visit every sprout. Milton.

We find no security to prevent germination,

having made trial of grains, whose ends, cut off,

have notwitstanding sprouted.
Browne's Vulgar Erroun.

Old Baucis is by old Philemon seen

Sprouting with sudden leaves of sprightly green
Dryden.

To this kid, taken out of the womb, were brought
in the tender sprouts of shrubs

; and, after it had

tasted, it began to eat of such as are the usual food

of goats. Ray on the Creation.

Rub malt between your hands to get the come or

sprouting clean away. Mortimer's Husbandry.
Envied Britannia, sturdy as the oak

Which on her mountain top she proudly bears,

Eludes the ax, and sprouts against the stroke,

Strong from her wounds, and greater by her wars.

Prior.

Hence sprouting plants enrich the plain and vvood
;

For physick some, and some designed for food.

Tilackmore.

The' enlivening dust its head begins to rear,

And on the ashes sprouting plumes appear. Tickel.

SPROUT, in botany. See PLANT and SPRIT.

SPRUCE, adj. Skinner hesitatingly derives

this word from Fr. preux. Junius from sprout.
I know not whence to deduce it, except from

pruce, says Dr. Johnson, a thing costly and ele-

gant, and thence probably came spruce. Mr.

Thompson refers to the Teut. sprcisse, spre'issen ;
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Swed. spruka, spritta, to glitter, be lively. Nice ;

trim ;
neat without elegance. It was anciently

used of tilings with a serious meaning; it is now
used only, with levity, of persons.

The tree

That wraps that crystal in a wooden tomb,
Shall be took up spruce, filled with diamond.

Donne.

Thou wilt not leave me in the middle street,

Though some more spruce companion thou dost meet.

Id.

Along the crisped shades and bowers

Revels the spruce and jocund spring ;

The graces, and the rosy-bosomed hours,

Thither all their bounties bring. Milton.

He put his band and beard in order,

The sprucer to accost and board her. Hudibras.

I must not slip into too spruce a style for serious

matters ;
and yet I approve not that dull insipid

way of writing practised by many chymists. Boyle.
He is so spruce, that he can never be genteel.

Tatter.

This Tim makes a strange figure with that ragged
coat under his livery : can't he go spruce and clean 1

Arbuthnot.

SPRUCE FIR. See PINUS.

SPRUCEBEER', n.s. From spruce, Germ.

preussin, a kind of fir. Beer tinctured with

branches of fir.

In ulcers of the kidneys, sprucebeer is a good bal-

samick. Arbuthnot.

SPRUCE BEER, a cheap and wholesome liquor
thus made : Take of water sixteen gallons and
boil the half of it. Put the water thus boiled,
while in full heat, to the reserved cold part, which
should be previously put into a barrel or other

vessel ; then add sixteen pounds of treacle or

molasses, with a few table spoonfuls of the es-

sence of spruce, stirring the whole well together;
add half a pint of yeast, and keep it in a tem-

perate situation, with the bung hole open, for

two days, till the fermentation be abated. Then
close it up or bottle it off, and it will be fit for

being drunk in a few days afterwards. In North
America and perhaps in other countries where
the black and white spruce firs abound, instead

of adding the essence of the spruce at the same
time with the molasses, they make a decoction

of the leaves and small branches of these trees,

and find the liquor equally good. It is a power-
ful antiscorbutic, and may prove very useful in

long sea voyages-

SPRUCELEATH'ER, n. s. Corrupted from
Prussian leather.

The leather was of Pruce. Dryden's Fables.

SPUD, n.s. Irish spud; Welsh yspod. A
short knife used for weeding ;

a small spade ;

any short thick thing, in contempt.
My love to Sheelah is more firmly fixt

Than strongest weeds that grow these stones be-

twix*
;

My spud these nettles from the stones can part,
No knife so keen to weed thee from my heart.

Swift.

SPUME,
fi..-j Lat a Foam; froth:

SPU'MY '5
the ad

J
e'tive corresP ndin?-

Materials dark and crude,
Of spirituous and fiery spume, till touched

With heaven's ray, and tempered, they shoot forth

So beauteous, opening to the ambient light. Milttm.

SPU
Waters frozen m pans, after their dissolution,

leave a froth and spume upon them, which are caused

by the airy parts diffused by the congealable mix-
ture. Browne's Vulgar Errours.

The cause is the putrefaction of the body by unna-
tural heat : the putrifying parts suffer a turgescence,
and, becoming airy and spumous, ascend unto the sur-

face of the water. Browne.
Not with more madness rolling from afar,

The spumy waves proclaim the watery war
;

And, mounting upwards with a mighty roar,

March onwards, and insult the rocky shore. Dryden.
The spumous and florid state of the blood, in pass-

ing through the lungs, arises from its own elasticity,
and its violent motion, the aerial particles expanding
themselves. Arbuthnot.

SPUN YARN, among sailors, a small line or

cord formed of two or three rope-yarns twisted

together by a winch ; the yarns, of which it is

usually made at sea, are drawn out of the strands

of old cables, or other ropes, and are knotted

together and tarred. It is employed for several

purposes, particularly to fasten one rope to an-

other, to seize block-strops to the shrouds, and
to serve ropes which are liable to be chafed, &c.

SPUNGE, n. s.& v.n. } Lat. spongia. A
SPUN'GINGHOUSE,TI.S. >sponge. See SPONGE.

SPUN'GY, adj. j To hang on others

for maintenance: a spunging-house is a house to

which bailiffs take debtors and sponge them :

spungy, of the nature of sponge ; having the

quality of imbibing wet.

When he needs what you have gleaned, it is but

squeezing you, and, spunge, you shall be dry again.

Shakspeare. Hamlet.

I saw Jove's bird, the Roman eagle, winged
From the spungy south to this part of the west,

There vanished in the sun-beams. Id. Cymbeline
There is no lady of more softer bowels,

More spungy to suck in the sense of fear.

Sliahspeare.
Some English wool, vexed in a Belgian loom,

And into cloth of spungy softness made,
Did into France or colder Denmark roam,

To ruin with worse air our staple trade. Dniden.

Considering the motion that was impressed by the

painter's hand upon the spunge, compounded with the

specifick gravity of the spunge and the resistance ot

the air, the spunge did mechanically and unavoidably
move in that particular line of motion.

Bentley's Sermons.

This will maintain you, with the perquisite of

spunging while you are young. Swift to (jay.

A bailiff kept you the whole evening in a spiinijinij-

house. Swift.

SPUNGE, or SPONGE. See SFONCIA.

SPUNGE is used, in gunnery, for a cylinder of

wood, from ten to twelve inches long, of the

same diameter with the rammer, with a piece of

sheep or lamb-skin wound about its end, to serve

for scouring great guns when discharged, before

they be charged with fresh powder; hence called

spunging. In small guns it is commonly fixed

to the other end of the handle of the rammer ;

but has a separate one in those of a larger

calibre.

SPUNGING, in gunnery, the cleaning of the

inside of a gun with a spunge, in order to pre-

vent any sparks of fire from remaining in it,

which would endanger the life of him that should

load it again.
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SPUNK, n. s. See SPONK. Rotten wood ;

touch-wood.

To make white powder, the best way is by the

powder of rotten willows : spunk, or touchwood pre-

pared, might perhaps make it russet.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

SPUNK, a term used indifferently for half-

rotten wood, match for guns, and a substance

growing on the sides of trees.

SPUNK, in botany. See BOLETUS.

SPUR,n.s.,v.rt.&v.n. ^
Sax. ppuna; Dan.

SPUR'GALLED, adj. S spore: Isl. Dut. and

Goth. spor. A sharp point fixed in the rider's

heel, with which he pricks his horse forward ; a

point on the cock's leg; any prick or stimulus :

to prick with a spur; instigate; excite; drive

forward : to press forward ; travel expeditiously :

spurgalled is hurt with the spur.

He borrowing that homely armour for want of a

better, had come upon the spur to redeem Philoclea's

picture. Sidney.

Seeing then that nothing can move, unless there be

some end, the desire whereof provoketh unto motion,
how should that divine power of the soul, that spirit
of our mind, ever stir itself into action, unless it have

also the like spur? Hooker.

He presently set spurs to his horse, and departed
with the rest of the company.

Knolles's History of the Turks.

Whether the body politick be

A horse whereon the governour doth ride.

Who, newly in the seat, that it may know
He can command it, lets it straight feel the spur.

Shakspeare.
Grief and patience, rooted in him both,

Mingle their tpurs together. Id. Cymbeline.
The strong-based promontory

Have I made shake, and pluckt up by the spurs
The pine and cedar. Shakspeare.

I was not made a horse,
And yet I bear a burthen like an ass,

Spurgultfd and tired by jaunting Bolingbroke. Id.

His laws are deep, and not vulgar ; not made upon
the spur of a particular occasion, but out of provi-
dence of the future, to make his people more and
more happy. Bacon.

Of birds the bill is of like matter with the teeth
;

as for their spur, it is but a nail. Id.

Was I for this intitled Sir,

And girt with rusty sword and spur,
Por fame and honour to wage battle ? Hudibrai.

Reward is the *pwr of virtue in all good arts, all

laudable attempts ; and emulation, which is the other

rpur, will never be wanting when particular rewards
are proposed. Dryden.

Your father, when he mounted,
Reined 'em in strongly, and he spurred them hard.

Id.

Ascanius took the' alarm, while yet he led,

And, spurring on, his equals soon o'erpassed.
Id. JEueid.

The chief, if not only spur, to human industry and
action, is uneasiness. Locke.

Let the awe he has got upon their minds be so

tempered with the marks of good will, that affection

may spur them to their duty. Id.

Animals have natural weapons to defend and of-

fend; some talons, some claws, some spurs and beaks.

Ray.
Some bold men, though they begin with infinite

ignorance and errour, yet, by spurring on, refine

themselves. Grew.

My friend, who always takes care to cure his horse

SPU
of starting fits, spurred him up to the very side of the

coach. Addison.

Who would be at the trouble of learning when he

finds his ignorance is caressed? But, when you brow-

beat and maul them, you make them men
; for, though

they have no natural mettle, yet, if they are tpurred

and kicked, they will mend their pace.
Collier on Pride.

The former may be a spur to the latter, till age
makes him in love with the study, without any child-

ish bait. Cheyne.
What ! shall each spurgalled hackney of the day,

Or each new-pensioned sycophant, pretend
To break my windows, if I treat a friend 1 Pope.

Thus reputation is a spur to wit,

And some wits flag through fear of losing it.

Ou'per.

A SPUR is a piece of metal consisting of two
branches encompassing a horseman's heel, and a

rowel in form of a star advancing out behind.

Louis le Debonnair forbade ecclesiastics the

wearing of spurs. Anciently the difference be-

tween the knight and esquire was that the knight
wore gilt spurs, whence the appellation of eques
auratus, and the squire silvered ones. Two sorts

of spurs seem to have been in use about the

time of the Conquest, one called a pryck, having

only a single point like the gaffle of a fighting-
cock ; the other consisting of a number of points
of considerable length, radiating from and re-

volving upon a centre, thence named the rouelle

or wheel-spur. Delineations of the first occur

in the seals of most of our kings and great barons

prior to the reign of Edward III., and also on
the engraved and sculptured figures of cross

legged knights. The rouelle is sometimes found

on figures of equal antiquity; instances occur-

ring of the same person being delineated with

the pryck-spur on one seal and the rouelle on
another. Some specimens of the pryck-spur are

still to be found in the cabinets of the curious.

SPUR, jingling, a curious spur which was worn
in the seventeenth century. Mr. Harte, in his

ingenious translation of the Life of Gustavus

Adolphus, king of Sweden, has furnished the

following particulars respecting it. His words
are ' 1 have seen one of these jingling spurs
which was found in the Star Park, on the famous
White Mountain, near Prague, where the battle

was fought between the imperialists and troops
of the union ; by the event of which the elector

palatine lost the crown of Bohemia. The spur
was large and strong ; it was made of brass, and
had a short curved neck. The box (from whose
centre the rowels came) was as broad as a half-

crown piece ; hollow, and something more than

a quarter of an inch. It was of bell-metal gilt,

and contained three or four metal balls about

the size of a small field pea. The rowels, which
were generally four or six, passed through the

sides of the box, and measured nearly three

inches from opposite point to point.' In the

text it is observed (Essay, vol. i. p. 43) that it

is thought these spurs were' made to jingle in

order to animate the horses, and keep them up
to their duty, without goring their flanks un-

mercifully.

SPUR, in agriculture, is the name of a disease

which frequently attacks rye, and sometimes

wheat. It is found that the grains which liave
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the spur are thicker and longer than the sound

ones, and generally project beyond their husks,

appearing sometimes straight, and sometimes

more or less crooked ; and that their outsides are

brown or black ;
their surface is rough, and

three furrows may frequently be perceived in

them which run from end to end. Their outward

end is always thicker than that which sticks to

the chaff, and the most swollen end is sometimes

split into two or three parts. It is not unusual

to find on their surfaces cavities which seem to

have been made by insects.

SPUR was anciently a piece of the armour of a

cavalier fastened to the talary, that is, the hind

part of that piece of a complete armour which

covers the legs and feet. At present the spur is

a piece of iron or other metal.

SPUR, ORDER OF THE GOLDEN, in Rome, sup-

posed by several writers to have been instituted

by pope Pius IV., in 1559. The badge is a star

of eight points urgent, and between the two bot-

tom points a spur or.

SPURS, in old fortifications, are walls that

cross a part of the rampart and join to the town

wall.

SPURS, in the construction of a wooden bridge,

are braces which prop the two pillars that sup-

port it. The French use the word eperon.

SPURGE, n. s. Fr. espurye ; Belg. spuryie;
Lat. purgo. A plant violently purgative : a gene-
ral name in English for various milky purgative

plants.

SPURGE, in botany. See EUPHORBIA.
SPURGE LAUREL. See DAPHNE.
SPURGE OLIVE. See DAPHNE.
SPURGE WORT is a species of iris.

SPU'RIOUS, adj. ) Lat.spurius. Notge-
SPU'RIOUSNESS, n. s. J nuine;counterfeit; adul-

terine ; bastard : the noun substantive corre-

sponding.

SPUR'LING, ra. *. Fr. esperlan. A small

sea-fish.

SPURLING, or SPARLING. See SALMO.

SPURN, v. a. v. n. & n. s. Sax. ppojinan, from

rpori, the foot. To kick ; strike or drive with the

foot : hence to reject; scorn : a kick ; contemptuous
treatment.

SPURT, v. n. See To SPIRT. To fly out with
a quick stream.

SPURZHEIM (Dr. G.), a celebrated phren-

ologist, born at Tonqueits, near Treves, on the

Moselle, and, being destined by his father for

the clerical profession, educated at the univer-

sity of Treves. On the invasion of Germany
by the French, in 1799, he removed to Vienna,
where he became acquainted with Dr. Gall, and
from a hearer, was soon converted into an asso-

ciate in his labours. Having completed his me-
dical studies, he quitted Vienna, in company
with Gall, whose doctrines he fully adopted in

1805, and visited Berlin, delivering lectures on
the structure of the brain in that city, and else-

where on the continent. After this period, until

1810, he was engaged, in conjunction with Gall,
in preparing for publication in Paris, their great

work, entitled " Anatomie et Physiologic du

Systeme Nervieuz en general, et du Garveau en

particulier," in four vols. folio, with a hundred
atlas jJates, price 40, each copy. After this,
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Spurzheim published, unassisted, his Observa-
tions sur Phrenologie, and treatises on Educa-
tion. In 1813 he again revisited Vienna,
where he took the degree of M. D., and in 1814
came to England ; here he published two edi-

tions of his "Physiognomical System," his Out-

lines, and a Dissertation on Insanity. In Great
Britain he delivered lectures, which were heard
with attention in London, Dublin, Edinburgh,
Liverpool, Cork, Bristol, and Bath. On his

return to Paris, he contributed to the advance-
ment of Phrenology, by many important disco-

veries, by a more philosophic arrangement, and

by pointing out i's application to many useful

purposes. In 182^, he revisited London, and
delivered lectures at several public rooms, be-

sides several courses on the dissection and ana-

tomy of the brain at St. Thomas's and St.

Bartholomew's Hospitals. In England he pub-
lished his "

Phrenology, or the Doctrine of the

Mind," &c., and '' A View of the Philosophical

Principles of Phrenology." He continued to

lecture in the various provincial towns of Great
Britain and Ireland, for some years longer, and
received much applause, in addition to a high de-

gree of esteem which he obtained as a gentle-
man and scholar. During his latter visit to Eng-
land he published "The Anatomy of the Brain,"
and a "A General View of the Nervous System ;"
"
Phrenology in Connection with the Study of

Physiognomy;" "A Sketch of the Natural Laws
of Man ;" besides many pamphlets and letters,

defensive of his system. The death of his wife,
in 1829, who had made the drawings and litho-

graphic engravings for all his works, induced him
to seek alleviation of sorrow in travelling; and in

1832 he sailed for America, where he met a

most gratifying reception, and delivered lectures

in Boston, to crowded auditories. The climate

of America made sudden inroads upon his

hitherto sound frame and constitution; and after

suffering an attack of the lungs, he caught a vio-

lent fever, of which he died on Nov. 10, 1832,
in the fifty-sixth year of his age. His body was

embalmed, his toeart and lungs preserved, and
a cast taken from his head and brain. Dr.

Troller, German Professor at the University of

Havard, delivered a feeling oration over his

grave.

SPUTATION, n. s. Lat. sputam. The act of

spitting.

A moist consumption receives its nomenclature

from a moist iputation, or expectoration : a dry one

is known by its dry cough. Harvey on Consumption.

SPUTTER, v. n. Swed. sputa; Lat. spitto.

To emit moisture in small flying drops ; fly out

in small particles : hence to speak hastily and

obscurely.

If a manly drop or two fall down,
It scalds along my cheeks, like the green wood,

That, sputtering in the flame, works outwards into

tears. Dryden.

Thou dost with lies the throne invade
;

Obtendirig heaven for whate'er ills befall,

And sputtering under specious names thy gall. Id.

A pinking owl sat sputtering at the sun, and asked

him what he meant, to stand staring her in ihe eyes'?
L' Estrange.
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They could neither of them speak their rage ,

and

so fell a sputtering at one another, like two roasting

apples. Congreve.

Though he sputter through a session,

It never makes the least impression ;

Whatever he speaks for madness goes. Swift.

In the midst of caresses, and without the least

pretended incitement, to sputter out the basest accusa-

tions. Id.

SPY, n. s., v. a. & v. n. Welsh yspio ; FT.

espion ; Belg. spie ; Lat. speculator. It is observed

by a German that spy has been in all ages a

word by which the eye, or office of the eye, has

been expressed : thus the Arimaspians of old,

fabled to have but one eye, were so called from

tiri, which among the nations of Caucasus still

signifies one, and spi, which has been received

from the old Asiatic languages for an eye, sight,

or one that sees. Johnson. One who watches

the conduct of others : one sent to gain intelli-

gence of an enemy's movements ; an informer :

to search
; discover ; search narrowly ; pry.

Moses sent to spy out Jaazar, and took the villages.
Numbers.

We'll hear poor rogues
Talk of court news, and we'll talk with them too,

And take upon's the mystery of things,
As if we were God's spies. Shakspeare. King Lear.

It is my nature's plague
To spy into abuse

;
and oft my jealousy

Shapes faults that are not. Id. Othello.

Light hath no tongue, but is all eye ;

If it could speak as well as spy,
This were the worst that it could say,
That being well 1 fain would stay. Donne.

Let a lawyer tell he has spied some defect in an en-

tail, how solicitous are they to repair that errour !

Decay of Piety.

Every corner was possessed by diligent spies upon
their master and mistress. Clarendon.

As tyger spied two gentle fawns. Milton.

I come no spy,
With purpose to explore, or to disturb,

The secrets of your realm. Id. Paradise Lost.

Such command we had,
To see that none thence issued forth a spy,
Or enemy, while God was in his work. Milton.

Nothing lies hid from radiant eyes ;

All they subdue become their spies:

Secrets, as chosen jewels, are

Presented to oblige the fair. Waller.

Over my men I'll set my careful spies,
To watch rebellion in their very eyes. Dryden.
My brother Guyomar, me thinks, I spy ;

Haste in his steps, and wonder in his eye. Id.

A countryman spied a snake under a hedge, half
frozen to death. L'Estrange.

Those who attend on their state are so many spies

placed upon them by the publick to observe them

nearly.
_ Atterbimj.

One in reading skipped
over all sentences where he

spied a note of admiration.
Swift.

SQUAB, adj. \
Lat. ex cubito. Unfeathered ;

SQUAB'BISH. J newly hatched : squabbish is,

thick; heavy.
Diet renders them of a squabbish or lardy habit of

body. Harvey.
The eagle took the tortoise up into the air, and

dropt him down, tqitab, upon a rock, that dashed
him to pieces. L'Estrange.

Why must old pigeons, and they stale, be drest,"
When there's so many squab one's in the nest?

King.
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The nappy ale goes round

;

Nor the squab daughter nor the wife were nice,
Each health the youths began, Sim pledged it twice

Betteiton.

SQUAB, ?j. s. Lat. se cubere. Akin! cf :cfa

or couch ; a stuffed cushion.

On her large squah you find her spread,
Like a fat corpse upon a bed. Pcpe.

SQUABPIE', . s. Squab and pie. A pis
made of many ingredients.

Cornwal squabpie, and Devon whitepot brings ;

And Leister beans and bacon, food of kings. King.

SQUAB'BLE, v. n. Swed. kiabla ; Teut. kab-

belen, of Goth, keappa. To quarrel ; to debate

peevishly ;
to wrangle ;

to fight. A low word.

Drunk? and speak parrot? and squabblel swag-
ger? oh, thou invincible spirit of wine

Shakspeare. Othelln.
I thought it not improper, in a squabbling and

contentious age, to detect the vanity of confidin----

ignorance. Blmmlle.
In popular factions, pragmatick fools commonly

begin the squabble, and crafty knaves reap the benefit.

L'Estrange.
If there must be disputes, is not squabbling less

inconvenient than murder ? Collier on Duelling.A man whose personal courage is suspected, is

not to drive squadrons before him
; but may be

allowed the merit of some squabble, or throwing a
bottle at his neighbour's head. Arbuthiwt.
The sense of these propositions is very plain,

though logicians might squabble a whole day, whe-
ther they should rank them under negative or affir-

mative. Watts's Logick.

SQUAD (Fr. escuoade), a diminutive of

squadron, is used in military matters to express
any small number of men, horse or foot, that
are collected together for tne purposes of

drill, &c.

To SQUAD, to divide a troop or company into
certain parts, ir order to drill the men separately
or in small bodies, or to put them under the
direction and care of some steady corporal or
lance corporal. In every well regulated troop,
or company, the men are squadded in such a
manner that the most minute concern, with re-

spect to the interior economy, can be instantly
accounted for.

Aukward SQUAD. The aukward squad con-
sists not only of recruits at drill, but of formed
soldiers that are ordered to exercise with them,
in consequence of some irregularity under arms.
This term has likewise been used, partly in ridi-

cule and partly in reproach, to mark out those
officers who are negligent of their duty. An
industrious tactician, in the British army, fre-

quently uses the expression in the latter sense.

SQUA'DRON, n. s. > Fr. escadron ; Ital.

SQUA'DRONED, adj. J squadrone ; Lat. quudru-
tus. A bodv of men drawn up square : hence
any considerable part of an army or fleet : the

adjective corresponding.

Nothing the Moors were more afraid of, than in a
set battle to fight with squadrons coming orderly on.

. . Knolles.
Lurimidon then reined his horse, that trotted

TU ,
.

neigh
r
in& by ;

1 he king a foot-man, and so scowres the squadron
overly. Chapman.
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Those half-rounding guards
Just met, and closing stood in squadron joined.

Milton.

They gladly thither haste
;
and by a choir

Of squadroned angels hear his carol sung. Id.

Then beauteous Atys, with lulus bred,
Of equal age, the second squadron led. Dryden.
Rome could not maintain its dominion over so

many provinces, without squadrons ready equipt.
Arbuthnot.

SQUADRON (Fr. escadron), a body of ca-

valry composed of two troops. The number is

not fixed, but is generally from eighty to 19,0

men. The oldest troop always takes the right
of the squadron, the second the left. The most
scientific and the most experienced officers have

always held the cavalry in high estimation. The
services which have been rendered by this body
of men ; their innumerable successes, of which so

many records are preserved both in ancient and
modern history, together with the unanimous

approbation of those authors who are considered

as masters in the art of war; all these circum-

stances sufficiently evince that cavalry is not

only useful but indispensably necessary in war.

Marshal Turenne was known to say Avec une
bonne cavalerie, on travaille Jarmee de son en-

nemie par detail; with a body of good cavalry
one works, or harasses, the army of one's enemy
by detail

; meaning thereby, that the desultory
and rapid movements of dragoons, if properly
managed, are of a nature to destroy the best

concerted plans of an adversary, by hanging
upon his flanks, driving in his outposts> inter-

cepting his convoys, and by taking advantage of

every opening during the heat of engagement.
The Austrians had a memorable instance of the

latter, when the French general Desaix, at the

head of a body of horse, decided the fate of the

battle of Marengo. In pursuits the superiority
of the cavalry is unquestionable.
SQUADRON OF SHIPS either implies a detach-

ment of ships employed on any particular expe-
dition, or the third part of a naval armament.

SQUAL'ID, adj. Lat. sqwlidus. Foul ; nasty ;

filthy.

A doleful case desires a doleful song,
Without vain art or curious compliments ;

And squalid fortune into baseness flowing
Doth scorn the pride of wonted ornaments.

Spenser.
Uncombed his locks, and squalid his attire,

Unlike the trim of love and gay desire.

Dryden's Knight's Tale.

SQUALL, v. n. & n. s. Swed. squala. To
scream out as a child or woman frightened ;

a

gust of wind or rain.

In my neighbourhood, a very pretty prattling
shoulder of veal squalls out at the sight oif a knife.

Spectator.
I put five into my coat-pocket ; and, as to the

sixth, I made a countenance as if I would eat him
alive. The poor man squalled terribly. Swift.

Cornelius sunk back on a chair
; the guests stood

astonished ; the infant squalled.
Arbuthnot and Pope.

There oft are heard the notes of infant woe,
The short thick sob, loud scream, and shriller squall.

Pope.
A SQUALL iz a violent blast of wind usually

occasioned by the interruption and reverberation

of the wind from high mountains. These are

very frequent in the Mediterranean, particularly
that part of it called the Levant, as produced by
the repulsion and new direction which the wind
meets with in its

passage between the various
islands of the Archipelago.
SQUAL'OR, n. s. Lat. squalor. Coarseness;

nastiness; want of cleanliness and neatness.

Take heed that their new flowers and sweetness
do not as much corrupt as the others dryness and

squalor. Ben Jnnson .

What can filthy poverty give else, but beggary,
fulsome nastiness, squalor, ugliness, hunger, and
thirst 1 Burton.

SQUALUS, the shark, in ichthyology, a genus
arranged by Linnaeus under the class of am-

phibia, and the order of nantes; but by Gmelin
more properly referred to the class of pisces, and
order of chondropterygii. The head is obtuse ;

on the sides of the neck there are from four to

seven semilunar spiracles. The eyes are oblone;,

vertical, half covered, and before the foramen

temporale. The mouth is situated in the interior

and lower part of the head, and is armed with
several rows of teeth, which are serrated, acute,

partly moveable and partly fixed, and unequal in

form. The body is oblong, tapering, and rough,
with very tender prickles. The ventral fins are

much less than the pectoral, and are situated

round the anus and genitals. Sharks are seldom
destructive in the temperate regions : it is in the

torrid zone that their ravages are most frequent.
In the West Indies accidents happen from them

daily. During the American war, in 1780, while

the Pallas frigate was lying in Kingston Harbour,
a young north American jumped overboard one

evening to make his escape, and perished by a

shark in a shocking manner. He had been cap-
tured in a small vessel, lost all his property, and
was detained by compulsion in the English navy
to serve in a depredatory war against his country.
But he, animated with that spirit which pervaded
every bosom in America, resolved, as soon as he
arrived at some port, to release himself from the

mortifying state of employing his life against his

country, which, as he said when dying, he was

happy to lay down as he could not employ it

against her enemies. He plunged into the water;
the Pallas was a quarter of a mile from the shore.

A shark perceived him, and followed him very

quietly till he came near the shore; where, as he

was hanging by a rope that moored a vessel to a

wharf, scarcely out of his depth, the shark seized

his right leg, stripped the flesh entirely from the

bones, and took the foot off at the ancle. He
still kept his hold, and called to the people in

the vessel near him, who were standing on the

deck and saw the affair. The shark then seized

his other leg, which the man by his. struggling

disengaged from his teeth, but with the flesh cut

through down to the bone into a multitude of

narrow slips. The people in the vessel threw

billets of wood into the water and frightened the

shark away. The young man was brought on

shore. Dr. Moseley was called to him
; but he

had lost so much blood before any assistance

could be given him that he expired before the

mangled limbs could be taken off. A few weeks

before this a shark, of twelve feet in length, was
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caught in the harbour; and on being opened the

entire head of a man was found in his stomach.

The scalp and flesh of the face were macerated

to a soft pulpy substance, which, on being

touched, separated entirely from the bones. The
bones were somewhat softened and the sutures

loosened. Moseley on Tropical Diseases. A
very extraordinary instance of intrepidity and

friendship is eiven by Mr. Hughes in his Na-

tural History of Barbadoes. It happened about

the end of queen Anne's wars at Barbadoes.

The sailors of the York Merchant having ven-

tured into the sea to wash themselves, a large
shark made toward them; upon which they swam

hack, and all reached the boat except one, whom
the monster overtook, and griping him by the

small of his back, soon cut him asunder, and

swallowed the lower part of his body ; the re-

maining part was taken up and carried on board,
where a comrade of his was, whose friendship
with the deceased had been long and reciprocal.
When he saw the severed trunk of his friend,

with a horror and emotion too great for words

to paint, he vowed that he would make the de-

vourer disgorge or be swallowed himself in the

same grave, and plunged into the deep armed
with a sharp-pointed knife. The shark no sooner

saw him but he made furiously toward him ;

both equally eager, the one for his prey the other

for revenge. The moment the shark opened his

rapacious jaws, his adversary dexterously diving,
and grasping him with his left hand somewhat
below the upper fins, successfully employed his

knife in his right hand, giving him repeated stabs

in the belly ; the enraged shark, after many un-

availing efforts, finding himself overmatched in

his own element, endeavouring to disengage him-

self, sometimes plunging to the bottom, then mad
with pain rearing his uncouth form, now stained

with his own streaming blood, above the foam-

ing waves. The crews of the surrounding ves-

sels saw the unequal combat, uncertain from
which of the combatants the streams of blood
issued

; till at length the shark, much weakened

by the loss of blood, made toward the shore, and
with him his conqueror, who, now assured of

victory, pushed his foe with redoubled ardor,

and, by the help of an ebbing tide, dragged him
on shore, ripped up his bowels, and united and
buried the severed carcase of his friend. It is

evident (says Dr. Moseley) that digestion in these

animals is not performed by trituration, nor by
the muscular action of the stomach

; though na-
ture lias furnished them with a stomach of won-
derful force and thickness, and far exceeding
that of any other creature. Whatever their force

of digestion is it has no effect upon their young
ones, which always retreat into their stomachs in

time of danger. That digestion is not performed
by heat m fish is equally evident. The coolness
of the stomach of these fishes is far greater than
the temperature of the water out of which they
are taken ; or of any other part of the fish, or of

any other substance of animated nature I ever
felt. On wrapping one of them round my hand,

immediately on being taken out of the fish, it

cpused so much aching and numbness that I could
not endure it long. Of these voracious sea-

monsters there are thirty-three species; of which

the following is an exact list, with descripuonk
of the most remarkable :

1. S. acanthias, the picked dog-fish. Tnere H
another species which has the same English name,
and probably the same characters.

2. S. Africanus, the African shark, or galonne,
abounds on the coasts of Africa.

3. S. Americanus, the American shark, or liehe,

swarms on the coasts of America.

4. S. barbatus, the barbu, or bearded shark.

5. S. canicula, the greater dog-fish, or spotted

shark, is distinguished by large nostrils, which

are covered by a lobe and worm-shaped flap, or

by the position of the anal fin, which is at an

equal distance from the anus and tail. The body
is spotted ; the head is small, with a short snout;

the eyes are oblong; the iris whitish; the mouth
is large and oblong, armed with three rows of

teeth
;
the tongue is cartilaginous ; the anus is

before the middle of the body ; the first dorsal

fin is behind the ventral fins; the other, which is

less, is almost opposite the anal fin ; the caudal

fin is narrow and marginated. This species is

found in almost every sea, is about four feet

long, extremely voracious, generally feeding on

fishes, and is long lived. The skin, which is

spotted like a leopard, is used when dried for

various purposes.
6. S. carcharias, the requiu, or white shark,

is often thirty feet long, and, according to Gil-

lius, weighs 4000 Ibs. The mouth is sometimes

furnished with a six-fold row of teeth, flat, trian-

gular, and exceedingly sharp at their edges, and

finely serrated. Mr. Pennant had one rather

more than an inch and a half long. Grew says
that those in the jaws of a shark two yards in

length are not half an inch ; so that the fish to

which this tooth belonged must have been six

yards long, provided the teeth and body kept

pace in their growth. This dreadful apparatus,
when the fish is in a state of repose, lies quite
flat in the mouth

;
but when he seizes his prey

he has power of erecting them by the help of a

set of muscles that join them to the jaw. The
mouth is placed far beneath ; for which reason

these, as well as the rest of the kind, are obliged
to turn on their backs to seize their prey ; which
is an observation as ancient as the days of Pliny.
The eyes are large; the back broad, flat, and

shorter than that of other sharks. The tail is of

a semilunar form, but the upper part is larger

than the lower. It has vast stiength in the tai

and can strike with great force ;
so that the sailors

instantly cut it off with an axe as soon as they
draw one on board. The pectoral fins are very

large, which enables it to swim with great swift-

ness. The color of the whole body and fins is a

light ash. The ancients were acquainted with

this fish
;
and Oppian gives a long and enter-

taining account of its capture. Their flesh is

sometimes eaten, but is esteemed coarse. They
are the dread of the sailors in all hot climates,

where they constantly attend the ships in expec-
tation of what may drop overboard : a man that

has that misfortune perishes without redemption.
A master of a Guinea ship informed Mr. Pen-
nant that a rage of suicide prevailed among his

new-bought slaves, from a notion the unhappy
creatures had, that after death they should be re-
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stored again to their families, friends, and coun-

try. To convince them at least that they should

not re-animate their bodies he ordered one of

their corpses to be tied by the heels to a rope
and lowered into the sea; and, though it was
drawn up again as fast as the united force of the

crew could be exerted, yet in that short space
the sharks had devoured every part but the feet,

which were secured at the end of the cord.

Swimmers very often perish by them ; some-
times they lose an arm or a leg, and sometimes

are bit quite asunder, serving but for two morsels

for this ravenous animal : a melancholy tale of

this kind is related in a West India ballad, pre-
served in Dr. Percy's Relics of ancient English

poetry. This species inhabits the abyss of the

ocean, and only appears on the surface when
allured by its prey. It is the most voracious of

all animals, not even, it is said, sparing its own

offspring, and often swallowing its prey entire.

This is probably the species offish that swallowed
the prophet Jonah ;

for a whale it could not be
without an additional miracle.

7. S. catulus, the smaller dog-fish, has a large
head ; the pupil of the eye is black ; the iris

white ; the snout is of a bright hue ; the mouth,
which is large, is situated between the nostrils,

and is armed with four rows of teeth, serrated

with three points bent inwards; those in the

middle between the two mandibles are longer
than the rest. The tongue is broad and smooth ;

the spiracles are five
; the back is tapering and

yellowish; the sides are somewhat compressed;
the tail longer than the body, and the caudal fin

is narrow and marginated ; the anterior anal and
dorsal fins are behind the ventral ; the posterior
dorsal fin is opposite to the anal. They inhabit

the Mediterranean, Northern, and Indian Ocean,
and are two or three feet long.

8. S. centrina, the humantin.
9. S. cinereus, or the perlon.
10. S. cirratus, the curled shark.

11. S. cornubius, the por-beagle, or Beau-
maris shark.

12. S. Fernandinus, the Fernandine shark.

This species swarms near Juan Fernandez.
13. S. Galeus, the tope.
14. S. Glaucus, the blue shark, is about seven

feet long. The color of the back is a fine blue ;

the belly a silvery white; the head is flat; the

eyes small and roundish ; the teeth are almost

triangular, elongated, and pointed, but not ser-

rated. The anus is very near the tail; the ante-

rior dorsal fin is situated before the ventral fins,

about the middle of the body, and is almost tri-

angular ; the posterior dorsal fin is equal to the

anal fin, and is placed nearer the tail
; the pec-

toral fins are large, long, and marginated ; and
the ventral are blue above and white below;
the caudal is blue, divided into two lobes, of

which the superior is much longer than the in-

ferior lobe. This species is frequent in every
sea, and is fierce ; but not very destructive in

our seas.

15. S. griseus, the griset.
16. S. Indicus, the Indian shark, abounds in

the Indian Ocean.
17. S. Isabella has a wrinkled spotted skin,

and the anterior dorsal fin is perpendicular to
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the abdominal fins. The body is somewhat flat;

the head short, large, and obtuse. The teeth are

disposed in six rows, compressed short, and tri-

angular, having a notch on each side of their

bases. The eyes are sunk
; the iris is of a copper

color, and the pupil is black and oblong. The
fins of the back are almost square ; the caudal
fin is divided into two lobes, and the lateral line

is parallel to the back. The upper part of the

body is of a reddish ash-color, with blackish

spots disposed irregularly. The under part is

of a dirty white hue. This species is found near

New Zealand, and is about two feet and a half

long.
18. S. kumalis, the kumal.

1 9. S. longicaudus, the long-tailed shark.

20. S. massasa, the massasa.

21. S. maximus, the basking shark, or the

sun-fish of the Irish. This species has been long
known to the inhabitants of the south and west

of Ireland and Scotland, and those of Caernar-

vonshire and Anglesey; but is described by no

English writer except Mr. Pennant; and has

been mistaken for, and confounded with, the

luna of Rondeletius, which English writers call

the sun-fish. The Irish and Welsh give it the

same name, from its lying as if to sun itself on
the surface of the water; and for the same reason

Mr. Pennant calls it the basking shark. Jt was

long taken for a species of whale, till Mr. Pen-
nant pointed out the bronchial orifices on the

sides, and the perpendicular site of the tail.

These are migratory fish; in a certain number of

years they are seen in multitudes on the Welsh

seas, though in most summers a single strayed
fish appears. They inhabit the northern seas,

even as high as the arctic circle. They visited

the bays of Caernarvonshire and Anglesey in vast

shoals in the summers of 1756 and a few suc-

ceeding years, continuing there only the hot

months; for they quitted the coast about Mi-

chaelmas. These fish visited these seas in vast

numbers about fifty years ago. They appear in

the Frith of Clyde and among the Hebrides in

June, in small droves of seven or eight, but

oftener in pairs. They continue in those seas

till the end of July. They have nothing of the

fierce and voracious nature of the shark's kind,

and are so tame as to suffer themselves to be

stroked ; they generally lie motionless on the

surface, commonly on their bellies, but some-

times on their backs. Their food seems to con-

sist entirely of sea plants, no remains of fish being
ever discovered in the stomachs of numbers that

were cut up, except some green stuff, the half

digested parts of algse, and the like. Linnaeus

says they feed on medusae. At certain times

they are seen sporting on the waves, and leaping
with vast agility several feet out of the water.

They swim very deliberately, with the dorsal fins

above water. Their length is from three to

twelve yards, and sometimes longer. Their form

is rather slender. The upper jaw is much larger

than the lower, and blunt at the end. The tail is

very large, and the upper part remarkably longer
than the lower. The upper part of the body is

of a deep leaden color ;
the belly white. The

skin is rough like shagreen, but less so on the

belly. In the mouth, towards the throat, is a

U
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very short sort of whale-bone. The liver is of a

great size, but that of the female is the largest ;

some weigh above 1000 Ibs., and yield a great

quantity of pure and sweet oil, fit for lamps,
and also much used to cure bruises, burns, and
rheumatic complaints. A large fish has afforded
to the captors a profit of 20. They are vivipa-
rous; a young one about a foot in length being
found in the belly of a fish of this kind. One
found dead on the shore of Loch Ranza in the
Isle of Arran measured as follows : The whole

length twenty-seven feet four inches; first dorsal
fin three feet; second one foot; pectoral fin

four feet ; ventral two feet ; the upper lobe of
the tail five feet; the lower three. They will

permit a boat to follow them without accelerating
their motion till it comes almost within contact,
when a harpooner strikes his weapon into them
us near to the gills as possible. But they are
often so insensible as not to move till the united

strength of two men have forced in the harpoon
deeper. As soon as they perceive themselves
wounded they fling up their tail and plunge
headlong into the bottom; and frequently coil
the rope round them in their agonies, attempt-
ing to disengage the harpoon by rolling on the

ground, for it is often found greatly bent. As
soon as they discover that their efforts are in vain

they swim away with amazing rapidity, and with
such violence that there has been an instance of
a vessel of seventy tons having been towed away
against a fresh gale. They sometimes run off
with 200 fathoms of line, and with two harpoons
in them ; and will employ the fishers for twelve
and sometimes for twenty-four hours before they
are subdued. When killed they are either hauled
on shore, or, if at a distance from land, to the
vessel's side. The liver (the only useful part) is

taken out and melted into oil in kettles. A large
fish will yield eight barrels of oil, and two of
sediment.

22. S. mustelus, the smooth hound shark.
23. S. ocellatus, the oeille.

24. S. pristis, the sole, or saw-fish, is some-
times fifteen feet long, smooth, black on the up-
per parts, ash-colored on the sides, and white
underneath. The head is flat and conical

; the
beak or snout projecting from the nose is about
five feet long, covered with a coriaceous skin,
and armed on each side, generally with twenty-
four long, strong and sharp-pointed teeth

; but
the number varies with age. The teeth are gra-
nulated ; the eyes large, the iris of a 2olden co-
lor, and the spiracles five. The anterior dorsal
fin corresponds to those of the belly ; the poste-
rior is situated in the middle, between the for-
mer and apex of the tail

; the pectoral fins are
broad and long , the caudal is shorter than in
the other species. It inhabits all the seas from
Greenland to Brasil : and is found also in the
Indian Ocean. It is harmless.

25. S. spinax, the sagre, or picked dog-fish,
takes its name from a strong and sharp spine
placed just before each of the back fins, distin-

guishing it at once from the rest of the British
sharks. The nose is long, and extends greatly
beyond the mouth, but is blunt at the end. The
teeth are disposed in two rows, are small and
sharp, and bend from the middle of each jaw to-

wards the corners of the mouth. The back is of
a brownish ash-color; the belly white. It grows
to the weight of about twenty pounds This

species swarms on the coasts of Scotland, where
it is taken, split, and dried; and is a food among
the common people. It forms a sort of inland

commerce, being carried on women's backs four-
teen or sixteen miles up the country, and sold or

exchanged for necessaries.

26. S. spinosus, the bouele, or spinous shark.
27. S. squamosus, the ecailleux, or scaly

shark.

28. S. squatina, the angel-fish, or rather devil-

fish, is from six to eight feet long, has a large
head, teeth broad at their base, but slender and
very sharp above, and disposed in five rows all

round the jaws. Like those, of all sharks, they
are capable of being raised or depressed by means
of muscles uniting them to the jaws, not being
lodged in sockets as the teeth of cetaceous fish

are. The back is of a pale ash-color, and very
rough ; along the middle is a prickly tubercu-
lated line ; the belly is white and smooth. The
pectoral fins are very large, and extend horizon-

tally from the body to a great distance: they
have some resemblance to wings, whence its name.
The ventral fins are placed in the same manner,
and the double penis is placed in them ; which
forms another character of the males in this ge-
nus. This species connects the genus of rays
and sharks, partaking somewhat of the character
of both

; yet it is an exception to each in the
situation of the mouth, which is placed at the

extremity of the head. It is pretty frequent on
most of our coasts, where it prowls about for

prey. It is extremely voracious; and feeds on
flounders and flat fish, which keep at the bottom
of the water. It is exceedingly fierce, and dan-

gerous to be approached. Mr. Pennant men-
tions a fisherman whose leg was terribly torn by
a large one of this species, which lay within his

nets in shallow water, and which he went to lay
hold of incautiously. The aspect of these, as
well as the rest of the genus, have much malig-
nity in them

; their eyes are oblong, and placed
lengthwise in their head, sunk in it, and over-

hung by the skin, and seem fuller of malevolence
than fire. Their skin is very rough ; the an-
cients made use of it to polish wood and ivory,
as we do at present that of the greater dog-fish.
The flesh is now but little esteemed on account
of its coarseness and rankness

; yet Archestratus

(as quoted by Athenaeus, p. 319) speaking of the
fish of Miletus, gives this the first place, in re-

spect to delicacy, of the whole cartilaginous
tribe. They grow to a great size

; being some-
times nearly a hundred weight.

29. S. stellaris, the greater cat-fish. The
head is marked with points ;

the abdominal fins

are united and sharp at the apex ; the dorsal fins

extend almost to the tail
; the skin is reddish,

marked with black spots of different sizes, and
is of .a dirty ash-color below. It is from two to

six feet long; resembles the canicula, but is dis-

tinguished by larger and fewer spots, by a snout
somewhat longer, a tail somewhat shorter, and
nostrils almost shut. The female brings forti-

nineteen or twenty young at a time. They in-

habit the European seas, living chiefly on shell
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fish, molluscae, and other small fishes. The dor-

sal fins are equal; the anterior one being behind
the middle of the body, and the posterior one

being a little behind the anal.

30. S. tiburo, the pantouflier of Broussonet.
31. S. tigrinus is about fifteen feet long; the

body is long, of unequal thickness, black, inter-

spersed with white stripes and spots, irregularly
and transversely. The head is large ; the rnouth
low and transverse, the upper jaw having two
curls ; the upper lip is thick and prominent ;

there are five spiracles on each side, the last two

being united so as to give the appearance only
of four ; the mandibles are armed with very small

pointed teeth; the tongue is short and thick;
the eyes small and oblong ;

the pupil azure co-
lored ; the iris black. The abdomen is broad ;

the pectoral fins are broad, and rounded at the

extremity. The anterior dorsal fin is opposite to

the ventral fins, and the posterior dorsal fin to
the anal. The tail is compressed on both sides,
and the fin which terminates it is hollow. They
are found in the Indian Ocean, and live chiefly
on shell fish.

32. S. vulpes, the sea-fox, is most remarkable
for the great length of its tail, the body being
about seven feet long, and the tail six feet. The
head is short and conical

; the eyes are large ;

the jaws are armed in a dreadful manner with
three rows of triangular, compressed, and point-
ed teeth ; the tongue is blunt; the lateral line is

straight, the anterior dorsal fin is placed about
the middle of the back

; the posterior, which
consists of two pointed lobes, is opposite to the
anal fin ; the ventral fins are very near one ano-

ther; the anal is acuminated
; the inferior lobe

of the tail is about a foot long ; the upper, which
is shaped like a scythe, is five times longer. This

species inhabits the Mediterranean, the coast of
Scotland and England. It is covered with
small scales; its back is ash-colored, belly
whitish. It is extremely voracious. The an-
cients styled this fish a\wm)Z, and vulpes, from
its supposed cunning. They believed that when
it had the misfortune to have taken a bait, it

swallowed the hook till it got at the cord, which
it bit off and so escaped.

33. S. zygaena, the marteau, or balance-fish,
is frequently six feet long, and weighs 500 Ibs.

The head is elongated on each side; the fore

part is bent back, and convex both above and
below. At the extremities of the elongated part
are the eyes, which are large, prominent and
directed downwards; the iris is of a golden co-

lor; the mouth is arched, and near the begin-
ning of the trunk. It has a horrible appearance
from the teeth, which are arranged in three or
tour rows, and are broad pointed, and serrated
on both sides. The tongue is thick, broad, and
like a man's. The trunk is long and tapering;
the fins are semicircular on the margin, and
black at the basis; the ventral fins are separate;
the anal and posterior dorsal fins are small ; the
anterior dorsal fin is large, and neai the head ;

the caudal is long. This species inhabits the
Mediterranean Sea and the Indian Ocean, It is

one of the most voracious of the whole tribe.

SQUAMARIA, in botany. See LATHR*A.
SQUAMOSA RADIX. See BOTANY.
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SQUA'MOUS, adj. Lat. squameus. Scaly ;

covered with scales.

The sea was replenished with fish of the cartila-

ginous and squamose, as of the testaceous and crus-
taceous kinds. Woodward.

Those galls and balls are produced in the gems of
oak, which may be called squamuus oak cones.

Derham's Physico- T/ieo ogy.
SQUAMOUS, in anatomy, an epithet applied to

the spurious or false futures of the skull, be-
cause composed of squamae, or scales like those
of fishes.

SQUAN'DER, v. a. i Saxon rcen^an ;

SQUAJ/DERER, n. s. ) Teut. scliwendcn. To
scatter lavishly; to spend profusely ; to throw
away in idle prodigality ; scatter : a spendthrift ;

prodigal ; lavisher.

He hath an argosie bound to Tripolis, another to
the Indies, and other ventures he hath squandered
abroad.

Shakspeare.
The troops we squandered first again appear

From several quaiters, and inclose the rear.

Drydeit
Plenty in their own keeping teaches them frow

the beginning to be squanderers and wasters. Locke.

They often squandered, but they never gave.
Saville.

We squander away some part of our fortune at

Play- Atterbury.
How uncertain it is, whether the years we pro-

pose to ourselves shall be indulged to us
; uncertain

whether we shall have power, or even inclination, to

improve them better than those we now squundei
away. Ji,

lgers .

True friends would rather see such thoughts as

they communicate only to one another, than what
they squander about to all the world. Pope.

Never take a favourite waiting-maid, to insinuate
how great a fortune you brought, and how little you
are allowed to squander. Swifi.

SQUARCIONE (Francis), an eminent Italiru

painter, born in 1394. He formed his taste on
the finest antiques. For that purpose he travell-

ed into Greece, where he copied the relics of

pntiquity. On his return to Italy he obtained
the highest reputation, insomuch that he was

styled the father of painting. He died in 1474.

SQUARE, adj., n. s., v.a., ) Welsh ysgwdr ;

SQUARENESS, n.s.
|~& v. n. \ Italian squadra ;

Span, esquadra, of Lat. quadratus. Rectangular ;

cornered
; parallel ; suitable; strong; compact:

a figure of this kind
; the area of the figure ;

content of an angle; rule; regularity ;
for a

square number, see below; quaternion ;
the

number four; the astrological situation of planets
distant 90 : to square is, to form into a square or

into right angles : hence to adjust; measure ; fit :

as a verb neuter, suitor fit with; also to oppose;
go to opposite sides (obsolete) : squareness is

the state of being square.
All the doors and posts were square, with the win-

dows. Kings,

Catching up in haste his three square shield,
And shining helmet, soon him buckled to the field.

Spenser.
Then did a sharped spire of diamond bright ;

Ten feet eacli way, in square appear to me,

Justly proportioned up into his height,
So far as archer might his level see. Id.

The whole ordinance of that government was at

first evil plotted, and through other oversights came
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more out of square, to that disorder which it is now
come unto. Id. Ireland.

In St. Paul's time the integrity of Rome was fa-

mous ;
Corinth many ways reproved ; they of Gala-

tia much more out of square. Hooker.

She 's a most triumphant lady, if report be square

to her. Shaktpeare.
All have not offended ;

For those that were, it is not square to take

On those that are, revenge ; crimes like to lands

Are not inherited. Id. Timon of A thens.

He alone

Dealt on lieutenantry, and no practice had

In the brave squares of war. Shahspeare.

I profess

Myself an enemy to all other joys
Which the most precious square of sense possesses,

And find Lam alone felicitate

In your dear love. Id.

Stubborn criticks, apt, without a theme

For depravation, to square all the sex

By Cressid's rule. Id.

How frantickly I square my talk ! Id.

Are you such fools

To square for this 1 would it offend you then

That both should speed 1 Id. Titus Andronicus.

Nothing so much setteth this art of influence out

of square and rule as education. Raleigh.

God has designed us a measure of our undertak-

ings ; his word aud law, by the proportions whereof

we are to square our actions. Decay of Piety.

The oracle was enforced to proclaim Socrates to

be the wisest man in the world
;
because he applied

his studies to the moral part, the squaring men's lives.

Hammond.
O'er Libra's sign a crowd of foes prevails,

The icy goat and crab that square the scales.

Creech.

Raised of grassy turf their table was ;

And on her ample square from side to side

All autumn piled.
Milton.

To the' other five

Their planetary motions and aspects,
In sextile, tquare, and trine, and opposite,
Of noxious efficacy. Id. Paradise Lost.

Eye me, blest providence, and square my trial

To my proportioned strength. Milton.

In rectangle triangles the square which is made of

the side that subtendeth the right angle is equal to

the squares which are made of the sides containing
the right angle. Browne.

He employs not on us the hammer and the chizzel,

with an intent to wound or mangle us, but only to
'

tquare and fashion our hard and stubborn hearts.

Boyle's Seraphick Love.

We live not on the square with such as these,

Such are our betters who can better please.

Dryden .

His preaching much, but more iiis practice

wrought ;

A living sermon of the truths he taught :

For this by rules severe his life he squared,

That all might see the doctrine which they heard.

Id.

Men should sort themselves with their equals ;

for a rich man that converses upon the square with a

poor man, shall certainly undo him. L'Estrange.
I shall break no squares whether it be so or not.

Id.

This instrument is for striking lines square to other

lines or straight sides, and try the squareness of their

work. Moxon.

Some professions can equally tquare themselves to,

and thri-ve under, all revolutions of government.
South.

The statue of Alexander VII. stands in the large

square of the town. Additoii on Italy.

Water and air the varied form confound ;

The straight looks crooked, and the square grow
round. Prior.

Circles to square, and cubes to double,

Would give a man excessive trouble. Id.

His description squares exactly to lime.

Woodward.

These marine bodies do not square with those opi-

nions, but exhibit phenomena that thwart them.

Id.

Advance thy golden mountains to the skies,

On the broad base of fifty thousand rise :

Add one round hundred
; and, if that's not fair,

Add fifty more, and bring it to a square. Pope.

This must convince all such who have, upon a

wrong interpretation, presumed to square opinions

by theirs, and have in loud exclamations shewn their

abhorrence of university education. Su-ift.

Motion, squareness, or any particular shape, are

the accidents of body. Watts's Logic*.

SQUARE, in geometry, a quadrilateral figure
both equilateral and equiangular. See GEO-
METRY.

SQUARE, among mechanics, an instrument

consisting of two rules or branches, fastened per-

pendicularly at one end of their extremities, so as

to form a right angle. It is of great use in the

description and mensuration of right angles, and

laying down perpendiculars.
SQUARE, HOLLOW, in the military art, body

of foot drawn up with an empty space in the

middle, for the colors, drums, and baggage, faced

and covered by the pikes every way, to keep off

the horse.

SQUARE NUMBER is the product arising from
a number multiplied by itself. Thus 4 is the

square of 2, and 16 the square of 4
The series of square in-

tegers is 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, &c.

which are the squares of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, &c.
Or the square fractions J, 3, fs , & $, $, &c.
which are the squares of , , 3, 3 |> ?>

&c

Square numbers have remarkable properties,
of which the following are some of the most

interesting, viz. 1. Every square number is of

one of the forms 4 n or 4 n + 1 ; that is, every

square, when divided by 4, will leave either or

1 for a remainder; and, understanding this ex-

pression still in the same sense, the following
table will express the torms of square numbers
to the moduli or divisors. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, and 12.

|

Moduli.
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- 2. Hence, by exclusion, we may derive the

following table of impossible forms, viz.

Impossible Forms for Squares.

3+2
4+2 4w+3
5+2

7n+5 7+682 8ra393 9-|-5 9n+8
10n2 103
llw+2 llw+6 lln+ 711n+8 lbt+10
122 12w-j-3 12n5 12W+6 12n+ 8

12/z-r-lO

These formulae, as they involve no higher

power of the indeterminate n than the first, are

called linear forms ; but, by means of them, we

easily arrive at a variety of quadratic formulae,

which it is extremely useful to be acquainted

with, in practising the diophantine or indeter-

minate analysis. A person unacquainted with

these exclusions, required to find two such num-

bers, that double the square of one, added to

triple the square of the other, should be a

square, would see nothing impossible in the

proposition, and might therefore lose many
useless hours in the research ; whereas, by a

little attention to the impossible and possible

forms, he would find the problem absolutely

impossible, and hence spare himself much use-

less labor.

3. The method of deducing impossible quad-
ratic forms from the linear ones above given will

be seen immediately from a single example.
Let it be required to ascertain whether the

equaton 2 x* + 3 y
3 ~ w' be possible or im-

possible. First, we may assume x. y, and w,

prime to each other ; for, if x and y h?ve a com-
mon divisor, w must have the same, and the

whole equation may be divided by it
; whereby

it will be reduced to another equation 2 x'
2

-j-

3 y
2 w' 2

,
in which these quantities have no

longer a common divisor, or in other words they
are prime to each other.

Since, then, x and y are prime to each other,

they cannot be both of the form 3 n
; for, in this

case, they would have a common divisor 3. Let

then, first, ^ be of the form 3 n, and y
3 of the

form 3 n + 1
; then 2 x3

is of the form 3 n, and
3 y

1 of the form 3 n' + 3, and consequently
their sum will have the form 3 n, which is im-

possible, because, in this case, w and x would
nave a common divisor 3; and, if we suppose
a? of the form 3n -f- 1, and v

2 of the form 3 n,
then 2 x* + 3y

2
is of the form 3 n + 2, which

is an impossible form : and, lastly, if we assume
both of the form 3n -f- 1, then 2 x3 + 3 y

a

would have again the same impossible form
3 ra -)- 2 ; therefore, in no case can 2 x" -f 3y

3

tv3 be possible in integral numbers.
In the same manner a variety of other impos-

sible forms may be deduced, of which the fol-

lowing aie those which most commonly occur.
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5. Modulus 3.

2 t- + 3 u3 = w
5 t

3 + 3 u3 = to*

8 *
2 + 3 MS = w*

(3 p + 2) t
3 + 3 w2 = w*

6. Modulus 5.

2 / 5 M2 w3

3p
3 5u3 =w3

7 *
2 5 u3 r= w2

(5 p 2) *
2 5 w2 = ;*

Or the two latte- general forms may be ren-

dered more comprehensive, by the introduction

of atiother indeterminate
</ ; observing only that

in this case, the quantity must always be prime
to the modulus. With this condition the two
latter may be written thus :

(3 p + 2) <* + 3 q u3 := w2
,
and

(5 p 2) t
3 5 q u3 w3

.

7. Modulus 7.

(7 p + 3) t
3 7 q u3 := w3

(7 /> + 5) *
2 7 q M2 = ws

(7p + 6)t
2 7 qu

3 w3

8. Modulus 11.

(11 p + 2) *
2 11 q M2 w

(lip -f- 6) *
2 11 qu' w*

(lip + 7)*
2 11 ?wj zz w*

9. Modulus 13.

(13 p 2)t
3 13 q w2 w2

(13 f 5)fz 13 9 u3 w-

(13 p 6) <
s 13 9

2 =. u-
3

(13 p 7) <
s 13 9 w2 = u;

3

10. Modulus 17.

(17 p 3) P 17 9 wa := w5

(17 p 5) <
2 17 9 u2 zr w)

s

(17 p 6) t* 17 q u- w>

(17 p 7) t* 17 q u* =. w3

A great variety of impossible forms might have
been given to other moduli ; but the above are

sufficient for our present purpose.
There are also many formulae, which, though

possible singly, become impossible in pairs;
such are the following :

J
2 3? + y

3 -
a
3

lO.\ n .1 *o . ,

I 2 or y
3 w*

14.

15.
x2 + 2 y

a = 22

These might also be carried to a much greater
extent and many collateral properties drawn
from them relative to the impossibility of some

higher powers; we must not, however, carry the

subject farther in this place. The reader who is

desirous of more detailed information may con-
sult Barlow's Elementary Investigation of the

Theory of Numbers, where this part of the doc-
trine of Numbers is carried to a considerable

extent. We shall merely select a few other

distinct properties of squares, as they are given
by the same author in his Mathematical Diction-

ary.
17. The sum of two odd squares cannot be a

square.
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18. An odd square, taken from an even

square, cannot leave a square remainder.

19. If the sum of two squares be itself a

square, one of the three squares is divisible by 5.

20. Square numbers must terminate in one of

the digits 0, 1, 4, 5, 6, or 9.

21. No number of repetend digits can be a

square.
22. The area of a rational right-angled triangle

cannot be equal to a square.
23. The two following series are remarkable

for being such as, when reduced to improper
fractions, the sum of the squares of each nume-
rator and denominator is a complete square ; or,

which is the same, they are the sides of rational

right-angled triangles. These series are as fol-

low, viz. :

1|, 2?, 32, 4$, 5fi, &c. &c.
1 i, 2& 3fe 4& 5&&C.&C.

24. The second differences of consecutive

square numbers are equal to each other, thus :

Squares 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, &c.
First difference 3, 5, 7, 9, &c.

Second difference 2, 2, 2, Sac.

To these we may also add the following;
which are more particularly applicable to the in-

determinate and diophantine analysis.
25. If a number be the sum of two squares,

its double is also the sum of two squares ; for
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n Hence also the sum of two squares, multi-

plied by any power of 2, is the sum of two

squares.
2b'. The product of two numbers, each being

the sum of two squares, is itself the sum of two

squares ;
for

C (x x' + y y)
2 + (xy x'y)*, or

I (x x yyj + (x y + x'yf

Thus, 5 2 2 + I 2

13 32 + 2J

Product 65 = 8s + I
2 or 7* + 41

27. The product of the sum of four squares,

by the sum of four other squares, is itself the

sum of four squares ;
thus :

u;
2 + x* + y*+ z*) X (>" + *" + /* + **)=
(ww' + xx' + yy' + z z')* + (w if x w'

+y*-y*'? +
(y'w xz" y w' + zx')* + (wz

1 + xy
y x' z w'}

2

as will appear by the development of these for-

mulae.

28. Every integral number is either a square,

or the sum of two, three, or four squares. The

latter is one of the celebrated numerical theo-

rems of Fermat, first demonstrated by Lagrange.

SQUAP.E MEASURES, the squares of the lineal

measures ;
as in the following table of square

measures :

Square Inches.
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1

If the Side of the

Square be
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Of labouring elbow rouze them, out they rly

Melodious, and with spritely accents charm.

Philipt.

The sinking of the earth would make a convulsion

of the air, and that crack must so shake or squeeze the

atmosphere as to bring down all the remaining va-

pours. Burnet.

A concave sphere of gold filled with water and

soldered up, upon pressing the sphere with great

force, let the water squeeze through it, and stand all

over its outside in multitudes of small drops, like dew,

without bursting or cracking the body of the gold.
Newt oil's Opiicks.

What crowds of these, impenitently bold,

In sounds and jingling syllables grown old,

Still run on poets, in a raging vein,

Even to the dregs and squeezing* of the brain.

Pope.

SQUELCH, n.s. From QUASH. Heavy fall.

A low ludicrous word.

He tore the earth which he had saved

From squelch of knight, and stormed and raved.

Hudibras.

So soon as the poor devil had recovered the squelch,

away he scampers, bawling like mad. L'Estrauge.

SQUIB, n. s. Ital. schioppo. A small pipe
of paper filled with wild fire : any petty fellow.

Asked for their pass by every squib,

That list at will them to revile or snib. Spenser.

The armada at Calais, Sir Walter Raleigh was

wont prettily to say, were suddenly driven away with

squibs ; for it was no more than a stratagem of fire-

boats manless, and sent upon them.

Bacon's War with Spain.

The forest of the south compareth the French valour

to a squib, or fire of flax, which burns and crackles for

a time, but suddenly extinguishes.
Howel's Vocal Forest.

Lampoons, like squibs, may make a present blaze
;

But time, and thunder, pay respect to bays.
Waller.

The squibs, in the common phrase, are called li-

bellers. Tatler.

Furious he begins his march,
Drives rattling o'er a brazen arch :

With squibs and crackers armed, to throw

Among the trembling crowd below. Swift.

SQUILL, n. s. Fr. squille ; Lat. squilla, scilla.

A plant ; a fish ;
an insect.

Seed or kernels of apples and pears, put into a

tquill, which is like a great onion, will come up
earlier than in the earth itself.

Bacon's Natural History.

'Twill down like oxymel of squills. Roscommon.

The self-same atoms

Can, in the truffle, furnish out a feast ;

And nauseate, in the scaly squill, the taste. Garth.

It hath a large acrid bulbous root, like an onion
;

the leaves are broad ;
the flowers are like those of or-

nithogalum, or the starry hyacinth : they grow in

a long spike, and come out before the leaves.

Miller.

The squill insect is so called from some similitude

to the squill fish, in having a long body covered with

a crust, composed of several rings ;
the head broad

and squat. Grew.

SQUILL, in botany. See SCILLA.

SQUILLA, the name of a species of cancer.

See CANCER.

SQUl'NANCY, n. s. Fr. squinance, squinancie ;

Ital. squinantia. An inflammation in the throat ;

a quinsey.

Used for tquinancies ana inflammations of the

throat, it seemeth to have a mollifying and lenifying
virtue. Bacon.

In a squinancy there is danger of suffocation.

Wiseman.

lj.,v.n. &cv.a.~\ Belg. squinte,

SQUINT'EYED, adj. f oblique, trans-

SQUINTIFE'GO, f verse. Looking
SQUIN'V, v. n. J obliquely; looking

not directly ; looking suspiciously : to look ob-

liquely ; to form or turn the eye obliquely : the
two adjectives both mean having the sight ob-

lique : to squiny is to look askant or obliquely.

He was so squinteyed that he seemed spitefully to

look upon them whom he beheld.

Kitolles's History of the Turks.

I remember thine eyes well enough :

Dost thou squiny at me 1 Shakspeare. King I*ar.

This is the foul Flibertigibbet ;
he gives the web

and the pin, squints the eye, and makes the hairlip.

Shakspeare.
Some can squitit when they will ; and children set

upon a table, with a candle behind them, both eyes
will move outwards, to seek the light, and so induce

squinting. Bacon.

Perkin began already to squint one eye upon the

crown, and another upon the sanctuary.
Id. Henry VII.

This is such a false and squinte yed praise,

Which, seeming to look upwards on his glories,
Looks down upon my fears. Denham.
Where an equal poise of hope and fear

Does arbitrate the event, my nature is

That I incline to hope rather than fear,

And gladly banish squint suspicion. Milton.

The timbrel and the squintijego maid
Of Isis awe thee

;
lest the gods, for sin,

Should with a swelling dropsy stuff thy skin.

Dryden.
Not a period of this epistle but squints towards

another over against it. Pope.

SQUINTING, or Strabismus, an affection of

the eyes, occasioned by the optic axis not con-

verging; in consequence of which the organs of

sight appear distorted. Improper habits fre-

quently induce this defect, while the eye and its

muscles are perfect ; for instance, in children,
who accustom themselves to view different things
at one time ;

or who are placed obliquely towards

any object that may attract their attention. Ano-
ther cause is malconformation of the retina, or

such parts as serve to convey impressions to the

point of vision ;
so that persons thus situated are

obliged to turn the eye from the object to be in-

vestigated, in order that they may be enabled to

behold it more distinctly. Farther, it often pro-
ceeds from weakness or defect of either eye, so

that both cannot be mutually employed. Be-

sides, it may be consequent on affections of the

brain, epilepsy, terror, and defluxioris of rheu-

matic humors.

The method of cure to be adopted in this un-

pleasant distortion varies according to the cause.

Thus, in children, and in cases of weakness of

the eyes, it may be remedied by mechanical con-

trivances. Hence, when there is no organic de-

fect in either eye, which is frequently the case

with persons who squint from a depraved habit of

moving their eyes, the disease may often he cured.

Dr. Darwin remarks (Philosophical Transae
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tions, vol. Ixviii.), that in all the squinting people
he had occasion to attend, one eye was less per-
fect than the other; these patients are, in his

opinion, certainly curable, by covering the best

ye many hours in the day ; as, by a more fre-

quent use of the weak eye, it not only acquires a

Labit of turning to the objects which the patient
tvishes to see, but gains at the same time a more
distinct vision : in both these respects, the better

eye is under some disadvantage, which also facili-

tates the cure. This ingenious physician relates,

in the same paper, a remarkable case of a boy,
then five years old (now or lately a reputable

English clergyman at Edinburgh), who had the mis-

fortune of viewing every object with one eye only at

a time. Dr. Darwin directed a paper gnomon
to be made, and affixed to a cap ; and when this

artificial nose was placed over the patient's real

nose, so as to project an inch between his eyes,
the child, rather than turn his head so far to look

at oblique objects, immediately began to exert

the eye which was nearest to them. But, having
the misfortune to lose his father, soon after this

method was begun to be followed, the child was

neglected for six years, during which time the

liabit was confirmed in such a manner as seemed

to leave little room to iiope for a cure. Dr.

Darwin, however, being again called, attempted
a second time to remove the deformity, by a

similar contrivance. A gnomon of thin brass was

made, to stand over his nose, with a half-circle of

the same metal to go round his temples : these

were covered with black silk ; and, by means of

a buckle behind his head, and a cross-piece over

the crown of his head, this gnomon was worn
without any inconvenience, and projected before

his nose about two inches and a half. By the

use of this machine, he soon found it less incon-

venient to view all oblique objects with the eye
next to them, instead of the eye opposite to them.

After this habit was weakened, by a week's use of

the gnomon, two bits of wood, about the size of

a goose-quill, were blackened all but a quarter of

an inch at their summits; these were frequently

presented to him to look at ; one being held on

one side the extremity of his black gnomon, and

the other on the opposite. In viewing these,

they were gradually brought forward beyond the

gnomon, and then one was concealed behind

the other : by such means, in another week, he

could bend both his eyes on the same object for

half a minute together ; and, by continuing the

use of the same machine, he was in a fair way of

being cured.

Lastly, if squinting arise from any adventi-

tious circumstance, such as terror, defluxions of

humors, &c., the removal of those causes will

also cure the disorder ; but, where it originates
from mal-conformation of the organs of vision,

or has been so long neglected as to become con-

firmed, it is not in the power of art to afford any
relief. See MEDICINE.

SQUIRE, n. s. Contraction of esquiie. Fr.

escuyer. See ESQUIRE. A gentleman next in

rank to a knight.

He will maintain you like a gentlewoman. Ay,
that I wilt, come cut and long tail under the degree
of a "luire. Shuhsncure.
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The rest are princes, barons, knights, squtret,

And gentlemen of blood. Id. Heiiru V.

Return with her ! 1 could as well be brought
To knee his throne, and sjuire-like pension beg,
To keep base life a-foot. Id. King Lear.

Old Butes' form he took, Anchises' squire,

Now left to rule Ascanius. Dryden's JEneid.

Knights, squires, and steeds, must enter on tlie

stage. Pope.

SQUIRE (Samuel), D.D. and F. R.S. &c., a

late eminent English prelate, born at Warmin-

ster, in Wilts, in 1714, and educated at St.

John's College, Cambridge, of which he became
a fellow. His father was an apothecary. In

1749 he graduated, and was made rector of Tops-
field ;

in 1750 rector of St. Anne, Westminster;
in 1760 dean of Bristol; and in 1761 bishop
of St. David's. He died May 7th, 1766. He
was a fellow of the Royal and Antiquarian Socie-

ties, and a constant attendant. His chief works

are, 1. An Enquiry into the Nature of the En-

glish Constitution, or an Historical Essay on the

Anglo-Saxon Government. 2. The Ancient

History of the Hebrews vindicated ; Cambridge,
1741. 3. Two Essays: i. A Defence of the

Ancient Greek Chronology : ii. An Enquiry
into the Origin of the Greek Language ; Cam-

bridge, 1741. 4. An Essay on the Balance of

Civil Power in England, 1742. 5. Plutarchi

de Iside et Osiride liber, 1744.

SQUIR'REL, 7i. s. Fr. escurueit ; Lat. sciitrus.

A small animal that lives in woods, remarkable

for leaping from tree to tree.

One chanced to find a nut,

In the' end of which a hole was cut,

Which lay upon a hazel-root,

There scattered by a squirrel,

Which out the kernel gotten had
;

When quoth this fay, Dear queen, be glad,

Let Oberon be ne'er so mad,
I'll set you safe from peril. Drayton.

SQUIRREL, in zoology. See SCIURUS.

SQUIRT, v. a., v. n. & n. s. Of uncertain ety-

mology. To throw out in a quick stream : let

fly : an instrument for either purpose.

Water those with squirts of an infusion of the medi-

cine in dunged water. Bacon's Natural History.

He with his squirt-fire could disperse

Whole troops.
Hudibras.

You are so given to squirting up and down, and

chattering, that the world would say 1 had chosen a

jack-pudding for a prime minister. L'Estrange.

Sir Roger she mortally hated, and used to hire fel-

lows to squirt kennel water upon him as he passed

along.
Arbuthnot.

The squirters were at it with their kennel water
;

for they were mad for the loss of their bubble. Id.

His weapons are, a pin to scratch, and a squirt to

bespatter.
P PC -

SRADIIA, a ceremony among the Hindoos in

honor of departed ancestors. The 'Hindoo Pan-

theon
'

furnishes some particulars explanatory of

this interesting and affecting ceremony, which,

the author tells us, is an oblation of daily recur-

rence with Brahmans and rigid Hindoos who can

afloid it. It is offered not only in honor of de-

ceased ancestors, but for their comfort ;
as the

manes, as well as the gods connected with them,

enjoy, like the gods of the Greeks, the incense of

such offerings ;
which are farther of an expiatory
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nature, similar, it may be presumed, in their

efficacy, as well as in the motives that induce

them, to the masses of the Romish church.

Over these ceremonies of Sradha, Yama pre-
sides, in his character of Sradhddeva, or lord of

the obsequies.
Mr. Colebrooke says (As. Res. vol. vii.) tnat

the priests, in the performance of the Sradha,
meditate the gayatri, and thrice repeat,

' Saluta-

tion to the gods, to the manes of ancestors, and to

mighty saints ; to Swaha (goddess of fire) ; to

Swadha (the food of the manes) ; salutation to

them for ever and ever.'

In the third chapter of the Institutes of Menu,
the rules for the performance of the Sradha are

detailed with prolixity. Among other particulars
of the most important of those ceremonies, we
learn that Brahmans only ought to be invited to

the feast, which forms one important rite; and
such Brahmans should be of holy and learned

habits. A Sudra, that is, one of the fourth or

servile class, is urgently prohibited as a guest.
Let the housekeeper, it is said, who knows his

duty, perform each day a Sradha with boiled

rice, and the like, or with water, or with milk,

roots, and fruit : for thus he obtains favor from

departed progenitors, &c., &c., &c.

The following extract is from Colebrooke's

Dissertation on the Religious Ceremonies of the

Hindoos, in the seventh volume of the Asiatic

Researches ; which article contains much valu-

able matter, and many curious particulars of the

Sradha, or feast attending funeral obsequies.
"A

dying man, when no hopes of his surviving re-

main, should be laid on a bed of Kusa grass (see

KUSA), in the open air, his head sprinkled with

water drawn from the Ganges, and smeared with

clay brought from the same river. A salagrama
stone (see SALAGRAMA) should be placed near

him, holy strains from the Veda (see VEDA)
should be chaunted aloud, and leaves of holy
basil scattered over his head. When he expires,
the corpse must be washed, perfumed, and
decked with wreaths of flowers, and carried by
the nearest relations to some spot in the forest, or

near water: the funeral pile is lighted from the

consecrated fire maintained by the deceased. See
of this under our articles SAGNIKA and SAMI.
The nearest relation applies the flaming brand to

the pile, hung round with flowers; and the at-

tendant priests recite the appropriate invocations :

'Firel'thou wast lighted by him; may he, there-

fore, be reproduced from thee, that he may
attain the regions of celestial bliss. May this

offering be auspicious '.' All who followed the

corpse walk round the pile, but may not view the

fire. They then proceed to the river, and, after

bathing, present oblations of water to the manes
of the deceased, saying,

' May this oblation reach

thee !' Elegiac verses, such as the following, are

then recited.
' Foolish is he who seeks for permanence in

the human state ; insolid, like the stem of the

plantain-tree; transient, like the foam of the

ocean.'
* When a body, formed of five elements, to re-

ceive the reward of deeds done in its own for-

mer person, reverts to its own five original prin-

ciples, what room is there for regret?'

' The earth is perishable ; the ocean, the gods
themselves pass away : how should not that

bubble, mortal man, meet destruction ?'

' All that is low must finally perish ; all that is

elevated must ultimately fall
; all compounded

bodies must end in dissolution ; and life be con-

c.uded by death."

Exclusive of the daily sradhas, or feasts, given

by wealthy individuals, formal obsequies are

performed'
1

ninety-six hours in every year, on

particular days.
' It should be observed,' Mr.

Colebrooke says,
'

respecting the practice of

giving food at these obsequies, that Brahmans

generally give it to one or more of their own rela-

tions. A stranger, unless indigent, would be

very unwilling to accept the food, or attend at a

sradha, for the purpose of eating it. The use of

flesh meat is positively enjoined to Hindoos at

certain obsequies, and recommended at all.' See
Inst. of Menu, c. iii. v. 124, 268, &c. But the

precepts of their lawgivers are, by some, deemed
obsolete in the present age ; and are evaded by
others, who acknowledge the cogency of these

laws. These commonly make a vow of abstain-

ing from flesh meat, and consider that vow as

more binding than the precepts here alluded to.

Others, again, not only eat meat at obsequies and
solemn sacrifices, but make it their common diet,

in direct breach of their religion.' It hence ap-
pears clear that the idea so common in Europe,
of the universal abstinence of Hindoos from
flesh meat, is as erroneous as general. Some
pages of the Hindoo Pantheon are devoted to

prove this fact ; and it is fully proved that not

only all Hindoos may, but that a great majority
of those who can obtain it, including Brahmans

themselves, actually do eat meat. The feast at-

tendant on the ceremonies of the Sradha can be

given only by the son, the grandson, or male issue of

the defunct; and as the greatest importance is at-

tached by Brahmans and others to the due per-
formance of these ceremonies, default of male
issue is deprecated as among the heaviest of mis-

fortunes. The Hindoo books, therefore, abound
in instances of the efficacy of prayers, sacrifices,
alms to Brahmans, pilgrimages, austerities, &c.,
in obtaining this grand object of comfort to de-

parted souls. Appeasing the manes, by the

Sradha, is as common in the mind of a Hindoo,
as relieving the pains of purgatory by masses is

in that of a Papist. Though the ceremonies

differ, the principle is strikingly similar. Being
childless is felt as an angry visitation of the

gods inflicted partly for sins in a former state of

existence: they are, therefore, propitiated by
alms, pilgrimages, &c. One mode of removing
sterility is by circumambulating an image, or

tree, sacred to some deity. Of this see under

PRADAKSHNA, the name of this ceremony. If

every thing fail, there is, however, still a remedy
by adoption, accompanied by certain ceiemonies,

expensive, according to the means of the party.
Another is by giving daughters in marriage with

like ceremonies ; all of which are minutely de-

tailed in the ritual. For all these proceedings
divine authority can be quoted. Holy men, of

even divinities, in the times of their terrestrial

sojourntnents, are related to have done the like
'

He,' says Menu,
' who has no son, may appoint
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a. daughter to raise up a son for him, saying,
' The male child who shall be born from her in

wedlock shall be mine, for the purpose of per-

forming my obsequies.' In this manner Daksha

himself, lord of created beings, anciently ap-

pointed all his fifty daughters to raise up sons to

him, for the sake of multiplying his race.'

SRADHADEVA, in Hindoo mythology, a

name of the Pluto of their infernal regions. It

means lord of the sradha, a feast often, by many
daily, offered in commemoration of deceased an-

cestors. The more common name for the lord of

the obsequies is YAMA, which see.

SRAVAKA, the name of the laity of the

Jainas, a sect of schismatic Hindoos. Their

priests are called Yati. A name also of the god
Bud ha, or Boodh. See Moor on Hindoo Infan-

ticide, p. 174. Among the Mahrattas, the sra-

vakas are called shevari.

SRI, in the Hindoo mythology, is a name

given to several goddesses ; oftenest perhaps to

Lakshmi, the goddess of prosperity and abun-

dance. This name is in the first case Sris, which
Sir William Jones remarked as resembling, both

in name and character, the goddess of abundance
of the. Latins ; and he says, that in very ancient

temples near Gaya there are images of Lakshmi,
with full breasts, and a cord twisted under her

arm, like a horn of plenty, which looks very
much like the old Grecian and Roman figures of

Ceres. See LAKSHMI. The word Sri, however,

although given as a name or epithet to the Ceres
of India, and to the other great goddesses Par-

fati and Saraswati, is not confined to them : it

means fortunate, happy, &c., as well as blessed

or divine; and is sometimes prefixed to the names
both of gods and men.
SRI BHAGAV ATA, the title of a work in the Sans-

crit language, ofgreat celebrityamong the Hindoos.
It is usually ascribed to Vyasa, the reputed com-

piler or author of the Vedas, Puranas, Mahaba-

rat, and other works. But the real author of the

Sri Bhagavata is Vopadeva, who, in attempting
to revive the leading doctrines of Vyasa, opened
a door to the reconciliation of the various sects

of Hindoos, numerously divided and subdivided
as they are, and, as far as historical evidence can
be traced, ever have been.

The main subject of the Bhagavat is the life

and actions of Krishna ; including the extrava-

gant and mystical details of his incarnation, mi-

racles, debaucheries, and various fooleries; in-

termixed, however, with sublime effusions of pure
theology and morals. See MYSTICAL POETRY.
Like most of the other respected writings of the

Hindoos, it contains much to applaud and ad-

mire ; but more, whether viewed philosophically
or morally, to reprehend. It is comprised in

twelve books, and, like the other poems bearing
the common denomination of Purana, contains,
besides the general thread of sectarial theology
interwoven throughout, five subjects, viz. primary
creation, or creation of matter in the abstract ;

secondary creation, or the production of subordi-

nate beings, both spiritual and material
; chrono-

logical account of their grand periods of time
called Manwantara; genealogical rise of fami-

lies, particularly of those who have reigned in

India ; and lastly a history of the lives of par-

ticular families. This work is in general cstirna

tion, and is found in most of the vulgar dialects

of India, and in the Persian language. It has
also appeared in a very imperfect and abridged
form, in French, under the title of Bagavadam,
translated from the Tamul version. Its title is

derivable from Bhagavan, one of the names of

Krishna and Vishnu ; and Bhagavan from Bhaga,
meaning, it is said, the author of existence, or
lord of nature. See SIVA. Sri is a prefixtureof

respect, extensively applied. See 'SRI. The
modern sect, who adhere to the liberal doctrine

expounded in this work, are called Bhagavatas,
But we must again refer to our article SECTS OF

HINDOOS, for an explanation of the nature of the

Hindoo sectarial distinctions. See also KRISHNA,
for an account of the hero of the Bhagavat.
SRIPADA (Hind, a divinefootstep). On the

top of the mountain, in the island of Ceylon,
which European geographers call Adam's Peak,
the Hindoos fancy there is a sripad ;

and accord-

ingly pilgrimages are made to it from distant

parts of India. Vishnu, it is said, alighted on this

spot, and left the holy and indelible impression.
In the neighbourhood of temples, or at their

threshold, it is not unusual to see a flat stone

embossed or engraved with the impression of

two feet, joined from heel to toe ; such being the

attitude of adoration
;
and it is said that such

stones are the last terrene substance pressed by
the feet of the unhappy victims of superstition,
who burn themselves alive on the pile of their

husbands. They step from these flat stones upon
the pile, and then appertain more to the next

world than to this. The next step is into the

presence of the gods; or, in the case. of temples,
to their holy place. The Hindoos are not the

only people who have a veneration for the mys-
tical impressions of feet. The sripad above men-
tioned on Ceylon was said by our early zealous

missionaries to have been left by Adam ; they

endeavouring to establish the fact of that chosen

island having been the Eden of our first parents.
In the holy land miraculous sripada, or footsteps,
are still shown and reverenced, as left by the last

pressure of our Saviour on the earth. On this

subject the reader will find some interesting re-

marks in Dr. Clarke's Travels, vol. ii. p. 584.

STAAL (Madam de), a celebrated French

lady of the eighteenth century, who wrote her

own Memoirs, but without mentioning the year
of her birth. She was the daughter of M. De
Launai, a painter, and was educated in a convent,

by the favor of the abbess; but, her patroness dy-

ing, she became waiting maid to the duchess of

Maine. A letter which she wrote to the celebrat-

ed Fontenelle raised her literary fame, and at-

tracted the attention of the wits of Paris. She

married lieutenant De Staal of the Swiss guards,
afterwards Mareschal. She died in 1750; arid

her Memoirs, in 4 vols. 12mo., with two of her

comedies, were published soon after.

STAB, v. a., v. n., & n. s. Teut. stab, a stick ;

old Dutch stuven. To pierce with a pointed

weapon ; wound mortally or mischievously : to

give a wound with a pointed weapon ; offer to

wound : the wound given ; a stroke ;
blow

Hear the lamentations of poor Anne,
Wife to thy Edward, to thy slaughtered son

;
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Stabbed by the eelf-same hand tliat made these

wounds. Shakspeare.
Thou hid'st a thousand daggers in thy thoughts,

Which them hast whetted on thy stony heart,

To stab at my frail life. Id. Henry IV.

He speaks poinards, and every word stabs.

Shakspeare.
None shall dare

With shortened sword to stab in closer war,
But in fair combat fight. Dryden's Knight's Tale.

Killing a man with a sword or a hatchet are

looked on as no distinct species of action
; but, if the

point of the sword first enter the body, it passes for a

distinct species where it has a distinct name ;
as in

England, where it is called stabbing. Locke.

He had a scripture ready to repel them all ; every

pertinent text urged home being a direct stab to a

temptation. South.

Oleander,

Unworthy was thy fate thou first of warriours,
To tall beneath a base assassin's stab. Rowe.

Porcius, think thou seest thy dying brother

Stabbed at his heart, and all besmeared with blood,

Storming at thee ! Addison's Cato.

What tears will then be shed !

Then, to complete her woes, will I espouse
Hermione : 'twill stab her to the heart! A. Philips.

STABBING, in law. The offence of mortally

stabbing another, though done upon sudden pro-
vocation, is punished as murder; the benefit of

clergy being taken away from it by statute. For,

by James I. c. 8, when one thrusts or stabs ano-

ther, not then having a weapon drawn, or who
hath not then first stricken the party stabbing, so

that he dies thereof within six months after, the

offender shall not have the benefit of clergy,

though he did it not of malice aforethought. This
statute was made on account of tne frequent

quarrels and stabbings with short daggers be-

tween the Scotch and the English, at the acces-

sion of James I. ; and, being therefore ofa tempo-
rary nature, ought to have expired with the

mischief which it meant to remedy. For, in

point of solid and substantial justice, it cannot
be said that the mode of killing, whether by
stabbing, strangling, or shooting, can either exte-

nuate or enhance the guilt ; unless where, as in

the case ot poisoning, it carries with it internal

evidence of cool and deliberate malice. But the

benignity of the law hath construed the statute

so favorably in behalf of the subject, and so

strictly when against him, that the offence of

stabbing now stands almost upon the same foot-

ing as it did at the common law. Thus (not to

repeat the cases mentioned undei MANSLAUGH-
TER, of stabbing an adulteress, &c., which are

barely manslaughter, as at common law), in the

construction of this statute it hath been doubted,

whether, if the deceased had struck at all before

the mortal blow given, this does not take it out

of the statute, though in the preceding quarrel
the slabber had given the first blow

; and it

seems to be the better opinion that this is not

within the statute. Also it hath been resolved

that he killing a man, by throwing a hammer or

other weapon, is not within the statute ;
and

whether a shot with a pistol be -so or not is

doubted. But if the party slain had a cudgel in

hie hand, or had thrown a pot or a bottle, or

discharged a pistol at the party stabbing, this is a
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sufficient reason for having a weapon drawn on
his side within the words of the statute.

STABEN (Henry), an eminent painter, bom
in Flanders in 1578. He was a disciple of Tin-

toretto, was capital in history and perspective,
and died in 1658.

STABIL'IMENT, or -\ Lat. ttabilis. Sup
STABIL'ITY, n. s. (port; firmness; act of

STA'BLE, adj. making firm ; fixed-

STA'BLENESS, n. s. Jness: stability is the

more usual word: stable is fixed, steady, constant:

stableness is, the power to stand ; steadiness.

The king becoming graces,
As justice, verity, temp'rance, stableness,

Bounty, persev'rance, I have no relish of them.

Shakspea'e.
If man would be invariable,

He must be like a rock, or stone, or tree ;

For even the perfect angels were not stable,

But had a fall more desperate than we. Daries.

He began to try
This and that hanging stone's stability. Cotton.

Since fluidness and stability are contrary qualities,
we may conceive that the firmness or stability of a

body consists in this, that the particles which com-

pose it do so rest, or are intangled, that there is

among them a mutual cohesion. Boyle.

By the same degrees that either of these happen, the

stability of the figure is by the same lessened.

Temple.
He perfect, stable; but imperfect we,

Subject to change. Dryden's Knight's Tale.

This region of chance and vanity, where nothing
is stable, nothing equal ; nothing could be offered to-

day but what to-morrow might deprive us of Rogers.
These mighty girders which the fabrick bind,

These ribs robust and vast in order joined,
Such strength and such stability impart,
That storms above, and earthquakes under ground,
Break not the pillars. Blackmore.

They serve foistabiliment, propagation, and shade.

Derham.

STA'BLE, n. s., v. n., & v. a.
^

Lat. stabulum. A
STA'BLEBOY, n. s. > house for beasts ,

STA'BLEMAN. 3 to kennel; dwel'.

as beasts the compounds corresponding.
I will make Rabbah a stable for camels. Ezra

I would with jockeys from Newmarket dine,

And to rough riders give my choicest wine
;

I would caress some stableman of note,

And imitate his language and his coat. Bramstone.

In their palaces.
Where luxury late reigned, sea-monsters whelped
And stabled. Milton.

Slothful disorder filled his stable,

And sluttish plenty decked her table. Prior.

As soon as you alight at the inn deliver your
horses to the stablebcy. Swift.

If the gentleman hath lain a night get the stable-

men and the scullion to stand in his way.
Id. Directions to the Butler.

STABLE, in rural economy, a building or house

constructed for horses and other animals, being
furnished with stalls and proper contrivances to

contain their food and other matter. See RURAL
ARCHITECTURE.

STABLESTAND, n. s. In law. One of the

four evidences or presumptions, whereby a man
is convinced to intend the stealing of the king's

deer in the forest :
' and this is when a man is

found at his standing in the forest, with a cross-

bow bent, ready to shoot at any deer; or with v
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long bow; or else standing close by a tree with

greyhounds in a leash ready to slip.

1

Cowell.

I'll keep my stablestand where I lodge my wife
;

I'll go in couples with her. Shakspeare.

STAB'LISH, v. a. Lat. stabilio ; Fr. estab-

lir. To establish ; fix ;
settle.

Comfort your hearts, and stablisn you in every

good work. 2 Thess. ii. 17.

Then she began a treaty to procure,
And stablish terms betwixt both their requests.

Spenser,

Stop effusion of our Christian blood,

And stablish quietness on every side.

Shahspearg. Henry VI.

Poor hereticks in love there be,

Which think to stabtish dangerous constancy;
But I have told them, since you will be true,

You shall be true to them who're false to you.
Donne.

His covenant sworn

To David, stablished as the days of heaven. Milton.

STABLO. See STAVELO.

STACHYS, in botany, a genus of plants be-

longing to the class of didynamia, and order of

gymnospermia; natural order forty -second, ver-

ticillatae. The npper lip of the corolla is arched ;

the lower lip is reflexed, and the larger inter-

mediate lacina is marginated. The stamina, af-

ter shedding the farina, are bent towards the

sides. There aie sixteen species, viz. 1. S.

aethiops; 2. alpina; 3. annua; 4. arvensis; 5.

Canariensis ; 6. cretica ;
7. Germani :a ; 8. glu-

tinosa; 9. hirta; 10. lanata; 11. maritima;
12. orientalis ; 13. Palaestina ; 14. palustris;
1 5. recta; and, 16. sylvatica. Of these only-

four are natives of Britain ; viz. 1 . S. arvensis,

corn stachys, petty ironwort, or all-heal. The
stalk is ten or twelve inches high, square, branch-

ed, and hairy. The leaves are heart-shaped, ob-

tuse, bhmtly serrated, and less' hairy. The

calyx is hairy and sessile, and deeply divided

into five acute dents of equal length. The flow-

ers are flesh-colored, and gf%w from three to six

in a whirl. The lower lip is trifid ; the middle

segment spotted with red, but not emarginated

according to the character of the genus. It is

frequent in corn-fields, and grows from June to

August. 2. S. Germanica, base horehound. The
stem is downy, and about two feet high. The
leaves are white, downy, wrinkled, and indented.

The flowers are white, purplish within, and

grow in multiflorous whirls. It grows in Eng-
land. 3. S. palustris, clown's all-heal. The
roots are white and tuberous. The stalk is

branched at the bottom, and two or three feet

high. The flowers are red or purple, from six

to ten in a whirl, ending in a long spike. The
leaves are sessile, narrow, pointed, and in part

surrounding the stem. This plant has a fetid

smell and bitter taste, and is reckoned a good
vulnerary.' It grows on the sides of rivers and

lakes, in low moist grounds, and sometimes in

corn-fields. 4. S. sylvatica, hedge nettle. The

plant is hairy all over, erect, a yard high, and

branched; the hairs are jointed. The flowers

aie of a deep red color, six or eight in a whirl,
which terminates in a long spike destitute of

leaves. The leaves are heart-shaped, and grow
on foot-stalks. The whole plant has a strong

fetid smell. It grows commonly in woods and

shady places, and Mowers in July or August.
STACK, n.s. & v.a. Ital. stacca; Goth, ana

Swed. stack. A large quantity of hay, corn, or

wood, heaped up; a number of chimneys built

together : to pile up.
So likewise a hovel will serve for a room,

To stack on the pease. Tusser.

Against every pillar was a stack of billets above a

man's height, which the watermen that bring wood
down the Seine laid there. Bacon's Natural History.

While the marquis and his servant on foot were

chasing the kid about the stack, the prince from
horseback killed him with a pistol.

Walton's Buckingham.
While the cock

To the stack or the barn-door

Stoutly struts h :
.s dame before. Milton.

The prices of stacking up of wood I shall give you.
Mortimer.

Stacks of moist corn grow hot by fermentation.

Newton.

A mason making a stack of chimneys the founda-

tion of the house sunk. Wiseman's Surgery.
An inundation, says the fable,

O'erflowed a farmer's barn and stable ;

Whole ricks of hay and stacks of corn

Were down the sudden current borne. Swift.

STACKHOUSE (Thomas), a learned and

pious English divine, who was many years curate

of Finchley, and afterwards vicar of Beenham,
in Berkshire. lie first attracted the public at-

tention by his treatise On the Miseries of the

Inferior Clergy, 1722. He acquired still greater
fame by his New History of the Bible, in 2 vols.

folio; which has been often reprinted, in 6 or 8

vols. 8vo. He also wrote several other works ;

and died in 1752.

STADIUM, an ancient Greek long measure

containing 125 geometrical paces, or 625 Ro-
man feet, corresponding to our furlong. The
word is said to be formed from the Greek word

raffle;, a station, or i?q/u, to stand, because it is

reported that Hercules, having run a stadium at

one breath, stood still at the end of it. The
Greeks usually measured distances by stadia,

which they called <rt<a<Jia<r/ioc. Stadium also sig-

nified the course on which their races were run.

STADIUS (John), a learned mathematician,
born at Loenhout, near Antwerp, in 1527. lie

became professor of history at Louvain, and af-

terwards of mathematics and history at Paris ;

where he died in 1579. He published. 1. Ephe-
merides : Cologne, 1556 and 1570. 2. Tabula

jHquabilis et apparentis motus cadestium cor-

porum: 3. Commenta rius in Lucium Florum.

STAD'LE, n. s. & v. a. Sax. j-ra^el, a foun-

dation. Any thing which serves for support ;

staff; crutch : to furnish with stadles. Obsolete.

Leave growing for stadilles the likeliest and best,

Though seller and buyer dispatched the rest. Tusser.

First see it well fenced, ere hewers begin ;

Then see it well staddled without and within. Id.

He cometh on, his weak steps governing
And aged limbs on cypress studte stout,

And with an ivy twine his waist is girt about.

Spenser.

Coppice-woods, if you leave in them siuddles too

thick, will run to bushes and briars, and have little

clean underwood. Bacon.

STADTHOLDEll. This office was abolished by
the French and Dutch republicans, in 1795. For
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its institution, in favor of William I., see

UNITED PROVINCES.

STADTHOLDERATE, the office and dignity
of stadtholder.

STJEHELINA, in botany, a genus of plants

belonging to the class of syngenesia, and order

of polygamia aequalis ;
natural order forty-ninth,

compositae. The receptacle is paleaceous, the

chaff being very short; the pappus is branchy,
and the antherae caudated. There are eight spe-

cies; viz. 1. S. arborescens ; 2. chamaepeuce;
3. corymbosa; 4. dubia ; 5. fruticosa; 6. gna-

phaloides; 7. ilicifolia; and, 8. imbricata.

STAEL HOLSTEIN (Anne Louise Germaine

Necker, baroness de), a late celebrated female

writer, was the daughter of M. Necker, the

French financier, and born at Paris, April 22d,
1766. She soon displayed signs of genius ; and
at the age of fifteen was capable of discussing
with her father the most serious and important

subjects. Theatrical compositions at this time

also particularly interested her
;
and before she

was twenty she wrote a comedy in three acts,

entitled Sophie, ou les Sentiments secrets ; and
the year following she produced a tragedy on the

story of Lady Jane Gray. In 1786 she was mar-

ried to the baron de Stael Holstein, the Swedish

ambassador, through the patronage of the queen
of France ; and was consequently introduced at

court. Her Lettres sur J. J. Rousseau, soon

after published, attracted great notice. In Au-

gust, 1788, she had the pleasure of announcing
to her father his appointment to the ministry ;

but this triumph was not of long duration, for

M. Necker was dismissed from office, and he
left France accompanied by his daughter. He
had scarcely reached Basil, when he was recalled,

only, however, to experience the inconstancy
of popular favor, as he was soon obliged again to

resign. Mad. de Stael followed him in his re-

treat to Coppet; but she revisited France in

1792, when she endeavoured to save some of the

victims of revolutionary fury. Her own life was

endangered, however, and she only escaped
through the care of Manuel, attorney of the

commune of Paris. She returned to Switzer-

land, and subsequently went to England, where
she heard of the execution of Louis XVI. She

immediately rejoined her father, and published
an elegant Defense de la Reine. After the fall

of Robespierre she produced two anonymous
pamphlets, Reflections sur la Paix, addressees
a M. Pitt et aux Francais ; and Reflections sur la

Paix Interieure. Under the Directory she again
returned to France, where she, through her in-

fluence with Barras, was the means of procuring
the elevation of Talleyrand to the post of minis-
ter of foreign affairs. In December, 1797, she
for the first time saw Buonaparte at Paris, pre-

paring for his expedition to Egypt ; and the ad-

miration with which she had regarded the con-

queror of Italy was succeeded by a sentiment

bordering on aversion, which seems to have
become mutual. She continued in France after

the return of Buonaparte, and her influence

was frequently employed in opposition to his

views. She at length left France, and went to

reside with ner father. She remained about
twelve months at this time in her retreat, and

composed the romance of Delphine, which was
not published till 1803. She returned to Paris;
but this work, and a tract entitled Les Dernieres

Vues de Politique et de Finance, published by
M. Necker, had given so much offence that Na-

poleon, at the close of the year 1803, banished

madame de Stael. She was consequently obliged
to leave her father, whom she never afterwards

saw. After visiting Germany and Italy, she was

permitted to return to Coppet in 1805 ; and sub-

sequently resided at Auxerre and at Rouen. In
1807 appeared her Corinne, a novel, the senti-

ments of which revived the anger of the French

ruler, and she was again exiled to Coppet. In
this retirement she was visited by a young French

officer, M.. de Rocca, whom she afterwards

married, and by whom she had a son
; but the

union was kept a secret till after her death. In

1812 she took a journey into Austria; thence

she went to Russia, and afterwards visited Swe-
den and England. She was in London at the

period of the taking of Paris ; and, on the restora-

tion of Louis XVIII., she returned to France.

On the escape of Buonaparte from Elba, she

retired to Coppet ; and after the battle of Wa-
terloo, and the decree of the 5th of September,
1815, made her appearance at Paris, with her

daughter, then married to the duke de Broglio.
She was favorably received by Louis XVIII.

;

and obtained an order on the royal treasury for

the payment of 2,000,000, which had been depo-
sited there by M. Necker. In 1816 she went to

Italy, and resided at Pisa. Returning to France,
her death took place July 14th, 1817. Her

works, beside those already mentioned, are, Con-
siderations sur les principaux Evenemens de la

Revolution Francaise ; De la Litterature consi-

deree dans ses Rapports avec les Institutions

Sociales
; and, L'Allemagne, or Observations on

Germany, &c., have been published since het

death.

STAFF, n. s.
}

Plur. staves. Sax. r^F
STAFF'ISH, adj. S Dan. staff; Belg. staf; Goth.

stafa, is to command. A stick with which a man

supports himself in walking; a club; an ensign
of office: staffish is stiff; harsh.

A wit in youth not over dull, heavy, knotty, and

lumpish, but hard, tough, and though somewhat

stajfish, both for learning and whole course of living,

proveth always best. Ascham.

It much would please him,
That of his fortunes you would make a staff
To lean upon. Shakspeare. Antony and Cleopatra.

The boy was the very staff of my age, my very prop
Shaktpeure.

I cannot strike at wretched kernes, whose arms

Are hired to bear their staves. Id. Macbeth.

Methought this staff,
mine office badge in court,

Was broke in twain. Id. Henry VI.

All his officers brake their staves ; but at their re-

turn new staves were delivered unto them.

Hayward on Edward VI.

Grant me and my people the benefit of thy chas-

tisements, that thy rod as well as thy staff may com-
fort us. . King Charles.

If a subject be a son, then ought he to be a staff
unto his father, wherewith not to strike, but to sus-

tain him. Holiday.

He forthwith from the glittaring staff unfurled

The imperial ensign.
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Descending and ascending by ladders, I ascended

at one of six hundred and thirty-nine staves, or eighty

nine fathoms. Browne?i Travels.

With forks and stares the felon they pursue.
Dr\,den.

He that bought the skin ran greater risque than

t'other that sold it, and had the worse end of the

staff'. L'Estraiige.

To his single eye that in his forehead glared,

Like a full moon or a broad burnished shield,

A forky staff we dexterously applied,

Which, in the spacious socket turning round,

Scoopt out the big round gelly from its orb.

A ddison.

Is it probable that he, who had met whole armies

in battle, should now throw away his stuff out of tear

of a dog 1 Bromxe.

The author of Davideis is commended by Dryden
for having written it in couplets, because he disco-

vered that any staff was too lyrical for an heroic

poem. Johnson.

STAFF, n. s. Isl. stef. A stanza ; a series of

verses regularly disposed, so as that, when the

series is concluded, the same order begins again.
See STAVE.

Cowley found out that no kind of staff is proper for

an heroick poem, as being all too lyrical ; yet though
he wrote in couplets, where rhyme is freer from con-

straint, he affects half verses. Dryden.

When Crito once a panegyric showed,
He beat him with a staff of his own ode. Harte.

STAFF, in music, five lines, on which, with

the intermediate spaces, the notes of a song or

piece of music are marked.

STAFF, in naval affairs, is a light pole erected

in different parts of a ship, whereon to hoist and

display the colors. The principal of these is

reared immediately over the stern, to display
the ensign ; another is fixed on the bowsprit, to

extend the jack ; three more are erected at the

i three mast heads, or formed by their upper ends,
to show the flag or pendant of the respective

squadron or division to which the ship is appro-

priated. See ENSIGN, JACK, MAST, and PEN-
DANT.

STAFF, in military matters, consists of a

quarter-master-general, adjutant-general, and

majors of brigade. The staff properly exists

only in time of war. See QUARTER-MASTER
GENERAL, &c.

STAFF, REGIMENTAL, consists of the adjutant,

quarter-master, chaplain, surgeon, &c.

STAFFA, one of the Western Islands of Scot-

land, remarkable for its basaltic pillars.
It was

visited by Sir Joseph Banks, who communicated
the following account of it to Mr. Pennant.

Staffa lies fifteen miles west of Mull, and nine

north-east of Icolumbkill ;

' Its greatest length
is about an English mile, and its breadth about

half a one. On the west side of the island is a

small bay, where boats generally land ; a little to

the south of which the first appearance of pillars

is to be observed : they are small ; and, instead

of being placed upright, lie down on their sides,

each forming a segment of a circle. Thence

you pass a small cave, above which the pillars,

now larger, incline in all directions ; in one

place, in particular, a small mass of them very
much resembles the ribs of a ship. Hence

having passed the cave, which, if it is not low-

water you must do in a boat, you come to the

first ranges of pillars, which are still not above
half as large as those a little beyond. Over

against this place is a small island, called in

Erse Boo-sha-la, separated from the main by a

channel not many fathoms wide This whole
island is composed of pillars, without any stratum

above them
; they are still small, but by much

the neatest formed, of any about the place
The first division of the island (for at high wa-

ter, it is divided into two) makes a kind of cone,
the pillars converging together towards the cen-

tre
;

on the other they are in general laid clown

flat : and in the front next to the main you see

how beautifully they are packed together, their

ends coming out square with the bank which

they form. All these have their transverse

sections exact, and their surface smooth ; which

is by no means the case with the large ones,
which are cracked in all directions. I much ques-

tion, however, if any part of this whole island

of Boo-sha-la is two feet in diameter. The
main island opposite to Boo-sha-la, and farther

towards the north-west, is supported by ranges of

pillars pretty erect, and, though not tall (as they
are not uncovered to the base), of large diam-

eters
;
and at their feet is an irregular pavement,

made by the upper sides of such as have been

broken off, which extends as far under water as

the eye can reach. Here the forms of the pillars

are apparent : these are of three, four, five, six,

and seven sides ;
but the number of five and six

are by much the most prevalent. The largest
I measured was of seven : it was four feet five

inches in diameter. The surfaces of these large

pillars, in general, are rough and uneven, full of

cracks in all directions ; the transverse figures
in the upright ones never fail to run in their

true directions. The surfaces upon which we
walked were often flat, having neither concavity
nor convexity ; the larger number, however,
were concave, though some were very evidently
convex. In some places, the interstices within

the perpendicular figures were filled up with a

yellow spar; in one place a vein passed in

among the mass of pillars, carrying here and

there small threads of spar. Though they were

broken and cracked through, in all directions,

yet their perpendicular figures might easily be

traced ; whence it is easy to infer that, whatever

the accident might have been that caused the

dislocation, it happened after the formation of

the pillars. Hence, proceed ing along shore, you
arrive at Fingal's cave. Its dimensions 1 have

given in the form of a table :

Feet. In.

Length of the -cave from the rock without 37 1 6

From the pilch of the arch . . . 2.50

Breadth of ditto at the mouth . .537
At the farther end 20

Height of the arch at the mouth . .1176
At the end 70

Height of an outside pillar . . 39 6

Of one at the north-west corner . . 54

Depth of water at the mouth . . 13

At the bottom 90
The cave runs into the rock at the direction of

north-east by east, by the compass. Proceeding
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farther to the north-west, you meet with the

highest ranges of pillars ; the magnificent ap-

pearance of which is past all description. Here

they are hare to their very basis, and the stratum

below them is also visible : in a short time, it

rises many feet above the water, and gives an

opportunity of examining its quality. Its sur-

face is rough, and has often large lumps of stone

sticking in it as if half immersed ; itself, when

broken, is composed of a thousand heterogeneous

parts, which together have very much the ap-

pearance of a lava ; and the more so, as many
of the lumps appear to be of the very same stone

of which the pillars are formed. This whole
stratum lies in an inclined position, dipping

gradually towards the south-east. As hereabouts

is the situation of the highest pillars, I shall

mention my measurements of them, and the

different strata in this place, premising that the

measurements were made with a line, held in the

hand of a person who stood at the top of the

cliff, and reaching to the bottom ; to the lower

end of which was tied a white mark, which was

observed by one who staid below for the pur-

pose : when this mark was set off from the water,

the person below noted it down, and made a

signal to him above, who made then a mark in

his rope : whenever this mark passed a notable

place, the same signal was made, and the name
of the place noted down as before : the line

being all hauled up, and the distances between

the marks measured and noted down, gave, when

compared with the book kept below, the dis-

tances ; as, for instance, in the cave, No. 1 in

the book below, was called from the water to the

foot of the first pillar in the book above ; No. 1

gave thirty-six feet eight inches, the highest of

that ascent which was composed of broken pillars.

Feet. In.

No. 1. Pillar at the west corner of Fingal's cave.

1 From the water to the foot of the pillar 1210
2 Height of the pillar . . . . 37 3

3 Stratum above the pillar . . . 66 9

No. 2. Fingal's cave.

1 From the water to the foot of the pillar 36 8

2 Height of the pillar . . . . 39 6

3 From the top of the pillar to the top
of the arch . . . . .314

4 Thickness of the stratum above . . 34 4

By adding together the three first mea-

surements, we got the height of the

arch from the water . . . . 117 6

No. 3. Corner pillar west of Fingal's cave.

Stratum below the pillarofla"a-likematter 11

Length of the pillar . . . . 54

S-tratum above the pillar . . . 61 6

No. 4. Another pillar to the west.

Stratum below the pillar . . .171
Height of the pillar . . . . 50

Stratum above . . . .511
No. 5. Another pillar farther to the west.

Stratum below the pillar . . . 19 8

Height of the pillar
. . 55 1

Stratum above 54 7

The stratum above the pillars, which is liere

mentioned, is uniformly the same, consisting of

numberless small pillars, bending and inclining

in all directions, sometimes so irregularly that

the stones can only be said to have an inclina-

tion to assume a columnar form j in others more

regular, but never breaking into or disturbing
the stratum of large pillars, whose tops every-
where keep a uniform and regular line. Pro-

ceeding now along the shore, round the north
end of the island, you arrive at Oua na

scarve, or the Corvorant's cave. Here the

stratum under the pillars is lifted up very high ;

the pillars above it are considerably less than

those at the north-west end of the island, but
still very considerable. Beyond is a bay, which
cuts deep into the island, rendering it in that

place not more than a quarter of a mile over.

On the sides of this bay, especially beyond a
little valley, which almost cuts the island into

two, are two stages of pillars, but small ; how-
ever, having a stratum between them exactly the

same as that above them, formed of innumerable
little pillars, shaken out of their places, and

leaning in all directions. Having passed this

bay, the pillars totally cease
; the rock is of a

dark brown stone, and no signs of regularity
occur till you have passed round the south-east

end of the island (a space almost as large as that

occupied by the pillars), which you meet again
on the west side, beginning to form themselves

irregularly, as if the stratum had an inclination

to that form, and soon arrive at the bending pil-
lars where I began. The stone of which the

pillars are formed is a coarse kind of basaltes,

very much resembling the Giant's Causeway in

Ireland, though none of them are near so neat

as the specimens of the latter which I have seen

at the British Museum ; owing chiefly to the

color, which in ours is a dirty brown, in the

Irish a fine black; indeed the whole production
seems very much to resemble the Giant's Cause-

way.'
i

STAFFORD, the county town of Stafford-

shire, in the Pirehill hundred of the county,
twelve miles north-west from Litchfipld,and 135
from London. It is a borough, consisting of two

parishes united, situated on the banks of the

Sow
;

the houses are well built, and covered
with slate, and the streets are well paved. For-

merly it was surrounded by a strong wall, and
had four gates. The church of St. Mary has an

octagonal tower, and a very antique font. St.

Chad's is an old decayed building. Here are

several dissenting chapels : the town-hall is a

neat new building. Stafford has also a good
hospital, free-school, twelve alms-houses, and a

spacious market-place, with two banks. In the

suburbs, and on the green, were formerly several

free-chapels and hospitals. It was an exempt
jurisdiction, under a dean and thirteen preben-
daries, but the dean's house is now converted

into a school. The assizes for the county are

held here in the county-hall, a large handsome

building; and near the town is the new infir-

mary, nearly opposite to which is the county-

gaol. A lunatic asylum has lately been erected

near. This is a very ancient borough, being first

incorporated by king John; it sends two mem-
bers to parliament. It is governed by a mayor,
recorder, ten aldermen, ten common-councilmen,
&c. The town has a considerable traffic, by
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means of its canal, communicating with all the

neighbouring counties. Its chief manufactures
are cloth and shoes. Market on Saturday. Fairs,

February 10, May 14, June 27, September 16,
October 2, and December 4.

STAFFORDSHIRE. Stafford, the county
town, gives name to this shire. This county

belonged to the ancient Connavii, the division

of Flavia Caesariensis of the Romans, and the

kingdom of Mercia during the Saxon Hep-
tarchy. Bede calls the inhabitants Angli Me-
diterranei, the Midland English. Some have

derived the name of Stafford from the river Sow,
which skirts the western and southern sides of

that town. It is probable that the Sow had at

one time the letter t in its orthography ; and if

so there will be very little difficulty in discover-

ing a rational etymology for Stafford and Staf-

fordshire. In support of this opinion it is cer-

tain that the passage through the fords of the

river into Stafford is in the recollection of many
of the inhabitants of that borough.

Staffordshire is an inland county, lying nearly
in the centre of the kingdom. It is a long and
narrow tract, something in the form of a rhom-
bus

; bounded on the north by Cheshire and

Derbyshire, on the east by Leicestershire, on the

west by Shropshire, and on the south by War-
wickshire and Worcestershire. Its greatest length
from N. N. E. to S. S. W. is about sixty miles ;

and its greatest breadth, from Newton Salney to

the western point of Terbey Heath, near Market

Drayton in Shropshire, is thirty-eight miles. It

contains about 780,800 acres of land. It is di-

vided into five hundreds, one city, six boroughs,
and sixteen market-towns. There are 181 pa-
rishes, reckoning, according to Mr. Pitt's Agri-
cultural Survey, every tract of land to be a parish
which has a place of worship, and united in some

degree by a common or mutual interest. It is

in the diocese of Litchfield and Coventry, except
two parishes. It is included in the Oxford
circuit.

The climate of this county is rather inclining
to wet. The air is generally good ;

but in the

northern parts extremely sharp, impressing the

nerves with a greater degree of cold than in most
other counties of England. The annual rains

are calculated, supposing them to stagnate with-

out waste or evaporation, at upwards of thirty-six

inches, an excess of nearly sixteen inches above
the computed rains in the metropolis. The

quantity of snow which falls in the Moorlands

during winter is very great ;
a circumstance

which no doubt contributes much to the pierc-

ing coldness of this district.

This county exhibits as great a variety of soils

as any other in England of proportionate extent.

Mr. Pitt says the arable soils may in general be
divided into, first, the stiff and strong clayey

(argillaceous) ; secondly, the loose and light

(arenaceous) ; thirdly, although the county have
no chalk, yet, in the limestone district, lime
earth (calcareous) ; fourthly, the mixed or com-

pound soil or loam composed of the above, with
the addition of stones and other matters (terra

composita) The argillaceous soil is most pre-
valent in the hundred of Cuttlestone, and in

those portions of the hundred of Offlow to the
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south of the Trent and east of tlie Tame, together
with the southern parishes in the hundreds ot

Pyrehill and Totmanslow. The arenaceous soil

predominates chiefly in the hundred of Offlow to

the south of the Trent, arid in the lands adjoining
to Pattin<>ham Womfum, liimley, and King's
Swinford in the hundred of Leisdon. The cal-

careous district is of small extent, and situated

chiefly eastward of a semicircular line which

may be supposed to be drawn from Farley by
Kingsale and Ipstones to Warton, in the hundred
of Totmanslow. The other districts of that hun-

dred, and all the central portions of the county,
or on the south side of the river Trent, are com-

posed of the mixed compound soil. The meadow
grounds, which for the most part lie in the vici-

nity of the canals and rivers, usually partake ot

the arable soils in their neighbourhood, with the

addition of the sediment of water, when within

reach of the streams. In some particular spots

peat earth forms the soil in the meadow ground
reaching different degrees of thickness in differ-

ent places. This species of earth consists prin-

cipally of the decayed roots of aquatic vegetables.
Sometimes it contains trunks of trees, of which

many curious specimens have been found near

Stonehall in the parish of Shenstone. When pro-

perly drained, consolidated, and meliorated, this

kind of soil becomes valuable pasture and mea-
dow land.

Staffordshire is plentifully watered by rivers,
but none of them are navigable within its boun-
daries. The principal are the Trent, the Dove,
the Tame, and the Sow. The first is esteemed
the third river in England. Its proper rise is in

the hills beyond Newcastle-under-Line, at New-

pool near Biddulph. During its passage through
Staffordshire its banks are covered with rich and
luxuriant ,'meadows, between which the water

glides along in silver beauty. As it approaches
Derbyshire it forms a number of small islands

;

and, upon reaching the confines of that county,

sweeps rapidly to the north, and becomes the

boundary between it and Staffordshire till its

junction with the river Dove. This latter river

takes its rise among the hills in the Moorlands,
near the points where the three counties of Staf-

ford, Derby, and Chester meet. Having been

increased by the union of the Manifold near

Thorp Cloud Hill, the Hamps at Ham, and the

Charnet near Leek, it finally falls into the Treat
not far from Tutbury. The Tame springs from

several sources in the vicinity of Walsall and

Coleshill, and forms a junction with the Trent at

the point where that river reaches the borders of

Derbyshire. The Blythe, which falls into the

Trent near King's Bromley, may also be reck-

oned among the considerable rivers of this

county. It rises in the neighbourhood of Wet-

ley Moor in the northern district. Its line of

direction is nearly parallel to the Trent. The
Sow from Eccleshall, and the Penk from the vi-

cinity of Somerford near Pcnkridge, forming a

junction below Stafford, proceed together to

Great Haywood, where they likewise precipitate
themselves into the Trent. The Stour and the

Dove also in part belong to this county. Though
the rivers in this county are not navigable, the

deficiency is amply compensated by the many
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conveniences which it enjoys arising from canals.

The Grand Trunk Canal unites the three ports
of Bristol, Liverpool, and Hull. It enters this

county near Lavvton. It has numerous branches
in almost every convenient direction, and in its

passage through Staffordshire generally follows a
course parallel to the Trent, which it intersects at

different points, and falls into it at Wilden in

Derbyshire. The Staffordshire and Worcester-
shire canal, the Wirley and Essington canal, the

Birmingham canal, and Sir Nigel Gresley's canal,
all contribute to the facilities of trade, &c., in

this county. There are not many lakes or springs
in Staffordshire. The principal one is that of

Aquelate, which measures 1848 yards in length,
and 672 yards in breadth. Ladford Pool has

been drained for some years. Salt springs, how-

ever, are found in various parts; the most impor-
tant of which are at Shirlywich, in the parish of

Weston. Here also are a few sulphureous springs.
The other productions of this county are chiefly
of a mineral kind, and these both numerous and
valuable. Upwards of 50,000 acres have been
ascertained to contain an almost inexhaustible

store of coal, near enough the surface of the

ground to be easily raised. Limestone is still

more abundant than coal. Iron ore is also plen-
tiful. Very excellent freestone is found in several

quarries. Alabaster, marble, and above all pot-
ter's clay, are dug here. The agricultural pro-
ducts have nothing very remarkable in them.

This county sends seventeen members to Par-

liament ; viz., four for the shire, two for the

city of Lichfield, two for Stafford, two for New-
castle-under-line, and two for Tamworth. The
additions by the Reform Bill are, two for

Wolverhampton, two for Stoke-upon-Trent, and
one for Wai sail.

3taffordshire is not very copious in its biogra-
phy ; but among the natives of eminence from
thence we find some of distinguished character
and celebrity. We may notice the following :

Thomas Allen, a mathematician. Born at Ut-
toxeter in 1542. Died 1632. Alexander Gard-
ner, a distinguished naval commander. Born at

Uttoxeter, 1742. Died 1810. Lord George
Anson, the circumnavigator. Born at Hugbo-
rough, 1697. Died 1762. Elias Ashmole, phi-
losopher and antiquary. Born at Litchfield, 1617.
Died 1692. Thomas Astle, the antiquary. Born
at Yoxall, 1735. Died 1803. Lord James Aud-
ley, a distinguished warrior. Born at Heleigh,
1314. Died 1386. Simeon Ashmole, a Non-
conformist divine. Died 1662. Isaac Hawkins
Browne, poet. Born at Burton-upon-1 rent, 1705.
Died 1760. Charles Cotton, the poet. Born at

Beresford. Died about 1687. Dr. Richard
Hurd, bishop of Worcester. Born at Cotgreve.
Died 1808, in the eighty-ninth year of his age.

Elijah Fenton, the poet. Born at Shelton. Died
1730. Dr. R. James, inventor of the fever

powders bearing his name. Born at Kinver-

ston, 1703. Died 1716. Dr. Samuel Johnson,
the great lexicographer. Born at Litchfield in

1709. Died 1784. Dr. J. Lightfoot. Born at

Stafford, 1602. Died 1675. The learned bishop
Newton, author of the Dissertations on the

Prophecies. Born at Litchfield, 1703. Died
1782. Rev. Stebbing Shaw, topographer. Born

at Stone, 1762. Died 1802. Dr. G. Smallridsje,
bishop of Bristol. Born at Litchfield, 1666.
Died 1719. The amiable Isaac Walton, the

angler. Born at Stafford, 1593. Died 1683.
William Wollaston, a distinguished philosophi-
cal writer. Born at Coton Clomford, in 1659.
Josiah Wedgwood, the ingenious potter. Born
1731. Died 1795. John Goodwin, the cele-

brated Arminian, was born in this county, at

Newcastle, about 1593. Died 1665. Nor should
we by any means omit to mention the name of

Sampson Erdeswicke, the genealogist and anti-

quary, who was born at Sandon. Died 1603.
William Mountfort, the actor, was born in this

county in 1659. Died 1692. Rev. R. Meadow-
croft, critic and annotator on Milton. Born 1697.
Died 1769.

This is a very important manufacturing county.
The manufactures of hardware, glass, toys, ja-
panned goods, potters' ware, cotton, silk, leather,
woollen, linen, the making of brass from copper
with lapis calaminaris, the dipping of iron plates
to make what is called tin, &c. &c., are very ex-
tensive. The hardware manufacture is carried
on to a very great extent ; and Wolverhampton
and its neighbourhood produce locks of every
kind, and of the very best quality ; buckles are
also manufactured there. The steel toys, watch-

chains, edge-tools, files, augers, and japanned
goods of this town are unrivalled in their qua-
lity; shoe-buckles and chapes, sadlers' iron-

mongery, &c., are manufactured in great quan-
tities at Walsall and the neighbourhood. The
manufacture of nails in Staffordshire is exceed-

ingly extensive, particularly at Ledgely, Rowley,
Westbromwich, Smethwich, Wombourne, Pel-

sail, the Foreign of Walsall, and many other

places. Plated, lackered, japanned, and even
enamelled goods are made at Bilston. Wednes-
bury does something in the gun trade. Tobacco
and snuff-boxes of iron or steel, and finished in

various ways, are got up at Darlaston, Willen-

hull, and in their neighbourhood. Shoes, boots,
and cutlery, both for homp consumption and

exportation; and the tanmnj, and other different

branches of the leather trade, and also the manu-
facture of hats, are carried on upon a very large
scale in Stafford and other towns in the county.
Leek does a great deaf of business in the silk

and mohair way , the manufactured goods from
which are sewing silks, twist, buttons, ribands,
silk ferrets, shawls, and handkerchiefs. There
are also some cotton mills in the neighbourhood,
where weft is spun for the Manchester market.
Cheadle and Jean, have a considerable manufac-
ture of tape. But neither the woollen nor linen

manufactures are very large : cotton is spun in

large quantities at Rocceter, Fazeley, and Tarn-

worth, as also at Burton and Tutbury ; the ale

of the former place has been long celebrated.

But the pottery manufac ure is that for which,
beside hardware, this county is most celebrated.

This manufacture is chiefly carried on in the

north of the county; and the name of Wedg-
wood is renowned throughout Europe for his

inventions and discoveries in this business. The
potteries consist of a number of scattered vil-

lages, occupying an extent of about ten miles .

and may contain about 22,000 inhabitants, in-
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eluding those who depend on them for employ-
ment and subsistence. The war had a lament-

able effect on this trade, especially the war with

America ; but the prospects of the manufacturers

have since brightened, and the population in-

creased.

STAFFTREE. See CELASTRUS.

STAG, n. s. Goth, stek ; the male hind when

his horns are grown. Thus Dan. sta'g, is the

point of a horn. The male red deer ; the male

of the hind.

To the place a poor sequestered stag,

That from the hunter's aim had ta'en a hurt,

Did come to languish. Shakspeare. As You Like it.

The swift stag from under ground
Bore up his branching head. Milton.

The inhabitants of seas and skies shall change ;

And fish on shore, and stags in air shall range.

Dryden.
The stag

Hears his own feet, and thinks they sound like more,

And fears his hind legs will o'ertake his fore. Pope.

STAG, in zoology. See CERVUS.

STAG BEETLE. See LUCANUS.

STAGE, n. s. & v. a.-v Fr. estage, of Lat.

STAGECOACH, n. s. / static. A floor raised

STAGEPLAY, Mo view, on which any

STAGEPLAYER, I thing is exhibited ;
the

STAGER. J theatre ;
a place of

scenic entertainments ; a station of rest or pause
on a journey : hence a single step of progress :

to stage is to exhibit publicly (obsolete) : a stager,

a player ;
an old practitioner : the other com-

pounds seem to need no explanation.

Those two Mytelene brethren, basely born, crept
out of a small galliot unto the majesty of great kings.
Herein admire the wonderful changes and chances of

these worldly things, now up, now down, as if the

life of man were not of much more certainty than a

stage play.
Knolles's History.

When we are born, we cry that we are come
To this great stage of fools. Shakspeare. King Lear.

I love the people ;

But do not like to stage me to their eyes :

Though it do well, I do not relish well

Their loud applause. Id. Measurefor Measure.

The quick comedians

Extemp'rally
will stage us, and present

Our Alexandrian revels. Id. Antony and Cleopatra.
The changes and vicissitudes in wars are many ;

but chiefly in the feats or stages of the war, the

weapons, and the manner of the conduct.

Bacon's Essays.
And much good do't you then,

Brave plush and velvet men :

Can feed on ort
; and, safe in your stage clothes,

Dare quit, upon your oaths,
The stagers and the stage wrights too. Ben Jonson.

I've heard old cunning stagers

Say, fools for argument use wagers. Hudibras.

I shall put you in mind where it was you promiseo
to set out, or begin your first stage ; and beseech you
to go before me as my guide.

Hammond's Practical Catechism.

This rough -cast unhewn poetry was instead of

utageplays for one hundred and twenty years.

Dryden's Juvenal, Dedication.

One Livius Andronicus was the first stage-player in

Rome. Id.

I maintain, against the enemies of the stage, that

patterns of piety, decently represented, may second
the precepts. Dryden.
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Some stagers of the wiser sort

Made all these idle wonderments their sport :

But he, who heard what every fool could stay,
Would never fix his thought but trim his time away.

Dryden.
One experienced stager, that had baffled twenty

traps and tricks before, discovered the plot.
L' Estrange.

Our next stage brought us to the mouth of the
Tiber. Addison.

The story was told me by a priest, as we travelled

in a stage-coach. Id.

From thence compelled by craft and age,
She makes the head or latest stage. Prior.

To prepare the soul to be a fit inhabitant of that

holy place to which we aspire, is to be brought to per-
fection by gradual advances through several hard and
laborious stages of discipline. Rngers.
When late their miry sides stage-coaches show,

And their stiff horses through the town move slow,
Then let the prudent walker shoes provide. Guy.
We must not expect that our journey through the

several stages of this life should be all smooth and
even. Atterbury.
The first stage of healing, or the discharge of mat-

ter, is by surgeons called digestion. Sharp's Surgery.
This is by some called the first stage of a consump-

tion, but I had rather call it an ill habit preparatory
to that distemper. Blackmore.

By opening a passage from Muscovy to China, and

marking the several stages, it was a journey of so

many days. ISaker.

Men drop so fast, ere life's mid stage we tread,

Few know so many friends alive as dead. Young.

Knights, squires, and steeds must enter on the

stage. Pope.
Be by a parson cheated !

Had you been cunning stagers,

You might yourselves be treated

By captains and by majors. Su'it'
1 -

The STAGE, in the modern drama, is the place
of action and representation included between
the pit and the scenes, and answering to the pro-
scenium or pulpitum of the ancients. See AM-
PHITHEATRE, and THEATRE.

STAG'GER, v. n., v. a.,& n. s. Belg. stagger-
en, of Goth, staka, to stumble. To reel or stum-
ble in walking ;

not to stand or walk steadily :

hence to hesitate ;
fall in doubt ; give way : to

make to stagger; to revolt; shock; alarm: a

disease of the horse (used in the plural) ; ap-

plied also by Shakspeare to human madness.

He staggered not at the promise of God through

unbelief; but was strong in faith. Ramans iv. 20.

A man may, if he were fearful, stagger in this

attempt. Shakspeare.
That hand shall burn in never quenching fire,

That staggers thus my person. Id. Richard If.

The question did at first so stagger me,

Bearing a state of mighty moment in't.

Id. Henry VIII.

His horse past cure of the fives, stark spoiled with

the staggers. Shakspeare.
I will throw thee from my care for ever

Into the staggers, and the careless lapse
Of youth and ignorance. Id.

Three means to fortify belief are experience, rea-

son, and authority : of these the most potent is au-

thority ; for belief upon reason, or experience, will

stagger. Bacon
No hereticks desire to spread

Their light opinions like these Epicures ;

F2
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For so their staggering thoughts are comforted,

And other men's assent their doubt assures.

Dames.

If thou confidently depend on the truth of this,

vithout any doubting or ttagyeriny, this will be ac-

cepted by God. Hammond.
Whosoever will read the story of this war, will

find himself much staggered, and put to a kind of

/iddle. Howel.

He began to appear sick and giddy, and to stag-

qer ; after which he fell down as dead. Buyle.
But let it inward sink and drown my mind :

Falsehood shall want its triumph : I begin
To stagger ; but I'll prop myself within. Drydeii.
When a prince fails in honour and justice, 'tis

enough to stagger his people in their allegiance.

L'Eitrange.
Them revelling the Tentyrites invade,

By giddy heads and staggering legs betrayed. Tale.

The enemy staggers : if you follow your blow, he
falls at your feet ; but, if you allow him respite, he
will recover his strength. Addison.

The immediate forerunners of an apoplexy are a

vertigo, staggering, and loss of memory. Arbuthnot.

The shells being lodged with the belemnites, sele-

nites, and other like natural fossils, it was enough
to stagger a spectator, and make him ready to enter-

tain a belief that these were so too. Woodward.

STAGGERS. See VETERINARY ART.

STAGIRA, in ancient geography, a town on
the borders of Macedonia, near the bay of Con-

tessa, into which the Strymon runs, at the south

of Amphipolis ; founded A. A.C. 665. It is

famous for being the birth place of Aristotle. It

is now called Lyba Nova, and lies sixteen miles
fmm Contessa.

STAGIRITE, a native of Stagira; an epithet

very generally given to Aristotle, by both ancient

and modern authors.

STAG'NANT, adj. ^
Latin stagnans. Mo-

STAG'NATE, v. n. >tionless; still; not agi-

STAGNA'TION, n.s. j tated ; not flowing: to

lie or be motionless : the state of being so.

As the Alps surround Geneva on all sides, they
form a vast bason, where there would be a constan

stagnation of vapours, did not the north wind scattei

them from time to time. Addison.

What does the flood from putrefaction keep !

Should it be stagnant in its ample seat,

The sun would through it spread destructive heat.

Blackmore.

To what great ends subservient is the wind !

Behold, where'er this active vapour flies,

It drives the clouds, and agitates the skies :

This from stagnation and corruption saves

The' aerial ocean's ever-rolling waves. Id.

The aliment moving through the capillary tubes

stagnates, and unites itself to the .vessel through
which it flows. Arbuthnot.

Twas owing to this hurry and action of the water

that the sand now was cast into layers, and not to a

regular settlement, from a water quiet and stagnant.
Woodward.

The water which now arises must have all stag-
nated at the surface, and could never possibly have

been refunded forth upon the earth, had not the

strata been thus raised
up.

Id.

Where creeping waters ooze,

Where marshes stagnate. Tliomson.

Immured and buried in perpetual sloth,

That gloomy slumber of the stagnant soul. Irene.

STAHL (George Ernest), an eminent German

chemist, born in Franconia in 1660, and chosen

professor of medicine at Hall, when a university
was founded in that city in 1694. The excel-

lency of his lectures while he filled that chair,
the importance of his various publications, and
his extensive practice, soon raised his reputation

very high. He received an invitation to Berlin

in 1716, which having accepted, he was made
counsellor of state and physician to the king.
He died in 1734, in the seventy-fifth year of his

age. Stahl is without doubt one of the greatest
men of which the annals of medicine can boast;
his name marks the commencement of a new
era in chemistry. He was the author of the doc-
trine of phlogiston, which, though now com-

pletely overturned by the discoveries of Lavoi-
sier and others (see CHEMISTRY, Index), was
not without its use ;

as it served to combine the

scattered fragments of former chemists into a

systerc, and as it gave rise to more accurate ex-

periments and a more scientific view of the sub-

ject, to which many of the subsequent disco-

veries were owing. This theory maintained its

ground for more than half a century, and was
received and supported by some of the most
eminent men which Europe has produced ;

a
sufficient proof of the ingenuity and the abilities

of its author. He was the author also of A
Theory of Medicine, founded upon the notions,
'yhich he entertained, of the absolute dominion
of mind over body ;

in consequence of which
he affirmed that every muscular action is a vo-

luntary action of the mind, whether attended

with consciousness or not. This theory he and
his followers carried a great deal too far, but
the advices which he gives to attend to the state

of the mind of the patient are worthy of the at-

tention of physicians. His principal works are,
1. Experimenta et Ooservationes Chemicae et

Physicse, Berlin, 1731, 8vo. ; 2. Dissertationes

Medicse, Hall, 2 vols. 4to. This is a collection

of theses. 3. Theoria Medica vera, 1737, 4to. ;

4. Opusculum Chymico-physico Medicum, 1740,
4to. ; 5. A Treatise on Sulphur, both Inflam-

mable and Fixed, written in German. 6. Nego-
tium Otiosum, Hall, 1720, 4to. It is in this

treatise chiefly that he establishes his system
concerning the action of the soul upon the body.
7. Fundamenta Chymicse Dogmatics et Expe-
rimentalis, Nuremberg, 1747,3 vols. 4to. ; 8. A
Treatise on Salts written in German. 9. Com-
mentarium in Metallurgium Beccheri, 1723.

STAHREMBERG (Conrad Balthasar), count

of, a brave German general, who was governor
of Vienna, when it was besieged by the Turks,
in 1683. He acquired great glory by the brave

defence he made of that city. He died at Vienna
in 1687.

STAHREMBERG (Guido Balde), count of, ano-

ther brave German general, born in 1657. He
displayed his military talents on various occa-

sions, particularly at the battle of Zenta, where
he commanded under prince Eugene. In 1710
he pained the battle of Saragossa ; and distin-

guished himself greatly in Spain, in favor of the

archduke Charles. At the end of that war he
retired to Vienna, where he died in 1737.

STAIN, v. a. & n. s. 1 Isl. stena; Swed.

STAIN'I.ESS, adj. \stana; Goth, steina ,

Welsh ystaenio. To blot; spot; maculate*
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hence to brand character; disgrace: the adjec-
tive corresponding.

Hereby I will lead her that is the praise, and yet
the stain, of all womankind. Sidney.
The phenix wings are not so rare

For faultless length and stainless hue. Id.

Our opinion, concerning the force and virtue

which such places have, is, 1 trust, without any
blemish or stain of heresy. Hooker.

Lend me a looking-glass ;

If that her breath will mist or stain the stone,

Why then she lives. Shahspeare. King Lear.

I cannot love him
;

Yet I suppose him virtuous, know him noble,
Of great estate, of fresh and stainless youth.

Shakspeare.
Of honour void, of innocence, of faith,- of purity,

Our wonted ornaments now soiled and stained.

Milton.

Then heaven and earth, renewed, shall be made

pure
To sanctity, that shall receive no stain. Id.

Embrace again, my sons ; be foes no more,
Nor stain your country with your children's gore.

Dryden.
Nor death itself can wholly wash their stains,

But long contracted filth even in the soul remains,
The reliques of inveterate vice they wear,
And spots of sin. Id. JEnela.

We nowhere meet with a more pleasing show than

what appears in the heavens at the rising and setting
of the sun, which is wholly made up of those differ-

ent stains of light that shew themselves in clouds of

a different situation. Addison.

Swift trouts, diversified with crimson stains :

And pikes, the tyrants of the watery plains. Pope.

Ulysses bids his friends to cast lots
; for, if he had

made the choice himself, they whom he had rejected

might have judged it a stain upon them for want of

merit. Bronme.

STAINES, a market town and parish in

Spelthorne hundred, Middlesex, situate on the

banks of the Thames, sixteen miles and a half

west of London. The town is neat, and much
improved of late years, and the market house,
which stood in the centre of the street, has been
removed. An iron bridge was erected across the
river in 1803. The church is situate at some
distance from the main part of the town. Here
are chapels for quakers, and other dissenters,
and also a Lancasterian school. The name is

supposed to be derived from the Saxon word
Stana, a stone, from the London markstone,
which stands above the bridge at Coin Ditch,

denoting the boundary of the jurisdiction of the

city of London on the river
;

this stone bears
the date of 1280. Staines is a lordship of the

crown, and is governed by two constables, with
four headboroughs, chosen annually by the king's
stewards. Market on Friday. Fairs, May 1 1 th,
and September 10th. It is a vicarage, with Lale-
ham and Ashford chapels annexed.

STAIR, n. s. ) Sax. j-taejeri ; Belg. steghe ;

STAIR'CASE. \ Teut. steige ; Goth.stigr. Steps
by which we rise from the lower part of a build-

ing to the upper. Stair was anciently used for

the whole order of steps ;
but stair now, if it be

used at all, signifies, as in Milton, only one flight
of steps : staircase is that part of a building
which contains the stairs.

A good builder to a high tower will not make his

STA
stair upright, but winding almost the full compass
about, that the steepness be the more insensible.

Sidney.
Slaver with lips as common as the stairs

That mount the capitol. Shakspeare.
I would have one only goodly room above stairs,

of some-forty foot high. Bacon's Essays,
Sir James Tirrel repairing to the Tower by night

attended by two servants, stood at the stair-foot,
and sent these two villains to execute the murder.

Bacon.
To make a complete staircase is a curious piece of

architecture. Wotton.
The stairs were such as whereon Jacob saw

Angels ascending and descending.
Milton's Paradise Lost

Satan now on the lower stair,

That scaled by steps of gold to heaven gate,
Looks down with wonder at the sudden view
Of all this world. id.

Trembling he springs,
As terror had increased his feet with wings ;

Nor staid for stairs, but down the depth he threw
His body ;

on his back the door he drew. Dryri?,, .

I cannot forbear mentioning a staircase, where 1 1 *

easiness of the ascent, the disposition of the light
and the convenient landing, are admirably contrived.

Addison on Italy.

STAIRCASE, in architecture, is an ascent en
closed between walls, or a balustrade consisting}
of stairs or steps, with landing places and rails,

serving to make a communication between the

several stories of a house. See AKCHITECTUKI
,

Index.

Vitruvius, in his description of the houses of

the ancients, makes no mention of stairs ; yet
even in the supposition that these dwellings had

only a ground floor, still means would be requi-
site to mount to the roof. Those staircases

conducting to the upper stories of the lesser

houses of Rome often ran up the outside of the

building, and were secured by a separate door.

From this it should seem that there was no inte-

rior communication between the several floors.

The staircase was not, however, altogether a-,

extraneous erection, but excavated, as it were,
in the main wall of the building, and might
have been intended to render the different sto-

ries more independent of each other a desi-

rable thing when each was occupied by a sepa-
rate tenant. In their more recent constructions,

however, as well as in houses of a higher order,
the staircase was no doubt disposed much in

the same manner as at the present day. The

building called the country house, at Pompeii,
and several others, have staircases of modern ap-

pearance, saving that they are narrow and in-

commodious : the steps are sometimes a foot

high. We find occasionally, likewise, private

staircases, as in Pliny's Tuscan villa, where it

was situated by the side of the dining-room, and

destined for the use of the slaves who served

the repast. There were also staircases in many
of the ancient temples for the purpose of reach

ing the roof, &c.

In modern architecture, great skill is often

displayed in the disposition of the staircase, in

order that it may possess convenience of acce.ss

without interfering with the handsome size and

distribution of the various apartments. In

houses of the middling size and character, it is
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generally of wood ; but in the residences of the

nobility, as well as in public edifices, it is com-
monly constructed in stone or marble. In fact,
this should always be done, where possible ;

since a double purpose is answered thereby:
namely, solidity and freedom from prompt igni-
tion in case of fire. One most desirable point
is, to afford to all the several divisions of a
staircase the strongest possible proportion of

light. The balustrade should be light, and at

the same time ornamental ; and the wall on the
other side, as well as the ceiling above, produces
a fine effect if adorned with paintings, as in the
mansions of many of our nobles. With regard
to form, all kinds of varieties have been in use
at different periods. The commonest shape is

that in which right lines are employed. Cir-
cular staircases have often a very pleasant and
handsome effect ; but the artist must be a good
deal regulated by his space, and the peculiar
nature of the ground.
STAKE, n. s. & v. a. Saxon j-taca ; Belg.

stueck ; Swed. stake; Ital. stuc ; Span, estuca.

A post or strong stick fixed in the ground ;

something deposited or made fast : hence a

pledge; wager: to fasten; support; pledge;
wager; hazard.

The more I shaked the stake which he had
planted

in the ground of my heart, the deeper still it sunk
int<> it- Sidney.

His credit in the world might stand the poor town
in great stead, as hitherto their ministers foreign
estimation hath been the best stake in their hedge.

Hooker.
He wanted pikes to set before his archers ;

Instead whereof sharp stakes, plucked out of hedges,
They pitched in the ground.

Shaktpeare. Henry VI.
We are at the ttake,

And bayed about with many enemies.

Id. Julius CcBsar.
In France the giapes that make the wine grow

upon low vines bound to small stakes, and the raised
vines in arbors make but verjuice.

Bacon'* Natural History.
When he heard that the lady Margaret was de-

clared for it, he saw plainly that his kingdom must
again be put to the stake, and that he must fight for

it. Id. Henry VII.
That hollow I should know : what are you ? speak :

Come not too near, you fall on iron slakes else.

Milton.
Are not our liberties, our lives,

The laws, religion, and our wives,

Enough at once to lie at stake,
For covenant and the cause's sake Hudibras.

Tis time short pleasure now to take,
Of little life the best to make,
And manage wisely the last stake.

Con-ley.
O then, what interest shall I make

To save my last important stake,

When the most just have cause to quake?
Roscommon.

He ventures little for so gieat a stake. More.
Or sharpen stakes, or head the forks, or twine

The sallow twigs to tie the straggling vine.

Dryden.
Of my crown thou too much care dost take

;

That which I value more, my love, 's at stake. Id.
The' increasing sound is borne to either shore,

And for their stakes the throwing nations fear. Id.
Stake and bind up your weakest plants and flowers

against the winds, before they in a moment prostrate
a whole year's labour. Evelyn's Kalendar.
The honour of the nation being in a manner at

stake to make good several deficiencies. Daoenant.
Is a man betrayed in his nearest concerns ? The

cause is, he relied upon the services of a pack of
villains, who designed nothing but their own game,
and to stake him while they played for themselves.

South.

They durst not stake their present and future

happiness on their own chimerical imaginations.
Addison.

Every moment Cato's life's at stake. Id.
I'll stake yon' lamb that near the fountain plays,And from the brink his dancing shade surveys. Pope.
Hath any of you a great interest at stake in a dis-

tant part of the world 1 Hath he ventured a good
share of his fortune 1 Atterburij.
The game was so contrived that one particular

cast took up the whole stake ; and, when some others
came up, you laid down. Arbuthnot.

STALACTICAL, adj. i Of Gr. oraXtfu.
STALACTI'TES, n. s. $ Resembling an icicle :

spars in the shape of an icicle.

A cave was lined with those stalactical stones on
the top and sides. Derham's Phwco-Theology.

Stalactites is only spar in the shape of an icicle,

accidentally formed in the perpendicular fissures of
the stone. Woodward.
STALACTITE. See next article.

STALACTITES, in mineralogy, are crystal-
line spars formed into oblong, conical, round, or

irregular bodies, composed of various crusts, and
usually found hanging in form of icicles from the
roofs of grottoes, &c.

STALACTITICAL. See STALACTICAL; but
Stalactitical, by all the rules of analogy and de-
rivation, ought to be preferred.

STALAGMITIS, in botany, a genus of the
moncecia order, belonging to the polygamia class
of plants ; and in the natural method ranking
under the thirty-eighth order, tricoccae. The
calyx is either quadriphyllous or hexaphyllous ;
the corolla consists of four or six petals : the re-

ceptacle is fleshy, and somewhat square-shaped ;
the filaments about thirty. In the hermaphrodite
flower the stylus is short, thick, and erect

; the
fruit is a berry of a globular shape, unilocular,
and crowned with the stylus and stigma : they
contain three oblong jointed triangular seeds.
Of this there is only one species, viz. S. cambo-
gioides, a native of the East Indies, and of the
warmer parts of America. From this plant is

obtained the gutta cambogia, or gum gamboge of
the shops. See GAMBOGE. Till very lately bo-
tanists were at a loss for the true nature of the
plant which yields this gum. Koenig, a native
of Ireland, and an excellent botanist, travelled
over a great part of India, and collected a great
number of new plants, and among the rest the

stalagmitis. These he bequeathed to Sir Joseph
Banks, president of the Royal Society.
STALBEMT (Adrian), a landscape painter

of Antwerp, born in 1580. His scenes are well
chosen, and often solemn

; his figures properly
introduced ; and his trees extremely natural He
died in 1660.

STALE, adj. & v. a. Sax. j-tealhan (of Goth.
sta, to stand); Belg. stelle. Old ; long kept; al-
tered by time : to make old ; wear out. Stale,
says Johnson, is not used of persons otherwise
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tnan in contempt : except when it is applied to

beer, it commonly means worse for age.

Age cannot wither her, nor custom state

Her infinite variety.

Shakspeare. Antony and Cleopatra.

Were I a common laughter, or uid use

To stale with ordinary oaths my love

To every new protestor. Id. Julius Caesar.

The beer and wine, as well within water as above,

have not been palled ;
but somewhat better than bot-

tles of the same drinks and stale-ness kept in a cellar.

Bacon's Natural History.

The duke regarded not the muttering multitude,

knowing that rumours grow stale, and vanish with

time. Hayward.
All your promised mountains

And seas I am so stalely acquainted with.

Ben Jonson.

About her neck a pacquet mail,

Fraught with advice, some fresh, some ttale.

Hudibras.

Many things beget opinion ;
so doth novelty ;

wit

itself, if stale, is less taking. Grew's Cosmologia.
A stale virgin sets up a shop in a place where she

is not known. Spectator.

Provided our landlord's principles were sound, we
did not take any notice of the staleness of his pro-
visions. Addison.

This, Richard, is a curious case :

Suppose your eyes sent equal rays

Upon two distant pots of ale,

Not knowing which was mild or stale;

In this sad state your doubtful choice

Would never have the casting voice. Prior.

They reason and conclude by precedent.
And own itale nonsense which they ne'er invent.

Pope.

Pompey was a perfect favourite of the people ;
but

his pretensions grew stale, for want of a timely op-

portunity of introducing them upon the stage.

Swift.

STALE, n. s. From Sax. p^elan, to steal.

Johnson. But Mr. Thomson, from the verb

to stale, i. e. deposit, place. Something exhibited

or offered as an allurement to draw others to any
place or purpose : a prostitute. Obsolete.

His heart being wholly delighted in deceiving us,

we could never be warned ; but rather one bird caught,
served for a stale to bring in more. Sidney.

Still as he went he crafty stales did lay,
With cunning trains him to entrap unwares

;

And privy spials placed in all his way,
To weet what couise he takes and how he fares.

Spenser.
The trumpery in my house bring hither,

For stale to catch these thieves.

Shakspeare. Tempest.
I stand dishonoured, that have gone about

To link ray dear friend to a common stale.

Shakspeare.
It may be a vizor for the hypocrite, and a stale for

the ambitious. Decay of Piety.
This easy fool must be my stale, set up

To catch the people's eyes : he's tame and merciful
;

Him I can manage. Dryden's Don Sebastian.

A pretence of kindness is the universal stale to all

base projects ; by this men are robbed of their for-

tunes, and women of their honour.

Government of the Tongue.

STALE, n. s. Belg. stele, a stick. A handle.

But, seeing the' arrow's stale without, and that the

head did goe
No further than it might be seene, he called his

spirits again. Chapman.

STA
It hath a long stale or handle, with a button at the

end for one's hand. Mortimer's Husbandry .

STALE, v.n. From the noun, or rather from
the verb to STALE, deposit. To make water.

Having tied his beast t' a pale,
And taken time for both to stale. Hudibras.

STALE, among sportsmen, a living fowl put in

a place to allure and bring others where they
may be taken. For want of these, a bird shot,
his entrails taken out, and dried in an oven in

his feathers, with a stick thrust through to keep
it in a convenient posture, may serve as well as

a live one.

STALIMENE, an island in the Grecian Ar-

chipelago, anciently called Lemnos ; fifteen miles

long and eleven broad. It abounds with moun-
tains and fertile valleys, which produce much
fruit. Two of its mountains were anciently voK

canoes, whence the poets faliled it to be the place
where Vulcan kept his forges. See LEMNOS. It

is a Greek bishop's see. Cochino, the ancient

Hephestias, and Lemno, the ancient Myron, are

the two chief towns.

STALK, n. s. kv.n. ~\ Sax. praelj, j-tealcan ;

STALK'INGHORSE,K. s. >Swed. stalk. The stem

STALK'Y, adj. J of a plant ;
a stay ; han-

dle; support: to walk with high and stately

steps. It is used commonly in a sense of dis-

like : a stalkinghorse is a real or fictitious horse

behind which a fowler conceals himself; a pre-
tence : stalky, stiff; like a stalk.

Behind it forth there leapt
An ugly fiend, more foul than dismal day ;

The which with monstrous stalk behind him slept,
And ever as he went due watch upon him kept.

Spenser.
His monstrous enemy

With sturdy steps came stalking in his sight. Id.

Shall your city call us lord,

In that behalf by which we challenged it ?

Or shall we give the signal to our rage,
And stalk in blood to our possession?

Shakspeare. King John.

The king asked how far it was to a certain town :

they said six miles. Half an hour after he asked

again : one said six miles and a half. The king

alighted out of his coach, and crept under the

shoulder of his led horse : and when some asked his

majesty what he meant, I must stalk, said he
;

for

yonder town is shy, and flies me.
Bacon's Apophthegms.

A stock-gillyflower, gently tied on a stick, put into

a steep glass full of quicksilver, so that the quicksilver
cover it

;
after five days you will find the flower fresh,

and the stalk harder and less flexible than it was.

Bacon.

Let the counsellor give counsel not for faction but

for conscience, forbearing to make the good of the

state the stalkinyhorse of his private ends.

Hahewill on Providence.

Small store will serve, where store,

All seasons, ripe for use, hangs on the ttalk.

Milton.

That amber attracts not basil, is wholly repugnant
unto truth ; for, if the leaves thereof, or dried stalks,

be stripped unto small straws, they arise unto amber,

wax, and other electricks, no otherways than those ot

wheat and rye.
Brouiic.

Unfold the' eternal door :

You see before the gate what stalking ghost
Commands the guard, what sentries keep the post.

Dryden,
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Hoses unhid, and every fragrant flower,

Flew from their stalk* to strew thy nuptial bower.

Id.

They pass their precious hours in plays and sports,
'Till death behind came stalkmg on unseen. Id.

Hypocrisy is the devil's stalkinghttrse , under an af-

iectation of simplicity and religion. L' Estrange.
It grows upon a round stalk, and at the top bears

a great stalky head. Mortimer.

Viewed with a glass, they appear made up of little

bladders, like those in the plume or stalk of a quill.
Grew.

Then stalking through the deep
He fords the ocean, while the topmast wave
Scarce reaches up his middle side. Additcm.

Great Milton next, with high and haughty stalks,

Unfettered in majestick numbers walks. Id.

Vexatious thought still found my flying mind,
Nor bound by limits, nor to place confined

,

Haunted my nights, and terrified my days,
Stalked through my gardens, and pursued my ways,
Nor shut from artful bower, nor lost in winding maze.

Prior.

Scornful turning from the shore

My haughty step, I stalked the valley o'er.

Id. Odyssey.

STALK, ANIMATED. This remarkable animal
was found by Mr. Ives at Cuddalore; and he
mentions several kinds of it : some appearing
like dry straws tied together, others like grass ;

ome have bodies much larger than others, with
the addition of two scaly imperfect wings; their

neck is no bigger than a pin, but twice as long
as their bodies ; their heads are like those of a

hare, and their eyes vertical and very brisk.

They live upon flies, and catch these insects very
dexterously with the two fore feet, which they

keep doubled up in three "parts close to their

head, and dart out very quick on the approach
of their prey ; and, when they have caught it,

they eat it very voraciously, holding it in the

same manner as a squirrel does its food. On
the outer joints of the fore feet are several very
sharp hooks for the easier catching and holding
of their prey ; while, with the other feet, which
are four in number, they take hold of trees or

any other thing, the better to surprise whatever

they lie in wait for. They drink like a horse,

putting their mouths into the water. Their ex-

crements, which are very white, are almost as

large as the body of the animal, and, as the na-
tives say, dangerous to the eyes.

STALL, n. s. & v. a. ) Sax. r-teai ; Belsj.

STALL'FED, adj. \stal; Teut. stall; I tail.

stulla. Strictly, a fixed station, or abiding place:
hence a crib in which an ox or horse is fed or

kept; a shed, shop, or depot for goods; the seat

of a clergyman in a choir : to keep in a stall or
stable ; to instal ; invest : stallfed is fed ir a.

stall or with dry food.

Solomon had forty thousand stalls of horses.

1 hings iv.

All these together in one heap were thrown,
Like carcases o f beasts in butcher's stall ;

And in another corner wide were strown
The antique ruins of the Romans fall. Spenser.
For such encheason, if you go nie,

Few chimneys reeking you will espy ;

The fat ox, that won't lig in the stall,
Is now fast stalled in his crumenal. Id. Pastorals.

Stalls, bulks, windows,
Are smothered up, leads filled, and ridges horsed

With variable complexions ;
all agreeing

In earnestness to see him. Shahspeare. Coriolanui.
For my part he keeps me rustically at home

; or,
to speak more properly, sMes me here at home un-

kept : for call you that keeping, for a gentleman of

my birth, that differs not from the stalling of an ox ?

Shakspeare.
Long mayst thou live to wail thy children's loss

;

And see another, as I see thee now,
Decked in thy rights as thou art stalled in mine. Id.
We could not stall together in the world. Id.

A herd of oxen then he carved, with high raised

heads, forged all

Of gold and tin, for color mixt, and, bellowing from
their stall,

Rushed to their pastures. Chapman's Iliad.

Every one must every day sustaine
The load of one beast, the most fat and best

Of all the staU-feil, to the woer's feast. Chapman.
They are nature's coarser wares that lie on the

stall, exposed to the transient view of every common
eye. Glanville.

His fellow sought what lodging he could find
;

At last he found a stall where oxen stood. Dryden.
Nisus the forest passed,

And Alban plains, from Alba's name so called,
Where king Latinus then his oxen stalled. Id.

Bess Hoy first found it troublesome to bawl,
And therefore placed her cherries on a stall. Kin*.
The pope creates a canon beyond the number

limited, and commands the chapter to assign unto
such canon a stall in the choir and place in the chap-
ter -

Aytiff'e's Pa i ergon.
Stall-fed oxen, and crammed fowls, are often dis-

eased in their livers. Arbuthnot on Aliments.
How pedlars stalls with glittering toys are laid,

The various fairings of the country maid. Gay.
Harley, the nation's great support,

Returning home one day from court,
Observed a parson near Whitehall

Cheapening old authors on a stall. Swift.
The dignified clergy, out of mere humility, have

called their thrones by the names of stalls.

Warburtmi.

STAL'LION, n. s. Welsh ysdalwyn.
< The

one is derived from the other; but which from
which I cannot certainly tell.' VVotton. Fr. es-

tallion; Ital. Stallone; Belg. stallhengst. Junius
thinks it derived from jtaelan, to leap. A horse

kept for mares.
The present defects are breeding without choice of

stallions in shape or size. Temple.
If fleet Dragon's progeny at last

Prove jaded, and in frequent matches cast,
No favor for the stallion we retain,
And no respect for the degenerate strain. Dryden.

STALLION, or STONE-HORSE, in the manege, is

designed for the covering of mares, to propagate
the species. He ought to be sound, well made,
vigorous, and of a good breed. For fine saddle
horses, foreign stallions, as Arabians, Turks,
Barbs, and Andalusians, are preferable to all

others. Next to these, British stallions are the
best

; because they originally sprang from those

above-mentioned, and are very little degene-
rated . The stallions of Italy, and especially the

Neapolitan, are very good. The best stallions
for draught or carriage horsts are those of Na-

ples, Denmark, Holstein, and Freezeland. The
stallions for saddle horses should be from four-
teen to fifteen hands high, and for draught horses
at least fifteen hands." Neither ought the color
of stallions to be overlooked : as a fine black,
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gray, bay, sorrel, &c. Besides these external

qualities, a stallion ought to have courage, tract-

ability, spirit, agility, a sensible mouth, sure

limbs, zc. These precautions in the choice of a

stallion are the more necessary, because he has

been found by experience to communicate to his

offspring almost all his good or bad qualities,
whether natural or acquired. The mare contri-

butes no less to the beauty of her offspring than

the stallion ; but she contributes perhaps more
to-their constitution and stature ; for these rea-

sons it is necessary that the mares for breed be

perfectly sound, and make good nurses. For

elegant horses, the Spanish and Italian mares are

best; but, for draught horses, those of Britain

and Normandy are preferable. However, when
the stallions are good, the mares of any country
will produce fine horses, provided they be well

made and of a good breed. See HORSE.

STALL'WORN, adj. Stall and worn. Long
kept in the stable. Probably a mistake for stal-

worth. Sax. j-t:apelj:ejvJ$, stout.

His stallworn steed the champion stout bestrode.

Shakspeare.

STAMEN, in botany, the male genital organ
of plants, found generally within the corolla, near

the
pistil. Stamens were formerly called chives.

They are various in number in different flowers,
from one to some hundreds. This organ is es-

sential to a plant, no one having yet been disco-

vered, after the most careful research, that is

destitute of it, either in the same flower with

the pistils, or a separate one of the same species.
A stamen consists of three parts. 1. The

filamentum, or filament, the part which supports
the anther. 2. The anthera, placed on the fila-

ment, and the most essential part of all. 3. The

pollen, or powder adhering to the anther.

STAMFORD, a borough and market town,

consisting of five parishes, in Ness hundred,

parts of Kesteven, Lincolnshire, eighty-six miles

and a half north from London. It is situate on
the river Welland, on the borders of Northamp-
tonshire, and Rutlandshire. The houses are

well built, and chiefly of freestone, covered with

slate. The out-parish of St. Martin's, Stamford

Bridge, which is situate in Northamptonshire,
on the opposite side of the Welland, is reckoned
a part of the town, and rated with it in the

taxes. Some of the churches are well built, and
adorned with lofty spires ; two of them are so

near together as to resemble one building ; St.

Martin's church contains some noble monu-
ments. This town was anciently much more

considerable, and had fourteen parish churches,
but nearly half that number were destroyed

during the wars of the houses of York and Lan-
caster. There were many friaries and hospitals
in the neighbourhood ; one of them, at the south

end of Stamford Bridge, is now converted into

an alms house, for a warden and twelve poor
men, and there is another for the same kind,
within the town; besides a school for girls on
Dr. Bell's system, and numerous other charitable

foundations. In early times this was a strong

garrison town, and had a castle on the south

s'de of the river ; there was also another castle

erected within the town, but no remains are to be
seen of either. In the reign of Edward III. a

quarrel having arisen at the university of Ox-
ford, among the students, many of them retired

hither, and formed various literary establish-

ments; but they were of short duration. The
town is governed by a mayor, twelve aldermen,
and twenty-four burgesses. It returns two
members to parliament, the number of voters

being about 500, and the returning officer the

mayor. Here the custom of borough-English
prevails, by which the younger son inherits from
a father dying intestate. Over the Welland is a
fine stone bridge of five arches. The town hall,
at the end of the bridge, is a handsome build-

ing, and contains in it a guildhall, and a gaol.
It has also a neat theatre, an assembly room,
and near the town is a course for horse races.

The chief trade of this town is in malt, coal,
and freestone, which is chiefly promoted by the

navigation of the Welland. Here is a com-
mercial bank. Near this town is the elegant
residence of the marquis of Exeter. Markets
on Monday and Friday. Fairs,.Tuesday before

February 13th, Monday befere Midlent, Mon-
day before May 12lh, and after Corpus-Christi,
August 5th, and November 8th.

STAM'INA, n. s. Lat. stamina. The first

principles of any thing; the solids of a human
body ; in botany, those little fine threads or ca-

pillaments which grow up within the flowers of

plants, encompassing round the style, and on
which the apices grow at their extremities.

STAMINA, in the animal body, are those simple
original parts which existed first in the embryo
or the seed ; and by whose distinction, augmen-
tation, and accretion by additional juices, the

animal body at its utmost bulk is supposed to be
formed.

STAMINA, in botany, are those upright fila-

ments which, on opening a flower, we find withir.

the corolla surrounding the pistillum. They
are the male organs of generation, and prepare
the pollen. Each stamen consists of two parts,
viz. the filamentum and the anthera. See BOTANY,
Index.

STAM'MEL, n. s. From darnel, doc-colored.
A species of red color.

Reedhood, the first that doth appear
In stummel : scarlet is too dear. Ben Jonsun.

STAM'MER, v. n.
(

Sax. rtamen. Belg.
STAM'MERER, n. s. S stamelen, stameren. To

speak with unnatural hesitation ; to utter words
with difficulty : the noun substantive correspond-
ing.

Sometimes to her news ot myself to tell

I go about
;
but then is all my best

Wry words, and stammering, or else doltish dumb
Say then, can this but of enchantment come ?

Sidney.
I would thou couldest stammer, that thou mightest

pour out of thy mouth, as wine comes out of a nar-

row-mouthed bottle, either too much at once or none
at all. Shakspeare.
A stammerer cannot with moderation hope for the.

gift of tongues, or a peasant to become learned as

Origen. Taylor.
She stammers ; oh, what grace in lisping lies

;

If she says nothing, to be sure she's wise. Drydeii.

Legean juice,
Which stammering tongues and staggering feet pro-

duce, ia.
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Cornelius hoped he would come to stammer like

Demosthenes. Arbuthnot's Martinus Scriblerut.

Your hearers would rather you should be less cor-

rect, than perpetually stammering, which is one of the

worst solecisms in rhetorick. Swift.

STAMMERING, in physiology, that hesita-

tion or interruption of speech which seems ge-

nerally to arise from fear, eagerness, or some

viclcnt passion, that prevents a child's articu-

lating rightly, by the confusion which it occa-

sions in the vibrations that descend into the

muscular system. It does not therefore begin,

in general, till children are of an age to distin-

guish right from wrong in respect of pronun-

ciation, and to articulate with some kind of

propriety. A nervous disorder of the muscles

of speech may have i like effect.

When stammering has once begun to take

place in a few words, it will extend itself to

more and more from very slight resemblances,

and particularly to 'all the first words of sen-

tences, because ihen the organs pass in an in-

stant from inactivity to action, whereas the sub-

sequent parts of words and sentences may follow

the foregoing from association ; just as in re-

peating, memoriter, one is most apt to hesitate

at the first word in each sentence. A defect of

memory from passion, natural weakness, &c.,
so that the prpper word does not occur readily,

also occasions stammering, and, like all other

modes of speaking, it is caught, in some cases,

by imitation. Sometimes stammering takes

place only in the utterance of such words as

begin with certain letters, which are generally
some of the labial or guttural consonants, as 6,

p, m, c, g, &c. Some persons, on the contrary,
stammer in the utterance of all words indiscri-

minately, with whatever letter they begin, whe-
ther they be vowel or consonant, at certain times

only; as e. g. when the speaker is placed in any
situation that occasions hurry or embarrassment.

Agreeably to the observations already made,
1 we

find that persons of great nervous irritability,

and lively consciousness, are most liable to

stammering. This sort of impediment is a bad

habit, founded upon this constitutional suscep-

tibility: and in attempting to remove stammer-

ing, while every attention should be paid to such

means as physical and medical science will point
out for the strengthening of the corporeal sys-

tem, it is of the utmost importance to induce
the persons affected with it to reason on the sub-

ject. Let them practise the formation of the

component parts of words (that is, simple vocal

sounds and the powers of the consonants), singly,
and in combination, alternately, till a facility
and habit of subjecting the muscles concerned
in speech to the will be acquired or regained.

They should be accustomed to consider that

which is true in fact, that the organs of speech
are moved by muscles which, from the laws of

animal economy, are the instruments of the
will

; though we are conscious of an act of the

will only at the commencement of such actions.

To counteract stammering, therefore, we are

told, we must appeal to the understanding, and
endeavour to arouse the will into vigilant and

vigorous control of the muscles.' When a hesi-

tation happens, let a volition or direct act of
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this power take place: first to ceaie muscular

motion altogether, and then to commence a now
series. The greatest deliberation and recollec-

tion should be used in ordinary conversation
;

and the act of speaking, as such, should be con-

stantly present to the mind, till the wrong habit

be overcome, and the right so confirmed as to

leave no room to apprehend a relapse. The
voice should be carefully pitched at that tone

which nature in the individual points out as

easiest to the organs, and most agreeable to the

ear ; and by no means should a hurried pronun-
ciation, or fictitious voice, be resorted to. It

should be studiously remembered that we are

accountable to no one for the innocent and de-

corous exercise of our muscular powers that

over them we ourselves alone ought to have con-
trol that speech, on proper occasions, is not

only an innocent and a decorous, but, in the

eyes of others, a necessary and an agreeable ex-

ercise of our muscles. Why then be thrown

into perturbation and confusion, when we are

to perform an action confessedly in our power;
and which others have not only no right to pre-

vent, but are desirous that we should perform ?

If this train of reasoning be fairly entered upon,

many other arguments will suggest themselves,
and must inevitably produce good.
The following directions, with variations ac-

cording to circumstances, will be found to be
attended with advantage. In order to raise a

voice, or that material of which speech is form

ed, let the vowels be practised in a natural key,
but with firmness and strength, for ten minutes

or a quarter of an hour, at least, every morning.
Then let the powers of the consonants be form-

ed, in their order, singly, and variously combined
with the vowels. After a little rest, if imagi-
nation supply a subject, by all means let an

imaginary conversation take place for twenty
minutes, half an hour, or even an hour, in a firm

and natural tone of voice, using every effort of

fancy, to suppose it directed to persons indis-

criminately ;
that is, sometimes to servants,

sometimes to equals iu age and rank, and some-

times to elders, or those considered as superior
in consequence and rank in society, from what-

ever cause. But, if imagination do not furnish

a topic, then let the time be spent in reading, in

a tone as nearly approaching to the ease of fami-

liar conversation as possible, taking care to

manage the fancy as above. This will furnish

the lesson: and, after an interval of a few hours,

the same sort of conversation or reading should

be repeated, two or three times more in the

course of a day. And, on mixing with real audi-

tors, every exertion should be made to associate

the ideas of their imaginary, with their actual

presence.
These directions, it will be perceived, are

founded upon the principle of the association

of ideas; than which a more powerf'.'i prin-

ciple, in the formation of human habits, cannot

be conceived. An ingenious writer, whose ob-

servations we are now citing, is of opinion that

it may be laid down as an incontrovertible posi-

tion, that persons possessing an ordinary mental

capacity, with an adequate share of industry
and strength, may certainly overcome the habit
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>f stammering, by means such as here pointed
out. See Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb,
&c., by Joseph Watson, LL. D., 2 vols. 8vo.,
1809.

STAMP, v. a., v. n., & n. s. ) Belg. stampen ;

STAMP'ER, n. s. > Dan. stamper;
Goth, and Swed. stampe. To strike by pressing
the foot hastily downwards ; strike with the foot ;

pound ; impress ; fix a mark by pressure ; mint;
form ; coin

; give a character to : as a verb neuter

to strike the foot downwards : a stamp is an in-

strument for stamping; the thing marked or

stamped ; the impression or mark made ; make ;

form ; cast; currency: a stamper is a pounding
instrument.

I took the calf you had made, burnt it with fire,

and stamped and ground it very small. Deut. ix. 21.

The men shall howl at the noise of the stamping
of the hoofs of his strong horses. Jer. xlvii. 3.

Out of mere ambition, you have made
Your holy hat be stampt on the king's coin.

Shakspeare.
What a fool art thou,

A ramping fool, to brag, to stamp, and swear,

Upon my party ! Thou cold-blooded slave,

Hast thou not spoke like thunder on my side 1 Id.

If speaking truth

In this fine age were not thought flattery,
Such attribution should this Douglas have
As not a soldier of this season's stamp
Should go so general current through the world. Id.

Some apothecaries, upon stamping of coloquintida,
have been put into a great scouring by the vapour
only. Bacon.
But to the pure refined ore

The stamp of kings imparts no more

Worth, than the metal held before. Carew.
From the stamping mill it passeth through the

crazing-mill ; but of late times they mostly use wet

stampers. Id.

These prodigious conceits in nature spring out of

framing abstracted conceptions, instead of those

easy and primary notions which nature stamps in all

men of common sense. Digty.
Of the same stamp is that which is obtruded upon

us, that an adamant suspends the attraction of the

loadstone. Browne's Vulgar Errours.

Some other nymphs, with colours faint

And pencil slow, may Cupid paint,
And a weak heart in time destroy :

She has a stamp, and prints the boy. Waller.

No constant reason of this can be given, but from
the nature of man's mind, which hath this notion of

a deity born with it, and stampt upon it ; or is of

such a frame that in the free use of itself it will find

out God. Tillotson.

If Arcite thus deplore
His sufferings, Palemon yet suffers more :

He frets, he fumes, he stares, he stamps the ground ;

The hollow tower with clamours rings around.

Dryden .

'Tis gold so pure,
It cannot bear the *tomp without allay. Id.

When one man of an exemplary improbity charges
another of the same stamp in a court of justice, he
lies under the disadvantage of a strong suspicion.

L'Estrange.
Though God has given us no innate ideas of him-

self ; though he has stumpt no original characters on
our minds, wherein we may read his being; yet, hav-

ing furnished us with those faculties our minds are

endowed with, he hath not left himself without wit-

ness. Locke.

If two pennyweight of silver, marked with a cerr

tain impression, shall here in England be equivalent
to three-pennyweight marked with another impression,

they will not fail to stamp pieces of that fashion, and

quickly carry away your silver. Id.

Where reason or scripture is expressed for any
opinion, we may receive it as of divine authority ;

but it is not the strength of our own persuasions
which can give it that stamp. Id.

There needs no positive law or sanction of God to

stamp an obliquity upon such a disobedience. South.

The persons here reflected upon are of such a pe-
culiar stamp of impiety that they seem formed into

a kind of diabolical society for the finding out new

experiments in vice. Id.

What titles had they had, if nature had not

Strove hard to thrust the worst deserving first,

And stamped the noble mark of eldership

Upon their baser metal 1

Rowe's Ambitious Stepmother.
There is such an echo among the old ruins and

vaults, that, if you stamp but a little louder than or-

dinary, you hear the sound repeated. Addison.

At Venice they put out very curious stamps of the

several edifices which are most famous for their

beauty and magnificence. Id. on Italy.

Let a friend to the government relate to him a

matter of fact, he gives him the lye in every look
;

but, if one of his own stamp should tell him that the

king of Sweden would be suddenly at Perth, he hugs
himself at the good news. Addison.

Here swells the shelf with Ogilby the great ;

There, stamped with arms, Newcastle shines complete.

Pope.

They got to the top, which was flat and even, and,

stamping upon it, they found it was hollow. Swift.
Indeed the paper stamp

Did very much his genius cramp ;

And, since he could not spend his fire,

He now intended to retire. Id.

W hat an unspeakable happiness would it be, to a

man engaged in the pursuit of knowledge, if he had
but a power of stamping his best sentiments upon his

memory in indelible characters. Watls.

A king of heaven's own stamp, not vulgar make
;

Blessed in giving, and averse to take. Hurte.

He. cannot bear the astonishing delight,
But starts, exclaims, and stamps, and raves, and

dies. Dennis.

STAM P-DUTIES, in English law, are a branch

of the perpetual revenue of this kingdom. They
are a tax imposed upon all parchment and paper
whereon any legal proceedings, or private instru-

ments of almost any nature whatever are written :

and also upon licenses for retailing wines, letting

horses to hire, and numerous other purposes.
And upon all almanacs, newspapers, advertise-

ments, cards, dice, and pamphlets containing less

than six sheets of paper. These imposts are very

various, according to the nature of the thing

stamped or taxed, rising gradually from one

penny to ten pounds ; and, indeed, in many
cases, as legacies, administrations, conveyances,

&c., to an amount proportioned to the property

conveyed. The first institution of the Stamp-
duties was by stat. 5 and 6 W. & M. c. 21 ; and

they have since been increased to an amount which

nothing but the absolute necessity of their being

imposed could prevent us from styling enormous.

These duties are managed by commissioners ap-

pointed for the purpose. They now extend to

such an astonishing variety of articles, and de-
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pend on euch a multiplicity of statutes, which are

continually varying (by increasing) the amount,
that no table or compendium which could be

framed, would probably be of any service to

the reader after one session of parliament ; nor

would it be consistent with the general nature

of a work like the present to enter into any
further elucidation of the subject.

STANCH, v, a., v. n., & adj. ^
Fr. estancher ;

STANCH'LESS, adj. } Ital. stagnare.
To stop blood; hinder from running: to stop:
as an adjective firm ; sound ; trusty : stanthless

is, not to be stopped.
A woman touched the hem of his garment and

immediately her issue stanched. Luke viii. 44.

If I knew
What hoop would hold us stanch from edge to edge
O' th' world, I would pursue it.

Shakspeare. Antony and Cleopatra.
There grows,

In my most ill-composed affection, such

A stanchless avarice, that, were I king,
I should cut off the nobles for their lands.

Id. Macbeth.

Iron or a stone, laid to the neck, doth stanch the

bleeding of the nose. Bacon's Natural History.
She unto Scythia sent, for hunger him to gnaw,

And thrust her down his throat, into his stanchless

maw. Drayton.

Leeches, inwardly taken, fasten upon the veins,

and occasion an effusion of blood, which cannot be

easily stanched. Browne's Vulgar Errours.

What we endeavoured in vain may be performed
by some virtuoso that shall have siancher vessels, and
more sunny days. Boyle.
He fought to hinder fighting, and assayed

To stanch the blood by breathing of the vein.

Dryden .

You will lose their love
;

this is to be kept stanch,
and carefully watched. Locke.

The standing absurdity, without the belief of which
no man is reckoned a stanch churchman, is, that there

is a calfs-head club. Adai^on.

In politicks, I hear, you're stanch,

Directly bent against the French. Prior.

They mean to convince, not the grovelling herd,
or giddy populace, but the grave and stanch men,
i.'ien of sobriety and firmness. Wuterlund.

Each stanch
polemick stubborn as a rock,

Each fierce logician still expelling lx>cke,

Came whip and spur. Pope.
STANCHIONS are small pillars of wood or

iron, used for various purposes in a ship; as to

support the decks, the quarter-rails, the nettings,
the awnings, &c. The first of these are two

ranges of small columns fixed under the beams,
throughout the ship's length between decks ; one

range being on the starboard and the other on
the larboard side of the hatcnways. They are

chiefly intended to support the weight of the

artillery.

STAND, v. n., v. a., & n. s.
\

Sax. j-tan^an
STANDEE, n. s. $ Goth. and Swed.

standa ; Teut. standen. To be on the feet ; be
erect ; stop ; stay ; halt : hence to support ; per-
sist

; hold good ; remain in force or consistent ;

abide by : taking by, for, off, out, to, under, up,
vpon, &c., as prepositions, whose use is exem-

plified below : to stand, as a verb active, is to

endure; resist without flinching; await; abide:
as a noun substantive, a station ; post ; stop ;

difficulty; perplexity; mark; acme; support: a

slander is one who stands ;
a tree that has long

stood : a stander-by is one present ;
a mere

spectator.
I stood between the Lord and you, to shew you

the Lord's word. Deut. v. 5.

The king granted the Jews to gather themselves

together, and stand for their life. Esth. viii. 11.

My mercy will I keep for him, and my covenant

shall stand fast with him. Psalm Ixxxiv. 28.

Stand in awe and sin not
;
commune with your

own heart upon your bed, and be still. Id. iv. 4.

Their eyes stand out with fatness. Id. Ixxiii. 7.

He turned the wilderness into a standing water.

Id. cvii.

I will pumsn you, that ye may know that my
words shall surely stand against you for evil.

Jer. xliv. 29.

When the accusers stood up, they brought none ac-

cusation of such things as I supposed. Acts xxv. 18.

Jf meat make my brother offend, 1 will eat no
flesh while the world standeth. 1 Cor. viii. 13.

Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like

men, be strong. Id. xvi. 13.

Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be

able to stand against the wiles of the devil.

Eph. vi. 11.

That could not make him that did the service

perfect, as pertaining to the conscience, which stood

only in meats and drinks. Heb. ix. 10.

The young spring was pitifully nipt and overtrod-

den by very beasts ;
and also the fairest slanders of all

were rooted up and cast into the fire.

Ascham's Schoolmaster.

God was not ignorant that the judges, whose sen-

tence in matters of controversy he ordained should

stand, oftentimes would be deceived. Hooker.

The cause must be presumed as good on our part
as on theirs, 'till it be decided who have stood for the

truth, and who for error. Id.

His faithful people, whatsoever they rightly ask,

the same shall they receive, so far as may stand with

the glory of God and their own everlasting good ;

unto either of which it is no virtuous man's purpose
to seek any thing prejudicial. Id.

Explain some statute of the land to the slanders 6y.

Id.

This reply standeth all by conjectures. Whitgifte.
If he would presently yield, Barbarossa promised

to let him go free
; but, if he should stand upon his

defence, he threatened to make him repent his foolish

hardiness. Knotles.

Such ordnance as he brought with him, because it

was fitter for service infield than for battery, did only
beat down the battlements, and such little standings.

Id. History.

Thou slialt see me at Tullus' face :

What, art thou stiff? stdnd'st out ? Shakspeare.
If you unite in your complaints,

And force them with a constancy, the cardinal

Cannot stand under them. Id. Henry VIII.

Does it not stand me now vpon 1 Id. Hamlet.

A rascally, yea-forsooth knave, to bear a gentleman
in hand, and then stand upon security. Shukspeare.

None durst stand him
;

Here, there, and every where, enraged he flew. Id.

I have found you out a stand most fit,

Where you may have such 'vantage on the duke,

He shall not pass you. Id. Measure for Measure.

We are come off

Like Romans
;
neither foolish in our stands,

Nor cowardly in retire. Shakspeare.

The leaders, having charge from you to stand
;

Will not go off until they hear you speak. JJ.

Seeing how lothly opposite 1 stood

To his unnatural purpose, in fell motion
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With his prepared sword he charges home

My unprovided body. Id. King Lear.

From enemies heaven keep your majesty ;

And, when they stand against you, may they fall.

Sliakspeare.

A. thing within my bosom tells me,
That no conditions of our peace can stand.

Id. Henri, VI.

My very enemy's dog,

Though he had bit me, should have stood that night

Against my fire. Id. King Leur.

So it stands : and this I fear at last,

Hume's knavery will be the duchess' wreck.

Id. Henry VI.

The broil doubtful long ttuod,

As two spent swimmers that do cling together
And choke their art. Skakspeare.

It remains,
To gratify his noble service, that

Hath thus stood for his country. Id. Coriolanus.

The fool hath planted in his memory
An army of good words ; and I do know
A many fools that stand in better place,
Garnished like him, that for a tricksy word

Defy the matter. Id. Merchant of Venice.

Yourself, renowned prince, then stood as fair

As any comer I have looked on,
For my affection. Id.

I'll tell you who time ambles withal, who time

gallops withal. Whom stands it still withal ? With

lawyers in the vacation
;
for they sleep between term

and term, and then they perceive not how time moves.

Shakspeare.
Have I lived to stand in the taunt of one that makes

fritters of English 1 Id. Merry Wives.

Stand no more
off,

But give thyself unto my sick desires. Shakspeare.
There's his chamber,

His standing bed and truckle bed. Id.

The king knowing well that it stood him upon, by
how much the more he had hitherto protracted the

time, by so much the sooner to dispatch with the

rebels. Bacon.

The greatest part of trade is driven by young mer-

chants, upon borrowing at interest ;
so as, if the

usurer either call in or keep back his money, there

will ensue presently a great stand of trade. Id.

This nation of Spain runs a race still of empire,
when all other states of Christendom stand at a stay.

Id.

Their lives and fortunes were put in safety, whether

they stood to it or ran away. Id. Henry VII.

Our company assembled, I said, My dear friends,

let us know ourselves, and how it standeth with us.

Bacon.

A philosopher disputed with Adrian the emperor,
and did it but weakly : one of his friends, that stood

by, said, Methinks you were not like yourself last

day in argument with the emperor ; I could have
answered better myself. Why, said the philosopher,
would you have me contend with him that commands

thirty legions T Id.

It is so plain that it needeth not to be stood upon.
Id.

His coming is in state
;

I will provide you a good
standing to see his entry. Id.

It was by the sword they should die, if they stood

upon defence
;
and by the halter, if they should

yield. Hayward.
All which grace

I now will amplify, and tell what case

Thy household stands in. Chapman.
Then the lightning-loving Deity cast

A foule flight on my soldiers : nor stood fast

One man of all. lit

Freedom we all stand for. Ben Jonsm.
Pontinius knows n.ot you,

While you stand out upon these traiterous terms.

Id.

Picture is best when it standeth off as if it were
carved

;
and sculpture is best when it appeareth so

tender as if it were painted, when there is such a soft-

ness in the limbs as if not a chissel had hewed them
out of stone, but a pencil had drawn and streaked
them in oil. Wotton's Architecture.

1 he hirelings stand at a certain wages. Carew.
He that will pass his land,

As I have mine, may set his hand
And heart unto this deed, when he hath read ;

And make the purchase spread
To both our goods, if he to it will stand. Herbert.

We make all our addresses to the promises, hu<^
and caress them, and in the interim let the commands
stand by neglected. Decay of Piety.

Despair would stand to the sword,
To try what friends would do, or fate afford.

Daniel.

Father, since your fortune did attain

So high a stand, I mean not to descend. Id.

Some instances of fortune cannot stand with some
others

;
but if you desire this you must lose that.

Taylor.
Never stand in a lye when thou art accused

;
but

ask pardon and make amends.
Id. Rule of Living Holy.

The slanders by see clearly this event,
All parties say they're sure, yet all dissent.

Denltam.

At the soldierly word stand, the flyers halted a

little. Clarendon.

The earl of Northampton followed the horse so

closely that they made a stand, when he furiously

charged and routed them. Id.

This excellent man, who stood not upon the ad-

vantage ground before, provoked men of all qualities.
Id.

The presbyterians of the kirk, less forward to de-

clare their opinion in the former point, stand upon
the latter only. Sanderson.

He stood to be elected one of the proctors for the

university. Id. Life.
Then from his lofty stand on that high tree

Down he alights among the sportful herds. Milton.

To stand or fall,

Free in thine own arbitrement it lies. Id

Chariot and charioteer lay overturned,
And fiery foaming steeds : what stood, recoiled

O'erwearied through the faint Satanick host,

Defensive scarce
; or, with pale fear surprised,

Fled ignominious. Id. Paradise Lost.

The sea,

Awed by the rod of Moses so to stand,

Divided. Milton.

Chariots winged
From the armoury of God, where stand of old

Myriads. Id.

I in thy persevering shall rejoice,

And all the blest stand fast. Id.

Why r.tand we longer shivering under fears 1 Id.

This made their flowing shrink

From standing lake to tripping ebb. Id.

It stands me much upon
T' enervate this objection.

Hudibras.

We are often constrained to stand alone against the

strength of opinion.
Browne's Preface to Vulgar Errou's.

Men stand very much upon the reputation of their

understandings, and of all things hate to be accounted

fools ; the best way to avoid this imputation is to be

religious. T*llotson.



The wand did not really stand to the metals, when

placed under it, or the metalline veins. Boyle.

I will stand to it that this is his sense, as will ap-

pear from the design of his words. Stillingjleet .

Standing armies have the place of subjects, and
fhe government depends upon the contented and dis-

contented humours of the soldiers. Temple.
If the ladies will stand out, let them remember that

the jury is not all agreed. Dryden.
Palinurus cried aloud,

What gusts of weather from that gathering cloud

My thoughts presage ! ere that the tempest roars

Stand to your tackles, mates, and stretch your oars.

Id.

Turning at the length, he stood his ground,
And missed his friend. Id.

After supper a stand was brought in, with a brass

vessel full of wine, of which he that pleased might
drink

;
but no liquor was forced.

Id. Life of Cleomenes.

At every turn she made a little stand,

And thrust among the thorns her lily hand
To draw the rose. Dryden.

Mute, and amazed, my hair with horror stood;

Fear shrunk my senses, and congealed my blood.

Id.

Her hair stood up ;
convulsive rage possessed

Her trembling limbs. Id. JEneid.

My mind on its own centre ttandt unmoved,
And, stable as the fabrick of the world,

Propt on itself. Dryden.
That sots and knaves should be so vain

To wish their vile resemblance may remain
;

And s(and recorded, at their own request,
To future days a libel or a jest ! Id.

Where Ufens glides along the lowly lands,
Or the black water of Pomptina stands. Id.

If we meet with a repulse, we must throw off the

fox's skin, and put on the lion's : come, gentlemen,

you'll stand by me. Id. Spanish Fryar.
Stand of, and lot me take my fill of death.

Dryden.
Laughed all the powers who favour tyranny,

And all the standing army of the sky. Id.

A fool may so far imitate the mien of a wise man,
as at first to put a body to a rand what to make of

him. L'Estrange.
The ass hoped the dog would stand by him, if set

upon by the wolf. Id.

He that will know, must by the connexion of

the proofs see the truth and the ground it stands on.

Locke.
I will not trouble myself, whether these names

stand for the same thing, or really include one an-
other. Id.

They will suspect they shall make but small pro-
gress, if, in the books they read, they must stand to

examine and unravel every argument. Id.

Money being looked upon as the standing measure
of other commodities, men consider it as a standing
measure

; though, when it has varied its quantity, it

is not so. Id.

We highly esteem and stand much upon our birth,

though we derive nothing from our ancestors but
our bodies

; and it is useful to improve this advan-

tage, to imitate their good examples.
Ray on the Creation.

Oh ! had bounteous heaven
Bestowed Hippolitus on Phaedra's arms,
So had I stood the shock of angry fate. Smith.

Let not men flatter themselves, that though they
find it difficult at present to combat and stand

1

out

against an ill practice, yet that old age will do that
for them, which they in their youth could never find
in their hearts to do for themselves. South.
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An utter unsuitableness disobedience has to the

relation which man necessarily stands in towards his

Maker. Id.

When just as by her stand Arsaces past,
The window by design or chance fell down,
And to his view exposed her blushing beauties.

He was a gentleman of considerable practice at

the bar, and stood fair for the first vacancy on th^

bench. Id.

Bid him disband the legions,
Submit his actions to the publick censure,
And stand the judgment of a Roman senate.

Addison's Cato.

The male bird, whilst the hen is covering her eggs,

generally takes his stand upon a neighbouring bough,
and diverts her with his songs during her sitting.

Id. Spectator.
Three persons entered into a conspiracy to as-

sassinate Timoleon, as he was offering up his devo-

tions in a certain temple : in order to it they look

their several stands in the most convenient places.
Addison.

The slanders by suspected her to be a duchess.

Id.

This poet's tomb stood on the other side of Naples,
which looks towards Vesuvio. Id. On Italy.

Readers, by whose judgment I would stand or fall,

would not be such as are acquainted only with the

French and Italian criticks. Id. Spectator.
He struck the snakes, and stood again

New sexed, and straight recovered into man.
Addison.

Each thinks he stands fairest for the great lot, and
that he is possessed of the golden number.

Id. Spectator.
Such a one, by pretending to distinguish himself

from the herd, becomes a standing object of raillery.

Addison.

When famed Varelst this little wonder drew
Flora vouchsafed the growing work to view,

Finding the painter's science at a stand,

The goddess snatched the pencil from his hand
;

And, finishing the piece, she smiling said,

Behold one work of mine that ne'er shall fade.

Prior.

Such behaviour frights away friendship, and makes
it stand off" in dislike and aversion.

Collier of Friendship.

Should this circulation cease, the formation of

bodies would be at an end, and nature at a perfect
stand. Woodward.

Although the ancients were of opinion that Egypt
was formerly sea

; yet this tract of land is as old,

and of as long a standing, as any upon the continent

of Africa. Id.

Scarce can a good-natured man refuse a compliance
with the solicitations of his company, and stand out

against the raillery of his familiars. Rogers.
Thus doth he advise them to erect among them-

selves standing courts by consent. Kettleworth.

They expect to be favoured, who stand not pos-
sessed of any one of those qualifications that be-

longed to him. Atterbury.

Though nothing can be more honourable than an

acquaintance with God, we stand off from it, and will

not be tempted to embrace it. Id.

The common standing rules of the gospel are a

more powerful means of conviction than any miracle.

Id.

Sprightly youth and close application will hardly
stand together. Felton.

Amongst liquids endued with this quality of re-

laxing, warm water stands first.

Arbuthnot on Aliments.
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Some middle prices shew us in what proportion the

value of their lands stood, in regard to those of our

own country.
Arbuthnot.

The sea, since the memory of all ages, hath con-

tinued at a stand, without considerable variation.

Bentley.

That not for fame, but virtue's better end,

He stood the furious foe, the timid friend,

The damning critick. Pope.

Immense the power, immense were the demand,

Say, at what part of nature will they stand ? fd.

Persians and Greeks like turns of nature found,

And the world's victor stood subdued by sound. Id.

Full for the port the Ithacensians stand,

And furl their sails, and issue on the land.

fd. Odyssey.

The world is inclined to stand 6v the Arundelian

marble. Id. Essay on Homer.

Great standing miracle that heaven assigned ;

'Tis only thinking gives this turn of mind. Pope.

The urchin from his private stand

Took aim and shot with all his strength. Swift.

Stand by when he is going.
Id.

I wish your fortune had enabled you to have

continued longer in the university, till you were of

ten years standing.
id.

The emperors standing upon the advantage he had

got by the seizure of their fleet, obliged them to de-

liver. Gulliver's Travels.

Theology would truly enlarge tbe mind, were it

studied with that freedom and that sacred charity

which it teaches : let this therefore stand always
chief. Watts.

God, who sees all things intuitively, does not want

these helps ;
he neither stands in need of logick, nor

uses it. Baker.

STAND, in commerce, a weight from two hun-

dred-weight and a half to three hundred-weight of

pitch.

STAN'DARD, n. s. ) Fr. estandurt ; Swed.

STAN'DARDBEAREH. ] standu; Belg. standaert ;

Ital. standardo. An ensign in war, particularly

the ensign of the horse. This word is originally

derived from stand : hence it also signifies a test ;

that which is of standing or undoubted authority ;

a settled rate ; that which has been tested ; a

standing stem or tree : the standardbearer is he

who carries a military standard.

Thev shall be as when a. standardbearer faintetn.

Isa. x. 18.

The device of king Henry VII. was profound, in

making farms of a standard, that is, maintained with

such a proportion of lands as may breed a subject to

live in plenty.
Bacon.

A standard of a damask rose, with the root on,

was set upright in an earthen pan, full of fair water,

half a foot undai the water, the standard being more

than two foot above it. Id. Natural History.

His armies, in the following day,
On those fair plains their standards proud display.

Fairfax.
Erect the standard there of ancient night,

Yours be the advantage all, mine the revenge.
Milton.

The dogmatist gives the lye to all dissenting ap-

prehenders,
and proclaims his judgment the fittest

intellectual standard. Glanville.

Our measures of length I cannot call standards,

for standard measures must be certain and fixed.

Holder.

A standard might be made, under which no horse

should be used for draught ;
this would enlarge the

breed of horses. Temple.
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In France, part of their gardens is laid out foi

flowers, others for fruits
;

some standards, some

against walls. Temple.
Behold Camillus loaded home

With standards well redeemed, and foreign foes o'er-

come. Dryden.
When people have brought right and wrong to a

false standard, there follows an envious malevolence.
L'Estrange.

That precise weight and fineness, by law appropri-
ated to the pieces of each denomination, is called

the standard. Locke.

Plant fruit of all sorts and standard, mural, or

shrubs which lose their leaf. Evelyn's Kalendar.

The Komans made those times the standard of

their wit, when they subdued the world. Sprat.
These are the standardbearers in our contending

armies, the dwarfs and squires who carry the im-

presses of the giants or knights. Spectator.
In comely rank call every merit forth

;

Imprint on every act its standard worth. Prior.

When I shall propose the standard whereby I give

judgment, any may easily inform himself of the

quantity and measure of it. Woodward.

By the present standard of the coinage, sixty-two

shillings is coined out of one pound weight of silver.

Arbul/inot.

From these ancient standards I descend to our own
historians. Feltoit.

First follow nature, and your judgment frame

By her just standard, which is still the same. Pope.

The English tongue, if refined to a certain stand-

ard, perhaps might be fixed for ever. Swift.

STANDARD, in commerce, the original of a

weight, measure, or coin, committed to the keep-
ing of a magistrate, or deposited in some public
place, to regulate, adjust, and try the weights
used by particular persons in traffic. See MONEY.

STANDARD, is used among goldsmiths synony-
mously with sterling; thus standard or sterling

gold or silver means gold or silver of equal pu-
rity with the gold or silver coin of Great Britain.

STANDARD (from the Fr. estandart, &c., sig-
num vexillurn), in the general signification, is an

ensign in war. And it is used for the standing
measure of the king, to the scantling whereof all

the measures in the land are, or ought to be,

framed, by the clerks of markets, aulnagers, or

other officers, according to Magna Charla and
divers statutes. This is not without good reason
called a standard, because it standeth constant and

immoveable, having all measures coming towards
it for their conformity ; even soldiers in the field

have their standard or colors, for their direction

in their march, &c., to repair to. Britton, c. 30.

There is a standard of money, directing what

quantity of fine silver and gold, and how much

allay, are to be contained in coin of old sterling,
&c. And standard of plate and silver manufac-
tures. Stat. 6 Geo. I., c. 11. See COINS.

WEIGHTS, and MEASURES.

STANDARD, in war, is a sort of banner or flag,

carried as a signal for joining together the several

troops belonging to the same body.
The military standard is usually a piece of silk

one foot and a half square, on which are em-
broidered the arms, device, or cypher, of the

prince or colonel of a regiment. It is fixed on a

lance, eight or nine feet long, and carried in the

centre of the first rank of a squadron of horse, by
the cornet.
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STANDARDS BELONGING TO THE CAVALRY.
Standards are posted in the following manner :

The king's with the right squadron. The second
with the left; and the third with the centre. In

advancing to the front on foot, the advanced
standards and their Serjeants must not slacken

their pace, or deviate from right to left, as the

lieutenant-colonel, or leading-officer, may happen
to do ; but if he be in their way they must call to

him, because they alone reeulate the march. The
standards must always be brought to the parade
by the troop, viz., by that which has its private

parade nearest to head-quarters. They must be

accompanied by as many trumpeters as can

conveniently assemble with that troop. Swords
must be drawn and the march sounded. The
cornets parade, of course, with that troop to re-

ceive the standards. The standards are received

by the regiment, or squadron, at open ranks, with

swords drawn, officers saluting, and the -march

sounding by the remaining trumpeters. They
must march off from head-quarters, and be

lodged with the same form.

STANDARD-HILL, the Durolerum of the

Romans, a hill of England, in Kent, south of

Newington, by Sittingbourne, on which it is said

Julius Caesar encamped. Also a hill in Sussex,
near Battel, now called Beacon-hill, where Wil-
liam the Conqueror raised his standard the day
before the battle of Hastings.

STANDARDUS, true standard, or legal

weight or measure. Cartular S. Edmund, MS.
268.

STAN'DEL, n. s. From stand. A tree of

long standing.
The Druinians were nettled to see the princely

ttandel of their royal oak return with a branch of

willows. Howel.

STAND'ISH, n s.. Stand and dish. A case

for pen and ink.

A Grubstreet patriot does not write to secure, but

get something : should the government be over-

turned, he has nothing to lose but an old standish.

Addison.
I bequest to Dean Swift, esquire, my large silver

standish, consisting of a large silver plate, an ink-pot,
and a sand-box. Swift.

STANDON, a market-town and parish in

Braugin hundred, Herts, situate on the river

Rib, eight miles north-east from Hertford, and

twenty-seven from London. The church has

nothing remarkable, except that the chancel floor

is elevated seven steps above the level of the

church, and the altar three steps above the chan-
cel. Market on Friday. Fair, October 13th. It

is a vicarage.

STANEMORE, a barren district of West-

moreland, in the east corner of the county. It

has relics of Rerecross, an ancient boundary be-
tween Scotland and England, set up when Cum-
berland belonged to the former.

STANG, n. s. Sax. ren 5' A perch.
These fields were intermingled with woods of half

a ttang, and the tallest tree appeared to be seven feet

high. Swift.

STANHOPE (George), D. D., an eminent

divine, born at Hertishorn in Derbyshire, in

1660. His father was rector of that place, vicar

of St. Margaret's church in Leicester, and chap-

lain to the earls of Chesterfield and Clare. His

grandfather, also Dr. George
'

Stanhope, was

chaplain to James I. and Charles I. ; chancellor,

canon, residentiary, and a prebend of York,
and was rector of Weldrake. He was for his

loyalty driven from his home with eleven chil-

dren; and died in 1644. Our author was sent

to school, first at Uppingham in Rutland, then

at Leicester ; afterwards removed to Eaton ; and

thence chosen to Ring's College in Cambridge.
He took the degree of B. A. in 1681 ;

A. M.
1658; was elected minister of Qoi near Cam-

bridge, and vice proctor 1688; and rector of

Tring in Hertfordshire. He was in 1689 ap-

pointed vicar of Lewisham in Kent, by lord

Dartmouth, to whom he had been chaplain. He
was also appointed chaplain to William and

Mary, and continued under queen Anne. He
commenced D. D. July 5th, 1697 ;

and was

made vicar of Deptford, and dean of Canterbury
in 1 703 ; thrice chosen prolocutor of the lower

house of convocation. He was endowed with

excellent parts, and acquired a large stock of

learning, with the purest diction, and a just elo-

cution. The character of the Christian and the

gentleman in him were happily united. He died

March 18th, 1728, aged sixty-eight. The dean

was twice married : 1 . to Olivia Cotton, by
whom he had one son and four daughters; 2. To
a sister of Sir Charles Wager, who survived him
till October 1st, 1730, aged fifty-four. One of

his daughters was married to a son of bishop
Burnet. His writings are, A Paraphrase and

Comment upon the Epistles and Gospels, 4 vols.,

1705, 8vo. ; Sermons at Boyle's Lectures, 1706,
4to. ; Fifteen Sermons, 1700, 8vo. ;

Twelve Ser-

mons, 1727, 8vo. ; Parson's Christian Directory,

1716, 8vo.
;
A Funeral Sermon on Mr. Richard

Stare, bookseller, 1724, 4to: Twenty Sermons,
between 1692 and 1724 ;

Private Prayers, trans-

lated from the Greek of bishop Andrews, with

Additions, 1730. He also published editions of

Epictetus, Thomas a Kempis, and Rochefou-

cault.

STANHOPE (Philip Dormer), earl of Chester-

field, was born in 1695, and educated in Trinity-

Hall, Cambridge; which place he left in 1714,

when, by his own account, he was an absolute

pedant ; in this character he went abroad, where

a familiarity"with good company soon convinced

him he was totally mistaken in almost all his

notions ; and an attentive study of the air, man-

ner, and address of the people of fashion, soon

polished a man whose predominant desire was

to please ; and who, as it afterwards appeared,
valued exterior accomplishments beyond any
other human acquirement. While lord Stan-

hope, he got an early seat in parliament ;
and in

1722 succeeded to his father's estate and titles.

In 1728, and in 1745, he was appointed ambas-

sador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to Hol-

land
;
which high character he supported with

the greatest dignity ; serving his own country,
and gaining the esteem of the states general.

Upon his return from Holland, he was sent lord

lieutenant of Ireland ; and, during his adminis-

tration there, gave general satisfaction to al 1

par-
ties. He left Dublin in 1746, and in October

succeeded the earl of Harrington as secretary of
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state, in which post he officiated until February
6th, 1748. Being seized with a deafness in 1752
that incapacitated him for the pleasures of society,
he from that time led a private and retired life,

amusing himself with books and his pen; in

particular, he engaged largely as a volunteer in

a periodical miscellaneous paper called The

World, in which his contributions have a dis-

tinguished degree of excellence. He died in

1773, leaving a character for wit and abilities

that had few equals. He distinguished himself

by his eloquence in parliament on many impor-
tant occasions. He was an active promoter of

the bill for altering the style; on which occasion,
as he writes in one of his letters to his son, he

made so eloquent a speech in the house that

every one was pleased. Lord Macclesfield, one
of the greatest mathematicians in Europe, and
who had a principal hand in framing the bill,

spoke afterwards, with all the clearness that a

thorough knowledge of the subject could dictate ;

but, not having a flow of words equal to lord

Chesterfield, the latter gained the applause from
the former. The high character lord Chesterfield

supported during life received no small injury
soon after his death, from a fuller display of it

by his own hand. He left no issue by his lady,
but had a natural son, Philip Stanhope, esq.,
whose education was for many years a close ob-

ject of his attention, and who was afterwards en-

voy extraordinary at the court of Dresden, but

died before him. When lord Chesterfield died,
Mr. Stanhope's widow published a course of

letters written by the father to the son, filled

with instructions suitable to the different grada-
tions of the young man's life to whom they were
addressed. These letters contain many fine ob-

servations on mankind, and rules of conduct;
but it is observable that he lays a greater stress

on exterior accomplishments and address than

on intellectual qualifications and sincerity; and
allows greater latitude to fashionable pleasures
than good morals will justify, especially in pa-
ternal instructions. Hence the celebrated Dr.
Samuel Johnson observed of these letters, that

they inculcate only the morals of a loose woman,
with the manners of a dancing master.

STANHOPE (Charles), the third earl of Stan-

hope, was born August 3d, 1753. He received

his education at Eton, and Geneva, where his

genius led him to pay a close attention to the

mathematics ; and such was his progress that he
obtained a prize from the society of Stockholm
for a memoir on the pendulum. In 1774 he
stood candidate for Westminster without success;
but was introduced by the earl of Shelburne into

parliament as member for the borough of Wy-
combe, which he represented until 1 786, when
the death of his father called him to the house of

Peers. He regarded with pleasure the dawn of

the French Revolution ; openly avowed republi-
can sentiments, and went so far as to lay aside

the external ornaments of the peerage. He was
also a frequent speaker against the war. As a
man of science he ranked high both as an inven-

tor and patron ; and among other things was the

author of a method for securing buildings from

fire, an arithmetical machine, a new printing-

press, a monochoid for tuning musical instru-
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ments, and a vessel to sail against wind and tide.

He was twice married, first to lady Hester Pitt,

daughter of the first earl of Chatham, by whom
he had three daughters; and secondly to Miss

Grenville, by whom he had three sons. This
scientific but eccentric nobleman published seve-
ral philosophical and a few political tracts. He
died 14th of December 1816.
STANISLAUS (Leczinski), king of Poland,

was born at Leopold the 20th of October, 1677.
His father was a Polish nobleman, distinguished

by his rank and the important offices which he

held, but still more by his firmness and courage.
Stanislaus was sent ambassador in 1704, by the

assembly of Warsaw, to Charles XII. of Sweden,
who had conquered Poland. He was at that

time twenty-seven years old, was general of

Great Poland, and had been ambassador extraor-

dinary to the grand seignior in 1699. Charles

was so delighted with the frankness and sincerity
of'his deportment, and with the firmness and
sweetness which appeared in his countenance,
that he gave him the crown of Poland, and or-

dered him to be crowned at Warsaw in 1705.
He -accompanied Charles XII. into Saxony,
where a treaty was concluded with king Augus-
tus in 1705, by which that prince resigned the

crown, and acknowledged Stanislaus king of

Poland. See POLAND. The new monarch re-

mained in Saxony with Charles till 1707, when

they returned into Poland and attacked the Rus-

sians, whom they obliged to evacuate that king-
dom in 1708. But Charles, being defeated by
Peter the Great in 1709, Augustus returned into

Poland, and, being assisted by a Russian army,
obliged Stanislaus to retire first into Sweden, and
afterwards into Turkey. Soon after he took up
his residence at Weissenburg in Alsace. Au-

gustus despatched Sum his envoy to France, to

complain of this; but the duke of Orleans, then

regent, returned this answer :
' Tell your king,

that France has always been the asylum of un-

happy princes.' Stanislaus lived in obscurity
till 1725, when Louis XV. espoused the princess

Mary his daughter. Upon the death of Augustus,
in 1733, he returned to Poland in hopes of re-

mounting the throne. A large party declared

for him
;
but his competitor, the young elector of

Saxony, being supported by the emperor Charles

VI. and the empress of Russia, was chosen

king, though the majority was against him.

Dantzic, to which Stanislaus had retired, was

quickly taken, and the unfortunate prince made
his escape in disguise with great difficulty, after

hearing that a price was set upon his head by
the Russians. When peace was concluded in

1736 between the emperor and France, it was

agreed that Stanislaus should abdicate the throne,

but that he should be acknowledged king of Po-

land and grand duke of Lithuania, and continue

to bear these titles during life ;
that all his effects

and those of the queen his spouse should be re-

stored ; that an amnesty should be declared in

Poland for all that was past, and that every per-
son should be restored to his possessions, rights,

and privileges ;
that the elector of Saxony should

be acknowledged king of Poland by all the

powers who acceded to the treaty ; that Stanis-

laus should be put in possession of the duchies

G
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of Lprrain and Bar ;
but that immediately after

his death these duchies should be united for ever

to the crown of France. Stanislaus succeeded a

race of princes in Lorrain who were beloved and

regretted ;
and his subjects found their ancient

sovereigns revived in him. He tasted then the

pleasure which he had so long desired, the plea-
sure of making men happy. He assisted his

new subjects ; he embellished Nancy and Lune-

ville; he made useful establishments ; he founded

colleges and built hospitals. He was engaged in

these noble employments, when an accident oc-

casioned his death. His night-gown caught fire

and burnt him so severely, before it could be ex-

tinguished, that he was seized with a fever, and
died February 23d, 1766. His death occasioned

a public mourning ; the grief of his subjects was

genuine. In his youth he had accustomed him-

self to fatigue, and had strengthened his mind and

constitution. He was temperate, liberal, adored

by his vassals, gentle, affable, compassionate,

treating his subjects like equals, and alleviating

their misfortunes. His revenues were small,

but were we to judge of them by what he did,

we might reckon him the richest potentate in

Europe. He gave 18,000 crowns to the magis-
trates of Bar to be employed in purchasing

grain, when at a low price, to be sold out again to

the poor at a moderate rate, when the price should

rise above a certain sum. He was a protector of

the arts and sciences ;
he wrote several works of

philosophy, politics, and morality, which were
collected and published in France in 1765, in

4 vols. 8vo, under the title of Oeuvres du Philo-

Bophe Bienfaisant,
' the Works of the Benevo-

lent Philosopher.'
STANISLAUS AUGUSTUS (Poniatowski), the last

king of Poland, was the son of count Poniatowski,
a Polish nobleman, by a lady of royal descent,
and born in 1732. After receiving a very liberal

education, he went abroad and resided for a

considerable time in England ; where he became
intimate with Sir Charles Hanbury Williams,
whom he accompanied in his embassy to Peters-

burgh. Being uncommonly handsome, he soon

attracted the attention of the grand duchess,
afterwards Catharine II. To increase his im-

portance, he was appointed ambassador from

Augustus king of Poland, and invested with the

insignia of the white eagle ; but his intrigue
with the grand duchess being discovered, the

empress Elizabeth was so much offended that

she expressed her displeasure to the king of

Poland who immediately recalled him. Upon
the immorality of this amour we need make no
comment. Moral principles are seldom re-

garded by the great -vhen they interfere with

their pursuits of pleasure or of power. But
it will be seen how she rewarded him. When
Catharine ascended the throne, on the mur-
der of her husband, Poniatowski, thinking
he would be a welcome visitant, set out for

Pslersburgh ; but, to his surprise and mortifi-

cation, he received a message from his old

mistress, when on the frontiers, advising him
to return to Warsaw. However, on the death

of king Augustus, in 1763, Catharine announced
her intention of placing her favorite on the

throne of Poland ; a measure which, though

disagreeable to many of the Polish nobles, she

effected in 1764. See POLAND. The disturb-;

ances which soon after commenced between the

Roman Catholics and the Dissidents ; the inter-

ference of Russia and the other partitioning

powers ; the seizure of the king's person by
conspirators, with his astonishing escape ; the

beautiful but short lived revolution, and new
constitution ; the first and second partitions of

Poland by the surrounding powers; with the

bloody operations of the Russians under Suwar-

row, the massacre of Prague, and the capture
of Warsaw, are fully recorded under POLAND.
The unfortunate monarch was obliged to resign
his crown in November 1795, and retire to

Petersburgh ;
where he died April llth, 1798.

He was one of the most accomplished men of

his age ;
had read the best authors ancient and

modern ; and could converse in various Ian- .

guages. Under the last constitution he would
have made an excellent monarch, and a happy
people, if the other powers of Europe had as-

sisted him and the brave Poles against their

oppressors..

STANISLAWOW, a circle of Austrian Gali-

cia, situated in the south-east of the province,

adjacent to Hungary and the circles of Stryi and

Tarnopol. It has a territorial extent of 1955

square miles.

STANISLAWOW, a trading town of Austrian

Poland, the capital of the preceding circle. It is

surrounded by a wall, and is well fortified, has

a Catholic and an Arminian church, a gymna-
sium, and a central school. It has also a govern-
ment depot of tobacco and snuff. Inhabitants

6200. Eighty miles south by east of Lemberg,
and 172 north-west of Jassy.

STANK, adj. Ital. stance. Weak; worn out.

Obsolete.

Diggon, I am so stiff and so stank,
That unneth I may stand any more,
And how the western wind bloweth sore,

Beating the withered leaf from the tree. Spenser.

STANLEY (Sir Thomas), knt., of Cumber-
low Green, in Herefordshire, a learned writer

of the seventeenth century, who published two
volumes of Poems; the one in 1649, and the

other in 1651.

STANLEY (Thomas), son of Sir Thomas, be-

came still more famous for his learning. He
was born at Cumberlow about 1644, and edu-
cated in his father's house, whence he removed
to the university of Cambridge. He afterwards

travelled through France, Italy, and Spain, and,

upon his return to England, prosecuted his stu-

dies in the Middle Temple. He married Doro-

thy, the eldest daughter of Sir James Engan of

Flower in Northamptonshire. He wrote, 1. A
Volume of Poems. 2. A Translation of /Elian's

Various History. 3. History of Philosophy and
Lives of the Philosophers. 4. A Translation of

./Eschylus, with a Commentary ; and several

other works. He died in 1678.

STANLEY (John), an eminent composer and

performer of music, born in 1713. He was
blind from his infancy, but acquired so profound
a knowledge of music that he became master of

his majesty's band of musicians, and organist to

the society of the temple and of St. Andrew's,
Holborn. He died in 1786.
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STAN'NARY, adj. Lat. stannum. Relating
to the tin-works.

A steward keepeth his court once every three

weeks : they are termed stannary courts, of the Latin

ttannum, and hold plea of action of debt or tresspass
about white or black tin. Curew.

STANNARY is also used for the mines and
works wherein tin is dug and purified ; as in

Cornwall, Devonshire, &c. See CORNWALL and
TIN.

STANNARY COURTS, in Devonshire and Corn-

wall, courts held for the administration of justice

among the tinners therein. They are held
before the lord warden and his substitutes, in

virtue of a privilege granted to the workers in

the tin mines there, to sue and be sued only in

their own courts, that they may not be drawn
from their business, which is highly profitable to

the public, by attending their law suits in other
courts. The privileges of the tinners are con-
firmed by a charter 33 Edw. I., and fully ex-

pounded by a private statute, 50 Edw. III.,
which has since been explained by a public act,
16 Car. I. c. 15. What relates to our present
purpose is only this : that all tinners and labor-
ers in and about the stannaries shall, during
the tirrie of their working therein, bona fide, be

privileged from suits of other courts, and be

only pleaded in the stannary court in all matters,

excepting pleas of land, life, and member. No
writ of error lies hence to any court in West-
minster-hall ; as was agreed by all the judges, in

4 Jac. I. But an appeal lies from the steward
of the court to the under warden

; and from him
to the lord warden ; and thence to the privy
council of the prince of Wales, as duke of Corn-

wall, when he has had livery or investiture of
the same. And thence the appeal lies to the

king himself, in the last resort.

STANNI PULVIS. Tin finely divided is ex-
hibited internally as a vermifuge. It acts me-

chanically, and the fine filings are more effectual

than the powder.
STANOVOY, a chain of mountains in Asiatic

Russia, forming part of the great northern chain
which here crosses the breadth of the continent.
It receives this name after turning to the north,
near the source of the Aldane, whence it runs

parallel to the gulf of Okhotsh, leaving only a
narrow plain intervening. It opposes serious

difficulty to travellers proceeding to this extre-

mity of the Russian empire, and is supposed to

continue uninterrupted, though with some dimi-
nution of magnitude, to Cape Tchoutchi, at the

north-eastern extremity of Asia ; the Aleutian and
Fox Isles may probably be considered in some
degree as a continuation of it. An important and

lofty branch passes into Kamtschatka and the
Kurile Islands; This chain consists chiefly of

granite and porphyry, though there are whole
mountains composed of green jasper.
STANYHURST (Richard), an Irish historian,

poet, and divine, born at Dublin about 1545,
and educated at University College, Oxford.
He afterwards studied the law at Fnrnival's and
Lincoln's Inns ; but, turning Roman Catholic,
he went to the Continent, where he entered into

orders ; and at Brussels was made chaplain to

Albert, archduke of Austria, then governor of

the Spanish Netherlands. lie published several
learned works; particularly, 1. Ilarmonia, sen
catena dialectica in Porphyrium ; folio 1570.
2. De Rebus in Hibernia gestis ; 4to. 1584. 3.

De Vita S. Patricii ; 12mo. 1587. 4. The first

four books of Virgil's 7Eneid, in English hexa-
meters ; 12mo. 1583. He died in 1618.

STAN'ZA, n. s. Ital. stanza; Fr. stance. A
number of lines regularly adjusted to each other

;

so much of a poem as contains every variation

of measure or relation of rhyme. Stanza is

originally a room of a house, and came to sig-

nify a subdivision of a poem ;
a staff.

So bold as yet no verse of mine has been,
To wear that gem on any line

j

Nor, till the happy nuptial house be seen,
Shall any stanza with it shine. Coiclei/.

Horace confines himself strictly to one sort of

verse or itanza in every ode. Dnjdeu.
Before his sacred name flies every fault,

And each exalted stanza teems with thought. Pope.

STAPELIA, a genus of plants belonging to

the class pentandria, and the order digynia. The
generic characters are these : CAL. monophyllous,
quinquefid, acute, small, and permanent: con.

monopetalous, flat, large, and divided, deeper
than the middle, into five parts, with broad, flat

pointed laciniae. The nectarium is small, star-

shaped, flat, quinquefid, with linear laciniae ; and

embracing with its ragged points the seed-form-

ing parts. Another small star, which is also flat

and quinquefid, covers the seminiferous parts
with its entire acute lacim'se. The stamina are

five in number; the filaments are erect, flat, and
broad

; and the antherae are linear, on each side

united to the side of the filament. The pistillum
has two germina, which are oval and flat on the

inside. There are no styles ; and the stigmata
are obsolete. The seed-vessel consists of two

oblong, awl-shaped, unilocular and univalved
follicles. The seeds are numerous, imbricated,

compressed, and crowned with a pappus or

down. This singular tribe of plants is peculiar
to the sandy deserts of Africa and Arabia.

They are extremely succulent. From this pecu-
liarity of structure, the power of retaining water
to support and nourish them, they are enabled to

live during the prevalent droughts of those arid

regions. On this account the stapelia has been
denominated the camel of the vegetable king-
dom. The peculiar economy in the stapelia
and other succulent plants seems to exist in the

absorbent and exhalant systems. The power of

absorption is as much increased as the power of

the exhalant or perspiratory vessels is diminished.

In these plants a small quantity of nourishment
is required. There is no solid part to be formed,
no large fruit to be produced. They generally
have very small leaves, often are entirely naked ;

so that, taking the whole plant, a small surface

only is exposed to the action of light and heat,

and consequently a much smaller proportion of

water is decomposed than in plants which are

much branched and furnished with leaves. Twc
species of stapelia only were known at the

beginning of the eighteenth century. The un-

fortunate Forskal, the companion of Niebhur,
who was sent out by the king of Denmark to

explore the interior of Arabia, and who fell a

T 2
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sacrifice to the pestilential diseases of those

inhospitable regions, discovered two new species.

Thunberg, in his Prodromus, has mentioned
five more. Forty new species have been dis-

covered by Mr. Masson of New Gardens, who
was sent out by his majesty George III. for the

purpose of collecting plants round the Cape of

Good Hope. Descriptions of these, with elegant
and highly finished colored engravings, have

lately been published. They are chiefly natives

of the extensive deserts called Karro, on the

western side of the Cape.
STAPES OF THE EAR. See ANATOMY, In-

dex, and SOUND.

STAPHIS, Gr. oraQic, strictly a grape, or a

bunch of grapes; whence, from their likeness

thereunto, it is applied to many other things,

especially the glands of the body, whether natu-

ral or diseased.

STAPHISAGRIA, Gr. <rro0ic ayput, wild

vine ; from its resemblanee of its leaves to those

of the vine.

STAPHYL^A, bladder-nut, in botany, a

genus of plants belonging to the class of pen-
tandria and order of trigynia; natural order

twenty-third, trihilatse : CAT., quinquepartite.
There are five petals. The capsules are three,

inflated and joined together by a longitudinal
suture. The seeds are two, and are globose with

a scar. There are two species, the pinnata and
trifolia.

1. S. pinnata, or bladder-nut-tree, is a tall

tree. The leaves are pinnated ; the pinna are

generally five, oblong, pointed, and notched

round the edges. The flowers are white, and

grow in whirls on long pendulous foot-stalks.

This plant flowers in June, and is frequent in

hedges about Pontefract and in Kent.

2. S. trifolia, or three-leaved bladder-nut, is a

native of Virginia.

STAPHYLE, Gr. ora<j>v\ri, a grape or rai-

sin : so called from its resemblance. The uvula.

STAPHYLINUS, a genus of animals belong-
ing to the class of insects, and order of coleop-
tera. The antennae are moniliform ; the feelers

four in number ; the elytra are not above half

the length of the abdomen ; the wings are folded

up and concealed under the elytra; the tail or

extremity .of the abdomen is single, is provided
with two long vesicles which the insect can
shoot out or draw back at pleasure. Gmelin
enumerates 117 species, of which five only are

natives of Great Britain, viz.

1. S. chrysomelinus is black; the thorax, ely-

tra, and feet, being testaceous. It is found in

the north of Europe.
2. S. maxillosus is black, with ash-colored

stripes, and jaws as long as the head. It inhabits

the woods.
3. S. murinus. The head is depressed. The

color is gray, clouded with black. The length
is six lines. It lives among horse dung.

4. S. riparius is of a reddish-brown color;
but the elytra are azure-colored ; and the head,

antennae, and two last rings of the abdomen, are

black. It is frequent on the banks of rivers in

Europe.
5. S. rufus is of an orange-color ; but the pos-

terior part of the elytra and abdomen is black,

as are also the thighs at their base. These in-

sects have a peculiarity to be met with in almost

every species of this genus, which is, that they

frequently turn up their tail, or extremity of the

abdomen, especially if you chance to touch

them ; in which case the tail is seen to rise im-

mediately, as if the insect meant to defend itself

by stinging. Yet that is not the place where the

insect's offensive weapons are situated. Its tail

has no sting, but it bites and pinches strongly
with its jaws ; and care must be taken, especially
in laying hold of the larger species. Their jaws
are strong, shoot out beyond the head, and are

subservient to the animal in seizing and destroy-

ing its prey. They feed on all other insects they
can catch ; even frequently two staphylini of the

same species bite and tear each other. Though
this insect has very small elytra, yet its wings are

large; but they are curiously folded up, and
concealed under the elytra. The insect unfolds

and expands them when he chooses to fly, which
he does very lightly. Among the small species
of this genus, there are several whose colors are

lively and singularly intermingled. Some of them
are found upon flowers, -but they chiefly inhabit

the dung of cows. Their larvae, which resemble

them so much as to be scarcely distinguishable,
live in damp places under ground. They are by
some called Rove beetles.

STAPHYLOMA. See SURGERY.

STAPLE, n. s. & adj. Fr. estape ; Belg. stapel,

perhaps from Lat. stabilis. A settled mart ; an
established emporium; the original material of a

manufacture : settled, established in commerce.
At Leister, for her wool whose staple doth excel,

And seems to overmatch the golden Phrygian fell.

Draytnn,
Some English wool, vexed in a Belgian loom,

And into cloth of spongy softness made,
Did into France or colder Denmark roam,

To ruin with worse ware our staple trade. Dryden.
A staple of romance and lyes,

False tears, and real perjuries.
Prior.

The customs of Alexandria were very great, it

having been the staple of the Indian trade.

Arbuthnot on Coin*.

What needy writers would not solicit to work under
such masters, who will take off their ware at their

own rates, and trouble not themselves to examine
whether it be staple or no ? Swift.

STAPLE, n. s. Sax. j-tapul, a prop. A loop
of iron ; a bar bent and driven in at both ends.

I have seen staples of doors and nails born.

Peacham.

The silver ring she pulled, the door reclosed :

The bolt, obedient to the silken cord,

To the strong staple's inmost depth restored,

Secured the valves. Pope's Odyssey.

STAPLE signifies a public market, whither

merchants, &c., are obliged to bring their goods
for sale ; as the Greve, or the places along the

Seine, for sale of wines and corn at Paris,

whither the merchants of other parts are obliged
to bring those commodities. Formerly the

merchants of England were obliged to carry
their wool, cloth, lead, and other staple commo-
dities of this realm, to expose them by whole-

sale; and these staples were appointed to be

constantly kept at York, Lincoln, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, Norwich, Westminster, Canterbury,
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Chichester, Winchester, Exeter, and Bristol ; in

each of which a public mart was appointed to

be kept, and each of them had a court of the

mayor of the staple, for deciding differences,

held according to the law merchant, in a sum-

mary way.
STAPLE COMMODITIES, such wares and mer-

chandises as are commonly and readily sold in a

market, or exported abroad ; being for the most

part the proper produce or manufacture of the

country.
STAPLETON (Thomas), a celebrated Roman

Catholic divine, born in Sussex in 1535. He
was educated at Canterbury and Winchester, and
then sent to New College, Oxford, where he
became a fellow. On the accession of queen
Elizabeth he went to Louvain, where he was

appointed regius professor in divinity, canon of

St. Peter's, and dean of Hillerbeck. He died in

1598. His works were published at Paris in

1620, in 4 vols. folio.

STAPYLTON (Sir Robert), the third son of

Richard Stapylton, of Carleton, Yorkshire, was
born in Yorkshire, and educated in the Roman
faith, in the college of English Benedictines, at

Douay, in France. On his return to England
he turned Protestant, and was appointed gentle-
man usher to the prince of Wales, afterwards

Charles II. When king Charles I. was obliged
to fly from London, he went with him, and was

knighted in 1642. After the battle of Edgehill
he attended the king to Oxford, and was created

LL. D. During the Commonwealth, and Crom-
well's usurpation, he spent his time in retire-

ment and study ; but, after the Restoration, he
was promoted to some offices by Charles II.

He published several dramatic works, and died

in 1669.

Saxon j-teonna ;

Teut. sterre ; Belg.
star ; Latin astrum ;

Gr. a^pov. One
of the luminous bo-

dies that appear in

the nocturnal sky ;

particular configu-
rations of the stars

;

the pole star; a

STA

STAR, n. s.

STAR'GAZER,

STAR'LESS, adj.

STAR'LIGHT, n. s. & adj.

STAR'LIKE, adj.

STAR'PAVED,
STAR'PROOF,
STAR'RED,

STAR'RY,
STAR'SHOOT, n. s.

mark of reference : a stargazer is a familiar name
of an astrologer or astronomer : starless, devoid
of stars ; dark : starlight, the lustre of, or lighted

by the stars: starlike, stellated; resembling the

stars in lustre : starpaved, studded with stars :

starproof, impervious to starlight : starred, in-

fluenced by or decorated with stars . starry,

abounding with stars : starshodt is an emission

from a star.

Let the Astrologers, the stargazers, and the monthly
prognosticates, stand up and save thee.

ha. xlvii. 13.

Such is his will, that paints
The earth with colors fresh,

The darkest skies with store

Of starry lights. Spenser.
Then let the pebbles on the hungry beech,

Fillop
the tturs ;

Murdering impossibility, to make
What cannot be, sligh twork. Shakspeare. Coriolamu.

Well, if you be not turned Turk, there is no more

sailing by the star. Id. Much Ado About Nothing.

From forth the fatal loins of these two foes

A pair of star-crost lovers take their life. Shakspeare.

My third comfort
Starred most unluckily, is from my breast

Hal'd out to murder. Id. Winter's Tale.

Now they never meet in grove or green,

By fountain clear or spangled starlight sheen.

Shakspeare.
Tears had dimmed the lustre of her starry eyes.

Id. Illust.

Hither the Syracusan's art translates

Heaven's form, the course of things, and human
fates ;

The included spirit, serving the star-decked signs,
The living work in constant motions winds.

Hakewill.

Such his fell glances as the fatal light
Of starring comets that look kingdoms dead.

Crashaw.

As from a cloud his fulgent head,
And shape star bright, appeared. Milton.

In progress through the road of heaven starpaved.
Id.

Under the shady roof

Of branching elm starproof. Id.

That starred Ethiop queen, that strove

To set her beauty's praise above

The sea-nymphs. Id.

A boundless continent,

Dark, waste, and wild, under the frown of night
Starless exposed. Id. Paradise Lost.

Nor walk by moon,
Or glittering starlight, without thee is sweet, Milton.

The having turned many to righteousness shall con-

fer a starlike and immortal brightness.

Boyle's Seraphick Love.

I have seen a good quantity of that jelly, by the

vulgar called a starshoot, as if it remained upon the

extinction of a falling star. Boyle.
These reasons moved her starlike husband's heart

;

But still he held his purpose to depart. Dryden.
Heaven and earth's compacted name,

And flowing waters, and the starry flame,

And both the radiant lights, one common soul

Inspires and feeds, and animates the whole. Id.

Cato might give them furlos for another world
;

But we, like sentries, are obliged to stand

In starless nights, and wait the appointed hour. /*.

They danced by starlight and the friendly moon.
Id.

Owls, that mark the setting sun, declare

A starlight evening and a morning fair. Id. Virgil.

We are apt to do amiss, and lay the blame upon
our stars or fortune. L'Estrange.
A stargazer, in the height of his celestial observa-

tions, stumbled into a ditch. Id.

Nightshade tree rises with a wooden stem, green-

leaved, and has starlike flowers.

Mortimer's Husbandry.
He furious hurled against the ground

His sceptre starred with golden studs around. Pope.

Daphne wondering mounts on high,

Above the clouds, above the starry sky ! Id.

Remarks worthy of riper observation, note with a

marginal star. Watts.

When an astronomer uses the word slur in its

strict sense, it is applied only to the fixl slurs: but in

a large sense it includes the planets.
Id

STAR, in astronomy, is a general name for all

the heavenly bodies, which, like so many bril-

liant studs, are dispersed throughout the whole

heavens. The stars are distinguished from the

phenomena of their motion &,c., into fixed, and

erratic or wandering stars ; these last are again
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distinguished into the greater luminaries, viz. the

sun and moon ;
the planets, or wandering stars,

properly so called ; and the comets. See ASTRO-

NOMY. As to the fixed stars, they are so called,

because they seem to be fixed, or perfectly at

rest, and consequently appear always at the same
distance from each other.

STAR is also a badge of honor, worn by the

knights of the garter, bath, and thistle. See

GARTER.

STAR, in fortification, denotes a small fort,

having five or more points, or salient and re-

entering angles, flanking one another, and their

faces ninety or 100 feet long.

STARAJA RUSSA, a town of European Rus-

sia, in the government of Novgorod, on the river

Polista, not far from the lake Ilmen. It has a

considerable trade in hemp and flax; but the

most important establishment is a salt work be-

longing to the government. Inhabitants 5300.

Thirty-four miles south of Novgorod and 137
south by east of Petersburg.

The STAR APPLE is a species of chrysophyl-
lum.

STAR HYACINTH, a species of scilla.

STAR OF ALEXANDRIA, a species of ornithoga-
lum.

STAR OF BETHLEHEM. See ORNITHOGALUM.
STAR OF CONSTANTINOPLE, STAR OF NAPLES,

other two species of ornithogalum.

STARS, FALLING. See JGNIS FATUUS, METEOR,
and METEOROLOGY.
STAR THISTLE, in botany. See CENTAUREA.

STAR'BOARD, n. s. Sax. r*eoribori'. Is

the right hand side of the ship, as larboard is the

left. Sax. ?t&Q]\, signifies high, particularly in

authority, and would be applied to those officers

who had a right to walk on the right side of the

ship.
On shipboard the mariners will not leave their

starboard and larboard, because some one accounts it

gibrish. Bramhall.

STARBOARD is the right side of the ship when
the eye of the spectator is directed forward.

STAR'CH, n. s. & v. a. ) Teut. stare. A vis-

STARCHED, adj. J cous matter used in

stiffening linen : to apply starch : stiffened with
starch ; stiff.

Has he
Disliked your yellow starch, or said your doublet
"Was not exactly Frenchified ?

Fletcher's Queen of Cor.

With starch thin laid on, and the skin well

stretched, prepare your ground.
Peacham en Drawing.

Her goodly countenance I've seen
Set off with kerchief starched and pinners clean.

Gay.
Does the Gospel any where prescribe a starched

squeezed countenance, a stiff formal gait, or a singu-
larity of manners 1

Swift.

STARCH is a fecula or sediment found at the
bottom of vessels wherein wheat has been steeped
in water; of which fecula, after separating the
bran from it by passing it through sieves, they
form a kind of loaves, which, being dried in the
sun or an oven, are afterwards cut into little

pieces, and so sold. The best starch is white,
soft, and friable, and easily broken into powder.

Such as require fine starch do not content them-

selves, like the starchmen, with refuse wheat, but
use the finest grain. The process is as follows :

The grain, being well cleaned, is put to ferment
in vessels full of water, which they expose to the

sun while in its greatest heat
; changing the

water twice a day, for the space of eight or

twelve days according to the season. When the

grain bursts easily under the finger, they judge it

sufficiently fermented. The fermentation per-
fected, and the grain thus softened, it is put,
handful by handful, into a canvas bag, to sepa-
rate the flour from the husks ; which is done by
rubbing and beating it on a plank laid across

the mouth of an empty vessel that is to receive

the flour. As the vessels are filled with this

liquid flour, there is seen swimming at top a
reddish water, which is to be carefully scummed
off from time to time, and clean water is to be

put in its place, which, after stirring the whole

together, is also to be strained through a cloth

or sieve, and what is left behind put into the ves-

sel with new water, and exposed to the sun for

some time. As the sediment thickens at the

bottom, they drain off the water four or five times,

by inclining the vessel, but without passing it

through the sieve. What remains at bottom is

the starch, which they cut in pieces to get out,
and leave it to dry in the sun. When dry it is

laid up for use.

STARCH is commonly made of wheat, and the

very best starch can perhaps be made of nothing
else. Wheat, however, is too valuable an ar-

ticle of food to be employed as the material of

starch, if any thing else will answer the purpose ;

and it has long been known that an inferior kind
of starch may be made of potatoes. Potatoes,

however, are themselves a valuable article of
food ; and it is therefore an object of importance
to try if starch may not be made of something
still less useful. On the 8th of March, 1796, a

patent was granted to lord William Murray for

his discovery of a method by which starch may
be extracted from horse chestnuts. But the de-

scription of the method is too tedious for our ad-

milting it.

Chemically starch may be described as a

white, insipid, comoustible substance, insoluble

in cold water, but forming a jelly with boiling
water. It exists chiefly in the white and brittle

parts of vegetables, particularly in tuberose

roots, and the seeds of gramineous plants. It

may be extracted by pounding these parts, and

agitating them in cold water; when the paren-

chyma, or fibrous parts, will first subside ; and,
these being removed, a fine white powder, dif-

fused through the water, will gradually subside,

which is the starch. Or the pounded or grated
substance, as the roots of arum, potatoes, acorns,
or horse chestnuts, for instance, may be put into

a hair-sieve, and the starch washed through with
cold water, leaving the grosser matters behind.

Farinaceous seeds may be ground and treated in

a similar manner. Oily seeds require to have
the oil expressed from them before the farina is

extracted. If starch be subjected to distillation,
it gives out water impregnated with empyreu-
inatic acetous acid, a little red or brown oil, a
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great deal of carbonic acid, and carburetted hy-
drogen gas. Its coal is bulky, easily burned,
and leaves a very small quantity of potash and

phosphate of lime. If when diffused in water

it be exposecl to a heat of 60 Fahrenheit, or up-
ward, it will ferment and turn sour; but much
more so, if it be not freed from the gluten, ex-

tract, and coloring matter. Thus, in starch-

making, the farina ferments and becomes sour,

but the starch that does not undergo fermentation

is rendered the more pure by this process. Some
water, already soured, is mixed with the flour

ind water, which regulates the fermentation, and

prevents the mixture from becoming putrid ; and
in this state it is left about ten days in summer,
and fifteen in winter, before the scum is removed,
and the water poured off. The starch is then

washed out from the bran, and dried, first in the

open air, and finally in an oven.

With boiling water starch forms a nearly trans-

parent mucilage, emitting a peculiar smell, neither

disagreeable nor very powerful. This mucilage

may be dried, and will then be semitransparent
and much resembling gum, all the products of

which it affords. When dissolved it is much
more easily digested and nutritious than before
it has undergone this operation. Both acids

and alkalis combined with water dissolve it. It

separates the oxides of several metals from their

solutions, and takes oxygen from many of them.
It is found naturally combined with all the im-
mediate principles of vegetables, and may easily
be united with most of them by art. When
starch is triturated with iodine, it forms combina-
tions of various colors. When the proportion of

iodine is small, these compounds are violet;
when somewhat greater, blue ; and when still

greater, black.

We can always obtain the finest blue color, by
treating starch with an excess of iodine, dis-

solving the compound in liquid potash, and pre-

cipitating by a vegetable acid. The color is ma-
nifested even at the instant of pouring water of

iodine into a liquid which contains starch dif-

fused through it. Hence iodine becomes an
excellent test for detecting starch ; and starch

for detecting iodine. Besides these combinations,
it appears that there is another of a white color,
in which the iodine exists in very small quantity.
All of them possess peculiar properties,which have
been described by MM. Colin and Gauthier

Claubry (Annal. de Chimie, xc..92), and M.
Pelletier (Bulletin de Pharmacie, vi. 289).

Starch is not affected in the cold, by water, al-

cohol, or ether. But it dissolves readily when
triturated with potash water. When to the solution

of starch in hot water, we pour in a boiling hot

solution of sub-nitrate of lead, and leave the mix-
ture for a considerable time at rest, a precipitate

falls, which is found after washing and drying
to consist of 100 starch and 38-89 protoxide of

lead. Berzelius, Ann. de Chimie, xcv. 82.

Starch is convertible into sugar by dilute sul-

phuric acid. To produce this change we must take

2000 parts of sturch, diffuse them in 8000 parts
of water, containing forty parts of strong oil of

vitriol ; and boil the mixture for thirty-six hours
in a basin of silver or lead, talking care to stir the

materials with a wooden rod during the first hour
of ebullition. At the end of this time the mass

having become liquid, does not require to be

stirred, except at intervals. In proportion as

the water evaporates, it ought to be replaced.
When the liquor has been sufficiently boiled,
we must add to it chalk and animal charcoal ;

then clarify with white of egg, filter the mixture

through a flock of wool, and then concentrate the

liquid till it has acquired a syrupy consistence.

After this the basin must be removed from the

fire, in order that, by cooling, the greater part of

the sulphate of lime may fall down. The pure

syrup is now to be decanted off, and evaporated
to the proper dryness. The greater the quantity
of acid employed, the less ebullition is required
to convert the .starch into the saccharine matter.

Vogel, Ann. de Chimie, Ixxxii. 148.

The discovery of the preceding process is due
to M. Kirchoff of St. Petersburgh. M. Th. de

Saussure lias ascertained that no gas is given off

during the operation; that the access of air is not

essential to it; that the sulphuric acid is not de-

composed ;
and that 100 parts of starch produce

110-14 of sugar.
The presence of sulphuric acid is not indis-

pensable for obtaining sugar from starch. Jt

may also be obtained by leaving the starch to it-

self, either with or without contact of air, or !>y

mixing it with dried gluten. At the same time,

indeed, several other products are formed. M.
Th. de Saussure's interesting observations on this

subject are published in the Anna'.cs de Chimie
etde Physique, xi. 379. The starch, brought to

the state of a pulpy mass, must be left to spon-
taneous decomposition. The products are, 1st,

a sugar, like the sugar of grapes; 2d, gum, like

that from roasted starch; 3d, amidine, a body
whose properties are intermediate between those

of starch and gum; and, 4th, an insoluble sub-

stance like ligneous matter. In these experi-

ments, the mass on which he operated was made

by pouring twelve parts of boiling water on om>

of starch. When it was fermented by dry gluten,
he obtained

Without contact With contact

of air. of uir.

Sugar . . 47-4 49'7

Gum . . 23-0 9-7

Amadine . . 8-9 5-2

Amilaceous lignin 10-3 9 - 2

Lignin with charcoal, A trace
.

0-3

Undecomposed starch 4-0 3-8

Potatoe starch differs perceptibly from that of

wheat; it is more friable; is composed of ovoid

grains about twice the size of the other ;
it re-

quires a lower temperature to reduce it into a

jelly witli water; it is soluble in. more dilute al-

kaline leys, and is less readily decomposed by

spontaneous fermentation. It also contains more

hygrometric water; for 100 parts of it dried at

the temperature of boiling water lost 16-41 parts

of water; whilst wheat starcli lost by the same

process only 13-66. They had both been pre-

viously exposed for some time to a dry atmos-

phere, at the heat of 72'5 Fahrenheit. Starch

is composed of
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Gay Lussac & Thenard.

Carbon . 43-55

Oxygen . 49-68

Hydrogen 6-77

100-00

Berzehus.

43-481

49-455

7-064

100-000

Azote

Saturate.

45-39

48-31

5-90

99-60

0-4

1 00-00

When starch is roasted at a moderate heat in

an oven, it is converted into a species of gum,

employed by the calico printers. Potatoe starch

answers best for this purpose.
M. Caventou considers starch paste made with

hot water as containing the same thing as the

amidine of M. de Saussure. Salop, according
to him, is composed of a little gum, very little

starch, and much bassorine. Sago is a uniform

substance, soluble in cold water, more so in hot,

precipitated blue by iodine, and differing from

common starch in the first property. Tapioca
seems to be identical in composition with sago.

Arrow-root is nearly pure starch, agreeing in all

respects with the starch of the potatoe, which

may be converted by heat into something similar

to sago and tapioca. Annales de Chimie et

Physique, xxxi. 337.

Starch is the principal alimentary substance

contained in our bread. In a medical point of

view it is to be considered as a demulcent ;
and

accordingly, it forms the principal ingredient of

an officinal lozenge in catarrhs, and a mucilage

prepared from it often produces excellent effects,

both taken by the mouth and in the form of

clyster, in dysenteries and diarrhoea, from irrita-

tion of the intestines. Milk and starch, with the

addition of suet finely shred, and incorporated by
boiling, was the soup employed by Sir John

Pringle in dysenteries, where the mucous mem-
brane of the intestines had been abraded. Ex-

ternally, surgeons apply it as an absorbent in

erysipelas.
STAR CHAMBER, COURT OF, (camera stellata), a

famous, or rather infamous, English tribunal, said

to have been so called either from a Saxon word

signifying to steer or govern; or from its pu-
nishing the crimen stellionatus, or cosenage ; or

because the room wherein it sat, the old council-

chamber of the palace of Westminster (Lamb. 148)
which was afterwards converted into the lottery-

office, and forms the east side of New Palace

Yard, was full of windows; or (to which Sir

Edw-ard Coke, 4 Inst. 66, accedes), because

haply the roof thereof was at the first garnished
with gilded stars. All these are merely conjec-
tures (for no stars are now in the roof, nor are

any said to have remained there so late as the

reign of queen Elizabeth) ; and another conjec-
tural etymology, as far-fetched as any of them,
has been derived from starra or Starrs, a corrup-
tion of the Hebrew word shetar, a covenant;
which Jewish covenants, it is alleged, were

lodged in this chamber by Richard I. before the

Jews were banished. (See Tovey's Angl. Judaic,
32. Selden. Tit. of Hon. ii. 34. Uxor Ebraic. i.

14.) But, whatever was the origin of the name,
this court was of very ancient original ;

but new-
modelled by stats. 3 Hen. VII. c. l,and 21 Hen.
VIII. c. 20, consisting of divers lords spiritual

88 STA
and temporal, being privy-counsellors, together
with two judges of the courts of common-law,
without the intervention of any jury. Their ju-
risdiction extended legally over riots, perjury,
misbehaviour of sheriffs, and other notorious

misdemeanors, contrary to the laws of the land.
' Yet this was afterwards,' says lord Clarendon,
* stretched to the asserting of all proclamations
and orders of state ; to the vindicating of illegal

commissions and grants of monopolies ; holding
for honorable that which pleased, and for just
that which profited ;

and becoming both a court of

law to determine civil rights, and a court of re-

venue to enrich the treasury ; the council-table

by proclamations enjoining to the people that

which was not enjoined by the laws, and prohi-

biting that which was not prohibited; and the

star-chamber, which consisted of the same per-
sons in different rooms, censuring the breach and
disobedience to those proclamations by very great

fines, imprisonments, and corporal severities : so

that any disrespect to any acts of state, or to the

persons of statesmen, was in no time more penal,
and the foundations of right never more in danger
to be destroyed.' For which reasons it was

finally abolished by stat. 16 Car. I. c. 10, to the

general joy of the whole nation. See KING'S
BENCH. There is in the British Museum (Harl.
MSS. vol. I. No. 126) a very full account of the

constitution and course of this court, compiled

by William Hudson of Gray's Inn, an eminent

practitioner therein. A short account of the

same, with copies of all its process, may also be
found in 18 Rym. Foed. 192, &c.

STA'RE, v. n.
}

Sax. pcariian ; Belg. and

STA'RER, n. s. $ Teut. sterren. To look wiir.

fixed eyes ; expressing wonder, impudence, con-

fidence, stupidity, or horror : to stare in the face

is to be undeniable : a stare is a fixed look : starer

corresponds.

Their staring eyes sparkling with fervent fire,

And ugly shapes, did nigh the man dismay,
That, were it not for shame, he would retire.

Spenser.
Look not big, nor stare nor fret :

I will be master of what is mine own. Shakspeare.

They were never satisfied with staring upon their

masts, sails, cables, ropes, and tacklings. Abbot.

I hear

The tread of many feet steering this way ;

Perhaps my enemies, who come to stare

At my affliction, and perhaps to insult.

Milton's Agonistei.
A satyr, that comes staring from the woods,

Must not at first speak like an orator. Waller.

And, while he stares around with stupid eyes,
His brows with berries and his temples dyes.

Dryden.
What dost thou make a shipboard?

Art thou of Bethlem's noble college free,

Stark staring mad, that thou shouldst tempt the sea 1

Id.

Break out in crackling flames to shun thy snare,

Or hiss a dragon, or a tyger stare. Id. Virgil.

Why dost thou not

Try the virtue of that gorgon face,

To stare me into statue ? Dryden.
Is it possible for people without scruple to offend

against the law which they carry about them in inde-

lible characters, and that stares them in the face

whilst they are breaking it 1 Locke.
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Take off all the staring straws and jaggs in the

hive, and make them smooth.
Mortimer's Husbandry,

The wit at his elbow gave him a touch upon the

shoulder, and stared him in the face with so bewitch-

ing a grin that the whistler relaxed his fibres.

Add'aon.

She paid a tradesman once, to make him stare.

Pope.
One self-approving hour whole years outweighs

Of stupid stare'-s, and of loud huzzas. Id.

Through nature and through art she ranged,
And gracefully hei subject changed :

In vain
;
her hearers had no share

In all she spoke, except to stare. Swift.

STARFISH, n. s. Star and fish. A fish

branching out into several points. SeeAsTERiAS.

This has a ray of one species of English starfish.

Woodward.

STARGARD, an inland town of Pomerania,
in a pleasant and fertile district on the river

Ihna, which falls, at the distance of twenty
miles, into the Oder. It is surrounded with a

wall, has three small suburbs. It contains

manufactures of woollens, soap, and tobacco;
also breweries and distilleries ; and exports the

corn of the neighbouring country by the Ihna,
which is navigable without interruption to

the Oder, and the Baltic. Here are several

schools for education on the usual plan : also

one for teaching mechanical arts, on a more
scientific plan than is generally done by masters

to their workmen. Stargard suffered severely
from war in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies. In 1758 it was taken by the Russians.

Inhabitants about 8600. Twenty-one miles east

by south of Stettin.

STARGARD, a lordship of Germany, in the

grand duchy of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, which
forms a considerable part of that principality.
Its superficial extent is 6350 square miles; its

population about 60,000. The chief'town is

Stargard or Old Stargard, a small place with
900 inhabitants. Five miles S. S. E. of New
Brandenburg.
STAR-HAWK, or GOS-HAWK. See FALCO.

STARK, adj. & adv. ) Sax. r-renc, frnac;
STARK'LY, adv. S Teutonic stark ; Belg.

sterck. Stiff; strong; rugged: in the highest de-

gree ; stiffly; strongly.

Then are the best but stark naught ;
for open sus-

pecting others, comes of secret condemning them-
selves. SUney.

His heavy head devoid of careful cark,

Whose senses all were straight benumbed and stark.

Spenser.
The fruitful headed beast, amaz'd

At flashing beams of that sun-shiny shield,

Became stark blind, and all his senses doz'd,
That down he tumbled. Id.

The north is not so stark and cold. Ben Jonson.

Many a nobleman lies stark and stiff

Under the hoofs of vaunting enemies.

Stlakspeure. Henri/ IV.
As fast locked up in sleep as guiltless labour,

When it liesfar&/i/ in the traveller's bones.

Shakspeare.
Those seditious, that seemed moderate before, be-

came desperate, and those who were desperate seemed
ftark mad

; whence tumults, confused hallooing and

howlings. Hayward.

STA
He is stark mad, whoever says

That he hath been in love an hour. Donne.
Men and women go stark naked. Abbot.

They both dance much ; and, for more nimbleness,
sometimes stark naked. Heylin.
To turn stark fools, and subjects fit

For sport of boys, and rabble wit. Hudibras.
Who, by the most cogent arguments, will disrobe

himself at once of all his old opinions, and turn
himself out stark naked in quest of new notions ?

Locke.
He pronounces the citation stark nonsense.

Collier.

In came squire South, all dressed up in feathers

and ribbons, stark staring mad, brandishing his sword.

Arbuthnot.
So soon as this spring is become star* enough, it

breaks the case in two, and slings the seed.

Denham's Physico- Theology.

STARK (John), of Killermont, of an ancient
and respectable Scottish family, was a cove-
nanter ; and having appeared in arms against
his sovereign at the battle of Bothwell bridge, in

1679, became obnoxious to the government,
and, to conceal himself, withdrew into Ireland.

After residing a few years in the country which
he had chosen for the scene of his banishment,
he married Elizabeth, daughter of Thomas
Stewart, Esq., of Balydrene, in the north of Ire-

land, decended of the noble family of Galloway.
By this lady Mr. Stark had several children ;

particularly
STARK 'Thomas), his second son, who settled

at Manchester as a wholesale linen-draper, and
married Margaret Stirling, daughter of William

Stirling, Esq., of Northwood side, in the neigh-
bourhood of Glasgow, by whom he had the
doctor.

STARK (the Rev. John), another son of the

covenanter, was minister of Lecropt, in Perth-

shire ; and, under his care, the doctor, his ne-

phew, upon whcrm we are chiefly to enlarge, re-

ceived the rudiments of that education which,
from the character of the master, and the relation

between him and his pupil, was well calculated

to store the mind of Dr. Stark with those vir-

tuous principles which influenced his conduct

through life.

STARK (William), M. D., the son of Thomas,
grandson of the covenanter, and nephew of the

parson, was born at Manchester in July 1740,
and educated by his uncle John above men-
tioned. From Lecropt young Stark was sent to

the university of Glasgow, where, under the

tuition of Drs. Smith and Black, he learned the

rudiments of science, and acquired that mathe-
matical accuracy and contempt of hypotheses
with which he prosecuted all his studies. Hav-

ing chosen physic for his profession, he removed
from the university of Glasgow to that of Edin-

burgh, where he was soon distinguished, and
honored with the friendship of the late Dr. Cul-
len. Mr. Stark, in 1765, went to London, and
devoted himself to the study of physic and sur-

gery ; and, looking upon anatomy as the princi-

pal pillar of both these arts, he endeavoured to

complete with Dr. Hunter what he had begun
with Dr. Monro ; and under these two eminent

professors he appears to have acquired a high de-

gree of anatomical knowledge. He likewise en-
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tered about this time a pupil at St. George's hos-

pital ; for, being disgusted with the inaccuracy
of the most of practical writers, he determined
to have, from his own experience, a standard, by
which he might judge of the experience.of others.

With what success he prosecuted this plan, may
be seen in a series of Clinical and Anatomical

Observations made by him during his attendance
at the hospital, and published after his death by
his friend Dr. Carmichael Smyth. Whilst at-

tending the hospital, he likewise employed him-
self in making experiments on the blood, and
other animal fluids ; and also in a course of ex-

periments in chemical pharmacy ; but these ex-

periments have not yet been published. In 1767
Mr. Stark went to Leyden, and took the degree
of M. D., publishing an inaugural dissertation on
the dysentery. On his return to London he re-

commenced his studies at the hospital. In 1769
he commenced a series of Experiments on Diet,
which he was encouraged to undertake by Sir

John Pringle and Dr. Franklin, from whom he

received many hints respecting the plan and its

execution. But the imprudent zeal with which
he prosecuted these, proved, in the opinion of his

friends, fatal to himself; for he began them on
the 12th of July 1769, in perfect health and

vigor, and from that day, though his health

varied, it was seldom if ever good, till the 23d
of February 1770, when he died, after suffering
much uneasiness. His biographer Dr. Srnyth
thinks that other causes, particularly chagrin and

disappointment, had no small share in hastening
his death ; but his opinion seems not well-

founded ;
for the pernicious effects of the expe-

riments are visible in Dr. Stark's own journal.
When he entered upon them, his body weighed
twelve stone three pounds avoirdupois, which in

a very few days was reduced to eleven stone ten

pounds eight ounces : and it continued on the

whole to decrease till the day of his death.

This can excite no wonder. Though the pro-
fessed object of his experiments was to prove that

a pleasant and varied diet is equally conducive
to health with a more strict and simple one, most
of the dishes which he ate during these experi-
ments were neither pleasant nor simple, but

compounds, such as every stomach must nause-
ate. He began with bread an^ water; from
which he proceeded to bread, water, and sugar ;

then to bread, water, and oil of olives ; then
to bread and water with milk ; afterwards he
tried bread and water with roasted goose ;

bread and water with boiled beef; stewed
lean of beef with the gravy and water without
bread ; stewed lean of beef with the gravy, oil

of fat, or suet and water
; flour, oil of suet, water,

and salt ; flour, water, and salt ; and a number of
others infinitely more disagreeable to the sto-

mach ; such as bread, fat of bacon ham, and
bread or flour with honey and the infusion of

rosemary. Dr. Stark's experiments certainly in-

dicate eccentricity of genius; but had the doctor
calculated the effects of starvation upon the ani-

mal system, with the accuracy of the celebrated

Napier the inventor of the logarithms, who was
his ancestor, by both parents, he would have put
a stop to them in time. But these experiments,
of which a full account is given along with his

clinical and anatomical observations, display an
uncommon degree of fortitude, perseverance,

self-denial, and zeal for the promoting of useful

knowledge in their author; and, with respect tc

his moral character, Dr. Smyth with great justice

compared him to Cato, by applying to him what
was said of that virtuous Roman by Sallust :

' Non divitiis cum divite, neque factione cum
factioso; sed cum strenuo virtute, cum tnodesto

pudore, cum innocente abstinentia, certabat ;

esse quam videri bonus malebat.' Sallust. Bell.

Cat.

STARK, a county of the east part, of Ohio,
United States, which has Harrison and Tusca-

rawa counties on the south, Columbiana and

Wayne counties on the east, and Portage on the

north. The first settlement of this county com-
menced in 1806 : since which time the emigra-
tion has equalled, if not surpassed, any tlwng
ever witnessed in any part of the state. In 1815
the population was estimated at 9450.

STARKENBURG, one of the three large

provinces of the grand duchy of Hesse-Darm-
stadt. It lies between the Rhine and the Maine,
the one forming the west, the other the north

boundary. Its extent is about 1060 square
miles ; population nearly 200,000. It forms the

southern part of the grand duchy, contains the

Bergstrass and one of the most picturesque parts
of Germany. The vegetables consist of wheat,

barley, oats, and flax ; also of the fruits of the

kind usual in this latitude, among which, in fa-

vorable situations, are vines. Offenbach is the

only manufacturing place in the province. The
chief town is Darmstadt, the capital of the prin-

cipality ;
but the province takes its name from

a castle situated on an eminence in the Berg-
strass, near the town of Heppenheim. See HESSE-
DARMSTADT.

STAR'LING, n. s. Sax. r^aeriltns; Lat stur-

nus. A small singing bird.

I will have a starting taught to speak

Nothing but Mortimer, and give it him,
To keep his anger still in motion.

Shakspeare. Henry IV.

STARLING. See STURNUS.

STARLINGS, or STERLINGS, the name given to

the strong pieces of timber which wtre driven

into the bed of the river to protect the piles, on
the top of which were laid the flat beams upon
which were built the bases of the stone-piers that

support the arches of London bridge. In gene-

ral, starlings are large piles placed on the outside

of the foundation of the piers of bridges, to break

the force of the water, and to protect the stone-

work from injury by floating ice. They are

otherwise called jettes, and their place is often

supplied by large stones thrown at random round
the piers of bridges, as may be seen at Stirling

bridge when the river is low ; and as was done

by Mr. Smeaton's direction round the piers of

the centre arch of London bridge, when it was

thought in danger of being undermined by the

current. See SMEATON.
STARNINA (Gerard), an historical painter,

born at Florence in 1354. He was a disciple of

Venetiano, and was much employed and patron-
ized by Alphonso XI. king of Castile. He died

in 1403.
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STAROSITY The government of a castle ;

jhe same with capitaneate.

STAR/RING, adj. Lat. stellans, from star.

Shining with stellar light; blazing with sparkling

light.

STAR-SHOOT, or STAR-SHOT, a gelatinous sub-

stance often found in fields, and supposed by
the vulgar to have been produced from the me-
teor called a falling-star : but, in reality, the

half-digested food of herons, sea-mews, and the

like birds ; which have been found, when shot,

to disgorge a substance of the same kind.

STAR-TONES, in the old mineralogy, fossH

stones, resembling radiated stars, with a greater
or smaller number of rays in the different spe-
cies : they are usually found about an inch in

length, and of the thickness of a goose-quill.
Some have five angles or rays, others only four;
in some the angles are equidistant, in others irre-

gularly so : in some they are short and blunt, in

others long, narrow, and pointed ; and some have
their angles very short and obtuse. The several

joints in the same specimen are usually all of the

same thickness ; but in some they are larger at

one end, and in others at the middle, than in

any other part of the body ;
and some species

have one of the rays bifid, so as to emulate the

appearance of a six-rayed kind. See ASTERIA.

START, v. n., v. a., & n. s.~\ Teut. startzen;

START'ER, n. s. I Belgic, sterten.

START'INGI.Y, adv. N To feel a sudden

STAR'TLE, v.n.,v.a., & n. s.Vand involuntary

STAKT'UP, n. s. j twitch of the ani-

mal frame ; hence to rise or move suddenly ; to

wince; shrink; deviate; set out on a race or

pursuit: as a verb active to alarm ; make to fly ;

rouse; hence to discover; put suddenly out of

place : a start is a sudden motion or twitch, fit

or sally ; act of starting :
' to get the start' is, to

get off before another : a starter either one who

suddenly shrinks from his purpose or, by a sin-

gular mutation of language, one who first moves
a question or objection : the adverb corresponds
with start and startle : to startle is, to shrink : to

affright ;
shock ; deter ; cause to deviate : a startle,

a sudden shock or alarm : a startup, one who
comes suddenly into notice.

The present occasion has started the dispute

amongst us. Lesley.

The lords and gentlemen take all the meaner sort

upon themselves
;

for they are best able to bring
them in, whensoever any of them starteth out.

Spenser on Ireland.

There started up, in queen Elizabeth's reign, a new

presbyterian sect, which tendered a form of discipline
to the queen and to the state. Whiigifte.

A shape appeared
Bending to look on me : I started back,
It started back. Shukspeare.
What trick, what starting hole, can'st thou find

out, to hide thee from this open shame?
Id. Henry IV.

Direness familiar to my slaught'rous thoughts,
Cannot once start me. Shakspeare.

The blood more stirs,

To rouse a lion than to start a hare. Id.

These flaws and starts would well become
A woman's story at a winter's fiie,

Authorized by her grand am. Shakspeare.
How much had 1 to do to calm his rage !

Now fear I this will give it start again. Id. Hamlet.

Thou art like enough through vassal fear,
Base inclination, and the start of spleen,
To fight against me under Percy's pay. Shakspeare.

Methought her eyes had crossed her tongue ;

for she did speak in starts
distractedly. Id.

You stand like greyhounds in the slips,

Straining upon the start. Id. Henry V.
Get the start of the majestick world.

Id. Julius Caesar.

Why do you speak so startingly and rash ?

Id. Othello.
That young start np hath all the glory of my over-

throw.
Shakspeare.

Starting is an apprehension of the thing feared,
and in that kind it is a motion of shrinking ; and
likewise an inquisition, in the beginning, what the
matter should be, and in that kind it is a motion of

erection
; and, therefore, when a man would liste .

suddenly to any thing, he starteth; for the startii.-.-

is an erection of the spirits to attend.

Bacon's Natural History.

If a man deal with another upon conditions, the
start of first performance is all. Bacon.

All pretorian courts, if any of the parties be laid

asleep, under pretence of arbitrement, and the other

party during that time doth cautelously get the stun
and advantage at common law, yet the pretorian
court will set back all things in statu quo prius.

Bacon's War with Spain.
Both cause the string to give a quicker start.

Bacon.
All leapt to chariot,

And every man then for the start cast in his proper
lot. Chapman.

Thy forms are studied arts,

Thy subtile ways be narrow straits,

Thy curtesy but sudden starts,

And what thou call'st thy gifts are baits.

Ben Jonson.

An open enemy to flattery, especially from a

friend, from whom he started to meet the slightest

appearance of that servile kindness. Fell.

Doubtless some other heart

Will get the start ;

And, stepping in before,
Will take possession of the sacred store

Of hidden sweets. Crashatc.

The flowers, called out of their beds,
Start and raise up their drowsy heads. Cledvelantl.

What exception can possibly be started against this

stating? Hammond
TV old drudging sun from his long-beaten way

Shall at thy voice start and misguide the day ;

The jocund orbs shall break their measured pace,
And stubborn poles change their allotted place.

Cowlei/,

Should some god tell me, that I should be born
And cry again, his offer I should scorn ;

Ashamed, when I have ended well my race,

To be led back to my first starting place. Denham.
I rank him with the prodigies of fame,

With things which start from nature's common rules,

With bearded infants, and with teeming mules.

Creech.

They would find occasions enough, upon the ac-

count of his known affections to the king's service,

from which it was not possible to remove or startle

him. Clarendon.

Such whispering waked her, but with startled eye
On Adam. Milton.

To hear the lark begin his flight,

And singing startle the dull night
From his watch-tower in the skies,

Till the dappled dawn doth rise. Id,
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Stand to it boldly, and take quarter,

To let thee see I am no starter. Hudibrat.

Ere the night could do his part,
The squire had got so much the start,

H' had to the lady done his errand,

And told her all his tricks aforehand. Id.

The reason why the mathematicks and mechanick

arts have so much got the ttart in growth of other

sciences, may be resolved into this, that their progress
hath not been retarded by that reverential awe of

former discoveries. Glanville.

Charmed by these strings, trees starting from the

ground,
Have followed with delight the powerful sound.

Roxommon.
Fair course of passion, where two lovers start,

And run together, heart still yoked with heart.

Waller.

It seems to be rather a terminus a quo than a true

principle, as the starting post is none of the horse's

legs. Boyle.

The sensual men agree in pursuit of every pleasure

they can start. Temple.

As his doubts decline,

He dreads just vengeance and he itarts at sin.

.Dryden.

They starting up beheld the heavy sight. Id.

A
spirit fit to start into an empire,

And look the world to law. Id. Cleomene.

The fright awakened Arcite with a start ;

Against his bosom bounced his heaving heart.

Dryden.
She might have forsaken him if he had not got the

start of her. Id. JEneid. Dedication.

The startling steed was seized with sudden fright,

And, bounding, o'er the pomel cast the knight.

Dryden.

People, when they have made themselves weary,
set up their rest upon the very spot where they
started. L' Estrange.

Nature does nothing by starts and leaps, or in a

hurry ;
but all her motions are gradual. Id.

The very print of a fox-foot would have started ye.
Id.

The mind often works in search of some hidden

idea, though sometimes they start up in our minds of

their own accord. Locke.

The supposition that angels assume bodies needs

not startle us, since some of the most ancient and
most learned fathers seemed to believe that they had
bodies. Id.

Incest ! Oh name it not !

The very mention shakes my inmost soul :

The gods are startled in their peaceful mansions,
And nature sickens at the shocking sound. Smith.

How could water make those visible itarts upon
freezing, but by some subtile freezing principle which
as suddenly shoots into it 1 Crew's Cosmologia Sacra.

It was unadvisedly done, when I was enforcing a

weightier design, to start and follow anothei of less

moment. Sprat.
After having recovered from my first startle, I was

very well pleased at the accident. Spectator.
The French year has got the start of ours more in

the works of nature than in the new style. Addison.

Why shrinks the soul

Back ou herself, and startles at destruction?

Id. Cato.

Are they not only to disguise our passions,
To set our looks at variance with our thoughts,
To check the starts and sallies of the soul 1 Id.

Insignificant cavils may be started against every

thing that is not capable of mathematical demonstra-
tion. Addison.

An ambiguous expression, a little chagrin, or a

ttart of passion, is not enough to take leave upon.
Collier.

His books had been solemnly burnt at Rome as

heretical : some people, he found, were startled at it ;

so he was forced boldly to make reprisals, to buoy up
their courage. Atterbury.

One, by a fall in wrestling, started the end of the

clavicle from the sternon. Wiseman's Surgery.
I started from its vernal bower

The rising game, and chaced from flower to flower.

Pope.

Might Dryden bless once more our eyes,
New Blackmores and new Milbourns must arise

Nay, should great Homer lift his awful head,

Zoilus again would start up from the dead. Id.

She at the summons rolled her eyes around,

And snatched the starting serpents from the ground.
Id.

Keep your soul to the work when ready to start

aside, unless you will be a slave to every wild ima-

gination. Watts.

Now the leaf

Incessant rustles, from the mournful grove
Oft startling such as studious walk below,
And slowly circles through the waving air.

Thomson.

If Sheridan was not the staunches! hound in the

pack he was at least the best starter. Delany.

STARVE, v. n. & v. a. > Sax. rtanpan ;

STARVE'LING, adj. & n. s. } Belg. sterven ;

Goth, starva. To perish; be destroyed: par-

ticularly to perish with hunger or cold ; be killed

with cold ; suffer extreme destitution : as a verb

active to kill with hunger, or cold ; deprive of

force or vigor : starveling is hungry ; lean ; a
thin or lean animal; a pining wretch.

Have I seen the naked starve for cold,

While avarice my charity controlled 1 Sandys.

Thy desires

Are wolfish, bloody, starved, and ravenous.

Shakspeare.
If I hang, I'll make a fat pair of gallows ; for

old sir John hangs with me, and he's no starveling.

Id.

Now thy alms is given, the letter's read
;

The body risen again, the which was dead
;

And thy poor starveling bountifully fed. Donne.

To her came message of the murderment,
Wherein her guiltless friends should hopeless stai-ve.

Fairfax.
From beds of raging fire to starve in ice

Their soft ethereal warmth, and there to pine
Immoveable, infixed, and frozen round. Milton.

He would have worn her out by slow degrees,
As men by fasting starve the untamed disease.

Drijden,
The fat ones would be xiakiug sport with the lean,

and calling them starvelings. L'Estrange.
Were the pains of honest industry, and of starv-

ing with hunger and cold, set before us, no body
would doubt which to chuse. Locke
The powers of their minds are starved by disuse,

and have lost that reach and strength which nature
fitted them to receive. Id.

The thronging clusters thin

By kind avulsion
; else the starveling brood,

Void of sufficient sustenance, will yield
A slender autumn.

Philips.

Hunger and thirst, or guns and swords,
Give the same death in different words
To push this argument no further,
To starve a man in law is murther. Prior.
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An animal that starves of hunger, dies feverish and

delirious. Arbuthnot.

Had the seeds of the pepper-plant been borne

from Java to these northern countries, they must

have starved for want of sun.

Woodward's Natural History.

Sometimes virtue starves while vice is fed :

What then ] is the reward of virtue bread 1 Pope.

If they had died through fasting, when meat was

at hand, they would have been guilty of starving

themselves. Id.

Poor starveling bard, how small thy gains !

How unproportioned to thy pains ! Swift.

All Europe must agree
Ten starveling hermits suffer less than he. Cowper.

STATE, n. s. & v. a. "\ Fr. etate ; Lat. sta-

STATE'LV, adj. & adv.
|
tvx. Condition ; cir-

STATE'LINESS, n. s. [ cumstances of nature

STATES'MAN,
j

or fortune ; crisis ;

STATES'WOMAN, J height: hence national

STA'TIST. J dignity or rank; sig-

niory ;
estate ; possession : dignity : a common-

wealth ; civil power ; to regulate or settle con-

dition or terms : to represent circumstantially :

stately is august ; grand ; magnificent : used by
Milton as an adverb : the noun substantive fol-

lowing corresponding : a statesman is one versed

in arts of government; a politician: a states-

woman, a politician in petticoats : a statist is a

statesman.

The same criminal may be absolved by the

church and condemned by the state ; absolved or

pardoned by the state, yet censured by the church.

Lesley.

If such actions may have passage free,

Bond-slaves and pagans shall our statesmen be.

Shakspeare. Othello.

This chair shall be my state, this dagger my
sceptre, and this cushion my crown.

Id. Henry IV.

Fair dame, I am not to you known,

Though in your state of honour I am perfect.

Shakspeare.

My thought, whose murther yet is but fantastical,

Shakes so mv single stuteof man, that function

Is smothered in surmise. Id. Macbeth.

I do believe,

Statist though I am none or like to be,

That this shall prove a war. Id. Cymbeline.
A statelier pyramid to her I'll rear,

Than Rhodope's or Memphis' ever was.

Id. Henry VI.

These regions have abundance of high .cedars,

apd other stately trees casting a shade.

Raleigh's History.
I am no courtier, nor versed in state affairs : my

life hath rather been contemplative than active.

Bacon.

Over the chair is a state made round of ivy, some-

what whiter than ours; and the state is curiously

wrought with silver and silk. Id.

She instructed him how he should keep state-, and

yet with a modest sense of his misfortunes.

Id. Henry VII.

The state hath given you licence to stay on land

for the space of six weeks. Bacim.

It is better the kingdom should be in good estate,

with particular loss to many of the people, than that

all the people should be well, and the state of the

kingdom altogether lost. Hayward.
High state the bed is where misfortune lies.

.Fairfax.

) STA
It looks grave enough

To seem a statesman. Ben Jonicnt.

A state's anger
Should not take knowledge either of fools or women.

Id.

How she was in debt, and where she meant
To raise fresh sums : she's a great stateswoman ! Id.

It is a bad exchange to wound a man's own con-

science, thereby to state sores. King Charles.

Were our case stated to any sober heathen, he
would never guess why they who acknowledge the

necessity of prayer, and confess the same God. may
not ask in the same form. Decay of Piety.

This is so stated a rule that all casuists press it in

all cases of damage. Id.

Strong was their plot,
Their states far off, and they of wary wit. Daniel.

What he got by 'fortune,

It was the state that now must make his right. Id.

No stale can be named wherein any part of the

body of those imperial
laws hath the just force o

a law, otherwise than as custom hath particularly
induced it. Seldnn.

Their sins have the aggravation of being sins

against grace, and forsaking and departing from God
;

which respect makes the state of apostates, as the

most inexcuseable, so the most desperately danger-
ous state. Hammond.

Many other inconveniences are consequent to this

stating of this question ;
and particularly that, by

those which thus state it, there hath never yet been

assigned any definite number of fundamentals.

Id. On Fundamentals.

The swan rows her state with oary feet. Milton.

He many a walk traversed

Of stateliest covert, cedar, pine, or palm. Id.

Ye that stately tread or lowly creep. Id.

I do not

Infer as if I thought my sister's state

Secure. Id.

The bold design
Pleased highly those infernal states. Id.

Their orators thou then extollest, as those

The top of eloquence, statists indeed,
And lovers of their country.

/</. Paradise Regained.
Since they all live by begging, it were better for

the state to keep them. Graunt,

Its present slate stateth it to be what it now is.

Hale.

He was staid, and in his gait
Preserved a grave majestick state. Butler.

The deer, that endureth the womb but eight

months, and is complete at six years, cannot live

much more than thirty, as having passed two general
motions, that is, its beginning and increase ;

and

having but two more to run through, that is its state

and declination. Browne's Vulgar Erraurs.

I found the whole city highly concerned for the

hazardous state of Candia, which was lost soon after.

Dominico Cantarini, the present duke, was sedulous

in that affair. Browne's Travels.

When in triumphant state the British muse,
True to herself, shall bab'rous aid refuse.

Roscommon.
For stateliness and majesty what is comparable to

a horse 1 More's Antidote against A theism.

For you we staid, as did the Grecian state

Till Alexander came. Waller.

Such cheerful modesty, such humble state,

Moves certain love. Id.

Keep the state of the question in your eye.

Boyle.

They feared nothing from a stale so narrow in

compass of land, and so weak, that the strength of
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tneir armies has ever been made up of foreign troops.

Temple.

Agenor, glad such punctual ready bliss

Did on his own design itself obtrude,

Swelled his vast looks to bigger staielhies*.

Beaumont's Psyche.

Council! What's that? a pack of bearded slaves,

The scavengers that sweep state nuisances,

And are themselves the greatest.
Druden's Cleomenes.

These are the realms of unrelenting fate
;

And awful Rhadamanthus rules tlie stats;

lie hears and judges. Id. JEneid.

Relate what Latium was ;

Peclare the past and present state of things. Id.

He maintains majesty in the midst of plainness,
and is stately without ambition, which is the vice of

Lucan. Id.

Let my attendants wait
;

I'll be alone :

Where least of state, there most of love is shown.
Id.

To state it fairly, imitation is the most advanta-

geous way for a translator to shew himself, but the

greatest wrong which can be done to the memory of

the dead. Id.

She hated stateliness ; but wisely knew
What just regard was to her title due. Betterton.

Absolute power is not a plant that will grow in

this soil
;
and statesmen, who have attempted to culti-

vate it here, have pulled on their own and their

master's ruin. Davenant.

It is a weakness which attends high and low
; the

statesman who holds the helm, as well as the peasant
who holds the plough. South.

Truth, like a stately dome, will not show herself at

'.he first visit. Id.

We may collect the excellency of the understand-

ing then by the glorious remainders of it now, and

guess at the itatetiness of the building by the mag-
nificence of its ruins. Id.

Several objects may innocently be ridiculed, as the

passions of our stateswomen. Addison.

A British minister must expect to see many friends

fall off, whom he cannot gratify ; since, to use the

phrase of a late statesman, the pasture is not lange

enough. Id.

He is capable of corruption who receives more
than what is the stated and unquestioned fee of his

office. Id.

At home surrounded by a servile cro.-d,

Prompt to abuse, and. in detraction loud ,

Abroad begirt with men, and swords, and spears,
His very ttate acknowledging his fears. Prior.

To appear in their robes would be a troublesome

piece of state. Collier.

This is to ttate accounts, and looks more like mer-
chandize than friendship. Id. On Friendship.

I pretended not fully to state, much less demon-
strate, the truth contained in the text. Aiterburtj.
The brain was her study, the heart her state room.

A rbuthnot.

Tumaurs have their several degrees and times ;

as beginning, augment, state, and declination.

Wiseman.
The corruption of a poet is the generation of a

statesman. Pope.
Can this imperious lord forget to reign,

Quit all his state, descend, and serve again ?

Id. Stating.

Like the papist's is your poet's state,
Poor and disarmed. Pope.

Here Britain's statesmen oft the fall foredoom
Of foreign tyrants, and of nymphs at home* Id.

1 am accused of reflecting upon great states- folks.

Swift.

Thus have his prayers for others altered and
amended the state of his own heart. Late.

Though I don't pretend to state the exact degree
of mischief that is done by it, yet its plain and na-

tural tendency to do harm is sufficient to justify the

most absolute condemnation of it. Id.

He will consider, not what arts, or methods, or

application will soonest make him richer and greater
than his brethren, or remove him from a shop to a

life of state and pleasure ;
but will consider what

arts, what methods, what application can make

worldly business most acceptable to God, and make
a life of trade a life of holiness, devotion, and piety.

Id.

STATES, or ESTATES, a term applied to several

orders or classes of people assembled to consult

of matters for the public good.
STATES GENERAL was the name of the ci-de-

Vant assembly consisting of the deputies of the

seven United Provinces. These were usually

thirty in number, some provinces sending two,
others more; and, whatever resolution the states

general took, must be confirmed by every pro-

vince, and by every city and republic in that

province, before it had the force of a law. The

deputies of each province had only but one

voice, and were esteemed as but one person, the

votes being given by provinces : each province

presided in the assembly in its turn, according to

the order settled among them ; Guelderland

first, then Holland, &c.

STATES OF HOLLAND were the deputies of

eighteen cities, and one representative of the

nobility, constituting the states of the province
of Holland : the other provinces have likewise

their states, representing their sovereignty ; de-

puties from which make what they call the states-

general. In an assembly of the states of a par-
ticular province one dissenting voice prevents
their coming to any resolution.

STATES, UNITED See AMERICA.
STAT1CE. thrift, or sea pink, in botany, a

genus ot plants belonging to the class pentandria,
order pentagynia ; natural order forty-eighth,

aggregatse : CAL. monophyllous, entire, folded,
and scariose. There are five petals with one

superior seed. There are twenty-two species,
viz. 1. S. armeria ; 2. aurea ; 3. cordata; 4.

eschinus : 5. echioides ; 6. ferulacea ; 7. flexu-

osa; 8. incana ; 9. limonium; 10. linifolia;

11. lobata; 12. minuta; 13. monopetala; 14.

mucronata; 15. pruinosa; 16. pseud-armeria;
17. purpurata; 18. reticulata; 19. sinuata ; 20.

speciosa ; 21. suffruticosa ; and, 22. Tartarica.

Of these, three species are natives of Britain,

viz :

1 . S. armeria, thrift or sea gilly-flower. has a

simple naked stem, about six inches high. The
radical leaves are like grass. The flowers are

terminal, pale red, with a round head, and :iot

very large. This plant flowers in July or Au-

gust, and grows in meadows near the sea.

2. S. limonium, sea-lavender. The stem is

naked, brancried, and about a foot high. The
radical leaves are long, pointed, and grow on
foot-stalks. The flowers are blue, and grow on

long spikes on the tops of the branches. It

grows on the sea-coast in South Britain.

3. S. reticulata, matted sea-lavender. The
stem is prostrate, and terminated by a panicle of
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flowers. The branches are naked, barren, and
bent back. The leaves are wedge-shaped. This

species are also found on the sea-coast of South
Britain.

STATICS, n. s.
\

Gr. <rar.icjj ;
Fr. sta-

STA'TICAL, adj. S tique. The science which
considers the weight of bodies: the adjective

corresponding.
A man weigheth some pounds less in the height of

winter, according to experience, and the sfatick apho-
risms of Sanctorius. Browne's Vulgar Errours.

If one by a statical engine could regulate his in-

sensible perspiration, he might often, by restoring of

that, foresee, prevent, or shorten a fit of the gout.
Arbuthnot on Diet.

This is a Catholick rule of staticks, that if any
body be bulk for bulk heavier than a fluid it will

sink to the bottom
;
and if lighter it will float upon

it, having part extant, and part immersed, as that so

much of the fluid as is equal in bulk to the im-
mersed part be equal in gravity to the whole.

Bentley.

STATICS is a term which the modern improve-
ments in the arts have made necessary to intro-

duce into physico-mathematic:il science. It was
found convenient to distribute the doctrines of

universal mechanics into two classes, which re-

quired both a different mode of consideration

and different principles of reasoning. Till the

time of Archimedes little science of this kind
was possessed by the ancients, from whom we
have received the first rudiments. His investi-

gation of the centre of gravity, and the theory of

the lever, are the foundations of our knowledge
of common mechanics ; and his theo-y of the

equilibrium of floating bodies contains the

greatest part of our hydrostatical knowledge.
But it was as yet limited to the simplest cases;
and there were some in which Archimedes was

ignorant, or was mistaken. The marquis Guido

Ubuldi, in 1578, published his Theory of Me-
chanics, in which the doctrines of Archimedes
were well explained and considerably augment-
ed. Stevinus, the celebrated Dutcli engineer,

published about twenty years after an excellent

System of Mechanics, containing the chief prin-

ciples which now form the science of equilibrium

among solid bodies. In particular, lie gave the

theory of inclined planes, which was unknown
to the ancients, though it is of the very first im-

portance in almost every machine. He even
states in the most express terms the principle,
afterwards made the foundation of the whole of

mechanics, and published as a valuable discovery
by Varignon, viz. that three forces, whose direc-

tions and intestines are as the sides of a triangle,
balance each other. His theory of the pressure
of fluids, or hydrostatics, is no less estima'ble,

including every thing that is now received as a

leading principle in the science. When we con-
sider the ignorance, even of the most learned of

that age, in mechanical or physico-mathematical
knowledge, we must consider those performances
as the works of a great genius, and we regret
that they are so little known, being lost in a

crowd of good writings on those subjects which

appeared soon after. Hitherto the attention had
been turned entirely to equilibrium, and the cir-

cumstances necessary for producing it. Mecha-
nicians indeed saw that the energy of a machine

might be somehow measured by the force which
could be opposed or overcome by its interven-
tion

; but they did not remark that the force

which prevented its motion, but did no more
thun prevent it, was an exact measure of its

energy, because it was in immediate equilibria
with the pressure exerted by that part of the

machine with which it was connected. If this

opposed force was less, or the force acting at the

other extremity of the machine was greater, the

mechanicians knew that the machine would
move, and that work would be performed ; but
what would be the rate of its motion, or its per-
formance, they hardly pretended to conjecture.

They had not studied the action of moving forces,
nor conceived what was done when motion was
communicated. The great Galileo opened a
new field of speculation, in his work on Local

Motion. He there considers a change of motion
as the indication and exact and adequate mea-
sure of a moving force ; and he considers every
kind of pressure as competent to the production
of such changes. He contented himself with

the application of this principle to the motion of

bodies by the action of gravity, and gave the

theory of projectiles, which remains to this day
without change, and only improved by consider-

ing the changes which are produced in it by the

resistance of the air. See PROJECTILES.
Sir Isaac Newton took up this subject nearly as

Galileo had left it. For, if we except the theory
of the centrifugal forces arising from rotation,
and the theory of pendulums published by lluy-
gens, hardly any thing had been added to the

science of motion. Newton c.onsidered the sub-

ject in its utmost extent; and in his mathemati-
cal principles of natural philosophy he considers

every conceivable variation of moving force, and
determines the motion resulting from its action.

His first application of these doctrines was to

explain the celestial motions: and the magnifi-
cence of this subject caused it to occupy tor a

while the whole attention of the mathematicians.
But the same work contained propositions equally
conducive to the improvement of common me-

chanics, and to the complete understanding of

the mechanical actions of bodies. Philosophers
began to make these applications also. They
saw that every kind of work which is to be per-
formed by a machine may be considered abstract-

edly as a retarding force ;
that the impulse of

water or wind, which are employed as moving
powers, act by means of pressures which they
exert on the impelled point of the machine ; and
that the machine itself may be considered as an

assemblage of bodies moveable in certain limited

circumstances, with determined directions and

proportions of velocity. From all these consi-

derations resulted a general abstract condition of

a body acted on by known powers. And they
found that, after all conditions of equilibrium
were satisfied, there remains a surplus of moving
force. They could now state the motion which
will ensue, the new resistance which this will

excite, the additional power whicn this will ab-

sorb ; and they at last determined a new kind of

equilibrium, not thought of by the ancient me-

chanicians, between the esistance to the machine

performing work and the moving power, which
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exactly balance each other, and is indicated, not

by the rest, but by the uniform motion of the

machine. In like manner, the mathematician
was enabled to calculate that precise motion of

water which would completely absorb, or, in the

new language, balance the superiority of pressure

by which water is forced through a sluice, a pipe,
or canal, with a constant velocity. Thus the

general doctrines of motion came to be consider-

ed in two points of view, according as they ba-

lanced each other in a state of rest or of uni form

motion. These two ways of considering the

same subject required both different principles
and a different manner of reasoning. The first

has been named statics, as expressing that rest

which is the test of this kind of equilibrium. The
second has been called dynamics, or universal

mechanics, because the different kinds of motion
are characteristic of the powers or forces which

produce them. A knowledge of both is indis-

pensably necessary for acquiring any useful

practical knowledge of machines ; and it was

ignorance of the doctrines of accelerated and re-

tarded motions which made the progress of prac-
tical mechanical knowledge so very slow and

imperfect. The mechanics, even of the moderns,
before Galileo, went no further than to state the

proportion of the power and resistance which
would be balanced by the intervention of a gi-
ven machine, or the proportion of the parts of a

machine by which two known forces may balance

each other. This view of the matter introduced
a principle which even Galileo considered as a

mechanical axiom, viz. that what is gained in

force by means of a machine is exactly compen-
sated by the additional time which it obliges us

to employ. This is false in every instance, and
not only prevents improvement in the construc-

tion of machines, but leads us into erroneous

maxims of construction. The true principles of

dynamics teach us that there is a certain pro-

portion of the machine, dependent on the kind
and proportion of the power and resistance,

which enables the machine to perform the

greatest possible work. It is highly proper
therefore to keep separate these two ways of con-

sidering machines, that both may be improved
to the utmost, and then to blend them together
in every practical discussion. Statics therefore

is preparatory to the proper study of mechanics
;

but it does not hence derive all its importance.
It is the sole foundation of many useful parts of

knowledge. This will be best seen by a brief

enumeration. 1. It comprehends all the doc-

trines of the excitement and propagation of pres-
sure through the parts of solid bodies, by which
the energies of machines are produced. A pres-
sure is exerted on the impelled point of a ma-

chine, such as the float-boards or buckets of a

mill-wheel. This excites a pressure at the pivots
of its axle, which act on the points of support.
This must be understood, both as to direction

and intensity, that it may be effectually resisted.

A pressure is also excited at the acting tooth of

the cog-wheel on the same axle, by which it

urges round another wheel, exciting similar pres-
sures on its pivots and on the acting tooth per-

haps of a third wheel. Thus a pressure is ulti-

mately excited in the working part of the machine,

perhaps a wiper, which lifts a heavy stamper, to

let it fall again on some matter to be pounded.
Now statics teaches us the intensities and direc-

tion of all those pressures, and therefore how much
remains at the working point of the machine un-
balanced by resistance. 2. It comprehends
every circumstance which influences trie stability
of heavy bodies; the investigation and proper-
ties of the centre of gravity ; the theory of the

construction of arches, vaults, and domes ; the

attitudes of animals. 3. The strength of mate-

rials, and the principles of construction, so as to

make the proper adjustment of strength and
strain in every part of a machine, edifice, or

structure of any kind. Statics therefore fur-

nishes us with what may be called a theory of

carpentry, and gives us proper instructions for

framing floors, roofs, centres, &c. 4. Statics

comprehends the whole doctrine of the pressure
of fluids, whether liquid or aeriform, whether aris-

ing from their weight or from any external action.

Hence therefore we derive our knowledge of the

stability of ships, or their power of maintaining
themselves in a position nearly upright, in oppo-
sition to the action of the wind on their sails.

We learn on what circumstances of figure and

stowage this quality depends, and what will aug-
ment or diminish it. See HYDRAULICS,

STATION, n. s.
}

Fr. station ; Lat. statlo.

STATIONARY, adj. The act of standing; state

STA'TIONER, n. s. r of rest ; position ; em-

ployment ; office ; rank : to fix in a certain rank,
or position: the adjective corresponding: a sta-

tioner, originally one who had a fixed place for

selling paper or books.

Their manner was to stand at prayer, where-

upon their meetings unto that purpose on those

days had the names of station* given them. Hooker.

In station, like the herald, Mercury,
New lighted on a heaven-kissing hill.

Shakspeare. Timon.
The seditious remained within their station, which,

by reason of the nastiness of the beastly multitude,

might more fitly be termed a kennel than a camp.
Hayward.

To single stations now what years belong,
With planets joined, they claim another song.

Creech.

The
planets

m their station listening stood.
'

Milton.

Michael in either hand leads them out of Paradise,
the fiery serpent waving behind them, and the che-
rubiins taking their stations to guard the place. Id.

All progression is performed by drawing on or im-

pelling forward some part which was before in station

or at quiet, where there are no joints.
Browne's Vulgar Errmtrs.

The same harmony and stationary constitution, as

it happened in many species, so doth it fall out in

individuals. Browne.
I can be contented with an humbler station, in the

temple of virtue, than to be set on the pinnacle.
Drijden.

Some modern tragedies are beautiful on the stage,
and yet Tryphon the stationer complains they are

seldom asked for in his shop. Id.

No member of a political body so mean, but it

may be used in some station or other. L'Estrange.

By spending this day in religious exercises, we ac-

quire new strength and resolution to perform God's
will in our several stations the week following.

Nelson.
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The fig and date, why love they to remain

In middle station, and an even plain ;

While in the lower marsh the gourd is found,
And while the hill with olive-shade is crowned ?

Prim:
Between the descent and ascent, where the image

seemed stationary, I stopped the prism, and fixed it ia

that posture that it should be moved no more.
Newton's Opticks.

With authors, stationers obeyed the call
;

Glory and gain the industrious tribe provoke,
And gentle Dulness ever loves a joke

Pope's Dunciad.

They believe that common size of the human
understanding is fitted to some station or other.

Swift.

STATIONARY, in astronomy, the state of a

planet when, to an observer on the earth, it ap-

pears for some time to stand still, or remain im-
moveable in the same place in the heavens. For
as the planets, to such an observer, have some-
times a progressive motion, and sometimes a

retrograde one, there must be some point between
the two where they must appear stationary.
STATIONES [Latin], post-offices, in Roman

antiquity. See POST.

STATIRA, the daughter of Darius Codoman-
nus, who was taken prisoner, and afterwards
married by Alexander ; and her sister Drypetis
to his friend Hephaestion. After Alexander's
death she was barbarously murdered by Roxana,
another of Alexander's Persian queens. See
MACEDON.
STATISTICAL PHILOSOPHY, a term applied

by Sir John Sinclair to that new and important
branch of science, statistics : a branch of science,
or philosophy, the most useful and comprehensive
of all others, as it comprehends indeed every thing

interesting and important to mankind here and
hereafter. Men of letters, in all ages and nations,
have spent much time and labor in investigating
the antiquities of their respective countries. The
knowledge of these is useful in its place, nor
does the science of statistics exclude antiquities;
but it is only by a thorough knowledge of the

present state of a country and its inhabitants,
with their present customs, habits, morals, griev-

ances, and manner of living (which are the chief

objects of statistical philosophy), that a country
can be improved, or the condition and circum-
stances of the people ameliorated. See the next
article.

STATISTICS [from status, Latin, state, con-

dition, &c.], a new and important branch of
science lately introduced. The definition and
illustration of the term, and its adjective, we
shall give in the words of Sir John Sinclair :

'

Many people,' says he, Stat. Ace. vol. XX. p.
xiii.,

' were at first surprised at my using the

new words statistics and statistical, as it was

supposed that some term in our own language
might have expressed the same meaning. But,
in the course of a very extensive tour through
the northern parts of Europe, which I happened
to take in 1786, I found that in Germany they
were engaged in a species of political enquiry to

which they had given the name of statistics ; and

though I apply a different idea to that word, for

by statistical is meant, in Germany, an enquiry
for the purpose of ascertaining the political

VOL. XXI.
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strength of a country, or questions respecting
matters of state ; whereas the idea I annex to the
term is an enquiry into the state of a country,
for the purpose of ascertaining the quantum of
happiness enjoyed by its inhabitants, and the
means of its future improvement ; yet, as I
thought that a new word might attract more
public attention, I resolved on adopting it, and
I hope that it is now completely naturalised and
incorporated with our language.' Impressed
with these ideas, Sir John Sinclair commenced,
carried on, and completed, the Statistical Account
of Scotland, a work perhaps of the greatest mag-
nitude, importance, and public utility, ever at-

tempted by any individual. We shall here only
add a few interesting particulars respecting the

history and nature of this system of statistical

philosophy. On the 25th May, 1790, Sir John
circulated among the clergymen of the established
church a series of 166 queries, accompanied by
a proper circular letter, respecting the following
and many other important particulars, in their

respective parishes :
' The ancient and modern

names of the parish ; its situation and extent
;

number of acres; the soil and surface; nature
and extent of the sea-coast

; lakes, rivers, islands,
hills, rocks, caves, woods, orchards, &c. ; climate
and diseases ; instances of longevity ; state of

property; number of proprietors, resident and
non-resident; mode of cultivation; implements
of husbandry ; manures ; seed-time and harvest ;

remarkable good and bad seasons ; quantity and
value of crops ; total value of the whole annual
produce ; total real and valued rent ; prices of
grain and provisions; quantity of grain and other
articles consumed

; wages and prices of labor
;

services exacted or abolished; commerce; manu-
factures

; kelp, its amount, and the number em-
ployed in it; fisheries ; towns and villages ; police ;

inns and alehouses ; roads and bridges ; harbours;
ferries, and their state ; number of ships, vessels,
and seamen

; state of the church
; stipend,

manse, glebe, and patron; number of poor;
parochial funds, and management ; schools, and
number of scholars; ancient and present state
of population; causes of its increase or de-
crease; number of families; division of the in-

habitants, by their birth places, ages, religious
persuasions, occupations, and situation in life ;

residence, in town, village, or country ; number
of houses, inhabited or uninhabited

; number of

dove-cots, and to what extent they are destruc-
tive to the crops; number of horses, cattle, sheep,
and swine, with their nature and value; mine-
rals ; mineral springs ; fuel ; eminent men ;

antiquities ; parochial records ; miscellaneous
observations

; character of the people ; manners,
customs, stature, &c.; advantages and disadvan-
tages ; means by which their situation could be
meliorated.' Sir John, having received a num-
ber of returns to these queries in 1790, com-
menced the work, in January 1791, by printing
statistical accounts of the first four parishes he
had received, and dispersing 1000 extra copies
of them with a second circular letter among the

clergy. By such great and continued exertions,
the first volume was published on the 25th May,
1791, and gave very general satisfaction. It is

unnecessary to detail the history of every volume
H
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of this important work. After writing many
thousand letters, urging the clergy to transmit

their accounts, Sir John found that on the 1st

of June, 1792, no less than 413 accounts were
still wanting. From the beginning of the publi-
cation the public-spirited baronet had devoted

the profits of the work to the Society for the

Benefit of the Sons of the Clergy. He had also,

by the recommendation of Mr. Secretary Dundas,
procured his majesty's royal grant of 2000 to

that society. Still, however, a great number of

the clergy continued dilatory in giving in their

satistical reports, though the measure was publicly

approved and recommended by the. general

assembly ;
as well as by the duke of Argyle, the

earl of Leven, the earl of Fife, and other great
men and patrons in the church. Sir John, how-

ever, being determined to complete the work,
sent statistical missionaries to those parts of the

kingdom from which he had received no returns ;

and thus, 'at last,' says he,
' on the 1st day of

January 1798, or seven years, seven months, and
seven days, from the commencement of the

attempt, an account of every parish in Scotland

was either given in, or might be relied on in a

few days.' Sir John adds, in a note (p. xix.)
'

only four accounts were wanting on that day.'
The important work, unparalleled in the annals

of literature, the work of an individual who had
the courage and perseverance to procure the

assistant exertions of above 900 of the most
learned men in the nation, was completed by
the publication of the twenty-first volume on the

20th May 1799. ' If similar surveys,' says the

founder of British statistics we say British, be-

cause the Parliamentary survey of England and

Wales, in 1801, was also a suggestion of Sir

John Sinclair's ' were instituted in the other

kingdoms of Europe', it might be the means of

establishing, on sure foundations, the principles
of that most importanUof all sciences, viz. poli-
tical or statistical philosophy ; that is, the science

which, in preference to every other, ought to be
held in reverence. No science can furnish, to

any mind capable of receiving useful information,
so much real, entertainment ; none can yield
such important hints for the improvement of

agriculture, for the extension of commercial in-

dustry, for regulating the conduct of individuals,
or for extending the prosperity of the state ; none
can tend so much to promote the general happi-
ness of the species.' We have only to add that

Sir John, in his twenty-first volume, announces
that it is his '

intention, as soon as leisure from
other pursuits will admit of it, to draw up the

result of the whole enquiry in a publication, to

be entitled Analysis of the Political State of

Scotland, with a view of the Principles of Statis-

tical Philosophy.'
STATIVA CASTRA, in archaiology, standing

camps. The ancient Romans accustomed their

troops to remain occasionally under canvass,
both in winter and summer ; but these encamp-
ments were of short duration. At first they
were only for a single night, and they were then

named lodgments : but if they lasted several

nights they were called stativa. The winter

camps were always better supplied with provi-
sions and warlike stores than the summer ones.

Whilst Rome was governed by emperors their

armies were constantly in the field, or encamped
upon the frontiers of the empire, both in peace
and war. They were certainly less considerable
in the first than in the latter instance, and they
always remained in the camp during the winter
as well as the summer months. Particular care
was taken to have these camps well fortified, and

abundantly provided with stores and provi-
sions.

STATIUS (Csecilius), a comic poet who
flourished in the age of Ennius. He was a native

of Gaul, and originally a slave. Of course his

Latinity was bad, yet he acquired great reputa-
tion by his comedies. He died about A. A. C.

160, a few years after Ennius.
STATIUS (Publius Papinius), a celebrated

Latin poet of the first century, born at Naples.
He was the son of Statius, a native of Epirus,
who went to Rome to teach poetry and elo-

quence, and had Domitian for his scholar. Statius

the poet also obtained the favor and friendship
of that prince ; and dedicated to him his Thebais
in twelve books, and Achilles in two. He died

at Naples about the year 100. Besides the above

poems there are also still extant his Sylvae, in

five books ; the style of which is purer, more

agreeable, and more natural, than that of his

Thebais and Achilles.

STATOR, a surname of Jupiter, among the

Romans, given him by Romulus, because he

stopped their flight in a battle with the Sabines.

Romulus built a temple to Jupiter Stator.

Liv. i. c. 12.

STATORES, in Roman antiquity, posts. See
POST.

STATUARY (statuaire, Fr. vide statue). A
sculptor. Although this latter word applies to

the most elevated practisers of the art, which in-

deed derives its name therefrom, yet it seems de-

sirable, even in common usage, to distinguish
the sculptor who makes statues from him whose
skill is chiefly displayed in architectural or other

ornaments. The Latins used the word statuarius

to designate the artist who made figures in bronze
In this sense it is employed by Pliny, who de-
nominates the artist working in marble sculptor
or marmorum sculptor. This distinction appears
to be just. The author of a bronze statue is not

a sculptor, but a modeller. Statuary, in its ge-
neral sense, is the art of casting or carving statues.

Phidias was the greatest statuary among the an-

cients, and Michael Angelo among the moderns.

STATUARY, a branch of sculpture, employed in

the making of statues. See SCULPTURE, and
STATUE. Statuary is one of those arts wherein
the ancients surpassed the moderns ; and indeed
it was much more popular, and more cultivated,

among the former than the latter. It is disputed
between statuary and painting which of the two
is the more difficult and the more artful.

STATUE, n. s. & v. a. i Fr. statue ; Lat.

STA'TUARY, n. s. S stutua. An image;
solid representation 'of any living being : to place
as a statue: a statuary is one who makes sta-

tues ; also the art of making them.

The princess heard of her mother's statue, a piece

many years in doing, and now newly performed by
that rare Italian master. Shakspeure. }Vinte--'s 'I'uie,
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Thou shall be worshipped, kissed, loved, and
adored ;

And, were there sense in his idolatry,

My substance should be statued in thy stead.

Shakspeare.
Architects propounded unto Alexander to cut the

mountain Athos into the form of a statue, which in

his right hand should hold a town capable of con-

taining ten thousand men, and in his left a vessel to

receive all the water that flowed from the mountain.
IVilkin's Mathematical Magick.

The northern nations, that overwhelmed it by their

numbers, were too barbarous to preserve the remains
of learning more carefully than they did those of ar-

chitecture and statuary. Temple.
A statue of Polycletus, called the rule, deserves that

name for having so perfect an agreement in all its

parts, that it is not possible to find a fault in it.

Dryden's Dufresnoy.
On other occasions the statuaries took their sub-

jects from the poets. Addison.
How shall any man, who hath a genius for his-

tory, undertake such a work with spiiit and chear-

fulness, when he considers that he will be read with

pleasure but a very few years ? This is like employ-
ing an excellent statuary to work upon mouldering
stone. Swift.

A STATUE is defined to be a piece of sculpture
in full relievo, representing a human figure.
Daviler more scientifically defines statue a repre-
sentation, in high relievo and insulate, of some

person distinguished by his birth, merit, or great

actions, placed as an ornament in a fine building,
or exposed in a public place, to preserve the

memory of his worth. In Greece, one of the

highest honors to which a citizen could aspire
was to obtain a statue. Statues are formed with
the chisel, of several matters, as stone, marble,

plaster, &c. They are also cast of various kinds
of metal, particularly gold, silver, brass, and lead.

For the method of casting statues, see FOUNDRY.
Statues are usually distinguished into four kinds :

1. Those less than the life; of whicli kind we
have several statues of great men, of kings, and
of gods themselves. 2. Those equal to the life ;

in which manner the ancients, at the public ex-

pense, used to make statues of persons eminent
for virtue, learning, or the services they had
done. 3. Those that exceed the life

; among
which those that surpassed the life once and a
half were for kings and emperors ; and those

double the life for heroes. 4. Those that exceed-
ed the life twice, thrice, and even more, and were
called colossuses. See COLOSSUS. Every statue

resembling the person whom it is intended to

represent is called statua iconica. Statues ac-

quire various other denominations. 1. Thus the

allegorical statue is that which, under a human
figure or other symbol, represents something of

another kind ; as a part of the earth, a season,

age, element, temperament, hour, &c. 2. Curule
statues are those which are represented in cha-

riots drawn by bigae or quadrigae, that is, by
two or four horses ; of which kind there are

several in the circuses, hippodromes, &c., or in

cars, as we see some, with triumphal arches, on

antique medals. 3. Equestrian statue, that which

represents some illustrious person on horseback,
as that famous one of Marcus Aurelius at Rome ;

that of king Charles I. at Charing-Cross ; king

George II. in Leicester Square, &c. 4. Greek

statue denotes a figure that is naked and antique ;

it being in this manner the Greeks represented
their deities, athletic of the Olympic games, and
hero.es ; the statues of heroes were particularly
called Achillean statues, by reason of the great
number of figures of Achilles in most of the cities

of Greece. 5. Hydraulic statue is any figure

placed as an ornament of a fountain or grotto, or
that does the office of a jet d'eau, a cock, spout,
or the like, by any of its parts, or by any attri-

bute it holds : the like is to be understood of

any animal serving for the same use. 6. Pedes-
trian statue, a statue standing on foot; as that of

king Charles II. in the Royal Exchange, and of

king James II. in the Privy gardens. 7. Roman
statue is an appellation given to such as are

clothed, and which receive various names from
their various dresses. Those of emperors with

long gowns over their armour were called stature

paladutae ; those of captains and cavaliers with

coats of arms thoracatag ; those of soldiers with

cuirasses loricatae ; those of senators and augurs
trabeatae

; those of magistrates with long robes

togatse ; those of the people with a plain tunica tuni-

catffi
; and lastly, those of women with long trains

stolatse. In repairing a statue cast in a mould

they touch it up with a chisel, graver, or other

instrument, to finish the places which have not

come well off: they also clear off the barb, and
what is redundant in the joints and projectures.

STATUE, in sculpture and statuary, a work of

sculpture or modelling which represents the

figure of a man or woman in full relief. The
word is sometimes applied likewise to figures of

animals executed in the same manner. In the

most remote ages we find indications that seve-

ral eastern nations possessed the art as well as

practice of making and of erecting statues, but

the Grecians were the first people who executed

them skilfully. In the first place, the several

heathen deities were represented by human

figures, and after awhile the heroes of antiquity
were also sculptured forth, and subsequently

living characters of eminence, or such as had re-

cently expired. These statues were erected in

the public places to which the citizens generally

resorted, to the end that the memory of the great
men might be perpetuated. In the sequel, this

particular taste became so widely spread that

there was no other branch of the fine arts to

which equal attention was paid.
In the early times of the republic, Rome

possessed but a small number of statues of gods
and distinguished men. After having, however,

accomplished the conquest of Greece, and at

different epochs transported from that country
to Rome a great number of Grecian statues, the

taste for this kind of performance became by de-

grees so ardent and general that, according to

the expression of an ancient author, they were

able to count at one particular period more sta-

tues in the imperial city than inhabitants ! They
did not content themselves with raising statues to

deceased worthies, but awarded that honor to

sundry living characters of merit. It was very

customary among them to erect statues upon the

tombs of their deceased patriots or chiefs
;
and

such veneration was felt for the statues of their

princes that the law prohibited a master from
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punishing an offending slave who had sought

refuge near the statue of an emperor. In the

age of Tiberias it was a kind of crime to have

merely changed a garment before his statues.

The erection of statues of public men is by no
means equally common in our days : but it is

not the less important.
A statue, when it is intended to perpetuate

the recollection of a man estimable for his pa-
triotism or merit, should be placed in some con-

spicuous spot, where it would be most likely to

attract the observation of the people. Mere re-

semblance of feature is by no means the only, or

even the principal desideratum in a statue ; it

should display in a striking manner the elevation

of soul, the grandeur of character, which might
have rendered the object worthy of calling forth

the exercise of the sculptor's chisel. Whether
he might have been distinguished by probity and

benevolence, or by intrepidity in the midst of

dangers, or by any other elevated virtue, the ex-

pression of this should be preserved in the statue.

Many of the statues of antiquity, which express
the ideal of great characters, or of divinities,

prove that the art of the sculptor is fully equal
to this task. Indeed a considerable number of

them are merely allegorical representations of

various abstract qualities and properties. It is

thus that Jupiter is the image of severe majesty

joined to goodness ; and Pallas that of the most

consummate wisdom, &c. The general charac-

ter of a man may be more justly gathered when
he is in a state of repose than when agitated by
any particular and transitory passion ; and ac-

cording to this theory it is fair to presume that

a tranquil attitude is best adapted to express the

prevailing character of the personage represented

by a statue. This opinion, however, is to be re-

ceived with some reservation, although the an-

cients will be found to have generally adopted it.

It will not, we suspect, be deemed a question-
able affirmation that a fine statue is one of the

most beautiful productions of genius and of art.

The Greeks admired Phidias even more than any
other of their illustrious men. The critical ex-

amination of a statue requires no inconsiderable

portion of knowledge, taste, and skill. The first

point to which the attention of the critic should

be directed is the marble, from a careful scrutiny
of which, the period when the statue was made

may often be ascertained. For instance, the

certainty that any given statue is of marble of

Luna renders it evident that its age cannot be

anterior to that of Augustus, since it was under
that prince's reign the" Luna quarries were dis-

covered. The critic should proceed to take the

exact measure of the statue ;
to describe its at-

titude ; to indicate what restorations it might
have undergone ; to decide whether it is the re-

presentation of a divinity or hero, or simply of

some distinguished ancient, &.c. &c. It is also

desirable that he should be acquainted with its

history, traditional or otherwise, the authors who
have mentioned it, the period of its discovery,
the different prints engraved of it, &c.

The principal works in which the student will

find representations of the most celebrated statues

are the following: J. B. Carollerii, Antiquae

Status, Rome, 1585, fol. J. J. De Rubeis, In-
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signiores Statuarum urbis Romae Icones, Rome,
1645, 4to. Maffei, Raccolta di Statue Antiche
e Moderne, Rome, 1707, fol. La Galeria Gius-
tianea. Vetera Monumenta quae in hortis coeli-

montanis et in cedibus Matthoeorum adservantur,
3 vols. fol. Rome, 17709. Zanetti, Delle an-

tiche Statue Greche e Romane che nell' Antisala

della Libreria di San Marco, e in altri luoght

publici di Venezia si Trovano, Venice, 1740, 2
Yols. fol. Les Marbres de Dresde, by Le Plat,

Dresden, 1733, fol. The first three vols. of

Museo Pio Clementine, by Visconti. The third

vol. of Museum Capitolinum. Le Musee Napo-
leon, by Piroli. La Villa Pinciana, and Monu-
menti Gabini. The Augusteum of M. Becker,
&c. &c.

STATU Quo, or STATU Quo PKIUS, i. e. in

the same state as before ; an expression much
used respecting treaties of peace, when all cap-
tures are restored, and every thing is put, or

agreed to be put, on the same footing as before

the war. This would answer extremely well if

the lives of all the men murdered on both sides

were also restored, without which there can be
no real status quo.
STATURE, n. s. Fr. stature ; Lat. statura.

The height of any animal.

A creature who might erect

His stature, and upright with front serene

Govern the rest. Milton.

What stature we attain at seven years we some-
times double, most times come short of at one and

twenty. Browne.

Foreign men of mighty stature came. Dryden.

Thyself but dust, thy stature but a span ;

A moment thy duration, foolish man ! Prinr.

We have certain demonstration from Egyptian
mummies, and Roman urns and rings, and measures

and edifices, and many other antiquities, that human
stature has not diminished for above two thousand

years. Bentley's Sermnns.

STATUTE, 7i. s. ) Fr. statut ; Lat. statu-

STAT'UTABLE, adj. J turn. A law; edict of the

legislature : statutable is according to statute.

Not only the common law, but also the statutes, and
acts of parliament, were specially intended for its

benefit. Spenser.
Blood hath been shed,

Ere human statute purged the general weal

Shakspeare.
There was a siatute against vagabonds; wherein

note the dislike the parliament had of gaoling them
as chargeable and pesterous. Bacon.

Know the statutes of heaven and laws of eternity,
those immutable rules of justice. TilloUon.

queen ! indulged by favour of the gods
To build a town, with statutes to restrain.

The wild inhabitants beneath thy reign.

Dryden's JEneid.

1 met with one who was three inches above five

feet, the statutable measure of that club.

Addison's Guardian.

STATUTE more immediately signifies an act of

parliament made by the three estates of the

realm ; and such statutes are either general, of

vhich the courts at Westminster must take no-

tice without pleading them ; or they are special

and private, which last must be pleaded.

STATUTE, STATUTUM, in English law, has di-

vers significations : First, it signifies an act of

parliament ; and, secondly, it is a short writing
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called a STATUTE-MERCHANT, or STATUTE-STA-
BLE (see those articles), which are in the nature

of bonds, &c., and called statutes, as they are

made according to the form expressly provided
in certain statutes.

The acts of par.iament, statutes, or edicts,

made by the king's majesty, by and with the

advice and consent of the lords spiritual and

temporal and commons in parliament assembled,

compose the leges scriptae, the written laws of

the kingdom. The earliest statute of which

any record exists is the statute of Gloster, 6.

Edw. I., which is entered on a statute roll at the

tower. There are six of these rolls, the latest

containing the statutes of 12 Edw. IV. The

previous statutes of Merton, 20 Hen. III. : Mar-

leberge, 52 Hen. III., and Westminster the first,

3 Edw. I., are found in all printed collections,

and in numerous ancient MSS. of the statutes.

The general printed collections of the statutes are

preceded by Magna Charta, 9 Hen. III., as con-

firmed and entered on the statute roll of 25 Edw.

I., or the charter roll, 28 Edw. I., and that char-

ter has now the force of a statute, and had such

force, if not at the time of its being granted, cer-

tainly very soon after. The mode of making
these statutes is stated under the title

' BILL
BROUGHT INTO PARLIAMENT.' To what is there

said we may here only add, that the royal assent,

when given, is written upon the several acts.

That to the end of the third year of Henry VII.

the statutes were entered of record in French or

Latin : though the bills brought into parliament

began to be in English in the time of Henry VI.

By 33 Geo. III. c. 13, it is enacted that, when
the operation of an act of parliament is not di-

rected to commence from any time specified
within it, the clerk of the parliaments shall in-

dorse upon it the day upon which it receives the

royal assent (and which, since this act, is added
in the printed statutes immediately after the

title) : and that day shall be the date of its com-
mencement. This statute has obviated much
inconvenience (not to say injustice) which arose

from the former maxim, that an act of parlia-
ment operated from the first day of the session ;

the whole session, like the whole term, being
considered as one day ; and thus many statutes

had the force of ex post facto laws.

By 48 Geo. III. c. 106, when bills for conti-

nuing temporary acts shall not pass before such

acts expire, such acts shall be continued from

the time of their expiration, except as to penal-
ties, &c.
The method of citing these acts of parliament

is various. Many of our ancient statutes are

called after the name of the place where the par-
liament was held that made them ; as the statutes

of Merton and Marleberge (Marlborough), of

Westminster, Gloucester, and Winchester.

Others are denominated entirely from their sub-

ject ; as the statutes of Wales and Ireland, the

Articula Cleri, and the Praerogativa Regis.
Some are distinguished by their initial words, a

method of citing very ancient: as the statute

of Quia Emptores, and that of Circumspect^
Agatis. But the most usual method of citing

them, especially since the time of Edward II., is

by naming the year of the king's reign in which

the statute was made, together with the chapter
or particular act, according to the numeral order.

All the acts of one session of parliament taken

together make properly but one statute : and

therefore, when two sessions have been held in

one year, we usually mention stat. 1, or stat. 2.

Thus the bill of rights is cited, as 1 W. & M.
stat. 2, c. 2; signifying that it is the second

chapter or act, of the second statute (or the laws
made in the second session of parliament), in

the first year of king William and queen Mary.
These statutes, or acts of parliament, were an-

ciently promulgated by means of exemplifica-
tions thereof under the great seal : which were
sent to the sheriffs of the several counties, with

writs requiring them to be published in such

places of the county as the sheriffs thought fit.

Writs of this nature appear annexed to the sta-

tutes on the statute rolls in the Tower from 6

Edward I. down to the reign of Henry V. Not

very long after that time printing came into use,
and then the statutes of each session were printed
at the end of the session, and thus made known
to the public ; though proclamations were not

entirely superseded in particular instances til a

much later date. See the stat. 25 Hen. VIII. c. 22.

The earliest sessional publications of statutes was
that of the acts passed in the first and only par-
liament of Richard III. From that time until

the year 1796 these sessional publications were
the only mode of promulgation adopted ;

and
these were not generally obtainable, except by
private purchase, the delivery of them being con-

fined to about 1100 copies (issued at the public

cost) to the members of each house of parliament,
the privy council, and some great officers of

state. In consequence of several reports made

by committees of the house of commons specially

appointed to consider of the promulgation of the

statutes, 5500 copies are now distributed through-
out the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland, to the houses of parliament, great officers

and departments of state, public libraries, courts

of justice, sheriffs, municipal magistrates, and
clerks of the peace. By stat. 41 Geo. III. c.

90, it is enacted that the statutes printed by the

king's printer, in Great Britain and Ireland re-

spectively, shall be evidence of all such statutes

prior to the union in 1801.

An edition of the Statutes of the Realm, from

original records and authentic MSS., was under-

taken in the year 1801, under the authority of the

commissioners on the public records in Great

Britain. The first volume, containing the statutes

from 20 Henry III. to the end of the reign of

Edward III., preceded by a complete collection

of the Charters of Liberties, from Henry I. to

Edward III., was published in 1811. The se-

cond volume, including the statutes from Richard

II. to the end of Henry VII., appeared in 1816.

These two volumes contain the whole of what

may be termed the ancient part of the statute

law. A long Introduction with an appendix
thereto, prefixed to the first volume, and the

notes throughout that and the second volume, af-

ford information, on the subject of statute law,

not much known even to the best lawyers of the

present day.
r
.rhe preface to the quarto edition

of the statutes, published by the king's printer,
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subsequi.it to the Union, and two prefaces pre-
fixed to the first volume of the Collection of

Statutes, in 10 vols. 4to., from Magna Charta to

1801, also published by the king's printer,
will be found useful, with reference to the

history of former printed editions of the

statutes. The authentic collection has been

continued by the commissioners on the records,

by subsequent volumes, to the reign of William
III. ; from which time the sessional collections

printed by the king's printers are sufficiently ac-

cessible. Two volumes ot the acts of parliament
of Scotland have also been printed by the same
commissioners. The commissioners on the re-

cords of Ireland are about in like manner to

publish an authentic collection of the acts of the

parliaments of Ireland.

STATUTE-MERCHANT, in law, is a bond
of record acknowledged before the clerk of the

Statutes-merchant, and lord mayor of the city of

London, or two merchants assigned for that pur-

pose ; and before the mayors of other cities and

towns, or the bailiff of any borough, &c. ; sealed

with the seal of the debtor and the king ; upon
condition that, if the obligor pays not the debt

at the day, execution may be awarded against
his body, lands, and goods ;

and the obligee
shall hold the lands to him, his heirs and as-

signs, till the debt is levied. Terms de la Ley.
Estates by statute-merchant and statute-staple

are classed by Blackstone among the species of

estates defeasible on condition subsequent; and
are said to be very nearly related to the vivum

vadium, or estate held till the profits thereof

shall discharge a debt liquidated or ascertained.

For both the statute-merchant and statute-staple
are securities for money ; the one entered into

before the chief magistrate of some trading town,

pursuant to the stat. 13 Edw. I. stat. 3, de mer-

catoribus, and thence called a statute-merchant ;

the other pursuant to the stat. 27 Edw. III. c. 9.

before the mayor of the staple, that is to say,
the grand mart for the principal commodities or

manufactures of the kingdom, formerly held by
act of parliament in certain trading towns :

whence this security is called a statute-staple.

They are both securities for debts acknowledged
to be due ;

and originally permitted only among
traders, for the benefit of commerce ; whereby
not only the body of the debtor may be impri-

soned, and his goods seized in satisfaction of

the debt, but also his lands may be delivered to

the creditor, till out of the rents and profits of

them the debt may be satisfied. And, during
such time as the creditor so holds the lands, he
is tenant by statute-merchant or statute-staple.
There is also a similar security, the recognizance,
in the nature of a statute-staple acknowledged
before either of the chief Justices, or (out of

term) before their substitutes, the mayor of the

staple at Westminster, and the recorder of Lon-
don ; whereby the benefit of this mercantile

transaction is extended to all the king's subjects
in general, by virtue of the stat. 23 Hen. VIII.

c. 6 amended by stat. 8, Geo. I. c. 25 ; which
direct such recognizances to be enrolled and
certified into chancery. But these, by the sta-

tute of frauds, 29 Car. II. c. 3, are only bind-

ing upon the lands, in the hands of bona fide

purchasers, from the day of their enrolment,
which is ordered to be marked on the record.

2 Comm. c. 10, p. 160.

These estates, though sometimes referred to

in argument, seem now nearly unknown in

practice; but as the law relating to them is in

force, and as it may serve to elucidate other sub-

jects by analogy, the following information on
the subject has been preserved, as useful to the

student, if not to the practitioner. The statute

of Acton Burnel, 11 Ed. I. and stat. de merca-

toribus, 13 Ed. I. stat. 3, enact, that the mer-
chant shall cause his debtor to appear before the

mayor of the city of London, or other city or

town, and there acknowledge the debt, &c., by
recognizance, which is to be enrolled ; the roll

whereof must be double, one part to remain
with the mayor, and the other with the clerk

appointed by the king ; and then one of the

clerks is to write the obligation, which shall be
sealed with the debtor's seal, and that of the king,
&c.

By these statutes, if the debt be not paid at

the day upon the merchant's account, the mayor
is to cause the debtor to be imprisoned, if to be

found, and in prison to remain until he hath

agreed the debt; and, if the debtor cannot be

found, the "mayor shall send the recognizance
into the Chancery, whence a writ shall issue to

the sheriff of the county where the debtor is, to

arrest his body, and keep him in prison till he

agree the debt ; and, within a quarter of a year,
his lands and goods shall be delivered to him to

pay the debt ; but, if the debtor do not satisfy
the debt within that time, all his lands and

goods shall be delivered to the merchant by a

reasonable extent, to hold until the debt is levied

thereby ; arid in the mean time he shall remair.

in prison ; but, when the debt is satisfied, the

body of the debtor is to be delivered together
with his lands. If the sheriff return a non est

inventus, &c., the merchant may have writs to

all the sheriffs where he hath any land ; and

they shall deliver all the goods and lands of the

debtor by extent ; and the merchant shall be
allowed his damage, and all reasonable costs,

&c. All the lands in the hands of the debtor,
at the time of the recognizance acknowledged,
are chargeable (but see stat. 29 Car. II. c. 3,

before referred to) ; though, after the debt is

paid, they shall return to grantees, if they are

granted away, as shall the rest to the debtor :

the debtor or his sureties dying, the merchant
shall not take the body of the heir, &c., but shall

have his lands until the debt is levied. If the

debtor have sureties, they shall be proceeded
against in like manner as the debtor

; but, so

long as the debt may be levied of the goods of

the debtor, the sureties are to be without damage.
Also the merchant shall, besides the payment of

his debt, be satisfied for his stay and detainer

from his business. In London, out of the com-

monalty, two merchants are to be chosen and
sworn by this statute, and the seal shall be opened
before them, whereof one piece is to be deliver-

ed to the said merchants, and the other remain
with the clerk ; and before these merchants, &c.,

recognizances may be taken. A fee of [d. per

pound is allowed to the clerk for fixing the
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king's seal ; and a seal is to be provided that

shall serve for fairs, 8cc.
;
but the statute extends

not to Jews. Cro. Car. 440, 457.

Statutes-merchant were contrived for the se-

curity of merchants only, to provide a speedy
remedy to recover their debts ; but at this day
they are used by others who follow not merchan-

dize, and are become one of the common assur-

ances of the kingdom. Bridg. 21 : Owen 82.

And all obligations made to the king are of the

nature of these statutes-merchant. 12 Rep. 2,3.
STATUTE-STAPLE is a bond of record,

acknowledged before the mayor of the staple, in

the presence of all or one of the constables
;

to

this end, says the statute, there shall be a seal

ordained, which shall be affixed to all obliga-
tions made on such recognizance acknowledged
in the staple : this seal of the staple is the only
seal the statute requires to attest this contract ;

but it is no more under the power or disposal
of the mayor, than that appointed by the statute-

merchant
; for, though the statute appoints him

the custody of it, yet it is in such a manner, that

he cannot affix it to any obligation without their

consent, it being to remain in the mayor's hands
under the security of their own seals. 2 Roll,

Abr. 466 : stat. 27 Ed. III. c. 9.

To understand a little of the original and
constitution of the staple, and the advantage the

nation had by this establishment, we must ob-

serve that the place of residence, whither the

merchants resorted with their staple commodities,
was anciently called estaple, which signifies no
more than mart or market : and this was for-

merly appointed out of the realm, as at Calais,

Antwerp, &c., and other ports on the continent,
which were nearest to us, and whither the mer-
chants might with safety coast it. 4 Inst. 238.

But, besides these staple ports appointed abroad,
there were others appointed at home : whither
all the staple commodities were carried in order
to their exportation, such as London, Westmin-

ster, Hull, &c. This was found to be of great
use and consequence to the prince in particular,
and to the interest and credit of the nation in

general ; for at these staple ports were the king's
customs easily collected, and were by the officers

of the staple, at two several payments, returned

into the exchequer ; besides, at these staples, all

merchants' goods were carefully viewed and
marked by the proper officers of the staple ; and
this necessarily avoided the exportation of de-

cayed goods, or ill-wrought manufactures, and

consequently fixed a stamp of credit on the mer-
chandizes exported, which, upon the view, al-

ways answered the expectation of the buyer.
Maline's Lex Merc. 337, 338.

The staple merchandizes, according to lord

Coke, are only wool, woolfells, leather, lead, and
tin

; others, butter, cheese, and cloths : but

whatever they were, the mayor and constables

had not only conusance of all contracts and
debts relating to them, but 'they had likewise

jurisdiction over the people, and all manner of

things touching the staple. This power was

given them, lest the merchants should be diverted

and drawn from their business and trade, by
applying to the common law, and running
through the tedious forms of it, for a determina-

tion of their differences ; and for the greater

encouragement of merchants, that they might
have all imaginable security in their contracts
and dealings, and the most expeditious method
of recovering their debts, withgut going out of
the bounds of the staple. 4 Inst. 238 , Maline's
Lex. Mer. 337. By this it appears that this

security was only designed for the merchants of
the staple, and for debts only on the sale of

merchandises brought thither
; yet in time others

began to apply it to their own ends, and the

mayor and constable would take recognizances
from strangers, surmising it was made for the

payment of money for merchandises brought to

the staple. To prevent this mischief, the parlia-

ment, in 23 Hen. VIII.
,
reduced the statute-

staple to its former channel, and laid a penalty
of 40 on the mayor and constables who should

extend the benefit of the statute to any but
those of the staple. But though the stat. 23
Hen. VIII. c. 6 deprived them of this benefit,

yet it framed the new sort of security known by
the name of a recognizance, in the nature of a

statute-staple ;
so called because this act limits

and appoints the same process, execution, and

advantage, in every particular, as is set down
in the statute-staple. Co. Lilt. 290.

A recognizance, therefore, in nature of a

statute-staple, as the words of the act declare,
is the same with the former, only acknowledged
under other persons ; for, as the statute runs,
the chief justice of the king's bench and common
pleas, or, in their absence, out of term, the

mayor of the staple, at Westminster, and the re-

corder of London, jointly together, shall have

power to take recognizances for payment of

debt in the form set down in the statute, la

this, as in the former cases, the king appoints a

seal to attest the contract. Co. Litt. 290, a : 4

Inst. 238: 2 Roll. Abr. 466: Co. Ent. 12.

Debt lies as well upon a statute-staple as upon
a bond : and a statute acknowledged on lands

is a present duty, and ought to be satisfied before

an obligation; a debt due on an obligation being
but a chose in action, and recoverable by law,
and not a present duty by law, as a debt upon u

statute, judgment, or recognizance is, upon
which present execution is to be taken without

farther suit. Cro. Eliz. 355. 461. 494: 2 Lill.

Abr. 536.

But a judgment in a court of record shall be

preferred, in case of execution, before a statute :

though if one acknowledge a statute, and after-

wards confess judgment, if the land be extended

thereon, the cognisee shall have a scire facias to

avoid the extent upon the judgment. It is

otherwise as to goods : for there, he that comes
first shall be first served. 6 Rep. 45 : 1 Brownl.

37. The cognisor of a statute grants his estate

to the cognisee ; by this the execution of the

statute will be suspended. 2 Cro. 424. But if

the cognisee, before execution of a statute, release

to the cognisor all his right to the land, it will

not be a discharge of the whole execution ; for,

notwithstanding, he may sue execution of his

body and goods. 3 Shep. Abr. 326. Upon a

statute-staple, a capias and extent of lands,

goods, and chattels, are contained in one writ ;

but it is not so on a statute-merchant. Jenk
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Cent. 163. In chancery, the proceedings on a

statute-staple are in the petty-bag office; and

statutes-staple are suable in the king's bench or

common pleas, as well as in chancery. Cro.

Eliz. 208. Chancery will give relief against an

infant in case of a statute-staple, though it is

not extendible against him at law. 1 Lev. 198.

On a statute's being satisfied, it is to be vacated

by entering satisfaction, 8cc. Statutes-staple and
statutes-merchant are to be entered within six

months, or shall not be good against purchasers.
Stat. 27 Eliz. c. 4. See stat. 16 & 17 Car. II. c.

5, for preventing delays and extending statutes.

He that is in possession of lands on a statute-

merchant, or staple, is called tenant by statute-

merchant, or statute-staple, during the time of

his possession : and creditors shall have freehold

in the lands of debtors, and recovery by novel

disseisin, if put out ; but if tenant by statute-

merchant or statute-staple hold over his term,
he that hath right may sue out a venire facias ad

computand, or enter, as upon an elegit. Stat.

27 Edw. III. c. 9.

STAUBBACH, a celebrated cataract of Swit-

zerland, in the canton of Bern, near Lauterbrun-

nen, which rushes down a precipice 930 feet

high with the most tremendous impetuosity and

noise, dispersing the water in a grand spray, and

occasioning a kind of tempest by the agitation of

the air. The brook from which this torrent rises

is named Kupfer Bachlein, or Rivulet of copper.
STAVE, v. a. & v. n. From staff, in the plu-

ral staves. To break in pieces : used originally
of barrels made of small parts or staves : to push
off; to furnish with staves: as a verb neuter (ob-

solete) to fight with staves.

The seared disorders that might ensue thereof have

been an occasion that divers times all the wine in the

city hath been staved. Sandys's Travels.

This was the shameful end of Aloysus Grittus,

Solyman's deputy in Hungary ; who, climbing too

fast up the evil staved ladder of ambition, suddenly
fell, and never rose more. Knollet.

How can they escape the contagion of the writings,
whom the virulency of the calumnies have not slaved.

off from reading ? Ben Joiuon.

Equal shame and envy stirred

I' the enemy, that one should beard
So many warriours, and so stout,

As he had done, and staved it out. Httdibras.

If an irreverent expression, or a thought too wan-

ton, are crept into my verses, let them be staved or

forfeited like contrabanded goods. Dryden.
The condition of a servant staves him off to a dis-

tance ; but the gospel speaks nothing but allure-

ment, attraction, and invitation. South.

STAVELEY (Thomas), esq., a learned Eng-
lish writer, born at Cussington, in Leicestershire,

and educated at Cambridge. He entered coun-
cillor in 1654. In 1664 he published the Romish
Horse Leech, and the History of Churches. He
died in 1683.

STAVEREN, a town of Holland, and the

most ancient of Friesland, supposed to have
been built one year before the commencement of

the Christian era, and to have taken its name
from an ancient idol, worshipped by the inha-

bitants called Stavon. Great part of the ancient

town having been destroyed by the sea, the inha-

bitants rebuilt it in the place where it now

stands, as being less exposed. It was anciently
a very rich, powerful, and populous city, with

the best harbour in that country. The ancient

kings of Friesland made it their ordinary resi-

dence, in a palace built by Richolde, the first

king, about the year 400. Radbode VI., after

he had conquered all the country as far as

Utrecht, called his conquests the kingdom of

Staveren, which shows the flourishing state of the

town at that time, and was the occasion of its

being included in the league of the German
Hanse towns. It was surrounded with walls and

ditches, about the year 339, by Obidalde VI.,
duke of Friesland. It is since reduced very
much from its ancient grandeur, the harbour

being choaked up; however there remains enough
of its former splendor to make it a considerable

town
; and they still carry on some trade, espe-

cially in fishing, and in passage boats over the

pools and lakes of the neighbourhood. In 1799
the town was taken by a British fleet; forty
miles north of Amsterdam. Lat. 52 56' N.,

long. 5 16' E.

STAUNTON (sir George Leonard), bart., a
modern traveller, was a native of the county of

Galway in Ireland. He was destined for the

medical profession, with a view to which he
studied at Montpelier, and took the degree of

M.D. About 1762 he established himself in

practice in the island of Grenada in the West
Indies, where he obtained the patronage of
lord Macartney, who made him his secretary ;

and he likewise held the office of attorney-gene-

ral, till the taking of that island by the French.
His lordship, being appointed governor of Ma-
dras, took Mr. Staunton with him to the East

Indies, where he was employed in the arrest of

general Stuart, who had opposed the authority
of the governor. He also induced the French
admiral Suffren to suspend hostilities before

Gondelour ;
and negociated a treaty withTippoo

Saib. Returning to England, the East India

Company repaid his services with a pension of

500. a-year, the king created him a baronet,
and the university of Oxford bestowed on him
the diploma of LL.D. When lord Macartney
went as ambassador to China, sir George accom-

panied him as secretary, with the provisional
title of envoy extraordinary and minister pleni-

potentiary. Of that mission and of the empire
and people of China he published an account in

1797, 2 vols. 4to., which was translated into

French and German. He died in London Jan-

uary 1801.

STAUNTON, a principal branch of the Ro-

anoke, Virginia, rises on the west side of the Blue

Ridge, and has the name of Roanoke, but after

its passage through the Blue Ridge it takes that of

Staunton, which it retains to its junction with

the Dan, on the west border of Mecklenburg
county. After the junction it resumes the name
of Roanoke.

STAUROLITE, in mineralogy, grenatite, or

prismatic garnet.

STAUROTIDE, grenatite, prismatic garnet,
or staurolite. Color dark reddish-brown. Only

crystallised in forms which may be reduced to

a prism of 129 30'. The following are secon-

dary forms : a very oblique four-sided prism,
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truncated on the acuter lateral edges, forming
an unequiangular six-sided prism ; the same

acutely bevelled on the extremities ; and a twin

crystal, formed by two perfect six-sided prisms.

Splendent, resino-vitreous. Cleavage in the

smaller diagonal. Fracture small-grained uneven.

Opaque, or translucent. Scratches quartz feebly.
Brittle. Specific gravity 3-3 to 3-8. Infusible.

Its constituents are, alumina 44, silica 33, lime

3 -

84, oxide of iron 13, oxide of manganese 1,

loss 5- 16. Vauquelin. The geognostic relations

of this mineral are nearly the same with those of

precious garnet. It occurs in clay-slate near

Ardonald, between Keith and Huntly, in Aber-
deenshire

;
and in a micaceous rock at the Glen-

malur lead-mines in the county of Wicklow,
Ireland.

STAY, v. n., v. a., &c n. s.
~] Belg. staen ;

STAY'ED, adj. Dan. stae. To
STAY'EDLY, adv. continue in a

STAY^EDNESS, n. s. Vplace or state;

STAY'ER, forbear departure,
STAY LACE, or motion; stop;
STAYS, plu. J dwell ; belong : as

a verb active to repress ; withhold ; obstruct ; delay ;

hold in place ; hold up : as a noun substantive,
stand

; continuance ; obstruction ; restraint ; a
fixed state ; prop ; support : stayed means settled ;

fixed ; sedate : the adverb and noun substantive

following corresponding: a stayer is one who

stops, holds, or supports : staylace, the lace of

the female stays, a kind of boddice, or waistcoat.

Aaron and Hur stayed up his hands, the one on
the one side, and the other on the other.

Eiod. xvii. 12.

Would ye tarry for them 'till they were grown?
would ye stay for them from having husbands 1

Ruth i. 13.

Because ye trust in oppression, and stay thereon,
this shall be as a breach ready to fall. ha. xxx. 12.

They call themselves of the holy city, and stay
themselves upon God. Id. xlviii. 2.

They were come upon the stays, when one of the

sailors descried a galley. Sidney.
When she list pour out her larger spright,

She would command the hasty sun to stay,
Or backward turn his course. Spenser.

For her son,
In her own hand the crown she kept in store,
Till riper years he raught, and stronger stay. Id.

The joyous Time will not be stayed
Unless she do him by the forelock take. Id.

Obedience of creatures unto the law of nature is

the ttay of the whole world. Hooker.
All that may stay their minds from thinking that

true which they heartily wish were false, but cannot
think it so without some scruple. Id.

On this determination we might stay ourselves

without further proceeding herein. Id.

If she do bid me pack, I'll give her thanks,
As though she bid me stay by her a week.

Shakspeai e.

Put thyself
Into a 'haviour of less fear, ere wildness
Vanish my staider senses. Id. Cymbeline.

Your ships are stayed at Venice. Shakspeare.
What surety of the world, what hope, what stay,

When this was once a king, and now is clay 1 Id.

Determine
Or for her stay or going ;

the affair cries haste. Id,

111 tell thee my whole device

When I am in my coach which stays for us. Id.

The Syrens sang to allure them into danger ;
but

Orpheus sang so well that he staid them.

Ruteiyh's History of the World.
When substantialness combineth with delightful-

ness, and currantness with stayedness, how can the

language sound other than most full of sweetness 1

Camden's Remains.
He did ordain that as many might depart as

would
;
but as many as would stay should have very

good means to live from the state. Bacon.
Whatsoever is above these proceedeth of shortness

of memory, or of want of a stayed and equal atten-
tion, id.

Many just and temperate provisos well showed
and foretokened the wisdom, stay, and moderation of
the king. id.

Perkin Warbcck, finding that when matters once go
down the the hill they stay not without a new force,
resolved to try some exploit upon England. Id.

Bones, after full growth, continue at a stay ; teeth
stand at a stay, except their wearing. Id.

Should judges make a longer stay in a place than

they usually do, a day in a county would be a very
good addition. Id.

Affairs of state seemed rather to stand at a stay
than to advance or decline. Hayward.
They flocked in such multitudes that they not

only stayed for their resort, but discharged divers.

Id.

Who have before, or shall write after thee,
Their works, though toughly laboured, will be
Like infancy or age to man's firm stay,
Or early and late twilights to mid-day. Donne.

His fell heart thought long that little way,
Grieved with each step, tormented with each stay.

Fairfax.
Our ships lay anchor'd close : nor needed we

Fear harme on any states. Chapman
Unto the shore, with tears, with sighs, with moan,

They him conduct
; cursing the bounds that stay

Their willing fleet, that would have further gone.
Daniel.

So long a stay will make
The jealous king suspect we have been plotting.

DenJiam.

My only strength, and stay ! forlorn of thee,

Whither shall I betake me? where subsist ? Milton.

I will bring thee where no shadow stays

Thy coming, and thy soft embraces. Id.

Not after resurrection shall he stay

Longer on earth than certain times t' appear. Id.

Satan

Throws his steep flight in many an airy wheel,
Nor stayed, till on Niphates' top he lights. Id.

This seems to our weaker view
O'erlaid with black, staid wisdom's hue. Id.

I should not be a persuader to them of studying
much in the spring, after three years that they have

well laid their grounds ;
but to ride out, with prudent

and staid guides, to all the quarters of the land.

Milton on Education.

Made of sphere-metal never to decay,
Until his revolution was at stay. Milton.

Her long with ardent look his eye pursued,

Delighted ! but desired more her stay. Id.

He was well stayed, and in his gait
Preserved a grave majestick state. Hudibras.

The boiling blood of youth, fiercely agitating the

fluid air, hinders that serenity and fixed staidness

which is necessary to so severe an intenseness.

Glanville's Scepsis.

The injured sea, which from her wonted place,
To gain some acres, avarice did force,

If the new banks neglected once decay,
No longer will from her old channel stay. Waller
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The Thracian youth invades

Orpheus returning from the' Elysian shades,
Embrace the hero, and his stay implore. Id.

Almighty crowd ! thou shorten'st all dispute ;

Nor faith nor icason make thee at a stay,
Thou leap'st o'er all. Dryden's Medal.

If as a prisoner I were here, you might
Have then insisted on a conqueror's right,
And stayed me here. Dryden.

Alas ! what stay is there in human state ?

And who can shun inevitable fate 1 Id.

Nor will I stay
On Amphix, or what deaths he dealt that day. Id.

I must stay a little on one action which preferred
the relief of others to the consideration of yourself.

Id.
If sometimes he appears too gay, yet a secret

gracefulness of youth accompanies his writings,
though the ttaidness and sobriety of age be wanting.

Id. Preface to Ovid.
What pleasure hop'st though in my stay,

When I'm constrained and wish myself away 1

Dryden.
When the wine sparkles,

Make haste, and leave thy business and thy care,
No mortal interest can be worth thy stay. Id.

Weavers, stretch your stays upon the weft. Id.

Stay, I command you, stay and hear me first. Id.

Sallows and reeds, for vineyards useful found,
To stay thy vines. Id.

The flames augment, and stay
At their full height ;

then languish to decay. Id.

We for his royal presence only stay
To end the rites. Id.

I stay for Turnus, whose devoted head
Is owing to the living and the dead

;

My son and I expect it from his hand. Id.
I was willing to stay my reader on an argument

that appears to me new. Locke.
He took nothing but a bit of bread to stay his

stomach. /^.
Nor must he stay at home, because he must be

back again by one-and-twenty. Id.
The father cannot stay any longer for the fortune,

nor the mother for a new set of babies to play with.

Id.
With prudent stay he long deferred

The rough contention.
Philips.

To stay these sudden gusts of passion
That hurry you from reason, rest assured
The secret of your love lies with me only. Rowe.

I am the more at ease in Sir Roger's family be-
cause it consists of sober and staid persons. Addtson.

Trees serve as so many stays for their vines, which
hang like garlands from tree to tree. Id. on Italy.No stubborn stays her yielding shape embrace.

Gay.
Every plant has its atmosphere, which hath various

effects on those who stay near them.

Arbuthnot on Aliments.

Stay her stomach with these half hundred plays,
till I can procure her a romance big enough to satisfy
her great soul with adventures. Pope.

Why cease we then the wrath of heaven to stay?
Be humbled all. fd,

With stays and cordage last he rigged a ship,
And, rolled on leavers, launched her in the deep.

Id.
A ijiyed man and wife are seldom so indolent as

not to rind consolation in each other. Id.

Servants sent on messages stay out longer than the

message requires. Swift.
A staylnce from England should become a topick

for censure at visits. Id.

May Jove, the guardian of the
capitol,

He, the greater stayer of our troops in rout,
Fulfil your hopes, and animate the cohorts.

A. Philips.

STAY, a large strong rope employed to sup-
port the mast on the fore part, by extending from
its upper end towards the fore part of the ship,
as the shrouds are extended to the right and left,
and behind it. See MAST, RIGGING, and
SHROUD. The stay of the fore-mast is called the

fore-stay, and reaches from the mast-head toward
the bowsprit end : the main stay extends over
the forecastle to the ship's stem ; and the mizen-

stay is stretched down to that part of the main-
mast which lies immediately above the quarter-
deck : the fore-top-mast stay comes also to the
end of the bowsprit, a little beyond the fore-stay :

tbe main-top-mast is attached to the head or
hounds of the fore-mast : and the mizen-top-
mast stay comes also to the hounds of the main
mast

; the fore-top-gallant stay comes to the
outer end of the jib-boom ; and the main-top-
gallant stay is extended to the head of the fore-

top mast.

STAY SAIL, a sort of triangular sail extended

upon a stay. See SAIL.
STAYNER (sir Richard), was the gallant

commander of a ship of war during the protec-
torate

; and, in conjunction with captain Smith,
took a Dutch East India ship of 800 tons bur-

den, having on board four chests of silver. In
1656 he was appointed to the command of three

frigates, and with this squadron fell in with the

Spanish flotilla, consisting of eight sail, of which
he captured two, burnt one, sunk another, and
drove two on shore. The treasure captured on
this occasion amounted to 600,000 sterling, so
that Stayner returned to England crowned with

glory, and laden with wealth. In the following
year he sailed with the fleet, under the command
of Blake, for the purpose of intercepting the

Spanish West India fleet, which had taken shel-
ter in the bay of Santa Cruz. On reconnoitering
the position of the enemy, the English admiral
found it impossible to bring off his ships, though
he thought they might be destroyed. Stayner was

immediately detached to begin the attack, and,
being supported by Blake with the remainder of
the fleet, the Spaniards were, in a very few hours,
driven out of their ships and breast-works. The
former were instantly taken possession of by the

English, and, as they could not be brought off,

they were all set on fire, and burnt to the water's

edge.
' The whole action,' says Clarendon,

' was
so miraculous, that all men, who knew the place
wondered that any sober men, with whatever

courage endowed, would evei have undertaken
it; and they could hardly persuade themselves
to believe what they had done ! while the Spa-
niards comforted themselves with the belief that

they were devils, and not men, who had de-

stroyed them in such a manner.' Cromwell
thought so highly of the conduct of captain
Stayner, that he immediately conferred on him
the honor of knighthood. On the restoration,
sir Richard Stayner had a command under Mon-
tague, afterwards the earl of Sandwich, was
again knighted, and was constituted rear-admi-
ral of the fleet. He first hoisted his flag in the
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Swiftsure, and afterwards in the Mary. After

this, the nation being at peace, no opportunity
was offered to this brave man of adding to those

services which he had already rendered his

country ; and it is thought he died very soon

after. Campbell's Lives of tbe Admirals, vol. iv.

STEAD, n. s. & v. a.
~\

Sax. rtet> ; Goth.

STEAD'FAST, adj. stod. Place ; room
;

STEAD'FASTLY, adv. position; support;
STEAD'FASTNESS, n. s. Whence the wooden

STEAD'ILY, adv. frame that supports a

STEAD'INESS, n. s. bed;) aid: to fill the

STEAD'Y, adj. J place of another; aid;

help; support: steadfast is firm; fixed fast in

place: hence firm of character; constant; reso-

lute: steady is also firm; fixetl ; regular; con-

stant: the respective adverbs and noun sub-

stantives corresponding.

There fell down many slain, and they dwelt in

their steads until the captivity.
1 Citron, v. 22,

Be faithful to thy neighbour in his poverty ;
abide

stedfast unto him in the time of his trouble.

Ecclus. xxii. 23.

Him resist, stedfast in the faith. 1 Peter v. 9.

Their feet steady, their hands diligent, their eyes

watchful, and their hearts resolute. Sidney.

We are neither in skill, nor ability of power,

greatly to stead you. Id.

Such was this giant's fall, that seemed to shake

This stedfast globe of earth, as it for fear did quake.

Spenser.
So hard these heavenly beauties be enfired,

As things divine, least passions do impress,
The more of stedfnst minds to be admired,

The more they stayed be on stedfastness. Id.

I hope her stubborn heart to bend,
And that it .hen more stedfast would endure. Id.

Fly, therefore, fly
this fearful stead anon,

Lest thy fool hardize work thee sad confusion. Id.

The term of life is limited,

Ne may a man prolong nor shorten it ;

The soldier may not move from watchful stead,

Nor leave his stand until his captain bed. Id.

They nigh approached to the stead

Where as those maremaids dwelt. Id. Faerie Qiteene.

Laws ought to be like stony tables, plain, stead-

fast, and immoveabl.e. Id. State of Ireland.

If we had taken them clean away, or else removed

them, so as to place in their stead others, we had
done worse. Hooker.

A complete man hath some parts whereof the

want could not deprive him of his essence
; yet to

have them standeth him in singular stead in respect
of special uses. Id.

It nothing steads us

To chide him from our eyes. Id.

Rich garments, linens, stuffs, and necessaries,
Which since have steaded. Id. Tempest.

Can you so stead me
As bring me to the sight of Isabella ? Shakspeare.
We shall advise this wronged maid to stead up

your appointment, and go in your place. Id.

He sails 'tween worlds and worlds with steady

wing. Milton.

Now clear I understand
What oft my steadiest thoughts have searched in

vain. Id.

Nor do the boldest attempts bring forth

Events still equal to their worth
;

But sometimes fail, and in their stead

Fortune and cowardice succeed. Butler.

Jealo isy then fired his soul,
And his face kindled like a burning ccal

;

Now cold despair succeeding in her stead,
To livid paleness turns the glowing red. Druden.

The genial bed,
Sallow the feet, the borders, and the sted. Id.
What form of death could him affright,

Who, unconcerned, with stedfast sight
Could view the surges mounting steep,
And monsters rolling in the deep? Id.

Steady to my principles and not dispirited with my
afflictions, I have, by the blessing of God, overcome
all difficulties. Id. JEneid.

Steadiness is a point of prudence as well as of cou-

rage. L'Estrange.
A clear sight keeps the understanding steady.

Locke.
He makes his understanding the warehouse of

lumber rather than a repository of truth, which will

stand him in stead when he has occasion for it. Id.
Sin has a tendency to bring men under evils, un-

less hindered by some accident, which no man can

steadily build upon. Smith's Sermons.
God's omniscience steadfastly grasps the greatest

and most slippery uncertainties. /(/.

Your friendly aid and counsel much may stead me.

Howe.
A friend is useful to form an undertaking, and se-

cure steadiness of conduct. Collier of Friendship.
How reverend is the face of this tall pile,

Whose massy pillars rear their aged heads
To bear aloft its arched and ponderous roof,

By its own weight made steadfast and immoveable,

Looking tranquillity ! it strikes an awe
And terrour on my aking sight. Congreve.

So steadily does fickle fortune steer

The' obedient orb that it should never err.

Blackmore.
The smallest act of charity shall stand us iu great

stead. Atterbury's Sermons.

John got the better of his choleric temper, and

wrought himself up to a great steadiness of mind, to

pursue his interest through all impediments.
Arbuthnot.

In general, stedfastly believe that whatever God
hath revealed is infallibly true.

Wake's Preparation for Death.

Steer the bounding bark with steady toil,

When the storm thickens and the billows boil.
'

Pope.

STEAK, n. s. Isl. and Erse, styck, a piece ;

Swed. steka, to boil. A slice of flesh broiled or

fried
; a collop.

The surgeon protested he had cured him very well,

and offered to eat the first stake of him. Taller.

Fair ladies who contrive

To feast on ale and stakes. Swift.

STEAL, v. a. & v. n. "% Pret. I stole; part.
STEA'LEE. n. s. {pass, stolen; Saxoti

STEA'LINGLY, adv. ( prelan ; Belg. stclcn ,

STEALTH.
*
Goth, stc/n. To take

by theft; take clandestinely, slily, or without

right : the derivatives corresponding.

How should we steal silver or gold 1 Gen. xlv. 8.

Stolen waters are sweet, and bread eaten in secret

is pleasant.
Prw. ix. 17.

Fixt of mind to avoid further entreaty, and lo
fly

all company, one night she stole, away- Sidney,

They were divers motions, they did so steulinghi

slip one into another, as the latter part was ever in

hand before the eye could discern the former was

ended. Id.
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On his back a heavy load he bare

Of nightly stealths, and pillage several.

Faerie Queene.
In the secret dark that none reproves,

Their pretty stealths shall work, and snares shall

spread. Spenser.
The law of England never was properly applied

to the Irish, by a purposed plot of government, but

as they could insinuate and steal themselves under
the same by their humble carriage and submission.

Id.

The owner proveth the stealth to have been com-
mitted upon him by such an outlaw, and to have been
found in the possession of the prisoner.

Id. State of Ireland.

The wisdom of the same spirit borrowed from

melody that pleasure, which, mingled with heavenly
mysteries, causeth the smoothness and softness of

that, which toucheth the ear, to convey, as it were

by stealth, the pleasure of good things into man's
mind. Hooker.

Young Lorenzo
Stole her soul with many vows of faith,

And ne'er a true one. Shakspeare.
Were it not that my fellow schoolmaster

Doth watch Bianca's steps so narrowly,
'Twere good to steal our marriage. Id.

Let's shift away ;
there's warrant in that theft,

Which steals itself when there's no mercy left. Id.

The transgression is in the stealer. Id.

A schoolboy, finding a bird's nest, shews it his

companion, and he steals it. Id.

Now withered murder, with his stealthy pace,
Moves like a ghost. Id. Macbeth.

Thou ran'st a tilt in honour of my love,

And stol'st away the ladies' hearts of France.

Shakspeare.
There are some shrewd contents in yon same

paper,

7"hat steal the color from Bassanio's cheek
;

Some dear friend dead. Id. Merchant of Venice.

My lord of Amiens and myself
Did steal behind him as he lay along
Under an oak. Shakspeare.

I cannot think it,

That he would steat away so guilty like,

Seeing you coming. Id. Othello.

The most peaceable way, if you take a thief, is to

let him shew what he is, and steal out of your com-

pany. Shakspeare.
At time that lovers' flights doth still conceal,

Through Athen's gate have we devised to steal. Id.

In my conduct shall your ladies come,
From whom you now must steal and take no leave.

Id.

The good humour is to steal at a minute's rest.

Convey, the wise it call; steal! a fico for the

phrase ! Id.

I feel this youth's perfections,
With an invisible and subtile stealth,

To creep in at mine eyes. Id. Twelfth Night.
The stealth of mutual entertainment

With character too gross is written on Juliet.

Shakspeare.

Others, weary of the long journey, lingering be-

hind were stolen away ; and they which were left,

moiled with dirt and mire. Knolles.

The vapour of charcoal hath killed many ; and it

is the more dangerous, because it cometh without any
ill smell, and stealeth on by little and little.

Bacon s Natural History.

The. gods persuaded Mercury,
Their good observer, to this stealth.

Chapman's Iliad.

Store of cabins are but sluttish dens, that breed

sickness in peace, serving to cover stealths, and in

fight are dangerous to tear tien with splinters.

Raleigh.
A bride

Should vanish from her clothes into her bed,
As souls from bodies steal, and are not spied.

Donne.
A soft and solemn breathing sound

Rose like a stream of rich distilled perfumes
And stole upon the air, that even silence

Was took ere she was ware. Milton.

The monarch blinded with desire of wealth,
With steel invades his brother's life by stealth

Before the sacred altar. Dryden.
As wise artists mix their colours so.

That by degrees they from each other go ;

Black steals unheeded from the neighbouring white,
So on us stole our blessed change. Id.

Stealing is the taking from another what is his,

without his knowledge or allowance. Locke.

They hate being alone, for fear some affrighting

apprehensions should steal-or force their way in.

Calamy.
Xow his fierce eyes with sparkling fury glow ;

Now sighs steal out, and tears begin to flow. Pope.
Let humble Allen, with an awkward shame,

Do good by stealth, and blush to find it fame. Id.

A factor stole a gem away. Id.

At a time when he had no steward, he stole away.
Swift.

Variety of objects has a tendency to steal away
the mind from its steady pursuit of any subject.

Watts.

STEAM, n. s. Sax. j-teme. The smoke or

vapor of any thing moist and hot. See below.

Scarcely had Phoebus in the gloomy east

Got harnessed his fiery-footed team,
Ne reared above the earth his flaming crest

When the last deadly smoke aloft did steam.

Spenser.
Sweet odours are, in such company as there is

steam and heat, things of great refreshment. Bacon.

His offering soon propitious fire from heaven

Consumed, with nimble glance and grateful steam.

Milton.

Ye mists that rise from steaming lake. Id.

The dissolved amber plainly swam like a thin film

upon the liquor, whence it steamed away into the air.

Boyle.
Let the crude humours dance

In heated brass, steaming with fire intense. Philips.

While the temple smoked with hallowed steam,

They wash the virgin. Dryden.
See ! see ! my brother's ghost hangs hovering

there

O'er his warm blood, that steams into the air. Id.

O wretched we! Why were we hurried down
This lubrick and adulterate age ;

Nay, added fat pollutions of our own,
To increase the steaming odours of the stage 1 Id.

Such the figure of a feast,

Which, were it not for plenty and for*team,

Might be resembled to a sick man's dream. King.
Some it bears in steams up into the air, in such a

quantity as to be manifest to the smell, especially the

sulphur.
Woodward.

These minerals not only issue out at these larger

exits, but steam forth through the pores of the earth,

occasioning sulphureous and other offensive stenches,

Id
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STEAM ENGINE.
1. STEAM ENGINE. Steam may justly be consi-

dered as the most important prime mover that

the ingenuity of man has yet devised, and its utility
to a commercial country like Great Britain must
be sufficiently obvious. It has enabled us to sup-
port a proud superiority both in arts and manu-
factures, and, from the commercial advantages
that have resulted, it has enabled us to fight the

battles of freedom in every quarter of the globe.
2. Prior to entering into a detailed history of

the steam engine, it may be advisable to furnish

our readers with a brief view of the various

prime movers that have been employed prior to

the invention of this stupendous machine, and
we shall thus be the belter enabled to form an
accurate estimate of its importance. We cannot

better do this than by a reference to the introduc-

tory portion of Partington's Treatise on the

Steam Engine.
3. From the most accurate observations it ap-

pears that the physical powers of the human
race differ very widely, not only in various indi-

viduals, but also in different climates ; the value

of a *: an therefore, as a working machine, will

not be so great beneath the torrid zone as in the

more temperate climate of Europe. This will

serve to illustrate the great advantage which our

colonists, particularly in the West Indies, would
derive from the more general employment of in-

animate force; the day labor of a negro in the

sugar countries amounting to little more than

one-third of that performed by a European me-
chanic.

4. A laborer, working ten hours per day, can

raise in one minute a weight equivalent to 3750

pounds one foot high, or about sixty cubic feet

of water in the same time ; while the power of

a horse, working eight hours per day, may be

correctly averaged at 20,000 Ibs. Smeaton
states that this animal, by means of pumps, can
raise 250 hogsheads of water ten feet high in an

hour. It is a well known fact also that men,
when trained to running, are able on the average
of several days being taken, to outstrip the

fleetest horse ; and yet it will be seen from the

above statement that his force,if properly applied,
is at least six times that of the most powerful
man.

5. The use of water as an impelling power,
both for the turning of machinery and other pur-

poses connected with the useful arts, appears to

have been known at a very early period. Vitru-

vius describes a variety of machines for this pur-
pose, the earliest of which were employed merely
to raise a portion of the fluid by which they were

impelled. The most simple method of applying
this element as a mechanical agent evidently
consisted in the construction of a wheel, the

periphery of which was composed of a number
of float-boards. This, on being exposed to the

action of a running stream, was afterwards em-

ployed to give motion to a variety of mills, and
is at the present time employed in almost every
species of machinery.

6. Among the most celebrated hydraulic ma-

chines we may enumerate the machine of Marly.
This, when first constructed, appears to have

produced one-eighth of the power expended, so

that seven-eighths of its power were usually lost.

This misapplied power has been injurious to the

engine ; and the wear it has occasioned has re-

duced the mechanical effect very materially. But
this may be considered as an extreme case, and
we select it merely as an instance of that total

ignorance of the first principles of mechanics
which characterised some foreign engineers of the

last century.
7. It may, however, be advisable to examine

the ratio of power expended in comparison with

that of the effect produced in some of the most

simple hydraulic machines; and, by this calcula-

tion, the amount of friction, &c., may be accu-

rately ascertained.

Power. Effect.

Undershot water wheel . . 9 3

Overshot do. . . .108
Hydraulic ram. (This machine will

make from twenty to 100 strokes

per minute) 10 G

Large machine at Chremnitz (each
stroke occupying about three

minutes). . . . 9 3

8. But the water-mill, which is the usual ma-
chine employed, even in its most improved form,
is far from being beneficial either to the agricul-
turist or the manufacturer. The former is injured

by the laws which prohibit the draining of mill-

streams for the purposes of irrigation, by which
much improvement is kept back that would
otherwise take place ; while the health of the

latter, in the immediate neighbourhood of manu-

facturing districts, is much injured by the stag-
nant condition of the water which is thus unne-

cessarily dammed up.
9. Wind, which we may consider as the next

substitute for animal power, appears to have been
first employed to give motion to machinery in

the beginning of- the sixth century. The use of

Jhis species of mechanical force is, however,

principally limited to the grinding of corn, the

pressing of seed, and other simple manipulations;
the great irregularity of this element precluding
its application to those processes which require
a continued motion.

10. A windmill with four sails, measuring

seventy feet from the extremity of one sail to

that of the opposite one, each being six feet and
a half in width, is capable of raising 926 pounds
232 feet in a minute ;

and of working on an

average eight hours per day. This is equivalent
to the work of thirty -four men ; twenty-five square
feet of canvas performing the average work of a

day laborer. A mill of this magnitude seldom

requires the attention of more than two men ;

and it will thus be seen that, making allowance

for its irregularity, wind possesses a decided

superiority over every species of animal labor.

11. To show, however, the great advantage
which the steam engine, even in its rudest state,

possesses over mere pneumatic or hydraulic ma-
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chinery, we will n jw examine its effective force

when employed iu the working of pumps. It

has been already stated that the machine of Marly,
formerly considered the most powerful engine
in the world, when first erected lost seven-eighths
of its power from friction, and other causes ;

while the over-shot water-wheel, which can act

only in favorable situations, produces nearly

eight-tenths of the force employed. Now it is

stated by Dr. Desaguliers that the atmospheric
engine working at Griff-mine, nearly a century
back, produced full two-thirds of effective force

for the power employed ; and this too at a com-

paratively moderate expense. We find, farther,
that a hundred weight of coals burned in an

engine on the old construction would raise at

least 20,000 cubic feet of water twenty-four feet

high ;
an engine with a twenty-four inch cylinder

doing the work of seventy-four horses. From
this it will be seen that a bushel of coals is equal
to two horses, and that every inch of the cylinder

performs nearly the work of a man.
12. An engine upon captain Savery's plan,

constructed by Mr. Keir, has been found to raise

nearly 3,000,000 Ibs. of water one foot high
with a single bushel of coals; while the best

engine on Newcomen's principle will raise

10,000,000, and Mr. Watt's engine upwards of

30,000,000 Ibs., the same height. If we add
to the advantage gained by the employment of
so cheap a prime mover, the vast concentration
of force thus brought into immediate action, its

value may easily be appreciated.
13. One of the largest engines yet constructed

is now in action at the united mine in Cornwall ;

it raises 80,000 Ibs. 100 feet high per minute ;

and to effect this enormous labor it only requires
about thirty pounds of coal for the same period
of time.

14. To the mining interests this valuable pre-
sent of science to the arts has been peculiarly

acceptable ; as a large portion of our now most

productive mineral districts must long ere this

have been abandoned had not the steam engine
been employed as an active auxiliary in those

stupendous works. In the draining of fens and
marsh lands this machine is in the highest degree
valuable ; and, in England particularly, it might
be rendered still more generally useful. In

practice it has been ascertained that an engine
of six horse power will drain more than 8000

acres, raising the water six feet in height ; while
the cost of erection for an engine for this species
of work, including the pumps, will not exceed
700. This is more than ten windmills can per-

form, at an annual expenditure of several hundred

pounds ; while, in the former case, the outgoings
will not exceed 150 per annum.

15. To the mariner, also, the steam engine
offers advantages of a no less important and novel

nature than those we have already described.

By its use he is enabled to traverse the waters,
both against wind and tide, with nearly as much
certainty, and, as the machinery is now con-

structed, with much less danger, than by the

most eligible road conveyance.
16. The generation of steam forms a most im-

portant part of the subject under consideration.

Indeed the whole power of the steam engine de-

pends on the formation of elastic vapor produced

from water varying in temperature from 212 of
Fahrenheit's thermometer to about 300 of the
same scale. This matter has been admirably
discussed in the unfinished work by Dr. Birk-
beck and Mr. Adcock, to whose pages we must
now direct our readers' attention, as it contains
a most masterly dissertation on the formation of
steam.

17. Aqueous vapor, in its perfect state, is trans-

parent and colorless, consequently invisible. We
are chiefly accustomed to attend to it, when hav-

ing partially mingled with the air, or having
touched substances cooler than itself, it has be-
come vesicular, and consequently visible. The
moist white vapor, therefore, composed of an in-

finite number of vesicles or small globules, is

not, as generally supposed, perfect steam, but
steam which has been robbed of a portion of ca-

loric. The consequence of this abstraction of

caloric is the loss of the gaseous or elastic form,
and is quickly followed by a complete restitu-

tion of the state of inelastic fluidity. The facility
and suddenness, indeed, with which condensa-

tion, as this change is denominated, may be
effected by different refrigerating means, is a pro-
perty not less remarkable or important than elas-

ticity, the energetic property which we have

already mentioned.
18. WT

ater exposed in an open vessel to the

action of fire cannot, however great the heat

applied, be made to indicate a higher tempera-
ture than that which first produces ebullition.

Steam will be evolved in greater or less abund-

ance, according to the heat applied, but through-
out the process its temperature will continue the

same as that of the water. Dr. Hooke directed

public attention to this fact; but to Dr. Black is

due the honor of having first minutely investi-

gated' the whole phenomenon. He discovered

that, during the conversion of ice into water, a

greater quantity of caloric disappeared than was
indicated by the thermometer ; therefore, reason-

ing from analogy, he was led to conclude that,
as the difference between a liquid and a solid is

ascribable to the fixation of caloric, so, most pro-
bably, an elastic fluid, such as steam, differs

from a liquid, such as water, in consequence of

the operation of the same cause. In endeavour-

ing to ascertain this point, he compared the time
of raising the temperature of a liquid a certa/n

number of degrees with the time of evaporating
it by the same influx of external heat, and found
that the caloric existing in a latent state in steam
which balances the pressure of the atmosphere
was not less than 800. Subsequent experiments
performed by other philosophers seem to prove
that the heat which disappears is here stated too

low : but it must be confessed that the results of

the experiments on this interesting subject ex-

hibit great discrepancies.
Latent Heat of Aqueous Vapor.

Fahrenheit.

Black 800
Ure 888
Southern 945
Watt 950
Clement 990
Lavoisier..... 1000

Thompson .... 1016
Rumford . . .1021
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19. Considering that the caloric producing
these important changes was not immediately
discoverable by the thermometer or the senses,

Dr. Black gave it the name of latent heat.

Subsequently it has been termed by Professor

Pictet, with more propriety, caloric of fluidity,

and caloric of vaporisation.
20. From the well-known ability and long ex-

perience of the late James Watt, we ought to

conclude that the result of his experiments ap-

proaches very near the truth ; more especially
as it coincides with that of Southern, who in

practical dexterity was very little, if at all, infe-

rior to his highly ingenious and scientific friend.

21. It was in the course of the year 1781 that

Mr. Watt tried experimentally to ascertain this

point. He obtained a pipe of copper, one-

fiftieth of an inch thick, five feet long, and five-

eighths of an inch diameter in the bore, and,

having bent the extremities in contrary direc-

tions, fixed one end steam-tight on the spout of

a tea-kettle, from which the pipe inclined up-
wards, so that the other end was about two feet

higher than the spout. In the upper end was
fitted a piece of cork, having a hole about two-

tenths of an inch diameter, and a small piece of

quill introduced to keep the perforation open.
The kettle \\as filled with water halfway up the

spout, and the lid, being made tight with a pro-

per lute, was securely held down by a piece of

wood, reaching from the top of the centre of the

lid to the under side of the handle. It was

placed over a fire and made to boil, and care was
taken to allow the steam to escape, until such

portion of it as condensed, no longer dropped
from the end of the tube but returned by the

inclined part into the kettle. A tin pan, four

inches deep and six inches in diameter, was sup-

plied with two pounds and a half avoirdupois of

water, then weighed with great accuracy, and

placed on several folds of flannel on a stand.

This stand was made of sufficient height to al-

low the extremity of the cork in the upper end
of the tube to be immersed in the water in the

pan. The water was nearly two inches and a

half deep. A disk of strong paper, coated with

linseed oil and dried, was fitted to the inside of

the pan ;
and it was again accurately weighed.

22. When the end of the tube was immersed
in the cold water of the pan, the steam issuing

from it was condensed with a crackling noise,
and the water became heated. The water was

constantly stirred, that the heat might be equally
distributed, and the experiment was continued
until the water had acquired from 70 to 90 of

heat, which was generally in from four to six

minutes. Afterwards the pan was corered with
a disk of oiled paper, to prevent evaporation,
which would have lessened the weight during the

operation of weighing. The heat of the room,

during the experiments, was generally about 50.
23. Having so far completed the preparation,

it became necessary, in order to obtain the

greatest possible accuracy, to learn what quan-
tity of heat had been absorbed by the pan. It

was therefore made quite dry, and placed in a

room of the temperature 40; and in about half

an hour, when it was supposed to have acquired
the heat of the place, two pounds of water, of the

temperature 76, were poured into it. The re-

sult was 75 30'. Then for every 35 30' witli

two pounds of water, or every 44 with two

pounds and a half of water, half a degree must
be allowed for the heat absorbed by the pan.

24. Eleven experiments were made by Mr.

Watt, from which the latent heat of steam has

been calculated according to the following exam-

ple. The heat of the water in the pan at the

beginning of the experiment was 43-5, at the

conclusion 89'5 ; so that, by the condensation of

the steam, the water in the pan gained 40 of

heat. The quantity of water in the pan at the

beginning of the experiment was 17,500 grains, at

the end 18,260; therefore the effect was produced
by the condensation of a quantity of vapor equal
to 760 grains. By multiplying the quantity of

water in the pan, at the beginning of the experi-

ment, by the increase of temperature from the

condensed steam, and by the heat absorbed by
the pan, we have 17500 X 46 X 0-5 = 81375 ;

and by dividing this product by the weight of

condensed steam, and adding to the quotient the

heat of the mixture, we have 81375 -=- 760 +
89-5 1159-5, the sum of the sensible and
latent heats. The sensible heat 212 being de-

ducted, leaves 947-5 as the latent heat of steam.

25. In a similar manner, Mr. Watt determined

the particulars of the other experiments, the re-

sults of which are exhibited in the following
table :

Number
of the
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26. The sum of the quantities in the eighth

column divided by the number of experiments

gives 945-03 as the average ; but if the second

and eleventh experiments, which yield results

much smaller than the others, and which Mr.
Watt therefore considered objectionable, be

omitted, the average will be 949-9. As several

circumstances however affect these experiments,

tending for the most part to make the latent heat

appear rather less than it actually is, Mr. Watt
considers that we shall not err in excess by call-

ing it 960.
27. One of the circumstances productive of

the error above alluded to is the progressive in-

crease or diminution of caloric by radiation, and

by the contact of the surrounding atmosphere.
This interference with his conclusions, neglected

by Mr. Watt, was avoided in a very ingenious
and satisfactory manner by count Rumford. At
the commencement of his experiment, he ren-

dered the temperature of his apparatus 10 or

12 lower than that of the surrounding air; and
the vapor was then allowed to pass into the tube

of the refrigeratory. Whilst the temperature of

the water around the tube continued below that

of the air and adjacent bodies, caloric flowed

into it, and it was consequently warmed by them.
But the contrary effect occurred, ot course, when
the circumstances as to temperature were revers-

ed ; the surrounding bodies being warmed by
the apparatus. Conducting his experiment there-

fore in such manner that the same time was oc-

cupied in each case, a compensation was obtain-

ed, the same quantity of caloric being retained

by the whole apparatus as if no portion had been
either absorbed or emitted. It is to this ingeni-
ous precaution, chiefly, that Biot is disposed to

ascribe the superior accuracy of Rumford's ex-

periments ; and the agreement of their results

with those of the profound investigator, Gay
Lussac.

28. We have already intimated that the expe-
rimental results of Watt and Southern very
nearly coincide. Mr. Southern's experiments
were performed in 1803 with the intention of

ascertaining the latent heat of steam under 3 of

elasticity, viz. equal to the support of forty,

eighty, and 120 inches of mercury. The follow-

ing are the results brought into a tabular form :

No. of

Experi-
ment.
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31. From all the experiments to determine the

quantity of heat latent in steam, notwithstanding
their partial disagreement, it is evident that

though steam produced under the ordinary pres-
sure of the atmosphere does not indicate a

nigher temperature than boiling water, or about

212, it does actually contain nearly 1200 ther-

raometric degrees of heat. Steam, therefore,
when mixed with six times its weight of water
at 32, will raise its temperature to 212;
and it is on this account employed in several

brew-houses, dyeing works, and manufactories

where large quantities of hot water are required.

Many large buildings are also warmed by steam
;

and it is very advantageously employed in seve-

ral drying processes where great heat is required,

and where the substances to be heated are liable
to combustion.

32. To the latent heat thus existing in water
when converted into steam, or to the caloric of

vaporization, its elasticity is ascribable. Specu-
lation has been active in endeavouring to show
how this property is conferred by caloric, but
hitherto without effect. Experiment has been
more successful in ascertaining the extent of this

elasticity ; a subject ot great practical import-
ance. Many scientific individuals, 3s before

stated, have directed their attention to this en-

quiry, and the results of their investigations will
be found in the following copious synopsis, com-
mencing at 212

33. SYNOPSIS of experimental and calculated results on the
elasticity of vapor.

Temperature.
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iation of that part which relates to the steam

engine. It occurs in the Transactions of the

Royal Society for 1697. After alluding to the

inconvenience of forming a vacuum by means of

gunpowder, which was one of his early proposi-
tions, he recommends ' the alternately turning a

small surface of water into vapor, by fire ap-

plied to the bottom of the cylinder that contains

it, which vapor forces up the plug in the cylin-
der to a considerable height, and which (as the

vapor condenses, as the water cools when taken

from the fire) descends again by the air's pres-

sure, and is applied to raise the water out of the

mine.'

49. In 1698 Captain Savery obtained a pa-
tent for a new mode of raising water, and com-

municating motion to a variety of machines by
the force of steam

;
and in the following year a

working model of the above engine was submit-
ted to the Royal Society, who then held their

sittings in Arundel House. Savery's engine was

employed to raise water to a given height by the

pressure of the atmosphere, and then to force the

fluid up the remaining elevation, by the power
of steam acting on the surface.

50. The steam apparatus of captain Savery
was usefully employed in the mines for many
years, and as it forms the ground-work of both

Kier's and Pontifex's vacuum engines of the pre-
sent day, it may be advisable to furnish a de-

tailed account of its construction :

51. Plate I., fig. 1, STEAM ENGINE, represents a

general view of the apparatus as employed for

raising water. Two copper boilers are employed;
they are set in furnaces of brick-work, so con-

structed that the flame and heated air can circu-

late around them to the greatest advantage.
52. In the upper part of each boiler is a

small cock, a and t>, called gauge-cocks. These,

by means of screws, may be removed, in order

that two-thirds of the quantity of water which
it can contain may be introduced into the large

boiler, and that the small boiler may be quite
filled. The cocks are then replaced, and a fire

is made beneath the great boiler, as represented
in the engraving.

53. Two steam-pipes, c and d, proceed from
the top of the boiler to the receivers e and f.
These communications may be effectually closed,
or opened and shut alternately, by an ingenious

contrivance, represented on an enlarged scale, in

%. 2.

.54. At the extremity of the lever connected
with the bent handle g there is a square hole to

which a pin is adapted. The upper part of this

pin forms a pivot, and works in a cross bar x,

which is supported by two screws, y and z, and
the lower part passes through the lid of the

boiler, having fixed to its extremity a brass plate,
called the double slide valve, or regulator. This

plate, being ground and fitted with great accu-

racy to the under surface of the lid of the boiler,

prevents the escape of steam through either of

the steam orifices, which it may cover ;
and the

attendant, by moving the handle g, is enabled to

open and shut alternately the steam passages ; or,

by stopping the regulator between the utmost
limits of its movement, the orifices of both pipes

may at the same time be effectually closed.

55. F'-om the lower part of the receivers,
e and f, proceed two pipes, h, t, resting on the

standards 1 and 2 : and to these are screwed two
other pipes, 3 and 4, branching off to the cham-
bers k, /, m, 11, in which are valves, as exhibited
in the engraving. Two other pipes 5 and 6,
connect the chambers k, I, m, n, with the pipes o
and p. The pipe o, which is called the suction-

pipe, has its lower end immersed in a well or
reservoir of water

; and the -pipe p is denomi-
nated the force-pipe.

56. The action of this engine is very simple.
The steam generated in the large boiler is allowed
to accumulate in the upper part, until the attend-
ant conceives that a sufficient quantity is col-

lected to supply the engine. He then, by means of
the handle g, removes the regulator from beneath
the orifice of the steam-pipe d ; this allows the

steam to rush from the boiler into the receiver e,

whence, driving before it the whole of the air

contained in the pipes and the receiver, it passes

along the pipe h 3, through the valve k, into the

force pipe p, where it communicates with the at-

mosphere.
57. The air being thus expelled from the re-

ceiver, and its place occupied by steam, the

attendant closes the communication with the

boiler, and places the orifice of the cock r,

in such position, that a stream of cold water
can be discharged from the cistern s upon the

external surface of the receiver. This abstracts

from the steam that portion of caloric which is

necessary to maintain its elastic state
; and as

water, on its conversion into steam, is found to

occupy a space about 1800 times greater than

its former bulk, the condensation of the vapor
must necessarily produce within the receiver a

vacuum. Nothing, therefore, is left to counter-

balance the atmospheric pressure on the surface

of the water in which the bulb of the suction-pipe o

is immersed; and as this pressure, when the va-

cuum is perfect, can raise a column of water to

the height of thirty-three feet, the water ascends

into the receiver, and fills it.

58. The receiver being thus filled, the lower

clack-valve / closes. If the double slide valve

be now removed from the orifice of the steam-

pipe d, the steam will rush from the boiler, and

drive the water from the receiver into the force-

pipe p, from which it cannot escape on account

of'the clack-valve k.

59. That steam should press upon a liquid in

the same manner as upon a solid piston may to

many appear surprising ;
but it should be recol-

lected that the specific gravity of steam, air, or

any of the gases, is less than the specific gravity

of liquids, otherwise they could not be main-

tained in a vaporous or gaseous state; and fur-

ther, that, as no fluid can descend through one

which is much heavier than itself, steam cannot

descend through water ;
the steam, entering into

the receiver, must continue ou the surface of the

water, pressing upon every portion of it until

the water is removed, and the receiver again

filled with steam. Therefore, the attendant has

onlv occasion to allow cold water' to flow from

the cock r upon its outer surface, to produce, as

before, a vacuum, and to fill again the vacant

space with water from the well.
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60. Having thus exhibited the action of the en-

gine, as far as regards one receiver, it is very easy

to conceive that, by means of the two steam-pipes
and two receivers, an alternate effect may be

maintained, and a constant discharge of water

kept up at the top of the force-pipe p.

61. The quantity of steam consumed in main-

taining the alternate actions of the engine quickly
reduces the water in the boiler; and, as danger

might occur from allowing the water to descend

too low, the gauge-cocks, a and b, have been ju-

diciously introduced. The gauge-cock a descends

within the great boiler to about one-half of its

depth; and the cock 6, in the small boiler, to

within eight inches of the bottom. When the

attendant conceives that the great boiler requires

to be replenished, he turns the handle of the cock

a : if steam issues, the water is below that level,

and the boiler must be supplied; but, if otherwise,

water alone is discharged.
62. When this trial indicates that a supply is

required for the great boiler, the attendant kin-

dles a fire beneath the small, or, as it is called,

the subsidiary boiler. By placing this at the

side of the large boiler the water within is raised

by the waste heat nearly to ebullition; conse-

quently it requires but a small addition of caloric

to convert a sufficient quantity into steam to

expel the water into the large boiler. The steam

which is thus generated, having no opportunity
to escape, depresses the water and causes it to

ascend up the pipe t, through the clack-valve 3,

and along the bent pipe u, into the large boiler ;

and this discharge continues so long as the sur-

face of the water is above the lower orifice of the

pipe t, which is within eight inches of the bot-

tom of the boiler. When it is below that point,
the steam, in passing through the clack-valve 3,

makes a rattling noise, dnd indicates that the

small boiler requires to be replenished. To effect

this the attendant turns the cock v, which, being
connected with the inclined pipe w, admits water
from the force-pipe.

63. The comparative simplicity of this engine
affords a strong inducement for its adoption ; but
its application is, unfortunately, attended by a

great waste of steam, and consequent useless ex-

penditure of fuel. In order to drive the water
from the receivers, e and/, into the force-pipe p,
we have stated that steam must be admitted upon
its surface. Trjis steam possesses a sensible

temperature, from 150 to 200, higher than that

of the water; consequently, by contact with it, a
considerable portion is condensed, and thereby
raises the surface of the water nearly to the tem-

perature of ebullition. The extreme slowness
with which caloric descends in fluids allows the

water to form a heated stratum between the
steam and body of cold water. Then, rapidly

accumulating in quantity, the steam, by com-

pression, acquires sufficient force to expel the

water into the force-pipe p, and, overcoming the

weight of the column contained in the pipe, dis-

charges an equal portion at the top. As the water
descends in the receivers a new source of con-
densation occurs ; the steam comes in contact
with successive portions of the cold surface of
the metal, and, according to professor Robison,
not less than eleven-twelfths of that which is

generated in the boiler are thus uselessly ex-

pended.
64. Another imperfection, which operated

against the introduction of this engine into

mines, is the limited height to which, by suc-

tion, as it is improperly termed, and by the pres-
sure of the steam, water can be raised. By
suction, or, in other words, by the pressure of

the atmosphere, water can be raised from twenty-
three to thirty feet ; and, from the nature and

strength of the materials of which it is com-

posed, steam should not be applied to force the

fluid to a greater height than sixty or seventy,
an elevation amounting to about sixteen fathoms.

How inadequate this engine must be for the pur-

poses of mining is easily perceived. In Savery's
time some of the mines were, perhaps, not less

than 100 fathoms deep ; and, at the present
time, several exceed 200 fathoms, or 400 yards.

65. To render the engine effectual for these

depths captain Savery proposed that one should

be erected at every fourteen or fifteen fathoms :

but the expense of attendants, and the consump-
tion of fuel, added to the annual expenditure for

wear and tear, would, in this arrangement, ex-

ceed the expense incurred by the employment of

horses. Besides, there is a liability that one en-

gine should become deranged; in which case

the works must cease, as all the other engines
would be rendered ineffectual.

66. In the engines constructed under the au-

thority of Savery's patent it was necessary for a

laborer to be in constant attendance for the

purpose of turning the cocks, which alternately
admitted the steam and condensing water. M.
de Moura however effected a considerable im-

provement in this part of the engine, by construct-

ing a self-acting apparatus for this purpose.
67. M. De Moura's apparatus was made self-

acting by a very simple contrivance. It consisted

of a float within the receiver, composed of a light
ball of copper, which is not loose therein, but

fastened to the end of an arm or lever, which is

made to rise and fall by the float, while the

other end of the arm is fixed to an axis; and

consequently, as the float moves up and down, the

axis is turned round one way or the other. This

axis is made conical, and passes through a conical

socket, which i. soldered to the side of the re-

ceiver, and upon that end of the axis which pro-,

jeds beyond the socket ; and therefore, at the

outside of the receiver, is fitted a second arm,
which is also moved backwards and forwards by
the axis as the float rises and falls. By these

means the rising and falling of the surface of the

water within the receiver communicates a corre-

spondent motion to the outside, in order to ac-

tuate the rest of the gear, which regulates the

opening and shutting of the steam and injection-
cocks.

68. A small cistern is soldered to the outside

receiver ; and, being kept full of water, surrounds

the joint, or conical socket through which the

axis of the float passes : this keeps the axis and
socket air-tight. The cistern is constantly kept
full of water by means of a small leakage from
the force-pipe, through a wooden peg, and the

drops are conducted by a packthread down to

the cistern. A small weight is applied to the
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arm on the outside of the receiver, to counter-

poise the float within ;
also upon the same arm

13 a slider, which, being set nearer to, or farther

from the axis, will rise or fall a greater or less

space, as may be required; when the float within

rises or falls and the slider can be fastened by a

screw at any part. A chain is attached to the slider,

and gives motion by means of a shorter chain to

a balance, or tumbler, which moves on an axis,

and opens and shuts the cocks. The first-men-

tioned chain passes over two pulleys, supported

by two arms, that are fastened to the side of the

receiver, which give a chain a proper horizontal

direction : in order to move the balance to the

end of the chain a weight is fastened sufficient to

raise the balance to a perpendicular position, and

also to overcome the friction of the float and its

axis with the pullies and chain.

69. The balance moves upon an axis, which is

supported in pieces projecting from the receiver;
and it has three arms, one of which applies with

a roller to the handle of the steam-cock, a second

acts upon the lever of the injection-cock, and a

third short arm has a piece of chain, to link it to

the chain before-mentioned, at the part where the

same extended horizontally between the two pul-

leys. The arms, which act upon the cocks, are

so placed as to shut the steam cock the moment
before the injection is opened, and vice versa.

70. To put the engine in motion press down
the arm of the, axis, which raises the float within

the receiver, and the counter-weight of the chain

will bring the balance over to the right side, and
in its motion will open the steam-cock, and shut

the injection-cock : also open a small gauge-
cock in the top of the receiver, that the air may
be discharged by the entrance of the steam into

the receiver. This being done, shut the air-cock

.ind let go the arm of the balance : the weight at

ihe end of the chain will bring over the balance

to the left, and in its motion will shut the steam

cock and open the injection-cock, to admit a

small jet of cold water into the receiver, which,

presently condensing the steam into water, in a

great measure leaves a vacuum in the receiver.

In this situation the pressure of the atmosphere
will cause the water to mount through the suc-

tion-pipe into the receiver, where, as its surface

rises, it makes the float ascend, and, depressing
the arm on the outside of the receiver, draws the

chain and raises the balance, till it has passed the

perpendicular, when it will fall over suddenly by
its own gravity : in falling, the roller of one of

its arms takes hold of the handle of the steam-

cock, and opens it, whilst the other one shuts the

injection-cock. This fall of the balance takes

place when the receiver is almost filled with

water, and the balance cannot return till the sur-

face of the water therein subsides and suffers the

float to descend. This takes place as soon as

the steam ceases to be condensed by the cold re-

ceiver, and acquires sufficient elastic force from
its heat to fill the receiver and drive out the

water from the forcing pipe. When the surface

of the water descends the float sinks, and suffers

the counter-weight to draw up the chain. By the

short chain it draws the balance beyond the per-
pendicular towards the left, when it falls of its

own accord, and, in falling, the one arm takes

stroke produced by artifi-

hold of the handle and shuts the steam-cock,
whilst the other opens the injection-cock as be-

fore.

71. The atmospheric piston engine, will come-

next in order, and its claim to practical utility is

much greater than either of those already de-

scribed.

72. A very simple and at the same time in-

genious mode of il-

lustrating the ope-
rations of an atmo-

spheric steam en-

gine, will be found

in the annexed ap-

paratus, suggested

by professorBrande,
and employed in

his lectures at the

London Institution.

73. The glass tube

and bulb B is shown
with its piston A;
the rod being hol-

low and closed by
a screw C. If steam

be generated by
the spirit lamp D,
the air will speedily
be expelled ; and
after this is effected

the screw C may be

closed, and a workiru
cial condensation.

74. Having thus furnished our readers with a

practical illustration of the principle of New-
comen's engine, we may now proceed with a

detailed account of its various parts. In Plate

II., STEAM ENGINE, the boiler A is set in a fur-

nace of brick-work, so contrived that the flame

and heated air can pass beneath it, and circulate

through the side-flues, a, b, into the chimney.
75. Between this boiler and the cylinder C

there is a pipe, or communication, c/, which can

be opened and closed at pleasure by the regula-

tor/.
76. The cylinder C has a piston accurately

fitted to it, so that when moving it is steam-

tight. On the external surface of the cylinder
are projections or lugs, e, e, which support the

cylinder on the beams g, g, only one of which is

shown, the other being removed to exhibit the

parts in section.

77. The piston H, which is adapted to the

cylinder, is formed of different materials to make
it steam-tight. The lowest piece represents a

strong circular plate of iron, the diameti r of

which is very nearly equal to the internal dia-

meter of the cylinder. Above this, and project-

ing from it, there is a circular ring, and between

it and the cylinder a stuffing of oakum or gas-

kett, lubricated with tallow, to lessen the friction.

78. D a lever or beam, strongly framed and

braced, and having concentric arcs, similar to

those already described, to maintain the rods

which are suspended from them in a vertical di-

rection.

79. The pump E is called the jaquette or

jack-head, and is employed to fcrce water along

the pipe h, through the valve t, into t'ie air-vessel
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fc, whence it is conveyed by the pipe I into the

injection cistern F. From this cistern proceeds
a pipe, m, and, at about half its length, is placed
the stop-cock n, and a little above, a branch-pipe,

p, the orifice of which projects over the side of

the cylinder. The water from p falls upon the

piston, and is intended to assist in keeping it

air-tight.
'

80. A circular chamber, 3, surrounds the up-
per part of the cylinder, to receive the water

which may flow over during the ascent of the

piston. It is furnished with two pipes, and v :

the former is called the feed-pipe, supplying the

boiler with a portion of the water which has been
heated by being in contact with the piston and
sides of the cylinder ;

and the latter allowing the

surplus water to flow into the hot-well G.
81. From the lower part of the cylinder pro-

ceeds a small-pipe t, furnished with a cup and

Talve, called the snifting valve ; and from the

feed-pipe a small branch descends nearly to the

cup, for the purpose of supplying it with water.

From the top of the boiler proceeds a horizontal

pipe, having a loaded valve 21, connected with

a small cord passing over a pulley. By means
of this cord, the attendant raises the varve, to al-

low the steam to escape when the engine ceases

working.
82. The movement of the regulator, instead of

being effected by the hand, as in the original en-

gine of Newcomen, is, in the improved appara-
tus by Beighton, produced by a series of ingeni-
ous contrivances. The valve is connected with a

vertical spindle x, and a horizontal lever y, and
the rod z, instead of being moved by the hand
of the attendant, is impelled so as alternately to

cover and uncover the extremity of the steam

pipe. To effect this, the upright post, I, sup-

ports one end of a horizontal iron axis, marked
1 ; the other end of it, being supported by another

post, can only be seen at K, fig. 2. From this

axis is freely suspended, by two rings, 2 and 3,

a kind of stirrup, formed of two parallel bars of

iron, 4 and 5, and a cross-bar, 6, together some-
what resembling the letter H. Above this is an-

other cross piece or spindle, 7, which, passing
through the eyes of the fork 8, connects the rod

z, of the lever y z, with the stirrup. As this stir-

nip is freely suspended, the horizontal axis, 1,

may be made to revolve in either direction, with-

out communicating its motion to the stirrup,
which will remain suspended vertically beneath

it, unless force be applied to remove it either to

the right or left.

83. On the same horizontal axis, 1, is fixed a

piece of iron 9, having at one end a fork 10, and
at the other a lump of iron or lead. This piece
is called the Y, from its resemblance to that letter

inverted ; and is so placed on the axis 1 that

one of the prongs is situate on each side of the

stirrup. The space or distance between the

prongs is rather more than sufficient to allow

the tail of the Y to be placed upright, without

removing the stirrup 6, fig. 1, when it inclines

either to the right or left. In the present position
of the engine, the stirrup 6 is represented to the

left of the upright post I, and the regulator
covers the orifice of the steam-pipe d. Let,

therefore, the Y be raised from its inclined po-
sition, and placed on the opposite side of the

post with a sufficient inclination for the weight,

or, as it is termed, the logger-head or tumb-

ling bob, at the end of the Y, to descend

by its gravity ; then, releasing it from the hand,
it will descend with considerable force, and,
with a smart jerk, place the stirrup 6 to the

right of the post. This jerk is very efficacious,

as it instantly overcomes the cohesion and friction

of the regulator with the orifice of the steam-pipe
d. The Y is prevented falling too far by a cord

or strap o o, which is fastened to the logger-head
and to the cylinder-beam g. By lengthening or

shortening this strap, the fall of the logger-head
can be regulated to any required distance.

84. Having thus exhibited the manner in

which the Y influences the regulator, it only re-

mains for us to observe that by the reciprocation
of the beam D an alternating motion is given to

the plug-tree L. This plug-tree is formed of

two parallel pieces to admit two bent handles,
called spanners, which are fastened on the same
horizontal axis as the Y, to move between them.

In the alternating motion of the plug-tree, the

spanners 19 and 20 are struck by pins, which
are placed horizontally, as may be seen by refer-

ence to the plan. By means, therefore, of these

contrivances, the logger-head is jerked alternately
to the right and left of the upright post, and the

steam-valve is opened and closed at the proper
intervals.

85. In a similar manner the movement of the

cock which regulates the injection is effected.

To the beam g g is fastened a bar o, from

which is suspended the piece 13, 14, 15, called

the hammer, or more commonly the F, from its

resemblance to that letter. It consists of a

lump of metal 13, a fork 14, and a long tail or

spanner 15. By the movement of the plug-
tree, a pin raises the horizontal bar 16, 17, and
releases the head of the F from the catch by which
it is supported ; it therefore descends with con-

siderable force, and causes the fork 14, between
the prongs of which is the arm w, to open the

injection-cock. On the descent of the plug-
tree, another pin depresses the tail 15 of the F,
and replaces the head in the catch 16. By this

movement the injection-cock is gradually closed,
which is necessary, as otherwise the warmth of

the cylinder would be apt to impair the vacuum

by reconverting a portion of the water into

steam .

86. In order to determine the best proportions
of the parts of Newcomen's engine, Mr. Smeaton
made numerous experiments, and the results

furnished him with data for the construction of

engines of any required power. This important
information is contained in the following ta-

ble :
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TABLE by Mr. SMEATON, for proportioning the parts of Newcomen's Engine.
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88. The different columns of this table ex-

plain themselves, except the great product per
minute. This is the effect of the engine ex-

pressed in a convenient manner, to separate it

from all considerations of the diameter or lift of

the pumps, or of the number of strokes which

*he engine makes in a minute, being the mul-

tiple of all these, and is thus obtained: Mul-

iply the square of the diameter of the cylinder
in inches, by the pressure on each square inch

of the piston, not expressed in pounds weight,
but in the height of a column of water in feet ;

and this again is multiplied by the velocity of

the motion of the piston per minute. For ex-

ample, a twenty-six inch cylinder square of dia-

meter (676) X 18 feet, the pressure per square
inch in feet of water, 12168 x 76-21 feet,

the journey per minute,
~

927323, the great

product per minute, as per table. The table is

calculated upon the supposition that the pres-
sure upon each square inch of the piston is eight

pounds avoirdupois, or eighteen feet column of

water.

89. The last column, or effect per minute of

one bushel of coals per hour, is a comparative
view of the effect of different sized engines,

showing the advantages of large engines in re-

spect to small, in the quantity of work they will

effect in proportion to the coals they consume.
90. To find the number of bushels of coals

which any of the engines will consume per

hour, calculate the internal surface of the cylin-
der in square inches, and add to it three times

the square of the diameter to allow for the piston

bottom, cylinder bottom, and the surface of the

pipes which are within the cylinder. Next cal-

culate the solid content of the cylinder in cubic

inches, and find the proportion between the su-

perficial and the solid measure of the cylinder :

according to the number of fhis proportion, find

a number in the following table for a division.

Proportion of the
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purposes, and certain new pieces of mechanism

applicable to the same.'

99. The specification,
dated 3rd of July, 1782,

contains, first the expansive steam engine, with

six different contrivances for equalising the

power; second, the double power steam engine,

in which the steam is alternately applied to press

on each side of the piston, while a vacuum is

formed on the other; third, a new compound
engine, or method of connecting together the

cylinders and condensers of two or more dis-

tinct engines, so as to make the steam which has

been employed to press on the piston of the first,

act expansively upon the piston of the second,

&c., and thus derive an additional power to act

either alternately or conjointly with that of the

first cylinder ; fourth, the application of toothed

racks and sectors to the ends of the piston or

pump-rods, and to the arches of the working-

beams, instead of chains ; fifth, a new recipro-

cating semi-rotative engine, and a new rotative

engine or steam-wheel.

100. Patent, 28th of April, 1784. For cer-

tain new improvements upon fire and steam-

engines, and upon machines worked or moved

by the same.'

101. The specification,
dated 24th of August,

1784, describes, first, a new rotative engine, in

which the steam vessel turns upon a pivot, and

is placed in a dense fluid, the resistance of

which to the action of the steam causes the

rotative motion ; second, methods of causing
the piston-rods, pump-rods, and other parts of

engines, to move in perpendicular or other

straight lines, and to enable the engine to act

upon the working-beams both in pushing and

pulling; this is now called the parallel motion,
and three varieties are described ; third, im-

provld methods of applying the steam engine
to work pumps, or other alternating machinery,

by making the rods balance each other ; fourth,

a new method of applying the power of steam

engines to move mills which have many wheels

required to move round in concert; fifth, a sim-

plified method of applying the power of steam

engines to the working of heavy hammers or

stampers ; sixth, a new construction and mode
of opening the valves, and an improved working
gear ; seventh, a portable steam engine and

machinery for moving wheel-carriages.
102. Patent, in 1785. ' For certain newly

improved methods of constructing furnaces or

fire-places for heating, boiling, or evaporating of

water and other liquids which are applicable to

steam engines and other purposes ; and also for

heating, melting, and smelting of metals and

their ores, whereby greater effects are produced
from the fuel, and the smoke is in a great mea-
sure prevented or consumed.'

103. The specification is dated 14th of June,
1785.

104. The act of parliament, extending Mr.
Watt's exclusive privilege for the improvements
secured to him by his first patent, expired in

1800, at which period he retired from business,

having, for some years before, ceased to take an

active part.
105. Mr. Watt's first great improvement in

t'-a engine of Newcomen may be best under-

stood by reference to the annexed diagram,

which A represents
the cylinder, and B
its plug or piston,
made to fit air-tight.

The pipe C is fur-

nished with a stop-
cock D, by means of

which the elastic va-

por is occasionally
admitted ; a similar

pipe, furnished with

a stop-cock at F,

passes from the other

side of the cylinder,
and enters the vessel

G; E is a reservoir

to contain water. If

we now suppose the

piston at the bottom
of the cylinder, and
steam admitted by
the pipe C, its ex-

pansive force will

elevate the piston,
and the whole Ii-'er-

nal cavity of the tube will be filled with con-
densable vapor. On closing the steam-cock,
and opening that connected with the vessel G, a

portion
of the vapor will immediately expand

itself, and, coming in contact with the cold sides
of the vessel, a portion of its heat must be ab-
sorbed by the water at E. A new supply of
steam then descends, and is also condensed ;

and indeed the same process continues till the
whole of the steam is drawn from the tube. A
vacuum being thus formed, the pressure of the

atmosphere will preponderate, and the piston-
rod be depressed to the bottom of the tube. On
closing the stop-cock F a new portion of steam

may be admitted by the other pipe, and, after

raising the piston, the process of condensation

may be readily repeated.
106. The advantages that arise from this mode

of forming a vacuum are very considerable, not
the least important of which is a saving of nearly
half the fuel. In the old engine the condensing
water must reduce the temperature of the inter-

nal surface of the cylinder to that of the atmo-

sphere, before a vacuum could be produced
~

f

and, when the condensing-water was applied
more sparingly, the elastic vapor remaining in

the cylinder was found to materially reduce the

pressure of the air operating above. The great

advantage, then, of Mr. Watt's apparatus con-
sists in performing the condensation in a sepa-
rate vessel, so that the cylinder is always pre-
served at the temperature of boiling water.

107. Having thus produced a vacuum, without
the intervention of condensing-water beneath
the piston, Mr. Watt's next improvement con-
sisted in closing the top of the cylinder, so that
the piston-rod worked through an air-tight hole
in the centre of the cap ; and, to ensure the

necessary pressure within the cylinder, steam
with an elastic force greater than that of the

atmosphere was admitted above the piston.
The atmospheric engine of Newcomen was thus
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converted into a steam engine, and its power
was easily regulated.

108. The double acting engine requires nearly

Cwicethe quantity of steam that would be neces-

sary for a single engine of the same size ; but this

is compensated for by its doing twice the quantity

of work. And, after what has been said upon
the principle of the single engine, little need be

added in explanation of the double one ; for, its

principles being the same, a mere change of

mechanism is all that is required to produce the

machine.

109. In order to a due comprehension of the

action of the double engine, some of the contriv-

ances that have been adopted to produce a pro-

per distribution of the steam, and an alternate

vacuum, must next be noticed, and although the

four-way cock, and sliding regulator are not con-

sidered as the most perfect of these, yet they are

very frequently applied to small steam engines,

and their simplicity gives them a preference. Let

Y Z represent a section of a steam engine cylin-

der with its piston, and the piston rod moving

through a stuffing-box, so as to be quite air-tight;

g is the sleam-pipe for bringing steam from a

boiler, and this terminates in a four-way cock

h i
, which together with the pipes m, n, and o,

are drawn much too large for the cylinder Y Z,

in order that their parts may be distinctly seen :

p is the end of a lever or handle for the purpose
of turning the cock when required. This cock

is constructed precisely in the same manner as

other cocks for fluids, and consists of a conical

plug or pin ground very truly into the body of

the cock itself; but instead of having a single

straight passage through the plug, as is commonly
the case, there are two curved ones h and i,

which give the plug the appearance of having
four openings, each appearing in the same plane,
and at one quarter of the circumference apart,

so that, as the cock stands in the figure, steam

coming from g would pass through the opening i

in the plug,' and would be delivered into the

pipe n at right angles to its first direction, instead

of passing directly onwards to o, as would be the

case in a common cock.
,

From the pipe n the

steam would pass immediately into the lower

part Z of the cylinder, and consequently would

drive the piston upwards. At the same time it

will be seen that there is an immediate connexion
between the upper part Y of the cylinder through
the pipe m, and opening h of the cock to the

pipe o o, leading down to the condenser ; conse-

quently, so long as the stearn is acting against the

under side of the piston, there will be a vacuum
at Y to permit it to rise. So soon as the piston
has arrived near the top of the cylinder, the cock
must be turned one quarter round by depressing
its handle p from its present position to that

shown by the dotted lines at q, by which all the

openings in the plug of the cock will be changed :

steam, therefore, which now enters at g, will be
turned upwards by the passage h, and by en-

tering the pipe m will be conveyed above instead

of below the piston, while the passage i forms a

connexion between the pipe n, leading to the

lower part of the cylinder, and the pipe o leading
to the condenser; consequently, in this position,
a vacuum will be formed below the piston, while

the steam is operating above it. The piston will

therefore descend, and, on coming near the bottom,
the cock must be again turned into its first posi-

tion, when the piston will ascend, and so on;
thus producing an equality of force, both in the

up and down strokes, by simply turning a small

cock. t
110. Having in the preceding pages strictly

adhered to a chronological arrangement of the

improvements in the steam engine, it may now
be advisable to furnish our readers with a sketch

of its earliest application to the purposes of na-

vigation :

111. The possibility of employing steam as a

moving power in the navigation of vessels was
known early in the last century; its practical

application, however, on a large scale, has not

been fully established above twenty years.
112. In 1698 Savery recommended the use

of paddle-wheels, similar to those now so gene-

rally employed in steam vessels, though without

in the remotest degree alluding to his engine as

a prime mover ;
and it is probable that he in-

tended to employ the force of men or -animals

working at a winch for that purpose. About

forty years after the publication of this mode of

propelling vessels, Mr. Jonathan Hulls obtained

a patent for a vessel in which the paddle wheels

were to be driven by an atmospheric engine of

considerable power.
113. In describing his mode of producing a

force sufficient for towing of vessels, and other

purposes, the ingenious patentee says,
' In some

convenient part of the tow-boat there is placed a

vessel about two-thirds full of water, with the

top close shut; this vessel, being kept boiling,

rarefies the water into steam; this steam being

conveyed through a large pipe into a cylindrical

vessel, and there condensed, makes a vacuum,
which causes the weight of the atmosphere to

press on this vessel, and so presses down a

piston that is fitted into this cylindrical vessel, in

the same manner as in Mr. Newcomen's engine,

with which he raises water by fire.

114. 'It has been already demonstrated that

when the air is driven out of a vessel of thirty

inches diameter (which is but two feet and a

half) the atmosphere will press on it to the

weight of four tons 16 cwt. and upwards: when
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proper instruments for this work are applied to

it, it must drive a vessel with great force.'

115. Mr. Hulls's patent is dated 1736, and he

suggested the use of a crank to produce the ro-

tatory motion of his paddle-wheels ;
this inge-

nious mode of converting a reciprocating into a

rotatory motion was afterwards recommended

by the abbe Arnal, canon of Alais in Langue-

doc, who, in 1781, proposed the crank for the

purpose of turning paddle-wheels in the naviga-

tion of lighters.

116. It is probable that Mr. Hulls anticipated

some objection to his new mode of propelling

vessels; and it appears from captain Savery's

statement, to which we have already alluded, that

a strong prejudice had been raised against the

use of propelling wheels in vessels. Mr. Secre-

tary Trenchard, who was at that time at the head

of the admiralty, had also given a decided nega-

tive to the proposition.
In answer therefore to

the objections which might have been antici-

pated, Mr. Hulls proposed'the following queries,

which he afterwards solved in the most satisfac-

tory way.
117. '

Query 1. Is it possible to fix instru-

ments of sufficient strength to move so pro-

digious a weight as may be contained in a very

large vessel ?

118. ' Answer. All mechanics will allow it is

possible to make a machine to move an immense

weight, if there is force enough to drive the

same ;
for every member must be made in a pro-

portionable strength to the intended work, and

properly braced with laces of iron, so that no

part can give way, or break.

119. '

Query 2. Will not the force of the

waves break any instrument to pieces that is

placed to move in the water ?

120. ' Answer. First, It cannot be supposed
that this machine will be used in a storm or tem-

pest at sea, when the waves are very raging ; for

if a merchant lieth in a harbour, &c., he would

not choose to put out to sea in a storm, if it were

possible to get out, but rather stay until it were

abated. Secondly, when the wind comes a-head

of the tow-boat, the fans will be protected by it

from the violence of the waves, and, when the

wind comes side-ways, the waves will come

edge-ways of the fans, and therefore strike them
with the less force. Thirdly, there may be

pieces of timber laid to swim on the surface of

the water on each side of the fans, and so con-

trived as they shall not touch them, which will

protect them from the force of the waves.

121. '

Up inland rivers, where the bottom can

possibly be reached, the fans may be taken out,

aud cranks placed at the hindmost axis to strike

a shaft to the bottom of the river, which will

drive the vessel forward with the greater force.

122. '

Query 3. it being a continual expense
to keep this machine at work, will the expense
be answered?

123. 'Answer. The work to be done by this

machine will be upon particular occasions, when
all other means yet found out are wholly insuf-

ficient. How often does a merchant wish that

his ship were on the ocean, when, if he were

there, the wind would serve tolerably well

to carry him on his intended voyage; but does

not serve at the same time to carry him out of

the river, &c., he happens to be in, which a few

hours' work at this machine would do. Besides,
I know engines that are driven by the same

power as this is, where materials for the purpose
are dearer than in any navigable river in Eng-
land. Experience, therefore, demonstrates that

the expense will be but a trifle to the value of

the work performed by those sort of machines
which any person who knows the nature of those

things may easily calculate.'

124. M. Duquet appears to have tried revolv-

ing oars as early as the year 1699, and experi-
ments were made with them on a large scale

both at Marseilles and at Havre : this mode,
however, of impelling vessels was soon given up
as impracticable ;

and after our countryman,
Hulls, the marquis de Jouffroy unquestionably
holds the most distinguished rank in the list of

practical engineers, who have added to the value

of this invention.

125. It is evident, from an article published in

the Journal des Debats, that in 1781 the mar-

quis constructed a steam boat at Lyons, of 140
feet in length. With this he made several suc-

cessful experiments on the Saone, near that city.
The events of the revolution, which broke out a
few years afterwards, prevented M. de Jouffroy
from prosecuting this undertaking, or reaping

any advantage from it. On his return to France
after a long exile, in 1796, he learned from the

newspapers that M. de Blanc, an artist of Tre-

voux, had obtained a patent for the construction of

a steam boat, built probably from such informa-

tion as he could procure relative to the experi-
ments of the mavquis. The latter appealed to

the government, which was then too much occu-

pied with public affairs to attend to those of in-

dividuals. Meanwhile Fulton, who had gained
the same information, and was making similar

experiments near the Isle des Cygnes, alarmed
M. de Blanc, who knew that he had much more
to fear from the influence and mechanical skill of

an Anglo-American than from that of an emi-

grant. He accordingly alleged his patent right
and requested the stoppage of Mr. Fulton's

works, who returned for answer that his essays
could not affect France, as he had no intention

to set up a practical competition upon the rivers

of that country, but should soon return to Ame-
rica, which he actually did, and commenced the

erection of those engines to which he has since

laid claim as exclusive inventor.

126. Shortly after the first experiments were

made, by the marquis de Jouffroy, a gentleman
of the name of Miller, who resided at Dalswin-

ton, published a work, in which he described

the application of wheels to the working of triple
vessels on canals

;
and in 1794 he completed a

model of a boat on this construction, impelled
by a steam engine.

127. From this period till 1801, but little pro-
gress appears to have been made in this species
of navigation : in that year Mr. Symington, who
had been employed in the construction of Mil-
ler's vessel, tried a boat propelled by steam on
the lorth-and-Clyde inland navigation; this,

however, was shortly laid aside, on account of

the injury with which it threatened the banks of
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the canal, from the violent agitation produced by
the paddle-wheels.

128. Mr. Symington's mode of connecting the

piston and paddle-wheel was by placing the cy-
linder nearly in a horizontal position, so that by
this means the necessity of employing a working
beam was avoided. The piston was also sup-

ported in its position by friction-wheels, and

communicated, by means of a rod, with a crank

connected with the wheel, which imparts a mo-
tion to a paddle somewhat slower than its own.
The paddle wheel was placed in the middle of

the boat towards the stern, and on this account

it became necessary to have a double rudder,
connected by rods, which were moved by a

winch placed at the head of the boat.

129. Mr. Symington also employed stampers

placed at the head of the boat, for the purpose of

breaking the ice on canals
;
and this plan, we

believe, was also adopted in the original con-

struction of the vessels intended for the Arctic

expedition.
130. In 1795 a very ingenious apparatus was

invented by lord Stanhope, and tried by that

nobleman in Greenland Dock. In this experi-
ment the paddles were made to resemble the

feet of a duck, and were placed under the quar-
ters of the vessel. This plan was also tried in

America, but it does not appear in either case to

have answered the expectations of its projector.
131. A plan has also been tried which in some

measure resembles the endless chain of a pump.
This was, we believe, first employed in the duke
of Bridgewater's canal, and consists in the use of

a chain, with a number of paddles attached to

it, going over two wheels placed level with the

water line. A steam engine, acting on the fore-

most roller, gave motion to the chain, and a con-

tinuous parallel motion was thus effected.

132. Having already described the general

arrangement of a steam engine, as improved by
Mr. Watt, it may now be advisable more parti-

cularly to point out the arrangement of its me-
chanism in detail. For this purpose we may
select the single acting engine as employed for

pumping.
133. PlateVIH.ABC represents the beam,

which is made of cast-iron instead of wood, and
is composed of two large plates, of the shape

represented in the figure, put together at twelve

inches distance from each other, leaving a space
between them, the centre or axis B passing

through the middle of both plates. The axis lies

on the floor D, which is sustained by the wall

E, built beneath the centre. Q is the cylinder,
contained within a steam jacket, composed of

segments screwed together. F F is the steam-

pipe coming from the boiler G. ab is the pis-

ton-rod,.connected with the end C of the beam,
by links C, 6 ; and whilst the upper ends of
these links move in the arc of a circle, with the

end of the beam, the lower ends, b, are made to

accommodate themselves to the vertical motion
of the piston-rod a, by means of the rods c, ex-

tending to the smaller links, d, which form a

parallelogram. The motion of the parallelogram
is governed by the bridle-rods, which move
about a fixed centre m ; the lower ends b, of the

links 6, C, will ascend and descend in a perpen-

dicular right line. A similar motion, but of
half the quantity, is given to the rod R, which
works the air-pump, N, of the engine at the
lower end, and the middle part of the rod has
the plug-beam, R, attached to it, which has pins,
or chocks, screwed on it to actuate the handles,
x, y, and z, of the mechanism for the valves,
which mechanism is very different from that

employed in the old engines, and even from that

of the first engines of Mr. Watt.
134. The pump-rod p is suspended at the

end A of the beam by another parallel motion,
and the upper part S of the rod is made of cast-

iron, and very massive, to have a sufficient

weight in itself to draw up the piston, and make
the returning stroke. The real pump-rod p is

jointed to the heavy counter-weight S, and is

polished, like the piston-rod a, that it may slide

through a collar of leathers in the head of the

pump Y, because the pump is of that kind called

lifting force-pumps ;
its bucket raises the water

in ascending, but it forces it through the air-vessel

T, and pipe X, which leads to a reservoir two
miles distant, in Hyde Park, and elevated 150
feet above the level of the water'in the well where
the pump draws from. This well has a commu-
nication with the river.

135. The cylinder Q is kept down by the

weight of a pier of masonry, on which it is

placed, and large iron bolts, n, descend from the

lower stanch to the groundsills, upon which the

masonry is built. Immediately before the pier
is the condensing cistern M, which contains the

air-pump N, the condenser L, partly concealed,
and hot-well g, and is kept supplied with cold

water by the cold-water pump I, worked by the

beam at the outer end, and the waste runs off

again into the well, so as to keep the water in

the cistern always cold.

136. The valves, which must be opened and
shut to produce the action of the engine, are four

in number; viz. the upper steam-valve at F, the

lower steam-valve O, and the exhaustion-valve

K, fig. 2, and a small valve I, beneath the water

in the cistern M, to admit the injection into the

condenser : but these parts are better explained
in

fig. 2, which is a section of the cylinder, air-

pump, and condenser on a double scale.

137. A, the section of the cylinder, in which
the piston X moves ; F, the steam-pipe coming
from the boiler

; L, the condensei ; N, the air

or discharging;-pump ; m, a passage or pipe from
the pump L to the condenser N, in which pas-

sage is an occasional communication by a hang-

ing-valve at m, which shuts towards the conden-

ser
; I is the injection-valve, to be lifted by the

engine at every stroke, for the purpose of con-

densing the steam in the condenser L
; w is the

snifting or blowing-valve, placed outside the

condensing cistern (of which M M is a section,

on purpose to show the contents) ; the snifting-

valve w communicates with the condenser by a

pipe passing through the side of the cistern M,
and is inserted at the side of the condenser

; K
is the exhaustion-valve, to be lifted by the en-

gine, and open a, communication between the

cylinder A and the condenser L
; O is the

steam-valve, to be lifted by the engine, and open
a communication between the lower part of the
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cylinder, and upper part thereof, through the

steam-pipe r ; and F is the upper steam valve of

the same kind, opening a passage from the boiler

to the top of the cylinder ; and thence by the pipe

r, and valves O, K, to all parts of the engine.

138. We must now attend to the mechanism

by which the engine is made to feed itself, and

perform its reciprocations. The valves are lifted

by means of a lever applied to each, within the

iron box in which it is contained, entering into

an opening in the stem of the valve ;
and a second

lever is fixed on the axis of the lever, on the out-

side of the box, to be connected with the levers

and handles x, y, z, which open and shut the

valves. There are three separate axles, or spin-

dles, placed parallel and above one another, and

each has a handle or spanner x, y, z, by which it

is moved, either by the hand, to start the engine,
or by the chocks on the plug-beam R, when the

engine is in action. The two upper spindles, x

and y, have short levers projecting from them

towards the cylinder ;
and from each of these

levers a rod is suspended, with a sufficient weight,

o, at the lower end to turn round the spindle,
each upon its axis, in that direction which will

cause the handles, x and y, to fly upwards. Also

the lower spindle has a lever projecting from it,

away from the cylinder, with a heavy weight, n,

fixed at the end ;
but this being applied, on the

opposite side, to the weights of the two upper han-

dles x, y, the weight, n, causes the handle, z, to

descend. Both the axles of the lower handles,

y, z, have small levers, or catches, 1 and 2,

which act in the hooks of a double latch, or de-

tent, t v, which is moveable upon a centre-pin
situated between the two axles. The hooks of

this detent are to detain the catches of the spin-

dles, and prevent the handles y z from moving
by the action of their respective weights, until

the detent is moved on its centre, so as to re-

lieve the catches of the levers from its hooks t, v.

But it is evident, from fig. A, that when only
one catch, as 2, is hooked by the lower hook v

of the detent, and consequently the weight of its

spindle is held up, if the other catch, 1, is moved

by depressing its handle y, so as to raise its

weight in the act of entering the hook t of the

detent, it will press the end t of the detent for-

wards upon its centre, and this at the same time

pressing back the hook v, at the opposite end of

the detent, releases the catch, z, of the lower

handle, z, therefrom, and the weight n on that

spindle immediately falls.

1 39. The spindle of the upper handle, x, is

devoted to opening and shutting the upper
steam-valve F, having a lever which communi-
cates by a rod, 2, with the lever, 3, of that valve ;

so that by pressing down the handle x, it will

shut the valve F. The weight o, which is ap-

plied to the upper spindle, tends to lift up the

handle x, and open the valve F
; and, when the

upper handle x is depressed, the valve will be

shut; or, when the handle is suffered to fly up by
the action of its weight, it will open the valve.

140. The second spindle, y, has a lever com-

municating with the lever of the exhausting-
valve K, by a rod 4. The weight o, applied to

this like the former, tends to lift up the handle y,
and draw open the valve ; but, when the handle

y is depressed, the valve is shut, and in this

position the catch I is held down by the hook
t of the detent, before explained, and retains the

valve shut.

141. Lastly, the lower spindle, z, is for the

lower steam-valve O, which is opened by the

rod 14, when the handle z is suffered to fall

down, and shut when the same is up, being held

by the catch 2, and hook v. In all these the

weight tends to open the valve ; but, when the valve

is to be kept shut, the detent holds the weight

up. Now, by removing the detent, the weight
falls and opens the valve in an instant.

142. The upper spindle has no detent to de-

tain it ; but what is equivalent is a rod, 5, joint-
ed to that lever of the middle axis which has its

weight and rod, o, suspended from it. The up-
per end of the rod, 5, is made with a loop, or

long slit, in which works a pin at the end of a

lever, 6, projecting from the upper axis towards

the cylinder. The consequence of this is, that

while the middle axis is detained by its catch,
and detent t, to keep the exhausting-valve K
shut, the lever 6 of the upper spindle will be
borne up by its pin resting in the bottom of the

loop of the rod 5, so as to keep the weight from

opening the upper steam-valve F, as long as the

exhausting-valve is kept shut
; but when the

catch, 1 1, of the middle axis is discharged, and
its weight has opened the exhausting-valve, the

looped rod, 5, will no longer support the lever,

6, of the upper axis, but allows its weight to

descend and open the upper steam-valve ; but at

the same time the upper steam-valve, F, is not

confined to be always open when the exhaust-

ing-valve, K, is open ;
for the upper steam-valve

may be shut by depressing the upper handle x,

without affecting the exhausting-valve at all,

because the slit, or loop, in the top of the rod 5,

allows that motion. This property must be at-

tended to, because the action of the engine, by
expansion, depends upon it. We have not be-

fore noticed the injection-valve, from which a

long wire ascends, and is attached to a strap, 9,

which winds upon the middle axis
; therefore,

when the middle handle, y, flies up-by its weight,
it winds the strap, and opens the injection-valve
at the same instant that the exhausting-valve is

opened.
143. The injection-valve, I, is placed to close

the orifice at the end of a short curved pipe,
which enters into the condenser and turns up;
and the pipe has a cock in it, between the valve

and the condenser, to cut off the communication,
or to regulate the supply of injection when the

valve is opened. This cock must be always shut

when the engine is not at work, to prevent the

condenser filling with water.

144. Suppose the fire lighted beneath the

boiler G ;
all the valves are kept shut by press-

ing down the two upper handles x and y, and

lifting up the lower one, their respective catches

detaining them in those positions, until the steam

is sufficiently heated, and the engine is ready to

work. In the quiescent position of the engine,
when it is at rest, the counter-weight always
draws the piston fully at the top of its cylinder,
as in the figure ;

the air-pump bucket will also

be at the top of its barrel.
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145. In order to prepare for setting the engine

to work, all the three valves must be opened at

nice. This is done by relieving the spindles
from their several catches, when the weights im-

mediately open the valves. The steam enters

.hrough the valve F into the top of the cylinder,
and by the pipe r through the lower steam-valve

O, into the bottom of the cylinder ;
also through

the exhausting valve K into the condenser L,

driving before it some air which passes out at the

snifting-valve w. At first the coldness of the

parts condenses all the steam which enters ; and
it is not until all the iron with which the steam
comes in contact is heated to the temperature of

boiling water, that the steam ceases to flow from
the boiler in a stream, and be condensed as it

arrives at the cylinder and condenser ; but after

this the steam acquires the same force in the

cylinder and pipes that it has in the boiler; it

then occupies every cavity and crevice of the

engine, and in a little while displaces all the air

in the cylinder, condenser, and pipes, which

passes out, and is discharged at the snifting-
valve w. This valve is always covered with
water in a small cistern attached to the side of
the large one to ensure its tightness. Through
this valve the air is discharged by the steam, not
at every stroke, as in Newcomen's engine, but

only at first setting the engine to work, and this

operation is called the blowing through. It is

well known when the cylinder and other vessels
are properly heated, and the air discharged, by a

very smart crackling noise at that valve like a
violent decrepitation of salt in the fire; this

noise being occasioned by the water in the small
cistern producing a sudden and rapid condensa-
tion of the issuing steam when the air is all gone.

146. It being known by this sign that all parts
of the engine are cleared of air, all the three

valves are to be shut by pressing and holding
down the two upper handles x,y, and lifting up
the lower handle 2, in which situation its catch,
2, will retain it. This cuts off the farther supply
of steam from the boiler, and also intercepts the

passage of the steam from the cylinder to the

condenser ; and, as the cold surface of the con-
denser still continues to condense a considerable

portion of steam, there will soon be none left,
and a vacuum will be formed in the condenser,
while the cylinder both above and below the piston
is full of steam. The vacuum in the condenser
will soon become perfect from the external cold

alone, though more slowly than when an injec-
tion is made.

147. In this state the engine is prepared for

starting at a moment's notice, by the engine-man
letting the two upper handles, x and y, rise up,
by their respective weights: this opens the upper
steam-valve, and the exhausting and injection-
valves

; the former admits the steam into the

top of the cylinder to press upon the piston ;

while the latter allows the steam, already in the
lower part of the cylinder, to flow into the vacuous
condenser

; and at the same instant that he opens
the injection-cock the valve is lifted at the same
time with the exhausting-valve : this admits a jet
of cold water into the condenser, and condenses
the steam as fast as It arrives from the cylinder,
*o that in an instant all the steam in the lower
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part of the cylinder will be drawn off and con-
densed. The pressure of the steam on the piston,
being now unbalanced by any thing beneath the

piston, it descends and draws up the pump-
buckets and columns of water in the pumps, with
a velocity proportioned to the pressure of the
steam and the diameter of the piston, compared
with the height of the column of water in the

pumps, and the diameter of the bucket : but, the

piston having descended about one-third of its

stroke, a chock of the plug-frame R meets the

upper handle x, and, pressing it down, shuts oft

the steam from the boiler. That part of the
handle on which the chock acts becomes perpen-
dicular when the valve is shut, the handle being
bent for that purpose; and the chock can there
fore descend farther, and slide against the per-

pendicular part of the handle, which is straight,
without producing any farther depression of the

handle, at the same time that it keeps it down to

the same point, so as to hold the valve shut. The
piston, therefore, continues its descent by the

farther expansion of the quantity of steam at first

let into the cylinder; but, having arrived at the

bottom of its stroke, a chock on the opposite side
of the plug-beam 11 seizes the middle "handle y,
and presses it down, which pushes the rod 4,
until it shuts the exhausting-valve K, and also

the injection-valve by the strap and rod 9. When
the catch 1, of this handle y, presses on the up-
per hook t, of the detent t v, it relieves the catch

2, of the lower axle s, and then the weight n
causes the handle s to fall, and, pulling the rod

14, opens the lower steam-valve O. Let us now
consider the position of the engine ; the middle
handle y will be held down, by its catch 1

holding in the upper hook t of the detent so as

to keep the exhausting-valve K shut ; and the

upper steam-valve F is also kept shut, by the

same means which kept it shut during the latter

two-thirds of the descent of the piston.
148. Under these circumstances the piston is at

liberty to vise by the action of the counter-weight
S, because the opening of the lower steam-valve
O has established a free communication between
the top and bottom of the cylinder, and the

steam in the top of the cylinder can flow through
the pipe r, and enter the bottom of the cylinder,
as fast as the piston rises, by the action of the

counter-weight.
149. When the piston has returned to within

one-third of the top of the cylinder, the chock of

the plug-frame quits the upper handle x; but

this handle cannot yet be thrown up by its weight
to open the upper valve, because the rod 5 from

the lever of the middle axis bears up the short

lever 6 of the upper axis x ; and thus the motion

continues till the piston arrives very nearly at

the top of the cylinder : a chock on the plug-
frame then seizes the lower handle z, and, lifting

it up, shuts the lower steam-valve ;
and the catch

2 of the lower axis, passing the lower hook v of

the detent, moves it on its centre so as to release

the catch 1 of the middle axis from the upper
hook t of the detent. This being the case, the

weight of the middle axis causes its handle y to

fly up, and by the rod 4 it opens the exhausting-

valve; and, by drawing the strap and rod 9, it

opens the injection-valve ;
at the same time the

K
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upper axis T, losing tne support of the rod 5

which kept it up, its weignt carries up the upper
handle r, and, by pulling the rod 2, it opens the

jpper steam-valve F.

150. The steam from the boiler is now admit-

ted to press uporUhe upper surface of the piston,
while the steam from the lower part of the cy-
linder beneath the piston rushes into the con-

denser, where, being met by the cold injection,
it is condensed, and makes a vacuum in the

lower part of the cylinder, which brings down the

piston to make another stroke.

151. At one-third of the descent the plug-

frame, as before, presses and holds down the

upper handle x to keep the upper steam-valve

shut ; and, when the piston has arrived at the

bottom, the plug-frame presses down the middle

handle y to shut tne injection and the exhausting-
valves ; and in catching, this discharges the lower

axis, and the weight thereof opens the lower

steam-valve. The piston then rises by the

counter weight, and when at the top of its stroke

the plug-frame lifts the lower handle z, and shuts

the lower steam-valve ; and, in catching, dis-

charges the two other handles, which open the

upper steam-valve, the exhausting-valve, and the

injection- valve, and this produces the descent of

the piston as before.

152. If the air has been fully discharged from

all parts of the engine by blowing through, the

action of the air-pump does not begin until the

injection-water and the air, which are extricated

from the water in the boiling, have accumulated

in some quantity in the condenser ; then at every
descent of the bucket d of the air-pump it dips into

the water contained in the bottom of the barrel N,
and the water passes through the valves in the

bucket : these valves shutwhen the bucket isdrawn

up, lifting all that water which is above them up
to the top of the barrel, and there it is forced out

through the hanging-valve g into the hot-well g.
The drawing up of the bucket at the same time

makes a vacuum in the pump-barrel beneath it
;

and if this vacuum is more perfect than that in

the condenser, which it will be if the condenser

contains either air or steam, it will press by
its

elasticity upon the surface of the water in

the lower part of the condenser, and force it

through the hanging-valve at m into the lower

part of the barrel N of the air-pump ; and, when
all the water is gone from the condenser, the air

r>r elastic vapor which is in the condenser will

follow and enter into the pump until the space
of the barrel beneath the bucket is filled equally
with the condenser.

153. This takes place while the pump-bucket
is at the top of its barrel ; and on the descent

of the bucket the space beneath it is diminished
until it compresses this rarefied vapor so much,
that its elasticity will be sufficient to close the

hanging-valve m, and to lift the valves in the

bucket d, and pass through them into the space
of the barrel above the bucket : and, when the

bucket has descended to the very lowest, the

water contained in the bottom of the barrel, not

being able to escape through m, must pass up
through the valves, and rest upon the bucket d.

When the bucket ascends it carries before it

this water and air, and as it rises the space of the

barrel above the bucket diminishes, and the rare

vapor or air in it condenses by being crowded
into less space, until at last it becomes equally
dense with the atmospheric air, and then the

water following it drives it through the valve g
into the open air.

154. The ascent of the bucket d left a vacuum-
beneath it as before, and this drew a poriion of

the air or vapor from the condenser into it ready
to be extracted by the next stroke. As soon as

the bucket begins to return the discharge-valve

g shuts, and prevents the atmospheric air from

entering into the pump. By this we see that,

if the vapor in the condenser is so rare that the

whole contents of the barrel of the pump will

only make a few cubic inches, when reduced to

become equal to the pressure of the atmosphere,
this small quantity will be effectually evacuated

through the discharge-valve g, because the water

resting upon the bucket follows the air, and will

chase every particle of it from the top of the

pump, and then follow itself.

155. An effective and economical steam en-

gine, imparting a primary rotatory motion, has

long been a grand desideratum in the arts. The

importance of such an invention will be appa-
rent, when it is considered that, although the

reciprocating steam engine (whether we look to

the admirable expedients for adapting it to the

end proposed, or to the skill displayed in the

workmanship) appears to have reached its ut-^
most degree of perfection, yet it absorbs half the

power of the steam.

156. This fact may be proved by calculating
what pressure on the pistons of reciprocating

condensing engines is required to produce the

declared powers. The results will prove gene-

rally to be only from six pounds to six pounds
and a half per square inch, on the pistons of

small power engines ; seven pounds as to engines
of from ten to thirty horse powers; and from

seven pounds and a half to eight pounds as te

engines of larger powers; when the actual pres-
sure of the steam is at least seventeen pounds
per square inch above a vacuum. When the

engine is in the best possible working state, these

results will be a little more; but this state is

seldom long maintained ; therefore they may be
taken as a fair average. This serious loss of

power is occasioned principally by friction, and
in alternating the movements of the parts. Now
to obviate these defects, a variety of rotatory
steam engines have been suggested. These may
be examined nearly in the order of their inven-

tion, commencing with that invented by Mr.
Masterman :

157. Plate XII., fig. 1, represents a vertical

and central section of the troke (being that part
of the engine which revolves). Fig. 2 is a trans

verse section of it, and of the two masks alter

mentioned. The troke is composed of the axis ,

of the nucleus (being the central part, and

through which the axis passes) ; of the annulus

(being a hollow ring, in which are placed valves) ,

and of the radii (being the steam passages be-

tween the nucleus and the annulus). Fig. 3 is a

plan of the nucleus. That part of it which
is included between the two concentric circles is

called the face. The surface of the face is a
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perfect plane. The axis passes through the

hole 1 at right angles with the plane of the face.

Six holes 2, of similar figure and dimensions
with each other, are sunk in the face at equal
distances, in a direction parallel to the axis, for

three or four inches ; then, curving into a direc-

tion at right angles with the axis, they open in

the periphery of the nucleus.

158. The annulus A consists of six equal seg-
ments. At each of their joints is fixed a valve,

which, by being ground on its seat, is rendered

steam-tight when closed.

159. The radii 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, are connected
with the nucleus arid annulus, so as to form

steam-tight communications between each hole
in the face, and the inside of the annulus.

160. Fig. 4 is a plan of the inner mask, being
a circular plate of metal, of equal diameter with
the face, about two inches thick, and having each
side perfect planes, parallel to each other.

161. There are four holes 1, 2, 3, 4, through
: 1 is of sufficient size to admit the axis

; 2, 3, 4,
are each one-sixth of the space that would be in-

cluded by completing the two concentric circles,

segments ofwhicn form the sides of those holes;
and those circles are described with the same
radii as the segments of those which bound the

holes in the face. Thus, each of those holes
would extend over one of the holes in the face,
and one of the adjoining spaces. The space
between 2 and 3 is of such dimensions as just to

cover completely one of the holes in the face ; 4
is situated so as to leave equal spaces between it

and 2 and 3.

162. The periphery of this mask is clasped
by an iron hoop, from which projects a lever,

extending nearly to the annulus, and having a
small inclined bar placed across its end. The
two projections from fig. 4 represent the begin-
ning of the lever; and the whole of it, with the

hoop, is represented by the dotted lines m in
fig. 1 .

163. Fig. 5 is a plan of the inner side of the

outer mask. Fig. 6 is a plan of its outer side.

This mask is a circular piece of metal of the
same diameter, and about the same thickness, as
the inner mask. The inner side, fig. 5, is a per-
fect plane ; 1 is a hole sufficiently large to admit
the axis

; 2, 3, 4 (see fig. 6), are pipes which en-
ter the outer side of this mask, and open in its

inner side. The apertures are represented by
the three smaller circles in

fig. 5. 2 is the pipe
through which the steam passes from the boiler
to the engine. 3 is the eduction pipe, through
which, the steam is discharged from the engine
into the condenser, or (where one is not used)
into the air. 4 is a pipe through which any
waste or excess of water in the annulus may be

supplied or withdrawn; it is kept .closed by a

stop-cock while the engine is at work. The
axis passes through 1 in both masks ; the inner
mask is placed next the face, the other next the
inner mask, and both are kept closely pressed
towards the face (by means of screws acting on.
the back of the outer,mask) so as to be steam-

tight with each other, and with the face ; a *
rifling

pressure suffices to make them so, the opposed
surfaces having been ground on each other. The
outer mask is placed in such a position, with

respect to fig. 1, as that the pipes 2 and 3 may

be horizontal, and point towards radius 2 (it

appears in this relative position in
fig. 6), and it

always remains stationary. The inner mask is

placed in such a position, with respect to the
outer mask, as that pipes 2, 3, 4, in the latter

may communicate with the holes of correspond-
ing numbers in the former, and thus form a
communication between the pipes in the outer
mask and the face. It appears in this relative

position in fig. 4.

164. Thus the holes in the inner mask are for
the same relative purposes as the pipes in the
outer mask marked with corresponding numbers.

165. The inner mask is moveable by means
of m, but so far only as not to interrupt the

communication between 2 and 3 in the outer
mask and the face.

166. The transverse sections of both masks,
placed in their relative positions, are represented
in fig. 2.

1 67. The corresponding letters in figs. 1 and 2
refer to the corresponding parts in each figure;
p p is the axis ; q, g, are its bearings ; r is a crank
attached to the end of the axis, for working the

feeding pump, and (where a condenser is used)
the air-pump. As the valves, and the gear for

regulating them, are precisely the same in each

segment of the annulus, only two of them (one
showing their position closed, the other open)
are lettered for reference.

168. Each valve /is similar to the other, and

opens in the same direction
; its gudgeons mov-

ing freely in sockets fixed to the sides of the
annulus nearest the axis.

169. Their working gear is as follows: a is a
small hollow protuberance, or bonnet, screwed
on the annulus and communicating with the
inside of it; on one of its inner sides is a

socket, on the opposide side a stuffing box ; one
end of a spindle works in the socket, the other

passes through the stuffing box to the outside of
the bonnet

;
to this end is attached the lever b,

and to the centre is attached the lever c, both
levers being at right angles with the spindle and
in the opposite direction to each other. To the

extremity of c is attached, by a moveable joint,
the rod d, and to the extremity of b is fixed the

weight e, being more than sufficient to counter-

poise f, which is connected with it by means of
a moveable joint at the other end of d and at-

tached to the centre of/. The levers are sc

placed as to cause/ to be lial open when they
point to the axis. Thus it is evident that during
the revolutions of the aoke, two of the valves /'

on its ascending side, denoted by the arrow, will

by the mere preponderance of e be shut, and the

whole of the others will be open, as represented
in fig. 1.

170. For more easily comprehending the ac-

tion of these valves, let it be considered that

their movements are regulated by the mere gra-

vity of e. It will be afterwards shown that they
are regulated with more precision by means of
the catch h and lever m. Let it also for the

present be considered that there are no valves i,

nor lever k, their use will afterwards be detailed.

The machinery to which motion is to be im-

parted is attached to that end of the axis next

fig. 1.

K 2
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171. The steam is generated and condensed

in the usual manner.

172. The principle on which the engine acts

is by a liquid body, water or mercury for in-

stance, placed in the annulus being pressed on

one side of the troke by the steam, until that side

gain such a preponderance over the other as to

overcome the resistance of the machinery at-

tached to the axis ; and by being then sustained

there, so as to maintain the preponderance during
the revolutions of the troke.

173. The engine represented by the plate is

one in which water is the liquid made use of in

the annulus.

174. The manner in which it is worked is as

follows : The annulus is nearly half filled with

water, which need never be withdrawn. The
troke is placed so as to have two of its radii

in a vertical position : m is then depressed so as

to cause 2 in the inner mask to communicate
with the lowest hole in the face. The steam

cock is now turned, consequently the steam

rushes through the pipe and hole 2 in the outer

and inner masks, and through the lowest hole in

the face, into the lowest radius ; and, after im-

parting to the surface of the water in that radius

its own temperature, it presses such water down-

wards, and flows into the annulus, condensing
in the water therein, until it has imparted to it

also its own temperature, which will be rapidly

accomplished. On the temperatures becoming
alike, the steam will rise through the water on
both sides of the troke; and meeting with a

closed valve on one side will press the water,
which is beneath it, downwards, and conse-

quently cause the water on the other side to rise

proportionably, until the preponderance thus

given to that side be sufficient to overcome the

resistance of the machinery attached to the axis.

Immediately whereupon the troke will begin to

revolve, m must now be returned to its work-

ing position ; that is, such a position as will

elevate the hole 2 so high as to cause the steam
to flow into the annulus, just above the depressed
Mirface of the water (ascertained by the pressure
of steam).

175. The load or resistance of the machinery
remaining the same, and the supply of steam

being equable, the water will remain nearly sta-

tionary during the revolutions of the troke : its

surfaces are denoted by the dotted lines at n
and o.

176. As the troke revolves, each of the holes
in the face communicates in succession with 2
in the inner mask. It should be borne in mind
that, as has before been observed, the position of
the inner mask is never so far changed as to

prevent 2 and 3 therein communicating with the

corresponding pipes in the outer mask, when
the engine is at work.

177. By the construction one entire hole in

the face, or parts of two equal to one, is or are

always in communication with 2 in the inner
and outer masks ; so that there is always an

equable flow of steam into the annulus, prevent-
ing the depressed surface of the water rising with
the ascending closed valve.

178. The holes in the face, as they pass in

s accession from 2 to 3 in the inner mask, are

entirely closed by the space between them
; and,

immediately on communicating with 3, the

steam confined between the two closed valves

rushes from the annulus, through 3, into the air;

or into the condenser, if one be used. And, until

the same hole in the face has passed 3, a com-
munication with the air, or the condenser, re-

mains for the discharge of the steam.

179. The pressure of the steam being thus

femoved from each valve f, as it arrives at this

point, it will, by the gravity of e, open as it

begins to descend (see the valve/ partly open in

fig. 1), and thus allow the column of water to

remain on that side of the troke.

180. The water will fill the radii as their ends

descend beneath the elevated surface o, and will

remain there until the steam presses it out at

about n ; but cannot escape if before it enters

them the hole in the face has passed the hole 3 :

otherwise, however, the water would escape

through that hole into the air or condenser.

181. A uniform rotatory motion is thus pro-
duced and maintained, as long as the steam flows

equably into the annulus, acting with a force

proportionate to the preponderance of the water
on one side of the troke over the other. This

force is easily estimated ; being equal to the

weight of a perpendicular column of water,

having the difference of the two levels for its

altitude, and the area of a transverse section of

the annulus for its base, pressing against the

closed valve.

182. Having thus described the action of the

engine without the catches h, or the valves i, it

is now necessary to describe them. The projec-
tion g is cast with a ; A is attached to one side

of this projection by a pin, which is the fulcrum
on which it moves : it is prevented swinging to

an angle of more than about 20 by the shoulders

pn it, near its round end ; this end is much
thicker than the other end, and more than suf-

ficiently heavy to counterpoise it. Near the ex-

tremity of its thin end is fixed a pin of about
four inches long. Another pin of about the same

length is fixed on b within e ; those two pins pro-
ject from h and b at right angles, as seen in the

figure, and point, the first towards the eye, the

second in the opposite direction. The pin on b
rests in the notch at the thin end of h when just
below OT, and thus prevents e acting on f; but as
the catch passes m the pin on h comes in contact
with the bottom of the inclined bar on m, and
before it has passed the top of it, is pressed so
far towards the annulus as to release the pin on
b from the notch, when e immediately falls and

/closes. The superior gravity of the round end
of h keeps the notch back, or towards the annu-
lus, while that part of the troke is descending,
and brings it forward so as to support the pin
on b, when it begins to ascend.

183. When the engine is working with its

heaviest load, the depressed surface of the water
will be as near the bottom of the annulus as it

can be, without affording a passage for the steam
to the other side of the troke ; and the lighter
the load the farther from the bottom will it be.
Now it is most beneficial, both for / to close
and the steam to enter into the annuius, above
such depressed surface; as otherwise the speed
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of the engine would be impeded, and the surface through the centre of k, and through the notched
of the water agitated; but were the valves / to end of the small projection appearin- fixed to
close, and the steam to enter the annulus always the annulus, which consequently forms\ fulcrum
at one spot, either this disadvantage would occur for it. As the valve/ (represented partly ooen^when the engine should be working with a light begins to open, the extremity of k Dresses
load, or the column of water must be limited, against the back of i until its gravity causes it to
:>r part of the water must be withdrawn from the shut. Its gravity keeps it shut until it has de-
annulus. scended below the horizontal line; when the

184. It is evident that any alteration in the pressure of the water prevents its openin- until

position off?* changes the closing point of /; by Hie steam, entering through its radius presses
varying the point of contact of the pin on h with it open.
the inclined bar on m. It is also evident that 190. I is a bonnet screwed to the annulus by
any alteration in the position of the inner mask, which access is procured to the valves for re-
in like manner, varies the point at which the pairing them. The troke is constructed of cast
steam is admitted into the annulus. metal, except the valves and inner mask (which

185. Before the clasp round the inner mask is are of brass, where mercury is not used), and
screwed up, the following adjustment must be the valve gear inside the annulus, which 'is of
made: Let a hole in the face (that communi- wrought iron.

eating with radius 2 for instance) be covered 191. The troke is enclosed in a case of stone

by the space between 2 and 3 in the inner mask, or brick, for the purpose of preventing conden-
The situation of /immediately below that radius sation when at work, and the cooling of the
will be the most beneficial point relatively to the water when at rest, by confining the heated air

then position of this mask, where the valves / next its surface. And, further to delay the latter,

ought to be closed- Because the covered hole evaporation is prevented by closing valves in the

immediately afterwards communicates with the steam and eduction pipes. With these precau-
eduction hole 3, and consequently, were they not

then closed, the steam entering radius 1 would,
until they closed, be lost by passing out through
radius 2, without having exerted its force ; and,
were they closed lower than at the arrow, that is,

when any considerable portion of steam should

be entering through radius 2, they would be

pressed open again; m ought therefore to be

placed in such a direction as to cause/ to close

at this point. And this direction will be nearly
that in which m appears in the plate. The clasp
is then screwed so tight, by means of the screws
and nuts represented in fig. 4, as to cause the

position of the inner mask to be altered by any
movement of m.

186. After this adjustment, one simple move-
ment of m will not only cause the steam to enter

the annulus above the depressed surface of the

water, but will also cause the valves / to close

at the most beneficial point relatively to such

entrance of the steam. There could be no diffi-

culty in causing the steam to regulate this move- eighteen inches, on account of the advantage of

ment by its pressure on a small piston connected limiting their action.

with lever 772. 195. Where mercury is used, instead of water,

187. Where the load is constant, the inner the engine differs not in construction or pnnci-

mask, the lever m, and the catch apparatus, pie; but the diameter of the troke need not

might be dispensed with, by making the aper- exceed six feet for any power; the great specific

tures in the outer mask of the same form and gravity of the mercury giving the requisite pre:

size as those represented in the inner mask, and sure to the steam by a column of about t urty

by leaving the action of the valves /'to be regu- inches : and the transverse section of the annu-

lated by the gravity of e ; and, where fuel is lus ought always to be an oblong, that form re

cheap, the valves i might also be dispensed with ; quiring less mercury. Several parts may, he

thus diminishing the expense of the construction ever, be omitted ; for instance the valves i ;

and
repairs of the engine, and simplifying it. because, with a column of thirty inches, tn

188. The only use of valves i is to prevent radii descend to the horizontal line before thei

the water entering the radii at o. Their con- ends reach the surface of the mercury, ana lu

struction and action are as follows : That end temperature would be throughout alike. Ai

of each radius which enters the annulus has a the inner mask (the outer mask b

flanch of about an inch broad ; against this i assume its form as before mentioned), b,

closes. The gudgeons of i work freely in sockets the closing point of the va ves :

screwed to the flanch altered, so short - -<" 'comparatively th

tions the water would remain until the next day
at a very few degrees below the boiling point,
and consequently the engine in an immediate

working state. Where a condenser is not used,
fuel is saved, by causing the steam from the

eduction pipe to impart its heat to the water

from which the boiler is supplied.
193. The diameter of the troke ought never

to be less than twenty-eight feet, as the engine

could not be worked economically with steam of

a less pressure than about ten pounds per

square inch ;
but this diameter need never be

increased, as the power required may be gained

by enlarging the annulus. In large powers,

however, it would be found advantageous to

increase the diameter of the troke.

194. In the plate the annulus is circular, but

in larger powers it would assume the form of a

square, and in still larger powers that of an

oblong ;
so that the breadth of the valves from

their gudgeons should never exceed about

BwiBnm w UIC naUUU. .nicies, .3"
i \ II l cto'im

189. Lever k is attached to lever c by the the diameter of the troke allow.nt

-od appearing to connect them in the plate, which to enter the annulus nearly as t

h as a moveable joint at each end. A pin passes zontal line of the radii, without causing a n
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to descend into the mercury before its communi-
cation be cut off from hole 3. And for the

same reason the radii may be reduced in number
to five or even four. The pipe 4 may also

be omitted, there being no waste of the mer-

cury.
196. Instead of the case before mentioned, the

troke, with its mask, may be enclosed in a steam-

tight cast iron case, and the steam being ad-

mitted into it in the first instance, all condensa-

tion of steam within the annulus is prevented.
This it is advisable to effect, on account of the

difficulty of getting rid of the water, which would

accumulate on the depressed surface of the mer-

cury. This water, however, may, when necessary,
be blown out by the steam into the air through a

pipe of about a foot long, inserted into that side

of the annulus next the axis, and having a slop-
cock iu it ; and a common case may then be

made use of.

197. It will be perceived that where mercury
is used, the engine is exceedingly compact ; but,
where space is very limited, the troke may be
made to revolve in the boiler itself, by having a

projection on its top ;
and this is the more econo-

mical mode.

198. A patent has been taken out for another

rotatory engine that possesses considerable me-
rit. It may be thus described : A piston is

made to revolve in an annular channel, or hollow

ring, formed between two concentric horizontal

cylinders ; into which channel two sliders pass
from opposite sides of its diameter alternately,
so as to form in it steam-tight partitions that

constitute abutments, to resist the steam at the

end of the portion of the channel, in which it is

forcing round the piston, and which are by the

external machinery drawn out of the track of the

piston, whenever it approaches them.

199. To communicate the motion of the pis-
ton to the mill work on which the engine is

intended to act, the internal cylinder is divided

transversely in the centre into two equal parts,
between which a circular vertical disk is placed,
to the edge of which the middle of the side of
the piston next to it is united ; and an axle pas-
ing through the centre of this disk, and through
the entire of the internal cylinder in the line of
its axis, being made fast to it, the circular mo-
tion of the piston is by it communicated to this

axle, which in its turn acts on the mill work.
The end plates of the outer cylinder form each
one piece with one of the halves of the internal

cylinder, and, by being ground into rebates in

the ends of the cylinder, make with it steam-

tight junctures, which are closely pressed toge-
ther by means of flanches formed in the end

plates, and in the cylinder, connected by screws
and nuts.

200. The circular disk to which the piston is

attached is made steam-tight at its sides, by
rings that iie in grooves formed in them, which
are pressed against the adjoining divisions of

the internal cylinder by hemp packing placed
between them and the disk; and the piston it-

self, which is of a rectangular form, is made

steam-tight at its edges by a metallic packing,
behind which hemp packing is also placed,
whicli metallic packing consists of four pieces

in the form of the letter L, the longer portions
of which lie along the two principal edges of

the piston, while the shorter portions meet in

the middle of its ends; the longer pieces at the

outer edge of the piston meet in the middle, but

those at its inner edge, next the centre, are sepa-
rated by the disk with which they are made to

form secure junctures, by portions of them being
bent round into its direction, and entering into

cavities made for them in its substance. Where
the ends of these pieces of metallic packing
meet, part of their external surface is cut away,
to admit plates to be placed across their lines of

juncture to prevent the steam from passing be-

tween them ; and spiral springs being fixed in

several places between these pieces and a piece
in the centre of the piston force them out against
the sides and ends of the two concentric cylin-
ders ; while flat plates at each side of them, that

are nearly equal in size to the transverse dia-

meter of the channel, and which are united by
screws to the central piece of the piston, keep
them in their places, and along with them and
the central piece constitute the piston.

201. The packing pieces and the side plates

being ground, where, they come in contact, the

former easily slide between the latter on being

pressed by the springs, and at the same time

maintain their joinings steam-tight ; and the

screws which unite the plates to the central

piece, being made of the same metal with them,

expand or contract equally with them on altera-

tions of temperature, which prevents any of

that contraction that might be occasioned from
difference of expansion, were the parts made of

different metals.

20a. The sliders move vertically in grooves
made for them in the end plates, and enter into

other grooves cut lengthways for them on the

face of the internal cylinder; they of course

pass through the sides of the external cylinder,
and are there received into steam-tight cases ;

through the ends of which that are farthest from
the centre, rods, like piston rods, pass from their

middles through stuffing boxes; the outei ends
of these rods are fastened to the centre of hori-

zontal bars that extend a little beyond the ends
of the main cylinder, and are there jointed to

vertical pieces that terminate in forks ; between
which are placed vertical rollers, against which
the edges of cam wheels act that are attached to

the main axle, by which they are moved up and
down so as to close or open the channel in whiJi
the piston moves, as required ; while two other

rollers, placed at the sides of the forks exter-

nally, serve to guide them between upright bars,

placed for that purpose, and keep them from being
made to deviate to either side by the pressure of

the cam. The upper slide is moved upwards
by the cam wheel, and descends by its own
weight ; but the lower one, which lies directly
under it at the other side of the main cylinder,
is pressed downwards by the cam, and rises up
again by the action of a balance lever placed
beneath it, to the farther end of which a weight
is appended. The rod by which each slider is

worked is fastened to it by the intervention of a
narrow bar that is dove-tailed to the outer edge
of the slider, to the centre of whicli bar the rod
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is rivetted or screwed. The longest radius of

the cam wheel by which the sliders are worked
is nearly equal in length to the radius of the

outer cylinder, and its shortest radius is, by the

depth of the annular channel in which the pis-
ton moves, so much less in length than this.

The sliders themselves are made steam-tight in

the grooves by grinding ; and in the part of the

edge of the central disk, against which they

press when closed, sloped notches are made,
which, as the disk revolves, gently elevate them
to its edge, and thus, in the opinion of the pa-
tentee, prevent sudden percussion.

203. For the admission of the steam into the

annular channel an aperture is made through
each of the end plates near the entrance of the

sliders; and diametrically opposite to them two
other apertures are made in the same plates, for

the eduction of the steam from the portion of

the annular channel which is being emptied,
either into a condenser or into the open air.

These apertures are covered with circular valves,

ground on their beds to make them steam-tight,
and which turn round on their centres ; in these

circular valves perforations are made of the

same size of the other apertures mentioned,

which, when turned round over them, permit
the steam to pass ; but, when turned in the op-

posite position, totally close the passages, by the

solid parts of their plates being then brought
round over the apertures so as to cover them

completely. These circular valves are placed
in bonnets, or boxes, which are screwed to the

end plates over the apertures ; and axles pass
from their centres through stuffing boxes, in the

covers of these boxes, by which they are turned

round by arms that project from them at right

angles, and which are jointed to a frame that

connects the two of them together, which are on
each end plate at opposite sides of its diameter;

through the middle of which frame the axle

passes, carrying on it a pointed cam wheel,
which acts against friction rollers, attached to

the joints that connect the arms with the frame ;

by which arrangement the circular valves are

made to turn in opposite directions ; so that

when one is opened to let the steam enter at the

tipper part of the annular channel, that which

lets it pass to the lower part of this channel is

closed ; and, in like manner, when the circular

valve is closed, through which the steam passes
out at the other end plate of the cylinder, that

at the opposite extremity of this plate is opened,
to afford a free passage to the steam from the

other side of the channel, either to the condenser
or to the open air.

204. Supposing then the piston to be near

the upper aperture for the admission of steam,
the slider behind it being then let down by the

cam which moves it, the steam will press '. for-

ward, while that which remained at the other

side of the piston in the channel, passes out at

the aperture at the lower part of the other end

plate, until the piston approaches near to it;

when it is immediately closed by the action of

the cam on its valve, and at the same time the

lower slider is pressed downwards, out of the

way of the piston by its cam; the piston di-

rectly after passes by this lower aperture, and

the lower slider, and also by the second lower

aperture, close to the other side of the lower

slider, by which the steam is admitted to the
lower portion of the channel

; immediately after

which the lower slider is closed, and the lower
steam valve and the upper eduction valve are

opened ; when the steain presses the piston
round upwards, until it comes nearly to the

upper slider, and to the steam valve, and educ-
tion valves at its opposite sides, which are man-

aged in the same manner as the lower valves

and lower slider just described ; by which
means the piston passes them in a similar man-

ner, and is again urged forwards by the steam
as at first.

205. In front of the engine, on a level with
the axle, a box is fixed to the frame-work, by
which the whole engine is supported, into which
box the steam enters by a pipe from the boiler,
and passes from it horizontally through tubes

concealed in the frame-work, round into pass-

ages made in one of the end plates which con-

vey it to the valves; while similar passages in

the other end plate convey the steam off from

before the piston through the eduction valves,

and round through similar tubes into another

division of the same box, whence a pipe passes
either to the condenser or to the open air

; and
a common"sliding valve is so placed in the box
that by shifting its position, by an external han-

dle, the steam will pass into those tubes which

before served for the eduction ; and, on the c.on-

trary, those tubes through which the steam be-

fore passed will then convey it away to the

division of the box whence the pipe proceeds to

the condenser or to the open air. The precise

mode of arranging the sliding valve, and the

divisions in this box is not detailed in the spe-

cification, but may be easily conceived by those

conversant with the subject ; by the means how-

ever mentioned, the direction of the progress of

the piston will be reversed, and the engine be

made to turn in a course contrary to its former

movement : which contrivance would be parti-

cularly useful in working gins for raising coals

from the pits, and other similar purposes ;
and

would also be occasionally of use when the

rotary engine was employed in steam vessels.

206. The patentee explains the term,
' im-

proved rotary steam engine,' in the title, to mean

improvement in rotary steam engines, and enu-

merates the following particulars
in the engine

described as coming under that head, and ac-

cordingly claims tl.em as his sole property by

authority of his patent. 1st, the annular grooves

in the faces of the divisions of the internal cy-

linder next the central revolving disk, which re-

ceive the packing rings that make that juncture

steam-tight : 2d, the notches in the edge of the

disk, which receive the ends of the sliders, and

cause them to be gently elevated to its circum-

ference : 3d, the combined packing
of metallis

pieces and hemp used with the piston and the

central disk, which the patentee
calls

'

compen-

sating packing:' 4th, the circular valves for

closing the apertures through which the steam

passes into and from the annular channel in

which the piston moves : and, 5th, the friction

rollers at the ends of the rods of the apparatus
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for moving the sliders, against which rollers the

cam wheels act.

207. The next rotary engine which it may be ne-

cessary to describe was invented by Mr. Eve. It

formed the subject of a patent, and the specifi-

cation will scarcely admit of abbreviation. The

patentee says,
'

I, the said Joseph Eve, do here-

by declare that the nature of my said improved

steam-engine consists of five particulars. 1st, In

the application of revolving cones to rotary en-

gines, in the manner hereinafter described, for

the purpose of compensating any loss by fric-

tion ;
and in the general arrangement of the

various parts of the rotary engine hereinafter

described. 2d, In a steam-generator, so con-

structed of tubes that the heat of the furnace

shall cause the water to circulate constantly

through the tubes, thereby preventing the steam

from driving the water out of them, by which

means the said tubes are less liable to burn out

or become oxidated. 3d, In an arrangement of

one or more revolving cock or cocks, for the

purpose of supplying the generator with water

in lieu of the ordinary forcing pump. 4th, In a

new safety apparatus, by which the elasticity of

steam in boilers is ascertained by weight directly

applied instead of indirectly, as in the ordinary

steelyard valve. And, 5th, In such an arrange-
ment of cog wheels with a compound engine, in

such manner that the steam, after having acted

as high pressure, may be used as low pressure
with greater effect than in any engine now in

use. And, in further compliance with the said

proviso, I, the said Joseph Eve, do hereby de-

scribe the manner in which my said invention is

to be performed by the following mechanical

description of the various improvements consti-

tuting the same, reference being had to the draw-

ings annexed, and to the figures and letters

marked thereon (that is to say) : Sheet first con-

tains three modes of constructing my rotary

steam-engine. Fig. 1, plate V., STEAM-ENGINE,
presents an end section. Fig. 2, a longitudinal
section of the same engine, on the simplest man-
ner of construction. The same letters refer to

similar parts in all the figures. In sheet the

first, a, a. are the cylinder and cone revolving in

contact in opposite directions, the cone having
one groove, and being one-third of the diameter

of the cylinder, which latter has three wings or

pistons, c, c, c, the ends of which, as they re-

volve, touch the outer case E, and do not admit

any steam to pass. The steam is admitted through
the pipe F, and, acting on the wing c, causes

the cylinder to revolve until the said wing passes
the pipe G, where the stratum of steam lodged
between each two wings is allowed to escape ;

the wing which has thus passed falls into the

groove d of the cone, the bottom of which groove
it touches in passing, thus allowing no steam to

escape between. The said wing c then passes

again by the steam-pipe F, and is acted upon
as before described, and so on in rotation. The

cylinder a, which is firmly fixed to its axis b,

rests on one side, on the outer case E, through
which the axis projects; but as there is some
friction produced by the revolution of the said

cylinder at its two ends, touching the outer case,
I have placed a false end, h h, under the Oj'|

o-

site end of the cylinder, which false end slides

on the axis b freely, and has a thread out at the

end ; by means of which, and the adjusting nut

i, the cylinder, if worn at the two ends, can be

easily tightened and adjusted. The adjusting
nut is confined by the collar K, which collar is

screwed to the outer case. The conical shape of

the small runner, which can likewise be moved

upwards or downwards in the outer case, serves

to keep the two convex surfaces of the cylinder
and cone in contact, so that no steam can escape
between them. It is obvious, from the conical

shape of the runner, that the longer the engine
will be in use the better it will work, and the

more steam-tight it will become. By referring
1

to fig. 3, which presents a longitudinal view of

the conical runner, it will be seen that the groove
d is cut into a separate piece of metal, which
slides by an adjusting screw up and down in the

empty space x, so that when the engine is ad-

justed, the groove, or the piece of metal into which
the said groove is cut, can be moved up and
down so as to fit the wings of the cylinder by
means of the adjusting screw o, as exhibited in

this and in fig. 4, which latter figure presents aii

end view of the before described cone. The
dotted lines in the said fig. 4 show the appear-
ance of the sliding piece containing the groove.
Letters n, n, in fig. 11, present two cog wheels,

running into each other, attached on the outside

of the engine to the axis of the cylinder and cone,

placed there for the purpose of producing a cor-

responding revolution of the said cylinder and

cone, causing the groove of the cone to present
itself regularly to the wings of the cylinder, o is

a pinion, fixed to the other end of the axis, by
means of which any machinery can be put into

motion. Another variety of constituting a steam-

engine on my principle is shown by an end sec-

tion view in fig. 5, and an external view in fig. 6.

This engine has a cylinder with three rings and
two small conical runners on each side ; said

conical runners being of the same construction

as in
fig. 3, represented with one groove cut into

each, and of one-third of the diameter of the cy-
linder. There are two induction and two educ-

tion steam-pipes ;
and although the engine may

be, with the exception of the addition of one of

the conical runners, exactly of the same size as

the one first described, a double quantity of

steam is requisite, and twice the power of the

former engine is gained. The steam enters through

pipe F a, and acts on the wing c, which, after

having passed pipe G a, where the steam escapes,
falls into the groove d of the lower cone, and

appearing at the induction steam-pipe r, b, is

loaded again with steam pressure, which it dis-

charges at the second eduction pipe G b, and
then enters the groove of the upper cone ; after

having passed which it is loaded again at the

first mentioned induction pipe. Letters m, m, m t

in fig. 6, are bridges by which the spindles, b, b, U,

of the cylinders and cones are supported. I have

represented six bridges in the drawing, but two

bridges on each end, and supporting the three

spindles or axes, will answer as well, or any
other contrivance to support them properly.
This engine has three cog wheels, n, n, n, at-

tached to the three spindles so as to cause the
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cylinder and cones to revolve in unison, and,
like the first described engine, a pinion o, on

the opposite end of the axis of the cylinder.

Fig. 7 shows an end section view, and fig. 8 a

longitudinal section. Figs. 12 and 13 two ex-

ternal views of an engine which I have constructed

upon a different plan, without altering any of the

leading principles of the two engines heretofore

described. The same letters already explained

apply likewise to the last mentioned figures.

The two conical runners in this engine are of an

equal length and diameter ; each has two wings
or pistons attached, and two grooves cut into

it,

and in revolving in opposite directions, the wing
of one runner falls alternately into the groove of

the other. The steam enters by pipe F, and as

the cylinders are running in contact, it cannot

escape between them, but acts upon the two

wings in an opposite direction, and escapes at

the eduction pipe G, after the said wings have

passed the same. By reference to fig. 8, which

represents the longitudinal section, it will be

seen that the two cones have each two false ends,

h, h, h, h, sliding freely on their spindles; the

two outer cases, E, E, fit over the runners and

their wings exactly. Each of the four false ends

has an adjusting nut, by which the engine is tight-

ened if steam escape, or slackened if it run too

tight. Each pair of the false ends, where they

join, have a plate that connects them and breaks

their joint so as to prevent escape of steam. This

plate p slides into the groove r, cut out of the

false ends, as exhibited by figs. 10 and 11, the

former showing an end view of the false ends,
with the connecting plate in the middle; the

latter figure, 11, exhibiting a longitudinal view

of the said false ends or bottoms. On these

false ends packing rings, Q, Q, Q, which are con-

fined to the sliding plate, as exhibited in fig. 9,

are placed ; these rings press against the hollow

outer case, and prevent any steam escaping by
them. These packing rings are shown in section,

in fig. 8. It will be evident that the false ends

need not be made true if the connecting plates
and packing rings, as above-described, are

adopted ; and that the engine, if provided with

moveable false 'ends, conical runners, and the

afore-described connecting plates and packing
rings attached, as shown in fig. 8, can always be

kept steam-tight ; and by use the various parts
on which there is any friction will fit better.

Sheet second, figs. 5', 6", 7', and 8', exhibit vari-

ous views of my said second particular, and
which I call my circulatory tubular steam-gen^-
rator

; as also of my said third particular, being
an arrangement of two revolving cocks to supply
the waste of water in lieu of the forcing pump.
Fig. 5' is a side view, fig. 6' a front view, fig. 8'

a back view of the said generator. The same
.etters apply to all the figures. A is the lower

conduit pipe: B the steam receiver: c, c, are two

pipes in which the water descends from the steam
receiver to the lower or conduit pipe : d is the

dome connected with the steam receiver, from
which dome the steam enters into the steam-

pipe F, and into pipe E, which latter leads to

the safety apparatus : g, g, g, g, g, g, g, g, g, g,
are ten pipes which communicate with the lower

conduit pipe and the upper pipe or steam re-

ceiver. Fig. 7' presents one of these ten sections
in front, and the manner in which they are

formed, and bent, and connected, with the two
horizontal pipes, which latter are shown in sec-
tion in this figure : h and i are two valves, the
former kept open by its own weight, and the
latter floating ; with these two valves every sec-
tion of pipes is provided at its two orifices, where
they communicate, with the lower conduit and
steam receiving pipe : p is the grate and fire-

place, over the middle of which the smaller com-
bination of pipes are placed : o, o, is the ash-pit :

Q is an end which screws into the lower conduit

pipe, by means of which the same may be cleaned
out when necessary ; the number of sections,
number of pipes composing each section, and
the manner in which the pipes are bent, is arbi-

trary. The generator or boiler is fed with water

through the orifice o. In
fig. 5' each of the two

horizontal tubes or pipes is shown as composed
of two pieces in my drawings, and united bv
means of their flanges and bolts and screws ;

they may, however, be cast in one piece of metal.

The heat of the furnace will cause the water to

circulate constantly through the tubes, thereby

preventing the steam from driving the water out
of them, and by which means they are in a great

degree prevented from burning out or oxidating.

My tubes, in the sections, are from one-eighth io

one-fourth of an inch thick, and one and two
inches diameter; they may be of copper, iron,

or any other metal which is sufficiently strong to

bear the pressure. This pressure will be com-

paratively small on account of the small size of

the pipes, although steam of the highest pressure
be used. My horizontal pipes are an inch and
a quarter thick, and nine inches and a half dia-

meter; the vertical pipes three-fourths of an inch

thick, and four inches and a half diameter. The
valves h and i, attached to the orifices of ench

of the section pipes where they enter into the

horizontal tubes, are placed there in case of a

rupture in one of the sections to which they be-

long, in which case the unbalanced pressure of

steam would force the water so rapidly into the

particular section that was ruptured, as to cause

the valves to close, thereby preventing any waste

of steam, and detaching the ruptured section

from the rest of the generator, whereby the en-

gine need not be stopped, but would only lose

so much of its power as the proportion of one

section to the remaining sound ones would be.

The two large vertical, as well as the two large

horizontal tubes, are imbedded in brick-work,

and the sections only are exposed to the heat of

the fire; therefore no steam will be found or

generated in the former, while the action of the

fire will cause the steam and water to ascend

rapidly through the small pipes into the steam

receiver, while the water in the steam receiver,

being heavier than the water combined with

steam in the smaller pipes, will descend through

the vertical tubes into the lower conduit tube,

thereby causing a continual circulation through

all the tubes, great and small. The steam will

of course accumulate at the top, and through the

dome find its way to the steam-pipe and safety-

apparatus. In case the circulation should be too

rapid, and to prevent the possibility
of the water
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beiti^ forced into the steam-pipe before it de-

scends again through the vertical pipes, I have

placed a piece of sheet iron, perforated with

small holes, similar to a strainer, in the middle

of the steam receiver, all across from end to end,
shown by a line across in the drawing, in fig. 7'.

I have given to the small pipes in the sections

the peculiar serpentine form, in order to enable

the steam to rise to the top more rapidly than

the water. My generators or boilers are supplied
with water by means of one or more revolving

cocks, to serve in lieu of the forcing pump, as

shown in sheet second, fig. 8', where two cocks

are represented, and which number I prefer: n
is a vessel, filled with water, of any convenient

shape, one side of which vessel is near the fur-

nace, so as to keep the water warm. This vessel

is connected with the generator through a tube

enloring at o, which is shown in section in the

drawing. This tube has two revolving cocks, K

and L, with a chamber between them as is shown

by letter m. The cocks are made to revolve

equally by cog wheels gearing into each other ;

so if cock K is open towards the water reservoir,

cock L will be closed towards the tube leading
to the generator, the chamber between the cocks

will therefore be filled with water through cock

K. By that time cock K closes and L opens to-

wards the generator; the water in the chamber
will then descend through o into the generator,

by its own gravity, and its place be occupied in

the chamber by steam from the generator. Cock
K opens again towards the chamber, and L is

closed towards the generator; the steam in the

chamber will be condensed by the water now

entering, or escapes into the water reservoir n.

This revolution goes on continually. If water be

presented by cock L to the generator, and the

said generator should be sufficiently full, the

water being up to the dotted lines, in such a

case the water will not be received, but remains
in the chamber until part or the whole is wanted,
the cocks constantly revolving. By this arrange-
ment the water can be kept constantly at the

desired height. Figs. 1', 2', 3', and 4', elucidate

my improvements in the safety apparatus, as ap-
plicable to my tubular circulatory steam-gene-
rator, or to any other boiler where high or low

pressure steam is generated. Fig. 1' shows a

longitudinal section of the compound tube : a is

the piston rod screwed into the piston 6, which

piston fits into the cylindrical tube e, screwed or
otherwise fixed at its base into the pipe that con-
nects it with the steam receiver or boiler, o is a
hole perforated through b to allow the steam to

ascend into the hollow space n, above the pis-
ton, so that the pressure is equal on both sides

with the exception of the piston rod, the diame-
ter of which alone is unbalanced. The piece h,

screwed into the upper part of tube e, prevents
the steam from ascending higher; another piece,

g g, having a hollow space on the top, is screwed
into h. Both these pieces Lave a hole bored in

their centre, lengthways/of a diameter equal to

the piston rod a, and to allow it to work up and
down. The hollow space i i, in the middle of

the two pieces g and
//,

is filled with packing so
as to prevent any escape of steam along the pis-
ton. The hollow space p, at top, is filled with

oil : K is a basin, with water up to the dotted

line to keep the upper part cool; the weights
with which the safety apparatus are intended to

be loaded are placed on the collar m. The hol-

low tube e has longitudinal openings, as will

be perceived by fig. 3', which presents an out-

side front view of the apparatus, and through
these openings the steam escapes whenever the

piston b rises. These holes may be of an inde-

finite length and breadth; a jacket F, repre-
sented by fig. 2', which fits over the tube e, and
has likewise the same number of longitudinal
holes cut through it, slides over the said tube,

and, by adjusting this jacket at x, the channel for

the escape steam can be made narrower accord-

ingly, as it may be desirable to have the piston
rod raised more or less. The hollow vessel L,

or a vessel of any other form, slides or is other-

wise fixed over the lower part of the apparatus,
so as to intercept the steam from incommoding
the upper part of it where the rod is loaded.

The pipe q leads from this hollow vessel L to

the steam condenser, or serves for the escape of

steam. Fig. 4' presents an outside view of the

piston : a is the rod already described : c, c, are

packing rings, two on the upper side and two on
the lower side. These rings press against the

tube e, in order to keep it steam-tight, so that

no steam can escape through the longitudinal

openings : d, d, are two pieces of metal screwed
on at the top and base of the piston to confine

the packing rings. Sheet third, fig. 5*, exhibits

an elevation of my said compound steam-engine,
with the aforesaid arrangement of cog-wheels,

constituting my said fifth particular. A is the fur-

nace containing the steam generator or boiler : B is

the dome on the top of the steam receiver, with

the steam-pipe c, and safety apparatus M. D is

a cock upon pipe c, through which steam is ad-

mitted to the high-pressure engine E. After

having acted upon it the said steam passes into

the low-pressure engine F, constructed on my
principle on a larger scale, so as to allow the

steam to expand, and then act upon it as low-

pressure: E and F have pinion wheels, of an

equal pitch, gearing into a spur wheel G : these

wheels determine the power given to each engine

by. regulating their motion with reference to the

power required from each. The steam finds its

escape at z into the condenser H : the condensed
steam or water runs through pipe i by its own

gravity towards the two revolving cocks, K,

whence it is conveyed back to the feeding pipe
in the steam generator, v is an engine con-

structed upon the plan elucidated by figs. 5 and
6 on sheet first, having two induction and two
eduction pipes, which engine serves as a pump in

this particular situation. Pipe w sucks the wa-
ter from the well or river, and carries it into the

refrigerator: x receives the water in the refrige-
rator and carries it downwards : v is the bellows,

fanning the fire by means of a band round the

axle Q, connected with two pulleys, R and s, or

by any other contrivance-: o is the valve and
lever of the bellows, connected by rod x with
the safety apparatus : T and u are pulleys con-
nected by a band to give rotary motion to pump
v; but many other contrivances may be used:
L is a cock which is only opened before :he
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engine is set to work, in order that the air may
be driven out of the pipes and condenser by the

steam; the cock may then be shut and the engine
set to work : Y is a pipe leading from the safety

apparatus to the condenser.'

208. The principle of the high-pressure steam

engine, which must next be examined, depends
on the power of steam to expand itself very

considerably beyond its original bulk, by the ad-

dition of a given portion of caloric, thus acquir-

ing a considerable elastic force, which, in this

case, is employed to give motion to a piston.
One of the greatest advantages attendant on

employing the repellent force of steam, as in

this form of the engine, consists in an evident

saving of the water usually employed in con-

densation
;
and this, in locomotive engines, for

propelling carriages, is an object of considerable

importance.
209. Leupold has furnished a description of

a high-pressure engine, in a very valuable work
on machines, published in 1724. He ascribes

the invention to Papin, and his apparatus con-

sists of two single cylinders placed at some dis-

tance from each other, each of which is provided
with a piston made to fit air-tight, and connected
with a forcing pump.

210. When high-pressure steam is admitted
at the bottom of the first cylinder, it is forced

upwards, carrying with it the lever of the pump;
at the same time that (he steam or air is expelled
from the other. On this operation being re-

peated, or rather reversed, the steam is allowed
to enter the second cylinder, which is also con-

nected with the boiler, while the steam in the

first cylinder is allowed to escape into the air.

From this it will be evident that the process of

condensation forms no part of the principle of

the high-pressure engine ;
and that the expansion

of gunpowder might be made to produce a pre-

cisely similar effect.

211. The amazing force to be produced by
the expansion of highly elastic vapor did not

escape the penetrating notice of that towering
genius, which was now directing all its energies
towards its improvement. Accordingly, we find,

in Mr. Watt's first patent, the following clause,
which expressly describes this engine: 'I intend,
in many cases, to employ the expansive force

of steam to press on the pistons, or whatever

may be used instead of them, in the same man-
ner as the pressure of the atmosphere is now

employed in common fire engines. In cases

where cold water cannot be had in plenty, the

engines may be wrought by the force of steam

only, by discharging the steam into the open air

after it has done its office.'

212. Messrs. Trevithick and Vivian were the

first to employ the high-pressure engine to ad-

vantage, as they found it admirably adapted for

the purpose of propelling carriages. In this

case the steam, after having performed its office,

was thrown off into the air; and the condenser,

together with the necessary supply of cold water

which must have accompanied it, was by this

means dispensed with. For the purpose of

motion, the high-pressure engine certainly pos-
sesses considerable advantages, not the least of

which are its cheapness and portability; the

danger, however, attendant on the use of steam
acting with a force equal to from forty to eighty
pounds on the square inch, must inevitably form
an insuperable bar to its general introduction to
our manufactures.

213. Mr. Woolf's improvements, which we
shall presently more fully examine, are of con-
siderable importance, and are founded on the
same principle as those of Mr. Watt, namely
the power of steam to expand itself, or increase
its volume in a very considerable degree, after

its passage from the boiler. From a variety of

experiments made on this subject, he ascertained
that a quantity of steam having the force of five,

six, seven, or more pounds on every square inch
of the boiler, may be allowed to expand itself

to an equal number of times of its own volume,
when it would still be equal to the weight of
the atmosphere, provided that the cylinder in

which the expansion takes place have the same

temperature as the steam possessed before it

began to increase.

214. The most economical mode of employ-
ing this principle consists in the application of

two steam cylinders and pistons of unequal size

to a high-pressure boiler; the smaller of whicli

should have a communication, both at its top
and bottom, ivith the steam vessel. A commu-
nication being also formed between the top of

the smaller cylinder and the bottom of the larger

cylinder, and vice versa. When the engine is

set to work, steam of a high temperature is ad-

mitted from the boiler to act by its elastic force

on one side of the smaller piston, while the

steam which had last moved it has a commu-
nication with the larger or condensing cylinder.
If both pistons be placed at the top of their

respective cylinders, and steam of a pressure

equal to forty pounds on the square inch be ad-

mitted, the smaller piston will be pressed down;
while the steam below it, instead of being al-

lowed to escape into the atmosphere, or pass
into the condensing vessel, as in the common

engine, is made to enter the larger cylinder
above its piston, which will make its downward
stroke at the same time as that in the smaller

cylinder; and, during this process, the steam

which last filled the larger cylinder, will be pass-

ing into the condenser to form a vacuum during
the downward stroke.

215. To perform the upward stroke it is

merely necessary to reverse the action of the re-

spective cylinders; and it will be effected by

the pressure of the steam in the top of the small

cylinder acting beneath the piston in the great

cylinder; thus alternately admitting the steam

to the different sides of the smaller piston, while

the steam last admitted into the smaller cylinder

passes regularly to the different sides of the

larger piston, the communication between the

condenser and steam boiler being reversed at

each stroke.

216. The economical application
of this en-

gine may however be best understood by an

examination of its effective force when
applied

to the raising of water. It appears that a double

cylinder expansion engine was constructed for

Wheal Yor mine in 1815. Tim has a great

cvlmde- of fifty-three
inches in diameter, and
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nine feet stroke, the small cylinder being about

one-fifth of the contents of the great one. The

engine works six pumps, which at every stroke

raise a load of water of 37,982 pounds weight,
seven feet and a half high. This produces a

pressure of 14'1 pounds per square inch on the

surface of the great piston, while its average

performance may be estimated at 46,000,000

pounds, raised one foot high with each bushel

of fuel.

217. The steam or vapor, which is produced
by the expansion or ignition of any inflam-

mable body, has frequently been suggested for

producing a vacuum, and even furnishing motive

force to impel mechanism. Several contrivances

of this kind might be noticed, but in the present
case our limits will only permit of one exem-

plification. It is shown in the accompanying
figures.

218. The above apparatus was suggested by
an ingenious American, and the first part of the

machine consists of a metallic or other vessel,

or tubes, so constructed that a stream or current

of atmospheric air may pass, together with the

inflammable vapor, through a considerable space,

interrupted by short turns or other impediments,
the object of which is to mix and blend the air

and the vapor thoroughly with each other, by
which union they are rendered highly explosive.

219. Fig. 1, plate VI., consists of an oblong
box of tin or other metallic plates, divided hori-

zontally into four compartments, by the parti-
tions a, a, a, which extend alternately from one
end of the box to within a short distance of the

other end, so that air, entering the lower com-

partment at b, would be compelled by the par-
titions to travel the whole length of the box

through each compartment, in its ascent to the

top. These compartments are divided by the

vertical partitions c, c, running the whole length
of the box, into half inch spaces, which pro-
duces the two-fold advantage of increasing the

friction of the particles of vapor and air with
each other, and also of preventing violence in

the event of any explosion, should such an acci-

dent take place within the box. There is a tube

d, for the admission of air and the other mate-
rials into the lower compartment at 6, and an-

other tube e, for the outlet of the explosive mix-
ture from the upper compartment, each covered
with a wire-gauze to prevent explosion, which

completes the preparing vessel.

220. Fig. 2 is a front view of the apparatus ;

fig. 3, a section taken transversely ; A is a cylin-
der of brass, copper, or other material, fitted

with a plunger or piston B, connected with a
crank shaft C, as in a steam-engine. The lower
end of the cylinder has a valve D, of at least

half its diameter, opening outwards. This valve

D may be made very simply by a rim of lea-

ther, or other flexible substance, of the same dia-

meter as the opening into the cylinder. This
rim of leather is to be tied round the lower end
of the cylinder, so as to form a continuation of
it. The bottom part of the leather is to be flat-

tened so as to bring its sides together, for four
or five inches of its length, and to be kept in

tlttt position by slight springs, attached to the

edges of the flat part, something like a bow and

bow-string. This valve is supported or pre-
vented from being pushed into the cylinder by a

plate of metal, of sufficient thickness to bear the

pressure of the atmosphere, arched or curved

outward, and perforated with as many holes, of

one-eighth or one-quarter of an inch diameter,
as can conveniently be made in it. The end ot

the cylinder forms the abutment to the arched

plate.
221. A valve E, opening outwards, is fixed in

the side of the cylinder at the bottom, for the

purpose of admitting air to the interior. The
inflammable vapor is passed from the preparing
box F (shown detached at fig. 1), through a

pipe e e, which extends entirely round the cy-

linder, at the depth of about one-sixth of the

stroke of the piston from the top. The cylinder
is perforated with small holes, in that part em-
braced by the pipe e, for the passage of the

inflammable vapor to the interior. The neck of

this pipe e should be as .short as possible, to

prevent the vapor condensing before it reaches

the cylinder, and should be furnished with a

valve f, next the preparing vessel, to cut off the

communication between it and the cylinder,
while the explosion takes place. A small valve

g, next the cylinder, opening outwards, permits
the inflammable vapor to be ignited by the flame

of a lamp h ;
these valves being worked by cams

i, k, on the revolving crank-shaft, or by any
other convenient method.

222. A perforated plate of thin metal / is

introduced into the cylinder below the piston B,

supported and guided by small rods m, m,

working sufficiently tight in a stuffing-box in the

piston B. This plate I ascends and descends

with the piston, and is prevented from rising

higher than the vapor pipe e, by the upper ends

of its rods m, m, striking a stationary part above.

In this situation it forms a partition between the

explosive mixture and the air in the lower part
of the cylinder. A wire gauze should also be

placed between the vapor valve/, and inflaming
valve g, to prevent explosion, should the former

not close in time. It will be seen at fig. 2 that

there are two cylinders fitted up in this way.
and communicating with the same preparing ves-

sel and crank-shaft.

223. To prepare the explosive mixture, there

must be a small quantity of alcohol, either alone

or mixed with spirit of turpentine, or any other

inflammable material, capable of evaporation,
introduced into the lower compartment of the ves-

sel F. A lamp n, or other heat if necessary, is

now to be placed under the preparing vessel, for

the purpose of raising the temperature, and

keeping the materials about blood heat. The
flame of a lamp h is also to be stationed at the

inflaming valve g. If too much vapor is raised

in proportion to the quantity of air, the mixture

ceases to be explosive.
224. The piston B, in its ascent, would cause

a partial vacuum in the cylinder, but this is

prevented by raising the valve E, which sup-
plies the cylinder with air till B reaches the pipe
e here the perforated plate /, stops, while the

piston B continues its motion to the top of the

cylinder: the air-valve E is now closed, and the

remainder of the cylinder above / is supplied
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with explosive mixture through the pipe e, from
the preparing box. Just before the piston B
reaches the end of its stroke, the inflaming valve

g opens, and the flame of the lamp communi-

cating to the vapor causes an explosion which

instantly drives out the contents of the cylinder

through the perforated arched plate /, and flex-

ible leathern valve D, which leather valve im-

mediately collapses again to prevent the return

of the air.

225. The steam formed by the explosion is

condensed by keeping the cylinder below the

pipe E cool, by surrounding it with water in

the jacket O O, and by injecting a jet of water

through the cock p, (which is also worked by a

cam q, on the crank-shaft).
226. The vacuum being formed under the

piston B, it descends by the pressure of the at-

mosphere, and its connecting rods communicate
motion to the crank-shaft, in the same way as in

^ ordinary
steam engines ; and, a similar operation

being carried on in the second cylinder, the

power is taken from the crank-shaft, and em-

ployed as a moving power.
227. The patent apparatus for generating

steam, suggested by Mr. Gurney, promises to be
of considerable importance as an adjunct to the

high-pressure engine. The specification of his

patent contains a description of two sorts of

boilers. The first is a tubular vessel consisting
of a series of portions, each formed like the figure

8, and these being arranged together, one behind
the other successively, will form two cylindrical

compartments, in the lower one of which the fire

is made, on bars placed across the lower portion
of the curved tubes, while the upper one serves

as a funnel to convey the smoke to the chimney.
Besides the curved tubes, which thus constitute

the boiler, two straight tubes, of considerably

larger size, are used to connect the others toge-
ther and form the communication between them,
one of which runs across beneath them at bot-

tom and conveys the water to them, and the

other passes across them at top, and carries off

the steam from them to the working cylinder,

apertures being made through them and the bent

tubes at their points of contact to form passages
for the water and the steam. To make the fire

act more powerfully on the upper part of the

lower cylindrical compartment, and also to pre-
vent it from passing up between the tubes into

the upper compartment, a plate of iron is laid

along over the whole of the bottom of this latter,

which compels the flame and heated vapor to

pass on to its end before it can enter the upper

compartment, along which latter they afterwards

pass on their way to the chimney, heating in

their passage the upper portions of the bent

tubes. To confine the heat a double case of

iron encloses the whole apparatus, between the

two constituent parts of which a space is left,

which being filled up with pumice-stone, or

some other bad conductor of heat, makes the

heat act more powerfully in the direction re-

quired. This sort of boiler may be varied by

having a greater number of cylindrical compart-
ments formed by additional flexures of the bent

tubes on the principle above-mentioned.

228. The second species of boiler is composed

of two horizontal cylinders, one of which beinc;
somewhat smaller than the other is placed within

it, and united to it at the edges, leaving sufficient

space between the two for the reception of water.
Above this double cylinder two double semi-

cylinders, formed in a similar manner, are placed
one over the other with the hollow part down-
wards, and the communication between them is

effected by bent tubes, which pass from the upper
part of the double cylinder to the lower parts of
the double semi-cylinder next it at each side,
and also from the upper part ofthis latter to the

lower edges at each side of the upper double

semi-cylinder. The fire is made within the

double cylinder on bars placed on bearers about
a third of the height from the bottom, and the

flame and smoke pass from its farther end into

the space between it and the first semi-cylinder,
beneath which they return towards the front and

pass round beneath the upper double semi-cy-
linder, whence they enter the chimney at its

further end. The double cylinder, and the

double semi-cylinders, are divided into a num-
ber of small vertical parallel compartments by
bent bars of iron placed within them at regular

distances, and fastened by rivets which pass

through them and the parts of the cylinders and

semi-cylinders with which the bars are in con-

tact. These bent bars are somewhat shorter than

the parts within which they lie, so as to leave a

free space beneath them for the passage of wa-

ter, or of water and steam, according to their

positions; and a similar space may be left by
the same means along the upper ridges of the

cylinder and semi-cylinders for the passage of

the steam, which may be also conveyed by sepa-
rate tubes from each of the small compartments
A large straight tube runs beneath the bottom of

the cylinder to convey water to it, and another

proceeds along the top of the upper semi-cylin-

der to carry off the steam from it to the working

cylinder. The whole of this boiler is to be also

enclosed in a case Similar to that of the first de-

scribed boiler.

229. An account is next given of an apparatus
for separating the steam from the water when

they are forced out intermixed from tubular

boilers, which consists of an upright cylinder,

into the upper part of which a tube enters from

the top of the boiler, and then bends round and

descends to near its bottom, whence another

tube returns again to the boiler at its lowest pro-

jection. Near the bottom of the cylinder a

wooden valve is placed, which permits the water

separated from the steam to return into the

boiler; but, in case of any sudden expansion of

the steam in the boiler, it rises up and prevents

water from the boiler being forced by this expan-

sion into the cylinder. From the top of this

cylinder the steam proceeds to the engine through

another tube, after having left behind the water

with which it was first intermixed.

230. Another apparatus is after this described,

whose office is to convey water to the boiler.

This is also an upright cylindrical vessel, from

the top of which a pipe goes to the reservoir,

and from its bottom another pipe descends to

near the bottom of the vessel last described,

while a third tube passes down from its upper
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part to about the middle of the former vessel.

In the pipe that goes to the reservoir is a stop-
cock near the top of the vessel, and two more in

the two descending pipes, which latter may be

placed so as to be closed by one plug traversing
the two ; to these cocks are fixed cranks con-

nected together by a bar worked by the steam

engine, and the passages of the cocks are so ar-

ranged that when the two lower ones in the de-

scending pipes are closed, that in the upper one

leading to the reservoir will be open, and vice

versa. By this arrangement of the pipes the

end of the one that passes from the top of the

upper vessel to the middle of the lower one will

be sometimes above the water and sometimes

beneath it, according as its level varies in this

vessel; when the first happens the patentee states

that the steam will rise up through it into the

upper vessel, and will force the water which this

contains through the other descending pipe into

the lower vessel ; and when the latter case occurs,
and its lower end is immersed, then the passage
of the water will be interrupted. It is mentioned
that this latter apparatus may be used with any
other sort of steam-boiler as well as those de-

scribed.

231. Finally, a method is recited for freeing
the tubes of the boilers from the sediment and
incrustations that are more or less formed in all

boilers, which method consists in filling them, if

formed of iron, with a mixture of one part of

muriatic acid to 100 parts of water, or with a

mixture of vinegar and water, in the proportion
of a pint of the former to three gallons of the

latter ; and if the tubes are made of copper, then

sulphuric acid is directed to be added to marine

salt, in the proportion of half an ounce to a

pound, and with a proper quantity of water to

be put into them. These mixtures are to be used

cold, and a little while after one of them is poured
in, a small fire of chips is to be made under the

boiler, to make the fluid circulate and bring fresh

portions of it in contact with the concretions;

and, when these are observed to be sufficiently

dissolved, the liquor is to be run off through a
cock in the bottom of the boiler along with the

undissolved siliceous matter.

232. Mr. M'Curdy's apparatus has excited

too much attention to be passed without parti-
cular notice. It consists of eleven cylinders,
twelve feet long and twelve inches in diameter,

placed horizontally in two rows, like gas retorts,

in a furnace, six being in the lowest row and
five in the upper one over the intervals of these,
and a fire-place being made under each three of

the cylinders in the lower row. Each cylinder
contains another cylinder within it, so much
smaller as to leave a space between them of

about an inch in extent, whioh space is to be
maintained by bands, or pins, reaching so much
beyond the inner cylinders, and placed on them
at regular distances asunder.

233. Above the eleven double cylinders, or

steam-generators, in the same furnace, a twelfth

cylinder of the same length, but somewhat more
than thirty inches in diameter, is placed, which
Mr. M'Curdy calls a steamometer, and which

will hold ten times the contents of all the spaces
h'i'.weeu the inner and outer cylinders; the eleven

outer cylinders are connected by tubes, which
run from one to the other sideways near their

tops in each row, and from the lower to the

upper row ;
a tube also passes from the upper

row of cylinders to the steamometer, and another

goes from the latter to the working cylinder of a

steam engine. The supply of water is given by
a forcing pump, which draws it from the re-

servoir and impels it into the space between

the inner and outer cylinders, which are placed
at the outside of the lowest row, and thence

through the tubes and the spaces between all the

other inner and outer cylinders up to the steam-

ometer ; at the bottom of which latter a cock is

placed, by>which the ascent of the water to that

point may be known ; while by another cock,
fixed between the forcing pump and the reser-

voir, the degree of the supply of water is regu-
lated. A safety valve on the steam tube, close

to where it passes from the steamometer on its

way to the steam engine, completes the ap-
paratus.

234. In pursuing the history of the steam

engine, we have already examined the most per-
fect form of the single-acting apparatus ; but an

engine of double powers was soon produced by
the comprehensive mind of Mr. Watt. He haa
introduced steam acting against a piston to press
it downwards ; he now formed a communication
between both sides of the piston and the boiler,
and also with the condenser, and made the steam
act to press the piston upwards as well as down-
wards.

235. The mechanism was now, as far as the

principle went, perfect ; and it was freed, for the

first time, from the enormous dead weight of

counterpoises, which had hung on it from the

first attempts of Newcomen ;
and the equally

enormous load which was used in the construc-

tion of the various parts, for the purpose of

equalising the motion.

236. The cylinder a, plate VII., is enclosed in

a jacket creasing like the single engine, having a

similar interval, which may be filled with steam
or air. The piston b is attached to the lever-beam

by the rod x. 1, 2, 3, 4, are the valves which admit
steam to the cylinder, or open a communication
between the upper and under sides of the pislon
and the condenser, g is the pipe leading from
the valves to the condenser, m, in, the levers or

spanners, which are elevated or depressed by the

tappx-ts or pins n, z, in the plug-frame, and open
or shut the valves to which they may be con-

nected, h is the condenser ; L, a pipe connecting
it with air-pump i, and a second air-pump E. c,

the piston-rod of this second pump, attached

like the other, i. to the levgr-beam. r, a pipe
from the cold water-pump q, to supply the reser-

voir in which the condenser and its pumps are

placed, k, a trough or reservoir into which the

water heated by the condensation of steam in the

condenser, which is raised by the air-pump
is pumped back by M into the boilei . G, a pulley ;

and H, an endless chain moving over it, also

going round a pulley fixed on the upright axis

of the conical pendulum or governor z. n, the

handle of the lever which regulates the quantity
of injection water admitted, p, p, the masonry
or wall on which the cylinder, and other parts of
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the machine are placed, d, a pipe conveying
steam from the boiler to the cylinder. B, a cock
or valve, called the throttle-valve or regulator,

placed on the pipe conveying the steam from the

boiler, and which is moved by the levers shown
as supported at D, and connected with the conical

pendulum, x, Q, Q, Q,W, are a system of levers,
called the parallel motion, z is the axis of the

lever-beam y.
237. The motion at first is produced in this

machine in the same manner as in the single en-

gine, by filling the condenser and cylinder with

steam, and then opening the injection-cock.
238. This process may be considered to have

been gone through, and that the piston has arrived

at the top of the cylinder. At this moment the

tappets n, n, and levers m, m, open the valves 1

and 4, and shut 3 and 2. The steam from the

boiler now acts on the upper side of the piston,
while a vacuum is formed under it by valve 4

opening a communication between that part of

the cylinder beneath it and the condenser. The

piston is therefore pressed by the elasticity of the

steam to the bottom ; when it has arrived at the

lowest point, the tappets on the plug frame,
which also descend with the piston-rod, shut the

valves 1 and 4, and open 3 and 2. The steam
from the boiler, instead of flowing in at the top
if the cylinder, is admitted at the bottom, and a

communication is opened between the upper end
of the cylinder and the condenser : a vacuum is

then produced above the piston, and the elasticity
of the steam (instead of the counterpoise in our
last figure) forces it upwards. When it is ele-

vated to the required height, the tappets again
act on the spanners, and prevent the further flow

of steam beneath the piston, and admits it at its

upper end, opening at the same moment a com-
munication between the lower end and condens-

ing apparatus. The motion of the piston is then

reversed, and this alternation may be continued

indefinitely.

239. The mode of pumping out the water

from the condenser, being the same as that in the

single engine, will be easily understood from an

inspection of our figure. In order to show the

four valves in section, a pipe placed in the same

direction, and opposite to o, has been omitted in

the engraving ;
it connects the top of the cylinder

and the condenser together.
240. The power of the condensing engine is

easily known by ascertaining the temperature of

the steam, which moves the piston, the area of the

piston, and the temperature of the vapor which
remains in the condenser. We know from ex-

periment that steam of the temperature of 212
will balance the pressure of the atmosphere, or,

what is the same thing, will force a piston into a

vacuum with a force equal to about fourteen

pounds and three quarters weight for every

square inch of the area of the piston. The dif-

ference between the elasticity of the steam
in the condenser, and that issuing from the

boiler, will be the measure of the power of

the engine. It is however found most expedient
to raise the steam to a somewhat higher tempe-
rature than 212, so as to produce a pressure be-

tween seventeen and eighteen pounds on each

square inch of the piston ; yet, in practice, from

the imperfect vacuum which is made in the con-
denser, and after making allowance for the fric-
tion of the piston on the sides of the cylinder,
and for the .friction of the various parts of the
intermediate machinery, this pressure of eighteen
pounds on each square inch of the piston, cannot
raise more water per inch than would weigh
about eight pounds and a half, so that somewhat
more than a half of the whole power of the steam
is absorbed to give motion to the intermediate
mechanism. The height to which this weight
can be elevated depends on the length of the cy-

linder, and to raise the same weight to twice the

height by the same piston requires double the

quantity of steam. The double condensing en-

gine will also perform double the work of a single
engine in about half the time, but it requires
double the quantity of steam. . So that in all

cases, under the same circumstances, the work

performed will be as the quantity of steam used.
241. When the impulse of the steam impelled

the piston only in one direction (downwards) its

motion could be imparted to the beam by means
of chains; but, when the impulse was to be com-
municated upwards as well as downwards, some
other contrivance for connecting the benm and

piston became necessary ; and one of the condi-
tions of this contrivance must be, to convert the

motion in a curved path of the end of the lever-

beam, into a rectilineal motion of the cylinder

piston-rod. Mr. Watt, in his earlier engines,
used to form the end of the beam as a sector

with teeth, which worked into a rack fixed on
the end of the piston-rod ;

this allowed the rod
to move perpendicularly upwards or downwards,
but it was very inelegant in appearance, worked
with a great noise, and was easily deranged, es-

pecially at the instant when the direction of the

motion was changed.
242. Even after the motion of the piston was

equalised, by shutting off the steam sooner or

later from the cylinder, another source of irregu-

larity was found to arise from the varying quan-

tity of steam which in different states of the fire

under the boiler, was admitted into the cylinder.
Several modes of adjustment occurred to Mr.
Watt. The one most generally employed, and

probably as accurate as any, was, by placing a

valve in the pipe connecting the boiler and the

cylinder, which could be made to increase or

diminish the steam-way. The next improvement
was to make this valve, called a throttle-valve,

a self-acting one, and to admit of its being so

adjusted that, when the piston was moving with

too great a velocity, it would admit less steam

into the cylinder, aud so diminish its speed, and

on the contrary admit a greater quantity when it

was moving too slow.

243. A similar irregularity in the motion of

corn-mills, from the varying quantity of water or

resistance, had early exercised the ingenuity of

millers, to obtain some means by which its in-

jurious effects could be obviated. One of the

most usual modes was by means of a couple of

heavy balls, attached by a jointed rod, which

were made to revolve by being connected with

the spindle or axis of the mill-stones. When
the stones were moving at a great speed, the

meal, by the rise of the stones, was too coarse ;
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and, on the contrary, when the motion was too

slow, the meal produced was small in quantity,
and too fine. The attached balls, which were

called a lift-tenter, by their centrifugal force

either raised or lowered a stage in which the

arbor of the spindle revolved, and brought the

mill-stones nearer, or removed them farther from

each other, asthey might be adjusted. This most

ingenious regulator was adopted by Mr. Watt,
and was applied to regulate the opening and shut-

ting of the throttle-valve of his improved engine.

244. Mr. Hornblower's engine combined the

high pressure principle, and the condensing ap-

paratus, in one engine. We are not to consider

tins engine as being on a different principle from

Mr. Watt's, but as applying his principles of

condensation and expansion in a different manner
from what Mr. Watt does. Mr. Hornblower ob-

tained a patent in 1781 for a machine or engine
for raising water by means of fire, and the speci-
fication of the patent was as follows : First :

'
I use two vessels, in which the steam is to act,

and which in other engines are called cylinders.

Secondly : I employ the steam after it has acted

in the first vessel to operate a second time in the

other, by permitting it to expand itself, which I

do by connecting the vessels together, and form-

ing proper channels and apertures, whereby the

steam shall occasionally go in and out of the

said vessels. Thirdly : I condense the steam, by
causing it to pass in contact with metalline sur-

faces, while water is applied to the opposite side.

Fourthly : To discharge the engine of the water
used to condense the steam, I suspend a column
of water in a tube or vessel constructed for that

purpose, on the principles of the barometer, the

upper end having open communication with the

steam vessels, and the lower end being immersed
in a vessel of water. Fifthly : To discharge the

air which enters the steam-vessels with the con-

densing water, or otherwise, I introduce it into a

separate vessel, whence it is protruded by the

admission of steam. Sixthly : That the con-
densed vapor shall not remain in the steam-
vessel in which the steam is condensed, I collect

it into another vessel, which has open communi-
cation with the steam-vessels, and the water in
the mine, reservoir, or river. Lastly, in cases
where the atmosphere is to be employed to act
on the piston, I use a piston so constructed as to
admit steam round its periphery, and in contact
with the sides of the steam-vessel, thereby to

prevent the external air from passing in between
the piston and the sides of the steam-vessel.'

245. The following is a description of this en-

gine by the inventor, as it was published in the En-

cyclopaedia Britannica. Let A and B (plate III.

fig. 1) represent two cylinders, of which A is the

largest ; a piston moves in each, having their

rods, C and D, moving through collars at E and
F. These cylinders may be supplied with steam
from the boiler by means of the square pipe G,
which has a flanch to connect it with the rest of
the steam-pipe. This square part is represented as

branching off to both cylinders : r and d are two
cocks, which have handles and tumblers as usual,
worked by the plug-beam W. On the fore-side
of the cylinders, that is, the side next the eye,
is represented another communicating pipe,
whose section is also square, or rectangular,

having also two cocks , b. The pipe Y, im-

mediately under the cock b, establishes a com-
munication between the upper and lower paits
of the small cylinder B, by opening the cock b.

There is a similar pipe on the other side of the

cylinder A, immediately under the cock d.

246. When the cocks c and a are open, and
the cocks b and d are shut, the steam from the

boiler has free admission into the upper part of

the small cylinder B, and the steam from the

lower part of B has free admission into the up-
per part of the great cylinder A ; but the upper
part

of each cylinder has no communication with
its lower part.

247. From the bottom of the great cylinder

proceeds the eduction-pipe K, having a valve at

its opening into the cylinder; it then bends

downward, and is connected with the conical

condenser L. The condenser is fixed on a hol-

low box M, on which stand the pumps N and O,
for extracting the air and water, which last runs

along the trough T, into a cistern U, from which
it is raised by the pump V, for recruiting the

boiler, being already nearly boiling hot. Im-

mediately under the condenser there is a spigot-

valve, at S, over which is a small jet-pipe,

reaching to the bend of the eduction-pipe K.
The whole of the condensing apparatus is con-

tained in a cistern, R,, of cold water
;
a small pipe,

P, comes from the side of the condenser, and
terminates on the bottom of the trough T, and
is there covered with a valve, Q, which is kept

tight by the water that is always running over it.

248. Lastly, the pump-rods, X, cause the outer

end of the beam to preponderate, so that the

quiescent position of the beam is that represented
in the figure, the pistons being at the top of the

cylinders.
249. Suppose all the cocks open, and steam

coming in copiously from the boiler, and no
condensation going on in L, the steam must
drive out all the air, and at last follow it through
the valve Q. Now shut the cocks b and

rf, and

open the valve S of the condenser; the condensa-
tion will immediately commence, and draw off

the steam from the lower part of the great cylin-
der. There is now no pressure on the under side

of the piston of the great cylinder A, and it im-

mediately descends. The communication Y,
between the lower part of the small cylinder B
and the upper part of the great cylinder A, being
open, the steam will go from the lower part of

B, into the space left by the descent of the piston
of A. It must therefore expand, and its elasticity
must diminish, and will no longer balance the

pressure of the steam coming from the boiler,
and pressing above the piston of B.

250. This piston, therefore, if not withheld by
the beam, would descend till it came in equi-
librio, from having steam of equal density above
and below it. But it cannot descend so fast

for the cylinder A is larger than B, and the arch
of the beam, at which the great piston is sus-

pended, is no longer than the arm which sup-
ports the piston of B ; therefore, when the piston
of B has descended as far as the beam will per-
mit it, the steam between the two pistons occupies
a larger space than it did when both pistons were
at the top of their cylinders, and its density di-

minishes as its bulk increases. The steam beneath
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the small piston is, therefore, hot a balance for

the steam on the upper side of the same, and the

piston B will act to depress the beam with all

the difference of these pressures.
251. The slightest view of the subject must

show the reader that, as the pistons descend, the

steam that is between them will grow continually
rarer and less elastic, and that both pistons will

draw the beam downwards. Suppose, now, that

each one had reached the bottom of its cylinder,
shut the cock a, and the eduction-valve at the

bottom of A, and open the cocks' b and d. The
communication being now established between
the upper and lower part of each cylinder, their

pistons will be pressed equally on the upper and
lower surfaces; in this situation nothing, there-

fore, hinders the counter-weight from raising the

pistons to the top,
252. Suppose them arrived at the top : the

cylinder Bis at this time filled with steam of the

ordinary density ; and the cylinder A with an

equal absolute quantity of steam, but expanded
into a larger space. Shut the cocks b and d, and

open the cock a, and the eduction-valve at the

bottom ofA ;
the condensation will again operate,

and cause the pistons to descend ; and thus the

operation may be repeated as long as steam is

supplied ; and once full of the cylinder B, of or-

dinary steam, is expended during each working
stroke.

253. The cocks of this engine are composed of

two flat circular plates, ground very true to each

other, and one of them turns round on a pin

through their centres : each is pierced with three

sectorial apertures, exactly corresponding with
each other, and occupying a little less than one-
half of their surfaces. By turning the moveable

plate so that the apertures coincide, a large pas-
sage is opened for the steam

; and, by turning it

so that the solid part of the one covers the aper-
ture of the other, the cock is shut. Such regu-
lators are now very common in the cast-iron

stoves for warming rooms. Mr. Hornblower's
contrivance for making the collars for the piston-
rods air-tight is thus : the collar is in fact two,

placed at a small distance from each other ;
and

a small pipe, branching off from the steam-pipe,
communicates with the space between the collars.

This steam, being a little stronger than the pres-
sure of the atmosphere, effectually prevents the

air from penetrating through the upper collar;

and, though a little steam should get through the

lower collar into the cylinder A, it can do no
harm. The manner of making this stuffing-box
is as follows : on the top of the cylinder is a box
to contain something soft, yet pretty close, to

embrace the piston-rod in its motion up and
down

; and this is usually a sort of plaited rope
of white yarn, nicely laid in, and rammed down

gently, occupying about a third of its depth ;

upon that is placed a sort of tripod, having a flat

ring of brass for its upper, and another for its

lower part ; and these rings are in breadth equal
to the space between the piston-rod and the side

of the box. This compound ring being put on
over the end of the piston-rod, another quantity
of this rope is to be put upon it, and gently
rammed as before ; then there is a hollow space
left between these two pickings, and that space
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is to be supplied with strong steam from the
boiler. Thus is the packing about the piston-
rod kept in such a state as to prevent the air
from entering the cylinder when at any time there

may be a partial vacuum above the piston.

_

254. Mr. Hornblower's description of this en-
gine was followed by a mathematical investiga-
tion of the-principles of its action, by the ingenious
professor Robison, which demonstrates that it is

the same thing in effect as Mr. Watt's expansion -

engine ; but, though this is true, there is a con-
siderable difference in the steps by which the
effect is attained, which gives an important ad-

vantage when it is reduced to practice. We shall

give an investigation in a more popular form,

using only common arithmetic. Mr. llornblower
assumed that the power or pressure of steam is

inversely as the space into which the steam is

expanded : this is the case with air, anrl, for the

present, we will grant it to be so with steam,
and reason from the same data as the ingenious
inventor gives us.

255. To explain clearly what passes in the

two cylinders, we must deviate from the precise
form of the engine, and divest ourselves of one

complication of ideas, by reducing botli cylinders
to the same stroke; therefore, suppose the ensrine

to be made like fig. 2, which represents the two

cylinders placed one upon the other, the lower

one being double the capacity of the upper one,
and both pistons being attached to the same roil,

which may be applied to the end of the beam,
so that the descent of the pistons must draw up
the load at the opposite end of the beam.

256. Then, if we suppose the small piston to

be ten inches in diameter, the great piston must
be 14-14 inches; and to avoid all difficulties of

the ratio of the expansion, and the pressure of

steam, we will suppose the engine to be worked

by the pressure of atmospheric air instead of

steam; and, for the convenience of round num-
bers in our calculation, we will consider the

pressure at only ten pounds per circular inch on

the surface of the piston.
257. The area of the small piston will be

100 circular inches, and, being assumed to move
without friction, the pressure upon it will be 10

X 100= 1000 Ibs. The area of the reat piston

is twice as much, or 200 circular inches, and the

pressure 2000 Ibs.

258. Suppose both pistons to be at the top of

their respective cylinders ; let the atmospheric air

be admitted to press freely upon the upper sur-

face of the small piston ;
and suppose the space

between the two pistons filled with air of the

same density, while there is a perfect
vacuum

made in the lower part of the great cylinder, be-

neath its piston.
259. Under these circumstances, the two pis-

tons will begin to descend with something less

than 2000 Ibs. of load upon the outer end of the

beam, because there are 2000 Ibs. of pressure on

the great piston by the air contained in the space

between the two pistons, bearing
on the 200 inches

of surface with a weight of ten pounds per inch;

and beneath this piston
there is nothing to coun-

teract the pressure.
At the same lime the small

piston, having air of equal density above and

below it, is m equilibrio.
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Descending Power of the Great Piston. Descending Power of the Small

Piston.

Combined Power of both

Pistons.

Ibs.

At first the power will be . 2000
In consequence of the pressure

of 10 Ibs. per circular inch

upon its upper surface, and

no pressure beneath.

At one-fourth of the descent -\

the power will have di- f

minished, by regular de- f

crements, to

Because the air between the

two pistons must occupy
three-fourths of the small

cylinder, and one-fourth of

the great cylinder, which is

a space equal to one and

one-fourth of the original

space which it filled ;
there-

fore the spaces will be as

five to four ; and, if the den-

sity of air is as the inverse

proportion of the space
which it occupies, the

pres-
sure on the great piston
must be as four to five, or

four-fifths of 2000= 1600.

At one-half of the descent }
the power will have di- > 1333|
minified to J

Because at this position the air

between the pistons occu-

pies one-half of the small

cylinder and one-half of the

great one, which is a space

equal to one and one-half

of the space it filled origi-

nally. The spaces will

therefore be as six to four,

and the pressure on the

great piston as four to six,

or two-thirds of 2000 =
1333.

At three-fourths of the
de-}

scent the power will be > 11 42$

only r

Because the air must now oc-

cupy one-fourth of the small

cylinder, and three-fourths

of the large cylinder, which
is a space equal to one and
three-fourths of the original

space. Thus the spaces will

be as seven to four, and the

pressure on the great piston
four-sevenths of 2000 =
1142f.

At the bottom of the cylinder
the power will be
Because the air must occupy

the whole of the large cy-

linder, a space equal to

twice the small cylinder
which it at first filled. The

pressure will therefore be

one-half of 2000.

Sum of the powers exerted }
by the great piston in its > 7076
descent J

Ibs.

At first the power will be
Because the piston is in

equilibrio, having 1000

Ibs. pressing upwards,
and 1000 Ibs. down-
wards.

< At one-fourth the power ) onn
i will be 5

Because the equilibrium
does not continue, and
at one-fourth of the de-

scent the pressure be-

neath the small piston
is reduced by the ex-

pansion of the air be-

tween the two pistons
to four-fifths of 1000

= 800 Ibs., while the

pressure above the pis-
ton continues to be

1000. The power is,

therefore, 1000 800

= 200.

f At one-half of the descent ~\

the power will have > 333$
t. increased to j

Because the pressure be-

neath is diminished by
the increased rarity of

the air to two-thirds of

1000 = 666|, while

the downward pressure
continues to be 1000.

The power is therefore

1000 6661= 331$.

At three-fourths of
the}

descent the power > 428$
. will be 3

Because the pressure be-

neath is reduced by
the rarity of the air to

four-sevenths of 1000

= 5712 ; therefore the

power is 1000 571$= 428$.

C At the bottom the power > ,,.

I will be )

Because the air beneath
the piston is reduced
to one-half of its pres-
sure, or 500, which, de-

ducted from 1000,
leaves 500.

Sum of the powers of the )

~
small piston \ ^

At first

Ibs.

2000

At one-fourth 1800

At one-half

At three-fourths 1571$

At the bottom 1500

Sum of the com- 1 Q); .,Q
, . , > oooo
bined powers S _
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261. Now let us consider how Mr. Watt's

principle of expansion would operate in the

same circumstances
;

that is, in a cylinder of
14-14 inches diameter ; which is to be supplied
with air of ten pounds pressure per circular inch,
until it has completed one-half of its descent, and

leaving the remainder of the descent to be accom-

plished by the expansion of the air already con-
tained in the upper half of the cylinder.

At the beginning the power of descent
will be

At one-fourth the power will still be
At one-half the power will be
At three-fourths of the descent the power

will be diminished to ...
Because the air must occupy one-

fourth of the length of the cylinder,
in addition to that half of the cy-
linder which it occupied before the

expansion began ; therefore the

space is one and a half times the

former, or as three to two, and the

pressure will be two-thirds of 2000.
At the bottom the pressure will be

Because the air is expanded to occupy
twice the space it filled before.

Ibs.

2000
2000
2000

1333$

1000

8333|

262. The sum total is very nearly the same as

the former, but both are greater than they should

be, from the imperfect manner in which we have
been obliged to make our calculation, so as to

express it in common arithmetic, without having
recourse to fluxions, which is the only method of

treating quantities that are constantly increasing
or decreasing by any given law.

263. The source of the inaccuracy is easily

explained : at first we set out with the pressure
at 2000 Ibs. in Mr. Hornblower's engine, and did
not take into the account that it decreases at all,

until the piston has descended to one-fourth, but

reasoned as though it diminished all at once at

that place; whereas it began to diminish fro/n

the very first starting. Here then we have taken

a small quantity too much. In the same manner,
our process takes no notice of the diminution

which happens between one-fourth and one-
half of the descent, or between the other points
at which we have chosen to examine it

;
the re-

sult is, as if the diminution took place suddenly
at each of those points. The remedy for this

would have been to have taken the account at a

greater number of places, as it is by fluxions

alone that we can take an infinite number, so as

to obtain a true result. Now in the second cal-

culation of Mr. Watt's expansion-engine we
have taken a still less number of steps for the

consideration of the expansion, because, although
there are four steps in the process, two of them
are before the expansion begins.

264. This is the reason of the apparent differ-

ence ; for in reality there is none in the sum
total of the varying powers exerted through the

whole stroke, as will appear to any person who
will take the trouble to read professor Robison's

investigation. But, if we consider the difference

of the manner in which the whole power is ex-

pended during the stroke, we shall see great

reason to prefer Mr. Hornblower's method, from
the much greater uniformity of the action

; it

begins at 2000, and ends at 1500; whilst Mr.
Watt's begins at 2000, and ends at 1000 : hence
the necessity of those ingenious contrivances
for equalising the action in Mr. Watt's patent of
1782. Mr. Hornblower's is not uniform, but

approaches uniformity more nearly, so that he
could have carried the effect of the expansive
principle much farther, in employing stronger
steam, than we believe he ever proposed to do.

265. We have been thus fiill upon this sub-

ject, because the gaining more power by the ex-

pansion of air or steam acting in double cylinders,
has been a favorite idea with many, and there
are no less than five different patents for

it, but
several of these have been upon mistaken no-
tions ; neither Mr. Watt's nor Mr. llornblower's
can have any advantage from .shutting off the

air, or from a double cylinder, when air is used
to press the piston ;

nor could they derive any
advantage from the expansion of steam in their

engines, if the pressure of it was inversely as the

space it occupies.
266. The advantage of the expansive prin-

ciple arises wholly from a peculiar property or.'

steam, by which, when suffered to expand itself

to fill a greater space, it decreases in pressure or

elastic force by a certain law, which is not fully
laid down ; that is, the relation between its ex-

pansive force and the space which it occupies is

not clearly decided : but Mr. Woolf lias founu

that, by applying these properties in tlieir

fullest extent to the double cylinder engine, he

can make most important improvements in tho

effects which can be obtained from any given

quantity of fuel. Steam is a fluid so different

from air as to have no one property in common
with it, except elasticity. This elasticity is

wholly derived from the quantity of heat which

it contains, and its force increases and dimi-

nishes with the quantity of heat; but by what

law it increases or diminishes we are uncertain,

because we have no measure of the actual quan-

tity of heat which is contained in steam of any

given elastic force. All we know with certainty

is what is stated in our table of expansion, viz.

that water, being converted into steam, and con-

fined in a close vessel, when heated until the

thermometer indicates a certain temperature, will

have a certain pressure or elastic force. But

here we must observe that the thermometer in-

dicates only the intensity of the heat, without

affording a direct measure of its quantity.
When

steam is"suffered to expand itself into any given

space, the quantity of rarefied water which will

be found to be contained in any given bulk or

steam, in its expanded state, must be undoubt-

edly proportioned to the quantity of water con-

tained in the same bulk of the steam, before the

expansion took place, in the inverse ratio of the

space which it originally occupied, and that

space which it fills when expanded; but we

cannot say that this is the case with heat ;
and it

is the quantity of heat alone which determines

the elastic force.

267. We believe that in practice
Mr. Horn-

blower was not able to obtain any greater effect

from the application of the expansive action in

L 2
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two cylinders, tlian Mr. Watt did in one cylin-
der. In 1791-2 he erected an engine in Corn-

wall, at Tin Croft mine, of which the large cy-
linder was twenty-seven inches diameter, and
worked with a stroke of eight feet long, and the

small cylinder twenty-one inches diameter, work-

ing with a six-feet stroke. The only account

we have been able to obtain of the performance
of this engine is from a pamphlet published by
Thomas Wilson, an agent of Messrs. Boulton
and Watt, professedly with a view to prevent
the introduction of Mr. Hornblower's engines
into that country, in which he makes it appear
that it raised only 14,222,120 Ibs. of water one
foot high with each bushel of coals.

268. In Mr. Hornblower's own account of his

engine, in Gregory's Mechanics, he informs us

that ' an engine was erected in the vicinity of

Bath, some years since, on this principle, and
under very disadvantageous circumstances. The

engine had its cylinders nineteen inches and

twenty-four inches diameter, with lengths of

stroke in each suitable to the occasion, viz. six

feet and eight feet respectively. The condensing
apparatus was very bad, through a fear of in-

fringement on Mr. Watt's patent ; and the great-
est degree of vacuum which could be obtained
was no more than twenty-seven inches of mer-

cury The engine worked four lifts of pumps
to the depth of 576 feet, 4500 Ibs. fourteen
strokes in a minute, six feet each, with a cylin-
der six feet long, and nineteen inches diameter,
with a great deal of inertia and friction in the
rods and buckets

; some of the latter of which
were not more than three inches and a half dia-

meter: and this it did, under all these disadvan-

tageous circumstances, with seventy pounds of
coal (light coal) per hour.'

269. To reduce this to the standard of one
foot high we must put the load 4500 Ibs. x
6-feet stroke 27,000 Ibs. which the engine
raised one foot high at every stroke ; 27,000 Ibs.

X 14 strokes per minute 378,000 Ibs. raised
one foot high each minute ; 378,000 x 60

22,680,000 Ibs. raised one foot high per hour, or
with 70 Ibs. of coals. As the coals are stated to
be light, we will take them at only 84 Ibs. per
bushel, instead of 88 Ibs., as Mr. Smeaton did,
and say as 70 Ibs. : 22,680,000 Ibs. ; : 84 Ibs. ;

27,216,000 Ibs. of water raised one foot high with
a bushel of coals, which is a very good perform-
ance, but not greater than Mr. Watt's.

270. In this engine Mr. Hornblower says
that two remarkable circumstances presented
themselves to show the advantages of this appli-
cation of the principle : the one was, that the
man who attended the engine would sometimes
detach the smaller cylinder from the beam, and
work only with the large one, and then the boiler
would scarcely raise steam enough to keep the

engine going; but no sooner was the small cy-
linder-rod attached to the beam, than the engine
resumed its wonted activity, and the steam would
blow up the safety-valve.

271. The next circumstance is, that when the

detent, which kept the exhausting-valve shut,

happened to miss its action, the piston would
be checked, as it were, not being permitted to

rise through the whole of the returning stroke ;

and it would, as by an instinctive nature, COTYIH

down again and again, until the detent performed
its office, which is a practical argument for the

power of the engine at the termination of its

stroke.

272. In 1792 Mr. Hornblower made applica-
tion to parliament for an extension of the term
of his patent, but it was not granted : and he
was prosecuted by Messrs. Boulton and Walt
for infringement on their patent in using the

condenser and air pump. We believe none of
these engines have been erected since the expi-
ration of Mr. Watt's patent in 1800, until Mr.
Woolf took up the subject of double-cylinder
engines.

273. So early as the year 1759 steam appears
to have been thought of as a motive power to

w/teel-ccnriages. In a note to the last edition
of Robison's Mechanical Philosophy, Mr. Watt
states, 'My attention was first directed, in the

year 1759, to the subject of steam engines, by
the late Dr. Robison, then a student in the uni-

versity of Glasgow, and nearly of my own age.
He, at that time, threw out an idea of applying
the power of the steam engine to the moving of

wheel-carriages, and to other purposes ; but the

scheme was soon abandoned, on his going
abroad.' Mr. Watt, it appears, soon after made
an experiment with steam acting by its expansive
force, but relinquished the idea of constructing
an engine upon this principle :

'

I, however,'
says he,

' described this engine, in the fourth ar-

ticle of my patent, in 1769; and, again, in

the specification of another patent, in the year
1784, together with a mode of applying it to the

moving of wheel-carriages.'
274. For many years subsequent to this, the

improvement of the steam engine, acting by con-

densation, seems to have wholly occupied the

scientific world
; and the use of steam, acting

by its elastic force, entirely abandoned or neg-
lected. Mr. Hornblower had a patent, for the

application of steam, acting both by its expan-
sive force, and by condensation; but it is to
Messrs. Trevithick and Vivian that we owe the

introduction of the steam engine, acting solely
by the expansive force of the steam. In March,
1802, they obtained a patent for the application
of that species of power to propel carriages upon
rail-roads.

275. Mr. Woolf, a short time after, made a
series of experiments, to develope the law of ac-
tion of steam, at different degrees of elasticity,
which he explained, in his patent of June 7th,

1804, and, since that time, high-pressure steam

engines have been much used, in many parts,
to economise the fuel.

276. Messrs. Trevithick and Vivian, in the

specification of their patent, give a drawing of

their engine, applied to move a carriage upon
the common roads. The carriage there delineated
resembles in form the common stage coaches,
used for the conveyance of passengers ;

a square
iron case, containing the boiler and cylinder, is

placed behind the large, or hinder, wheels of the

carriage, and is attached to a frame, supported
from the axles of those wheels. The cylinder
was in a horizontal position ; and the piston-rod
was projected backwards and forwards, in the
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line of the road towards the front of the carriage.

Across the square frame, supported by the wheel

of the carriage, an axle was extended, reaching
a little beyond the frame on each side : this axle

was cranked in the middle, in a line with the

centre of the cylinder, and a connecting rod,

passing from the end of the piston, turned this

axle round, and produced a continued rotatory
motion of it when the piston was moved back-

wards and forwards in the cylinder. Upon
both ends of this axle cog-wheels were fixed,

which worked into similar cog-wheels upon the

axle of the wheels of the carriages, so that, when
a rotatory motion was produced in the cranked

axle by the piston-rod, the rotatory motion was
communicated to the axle of the larger or hinder

wheels of the carriage ; and these wheels being
fixed upon, and turning round with the axle,

gave a progressive
motion to the carriage. Upon

one end of this axle was fixed a fly-wheel, to

secure a rotatory motion in the axle at the ter-

mination of each stroke.

277. The four wheels of the carriage were of

the usual form, which, turning to different angles
with the body of the carriage, directed its motion

upon the road ; and, in cases where abrupt
turns of the road required sudden changes in the

direction of the carriage, the toothed or cog-

wheels, on either side, could be thrown out of

geer, and the opposite wheel made to drive the

carriage into the proper obliquity of the road.

278. Upon the periphery of the fly-wheel, a

brake was attached, to regulate the descent of

the carriage down steep hills. The contrivances,
to effect the requisite motions of the various

parts of this machine, are extremely ingenious

and, considering it as the first which directed

public attention to the subject, is entitled to

great commendation.
279. The many objections to its application,

upon public turnpike roads, may, I presume,
have operated in preventing the patentees from

carrying it into practice in the manner described

in their specification ; they, therefore, very

properly directed their attention to its use upon
rail-roads.

280. Two years after the date of this patent,
we find that Mr. Trevithick made an engine in

South Wales, which was tried upon the Mer-

thyn Tydvil rail-road. The engine is stated to

have had an eight-inch cylinder, with a four feet

six-inches stroke, and ' drew after it upon the

rail-road as many carriages as carried ten tons of

bar-iron, from a distance of nine miles, which it

performed without any supply of water to that

contained in the boiler at the time of setting out;

travelling at the rate of five miles an hour.'

281. As there is no account given of the in-

clination of the road, we cannot judge of the

real performance of the engine. It had, it ap-

pears, only one cylinder, and, from what I can

learn, did not materially differ, in construction,

from that previously described, except in the

form of the carriage.
282. The great obstacle to their introduction,

at that time, vts the supposed want of hold or

adhesion of the wheels upon the rails to effect

the loco- motion of the engine. Messrs. Trevi-

tliickaiid Vivian, in their patent, recommended

making the external periphery of the wheels
rough or uneven, by using projecting heads of

nails, bolts, or cross-grooves ; or, in case of a

hard pull, to cause a lever, bolt, or claw to pro-
ject through the rim of one or both of the said

wheels, to take hold of the ground. But it will

appear obvious to any one that this mode of

remedying one defect would be the means of

producing another; for any projections would
not only cause considerable resistance to the pro-
gressive motion of the engine, but would also

tend to injure the rails of the road.

283. To obviate these defects, Mr. Blenkinsop,
of Middleton colliery, near Leeds, in 1811, ob-

tained a patent for the application of a rack, or

toothed rail, stretched along the whole distance

to be travelled, into which wheels, turned by
the engine, worked, arid thus produced a pro-

gressive motion in the carriage.
284. Fig. 1, plate IX., will convey a pretty

correct idea of the mode of action of this kind of

engine. R R is a piece of iron of the rails con-

stituting the rail-road, on the side of which are

cast the semicircular protuberances or projections

1, 11, &c. : these semicircular teeth project from

the side of the rail two or three inches, thus

forming a longitudinal toothed rack, which is

extended the whole length of the road, a, a, are

the cylinders, placed within the boiler. The
action is communicated by the pistons to the

connecting rods b, b, which transfer the motion to

the cranks c, c, turning upon axles attached to

the frame of the carriage. Upon the axles on

which these cranks are fixed are also fixed the

pinion-wheels d, d, which are turned round by
the cranks; these two pinion-wheels communi-

cate with a larger cog-wheel e, in such a manner

that both contribute in producing a rotatory mo-

tion in it. The axle of this cog-wheel e extends

to the outside of the frame of the engine, and

upon the end of it is affixed the larger toothed

wheel /, which is thus turned round by the

large cog-wheel, and consequently by the action

of the engine; and the teeth of this cog-wheel,

being made to correspond, will lay hold of the

toothed projections on the side of the rail, and a

progressive motion of the carriage is thereby

effected. The steam, after performing its office

in the cylinder, is allowed to escape into the at-

mosphere, through the pipe e. The boiler is

cylindrical, and is heated by a circular tube

passing through it, terminated at one end by the

chimney. The toothed or rack-rail is only laid

on one side of the road, the other being common

rails. The cog-wheels can be varied in size ac-

cording to the different velocity with which it is

required to travel.

285. By the use of this rack-rail the engine i

enabled to ascend acclivities which Mr. Trevi-

thick's engine, from the want of adhesion, could

not surmount ; accordingly its use is extended.

286. Mr. Blenkinsop, soon after the date

his patent, erected some of his engines, and em-

ployed them upon the Middleton colliery rail-

road, in sending coals to Leeds, where they haw

ever since been used.

087 The engine erected by Mr. Trevithick I

one cylinder only, and a fly-wheel,
to secure

rotatory motion in the crunk at the eim l *
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stroke. An engine of this kind was sent to the

north, for Mr. Blackett, of Wylarn, but was, for

some cause or other, never used upon his rail-

road, but applied to blow a cupola at an iron-

foundry in Newcastle. Mr. Blackett However

had, in 1813, an engine of this kind made, and

set upon his rail-road, which worked by the ad-

hesion of its wheels upon the rails. Still the

supposed want of adhesion formed the great ob-

stacle to their introduction, and the attention of

engineers was directed to obtain a substitute for

this supposed defect.

288. In December, 1812, Messrs. William

and Edward Chapman obtained a patent for a

mode of effecting the loco-motion of the engine,

by means of a chain stretched along the middle

of the rail-road, the whole length, properly se-

cured at each end, and at proper intervals. This

chain was made to wind partly round, or to pass
over a grooved wheel, turned by the engine, of

such a form that the wheel could not turn round

without causing the chain to pass along with it.

When this wheel was turned round by the en-

gine, as the chain was fastened firmly at the end,

it could not be drawn forwards by the wheel,

the carriage was therefore moved forwards in the

line of the chain. The carriages containing the

goods were attached to the engine carriage, and

thus conveyed along the rail-road.

289. At intervals of every eight or ten yards,
the chain was secured by means of upright forks,

into which it fell when left at liberty ; this was
for the purpose of taking off the strain from part
of the chain, when more than one engine was

travelling by it. The chain was prevented slip-

ping, when the grooved wheel was turned

round, by friction-rollers pressing it into the

groove.
290. Mr. Chapman had one of his engines

tried upon the Hetton rail-road, near Newcastle,
but it was soon abandoned ; the great friction,

by the use of the chain, would operate consider-

ably against it, and also its liability to get out of
order.

291. In 1813 Mr. Brunton, of Butterley iron-

works, also obtained a patent for a mode of ac-

complishing the loco-motion of the engine without
the aid of the adhesion of the wheels upon the
rail.

292. Plate IX. fig. 2, is a side view of the en-

gine. The boiler was nearly similar to that of
Mr. Blenkinsop semicircular; there was a tube

passing through it, to contain the fuel. The
cylinder A was placed on one side of the boiler;
the piston-rod is projected out behind horizon-

tally, and is attached to the leg a b at a, and to
the reciprocating lever a c, which is fixed at c

;

at the lower extremity of the leg a b feet are at-

tached, by a joint at 6 ; these feet lay a firmer
hold upon the ground, being furnished with
short prongs, which prevent them from slipping,
and are sufficiently broad to prevent their injur-
ing the road.

293. On inspecting the engraving it will be
seen that, when the piston-rod is projected out
from the cylinder, it will tend to push the end
of the lever, or leg a, from it in a direction

parallel to the line of the cylinder ; but as the

leg a b is prevented from moving backwards, by

the end b being firmly fixed upon the ground,
the re-action is thrown upon the carriage, and a

progressive motion given to it, aud this will be
continued to the end of the stroke. Upon the

reciprocating linp a c is fixed at 1 a rod, 1, 2, 3,

sliding horizontally backwards and forwards

upon the top of the boiler ;
from 2 to 3 it is fur-

nished with teeth, which work into a cog-wheel,

lying horizontally: on the opposite side of this

cog-wheel a sliding-rack is fixed, similar to 1, 2,

3, which, as the cog-wheel is turned round by
the sliding rack 2, 3, is also moved backwards
and forwards. The end of this sliding rod is

fixed upon the reciprocating lever dc of the leg
d e, at 4. When, therefore, the sliding rack is

moved forwards in the direction 3, 2, 1, by the

progressive motion of the engine, the opposite
rod 4 is moved in the contrary direction, and the

leg de is thereby drawn towards the engine;
and, when the piston-rod is at the farthest extre-

mity of the stroke, the leg de will be brought
close to the engine ; the piston is then made to

return in the opposite direction, moving with it

the leg a b, and also the slidingrack 1, 2, 3
; the

sliding rack, acting on the toothed wheel, causes

the other sliding rod to move in the contrary

direction, and with it the leg d e. Whenever,
therefore, the piston is at the extremity of the

stroke, and one of the legs is no longer of use to

propel the engine forward, the other, immediately
on the motion of the piston being changed, is

ready, in its turn, to act as a fulciura or abut-

ment for the action of the moving power, to se-

cure the continual progressive motion of the

engine.
294. The feet are raised from the ground dur-

ing the return of the legs toward the engine, by
straps of leather or rope fastened to the legs at

ff, and passing over friction sheeves, moveable
in one direction only, by a ratchet and catch

worked by the motion of the engine. The feet

are described of various forms in the specification,
the great object being to prevent them from in-

juring the road, and to obtain a firm footing,
that no jerks should take place at the return of
the stroke, when the action of the engine came

upon them
;

for this purpose they were made
broad, with short spikes to lay hold of the ground.

295. In a communication to the editor of the

Repertory of Arts, vol. 24, the patentee gives an

account of an experiment made with one of those

engines, which he termed his mechanical travel-

ler; the boiler was of wrought-iron, five feet six

inches long, three feet diameter
; the step was

twenty-six inches long, the piston-rod having a

stroke of twenty-four inches ; the weight of the

whole 45 cwt. ' The machine being placed on
a

rail-way, I first ascertained the power neces-

sary to move it at the rate of two miles and a half

in an hour, which I found to be eighty-four

pounds. I then applied a chain to the binder

part of the machine, by which, as the machine
moved forward, a weight was raised at the same
time and rate, and found that, with steam equal
to forty or forty-five pounds pressure on the

square inch, the machine was propelled at the

rate of two miles and a half per hour, and raised

perpendicularly 812 Ibs. at the same speed, thus

making the whole power equal to 896 Ibs. at two
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miles and a half per hour, equal to six horses

nearly.'
296. About this time Mr. Blackett had consi-

derably improved his engines, and by experi-
ments had ascertained the quantity of adhesion of

the wheels upon the rails, and proved that it was
sufficient to effect the loco-motion of the engine

upon rail-roads approaching nearly to a level,

or with a moderate inclination. His rail-road

was a plate rail, and would consequently present
more friction or resistance to the wheels than an

edge-rail ; and, on that account, the amount of

adhesion would be greater than upon the latter

rail ; still the credit is due to Mr. Blackett, for

proving that the loco-motion could be applied

by that means alone.

297. The first attempt of Messrs. Trevithick

and Vivian failed ; and, though this was no doubt

owing to the imperfect construction of the en-

gine, yet it appears that the cause was partly, if

not wholly, attributed to the want of adhesion to

obtain loco-motion ; and hence we find the en-

gineers attempting to produce other means of

loco-motion. Mr. Blenkinsop, by means of a

cog-rail ; Mr. Chapman, by the chain
;
and Mr.

Brunton, by means of moveable legs.

298. It was, however, a question of the ut-

most importance to ascertain if the adhesion of

the wheels of the engine upon the rails were suf-

ficient to produce a progressive motion in the

engine, when loaded with a train of carriages,

without the aid of any other contrivance ;
and it

was, by the introduction and continued use of

them upon the Wylam rail-road, that this ques-
tion was decided : and it was proved that upon
rail-roads nearly level, or with very moderate

inclination, the adhesion of the wheels alone was

sufficient, in all the different kinds of weather,
when the surface of the rails was not covered

with snow.

299. Mr. Hedley states that they first tried,

by manual labor, how much weight the wheels of

a common carriage would overcome without

sloping, or slipping ground, upon the rail ; and,

having found the proportion it bore to the

weight, they thence ascertained that the weight
of the engine would produce sufficient adhesion

to drag after it, upon their rail-road, a requisite
number of waggons.

300. The first engine applied upon the Wylam
rail-road had only one cylinder, with a fly-wheel
to regulate the action of the crank; but they
were found to be very troublesome, and their

action very uncertain. When the engine was

stopped, and the crank and connecting rod in

the same line, the power of the cylinder had then

no effect in turning the crank round, and the

engine had to be moved by levers applied to the

spokes of the fly-wheel, until the crank formed

such an angle with the connecting rod that the

engine got sufficient power to produce a rotatory
motion and urge itself forward. This occasioned

frequent delays, and the irregular action of the

single cylindei produced jerks in the machinery,
and had a tendency to shake the machine in

pieces ; for some time, however, the whole of the

coals was taken down the rail-road by the use of

this kind of engine.

301_, In a preceding page we took occasion to

tui nisli )ur readers with the earliest attempts at

steam-navigation in this country; the construc-
tion of a modern stearr-boat, as well as the at-

tempts at improvement from the commencement
of the present century, properly find a place
after our description of the perfect steam engine.

302. The first American steam-boat which
completely succeeded was launched at New York
on the 3d of October, 1807 (five years before the
construction of the Comet at Port-Glasgow), and
soon after plyed between that city and Albany, a
distance of 160 miles.

303. In Britain steam-vessels were first brought
into use in 1812 upon the Clyde. They were
built at Port-Glasgow, Greenock, and Dumbar-
ton, where the art of ship-building had for many
years been conducted by carpenters eminent in

their profession. When launched they were
towed at a very trifling expense up the Clyde to

Glasgow, situated in the midst of inexhaustible

mines of coal and iron, and where the number
of skHful practical engineers and artificers ren-

dered the construction of the engines and ma-

chinery easy and the prices moderate.

304. The early experiments were, of course,
made upon a small scale. The first steam-boat

actually put to use there was the Comet (forty
feet keel, ten feet and a-half beam, four wheels,
four shovel-shaped paddles on each, with a cis-

tern of fresh water to feed the boiler), built, as

already mentioned, by Mr. Henry Bell. She
had an engine of only three horses' power, being
intended merely for passengers, who, till then,
had no other means of conveyance on the river

than small row-boats, either quite open or sup-

plied with only an awning to secure them from

the weather. Small as this engine was, it ren-

dered the passage certain in one tide; the vessel

being able to make head-way even against the

wind and in rough weather.

305. The success of the first experiment soon

excited competition ; and a larger vessel, the

Elizabeth (fifty-eight feet on deck, eleven feet

beam, with an engine of eight horses' power),
was completed in March 1813, and for a time

proved very profitable
to the proprietors. The

third boat,' the Clyde, which began plying in

July of the same year, was still larger in her

dimensions; being seventy feet keel, seventy-five

feet on deck, thirteen feet beam, with an engine

of fourteen horses' power.
306. At present there are about forty

steam-vessels on the Frith of Clyde, some of

which sail from Glasgow almost every hour, or

half hour, during day-light, to the various ports

on the river and the lochs communicating; with

it; as Dumbarton, Helensburgh, Loch-Long,

Rothsay, Loch-Fine, and Campbellton, on the

right bank ; and Port-Glasgow, Greenock, Gou-

rock, Innerkip, Largs, Milport, Ardrossan, Ayr,

Irvine, Girvan, Stranraer, &c., on the left bank.

Many of them occasionally visit Islay, Mull,

Staffa, Icolmkill, and adjacent islands, during

the summer months; and also Londonderry,

Coleraine, and other ports of Ireland. Several

vessels of lareer dimensions are employed as

regular packets to Belfast, the Isle of Man, Li-

verpool, &c., and thus a constant communication

between the united kingdoms is maintained.

Since 1821 two steam-vessels have regularly

sailed from Leilh to Aberdeen, calling at several
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of the intermediate ports. Five or six steam

luggage-boats are constantly employed as lighters

and draggers of other boats for the speedy con-

veyance of goods from Glasgow to the ports of

exportation, and occasionally towing large vessels

in or out of harbour. The annual voyages of

each of these thirty-five vessels may be averaged
at 10,000 English miles ; consequently the whole

sail 350,000 miles yearly, or nearly fourteen

times the circumference of our globe.

307. The success oi' steam-vessels at Glasgow
soon excited attention in other quarters, and

several of the Clyde vessels were purchased as

models. It is worthy of mention that shortly

after the time of their appearance on the Clyde,
Mr. Lawrence of Bristol established a steam-

boat on the Severn, and having carried her to

ply on the Thames, the Company of Watermen
made such opposition to this innovation that he

was obliged to take her back. Now, however,
not only are all the chief navigable rivers in Bri-

tain thus navigated, but steam -vessels ply regu-

larly from London to Aberdeen, sometimes pass-

ing the Pentland Frith.

308. On the Holyhead station, to carry mails

between England and Ireland, there are three

steam-vessels employed ;
viz. the Royal Sove-

reign, 210 tons, two forty-horse engines; the

Meteor, 190 tons, two thirty-horse engines; and

the Ivanhoe, 165 tons, one fifty-six-horse engine.

They have answered the purpose much better

than sailing vessels; as a proof of which, during
the last year the latter were employed, exactly
100 Irish mails arrived in London late; while,

during the nine months after the steam-boats

were first established, only twenty-two arrived

late ; and that winter happened to be extremely
boisterous. These boats use sails occasionally,
and go to sea when sailing vessels dare not leave

port. The average passage of the Royal Sove-

reign from Houth to Holyhead is six hours fifty-

seven minutes; from Holyhead to Houth seven

hours thirty-six minutes. Of the Meteor, from
Houth to Holyhead, seven hours four minutes,
and back, eight hours thirteen minutes. The

average passage is half the time in which the

average passage of sailing vessels used to perform
the voyage. The shortest passage was, from
Houth to Holyhead, five hours thirty minutes;
which, the distance being about seventy-three
miles, is nearly twelve miles an hour.

309. It is difficult to say what is the maximum
speed of steam-vessels. Several of those between
London and Margate make the voyage in seven

houss and a half, a distance of eighty-four miles.

The Hero made the voyage, wind and tide in

her favor, in six hours sixteen minutes. The

Eclipse, from Belfast to Greenock, 120 or 130

miles, has been known to come in nine hours ;

and, on one occasion, having about 3000 square
feet of canvas set, besides the engine at work,
she came from Ailsa to Greenock at the rate of

nine miles. The Henry Bell, a new steam-

trader between Glasgow and Liverpool, has de-

livered goods at various warehouses in Glasgow
several hours before the invoices, or advice of

the shipment, had arrived in course of post. The
New York steam- vessels run up to Albany, 160

miles, iu twenty-one hours, and down in nine-

teen ; never in less than nineteen. They go from
Nevvhaven to New York, ninety miles, in six

hours and a half without sail; being nearly four-

teen miles per hour.

310. At present steam-boats frequently ply
between London and Dieppe, Rouen, Havre de

Grace, Cadiz, Corunna, Alicant, Vigo, Lisbon,
and other ports of France, Spain, and Portugal.
One was lately established between Naples and

Leghorn and Genoa, but soon abandoned, owing
to the oppression of the quarantine laws and the

rapacity of the government of the Two Sicilies.

Another steam-vessel was launched by an Ame-
rican gentleman on the Lake of Geneva, but,

being a very bad sailer, it is about to be replaced

by another. Every season they are becoming
more numerous, and adventurous in sailing to

greater distances and through heavier seas ; such
as the Bay of Biscay, the Mediterranean, the

Baltic, the Gulfs of Finland, Bothnia, &c. A
steam-packet, carrying the mail, now sails be-

tween Kiel, in Holstein, and Copenhagen. In
the Adriatic, the Carolina goes every second day
from Venice to Trieste, and the Eridano to

Pavia; the latter voyage being usually accom-

plished in thirty-seven hours. The Royal George
steam-packet makes her passage from Portsmouth
to Corunna in from sixty to sixty-four hours; a

distance of between 400 and 500 miles.

311. Having thus endeavoured to give a sketch

of the origin and progress of steam-navigation,
we shall now proceed to describe the form and

parts of a steam-boat (suppose of 100 tons), and
to some other details calculated to furnish a more

particular view of the present state of steam-

navigation in Britain and other countries.

312. Fig. 1, plate X., is an elevation; fig. 2,

a longitudinal section ; fig. 3, a ground plan.
The same letters refer alike to the respective

parts of each figure: A the two boilers with their

two manhole doors, one to each; B the chimney;
C the steam pipes; D,D, the cylinders of the two

engines ; E, E, the two air pumps ; F the side

lever ; one on each side of each engine ; G,G,
the crank of the paddle-wheel shaft ; H the rod

that works the steam valves or hand gear, moved
backward and forward by an eccentric wheel on
the shaft ;

I the nozzles
;
K pillars of the fram-

ing; L L the area where the fireman stands to

put coals into the furnace ; M M place where the

coals are stowed away ; N,N, the paddle-wheels
and covers; O ladies' parlour; P principal cabin;

Q second cabin, having each a raised lantern or

sky-light besides the lateral windows of P and

Q ; II steward's room
; S breakfasting room ;

T,T, refreshment rooms for the second cabin pas-

sengers ; U small boat ready to be let down on
an emergency ;

V rudder ; W,W, seamen's beds ;

X X space for lumber or spare fuel. The fire-

man stands in the space LL; an iron trap-ladder
leads down to it from the deck, flush with which
are two horizontal gratings for the admission of

fresh air to himself and the fire ; his coals are

built up behind him, and he brings down only a

few lumps at a time, which he breaks into small

pieces as required. The chimney B is a series

of sheet-iron cylinders riveted at the joints and

slipped the one over the other. Each boiler has a

flue within making various convolutions under
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the surface of the water ; through which the

smoke and flame pass until they enter the

chimney.
313. These wheels being ponderous, acquire

sufficient momentum to turn the crank and super-
sede the necessity of a fly. The air-pump, feed-

pump, and occasional cold water pump, are

wrought by rods from F, F, the side horizontal

levers. To prevent the waste steam of the boilers

from annoying the passengers a pipe conveys it

into the chimney. Besides this a waste steam

valve is within reach of the engine-man, who
loads and unloads it as he finds necessary. It is

a curious fact that a great flow of steam into the

chimney prevents black smoke from issuing from

it, which otherwise would. The paddle-wheels
are firmly wedged on their shaft, and whatever

pressure they exert against the water causes an

equal re-action on the vessel, which is thus im-

pelled either forwards or backwards according
to the direction of circumvolution.

314. The principal cabin is painted and other-

wise tastefully fitted up, and furnished with a

stove, the chimney of which rises up through the

deck. The second cabin occupies the fore-end

of the vessel, and is also completely furnished,

less elegantly. Small steam-boats from thirty

tons upwards are generally laid out much in the

same way, only varying according to the nature

of their employment. When intended for sea

voyages a great part of the internal space is al-

lotted for sleeping births.

315. The following is an alphabetical list of

steam-vessels built in Britain from 1813 to

1823:

When
built.
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and sixty horse power ; being the largest of eight
which ply on the river St. Lawrence. This gives
thirteen tons for each horse power, whereas in

the Soho the same burden has three times as

much action applied to it. The American steam-

vessels, though fast sailers, are thus impelled by
comparatively smaller engines than those built in

this country.
319. It appears from the Report of the Select

Committee of the House of Representatives, for

session 1817, that there were then seventeen

large steam-boats in constant employment on
the American rivers, besides ferry-boats. But
since that time they have increased so rapidly
that there was in 1823 about 300.

320. The following are the names of thirty-
five vessels, and their tonnage, plying on the

Mississipi and its tributary rivers alone ; viz.

Alabama, 200 tons; Buffalo, 300; Cedar Branch,

250; Cincinnati, 120; Constitution, seventy-five ;

Eagle, seventy; Etna, 390; Exchange, 200; Ex-

periment, forty; Frankfort, 320; General Jack-

son, 200; General Pike, 250; Governor Shelby,
120; Harnot, forty; Hecla, seventy; Henderson,

eighty-five; Independence, 300;. James Monroe,

ninety ; James Ross, 320 ; Johnston, eighty ;

Kentucky, eighty; Louisiana, fifty-four; Madi-

son, 200; Maysville, 150; Napoleon, 332; Ohio,
443 ; Paragon, 400; Rifleman, 250; Rising States,
150

;
St. Louis, 220 ; Tamerlane, 320 ; Vesta, 100 ;

Vesuvius, 390; Volcano, 250; Washington, 400 ;

in all 7259 tons.

321. Belonging to some of the States there

are steam frigates and ships of war carrying

guns, some of them 100 pounders. These ves-

sels are thirteen feet thick in the sides, of alter-

nate layers of oak and cork; are so constructed

that they can eject boiling water on their enemies;
and there are cases of cutlasses and pikes which

project from their sides and draw back again

every fifteen seconds.

322. The Savannah, of 350 tons, was the first

steam-vessel that crossed the Atlantic. She ar-

rived at Liverpool on the 20th of June, 1819, in

twenty-one days from land to land, eighteen of

which her engine was going; her daily consump-
tion of coal was about ten tons, so that she must
have had at least 200 on board, leaving 150 for the

weight of engine and cargo. Her paddles were oc-

casionally taken off when she sailed by wind ; and
the whole of the paddle-wheels were capable of

being taken to pieces and shipped in case of

bad weather. As the distance is not much short

of 4000 miles, she must have averaged nearly
200 per day.

323. By far the greatest number of steam-

vessels use low pressure engines. A larger pro-

portion of American vessels have high pressure

engines than in this country. High pressure
engines are wrought with steam of a great variety
of strengths, from thirty to 160 Ibs. per square
inch. Some engineers assert that it is capable
of being used at 1000 Ibs. The steam is not

condensed, but, after having acted on the piston,
is allowed to blow off into the air. The diameter
of their steam cylinders may be made of any
size proportioned" to the strength of the steam
used. Thus, when it is 160 Ibs., the area of the

cylinder may be only a sixteenth part of the area
of one using steam of ten pounds; consequently,
a five-inch cylinder wrought with such strong
steam will be equal in power to a twenty incli

cylinder wrought with such weak steam. High
pressure engines require neither air-pump, con-

ductor, nor the parts therewith connected
; and,

as the volume of steam used is in proportion,
their boilers may consequently be much smaller.

Hence these engines occupy less room and ton-

nage, and require somewhat less fuel; but the
risk of explosion is considerable. Were it other-

wise they would be very valuable at sea, because
their power can be increased on emergencies by
merely increasing the fire, whereas the power of

condensing engines is much more circumscribed
and confined to their original construction. The.

free effective power of large low pressure engines
is about eight or nine pounds per square inch of

their steam pistons, and of small ones, under

thirty horses, only seven or eight.
324. It is remarkable that, after the first suc-

cessful trial, very little improvement has been
made in the construction of steam-vessels. Ex-

perience has only fixed the suitable proportions
of the several parts. Much, however, still remains

to be done. The great objects wanted are to

increase the power of the engine ; to avoid the

waste of force in the play of the paddles ; and to

render their action more equable. Notwith-

standing the number and variety of steam engines
which have been erected in this island, it is truly

surprising that some of the most important points
of theory should be left uncertain and subject to

dispute. We have neither ascertained exactly

the density of steam formed under different

pressures, nor the quantity of heat absorbed in

its formation. Most of the conclusions of engi-

neers are drawn rather from analogy than from

facts; and a new set of experiments or; steam,

conducted with scrupulous attention, and on a

comprehensive plan, are much wanted at present

to guide all our practical operations. It seems

probable, that the most economical engines, on

the whole, are those which work under a high

steam pressure, though the statements given by
different authors cannot be easily reconciled.

The vapor of other fluids has sometimes been

proposed instead of the steam from water. It

would be an important object gained if the same

elastic force could be created with less expense

of heat. The prodigious consumption of coals

by the boilers proves a great hindrance to the

extension of steam-navigation. The store of this

ponderous species of fuel required for the supply

of the engine in a distant voyage, would occupy

the whole tonnage even of a large vessel. The

Rapid,of 130 tons burden, and sixtv-horse power,

required nearly a ton of coals every two hours,

and could not therefore continue at sea above

eleven days; and we have seen that the Savan-

nah, which crossed the Atlantic, consumed ten

tons of coals every day, or 210 tons during the

passage of twenty-one days, leaving only 140 of

surplus tonnage." Unless some great discovery,

indeed, be made on the concentration of heat, we

shall never despatch steam-packets directly to the

East or West Indies.
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325. The first objection which occurs to the

use of wheels for propelling the vessel, is, that

there is a great waste of power. The wheel, at

every point of its circumference but one, is

either ascending or descending. Each of the

arms has to be immersed at a considerable ex-

pense of power, and the effect of its appli-
cation to the water, in this direction, would be,
iO lift the vessel out of the water, as much as to

push it forward upon the surface, were it not

that the force necessary to lift another of the

arms out of the water is equal to that which is

required to immerse the former. In other words,
the tendency which the descending arm has to

elevate the vessel is counteracted by the opera-
tion of the ascending arm, which tends to de-

press it. In short, the space in which the revo-

lution of the wheel is of any use in forwarding
the vessel, is very small. One-fourth of the

power, steadily applied in a horizontal direction,
would produce greater effects.

326. The next disadvantage attending the use

of wheels is, that the whole force is applied to

the water too close to the sides of the vessel.

It is true that this is an objection common to

all the different methods yet put in practice ;

but in the case of wheels, especially as they are

generally placed nearly as forward as the bow
of the vessel, the effect is to bring a current

against the head of the vessel, which impedes
its progress, and occasions great waste of power.

327. The form and number of paddles attach-

ed to each wheel, as well as their velocity, has
been so fully discussed by Mr. Tredgold, as to

put the whole matter in the clearest light.

328. In still water, it may be assumed that

the resistance of the same vessel is sensibly pro-
portional to the square of the velocity ; the dif-

ference from this law being too small to produce
a sensible effect within the range to which the

velocity is limited in practice. Therefore, if a
be the force that will keep the boat in a uni-
form motion at the velocity u, the force that will

keep it in motion at the velocity v will be found

by this analogy.

*
'.

v1 ' '
a : - the resistance at the ve-

u1

locity v.

Now this force acts with the velocity v ; hence
the mechanical power required to keep the boat

in motion, at the Telocity v, will be - .

u1

329. Whence it appears that the mechanical

power, or the power of a steam engine to impel
a boat in still water, must be as the cube of its

velocity. Therefore, if an engine of twelve
horses' power will impel a boat at the rate of
seven miles an hour in still water, and it be re-

quired to know what power will move the same
boat at ten miles per hour, it will be 73 : 10s

'.*.

1 3 x 12
12 : 35; or an engine of thirty-

five horses' power.
330. This immense increase of power, to ob-

tain so small an increase of velocity, ought to

have its influence in fixing upon the speed of a
boat for a long voyage, and its proportions ought
to be adapted for that speed, with a proper ex-

cess of power for emergencies. A low velocity
should be chosen, where goods as well as pas-

sengers are to be conveyed. Our example
places this in a striking point of view; for, to

increase the velocity of the same boat from
seven to ten miles per hour, requires very nearly
three times the power, and, of course, three

times the quantity of fuel, and three times the

space for stowing it, besides the additional space

occupied by a larger engine; consequently, if

seven miles per hour will answer the purposes of

the trade the vessel is to conduct, the advantages
of the lesser speed must be evident.

331. According to the principles we have cal-

culated upon, the power required to give a boat

different velocities in still water will be as fol-

lows :

Miks per hour.

3

4

5
6
7

8
9

10

Horses' power.

5*
13

25
43
69
102

146
200

332. In short voyages the extra quantity of

engine room, and tonnage for fuel, is not so ob-

jectionable ; but, in a long voyage, it reduces
the useful tonnage to so small a proportion as

to render it doubtful whether such vessels will

answer or not. The consumption of fuel to

produce a given effect is much greater than in

engines on land; and, perhaps, much in conse

quence of the imperfection of the draught of the

chimney, and the limited space for the boiler.

The former might be easily remedied by an arti-

ficial blast, directed so as to force the flame to

expend its heat on the boiler. And, while on
this subject, it well deserves the attention of

those who wish to improve steam-boats, to adopt
some more effective methods of confining the

heat to its proper object, and particularly where
the engineer and firemen are exposed to it.

333. When the paddles of a steam-boat are

in action there is a point in each paddle where-

in, if the whole re-action of the fluid was con-

centrated, the effect would not be altered ; this

point may be called the centre of re-action. It

has not been determined for the case under con-

sideration, but may perhaps form a subsequent
object of research.

334. We suppose the fluid to be at rest, and
the velocity of the centre of re-action to be V,
and the velocity of the boat to be v ; then V
v is the velocity with which the paddles strike

the water. Or the difference between the velo-

city of the paddles and the velocity of the boat
is equal to the velocity with which the paddies
act on the water ; hence, when these velocities

are equal, the paddles have no force to impel the

boat ; and, if the paddles were to move at a

slower rate, they would retard it. Now, as

(V v) is the velocity, the force of the re-

action will be as (V v1
) ; for this quantity is

proportional to the pressure which would pro-
duce the velocity V v. But, during the ac-

tion of the paddle, the water yields with a velo-
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city V v ; and since the velocity of the boat

is u, the effective power is as V v : v : :

(V vf : v (V v}. And the effect of this

power in a given time is a maximum when v2

(V v) is a maximum, that is, when 2V 3

v, or when the velocity of the centre of re-action

of the paddles is one and a half times the velocity
of the boat.

335. It is desirable that the action of the pad-
dles should be as equable and continuous as

possible, unless they be arranged so that the

variation of the power of the engine may coin-

cide with the variation in the action of the pad-
dles. But, in attempting to render the action of

the paddles equable, their number ought not to

be increased more than can be avoided, because
there is not then time for the water to flow be-

tween them, so as to afford a proper quantity of

re-action, neither do they clear themselves so

well in quitting the water. If we suppose W L,

plate VI. fig. 4, to be the line the water would
assume when at rest, the most favorable arrange-
ment with the smallest number of paddles ap-
pears to be to make the paddle A of the wheel
A just entering, when the preceding one B is in

a vertical position, and the one C quitting the

water. This arrangement allows time for the

water to flow between, and for it to escape from
the retiring paddles. If a smaller number be

employed, there will be a short interval during
which none of the paddles will be in full action.

The utmost variation will be between the posi-
tions of the wheels A and B, fig. 5, and an in-

termediate position is shown by the wheel C.
I have not attempted to represent the actual

state of the surface of the water during the mo-
tion of the paddles, for, unless it were done with

accuracy, according to nature, it is better undone
;

but the form of the surface will not materially
affect the conclusions.

336. To determine the radius of the wheel,
or the depth of the paddles, when the number
of the paddles is given, becomes an easy pro-
blem, when the preceding conditions are to be
adhered to. For, put A O, fig. 6, the radius

r, and x n the depth A a of the paddles, and
360

n their number. Then the angle A O B

contained between two paddles, and r cos.

the angle being the

depth from the centre of the wheel to the surface

of the water ; and

360 _ .n (J a ; the cosine of
n

360

tained between the two paddles. .From unity
subtract the natural cosine of the angle, and tlif

depth of the paddles divided by the remainder
will give the radius of the wheel.

337. Thus, if the number of paddles be eight,
and their depth one foot and a half, ihen
360

45, and its cosine is -7071, therefore

1-5

j
, 7

'

07^
= 5-12 feet, the radius of the wheel.

Again, if the number of paddles be seven, and

their depth 1-5 feet as before, then
360

= r x, or,

and its cosine is -6234, consequently
'

H J
1 -6'23-i

four feet.

338. Both divisions are represented in the pre-
vious fig. and it may be remarked that, when the

depth of the paddles is fixed upon, the greater
number of paddles should have the preference,
because the first impression on the water is then
less vertical. The difference is easily seen by
comparing the angles at which the paddles A and
a, strike the water. It will also be observed
that the larger wheel must have less tendency
to throw the water up behind at C.

339. It is obvious that, by enlarging the wheel,
the obliquity of the action on entering the water

may be reduced ; but it also may be done by les-

sening the depth of the paddles, as will be evi-

dent from the other figs., where the angles are

the same in both wheels ; hence it is useful to

be able to find the depth, and. if the number of the

paddles and the radius of the wheel be given,
the depth may be found by the following rule :

340. Multiply the radius of the wheel by the

difference between unity and the natural cosine

of the angle contained between two paddles, and

the product is the depth required. Suppose the

radius is to be 4-5 feet, and that there are to be

eight paddles ; then 4-5 (1 -7071)
= 1-318 feet

for the depth of the paddles.
341. Eight paddles is as small a number as

ought to be adopted, and, where large wheels can

be admitted, nine or ten might be used with ad-

vantage ; but, where many paddles are employed,
the wheels must necessarily be of large diame-

ter, to keep them narrow. The advantages of

wheels of large diameter consist in the favor-

able direction they strike the water, and also

quit it; the paddles are also more distant from

one another, and, while they have more re-action

on the water, they splash it about much less ; the

weight of the wheel also renders it more effec-

tive as a regulator of the forces acting upon it.

On the contrary, there are some strong practica-
cos. J = x = A a, the depth of hie objections to very large wheels for sea-vessels ;

the paddles.

Also
360
= r =A o, the radius of the

1 cos,
n

wheel.

From these equations we have the following

rules, viz. To find the radius of the wheel,
when the number and depth ot the paddles are

given. Divide 360 by the number of paddles,
which will give the degrees in the angle con-

they give the force of the waves a greater hold

on the machinery; they are cumbersome and

unsightly ; and they raise the point of action too

hi?h above the water line ; so that the choice re-

quires both experience and judgment.
342. The best position for the paddles appears

to be in a plane passing through the axis, as re-

presented in the figures ;
if they be in a plane

which does not coincide with the axis, they

must either strike more obliquely on the fluid

in entering, or lift up a considerable quan-
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tity in quitting it. With respect to the shape of

the paddle, it is clear that it should be such that

the resistance to its motion should be the greatest

possible. These conditions appear to be fulfilled

in a high degree by the simplest of all forms, the

plane rectangle ; but we might learn much from

a judicious set of experiments on this subject.

343. As there is some variation in the force of

re-action against the paddles, it may in some

measure be compensated by making its periods
coincide with the variation in the force of the

engine. To effect this, the stroke of the engine
should be made in the same time as is occupied

by that part of the revolution of the paddle-
wheel which is expressed by a fraction having
the same number of paddles for its denominator,
and the piston should be at the termination of its

stroke, when one of the paddles is in a vertical

position. For, when one of the paddles is

in a vertical position, as in the wheel A, the

re-action is the least ;
and it is greatest when two

paddles are equally immersed, as in the wheel B,

at which time the force would be acting at right

angles to the crank.

344. Having shown the power that is neces-

sary to keep a boat in motion in still water, it

will be some advantage to resume the enquiry in

the case where it moves in a stream or current ;

and, for that purpose, let v be the velocity of the

boat, and c the velocity of the current ; a being
the resistance, when the boat is in motion with

the velocity a.

345. When the resistance to be overcome, to

give the boat the velocity v, is, when the motion
n /* - \l

is with the stream, u* :(v c}
3

''. a :
^

And, when the boat moves against the stream as

o (v + c)
1

*
: (v -f- c)

a
; I a :

-

^
-. Hence the power

and its effect in a given time is a maximum
when v* (V + c

t;)
is as a maximum ; that is

3 v -4- 2 c
whenV= , or when V=l'5-|-c

in either case is expressed by
a v (+ c)

8

The

upper sign to be attended to when the motion is

with the current, and the lower sign when it is

against it. When c, the velocity of the current, is

nothing, the result is the same as before. But
the resistance in still water is not the mean be-

tween the resistances in the direction of the cur-

rent and against the current ; consequently, the

mean rate of a boat, which alternately goes with

and against a current, must be less than the

mean rate in still water. The mean resistance is

^
,

-' while the resistance in still water is

v?

only , and the difference between these is

u*

;
a quantity depending on the velocity of the

current ; and, for any particular case, should be

calculated from the mean motion of the current.

346. When a boat advances with a current,

the velocity with which the paddles act on the

water will be V -f- c v ; and when the boat

moves against the current it will be V c v ;

consequently, in either direction, it is V c v ;

and the force of re-action (V c vf.
But the effective resistance of the boat is as

A, 2(v+<0
Also,

-= v.
O

347. When c= o, or the boat moves in still

2 V
water,
-= v, the same as before, and the mean
o

between moving against and with the current is

2 V- = v also ; therefore, where the velocity can-
o

not be changed to suit the circumstances, this

will be the best proportion for all cases. Where
the force of a current is considerable, it would
be extremely desirable to have the power of al-

tering the velocity' of the wheels
;
and it is not

proper that it should be done by any change in

the velocity of the steam-piston ; because, what-

ever change is made in its velocity, must affect

the power of the engine. There is no difficulty
in adopting such a train of mechanism as would

produce the alteration of velocity required, and

yet be as strong and durable as the ordinary

combination, and not at all expensive, compared
with the object to be gained by mtrbducing it.

It will only be necessary to provide for an in-

crease of velocity ; for, when the boat goes with

the stream, the rate of the paddles is already too

great; whereas, when a boat moves against the

current, both an increase of velocity of the wheel
and an increase of surface of paddle is necessary,
to maintain the mean rate.

348. We will close this part of our subject
with a view of the velocity a boat may be expected
to acquire, when the power is the same : Let P be

the power of the engine, then - ~ = P

349. Put the ratio of the velocity of the cur-

rent to the velocity of boat as 1 : n ; that is,

1 : n
'. '.

v : c = n v ; whence we have

=P

350. If the boat moves in a current of which

the velocity is n times the velocity of the boa:,

then we shall have

With the stream

Still water

Against the stream

This table shows that a power capable of moving
a boat at the rate of five miles per hour in still

water, will only move it at the rate of a little

more than three miles per hour against a current

of the same velocity as the boat ; and that the

speed of the same boat would be eight miles per
hour when moving with a current of which the

velocity is four miles per houi. It should he

remarked that these calculations suppose the

Miles
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D

area of the paddles and their velocity to be ad-

justed to the maximum proportions in each case ;

were it otherwise, the velocity with the current

would be increased, and the velocity against the

current diminished.

351. There are two or three detached parts of

the engine that require a more particular notice

than we have yet given. The governor, as it is

called, furnishes a beautiful illustration of the

application of the centrifugal force as a means of

regulating the velocity of the engine. Indeed the

same law that governs the motions of the plane-

tary bodies is here made subservient to produc-

ing the most perfect equilibrium between the

various parts of the machine.

352. It is represented in the accompanying

diagram, and a
._

rotatory motion

is communicated

by a gut band

passing round a

rigger, or pulley
fixed upon the

fly-wheel shaft,

or some other re-

volving part of

the engine, and
also round the

pulley C ;
and

the relative velo-

cities of the go-
vernor and the

engine must be

adjusted by such wheel-work, or the respective
diameters of the two pulleys. Towards the up-

B;r
part of the rod or spindle A B two bent levers

E F and G E H are fixed, so that they can

both turn or open on the common centre E
which is fixed to the spindle ; a heavy iron ball

I, I, is fixed to the end of each bent lever, and the

upper ends D and G of these levers are attached

by connecting links K, K, with joints to the slid-

ing piece M, which slides freely on the square

spindle. It follows therefore that while the two

balls I, I, lie in contact with the spindle A B, the

slider M will be pushed to its greatest possible

height upon the rod ; but whenever the balls I, I,

are opened out the slider M must be depressed.
The weight of the balls keeps them in contact

with the spindle, so long as it remains stationary
or moves slowly ; but whenever their revolving
motion increases, their centrifugal force will

drive them to a greater or less distance from the

centre : L N is an iron lever turning on the

fixed pivot N> while its opposite end enters a

groove formed in the sliding piece M ; this is

merely for multiplying or increasing the motion

produced in M, when necessary ; for, by prolong-

ing the distance between N and L, the end L
may be made to move in any required degree.
To apply the governor to the regulation of the

velocity of the engine, it therefore only becomes

necessary to connect the end L of the lever by
means of strong wires with the lever of the throt-

tle valve, taking care that that valve shall be

quite open when the two balls of the governor
are lying close to their spindle ; for then the en-

gine will move at its full speed. By so doing,
the balls will instantly separate and raise the end

L of the governor-lever, which, by drawing upon
the lever or the throttle valve will partly close it

and diminish the speed.
353. The safety-valve being an object of con-

siderable importance, both as regards the utility
of the engine, and the preservation of those con-
nected with its management, much attention has
been given to its construction

; and to this highly
useful appendage we would particularly call the

reader's attention.

354. The first engine that was made by Saverv
was furnished with a steel-yard safety-valve
The accompanying figure will furnish an idea ot

its arrangement. A
the top of the boiler ;

B, the safety-valve
or plug, made to fit

air-tight in the tube
or valve-seat be-

neath. C, the lever

working on an axis

T), and furnished

with a moveable weight E, adjusted to balance
the weight of the steam in the boiler.

355. The lever and balance-ball safety-valve

employed in all the early boilers appear but little

calculated for those engines in which high pres-
sure steam is employed, as the engine-man, in an
over anxious zeal for the full performance of the

machinery confided to his care, has been fre-

quently known to increase the internal pressure
of a large boiler many thousand pounds be-

yond the resistance to which it was originally

proved. To prevent a recurrence of those acci-

dents which first drew the attention of the legis-
lature to this important part of the engine, it ap-

pears advisable to enclose the safety-valve in an
iron case, of which a section is annexed. The
valve B in this case

rests upon a conical

seat in the boilerA,
and is furnished

with a series of

small moveable

plates lettered c,

which are employed
to increase or dimi-

nish the entire

weight of the safety-valve, the whole being
covered by the box D ; and, as this is pierced
with a number of small holes, the steam readily

escapes when the expansive force exceeds the re-

sistance offered by the loaded valve.

356. The cylinders of steam engines are fre-

quently surrounded with cases containing steam
of the same elasticity as that in the boiler. The
water proceeding from the condensation which
takes place in the case was for a considerable

time allowed to pass off without further use ; but
it has subsequently been the practice to return it

to the boiler.

357. The object of the case was to prevent
condensation taking place within the cylinder.
But we shall see that the application of heat in

this manner is by no means advantageous. As
far as experiments hitherto published afford us a

clue we will endeavour, says an ingenious author,
to investigate it in the case of the engine at Huel
Towan.
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357*. M. W. De la Roche and Berard found

that the capacities of equal volumes of air under
the pressures of 29-2 and 41-7 incites of mercury
were nearly as 1 : T2396 differing from the ratio

of the pressures of densities which is 1 : 1-358.

358. If we suppose the densities and capaci-
ties to be in this ratio to each other ; then under
a pressure of 24-9 inches of mercury 8-983.

29-2 . . . 1-000

39-6 . . . 1-215

71-15 . . . 1-91

359. As air and steam, out of contact with its

generating water, follow the same ratio of expan-
sion; in the absence of experiments on the sub-

ject, it seems reasonable to suppose that their

capacities vary as one another, and consequently
that the capacity of the steam in the case 1-910

whilst that of the steam contained in the cylinder
at the termination of the working stroke -8983

for equal volumes ; and for equal weights that of

the former -02684 whilst that of the latter

-03607. It consequently requires that 3607

parts by weight of steam, of a pressure equal to

that of 71-15 inches of mercury, be cooled, in

order to heat 2684 parts of the pressure of 24-9

inches, the same interval of temperature. From
the law of Mariotte it follows that the elastic

force of a given weight of any elastic fluid, x the

sphere of its action, will give the same quantity,
whatever may be the temperature, pressure, or

density ; provided the whole quantity of heat in

the mass suffer no increase or diminution ; and

hence, friction and capacity disregarded, we ob-

tain the same result, whether a given quantity of

water and caloric, in the form of a vapor, act on
a surface of eight or eighty inches in diameter.

360. In the use of a steam case it appears that

a portion of steam is destroyed in order to com-
municate to another portion a force so consider-

ably less than what would have been obtained

by adding volumes together as the difference

between 2684 and 3607. The former represent-

ing the effect produced on the steam in the cylin-
der by the abstraction of heat from the case; and
the latter what would have been the effect of the

steam condensed in the case had it been em-

ployed in the cylinder.
361. But the quantity of injection water will

be augmented by the steam within the cylinder

acquiring an increased quantity of heat after its

admission there ; the load of the air-pump being
of course proportionally greater ; the surface ex-

posed to the cooling influence being enlarged by
the application of a case. Mr. Woolf and Mr.
Grose usually employ steam cases, which with
the upper parts of the boilers, the steam pipes,
cylinder, cover, nozzles, &c., are surrounded and
covered with from ten to fourteen inches in thick-

ness of ashes, saw-dust, or powdered charcoal.

362. Before the application of this contri-

vance Mr. Hocking, engineer at the Consolidated

mines, states, that the quantity of steam condensed
in the case of a ninety inch cylinder, and work-

ing with steam of a pressure of about seventy
inches of mercury, gave 8T6 cubic feet of water
in twenty-four hours.

363. Mr. Sims has recently adopted a plan,

which, if it can be so carefully managed by the

engine-men as to avoid charring the packing of

the piston, seems preferable to a steam case. It

is making the flue, from the boiler to the chim-

ney, around the cylinder. But it is doubtful

whether the advantage obtained in the cylinder
be not counterbalanced by the increased burden
of the air pump.

364. The sudden descent of a weight suf-

ficiently heavy to open the valves of a powerful

engine, would be attended with serious incon-

venience, was not some expedient resorted to

for diminishing its force. To do this, each

plunger weight moves in a strong box or case

which very nearly fits it ; and as this, together
with the weight itself, is placed in the cold water

cistern, of course this box is always filled with

water, which is admitted by a valve opening in-

wards; when the plunger weight descends, it is

therefore resisted by the water, which only per-
mits it to move slowly ; but, in its ascent, the

valve opens and admits of the most rapid mo-

tion, and at the same time prevents any unne-

cessary load being thrown upon the plug tree.

In engines of great power, the weight of the

plunger would necessarily be so great as to be

very inconvenient, and Messrs Watt and Boul-
ton have therefore most ingeniously applied a

small separate steam cylinder and piston for the

express purpose of removing the pressure from

the valves. The piston rod of this small cylin-

der, which is usually nx*d immediately below
the side pipes, is a continuation of the rod by
which the valves are connected, and is made
steam tight by working through stuffing-boxes.
The piston is of the same diameter as the valves

to which it is connected, and the steam passages
are so continued from the slide-pipes that, when
steam is made to press on the upper side of any.
valve, it is at the same* time admitted below the

piston, and thus tends to raise that valve up-
wards with a force exactly equal to that which

presses it downwards, consequently the valve

moves with the same facility as if it were in the

open air. The plunger weights do not therefore

require to be of greater weight than what is

necessary to overcome the friction of the piston,
and the stuffing-boxes of the valve-spindles. In
those engines that work with a four-way cock,
or sliding regulator, plungers are unnecessary,
and indeed cannot well be applied, though the

motion they produce is always desirable, because
the steam cannot be cut off too suddenly, but
should be admitted gradually; for, if its power is

too suddenly thrown upon the piston, it may do
mischief by its exertions before the vis inertia

of the piston and beam are overcome.
365. In 1805 Mr. Job Rider obtained a patent

for improvements in the steam engine. These

improvements consist, first, in lining the steam

cylinder with soft metal, of a sufficient thickness

to admit of finishing the inside of the cylinder of

such metal, by drawing or boring; secondly, in

applying a hollow piston- rod, answering the

purpose of an eduction pipe ; thirdly, in the

order of opening; and shutting the valves ; and,

fourthly, in regulating the speed of the engine

by a pendulum. The nature of this latter con-

trivance is very ingenious, and may be under-

stood from the following description. Upon an
horizontal arbor, which we may denominate the
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mam arbor, are placed three wheels, a drum or

barrel, and a pinion : one of these wheels, that

is to say, the main wheel, is fitted by means
of a socket upon the main arbor, so as to turn

round upon it, and has teeth both upon the
exterior and interior periphery of its rim.

Within the circle of the interior cogs of this

wheel, a pinion is fixed to the arbor, its dia-

meter being one-third of the interior diameter
of the main wheel ; and this pinion has teeth

surrounding its convex surface. The moveable
barrel turns freely upon the main arbor; its dia-

meter is rather less than the exterior diameter
of the main wheel, and it carries a cord, with a

weight hanging at its end, acting like a clock-

weight. Besides this, the ends of the barrel

are pierced with two orifices, each at about half

the exterior radius of the main wheel from the

arbor, these holes serving is bushes or pivot-

holes, wherein an arbor turns, carrying a wheel
of which the diameter and number of teeth are

equal to those of the pinion : the latter wheel

may be called the barrel pinion ; its teeth work
in the teeth of the pinion, and also in the inte-

rior teeth of the main wheel. By these means
the barrel may be turned round upon the main

arbor, while the arbor itself is turned by the pi-

nion, which is acted upon by the barrel-pinion,
at the same time that this pinion acts upon the

interior teeth of the main wheel. The external

teeth of the main wheel turn the pinion of a

scapement wheel and pallets, nearly similar to

those in Graham's dead-beat. Near one end of

the main arbor there is a ratchet-wheel, and
wheel and click ; and near the other end a wheel,
which is acted upon by an endless screw upon
a horizontal shaft, worked by the general opera-
tion of the steam engine.

366. This arrangement serves to regulate the

rate of the engine's motion ; for the turning of

the worm wheel, by the general motion of the

engine, causes the weight to be raised which

hangs to the cord that wind? upon the barrel ;

and this weight is connected to one end of a

lever, the other end of which is attached to the

steam-valve in such a manner that the degree
of opening of that valve depends upon the alti-

tude to which the weight is raised. The aperture
of this valve is formed like an inverted cone;

and, while this valve shuts and opens twice at

every stroke, the lever does not prevent such

opening and shutting, but merely limits the ex-

tent of the opening by the springing up of a rod

connected with it. By this contrivance it hap-

pens that when the weight is highest the valve

is least opened ; and when the weight is lowest

the valve is most opened. Hence it is evident

that should the engine wind up the weight, by
turning the worm faster than the pendulum per-
mits it to descend by the turning of the barrel, the

aperture of the valve will be contracted ;
and

vice versa. Little power is lost by these means,
and the speed of the engine can be accurately

regulated by properly adjusting the length of the

pendulum, and the numbers of teeth in the

wheels and pinions. As to the ratchet-wheel

and click, their sole use is to prevent the weight
from drawing the line off the barrel, when the

worm-wheel is thrown out of gear.
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367. The air-pump and condenser of the com-
mon engine are usually of the same size

; if of
one-eighth, the capacity of the working cylinder,
it will be found sufficient to keep the condenser
empty in Mr. Watt's single engine. The best

proportion for a double action engine is about
two-thirds the diameter of the cylinder and half
the length of stroke, the condenser, as in the

single engine, being of similar
capacity.

368. In Mr. Maudslay's portable engine the
condenser is a hollow cylinder, and ths air-

pump is placed within it, so that there is no ne-

cessity for a pipe of communication from the

air-pump to the condenser: and in this case a
small cistern is fixed over the pump to contain
the hot water, the discharge valves being placed
in the lid, which thus forms the bottom of the
cistern or hot well.

369. In the early engines, on Messrs. Boulton
and Watt's construction, the air-pump and con-

densing-cistern were placed at the outer end of
the beam

;
in which case, the pump-bucket being

drawn up by the descent of the piston, the en-

gine required less counter-weight than in the

present form, in which the air-pump must be

wholly worked by the counter-weight. It was

necessary, also, that the parts appropriated to the

condensation of steam should be kept as cold a

possible ;
on which account the air-pump and

condenser were placed in a cistern of cold wa-

tei, which, being continually on the overflow,
carried off the excess of heat.

370. The mode of condensing by outward
cold was not however found sufficient ; arid Mr.
Watt afterwards introduced a small jet of water,
the dimensions of the air-pump being so far in-

creased as to extract the injection-water as well

as the air.

371. To shovv the degree of vacuum in the

condenser, and consequently the amount of pres-
sure on the piston, a barometer-gauge has been

employed. This is justly considered as a most

important instrument, though unfortunately for

the profit of steam engine proprietors, but little

attended to. This gauge is in fact a common
barometer tube, of thirty inches in length, with a

graduated scale, and connected with the con-

denser by a small tube furnished with a stop-
cock. When the air is expelled from the cylin-

der this must be closed, otherwise the steam

entering the tube would blow the mercury from

the cup. On the cock being turned, and the

communication opened with the condenser, the

exact degree of vacuum will be shown by the

height of the mercurial column, which, if the con-

densation be not complete, or air be admitted,

will descend, and on the contrary, if perfect, it

will ascend, as in the Torricellian tube.

372. The steam-gauge employed by Mr. Watt

consists of an inverted syphon or bent tube of

glass or iron, one leg of which is jointed to the

steam-pipe, while the other is open to the atmo-

sphere. A quantity of mercury being poured
into the tube, it will occupy the lower or bent

part, and the surface of the fluid metal in one

leg being exposed to the pressure of the steam,

while the external air acts upon the other, it is

evident that the difference of level of the two

surfaces will express the pressure of the steam in

M
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the height of the mercurial column passing up
the graduated tube.

373. This gauge is just the reverse of the pre-

ceding; the barometer showing the pressure of

the atmosphere on a given space of the piston,
while the steam-gauge indicates the force of elas-

tic vapor entering from the boiler. It is the duty
of the fire-man frequently to look at his gauge,
that he may know when to increase the fire in

the furnace, and thus a sufficient supply of steam

will always be secured to the engine.
374. In the early atmospheric engines, the

working-beam was composed of a large and al-

most unhewn tree ; but Mr. Smeaton employed
a framing of wood for this purpose, which was
afterwards much simplified and improved by Mr.

Hornblower.
375 In double-acting engines it is usual to

have the beam cast in one piece, the extremities

being turned in a lathe to form cylindrical pins,

upon which are fitted sockets or pieces, having
other pins projecting from them to form the

points of the parallel-motion and connecting-
rod. Thus, there is one pin on each side of the

socket, the two links of the parallel-motion being
fitted to the two projecting pins at one end,
while the double joint of the connecting-rod is

fitted on the two pins at the other end of the

beam. The advantage of this construction is,

that the joints at the ends of the beam become
universal joints, having liberty of motion in all

directions ; and, in some of Mr. Murray's best

engines, the same contrivance is applied to the

crank-pin and connecting-rod.
376. The following table exhibits the propor-

tions of the parallel-motion and as such is im-

portant.
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necessary to take off the top of the cylinder to

get at the screws, even when fresh hemp or

packing was not wanted, and this operation beino-

attended with considerable labor was seldom re-

sorted to by the engine-man till a great waste of
steam had taken place. By an improvement on
this piston, introduced by Mr. Woolf,this is now
effected without taking off the cylinder-cover,

except, indeed, when new packing is required.
382. To accom-

plish this,Mr.\Voolf
fastens on the head
ofeach of the screws

a small cog-wheel
or nut, c, c, c, c, c,

and these are all

connected together

by means of a cen-

tral wheel d, work-

ing loose upon the

piston-rod in such
a manner, that if

any one of the screws be turned, a similar mo-
tion is given to the remainder, a cap being pro-
vided in the upper end of the cylinder screwed
down by bolts to make it steam-tight. In a piston
thus constructed, there is little difficulty in draw-

ing down the packing, by applying a key to the

square head of the projecting screw employed to

communicate with the rest. Another method
contrived by Mr. Woolf for the smaller pistons
differs but little from the preceding in construc-

tion. Instead of having several screws, all worked
down by one motion, there is in this but one

screw, and that One cut upon the piston-rod
itself; on this is placed a wheel, the centre
of which is furnished with a female screw, which
is forced down by means of a pinion furnished

with a square projecting head turned in a similar

manner to the preceding.
383. For high-pressure engines, however, the

metallic piston invented by Mr. Cartwright has
the most decided preference. This not only
saves the trouble and expense of packing, which
must be frequently renewed in all other engines,
but also a great deal of steam, on account of the

more accurate manner in which it is made to fit

the cylinder. This is effected in the following
manner : Two metal rings are accurately ground
into the cylinder, so that no steam can pass be-

tween their exterior surface and the inside of the

cylinder, their upper and under sides are also

ground perfectly flat, and applied one upon the

other. On the upper ring is placed a plate of

metal, rather smaller in diameter than the cylin-

der, while a similar flat plate is placed below the

under ring, both of which, with the rings between,
are attached firmly to each other by means of the

piston-rod passing through them.
384. A shell being thus formed, the rings are

each of them cut into three pieces, and in cutting
them such a portion of the metal is taken away
as to leave room to introduce between two of

the pieces, a spring in form of the letter V, the

open end of which is placed outwards, almost
close to the circumference ; by which means the

two pieces, against which the two sides of the

spring act, are pressed in the direction of the

Circumference, against the ends of the third

piece, so that the three pieces are thus kept so

uniformly in contact with the cylinder, that the

longer the machine is worked the better the rings
must fit. To prevent steam passing through
the cuts in the lower rings, the solid parts in

those upon ihe upper side are made to fill

upon the divisions and springs of the under
ones, thus interrupting the communication that
would otherwise remain open, and forming a.

perfect break-joint.
385. A diagram of an

improved piston is an-

nexed : and it will he
seen that the flexible

springs /, /, /, rest on
the rod S, and ope-
rate on the wedges o, o, u,

and as such must expand
the remaining portions

ft, h, h, so as to ensure

the accurate fitting of the piston r m. The inte-

rior surface of the cylinder in which the piston
works requires to be bored with the greatest ex-

actness, though this was but little attended to in
the early atmospheric engines, some of them

being composed of timber hooped together in

the same manner as barrels are constructed. Mr.
Watt, in his first attempts at improving tde steam

engine, employed this material in the construc-
tion of his cylinders, though he afterwards aban-
doned it for those of bored metal

; the operation
of boring being performed with the greatest pre-

cision, by an apparatus invented by Mr. Wilkin-
son.

386. Mr. Murray has also effected considerable

improvements in this part of the engine, and the

boring machines employed in his manufactory
are of considerable value. They are worked by
a separate steam engine, which is never stopped

during the operation, as in that case a shoulder

or ring would be formed, rurming completely
round the cylinder.

387. In small engines, it is common to place
the cylinder within the boiler, in which case no

artificial mode of retaining the heat is required ;

but to this arrangement in those of larger dimen-

sions there are several objections, not the least of

which is the frequent repairs that are necessary
in the boiler ;

and a similar effect has been pro-
duced by the use of a double cylinder. This

was first adopted by Messrs. Boulton and \Vatt,

the outer cylinder or steam-jacket keeping the

inner cylinder at the temperature of boiling wa-

ter, by the action of a partition of steam made to

pass between the jacket and the working Cylin-

der, as we have already stated.

388. Before the boiler of a high-pressure engine

is set to work, it should be proved effectually, first,

by drilling small holes through it at different

places, to actually measure the thickness of the

metal, and ascertain that it is equal throughout,

and then it should be proved by injecting water

into it, until the pressure
lifts the safety-valve,

when loaded considerably more than is intended

to be when the engine is set to work
,
but this

proof should not be too severe, because the metal

may be weakened, although it is not burst, by

the proof; and in consequence may afterwards

burst with a much less pressure of steam. At

M 2
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the same time the engineer, who undertakes to

make these engines, should fully inform himself

of the real strength of metal boilers of determi-

nate thicknesses, which could be easily done

without danger by injecting water into the boilers

until they actually burst. We do not know that

such experiments have ever been made ; and, in

those boilers which have been burst by the ex-

plosion of steam, the pressure at the moment of

the accident has not been known.
389. Mr. Bramah has made several steam en-

gines, in which he employed a four-passaged

cock, on a construction somewhat different from

the one usually resorted to ; the steam from the

boiler is made to enter into a hollow at the large
end of the cone of the cock, and to pass away
to the condenser by a passage at the small end

of the cone of the cock, which by this means is

always pressed into its seat by the force of the

steam acting upon a surface equal to the small

end of the cock, from which the pressure is re-

lieved. This keeps the cock always tight ; and,
to prevent the moveable part from being fixed

fast by the pressure, the cone is made much more
obtuse than usual.

390. In joining thejlanches of iron cylinders,
and other parts of hydraulic and steam engines,
a strong and durable cement is required. The

following are receipts for cements proper for

such purposes : Mix boiled linseed oil, litharge,

red and white lead together, to a proper consist-

ence; this cement is to be applied on each side

of a piece of flannel, previously shaped to fit the

joint. The quantities of the ingredients may be

varied without inconvenience, only taking care

not to make the mass too thin with the oil. It

is difficult, in some cases, to make a good fitting

of large pieces of iron-work at once, and this

renders it necessary sometimes to join and sepa-
rate the pieces repeatedly before a proper adjust-
ment is obtained. When this is expected, the

white lead ought to predominate in the mixture,
as it dries much slower than the red. A workman,
knowing this fact, can exercise his own discretion

in regulating the quantities ; but it is safest to have
too much rather than too little white lead, as the '

durability of the cement is no way injured

thereby, only a longer time is required for it to

dry and harden. When the fitting will not ad-

mit of so thick a substance as flannel being in-

terposed, linen may be substituted, or even

paper, or thin pasteboard, the only reason for

employing any thing of the kind being the con-

venience of handling. This cement answers

well also for joining broken stones, however

large. Cisterns built of square stones put toge-
ther with this cementwill never leak or want any
repairs ; in this case the stones need not be en-

tirely bedded in it; for an inch or even less of

the edges that are to lie next the water need only
be so treated, and the rest of the joints may be

filled with good lime.

391. Another cement, which is preferable to

the former for withstanding the action of the

steam, is compounded as follows : Take two
ounces of sarammoniac, one ounce of flour of

sulphur, and sixteen ounces of cast iron filings or

borings ; mix all well together by rubbing them
in a mortar, and keep the powder dry. When

the cement is wanted for use, take one part ot

the above powder, and twenty parts of clean iron

borings or filings, and blend them intimately by
grinding them in a mortar; wet the compound
with water, and, when brought to a convenient

consistence, apply it to the joints with a wooden
or blunt iron spatula. By considering the affini-

ties of these ingredients, those who are at all ac-

quainted with chemistry, will be at no loss to

comprehend that a degree of action and re-action

takes place among the ingredients, and between
them and the iron surfaces, which at last causes

the whole to unite as one mass ; in fact, after a

time, the mixture and the surfaces of flanches

become a species of pyrites, holding a very large

portion of iron, all the parts of which strongly
cohere together.

. 392. Another cement of the same kind is made

by mixing together two parts of flour of sulphur
and one part of sal ammoniac, and making them
into a stiff paste with a little water. When the

cement is wanted for use, dissolve a portion of

the above paste in urine, or in water' rendered

slightly acidulous ;
and to this solution add a

quantity of turnings or borings sifted, to get
rid of the grosser particles. This mixture spread

upon or between the flanches of iron pipes, or

put into the interstices of other parts of iron

work, will in a little time become as hard as

stone.

393. Mr. Malam has proposed some impor-
tant improvements in the construction of rotatory
steam engines. Tho first of these consists in the

use of a hollow cylinder or drum, in which the

pressure of steam is contrived to drive a leaden

piston (as the patentee terms it) round the cy-
linder ; but which piston, by its gravity, always
remaining near the lowest part, the steam is im-

pelled upwards against the partition of the cy-
linder, and consequently forces it round upon
its axis.

394. Two standards support the arms or axles

of the revolving cylinder or drum, one of which
arms is hollow, having two passages, the one

communicating through the leg of the standard

to the steam boiler, the other through the other

leg to the condenser.

395. There are three valves in the hollow cy-
linder or drum, for the purpose of shutting off

the steam and forming three distinct compart-
ments ; there are also three hollow arms, each

leading from the hollow axle into one of these

compartments. *There is a heavy block of lead

formed exactly to fit the curvature of the drum
or hollow cylinder, which block or piston slides

completely round the cylinder, the valves falling
back into recesses as it passes by them. This
block is so well fitted as to prevent the passage
of steam between it and the cylinder.

396. The steam admitted through the hollow

axle and through the hollow arm which leads to

the lower compartment, where the block or piston

lies, not being able to drive the block far from
its place forces against the valve, which divides

the chambers, and lifts that side of the revolving

cylinder, carrying it round until the next valve

has passed the block or piston, by which time

the arm that supplied the steam has passed on
so as to open a communication with the con
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denser or vacuum channel, by which the steam

of the chamber becomes condensed. At the

same time, the second valve having closed the

communication with the next chamber, the steam

through the hollow arm pours into that chamber,
and exerts its expansive force against the block

as before, and pressing upward against the valve

raises the revolving cylinder. By these means
the cylinder is kept in action, which action, by
means of the extended axle of the cylinder, may
be communicated as a first mover to other ma-

chinery.
397. The second description of engine has

three cylinders or drums, one within the other
;

the outer drum is called a jacket or case, which
is fixed. Between this and the second drum is

a passage or flue which passes round the second

drum in order to keep it heated, this second

drum is also fixed. The third or inner drum

only revolves upon its axles, poles, or arms,
which pass through metallic stuffings. One of

these axles is hollow for the passage of steam,
and the other is intended to communicate the

motion as a first mover of machinery. The steam

enters the chamber from a boiler, and thence

passes by curved channels into compartments
formed by oblique partitions in the revolving

cylinder or drum, and passes out through small

apertures in the periphery of the revolving cy-
linder into the passage between that and the se-

cond drum, which is the condensing passage.
398. The lower part of the revolving drum,

and also of the condensing passage, are charged
with a quantity of mercury, or of water, or of

fusible metal, such as lead or bismuth, &c.,
which is kept in a fluid state by the heat com-
municated to the inner cylinder through the flue

which surrounds the second drum enclosed within

the jackets. The steam passing through the en-

trance pipe, as before expressed, in one of the

axles, occupies the central circular chamber,
and thence flows into one of the compartments
above described, formed by curved partitions,
where the steam, acting against the fluid metal in

the lower part, raises that side of the drum,
causing it to revolve upon its axis ; this brings
the entrance to a second chamber from out of

the fluid metal in which it was immersed (and
which acted as a valve to the passage), when the

steam, acting upon the fluid metal in this cham-

ber, raises that side of the drum still more, that

is, continues the revolution. By this time the

exit passage of the chamber first mentioned is

raised above the level of the fluid metal in the

condensing or vacuum passage (which passage
communicates with a condenser), by which the
steam in the chamber is condensed ; by this time
a third chamber begins to fill with steam, the

expansion of which, acting against the partitions

upwards and the fluid metal below, raises the re-

volving cylinder still more, while the exit passage
of the second mentioned chamber, rising above the

level of the fluid metal, liberates and condenses
the steam which it. contained ; the first mentioned

chamber, having descended as the drum revolved,
becomes immersed in arid filled with the fluid

metal which flowed in as soon as the vacuum
fras produced. Thus the continued revolution

Of the inner cylinder or drum is effected, and the

rotatory motion of the steam engine communi-
cated by the extended arm or axle to the machi-

nery for which it is designed to be a first mover.
The advantages obtained by these arrangements,
the patentee informs us, are in the absence of a

fly wheel, by which much room and expense are

saved, and also that of a heavy beam
; and as

the steam is always acting uniformly in this engine,
which is not the case in a beam engine, where
both steam and time are lost during the change
of stroke, he conceives that the most economical
and powerful appropriation of steam to the

working of machinery may, by these improved
engines, be effected.

399. Mr. Hague's patent steam engine must
now be examined. The apparatus, which is called

a rotatory engine, in appearance,very much resem-

bles a chain pump, particularly that construc-

tion described in the specification of G. Tyer's

patent, July, 1818; the parts are as follows:

there is an endless chain, carrying buckets or

pistons, which is distended over two cog-wheels,

having recesses in their periphery for the buckets

or pistons to fall into, and the cogs of the wheels

take into the links of the chains for the purpose
of carrying it round.

400. The cases of the apparatus consist of two

boxes, placed one above, the other below, con-

nected together by two pipes or cylinders stand-

ing vertically. One of the above-mentioned cog-
wheels is placed in the upper box, the other in

the lower, and the endless chain and buckets or

pistons pass down the pipes or cylinders and
over the wheels. The lower box is to be filled

with a quantity of mercury, or other non-elastic

fluid, up to the eduction or condensing pipe,
which is at the bottom of the working cylinder.
viz. one of the vertical cylinders or pipes before-

mentioned.

401. The action of the engine will be seen

by the following description : let steam of the

low pressure be admitted at the upper part of

the working cylinder from a boiler in the ordi-

nary way, and it will entirely fill this case of

the machinery, excepting that part of the work-

ing cylinder which is between the bucket or

piston at that time in the upper part of the cy-
linder and the mercury below. The steam, by
its expansive force, will then drive the bucket

down the cylinder until it reaches the eduction

or condensing pipe ; before which time another

bucket has entered the top of the working cylin-
der above. The columns of steam between the

buckets then become condensed by the opening
of the eduction passage ; and a partial vacuum
is produced, while the steam above presses down
the second bucket or piston until a third lias-

entered the working cylinder, and the steam, oc-

cupying the space between the second and third,

becomes condensed as before, and so on ; the

buckets sinking through the mercury and up the

other pipe, by which a continued rotatory action is

obtained and communicated from the axle of the

cog-wheel, and regulated by a fly-wheel. When
this engine is worked by high pressure, the steam

must be admitted at the lower part of the work-

ing cylinder, and the machinery will act the

reverse way or upward. The steam's expansive

force, r listed by the mercury below raises the
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pistons or buckets, and is then condensed or

discharged into the atmosphere at the top of the

working cylinder.
402. Sir John Paul has a patent for a mode of

generating steam. This invention is a mode ot

generating steam of high pressure, by passing
water through a long contorted pipe enclosed

within a furnace ; by which contrivance a greatly

extended surface is exposed to the action of heat,

and steam of very high pressure produced with

great rapidity. It is proposed to place a long
metal pipe of small diameter round the furnace,

and to force or inject water into one end of it,

by means of a pump : which water is to be al-

lowed to escape at the other end of the pipe, in

the form of high pressure steam. The requisite

length, capacity, and strength of the pipe, of

which the boiler is to be formed, will depend

upon the engine it is intended to work. For an

engine of two-horse power the pipe should be

150 feet long, having its internal diameter at

least three-sixteenths of an inch, and, if of cop-

per, about one-sixteenth of an inch thick. This

pipe is to be heated throughout its whole length

nearly to redness, when the water injected at

one end will escape at the other end in the state

of steam, equal in pressure to about 150 Ibs. upon
the inch.

403. In constructing a boiler upon this prin-

ciple, it is proposed to make a conical vessel of

sheet iron, as an external casing, the broad end
of the frustum downwards ;

round the inside of

this vessel, the pipe above described is to be

coiled, and supported upon flanges. A portion of

the pipe, at the lower part of the vessel, is to be

bent, so as to form the grate bars, upon which
the fuel for heating the boiler is to be deposited,
and the fuel may be introduced from the chim-

ney at top, or otherwise, as may be found most

convenient. A reservoir of water must be placed

contiguous, and a forcing pump for injecting it

into the pipe ; and it is proposed to coat or cover

the outer case with brick dust or coal ashes in

order to prevent the radiation of heat.

404. The fuel being ignited, as in ordinary
furnaces, the forcing pump is put in operation,
which injects the water at the lower extremity of

the pipe, so that as it rises through the conical

worm, or contorted pipe, the water may become
more and more heated, until it expands into

steam, and this steam as it passes through the

upper part of the coil, continuing to receive ad-

ditional heat, ultimately escapes at the end of

the pipe with great elastic force, in which state

it proceeds to the engine.
405. For constructing the boiler of a steam

carriage, where a chimney cannot be convenient-

ly employed, another disposition of the worm
pipe is proposed. In this boiler, the pipe is to

be coiled in the form of two frustums of cones,
of different dimensions, placed concentric ; the

larger or outer cone having its wider part at top,
and the smaller, or inner one, its wider part at

bottom. The continuous coil of pipe, thus form-

ed into two cones, is to be fixed firmly upon
suitable supports within the casing, which must
be double, and the space between filled with

coal ashes, or brick dust, or any other imperfect
conductor of heat, as in the former instance.

The fire is made at the lower part in contact with

the pipes, and the bottom of the casing is to be
formed into a funnel shape, for the purpose of

receiving the cinders and dust which fall from
the fire, and conducting them to an ash pit below.

In this funnel an aperture is made, and a pipe
inserted, which conducts a gentle current of air

to the furnace, in order to keep up the fire, and
consume the smoke ; the current of air may be

produced by bellows or by a wind hole, as may
be found most desirable: and the fuel may be

supplied from an air-tight box above, or by any
other suitable means. The injecting pump is t^

be applied to one end of the pipe as before de-

scribed, and the high pressure steam allowed to

escape at the other end, for the purpose of work-

ing the engine. The carbonic acid, or other

vapor, which is not destroyed by passing through
the fire, is allowed to descend through the pas-
sage to the ash pit and to escape into the open
air.

406. The specification concludes by saying
that, for supplying engines of greater power than

those above contemplated, more than one pipe
boiler may be employed, and these may be heat-

ed either in the same way as above described, or

in separate furnaces ; they may be heated either

by immediate contact with the ignited fuel, by
the radiant heat from it, by the flame emitted,

by the burning of gas, by heated air, or by any
other fit and convenient means. The size, shape,
or construction of the furnace, may also be va-

ried considerably, according to circumstances, as

may likewise be the arrangement of the coils of

pipe, provided that the boiler consists of one en-

tire cr continuous pipe, or several pipes united

together, so as to form one continuous passage
from the end where the water is injected to that

where the high pressure steam rushes out. The

pipes may be made of any other suitable mate-
rial besides copper, but their substance must be
varied accordingly. The exterior surface of the

pipe may be coated with a layer of fire clay, or

any other fit material, to guard the pipe against
the effects of the fire, and to prevent oxidation.

407. An apparatus for changing the water has

been suggested by Messrs. Maudslay and Field,

which is particularly adapted for the boilers of

steam vessels, where salt water is used for the

production of steam, as in the ordinary mode,
the deposition of salt and other earthy matters,
on the bottom and sides of the boilers, render

them extremely liable to injury from the action

of the fire. The second part of the invention is

a mode of arresting the heat contained in the

boiling water withdrawn from the boiler, and of

conveying it into the water about to be intro-

duced.

408. When sea water is employed in the

boilers of steam engines, the evaporation quickly

produces a supersaturation of salt in the remain-

ing water, and this, rapidly increasing, causes a
concentration of the salt, and a deposition of

earthy matters on the internal surface of the

boiler, which renders it necessary to change the

water almost every fifty or sixty hours. It ap-

pears from the experiments of the patentees, that
' from twenty to thirty per cent, of the quantity

evaporated taken out will keep the water within
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% degree of saltness from which no practical
evils can result, however long the boiling be con-
tinued.' The proposition, therefore, is to effect

a continued changing and refreshing of the water
in the boiler, by constantly drawing out a quan-
tity of the supersaturated water or brine, and in-

troducing other water to supply the place of that

so withdrawn, as well as that which had been

evaporated, by which means the water in the

boiler can never exceed a certain degree of satu-

ration, proportionate to the quantity so with-

drawn .

409. The method proposed to effect this object
is by the employment of meters, of any kind, that

will regulate and adjust the quantity withdrawn to

the quantity evaporated or driven offin the form of

steam. No drawings are exhibited in the specifi-

cation, it being considered that a general descrip-
tion of the method and kind of apparatus to be em-

ployed will be sufficient to enable any person to

construct the necessary machinery. The meter
recommended to be used is

' a small pump with
a loaded discharge valve, worked by the engine,
and so proportioned as to draw from the lowest

part of the boiler the quantity determined upon.'
410. '

If, for instance, twenty-five per cent.,

or one quarter of the total evaporation, be the

quantity withdrawn, it will be equal to one- fifth

the quantity of common salt water driven into

the boiler to keep up the supply. Thus, as sea

water contains about 0-32 parts of salt, the water

of the boiler will slowly but ultimately attain a

degree of saltness equal to 5-32 or 4-32 parts
more than sea water. After this every stroke of

the engine will take as much salt out of the

boiler by the pump as is left in the boiler "by
the steam used in the cylinder for that stroke.'

411. 'The engine working quick or slow, the

quantity withdrawn bears the same proportion to

the quantity left in
; and, however long the en-

gine may be worked, the water can never be
more salt ; thus avoiding the evils and inconve-

niences to which steam vessels have been hith-

erto subject on long voyages, in being obliged
to stop to empty and refill the boilers every fifty

or sixty hours, or incur the risk of severe injury
to the boilers, from the deposition of salt within

them, and a very great sacrifice of fuel the latter

part of the fifty or sixty hours, when the water,
from the quantity of salt it contains, is very unfit

for raising steam.'

412. The second part of the invention is the

means to be employed for arresting the heat con-

tained in the rejected water, and returning that

heat into the boilers. This is to be effected by

running the hot brine into a vessel, and passing
the supply water through a system of pipes or

tubes of extended surfaces, immersed in the ves-

sel containing the hot brine, and surrounded by
it, in the same way as refrigerators are made to

act upon worts. By these means the heat con-

tained in the water or brine, expelled from the

boiler, will be principally absorbed by the sup-

ply water, as it proceeds into the boiler, thus

compensating in a great degree for the loss of

heat which would otherwise be sustained, by re-

irovinjr a portion of the hot water, and introduc-

ing other which is cold.

413. Mr. Taylor's improvements have for their

object the prevention of unequal friction in tua

working of pistons that move in steam cylinders,
either in horizontal or inclined positions. This
object is proposed to be effected by passing the

piston-rod through both ends of the cylinder,
and by keeping the rod in a state of tension, by
means of weights acting at each end of the rod.

414. In order to render this more evident, let

it be supposed that the working cylinder of a
steam engine is fixed in a horizontal position
upon brick work, and that the rod of the piston
is extended in a straight line, and passed throuuh
both ends of the cylinder, the apertures bein^
properly packed, and the rods running upon
anti-friction rollers in frames, for the purpose of

keeping its action parallel ; and that at the ex-
tremities of the piston-rod, bridles or sweep rods
are attached, which are connected to double or

right angled levers, these levers being for the

purpose of giving the up and down motion to

pump rods below the base of the engine.
415. It will now be perceived that in an engine

so constructed, if the piston be made to recipro-
cate in the cylinder by the alternate expansion
and exhaustion of the steam, that the long rod will

move to and from, and work both the right angle
double levers, raising the pump-rod at one end
and depressing it at the other, and vice versa.

It will also be seen that under these circum-

stances the piston-rod will be supported in all

parts of its movement, and prevented from rub-

bing unequally ; and this will be further aided,
and the rod prevented from binding, by the ten-

sion produced by the weight of the levers and

pump rods at the extremities.

416. In this way several cylinders may be

connected together, and their powers made to

act simultaneously upon one point, their rods

being in the manner above described connected

by bridles or sweep rods to the right angle levers

below. This contrivance is applicable to en-

gines that are worked either by expansive steam

alone, or by exhaustion, or by the principles of

expansion and exhaustion combined. The force

of the engine, or -jombined engines, constructed

as above, may be directed to one end of the

piston-rod, by placing a weight upon one of the

levers,
'

equal to half the power of the engine

and weight of the pump rod; this weight \\i\\

be raised by half the power of the engine in one

direction, and its gravity, added to the power of

the engine in the other direction, will concen-

trate the total power on the rod.'

417. The patentee states his claim for novelty

of invention to consist in ' the mode above de-

scribed, of preventing the unequal friction of

pistons working in cylinders either in a horizon-

tal or inclined position, by passing
the piston-

rods through both ends of the cylinders,
and by

keeping such rods in a slate of tension by means

of weights or loads acting on each end of such

piston-rod; and the modes, above described, of

combining engines with cylinders placed in *

horizontal or inclined position,
so that they will

work simultaneously, by which means the power

of several such engines may he concentratec

upon one point.'

418 Sir William Congreve obtained two pa-

tents for improvements
in the rotatory cnsim:
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The first of these consisted principally in the

employment of bucket wheels, or endless chains

with inverted buckets, against which the expan-
sive force of the steam exerted itself, in an up-
ward direction ; and, by raising the buckets, in

a manner exactly the reverse of their descent in

a water-wheel, the motive force was given to the

engine and other machinery.
419. The second specification states,

' I work
all the various constructions of rotary steam en-

gines, as well as those on the reciprocating

principle embraced in my patent of 19th Oc-

tober, 1818, in a medium of fluid (or melted)
metal, or alloy, in lieu of water.' By this sub-

stitution of fluid metal instead of water, an ad-

ditional power is said to be obtained in engines
of any given dimension, and that in proportion
to the increased density of the medium so em-

ployed ; hence the magnitude of an engine of any

required power will be reduced, which will render

it more compact, and less expensive in con-

structing.
420. It is further proposed to increase the

power of any engine of given dimensions, by
causing the temperature of the surrounding me-

dium, of melted metal or alloy, to be kept at a

higher temperature than that of boiling water
;

'by which means the energy of the steam may
be made equal to that of a hi^h pressure engine,

though the surface of the medium be open to the

air : while, on the other hand, by working with

the medium in a close vessel, and applying a

condenser to exhaust the steam as it rises to the

surface of the medium, a still further expansion
of the steam, and consequent increase of power,
may be obtained with a given temperature and

given means, by thus removing the incumbent

pressure of the atmosphere.'
421. ' The importance of these new principles

will at once be understood by those who are

versed in these matters, as they will perceive

(taking one instance only, by way of example;
that, by working the simple rotatory engine of

my invention, formed by the immersion of a com-
mon hydraulic wheel (as described in the first

case in the specification of my above-mentioned

patent) in a medium, the specific gravity of

which to water shall be as ten to one, a small

wheel of two feet in diameter in such a medium
will be impelled by steam of the same pressure
as a wheel of twenty feet in diameter working in

boiling water : and, consequently, that whereas,
to obtain the same pressure as that of the steam
of a common condensing engine, from steam

working on this principle, in a medium of boil-

ing water, would require a machine of very large

dimensions, this same effect may be produced in

a heavier medium by a machine of very mode-
rate dimensions indeed.'

422. By working the steam in a medium of

high temperature, the size of the boiler may be

reduced, and a considerable saving of fuel ef-

fected ; for the volume of steam from a small

boiler will be very rapidly increased by these

means to the extent of three or four-fold, without

the medium being raised to any very high tem-

perature ; and a still more rapid evolution of

uteam would take place by raising the tempera-
ture of the metallic medium to such a height as

it is readily susceptible of; nor would there be
found any difficulty in keeping the temperature
of the fluid metal so raised to perform its opera-
tions.

423. '

Indeed, by carrying these principles to

a greater extent, the necessity of a boiler may
altogether be obviated ; and the steam produced
at once, by the injection of small quantities of

boiling water, from time to time, into a small

inverted receiver, in the heated medium; whence
it would be carried to the proper part of the re-

volving wheel, or bucket, or other receiver in

which it is to act, according to the particular
construction of the engine : and in which in-

verted receiver the steam, from the rapidity of

its generation, must be created at a much less

expense of fuel than in any of the ordinary pro-
cesses of the boiler; wherein, as the generation
is comparatively so much slower, there is conse-

quently so much more time even for the loss of

heat by radiation. In fact, whether this heated

medium operates by increasing the volume of

steam ready formed in a separate boiler, or in

the immediate generation of it without a sepa-
rate boiler, the increased volume in one case,

and the entire generation in the other, are ef-

fected in the very same moment that the steam

produced is brought into action ; and conse-

quently without allowing any interval of time

for the loss of heat.'

424. ' In the present state of this novel and

rapid mode of producing and applying the force

of steam, it is indeed impossible to say to what
extent of power the effect may be carried, in

proportion to the fuel consumed. It is evident,

however, that so far from any possible condensa-

tion taking place in the steam, from the time of

its generation to that of its action, the tendency
of this mode of applying it is that of a continued

accession of temperature.'
425. It is further stated that these modes of

generating steam, or of increasing its volume
when generated in a common boiler, is applicable
to every description of steam engine. In the first

case, the substitute of the boiler should be a

moderately sized strong vessel, partly filled with

the melted metal, into which small quantities of

boiling water are to be injected at certain inter-

vals of time; and, in the last case, the steam is

merely passed through such a vessel, surrounded

by the melted metal, in its way from the boiler

to the engine.
426. In order to regulate the temperature of

the fluid metal employed, the iron vessel in

which it is heated should be surrounded by
another iron vessel or jacket, filled, (when a very

high temperature is desired), with oil or other

such substance ; by which arrangement the maxi-

mum temperature of the metallic medium will be

limited to the boiling point of the surrounding
fluid ; and, in this case, an alloy of tin and lead,

in equal parts, is proposed as a convenient me-
dium for the above purposes; as it is not expen-
sive, and becomes fluid at about 300 of Fahren-

heit. When only a low temperature may be

required, the medium should oe formed by that

alloy of lead and bismuth commonly called

fusible metal, which becomes fluid at about 200
a

of Fphrenheit, the vessel in which it is confaine I
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oemg immersed in boiling water. ' All the pro-
visions of this patent apply also to the hydraulic
wheel engines, whether the steam be made to

enter into the buckets at their circumference, or

through the hollow axis, and whether these

buckets be open or closed ones.'

427. In Messrs. Boulton and Watt's bell-

crank engine, the cylinder is supported by
brackets proceeding from a cast-iron condensing
cistern, and is placed over one end ot it. The

beam, which is formed like a right-angled tri-

angle, has its centre of motion at the right angle,
and the axis of it is supported by bearings
screwed to the cistern ; and, at the opposite end
to that upon which the cylinder is placed, the

horizontal arm of the triangle forms the working
arm of the beam, to the extremity of which the

power of the cylinder is applied. The connect-

ing rod is jointed at the upper end of the per-

pendicular arm, and extends to the crank, which
is supported in bearings screwed to the cistern

at the same end at which the cylinder is placed,
the centre of motion being at the same level

with the top of the cistern ; and, beneath the

cylinder, the hypothenuse of the triangle of the

beam forms a brace to strengthen it. Two of

these beams are used, and are applied on oppo-
site sides of the cistern, upon the same axis of

motion, and are united together by cross rods,

thus forming two connecting rods and cranks

upon one axis of motion, the fly-wheel being

placed at one extremity of the axis. To con-

nect the piston-rod with the ends of the arms of

the beam, or the base of the triangle, a rod is

fixed across the top of the piston-rod ; and, to

the two ends of this, two other rods are linked,

which descend to the beam, and are pointed to it

at the ends. By this means the ascent and de-

scent of the piston-rod produce a corresponding
action of the beam upon its centre of motion ;

the upper end of the perpendicular arm moving
backwards and forwards, thus by means of the

connecting rods turning the cranks. The rods

which descend from the bar, which is fixed

across the top of the piston-rod to the ends of

the beams, are so constructed as to preclude
the necessity of employing the parallel

motion.

This engine is very compact ;
it requires no

fixing, and the air-pump, which is placed in the

middle of the cistern, is worked by two rods

jointed to the horizontal arms of the beams.

428. Mr. Woolfs double cylinder-engine

nearly resembles that by Mr. Hornblower, but

in another apparatus, by the same ingenious indi-

vidual, he proposes to apply fire to the cylinder

itself, to heat the steam after it is thrown into

the working cylinder ; and this was to be done

by a fire being placed beneath the case contain-

ing the cylinder: the space between the case and

the cylinder was to be filled with oil, wax,
fusible metal, or mercury. He also proposes a

method of preventing the passage of any of the

steam from that side of the piston which is acted

upon by the s'eam, to the other side, which is

open to the condenser. In those steam engines
which act as double engines, he effects this by

employing upon, or about the piston, a column
of mercury, of an altitude equal to the pressure
of the steam. The efficacy of this arrangement

will, he says, appear obvious, from attending tc
what takes place in the working of such a piston..
When the piston is ascending, that is, when the
steam is admitted below it, the space on it;

upper side being open to the condenser, the

steam, endeavouring to pass up by the side of the

piston, is met, and effectually prevented by the
column of metal, equal or superior to it in pres-
sure; and during the down stroke no steam can

possibly pass without first forcing all the metal

through.
429. In working what is called a single en-

gine, a less considerable altitude of metal is re-

quired, because the steam always acts on the

upper side of the piston; and, in this case, oil

or wax will answer the purpose. But care must
be taken, either in the double or single engine,
when working with this piston, that the outlet

which conveys the steam to the condenser shall

be so situated, and of such a size, that the steam

may pass freely, without forcing before it, or

carrying with it, any of the metal or other sub-

stance employed, that may have passed by the

piston : and at the same time providing another

exit for the metal, or other substance collected at

the bottom of the cylinder, to convey the same
into a reservoir kept at a proper heat, whence
it is to be returned to the upper side of the pis-

ton by a small pump, worked by the engine, or

by some other contrivance. In order that the

fluid metal used with the piston may not be oxy-

dated, some oil or other fluid substance is always
to be kept on its surface, to prevent its coming
in contact with the steam : and to prevent the

necessity of employing a large quantity of fluid

metal, although the piston must be as thick as the

depth of the column required, the diameter need

be only a little less than the steam-vessel, or

working cylinder, so that, in fact, the column of

fluid metal forms only a thin body round the piston.

430. Having described the nature of Mr.

Woolfs engine, it may now be advisable to ex-

amine the boiler by which he proposed to gene-

rate steam of sufficient elasticity for the use of

the small cylinder, which requires vapor of great

expansive force.

431. The boiler represented by the diagram

beneath consists of a series of tubes of cast iron,

, </, a, connected by screw bolts with the under

side of a larger vessel A, or magazine of the

same material. This is furnished with four, and

in some cases with five apertures;
the first of

which is intended for the admission of water to

supply the waste which continually arises from

evaporation,
which is effected by means of a
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small forcing-pump, as it will be evident that the

column must be carried to a considerable height
before its weight can so far overcome the resist-

ance of the steam within the tube to allow of its

entering by the ordinary method.
432. The plan of the boiler will better be un-

derstood by a section of the tubes represented
from 1 to 8. This is furnished in the engraving
beneath, and the direction of the smoke proceeding
from the grate B to the flue is shown oy the

bent arrows.

433. Passing from the boiler we arrive at the

steam pipes, which should be sufficiently capa-
cious, and as short as possible, to prevent too

much exposure of surface to the atmosphere.

They should pass from the upper part of the

boiler to the steam cylinder, in a direction

greatly inclining upwards, so that any condensed
water that forms in them may run back to the

boiler instead of getting into the cylinder : con-

sequently every boiler should, if possible, be set

or fixed lower than its steam cylinder; and, in

order the more effectually to prevent condensa-

tion, the steam pipes should be coated with hay-
bands, or sawdust and sacking, or some bad con-

ductor of heat, particularly if they are long and
much exposed to the air.

434. In collieries, where the common steam-

engine is applied for drawing water from (he

mines, it frequently happens that, after a conti-

nuance of wet weather, the water accumulates
so much as to require the engine to be worked

night and day. If the boiler is supplied with

water from the mines, it contains in this case a

great quantity of earthy matter brought immedi-

ately from the surface, which renders the water
within the boiler very muddy ; and there being
little time for cleaning the boiler, owing to the

accumulated water in the mines, six or eight
weeks elapse before this can be done. Towards
the end of this period the water in the boiler is

mixed with sediment to such a degree that the

ordinary supply of steam cannot be raised, al-

though the fire is increased in the furnace ; the

consequence of which is that the common
working speed of the engine is greatly reduced.

In this case it has been the constant practice of

the engine-keepers in Scotland to apply a very

simple remedy for increasing the quantity of

steam. The substance employed is known by
the name of comings, being the radicles of barley

produced in the process of malting, which are

separated before the malt is sent to market.

About a bushel of these is thrown into the

boiler; and, when the steam is again raised, an

immediate effect is visible ;
for there is not only

a plentiful supply of steam to produce the full

working speed of the engine, but an excess of it

going waste at the safety-valve.
435. Mr. William Deverell has two working

cylinders placed near to one another, each having
a pipe of communication, with a large vessel,
in which the steam, after passing from the small

cylinder, is suffered to expand itself before en-

tering the large cylinder. The pistons in the
two cylinders work alternately up and down by
means of valves or cocks, opening and shutting
as in the common engine. Suppose the small

piston has just made a stroke, and a passage is

opened to the steam vessel at the- 'end of the

stroke; at first beginning to work the engine,
the vessel will be full of steam of about eighteen

pounds pressure, admitted from the boiler, but

afterwards will only be supplied by the steam
thrown into it from the small cylinder. The
vessel should be about twenty times larger in

capacity than the smallest working cylinder-,
and the larger it is the more regular will be the

pressure on the great piston, which is worked by
the steam coming from the steam vessel. If the

steam in the boiler be of fifty-four pounds pres-
sure per square inch, the ratio of the two work-

ing cylinders may be as 1 to 3; for then the

smaller one will supply the larger with steam of
about eighteen pounds pressure; the proportion,

however, may be varied, though these are

thought best by the patentee. The improve-
ments here are represented to consist in the

steam going from the smaller working cylinder
to the steam-vessel, and then from the steam-

vessel to the larger working cylinder, from which
it is afterwards drawn off and condensed. By
these means, the engine will be very regular in

its operations. Suppose the steam in the boiler

is at fifty-four pounds, the small cylinder will,
at the end of the stroke, be full of steam of the

same or nearly the same force ;
and the steam-

vessel being full of the steam delivered to it by
the former stroke of the small cylinder, at about

eighteen pounds pressure, the communication is

opened between this vessel and the smaller

cylinder, and the steam in each of these will be

brought to nearly twenty pounds pressure, which
steam will be used in the great cylinder at the

next stroke. But at the end of each stroke of

the pistons, before the opening is made between
the smaller cylinder and the steam-vessel, the

steam in the smaller cylinder will be, as before

stated, at about fifty-four pounds ;
in the steam-

vessel it will be at about eighteen pounds, and
in the larger working cylinder at about eighteen

pounds also. Hence the medium pressure on
the piston of the smaller cylinder will be about

thirty-five pounds on the inch, while the medium

pressure of the steam on the piston of the great

cylinder will be about nineteen pounds on the

inch ; for it will be about twenty pounds at the

beginning and about eighteen pounds at the end
of the stroke. If the steam-vessel be made

larger, the difference at each end of the stroke

will not be so great. If the steam was let out
at fifty-four pounds from the smaller cylinder to

tht- open air, there would be but thirty-nine

pounds upon each inch of the piston in conse-

quence of the re-action of the atmosphere,
equivalent o about fifteen pounds per inch:
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Thus, by letting the steam pass from the smaller

cylinder to the steam-vessel, instead of letting it

out to the open air, it loses about four pounds
on the inch of the small piston, but it gains
about twelve pounds on the inch of a piston
three times as large; and, there being but half

the steam required in the common way to con-

dense, there must of necessity be a considerable

gain. If the friction and loss of force be equal
to nine pounds on the inch, on the piston of the

smaller cylinder, there will be but about thirty

pounds on the inch neat power, when the larger
one will work about twelve pounds on the inch.

Here, too, if the large cylinder, or piston, or air-

pump, or condenser, should be out of order, the

small piston may still be worked, by disengaging
the large piston from the beam : on the other

hand, if the smaller piston be out of order, the

large one may still be worked, while the other is

disengaged. The steam-vessel is to be made of

wood, that it may transmit the heat slowly, and
the cylinders may be placed within it if found
convenient.

436. Mr. James has taken out a patent for a

boiler, which, with some modifications, promises
to be of great importance. It is formed by a

number of annular tubes, arranged close together

sideways, so as to exhibit a cylindrical shape

externally ; these tubes have apertures commu-

nicating into each other at opposite extremities

of their diameters, arranged in two lines, one of

which is at the bottom, when the boiler is fixed

horizontally in its place, and the other line at

its upper part. It is stated, at the end of the

specification, that the shape of these rings may
be elliptical or circular, and that round or other

shaped tubes may be used for them, if preferred
to those represented in the drawings, which are

square, and such as might, be produced by an-

nular partitions soldered in between two hollow
concentric cylindrical vessels.

437. The fire-place or furnace for this boiler

is placed within it, and consists principally of a

grate, arched upwards in the middle, supported
by a bearing bar at each side, which passes

through the boiler, and is sustained by the iron

frames which support the doors of the furnace,
and are put in front and the termination of the

fire-place.
438. This compound boiler is moreover en-

closed by a double cylindrical case, so as to

leave some space between it and the case, in

which the flame or hot vapors from the fire may
circulate

; while the internal part of this double

case, being filled with charcoal dust, confines the

heat more effectually. A flue rises from the

top of the farther end of the case to convey
away the smoke, which, however, is made to

descend near the bottom of the boiler before it

enters the case, by a partition at the farther ex-

tremity of this latter, whose only aperture is at

its bottom.

439. A tube enters into the boiler in front, a
little above its horizontal diameter, for the con-

veyance of water, and a pipe passes out from it

at top, also in front, through which the steam is

to pass to the engine ; the water pipe is furnished
with a peculiar cock at the level mentioned,
which revolves by the motion of the engine,
and is intended to prevent the. water from rising

any higher in the boiler, when it ascends to that

line, though it admits its entrance whenever this
is lower ; but the mode in which the cock is to

produce this effect is not fully explained.
440. The boiler being thus prepared is to be

filled with water a little above its horizontal

diameter, as above mentioned
; and, the fire being

then kindled, the patentee states that the flame
or hot vapor from it will descend between the
case and the boiler, and make the water in the
latter boil ; the steam from which, in passing
through the upper parts of the tubes above the

fire, will be farther heated, so as to produce an
increased effect.

441. To facilitate the cleansing of this boiler

from the sediment of the water, it is to be sup-
ported in front by four rollers, placed at equal
intervals about it, in the iron frame which sus-

tains the case and furnace, and at the back by a

pivot in the centre of the partition at its end,
which pivot passes through the case, and rests on
the frame just mentioned; a winch is to be fixed

on this pivot, and a handle at the same time is

to be attached to the boiler in front, at a similar

distance from its centre, by which two gripes it

can be turned round, or made to vibrate back-
wards and forwards when required. When this

operation is to be performed, the patentee directs

that the furnace is to be taken out from the

boiler, and all impediments to its circular motion
to be removed; it is then to be nearly filled

with water, and, shot or ' marbles' being pre-

viously put into each of its annular tubes, the

whole is to be turned or made to vibrate

as mentioned, which he states will be sufficient

to detach the sediment from the parts to which
it may adhere, and cause the whole to run oft

along with the water when this is discharged.
442. The gas-fire or water-burner is the name

given to a new method of producing light and

heat, invented by Mr. Morey, by which he con-

ceives that all carbonaceous fluids may be con-

veniently burnt, and derive great force from their

combination with the oxygen and hydrogen or

water or steam at the moment of ignition. In

the first form of this experiment a tight cylindri-
cal vessel, containing resin, was connected with

a small boiler by a pipe, which entered near the

bottom and extended nearly its length, having
small apertures over which were two inverted

gutters, inclining or sloping upwards over each

other; the upper one, which was longer than the

other, being intended to detain the steam in the

resin in its way to the surface. When the resin

was heated, carburetted hydrogen gas issued

from the outlet or pipe, inserted near the top of

the vessel, and, being ignited, afforded a small

blaze about as large as that of a candle ; hut,

when the steam was allowed to flow, this blaze

instantly shot out many hundred times its former

bulk, to the distance of two or three feet. Tar

succeeds better than resin, and has therefore

been used in the steam-boilers.

443. We have, on several occasions, been

obliged to refer to the
'

horse-power' as it is

called, of various engines, and it will benecessa

ry in a future page to examine this mode of es-

timating force somewhat more in detail ; at pre-

sent a few facts connected with the single any

double acting engine may not be misplaced.
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444. A table may now be referred to, which
shows the force which the connecting-rod of a

steam engine has to turn round the cranic at dif-

ferent parts of the motion. The parts of the en-

gine are supposed to have the following propor-
tions : length of the stioke 1 ; length of the

beam, 2 ; length of the crank 5 ; length of the

connecting-rod 3 :

Decimal por-
tions of the

descent of

the piston,
the whole
descent be-

ing 1.
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are constructed of stone or of cast-iron, is de-

sc ribed by the patentee ; as is also the mode of

disposing the tubes that convey the steam to

the several cylinders, and from them to the con-

denser, or to the open air (according to the nature

of the engines), so as to make one set of valves

or slides serve for them all. But as there is

nothing particular in the arrangement of these

tubes, or in the method of fastening down the

cylinders, being such as may be easily con-

ceived, they do not require further explanation.
451. The steam carriages described in Mr.

James's specification are intended solely for

common roads. Instead of the former method,
of using one steam cylinder, or at most two, for

each steam-carriage, the patentee directs that a

steam cylinder shall be used for each wheel, and
in his draft, in fact, two cylinders are represented
at each extremity of the two axles, so that eight
steam cylinders will be required altogether for

this plan.
452. These cylinders the patentee states are

to be very small, but does not mention their

precise dimensions ; and, as the pistons of each

pair of them are arranged to operate so on the

cranks with which they are connected, that when
one is vertical the other will be at right angles
to it, to save the use of fly wheels, every pair

may be considered as one engine acting on the

wheel which it is intended to move. These

cylinders are placed beneath the axles of the

carriage, and the cranks are fixed above them,
and each of these cranks is furnished with a

spur wheel, which, by another wheel of the

same sort, acts on a toothed ring, attached to

the nave of the carriage wheel, which nave turns

freely on its axle. From these cylinders, pipes
run to the steam boiler, on which cocks are so

placed that, by turning them in certain direc-

tions, the steam may be let on or shut off from
each pair of cylinders as required, and also may
be admitted partially sometimes; by which
means each wheel can have Hs degree of velo-

city regulated in respect to that of the others,
as may be best suited for making the carriage
turn round a corner, or move in any curve de-
sired.

453. The steam boiler is placed beneath the

perch, near the hind wheels, and the chimney
still further back, together with the seat of the

engine-man, who not only keeps up the fire,

but, by handles placed near him, which commu-
nicate with the cocks before mentioned, can

stop either of the hind wheels or diminish their

motion, as may be most suitable to the slope of

the hills, in descending which locking of the

wheels might be necessary. The engines used
with these carriages are to be of the high pres-
sure species, so that the steam might be dis-

charged from the cylinders at once after being
used

;
but to obviate the inconveniences which

this would cause, pipes pass from them to the

chimney, to carry off the waste steam along with

the smoke.
454. The front axletree is made to turn on its

centre as usual, and the steam pipes on it have

joints at the centre of motion, similar to those

of cocks, to admit of their being turned along
with it

;
a segment of a horizontal toothed wheel

is attached to this axle, in which a pinion works,
from which a vertical shaft ascends to the scat

of the director, which is placed directly above

it, and is constructed like a coach-box. On the

top of this shaft a horizontal wheel, furnished
with handles like the steering wheel of a ship,
is fixed, by which the director can turn the front

axletree as the curvature of the road may re-

quire. Horizontal rods are also so arranged,
between this axle and the cocks, that in propor-
tion as it is turned the steam may be shut off

from the cylinders at the side next the centre or

centres of the curvature of the road, by which
means the wheels at that side move more slowly
than the others. Besides the steering wheel,
there are two levers with handles, placed near

the seat of the conductor, which communicate

by cranks with the rods just mentioned, by
which the cocks are turned, and by moving
which he can either diminish the motion of the

wheels at one side, as he pleases, or stop off the

steam from all the cylinders at once, when it is

required to stop the progress of the carriage.
455. Mr. Vaughan's steam engine is of a very

peculiar kind. An idea of its arrangement may
be formed by supposing the cylinder of a single
steam engine to be placed with its bottom up-
wards, and another similar cylinder to be fixed

in the usual position directly upon it, so that the

piston rods of both may be in the same vertical

line. Each of these cylinders has its separate

piston, and the two piston rods are connected

together by two bars, which pass outside the

cylinders, from the ends of a cross-piece on the

extremity of one of the piston rods, to the ends
of a similar cross-piece on the extremity of the

other piston rod ; the two pistons being pre-

viously so placed that one of them shall be near

the open end of its cylinder, when the other is

near the closed end of that in which it moves.
A case is directed to be put over the two cylin-
ders, to confine the heat, arrd the openings be-

tween this case and them at each end are to be

closed, so as to exclude the air. A pipe, fur-

nished with a cock, is to pass from the steam-

pipe, near where it enters the valve box, to the

inside of this case, to convey steam into the

space between it and the cylinders when the

cock is opened, to keep the cylinders hot; and
from the lowest part of the case another pipe

passes out, furnished also with a cock, to let off

the water formed within the case by the conden-
sation of the steam. The bars which connect

the two piston rods pass through tubes of copper
or other metal, placed vertically between the

case and the cylinders, and fastened at each ex-

tremity to the ends of the case so as to be air-

tight.

456. The valve box is fixed at the junction of

the two cylinders, and in it a sliding valve is

used, having a cavity within it. which, as it is

moved up and down, alternately forms a com-
munication between the passages that lead to

the two cylinders and those which go to the

steam-pipe and to the condenser, the rod which
works this valve passing through a stuffing box
at the top of the valve box. The beam of the

engine is to be connected with the piston rods

by the links of the parallel gear being joined to
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aer rails of the frame E E. L a sma.l brass

socket, which may be fixed at any height upon
the piston-rod, by the tightening screw M. It

carries in the other end a short pencil, with a

cuum and the pressure of the steam, and the

curve Q R be more acute in proportion to the

rapidity with which the vacuum is formed. If

this distance be measured in eight or ten places,
weak spring to push it forward against the sur- and an average taken, then a simple proportion
face of the sliding-board. N a weight attached

by a cord to the sliding-board K. O any con-
gives the pressure upon each square inch of the

piston. Let a area of indicator piston, b,

venient part of the parallel motion, traversing a any weight applied experimentally to that piston,
d, the distance to which it falls with that

weight, and let e be the average distance taken

from a diagram, and^the average pressure in

pounds upon the steam engine piston during the

formation of that diagram. Then, as d to so

s b 'e s
iseto/, or =/ And as, for every indivi-

space of about four inches and a half during
each half stroke of the engine.
462. From this description the principle on which

the instrument acts will be evident. By opening
the stop-cock B a direct communication is made
between the-interior of the large and small cy-

linders, and the density of the steam in the indi-

cator becomes the same as in the steam engine

cylinder above the piston. When this density
is less than that under the atmospheric pressure,
the indicator piston will sink, when it is greater

the piston will rise ; but the spiral spring, which,
if carefully made, stretches through equal dis- multiply the average distance obtained from a

tances with equal weights, restrains the motion of diagram, for the average pressure in pounds upon
the piston; and, by the distance to which it al- each square inch of the steam piston.

463. A table of the amount of work really ef-

fected by the principal engines in Cornwall in

one month may here be furnished. The whole
number of engines reported in the month was,

dual instrument, a b d are constant quantities,

then x, a constant number by which to
da

lows it to move from its state of rest, indicates

the pressure it is undergoing. During each

stroke of the engine, therefore, the indicator pis-

ton will rise at the instant the upper steam

gines, three stamping engines. Of the pumping
engines fifty are single and three double power,
and three of the single power engines have com-
bined cylinders ;

the diameters of the cylinders
as under :

En-

gines. Inch. Bushels.

valve opens, and during the descent of the large fifty-three pumping engines, fourteen whim en-

piston will maintain a height proportioned to the
ffinoc th " !* >"<""*

density of the steam in the cylinder. When the

eduction valve opens it will sink, and by the ra-

pidity of its descent, and the distance to which it

falls, denote the quality of the vacuum. If, dur-

ing this perpendicularly alternating motion of

the small piston, the sliding-board be made to

perform its reciprocating and horizontal course,

the pencil, in the socket L, will trace upon the

board, or upon a piece of paper applied to its

surface, a figure, something like P Q R S ; of

which figure, the part P Q is drawn during the

descent of the large piston. At Q, the condens-

ation taking place, the atmospheric pressure acts

upon the piston indicator, and makes it descend

until the tension of the spring counteracts the

force of the pressure. Meanwhile the engine

begins to perform the up-stroke, and, as the board

traverses, produces the line R S. When the en-

gine piston arrives at the top, the admission of

the steam destroys the vacuum that existed be-

low the indicator piston, and allows the spring to

raise the latter until the equilibrium is restored.

It consequently follows that the distance between

the line P Q, and the line R S, will be greater in

proportion to the difference between the pressure
in the cylinder during the existence of the va- 53

^64. Relative duty of the pumping engines expressed by the number of millions of pounds of water

lifted onefoot by each bushel of coal.

Greatest dutv 47 millions nearly by 1 engine 60 inch cylinder.
41 do. by 1 do. 80 do.

40 do. by 1 do. 90 do.

39 do. by 1 do. 76 do.

38 do. by 2 engines 63 and 70 do.

36 do. by 3 do. 2 of 80 and 1 of 63 do.

36 to 34 do. by 4 do.

34 to 30 do. by 5 do.

under 30 do. by 28 do.

duty not reported 7

4

4

1

10
1

3

7
3

3

2

1

3

1

2

4

2

1

1
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466. It may be remarked that the time of the

year is the most unfavorable to the work of the

engines ; as, from the abundance of water in the

mines, many are pushed beyond their most ad-

vantageous rate.

467. Duty of the best whim engines, rotatory,

double, 6,000,000 drawn one foot high, by
each bushel of coals, or thirty kibbles, drawn
from the depth of 100 fathoms by ditto. Duty
of the best stamping engines, rotatory, double,

15,000,000 lifted one foot high, by each bushel

of coals.

468. The monthly report of the duty of steam

engines in Cornwall is taken and computed by
Messrs. John and Thomas Lean, who are spe-

cially appointed and paid for that purpose by the

adventurers in the mines, whose object is to ob-

tain a correct comparative statement, by which

they may ascertain the merits of the respective

engines, and may judge of the skill and care of

the engineers they employ.
469. Messrs. Leans have the custody of the

keys of the counters on the engines, they them-

selves measure the capacity and lengths of the

pumps, and they receive the returns of the quan-

tity of coals consumed from the persons who
measure it, and make oath of the consumption
at the custom-houses for the debenture which is

allowed.

470. The engineers whose names are given are

not manufacturers of engines, nor are they al-

lowed to participate in any business of that kind;

they plan the construction and superintend the

execution and erection of engines, for which

they are paid according to the power of each ;

and they have the care of them after being
erected, and direct repairs, &c., for which they
receive regular salaries from the mines.

471. The Royal Academy of Paris has been
called upon by the government, to report on the

means proper to be adopted for the prevention
of accidents and injury from the explosion of

steam engine boilers. The means proposed had
the double object of preventing the rupture of

the boilers, or, in case of their destruction, pre-

venting injury to neighbouring buildings. They
directed that the boiler should be proved by the

hydraulic press, with a force five times that

which they would have to bear during the work-

ing of the engines : that a safety valve should

be attaclied to the boiler and locked up, the

valve being so loaded as to open at a pressure
just above that by which the boilers have been
tried : that the boiler should be surrounded by a

wall of masonry one metre (39-371 inches) in

thickness ; an interval of a metre being left be-

tween the boiler and the wall, and again between
the wall and the neighbouring buildings. Ano-
ther precaution has been added by M. Dupin,
and adopted by the academy ; namely, the intro-

duction of a metallic plug into the upper sur-

face of the boilers, formed of such an alloy as

should melt at a temperature a few degrees
above that at which the engine is intended to

work.

472. In consequence of this application, it

became necessary to form a table of the pressure
and temperature of vapor. The academy ap-

pear very doubtful of the estimates as yet pub-

lished, but give the following table up to eight

atmospheres, as nearly correct : above that they

say it was impossible to go without farther expe-
riments.

Elasti-

city in Height of

atmos- mercury,

pheres.
1 29-22 in
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inches, the force found by experiment, gives 23

inches, the profit by working at 300.
477. If this example be just, the weight of

steam employed having its caloric constant, shall

be a measure of the fuel consumed ; and there

is a direct profit in the ratio of
|j|J

for each as-

cending degree of Fahrenheit, as above stated.

478. It is plain, from the nature of geometrical

progression, that this profit will increase as the

temperature is more elevated : if we work at

600 the force of each pound of steam will be
double of that at 212; and if we go up to 960
or 980, it will be quadruple ; the caloric, and

consequently the fuel, remaining a constant

quantity. It is easy to illustrate this from the

reports of working engines; but the effects in

these cases are dependent on such mixed causes
that no uniform conclusion can be drawn from
them. In taking the caloric contained in

the steam as a measure of the fuel consumed,
there is not exact precision : radiation will of

course increase with temperature; but I thought
this might probably be more than compensated
by the diminished surface of the vessels ; and

that, in the rapid action of a steam engine, it

could hardly make an appreciable difference.

479. A collateral advantage of not less im-

portance, well known to engineers, and which
did not escape the sagacity of Mr. Watt, is gained
in allowing high pressure steam to expand in the

cylinder. Mr. Watt has given a formula for cal-

culating the profit on this proceeding ; but for a

much more perspicuous demonstration we are

indebted to Mr. Perkins.

480. Suppose we have to work
at a pressure of ten pounds on the

inch. Let the steam be raised to a

force of eighty pounds on the inch,
and let in one-eighth of the stroke ;

then stop the communication, the

piston being at I. We have thus one-

eighth at eighty pounds. When the

steam has expanded to II the vo-

lume is doubled, and the force re-

duced to forty pounds (supposing
the cylinder to keep the temperature
constant), the mean from I to II

being sixty pounds. Hence we
have one-eighth at sixty pounds.
When the piston reaches IV the vo-

lume is again doubled,, and the force

reduced to twenty pounds, the mean
from II to IV being thirty pounds.
This gives one-fourth stroke at

thirty pounds. On reaching VIII the volume
will again double itself, and the force will be

reduced to one-half; thus becoming ten pounds
on the inch as proposed ; but the mean, from
IV to the bottom, is fifteen pounds. Which
makes half a stroke at fifteen pounds. Adding
these quantities together, we have

I. i at 80 Ibs. = lOlbs.

I to II. at 60 Ibs. = 7-5

II to IV. at 30 Ibs. = 7-5

IV to VIII. i at 15 Ibs. = 7-5

32-5 Ibs. on the inch.

for the mean impetus communicated to the

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

fly-wheel by each stroke of the piston : and, as
the cylinder full of steam is at a density of only
ten pounds on the inch, the power thus gained
appears at first view enormous. But against this
must be set the

irregularity of the impulse com-
municated to the

fly, and of the temperature
supplied to the cylinder; beside the additional

weight and friction of the machinery, and other

considerations, involving too many theoretical

principles to allow of a
satisfactory estimate

from calculation without direct and repeated
experiment.

481. The comparative advantages of high and
low pressure steam have however been most fully
discussed by a Committee of the French Institute,
and an analysis of their labors is well worth

perusal.
482. Amongst the advantages of high pressure

engines, that of occupying the least possible

space must be enumerated, and will be the more
important as the space for their erection is more
confined, or the ground more valuable : where

manufactories, and private houses, are so crowded

together that each establishment can obtain but u

very limited space, and great power is at the

same time necessary, this advantage is particu-

larly felt ; and it is no less important in the in-

terior of mines, for the same reason.

483. A second advantage of high pressure en-

gines, and one that is even greater than the

former, is the economy of fuel which results

from the effects of a high temperature. This

will be readily granted, when it is stated that the

repairs and expenses of the steam engines em-

ployed in draining a single large coal-mine

in England amount annually to the sum of

25,500.
484. On this account several large proprietors

of copper and tin mines, in Cornwall, adapted

machinery to their engines, in 1811, by which an

account is regularly kept of the work which they

perform ; and, from the results of these experi-

ments, conducted on the largest scale, the com-

parative effect of the different kinds of engines

has been ascertained for more than ten years.

485. In the month of August, 1818, the Cor-

nish steam engines raised 15,760,000 Ibs. one

foot high, for each bushel of coals consumed.

From December, of the same year, the improve-
ments were so material, either in the manage-
ment of the engines, or in some of their parts,

that the mean total product was increased to

17,075.000 Ibs.

486. By a series of similar improvements, and

by the construction of new and more perfect en-

gines, the product was,

In December, 1812, 18,200,000 Ibs.

1814, 19,784,000

1815, 20,766,000

and, since 1815, the product is even still larger,

in consequence of the improvements
that have

been made in the construction of the fire places

and boilers, and, in short, in every part of the

machinery. At the present day, it is calculated

that Watt's improved steam engines raise more

than 30,000,000 Ibs. of water one foot high, by

the consumption of one bushel of coals.

487 By the side of this augmentation wr
N 2
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must place that which results from the employ-
ment of Woolfs steam engines, which, as is well

known, are condensing engines, and work with a

pressure intermediate between that of the high
and the low pressure engines.

488. Such a machine, with a double cylinder,
has been constructed for the mine Whealvor, in

Cornwall ; the diameter of the large cylinder is

fifty-three inches, and that of the small one 5-3

inches. This engine has raised 49,980,822 Ihs.

one foot high, by one bushel of coals, whilst the

mean product of the other engines was only
20,479,350 Ibs. raised to the same height. In

1815 the mean product of two of Woolfs en-

gines was 46,255,250 Ibs.

489. One of the inconveniences attending en-

gines of mean and high pressure, is loss of power
by the wear of the more delicate parts of their

structure, and the consequent loss of steam ; at

the same time it must be admitted that the im-

provements in the construction of the steam ves-

sels have materially lessened this serious evil.

490. Experiments made in France support the

truth of these reports. MM. Girard and Prony
have made separate comparative experiments on
the power of low pressure engines, and the con-

densing engines of mean pressure on Woolfs

system, as improved by Edwards. They find

that the latter deserves the preference, as to

economy of fuel, though their results do not

exactly agree as to the extent of the saving in

this respect ; their conclusions, however, tend to

the same end, and their discrepancies are referrible

to particular circumstances.

491. Instead of estimating the power of a steam

engine by assuming the vague and ill-defined

power of a horse as unity, it would be better to

assume a given weight, raised to a given height in

a given time, as one hundred-weight raised one

yard in a second, which might be called a power.
The working force of the engine would thus be
indicated by the number of powers it is equal to,
which may easily be ascertained by loading the

piston with a sufficient determinate weight, and

marking the space it passes through, so loaded,
in one second -of time. The tension of the vapor
being measured by its relation to the pressure of
the atmosphere, taken as unity, it must always be
referred to the standard barometrical pressure of

thirty inches, and the temperature of 32.
492. According to the preceding details, it

may be assumed as incontestable that it is most
economical to employ steam at such a tempera-
ture that its tension shall be equal to that of
several atmospheres ; but it is not so easy to decide
to what exact tension it should be raised

; or

wh.at is the mathematical law which expresses
the product of steam engines' powers in the
function of the temperature, and the tension

resulting from it.

493. We have hitherto, says the report, com-
pared low pressure engines only with those of
mean pressure ; we now proceed to compare
them with high pressure engines, which, as is

well known, act without condensation of the

vapor. Mr. Trevithick in England, and Mr.
Oliver Evans in America, are the persons who
first made high pressure engines.

494. In 1814 Mr. Trevithick exported to

Peru nine of these engines, for the purpose of

clearing the mines of water, from the accumula-

tion of which many of the richest had been

abandoned : so effectual were the engines that

the treasurer of the province proposed to erect a
silver statue to Mr. Trevithick, as a memorial of

the gratitude of the new world, for the services

he had rendered it.

495. In Philadelphia the saving in fuel, by
the substitution of one of Evans's high pressure

engines, for the low pressure one previously em-

ployed, amounted to about 1250 per annum.
This engine raises 20,000 tons (tonneaux) of

water, about ninety-eight feet in height, every

twenty-four hours, and consumes about 1535
cubic feet of wood per diem. The prime cost of

the machine was rather more than 5000;
whereas, according to M. Marestier, a low pres-
sure engine, of equal power, would cost con-

siderably more than 8000.

496. Evans's engines work with a pressure of

from eight to ten atmospheres ; several of them
have been constructed in America

; and, in 1814,
the congress of the United States extended Mr,
Evans's patent ten years beyond the usual period,
as an acknowledgment, on the part of the re-

public, of the benefit his invention has con-

ferred on his country. A similar extension was

granted in England to Messrs. Boulton and

Watt, for their condensing engines.
497. More lately Mr. Perkins, an American,

well known by his ingenious processes for em-

ploying steel plates, instead of copper, in en-

graving, has surpassed all his predecessors by
the boldness of his conceptions. He employs,
for his moving powers, steam under a pressure
of more than thirty atmospheres, and apparently
with great advantage.

498. With respect to economy of fuel, we
must, therefore, consider the high pressure en-

gines, hitherto constructed, as not having attained

the maximum. The use of condensed steam is

yet in its infancy; and, notwithstanding the

services it has already rendered us, we must
consider them as far below what may still be

expected, when we shall be more capable of

availing ourselves of the full benefit of its ef-

fects.

499. Habit reconciles us to danger. Hundreds
of sailors perish annually, by the power of the

wind on the sails of our ships, and we think

nothing of it, because we are become familiar to

that mode of navigation. But if a steam-boat

be blown up, or burnt, the accident is reported
in the public prints to every corner of the world ;

the alarm is given, and that is looked upon as

the most dangerous of all mechanical powers
which perhaps is the least so in the common
course of navigation, and especially on nearing
the land.

500. But destruction in some shapes is more

appalling to the imagination than in others.

Death from explosions, accompanied with noise

and confusion, seems more horrible than when it

comes in a more tranquil form
; and, in all our

discussions on the relative dangers of different

machines, we should divest them of those acces-

sary circumstances, which frequently produce the

greatest effect on the minds of the vulgar and ill-
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informed. Whenever man accumulates natural

powers, to effect certain purposes, they may. by
mischance, be diverted from their proper courses,
and become the cause of serious accidents

; and
no machine, by which those powers are concen-

trated, was ever constructed that has not its pe-
culiar dangers.

501. To wish to employ only such machines

as might be secure from the consequences of

want of skill, imprudence, and rashness, were to

wish to deprive ourselves of the happiest fruits

of human skill and industry ;
at the same time it

were a culpable neglect to suffer any man, for

the sake of attaining an end of secondary im-

portance, to employ means which might ob-

viously endanger the lives and property of his

neighbours. In such a case public authority has

a right to interfere, and exercise a beneficial and

protecting influence.

502. Does this observation apply to steam en-

gines in general, or only to a particular class ?

Should the use of high and mean pressure en-

gines be restricted to certain situations ?

503. The British parliament has lately taken

this subject into serious consideration, and has

adopted most of the precautions recommended

by a committee of the House of Commons ap-

pointed to enquire minutely into it, particularly
with the view of obviating the dangers to which
steam passage-boats are liable from ill-con-

structed machinery, carelessness, or mismanage-
ment. The committee particularly recommended
that the boilers of the steam engines shall be

made of wrought iron or copper, and furnished

with safety valves, of proper size and form, one

of which shall be so secured as to be inaccessible

to the workman who has charge of the engine : it

also recommends that this valve shall be loaded

only with such a weight that the pressure shall

never exceed one-third of that which the boiler

has been found, by actual trial, to be capable of

supporting without bursting, or one-sixth of its

calculated strength ; and that any person over-

loading the valve shall be liable to punishment.
504. Although the British legislature has not

forbidden the use of high pressure steam en-

gines, either in passage-boats or manufactories,
the preference has been given, especially for

boats, to low pressure engines ; and much preju-
dice has been excited against the former from

deplorable accidents which have occurred in

America, in England, and France. Mr. Evans,

however, according to Mr. Marestier, has defied

his opponents to produce a single instance of

the explosion of one of his engines, although they
work with a pressure of ten atmospheres. But
serious accidents are not confined to high pres-
sure engines they hare happened with those of

low pressure, both in England and America;
and more than once explosions occasioned by
the latter have been attributed to the former.

505. An account is given by Mr. Stevenson,
in the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, of a

dreadful explosion which occurred near Edin-

burgh, of a high pressure steam-boiler ; and, in

France, accidents have happened both with low,

mean, and high pressure engines, which require
our particular attention. Explosions, which have

cost many persons their lives, hav? happened

with what are called low pressure engines, bu
which in reality cease to be such whenever tht
fire is strongly urged, and the escape of the con-
densed steam prevented, either by the accidental

derangement of the safety valves,' or by its being
purposely overloaded. Amongst others, we may
mention the deplorable accident which happened
at Creusot, by which many individuals were
killed by the bursting of the boiler of a low pres-
sure engine. Let us turn to the other engines.
At Peronne the balance beam of an English high
pressure engine having broken, the steam in the

cylinder drove up the piston and its rod through
the planks and roof of the building in which it

was placed ; but no person was killed or hurt.

506. At Paris, the lower part of the boiler of a

mean pressure engine having split, the water

flowed into the fire-place, and put out the fire
;

the walls of the furnace were not even shaken,
and no noise was heard except that of the rup-
ture of the boiler. A similar accident occurred

about three years since in another establishment,

unattended by any more serious consequences.
But at Essonne a more serious accident hap-

pened lately with a mean pressure engine, the

boiler of which had been cast at a foundry not

calculated for such work; and it has been satis-

factorily proved that the mischief was occasioned

solely by the clumsy construction of the boiler,

and the faulty manner in which its parts were

put together. It results, from all the details

which we have collected, that no mean or high

pressure steam-boiler, constructed in any regular

establishment in France, has ever met with an

explosion; although they are more numerous than

those imported from foreign countries. During
the last year thirty-six of these engines have been

made in one manufactory at Paris, and a still

greater number are making in the present year ;

and the more they are used the more they are

approved of. Since 1815 more than 120 mean

and high pressure engines have been made in

the French manufactories.

507. Since 1815 thirty-two mean pressure en-

gines have been sent to St. Quentin from one

manufactory at Paris; and the purchasers are

universally'well satisfied with the service they

perform.
508. It became important to ascertain if the

safety of the French engines, from their intro-

duction to the present time, be merely owing to

chance, or if it be the necessary consequence of

multiplied precautions in their manufacture, and

the previous trials to which the boilers are sub-

mitted. On this point the following information

has been obtained respecting the cast iron boilers,

which are considered as the most unsafe.

509. The mean-pressure condensing engines,

on Woolf's construction, are those which are

made in the principal manufactory in France.

With these engines the pressure may be varied

from that of one atmosphere to two and a half,

or three atmospheres, and is indicated by a mer-

curial gauge. The true boiler and boiling pipes

in Woolf's engines (which must not be co

founded) are made of the purest cast iron,

form of the boiler is cylindrical,
its axis .>en

horizontal. The thickness of the boilers ai

boilir.g pipes of large and small steam engin
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varies from about an inch and a quarter to an

inch and three-quarters. The diameter of the

boiling pipes is much less than that of the boiler;
for small engines it is less than half, for large

engines less than one-third, of the diameter of

the boiler. The axes of the boiling pipes are

parallel to the axis of the boiler ; they are placed
below it, and immediately over the fire-place,
in such a way that the flame is in contact with

the pipes only. As the boiler is less exposed to

the fire than the pipes, it is less subject to injury
from its action ; and, if any part give way from
that cause, it is the lower part of the pipes, and
not the boiler

; the consequence of which is the

inundation of the fire-place, and extinction of

the fire, as happened in one of the accidents

mentioned above.

510. The parts of the engine are united with

every possible attention to strength, and to

closeness at the joints, so that there may be no
loss of power from the escape of steam. Before

the pipes and boiler are used they are separately

submitted, by a hydraulic press, to five times the

pressure that they will have to support when the

engine is at work. Before any conclusions are

drawn from the preceding facts and observations;
it may be well briefly to recapitulate them.

511. High-pressure steam engines are em-

ployed with most advantage. 1st. Because the

greater the compression of the steam the less is

the space the engine occupies. 2d. Because it

produces an equal power to that of a low pies-
sure engine, with a smaller quantity of fael.

But they are considered as more dangerous than

low pressure engines. Nevertheless engines may
be constructed with which explosions, if not

absolutely impossible, are at least extremely rare;
and with which not a single instance of an ex-

plosion has occurred in France since they have
been used in that country.

512. Such are the mean-pressure engines, of
three or four atmospheres, made in France, on
WoolPs construction, as improved by Edwards,
with boilers four or five times strongei than can
be burst by the force of the steam which they
have to resist. Such also are the high-pressure

engines of ten atmospheres, constructed on the

plan of Oliver Evans, of the United States of

America. With these engines the boiler is capa-
ble of resisting ten times the force it is daily

subjected to. But engines constructed with less

care, or managed with less prudence, have occa-

sioned dreadful accidents, especially in Great
Britain.

513. In France only one accident has ever

happened by which any lives were lost, which
were those of two individuals engaged in the ser-

vice of the engine ; and not one single instance

has occurred in that country in which any da-

mage has been sustained by any individuals,
from the explosion of a steam engine, on the ad-

joining premises.
514. Although it appears, from the preceding

statement, that no one in the neighbourhood of

a steam engine, in France, has ever suffered

either in his person or property from any explo-
sion, yet the impossibility of such consequences
has not been proved ; and the bare apprehension
of the danger is a real evil, attendant on the erec-

tion of a mean or high-pressure steam engine in

the neighbourhood of a dwelling house. To re-

duce that apprehension as much as possible the

following precautions should be adopted :

515. (1.) Every steam engine boiler should

be furnished with two safely valves, one of them
inaccessible to the workman who attends the en-

gine, the other under his command, in order that

he may be able to diminish the pressure on
it,

as occasion may require. If he attempt to over-

load this valve, it will have no effect, since the

steam will find vent through the other, which is

out of his reach. The reporter, M. Dupin, sug-

gests in this place, that if any apprehension of

danger be entertained, from the possibility of the

inaccessible valve becoming fixed by rust, or

negligence, it may be obviated, by fixing in the

upper part of the boiler two plugs of fusible me-

tal, formed of such an alloy as to melt at a few

degrees above the working temperature of the

steam. One of these plugs is to be considera-

bly larger than the other, and to be made of a
rather less fusible alloy, so that if the steam does

not escape with sufficient rapidity on the fusion

of the smaller, it may have ample room to fly

off, as soon as the larger has given way. The

temperature, at which the least fusible alloy

melts, must of course be considerably below that

at which the increased elasticity of the steam
would endanger the safety of the boiler.

516. (2.) All the boilers should be proved by
being submitted, by means of the hydraulic

press, to four or five times the working pressure,
for engines that work with a pressure of from

two to four atmospheres. Beyond that term

the proof pressure should as much exceed the

working pressure as the latter exceeds the sim-

ple pressure of the atmosphere.
517. (3). Every steam engine maker should

be obliged to make known his method of prov-

ing the boilers, as well as whatever may guaran-
tee the solidity and safety of his engines, espe-

cially as regards the boiler and its appendages.
He should also declare this working pressure,
estimated by the number of atmospheres, or in

pounds, on each square inch of surface exposed
to the action of the steam.

518. (4.) For further security, the boilers of

very powerful engines, when near a dwelling-

house, may be surrounded by a thick wall, at

the distance of between three and four feet from
the boiler, and at least as far from the party wall

of the adjoining house.

519. Lastly, if an exact account were taken,
and published by the proper authorities, of all

accidents that happen to steam engines of every
kind, minutely detailing both the causes and

effects of such accidents, with the names of the

proprietors, and the makers of the engines, it

would mainly tend to render unfrequent, though
it cannot wholly obviate, the evils that may arise

from the use of mean and high-pressure engines.
520. While on the subject of high pressure

steam, and the best form of the boiler, we cannot

do better than furnish our readers with the sub-

stance of a most important paper by Mr. Taylor,
the mining engineer. He observes that '

it has

been remarked by some practical men who have
had most opportunity of examining the circum-
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stances under which the bursting of boilers has

taken place, that the causes have sometimes ap-

peared to be not of that simple character which

is commonly assigned to them
;
and that some

such accidents have occurred where neither ex-

cessive expansive force of steam, neglect of the

usual precaution, weakness of material or bad

construction, existed to a degree equal to the

effect. Mr. Woolf, in a conversation upon this

subjeci some time since, expressed to me his

opinion of some case where, as he thought, there

was ground to suspect the operation of an ex-

plosion of gas in the flues, or at least outside the

boiler. Any enquiry or discussion into the

causes of circumstances which continue to. be a

reproach to our mode of using steam, must, I

conceive, be useful ;
and my principal object

will rather be to provoke it, and to encourage a

record of facts, than to propound any particular

theory of my own, though I admit that some
recent cases appear to countenance Mr. Woolf's

idea. In the mines of Cornwall, and in those

of North Wales, the use of high-pressure steam

has become general : in the former district it is,

I believe, universal, and is applied to condensing

engines not differing very much from Boulton

and Watt's construction, among which engines
are many of enormous power, and the largest in

the world. The steam is commonly so as to ba-

lance from fifteen to forty pounds on each inch of

the safety-valve; and some difference of opinion
exists among the engineers as to the importance
of using it at a higher or lower degree of pres-
sure.

52 1. 'It will be necessary to describe the boil-

ers which have been employed, in order to un-

derstand the subject, and to notice those which

have been subject to accidents ;
which indeed,

as far as I know, have been confined to one sort

of boiler, or at least such accidents as have

been attended with any fatal or distressing con-

sequences.
522. < This description of boiler, though ap-

pearing therefore to be the most hazardous, is yet
most generally adopted ; and, as it is believed to

have some advantages over others in other re-

spects and under certain circumstances, it will

probably continue to be generally preferred, or

at least until some construction that shall unite

these advantages with more perfect security may
be brought into use : this, indeed, it will not be

very easy to do, as the experiments on boilers

have been multiplied to a great extent in Corn-

wall, and the expense incurred by many of the

mines in this way has been so great that but few

of the managers will probably be inclined to

enter upon them again without some very clear

prospect of success.

523. ' The steam boilers which I mean to de-

scribe as the most common are those which are

constructed by fixing one tube within another : the

interior one containing the fireplace, and the

space between it and the exterior containing

water, and in the upper part steam. This kind

of boiler, was, I believe, first introduced by Tre-

vithic for his simple high-pressure engines : he

made the outer tube of cast iron, and the inner

one, which was often recurved so as to make a

double circuit within, of wrought iron. At

present both the tubes are made of wrought iron
or rolled plates : the form is simply that of one
straight tube passing through the other; the ends
of the boiler fix the tubes together, so that
the interior tube is open at both ends; at
one of which is placed the fire-grate, and at the
other the smoke and flame pass out, and are con-
veyed to the stack or chimney most commonly
by flues passing under and along the sides of the
outer case. The boilers are commonly from
twenty to thirty-five feet in length, the diameter
of the inner tube from three to four feet, and of
the outer one from five and a half to six and a
half or seven feet. The former are usually half
an inch thick, and the outer case three-eighths.

524. ' The weakest parts of this construction
have generally been supposed to be the outer

tube, by having too great a diameter for the

strength of iron used, and the ends of the boiler,

which, by being square and rivetted to angle
iron, are more likely to break than if a spherical
form were adopted. It does not appear, how-

ever, in practice, that these have been the first

parts to give away.
525. ' The advantages which this boiler seems

to possess over others may be shortly stated. It

has been found, by comparing the duty of the

engines by means of the monthly reports, and

checking this by the observations of the agents,
that the fuel goes further in them than in any
others yet tried. Circumstances, at first sight

apparently trivial, may perhaps conduce to this

result. I suspect that the peculiarities of coal

of different districts influence more the success

of different kinds of boilers than has been

generally supposed. In Cornwall all the coal is

from South Wales, and is brought from the

neighbourhood of Swansea ; it is less bitumi-

nous than most other coal, is not easy to inflame,

but gives a strong and durable fire : it is subject

to the objection of producing a great deal of

clinker, and this unites with and adheres strongly

to any brick-work which the fire may come in con-

tact with, so as to require frequent cleansing of

the fire-place. In the boilers I have been de-

scribing there is no brick-work near the fire, the

clinker does not adhere to the iron sides, and the

process of cleansing is easy and rapid ;
the ac-

tion of the fire is therefore regular and uninter-

rupted.
526. 'The second kind of boiler used is a

single tube made of wrought iron plates of con-

siderable length but of small diameter, with ends

of the same material generally of a hemispheri-

cal form; it is placed horizontally, the water

occupying by far the larger portion of the space

within, and the fire is applied under the bottom

part.
527.

' In our mines in North Wales I have used

them with great advantage, and our agents and

engineers prefer them to any other, and find that

they generate steam rapidly, and apparently with

economy ; but, as there is no monthly report

there as in Cornwall, this point cannot be ascer-

tained precisely.
528 ' I expected the same advantage by using

them in Cornwall, with the further one of in-

creased security. In this I have been disap-

pointed : the difference in the quality ot Me coal
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appears to be the reason ; in North Wales it is

a free burning and bituminous coal, and makes
little or no clinker, and therefore essentially dif-

ferent from what I have described the coal used

in Cornwall to be. With the latter these boilers

do not appear to afford steam freely ;
whilst the

brick sides of the fire-place are so rapidly en-

crusted with clinker, and the door so frequently

kept open to cleanse them, that much of the ef-

fect of the fire is destroyed.
529. 'Thethird class of boilers which have

been used in the mines is that which includes

Mr. Woolfs invention of a series of tubes filled

with water and exposed to the fire. These boilers

were the subject of one of his patents, and va-

rious descriptions of them are to be found in

works which treat on these subjects. If one

objection to them could be surmounted, they
would probably be the best description of boilers

we know of, but this has caused the use of them
to be discontinued ; the tubes by expanding
and contracting not only injure the joints, which
must necessarily be numerous, but by sudden
influences of the fire the water is displaced in

some of them, and the tubes are injured and
burst. No other inconvenience has occurred

from this than what is occasioned by the frequent

repairs thus called for ; but it amounts of itself

to a serious evil.

530. ' Of four accidents by the bursting of

steam boilers which have come more under my
notice as having occurred in mines where I am
interested, and in the last two or three years, I

would remark that the boilers were all of the

first description. In other respects the circum-

stances differed very much. They were erected

under the superintendence of different engineers,
were made by different manufacturers, in parts

of the country distant from each other, of mate-
rials from various sources ; they were mostly

nearly new or not apparently the worse for wear,
and were each furnished with a safety-valve and

gauge cocks ; though I admit that there is not so

much attention to the care of these matters in

the boiler-houses of mines as could be wished.
531 .

' The first accident was at Wheal Fortune,
to one of six boilers which are employed to work
the large engine there of ninety inch cylinder. I

do not recollect that any thing remarkable oc-
curred to observe upon with regard to this

; the

injury was limited to the boiler itself, and it oc-
casioned no particular discussion. The engineer
was Mr. Woolf.

532. 'The next was extraordinary, from the

circumstance of two boilers blowing up at the

same moment or nearly so. This happened at

Polgooth tin mine, where three were employed
in the same house to work the engine (eighty
inch cylinder). The engine had been stopped a
short time for some repairs to the pump-work in

the shaft ; but it seemed clear after the accident,

by the most accurate investigation that could be

made, that the steam had not acquired any for-

midable degree of pressure, nor was the water
?r low as to endanger the tube being improperly
neated. The engineer \vas Mr. Sims, and the

boilers as well as the engine were nearly new.
One man, unfortunately, was killed, and the

stack of the engine-house was much .mattered, as

well as the building itself. The interior tubes of
the boilers were much contorted and rent. Cap-
tain Reed, who was near the spot, remarked
that the one explosion was heard a little before

the other, but the noise had hardly ceased when
the second took place.

533. 'Some time after, one of the boilers of
the sixty-four inch cylinder engine at East Cren-
nis Mine blew up. This engine was also under the

care of Mr. Sims, but had been much longer
at work than that at Polgooth. The inner tube

was compressed as if the fire had softened the

part above it, though there did not appear to be

any other reason to think that the water was too

low. The ends were torn to pieces, and the tube
was projected out of the case and out of the

house, while the case itself remained in its place,
and scarcely injured. No person was materially
hurt.

534. ' The last accident, which has led more

particularly to these remarks, happened at the

Mold Mines in Flintshire, to a boiler of a similar

construction; one of three working the Pen-y-Fron
engine sixty-six inch cylinder erected by Cap-
tain Francis the principal agent, but of late under
the care of Mr. Bawden, engineer. The outer

case remained in its seat uninjured, as at East

Crennis, and even the weight on the lever of the

safety-valve was not disturbed ;
the inner tube

was not moved out of its place, although it was

rery much flattened or compressed for a great

part of its length, but in a contrary direction to

that at East Crennis ; the sides as it were having
come together, and not the top and bottom, they

approached so close to each other as to hold a

brick, which it is not easy to account for being
there. The part which contained the fireplace,
and for some length near it, remained in the

original form. The ends both here and at East

Crennis presented an appearance as if they had
broken the angle iron rather by the contraction

of the tubes than by being pressed outwards.

535. ' Circumstances rendered it possible to

get better evidence of the state of the steam and

water, &c., than happens in most such instances;
and it seemed certain that the former did not

exceed a pressure of -thirty pounds an inch,

and that the other was quite at its proper height.
There was a lead plug indeed above the fire

which would have been destroyed if it were
not so.

536. 'The engine had been stopped a few mi-

nutes
;
the engine-man had opened the fire-doors

of the three boilers, and had closed the dampers
of the other two : he was on this boiler, putting
down the damper in the flue, which was no

sooner done than he observed a gust of flame

rushing from the fire-place, and almost imme-

diately after an explosion, which made him jump
from a door-way considerably above the level of

the gronnd below, as the engine stands on the

side of a steep hill : this door was used to dis-

charge the cinders from the ash-pits. He alighted
on the heap, and escaped out of the way just be-

fore the hot water gushed out. Two other men,
who were in the boiler-house, were not so fortu-

nate, and they were killed instantly by the boiling

water, no mark of any other injury being to be

found on their bodies. In this case, had the rush
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of flame fiomthe fire-place any thing to do with

the subsequent explosion? And admitting that

the steam was so far within the pressure that

could by mere expansive force regularly exerted

injure such a boiler might not the rupture be
occasioned by the aid that a vacuum suddenly
created might produce?

537. ' Does not the bursting of the one boiler

after another, as at Polgooth, seem to indicate that

exterior causes operated ? Is it possible to con-

ceive, supposing the pressure equal in two

boilers, as was the case at Polgooth, both being
connected to the same steam-pipe, that the rela-

tive strength of the two should be so exactly the

same as that whatwould by mere expansive force

burst the one should have the same effect upon
the other ?

538. ' Have not all calculation and reasoning
with respect to the strength of boilers hitherto

had regard merely to such expansive force uni-

formly exerted ; and if we suspect or admit the

action of concussion, or the effects that anything
like a blow would exert, ought we not to make a

very different estimate in their construction ? My
intention was rather to state the facts than to at-

tempt an explanation of what is certainly at pre-
sent very obscure ; but, that I may do all in my
power to direct attention to the subject, I will

venture on a supposition. At the Pen-y-Fron

engine we see that the fire-door is thrown open,
and then the current of air up the flue is stopped

by closing the damper; the interior is filled with

atmospheric air mixed to a certain extent with

coal gas ; the latter is increased by the distillatory

action of the fire until the proportion is attained

which is explosive ; it takes fire, producing the

rush of flame which would be followed by a

sudden vacuum in the tube
;

while the other

side, pressed by the steam, gives way to this

sudden impulse, and is destroyed by a force very
much smaller than would be required if uniformly
exerted. By some it has been suggested that

hydrogen may have been generated by the de-

composition of water from leaks in the boiler.

539. ' That sudden inflammations of gas in the

chimneys of these engines do take place is, I

believe, sufficiently obvious. By night it is ob-

servable that bursts of flame, suddenly illuminat-

ing the surrounding scene, and rising to a consi-

derable height above the summit of the stack,

are seen to emerge, and after a blaze of some
minutes diminish and retire into the flue, leav-

ing all once more in perfect darkness. This

effect I certainly do not recollect to have

noticed where the coal is less bituminous.

The fact is not, perhaps, of much importance ;

but it has been remarked upon by some who have

witnessed the accident I have described, and has

been discussed by them in reference to it, and

therefore it is right to mention it.

540. '

Though I have been led to describe the

bursting of boilers where what is called high-

pressure steam has been used, I by no means
think that boilers are safer because the steam in

them is supposed to be limited to a lower degree
of expansive force. High-pressure boilers are

or ought to be very strong, and can only give

way by a great increase of force beyond what

they are calculated to resist, which should hap-

pen but seldom. Low-pressure boilers are from
their construction very weak, and a little careless-
ness raises the power of the steam within them to

the bursting point, and when they give way the con-

sequences are often very fatal. Not to mention
other instances, I may remark, that about twelve
months since one of the old spherical construc-

tion, which is still much used in some parts of
the kingdom, burst at a mine in Flintshire, about
seven miles from the Mold Mines, and occasioned
the death of sixteen persons ; it was replaced by
two smaller boilers of the second kind I have

described, and high-pressure steam applied with

good effect to the engine, and with perfect secu-

rity.'

541. The patent American engine by Mr.

M'Curdy is adapted for steam of great expan-
sive force. Instead of boilers, for producing
steam, the patentee proposes to use tubular

chambers, which being brought to a due degree
of heat, by any of the usual methods, water is to

be injected into them by a forcing pump, through
a pipe an inch in diameter, that passes along the

centre of each, and has small perforations on

every side, through which it is emitted in

*

sprees,' or small streams, against the inside of

the chambers. The water being then converted

instantly into steam, by the heat of the chamber,
the steam passes off by a tube at its other end,

to work the piston of a steam cylinder in the

common manner. From the bottom of each

chamber a pipe descends, furnished with a cock,

by which may be known whether the whole of

the water injected each time by the pump be

converted into steam ;
the quantity of which, to

equal a four or five-horse power, should be about
' half a gill.'

542. To add to the power of the engine the

number of tubular chambers may be increased,

together with the heat applied to them, and the

portion of water injected. To cut off the com-

munication between each separate chamber and

the rest, in case of accidents, cocks are added to

the pipes where the water enters them, and

where the steam goes forth.

543. In using these tubular chambers, at first

the forcing pump is to be worked by hand, till

the pressure of the steam is found to be what is

required, after which the engine is set to work,

and moves the forcing pump or pumps with the

rest of the machinery.
544. The patentee divides his claims relative

to this patent into three heads ;
the first of which

comprises the tubular chambers ;
the second the

mode of distributing the water evenly in them

by the perforated tube ;
and the third the me-

thod of getting a 'head' or pressure
of steam

before the engine begins to work. We under-

stand that the general size of the tubular cham-

bers which the patentee
has tried is eleven or

twelve feet in length, and about six inches m
diameter inside, and that they are made

wrought iron.

545. There are several contrivances for r

suming smoke in steam engine furnaces that are

especially worthy of consideration. Indeed

parliamentary enquiry has been instituted into

the subject. In this there are two inventions lor

the destruction of smoke, which appear pnnci-
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pally to have occupied the attention of the com-
mittee, and which also profess to accomplish that

desirable object with a very considerable saving
of fuel.

546. Mr. Brunton is the patentee of one of

these inventions ; he applies to the engine-boiler
a newly constructed fire-place, containing a cir-

cular grate, which is made slowly to revolve upon
its axis ; the fire upon this grate is fed in front

by a kind of hopper, continually delivering small

coal, which, from the rotatory motion of the grate

itself, becomes equally spread upon its surface,
so as to maintain a thin fire and a sharp draught ;

the coal is thus rapidly and perfectly decomposed
and burned, the smoke at first produced having
to pass across the grate and over the red-hot and

already coked fuel. The great advantages of this

plan consist in the uniformity of heat, and its

proportionate production to the work which the

engine has to perform, or to the quantity of steam
consumed ; the fire bricks are not injured ; the

clinkers or scoriae are produced in thin layers ;

and the bars are so little heated that, while three

bushels of coal per hour are consuming, they are

seldom hot enough to singe paper ; the boilers

are less injured than by a common fire ; and
there is a considerable saving in the consump-
tion of fuel. The disadvantages of Mr. Brunton's

plan are, the expense of the apparatus ; the re-

quisite alteration of the boiler, or rather the ad-

dition of a supplementary boiler ; the necessity
of a moving power to effect the rotation of the

grate ; and the labor of breaking the coals into

small pieces before they are put into the hopper.
Upon the last point Mr. Brunton, when ques-
tioned by the committee, replies as follows :

' No coals should be put on a steam engine fire

until they are small enough to pass a three-inch

mesh; therefore the necessity of breaking the

coal to that size is advantageous ;
but we have

lately burned a species of small coal in our own
furnace, and also in the town of Birmingham,
which has till now been regarded as perfectly

useless, and as such there are thousands of tons

encumbering the ground in the Staffordshire col-

lieries, incapable of being used with effect in

any other furnace, and we have produced with
this hitherto supposed rubbish seventy per cent,

of the effect of saleable coal.'

547. How far Mr. Brunton's invention bears

upon the main point of our enquiry, namely,
the consumption of smoke, will appear from the

following evidence : Mr. James Scott Smith, of

the Whitechapel Distillery, says,
' We can con-

sume the smoke to a very great extent, and, al-

though it is not completely invisible, yet it is

never offensive ; we never have any of those dark
volumes of smoke which are the cause of so much

complaint.' Mr. Brancker, of Liverpool (a sugar

refiner), also gives evidence as to the great dimi-

nution of smoke effected by Mr. Brunton's 'fire-

regulator ;

' and both these gentlemen speak in

terms the most unequivocal respecting the saving
of fuel, amounting, according to their joint evi-

dence, to from thirty to thirty-eight per cent.

Upon this subject, however, we greatly appre-
hend that such evidence is open to unavoidable

fallacy. When any new thing is going on in a

manufactory, the heads of the concern are gene-

rally themselves on the alert, and more than

ordinary care and attention are bestowed upon
all its details ; we are pretty well convinced, and
it is indeed obvious, that in any great establish-

ment a monstrous saving of all materials, but of

coals more especially, would be effected by the

personal superintendence of the master, and of

scientific persons well versed in the minutiae of

the concern ; yet we are willing to allow that

one great merit of Mr. Brunton's contrivance

consists in its being almost independent of the

stokers and laborers ; there is none of that eter-

nal pitching of coals into the furnace which goes
on with such lavish waste in all ordinary engine
fires ;

* the grand principle in this machine,'

says Mr. Smith,
'

is, that it makes all stokers

alike good, and they always use the same quan-
tity of coals when doing the same work.' This

is indeed a great point carried. We think it

but justice to Mr. Brunton to add that private

information, derived from various quarters, con-

firms, to a considerable extent, the extracts we
have made from the Minutes of Evidence ; we
are inclined to consider the saving of fuel quite
as important as the consumption of smoke, and
in that respect his pretensions seem indisputa-
ble ; there is also much original ingenuity in his

contrivance ; indeed we are not aware that a ro-

tatory grate was ever before either devised or

constructed.

548. Another very effectual, and in some

respects preferable method of consuming smoke,
is the invention of Messrs. Parkes, of Warwick.
These gentlemen, who are the proprietors of an
extensive worsted manufactory, were greatly an-

noyed by the smoke of their engine-boilers,

especially in their bleaching and drying ground ;

they have now so far effected its consumption
that, for about twelve hours of the day, the smoke
is nearly invisible, and there is no soot ; more-
over these desirable objects are accompanied,
they say, by a considerable saving in the article

of coals.

549. In the plan adopted by Messrs. Parkes
the boilers remain in statu quo ; the fire-place is

somewhat altered in shape and dimensions, but

the principal agent, as far as regards the de-

struction of the smoke, is a current of air which
is admitted just beyond the end of the fire-place,

by means of an aperture which may be increased

or closed at pleasure, and which they call an air-

valve. A small fire is first made to burn brightly
at the back of the grate ; coals are then filled in

towards the front, in which direction the fire gra-

dually spreads ; their smoke necessarily passes
over the clear fire, where it becomes sufficiently
heated to constitute flame, as soon as it meets
with the current of air entering at the valve ; and
a striking experiment with this apparatus con-

sists in alternately shutting and opening the air-

valve, which is accompanied by the alternate ap-
pearance and disappearance of the smoke.

550. Even from this brief and incomplete view
of Messrs. Parkes' contrivance, it is obviously
preferable, in some respects, to that of Mr.
Brunton

; it is much less complex and expensive,
and, when properly and assiduously attended to,
it effects a more complete destruction of smoke ;

but, on the other hand, its --success is infinitely
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more dependent upon the persons who manage the

fire, and whose dispositions are generally a mix-
ture of ignorance and prejudice, duly tempered
with the warmth of the element over which they

preside ; we also doubt whether the same une-

quivocal testimony can be adduced in respect to

the saving of fuel, for this again is more in the

stoker's power. In point of originality, too, Mr.
Parkes must undoubtedly yield the palm to Mr.
Brunton ; he is anticipated in every part of his

invention by the words of Mr. Watt's patent
and we rather think that Mr. Gregson has also

touched upon some of the most important parts
of his contrivance. We, however, by no means
state this opinion with a view to detract from
Mr. Parkes's merit ; on the contrary, if he has

attained that in which Mr. Watt failed, the

nearer his means approach to those unavailingly

employed by his eminent predecessor, the more
substantial is the service which he has rendered
the public, and the more praiseworthy the per-
severance by which he has accomplished his ob-

ject. We believe that Mr. Watt never affected

to combine diminution in the consumption of
fuel with the, destruction of smoke, and that, on
the contrary, with additional expense and trouble,
there were more coals burned ;

at least this is

the only cause to which we can refer the non-

consumption of smoke, and the non-application
of his patent, in the greater number, if not in

all, the large engines of his erection which we
have had occasion to visit.

551. One subject seems to us to have been
overlooked by the majority of smoke-reformers,

namely, the construction, ana more especially
the height, of the furnace chimneys. By convey-
ing black smoke, and other pernicious fumes,
into a capacious and very lofty chimney, much
of the noxious matters that otherwise escape into

the atmosphere are decomposed and precipitated,
or condensed within ; we were much struck

some years ago with the effect of a long flue and

lofty chimney attached to the steam engine of
the Dartford Powder-mills

; scarcely any smoke
issued, from its funnel, the fuliginous particles

being almost entirely deposited in the chambers
of the flue. The chimneys of the grand junction
engine at Paddington, and of the West Middle-
sex water-works at Hammersmith, are more
illustrative instances ; when these machines are
at work the former produces little smoke; the

latter inundates the neighbouring gardens with

perpetual showers of the solid soot, and is the

greatest of all conceivable nuisances ; yet the only
difference is in the height of. the two chimneys, the
boilers being in all respects set and constructed
alike. Besides, if a high chimney does void

smoke, it is generally wafted away and dissipated,

except under particular circumstances of wind
and weather.

552. As to the requisite height of a chimney for

the diminution of nuisance from smoke we are not

prepared to give an opinion; it will depend verymuch on the circumstances of the case
; from 150

to 200 feet would, we presume, in most in-

stances, prove effectual
; the expense of such a

structure may certainly be urged against the

proposal, but we are to recollect that one shaft

might receive all the tributary fumes ofmany flues,
and that a great saving would be effected in re-

ducing the number of chimneys of medium
height. The intolerable nuisance of brewers'

chimneys, to whose coppers we fear neither
Parkes's nor Brunton's inventions are applicable,
would in this way be greatly diminished, if not

altogether remedied.

553. Among other probable causes of the
diminution of srnoke, we look to the employ-
ment of steam as a substitute for fires ; in Whit-
bread's brewery high-pressure steam is thus very
extensively employed, and, although they make
quite smoke enough, it certainly has lately sus-
tained a very perceptible diminution.

554. Lastly, we come to the most absurd por-
tion of the speculations of theoretical smoke-

burners, namely, the improvement of the atmo-

sphere of the metropolis. Though some are

sceptical upon the subject, we will admit that,
if no smoke were made in London for a twelve-

month, or if wood-fuel were substituted for

coals, there might be some amelioration of the

atmosphere, although our locality and climate

always render it turbid and misty, independent
of adventitious effluvia ; it is, however, folly to

ascribe any sensible influence upon the great
mass of London smoke to some few steam engine

chimneys, while every house is busy in the work
of contamination, and every street yielding a

proportion of filth far exceeding that of any
single furnace, though less observed, because ad-

ministered by separate vents, and in divided

doses.

555. A portable high-pressure engine is n

desideratum of considerable importance in the

erection of buildings and other temporary works.

We propose therefore concluding our present
article with an account of one which is exceed-

ingly simple in the arrangement of its parts.

Fig. 1 plate IV. is an external elevation, and

fig. 2 a section of the apparatus. The same

letters of reference are employed in both. The

cylindrical boiler is represented at A, the cylin-
der and piston entering at the top of one extre-

mity, and the chimney passing from the other.

A four-way cock i f k serves to limit and regu-
late the passage of the steam above and beneath

the piston. The steam after its escape parses

by the pipe a r F into the chimney T. E, E, a-e

the flanches of the chimney, the clearing hole

being placed at Y. The steelyard safety-valve

is seen at p n v. The piston-rod is kept in its

proper situation by the guides H, I, K, L, and the

fly-whael M is driven by a connecting-rod and

crank attached to the wheel N.
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DOUBLE acting engine by Watt, 234.
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EVE'S rotatory engine, 207.

GAUGE-COCKS described, 61.
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GOVERNOR, description of, 351.
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HAGUE'S patent steam engine, 399.

HERO'S steam apparatus, 36.
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473. An account of a portable, 555.

HoRSBLOWER's engine, description of, 244253.
Investigation of its parts, 254 260.

HULL, Mr., proposes the employment of a crank and

paddle wheel, 115.

INDICATOR for steam engine, 458.

JAMES'S improved mode of constructing steam car-

riages, 45

M. DE MouRA s apparatus, 67.

MALAM'S improvements of the steam engine, 393.

MAUDSLEY and Field's apparatus for continually

changing the water used in the boilers of steam

vessels, 407.

M'CURDY'K apparatus, 232.

NAVIGATION, the application of steam to the pur-

poses of, 110.

NEWCOMEN'S engine, 74. Table by Mr. Smeaton for

proportioning its parts, 87. Watt's improvement
of it, 105.

PADDLES, their uses, 327.

PATENTS for improvements in the steam engine,
Congreve, 418. Eve, 207. Hulls, 115. James,
451. Maudsley and Field, 407. M. de Blanc,
125. Paul, 402. Rider, 365. Taylor, 413. Watt,
96. 98. 100. 102.

PAUL, Sir John, his mode of generating steam, 402.

PISTON, description of, 381. Improvements by
Woolf, 382. Cartwright, 383. Barton, 385.

Murray, 386.

PORTABLE high-pressure engine, 555.
PRIDEAUX on the' advantages of high-pressure in

steam engines, 473.

RIDER'S improvements of the steam engine, 365.
ROTATORY engine, Masterman's, 157 197. Eve's,

207. Malam's improvements, 393.

SAFETY-VALVE, its use, 353, 354.
SAVERY'S steam apparatus, 50.

SMOKE in steam engines, invention for consuming,
545. Brunton's plan, 546. Parkes's method, 549.

SOHO steam vessel, account of, 317.

SOUTHERN, Mr., experiments on the latent heat of

steam, 28.

STANHOPE, lord, his ingenious apparatus, 130.

STEAM, its first application to wheel carriages, 273.

STEAM-BOAT, description of, 311.
STEAM ENGINE, its advantages over pneumatic or

hydraulic machines, 11. A valuable auxiliary to

the mining interests, 14. Its history, 34. Mr.
Watt's early improvements, 95. Its application to

the purposes of navigation, 110. Hornblower's

improvements, 241. Chronological account of its

improvements, 302, &c. Alphabetical list of, 315.

Indicator, 458. Security for preventing explosion,
471.

STEAM-GAUGE, 372.

SYNOPSIS of experimental and calculated results oa
the elas;icity of vapor, 33.

TABLE of six engines performing best duty, 465.

TAYLOR'S invention of certain improvements on steam

engines, 413.

TAYLOR on the accidents incident to steam boilers,

520

VAUGHAN'S steam engine, 455.

WATT, Mr., his experiments on the latent heat of

steam, 24. Description of his single-acting en-

gine, 132. Double acting, 234. His application
of steam to wheel carriages, ,273.

WOOLF'S double cylinder engine, 428.

WHEEL-CARRIAGES propelled by steam, first sug-

gested by Mr. Watt, 273. Messrs. Trevithick

and Vivian's patent, 276. Blenkinsop's improve-
ments, 283. James's mode of constructing, 451.

WORCESTER, marquis of, his mode of employing
steam, 42.

WORKING-BEAM, account of the, 374.

STEATITE, or soapstone, in mineralogy, a

sub-species of rhomboidal mica. Color grayish,

or greenish-white. Massive, disseminated, imi-

tative, and in the following suppositious figures :

an equiangular six-sided prism ;
an acute double

six-sided pyramid; and a rhomboid. The first

two are on rock crystal, the last on calcareous

spar. Dull. Fracture coarse splintery. Trans-
lucent on the edges. Streak shining. Writes
but feebly. Soft. Very sectile. Rather diffi-

cultly frangible. Does not adhere to the tongue.
Feels very greasy. Specific gravity 2-4 to 2-6.
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Infusible. Its constituents are, silica 44, mag-
nesia 44, alumina 2, iron 7-3, manganese 1-5,

chrome 2. Trace of lime and muriatic acid. It

occurs frequently in small contemporaneous
veins that traverse serpentine in all directions

;

at Portsoy and Shetland ; in the limestone of

Icolmkill ;
in the serpentine of Cornwall ; and

in Anglesey. It is used in the manufacture of

porcelain, and for taking greasy spots out of silk

and woollen stuffs. It is also employed in po-

lishing gypsum, serpentine, and marble. When
pounded, and slightly burned, it forms the basis

of certain cosmetics. It writes readily on glass.

Humboldt assures us that the Otomacks, a

savage race on the banks of the Orinoco, live

far nearly three months of the year principally
on a kind of potters' clay ;

and many other

savages eat great quantities of steatite, which
contains absolutely no nourishment.

STEATO'MA, n. s. Gr. ^ar^a. A fat wen.
If the matter in a wen resembles milk-curds, the

tumour is called atheroma
;

if like honey, meliceris;
and if composed of fat, steatoma. Sharp's Surgery.

STEA.TOMA is a kind of encysted tumor, con-

sisting of a matter like suet or lard, soft, without

pain, and without discoloring the skin.

STEBBING (Dr. Henry), a learned English
divine and controversialist. He attacked the

bishop of Bangor, Dr. Sykes, and bishop War-
burton

;
and published many tracts and sermons.

He died in 1763.

STEED, n, s. Sax. ptefca, A horse for state

or war.

My noble steed I give him,
With all his trim belonging. Shakspeare. Macbeth.

Impresses quaint, caparisons and steeds. Milton.

Stout are our men, and warlike are our steeds.

Waller.

She thought herself the trembling dame that fled,

And him the grisly ghost that spurred the infernal

steed. Dryden.
Who like our active African instructs

The fiery steed, and trains him to his hand ? Addison.

See the bold youth strain up the threatening

steep ;

Hang o'er their coarsers' heads with eager speed,
And earth rolls back beneath the flying steed. Pope.
Some nymphs affect a more heroic breed,

And vault from hunters to the managed eteed.

Young.
STEEDMAN (captain John Gabriel), a Scot-

tish navigator, born in 1745. He wrote an in-

teresting Narrative of an Expedition against the

revolted Negroes of Surinam, in 2 vols. 4to.,

with eighty engravings from his own drawings.
He himself was much concerned in the military
transactions related in it. He died at Tiverton in

Devonshire, in 1797.

STEEL, n. s., adj., & v. a. ) Saxon ftal ;

STEE'LY, adj. \ Belg.stae;Goth.
ttul. A kind of iron refined and purified by
fire with other ingredients. See below. Made of

steel: to point or edge with steel; to harden:

steely is made of steel ; or hard, firm.

That she would unarm her noble heart of that

steely resistance against the sweet blows of love.

Sidney.
At her back a bow and quiver gay,

Stuffed with steel-headed darts, wherewith she

quelled
The savage beasts in her victorious play. Spenser.

Brave Macbeth with his brandished iteel,
Which smoked with bloody execution,
Carved out his passage till he had faced the slave.

Shakspeare.
Add proof unto mine armour with thy prayers,

And with thy blessings steel my lance's point.
Id. Ricliard II.

Lies well steeled with weighty arguments.

Shakspeare.
From his metal was his party steeled ;

Which, once in him rebated, all the rest

Turned on themselves, like dull and heavy lead.

Id.
O God of battles ! steel my soldier's hearts,

Possess them not with fear. Id. Henry V.

Thy brother's blood the thirsty earth hath drunk,
Broached with the steely point of Clifford's lance.

Shakspeare.
A looking-glass, with the steel behind, looketh

whiter than glass simple. Bacon's Natural History.
With mighty bars of long enduring brass

The steel-bo\ind doors, and iron gates he ties.

Fail-far.

They are not charmed against your points, of steel

nor iron framed. Chapman.
A lance then took he, with a keene steele head,

To be his keepe off both 'gainst men and dogges.
Id.

Diamonds, though hard bodies, will not readily
strike fire with steel, much less with one another

;
nor

a flint easily with a steel, if they both be wet
;
the

sparks being then quenched in their eruption.
Browne's Vulgar Errows.

Both were of shining steel, and wrought so pure,
As might the strokes of tw> such arms endure.

Dryiai,
He, sudden as the word,

In proud Plexippus' bosom plunged the sword
;

Toxeus amazed, and with amazement slow,

Stood doubting ; and, while doubting thus he stood,

Received the steel bathed in his brother's blood. Id.

Why will you fight against so sweet a passion,

And steel your heart to such a world of charms 1

Addison.

Man, foolish man !

Scarce know'st thou how thyself began ;

Yet, steeled with studied boldness, thou dar'st try

To send thy doubted reason's dazzled eye

Through the mysterious gulf of vast immensity.
Prior.

Here smokes his forge, he bares his sinewy arm,

And early strokes the sounding anvil warm
;

Around his shop the steely sparkles flew,

As for the steed he shaped the bending shoe. Gay.

After relaxing, steel strengthens the solids, and is

likewise an anti-acid. Arbuthnot.

Let the steeled Turk be deaf to matron's cries,

See virgins ravished with relentless eyes. Ticket.

So perish all whose breasts the furies steeled,

And cursed with hearts unknowing how to yield.
I 'ope.

Steel is made from the purest and softest iron, by

keeping it red-hot, stratified with coal-dust and wood-

ashes, or other substances that abound in the phlo-

giston, for several hours in a close furnace.

Hill's Materia Medico.

STEEL, in modern chemistry
and metallurgy,

has been defined to be iron united with carbon.

See IRON. Steel has properties
distinct from

those of iron, which render it of superior value.

From its higher degree of hardness it admits a

finer polish and assumes a brighter color. \\ hen

tempered, it possesses
a higher degree of elasti-

city and is more sonorous. It is more weakly
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attracted by the loadstone, it receives more

slowly the magnetic power, but it preserves it

longer. When exposed to a moist air, it does

not contract rust so easily as iron. It is also

heavier, increasing in weight, according to

Chaptal, 170th part. M. Rinman has given, as

the result of several accurate experiments on
different kinds of steel, the following specific

gravity 7-795, while he makes ductile iron 7*700,
and crude iron 7-251. All iron is convertible

into steel, by exposing it to a certain degree of

heat for a certain time, along with a quantity of

charcoal. Chemists differ in opinion concern-

ing the nature and effects of this process. Some

say that steel is produced by absorbing a quan-

tity of caloric. Lavoisier seems to have ascribed

the qualities of steel to a slight degree of oxida-

tion; others to a combination with plumbago,
and others to a union with carbon. In agreeing
with those who say the formation of steel is

owing to carbon, we do not differ essentially
from those who attribute it to plumbago ; for the

art of chemistry has now found that these sub-

stances are very nearly allied. See CHEMISTRY.
There are two ways of making steel ; by fusion

and by cementation. The first is used to convert

iron into steel immediately from the ore, or froa.

crude or cast iron. By the second way, bar iron

is exposed to a long continued heat surrounded

by charcoal. Each of these ways has advantages

peculiar to itself; but the same causes in fact

predominate in both, for both kinds of steel are

produced by heat and charcoal. The only dif-

ference between the two methods is this: in

making steel by fusion the charcoal is not so

equally defended from the access of air as in

the other way. See IRON. The method of

converting iron into steel by cementation is a

very simple process. It consists solely in ex-

posing it for a certain time to a strong degree
of heat, while closely covered with charcoal and
defended from the external air. The furnaces

employed for converting iron into steel (says a

manufacturer of this metal) are of different sizes;

some capable of converting only three or four

tons weight, while others are capacious enough
to contain from seven to eight or ten tons. The
outsides of these furnaces rise up in the form of

a cone or sugar-loaf, to the height of a very con-

siderable number of feet. In the inside, oppo-
site to each other, are placed two very long
chests, made either of stone, or of bricks capable
of bearing the strongest fire; which is placed
between the two chests. The bars of iron, after

the bottom is furnished with a necessary quantity
of charcoal dust, are laid in stratum super stratum,
with intermediate beds of the charcoal dust, to

such a height of the chests as only to admit of a

good bed at top ;
which is then all covered over,

to prevent the admission of the common air;

which, could it procure an entrance, would

greatly injure the operation. The iron being
thus situated, the fire is lighted, which is some
time before it can be raised to a sufficient degree
of heat to produce any considerable effect ;

after

which it is continued for so many days as the

operator may judge proper ; only now and then

drawing out what they call a proof-bar. This is

done by openings fit for the purpose at the ends

of the chest, which are easily, and with expedi
tion stopped up again, without occasioning any
injury to the contents left behind. When the

operator apprehends the conversion is sufficiently

completed, the fire is suffered to go out, and the

furnace, with its contents, is left gradually to

cool. This may take up several days ; after

which the furnace is discharged, by taking out
the bars of steel and the remainder of the char-
coal dust. There is a manufactory established
in the parish of Cramond, about five miles from

Edinburgh, in which this method is practised
with great success. Great quantities of steel are

made there which is said to be of as excellent
a quality as any that can be procured from other
countries. When the charcoal is taken out, it is

found as black as before it was introduced into

the furnace, unless by accident the external air

has got admittance. The bars preserve their ex-
terior form only ; the surface frequently exhibits

a great number of tumors or blisters, whence they
are called blistered steel. The hardness of steel

is much increased by tempering. This con-
sists in heating it to a red heat, and then plung-
ing it suddenly into cold water. If it be allowed
to cool slowly it still preserves its ductility ; or, if

it be heated again after being tempered, it loses

its hardness, and again becomes ductile. In

heating steel for tempering it, the most remark-
able circumstance is the different colors it as-

sumes, according to the degree of heat it has

received. As it is gradually heated, it becomes

white, then yellow, orange, purple, violet, and at

last of a deep blue color. According to Reau-

mur, the steel which is most heated in tempering
is generally the hardest. Hence it is believed

that the more violent the heat to which steel is

exposed, and the more suddenly it is plunged
into cold water, the harder the steel will be.

Rinman, again, has deduced a conclusion di-

rectly opposite, that the steel which is naturally
hardest demands the least degree of heat to tem-

per it. Different methods have been proposed
to determine what degree of heat is most proper ;

but the easiest method is to take a bar of steel, so

long that while one end is exposed to a violent

heat the other may be kept cold. By examining
the intermediate portions, it may be found what

degree of heat has produced the greatest hard-

ness. By tempering, steel is said to increase

both in bulk and in weight. Reaumur says
that a small bar six inches long, six lines broad,
and half an inch thick, was increased at least a
line in length after being tempered to a reddish

white color; that is, supposing the dilatation

proportional in all dimensions increasing at the

rate of 48 to 49. Iron also expands when heated ;

but, when the heat passes off, it returns to its for-

mer dimensions. That the weight of steel is also

augmented by tempering has been found by ex-

periment. Rinman having weighed exactly
in an hydrostatic balance two kinds of fine

steel made by cemenjtation, and not tempered,
found their density to be to that of water as 7-991
to 1 ; after be'ing tempered the density of the

one was 7-553, and that of the other 7'708. M.
de Morveau took three bars just of a size to enter

a certain calibre twenty-eight lines long, and
each side two lines broad ; one of the bars was
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oit iron, and the two owners were tasen from the

same piece of fine steel. In order to communi-
cate an equal degree of heat to each, in an earthen
vessel in the midst of a wind furnace, the bar of

soft iron and one of the bars of steel were thrown
into cold water ; the other bar of steel was cooled

slowly over some pieces of charcoal at a distance

from the furnace. The bar of iron, and the one
of steel that was aljowed to cool slowly, passed
easily into the calibre again ; but the bar of tem-

pered steel was lengthened almost one-ninth of a

line. Tempering changes the grain, or at least the

appearance of the texture of a piece of steel when
broken. Thisis the mark,which is usually observed
in judging of the quality of steel, or of the temper-
ing which suits it best. The tempered bar is broken
in several places after having received different

degrees of heat in several places. What proves

completely the effect ofheat upon the grain, at least

in some kinds of steel, is that a bar of steel exposed
to all the intermediate degrees of heat, from the

smallest sensible heat to a red heat, is found to in-

crease in fineness of grain from the slightly heated

to the strongly heated end. The celebrated Rinman
has made many experiments on the qualities of

steel exposed to different degrees of heat in tem-

pering, but particularly to three kinds, viz. steel

heated to an obscure red, to a bright red, and to

a red white. Hard brittle steel, made by cemen-

tation, and heated to an obscure red, and tem-

pered, exhibited a fine grain, somewhat shining,
and was of a yellow white color. When tem-

pered at a bright red heat, the grain was coarser

and more shining ;
when tempered at a red

white heat, the grain was also coarse and shin-

ing. To determine how far steel might be im-

proved in its grain by tempering it in different

ways, M. de Morveau took a bar of blistered

steel, and broke it into four parts nearly of the

same weight. They were all heated to a red heat

in the same furnace, and withdrawn from the

fire at the same instant. One of the pieces was
left at the side of the furnace to cool in the air,

the second was plunged into cold water, the third

into oil, and the fourth into mercury. The piece
of steel that was cooled in the air resisted the

hammer a long time before it was broken ; it was

necessary to notch it with the file, and even then

it was broken with difficulty. It showed in its

fracture a grain sensibly more fine and more

shining than it was before. The second piece,

which had been plunged into water, broke easily :

its grain was rather finer than the first, and almost

, of the same white color. The third piece, which

was tempered in oil, appeared very hard when
tried by the fire; it was scarcely possible to

break it. Its grain was as fine, but not quite
so bright, as that which was tempered in water.

The fourth piece, which was dipped into mer-

cury, was evidently superior to all the rest in the

fineness and color of the grain. It broke into

many fragments with the first stroke of the ham-

mer, the fractures being generally transverse.

M. de Morveau repeated these experiments with

finer steel, and with similar results. From these

experiments, it appears that steel may be hardened

by tempering it with any liquid which is capable
of accelerating its cooling. Steel may be unmade,
or reduced to the state of iron, by a management

similar to that by which it is made, that is, by
cementation. But the cement used for this pur-
pose must be composed of substances entirely
free from inflammable matter, and rather capable
of absorbing it, as calcareous earth or quicklime.
By a cementation with calcareous earth, continued
during eight or ten hours, steel is reduced to the
state of iron. After it has been tempered, it may
be again untempered and softened to any degree
that we think proper ;

for which purpose we have

only to heat it more or less, and to let it cool

slowly. By this method we may soften the
hardest tempered steel.

For the following important facts respecting
the manufacture of steel Dr. Ure was indebted
to the proprietor of the Monkland manufactory,
where bar and cast steel of superior quality are

made.
The chests or troughs in which the iron bars

are stratified are nine feet long, and composed
of an open-grained siliceous freestone, unaltera-

ble by the fire. The Dannemora or Oregrounds
iron is alone employed for conversion into steel

at Monkland. The increase of weight is from
four to twelve ounces per cwt. The average is

therefore 1 in 224 parts. The first proportion
constitutes mild, and the second very hard steel.

Should the process be pushed much farther, the

steel would then melt, and in the act of fusion

would take a dose of charcoal sufficient to bring
it to the state of No. 1, cast iron. The charcoal

used in stratifying with the bar iron is bruised so

as to pass through a quarter-inch riddle. When-
ever the interior of the troughs arrives at 70

Wedgewood, the carbon begins to be absorbed

by the iron. There is no further diminution of

the weight of the charcoal than what is due to

this combination. What remains is employed at

another charge. Great differences are found be-

tween the different kinds of bar iron imported at

the same time ;
which occasion unexpected dif-

ferences in the resulting steel. The following

letter contains important information, from a

gentleman possessing great experience in the

manufacture of steel.

< Monkland steel-works,

'9th November, 1820.

<

Sir, Mr. William Murray has written me,

that you wished I should communicate to you

the reason why bar iron should run into the state

of soft cast iron, by the operation being carried

too far in the blister steel furnace, and how it

does not make cast steel, as cast steel is said to

be formed by the fusion of the blister steel in the

crucible with charcoal.

'The usual practice of making cast steel is

to fuse common steel in a crucible, without any

charcoal being mixed. The degree of hardness

required in the cast steel is regulated by select-

ing blister steel of the proper degree of hard

ness for what is wanted.

'This statement is made with the view to cor-

rect a common mistake, that to make cast s

it is necessary, and that it is the practice
to mix

with the steel to be melted a quantity
of charcoal.

' Pursuing this mistake, it naturally leads tc

others. Dr. Thomson says,
when spcakmg;

on

this subject,
that cast steel is more fusible than
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common steel, and for that reason it cannot be

welded to iron. It melts before it can be heated

high enough ; and that the quantity of carbon is

greater than in common steel ; and that this

seems to constitute the difference between the

two substances.
' The statement of a simple fact will show that

this conclusion is erroneous. Suppose a piece
of blister steel, pretty hard, yet fit to stand the

operation of welding to iron without any diffi-

culty : let this steel be made into cast steel in the

ordinary way. It will not then stand the process
of welding. It will not melt before reaching the

welding heat ;
but when brought to that heat,

and submitted to the blows of the hammer, it

will fall like a piece of sand, and the parts being
once separated, they refuse to become again
united. This difficulty of working the steel can-

not arise from the steel containing more carbon ;

for the fact is it contains less, part of it being
burnt out in the operation of melting it. And,
if the same steel was to be melted a second

time, more of the carbon would be burnt out ;

of course the steel would be softer, but at the

same time the difficulty of working it would be
increased ; or, in other words, the red-short pro-

perty it had acquired in the first melting would
be doubly increased in the second, although a

person who has not had the experience would

very naturally conclude that, as the metal kept
retrograding to the state of malleable iron, in

the same proportion it would acquire all the

properties of the metal in that state. When
taking this view of the subject, it would appear
that the difference between these two kinds of

steel must arise from some other cause than that

pointed out by Dr. Thomson.
' When the iron has absorbed a quantity of

carbon in the blister steel furnace sufficient to

constitute steel of a proper degree of hardness,
and the heat after this is continued to be kept
up, the steel will keep absorbing more and more
carbon. The fusibility of it will continue to in-

crease just in the same proportion, till at last

it becomes so fusible that even the limited heat
of a blister steel furnace brings it down ; and,
just at the time it is passing to the fluid state, it

takes so great a quantity of charcoal as changes
it from the state of steel to that of cast-iron. It

appears to me that the charcoal is combined in

rich cast-iron, in the mechanical state, and not in

the chemical, as in steel.
' With this you will receive a specimen from

the blister steel furnace. The fracture of the
bar will show you steel in the highest state of
combination with carbon in which it can exist ;

and another part of the same fracture presents
the transition from the state of steel to that of
cast-iron. Should you require it, I will send

you a specimen of cast-steel in the ingot, and,
from the same ingot, one in the' hammered state.

I am, See.
' JOHN BUTTERY.'

A new memoir on the alloys of steel has been

lately published by Messrs. Stodart and Faraday,
of which the following is an abstract. The first

curious fact that occurs relates to the compound
with silver, of which steel will only retain j^th

part in union; when more was used, it either

evaporated, or separated as the button cooled, or

was forced out in forging. The alloy was ex-

cellent, and the trifling addition of price fur-

nishes no obstacle to its general employment.
Steel, alloyed with 100th part of platinum,

though not so hard as the silver alloy, has more

toughness ; hence its value where tenacity as

well as hardness are required : the extra cost is

more than repaid by its excellence. The alloy
with rhodium exceeds the former in its valuable

qualities, but the scarcity of the metal precludes
its general use. To the compounds with iridium

and osmium the same remarks apply. The action

of acids on these alloys is curious, and especially
in respect to that of platinum, which is acted

upon by dilute sulphuric acid with infinitely

greater rapidity than the unalloyed steel ; indeed

an acid that scarcely touches the pure steel dis-

solves the alloy with energetic effervescence.

This is no doubt referrible to electrical excita-

tion ; and we should apprehend that it would be
fatal to the employment of this particular alloy,
in any case where chemical action is likely to

ensue.

The alloys of steel with gold, tin, copper, and

chromium, we have not attempted in the large

way. In the laboratory, steel and gold were
combined in various proportions ;

none of the

results were so promising as the alloys already

named, nor did either tin or copper, as far as we
could judge, at all improve steel. With titanium

we failed, owing to the imperfection of crucibles.

In one instance, in which the fused button gave
a fine damask surface, we were disposed to attri-

bute the appearance to the presence ot titanium ;

but in this we were mistaken. The fact was, we
had unintentionally made wootz. The button.,

by analysis, gave a little silex and alumina, but

not an atom of titanium. Menachanite, in a

particular state of preparation, was used ; this

might possibly contain the earths or their basis,

or they may have formed a part of the crucible.

Our authors advert to the probable importance
of certain triple alloys, only one of which is

noticed in their paper, namely, that of steel,

iridium, and osmium. ' Some attempts to form
other combinations of this description proved

encouraging, but we were prevented at the time

from bestowing on them that attention and labor

they seemed so well to deserve.'

The following is an important and curious

paragraph of this paper :

When pure iron is substituted for steel, the

alloys so formed are much less subject to oxida-

tion. Three per cent, of iridium and osmium,
fused with some pure iron, gave a button, which,
when forged and polished, was exposed with

many other pieces of iron, steel, and alloys to a

moist atmosphere ;
it was the last of all in

showing any rust. The color of this compound
was distinctly blue; it had the property of be-

coming harder when heated to redness, and

quenched in a cold fluid. On observing this

steel-like character, we suspected the presence
of carbon ; none, however, was found, although

carefully looked for. It is not improbable that

there may be other bodies, besides charcoal,

capable of giving to iron the properties of steel ;
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and though we cannot agree with M. Boussin-

gault, Annales de Chimie, xvi. 1, when he would

replace carbon in steel by silica, or its base, we
think his experiments very interesting on this

point, which is worthy of farther examination.

In conclusion, our authors observe, that, to suc-

ceed in making these compounds, much atten-

tion is requisite on the part of the operators ;

that the purity of the metals is essential ; that

the perfect and complete fusion of both must be

ensured; that they must be kept a considerable

time in a state of thin fusion
; that, after casting,

the forging is with equal care to be attended to ;

that the metal must on no account be overheated ;

and that the hardening and tempering must be
most carefully performed.

Upon the whole, though we consider these re-

searches upon the alloys of steel as very inter-

esting, we are not sanguine as to their important
influence upon the improvement of the manufac-
ture of cutlery, and suspect that a bar of the

best ordinary steel, selected with precaution, and
most carefully forged, wrought, and tempered,
under the immediate inspection of the master,
would afford cutting instruments as perfect and
excellent as those composed of wootz, or of the

alloys. Phil. Trans. 1822.

STEELE (Sir Richard), was born about

1676, in Dublin, in Ireland. One branch of the

family was possessed of a considerable estate in

the county ofWexford. His father, a barrister at

law in Dublin, but of English descent, was pri-
vate secretary to James duke of Ormond ;

and
his son, while young, being carried to London,
he put him to school at the Charter House,
whence he was removed to Merton College, Ox-
ford. Our author left the university, without

taking any degree, and resolved to enter into the

army. This step displeased his friends ; but his

passion for a military life rendered him deaf to

any other proposal. He entered as a private

gentleman in the horse guards, and thereby lost

the succession to his Irish estate. But as he had

a flow of good nature, a generous openness of

spirit, and a sparkling vivacity of wit, he became
the delight of the soldiery, and obtained an en-

sign's commission in the guards. In the mean

time, as he had chosen a profession which set him
free from all ordinary restraints, he indulged in

the wildest excesses. Yet his gaieties and revels

did not pass without some cool hours of reflec-

tion ; in these he drew up his treatise entitled

The Christian Hero, printed in 1701, with a

dedication to lord Cutts, who had appointed him
his private secretary, and procured for him a

company in lord Lucas's regiment of fusileers.

The same year he brought out his comedy called

The Funeral, or Grief a la Mode. This play
procured him the regard of king William, who
resolved to give him some essential marks of his

favor; and though, by that prince's death, his

hopes were disappointed, yet, in the beginning
of queen Anne's reign, he was appointed gazet-

teer, by the friendship of lord Halifax and the

earl of Sunderland, to whom he had been recom-
mended by his schoolfellow Mr. Addison. That

gentleman also assisted him in promoting the

comedy called The Tender Husband, which was
acted in 1704 with great success. But his next

Voi. XXI,

play, The Lying Lover, had a very ditfe rent.fate.

Upon this rebuff from the stage, he turned his

humorous current into another channel; and,
early in 1709, began to publish The Taller, in
concert with Dr. Swift. His reputation was per-
fectly established by this work; and, during the
course of it, he was made a commissioner of thy

stamp duties in 1710. Upon the change of the

ministry he joined the duke of Marlborough,
who had entertained a friendship for him

; and,
upon his dismission from all employments in

1711, Mr. Steele addressed a letter of thanks to

him for his public services. However, as he
still held his place in the stamp office under the

new administration, he forbore entering with his

pen upon political subjects; but, adhering more

closely to Mr. Addison, he dropt the Taller, and

afterwards, by the assistance chiefly of that

steady friend, he carried on the same plan much

improved, under the title of The Spectator. The
success of this paper was equal to that of the

former; which encouraged him, before the close

of it, to proceed upon the same design in tin;

character of the Guardian. This was opened
in the beginning of the year 1713, and was laid

down in October the same year. But in the

course of it his thoughts took a stronger turn to

politics : he engaged with great warmth against
the ministry; and, being determined to prose-
cute his views that way by procuring a seat in

the house of commons, he resigned his post in

the stamp office; and at the same time gave up
a pension, which had been till this time paid him

by the queen as a servant to ihe late prince

George of Denmark. He then wrote the famous

Guardian, upon the demolition of Dunkirk,
which was published August 7th, 1713; and,

the parliament being dissolved next day, the

Guardian was soon followed by several other

warm political tracts against administration.

Upon the meeting of the new parliament, Mr.

Steele, having been returned a member for the

borough of Stockbridge in Dorsetshire, took his

seat accordingly in the house of commons ;
but

was expelled in a few days after, for writing the

close of the paper called The Englishman, and

one of his political pieces entitled The Crisis.

Presently after his expulsion, he published pro-

posals for writing the history of the duke of

Marlborough: he also wrote the Spinster; and,

in opposition to the Examiner, he set up a paper

called The Reader, and continued publishing in

favor of the Whigs till the death of the queen.

Immediately after which, as a reward of these

services, he was taken into favor by kin George 1 .

He was appointed surveyor of the royal stables

at Hampton Court, governor of the royal com-

pany of comedians, a justice
of the peace for

Middlesex, and, in 1715, was knighted. In the

first parliament of king George he was chosen

member for Boroughbridge, in Yorkshire; and,

after the suppression of the rebellion in 1715

was appointed one of the commissioners of the

forfeited estates.in Scotland. In 1718 be buried

his second wife, who had brought him a hand-

some fortune and a good estate in Wales; but

neither that, nor the ample additions made to

his income, were sufficient to answer Ins de-

mands. The thoughtless vivacity of his Fjunt
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often reduced him to little shifts for its support;
and the project of the fish-pool this year owed
its birth chiefly to Sir Richard's necessities.

This vessel was intended to carry fish alive from

Ireland, and without wasting, to any part of the

kingdom ; but the scheme proved very ruinous,
for after he had been at an immense expense in

building his vessel, besides the charge of the

patent, the fish, though supplied with a conti-

nual stream of water while at sea, yet, uneasy at

their confinement, shattered themselves to pieces

against the sides of the pool ; so that when they
were brought to market they were worth very
little. In 1719 he opposed the remarkable

peerage bill in the house of commons ; and for

this opposition his license for acting plays was

revoked, and his patent rendered ineffectual. On
this, finding every direct avenue to his royal
master barred against him by the lord chamber-

lain, he had recourse to the public, in hopes
that his complaints would reach the ear of his

sovereign by that channel. In this spirit he

formed the plan of a periodical paper, to be

far from arrogating any praise to himself from his

conjunction with Mr. Addison, that he was the

first who desired him to distinguish his papers.
His greatest error was want of economy.

The STEEL-YARD is one of the most ancient

presents which science made to society ; and,

though in comparative desuetude in this coun-

try, is in most nations of the world the only in-

strument for ascertaining the weight of bodies.

What is translated balance in the Pentateuch

was in fact "a steel-yard, being the word used by
the Arabs to this day for that instrument. It is

in common use in all the Asiatic nations. It

was the statera of the Greeks and Romans, and
seems to have been more c*onfided in by them
than the balance ; for which reason it was used

by the goldsmiths, while the balance was the in-

strument of the people. Non aurificis statera

sed populari trutina examinare. Cic. de Or.
238. The steel-yard is a lever of unequal arms,

and, in its most perfect form, is constructed

much like a common balance. It hangs in

sheers resting on a nail, and the scale for holding

published twice a-week, under the title of The the goods hangs on the short arm. The counter

Theatre ; the first number of which came out on

the 2d of January, 1719-20. During the course

of this paper, in which he had assumed the name
of Sir John Edgar, he was outrageously attacked

by Mr. Dennis, the noted critic, in a very abusive

weight hangs by a ring of tempered steel, made

sharp inside that it may bear by an edge on the

long arm of the steel-yard. The under edge of

the centre nail, and the upper edge of that by
which the parts hang, are in the straight line

pamphlet, entitled The Character and Conduct formed by the upper edge of the long arm.

of Sir John Edgar. To this insult our author Thus the three points of suspension are in one

made a proper reply in the Theatre. While he straight line. The needle or index of the steel-

was struggling to save himself from ruin, he yard is perpendicular to the line of the arms,
turned his pen against the mischievous South and plays between the sheers. The short arm
Sea scheme, which had nearly brought the na-

tion to ruin in 1720; and in 1721 he was re-

stored to his office in Drury Lane theatre. Of
this it was not long before he made an additional

advantage, by bringing his celebrated comedy
called The Conscious Lovers upon that stage,
where it was acted with prodigious success ;

Ihe receipts must have been very considerable,
besides the profits accruing by the sale of the

copy, and a purse of 500 given to him by the

king, to whom he dedicated it. Yet, notwith-

standing these ample supplies, in 1722, being
reduced to the utmost extremity, he sold his

share in the theatre; and soon after commenced
a law-suit with the managers, which in 1726 was

may be made so massive that, together with the

scale, it will balance the long arm unloaded.

When no goods are in the scale, and the coun-
ter weight with its hook are removed, the steel-

yard acquires a horizontal position, in conse-

quence of its centre of gravity being below the

axis of suspension. The rules for its accurate

construction are the same as for a common ba-

lance.

The weight in the scale will always be indi-

cated by the division at which it is balanced by
the counterpoise. This fundamental property of

the lever was discovered by the renowned Ar-

chimedes, or at least first demonstrated by him ;

and his demonstration, besides the defect of being
decided against him. Having now again brought applicable only to commensurable lengths of the

his fortune, by the most heedless profusion, into arms, has been thought by metaphysicians of the

a desperate condition, he was rendered altoge- first note to proceed on a postulate which seems

ther incapable of retrieving the loss, by being equally to need a demonstration. It has accord-

seized with a paralytic disorder, which greatly ingly employed the utmost refinement of the first

impaired his understanding. In these unhappy
circumstances, he retired to his seat at Langua-
nor near Caermarthen, in Wales, where he died

the 21st of September, 1729, and was interred in

the church of Caermarthen. Among his papers
were found the MSS. of two plays, viz. The Gen-

tlemen, founded upon the Eunuch of Terence,
and The School of Action, both r.early finished.

Sir Richard was a man of undissembled and ex-

tensive benevolence, a friend to the friendless,

and, as far as his circumstances would permit,
the father of every orphan. His works are chaste

and manly. He was a stranger to the most dis-

tant appearance of envy or malevolence; never

jealous of any man's growing reputation ; and so

mathematicians of Europe to furnish a demon-
stration free from objection. M. D'Alembert has

given two, remarkable for their ingenuity and

subtlety ; Foncenex has done the same
;
and pro-

fessor Hamilton of Trinity College, Dublin, has

given one which is thought the least exception-
able. But critics have even objected to this, as

depending on a postulate which should have

been demonstrated. In the Philosophical Trans-

actions, 1794, there is a demonstration by Mr.

Vince, which we think unexceptionable, and of

great simplicity. Let AE (fig. 1. plate STEEL-

YARD, &.c.) be a mathematical lever, or inflexible

straight line, resting on the prop A, and sup-

ported at E by a force acting upwards. Let
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two equal weights b and d be hung on at B and

D, equidistant from A and E. Pressures are

now exerted at A and E
; and, because every

circumstance of weight and distance is the same,
the pressure at E, arising from the action of the

weight b on the point B, must be the same with

the pressure at A, arising from the action of the

weight d on the point D ; and the pressure at E,
occasioned by the weight d, must be the same
with the pressure at A, occasioned by the weight
b. This must be the case wherever the weights
are hung, provided that the distance A B and
D E are equal. Moreover, the sum of the pres-
sures at A and E is unquestionably equal to the

sum f the weights, because the weights are sup-

ported solely at A and E. Let the two weights
be hung on at C the middle point ; the pressure
at E is still the same. Therefore, in general,
the pressure excited at the point E, by two

equal weights hanging at any points B and D, is

the same as if they were hung on at the middle

point between them; but the pressure excited at

E is a just measure of the effort or energy of the

weight b and d to urge the lever round the point
A. It is, at least, a measure of the opposite
force which must be applied at E to sustain or

balance this pressure. A very fastidious meta-

physician may still say that the demonstration is

limited to a point E, whose distance from A is

twice AC, or AB + AD. But it extends
to any other point, on the authority of a postu-
late which cannot be refused, viz. that in what-

ever proportion the pressure at E is augmented
or diminished, the pressure at this other point
must augment or diminish in the same propor-
tion. This being proved, the general theorem

may be demonstrated in all proportions of dis-

tance, in the manner of Archimedes, at once the

most simple, perspicuous, and elegant of all. All

this difficulty (and it is a real one to the philoso-

pher who aims at rendering mechanics a demon-
strative science) has arisen from an improper
search after simplicity. Had Archimedes taken
a lever as it really exists in nature, and consi-

dered it as material, consisting of atoms united

by cohesion ; and had he traced the intermediate

pressures by whose means the two external

weights are put in opposition to each other, or

rather to the support given to the fulcrum
;

all

difficulty would have vanished. The quantity
of goods which may be weighed by this instru-

ment depends on the weight of the counterpoise,
and on the distance C D from the fulcrum at

which the goods are suspended. A double coun-

terpoise hanging at the same division will ba-

lance or indicate a double quantity of goods
hanging at D ; and any counterpoise will ba-

lance and indicate a double quantity of goods,
if the distance C D be reduced to one -half.

Many steelyards have two or more points of

suspension D, to which the scale may be occa-

sionally attached. See BALANCE. It is evident
that in this case the valve or indication of the

divisions of the long arm will be different, ac-

cording to the point from which the scale is sus-

pended. The same division which would indi-

cate twenty pounds when C D is three inches,
will indicate thirty pounds when it is two inches.

As it would expose to chance of mistakes, and
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be otherwise troublesome to make as many
divided scales on the long arm as there are
points of suspension, D, on the short arm

; and
each scale having its own numbers ; all trouble
and all chance of mistake is avoided. But the
range of this instrument is not altogether at the
pleasure of the maker. Besides the

inability of
a slender beam to carry a great load, the divi-
sions of the scale answering to pounds or half
pounds become very minute when the distanceCD is very short: and the balance becomes
less delicate, that is, less sensibly affected by
small differences of weight. This is because in
such cases the thickness which it is necessary to

give the edges of the nails does then bear a sen-
sible proportion to the distance C D between
them ; so that when the balance inclines to one
side, that arm is sensibly shortened, and there-
fore the energy of the preponderating weight is

lessened. We have hitherto supposed the steel-

yard to be in equilibrio when not loaded. But
this is not necessary, nor is it usual in those
which are commonly made. The long arm pre-
ponderates considerably. This makes no differ-

ence except in the beginning of the scale. The

preponderancy of the long arm is equivalent to

some goods already in the scale, suppose four

pounds. Therefore, when there are really ten

pounds in the scale, the counterpoise will balance
it when hanging at the division 6. This divi-

sion is therefore reckoned ten, and the rest of

the divisions are numbered accordingly. A
scientific examination of the steelyard will con-

vince us that it is inferior to the balance of equal
arms in point of sensibility ; but it is extremely

compendious and convenient; and, when accu-

rately made and attentively used, it is abundantly
exact for most commercial purposes. There is

one at Leipsic which has been in use since the

year 1718, which is very sensible to a difference

of one pound, when loaded with nearly three

tons on the short arm ;
and we saw a waggon

loaded with more than two tons weighed by it

in about six minutes. The steelyard in common
use in the different countries of Europe is of a

construction still simpler than the one above

described. It consists of a batten of hard wood,

having a heavy lump A (fig. 2) at one end, and

a swivel hook B at the other. The goods to be

weighed are suspended on t,ie hook, and the

whole is carried in a loop of whip-cord C, in

which it is slid backward and forward till the

goods are balanced by the weight of the other

end. The weight of the poods is estimated by

the place of the loop on a scale of divisions in

harmonic progression. They are marked
j>r

presume) by trial with known weights. The

chief use that is now made of the steelyard in

these kingdoms is for the weighing of loaded

waggons and carts. For this it. is extremely

convenient, and sufficiently exact for the purpose

in view.

STEEL-YARD OF LEIPSIC : this is represented

in fig. 3 as run out, and just about to be hooked

for lifting up the load. The steelyard itself is

O P Q, and is about twelve feet long. The

short arm P Q has two points of suspension, c

and 6 ; and the stirrup which carries the chains

for holding the load is made with a double hook,
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insteod of a double eye, that it may be easily
removed from the one pin to the other. For
this purpose the two hooks are connected above

by a hasp or staple, which goes over the arm of
the steelyard like an arch. This is represented
in the little figure above the steelyard. The

suspension is shifted when the steelyard is run
iu under cover, by hooking to this staple the

running block of a small tackle which hangs in

the door through which the steelyard is run out
and in. This operation is easy, but necessary,
because the stirrup, chains, and the stage on
which the load is placed, weigh some hundreds.
The outer pin b is fourteen inches, and the inner

one c is seven inches, distant from the great nail

which rests in the sheers. The other arm is

about ten feet and a half long, formed with an
obtuse edge above. On the inclined plane on
each side of the ridge is drawn the scale of

weights adapted to the inner pin c. The scales

corresponding to the outer pin b are drawn on
the upright sides. The counterpoise slides

along this arm, hanging from a saddle-piece
made of brass, that it may not contract rust.

The motion is made easy by means of rollers.

This is necessary, because the counterpoise is

greatly above a hundred weight. This saddle-

piece has like two laps on each side, on which
are engraved vernier scales, which divide their

respective scales on the arm to quarters of a

pound. Above the saddle is an arch, from the

summit of which hangs a little plummet, which
shows the equilibrium of the steelyard to the

weigher, because the sheers are four feet out of

the house, and he cannot see their coincidence
with the needle of the steelyard. Lastly, near

the end of the long arm are two pins, d and e,

for suspending occasionally two eke-weights for

continuing the scale. These are kept hanging
on adjoining hooks, ready to be lifted on by a
little tackle, which is also hooked immediately
above the pins d and e. The scales of weights
are laid down on the arm as follows : Let the

eke-weights appropriated to the pins d and e be
called D and E, and call the counterpoise C.

Although the stirrup with its chains and stage

weigh some hundreds, yet the length and size of
the arm O P gives it a preponderancy of 300

pounds. Here, then, the scale of weights must
commence. The counterpoise weighs about 125

pounds. Therefore, 1. When the load hangs by
the pin b, fourteen inches from the centre, the

distance from one hundred to another on the
scale is about eleven inches, and the first scale

(on the side of the arm) reaches from 300 to

1200. In order to repeat or continue this, the
t ke-weight E is hung on the pin e, and the

counterpoise C is brought back to the mark 300 ;

and the two together balance 1100 pounds hang-
ing at b. Therefore a second scale is begun on
the side of the arm, and continued as far out as

the first, and therefore its extremity marks 2000;
that is, the counterpoise C at 2000, and the eke-

weight E at e balance 2000 hanging at b. 2. To
continue the scale beyond 2000, the load must
be hung on the inner pin c. The eke-weight E
is taken off, and the eke-weight D is hung on its

pin d. The general counterpoise being now
brought close to the sheers, it, together with the

weight D at d, balances 2000 pounds hanging at

c. A scale is therefore begun on one of the
inclined planes a-top, and continued out to

4000, which falls very near to the pin d, each
hundred pounds occupying about five inches on
the arm. To complete the scale hang the eke-

weight E on its pin e, and bring back the coun-

terpoise to the sheers, and the three together
balace 3800 hanging at c. Therefore, when the

counterpoise is now slid out to 4000, it must

complete the balance with 5800 hanging at c.

It required a little consideration to find out
what proportion of the three weights C, D, and

E, would make the repetitions of the scale

extend as far as possible, having very little of it

expressed twice, or upon two scales, as is the

case here. We see that the space corresponding
to a single pound is a very sensible quantity on
both scales, being one-ninth of an inch on the

first two scales, and one-twentieth on the last

two. This very ponderous machine, with its

massy weights, cannot be easily managed with-

ut some assistance from mechanics. It is ex-

tremely proper to have it susceptible of motion
out and in, that it may be protected from the

weather, which would soon destroy it by rust.

The contrivance here is very effectual, and

abundantly simple. When the steelyard is not

in use, it is supported at one end by the iron

rod F, into which the upper end of the sheers is

hooked. The upper end of this rod has a strong
hook E, and a little below at a it is pierced with
a hole, in which is a very strong bolt or pin of

tempered steel, having a roller on each end close

to the rod on each side. These rollers rest on
two joists, one of which is represented by M N,
which traverse the building, with just room

enough between them to allow the rod F to hang
freely down. The other end O of the steelyard
rests in the bight of a large flat hook at the end
of a chain W, which hangs down between the

joists, and is supported on them by a frame with

rollers H. This is connected with the rollers at

G, which carry the sheers by means of two iron

rods, of which one only can be seen. These
connect the two sets of rollers in such a manner
that they must always move together, and keep
their distance invariable. This motion is pro-
duced by means of an endless rope H I Z LKVH
passing over the pulleys I and K, which turn

between the joists, and hanging down in a bight
between them. It is evident that by pulling on
the part L Z we pull the frame of rollers in the

direction G H, and thus bring the whole into the

house in the position marked by the dotted

figure. It is also plain that by pulling on the

part L K we force the roller frame and the whole

apparatus out again. It remains to show how
the load is raised from the ground and weighed.
When the steelyard is run out for use, the upper
hook E just enters into the ring D, which hangs
from the end of the great oaken lever B C A
about twenty-two feet long, turning on gudgeons
at C about five feet from this end. From the

other end A descends a long iron rod S R, which
has one side formed into a toothed rack that is

acted on by a frame of wheel work turned by an

endless screw and winch Q. Therefore, whetj

the hook E is well engaged in the ring D, a man
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turns the winch, and thus brings down the end
A of the great lever, and raises the load two or

three inches from the ground. Every thing is

now at liberty, and the weigher now manages
his weights on the arm of the steelyard till he
has made an equilibrium. The operation of

letting down the load, disengaging the steelyard
from the great lever, and bringing it under cover,
is performed by two men, and may be done in

succession by one, and is over in five or six

minutes.

The most compendious and economical ma-
chine of this kind is one, first used (we have

heard) for weighing the riders of race horses,
and afterwards applied to the more reputable
service of weighing loaded carriages. Fig. 4 is

a plan of the machine ;
K L M N is the plan of

a rectangular box, which has a platform lid or

cover, of size sufficient for placing the wheels of

a cart or waggon. The box is about a foot deep,
and is sunk into the ground till the platform
cover is even with the surface. In the middle
of the box is an iron lever supported on the

fulcrum pin > k, formed like the nail of balance,
which rests with its edge on arches of hardened

steel, firmly fastened to the bottom of the box.

This lever goes through one side of the box, and
is furnished at its extremity with a hard steel

pin I m, also formed to an edge below. In the

very middle of the box it is crossed by a third

nail of hardened steel g h, also formed to an

edge, but on the upper side. These three

edges are in one horizontal plane, as in a well

made balance. In the four corners A, A', E', E,
of the box are firmly fixed four blocks of tem-

pered steel, having their upper surfaces formed
into spherical cavities, well polished and hard

tempered. ABCDE represents the upper
edge of an iron bar of considerable strength,
which rests on the cavities of the steel blocks in

A and E, by means of two hard steel studs pro-

jecting from its under edge, and formed into

obtuse angled points or cones. These points
are in a straight line parallel to the side K N of

the box. The middle part C of this crooked
bar is faced with hard tempered steel below, and
is there fomed into an edge parallel to A E and
K N, by which it rests on the upper edge of the

steel pin g h which is in the lever. In a line

parallel to A E, and on the upper side of the

crooked bar ACE, are fixed two studs or points
of hardened steel B and D, projecting upwards
above half an inch. The platform cover has

four short feet like a stool, terminated by hard
steel studs, which are shaped into spherical
cavities and well polished. With these it rests

on the four steel points B, B', U', D. The bar
A C E is kneed in such a manner vertically, that

the points A, B, D, E, and the edge C, are all

in a horizontal plane.
These particulars will be better understood by

looking at the elevation in fig. 5. What has

been said of the bar ACE, must be understood
as also said of the bar A'C'E. Draw through
the centre of the box the line a b c perpendicular
to the line AE, BD. It is evident that the bar
ACE is equivalent to a lever a 6 c, having the

fulcrum or axis AE resting with its extremity C
on the pin h e, and loaded at 6. It is also evi-
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dent that a C is to a b as the load on this lever to
the pressure which it exerts on the pin g h, and
that the same proportion subsists between the
whole load on the platform and the pressure
which it exerts on the pin g h. It will also ap-
pear, on an attentive consideration, that this pro-
portion is no-wise deranged in whatever manner
the load is placed on the platform. If very un-

equably, the two ends of the pin g h may be un-

equably pressed, and the lever wrenched and
strained a little ; but the total pressure is not

changed. If there be now placed a balance or

steelyard at the side L K, in such a manner that

one end of it may be directly above the pin / m
in the end of the lever EOF, they may be con-
nected by a wire or slender rod, and a weight
on the other arm of the balance or steelyard may
be put in equilibrio with any load that can be
laid on the platform. A small counterpoise being
first hung on, to balance the apparatus when un-

loaded, any additional weight will measure the

load really laid on the platform. If a b be to a c

as one to eight, and E O to E F also as one to

eight, and if a common balance be used above,

sixty-four pounds on the platform will be balanced

by one pound in the scale, and every pound will

be balanced by a quarter of an ounce. This

would be a very convenient partition for most

purposes, as it would enable us to use a common
balance and common weights to complete the

machine ; or it may be made with a balance of

unequal arms, or with a steelyard. Some have

thought to improve this instrument by using

edges like those of the nails of a balance, instead

of points. But, unless made with uncommon

accuracy, they will render the balance very dull.

The small deviation of the two edges A and E,

or of B and D, from perfect parallelism to K N,
is equivalent to a broad surface e^ual to the

whole deviation. Without extraordinary care,

the machine may be made to weigh within j^jth

part of the truth, which is exact enough for any

purpose in commerce. It is necessary that the

points be attached to the bars. Some have put
the points at A and E in the blocks of steel

fastened to the bottom, because the cavity there

lodged water or dirt, which soon destroyed the

instrument with rust. But this occasions a

change of proportion in the first lever by any

shifting of the crooked bars ; and this will fre-

quently happen when the wheels of a loaded

cart are pushed on the platform. The cavity in

the steel stud should have a little rim round it,

and it should be kept full of oil. In a nice ma-

chine a quarter of an inch of quicksilver
would

effectually prevent all these inconveniences.

The simplest and most economical form of tin's

machine is to have no balance or second steel-

yard ;
but to make the first steelyard EOF a

lever of the first kind, viz. having the fulcrum

between O and F, and allow it to project far be-

yond the box. The long or outward arm of this

lever is then divided into a scale of weights,

commencing at the side of the box. A counter-

poise must be chosen, such as will, when at the

beginning of the scale, balance the smallest load

that will probably be examined. It will be con-

venient to carry on this scale by
means of eke-

weights hung on at the extremity of the levrr.
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aivl to use but one moveable weight. By this

method the divisions of the scale will have al-

ways one value. The best arrangement is as

follows : Place the mark O at the beginning of

the scale, and let it extend only to 100, if for

pounds ; or to 112, if for cwts. ; or to ten, if for

stones ; and let the eke-weights be numbered one,

two, three, &c. Let the lowest weight be marked
on the beam. This is always to be added to the

weight shown by the operation. Let the eke-

weights stand at the end of the beam, and let the

general counterpoise always hang at O. When
the cart is put on the platform, the end of the

beam tilts up. Hang on the heaviest eke-weight
that is not sufficient to press it down. Now,
complete the balance by sliding out the counter-

poise. Suppose the constant load to be 312 Ibs.,

and that the counterpoise stands at eighty-six,
and that the eke-weight is nine ; we have the

load zi 986 + 312 1298 Ibs.

STEEN (John), an eminent Dutch painter, born

at Leyden in 1636. He was the disciple of

Brower and Van Goyen. He painted conversa-

tions and droll subjects with admirable humour;
and died in 1689.

STEEP, adj. &n. s.}
Sax. fteap. Rising

STEEP'NESS, n. s. >or descending with a

STEEP'V, adj. J great inclination ; pre-

cipitous : a precipice : steepness is precipitous

declivity: steepy, having much declivity.

The mountains shall be thrown down, and the

steep places shall fall. Exekiel.

The craggedness or steepness of that mountain
maketh many parts of it inaccessible.

Brerewood on Language.
Lord Lovel swam over Trent on horseback, but

could not recover the farther side, by reason of the

steepness of the bank, and so was drowned.
Bacon's Henry VII.

Who hath disposed, but thou the winding way,
Where springs down from the sleepy crags do beat 1

Wotton.

As that Thebean monster that proposed
Her riddle, and him, who solved it not, devoured

;

That once found out and solved, for grief and spight
Cast herself headlong from the Ismenian sleep. Milton.

A prophet some, and some a poet cry,
From steepy Othrys' top to Pylus drove

His herd ! and for his pains enjoyed his love.

Druden.

No more, my goats, shall I behold you climb

The steepy cliffs, or crop the flowery thyme. Id.

As high turrets for their airy steep

llequire foundations in proportion deep :

And lofty cedars as far upward shoot

As to the nether heavens they drive the root ;

So low did her secure foundation lie,

She was not humble, but humility. Id.

He now had conquered Anxur's steep ascent.

Addisim.

We had on each side naked rocks and mountains,
broken into a thousand irregular steeps and preci-

pices.
Id.

Vineyards, meadows, and cornfields lie on the bor-

ders, and run up all the sides of the Alps, where the

barrenness of the rocks, or the steepness of the ascent,

will suffer them. Id.

Leaning o'er the rails, he musing stood,

And viewed below the black canal of mud,
Wr

here common shores a lulling murmur keep,
Whose torrents rush from Holborn's fatal steep.

Gay.

STEEP, v. a.. Belg. steppen. To soak; mace-
rate ; imbue ; dip.
When his brother saw the red blood trail

Adown so fast, and all his armour steep,
For very fellness loud he 'gan to weep. Spenter.

He, like an adder lurking in the weeds,
His wandering thought in deep desire does steep ;

And his frail eye with spoil of beauty feeds. Id.

A napkin steeped in the harmless blood
Of sweet young Rutland. Shakspeare. Henry VI.

The conquering wine hath steeped our sense
In soft and delicate Lethe. Shakspeare.
Most of the steepingt are cheap things, and the

goodness of the crop is a great matter of gain.
Bacon.

Whole droves of minds are by the driving god
Compelled to drink the deep Lethean flood

;

In large forgetful draughts to steep the cares

Of their past labours and their irksome years.

Dryden.
Wheat steeped in brine twelve hours prevents the

smuttiness. Mortimer's Husbandry.

STEEPHOLMES, a rocky islet of England,
in the Bristol Channel, under Quantock hills,

which divides the counties of Somerset, Glou-

cester, and Bristol. It is a rock, about a mile
and a half in circumference, in many parts over-

hanging the water, and inaccessible except by
two very steep passages. A few rabbits find

subsistence upon it ; and it is the resort of vast

numbers of sea-fowl.

STEEPLE, n. s. Sax. j-teopel, rtvPel> f

Sax. r*eap. A turret of a church ; a spire.

Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks
; rage blow *

You cataracts and hurricanoes, spout !

Til) you have drenched our steeples, drowned the
cocks. Shakspeare.

What was found in many places, and preached
for wheat fallen on the ground from the clouds, was
but the seed of ivy berries

;
and though found in

steeples or high places, might be conveyed thither or

muted by birds. Browne's Vulgar Errottrs.

They, far from steeplel and their sacred sound,
In fields their sullen conventicles found. Dryden.
A raven I saw steeple-high, just over your house.

L'Estrange.

STEER, n. s. Sax. r^yf1*?

Bclg. stier. A young bullock.

They think themselves half exempted from law
and obedience ; and, having once tasted freedom, do,
like a steer that hath been long out of his yoke,

grudge and repine ever after to come under rule again.

Spenser's Ireland.

Lacaon, Neptune's priest,
With solemn pomp then sacrificed a steer. Dryden.

Nor has the steer,

At whose strong chest the deadly tiger hangs,
E'er plowed for him. Thomson.

STEER, v. a. & v. n.~\ Sax. j-reopan/r-tyrian ;

STEER'AGE, n. s. f Belg. stieren. To direct ;

STEERS'MATE, i guide in a passage; ori-

STEERS'MAN. J ginally used of a ship,
but applied to other things : the noun substan-
tives corresponding.
A comely palmer, clad in black attire,

Of ripest years, and hairs all hoary gray,
That with a staff his feebie steps did steer,

Lest his long way his aged limbs should tire.

Speiiser.
He that hath the steerage of my course,

Direct my suit. Shakspeare. Romeo and Juliet.
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If a pilot cannot see the pole star, it can be no

fault in him to steer his course by such stars as do
best appear to him. King Charles.

As when a ship, by skilful steersman wrought,
Nigh river's mouth, or foreland, where the wind
Veers oft, as oft so steers, and shifts her sail.

Milton.
What pilot so expert but needs must wreck,

Embarked with such a steersmate at the helm 1 Id.

His costly frame

Inscribed to Phosbus, here he hung on high,
The steerage of his wings and cut the sky. Dryden.

Through it the joyful steersman clears his way,
And comes to anchor in his inmost bay. Id.

In a storm, though the vessel be pressed never so

hard, a skilful steersman will yet bear up against it.

L' Estrange.
In a creature, whose thoughts are more than the

sands and wider than the ocean, fancy and passion
must needs run him into strange courses, if reason,
which is his only star and compass, be not that he
steer* by. Locke.

Having got his vessel launched and set afloat, he
committed the steerage of it to such as he thought
capable of conducting it. Spectator.

You raise the honour of the peerage,
Proud to attend you at the steerage. Swift.

STEERAGE, on board a ship is that part of the

ship next below the quarter-deck, before the

bulk head of the great cabin where the steersman

stands in most ships of war. See STEERING.

STEERING, in navigation, the art of directing
the ship's way by the movements of the helm ;

or of applying its efforts to regulate her course

when she advances. The perfection of steering
consists in a vigilant attention to the motion of

the ship's head, so as to check every deviation

from the line of her course in the first instant of

its motion, and in applying as little of the power
of the helm as possible. By this she will run
more uniformly in a straight path, as declining
less to the right and left ; whereas, if a greater
effort of the helm is employed, it will produce a

greater declination from the course, and not only
increase the difficulty of steering, but also make
a crooked and irregular tract through the water.

See HELM. The helmsman should diligently
watch the movements of the head by the land,

clouds, moon, or stars
; because, although the

course is in general regulated by the compass,
yet the vibrations of the needle are net so

quickly perceived as the sallies of the ship's
head to the right or left; which, if not imme-

diately restrained, will acquire additional ve-

locity in every instant of their motion, and
demand a more powerful impulse of the helm
to reduce them ; the application of which will

operate to turn her head as far on the contrary
side of her course. The phrases used in steering
a ship vary according to the relation of the

wind to her course. Thus, if the wind is fair or

large, the phrases used by the pilot or officer

who superintends the steerage are, port, star-

board, and steady. The first is intended to di-

rect the ship's course farther to the right; the

second is to guide her farther to the left; and the

last is designed to keep her exactly in the line

whereon she advances according to the course

prescribed. The excess of the first and second

movement is called hard a-port, and hard-a-star-

board ; the former of which gives her the greatest

possible inclination to the right, and the latter
an equal tendency to the left. If, on the other
hand, the wind is foul or scant, the phrases are
luff, thus, and no nearer : the first of which is
the order to keep her close to the wind; the
second, to retain her in her present situation;
and the third, to keep her sails full. In a ship
of war, the exercise of steering the ship is usually
diviaed among a number of the most expert sail-

ors, who attend the helm in their turns; and
are accordingly called timoneers, from the French
timonier, which signifies helmsman. The steer-

age is constantly supervised by the quarter-
masters, who also attend the helm by rotation.
In merchant ships every seaman takes his turn in
this service, being directed therein by the mate
of the watch, or some other officer. As the

safety of a ship, and all contained therein, de-

pends in a great measure on the steerage or ef-

fects of the helm, the apparatus by which it is

managed should often be diligently examined by
the proper officers. Indeed, a negligence in this

important duty appears almost unpardonable,
when the fatal effects which may result from it

are duly considered.

STEEVENS (George), one of the most suc-
cessful of the editors and commentators of

Shakspeare, was born in 1735. His parents
were in affluent circumstances. George received

the rudiments of his education at Kingston-upon-
Thames, xmder the tuition of Dr. Woodeson
and his assistants

;
and had for a companion at

that school Gibbon the historian. From Kings-
ton he went to Eton, whence, after some years,
he was admitted a fellow-commoner of King's

College, Cambridge. After he left the university,
he accepted a commission in the Essex militia

on its first establishment ; and he spent the latter

years of his life at Hampstead in almost total se-

clusion from the world
; seldom mixing with so-

ciety but in the shops of booksellers, in the

Shakspeare Gallery, or in the morning conversa-

tions of Sir Joseph Banks. He died January
1800. Mr. Steevens was a classical scholar of

the first order. He was equally acquainted with

the belles lettres of Europe. He had studied

history, ancient and modern, but particularly
that of his own country. He possessed a strong

original genius, and an abundant wit; his imagi-
nation wa of every color, and his sentiments

were enlivened with the most brilliant expres-
sions. Mr. Steevens also had a very handsome

fortune; and his generosity was equal to it.

STEFANESCHI (John Baptist), an historical

painter, born at Florence in 1582. He was much

esteemed and patronised by Ferdinand II. duke

of Tuscany, for whom he painted several sacred

subjects in miniature. He died in 1659.

STEFANO (J.), an eminent Italian painter,

born at Florence in 1301, and hence called Flo-

rentino. He was the disciple of Giotto, and be-

came superior to all his contemporaries except his

master. One of his best pictures is of Christ de-

livering the demoniac. He died in 1650, aged

forty-nine.
STELLA (Lat. i. e. a star), a name given by

dean Swift to Mrs. Johnson, an amiable lady,

whom he lone loved, and at last married ; but,

as he never publicly acknowledged her to be his
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wife, nor cohabited with her as such, the disap-

pointment broke her heart. The most plausible
reason ever assigned for his strange conduct in

this affair, is that he had discovered that she was
his sister. But this is no longer believed. See

SWIFT.
STELLA (James), a celebrated French painter,

born at Lyons in 1596. He studied painting

early, and at twenty went to Rome. In passing

through Florence, Cosmo de Medicis, the great

duke, employed him, gare him lodgings, and a

pension. He afterwards went to Paris, where he

was patronised by Lcuis XIII., who gave him a

good pension, lodgings in the Louvre, and
honored him vf ith the order of St. Michael. He
died in 1647.

STELLA (Francis), brother and disciple of

James, was born at Lyons in 1601, and travelled

with his brother into Italy ; but, though a good
painter, he never equalled James. He died in

1661.

STEL'LAR, adj. }
Lat. stelk. Relating to

STEL'LATE, > the stars : pointed in the

STEL'LED. j manner of a star.

And quenched the stelled fires.

Shakspeare. King Lear.

In part shed down
Their stellar virtue, on all things that grow
On earth

;
made hereby apter to receive

Perfection from the sun's more potent ray. Milton.

Salt dissolved, upon fixation, returns to its affected

cubes, and regular figures of minerals ; as the hexa-

gonal of chrystal, and stellar figure of the stone as-

teria. Glanville.

One making a regulus of antimony, without iron,

found his regulus adorned with a more conspicuous
star than I have seen in several stellate reguluses of

antimony and mars. Boyle.

STELLARIA, stitchwort, or great duckweed,
in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the

class decandria, and order trigynia ; natural order

twenty-second, caryophylleae : CAL.pentaphyllous
and spreading. There are five petals, each di-

vided into two segments : CAPS, oval, unilocular,
and polyspermous. There are nine species, viz.

1. S. arenaria; 2. Biflora; 3. Cerastoides ; 4.

Dichotoma; 5. Graminea; 6. Holostea ; 7. Ne-
morum ; 8. Radians

; and, 9. Undulata. Of
these three are natives of Britain : viz. 1. S. gra-

minea, less stitchwort. The stem is nearly a foot

high. The leaves are linear and entire; and the

flowers grow in loose panicles. It is frequent in

dry pastures. There is a variety of this species
called bog stitchwort, with smooth, oval, sessile

leaves, and few leaves, which grows often in

wet marshy places. The stalk is quadrangular;
the petals scarcely longer than the calyx, and bi-

nd to the base.

2. S. holostea, greater stitchwort. The stalks

are about two feet long ;
the petals are nearly

twice the length of the calyx, and divided half-

way to the base. It is common in woods and

hedges.
3. S. nemorum, broad-leaved stitchwort. The

stalks are about twelve or eighteen inches high,
and branched in a panicle at the top. The leaves

are heart-shaped, and of a paler green on the

under than on the upper side; the lower ones

being supported by foot-stalks which are hairy
and channelled; the upper ones are sessile. The

calyx is erect, somewhat hairy, and white on the

margins. The petals are bifid almost to the base.

There is a small nectarium between the lower
stamina and the calyx.

STELLATE, among botanists, expresses leaves

which grow not less than six at a joint, and are

arranged like the rays of a star.

STELLENBOSCH AND.DRAKENSTEIN, an ex-

tensive district of the settlement of the Cape of

Good Hope. They include from Cape Agulhas,
the southernmost .point of Africa, to the river

Koussie, the northern boundary of the colony.
The district is 380 miles long, about 150 broad,
and may contain an area of 55,000 square railes.

The greater part consists of mountains, sandy
hills, and Karroo plains, but the remainder is the

finest land in the colony. About 39,146 English
acres are under cultivation. See CAPE OF GOOD
HOPE.

STELLENBOSCH, a town delightfully situated

twenty-six miles to the east of Cape Town, Cape
of Good Hope, at the foot of a range of lofty

mountains, near the Cape.
STELLERA, German groundsel, in botany

a genus of the monogynia order, and octandria

class of plants ; natural order thirty-first, vepre-
culas : CAL. none : COR. quadrifid ; the stamina
are very short. There is only one seed, which
is black. The species are only two : 1. S.

chamffijasme, and 2. S. passerina.

STEL'LIONATE, n. s. Fr. stdlwnat ; Lat.

stellionatus. A kind of crime which is committed

(in law) by a deceitful selling ef a thing other-

wise than it really is : as, if a man should sell

that for his own estate which is actually another

man's.

It discerneth of crimes of stellionate, and the in-

choations towards crimes capital, not actually com-
mitted. . Bacon.

STEM, n. s. Latin stemma. Stalk
; twig :

hence family ; race ; pedigree ; progeny : alsc

the fore part of a ship.

Two lovely berries molded on one stem,

So with two seeming bodies, but one heart.

Shakspeare.
This is a stem

Of that victorious stock, and let us fear

His native mightiness. Id. Henry V.

After they are first shot up thirty foot in length,

they spread a very large top, having no bough nor

twig in the trunk or stem. Raleigh's History.
Set them aslope a reasonable depth, and then they

will put forth many roots, and so carry more shoots

upon a stem. Bacon.

Whosoever will undertake the imperial diadem,
must have of his own wherewith to support it

;
which

is one of the reasons that it hath continued these two

ages and more in that stem, now so much spoken of.

Howel's Vocal Forett.

This, ere it was in th' earth,
God made, and ev'ry herb before it grew
On the green stem. Milton*

I will assay her worth to celebrate ;

And so attend ye toward her glittering state,
Where ye may all, that are of noble stem,

Approach. Id.

The stem thus threatened and the sap in thee,

Drops all the branches of that noble tree. Waller.

Farewell you flowers, whose buds with early care

1 watched, and to the cheerful sun did rear .
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Who now shall bind your stems? or, when you fall,

With fountain streams your fainting souls recall ?

Id.

The lowering spring with lavish rain

Beats down the slender stem and bearded grain. Id.

Orante's barque, ev'n in the hero's view,
From stem to stern by waves was overborn. Id.

Dost thou in hounds aspire to deathless fame ?

Learn well their lineage and their ancient stem.

Tickell.

STEM, v. a. Isl. slamma. To oppose a cur-

rent ; pass cross or forward notwithstanding the

stream.

Above the deep they laisc their scaly crests,

And stem the flood with their erected breasts.

Denham.

They on the trading flood,

Through the wide Ethiopian to the cape,

Ply, stemming nightly toward the pole. Milton.

In shipping such as this, the Irish kern

And untaught Indian on the stream did glide,
Ere sharp-keeled boats to stem the flood did learn,

Or fin-like oars did spread from either side.

Drijden.

At length Erasmus, that great injured name,
Stemmed the wild torrent of a barb'rous age,
And drove those holy Vandals off the stage. Pope.

STEM, in botany, is that part of a plant arising
out of the root, and which sustains the leaves,

flowers, fruits, &c. By washing and rubbing the

stems of trees their annual increase is promoted ;

for the method of doing which see TREE.
STEM OF A SHIP, a circular piece of timber

into which the two sides of a ship are united at

the fore-end
; the lower end of it is scarfed to the

keel, and the bowsprit rests upon its upper end.

The stem is formed of one or two pieces, accord-

ing to the size of the vessel ; and, as it terminates

the ship forward, the ends of the wales and

plank of the sides and bottom are let into a

groove or channel, in the midst of its surface,

from the top to the bottom; which operation is

called rabbeting. The outside of the stem is usu-

ally marked with a scale or division of feet,

according to its perpendicular heigh" from the

keel. The intention of this is to ascertain the

draught of water at the fore part when the ship
is in preparation for a sea-voyage, &c. The
stem at its lower end is of equal breadth and

thickness with the keel, but it grows proportion-

ally broader and thicker towards its upper ex-

tremity. See SHIP BUILDING.

STEMMATA, in entomology, are three

smooth hemispheric dots placed generally on the

top of the head, as in most of the hymenoptera
and other classes. The name was first introduced

by Linnaeus.

STEMODIA, in botany, a genus of the angi-

ospermia order, and didynamia class of plants ;

natural order fortieth, personatae : CAL. quinque-
partite : COR. bilabiated ;

there are four stamina ;

each of the filaments are bifid, and have two an-

therse : CAPS, bilocular. There is only one

species, S. maritima.

STEMPHYLA, a word used by the ancients

to express the husks of grapes, or the remains of

the
pressings of wine. The same word is also

used by some to express the remaining mass of

the olives after the oil is pressed out.

STEMPHYLITES, a name given by the

STE
ancients to a sort of wine pressed hard from the
husks.

STEMPLES, in mining, cross bars of wood
in the shafts which are sunk to mines. In many
places the method is to sink a perpendicular
hole or shaft, the sides of which they strengthen
from top to bottom with wood-work, to prevent.
the earth from falling in : the transverse pieces
of wood used for this purpose are called stemples,
and by means of these the miners in some
places descend without using any rope, catching
hold of these with their hands and feet.

STEMSON, in a ship, an arching piece of
timber fixed within the apron, to reinforce the
scarf thereof, in the same manner as the scarf

supports the scarf of the stern. In large ships
it is usually formed of two pieces.

STENCH, n. s. & v.a. Sax. j-tencan, a stink.

A stink or bad smell : to make to stink. Not

proper. Used corruptly, for to staunch
; stop.

So bee's with smoke, and doves with noisome

stench,

Are from their hives and houses driven away.

Shakfpeare.

Physicians, by the stench of feathers, cure the ris-

ing of the mother. Bacon's Natural Hutoni.
Black bulls and bearded goats on altars lie,

And clouds of savory stench involve the sky. Dryden.
The ministry will be found the salt of the earth,

the thing that keeps societies of men from stench and

corruption. South.

The foulness of the ponds only stencheth the water.

Mortimer.

The hoary Nar

Corrupted with the stench of sulphur flows,

And into Tiber's streams th' infected current throws.

Addism.

They had better skirl to let blood than stench it.

King Charles.

Restringents to stench and incrussatives to thicken

the blood. Harvey on Contumptiont.

STENDAL, or STENBEL, a town of the Prus-

sian states, the former capital of the Old Mark
of Brandenburg, but now included in the go-

vernment of Magdeburg. It is situated in a

plain on the Ucht, and is of considerable size.

Here is a colony of French Calvinists, who carry

on woollen and other manufactures, established

by their ancestors. The town is old, and suf-

fered greatly from fire in 1575, 1680, and 1687.

Winckelmanr was a native of this place. In-

habitants 5000. Thirty-one miles N. N. W. of

Brandenburg, and sixty-two west of Berlin.

STENNET (Samuel), D.D.,a Baptist clergy-

man, pastor of a congregation in Little \V ild

Street, London, was born in 1727, and died Au-

gust 22d, 1795, at his residence at Muswell-hill

near Highgate. He was a man much respected

among the Protestant dissenters, both for the ex-

cellence of his character and for his learning and

ability. Besides some single sermons, he was

the author of Discourses on Personal Religion,

2 vols. 12mo. ;
Discourses on Domestic Duties,

8vo. ;
Sermons on the Divine Authority and va-

rious Use of the Holy Scriptures, 1790, 8vo.

He also carried on a controversy on the subject

of baptism with Dr. Stephen Addington.

STENO (Nicolas),
a celebrated Danish ana

tomist, born in 1638. He studied under Bar

tholin, with whom he was a favorite. He then
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travelled through France, Germany, Holland,
and Italy ; and obtained a pension from Ferdi-

nand II., grand duke of Tuscany. In 1669 he

renounced the Protestant religion, became a

popish priest, and was appointed by the pope
his apostolical vicar for the north. He published
several tracts on anatomy and medical subjects.

He died in 1603.

STENO STURY, a celebrated Swedish patriot
See SWEDEN.

STENOGRAPHIC, or STENOGRAPHICAI.,

(from stenography). Of or belonging to steno-

graphy, or writing in short-hand.

STENOGRAPHIST, a short-hand writer.

STENOGRAPHY.
STENOG'RAPHY, n.s. Gr.<r rocand ypa^w.

Short-hand. See below.

O the accurst itenography of state !

The princely eagle shrunk into a bat. Cteaveland.

SECT. I. BRIEF HISTORY AKD GENERAL SKETCH
OF THE ART.

STENOGRAPHY. The art of stenography, or

short-hand writing, was known and practised

oy several ancient nations. The Egyptians,
who were distinguished for learning at an early

period, at first expressed their words by a deline-

ation of figures called hieroglyphics: a more
concise mode of writing seems to have been

afterwards introduced, in which only a part of

the symbol or picture was drawn. This an-

swered, in some degree, the purpose of a short-

hand. After them the Hebrews, Greeks, and

Romans, adopted different methods of abbre-

viating their words and sentences, suited to their

respective languages. The initials, the finals, or

radicals, often served for whole words ; and
various combinations of these sometimes formed

a sentence. Arbitrary marks were likewise em-

ployed to determine the meaning, and to assist

legibility ; and it seems probable that every writer,

and every author of antiquity, had some pecu-
liar method of abbreviation, calculated to facili-

tate the expression of his own sentiments, intel-

ligible only to himself. It is also probable that

some might by these means take down the heads

of a discourse or oration : but few, very few, it

is presumed, could have followed a speaker
through all the meanders of rhetoric, and noted

with precision every syllable, as it dropt from
his mouth. To arrive at such a degree of excel-

lence in this art was reserved for modern times,
and is still an acquisition by no means general.
Some writers have ascribed to the Roman

poet Ennius the merit of having first invented a

method of writing, by which the notarii were
enabled to follow the most rapid of their orators.

This, however, is extremely hypothetical. It is

added, that Ennius's method was much improved
upon by Tyro, Cicero's freed-man ; and still

more by the learned Seneca. Ennius, it ap-

pears, began at first to write with 1100 marks
of his own contrivance, to which he might add,
as circumstances and necessity demanded. In

what the subsequent improvements consisted

we have no account ; probably only in the in-

vention of new symbols or characters, and not

in any attempt to write in a short manner, by
the combination of new and more simple letters.

The Romans certainly held this art in great esti-

mation ; for Suetonius, speaking of Caligula,

expresses his surprise, that an emperor, who,

notwithstanding his numerous vices, was not

deficient in capacity and parts, should remain

ignorant of the art of stenographic writing.
Titus Vespasian, in almost every respect a very
different character from Caligula, is mentioned
as being remarkably attached to short hand, and
himself practised it with great facility, and often

made it both his business and his amusement.
He seemed to have great pleasure in calling his

amanuenses together, and witnessing which of
them wrote the fastest.

The art after this was much neglected, as is

evident from two books of short-hand, mentioned

by Trithemius. The first was a Short-Hand

Dictionary, which he bought of an abbot, a
doctor of law, for a few pence, to the great satis-

faction of the community to which he belonged,
who had desired the short-hand marks to be

erased, for the sake of the parchment on which

they were written. The other was a short-hand

copy of the Book of Psalms, which he met with
in another monastery, where the monks has in-

scribed upon it, by way of title, A Psalter in

the Armenian Language. Several copies, how-
ever, of a Dictionary and Psalter, in Roman
short-hand, are mentioned as extant in different

libraries ; but they are in general the same me-
thod, as may be conjectured from those who
mention them, and also from the Appearance of
an old short-hand Psalter in the library of St.

Germains, at Paris, carefully preserved as a ste-

nographical curiosity. The late Mr. Byrom had
a few pages of this transcribed for his inspection.

Plutarch, in his Life of Cato, informs us, that

the celebrated speech of that patriot, relating to

the Catilinian conspiracy, was taken and pre-
served in short-hand; and there are numerous

epigrams of Ausonius, Martial, and Manillas,

commendatory of the art. But we must pass
other ancient allusions and conjectures, only ob-

serving, that, probably, the oldest method of

short-writing at present extant or known is a Latin

MS., entitled Ars Scribendi Characteris, or The
Art of Writing in Characters. The author of

this is unknown ; but it was printed about the

year 1412.

In every language of Europe, till about the

close of the sixteenth century, the Roman plan
of abbreviating (viz. substituting the initials or

radicals, with the help of arbitraries, for words)
appears to have been employed. Till then no

regular alphabet had been invented expressly for

stenography, when an English gentleman of the

name of Willis invented and published one. His

plan was soon altered and improved, or at least

pretended to be so. One alteration succeeded
another ; and at intervals, for a great number of

years, men of ingenuity and application have
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composed and published systems of stenography,
and doubtless have themselves reaped all the ad-

vantages that attend it. But among the various

methods that have been proposed, and the dif-

ferent plans that have been adopted by indi-

viduals, none has yet appeared fortunate enough
to gain universal approbation ; or proved suffi-

ciently simple, clear, and concise, to be generally
studied and practised. This would seem, indeed,
to be an art so largely depending on practical
and manipular skill, that no theory, however

simple or scientific, can without extensive prac-
tice be of much importance to the student :

while a comparatively imperfect system, in which
the writer is well and habitually exercised, will

be found of importance to many professions and
stations in life.

English writers on stenography, are Addy,
Aldridge, Angell, Annet, Blandemore, Blosset,

Botley, Bridges, Byrom, Coles, Cross, Dix,

Everardt, Ewen, Facey, Farthing, Gibbs, Graeme,

Gurney, Heath, Holdsworth, Hopkins, Jeake,

Labourer, Lane, Lyle, Macauley, Mason, Mavor,
Metcalfe, Nicholas, Palmer, Rich, Rid path, Shel-

don, Steele, Tanner, Taylor, Thicknesse, Tiffen,

Webster, Weston, Williamson, Willis, B. D., and

Willis, &c. Of all these Dr. Mavor has been

thought to give the most complete work in his

Universal Stenography, now used as a class book
in many schools : others, however, prefer Rich's

system as improved by Dr. Doddridge. Mr.

Gurney's, perhaps, has been most extensively
and respectably practised in this country.
Some systems are replete with unmeaning sym-

bols, perplexing arbitraries, and ill judged con-

tractions ;
which render them so difficult to be

attained by a common capacity, or ordinary ap-

plication, that it is not to be wondered at if they
have sunk into neglect, and are now no longer
known. Other schemes, by being too prolix, by

containing a multiplicity of characters, and those

characters not simple or easily remembered, be-

come ineffectual to the purpose of expedition,
and are only superior in obscurity to a common
hand. Some, again, not only reject all arbitrary

characters and contractions, but even prepositions
and terminations; which last, if not too lavishly

employed and badly devised, highly contribute

to promote both expedition and legibility; and,

though they reduce the characters to fewer than

can possibly express the various modifications

of sound, yet they make nearly one-half of them

complex. In the disposition of the vowels,

there is the greatest perplexity in most systems.
A dot is sometimes substituted for all the vowels

indiscriminately, and the judgment is left to de-

termine which letter out of six any dot is in-

tended to express ; or a minute space is allotted

them ; so that, unless they be arranged with ma-

thematical precision, they cannot be distin-

guished from one another ; but such a minute

attention is inconsistent with the nature of short

hand, which should teach us to write down in a

short time, as well as in small bounds, what we
wish to preserve of what we hear. Nor is the

plan of lifting the pen and putting the next con-

sonant in the vowel's place, in the middle of

words, less liable to objections ; or that of repre-

senting a.l the vowels by distinct characters,
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being obviously ill calculated for
facility and

despatch, and consequently inadmissible into any
useful system. The person who first proposed
the omission of vowels in the middle of words,which it is obvious are not wanted, and invented
letters, which could be connected as in a runnin^
hand without lifting the pen in the middle of the
word, made a real improvement on the works of
his predecessors. But most systems labor
under the capital defect of being too compli-
cated, and so defeat the end of their invention

;

for they can neither be learned with ease, nor
remembered with accuracy, nor be practised
with the expedition which is requisite.
The method first subjoined will be found su-

perior to most yet published, in the disposition
of the vowels and the facility of arranging them,
the confusion in placing which seems to detract
from the merit of the best performances : and it

may be affirmed, without ostentation, that cha-

racters, simpler in their form, and more perfect
in their union, have not been applied to the art
of stenography. As well as it could be deter-

mined, the simplest characters are appropriated
to the letters most usually employed: indeed, as
far as possible, those which are complex have
been rejected ; but as it was an object always
kept in view that the writing should be on a line,
a few were admitted into the alphabet for that

reason.

In forming the characters for the double and

triple consonants, care has been taken to provide
against all obscurity which might arise by adopt-
ing letters too similar in their formation

; and,
with respect to the prepositions and terminations,
those which occur most frequently are expressed
by the simplest characters. The arbitraries are

few in number, and the abbreviations, as they
are entirely from the letters of the alphabet, and
chosen from some thousands of words in com-
mon use, will well repay the learner for an

hour's trouble in committing them to memory.
In the last section is laid down a scheme

of abbreviation, comprised in a few rules, per-

fectly easy to be understood and practised by

proficients in this art. The learner is, however,
advised by no means to adopt any of them, till

experience has convinced him that they may be

used without error or injury to legibility. All

abbreviating rules are suited to those only who
have made some progress in the stenographic

art; for although they certainly promote expe-

dition, and afford the greatest ease to a proficient,

yat a learner, as expedition is not his first, though
his ultimate view, should admit of nothing that

in the least renders the reading difficult.

SECT. II. OF THE PRINCIPLESOF STENOGRAPHY.

The English alphabet consists of twenty-six

letters ;
six of which are vowels, as every school-

boy knows. This alphabet, as is observed by the

best grammarians who have written on the lan-

guage, is both defective and redundant in ex-

pressing the various modifications of sound.

But all modern alphabets are equally, and some

more anomalous in these respects. But as it is

not our intention to propose a mode of spelling

different from that in common use, when applied

to printing or long-hand writing, we shall only
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observe that in stenography, where the most ex-

peditious and concise method is the best, if con-

sistent with perspicuity, the following simple
rules are studiously to be practised.
RULE I. All quiescent consonants in words

are to be dropped, and the orthography to be
directed only by the pronunciation ; which, being
known to all, will render this art attainable by
thosewho cannot spell with precision in long-hand .

RULE II. When the absence of consonants,
not entirely dormant, can be easily known, they

may often be omitted without the least obscurity.
RULE III. TwOj or sometimes more, conso-

nants may, to promote greater expedition, be

exchanged for a single one of nearly similar

sound; and no ambiguity as to the meaning
ensue.

RULE IV. When two consonants of the same
kind or same sound come together, without any
vowel between them, only one is to be expressed ;

but, if a vowel or vowels intervene, both are to

be written : but if they are perpendicular, hori-

zontal, or oblique lines, they must only be drawn
a size longer than usual ; and characters with

loops must have the size of their heads doubled.

See plate STENOGRAPHY.

Might is to be written mit, fight jit, machine,

mashin, enough enuf, laugh lajf, prophet profet,

physics faiks, through thro
1

, foreign jforen, sove-

reign soveren, psalm sum, receipt reset, write rite,

wright rit, island Hand, knavery navcry, tempta-
tion temtation, knife nife, stick stik, thigh thi,

honor onor, indictment inditement, acquaint

uquaint, chaos kaos, &c. Strength strenth, length,

lenth, friendship frenship, connect conek, com-
mandment comanment, conjunct conjunt, hum-
ble humlc, lumber lumer, slumber slumer, num-
ber numcr, exemplary exemlary, &c. Rocks mr,
acts aks or ax, facts faks or fax, districts dis-

triks or distrix, affects afeks or afex, afflicts

aftiks or qflix, conquer konkr, &c. Letter leter,

little litle, command comand, error eror, terror

teror, &c. But in remember, moment, sister,

and such like words, where two consonants of

the same name have an intervening vowel, both

of them must be written.

These four rules, with their examples, being

carefully considered by the learner, will leave

him in no doubt concerning the disposition and

management of the consonants in this scheme of

short-writing ; we shall therefore proceed to lay
down rules for the application of the vowels with

ease and expedition.
RULE I. Vowels, being only simple articuljfte

sounds, though they are the connectives cf con-

sonants, and employed in every word and every

syllable, are not necessary to be inserted in the

middle of words ; because the consonants, if

fully pronounced, with the assistance of con-

nexion, will always discover the meaning of a

word, and make the writing perfectly legible.

RULE II. If a vowel is not strongly accented

in the incipient syllable of a word, or if it is

mute in the final, it is likewise to be omitted
;

because the sound of the incipient vowel is often

implied in that of the first consonant, which will

consequently supply its place.
RULE III. But if the vowel constitutes the

first or last syllable of a word, or is strongly ac-

cented at its beginning or end, that vowel is

continually to be written.

RULE IV. If a word begins or ends with two
or more vowels though separated, or when there

is a coalition of vowels, as in diphthongs and

tripthongs, only one of them is to be expressed,
which must be that which agrees best with the

pronunciation.
RULE V. In monosyllables, if they begin or

end with a vowel, it is always to be inserted, un-
less the vowel be e mute at the end of a word.
Such are the general principles of this art ; in

vindication and support of which it will be need-

less to offer any arguments, when it is considered

that brevity and expedition are the chief objects,
if consistent with legibility ; and the subsequent
specimens in the orthography recommended will,

we hope, be sufficient to show that there is no
real deficiency in the last mentioned particular.

He who md us mst be etrnl, grt, nd mnptnt. It

is ur dty, as rsnl bngs, to srv, Iv, nd oby hm. A
mn tht wd avd blm shd be srkmspk in al his axns,
nd ndvr wth al hs mt to pis evry bdy. I wd nt frm

any knxns wth a mn who hd no rgrd fr hmslf
; nthr

wd I blv a mn who hd ons tld me a li. Onr is of al

thngs the mst df kit to prsrv ntrnshd
;
nd whn ons

mpchd, Ik the chstty of a wmn, nvr shns wth its

wntd Istr. Wth gd mnrs, kmplsns, nd an esy pit

adrs, mny ink a fgr in the wrl, whs mntl ablts wd
skrsly hv rsd thm abv the rnk of a ftmn. Idlns is

the prnt of a thsnd msfitns, wch ar nvr fit by the

ndstrs : it is a pn nd a pnshmnt of itslf, nd brngs
wnt nd bgry in its trn. Vrtu is the frst thng tht

shd be rgrdd ;
it is a rwrd of tslf : mks a mn rspktbl

hr, nd wl n^. hm etrnly hpy hrftr. Prd is a mst

prnss psn, wch yt ws plnted by hvn in ur ntr, to rs

ur emisn to imtt grt nd wrthy krktrs or axns, to xt in

us a si fr wht is rt nd gist, nd a Idbl ndgnsn gnst

oprsrs nd wrkrs of any knd of nkty ;
in shrt, to mk

us st a prpr vlu upn urslvs, nd dsps a wrthls flo, hu
evr xltd. Ths fr prd is a vrtu, nd my gstly be kid a

grtns of si. Bt prd, Ik othr psns, gnrly fxs upn rng

obgks, or is apld in rng prprsns. Hu kmn is it to

se a rich whm evry vs hs rndrd msrbl, nd evry fly

kntmtbl, ving hmslf on hs hi brth, nd bstng hs ilstrs

nsstrs, of whm he nhrts nthng bt the nm or ttl !

nsstrs who, if thy nu hm, wd dsn thr dscndnt wth
kntmt. But al prd of ths srt is fly,

nd evr to be

avdd.

SECT. III. OF THE STENOGRAPHIC ALPHABET.

As the whole of this art depends upon a regu-
lar method, and a simple alphabet, we have not

only endeavoured to establish the former on

satisfactory principles, but have been careful to

appropriate, according to the comparative fre-

quency of their occurrence, such characters for

the letters, as, after repeated trials and alterations,

were conceived to be the best adapted for des-

patch.
The stenographic alphabet consists of eighteen

distinct characters (viz., two for the vowels and

the rest for the consonants), taken from lines and

semicircular curves ;
the formation and applica-

tion of which we shall now explain, beginning
with the vowels. For the first three vowels, a, e,

and $, a comma is appropriated in different posi-
tions ;

and for the other three, o, u, and y, a

point. The comma and point, when applied to

a and o, is to be placed, as in the plate at the top
of the next character ; when for e and , oppo-
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site to the middle ; and, when for i and y, at the

bottom. This arrangement of the vowels we take

to be the most simple and distinct that can

easily be imagined. Places at the top, the mid-

dle, and the bottom of characters, which make
three different positions, are as easily distinguish-
ed from one another as any three separate cha-

racters could be ;
and a comma is made with the

same facility as a point.

Simple lines may be drawn four different

ways ; perpendicular, horizontal, and with an

angle of about 45 to the right and left. An as-

cending oblique line to the right, which will be

perfectly distinct from the rest when joined to any
other character, may likewise be admitted. These

characters, being the simplest in nature, are as-

signed to those five consonants which most fre-

quently occur, viz., /, r, t, c hard or k, and c soft

or s. Every circle may be divided with a per-

pendicular and horizontal line, so as to form
likewise four distinct characters. These being
the next to lines, in the simplicity of their forma-

tion, we have appropriated them for b, d, n,

and m.

The characters expressing nine of the conso-

nants are all perfectly distinct from one another ;

eight only remain which are needful, viz.y, g or

j, h, p, q, v, w, and x ; to find characters for

which we must have recourse to mixed curves

and lines. The characters which we have adopted
are the simplest in nature after those already ap-

plied, admit of the easiest joining, and tend to

preserve lineality and beauty in the writing. It

must be observed that we have no character for

c when it has a hard sound, as in castle; or soft,

as in city; for it always has the sound of A; or s,

which in all cfcses will be sufficient to supply its

place ;
or c, being easier written, might be used

in all cases for the hard sound. R likewise is

represented by the same character as /; only with

this difference, r is written with an ascending
stroke and I with a descending ;

which is always
to be known from the manner of its union with

the following character ; but in a few monosyl-
lables where r is the only consonant in the word,
and consequently stands alone, it is to be made
as is shown in the alphabet for distinction's

sake. The character for h, when lineality re-

quires it, may be made from the bottom and in-

verted, as already described. And often ft may be
omitted

entirely. Z, as it is a letter seldom em-

ployed in the English language, and only a
coarser and harder expression of s, may be sup-
plied by s whenever it occurs: as for Zedekiah
write Sedekiah, &c., or z itself may be used.

SECT. IV. OF THE PREPOSITIONS AND TER-
MINATIONS.

The prepositions and terminations in this

scheme are so simple, that the greatest benefit

maybe reaped from them, and very little trouble

required to attain them
; as the incipient letter or

the incipient consonant of all the prepositions,
and of several of the terminations, is used to ex-

press the whole. But, although we have already

given sufficient specimens of the manner of their

application, that the learner of more slow per-

ception may have every assistance, we have sub-

joined the following directions :

RULE I. The preposition is always to be writ-
ten without joining, yet so near as plainly to
show what word it belongs to ; and the best way
is to observe the same order as if the whole was
to be connected.

RULE II. A preposition, though the same let-
ters that constitute it may be met with in the
middle or end of a word, is never to be used,
because it would expose to obscurity.
RULE III. Observe that the preposition otnni

is expressed by the vowel o in its proper posi-
tion ; and for anti, antay ante, by the vowel a,
which the radical part of the word will easily

distinguish from being only simple vowels.

The first rule for the prepositions is (allowing
such exceptions as may be seen in the plate) to

be observed for the termination ; and also the

second mutatis mutandis ; except that whenever

sis, sus, sys, cious, tious, and ces, occur, they are

to be expressed as directed in the fourth rule for

the consonants, whether in the beginning, middle,
or end of words. But in a few words, where
three horizontal characters meet, it will be better

to express the sis, 8tc., by the semielliptical cha-

racter in plate I. opposite tious.

RULE IV. The terminative characters for tion,

sion, don, cian, tian, is to be expressed by a small

circle joined to the nearest letter, and turned to

the right ;
and the plurals tions, sions, dons, dans,

tians, tience, by a dot on the same side.

RULE V. The terminative character for ing is

to be expressed likewise by a small circle, but

drawn to the left hand ; and its plural ings by
a dot. In horizontal characters, by the left hand

is meant the top, and by the right the space below

the letter. See ing which is joined. In all other

characters the right and left positions cannot be

mistaken.

RULE VI. The plural sign s is to be added to

the terminative characters when necessary.

RULE VII. The separated terminations are

never to be used but in polysyllables, or words

of more syllables than one.

These rules duly observed will point out a

method as concise and elegant as can be desired,

for expressing the most frequent and longest pre-

positions and terminations in the English lan-

guage. If it should be thought necessary to in-

crease their number, by the addition of others, it

will be an easy matter for any one of the least

discernment to do so, by proceeding
on the

principles before laid down.

SECT. V. RULES FOR ABBREVIATIONS.

Though a more concise method of writing, or

more numerous abbreviations may not be indis-

pensably necessary, if the foregoing directions be

practised for a considerable time, yet contractions

will be found extremely useful and convenient to

those who have attained a proper knowledge c

the subject, and lead to a greater degree of ,-xpe-

dition, at the same time that they dimmish the

labor of writing. It has been observed m the in-

troduction that abbreviations are only to be em-

ployed by proficients
in this art ;

because expe-

dition is not the first, though the ultimate object

in view ;
and that an easy legibility

it of the ut-

most consequence to the learner ; which, however,

cannot be preserved,
if he adopts too soon
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those very rules which in time will afford

him the greatest ease when applied with judg-
ment.

The following short and practical rules will be
found fully adequate to every purpose for which

they were intended, and are far superior in the

facil ;

*y of their application to any winch we have
seen.

RULE I. The usual abbreviations in long-
hand are always to be followed ; as Mr. for Mas-

ter, M. D. for Doctor of Physic, and Abp. for

Archbishop, &c.

RULE II Substantives, adjectives, verbs, and

participles,
when the sense will direct to the mean-

ing, are to be expressed by their initial consonant

with 'the distinguishing marks exhibited in our

plate; viz. asubstantive must have the dot exactly

over its initiai consonant; an adjective must
have a dot under it ; a verb is to be expressed by
a comma over its initial consonant ; and parti-

ciple by a comma under. The dot or comma,
being placed thus, will never occasion them to be
mistaken for vowels, because they should always
be on one side or other

; whereas the marks for

parts of speech must constantly be placed exactly
orer or under. These being the four principal

parts of speech will be sufficient ;
and an adept

will never be at a loss to know when he can with

safety apply this rule to them.
RULE III. To render the writing more legi-

ble, the last letter of the word may be joined to

the first, and the proper mark applied.
RULE IV. The constituent or radical part of

words, especially if they are long, will often serve

for the whole, or sometimes the first syllable ; as,

we ought to moderate our ex. by our circum. ; a

man's man. commonly shape his for.
RULE V. All long words without exception

may have their prepositions or terminations ex-

pressed by the incipient consonant of such pre-

position or termination.

RULE VI. When there is a great dependence
between the parts of a sentence, the initial letter

will often suffice ; as, L. is the capital of Great
JJ. ; the eldest S. of the king of G. B. is styled
P. of W. Every one, it is presumed, will allow
this to be perfectly legible, either in long or short

hand.

RULE VII. The termination ness and /ess may
be omitted ; as faithfulness is only to be written

faithful; forwardness, forward ; heedless, heed;
stubborness, stubborn, &c.
RULE VIII. The second and third persons

of verbs, ending in eth and est, may be expressed
by s ; as, he loves, thou teaches ; instead of he
loveth, thou teachest ; or even without s ; as, he

love, &c.

RULE IX. Words naturally supplied by the

sense may only often be entirely omitted, and

yet no ambiguity ensue ; as. In beginning God
created heaven and earth, for In the beginning
God created the heaven and the earth.

RULE X. When there is an immediate repe-
tition of a sentence or word, a line is to be
drawn under the sentence or word to be repeated ;

as, Amen, Amen, is to be written Amen ; but if

any words intervene, before a word or sentence is

to be repeated, the line must be drawn as before,
and a 4 or mark of omission placed where the

repetition should begin ; as, Is it just the inno-

cents should be condemned i; reviled ?

SPECIMEN OF STENOGRAPHIC LETTER.

I. Fabncms's Reply to Pyrrhus. As to my
poverty, you have indeed, Sir, been rightly in-

formed. My whole estate consists in a house of

but mean appearance, and a little spot of ground,
from which by my own labor I draw my support.
But if by any means you have been persuaded to

think that this poverty makes me less considered
in my country, or in any degree unhappy, you
are extremely deceived. I have no reason to

complain of Fortune : she supplies me with all

that nature requires ; and, if I am without super-
fluities, I am also Free from the desire of them.
With these, I confess I should be more able to

succor the necessitous, the only advantage for

which the wealthy are to be envied ; but, as small
as my possessions are, I can still contribute some-

thing to the support of the state and the assist-

ance of my friends. With regard to honors, my
country places me, poor as I am, upon a level

with the richest; for Rome knows no qualifica-
tions for great employments but virtue and ability.
She appoints me to officiate in the most august
ceremonies of religion ; she entrusts me with the

command of her armies ;
she confides to my care

the most important negotiations. My poverty
does not lessen the weight and influence of my
counsels in the senate ; the Roman people ho-,
nor me for that very poverty which you consider
as a disgrace ; they know the many opportunities
I have had in war to enrich myself without in-

curring censure ; they are convinced of my dis-

interested zeal for their prosperity : and, if I have

anything to complain of in the return they make,
it is only the excess of their applause. What
value then can I set upon your gold and silver !

What king can add any thing to my fortune!

Always attentive to discharge the duties incum-
bent on me, I have a mind free from self-reproach,
and I have an honest fame. Dodsley's Pre-

ceptor.
II. A letter to afriend against waste of time.

Converse often with yourself, and neither 'avish

your time nor suffer others to rob you of it.

Many of our hours are stolen from us, and
others pass insensibly away ;

but of both these

losses the most shameful is that which happens
through our own neglect. If we take the trouble

to observe, we shall find that one considerable

part of our life is spent in doing evil, and the

other in doing nothing, or in doing what we
should not do. We don't seem to know the value

of time, nor how precious a day is : nor do we
consider that every moment brings us nearer our
end. Reflect upon this, I entreat you, and keep
a strict account of time. Procrastination is the

most dangerous thing in life. Nothing is pro-

perly ours but the instant we breathe in, and all

the rest is nothing ;
it is the only good we possess ;

but then it is fleeting, and the first comer robs us

of it. Men are so weak that they think they

oblige by giving of trifles, and yet reckon that

time as nothing for which the most grateful per-
son in the world can never make amends. Let
us therefore consider time as the most valuable

of all things ; and every moment spent without
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some improvement in virtue, or some advance-
ment in goodness, as the greatest sublunary loss.

III. St. Paul's speech before Agrippa and Fes-

tus. See Acts, xxvi. 1 29.

SECT. VI. MR. GURNEY'S SYSTEM.

This, as we have intimated, is the system
which has been for many years most extensively

patronised by parliament and the government.
We subjoin the Introduction of the late Mr
Gurney ; and cannot do better than give a gene-
ral outline of his published remarks which are

said to contain ' the whole theory.
To constitute a good system of short-hand,

says this writer, it is essential 1 . That the char-

acters be as simple as possible, in order to their

being written with facility : and, 2. That they
be so distinct as to be read with ease at any dis-

tance of time.

The only distinct marks which can be made
use of are a point, a circle, a straight line, and a

curve. These may be varied by position.
As a point cannot be distinctly joined with

any other character, it is unfit to be introduced

into the alphabet. There are no other distinct

positions of a straight line than horizontal, per-

pendicular, and oblique : thus ; |
\ /

The curve may be varied in the same manner ;

thus: GO CO
The practise of placing a character above o

below the line ;
and also of varying it, by thick-

ness or length, I totally expunge; as it could

nererbe written swiftly, with any tolerable degree
of precision.
We have therefore but nine simple distinct

marks : namely, a straight line, and a curve, each

in four different directions ; and a circle : whence
it is obvious that these nine marks should be
made to express those consonants which most

frequently occur in the short-hand orthography

(the vowels being never written but when used

to begin a word). The rest of the alphabet
must necessarily consist of compound characters,

which I have endeavoured to render as simple
as possible.

It will, likewise, be noticed, that the same
character being made to express a, s, and z, the

a must be struck upwards, the s and z down-
wards. As the a is never written singly, the

succeeding character will, at first view, show
which letter is intended to be expressed.
When the letter r does not begin a word, it is

expressed by a stroke upwards ; of which there

are several specimens in the second column of

the first page.
The long s is only to be used at the beginning

and end of words. The circle is not to be
written for s, at the beginning of a word, except
when t immediately follows ; and never at the

end of a word, for it would then stand for ing or

<>rff>. When s immediately follows r, the oblique

upward stroke is only prolonged.
T'ie first fqur engraved pages in Mr. Guiney's

admirable book contain the whole theory of

the art.

The alphabet should be got perfectly in me-

mory ; and also the words which the letters

stand for when wrote single. The other column,
on the first page, is designed to give the learner

an idea of the manner of joining the letters, and
of spelling words; but need not be committed
to memory.
On the second page, the method of express-

ing the vowels is shown. Here the rules only
are to be got in memory ; the short-hand char-

acter^ being merely an illustration of the rules.
When a person has made himself master of

the alphabet, and of the method of expressing
tfie vowels, he will then be able to write any thing
.n the English language. But as it would be

impossible, in that case, to write with swiftness
sufficient to answer the usual purposes of short-

hand, we are under the necessity of using con-

tractions, and arbitrary characters; care, how-
ever, should be taken that too many of these be
not crowded upon the memory. I have dismissed
a great number which had place in the former
editions of this system : and, to shorten the trou-

ble of the learner, have disembarassed the art

from many needless difficulties and real incum-
brances.

The arbitrary characters, on the remainder of
the second and third pages, should be got in

memory ; as should, too, the abbreviating rules,
on the fourth page.
The whole residue of the engraved pages is

all mere matter of example and explanation.
It will be observed that in the spelling of

words no particular regard is had either to the

retaining or omitting of vowels; but such letters

only are made use of as convey, by their sound,
a competent idea of the word designed : and,

therefore, one person may, if he so choose, ad-

mit more letters in a word than another. The

farther, however, any person is advanced in the

practice and experience of the art the more con-

cisely he will write ;
that is, the fewer letters

will he use in spelling a word.

It is impossible to compose any system of

short-hand, in which various words will not be

spelt alike, or written with the same letters.

For instance : despise and dispose. Dsps will

stand for either word. But, in such case, the

sense and connexion will immediately distin-

guish for which of these two words the contrac-

tion stands.

If any arbitrary character, or contracting rule,

should not be instantaneously recollected ;
it will

be attended with no other inconvenience than

the loss of the advantage arising from the use

of such abbreviation; as the writer will then be

obliged to pen it in the same manner as any

other word for which there is no arbitrary char-

acter.
' When a word is meant to be erased, draw

two lines through it. If several words are meant

to be obliterated, a single line drawn through

them all will be sufficient. I need say nothing

with regard to punctuation.
Were points,

or stops,

introduced into short-hand, they would both im-

pede the writer's despatch, and tend to confuse

the characters. Though of manifest use in long-

hand, the admission of them would be quite un-

serviceable and even highly detrimental in hra-

chvgraphy. To remedy the want of them, the

writer has only to leave a short vacancy between

each sentence ; and, for every new paragraph,
to

begin a fresh line.'
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STENTOR, a Grecian herald who went lo the

Trojan war, and whose voice, says Homer, was

so strong that it exceeded that of fifty men to-

gether. Horn. II. v. 784. Hence the following
derivatives.

STENTOREAN, strong-voiced ; long-tongued.

STENTOROPHON'ICK, adj. From Stentor,

the Homerick herald, and QWVTI, a voice. Loudly

speaking or sounding.
Of this stentorophonick horn of Alexander there is

a figure preserved in the Vatican.

Derhams Physico-Theology.

STENWYCK (Henry), an eminent Dutch

painter, born in 1550. He studied under John

de Vries, who was eminent in architecture and

perspective, but Henry excelled him. His Night
Vlpws of thelnsides of Churches, illuminated by
candles and flambeaux, were much admired. He
died in 1603.

SjENWYCK'(Henry), the Younger, son of the

old Henry, was taught by his father, and became

also eminent. He came over to England, where

he was much patronised by Charles I. He died

at London in 1640.

STEP, v, n. & n. s. ) Sax. pcceppan ; Belg.

STEPPING-STONE, J xtuppen, stop ; Goth stef.

To move by a single movement of the foot ; ad-

vance by a sudden progression ; go ;
move men-

tally ; walk gravely or slowly : a movement of

this kind, corporeal or mental ; the space moved
over ; progression ; gradation ; gait : in compo-
sition, step signifies one removed one degree
from affinity by blood, i. e. one related only by
marriage.

There is but a step between me and death.

1 Sam. xx. 3.

Whosoever first, after the troubling the water,

stepped in, was made whole. John v. 4.

His wanton step-dame loved him the more ;

But when she saw her offered sweets refuse,

Her love she turned to hate. Spenser.

How should their minds chuse but misdoubt,
lest this discipline, which always you match with di-

vine doctrine as her natural and true sister, be found

unto all kinds of knowledge a step-mother. Hooker.

The same sin for substance hath sundry steps and

degrees, in respect whereof one man becometh a

more heinous offender than another. Perkins.

Pyrrhus, the most ancient of all the bashaws stept

forth, and, appealing unto his mercies, earnestly re-

quested him to spare his life.

Knolles's History of the Turks.

While Solyman lay at Buda, seven bloody heads

of bishops slain in battle were set in order upon a

wooden step. Knolles.

Ventidius lately
Buried his father, by whose death he 's stepped

Into a great estate. Shakspeare. Timon.

See where he comes ; so, please you, step aside :

I'll know his grievance. Id. Romeo and Juliet.

Thou sound and firm-set earth,

Hear not my steps, which way they walk.

Id. Macbeth.

Lingering perdition, worse than any death

Can be at once, shall step by step attend

You and your ways. Id. Tempest.
You shall not find me, daughter,

After the slander of most step-mothers,

Ill-eyed unto you. Id. Cymbeline.
A father cruel, and a step-dame false. Shukspeare.

Cato the elder being aged, buried his wife, and

married a young woman : his son came to him, and

said, Sir, what have I offended, that you have brought
a step-mother into your house? The old man an-

swered, Nay, quite the contrary, son
;
thou pleasest

me so well, as I would be glad to have more such.

Bacon.

The breadth of every single step or stair should be

never less than one foot, nor more than eighteen
inches. Wotton.

One of our nation hath proceeded so far that he

was able, by the help of wings, in a running pace, to

step constantly ten yards at a time.

Wilkinis Mathematical Magick.
When you stepped forth, how did the monster rage,

In scorn of your soft looks and tender age !

Cowley.

My brothers, when they saw me wearied out,

Stepped, as they said to the next thicket side

To bring me berries. Milton.

O may thy power, propitious still to me,
Conduct my steps to find the fatal tree

In this deep forest. Dryden's JEneid.

The name of step-dame, your practised art,

By which you have estranged my father's heart,

All you have done against me, or design,
Shows your aversion, but begets not mine.

Id. Aurengzebe.
A step-dame too I have, a cursed she,

Who rules my hen-pecked sire, and orders me.

Dryden.
Who was the first to explore the untrodden path,

When life was hazarded in every step ?

Addison's Cain.

The old poets step in to the assistance of the me-
dalist. Addison.

Those heights where William's virtue might have

staid,

And on the subject world look'd safely down,

By Marlbro' passed, the props and steps were made
Sublimer yet to raise his queen's renown. Prior.

To derive two or three general principles of motion

from phenomena, and afterwards to tell us how the

properties and actions of all corporeal things follow

from those manifest principles, would be a very great

step in philosophy, though the causes of those prin-

ciples were not yet discovered. Newton.

The gradus, a Roman measure, may be translated

a step, or the half of a passus or pace.
Arbuthnot on Coins.

Any body would have guessed Miss to have been
bred up under the influence of a cruel itep-dame, and
John to be the fondling of a tender mother.

Id. History of John Bull.

The reputation of a man depends upon the first

steps he makes in the world. Pope.

They are stepping almost three thousand years
back into the remotest antiquity, the only true

mirrour of that ancient world.

Id. Preface to the Iliad.

One injury is best defended by a second, and this

oy a third : by these steps the old masters of the pa-
lace in France became masters of the kingdom ; and

by these steps a general during pleasure might have

grown into a general for life, and a general for life

into a king. Swift.
When your master wants a servant'who happens

to be abroad, answer, that he had but that minute

stept out. Id.

Like stepping-stones to save a stride,

In streets where kennels are too wide. Id.

Home the swain retreats,

His flock before him stepping to the fold.

Thomson's Summer.
It was a saying among the ancients, Truth lies

in a well
; and, to carry on this metaphor, we may
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justly say, that logick does supply us with steps, wheie-

by we may go down to reach the water. Watts.

The querist must not proceed loo swiftly towards

the determination of his point, that he may with

more ease draw the learner to those principles step

by step, from whence the final conclusion will arise.

Id.

STEP, in a ship, a block of wood fixed on the

docks or bottom of a ship, and having: a hole in

its upper side, fitted to receive the heel of a mast
or capstern. The steps of the main and fore-

masts of every ship rest upon the kelson, to

which they are firmly secured by knees, bolts, or

spike-nails. The step of the mizen-mast usually
rests upon the lower deck.

To STEP, in military affairs, is to move forward

or backward, by a single change of the place of

the foot. To step out, to lengthen your pace.
To step short, according to the regulations, is to

diminish or slacken your pace. This step is

useful when a momentary retardment of either a

battalion in line, or of a division in column, shall

be required. To step out, according to the re-

gulations, is to lengthen the step to thirty-three

inches, by leaning forward a little, but without

altering the cadence. This step is necessary
when a temporary exertion in line and to the

front is required ; and is applied both to the

ordinary and quick time. These phrases are

frequently used in military movements, when it

is found necessary to gain ground in front, or to

give the rear of a column, &c., time to acquire
its proper distance. The officer who leads a

head division, should be particularly attentive,

when he is ordered to step out, of step short, es-

pecially in the different wheelings, not to lose the

precise moment when either may be thought ex-

pedient ; and, in marching in open column, every
successive officer should watch the seasonable

moment, after a wheel, of preserving his relative

distance.

To STEP off, in a military sense, to take a pre-
scribed pace from a halted position, in ordinary
or quick time, in conformity to some given word
of command or signal.

Balancing STEP (Fr. pas d'^cole), a step so

called from the body being balanced upon one

leg, in order to render it firm and steady in mili-

tary movements, &c. Men at the drill should

be frequently exercised in this step.
The side or closing STEP (F.r. pas de cote, ou

pas serre), a step which is taken in order to gain

ground to the right or left, without altering the

front of the battalion, or of closing it to its centre,

whenever a chasm occurs in the line after it has

wheeled from the column, &c. According to the

regulations, this step is performed from the halt,

in ordinary lime, by the following words of com-

mand : Close to the right march (Fr. appuyez,
a la droite). Close to the left march (Fr. ap-

puyez a la gauche).
Back STEP (Fr. pas en arriere), a step taken

to the rear from any position without any change
of aspect. According to the regulations, the

back step is performed in the ordinary time and

length of pace, from the halt, on a given word of

command. It will be generally recollected that

a few paces only of the back step can be ne-

cessary at a time.
'
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STEP BACK, MARCH (Fr. en arricjre, marche), a
word of command which is given when one or
more men are ordered to take the back step ac-

cording to the regulation.
Quick STEP (Fr. pas accelere), a military step

consisting of thirty inches (of which 108 are to

be taken in a minute, making 270 feet in a mi-

nute), which constitutes what is technically called

quick time in marching.
Quickest STEP (Fr. pas precipite), a step mea-

suring thirty inches, and of ,which 120, making
300 feet, may be taken in a minute. This step
is applied chiefly to the purpose of wheeling, and
is the rate at which all bodies accomplish their

wheels
; the outward file stepping thirty-three

inches, whether the wheel is from line into co-

lumn, during the march in column, or from co-

lumn into line. In this time also, and by this

step, should divisions double, and move up,
when they pass obstacles in line; or when in

the column of march the front of divisions is

increased, or diminished.

To STEP BETWEEN, to interfere.

To STEP FORTH OR FORWARD, to take an

active part in any thing. Thus, when the circle

was formed, the grenadiers stepped forward to

beg off their comrade, &c. The officers stepped
forward, and remonstrated against their colonel.

STEP (Fr. echelon), according to the translator

of rules and regulations for the field exercise and

mano3uvres of the French infantry, echelon

means, in a figurative sense, what we understood

by step in military promotion. See Grades

Militaires in the Nouveau Dictionnairc Militaire,

by A. T. Gaigne.
STEP is likewise figuratively used to signify

promotion. As, the next step from a lieutenancy

is a troop or company, and from that to a ma-

jority ; except in the guards, wh6 have the exclu-

sive privilege of going over this intermediate

rank, and stepping into a lieutenant-colonelcy

at once. The engineers enjoy the same privilege.

To STEP OVER, to rise above another. This

term is generally used in a bad sense. As, young
men of interest and connexion frequently step

over old soldiers.

STEP AND LEAP is one of the se\en airs, or

artificial motions of a horse, being as it were

three airs. The step puts the horse upon the

hand, and gives him a rise to leap, like unto one

that runs before he leaps, and so may leap higher

than he that goes every time a leap.

STEP-CHILD, the child of a husband or wife

by a former marriage.
STEP-DAME (step and dame), a step-mother.

See STEP, and STEP-MOTHER.

STEP-DAUGHTER (step and daughter), the

daughter of one's husband or wife, by a former

wife or husband; often very absurdly stylec

daughter-in-law, a term which should be restrict-

ed to the son's wife. See AFFINITY.

STEP-FATHER (step and father), the husband of

a widow, who has children by a former husband.

This decree is also confounded in common an-

guage, as well as in writing and absurdly calle

father-in-law, a term which should be solely re-

stricted to the father of a son's wife, or of a

dauhter's husband. See AFFINITY, and FATHEH-
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STEPHANAS, one of the first Christian con-

"erts at Corinth, baptized by Paul. He came to

Paul at Ephesus with Fortunatus and Achaicus.

STEPHANIDES (Gulielmus), or William

Fitz-Stephen, an ancient English historian of the

twelfth century, who flourished from the reign of

king Stephen to that of Richard I. See FITZ-

STEPHEN. He is highly praised by Leland, as

well as Bavle, who compares him to Plato.

STEPHANIUM, in botany, a genus' of the

monogynia order, and pentandria class of plants;
natural order forty-seventh, stellatse : CAL. mono-

phyllous, turbinated, and quinquepartite : COR.

monopetalous, funnel-shaped, having its tubes

curved and ventricose : the pericarpium is a bilo-

cular berry containing two seeds, flattened on
one side and round on the other. This genus is

nearly allied to that of psychotria. There is only
one species, viz. S. Guianeuse, a native of the

warmer parts of America.

STEPHANOPHORUS, in antiquity, the chief

priest of Pallas, who presided over the rest. It

was usual for every god to have a chief priest ;

that of Pallas was the Stephanophorus just men-

tioned, and that of Hercules was called Dadu-
chus. Stephanophorus was also a priest that

assisted the women in the celebration of the

festival Thesmophoria.
STEPHANUS, an able grammarian, a native

of Byzantium, who lived in the fifth or sixth

century. He wrote a dictionary, in which he

made a great number of observations, which
showed the origin of cities and colonies, of which
we have nothing remaining but a mean abridg-
ment by Hermolaus the grammarian ; but from

that work the learned have received great light ;

and Sigonius, Casaubon, Scaliger, Salmasius,

&c., have employed themselves in illustrating it.

STEPHANUS, the Latin name assumed by the

learned printers of the name of Stephens. See

STEPHENS.

STEPHEN, the first of the seven deacons,
2nd first martyr for Christianity ; whence he is

called the protomartyr. from Trporoe, first. His

election, miracles, apprehension, examination,

glorious defence, and martyrdom, A. D. 33, are

recorded in Acts vi. and vii. There is little else

certain recorded of him. He is said to have
been a leading man among the Helenistic Jews,
educated by Gamaliel, and one of our Lord's

seventy disciples.
STEPHEN I., bishop of Rome, succeeded Lu-

cius A. D. 253. He had a dispute with St.

Cyprian and Firmilian about the rebaptisation
of heretics, which he condemned. He suffered

martyrdom, A. D. 257, during the persecution
under Valerian.

STEPHEN II. was born in Rome, and was
elected pope in 752. Astolphus, king of the

Lombards, having threatened Rome, Stephen
went to France, and asked the assistance of king

Pepin, who marched into Italy, and prevailed on

Astolphus to desist from his invasion. But on

Pepin's departure Astolphus returned with his

troops; on which Pepin attacked and defeated

him, took several of his cities, and gave them to

Stephen, which laid the foundation of that tem-

poral power of the popes which afterwards be-

came so enormous. Stephen died in 757.

STEPHEN III., a native of Sicily, was chosen

Pope in 768. He was opposed by the anti-pope
Constantine, who was condemned in a general
council in 769. Stephen died in 772.

STEPHEN IV., a Roman, was elected in 816,
and crowned Louis I. in France, but died in 817.

STEPHEN V. succeeded Adrian III. in 885 ;

and is celebrated for his virtues, learning, and

humility. He died in 891.

STEPHEN VI. was chosen by a party in 896,
after the anti-pope Boniface VI. He caused the

body of his predecessor Formosus to be taken

up and thrown into the Tiber. But this act of

vindictive malice rendered him so unpopular that

the citizens revolted, took him prisoner, put him
in jail, and soon after strangled him.

STEPHEN VII. succeeded Leo VI. A. D. 929,
and died in 931.

STEPHEN VIII., a German," and a relation of

the emperor Otho I., was elected pope in 939,
after Leo VII. His conduct was tyrannical and

very disagreeable to the Romans. He died in 942.

STEPHEN IX., brother of Godfrey duke of
Lower Lorrain, was elected pope in 1057. He
assembled councils for a reformation of the

morals of the clergy ; which indeed they stood

much in need of. He died in 1058.

STEPHEN, king of England. See ENGLAND.
STEPHEN BATTORI, an excellent king of Poland,

if he had not been too zealous a Catholic. See
POLAND.
STEPHEN (St.), king of Hungary, succeeded

his father Geisa in 947. He was the apostle of

his country ; propagated Christianity among the

wild Hungarians, and enacted wise laws : for

which Benedict IX. canonised him. He died at

Buda in 1038.

STEPHENS, a family of printers who flou-

rished at the revival of learning, and contributed

greatly towards dispelling the cloud of ignorance
which had so long overshadowed Europe. Some
of the classics before the sixteenth century were
in a great measure lost, and all of them were

exceedingly corrupted. By their abilities and

indefatigable industry these defects were sup-
plied, and the learned were furnished with beau-

tiful and correct editions of the Greek and Roman
authors.

STEPHENS (Henry), the first of these illustrious

men, was born in France soon after the discovery
of printing, about 1465. He settled as a printer
at Paris under Louis XII. A great proportion of

the books which he published were Latin : they
are printed in the Roman letter, and are not in-

elegant, though some of them abound rather too

much in contractions. He died about 1520,
and left behind him three sons. His widow
married Simon de Colines (Colinseus, Lat.), who
thus got possession of Henry's printing-house,
and continued the profession till his death.

STEPHENS (Francis), the eldest son, carried

on business along with his step-father Colinaeus,
and died at Paris in 1550.

STEPHENS (Robert), the second son, was born
in 1503. In his youth he made great proficiency
in the Roman, Greek, and Hebrew languages,
and at the age of nineteen had acquired so much

knowledge that his step-father Colines entrusted

him with the management of his press. An
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edition of the New Testament was published
under his inspection, which gave great offence to

the Paris divines, who accused him of heresy,
and threatened to prevent the sale of the book.

Soon after he began business himself, and mar-
ried Perrete the daughter of Jodocus Badius, a

printer and an author. She was a woman of

learning. In 1531 he published his Thesaurus :

a work of great importance, at which he labored

for two years. The mark which he put upon all

his books was a tree branched, with a man

looking upon it, and these words, Noli ahum

sapere, to which he sometimes added sed time.

In 1539 Francis I. made him his printer, and
ordered a new set of elegant types to be founded

for him. His frequent editions of the New Tes-

tament gave great offence to the doctors of the

iorbonne, who accused him of heresy for his

annotations, and insisted upon the suppression
of some of his books. Although Henry the

French king in some measure protected him, the

persecution of these divines rendered him so un-

happy, not to mention the expense and loss of

time which an almost constant attendance at

court unavoidably occasioned, that in 1552 he

abandoned his country and went to Geneva,
where he embraced the Protestant religion. He
was burnt in effigy at Paris, for having changed
his religion, and was falsely calumniated with

having stolen the king's types. After his arrival

at Geneva he published an account of the dispute
between him and the Paris divines, which does

as much honor to his abilities as his Thesaurus

does to his learning. He died in 1559, after a

life of the most extraordinary industry. The
books of which he was the editor were not fewer

than 360. Many of them were ancient classics

in different languages. Several were accompanied
with annotations which he collected, and all of

them were corrected by collating MSS. He was
so anxious to attain perfect accuracy that he used

to expose his proofs in public, and reward those

who discovered a mistake. His books conse-

quently were very correct. It is said that his

New Testament, called O Mirificam (because
the preface begins with these words), has not a

single fault. He first divided the New Testa-

ment into verses. His estate was left, exclusively
to such of his children as should settle at Gene-
va. He left behind him three sons, Henry, Ro-

bert, and Francis.

STEPHENS (Charles), the third son of Henry,
was also familiarly acquainted with the learned

languages. This recommended him to Lazarus,
de Baif, who made him tutor to his son, and in

1540 carried him along with him to Germany.
He studied medicine, and practised it with suc-

cess in France. He did not, however, forsake

the profession of his family, but exercised it in

Paris, where he became the editor of many books

remarkable for neatness and elegance. He
wrote above thirty treatises on different subjects,

particularly on Botany, Anatomy, and History.
He died in 1564.

STEPHENS (Robert), the son of Robert, did

not accompany his father to Geneva, but conti-

nued to profess the Catholic religion, and to

reside at Paris. His letter was remarkably beau-

tiful. He was made king's printer, and died
about 1589.

STEPHENS (Francis), brother to the prece-hri",
was also a printer. He embraced the Protestant

religion, and resided at Geneva.
STEPHENS (Henry), the remaining son of Ro-

bert, was born at Paris in 1528. He became
the most -learned and most celebrated of all his

family. From his very birth almost he gave
proofs of uncommon abilities, and displayed an
ardent passion for knowledge. He settled at

Paris, and published the Odes of Anacrenn. li;

1554 he went to Rome, and thence to Naples.
This journey was undertaken in the service of
the French government. He was discovered,
and would have been arrested as a spy, hail he
not by his skill in the language of the country-
been able to pass for a native of Italy. On hi*

return to France he assumed the title of printer
to Ulric Fugger, a very rich and learned Germain

nobleman, who allowed him a considerable pen
Sion. In 1560 he married a relation of Henry
Scrirnzeour, a Scottish nobleman, with whom hr>

was intimately acquainted. See SCRIM/KOI:. Ir,

1572 he published his Thesaurus Linguae Grcjca;,

one of the greatest works, perhaps, that ever \\as

executed by one man, if we consider the wretched
materials which more ancient dictionaries could
furnish. This work had been carried on at ;i

greater expense than he could well bear, lie ex-

pected to be reimbursed by the sale of the book,
as he doubtless would have been; but John

Scapula, one of his own servants, extracted from

it whatever he thought would be most serviceable

to students, and published it beforehand in -Ho.

.By this act of treachery Henry was reduced to

poverty. See SCAPULA. About this time lie

was much beloved by Henry III. of France,

who treated him so kindly, and made him such

nattering promises, that he resided frequently at

court. But these promises were never fulfilled,

owing to the civil wars which soon after distracted

France, and the unfortunate death of king Henry
himself. During the remainder of his life his

situation was very unsettled. We find him some-

times at Paris, sometimes in Geneva, in Ger-

many, and even in Hungary. He died at Lyons
in 1598, at the age of seventy. He was fond of

poetry from his very infancy. It was a custom

of his to compose verses on horseback, and even

to write them, though he generally rode a very
mettlesome steed. His Thesaurus was his great

work, but he was also the author of several

other treatises. His poems are humorous : his

Apology for Herodotus is a witty satire on the

Roman Catholics. His Concordance to the New
Testament must have been a laborious work, and

has deservedly endeared him to every Christian

who wishes to acquire a rational and critical

knowledge of the Scriptures. The number of

books which he published, though fewer than his

father, was great, and superior in elegance to

any thing which the world had then seen. He left

behind him a son and two daughters, one of whom
was married to the learned Isaac Casanbon.

STEPHENS (Paul), the son of Henry, continued

his father's profession
at Geneva. He was a man

of learning, and wrote translations of several

P2
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books, and published a considerable number of

the ancient classics; but not with his father's

elegance. He died in 1627, aged sixty, after

selling his types to one Chouet a printer.
STEPHENS (Anthony), son of Paul, the last

printer of the family, abandoned the Protestant

religion, and returned to France, the country of

his ancestors. He received letters of naturaliza-

tion in 1612, and was made printer to the king ;

but, managing his affairs ill, he was reduced to

poverty, and obliged lo retire into an hospital,
where he died in 1674, miserable and blind, aged

eighty.
STEPHENS (Robert), a learned English anti-

quary, born at Eastington, in Gloucestershire.

He was educated at Wotton, and thence sent to

Lincoln College, Oxford, in 1681. He then en-

tered at the Middle Temple, and was called to

the bar. In 1702 he published A Collection of

Bacon Lord Verulam's Letters, with valuable

notes. He died in 1732, when a second Collec-

tion of Bacon's Letters, made by him, was

printed.

STEPHENS, CAPE, a cape on the north-west

coast of America, in long. 197 41' E., lat. 63

33' N.

STEPHENS, FORT (St.), a new town of the

United States, in Washington county, Alabama

territory. It is situated on the west bank of the

Tombigbee, at the head of the sloop navigation,
and is in a state of rapid improvement. It is

built on very uneven ground, but in a healthy

situation, and is the seat of government for the

Alabama territory. 100 miles above Mobile by
land, 120 or 130 by the river ; 1081 miles from

Washington.
STEPHEN'S CHAPEL, (St.), the old building on

the site of the lat,e house of commons, and

Frequently giving name to it. See WESTMIN-
STER.

STEPHEN'S DAY, (St.), a festival of the Chris-

tian church, observed on the 26th of December,
in memory of the first martyr St. Stephen.

STEPHKN'S ISLAND, an island so called by
Vancouver on the north-west coast of North

America, about thirty miles in length. It is

about ten miles to the north of Pitt's archipe-

lago. On the north-west side is a ranee of in-

numerable rocky islets and rocks, occupying
^ space of about two miles in width. Long.
229 30' E., lat. 54 1 1' N.

STEPHEN'S ISLANDS, two small islands in the

Eastern Seas, discovered by Carteret in 1767.

They run about north-west by west, and south-

east by east ; one is about three miles long, and
the other about six. The passage between them

appeared to be about two miles broad. They
are surrounded with extensive reefs. Long.
138 39' E., lat. 22' S.

STEPHEN'S ISLAND, in Torres Strait, north of

Darnley's island, lying about long. 143 E., lat.

9 S. The cocoa nut grows abundantly here,
and the natives dwell in huts, wherein are

images of their gods, also several human skulls.

STEPHEN'S PASSAGE, the strait which divides

Admiralty Island from the west coast of North
America. Its general direction is nearly north,
in which direction it extends along the eastern

shore of Admiralty Island. The channel be-

tween Douglas's Island and the mainland was
found by Vancouver's exploring party to be in-

terrupted with ice, even in the month of August.
The other tak?s a north-east direction from Point

Salisbury about thirteen miles, and was encum-
bered with a great quantity of floating ice, the

weather also being extremely cold. The shores;

at its termination spread out to east and west,
and form a basin about a league broad and two
across. From the shores of this basin the party
saw a compact body of ice extending some dis-

tance all around ; and the adjacent region is

composed of a lofty range of frozen mountains,
whose sides, almost perpendicular, are formed

entirely of rock, excepting close to the water side,

where a few scattered dwarf pine trees found
sufficient soil to vegetate in. Above these the

mountains were wrapt in undissolving frost and
snow. From the gullies in their sides were pro-

jected immense bodies of ice, that reached per-

pendicularly to the surface of the water in the

basin, and exhibited as dreary and inhospitable
an aspect as the imagination can suggest. Long,
of the south entrance 226 35' E., lat. 57 29' N.
STEP-MOTHER. The wife of a man, who

has children by a former marriage ; often erro-

neously styled mother-in-law, though no degrees
in affinity can be more distinct. See AFFINITY
and STEP. The situation of a step-mother is one
of the most trying and critical in life. No wo-
man should enter into it who cannot boast the

prudence of Abigail, and the philosophy and
fortitude of Socrates or Zeno. The saeva noverca
has been long and often justly complained of,

but the fault is sometimes on the part of the step-
children.

STEPNEY (George), an English poet and

statesman, descended from an ancient family at

Pendigrast, in Pembrokeshire, but born at Lon-

don, in 1663. He was educated at Westmin-

ster, and then sent to Trinity College, Cambridge,
in 1682; where he formed a strict friendship
with Charles Montague, afterwards earl of Hali-

fax
; through whose influence, after the revolu-

tion, he was nominated to several foreign em-

bassies; as, in 1692, to the elector of Brandenburg;
in 1693 to the emperor; in 1694 to the elector

of Saxony; in 1696 to the electors of Mentz
and Cologn, and the congress at France; and in

1696 queen Anne sent him envoy to the states-

general. In all his negociations he was very
successful. He published several poems, and

some political tracts ; and died at Chelsea in

1707, aged only forty-four.

STEPNEY, or STEBUNHETHE, a large and an-

cient parish in the hundred of Ossulston,

Middlesex, maj be regarded as a suburb of

London. It comprises the hamlets of Mile-

End, liatcliffe, Poplar, and Blackwall.

The origin of the name Stepney is very
doubtful, lmt is supposed to have been derived

from the Saxon fcteb-hyThe, a timber-wharf; or

from Stiben, a corruption of Stephen. It is

bounded by the parishes of Bromley, Stratford-

Bow, Hackney, Bethnal Green, Spitalfields,
St.

George in the East, and Shadwell ; all of which,
about a century since, were parts of the parish
of Stepney. In the year 1794 it contained, as

Mr. Lysons remarks,
' about 1530 acres jf land
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(exclusive of the site of buildings), of which
about eighty were then arable, about fifty occu-

pied by market gardeners, and' the remainder

meadow, pasture, and marshy land.' But, since

that year, the increase of buildings has produced
a considerable diminution in the ground appro-

priated to agricultural and horticultural purposes.
In 1299 Edward I. held a parliament here, in

the house of Henry Walleis, lord mayor of

London, and gave his confirmation to the great
charter. The manor of this place was formerly

possessed by the bishops of London ; and Roger
Niger is thought to have died at the manorial

residence in 1241. It passed, however, from

that see to king Edward VI., by gift from the

ill-fated Ridley; and, after having been granted
to lord Wentworth, descended through him to

Thomas, earl of Cleveland ; by whose influence

with the king it was endowed with a court of re-

cord, a weekly market at Ratcliffe cross, and an

annual fair on Michaelmas day. Stepney manor is

now vested in the family of Colebrook. Exclusive

of this, the principal manor, the Domesday
Survey states that the parish of Stepney con-

tained several smaller ones ;
all these were held,

with the exception of two, of the bishop of

London, and were entitled Stepney-Huskarls,

Pomfret, lord Wake's, Helles, Poplar, Cobham,
Mile-End, Ewell, and Rumbalds. In 1567 a

water-course, which had formerly belonged to

the convent of Friars-Minors, was granted to

William, marquis of Winchester, with liberty to

conduct its streams to his mansion-house in

London.

Opposite the present rectory house, Henry,
first marquis of Worcester, possessed a large

mansion in 1663, of which the gateway only
remains. It afterwards devolved to the family
of Mead ;

and in this dwelling Dr. Richard

Mead was born, and commenced the practice of

his profession. The church, dedicated to St.

Dunstan and All Saints, is large, and consists of

a chancel, nave, and two aisles, separated by
columns and pointed arches. At the west end

is a square tower. Tombs of several illustrious

characters are to be found here, as of Sir Henry
Colet, lord mayor in 1486 and 1495, the father

of Dr. John Colet, who founded St. Paul's

school
; Sir John Berry, a distinguished officer

in the reign of Charles II., by whom he was

knighted ;
and Sir Thomas Spert, comptroller of

the navy to Henry VIII., and founder of the

Trinity House. The font stands on a circular

pillar, surrounded by four others of a smaller

size. The wall of a porch towards the north-

east contains a stone, on which some verses,

dated 1663, state it to have been brought from

Carthage. The church-yard contains, with many
other celebrated names, those of Dr. Mead and

his father. A short distance to the west is an

ancient wooden mansion, built, it is supposed,
in 1524, by Sir Henry Colet, and leased to

Thomas, earl of Essex. Another of these relics

of antiquity stands on Mile-End Green, and is

now let in separate apartments. This latter,

vith some other contiguous habitations, are held

under Clare Hall, Cambridge. John Colet,

before mentioned, who was vicar of Stepney,
lived at the north end of White Horse Street,

Ratcliffe. Some time after his resignation, it

was received by Dr. Pace, who died here in

1532, and was buried in Stepney church. This

parish likewise contains several Dissenting and
Methodist meeting-houses ; Sion chapel ; a cha-

pel belonging to the Society of Friends in Brook
Street, Ratcliffe

; that formerly occupied by Mr.
Brewer, and some others of recent erection.

STEPPING OFF TO Music. In stepping off to

music, or to the tap of the drum, it will be re-

collected that the word of command is the sig-
nal to lift up the left foot, and that it comes
down, or is planted, the instant the tap is given,
or the music completes its first note, so that the

time must be invariably marked by the left foot,
and not by the right, as has been practised by
the guards and the artillery, until a recent regu-
lation.

STERCORANIS, STERCORARIANS, or

STERCORISTS, from stercus, dung, a name which
those of the Romish church anciently gave to

such as held that the host was not only liable to

digestion, but to all its consequences, as well as

other food. See SCOTUS.

STERCORA'CEOUS, adj. Lat. stercoraceus-

Belonging to or partaking of the nature of dung.

Green juicy vegetables, in a heap together, ac-

quire a heat equal to that of a human body ;
then a

putrid stercoraceous taste and odour, in taste resem-

bling putrid flesh, and in smell human fasces.

Arbuthiwt on Aliments.

STERCORA'TION, n. s. Lat. stercora. The
act of dunging; the act of manuring with dung.
The first help is stercoration : the sheep's dung is

one of the best, and the next dung of kine and that

of horses. Jiacoit.

The exterior pulp of the fruit serves not only for

the security of the seed, whilst it hangs upon the

plant, but, after it is fallen upon the earth, for the

stercoration of the soil, and promotion of the growth,

though not the first germination of the seminal plant.

Ray on the Creation.

Stercoration is seasonable. Evelyn's halendar.

STERCULIA, in botany, a genus of plants

belonging to the class of monoecia, and order of

monodelphia; natural order thirty-eighth, tricoc-

ceae : MALE CAL. quinquepartite : COR. none,

but there are fifteen filaments : FEMALE CAL.

quinquepartite ;
COR. none : the germen is

placed on a pillar, and the CAPS, quinquelocular,
and many seeded. There are three species ;

viz.

1. S. balanghas; 2. S.fcetida; and 3. S. plata-

nifolium ; which are all foreign plants.

STERE, a denomination, or rather a radical

part of a denomination, in the new system of

French measures, compounded like metre, litre,

gramme, &c., with myria, kilo, &c.,and produc-

ing the new terms, myriastere, kilostere, hecto-

stere, decnstere, decistere, centistere, and inilli-

stere. All these are new terms for measures of

wood for fuel. See MEASURE.

STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTION is the pro-

jection of the circles of the sphere on the plant:

of some one great circle, the eye being placed in

the pole of that circle. See PROJECTION OF r.

SPHERE.
STEREOMETER, an instrument invented in

France for measuring the volume of a body

however irregular,
without plunging it in ;.nv
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liquid. If the capacity of a vessel, or the vo-

lume of air contained in that vessel, be measured

when the vessel contains air only, and also when
the vessel contains a body whose volume is re-

quired to be known, the volume of air ascertain-

ed by the first measurement, deducting the

volume ascertained by the second will be the

volume of the body itself. Again, if it be ad-

mitted as a law that the volume of any mass of

air be inversely as the pressure to which it is

subjected, the temperature being supposed con-

stant, it will be easy to deduce, from the mathe-

matical relations of quantity, the whole bulk,

provided the differences between the two bulks

under two known pressures be obtained by ex-

periment. Let it be supposed, for example,
that the first pressure is double the second, or,

which follows as a consequence, that the second

volume of the air be double the first, and that

the difference be fifty cubic inches ; it is evident

that the first volume of the air will likewise be

fifty cubic inches. The stereometer is intended

to ascertain this difference at two known pres-
sures. The instrument is a kind of funnel A B fig,

6, plate STEEL-YARD, 8cc. composed of a capsule

A, in which the body is placed, and a cube B,
as uniform in the bore as can be procured. The

upper edge of the capsule is ground with emery,
that it may be hermetically closed with a glass

cover M slightly greased. A double scafe is

pasted on the tube, having two sets of gradua-
tions ; one to indicate the length, and the other

the capacities, as determined by experiment.
When this instrument is used it must be plung-
ed in a vessel of mercury with the tube very up-
right, until the mercury rises within and without

to a point C of the scale. See fig. 2. The

capsule is then closed with the cover, which

being greased will prevent all communication

between the external air and that contained with-

in the capsule and tube. In this situation of the

instrument, in which the mercury stands at the

same height within and without the tube, the in-

ternal air is compressed by the weight of the

atmosphere, which is known and expressed by
the length of the mercury in the tube of the

common barometer. The instrument is then to

be elevated, taking care to keep the tube con-

stantly in the vertical position. It is represent-
ed in this position, fig. 7, second position. The
mercury descends in the tube, but not to the

level of the external surface, and a column D E
of mercury remains suspended in the tube, the

height of which is known by the scale. The in-

terior air is therefore less compressed than be-

fore, the increase of its volume being equal to

the whole capacity of the tube from C to D,
which is indicated by the second scale. It is

known therefore that the pressures are in propor-
tion to the barometiical column, and to the same
column diminished by the subtraction of D E.

And the bulks of the air in these two states are

inversely in the same proportion ;
and again the

difference between these bulks is the aosolute

quantity left void in the tube by the fall of the

mercury ; from which data, by an easy analyti-
cal process, the following rule is deduced :

Multiply the number which expresses the less

pressure by that which denotes the augmentation

of-capacity, and divide the product by the num-
ber which denotes the difference of the pressures.
The quotient will be the bulk of the air when

subject to the greater pressure. To render this

more easy by an example, suppose the height of

the mercury in the barometer to be seventy-eight
centimetres, and the instrument being empty to

be plunged in the mercury to the point C. It is

then covered, and raised until the small column
of mercury D E is suspended, for example, at

the height of six centimetres. The internal air,

which was at first compressed by a force repre-
sented by seventy-eight centimetres, is now com-

pressed only by a force represented by 78 6, 01

72, centimetres. Suppose it to be observed, at

the same time, by means of the gradations of the

second scale, that the capacity of the part C D of

the tube which the mercury has quitted is two
cubic centimetres. Then by the rule $

8 X 2 give

twenty four cubical centimetres, which is the

volume of the air included in the instrument
when the mercury rose as high as C in the tube.

The body of which the volume is to be ascer-

tained must then be placed in the capsule, and
the operation repeated. Suppose, in this case,
the column of mercury suspended to be eight

centimetres, when the capacity of the part C D
of the tube is equal to two centimetres tube.

Then the greatest pressure being denoted by
seventy-eight centimetres, as before, the least

will be seventy centimetres, the difference of the

pressures being eight, and the difference of the

volumes two cubical centimetres. Hence y x
2 gives the bulk of the included air under the

greatest pressure 17'5 cubic centimetres. If

therefore 17-5 centimetres be taken from twenty-
four centimetres, or the capacity of the instru-

ment when empty, the difference 6'5 cubic cen-

timetres will express the volume of the body
which was introduced. And if the absolute

weight of the body be multiplied by its bulk in

centimetres, and divided by the absolute weight
of one cubic centimetre of distilled water, the

quotient will express the specific gravity of the

body in the common form of the tables where
distilled water is taken as unity, or the term of

comparison. After this description and expla-
nation of the use of his instrument, the author

proceeds with the candor and acuteness of a

philosopher to ascertain >the limits of error in the

result
;
an object seldom sufficiently attended to

in the investigation of natural phenomena. From
his results it appears that with the dimensions
he has assumed, and the method prescribed for

operating, the errors may affect the second figure,
lie likewise gives the formulae by means of

which the instrument itself may be made to sup-

ply the want of a barometer in ascertaining the

greatest pressure. He likewise adverts to the

errors which may be produced by change oi

temperature. To prevent these, as much as pos-

sible, the actual form of the instrument and ar-

rangements of its auxiliary parts are settled, as

in fig. 3, by which means the approach of the

hand near the vessel and its tube is avoided. In
this figure the vertical position of the tube is se-

cured by the suspension of the vessel, and a per-
foration in the table through which the tube

passes. The table itself supports the capsule in
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its first position, namely, that at which the cover

is required to he put on. Mr. Nicholson, from

whose Journal this abstract is immediately taken,

supposes, with great probability, that the author

of the invention had not finished his meditations

on the subject, when the memoir giving an ac-

count of it was published. If he had, says the

ingenious journalist, it is likely that he would
have determined his pressures, as well as the

measures of bulks by weight. For it may be

easily understood that if the whole instrument

were set to its positions, by suspending it to one

arm of a balance at H (fig. 8), the quantity of

counterpoise, when in equilibrio, might be ap-

plied to determine the pressures to a degree of

accuracy much greater than can be obtained by
linear measurement.

STEREOMETRY, Srtpto/rpia (of -rtpeoc solid

and piTpov measure), is that part of geometry
which teaches how to find the solidity or solid

contents of bodies ; as globes, cylinders, cubes,

vessels, ships, &c.

STEREOTOMY, (from -rsptoc, and ro/i?j,
sec-

tion), the art or act of cutting solids, or making
sections thereof, as walls and other membranes
in the profiles of architecture.

STEREOTYPE PRINTING. See PRINTING.

STER'IL, adj. ^ Fr. sterile; Lat. sterilis.

STERIL'ITV, n. s. > Barren ;
unfruitful ; not

STER'ILIZE, v. a. j productive ; wanting fecun-

dity : the noun substantive and verb correspond-

ing.

Our elders say,
The barren, touched in this holy chase,

Shake off their tteril curse.

Shakspeare. Julius Ceesar.

The sea marge steril, and rocky hard. Id. Tempest.
In very steril years, corn sown will grow to another

kind. Bacon's Natural History.

Spain is thin sown of people, by reason of the ste-

rility of the soil, and because their natives are ex-

hausted by so many employments in such vast territo-

ries. Id. War with Spain.

To separate seeds, put them in water ; such as

are corrupted and steril swim.
Browne's Vulgar Errours.

She is grown steril and barren, and her births of

animals are now very inconsiderable.

More against Atheism..

When the vegetative stratum was once washed off

by rains, the hills would have become barren, the

strata below yielding only mere sterile and mineral

matter, such as was inept for the formation of vege-
tables. Woodward.

May we not as well suppose the sterilizing the

earth was suspended for some time, till the deluge
became the executioner of it? Id. Natural History.

An eternal sterility must have possessed the world,

where all things had been fastened everlastingly,

with the adamantine chains of spccifick gravity, if the

Almighty had not said, Let the earth bring forth

grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit-tree yield-

ing fruit. Benttei/'s Sermons.

Go ! sterilize the fertile with thy rage. Savage.

He had more frequent occasion for repetition
than

any poet ; yet one cannot ascribe this to any sterility

of expression, but to the genius of his times, which

delighted in these reiterated verses.

Pope's Essay on Homer.

STERILITY. It has been asserted by many
authors that all monsters produced by a mixture

of different species of animals, such as mules,

are barren
; but this docs not hold universally,

even with the mule, which is the instance most
generally adduced. See MULE.

Sterility in
women sometimes happens from a miscarriage,
or violent labor, injuring some of the genital

parts; but one of the most frequent causes is

the suppression of the menstrual flux. There
are other causes arising from various diseases
incident to those parts, by which thu uterus

may be unfit to receive or retain the male seed ;

from the tubae fallopianae being too shoit, or

having lost their erective power; in either of
which cases no conception can take place ;

from universal debility and relaxation ; or ;i

local debility of the genital system ; by which

means, the parts having lost their tone or con-

tractile power, the semen is thrown off imme-

diately post coitum
; from imperforation of the

vagina, the uterus, or the tubae, or from diseased

ova, &c. Hence medical treatment can only
avail in cases arising from topical or universal

debility ; in correcting irregularities of the men-
strual flux, or in removing tumors, cicatrices, or

constrictions of the passage, by the art of surgery.

STERIS, in botany, a genus of the digynia

order, and pentandria class of plants : c.vi,.

quinquepartite : COR. wheel-shaped ; the berry
is unilocular, and many seeded. There is only
one species, viz. S. Javana, a foreign plant ;

a

native of the isle of Java.

STER'LING, adj. & n. s. Camden derives

this word from the Easterlings, or inhabitants of

the Hanse towns, who were employed as coiners.

An epithet by which genuine money is discrimi-

nated.

The king's treasure, that he left at his death,

amounted unto eighteen hundred thousand pounds

sterling.
Bacon.

Several of them would rather clmse to count out a

sum in sesterces than in pounds sterling. Addmon.

This visionary various projects tries,

And knows that to be rich is to be wise :

By useful observation he can tell

The sacred charms that in true Stirling dwell ;

How gold makes a patrician of a slave,

A dwarf an Atlas, a Thersites brave. Garth

Great name ! which in our rolls recorded stands,

Leads honours, and protects the learned bands,

Accept this offering to thy bounty due,

And Roman wealth in English sterling view.

C. Arbuthnot.

There is not one single witty phrase in this collec-

tion, which hath not received the stamp and appro-

bation of one hundred years : he may therefore ba

secure to find them all genuine, sterling, and authen-

ticfc. Swift's Polite Conversation.

STERLING, among goldsmiths, is used synony-

mously with standard, and applied to gold and

silver plate of the same degree of fineness with the

sterling money of Great Britain; i. e. with a

mixture of one-twelfth of copper alloy in each

metal ; which reduces the silver to eleven de-

niers, or eleven deniers two grains fineness per

ounce. All goldsmiths in both kingdoms are

bound to make every piece of gold or silver

plate that is sold by weight of this standard or

sterling fineness; and assay-masters are ap-

pointed arid sworn, in the principal cities in both

kingdoms, to try their work and stamp it, when

found sterling (see ASSAY-MASTER), and

brcuk it down, if found deficient. Trinkets nui
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sold by weight may be made of any degree of

coarseness.

STERN, adj. & n. s.~\ Saxon p^r10 - Severe

STERN'AGE, n. . /of countenance, aspect,
STERN :

LY, adv. or manners; hard; af-

STERN'NESS, n. s. J flictive ; the adverb and
noun substantive corresponding. The stern of a

ship is from Sax. j-teori, erin, the steering place.

Of stature huge, and eke of courage bold,

That sons of men amazed their sternness do behold.

Spenser.
She all at once her beastly body raised

With doubled forces high above the ground,

Though wrapping up her wreathed stern around. Id,

It shall not be amiss here to present the stern but

lively countenance of this so famous a man.
Knolles's History of the Turks.

I would outstare the sternest eyes that look.

Outbrave the heart most daring on the earth,

Pluck the young suckling cubs from the she-bear,

Yea, mock the lion when he roars for prey,
To win thee, lady. Shakspeare. Merchant of Venice.

Women are soft, mild, pitiful, and flexible ;

Thou, stem, obdurate, flinty, rough, remorseless.

Shakspeare.
If wolves had at thy gate howled that stern time,

Thou shouldst have said, Go, porter, turn the key,
All cruels else subscribed. Id. King Lear.

Did this in Caesar seem ambitious 1

When that the poor have cried, Caesar hath wept ;

Ambition should be made of sterner stuff.

Id. Julius Caesar.

How would he look to see his work so noble

Wildly bound up ! or how
Should I, in these my borrowed flaunts, behold

The sternness of his presence ! Shakspeare.
Mischiefe stood,

And with his stem steele drew in streames the blood.

Chapman.
No mountaine lion tore

Two lambs so sternly. Id,

Gods and men
Feared her stern frown, and she was queen of the

woods. Milton.

Sternly he pronounced
The rigid interdiction. Id. Paradise Lost.

Then shall the war, and stern debate, and strife

.immortal be the business of my life
;

And in thy fame, the dusty spoils among,
High on the burnished roof my banner should be

hung. Dryden.
Yet sure thou art not, nor thy face, the same,

Nor thy limbs moulded in so soft a frame ;

Thou look'st more sternly, dost more strongly move,
And more of awe thou bearest, and less of love.

Id.

They turn their heads to sea, their sterns to land.

Id.

Let a barbarous Indian, who had never seen a

ship, view the separate and disjointed parts, as the

prow and stern, the ribs, masts, ropes, and shrouds,
he would form but a very lame idea of it.

Watts on the Hind.

The judge supreme soon cast a stedfast eye,

Stern, yet attempered with benignity. Harte.

The STERN is the posterior face of a ship ; or

that part which is represented to the view of a

spectator placed on the continuation of the keel

behind. It is terminated above by the taffarel,

and below by the counters; it is limited on the

sides by the quarter-pieces, and the intermediate

pace comprehends the galleries and windows of

STE
the different cabins. SPB QUARTER, SKIP, and
SHIP-BUILDING.

STERNA, the tern or noddy, a genus of birds

arranged under the order of palmipides. The
marks of this genus are a straight, slender,

pointed bill ; linear nostrils
;
a slender and sharp

tongue ; very lon<j wings ;
a small back toe, and

a forked tail. There are twenty-five species,

according to Dr. Latham; viz. 1. S. Africana;
2. alba; 3. australis; 4. Boysii ; 5. Caspia;
6. Cayana; 7. cinerea; 8. fissipes; 9. fuligino-

sa; 10. hirundo; 11. metopoleucos ; 12. minu-

ta; 13. nigra ;
14. nilotica; 15. obscura; 16

panaya; 17. phillippina; 18. piscata ; 19. sim-

plex; 20. sinensis; 21. spadicea; 22. stolida;
23. striata; 24. Surinamensis ; 25. vittata Of
these only three are found in Britain ; viz. 1. S.

fissipes the black tern, is of a middle size be-

tween the hirundo (No. 2.) and the minuta (No.

3). The usual length is ten inches; the breadth

is twenty-four ; the weight two ounces and a

half. The head, neck, breast, and belly, as far

as the vent, are black ; beyond is white ; the

male has a white spot under its chin
; the back

and wings are of a deep ash color ; the tail is

short and forked
;
the exterior feather on each

side is white ; the others ash colored ; the legs
and feet of a dusky red. Mr. Ray calls this a

cloven footed gull, as the webs are depressed in

the middle, and form a crescent. These birds

frequent fresh waters, breed on their banks, and

lay three small esgs of a deep olive color, much

spotted with bhirk. They are found during
spring and summer in vast numbers in the fens

of Lincolnshire, make an incessant noise, and
feed on flies, as well as water insects and small

fish. Birds of this species are seen very remote
from land. Kalm saw flocks of hundreds in the

Atlantic Ocean, midway between England and

America, and a later voyager saw one 240 leagues
from the Lizard in the same ocean.

2. S. hirundo, the common tern, or great sea

swallow, weighs four ounces and a quarter ; the

length is fourteen inches ; the breadth thirty ;

the bill and feet are of a fine crimson
; the for-

mer tipped with black, straight, slender, and sharp
pointed ; the crown, and hind part of the head,
black ; the throat, and whole under side of the

body, white
;

the upper part and coverts of the

wings, a fine pale gray. The tail consists of

twelve feathers ;
the exterior edges of the three

outmost are sray, the rest white ;
the exterior on

each side is two inches longer than the others :

in flying, the bird frequently closes them toge-

ther, so as to make them appear one slender

feather. These birds are very common ; fre-

quent our sea-coasts and banks of lakes and
rivers during summer, but are most common in

the neighbourhood of the sea. They are found
also in various parts of Europe and Asia, ac-

cording to the season ; in summer as far as

Greenland and Spitzbergen, migrating in turn

to the south of Austria and Greece. The female

lays three or four eggs in June, of a dull olive

color, an inch and three-quarters in length,
marked with irregular black spots, intermixed
with some others of a smaller size, and less

bright ; the little end is almost free from any
marking. These are laid among grass or moss
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The young are hatched in July, and quit the

nest very soon after. They are carefully fed by
their parents, and fly in about six weeks. This

species appears to have all actions on the water
which the swallow has on land, skimming on the

surface, and seizing on every insect which comes
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church.
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In 1741 he married, and was soor

afterwards made a prebendary of York, by the
interest also of his uncle, who was then upon
very good terms with him; but 'quickly qnar-
elled with him,' he says, and became his bitter-
est enemy, because he would not be a party man,in its way ; besides which, the moment it spies a and write paragraphs in the newspapers.' Hv

(i^'li in tKo ixrotar rlowto intrv thafr o 1am an * o*-r3 .-..i-, Uin ,'.*).. _ ifish in the water, darts into that element, and, seiz-

ing its prey, arises as quickly to the place from
which it dipped. These birds are also found in

America, come into New England in May, and

go away in autumn, and are called there the

mackarel gull. At Hudson's Bay they are

known by the name of black head. They lay
their eggs in small hollows on the shore, some-
times lined with a few leaves. They are often

found in great numbers on the islets in the rivers,
and are thought good eat'ing. They are bold,
not fearing mankind, and in the time of incubation

will attack any one, darting down so as to touch a

person's hat, without his giving the least offence.

3. S. minuta, the smaller sea swallow (called

by Linnaeus larus minuta), weighs only two
ounces five grains, is in length eight inches and
a half; in breadth nineteen and a half. The
bill is yellow, tipped with black ; the forehead and
cheeks white

;
from the eyes to the bill is a

black line ; the top of the head and hind part

black; the breast and under side of the body
clothed with feathers so closely set together, and They consist of, 1. The Life "and Opinions of

his wife's means he got the living of
Stillinsrtoii,

but remained nearly twenty years at Sutton, doing
duty at both places. He was then in very good
health, which, however, soon after forsook him

;

and books, painting, fiddling, and shooting,
were, as he tells us, his amusements. In 1760
he went to London to publish his two first

volumes of Tristram Shandy ; and was that ye;ir

presented to the curacy of Coxwold. In 17(5^
he went to France, and two years after to Italy,
for the recovery of his health ; but his health
never was recovered. He languished under

consumption, without the slightest depression of

spirits, till 1768, when he died. His friend
Garrick penned these four elegant lines for his

epitaph :

Shall pride a heap of sculptored marble raise,
Some worthless, unmourned, titled fool to praise ;

And shall we not by one poor grave-stone learn,
Where genius, wit, and humor, sleep with Sterne

The works of Sterne are very generally read.

of such an exquisite rich gloss and so fine a

white, that no satin can be compared to it : the

back and wings of a pale gray ; the tail short,

less forked than that of the former, and white
;

the legs yellow ;
the irides dusky. These two

species are very delicate, seem unable to bear the

inclemency of the weather on our shores during
winter ;

for they quit their breeding places at the

approach of it, and do not return till spring.
The manners, haunts, and food of this species
are the same with those of the former ; but they
are far less numerous.

STERNBERG, a town of Moravia, thirteen

miles N. N. E. of Olmntz. It is well built with

large houses, wide streets, and a spacious square ;

having manufactures of woollen, linen, and

canvas. It is a thriving place, and its popula-
tion has for sometime back increased. Inhabit-

ants 8000. Long. 17 13' E., lat. 49 40' N.

STERNE (Laurence), a writer of a very pe-
culiar cast, born at Clonmell, in the south of

Ireland, 24th of November 1713. His father

Roger Sterne was the grandson of Sterne arch-

bishop of York, who has been supposed to have

been the author of the excellent book entitled

The Whole Duty of Man. Laurence inherited

nothing of his grand-father's manner of writing,
but rather resembled Rabelais, whose wit he

carried with him even into the pulpit. In 1722
he was sent to school at Halifax in Yorkshire,
where he continued till 1732, when he was
removed to Jesus College in Cambridge. How
long he resided in college, or what progress he

made in literature or science, is not known :

his works display rather native genius than pro-
found erudition. Upon quitting the university
he went to York, and, being in orders, was pre-

Tristram Shandy; 2. Sermons; 3. A sentimen-
tal Journey; 4. Letters published since his

death.

STERN FAST, a rope used to confine the stern

of a ship or boat to any wharf or jetty-head, &c
STERNHOLD (Thomas), an English poet,

born in Hampshire, and educated at Wykeham's
school near Winchester, about 1480. He after-

wards studied at the university of Oxford, but
did not graduate. He obtained the place of

groom of the robes of king Henry VIII., and w ,s

left 100 marks by the will of that monarc' 1
.

He enjoyed the same office under Edward VI
and was held in some esteem at court for his

poetical abilities. With the honest intention of

discouraging wanton songs, he turned into En-

glish metre fifty-one of the Psalms of David
;

the rest were executed by Hopkins ; and this

version of the Psalms of Sternhold and Hopkins
was long so much esteemed that it was used in

the English service, printed along with the book

of common prayer, till Tate and Brady's more

elegant version was preferred. But by the

time of queen Anne, from the alteration of the

language, &c., this version was become so obso-

lete, that Dean Swift treats these two poets with

as little respect as Virgil treated Maevius and

Bavius. Speaking of a bad poet of his own

time, he says,
' Sternhold himself he out-stern-

holded.' But the dean should have made allow-

ance for the period at which they wrote. Stern-

hold died at London, in 1549, with the excellent

character of a zealous reformer, and a very strict

moralist.

STERNO-CLEIDO MASTOIDEUS. Sterno-

mastoideus, and cleido-mastoideus, of Albinus ;

mastoideus of Douglas and Cowper; and stt-r-

sented to the living of Sutton by the interest of no-clavio-mastoidien of Dumas ; are names of a

his uncle Dr. Sterne, a prebendary of that muscle on the anterior and lateral part of the
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neck, which turns the head to one side, and
bends it forward. It arises by two distinct

origins ; the anterior tendinous and fleshy, from

the top of the sternum near its junction with the

clavicle: the posterior fleshy, from the upper
and anterior part of the clavicle. Both unite a

little above the anterior articulation of the cla-

vicle to form one muscle, which runs obliquely

upwards and outwards to be inserted by a thick

strong tendon, into the mastoid process of the

temporal bone which it surrounds ; and, gradu-

ally becoming thinner, is inserted as far back as

the lambdoidal suture.

STERNO-COSTALES. These are considered

as forming a single muscle on each side of a

triangular shape ;
hence we find the name of

iriangularis adopted by Douglas and Albinus;
but Verheyen, who first taught that they ought
to be described as four or five distinct muscles,

gave them the name of sterno-costales ; and in

this he- is very properly followed by Winslovv,

Haller, and Lieutaud. These muscles are situa-

ted at each side of the under surface of the

sternum, upon the cartilages of the third, fourth,

fifth, and sixth ribs. Their number varies in

different subjects ; very often there are only

three, sometimes five, and even six, but most

usually we find only four.

The lowermost of the sterno-costales, or what
would be called the inferior portion of the tri-

angularis, arises tendinous and fleshy from the

edge and inner surface of the lower part of the

cartilage ensiformis, where its fibres intermix

with those of the diaphragm and transversalis

abdominis. Its fibres run nearly in a transverse

direction, and are inserted, by a broad thin ten-

don, into the inner surface of the cartilage of the

sixth rib, and lower edge of that of the fifth.

The second and largest of the sterno-costales

arises tendinous from the cartilage ensiformis

and lower part of the sternum laterally ; and,

running a little obliquely outwards, is inserted

into the lower edge of the cartilage of the fifth,

and sometimes of the fourth rib. The third

arises tendinous from the sides of the middle

part of the sternum, near the cartilages of the

fourth and fifth ribs, and, ascending obliquely

outwards, is inserted into the cartilage of the

third rib. The fourth and uppermost, which is

the most frequently wanting, arises tendinous

from the beginning of the cartilage of the third

rib and the adjacent part of the sternum ; and,

running almost perpendicularly upwards, is

inserted by a thin tendon (which covers a part
of the second internal intercostal) into the

cartilage and beginning of the bony part of

the second rib. All these muscles are more
or less intermixed with one another at their

origin, and this probably occasioned them

to be considered as one muscle. Fallopius in-

forms us that the plate Vesalius has given of

them, was taken from a dog, in which animal

they are much larger than in man. Douglas
has endeavoured to account for this difference, but

his explanation is far from being satisfactory.

See ANATOMY.
STERNO-HYOIDEUS. This muscle, which

arises from the clavicle as well as from the ster-

num, Winslow calls sterno-cleido-hyoideus. It

is a long, flat, and thin muscle, situated obliquely
between the sternum and os hyoides, behind
the lower part of the mastoideus, and covering
the sterno-thyroideus and the hyo-thyroideus.
It arises by very short tendinous fibres, from the

cartilaginous part of the first rib, from the upper
and inner part of the sternum, from the capsular

ligament that connects that bone with the cla-

vicle, and commonly from a small part of the

clavicle itself; thence ascending along the ante-

rior and lateral part of the neck, we see it united
to its fellow, opposite to the inferior part of the

larynx, by means of a thin membrane, which
forms a kind of linea alba. After this the two
muscles separate again ; and, each passing over

the side of the thyroid cartilage, is inserted into

the basis of the os hyoides, immediately behind
the insertion of the last described muscle. Its

use is to draw the os hyoides downwards.

STERNOMANTIS, in antiquity, a designa-
tion given to the Delphian priestess, more

usually called Pythia. Sternomantis is also

used for any one tliat had a prophesying demon
within him.

STER'NON, n. s. Gr. <r pvov. The breast-

bone.

A soldier was shot in the breast through the ster-

non. Wiseman.

STERNO-THYROIDEUS, the sterno-thyroi-
dien of Dumas; is flat and thin like the sterno-

hyoideus, but longer and broader. It is situated

at the fore part of the neck, between the sternum
and thyroid cartilage, and behind the sterno-

hyoideus. It arises broad and fleshy from the

upper and inner part of the sternum, between
the cartilages of the first and second ribs, from
each of which it receives some few fibres, as

well as from the clavicle, where it joins with thp

sternum. Thence, growing somewhat narrower,
it ascends ; and, passing over the thyroid gland
and the cricoid cartilage, is inserted tendinous

into the lower and posterior edge of the rough
line of the thyroid cartilage, immediately under
the insertion of the sterno-hyoideus. Now and
then a few of its fibres pass on to the os hyoides.
Its use is to draw the thyroid cartilage, and con-

sequently the larynx, downwards.
STERN POST, a long straight piece of timber

erected on the extremity of the keel, to sustain

the rudder and terminate the ship behind. This

piece ought to be well secured and supported ;

because the ends of all the lower planks of the

ship's bottom are fixed in a channel, cut on its

surface ;
and the whole weight of the rudder is

sustained by it.

STERN-SHEETS, that part of a boat which

is contained between the stern and the attmost

or hindmost seat of the rowers. It is generally
furnished with benches to accommodate the pas-

sengers. See BOAT.
STERNUM (pectoris os). The breast-bone.

The sternum, os pectoris-, or breast-bone, is the

oblong flat bone placed at the fore part of the

thorax. The ossification of this bone in the

foetus beginning from many different points at

the same time, we find it in young subjects

composed of several bones united by cartilages ;

but, as we advance in life, most of these carti-

lages ossify, and the sternum, in the adult state.
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is found to consist of three, and sometimes only
of two pieces, the two lower portions being
united into one; and very often, in old subjects,
the whole is formed into one bone. But, even

in the latter case, we may still observe the marks
of its former divisions; so that, in describing the

bone, we may very properly divide it into its

upper, middle, and inferior portions. The

upper portion forms an irreuglar square, which,
without much reason, has by many writers been

compared to the figure of a heart as it is painted
on cards. It is of considerable thickness, espe-

cially atits upper part. Its anterior surface is

irregular, and slightly convex ; posteriorly it is

somewhat concave. Its upper middle part is

hollowed, to make way for the trachea. On
each side, superiorly, we observe an oblong ar-

ticulating surface, covered with cartilage in the

recent subject, for receiving the ends of the

clavicles. Immediately below this, on each

side, the bone becomes thinner, and we observe

a rough surface for receiving the caftilage of

the first rib, and, almost close to the inferior

edge of this, we find the half of such another

surface, which, combined with a similar surface

in the middle portion of the sternum, serves for

the articulation of the cartilage of the second

rib. The middle portion is much longer, narrow-

er, and thinner than the former ; but is somewhat
broader and thinner below than above, where it

is connected with the upper portion. The whole
of its anterior surface is slightly convex, and
within it is slightly concave. Its edge, on each

side, affords four articulating surfaces, for the

third, fourth, fifth, and sixth ribs; and parts of

articulating surfaces at its upper and lower' parts,
for the second and seventh ribs. About the

middle of this portion of the sternum we some-
times find a considerable hole, large enough in

some subjects to admit the end of the little

finger. Sylvius seems to have been the first

who described it. Riolanus, and some others

after him, have, without reason, supposed it to

be more frequent in women than in men. In

the recent subject it is closed by a cartilaginous
substance ; and, as it does not seem destined for

the transmission of vessels, as some writers have

asserted, we may perhaps very properly, with

Hunauld, consider it as an accidental circum-

stance, occasioned by an interruption of the

ossification, before the whole of this part of the

bone is completely ossified. The third and in-

ferior portion of the sternum is separated from
the former by a line, which is seldom altogether

obliterated, even in the oldest subjects. It is

smaller than the other parts of the bone, and
descends between the ribs, so as to have been

considered as an appendix to the rest of the

sternum. From its shape, and its being con-

stantly in a state of cartilage in young subjects,
it has been commonly named cartilago xiphoides,
ensiformis, or sword-like cartilage ; though
many of the ancients gave the name of xiphoides
to the whole sternum ; comparing the two first

bones to the handle, and this appendix to the

blade of the sword. The shape of this appen-
dix varies in different subjects; in some it is

longer and more pointed, in others shorter and
more obtuse. Veslingius has seen it reaching as

low as the navel, and incommoding the motion
of the trunk forwards. In general it terminates

obtusely, or in a single -point; sometimes, how-
ever, it is bifurcated; and Eustachius and Haller
have seen it trifid. Very often we find it per-
forated, for the transmission of branches of the

mammary artery. In the adult it is usually os-
sified and tipped with cartilage, but it very often
continues cartilaginous through life; and Haller
once found it in this state in a woman who died
in her 100th year. The substance of the ster-

num internally is of a light spongy texture,
covered externally with a thin bony plate;
hence it happens that this bone is easily frac-

tured.

STERNUTATION, n. s. Lat. sternutatio.

The act of sneezing.

Concerning sternutation, or sneezing, and the cus-
tom of saluting upon that motion, it is generally be-

lieved to derive its original from a disease wherein
sternutation proved mortal, and such as sneezed died.

Browne's Vulgar Erroms.

Physicians, in persons near death, use sternuta-

tories, or such medicines as provoke unto snee/ing ;

when, if the faculty arise, and sternutation ensueth,

they conceive hopes of life. Browne.

Sternutation is a convulsive shaking of the nerves

and muscles, occasioned by an irritation of those in

the nostrils. Quincy.

STERSICHORUS, a Greek lyric poet of Si-

cily, born in Hiinera. He wrote twenty-six
books on music, poetry, &c., which are all lost,

except a few fragments. He flourished about

A. A. C. 556, and died at Catana, aged eighty-
five. His name was originally Tysias, but

changed to Stersichorus, on account of his im-

provements on music and dancing. He was a

man of rank, and distinguished as a statesman

among the Sicilians.

STETTIN, a town of the Prussian States, the

capital of Pornerania, is situated on the Oder,

about sixty miles from the Baltic. It stands on

an eminence on the left bank of the river, being

here divided into four streams. Opposite to it,

and connected by a long bridge over the main

stream, is a part of the town called Lastadie.

It has five gates and several squares. The prin-

cipal public buildings are the castle, govern-

ment-house, arsenal, barracks, hospitals, ex-

change, theatre, and public library. The

majority of the inhabitants are Lutherans ;
and

there is here an academical gymnasium, with

several professors, and two assistants, who hold

classes of divinity, law, medicine, as well as of

philosophy, mathematics, the classical, and some

modern languages. The town school has been

united with this institution since 1805; here is

also a navigation school. The manufactures

comprise woollens, linens, cotton, leather, soap,

and tobacco; but above all, ships' anchors, ot

which, as of ships and boats built here, there is

a large export. Stettin is the great outlet for the

manufactures of Silesia, and the import of colo-

nial goods and foreign fabrics required by that

province. The vessels, in general small,
[that

visit this town annually are about 1000, of which

nearly one-fourth are the property
ot the place.

Of the exports, the leading articles are linen,

corn, and timber ;
of the imports, coffee, sugar.
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cotton, dye-woods, and wine. Stettin is a place
of strength, but fell 29th of October, 1806, with-

out resistance, into the hands of the French. It

was garrisoned by them after their retreat from
Russia in 1812, but obliged to capitulate in

October 1813, when the Dutch troops belonging
to the garrison hoisted

1

the Orange cockade. The

adjoining country, called formerly the duchy of

Stettin, was ceded to Sweden by the peace of

Westphalia, but seized by the Prussians in the

misfortunes of the latter years of Charles XII.

Eighty miles N. N. E. of Berlin. Population
20,000. Long. 14 45' 45' E., lat. 53 25' 36' N.

STETTIN, a government of the Prussian States,

comprising the middle part of Pomerania, begins
at the river Peene, and extends eastward to a

few miles beyond the Bega. Its area is com-

puted at 6625 square miles, and its population
at 300,000. It is divided into the following
thirteen circles, viz. Randow, Anclam, Demmin,
Usedom, Wollin, Greifenhagen, Pyritz, Saatzig,

Naugard-Daber, Flemming, Greifenberg, Osten-

Blucher, and Bork.

STETTIN, NEW, a small town of Pomerania,
in the government of Coslin, with 1800 inhabit-

ants, and a gymnasium. Forty-one miles south

by east of Coslin, and fourteen south by west
of Baldenburg.
STEUART-Denham (Sir James), was born

at Edinburgh on the 10th of October, O. S.

1713. His father was Sir James Steuart of Good-

trees, Bart., solicitor-general for Scotland ; and
his mother was Anne, daughter of Sir Hugh Dal-

rymple of North Berwick, Bart., president of the

college of justice. The first rudiments of his

education he received at the grammar school of
North Berwick, which at his father's death he

quitted, at the age of fourteen, with merely the

reputation of being a good scholar. From North

Berwick, Sir James was sent to the university of

Edinburgh, where he continued until 1735,
when he passed advocate before the Court, of

Session, and immediately afterwards went abroad
to visit foreign countries. He was then in his

twenty-third year, and had made himself well

acquainted with the Roman law and history,
and the municipal law of Scotland. He travelled

till 1740, when he returned to Scotland, and
married Lady Frances Wemyss, eldest daughter
of the earl of Wemyss, in 1742. A few months
after his marriage the representation of Mid-
Lothian became vacant, by the member being
made a lord of trade and plantations. The can-

didates were the late member and Sir John
Baird of Newbyth. On the day of election Mr.
Dundas of Arniston, one of the senators of the

college of justice, was chosen preses of the meet-

ing, and omitted to cause the name of Sir James
Steuart to be called on the roll of freeholders.

For this illegal use of his temporary power, Sir

James commenced a suit against the president ;

and resuming the gown as an advocate, he

pleaded his own cause with great energy and

eloquence, and with the applause of the bench,
the bar, and the public. This called lord Arnis-

ton from the bench to plead his own defence at

the bar; and Sir James could not have been op-

posed to an antagonist better qualified to call

forth all his powers; for that judge is talked of

at this day in Edinburgh as the profoundest
lawyer and the ablest pleader that ever graced
the Scottish bench or the Scottish bar. With
the issue of this contest we are not acquainted ;

but it drew upon Sir James Steuart very gene-
ral attention, and convinced the public that had
he continued at the bar he must have risen ra-

pidly to the head of his profession. On his

travels, however, he had contracted friendships
with lord Marischal, and other eminent men,
attached to the pretensions of the royal family
of Stuart, and had received flattering attentions

from the pretender to the British throae ; the

impressions arising from which, added to the

irritations of the controversy with the power-
ful party in Scotland attached to the court,
led him, unadvisedly, into connexions with
the movers of the rebellion in 1745. As
he was by far the ablest man of their par-

ty, the Jacobites engaged him to write the

prince regent's manifesto, and to assist in his

councils. Information having been given of his

participation in these affairs, he thought it pru-
dent, on the abortion of this unhappy attempt,
to leave Britain ; and by the zeal it is said of

Arniston he was excepted afterwards from the

bill of indemnity, and rendered an exile from his

country. He chose France for his residence

during the first ten years of his banishment, and
was chiefly at Angoulesme, where he superin-
tended the education of his son ; thence he went
to Tubingen in Suabia, for the benefit of its uni-

versity, in prosecution of the same laudable

design ; but in the end of the war, 1756, having
been suspected by the court of Versailles of

communicating intelligence to the court of Lon-

don, he was seized at Spa, and kept some time

in confinement ; from which being liberated, after

the accession of the late king of Great Britain,

he came by toleration to England, and resided

at London, where he put the last hand to his

System of Political Economy, the copyright of

which he sold to Andrew Millar ; and, being

permitted to dedicate this work to the king, he

applied for a noli prosequi, which, after some
malicious objections, he obtained, and had the

comfort of returning to his family estate in Scot-

land. Having nothing professional to do, during
his long residence in France, the active mind of

Sir James was occupied in study. His book on
the Principles of Political Economy contains

most of the fruits of it. In the beginning of

1755 Sir James wrote his Apology or Defence of

Sir Isaac Newton's Chronology, which at that

time he intended to publish, but was prevented

by other engagements. It was communicated
to several persons of eminence in France and

Germany in MS., and produced, in December
that year, in the Mercure de France, an answer

from M. Deshoulieres ;
to which Sir James soon

after replied. The great Newton, applying as-

tronomical and statistical principles to the ancient

chronology of Greece, had chastised the vanity
of nations, and arrested the progress of infide-

lity in delineating the history of the world. Losf

in the confusion of excessive pretensions to an

antiquity beyond all measure, and disgusted b/
the superstitious aids that were assumed to sup-

port these pretensions among ancient nations, the
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revivers of learning in Europe, during the last

and the preceding century, turmoiled themselves
with controversies between the comparative
merits of the ancients and moderns ; and the
abettors of the latter, entrenching themselves be-
hind the falsehoods of the ancients, on the scope
of their remote history, gave the lie to all anti-

quity, and in despair plunged themselves into
the ocean of scepticism. Happy had it been for

society if this scepticism had confined itself to
the history of ancient nations in general ; but
the same spirit, taking disgust at the horrors of
Christian ambition and bigotry, and contem-

plating with derision the ridiculous legends of
modern miracles, gave the lie to all religious

scripture of the Jews and Christians, and at-

tempted to banish divine intelligence, the super-
intending providence of Deity, and the true

dignity of the human species, from the face of
the earth ! It was a noble undertaking, there-

fore, in Sir James, to attempt to disperse this

mist of error by dispassionately and scientifically

explaining and supporting the chronology of Sir

Isaac Newton. He has done it with great pre-
cision and effect ; and it is a book well worth the

perusal of those who wish to read ancient his-

tory with improvement, or to prevent themselves
from being bewildered in the mazes of modern
conjecture. It was printed in 4to. at Frankfort
on the Maine, for John Bernard Eichemberg the

Elder, in 1757. In 1758 and 1759 the British

House of Commons took up the consideration of
a statute to regulate a general uniformity of

weights and measures throughout the united

kingdoms, which had been so often unsuccessfully
attempted. This called the attention of Sir

James not only to the investigation of the par-
ticular subject that engaged that of the House of

Commons, but to devise a method of rendering
a uniformity of weights and measures universal.

He thought the cause of former disappointments
in this useful pursuit had been the mistaken no-
tion that one or other of our present measures
should be adopted for the new standard. After
the plan had been relinquished by the parliament
of England he digested his note and observa-
tions on this important disquisition into the form
of an epistolary dissertation, which he transmitted
to his friend lord Barrington, and resolved, if

there had been a congress assembled, as was
once proposed, to adjust the preliminaries of the

general peace in 1763, to have laid his plan be-
fore the ministers of the different nations, who
were to prepare that salutary pacification of the

contending powers. This epistolary dissertation

Sir J. afterwards reduced at Coltness, in 1777,
into a form more proper for the public eye, and
sent a corrected copy to a friend, reserving an-
other for the press, which was printed in 1790 for

Stockdale in Piccadilly. In this tract the author

shows, from the ineffectual attempts that have
been made to alter partially, by innovation, the

standards of measures or weights, that the effec-

tual plan to be adopted is to depart entirely
from every measure whatsoever now known, and
to take, ad libitum, some new mass instead of
our pound, some new length instead of onr ell,

some new space instead of our acre, and some
new solid instead of our gallon and bushel. For
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this purpose Sir James proposes as the unit a
mass to be verified with the greatest possible
accuracy, equal in weight to 10,000 grs. Troy.The pendulum, as it swings at London, to beat
seconds of time, he proposes to be the measure
of length ; and, after having laid down his funda-
mental principles, he proposes an ingenious plan
for rendering their adoption universal through
the whole world. Having obtained his pardon,
Sir James Steuart retired to Coltness, in the'

county of Lanark, the paternal estate of his

family, where he turned his attention to the im-
provement of his neighbourhood by public works
and police, and drew the first good plan for a

turnpike bill, suited to the circumstances of
Scotland, which has been since generally adopted.
He repaired his house, planted, improved, and
decorated his estate, and in social intercourse
rendered himself the delight of his neighbourhood
and country. He was engaged by the directors
of the East India Company of England to digest
a code for the regulation of the current coin of

Bengal; the plan for which important regulation
he printed, and received from the court of di-

rectors a handsome diamond ring as a mark of
their approbation. He prepared for the press,
but never published, an antidote to the Systemo
de la Nature by Mirabeau, wherein the paral-

lelogisms and foolish reasoning of that infidel

work are examined, detected, and confuted. It

is written in French ; and, were the works or

Mirabeau worth refutation, it might be printed
with much advantage to Sir James's reputation
as a controversial writer. This great and good
man died in November 1780, and was buried
at Cambusnethan, in Lanarkshire, on the 28th ;

the duke of Hamilton and his neighbours per-

forming the last offices to the remains of their

highly valued friend, and bedewing his ashes

with their tears. For this short sketch of the

principal events of the life of Sir James Steuart

Denham we are indebted to the direct commu-
nications of his nephew, the earl of Buchan, to

the Encyclopedia Perthensis.

STEUARTIA, in botany, a genus of the poly-
andria order, and monodelphia class of plants ;

natural order thirty-seventh, columniferze : CAL.

simple, with a quinquefid stigma ; the apple is

without juice, quinquelobed, monospermous,

bursting open with a spring five ways. There

is only one species, viz. S. malacadendron, which

is a foreign plant.

STEUBEN, a county of the United States, in

New York, bounded north by Ontario county,
east by Seneca Lake and Tioga county, south by

Pennsylvania, and west by Allegany county.

Chief town, Bath.

STEUBENVILLE, a post town of the United

States, the capital of Jefferson county, Ohio,

situated on the Ohio. It is a very flourishing

town, regularly laid out, having three churches,

an academy, two banks, a market-house, a wool-

len manufactory, the machinery of which is put

in motion by a steam engine; a steam paper-

mill ; a flour-mill and cotton manufactory, driven

by steam power ; a printing office, from wliich

is issued a weekly newspaper; an air foundry,

tv\< i.ty-seven mercantile stores, and sixteen

public inns. The progress of
this place has been
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uncommonly rapid. In 1805 there were scarcely

any houses where this town now stands. Sixty-
nine miles by the river below Pittsburgh, thirty-

eight by land ; 109 above Marietta, twenty-five
north-east of St. Clairsville, and 150 east by
north of Columbus. Population, in 1810, 800;
and, in 1817, 2032.

STE'VEN, n. s. Sax. i-cep&n. A cry; loud

clamor.

Ne sooner was out, but swifter than thought,
Fast by the hide the wolf Lowder caught ;

And had not Roffy renne to the steven,

Lowder had been slaid thilke same even. Spenter.

STEVENAGE, a market-town and parish in

Broadwater hundred, Herts, twelve miles north

from Ilatfield, and thirty-one north-west from

London. It was anciently called Stigenhaght,
and belonged to the abbey of Westminster, but

at the dissolution it was granted to the bishops
of London, who have enjoyed it ever since.

The town consists of one large street, and se-

veral small ones, indifferently built; the church

is an ancient building, and consists of one isle

on each side, with a large chancel in the middle,
and has a square tower. To the south of the

town are six hills, supposed to have been the

site of a Danish or Roman camp. Here is an

alms-house, called All-Christian-Souls'-House,
and a grammar free-school. Market on Wed-

nesday. Fairs nine days before Easter and

Whitsun-weeks, July 15th, and the first Friday
in September.
STEVENS (Alexander), an ingenious English

architect, who is said to have erected more stone

bridges and other buildings in water than any
other person in Britain. The aqueduct over the

Lune at Lancaster, the bridge over the Liflfey at

Dublin, and the locks and docks on the Grand
Canal of Ireland, are monuments of his profes-
sional skill. He died at an advanced age in 1796.

STEVENS (George Alexander), a poet and

actor, born in London. Having spent some of

his early years from inclination or necessity with

itinerant companies of players, he at length pro-
cured an engagement at Covent Garden Theatre,
but his performances were not admired. After

living in every kind of dissipation, generally

necessitous, and sometimes extravagant, he at

length hit upon a measure by which he acquired

independence. He composed a strange medley
of humor and satire, sense and nonsense, wit and

ribaldry, adapted to his own powers of perform-
ance, which is called A Lecture upon Heads,
and read to crowded audiences ; at the same
time exhibiting caricatures of the different heads,
as he entered upon every new character of the

lawyer, parson, statesman, politician, miser,

spendthrift, &c. With this medley he travelled

through England, and part of Scotland, and,
from the novelty of the exhibition, was so un-

commonly successful that he acquired a fortune

sufficient to afford him a comfortable retreat in

his old age. He wrote a novel in 2 vols., entitled

The Adventures of Tom Fool, and some poems
and dramatic pieces ;

and died in 1784.

STEVENS, or STEPHENS (captain John), an

English antiquary, born in the seventeenth cen-

tury, and educated a Roman Catholic. His reli-

gion led him to follow the fortunes of James II.,

in whose service he accepted a commission, and

accompanied him to Ireland. He compiled a

Dictionary of the Spanish Language, and conti-

nued Sir William Dugdale's Monasticum An-
glicanum. See DCGDALE. He died in 1726.

STEVENS (William), esq., of Broad Street, in

the city of London, hosier, and many years trea-

surer of Queen Anne's bounty, was born in

Southwark on the 2d March 1732. His father

was a tradesman, and died while Mr. Stevens

and a sister, the only issue of the marriage, were
infants. His mother, who was the late bishop
Home's paternal aunt, removed after her hus-

band's death to Maidstone, to be near her bro-

ther's family. At the school of Maidstone Mr.
Stevens was educated along with his cousin,
under the Rev. Deodotus Bye. When Mr.
Home went to Oxford, to complete his studies,

Mr. Stevens was at the same period, in August
1746, placed out as an apprentice with Mr.

Hookham, of No. 68 Old Broad Street (in which

house from that time forth he lived and died), an

eminent wholesale hosier, and a most respectable
man. Of Mr. Steven's progress in business we
shall say nothing. It led him to respectability
and independence. But in this he has been

equalled and surpassed by thousands. In his

literary attainments, in the soundness of his

principles, and in the unaffected purity of his

manners, he has been equalled by few, and sur-

passed by still fewer, even of the learned profes-
sions and of the sacred order. He corresponded

regularly with his cousin the Oxonian, who in-

formed him of the studies in which he was

engaged ; and Mr. Stevens spent all his leisure

time in the acquisition, by his own labor and

industry, of those stores which his cousin was

acquiring under happier auspices. He acquired
a complete knowledge of the learned languages ;

and, though a layman, he became particularly
eminent as a theologian, and intimately acquaint-
ed with the most eminent churchmen of his day.

Being an excellent Hebrew scholar he became
a great admirer of the works of John Hutchin-

son, whose principles he warmly espoused

through life. In the year 1773 he published,

anonymously, An Essay on the Nature and
Constitution of the Christian Church, by a Lay-
man ; which has been highly esteemed. He soon

after published Cursory Observations, on the at-

tempt to alter the articles and liturgy. In 1776

he published A Discourse on the English Con-

stitution, &c. In 1777 he published two distinct

works, in answer to two sermons (on the princi-

ples of the Revolution 1688), preached by bishop
Watson before the university of Cambridge.
Previous to these political discussions he pub-
lished A New and Faithful Translation of Letters

from M. 1'Abbe de ,
Hebrew professor in

the university of ,
to the Rev. Benj. Ken-

nicott, &c. This we believe, notwithstanding
the title, was an original work of his own. In

the year 1800 Mr. Stevens was induced by his

numerous friends to collect and publish his works

together. He did so with the title of OvSiws

tpya, the Works of Nobody, by which humble
name he was known among his friends for up-
wards of twenty years. In the preface to the

second edition of Jones's life of Home, the author
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has introduced a defence of the Hutchmsonian
divines of the church of England, which was
somewhat severely criticised in the British Critic,

February 1800. Mr. Stevens, under the name
of Ain, the Hebrew word for Nobody, published
A Review of the Review of a new Preface to

the Second Edition of Jones's Life of Home.
The last literary work in which he engaged was

a uniform edition of the works of Mr. Jones of

Naylaml, in 12 vols., 8vo., to which he prefixed
a life of the venerable author, composed in such

a style of artless and pathetic religious eloquence,
as did no less honour to the deceased than to the

head and heart of the affectionate writer. It is

impossible not to perceive the striking resem-

blance between Isaac WALTON (see that article)

and William Stevens. Both were tradesmen.

Both were men of reading. Both were divines.

Both were sincere Christians and zealous church-

men; and at the same time of the utmost cheer-

fulness of disposition. Both were the compa-
nions and friends of the most eminent prelates
and divines that adorned the church of England.
Both of them wrote at an advanced period of

life, and in a style of artless simplicity remark-

ably similar. Stevens's Life of Jones was written,

says his biographer, in his seventieth year, with

great intellectual ability: and he may justly
be denominated the Isaac Walton of the eigh-
teenth century. We could fill many pages in

detailing the worth of this amiable man. His

charities were particularly remarkable, and in

general were equally varied, extensive, and judi-
cious. In his private books of account he had

three heads of Clericus, Pauper, and Gifts, to

which he regularly devoted certain proportions
of his income, with large additions under each

head when unforeseen demands (as was frequently
the case) seemed to require more than the usual

proportion. In one year it was accidentally dis-

covered that Mr. Stevens's personal expenses
amounted to 300 sterling,

' while the aggregate
of clericus, pauper, and gifts, considerably ex-

ceeded 600 sterling ; the whole income in that

year amounting to 1200 sterling.' Much,

equally or more extraordinary, on this head,

might easily be added ; while every thing was
done with the most admirable delicacy, with the

most unassuming modesty, and without osten-

tation. This amiable man, this admirable Chris-

tian, died suddenly in the beginning of February
1807, and was buried on the 14th, by his own

desire, in the church yard of Otham Church,
Kent

; in repairing and adorning which he had

laid out 600 sterling.
' Mark the perfect man,

and behold the upright ; for the end of that man
is peace.'
STEVENSON (Sir John), musical composer,

was a native of Ireland, and being admitted into

the choir of St. Patrick's Cathedral, in the city
of Dublin, under the tuition of Dr. Doyle, soon

gave promise of what he lived to realize in the

most successful manner. At an early age he was

elected a Vicar Choral, and afterwards Doctor of

Music. He obtained prize medals, and orna-

mental pieces of plate for glees, that displayed
the utmost power and extent of harmonic science.

His first dramatic music was composed for

O'Keefe's "
Agreeable Surprise." His church

music is of a high and sublime character. His glees
and songs are numerous popular, and beautiful.
The best known and most admired of his operas,
are Love in a Blaze, The Bedouins, or Arabs 01
the Desert The Swiss Patriot Spanish Patriots
and The Burning of Moscow. He had the good

fortune to have his sacred music introduced to
the public by his friend Dr. Spray, perhaps the
finest cathedral singer that has been known in

any age ; and the advantage of being associated
with Moore, in the publication of the Irish Me-
lodies. After a life passed honourably and bene-

ficially to his country, he expired at an advanced

age, at the seat of his son-in-law, the Marquis
of Headfort, in the county of Meath, Ireland,
in Sept., 1833.

STEVERS (Palmedes), an eminent painter
born at London in 1 607, but his father was a

Fleming. He studied painting at Delft, and

acquired great excellence in representing camps
and battles. His paintings are scarce. He died
in 1638.

STEVERS (Anthony), brother of Palmedes, was
also a good painter of portraits, conversations,
&c. He died in 1680.

STEVIN, or STEVINUS (Simon), a celebrated

Dutch mathematician and engineer, was bom at

Bruges about 1560. He invented the sailing
chariots made in Holland. He publish-
ed an excellent System of Mathematics in

1598 (see STATIJS), and wrote several other ma-
thematical works in Dutch; which Snellius

translated into Latin, and published in 2 vols ,

folio. He died in 1633.

STEW,
'

v. a. Fr. estuver. To seethe any

thing in a slow moist heat, with little water.

Ere I was risen from the place that showed

My duty kneeling, came a reeking post,

Stewed in his haste, half breathless.

Shakspeare. King Lear

STEW, n. s. Fr. estuve ; Ital. stufa ; Span

estufa. A stove bath ;
a bagnio ;

a hot house.

As burning jEtna from his boiling stew

Doth belch out flames, and rocks in pieces broke,

And ragged ribs of mountains molten new,

Enwrapt in coal-black clouds and filthy smoke.

Spenser.

I have seen corruption boil and bubble,

Till it o'er-run the itew, Shakspeare.

STEWARD, n. s. \
Sax. p:ipanb.

OUR

STEWARDSHIP. J who manages the affairs

of another; one who has charge of an establish-

ment or place ;
a state officer : the other noun

substantive corresponding.

There sat yclad in red

Down to the ground a comely personage,

That in his hand a white rod managed ;

He steward was, high diet, ripe of age,

4nd in demeanour sober, and in council sage.

Spenter.

The duke of Suffolk is the first,
and claims

To be high steward.

Take on you the charge

And kingly government of this your land :

Not as protector, steward, substitute,

Or lowly factor for another's gain.

Shalui'fure.
Richard in.
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If they are not employed to such purposes, we are

false to our trust, and the stewardship committed to

us, and shall be one day severely accountable to God
for it. Calamy's Sermons.

What can be a greater honour than to be chosen

one of the stewards and dispensers of God's bounty
to mankind

1

! What can give a generous spirit more

complacency than to consider that great numbers
owe to him, under God, their subsistence, and the

good conduct of their lives 1 Swift.

Just steward of the bounty he received,

And dying poorer than the poor relieved. Harte.

STEWARD, an officer in a ship of war, appointed
by the pur:>er to distribute the different species
of provisions to the officers and crew ; for which

purpose he is furnished with a male and proper
assistants.

STEWARD, LORD HIGH, OF ENGLAND, the

greatest officer under the crown, an office that

was anciently the inheritance of the earls of Lei-

cester, till forfeited by Simon de Mountfort to

king Henry III. But the power of this officer

is so very great that it has not been judged safe

to trust it any longer in the hands of a subject,

excepting only pro hac vice, occasionally : as to

officiate at a coronation, at the arraignment of a

nobleman for high treason, or the like. During his

office the steward bears a white staff in his hand ;

and the trial, &c., ended, he breaks the staff, and
with it his commission expires.

STEWARD, LORD HIGH, OF GREAT BRITAIN,
COURT OF THE, is a court instituted for the trial

of peers indicted for treason or felony, or for

misprision of either. The office of this great

magistrate is very ancient, and was formerly

hereditary, or at least held for life, or dum bene
se gesserit : but now it is usually, and has been
for many centuries past, granted pro hac vice

only ; and it has been the constant practice (and
therefore seems now to have become necessary)
to grant it to a lord of parliament, else he is in-

capable to try such delinquent peer. When such
an indictment is therefore found by a grand jury
of freeholders in the king's bench, or at the

assizes before the justices of oyer and terminer,
it is to be removed by a writ of certiorari into

the court of the lord high steward, which has the

only power to determine it. A peer may plead
a pardon before the court of king's bench, and
the judges have power to allow it, to prevent the

trouble of appointing a high steward merely
for the purpose of receiving such plea : but he

may not plead in that inferior court any other

plea as guilty or not guilty of the indictment,
but only in this court ; because, in consequence
of such plea, it is possible that judgment of
death might be awarded against him. The king,

therefore, in case a peer be indicted of treason,

felony, or misprision, creates a lord high steward

pro hac vice by commission under the great seal
;

which recites the indictment so found, and gives
his grace power to receive and try it secundum

legem et consuetudinem Angliae. Then when
the indictment is regularly removed by writ of

certiorari, commanding the inferior court to cer-

tify it up to him, the lord high steward directs a

precept to a sergeant at arms, to summon the

lords to attend and try the indicted peer. This

precept was formerly issued to summon only

eighteen or twenty selected from the body of the

peers; then the number came to be indefinite ;

and the custom was for the lord high steward to

summon as many as he thought proper (but of

late years not fewer than twenty-three) ; and that

those lords only should sit upon the trial ; which
threw a monstrous weight of power into the

hands of the crown and this its great officer, of

selecting only such peers as the then predominant
party should most approve of. And, accordingly,
when the earl of Clarendon fell into disgrace
with Charles II., there was a design formed to

prorogue the parliament, to try him by a select

number of peers ;
it being doubted whether the

whole house could be induced to fall in with the

views of the court. But now, by stat. 7 W. III.

c. 3, upon all trials of peers for treason or mis-

prision, all the peers who have a right to sit and
vote in parliament shall be summoned at least

twenty days before such trial to appear and vote

therein ; and every lord appearing shall vote in

the trial of such peer, first taking the oaths ot

allegiance and supremacy, and subscribing the

declaration against popery. During the session

of parliament the trial of an indicted peer is not

properly in the court of the lord high steward,
but before the court last mentioned of our lord

the king in parliament. It is true a lord high
steward is always appointed in that case to regu-
late and add weight to the proceedings : but he

is rather in the nature of a speaker pro tempore,
or chairman of the court, than the judge of it ;

for the collective body of the peers are therein

the judges both of law and fact, and the high-
steward has a vote with the rest in right of his

peerage. But in the court of the lord high-steward,
which is held in the recess of parliament, he is

the sole judge of matters of law, as the lords

triers are in matters of fact ; and, as they may not

interfere with him in regulating tht proceedings
of the court, so he has no right to intermix with

them in giving any vote upon the trial. There-

fore upon the conviction and attainder of a peer
for murder in full parliament, it hath been holden

by the judges, that, in case the day appointed in

the judgment for execution should lapse before

execution done, a new time of execution may be

appointed by either the high court of parliament

during its sitting, though no high steward be ex-

isting, or in the recess of parliament by the court

of king's bench, the record being removed into

that court. It has been a point of controversy
whether the bishops have now a right to sit in the

court of the lord high steward and to try the in-

dictments of treason and misprision. But Black-

stone decides it in the negative, and says,
' What

makes their exclusion more reasonable is, that

they have no right to be tried themselves in the

court of the lord high steward, and therefore

surely ought not to be judges there. For the

privilege of being thus tried depends upon no-

bility of blood rather than a seat in the house,
as appears from the trials of popish lords, of

lords under age, and (since the union) of the

Scottish nobility, though not in the number of

the sixteen ; and from the trials of females, such

as the. queen consort or dowager, and of all

peeresses by birth ; and peeresses by marriage

also, unless they have, when dowagers, disparaged
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themselves by taking a commoner to their second

husband.'

STEWARD OF THE KING'S HOUSEHOLD, a lord,
who is the chief officer of the king's court, has

the care of the king's house, and authority over

all the officers and servants of the household,

except such as belong to the chapel, chamber,
and stable.

STEWART, STUART, or STEUART, the sur-

name of the royal family of Scotland, from A. D.

1371, when Robert II., but first of the name
of Stewart, succeeded king David Bruce, till

1714, when the protestant royal line of that

house ended by the death of queen Anne,
and the accession of the house of Hanover
took place in the person of her second cousin

king George I. During that period of 345 years
it furnished eight monarchs to Scotland, or nine,

reckoning lord Darnley, and six to Great Britain.

Of these three were murdered, two killed in bat-

tle, two died of grief, two were ignominiously
and unjustly executed on a scaffold, and one
was justly deposed and expelled for his bigotry
and tyranny. In short, a more unfortunate fa-

mily has hardly reigned in any nation
; and yet

the majority of them were well-meaning mo-
narchs

; some of them learned, most of them

brave, and many of them seemed to merit a

better fate.

STEWART (Walter), the founder of the house

of Stewart, was the son of Fleance, by a daughter
of Lewellyn, prince of Wales, and grandson of

Banqhuo, thane of Lochaber, who was murdered

by Macbeth. See SCOTLAND. Walter acquired
the surname of Stewart from his office, being

appointed lord high steward of Scotland.

STEWART (princess Elizabeth), daughter of

king James I. of England, and VI. of Scotland,
wife of prince Frederick, elector palatine of the

Rhine, mother of prince Rupert, and princess

Sophia, electress of Hanover, by whom she be-

came grandmother of king George 1. She, and
her husband and family, suffered much for their

attachment to the protestant religion ;
but in the

course of Providence their losses have been am-

ply made up to their posterity.
STEWART (Dr. Matthew), an eminent mathe-

matician, was born in 1717 at Rothsay in the

isle of Bute, of which parish his father was mi-

nister. Being intended for the church, he was
in 1734 received as a student into the University
of Glasgow. There he had the happiness of

having for his preceptors the celebrated professors
Hutcheson and Simson, until, wishing to re-

move to Edinburgh, he was introduced by Dr.

Simson to Mr. Mdclaurin. Mr. Stewart, how-

ever, had acquired from his intimacy with Dr.

Simson a great predilection for the ancient

geometry ; and while the second invention of

porisms, to which .more genius was perhaps re-

quired than to the first discovery of them, em-

ployed Dr. Simson, Mr. Stewart pursued the

same subject in a new and different direc-

tion. In doing so, he was led to the discovery
of those curious and interesting propositions
which were published under the title of General

Theorems in 1746. He had before this period
entered into the church; and obtained, through
the patronage of the duke of Argyll and the
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earl of Bute, the living O f lloseneath. But in
1747 he was elected to the mathematical chair
in the University of Edinburgh, which had be-
come vacant by the death of Mr. Maclaunn.
The duties of his office gave a new turn to his

pursuits, and this solution of Kepler's problem,
which appeared in the second volume of the

Essays of the Philosophical Society of Edin-
burgh for 1756, was the first specimen of this
kind which he gave to the world

; it was impos-
sible to have produced one more to the credit of
the method he followed. In the first volume of
the same collection there are some other propo-
sitions of Mr. Stewart's, which are an extension
of a curious theorem in the fourth book of

Pappus. The prosecution of the plan which lie

had formed of introducing into the higher parts
of mixed mathematics the strict and simple form
of ancient demonstration, produced the Tracts

Physical and Mathematical, published in 1761,
and the Essay on the Sun's Distance, in 1763:
but in this last work it is acknowledged that he

employed geometry on a task which geometry
cannot perform. The investigation, however, is

every where elegant, and will probably be long
regarded as a specimen of the most arduous

enquiry which has been attempted by mere geo-

metry. The Sun's Distance was the last work
which Dr. Stewart published ; and, though he

lived to see several animadversions on it made

public, he declined entering into any controversy.
A few months before this he gave to the world

another work, entitled Propositiones Geometries,
More Veterum Demonstrate. It consists of a

series of geometrical theorems, mostly new; in-

vestigated first by analysis, and afterwards syn-

thetically demonstrated by the inversion of that

analysis. Dr. Stewart's health beginning to de-

cline, and the duties of his office becoming bur-

densome to him, he retired in 1772 into the

country, and never resumed his labors in the

university, though mathematics continued to be

his chief amusement till a very few years before

his death, which took place on the 23d January

1785, at the age of sixty-eight.

STEWART (Dugald), esq., professor of morai

philosophy in the university of Edinburgh, was

the only son of the above Dr. Matthew Stewart

who survived the period of infancy. He was

born in the college of Edinburgh November 22d,

1753, and, being of feeble constitution, his

education was long committed to the sole and

admirable management of his mother.

At seven years of age, however, he entered

the High School, and acquitted himself^vith
great credit in his classical studies. Under

such a mathematician as his father he could not

fail to attain a respectable knowledge of the

exact sciences ;
but we find him, on his mother s

death, in 1771, removing to the university of

Glasgow to avail himself of the tuition of Dr.

Reid, who was then illustrating in that city

those great principles
of metaphysical

science

to which Mr. Stewart became afterwards so

much attached. On attaining his majority he

was nominated assistant to his fattier, and con-

tinued to conduct the mathematical studies of

the university of Edinburgh until the death o

that honored parent,
in 1778 he first Jinpta<
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to read a course of lectures in the moral philo-

sophy class of the university, during the tempo-
rary absence of Dr. Ferguson ; and when his

father died, in 1785, he effected an exchange
with Dr. F., who retired on the salary of the

mathematical professor, while Mr. Stewart un-

dertook to preside permanently over the moral

philosophy class. In 1792 he first appeared as

an author, in the publication of his introductory
volume on the Philosophy of the Human Mind ;

this was succeeded in the following year by his

Outlines of Moral Philosophy, and from about

the same period to 1796 he read at meetings of

the Royal Society of Edinburgh biographical
sketches of the lives of Dr. Adam Smith, Dr.

Robertson, and Dr. Reid.

These were his only known writings, until in

1810 appeared his volume of Philosophical

Essays; in 1813 he published the second vo-

lume of bis Philosophy of the Mind, and his

admirable Preliminary Essay to the Supplement
of the Encyclopaedia Brittannica; in 1827 a

continuation of the second part of the philo-

sophy ;
and finally, in 1828, at the age ofseventy-

five, the third volume, on the Active and Moral
Powers of Man. Mr. Stewart was twice most

happily married, but left no children. His ora-

torical powers are said to have been as remark-

able as the eloquence of his written style ; and
he had the honor of training as his private

pupils, at different periods of his life, some of

the most celebrated statesmen and parliamentary
orators of modern times. We need only men-
tion the late lord Ashburton, the present mar-

quis of Lansdowne, earl Dudley, and lord

Palmerston ; much regretting that our limits

forbid us to enlarge the present sketch of the

life of so distinguished a philosopher and
amiable and excellent a man. Mr. Stewart died

at Edinburgh, llth of June, 1828,'having suf-

fered by rather 'a severe stroke of palsy ever

since the year 1822.

STEWART (the Hon. Admiral Keith), a late

brave British naval officer, only brother of the

earl of Galloway, was born in 1739. He was

appointed a captain in the royal navy in 1762;
commanded the Berwick of seventy-four guns,
with a commodore's broad pendant, at the action

of the Dogger Bank, m 1781 ; and the Cam-

bridge in lord Howe's squadron, sent to the relief

of Gibraltar in 1782. He represented the county
of Wigton in four successive parliaments. He
married Miss D'Aquilar, a Jewess, by whom he

got a fortune, and left issue. He was afterwards

raised to be vice admiral of the white, and was

appointed receiver-general of the land-rents in

Scotland. Like many other great men he was
addicted to deep gaming ; but, though often suc-

cessful, did not increase his fortune by it. He
died at Glasserton, in Wigtonshire, on the 5th

March 1795, aged fifty-six.

STEWART (John), called Walking Stewart, from

his pedestrian feats, was a late eccentric indivi-

dual, who in the course of a long life wandered

on foot over the greater part of the globe. He
was born in Bond Street, and, having received

the rudiments of education at the Charterhouse,

was sent out in 1763 as a writer to Madras. In

this situation he remained not quite two years.

Smitten with a strong inclination to travel, he

prosecuted his route over Hindostan, walking to

Delhi, Persepolis, and other parts of Persia, to

Abyssinia and to Nubia. In the Carnatic he ob
tained the favor of me then nawaub, who made
him his private secretary, and to this circum-
stance he owed his support in his latter days, the
British house of Commons voting him 15,000,
some little time before his death, in liquidation
of his demands upon the nawaub. Quitting the

service of this prince, he set out to walk to Se-

ringapatam, where he was arrested by Tippo
Saib, who compelled him to enter his army, and
bestowed on him a commission as captain of

sepoys. While serving in this capacity he was
wounded in the arm. He did not succeed in

quitting the situation in which he was thus placed,
till the exertions of Sir James Sibbald, the com-
missioner for settling the terms of peace between
the presidency and the sultan, procured his libera-

tion. Mr. Stewart now started to walk to Europe,
crossing the desert of Arabia, and arriving at

length safely at Marseilles. Thence he proceeded
through France and Spain. Having walked

through England, Scotland, and Ireland, he
crossed the Atlantic, and perambulated the United
States of America. In the course of his migra-
tions he was of course frequently exposed to

dangers, and once, on crossing from Ireland,

narrowly escaped shipwreck ; in anticipation of

which he entreated earnestly the crew, in case

they should survive him, to take care of a MS.
he then intended to publish, which he called his

Opus Maximum. This, if kept with any care,
must be a curious journal. The last ten years 01'

his life were passed in the vicinity of Charing
Cross, London, that he might be, to use his own

expression,
' in the full tide of human existence.'

He died at his house in Northumberland Street,
the 20th of February, 1822.

STEWARTOWN, a pleasant and thriving
town of Scotland, on the Annock water, in the

district of Cunninghame, in Ayrshire. It is the

seat of an extensive parish ; the chief manufac-
tures are bonnet-making, for which it has long
been famed, and other branches of weaving.
Four miles north by west of Kilmarnock, and

eight north-east of Irvine.

STESVARTRY (from Stewart, a magistrate in

Scotland), a term anciently used synonymously
with county or shire, and still applied in the

same sense to the counties of Kircudbright or

Galloway, and of Orkney and Zetland.

STEYER, a town of Upper Austria, the chief

place of the circle of the Traun, situated at the

confluence of the rivers Steyer and Enns. It is a
neat place, of considerable size, being about three

miles in circumference, and has a number of

country seats in the environs. The town has

some manufacturing establishments of cottons

and woollens ; but they are insignificant when

compared with those of iron, which are said'to give

employment to above 12,000 men in the town
and neighbourhood. The largest establishment

is a manufactory of fire arms and cutlery, for

account of government. Steyer was originally a

castle, built about the end of the tenth century,
to check the inroads of the Magyars. On the ex-

pulsion of that horde from the Austrian states,
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houses were built round the castle, so as at last

to form a town, which was for some time the

capital of a duchy, and gave name to the pro-
vince of Styria, Steyer has suffered repeatedly
from fires. Inhabitants 10,000. Ninety-two
miles west by south of Vienna, and sixteen

S. S. E. of Lintz.

STEYNING, a post and market-town in

Steyning hundred, rape of Bramber, Sussex, fif-

teen miles west from Lewes, and fifty-one south

by west from London. This town consists of four

streets, poorly built : it is chiefly noted for its

church, which is a small but curious Norman
built structure. The tower is more modern. In
this church were buried St. Cuthman, and Ethel-

wolf, king of Wessex, father of Alfred. Its name
is supposed to be derived from a Roman way,
called Steene street, running from Arundel to

Dorking, in Surry. It was anciently a borough,
and sent two members to parliament ; the num-
ber of voters being about 100. The returning
officer was the constable ; he is chief magistrate,
arid annually chosen at the court-leet of the lord

of the manor. Here is a free school and exten-

sive barracks for infantry. Market on Wednes-
day, and on the second Wednesday in every
month for cattle. Fairs June 9th, September
19th, and October 10th. The Michaelmas fair is

very considerable for Welsh and other cattle,

sheep, hogs, and seed wheat.

STHENELUS, in fabulous history, the son of

Perseus and Andromeda, king of Mycenae. He
married Nicippe, the daughter of Pelops, by
whom he had Eurystheus and two daughters.
See EURYSTHEUS. Sthenelus made war against

Amphitryon, king of Argos, because he had ac-

cidentally killed his father-in-law Electryon,
Sthenelus's brother, and took him prisoner. And,
according to the poets, it was during this war
that Jupiter put on the appearance of Amphi-
tryon, and went to his wife Alcmena. See
ALCMENA.
STHENIC (from ffGsvog, strength), of or be-

longing to, or arising from strength, or a strong
constitution or habit ; the opposite of asther.ic.

Dr. Brown, in the first edition of his Elementa

Medicinae, made use of the word phlogistic to

express this idea; because this class of diseases

includes many of the inflammatory kind; but, as

it does not include them all, many diseases ap-
parently inflammatory being in fact asthenic, or

diseases of debility, he adopted the terms sthenic

and asthenic, and totally laid aside the terms

phlogistic and antiphlogistic.
STHENIC DIATHESIS, that state of the body

which produces sthenic diseases. ' The cause of

sthenic diathesis,' says Dr. Brown,
'
is too great

an excitement of the whole living system by the

stimulant powers. All the functions are first

increased
; a disturbance or irregularity then

takes place in some ; others are impaired ;
but

not as long as this diathesis lasts by a debilitating

operation.' See BEUNONIAN SYSTEM.
STHENIC DISEASES, general diseases arising

from excessive excitement, the opposite of asthe-

nic diseases, or diseases of debility. Dr. Brown
calculates the proportion of sthenic diseases to

asthenic in our country and climate, where there

is little to stimulate the majority of the people

very highly, to be as three in 100. But with
all the

poverty, poor diet, and debilitating powersof the climate in Scotland, it is thought he mighthave safely made the proportion ten in 100. See
BRUNONIAN SYSTEM.

STHENO, one of the three Gordons,

STHENOBOEA, in fabulous history, the
daughter of Jobates, king of Lycia, wife of
Proetus, king of Argos, and step-mother to Bel-

lerophon, with whom she fell in love. See BEL-
LEROPHON.

STIBADIUM, among the Romans, a low
kind of table couch, or bed of a circular form,
which succeeded to the triclinia, and was of dif-

ferent sizes, according to the number of guests
they were designed for. They were called hexa-
clina, octaclina, or enneaclina, according as

they held six, eight, or nine guests, and so of

any other number.

STIB'IAL, adj. I Lat. stibium. Antimo-
STIBIA'RIAN, n. s. J nial : a man violent from

the operation of antimony.
The former depend upon a corrupt incinerated

melancholy, and the latter upon an adust stibial or

eruginous sulphur. Harvey.
This stibiarian presseth audaciously upon the royal

throne, and, after some sacrification, tendereth a
bitter pill of sacrilege and cruelty; but, when the
same was rejected because it was violent, then he

presents his antirnonian potion. White.

STICHI, an ancient kind of verse.

STICHOS, a name given by the old writers

to a pectoral confection, the principal ingredient
of which was the herb marrubium, or horehound.

STICK, v. n., v. a., & n. s.^\ Pret & part.

STICKLE, v. a. tpass. stuck ; Sax.

STICKLER, n. s. f j-tican. To ad-

STICKY, adj. J here
;

fasten up-
on

; be united with, or rest upon ; stop ; lose

motion: hence to be constant ; remain ; sci'uple;
hesitate : as a verb active, to fasten on, fasten by
transfixion ; stab ; pain with any thing pointed :

as a noun substantive, any long and slender in-

strument; a long and slender piece of wood :

' to stick out
'

is to be remarkably prominent: to

stickle is (literally) to interpose with sticks, as

the seconds of prize fighters formerly did : to

interpose between combatants
; contest ;

alter-

cate ; act between opposite parties : the noun
substantive corresponding : sticky is visrous ;

adhesive.

His flesh is consumed away that it cannot be seen,

and his bones that were not seen stick out.

Job xxxiii. 21.

I will cause the fish of thy rivers to stick unto thy
scales. Ezeh.

Basilius, the judge, appointed sticklers and trum-

pets, whom the others should obey. Sidney.

Now does lie feel

His secret murthers sticking on his hands.

Slmfapeare. Macbeth.

Wherefore could I not pronounce amen ?

I' had most need of blessing, and amen

Stuck in my throat. Id.

If we should fail,

We fail !

But screw your courage to the sticking place,

And we'll not fail. W-

The knave will stick by thee, I can assure thoc

that : he will not out, he is true bred.

Shakspeare. Henru IV.
"
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Though the sword be put into the sheath, we must

not sufler it there to rust, or stick so fast as that we

shall not be able to draw it readily when need re-

quires. Raleigh.

The green caterpillar breedeth in the inward parts

of roses not blown, where the dew sticheth. Bacon.

The going away of that which had staid s long,

doth yet stick with me. Id. Natural History.

Herbs which last longest are those of strong smell,

and with a sticky stalk. Id.

The church of Rome, under pretext of exposition

of scripture, doth not stick to add and alter. Bacon.

Let them go to't, and stickle,

Whether a conclave or conventicle. Cleaveland.

The first contains a sticking fast to Christ, when

the Christian profession is persecuted ;
and the se-

cond a rising from sin, as he rose to a new Christian

life. Hammond.

They never doubted the commons ;
but heard all

stuck in the lords house, and desired the names of

those who hindered the agreement between the lords

and commons. Clarendon.

Fortune, as she's wont, turned fickle,

And for the foe began to stickle. Hudibras.

Quercetanus, though the grand stickler for the tria

prima, has this concession of the irresolubleness of

diamonds. Boyle.

They could not but conclude that to be their in-

terest, and, being so convinced, pursue it and stick

to it. Tillotson.

None of those, who stick at this impediment, have

any enemies so bitter and implacable as they found

theirs. Kettlewell.

Some strike from clashing flints their fiery seed,

Some gather sticks the kindled flames to feed.

Dryden.
Two troops in fair array one moment showed

;

The next, a field with fallen bodies strowed :

The points of spears are stuck within the shield,

The steeds without their riders scour the field,

The knight's unhorsed. Id.

Some stic* to you, and some to t'other side. Id.

I'll stand betwixt ;
it first shall pierce my heart,

We will be stuck together on his dart.

Id. Tyrannich Love.

A lofty pile they rear ;

The fabrick's front with cypress twigs they strew,

And stick the sides with boughs of baleful yew.
Dryden .

When he sees half of the Christians killed, and

the rest in a fair way of being routed, he stickles be-

twixt the remainder of God's host and the race of

fiends. Id.

Our former chiefs, like sticklers of the war,
First sought to inflame the parties, then to poise :

The quarrel loved, but did the cause abhor;
And did not strike to hurt, but make a noise. Id.

Rather than impute our miscarriages to our own

corruption, we do not stick to arraign providence itself.

L'Estrange.
If the matter be knotty, the mind must stop and

buckle to it, and stick upon it with labour and thought,
and not leave it till it has mastered the difficulty.

Locke.

That two bodies cannot be in the same place is a

truth that nobody any more sticks at than at this

maxim, that it is impossible for the same thing to be

and not to be. Id.

Where they stick, they are not to be farther puzzled

by putting them upon finding it out themselves. Id.

I shudder at the name !

My blood runs backward, and my fault'ring tongue
Sticks at the sound. Smith's Phaedra and Hippolitus.

The Heruli, when their old kindred fell sick, stuck

them with a dagger. Grew.

We are your only friends
;

stick by us, and we
will stick by you. Davenant.

Would our ladies, instead of sticking on a patch

against their country, sacrifice their necklaces against
the common enemy, what decrees ought not to be
made in their favour ! Addison.

The advantage will be on our side, if we stick to

its essentials. Id. Freeholder.

The 'inferior tribe of common women have, inmost

reigns, been the professed sticklers for such as have

acted against the true interests of the nation. Id.

To stick at nothing for the publick interest, is re-

presented as the refined part of the Venetian wisdom.
Id. on Italy.

Some stick not to say, that the parson and attorney

forged a will. Arbuthnot.

He is often stigmatized with it, as a note of infa-

my, to stick by him whilst the world lasteth.

Sanderson.

Oh for some pedant reign,

Some gentle James to bless the land again ;

To stick the doctor's chair unto the throne,

Give law to words, or war with words alone. Pope.
I am satisfied to trifle away my time, rather than

let it stick by me. Id. Letters.

In their quarrels they proceed to calling names,
till they light upon one th'at is sure to stick. Swift.

The tory or high church clergy were the stickler*

against the exorbitant proceedings of king James II.

Id.

All place themselves in the list of the national

church, though they are great sticklers for liberty of

conscience. Id.

Souls a little more capacious can take in the con-

nexion of a few propositions ;
but if the chain be

prolix, here they stick and are confounded.

Watts on the Mind.

Proverbial sentences are formed into a verse

whereby they stick upon the memory. Watts.

If on your fame our sex a blot has thrown,

'Twill ever stick thro' malice of your own. Young.

STICKS, or FOOT-STICKS, in printing, slips of

wood that lie between the foot of the page and

the chase, to which they are wedged fast by the

quoins, to keep the form firm in conjunction
with the side-sticks, which are placed at the side

of the page, and fixed in the same manner by
means of quoins.
STICKLEBACK, or STICKLEBAG, in ichthy-

ology. See GASTEROSTEUS.

STIFELIUS, a German divine and mathe-

matician, born at Eslingen, in 1509. He pub-
lished a treatise on Algebra, in the German lan-

guage, and another on the Calendar. He died

at Jena in 1657, aged fifty-eight.

STIFF, adj. ~}
Sax. r-t'F 5

Danish

STIF'FEN, v. a & v. n.
\ stiff; Swed. styf. Ri-

STIFFHEART"ETJ, adj. [_ gid ; inflexible ; strong ;

STIFF'LY, adv. (resisting flexure; not

STIFF'NECKED, adj. (flaccid; not pliant:

STIFF'NESS, n. s. J hence hardy; stubborn ;

perHnicious, harsh; formal: to stiffen is to

make stiff; grow stiff; become torpid or obsti-

nate: the adverb and noun substantive follow

th senses of stiff, adjective : and the compounds
are of obvious meaning.

He stiffened his neck, and hardened his heart from

turning unto the Lord. 2 Chron. xxxvi. 13.

They are impudent children, and stiff-hearted.
Ezek. ii.

I commended them that stood so stiffly for the

Lord. 2 Esdras*
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The poor, by them disrobed, naked lie,

Veiled with no other covering but the sky ;

Exposed to stiff 'ning frosts, and drenching showers,

Which thickened air from her black bosom pours.

Sandys.
An infinite charge to her majesty, to send over

such an army as should tread down all that standeth

before them on foot, and lay on the ground all the

stiffnecked. Spenser.

There fill yourself with those most joyous sights,

But speak no word to her of these sad plights ,

Which her too constant stiffness
doth constrain. Id.

We neither allow unmeet nor purpose the stiff de-

fence of any unnecessary custom heretofore received.

Hooker.

In matters divine, it is still maintained stiffly, that

they have no stiffnecked force. Id.

How stiff is my vile sense,

That I stand up, and have ingenious feeling
Of my huge sorrows ! Better I were distract !

Shakspeare.

This is stiff"
news. Id.

When the blast of war blows in our ears,

Stiffen the sinews, summon up the blood,

Disguise fair nature with hard-favoured rage.
Id. Henry V.

The Indian fig of itself multiplieth from root to

root
;
the plenty of the sap, and the softness of the

stalk, making the bough, being over-loaden and not

stiffly upheld, to weigh down. Bacon.

The stiffness and dryness of iron to melt, must be

holpen by moistening or opening it. Id.

Yield to others when there is cause ;
but it is a

shame to stand stiffin a foolish argument. Taylor.
On a

stiff gale
The Thebari swan extends his wings. Denham.

This siiffnecked pride nor art nor force can bend,
Nor high-flown hope, to reason's lure descend. Id.

The pillars of this frame grow weak,

My sinews slacken, and an icy stiffness

Benumbs my blood. Id.

They, rising
1 on

stiff pinions, tower

The mid aerial sky. Milton.

A war ensues, the Cretans own their cause,

Stiff to defend their hospitable laws. Dryden.
Her eyes grow stiffen'd, and with sulphur burn. Id.

Her gtijpning grief,

Who saw her children slaughtered all at once,
Was dull to mine. Id. and Lee.

The tender soil, then stiffening by degrees,
Shut from the bounded earth the bounding seas.

Dryden.
Some souls we see

Grow hard, and stiffen with adversity. Id.

Still less and less my boiling spirits flow
;

/ nd I grow stiff as cooling metals do.

Id. Indian Emperour.
To try new shrouds, one mounts into the wind,

And one below their ease or
stiffness notes.

Dryden.
The willow bows and recovers, the oak is stubborn

and inflexible
; and the punishment of that stiffness

is one branch of the allegory. L' Estrange.
Firmness or stiffness of the mind is not from adhe-

rence to truth, but submission to prejudice. Locke.

Mingling with that oily liquor, they were wholly
incorporate, and so grew more stiff and firm, making
but one substance. Burnet's Theory.
The vices of old age have the stiffness of it too ;

nd, as it is the unfittest time to learn in, so the un-
Stness oi' it to unlearn will be found much greater.

South's Sermons.
The French are open, familiar, and talkative ;

the

. talian
stiff', ceremonious, and reserved.

Aildiam on Italy.

Fix'd in astonishment I gaze upon thee,
Like one just blasted by a stroke from heaven,W ho pants for breath, and stiffens yet alive ;

In dreadful looks, a monument of wrath. Id. Catn.
All this religion sat

easily upon him, without anyof that ttiffneu and constraint, any of those forbid-

ding appearances, which disparage the actions of the

sincerely pious. Atterburii.
Rules and critical observations improve a good ge-

nius, where nature leadeth the way, provided he is

not too scrupulous ; for that will introduce a
stiffness

and affectation which are utterly abhorrent from all

good writing. Felton.

The glittering robe

Hung floating loose, or
stiff with mazy gold.

Thomson.

Stiff forms are bad, but let not worse intrude,
Nor conquer art and nature to be rude. Young.

STIFFLE, or great muscle, in the manege,
is the part of the hind leg of a horse which ad-
vances towards his belly. This is a most dan-

gerous part to receive a blow upon.
STIGLIANO, or STILIGIANO, a town of Na-

ples, in Basilicata, famous for its baths; twenty-
four miles S. S. E. of Acerenza.

STIGMA, in botany, the summit or top of the

style, accounted by the sexualists the female or-

gan of generation in plants, which receives the

fecundating dust of the tops of the stamina, and
transmits its vapor or effluvia through the style
into the heart of the seed bud, for the purpose of

impregnating the seeds.

STIGMATA (plural of stigma), in antiquity,
certain marks impressed on the left shoulders of

soldiers when listed.

STIGMATA were also a kind of notes or abbre-

viations, consisting only of points, disposed va-

rious ways ;
as in triangles, squares, crosses, &c.

STIGMATA is also a term introduced by the

Franciscans to express the marks or prints of

our Saviour's wounds, said to have been miracu-

lously impressed by him on the body of their

seraphic father St. Francis.

STIGMATA, in entomology, the apertures in

different parts of the bodies of insects, commu-

nicating with the trachere or air-vessels, and serv-

ing for the office of respiration.

STIGMATIZING, among the ancients, was

inflicted upon slaves as a punishment, but more

frequently as a mark to know them by ; in which

case it was done by applying a red-hot iron,

marked with certain letters, to their foreheads,

till a fair impression was made
;
and then pour-

ing ink into their furrows, that the inscription

might be the more conspicuous. Soldiers were

branded in the hand with the name or character

of their general. It was also customary to stig-

matize the worshippers and votaries of some of

the gods. The marks used on these occasions

were various ;
sometimes they contained the

name of the god, sometimes his particular ensign,

as the thunderbolt of Jupiter, the trident of Nep-

tune, the ivy of Bacchus, &c., or they marked

themselves with some mystical number, whereby

the god's name was described. To these three

ways of stigmatizing, St. John is supposed to re-

fer in Rev. chap. xiii. ver. 16, 17. Theodoret is

of opinion that the Jews were forbidden to

brand themselves with stigmata, because the ido-

laters, by that ceiemony, used to consecrate
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themselves to their false gods. Among some

nations, stigmatizing was considered as a distin-

guishing mark of honor and nobility. In Thrace,

as Herodotus tells us, it was practised by none

but persons of credit, nor omitted by any but

persons of the meanest rank. The ancient Bri-

tons are also said to have imprinted on the bo-

dies of their infants the figures of animals, and

other marks, with hot irons.

STIL, or STIL DE GRAIN, in the color trade,

the name of a composition used for painting in

oil or water, and is made of a decoction of the

lycium or Avignon berry, in alum water, which

is mixed with whiting into a paste, and formed

into twisted sticks. It ought to be chosen of a

fine gold yellow, very fine, tender, and friable,

and free from dirt.

STILAGO, in botany, a genus of plants be-

longing to the class of gynandria, and order of

triandria. There is one female: CAL. mono-

phyllous, and almost three-lobed : COR. none ;

and the berry is globular. There is only one

species, viz. S. bonius.

STILBE, in botany, a genus ofplants belong-

ing to the class of polygamia, and order of dice-

cia. The exterior calyx of the hermaphrodite
flower is triphyllous ; the interior is quinqueden-
tate and cartilaginous. The corolla is funnel-

shaped and quinquefid. There are four stamina;

and there is one seed in the interior calyx calyp-

trate. The female flower is similar, has no in-

terior calyx nor fruit. There are three species ;

1. S. cornua, 2. S. ericoides, and 3. S. pinastra,

which are all foreign plants.

STILBE, or STILBEA, in the mythology, the

daughter of the river god Peneus, by Creusa,

and sister of the famous Daphne. She was not

so shy as her sister, but, according to Diodorus,

had two sons by her sister's lover, Apollo ;
viz.

Centaurus and Lapithus, the progenitors of the

Centaurs and Lapithae. Diod. iv.

STILBITE (trom <mX/3w, to shine), in mi-

neralogy, a precious stone discovered by Hauy.
See MINERALOGY.

STILE, n. s. Sax. p^ete* from r^ijan, to

climb. A set of steps to pass from one enclo-

sure to another.

There comes my master and another gentleman
from Frogmore, over the stile this way. Sha/ispeare.

If they draw several ways, they may be ready to

hang themselves upon every gate or stile they come

ajt
L' Estrange.

The little strutting pile,

You see just by the church-yard stile. Swift.

STILE, n. s. \
Rather style.

Fr. stile. A
STI'LAR. adj. } pin to cast the shadow on a sun-

dial : belonging to the stile of a dial.

Erect the stile perpendicularly over the substilar

line, so as to make an angle with the dial plane

equal to the elevation of the pole of your plane.
Moxon's Mechanical Exercises.

At fifty-one and a half degrees, which is London's

latitude, make a mark ; and, laying a ruler to the

centre of the plane and to this mark, draw a line

from the stilar line. Moion.

STILES (Ezra), DD. and LL.D, a late

learned and pious divine of the United States,

born at North Haven in Connecticut, November

19th, 1727, O. S. He studied at Yale College,

and graduated there in 1746; and in 1749 was

appointed one of its tutors, which station he

held six years. In 1755 he was settled minister

of Newport, in Rhode Island, and remained

there till 1776, when the disturbances occasioned

by the war obliged him to remove to Portsmouth

in New Hampshire. In 1777 he was elected

president of Yale College; which he held till his

death, and was also professor of Church History.
He maintained a correspondence with learned

men on both sides of the Atlantic ; and was a

member of several philosophical societies. He

possessed in an eminent degree the faculty of

communicating knowledge to his pupils. He

published some tracts suitable to his profession;
and died much respected as a citizen and a mi-

nister, on the 12th of May 1795, at Newhaven,
Connecticut, of a bilious fever.

STILETTO, n. s. Ital. stiletto; Fr. stilet.

A small pointed dagger.

When a senator should be torn in pieces, he hired

one, who, entering into the senate-house, should as-

sault him as an enemy to the state
;
and stabbing

him with stilettoes, leave him to be torn by others.

Hakewill on Providence.

STILICHO, a brave general of the Romans,
under Theodosius the Great and Honorius, who

twice merited and obtained the title of Deliverer

of Italy. Yet, after all his services, he fell under

the suspicion of Honorius, who ordered him to

be beheaded, and his family extirpated, A. D.

408. From the confused and partial records of

these dark ages it is difficult to discover the

truth ; but contemporary writers vindicate Stili-

cho. Claudian is loud in his praises, and Zosi-

mus denies the truth of the charges against him.

Hist. v. See ROME.

STILL, v. a., adj.,
& n. s.-\ Saxon r-tillan ;

STILL'BORN, adj. f Belg. stillen ;
Go-

STILL'NESS, n. s. 1 thic stilla is to fix ;

STILLY, adv. J To silence ; make

silent ; appease : quiet ; calm ; silent; motionless :

hence in still-born, signifying dead in the birth :

a calm ; silence : stillness, corresponds with still,

adjective and verb active : stilly is silently; calmly.

Gyrecia sit still, but with no still pensiveness.

Sidney.

Atin when he spied

Thus in still waves of deep delight to wade,

Fiercely approaching to him loudly cried. Spenser.

Your wife Octavia, with her modest eyes,

And stiil conclusion, shall acquire no honour,

Demuring upon me.

Shakipeare. Antony and Cleopatra.

Herne the hunter,

Sometime a keeper here in Windsor forest,

Doth all the winter time, at still of midnight,

Walk round about an oak with ragged horns.

Shakspeare.

How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank .

Here will we sit, and let the sounds of musick

Creep in our ears ;
soft stillness and the night

Become the touches of sweet harmony. Id.

Is this the scourge of France 1

Is this the Talbot so much feared abroad,

That with his name the mothers still their babes 1

Id.

The gravity and stillness of your \outh

The world hath noted. Id. Othello,
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From camp to camp, through the foul womb of

night,
The hum of either army stilly sounds.

Id. Henry V.

Grant that our hopes, yet likely of fair birth,

Should be stillborn, and that we now possest

The utmost man of expectation, we are

A body strong enough to equal with the king.

S/takspeare.

He had never any jealousy with his father, which

might give occasion of altering court or council upon
the change ;

but all things passed in a still.

Bacon's Henry VII.

In all refrainings of anger, it is the best remedy to

make a man's self believe that the opportunity of

revenge is not yet come ; but that he foresees a time

for it, and so to still himself in the mean time, and

reserve it. Bacon.

From hence my lines and I depart ;

I to my soft stili walks, they to my heart ;

I to the nurse, they to the child of art. Dunne.

Many casualties were but matter of sense
; as,

whether a child were abortive or stillborn.

Graunt's Bills of Mortality.

When black clouds draw down the lab'ring skies,

An horrid stillness first invades the ear,

And in that silence we the tempest fear. Dryden.
The pale assistants on each other stared

With gaping mouths for issuing words prepared ;

The stillborn sounds upon the palate hung,
And died imperfect on the faultering tongue.

_

Id.

That, in this state of ignorance, we shortsighted

creatures might not mistake true felicity, we are en-

dowed with a power to suspend any particular desire.

This is standing still where we are not sufficiently

assured. Locke -

Religious pleasure moves gently, and therefore

constantly. It does not affect by rapture,
but is like

the pleasure of health, which is still and sober.

South.

The storm was laid, the winds retired

Obedient to thy will ;

The sea that roared at thy command,
At thy command was still. Addison.

Hope quickens all the still parts of life, and keeps

the mind awake in her most remiss and indolent

hours. *d.

Silius Italicus has represented
it as a very gentle

and still river, in the beautiful description he has

given of it.

He, having a full sway over the water, had power
to still and compose it, as well as to move and dis-

turb it.
Woodward.

How all things listen while thy muse complains I

Such silence waits on Philomela's strains

In some still evening, when the whispering breeze

Pants on the leaves, and dies upon the trees. Pope.

Thy stone, O Sisiphus, stands ttill ;

Ixion rests upon his wheel. Id.

The third fair morn now blazed upon the main,

Then glassy smooth lay all the liquid plain,

The winds were hush'd, the billows scarcely curled,

And a dead silence still'd the wat'ry world. Id.

If a house be on fire, those at next door may es-

cape, by the stillness of the weather. Swift.

I know a trick to make you thrive ;

O, 'tis a quaint device !

Your stillborn poems shall revive,

And scorn to wrap up spice.
H.

STIIL, adv. Sax. palle. To this time; till

now
; always ;

ever ; in continuance ;
neverthe-

less ; after that.

Unless God from heaven did by vision ttill shew

them what to do, they might do nothing. Hooker.

In the primitive church, sucl> as by fear being
compelled to sacrifice to strange gods, after repented
and kept still the office of preaching the gospel.

Wldtgifte.
My brain I'll prove the female to my soul,

My soul the father
;
and these two beget

A generation of sti(i-breeding thoughts.

Shakspe :re

I with my hand at midnight held your head ;

And, like the watchful minutes to the hour,
Still and anon cheared up the heavy time,

Saying, What want you 1 Id. King John.

It hath been anciently reported, and is still re-

ceived, that extreme applauses of great multitudes

have so rarified the air, that birds flying over have
fallen down. Bacon.

lie told them, that if their king were still absent

from them, they would at length crown apes.
Davies on Ireland.

Whom the disease of talking still once possesseth,
he can never hold his peace. Ben Jon son.

Chymists would be rich, if they could still do in

great quantities what they have sometimes done in

little. Bottle.

Trade begets trade, and people go much where

many people are already gone : so men run still to a

crowd in the streets, though only to see. Temple.

Thou, O matron !

Here dying, to the shore hast left thy name ;

Cajeta still the place is called from thee,

The nurse of great /Enasas' infancy.

Dryden's ASneld,

As God sometimes addresses himself in this man-

ner to the arts of men ; so, if the heart will receive

such motions by a ready compliance, they will re-

turn more frequently, and still more and more power-

fully.
South.

The desire of fame betrays the ambitious man into

indecencies that lessen his reputation ; he is stilt

afraid lest any of his actions should be thrown away
in private.

Addison.

The moral perfections
of the Deity, the more atten-

tively we consider, the more perfectly
still \ve know

them. Atterburi/.

The fewer still you name, you wound the more ;

Bond is but one, but Hurpax is a score. Pope.

STILL, n. s. & v. n. ~\ From distil, and

STIL'LATORY, n. s. (Lat. stillo. A vessel

STILL ICIDE, f for distillation ;
an a-

STILLICID'IOUS, adj.
'lembic: to drop; fall

in drops : a stillatory is either the still or room

where it is used : stillicide, a succession of drops :

stillicidious, falling in drops : all these words are

out of use.

In all stillatoriei, the vapour is turned back upon

itself, by the encounter of the sides of the stillatory.

Bacon.

The stillicides of water, if there be water enough

to follow, will draw themselves into a small thread,

because they will not discontinue.

4d. Natural Hittory.

His sceptre against the ground he threw,

And tew stilled from him which moved a) the crew.

Chapman,

All the offices that require heat, as kitchens, stilla-

lories, stoves, should be meridional.

Wotton i Aremtecture.

Short thick sobs, whose thundering volleys float,

And roul themselves over her lubric throat

In panting murmurs, stitted out of her breast,

That ever bubbling spring.

Nature's confectioner, the bee,

Whose suckets are moist alclmny
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The still of his refining mold

Minting the garden into gold. Cleaveland.

Crystal is sometimes found in rocks, and in some

places not unlike the stirious or stillicidious dependen-
cies of ice. Bruwn.

These are nature's stillutories, in whose caverns
the ascending vapours are congealed to that universal

aquavitae, that good fresh water.

More against Atheism.

In distilling hot spirits, if the head of the still be

taken off, the vapour which ascends out of the still

will take fire at the flame of a candle, and the flame

will run along the vapour from the candle to the

still. Newton's Opticks.
This fragrant spirit is obtained from all plants

in the least aromatick, by a cold still, with a heat

not exceeding that of summer.
Arbttthnot on Aliments.

STILL-BOTTOM, in the distillery, a name

given by the traders to what remains in the still

after working the wash into low wines. These
bottoms are procured in the greatest quantity
from the malt-wash, and are of so much value to

the distiller in the fattening of hogs, &c., that he
often finds them one of the most valuable articles

of the business. See DISTILLATION.

STILLINGFLEET(Edward), bishop ofWor-

cester, was the son of Samuel Stillingfleet, gent.
and was born at Cranborn in Dorsetshire in

1635. He was educated at St. John's College,

Cambridge ; and, having received orders, was, in

1657, presented to the rectory of Sutton in Not-

tinghamshire. By publishing his Origines Sa-

crae, one of the ablest defences of revealed reli-

gion that has ever been written, he soon acquired
such reputation that he was appointed preacher
of the Rolls Chapel ; and in January 1665 was

presented to the rectory of St. Andrew's, Hoi-
born. He was afterwards chosen lecturer at the

Temple, and appointed chaplain in ordinary to

king Charles II. In 1668 he took the degree of

D. D., and was soon after engaged in a dispute
with those of the Romish religion, by publishing
his Discourse concerning the Idolatry and Fana-
ticism of the Church of Rome, which he after-

wards defended against several antagonists. In
1680 he preached at Guildhall chapel a sermon
on Phil. iii. 26, which he published under the

title of The Mischief of Separation ; and, this

being immediately attacked by several writers,
lie in 1683 published his Unreasonableness ot

Separation. In 1685 appeared his Origines
Britannica?, or the Antiquities of the British

Church, in folio. During the reign of king
James II. he wrote several tracts against popery,
andwas prolocutor of the convocation, as he had
likewise been under Charles II. After the Re-
volution he was advanced to the bishopric of

Worcester, and was engaged in a dispute with

the Socinians, and also with Mr. Locke ; in

which last contest he is generally thought to have

been unsuccessful. He died at Westminster in

1699, and was interred in the cathedral of Wor-

cester, where a monument was erected to his

memory by his son. Dr. Stillingfleet wrote se-

veral other works, which, with the above, have

been reprinted in 6 vols. folio.

STILLINGFLEET (Edward), son of the bishop,
was fellow of St. John's College in Cambridge,
F. R. S., M. D., and Gresham professor ofphysic ,

but marrying in 1692 he lest his lucrative offices

and his father's favor
; a misfortune that affected

both himself and his posterity. However, going
into orders, he obtained, by his father's means,
the living of Newington Butts, which he imme-
diately exchanged for those of Wood-Norton,
and Swanton in Norfolk. He died in 1708.

STILLINGFLEET (Benjamin), only son of the

preceding, was educated at Norwich school,
which he left in 1720, with the character of an
excellent scholar. He then went to Trinity Col-

lege in Cambridge, at the request of Dr. Bentley,
the master, who had been private tutor to his

father, domestic chaplain to his grandfather, and
much indebted to the family. Here he was a
candidate for a fellowship, but was rejected by
the master's influence. This was a severe and

unexpected disappointment, and but little alle-

viated by the doctor's apology, that it was a pity
that a gentleman of Mr. Stillingfleet's parts
should be buried within the walls of a college.
See BENTLEY. This ingratitude of Dr. Bentley
was however not of any real disservice to Mr.

Stillingfleet. By being thrown upon the world,
he formed many honorable and valuable connet-
tions. He dedicated some translations of Linnaus
to the late lord Lyttleton, partly, he says, from
motives of private respect and honor. Lori

Barrington gave him the place of the master of the

barracks at Kensington ; a favor to which Mr.

Stillingfleet, in the dedication of his Calendar of

Flora to that nobleman, alludes with politeness
and gratitude. His Calendar of Flora was found
at Stratton in Norfolk in 1755, at the hospitable
seat of his worthy and ingenious friend Mr.

Marsham, who had made several observations

of that kind, and had communicated to the public
his curious observations on the growth of trees.

But it was to Mr. Wyndham of Felbrig in Nor-
folk that he appears to have had the greatest ob-

ligations ; he travelled abroad with him, spent
much of his time at his house, and was appoint-
ed one of his executors (Mr. Garrick was ano-

ther), with a considerable addition to an annuity
which that gentleman had settled upon him in

his lifetime. Mr. Stillingfleet's genius seems to

have led him principally to the study of natural

history : which he prosecuted as an ingenious

philosopher, a useful citizen, and a good man.
In this walk oflearning he mentions, as his friends,
Dr. W'atson, Dr. Solander, Mr. Hudson, Mr.
Price of Foxley, Mr. Pennant, and some others.

Mr. Stillingfleet published a volume of miscel-

laneous tracts, which is in much esteem, and
does great honor to his head and heart. They
are chiefly translations of some essays in the

Amcenitates Academicae, published by Linnaeus,

interposed with some observations and additions

of his own. But his Essay on Conversation,

published in the first volume of Dodsley's Col-

lection of Poems, entitles him to a distinguished
rank among our English poets. Here more than

once Mr. Stillingfleet shows himself still sore

for Dr. Bentley's cruel treatment of him ; and,
towards the beautiful and moral close of it, seems
to hint at a mortification of a more delicate na-

ture, which he had suffered from the other sex.

To these disappointments it was perhaps owing
that Mr. Stillingfleet neither married nor went
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into orders. His London residence was at a Sad-
dler's in Piccadilly; where he died in 1771, aged
above seventy, leaving several valuable papers
behind him.

STILLINGIA, in botany, a genus of plants

belonging to the class of monoecia, and to the
order of monodelphia : MALE CAL. hemispherical
and multiflorous : COR. tubulous, and erase or

gnawed ; FEMALE CAL. uniflorous and inferior :

COR. superior. The style is trifid, and the CAPS.

three-grained. There is one species; S.sylvatica
STILOBATUM in architecture, denotes the

body of the pedestal of any column.

STILPO, a celebrated philosopher of Megara,
who flourished in the reign of Ptolemy Euergetes.
In his youth he had been addicted to licentious

pleasures, from which he religiously refrained

from the moment that he ranked himself among
philosophers. When Ptolemy Soter, at the taking
of Megara, offered him a large sum of money,
and requested that he would accompany him into

Egypt, he accepted but a small part of the offer,

and retired to the island of ./Egina, whence, on

Ptolemy's departure, he returned to Megara.
That city being again taken by Demetrius the son
of Antigonus, and the philosopher required to

give an account of any effects which he had lost

during the hurry of the plunder, he replied that

he had lost nothing ;
for no one could take from

him his learning and eloquence. So great was
the fame of Stilpo that the most eminent philo-

sophers of Athens took pleasure in attending

upon his discourses. His peculiar doctrines

were, that species or universals have no real ex-

istence, and that one thing cannot be predicated
of another. With respect to the former of these

opinions, he seemed to have taught the same
doctrine with the sect afterwards known by the

appellation of nominalists. To prove that one

thing cannot be predicated of another, he said,

that goodness and man, for instance, are different

things, which cannot be confounded by asserting
the one to be the other; he argued farther, that

goodness is a universal, and universals have no

real existence : consequently, since nothing can-

not be predicated of any thing, goodness cannot

be predicated of man. Thus, whilst this subtle

logician was, through his whole argument, pre-

dicating one thing of another, he denied that any
one thing could be the accident or predicate of

another. If Stilpo was serious in this reasoning ;

if he meant any thing more than to expose the

sophistry of the schools, he must be confessed to

have been an eminent master of the art of

wrangling ; and it was not wholly without rea-

son that Glycera, a celebrated courtezan, when
she was reproved by him as a corrupter of youth,

replied that the charge might be justly retorted

upon himself, who spent his time in filling their

heads with sophistical quibbles and useless sub-

tilties. In ethics he seems to have been a Stoic,

and in religion he had a public and a private

doctrine, the former for the multitude, and the

latter for his friends. He admitted the existence

of a supreme divinity, but had too much sense to

reverence the Grecian superstitions.

STILTS, n. s. Sax j-toelcan ; Swed. styltcr.

Supports on which boys raise themselves when
thev walk.

Some could not be content to walk upon the bat-
tlements, but they must put themselves upon stilts,

tfowel's England's Tear*.
Ihe heron, and such like fowl that live of fishes

walk on long stills like the people in the marshes.
More against Atheism.

Men must not walk upon stilts. L'Estrange.

STIMULATE, v.a.
} Latin stimulo. To

STIMULA'TION, n. s. i prick ; to prick for-

ward; excite; urge by a pungent motive: in

physic, to excite a quick sensation, with a deri-
vation towards the part : the noun substantive

corresponding.
Extreme cold stimulates, producing first a rigour,

and then a glowing heat
; those things which stimu-

late in the extreme degree excite pain.
Arbuthnot on Diet.

Some medicines lubricate, and others both lubricate
and stimulate.

Sharp.
Some persons, from the secret stimulation!; of vanity

or envy, despise a valuable book, and throw contempt
upon it by wholesale. Watts on the Mind.

STIMULI (Lat.) stimulus ; in botany, a spe-
cies of armature or offensive weapon, witli which
some plants, as nettle, cassada, acalypha, and

tragia are furnished. Their use, says Linnaeus, is

by their venomous punctures to keep off naked
animals that would approach to hurt them.

STIMULI, stimulants, or exciting powers, in

the new system of medicine, comprehend every
thing that can affect the human body, or mind,

inwardly or outwardly. These Dr. Brown di-

vides into internal and external
;
and the latter

he subdivides into durable and diffusible. See

BRUNOMAN SYSTEM.

STING, v. a. & n. .- .

^ Pret. I sturig or stang ;

STING'LESS, adj. Spurt, pass, stang or

stung. Sax. r-tm^an ; Isl. stungen, sore pricked.
To pierce or wound with a darted point, as that

of wasps or scorpions; to pain acutely: any

thing that gives a sharp pain or morbid.sensa-

tion ; the point of an epigram.
The snake, rolled in a flow'ry bank,

With shining checkered slough, doth sting a child

That for the beauty thinks it excellent. Shakspeare.
His unkindness,

That stript her from his benediction, turned her

To foreign casualties, gave her dear right

To his doghearted daughters ;,
these things sting him

So venomously that burning shame detains him

From his Cordelia. !

Serpents have venomous teeth, which are mistaken

for their st ing.
Bacon's Natural History.

His rapier was a hornet's sting,

It was a very dangerous thing ;

For if he chanced to hurt the king,

It would be long in healing. Drayton,

He hugs this viper when he thinks it stingiest

Decay <f I
1
inn.

That snakes and vipers tting, and transmit their

mischief by the tail, is not easily to he justified ; the

poison lying about the teeth, and communicated by

the bite.
Biwriir.

It is not the jerk or sting of an epigram, nor the

seeming contradiction of a poor antithesis.

Dry /< .

No more I wave

To prove the hero slander stings the brave. /'/*.

The stinging lash apply.
The Jews receiving this book originally

with such

sting in it, shews that the authority was high.
J

I in Acs.
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The STING is an apparatus in the bodies of

certain insects, in form of a little spear, serving
them as a weapon of offence. See BEE.

STING-RAY, in ichthyology. See RAIA.

STIN'GY, adj. Ital. stenau. A low cant

word. Covetous ; niggardly ; avaricious.

A stingy narrow-hearted fellow, that had a deal of

choice fruit, had not the heart to touch it till it be-

gan to be rotten. L'Estrange.
He relates it only by parcels, and won't give us the

whole ; which forces me to bespeak his friends to

eugage him to lay aside that ttingy humour, and gra
j

lify the publick at once.

Arbuthnot's History of John Bull.

STINK, v. n. & rz. s. ^
P-et. I stunk or

STINK'ER, n.s. f stank. Sax.
j-rinian ;

STINK'INGLY, adv. ^Belgic
and Teutonic

STINK'POT, n. s. ) stincken ; Swed. stinka.

To emit an offensive smell, commonly a smell of

putrefaction : a smell of this kind : a stinker is

something intended to emit such a smell : the

adverb corresponds with the verb neuter : and

stinkpot is a name given to a composition pecu-

liarly offensive to the smell.

When the children of Ammon saw that they stunk

before David, they sent and hired Syrians.
2 Sam. x. 6.

John, it will be stinkiny law for his breath.

Shakspeare.
Those stinks which the nostrils straight abhor are

not most pernicious ;
but such airs as have some

similitude with man's body, and so betray the spirits.
Bacon's Natural History.

The air may be purified by burning of stinkpots or

stinkers in contagious lanes. Harvey.

They share a sin, and such proportions fall,

That, like a stink, 'tis nothing to them all.

Dryden.
What a fool art thou to leave thy mother for a

nasty stinking goat ! L'Est-ange.
Most of smells want names ; sweet and stinking

"serve our turn for these ideas, which is little more
than to call them pleasing and displeasing. Locke.

Chloris, this costly way to stink give o'er,

Tis throwing sweet into a common shore
;

Not all Arabia would sufficient be ;

Thou smell'st not of thy sweets, they stink of thee.

GranviUe.

By what criterion do ye eat, d' ye think,
If this is prized for sweetness, that for stink. Pope.

The STINK-POT is an earthen jar or shell

charged with powder, grenadoes, and other ma-
terials of an offensive and suffocating smell. It

is frequently used by privateers, in the western

ocean, in the attack of an enemy whom he de-

signs to board ; for which purpose it is fur-

nished with a light fuse at the opening or touch-

hole. See BOARDING.

STINT, v. a. & n. s. Swed. and Goth, stynta ;

Isl. stunta. To bound ; limit
; restrain ; stop :

a limit; bound; restraint: hence a portion or

assigned quantity.

Then hopeless, heartless, 'gan the cunning thief,

Persuade us die, to stint all further strife. Spenser.
The reason hereof is the end which he hath pro-

posed , and the law whereby his wisdom hath stinted

the effects of his power in such sort that it doth not

work infinitely, but correspondently, unto that end
for which it worketh. Hooker.

Touching the stint or measure thereof, rites and

ceremonies, and other external things of the like na-

ture, being hurtful unto the church, either in respect
of their quality, or in regard of their number ;

in the

former there could be no doubt or difficulty what
would be done; their deliberation in the latter was
more difficult. Id.

Our stint of woe
Is common

; every day a sailor's wife

The masters of some merchant, and the merchant,
Have just our theme of woe. Shakspeare.

He that gave the hint,

This letter for to print,
Must also pay the stint. Denham.

Nature wisely stints our appetite,
And craves no more than undisturbed delight.

Drifden.

The exteriors of mourning, a decent funeral, and
black habits, are the usual stints of common hus-

bands. Fd.

A supposed heathen deity might be so poor in his

attributes, so stinted in his knowledge, that a Pagan
might hope to conceal his perjury from his notice.

Addison.

I shall not go about to extenuate the latitude of

the curse upon the earth, or stint it only to the pro-
duction of weeds

;
but give it its full scope, in an

universal diminution of the fruitfulness of the earth.

Woodward.

How much wine drink you in a day ? my stint in

company is a pint at noon. Swift.

Few countries which, if well cultivated, would not

support double their inhabitants
;

and yet fewer

where one-third are not extremely stinted in necessa-

ries. Id.

She stints them in their meals, and is very scrupu-
lous of what they eat and drink, and tells them how

many fine shapes she has seen spoiled in her time for

want of such care. Law. '

STIPA, feather-grass, in botany, a genus of

plants belonging to the class of triandria and

order of digynia; and in the natural system

ranging under the fourth order, gramina. The

calyx is bivalved. The exterior valve of the

corolla is terminated by an awn; the base is

jointed. There are nine species; viz. 1. S. ar-

guens; 2. aristella; 3. avenacea; 4. capillata;
5. juncea; 6. membranacea ; 7. pennata; 8. spi-
cata ; and, 9. tenacissima. Of these only one is

British ; viz. S. pennata, the common feather-

grass. The beards are feathered. The plant rises

to ten inches, grows on mountains, ajid flowers

in July or August.
STI'PEND, n. s. ) Lat. stipcndium.

STIPENDIARY, adj. &n. s. J Wages; settled

pay : stipendiary is receiving salaries or a stated

price : he who receives such price.

His great stipendiary prelates came with troops of

evil appointed horsemen not half full.

Knolles's History.
All the earth

Her kings and tetrarchs, are their tributaries ;

People and nations pay them hourly stipends.

Ben Jonson.

This whole country is called the kingdom of T unis
;

the king whereof is a kind of stipendiary unto the

Turk. Abbot.

St. Paul's zeal was expressed in preaching without

any offerings or stipend. Taylor.
If thou art become

A tyrant's vile stipendiary, with grief
That valour thus triumphant I behold

Which, after all its danger and brave toil

Deserves no honour from the gods of men. Glover.
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Place rectors in the remaining churches, which

are now served only by stipendiary curates. Swift.

STIPEND, among the ancient Romans, signified

the same with tribute : and hence stipendiarii
were the same with tributarii.

STIPULA, in botany, one of the fulcra or

props of plants, defined by Linnaeus to be a

scale, or small leaf, stationed on each side the

base of the footstalks of the flower and leaves, at

He did keep
The deck, with glove, or hat, or handkerchief,
Still waving, as the stirs and fits of 's mind
Could best express how slow his soul sailed on
How swift his ship. [d , Cymbelme.A perpetual spring, not found elsewhere but in
the Indies only, by reason of the sun's neighbour-
hood, the life and stirrer up of nature in a perpetual
activity. RaleiKh.

Preserve the right of thy place, but stir not ques-
their first appearance, for the purpose of sup- tions of jurisdiction; and rather assume thy rigluTn
port. Elmgren restricts it to the footstalks of silence, than voice it with claims. Bacon,
the leaves only.

STIPULATE, v. n. )

STIPULATION, n. s. $ pulor. To contract;

bargain ; settle terms : the noun substantive cor-

responding.
We promise obediently to keep all God's com-

mandments
;
the hopes given by the gospol depend

on our performance of that stipulation. Rogers.
The Romans very much neglected their maritime

Being advertised of some stirs raised by his unna-

Fr. stipuler ; Lat. sti-
tu

.

ral sons in England, h* departed out of Ireland
without a blow, Davies.
Tumultuous stirs upon this strife ensue. Drayton.

Nestor next beheld
The subtle Pylian orator range up and down the

field,

Embattelling his men at armes, and stirring all to

blows. Chapman.
He did make these stirs, grieving that the name~ . - , ." . . . i .1 ,-, ,, . . "<: "'u maivc uiiese stin, yiieviuij uiai ill

affairs ; for they stipulated with the Carthaginians to of Christ was at all b ht fnto^tnrmch thorn ix/itn chine trr Trsnenftrt nmi wnr -r-r . .. .furnish them with ships for transport and war.

Arbuthnot.

STIPULATION, in the civil law, the act of sti-

pulating, that is, of treating and concluding terms

and conditions to be inserted in a contract. Sti-

pulations were anciently performed at Rome with

abundance of ceremonies ; the first whereof was,
that one party should interrogate and the other

answer to give his consent and oblige himself.

By the ancient Roman law nobody could stipu-
late for himself; but as the tabelliones were pub-
lic servants they were allowed to stipulate for

their masters; and the notaries succeeding the

tabelliones have inherited the same privilege.

STIR, v. a., v. n., & n. s. Sax. ftinian ; Belg.
stooren ; Teut. stoeren. To move ; remove from

its place : hence to raise ; excite ; agitate ;

He hath spun a fair thread, to make all this stir

for such a necessity as no man ever denied.

Bishop BramhalL.

Tell, said the soldier, miserable Sir,

Why all these words, this clamour, and this stir ?

Why do disputes in wrangling spend the day ?

Den/tarn.

The vigorous spirit
of Montrose stirred him tip to

make some attempt, whether he had any help or no.

Clarendon.

They had the semblance of great bodies behind.

on the other side of the hill
;
the falsehood of which

would have been manifest as soon as they should

move from the place where they were, and from

whence they were not to stir. Id.

Such mirth the jocund flute or gamesome pipe
Stirs up among the loose unlettered hinds. Milton.

Raphael, thou hearest what stir on earth

taking up (intens.) : as a verb neuter, to move Satan, from hell 'scaped through the darksome gulf,~-* :

Hath raised in Paradise, and how disturbed

This night the human pair.
Id.

One judgment in parliament, that cases of that

nature ought to be determined according to the com-

mon law, is of greater weight than many cases to

one's self; change place ; be in motion : a com-
motion

; public disturbance ; agitation of the

thoughts or passions.
Hell is moved for thee, to meet thee at thy coming ;

it stirreth up the dead for thee. Isaiah xiv. 9.

The words of Judas were very good, and able to the contrary, wherein the question was no

stir them up to valour. 2 Maccabees xiv. 17.

The greedy thirst of royal crown,
That knows no kindred, no regards, no right,
Stirred Porrex up to put his brother down. Spenser.
No power he had to stir, nor will to rise. Id.

yea, even though it should be stirred, and the con-

trary affirmed. Male.

The great stirs of the disputing world are but the

conflicts of the humours. Olnnrillf.

The improving of his own parts and happiness

Whensoever the earl shall die, all those lands are stir$ him up to so notable a design.
More against Atheism.

After all this s(ir about them, they are good for

nothing.
TUlotim

Spenser's Ireland. My foot I had never yet in five days been able to

Having overcome and thrust him out of his king- stir, but as it was lifted.

to come unto her majesty ; he is like to make a foul

stir there, though of himself of no power, yet through

supportance of some others who lie in the wind.

dom, he stirred up the Christians and Numidians

against him. Knolles.

With him is come the mother queen :

An Ate stirring him to blood and strife.

Sftakspeare.

If you itir these daughters' hearts

Against their father, fool me not so much
To bear it tamely. Id. King Lear.

Come on
; give me your hand, Sir ; an early

ttirrer. Shakspeare

The soldiers love her brother's memory,

And for her sake some mutiny will stir. Dryden.

To stir tip vigour in him, employ him in some

constant bodily labour.

Consider, after so much stir about genus at

species, how few words we have yet settled defini-

tions of.

Silence is usually worse than the fiercest

loudest accusations ;
since it proceeds

from a kind

of numbness or stupidity
of conscience, and an aL>-

rrer. anamveure. i
------J .

I

If the gentlewoman that attends the general's
solute dominion obtained by sin over

* CMu
wife besting, tell her there's one Cassio entreats

of her a little favour of speech.
Id. Othello.

What hallooing and what stir is this to-day 1

hall not so much as d *

snr.
J~Thou with rebel .nso ence die

that it

make a

a aoong an wa sr s s -

These are my mates, that make their wills their law, To own and to prntec
that

Have some unhappy passenger in cl.ace. Shal^mc. To rtir the factious rabble up to arms.
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The great Judge of all knows every different de-

gree of human improvement, from these weak stir-

rings and tendencies of the will, which have not yet
formed themselves into regular purposes, to the last

entire consummation of a good habit.

Addison's Spectator.
The use of the passions is to stir up the mind and

put it upon action, to awake the understanding,
and to enforce the will. Addison.

Other spirits
Shoot through their tracts, and distant muscles fill :

This sovereign, by his arbitrary nod,
Restrains or sends his minister abroad ;

Swift and obedient to his high command,

They stir a finger, or they lift a hand. Blackmore.

Will it not reflect on thy character, Nic, to turn

barreter in thy old days ;
a stirrer up of quarrels

betwixt thy neighbours 1 Arbuthnot.

If they happen to have any superior character,

they fancy they have a right to talk freely upon
every thing that stirs or appears. Watts.

We acknowledge a man to be mad or melancholy,
who fancies himself to be glass, and so is afraid of

stirring ,- or, taking himself to be wax, dares not let

the sun shine upon him. Law.

STIR'IOUS, adj. Lat. stiria. Resembling
icicles.

Chrystal is found sometimes in rocks, and in

some places not much unlike the stirious or stilli-

cidious dependencies of ice.

Browne's Vulgar Enours.

STIRLING, an ancient city of Scotland, si-

tuated on the river Forth, called also Sterling
and Striveling; from the former of which Boe-
thius and others derive the name Sterling money,
because Osbeit, a Saxon prince, after the over-

throw of the Scots, established a mint there.

The name of Striveling is said to have been

derived from the frequency of strifes or conflicts

in the neighbourhood. The great street is very
broad. The other streets are narrow and irre-

gular. Stirling is in miniature a resemblance of

Edinburgh, being built on a rock of the same

form, with a fortress on the summit. The origin
of the castle is unknown. The rock of Stirling
was strongly fortified by the Picts, amongst whom
architecture and other useful arts had made a

considerable progress. As it lay in the extre-

mities of their kingdom the possession of it was
the occasion of frequent contests betwixt them
and the Scots and Northumbrians

; each of whose
dominions did for some time terminate near it.

When the Scots, under Kenneth II., overthrew
the Pictish empire in the ninth century (as re-

lated under S ,OTLAND) they endeavoured to

obliterate every memorial of that people. They
not only gave new names to provinces and towns,

but, with all the rage of barbarians, demolished

many magnificent edifices which had been reared

up by them, and this fortress among the rest.

The death of Kenneth II., the succession of

Donald V., and the invasion of Scotland by the

Saxons, under Osbrecht and Ella, two Northum-
brian princes, with the Cumbrian Britons, and
the Picts, are recorded under SCOTLAND, with

Donald's first success against them, and his fatal

defeat afterwards, which ended in the total ces-

sion of all their dominions upon the south side

of the Forth to the conquerors. The rebuilding
of the castle of Stirling by the Northumbrians,
their planting it with a strong garrison, their

erection of the stone bridge over the Forth, with
the cross of separation, the Latin distich, and
other circumstances so humiliating to the Scots,
are also there recorded. Yet none of the ancient

English historians mention this conquest. But
its authenticity is confirmed by the arms of the
town of Stirling, upon which is a bridge with a
cross, and the last line of the Latin distich is the
motto round it. In those times, however, that
fortress bore no resemblance to the present struc-
ture. Its size and form resembled those castles

which, under the feudal constitution, the English
and Scottish barons used to erect upon tneir

estates for dwelling-houses ; and which, in those
barbarous ages, they fortified for their defence,
both against foreign invaders and their own
neighbours. It is directly such a Gothic figure
as this which represents the Castrum Strivelense

upon the arms of Stirling. This fortress, after it

had continued in the possession of the Northum-
brian Saxons about twenty years, was, together
with the whole country upon the south side of
the Forth, restored to the Scots upon condition
of their assisting the Saxons against their turbu-
lent invaders the Danes. Upon the arms of

Stirling are two branches of a tree, to represent
the Nemus Strivelense (the wood of Stirling), but
the situation and boundaries of that forest cannot
be ascertained. Upon the south of Stirling ves-

tiges of a forest are still discernible for several

miles. Banks of natural timber still remain in

the castle park, at Murray's Wood, and near
Nether Bannockburn; and stumps of trees, with
much brushwood, are to be seen in all the adja-
cent fields. When Kenneth III. received intel-

ligence of the Danes having invaded his domi-

nions, he appointed the castle of Stirling to be
the place of rendezvous for his army; and he
marched thence to the battle of Loncarty, where,
by the help of the brave Thomas Hay and his

sons, he obtained a victory over those rovers
in 970. See SCOTLAND. In the twelfth century
this castle is spoken of as a place of great im-

portance, and one of the strongest fortresses in

the kingdom. In 1174 king William was taken

prisoner in an unsuccessful expedition which he
made into England ; and, after having been de-

tained twelve months in captivity, was released

upon stipulating to pay a large sum of money
for his ransom ; and, until payment thereof, de-

livering into the hands of the English the four

principal fortresses in the kingdom; viz. Stirling,

Edinburgh, Roxburgh, and Berwick. This was
the first great ascendant that England obtained
over Scotland

; and indeed the most important
transaction which had passed between these king-
doms from the Norman conquest. Though the

Scottish monarchs, in their perambulations through
the kingdom, often visited Stirling, and held their

courts in the castle, yet it did not become a royal
residence till the family of Stewart mounted the

throne. It was the birth-place of James II.
;
and

he frequently kept his court in it. It was the

place where that prince performed an heroic deed,

by stabbing William earl of Douglas with his

own hand. Some historians call this an atrocious

murder, but we differ from them. The earl had
deserved death fifty times by his murders, op-

pressions, and other atrocities, and was at that
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very time engaged in a formidable conspiracy

against the king. James, therefore, after making
him every offer of pardon, conciliation, and even,

promotion, all which he obstinately refused, only
did an act of justice and necessity, in the lawless

state of government that then prevailed, by cutting
off a villain who was above the law. The royal

apartments were at that time in the north-west

corner of the castle. The room where the earl

met his well merited death still goes by the

name of Douglas's room.

James III., contracting a fondness for the castle

on account of its pleasant situation, made it the

chief place of his residence, and added several

embellishments to it. He built within it a mag-
nificent hall, a noble structure, still entire. It is

now called the parliament house, having been

designed for the accommodation of that supreme
court. It was covered with an oaken roof of

exquisite workmanship, which, though very little

decayed, was a few years ago removed to make

way for one of more modern structure. James

also erected a college of secular priests in the

castle, which he called the chapel royal, and

which proved one cause of his own ruin. As the

expenses necessary for maintaining the numerous

officers of such an institution were considerable,

he annexed to it the revenue of the rich priory
of Coldingham, in the Merse, then vacant. This

priory had long been holden by persons con-

nected with the family of Hume ;
and that family,

considering it as belonging to them, strongly

opposed the annexation. The dispute lasted

several years ; one parliament passed a vote an-

nexing the priory to the chapel royal ;
and a

subsequent one prohibited every attempt con-

trary to that annexation. James V. was crowned

in the castle of Stirling, and the palace, which is

the chief ornament of it, was the work of that

prince. This is a stately and commodious struc-

ture, all of hewn stone, with much statuary work,
built in form of a square, with a small court in

the middle, in which the king's lions were kept;
and hence it is still called the lions' den. The

palace contains many large and elegant apart-

ments : the ground story is now converted into

barrack-rooms for the garrison ;
the upper affords

a house for the governor, with lodgings for the

subaltern officers. Opposite to the palace, upon
the north, stands an elegant chapel, built by
James VI. for the baptism of his son prince

Henry in 1594. In this chapel is preserved the

hulk of a large boat, which that whimsical mo-

narch caused to be built and placed upon car-

riages, to convey into the castle the provisions
for that solemnity. A strong battery, with a tier

of guns pointing to the bridee over the Forth,

was erected during the regency of Mary of Lor-

rain, mother to queen Mary. It is called the

French battery, because constructed by engineers
of that nation. The last addition was made to

the fortifications in the reign of queen Anne.

Formerly they reached no farther than the old

gate, upon which the flag-staff now stands ;
but

in that reign they were considerably enlarged

upon the side towards the town ;
and barracks,

which are bomb-proof, with several other conve-

niences for a siege, were erected. Upon the

south side of the castle lies a park enclosed with

a stone wall called the King's Park, and near to

the foot of the rock on which the castle stands

lay the royal gardens, vestiges of the walks and

parterres, with a few stumps of fruit trees,
still visible; but by long neglect, and the natural

wetness of the soil, the place is now little better

than a marsh. In the gardens is a mount of

earth in form of a table, with benches of earth

round it, where, according to tradition, the court

sometimes held fetes champetres. In the castle-

hill is a hollow, comprehending about an acre of

ground, and having all the appearance of an arti-

ficial work, which was used for jousts, tourna-

ments, and other feats of chivalry. Northward of

the castle lies the Govan, or Cowling Hill
; in

the middle of which is a small mount called

Hurly Haaky, upon which duke Murdoch and
his two sons were executed for treason in the

reign of James I. The prospect from the castle

is delightful and extensive, being greatly beauti-

fied, especially upon the east, by the windings 01'

/he Forth, which are so many that though the

distance by land from Stirling to Alloa is, in a

straight line, not quite six miles, it is twenty-four

by water. The lordship and castle of Stirling

were a part of the usual dowry of the queens of

Scotland, after the family of Stewart came to the

throne, in which they were invested at their mar-

riage. Robert lord Erskine was appointed go-
vernor of the castle by king David II., and the

office continued in that family till 1715. This

fortress has been the scene of many transactions.

Being by its situation considered as a key to the

northern parts of the kingdom, the possession of

it was always esteemed of great importance. It

was undoubtedly a place of strength when the

art of war by ordnance was in its infancy; and it

resisted the utmost efforts of the rebels in 1746.

The street on the summit of the hill is, as \ve

have said, broad and spacious,
but the other

streets of the present town are still narrow and

irregular. Considerable improvements, however,

have been made within the last twenty years.

On the north side of the town several new streets

have been laid out, in which many new buildings

have been erected, on a modern and an improved

plan ; and in the old part of the town numbers

of houses have also been rebuilt. At the south

end of the town, on the way to Si. Ninian's, has

been lately built a number of elegant villas on

each side of the road ;
those on the east side are

said to be in Pitt Terrace, and those on the west

in Melville Place. West of these, and
separated

from them by another road, have been built, and

are now building, many fashionable houses, m a

form something like an oblong, to which has been

given the name of Wellington Place. The town

is well supplied with excellent water, which i

brought m pipes from the hills of Touch some

what more than three miles distant; and lately n

new road was opened from the head of the High

Street by Balenagiech, which, however, has proved

to be of very little utility.

STIRLING, or STIRMKGSIIIBF, a county oi

Scotland, of which Stirling is the capital.

twenty miles long and twelve broad ; being

bounded on the west by part
of Lennox and

Clydesdale; on the east by Clackmannansnire,

the Forth, and part of Lothian ;
on th south-east
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by Lothian; and on the north by Monteith. The
face of the country is open and agreeable, diver-

sified by hills and dales, well watered with streams

and rivers ; the principal of which is the Forth,
which rising near a high mountain called Ben

Lomond, and running east, forms the Frith of

Edinburgh. The south part is hilly, affording

plenty of game,and pasturage for sheep, horses, and
black cattle. The east part is fertile, producing

plentiful harvests of corn, and great abundance
of coal. Lead ore is found in different parts, and
the rivers abound with pike, trout, and salmon.

STIRP, n. s. Lat. stirps. Race ; family ;

generation. Not used.

Sundry nations got footing in that land, of which
there yet remain divers great families and stirps.

Sjtenser.

Democracies are less subject to sedition than when
there are stirps of nobles. Bacon.

All nations of might and fame resorted hither ; of

whom we have some stirps and little tribes with us

at this day. //.

STIR'RUP, n. s. Sax. rriseriap, j-tirtap ;

from prijan, to climb, and pap, a cord. An iron

hoop suspended by a strap, in which the horse-

man sets his foot.

Neither is his manner of mounting unseemly,

though he lack stirrups ; for, in his getting up, his

horse is still going, whereby he gaineth way : and
therefore the stirrup was called so in scorn, as it

were a stay to get up ; being derived of the old

English word sty, which is to get up, or mount.

Spenser.
Hast thou not kissed my hand, and held my

stirrup ? Shalapeare.
His horse hipped

with an old mothy saddle, the

stirrup* of no kindred. Id. Taming of the Shrew.

My friend, judge not me,
Thou seest I judge not thee.

Between the stirrup and the ground,

Mercy I asked, mercy I found. Camden's Remains.

At this the knight 'began to chear up,
And, raising up himself on stirrup,

Cried out, Victoria. Hudibras.

STIRRUP (Fr. etrier), a well known iron

frame fastened to a saddle with a thong of leather

for the foot of the rider to rest upon.
It is observed in a publication, entitled the

Sportsman's Dictionary, that you should bear

vigorously upon your stirrup when you have your
foot in it, and hold the point of your foot higher
than your heel.

When you would stop your horse you must
bear upon your stirrups.
You should keep your right stirrup half a

point shorter than the left, for in combat the

horseman bears and rests more upon the right ;

which also., from the weight of the sword, car-

bine, &c., renders that side heavier than the left,

and the pressure consequently greater. Besides,
in mounting, the facility is increased by the im-

perceptible length of the left stirrup.
To lose one's STIRRUPS, to suffer them to slip

from the foot ; this may happen from the cox-

combical practice of resting upon the toe instead

of the ball of the foot, which is the true fulcrum.

STIRRUP^/OO^ is the left foot.

STIRRUPS were unknown to the ancients. The
want of them in getting upon horseback was sup-

plied by agility or art. Some horses were taught

to stoop to take their uders up; bat the riders

often leaped up by the help of their spears, or

were assisted by their slaves, or made use of lad-

ders for the purpose. Gracchus filled the high-

ways with stones, which were intended to answer
the same end. The same was also required of

the surveyors of the roads in Greece as part of

their duty.
STIRRUP OF A SHIP, a piece of timber put

upon a ship's keel when some of her keel hap-
pens to be beaten off and they cannot come con-

veniently to put or fit in a new piece, then they

patch in a piece of timber, and bind it on with

an iron, which goes under the ship's keel, and
comes up on each side of the ship, where it is

nailed strongly with spikes ;
and this they call a

stirrup.

STITCH, v. a. & n. s. ) Sax. rtician; Dan.

STITCH'ERY, n. s. \sticke; Belg. slichin.

Literally to prick : hence to sew; work with a

needle on any thing; to join; unite: a stitch is

a sharp pricking pain ; a single pass of a needle ;

a link of yarn or thread; having a single ridge
or furrow : stitchery, needle work.

It is in your hand as well to stitch up his life

again, as it was before to rent it. Sidney.
If you desire the spleen, and will laugh yourself

into ttitches, follow me
; yond gull Malvolio is

turned heathen, a very renegado.

Shakspeare. Twelfth Night
Come lay aside your stitchety ; play the idle house-

wife with me this afternoon. Id. Othello.

Many men at plow he made, and drave earth here

and there,

And turned up stitches orderly. Chapman's Iliads.

Having stitched together those animadversions

touching architecture and their ornaments. Wotton.
A simple bloody sputation of the lungs is dif-

ferenced from a pleurisy, which is ever painful, and
attended with a stitch. Harvey on Consumptions.
A stitch- fallen cheek, that hangs below the jaw,

Such wrinkles as a skilful hand would draw
For an old grandam ape. Dryden.

There fell twenty stitches in his stocking.
Motleui.

I with a needle and thread stitched up the artery
and the wound. Wiseman's Surgery.

STITH'Y, n. s. Sax. rti, hard; Isl. stedie.

An anvil
; the iron body on which the smith

forges his work.

My imaginations are as foul

As Vulcan's stithy. Shakspeare. Hamlet.

STIVE, v. a. Supposed of the same original
with stew. To stuff up close.

You would admire, if you saw them stive it in their

ships. Sandy's Journey.
His chamber was commonly stived with friends or

suiters of one kind or other. Wotton.

STOB/EUS (John), a laborious Greek writer,
who lived at the end of the fourth century, com-
posed many works, of which there are only his
Collections remaining, and even these are not as
he composed them, many things being inserted:

by later a; Ihors. This work contains many im-

portant sentiments collected from the ancient

writers, poets, and philosophers, on which ac-
count it is much valued. The best editions are
those of Aurel. Allob. folio, 1609, and Pans,
4to. 1623.

STOBI, a town of European Turkej, in Ma-
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cedonia, in the ancient Pceonia, forty -two miles

north of Edessa. It retains its ancient name. -

Liv. 33. c. 19. 1. 40, 41.

STO'CAH, n. s. Irish stoach ; Erse stoclik.

An attendant ; a wallet-boy ;
one who runs at a

horseman's foot; a horseboy. Not in use.

He holdeth himself a gentleman, and scorneth to

work, which he saith is the life of a peasant; but

thenceforth becometh an horseboy or a stocah to some

kern, inuring himself to his sword, and the gentle-

manly trade of ttealing. Spenser.

STOCCADE (Nicholas de Helt), an historical

and portrait painter, born at Nimeguen in 1614.

He studied under Riccaert and then went to

Italy. His paintings are esteemed.

STOCCA'DO, n. s. Ital. staccato, from stocco,

a rapier. A thrust with the rapier.

You stand on distance, your passes, stoccados, and

1 know not what.

Shakspeare. Merry Wives of Windsor.

STOCK, TZ.S.&U..-\ Sax.ptoc; Goth.Swed.

STOCK'JOBBER,. s. I Teut. and Belg. stock;

STOCK'ISH, adj. \Fr. estoc. The trunk or

STOCK'LOC K, n. s. I body of a plant : hence

STOCK'STILL, adj. ) a log ;
a post : the sup-

port of a ship while building; a very stupid man;
the race or lineage of a family ; any principal or

capital store ; body ; quantity ;
a public fund :

to stock is to store ; lay up in store :
' stock up,'

reduce to a mere stock : a stockjobber is a com-
mon jobber in the public funds : stockish, block-

ish ; stupid : a stocklock, a lock fixed in a stock

of wood : stockstill, motionless, as a stock.

There is hope of a tree, if cut down, that it will

sprout again, though the root wax old in the earth,

and the stock die in the ground. Job xiv. 8.

That furious beast

His precious horn, sought of his enemies,
Strikes in the stock, ne thence can be released.

Spenser.
What tyranny is this, my heart to thrall,

And eke my tongue with proud restraint to tie,

That neither I may speak nor think at all,

But like a stupid stock in silence die? Id.

While we admire
This virtue and this moral discipline,
Let's be no stoieks, nor no stocks. Shakspeare.

Say what stock he springs of.

The noble house of Marcius. Id. Coriolanvs.

The poet
Did feign that Orpheus drew trees, stones, and floods

;

Since nought so stockish, hard, and full of rage,
But musick for the time doth change his nature.

Shakspeare.
Call not your stocks for me : I serve the king,

On whose employment I was sent to you :

You shall do small respect, shew to bold malice

Against the grace and person of rny master,

Stocking his messenger. Id. King Lear.

A king, against a storm, must foresee to a con-

venient stock of treasure. Bacon.

The cion over-ruleth the stock quite ;
and the stock

is passive only, and giveth aliment, but no motion,
to the graft. Id.

Prodigal men
Feel not their own stock wasting.'

Ben Jonson's Catiline.

Thy mother was no goddess, nor thy stock

From Dardanus
; but in some horrid rock,

Perfidious wretch, rough Caucasus thee bred.

fJcihum.

The wild boar not only spoils her brandies, but
stocks up her roots. Decay of Piety.

That they kept thy truth so pure of old,
When all our fathers worshipped stocks and stones,
Forget not. Milton.

Thou hast seen one world begin and end,
And man, as from a second stock, proceed. Id.

His early virtues to that ancient stock

Gave as much humour as from thence he took.

Waller.
Fresh supplies of ships,

And such as fitted since the fight had been,
Or new from stocks were fallen into the road.

Dryden.
Some honour of your own acquire ;

Add to that stock, which justly we bestow,
Of those blest shades to whom you all things owe.

Id.

Beneath one law bees live,

And with one common stock their traffick drive :

All is the state's, the state provides for all.

Id. Georgickt.

I, who before with shepherds in the groves

Sung to my oaten pipe their rural loves,

Manured the glebe, and stocked the fruitful plain.

Dryden.
If parents die without actually transferring their

right to another, why does it not return to the com-
mon stock of mankind? Locke.

There are locks for several purposes ; as street-

door-locks, called stocklocks ; chamber-door-locks,
called spring-locks ;

and cupboard-locks.
Mason's Mechanical Exercises.

The world begun to be stocked with people, and

human industry drained those uninhabitable places.
Burnet.

'Tis the place where God promises and delights to

dispense larger proportions of his favour, that he may
fix a mark of honour on his sanctuary, and recom-

mend it to the sons of men, upon the stock of their

own interest as well as his own glory. South.

If a man will commit such rules to his memory,
and stock his mind with portions of scripture answer-

able to all the heads of duty, his conscience can never

be at a loss. Id.

Our preachers stand stockstill in the pulpit, and

will not so much as move a finger to set off the best

sermon. Addiion.

When we brought it out, it took such a quantity

of air into its lungs that it swelled almost twice as

big as before
;
and it was perhaps on this stock of air

that it lived a minute longer the second time.

Id. On Italy.

Why all this fury? What's the matter,

That oaks must come from Thrace to dance?

Must stupid stocks be taught to flatter?

And is there no such wood in France? Prior.

Of those stars, which our imperfect eye

Has doomed and fixed to one eternal sky,

Each, by a native stock of honour great,

May dart strong influence, and diffuse kind heat.

/</.

Springs and rivers are by large supplies continually

stocked with water. Woodward.

Be ready to give, and glad to distribute, by setting

apart something out of thy stock for the use of some

charities. Atierlnn-y.

They had law-suits ; but, though they spent their

income, they never mortgaged the stock. Arbutlnmt.

He proposes to himself no small stock of faun- m
future ages, in being the first who has undertaken

this design.
As fruits ungrateful

to the planter
s care,

On saviigertocfo inserted, learn to bear ;
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The surest virtues thus from passions shoot,

Wild nature's vigour working at the root. Pope.
Statesman and patriot ply alike the stocks,

Peeres and butler share alike the box. Id.

An artificial wealth of funds and stocks was in the

bands of those who had been plundering the publick.

Su-ift.

The stockjobber thus from 'Change-alley goes down,
And tips you the freemen a wink

;

Let me have but your vote to serve for the town,
And here is a guinea to drink. Id.

She has divided part of her state amongst them,

that evtry one may be charitable out of their own
ttock, and each of them take it in their turns to pro-
vide for the poor and sick of the parish. Law.

STOCK, n. s. ~\ Swed. sticka ; Belg. stikken,

STOCK'ING, > to knit. Stock, in the old lan-

STOCKS. j guage, made the plural stocken,

which was used for a pair of stocks or covers for

the legs. Stocken was in time taken for a singu-

lar, and pronounced stocking. The like corrup-
tion has happened to chick, chicken, chickens.

The cravat or cloth of the neck; a covering of

the leg : stocks are a prison for the legs.

In his first approach before my lady he will come

to her in yellow stockings, and 'tis a colour she ab-

hors. Shakspeare.

His lackey with a linen ttock on one leg, and a

kersey boot hose on the other.

Id. Taming of tte Sfirew.

Fetch forth the stocks :

As I have life and honour, there shall he sit till noon.

Shakspeare.

Matrimony is expressed by a young man standing,
his legs being fast in a pair of stocks. Peqcham.

By the loyalty of that town he procured shoes,

stockings, and money for his soldiers. Clarendon.

Unless we should expect that nature should make

jerkins and stockings grow out of the ground, what
could she do better than afford us so fit materials for

cloathing as the wool of sheep?
More against Atheism.

Stockinged with loads of fat town dirt he goes.

Dryden.
Stock-doves and turtles tell their amorous pain,

And, from the lofty elm of love complain. Id.

He spent half a day to look for his odd stocking,

when he had them both upon a leg. L'Estrange.
The stocks hinder his legs from obeying the deter-

mination of his mind, if it would transfer his body to

another place. Locke.

At amorous Flavio is the stocking thrown
;

That very night he longs to lie alone. Pope.

The families of farmers live in the filth and nasti-

ness, without a shoe or stocking to their feet. Swift.

STOCK, in gardening, &c. What stock is most

proper for each kind of fruit, ought as well to be
considered and known, as what soil is most suit-

able to trees
;
for on these two things the future

vigor of trees and the goodness of fruit equally

depend. The best way for those who intend to

plant is to raise their own stocks, by which they
will be better assured of what they do ; but, if

they should buy their trees of nurserymen, they
should diligently enquire upon what stocks they
were propagated. See GRAFTING.

STOCK (Christian), a celebrated German philo-

logist, born at Carnburg in 1672. He became a

professor in the university of Jena. He published,
1. Dissertationes de poenis Hebraeorum capitali-

bus; 2. Claris Linguae Sanctae veteris Testament! ;

3. Clavis LinguEs Sanctse Novi Testamenti. He
died in 1733.

STOCKDALE (Percival), rev., was a native

of Branxton, in Northumberland, where he was
born about the year 1736. He was sent into

Scotland for education, and studied at St. An-
drew's, where he graduated, but afterwards em-
braced a military life, and served abroad. At

length, on his return to England, he recurred to

the lino of life for which he had been originally

designed, and entered the church in 1759. Set-

tling in London, he for some time continued to

support himself by combining the profession of

an author with that of a clergyman, till he again
entered the king's service, in the capacity of

chaplain to a ship, and eventually obtained

the livings of Long Houghton and Lesbury in

his own county. He published a series of Lec-
tures on the Poets, an Essay on the Genius of

Pope, and a Biographical Memoir of Waller, be-

sides a volume of miscellaneous poems of no great

merit, and a few sermons. He also wrote his

own life with a sufficient portion of vanity. His
death took place at the rectory house, in Long
Houghton, in 1811.

STOCKHOLM, the capital of Sweden, is si-

tuated at the junction of the lake Maelar with an
inlet of the Baltic. Its form is an irregular ob-

long, extending from north to south; the waters
cross it in two channels from east to west. The
situation is extremely picturesque. Stockholm,

strictly speaking, stands on three islands
; as, one

large one to the southward called Sodermalm, a
small one in the centre, another somewhat larger
to the north-west, and a track of the mainland to

the north, called Norrmalm. The smaller islands,
or rather islets, contain forts or buildings for na-

val purposes.
The central island constituted the old city, and

is still the most busy part of the town, its quays
being bordered by a stately range of buildings,
the residences of the principal merchants. It con-

tains the palace and other public buildings ; but,
its houses being high and its streets narrow, its

appearance is somewhat gloomy. We soon after,

however, enter on the long streets of the Norr-

malm. Of these the principal is Queen's Street,

extending in a straight line more than a mile

from the observatory to the side of the lake. In

this part of the town are the prince's palace, the

opera house, and in the centre of a square, a

bronze equestrian statue of Gustavus Adolphus.
The streets are at right angles to each other, but

several of them are narrow and indifferently

paved; a remark applicable also to the Sodei-

malm, or southern division of the city, which

contains but few public buildings, but has, on an

eminence called the Mount of Moses, a view dis-

playing an assemblage of rocks, houses, planta-

tions, ships, and water, in all the variety of ro-

mantic scene: _y.
The number of bridges, great

and small, is twelve. The houses are built in the

central part of the town, either of stone or of

brick covered with plaster. Their foundations are

on piles ; their height seldom less than four or

five stories ;
but in the suburbs they are of only

one or two stories, 'and a number of them are of

wood.
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The principal public building is the royal pa-

lace, a large quadrangular structure, with a square
or court in the middle. Tlie situation is elevated,
and the style of the architecture grand but sim-

ple. The lower part of the walls is of polished

granite, and, though the upper part is of brick, a

covering of stucco gives it the appearance of

stone ;
the roof, like that of a number of public

buildings in Sweden, is of copper. In one of the

halls are preserved certain relics of antiquity,

brought from Italy by Gustavus III. (father of

the king deposed in 1809), comprising a number
of statues; among others the famous Endymion
discovered in the Villa Adriana. At a short dis-

tance, on the quays, stands a fine bronze statue of

Gustavus III., raised on a pedestal of polished

porphyry. The palace, or house of assembling
for the nobility, is an elegant edifice, ornamented
on the outside with marble statues and columns,
in the inside with paintings and sculptures. The

arsenal, situated in a pleasant promenade called

the king's garden, contains a number of trophies
of the brilliant days of the Swedish monarchy,

- and other objects, interesting from their connexion

with the history of the country. The bank, built

at the expense of the city, the mint, and the ex-

change, are all entitled to the notice of a stranger.
After this come the hotel de ville, the royal

stables, the great depot or warehouse for iron,

the hospitals and philanthropic institutions. The
churches are substantial, and in some cases ele-

gant ; but it would be difficult to point out any
one of them particularly remarkable for size, ar-

chitecture, or decorations.

The literary societies of Stockholm are very

respectable bodies. The academy of sciences,

founded in 1739 by a small association which
counted Linnaeus among its members, comprises
100 native and sixty foreign members. Its ob-

jects were originally agriculture, trade, and ma-

nufactures, but to these it subsequently added the

mathematical and philosophical sciences. Its

observatory, situated on an eminence in the upper
part of the town, affords a beautiful prospect.
The Swedish academy, founded by Gustavus III.

in 1786, is on a more limited scale, comprising

only eighteen members, and confining its labors

to the improvement of the Swedish language,
and to fixing, by the composition of a grammar
and dictionary, on the plan of the academy of

France, the standard of vernacular composition.
Next in rank is the academy of fine arts, history,

and antiquities ;
a military academy, a patriotic

and an agricultural society, an academy for paint-

ing and sculpture, and, finally, an academy of

music. Here is also a medical college, exercis-

ing a superintendence over the medical establish-

ments of the kingdom at large. Of collections,

the most interesting are the royal library (about

40,000 volumes), the cabinet of minerals, and

the zoological cabinet. This city contains also a

more than usual number of private collections.

Stockholm is the emporium of the central part
of Sweden the place to which its products are

brought for export. Few harbours have greater

depth or capacity. The only drawhack on the

navigation arises from the number of small islands

and detached rocks at the mouth of the inlet from

the Baltic and its winding channel. The number
VOL. XXI.

of vessels that enter the harbour annually is ave-

raged at 1000. The chief exports are iron, steel,

copper, pitch, tar, and timber ; the imports, co-
lonial produce, wine, fruit, salt, and, in a limited

degree, British manufactures. The extent of in-

land trade becomes considerable even in this

country, by the length of the lake, which extends

sixty miles into the interior, with a much further

prolongation by the canals of Arboga and
Stroemsholm. Iron and steel articles are the

chief exports. The timber is not so large as that

in the southern parts of the Baltic.

The manufactures of this city are iron foundries,

glass-works, sugar refineries; also leather, cotton,

hats, stockings, silk, watches, clocks, mathemati-
cal .instruments, articles of gold and silver.

Plates are likewise made in this city. Of late

years the trade of the capital, as of the kingdom
at large, has been greatly cramped by restrictions

imposed partly in England, to favor the import
of timber from Canada, and partly in Sweden.

Stockholm was founded in the thirteenth cen-

tury and owed its increase to the commercial

advantages of its situation, the court having con

tinued at Upsal until the seventeenth century
Since that period Stockholm has been the seat of

government and the centre of commerce of the

whole country. The population of the whole

city and suburbs approaches to 80,000. 320

miles north-east of Copenhagen, 420 west of St

Petersburg:, and 850 north-east of London. Long
of the observatory 18 3' 30" E., lat. 59 20

31" N.

STOCKHOLM, an extensive province of Sweden,

comprising the eastern parts of Upland and Su-

dermania, or the districts of Iloslagen and So-

dertorn, having an area of 2736 square miles,

with 100,000 "inhabitants. The city of Stock-

holm, with a small territory surrounding it, forms,

however, a separate government.
STOCKINGS anciently were made of cloth, or of

milled stuffs sewed together ;
but since the inven-

tion of knitting and weaving stockings of silk,

wool, cotton, thread, &c., the use of cloth stock-

ings is given up. Dr. Howel in his History of the

World, vol. ii. p. 222, relates that queen Eliza-

beth, in 1501, was presented
with a pair of black

knit silk stockings by her silk woman, and thence-

forth never wore cloth ones. He adds that

Henry VIII. ordinarily wore cloth hose, except

there came from Spain a pair of silk stockings.

Edward VL was presented
wit-h a pair of silk

stockings by Sir Thomas Gresham, and the pre-

sent was then much taken notice of. Hence it is

said that the invention of knit silk stockings ori-

ginally came from Spain. Others relate thai one

William Rider, an apprentice on London bridge,

seeing at the house of an Italian merchant a pair

of knit worsted stockings from Mantua, took the

hint, and made a pair exactly like them, which

he presented to William earl of Pembroke, and

that they were the first of that kind worn in

England in 1564. The modern stockings, woven

or knit, are formed of an infinite number of
_

little

knots, called stitches, loops,
or meshes inter

minted. Knit stockings are wrought with

needles made of polished iron, or brass v.-ire,

which interweave the threads and form the

meshes the stocking consists of. NVhen Ui
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of knitting was invented is not determined,

though it has been attributed to the Scots, as it

is said that the first works of this kind came
from Scotland. It is added that, on this account,

the company of stocking-knitters, established at

Paris in 1527, took for their patron St. Fiacre,

the son of a king of Scotland. Woven stockings
are generally very fine ; they are manufactured

in a machine made of polished iron, the structure

of which it is needless to describe, as it may be

seen in almost every considerable town in Great

Britain. The invention of this machine is, by
Mr. Anderson, attributed to William Lee, M. A. of

St. John's College, Cambridge, at a period so

early as 1589. Others give the credit of it to a

student at Oxford at a much later period, who, it

is said by Aaron Hill, was driven to it by dire

necessity. This young man falling in love with

an innkeeper's daughter, married her, though she

had not a penny, and he by his marriage lost a

fellowship. They soon fell into extreme poverty;

and, their marriage producing the consequences

naturally to be expected from it, the amorous

pair became miserable, not so much on account

of their sufferings, as from the melancholy dread

of what would become of their yet unborn infant.

Their only means of support was the knitting of

stockings, at which the woman was very expert :

' But sitting constantly together from morning to

night, and the scholar often fixing his eyes, with

stedfast observation, on the motion of his wife's

fingers in the dexterous management of her

needles, he took it into his imagination that it

was not impossible to contrive a little loom which

might do the work with much more expedition.
This thought he communicated to his wife, and

joining his head to her hands, the endeavour suc-

ceeded to their wish. Thus the ingenious stock-

ing loom, which is so common now, was first in-

vented, by which he did not only make himself

and his family happy, but has left his nation in-

debted to him for a benefit which enables us to

export silk stockings in great quantities, and to

a vast advantage, to those very countries whence
before we used to bring them at a considerable

loss in the balance of our traffic.'

STOCKPORT, a large Borough town and
pa-

rish in the hundred of Macclestield, Cheshire,
situated on the river Mersey ; it is strictly speak-

ing partly in Cheshire, and partly also in Lan-

cashire, the portion in the latter county being
called Heaton Norris, and united to the Cheshire

part by two stone bridges over the river. On the

advance of prince Charles, and his forces from

Manchester, in the year 1745, Stockport old

bridge was broken down to impede the march of

the rebels, and the prince was obliged to ford

the Mersey, immersed to the waist in water.

Stockport was a Roman station, the site of whose
citadel stood upon the Castle Hill. Mr. Ormrod

conjectures that Stockport was laid waste at the

Norman conquest, and in this way accounts for

the name not occurring in Domesday Book.
The town gathered round the castle in the time

of the D ;

spensers, and was made a free borough
by Robert de Stokeport with the permission of

Edward I., earl of Chester. A mayor is regu-

larly appointed, but the office is now little more
than nominal. The manorial rights at present

(1828) belong to the honorable Francis Maria
Warren of Poynton. The police of the town

managed by resident and neighbouring magis-
trates, two constables, four overseers of the poor,
and four permanent churchwardens, together
with commissioners of an act of parliament for

better regulating the town, obtained in the ses-

sions of 1826. It has also its gas company, as

well as water works, both incorporated in the

year 1825, the latter is the property of one indi-

vidual. It returns two members to Parliament.
There are tnree churches. The parish church

of St. Mary's is a fine Gothic building erected

under the authority of the act of Geo. III. c.

165, on the site of the ancient edifice. St. Pe-
ter's is a plain but handsome brick building,
erected at the sole expense of William Wright,
esq., in the year 1765. The new fine and com-
modious church of St. Thomas's, built at a cost

of 14,000, by the commissioners under an act

for erecting additional churches, was opened for

divine service September 1825. The town be-
sides these contain four Methodist chapels, one of

which built on the Lancashire side of the river,
has a school room under it opened August
1826 ;

and one belongs to the new connexion
or followers of Kilham, another to the pri-
mitive Methodists or Ranters. Three Inde-

pendent (one of these is also built on the Lan-
cashire side). One Friends' meeting-house, one

Baptist, one Catholic, and one Unitarian chapel :

to most of these thej have their Sunday-schools
attached, also a large school 132 feet by fifty-

seven for all denominations of children, built

in 1805. The national school, built by subscrip-
tion in the year 1826 at a cost of upwards
of 5,500, is well situated on the new line of

London and Manchester road ; this road is con-
nected to the Lancashire side by a bridge of

eleven arches, which passes over several streets

as well as the river, the height from the level of

the water is forty-seven feet. The free gram-
mar school was founded in the year 1487, by
Sir Edmund Shaw, goldsmith and alderman of

London. Has also its dispensary and fever

wards.

The parish of Stockport contains fourteen

townships, viz. Stockport, Brnmhall, Bredbury,
Brinnington, Disley, Duckinfield Etchells, or

Stockport Etchells, Hyde, Marple, Norbury,
Offerton, Romiley, Torkington, and Werneth.
Silk was the original manufacture of this town,
and the first mills in England for winding and

throwing silk on the stalion principle are said to

have been established here. The superior ad-

vantages of the cotton trade induced the proprie-
tors at a subsequent period to turn their machinery
to the spinning of cotton, and is now the staple
manufacture of the place, together with the power
loom weaving. In the year 1825 a calculation

was made of them, being seventy steam engines
of the power of 1960 horses; within the same
limits there were 5730 power looms for weaving
calicoes and shirtings, chiefly worked by such
steam engines.

Stockport is seven miles south-east ofManches-
ter, and 179 N.N.W. of London.

STOCKS, or public funds, in England. By
the word stock was originally meant a particular
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sum of money contributed to the establishing of
a fund to enable a company to carry on a cer-

tain trade, by means of which the person became
a partner in that trade, and received a share of
the profit made thereby, in proportion to the

money employed. But this term has been ex-

tended farther, though improperly, to signify any
sum of money which has been lent to the go-
vernment, on condition of receiving a certain

interest till the money is repaid, and which
makes a part of the national debt. As the secu-

rity both of the government and of the public

companies is esteemed preferable to that of any
private person, as the stocks are negociable and

may be sold at any time, and as the interest is

always punctually paid when due
; so they are

thereby enabled to borrow money on a lower
interest than what could be obtained from lend-

ing it to private persons, where there must be

always some danger of losing both principal
and interest. But as every capital stock or fund
of a company is raised for a particular purpose,
and limited by parliament to a certain sum, it

necessarily follows that when that fund is com-

pleted no stock can be bought of the company ;

though shares already purchased may be trans-

ferred from one person to another. This being
the case, there is frequently a great dispropor-
tion between the original value of the shares and

what is given for them when transferred ; for, if

there are more buyers than sellers, a person who
is indifferent about selling will not part with his

share without a considerable profit to himself;

and, on the contrary, if many are disposed to

sell, and few inclined to buy, the value of such

shares will naturally fall in proportion to the im-

patience of those who want to turn their stock

into specie. A stock may likewise be affected

by the court of chancery ; for, if that court

should order the money, which is under their di-

rection, to be laid out in any particular stock,

that stock, by having more purchasers, will be

raised to a higher price than any other of the

like value. Hence the reader will perceive how
much the credit and interest of the nation de-

pend on the support of the public funds.

While the annuities and interest for money ad-

vanced are there regularly paid, and the principal
insured by both prince and people (a security
not to be had in other nations), foreigners will

"end us their property, and all Europe be inter-

ested in our welfare ; the paper of the compa-
nies will be converted into money and merchan

dise, and Great Britain can never want cash to

carry on her necessary expences either for peace
or war.

STOCKS, n. s. Ital. stocco, a rapier. Thrust;
a stoccado.

To see thee here, to see thee there ;
to see thee

pass thy puncto, thy stock thy reverse. Sliakspeare.

STOCKS, a frame erected on the shore of a

river or harbour, whereon to build shipping. It

generally consists of a number of wooden blocks,

ranged parallel to each other, at convenient dis-

tances, and with a gradual declivity towards the

water.

STOCKS, a wooden machine to put the legs of

offenders in, for securing disorderly persons, and

by way of punishment in divers cases, ordained
by statute, &c.

STOCKTON, a market town in Stockton
ward, Durham, situate on the river Tees, four
miles from Yarm, and 241 north of Lon-
don. It consists

chiefly of one main street,

nearly half a mile long and sixty yards broad,
the houses being neatly built of brick

; it is con-

sidered, by its recent improvements, to be the
handsomest town in the north of England. In
the centre of this street stands the town house, a
handsome building erected in 1744, in which is

a court room, an elegant suite of assembly rooms,
and other apartments for public uses ; adjoining
it is a commodious piazza for the use of the
market. South of the town-house is a hand-
some column of the Doric order, thirty-three
feet high, where the market is held. There are

several inferior streets, or rather lanes, leading
to the river, where there is a custom-house under
the proper officers. The whole of the town is

well paved, and lighted with gas. The church
is a handsome brick structure. At the west end
is a tower, eighty feet high, containing six bells.

The whole was erected in 1712, previous to

which it was only a chapelry to the mother
church of Norton. Here is a grammar and

charity school. Several alms houses, a public

dispensary, and many other useful and benevo-

lent institutions. The bridge over the Tees is

an elegant structure of five arches, the span of

the centre arch being seventy-two feet, twenty-
three feet high from low water, and twenty-one
feet broad; it was finished in 1771. Opposite
the church is a Presbyterian meeting-house. In

the outskirts of the town are a Quaker's meeting-

house, a Roman Catholic chapel, a large chapel
for Methodists, and a small one for Baptists.

The manufactures of Stockton are principally
those of sail-cloth, ropes, damask, drapery, huck-

aback, and linen, &c., besides which it carries

on trade to a great extent with the Baltic, Ham-

burgh, Norway, and Holland. Vessels from

forty to 400 tons are annually built here. Its

ancient castle was dismantled during the civil

war, and the only stone houses in Stockton have

been built from its ruins. The borough is go-

verned by a mayor, alderman, and a recorder,

who is always steward of the bishop's courts

leet and baron. That part which constitutes the

borough is all freehold; and the other build-

ings added to the original town are copyhold or

leasehold, nder the vicar, and not within the

jurisdiction of the borough; each part having

its distinct constable. Here are two banks, tin-

Stockton and Cleveland, and the Tees hanks.

The market day on Wednesday is well sup-

plied with corn, coal, provisions,
and vegeta-

bles. The church is a vicarge, under the bishop

of Durham, and having been made a parish, by

a late act of parliament,
it pays one-third part

of the first fruits, tenths, &c., for the parish of

Norton, as a recompense for its separation.

STOEBE, bastard ^Ethiopian elchrysum, a

genus of plants belonging to the class of synge-

nesia, and order of polygaraia segregata ;
and

in the natural system ranging under the forty-

ninth order, composite.
The calycleisun.no

li ..
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rous
;

the corollets are tubular and hermaphro-
dite ;

the receptacle is naked, and the pappus is

leathery. There are nine species; viz, 1. S.

^thiopica; 2. disticha; 3. ericoides; 4. gna-

phaloides ; 5. gomphaloides ;
6. prostrata ; 7.

reflexa ; 8. rhinocerotis ; and, 9. scabra. They
are all natives of foreign countries.

STOECHADES, in ancient geography, five

small islands in the Mediterranean, on the coast

of Gaul (Lucan. iii. 516, Strabo 4), now called

Hieres. See HIERES.

STOENI, an ancient nation, who lived among
the Alps.
STOFLER (John), a German mathematician,

born in Suabia, in 1452. He taught mathe-

matics at Tubingen, and published several books

with great reputation ; but, being addicted to

astrology, he sunk his fame, as Nathaniel Bras-

sey Halhed, esq., did in our own day, by pre-

dicting a great deluge to happen in 1524, which

excited a general terror all over Europe. He
lived to see himself laughed at, by the failure of

his prophecy; and died in 1531.

STOICS, the name given to a sect of Grecian

philosophers, from Sroa, the porch in Athens,
which the founder of the sect chose for his

school. For the peculiar tenets of this sect, see

MORAL PHILOSOPHY, and ZENO.

STOK ESLEY, a market town and parish in

Langbarough wap. North- Riding of York, seven

miles from Yarm, and 235 north-west from

London. It consists of one well-built and long

street, on the banks of the Wisk, which flows to

the Tees. A modern church has been built at

the eastern extremity of the town. Petty ses-

sions are held here. The town became a place
of consequence so early as the Norman con-

quest. Market on Saturday. Fairs, Saturday
before Palm Sunday, first Saturday after May
4th, and once a fortnight till Saturday before

Trinity Sunday, the first Saturday in October,
and the second Saturday in November.
STOKE-U PON-TRENT, a town and parish

of England, in the county of Stafford, and in

the north division of the hundred of Prirehill.

It is a place |of considerable traffic, situated

within two jmiles of Newcastle-under-line, and

152 miles from London. Extensive potteries
are established here; and traffic is much pro-
moted by the navigable river Trent, and the

Mersey canal, which pass by the place, and on
the forum of which, are several potteries. There
are two churches ; the more ancient 'containing
a tablet to tlie memory of Josiah Wedgewood,
of Etruria

;
and the living is

t
a rectory in the

diocese of Lichfield and Coventry. The Inde-

pendents, Wesleyans, and New Connexion Me-
thodists, have chapels here. The population
amounts to 52,946 ; and, by the provisions of

the Reform Bill, this town returns two members
to parliament.

STOLE, n. s. Lat. stola. A long vest.

STOLE, a sacerdotal ornament worn by the

Romish parish priests above their surplice, as a

mark of superiority in their respective churches ;

and by other priests over the alb, at celebrating
of mass, in which case it goes across the sto-

mach ; and by deacons over the left shoulder,

scarf wise ; when the priest reads the gospel for

any one, he lays the bottom of his stole on his

head. The stole is a broad swath, or slip of

stuff, hanging from the neck to the feet, with
three crosses thereon.

STOLE, GROOM OF THE, the eldest gentleman
of his majesty's bed-chamber, whose office it is

to present and put on his majesty's first garment,
or shirt, every morning, and to order the things
in the chamber.

STOLIDITY, n. s. Fr. stoliditl; Lat. stoli-

dus. Stupidity ; want of sense.

STOM'ACH, n.s.,v, a.,&v.n.^\ Fr. esto-

STOM'ACHED, adj. j much ; Lat.

STOM'ACHER, n. s. & adj. f slomachus.

STOM'ACHFUL, ^The ventri-

STOMACH'ICAL, ( cle in which
STOM'ACHIC, \food is di-

STOM'ACHOUS. J gested ; ap-
petite or desire of food : hence inclination ;

liking; dislike; anger; violence or sullenness
of temper ; pride : to stomach is to resent

; as a
verb neuter, to be angry : stomached, filled with
resentment : stomacher, a female covering of the
stomach or breast : stomachful, sullen ; obsti-

nate : stomachic and stomachical, relating to or

adapted for the stomach : stomachous, sullen ;

stout ; stubborn.

Instead of a stomacher, a girding of sackcloth.

Isa. iii. 24.

That stranger knight in presence came,
And goodly salved them

;
but nought again

Him answered, as courtesy became
;

But with stern looks, and stomachovs disdain,
Gave signs of grudge and discontentment vain.

Spenser.

Disdaia he called was, and did disdain

To be so called, and who so did him call :

Stern was his look, and full of stomach vain,
His portance terrible, and stature tall. Id.

If you are sick at sea,
Or sfomocA-qualmed at land, a dram of this

Will drive away distemper.

Shakspeare. Cymbeline.

Tell me, what is 't that takes from thee

Thy stomach, pleasure, and thy golden sleep ?

Shakspeare.

He which hath no stomach to this fight,
Let him depart. Id. Henry V

He was a man
Of an unbounded stomach, ever ranking
Himself with princes. Id. Henry VIII.

High stomached are they both, and full of ire
;

In rage deaf as the sea, hasty as fire. Shakspeare.

Golden quoifs and stonmchers,
For my lads to give their dears. Id. Winter's Tale.

The Vinusual distance of time made it sulijpct to

every man's note, that it was an act against his stu-

mach, and put upon him by necessity of state.

Bacon's Henry VII.

Thou marry'st every year
The lyrick lark, and the grave whispering dove,

The sparrow that neglects his life for love,

The household bird with the red stomacher. Donne.

Instead of trumpet and of drum,
That makes the warrior's stomach come. Butkr.
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A stomachful boy, pjt to school, the whole world

.ould not bring to pronounce the first letter.

L'Estrange.
The lion began to show his teeth, and to stomach

the affront. Id.

The very trade went against his stomach. Id.

Not courage, but stomach, that makes people break
rather than they will bend. Id.

This sort of crying proceeding from pride, obsti-

nacy, and stomach, the will where the fault lies, must
be bent. Locke.

Obstinate or stomachful crying should not be per-
mitted, because it is another way of encouraging those

passions which 'tis our business to subdue. Id.

This filthy simile, this beastly line,

Quite turns my stomach. Pope.

By a catarrh the stomachical ferment is vitiated.

Flayer.

STOMACH, in anatomy, is a membraneous re-

ceptacle, situated in the epigastric region, which
receives the food from the oesophagus ; its figure
is somewhat oblong and round : it is largest on
the left side, and gradually diminishes towards
its lower orifice, where it is the least. Its

superior orifice, where the oesophagus termi-

nates, is called the cardia; the inferior orifice,
where the intestine begins, the pylorus. The
anterior surface is turned towards the abdominal

muscles, and the posterior opposite the lumbar
vertebrae. It has two curvatures : the first is

called the great curvature of the stomach, and
extends downwards from one orifice to the other,

having the omentum adhering to it ; the second
is the small curvature, which is also between
both orifices, but superiorly and posteriorly.
The stomach, like the intestinal canal, is com-

posed of three coats, or membranes: 1. The

outermost, which is very firm, and from the peri-
tonaeum. 2. The muscular, which is very thick,
and composed of various muscular fibres; and,
3. The innermost, or villous coat, which is co-

vered with exhaling and inhaling vessels, and
mucous. These coats are connected together by
cellular membrane. The glands of the stomach
which separate the mucous are situated between
the villous and muscular coat, in the cellular

structure. The arteries of the stomach come

chiefly from the cceliac artery, and are distin-

guished into the coronary, gastro-epiploic, and
short arteries ; they are accompanied by veins

which have similar names, and which terminate

in the vena portse. The nerves of the stomach
are very numerous, and come from the eighth

pair and intercostal nerves. The lymphatic ves-

sels are distributed throughout the whole sub-

stance, and proceed immediately to the thoracic

duct. The use of the stomach is to excite

hunger and partly thirst, to receive the food from

the oesophagus, and to retain it, till, by the mo-
tion of the stomach, the admixture of various

fluids, and many other changes, it is rendered fit

to pass the right orifice of the stomach, and afford

chyle to the intestines. See ANATOMY, Index.

STOMACHICA PASSIO, a disorder in which

these is an aversion to food ;
even the thought of

it begets a nausea, anxiety, cardialgia, an effu-

sion of saliva, and often a vomiting. Fasting
is more tolerable than eating; if obliged to

cut, a pain follows that is worse than hunger
itself.

STOMACHICS are medicines that strengthen
the stomach and promote digestion, &c. Sto-
machic corroboratives are such as strengthen the
tone of the stomach and intestines ; among which
are carminatives, as the roots of galangals, red

gentian, zedoary, pimpinella, calamus aroina-

ticus, and arum. Of barks and rinds, those of
canella alba, sassafras, citrons, Seville and China
oranges, &c. Of spices, pepper, ginger, cloves,

cinnamon, cardamums, and mace. All these
will be found occasionally useful, but the best

of all corroboratives, according to the new sys-
tem of medicine, are air, exercise, and fresh ani-

mal food; which last, when the stomach is too

weak to digest it in a solid form, should !,c

given in the form of beef tea or veal or chicken
broth.

STOND, n. s. For stand. Post; station.

Obsolete.

On the other side, the assieged castle's ward
Their stedfast stands did mightily maintain. Spenser.

There be not stands nor restiveness in a man's na-

ture
;
but the wheels of his mind keep way witli the

wheels of his fortune. Bacon's Esau us.

STONE, n. s., adj., & v. a.
~]

Saxon ptan ;

STONE'CROP, n. s. Gothic slain;

STONE'CUTTER, Belgic stcen ;

STONE'FRUIT, Swedisli stcn ;

STONE'HORSE, ^ Teut. stein. A
STONE'PIT, [ body insipid,

STONE'PITCH, hard, not duc-

STONE'WORK, tile or malleable,

STONINESS, nor soluble in

STONY, adj. J water. Wood-
ward. A piece of building stone ; a monument ;

a gem; a calculous secretion ; the disease arising

therefrom ; the case of certain seeds ; testicle ; a

weight (for which a stone was formerly used) ;
a

state of insensibility : 'to leave no stone un-

turned
'
is to do all we can to produce an effect :

stone, adjective, is made of stone : to stone, to

pelt; beat; kill with stones; also to harden : a

stonecrop is a kind of tree : a stone-cutter, one

whose trade is to hew or cut stones : stonefnvit,

that which contains a stone : stonehorse, a horse

not castrated : stonepit a quarry : stonepitch,

hard inspissated pitch ;
the other noun substan-

tives and the adjectives correspond.

These people be almost ready to stone me.

Erod. xvii. 4.

Now let the stony dart of senseless cold

Pierce to my heart and pass through every side.

Spenser.

The stony hardness of too many patrons' hearts,

not touched with any feeling in this case. Hooker.

Eight yards of uneven ground is threescore and

ten miles a-foot with me, and the stony hearted vil-

lains know it. Suibpeare.

Oh perjured
woman ! thou dost stone my heart ;

And mak'st me call what 1 intend to do

A murder, which 1 thought a sacrifice. Id. Othello.

I thought I saw

Wedges of gold, great anchors, heaps of pearl.

Inestimable stones, unvalued jewels.
Id. Richard ill.

With love's light wings did 1 o'erperch these

walls ;

For stony limits cannot hold love out.

Id. Rtnntn <""' Juliet
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Present her at the leet,

Because she bought stone jugs, and no sealed quarts.

Shakspeare.
What need you be so boisterous rough 1

I will not struggle, I will stand stone still.

Id. King John.

The Egyptian mummies are reported to be as hard
as stonepitch. Bacan's Natural History.
To make fruits without core or stone is a curiosity.

Bacon.

The English used the stones to reinforce the pier.
Huuicard.

Five sharp smooth stonet from the next brook he

chose,

And fits them to his sling. Cowley.
He hath some stoniness at the bottom. Hammond.

Nor slept the winds

Within their stony caves, but rushed abroad

From the four hinges of the world, and fell

On the vext wilderness, whose tallest pines,

Though rooted deep as high and sturdiest oaks,

Bowed their stiff necks, loaden with stormy blasts,

Or torn up sheer. Milton's Paradise Regained.
From the stony Maenalus

Bring your flocks, and live with us. Milton.

And there lies Whacum by my side,

Stojie dead, and in his own blood dyed. Hadibras.

Women, that left
no stone unturned

In which the cause might be concerned,

Brought in their childrens' spoons and whistles,

To purchase swords, carbines, and pistols.
Id.

We gathered ripe apricocks and ripe plums upon
one tree, from which we expect some other sorts of

itonefruit. Boyle.

A specifick remedy for preventing of the stone,

I take to be the constant use of alehoof-ale. Temple.
He crimes invented, left unturned no stone

To make my guilt appear, and hide his own.

Dryden.
As in spires he stood, he turned to stone ;

The stony snake retained the figure still his own.
Id.

She had got a trick of holding her breath, and

lying at her length for stone dead. L' Estrange.

Small gravel or stoniness is found therein.

Mortimer.

They make two walls with flat stones, and fill the

space with earth, and so they continue the stonework.

Id.

Where there is most arable land, stnnehorses or

geldings are more necessary. Id. Husbandry.

Stonecrop tree is a beautiful tree, but not common.
Mortimer.

Relentless time, destroying power,
Whomsrone and brass obey. Parnel.

There is one found in a stonepit. Woodward.

They suppose these bodies to be only water petri-

fied, or converted into these sparry or stony icicles.

Id.

A gentleman supposed his difficulty in urining pro-
ceeded from the stone. Wiseman's Surgery.
A stonecutter's man had the vesicula; of his lungs

so stuffed with dust, that, in cutting, the knife went
as if through a heap of sand.

Derham's Physico-Theology.
Crucifixion was a punishment unknown to the

Jewish laws, among whom the stoning to death was
the punishment for blasphemy. Stephens'* Sermons.

The name Hexton owes its original to the stoniness

of the place. Hearne.

Should some relenting eye
Glance on the stone where our cold reliques lie.

Pope.
A have not yet forgot myself to stone. Id.

The cottagers, having taken a country-dance toge-
ther, had been all out, and stood stone still with
amazement. Id.

My prosecutor provided me a monument at the

stonecutter's and would have erected it in the parish
church. Swift.

Indifference clad in wisdom's guise,
All fortitude of mind supplies ;

For how can stony bowels melt,
In those who never pity felt > Id.

In the next place there are they who are described

as having received the seed in a stony soil, or on a

rock under a very shallow bed of earth : such, I

mean, who having heard the message of pardon, life,

and glory, which the word of the gospel brings, im-

mediately receive it with a transport of joy but, as

they have no root of deep conviction and real love-to

holiness in themselves, they have no true impression
of the power of it on their hearts.

Doddridge on Matt. xiii.

STONE (Edmund), a distinguished self-

taught mathematician, was born in Scotland
;
but

neither the place nor time of his birth are well

known ; but it is said on the authority of Che-
valier Ramsay, author of the Travels of Cyrus,
that he was son of a gardener of the duke of

Argyle. At eighteen years of age his ac-

quired merits were discovered by the duke,
who drew him out of his obscurity, and provided
him with an employment which left him plenty
of time to apply himself to the sciences. Mr.
Stone was author and translator of several useful

works; viz. 1. A New Mathematical Dictionary,
in 1 vol. 8vo., first printed in 1726. 2. Fluxions,
in 1 vol. 8vo., 1730. The Direct Method is a

translation from the French, of Hospital's Ana-

lyse des Infiniments Petits ;
and the Inverse

Method was supplied by Stone himself. 3. The
Elements of Euclid, in 2 vols. 8vo., 1731 ; with

an account of the life and writings of Euclid,
and a defence of his elements against modern

objectors ;
with other smaller works. Stone was

F. R. S., and had inserted in the Philosophical
Transactions (vol. xli. p. 218) an 'Account of
two species of lines of the third order, not men-
tioned by Sir Isaac Newton or Mr. Stirling.'
A letter from the chevalier de Ramsay, author

of the Travels of Cyrus, in a letter to father

Castel, a Jesuit at Paris, and published in the

Memoires de Trevoux, gives the following inter-

esting particulars ofMr. Stone's early life : 'True

genius overcomes all the disadvantages of birth,

fortune, and education ; of which Mr. Stone is

a rare example. Born a son of a gardener of

the duke of Argyle, he arrived at eight years of

age before he learnt to read. By chance a ser-

vant having taught young Stone the letters of

the alphabet, there needed nothing more to dis-

cover and expand his genius. He applied him-
self to study, and he arrived at the knowledge
of the most sublime geometry and analysis
without a master, without a conductor, without

any other guide than pure genius.
' At eighteen years of age he had made these

considerable advances without being known, and
without knowing himself the prodigies of his

acquisitions. The duke of Argyle, who joined
to his military talents a general knowledge of

every science that adorns the mind of a man of
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his rank, walking one day in his garden, saw

lying on the grass a Latin copy of Sir Isaac

Newton's celebrated Principia. He called some
one to him to take and carry it back to his

library. Our young gardener told him that the

book belonged to him. 'To you?' replied the

duke. ' Do you understand geometry, Latin,
Newton V ' I know a little of them,' replied
the young man, with an air of simplicity arising
from a profound ignorance of his own knowledge
and talents. The duke was surprised ; and, hav-

ing a taste for the sciences, he entered into con-

versation with the young mathematician : he

asked him several questions, and was astonished

at the force, the accuracy, and the candor of his

answers. ' But how,' said the duke,
' came you

by the knowledge of all these things ?' Stone

reph'ed,
' a servant taught me, ten years since, to

read : does one need to know any thing more
than the twenty-four letters in order to learn every

thing else that one wishes ?' The duke's curi-

osity redoubled he sat down upon a bank, and

requested a detail of all his proceedings in be-

coming so learned. 'I first learned to read,'

said Stone :
' the masons were then at work

upon your house : 1 went near them one day,
and I saw that the architect used a rule, com-

passes, and that he made calculations. I en-

quired what might be the meaning and use of

these things; and I was informed that there was

a science called arithmetic : I purchased a book
of arithmetic and I learned it. I was told there

was another science called geometry : I bought
the books, and I learned geometry. By reading
I found that there were good books in these two

sciences in Latin : I bought a Dictionary, and I

learned Latin. I understood also that there were

good books of the same kind in French : I

bought a dictionary, and I learned French. And
this, my lord, is what I have done : it seems to

me that we may learn every thing when we know
the twenty-four letters of the alphabet.'

' This account charmed the duke. He drew
this wonderful genius out of his obscurity; and

he provided him with an employment which left

him plenty of time to apply himself to the

sciences. He discovered in him also the same

genius for music, for painting, for architecture, for

all the sciences which depend on calculations and

proportions.
'
I have seen Mr. Stone. He is a man

of great simplicity. He is at present sensible of

his own knowledge : but he is not puffed up with it.

He is possessed with a pure and disinterested love

for the mathematics ; though he is not solicitous

to pass for a mathematician : vanity having no

part in the great labor he sustains to excel in that

science. He despises fortune also ; and he has

solicited me twenty times to request the duke to

give him less employment, which may not be

worth the half of that he now has, in order to

be more retired, and less taken off from his fa-

vorite studies. He discovers sometimes, by
methods of his own, truths which others have

discovered before him. He is charmed to find

on these occasions that he is not a first inventor,

and that others have made a greater progress
than he thought. Far from being a plagiary,

he

attributes ingenious solutions, which he gives to

certain problems, to the hints he has found in

others, although the connexion is but very dis-

tant,' &c.

STONE (Jerome), the son of a reputable sea-

man, was born in the parish of Scoonie, in Fife.

His father died abroad when he was but three

years of age, and his mother, with her young
family, was left in very narrow circumstances.
Jerome having got the ordinary school educa-

tion, reading English, writing, and arithmetic,
commenced travelling chapman. But he soon
converted his stock of buckles, garters, &c., into

books, and for some years went through the

country, and attended the fairs as an itinerant

bookseller. Formed by nature for literature, he

possessed a peculiar talent for acquiring lan-

guages with amazing facility. He taught him-

self Hebrew and Greek , and, by the aid of Mr
Turcan, the parish schoolmaster, acquired some

knowledge of Latin. Some time afterwards he.

was encouraged to prosecute his studies at the

university of St. Andrew's. An' unexampled

proficiency in every branch of literature recom-

mended him to the esteem of the professors ;

and an uncommon fund of wit and pleasantry
rendered him the favorite of all his fellow stu-

dents. About this period some very humoroui

poetical pieces of his 'composition were publish-
ed in the Scots Magazine. Before he had finish-

ed his third session of St. Andrew's, on an ap-

plication to the college by the master of th>;

school of Dunkeld for an usher, Mr. Stone was

recommended as the best qualified for that of-

fice; and about two or three years after, the

master being removed to Perth, Mr. Stone, by
the favor of the duke of Atholl, who had con-

ceived a high opinion of his abilities, was ap-

pointed his successor. Having, with his usual

assiduity and success, acquired a complete know-

ledge of the Gaelic language, he collected a

number of ancient poems, the production,^ Irish

or Scottish bards. Some of these were trans-

lated into English verse, before Mr. Macpherson

published his translations from Ossian. lie died

while he was writing and preparing for the press

a treatise entitled, An Enquiry into the Original

of the Nation and Language of the Ancient

Scots, with Conjectures about the Primitive

State of the Celtic and other European Nations.

In this treatise he proves that the Scots drew

their original, as well as their language, from the

ancient Gauls. A fever put an end to his hie,

his labors, and his usefulness, in 1757, the thir-

tieth year of his age. He left in MS. a much

esteemed and well known allegory, entitled lie

Immortality of Authors, which has been pub-

lished and often reprinted
since his death.

STONE (John), a celebrated English painter,

in the reigns of Charles I. and II. He studied

under Cross, and spent thirty-seven years abroad,

where he acquired several languages, being

man of learning as well as a good painter,

died at London, August 24th, 1653.

STONE, a market-town and parish
in I irchi

hundred, Stafford, seven miles north of Stafford,

and 141 north-west from London, on the banks

of the Trent. Besides the advantages of the

river Trent, it has a canal navigation, communi-

cating with most of the principal
towns in th

adjacent counties, by which Us commercial ,,n
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portance has been greatly increased. Considera-

ble quantities of shoes are made in tnis town,
and here is a patent roller-pump manufactory,
which employs many hands. The town is chiefly

formed of one tolerably good street. The church

is a noble structure, with a square, but low,
tower. Here is a charity and free grammar-
school.

STONE, in merchandise, denotes a certain

weight for weighing commodities. A stone of

beef at London is eight pounds : in Hereford-

shire twelve pounds ; in the north sixteen pounds.
A stone of glass is five pounds; of wax eight

pounds. A stone of wool (by stat. 1 1 Hen. VII.)
is to weigh fourteen pounds; yet in some places
it is more, in others less : as in Gloucestershire

fifteen pounds ; in Herefordshire twelve pounds.

Among horse-coursers a stone is the weight of

fourteen pounds. The reason of the name is

obvious. Weights at first were generally made
of stone. See Deut. xxv. 13, where the word

J3K, translated weight, signifies a stone.

STONE, PUDDING. See CALLANDER, and Mi-
KERALOGY.

STONE, ROCKING, or LOGAN, a stone of a pro-

digious size, so exactly poised that it would rock
or shake with the smallest force. Of these stones

the ancients give us some account. Pliny says
that at Harpasa, a town of Asia, there was a rock

of such a wonderful nature that if touched with

the finger it would shake, but could not be mov-
ed from its place with the whole force of the

body. Ptolemy Hephaestion mentions a gygonian
stone near the ocean, which was agitated when
struck by the stalk of an asphodel, but could not

ber emoved by a great exertion of force. The
word gygonius seems to be Celtic ; for gwingog
signifies motitans, the rocking stone. Many rock-

ing stones are to be found in different parts of this

island ; some natural, others artificial, or placed
in their position by human art. In the parish of

St. Leven, Cornwall, there is a promontory called

Castle Treryn. On the western side of the mid-
dle group, near the top, lies a very large stone, so

evenly poised that any hand may move it from
one side to another

; yet it is so fixed on its base
that no lever nor any mechanical force can re-

move it from its present situation. It is called

the Logan stone, and is at such a height from the

ground that no person can believe that it was
raised to its present position by art. But there

are other rocking stones, which are so shaped and
so situated that there can be no doubt but they
were erected by human strength. Of this kind
Borlase thinks the great Quoit or Karn-lehau, in

the parish of Tywidnek, to be. It is thirty-nine
feet in circumference, and four feet thick at a

medium, and stands on a single pedestal. There
is also a remarkable stone of the same kind in

the island of St. Agnes in Scilly. The under
rock is ten feet six inches high, forty-seven feet

lound the middle, and touches the ground with
no more than half its base. The upper rock rests

on one point only, and is so nicely balanced that

two or three men with a pole can move it. It is

eight feet six inches high, and forty-seven feet in

circumference. On the top there is a basin hol-

lowed out, three feet eleven inches in diameter
at a medium, but wider at the brim, and three

feet deep. From the globular shape of this up-
per stone it is highly probable that it was round-
ed by human art, and perhaps even placed on its

pedestal by human strength. In Stithney parish,
near Helston, in Cornwall, stood the famous lo-

gan, or rocking stone, commonly called Men
Amber, q. d. men an bar, or the top-stone. It

was eleven feet by six, and four high, and so

nicely poised on another stone that a little child

could move it, and all travellers who came this

way desired to see it. But Shrubsal, Cromwell's

governor of Pendennis, with much ado caused it

to be undermined, to the great grief of the

country. There are some marks of the tool on

it; and, by its quadrangular shape, it was pro-

bably dedicated to Mercury. There is a rock-

ing stone in Perthshire, near Balvaird Castle, in

the Ochil hills, on the estate of Mr. Murray of

Conland. That the rocking stones are monu-
ments erected by the Druids cannot be doubted;
but tradition has not informed us for what pur-

pose they were intended. Mr. Toland thinks

that the Druids made the people believe that

they alone could move them, and that by a mi-
racle ; and that by this pretended miracle they
condemned or acquitted the accused, and brought
criminals to confess what could not otherwise

be extorted from them. How far this conjecture
is right, we shall leave to those who are deeply-
versed in the knowledge of antiquities to deter-

mine.

STONE, SONOROUS, a kind of stone remarkable
for emitting an agreeable sound when struck,
and much used in China for making musical in-

struments, which they call king. The various

kinds of sonorous stones known in China differ

considerably from one another in beauty, and in

the strength and duration of their tone ; and what
is very surprising is, that this difference cannot be

discovered either by the different degrees of their

hardness, weight, or fineness of grain, or by any
other qualities which might be supposed to de-

termine it. Some stones are found remarkably
hard which are very sonorous ; and others ex-

ceedingly soft which have an excellent tone ;

some extremely heavy emit a very sweet sound ;

and there are others as light as pumice stone

which haye also an agreeable sound. It appears
that the Romans were formerly acquainted with

a sonorous stone of the class of hiang-che. Pliny

(says the abbe du Bos, in his Reflections on

Poetry and Painting, when speaking of curious

stones) observes that the stone called chalcopho-

nas, or brazen sound, is black ;
and that, accord-

ing to the etymology of its name, it sends forth

a sound much resembling that of brass when it

is struck. The passage of Pliny is as follows :

Chalcophonas nigra est ; sed elisa seris tinnitum

reddit. Some sonorous stones were at length sent

into France, and the late duke de Chaulnes ex-

amined them with particular attention. From the

duke's observations there is reason to believe that

the stones of which the king are formed are nothing
else but a black kind of marble, the constituent

parts of which are the same as those of the

marble of Europe, but that some difference in

their organisation renders them more or less so-

norous.

STONE DIKE, in agriculture, is that sort of
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dike or mound which is formed with stone and
earth. These dikes should consist of a double
face to two-thirds of their height, and the other
third be of single stones, built up in an open
form and manner, so as to hang firmly on each
other. They are made in the Highland sheep
districts, where this manner of forming them is

much had recourse to, five or five feet a-nd a
half high from the surface of the ground. A
dike thus built, when well executed, and filled

with through-bands, bids defiance, it is said, to

most kinds of animals, none of which are fond
of venturing over it; whereas a green sod on the

top of a double-faced wall invites the sheep to

attempt clearing it, which they not unfrequently
do with facility. These dikes are equally durable
and cheap ; even more so than the turf or sod

covered or coped stone-walls, while they are

greatly more effectual. They are the most pro-

per for confining of sheep ; and, on farms purely
of this kind, are perhaps the best sort of con-

trivance for restraining them of any yet known.

They have different names in different sheep
districts.

STONE INDIANS, a tribe of Indians inhabiting
the south of Fire Fort, or Assiniboin River, in

North America. Their number is estimated by
Mackenzie at 450 warriors. They have great
numbers of horses, which are generally brought
from the Spanish settlements in Mexico. These
are employed as beasts of burden, and also in

the chase of the buffalo. The former are not

considered as being of much value, as they

may be purchased for a gun which costs twenty
guineas in Great Britain. Many of the hun-

ters, however, cost more than ten times this

price. Of these useful animals no care what-

ever is taken
; for, when they are no longer em-

ployed, they are turned loose to provide for

themselves.

STONES, MILL. In small corn-mills, where

only one pair of stones is in use, they are, it is

said, roughed on the surface, to enable them to

tear, bruise, and reduce the grain, by the use of

a small hand-pick. Stones, thus prepared and

dressed, serve well for making of oatmeal, which
is best and most relished when rough, and large
in the grain; but they are not capable of grind-

ing barley or peas to that fineness of flour which

is necessary for some uses. It is requisite to

have a separate pair of stones for this purpose,
which are dressed on the surface, with a small

chisel, in grooves running in from the circum-

ference to the centre, as in the stones of wheat-

mills ; the edges of these grooves clip the grain
like scissars, and there is no interstice through
which any of the grain can escape, until it is

reduced to the required fineness of meal which

is proper.
STONE PICKERS are persons employed in pick-

ing stones from off the ground. In order to

prevent the loss of time in filling and emptying
the baskets, and that of having recourse to the

team, the use of one horse and a light cart is

advised, which attending seven or eight women,

boys, and girls, may run over forty acres in about

four days. It is advised by Mr. A. Young that

constantly in a dry season an opportunity
should

be taken to stone-pick the grass and clover

fields intended for mowing. In this work, no
stones are, he says, however, to be taken, but
such as would impede the scythe. It is often
the case, he adds, that the pickers, who generally
like this work, will over-pick if they are not
attended to, and propose to pick fields which
are not to be mown ; but this is on no account
to be permitted, if the stones be not much
wanted. It has been often remarked, and is a
known fact, that too much stone-picking has done
a very sensible mischief, in many cases where
picked by authority of parliament for turnpike
roads. And Mr. Macro, of Suffolk, ascertained
it experimentally.
STONE PITCH, or rather PITCH STONE. See

MINERALOGY.
STONE WARE, or STONE-WARE, as it is often

absurdly compounded, a species of pottery so
called from its hardness. See DELFT, PORCE-
LAIN, and POTTERY. Clay is a principal ingre-
dient in pottery of all kinds which has the pro-

perly of hardening in the fire, and of receiving
and preserving any form into which it is moulded.
One kind of clay resists the most violent action of

the fire after being hardened to a certain degree,
but is incapable of receiving a sufficient degree of

hardness and solidity. A second kind assumes
a hardness resembling that of flint, and such a

compactness that vessels made of it have a glossy

appearance in their fracture resembling porcelain.
These two species owe their peculiar properties
of resisting heat without melting, to sand, chalk,

gypsum, or ferruginous earth, which they contain,

A third species of clay begins to harden with a

moderate fire, and melts entirely with a strong fire.

It is of the second species that stone ware is made.

The most famous manufactory of stone ware, as

well as of other kinds of pottery, is at Bursl'em in

Staffordshire. This can be traced with certainty

at least two centuries back ;
but of its first intro-

duction no tradition remains. In 1686, as ,we

learn from Dr. Plot's N atural History of Stafford-

shire, only the coarse yellow, red, black, and

mottled wares, were made in this country; and

the only materials employed for them appear to

have been the different colored clays which are

found in the neighbourhood, and which form

some of the measures or strata of the coal mines.

These coarse clays made the body of the ware,

and the glaze was produced by powdered lead-

ore, sprinkled on the pieces before firing, with

the addition of a little manganese for some parti-

cular colors. The quantity of goods manufac-

tured was at that time so inconsiderable that the

chief sale of them, Plot says, was
' to poor crate-

men, who carried them on their backs all over

the country.' About 1690 two ingenious arti-

sans from Germany, of the name of Ellers, set-

tled near Burslem, and carried on a small work

for a little time. They brought into this coun-

try the method of glazing stone ware, by casting

salt into the kiln while it is hot, and some other

improvements of less importance ; but, finding

they could not get their secrets kept, they left the

place rather in disgust.
From this time various

kinds of stone ware, glazed by the fumes of salt

in the manner above mentioned, were added to

the wares before made. The white kind, which

afterwards became, and for many succeeding
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years continued, the staple branch of pottery, is

said to have owed its origin to the following ac-

cident: A potter, Mr. Astbury, travelling to

London, perceived something amiss with one of

his horse's eyes. An ostler at Dunstable said

he could soon cure him, and for that purpose

put a common black flint stone into the fire.

The potter observing it, when taken out, to be of

a fine white, immediately conceived the idea of

improving his ware by the addition of this material

to the whitest clay he could procure : accordingly
he sent home a quantity of the flint stones of that

country, where they are plentiful among the

chalk, and, by mixing them with tobacco-pipe

clay, produced a white stone ware much superior
to any that had been seen before. Some of the

other potters soon discovered the source of this

superiority, and did not fail to follow his exam-

ple. For a long time they pounded the flint

stones in private rooms by manual labor in

mortars
;
but many of the poor workmen suffered

severly from the dust of the flint getting into

their lungs, and producing dreadful coughs,

consumptions, and other pulmonary disorders.

These disasters, and the increased demand for

the flint powder, induced them to try to grind
it by mills of various constructions: and this

method, being found both effectual and safe, has

continued in practice ever since. With these

improvements, in the beginning of the eighteenth

century, various articles were produced for tea

and coffee equipages. Soon after attempts were
made to furnish the dinner table also ; and, before

the middle of the century, utensils for the table

were manufactured in quantity, as well for ex-

portation as home consumption. But the salt

glaze, the only one then in use for this purpose,
is in its own nature so imperfect, and the pot-

ters, from an injudicious competition among
themselves for cheapness rather than excellence,
had been so inattentive to elegance of form

and neatness of workmanship, that this ware
was rejected from the tables of persons of rank

;

and about 1760 a white ware, much more beau-

tiful and better glazed than ours, began to be

imported in considerable quantities from France.

This inundation of a foreign manufacture, so

much superior to any of our own, must have
had very bad effects upon the potteries of this

kingdom, if a new one, still more to the public
taste, had not appeared soon after. In 1763

Mr. Josiah Wedgwood, who had already intro-

duced several improvements into this art, invent-

ed a species of earthen ware for the table quite
new in its appearance, covered with a rich and
brilliant glaze, bearingsudden alternations of heat

and cold, manufactured with ease and expedition,
and consequently cheap, and having every re-

quisite for the purpose intended. To this new
manufacture the queen was pleased to give her

name and patronage, commanding it to be called

Queen's ware, and honoring the inventor by
appointing him her majesty's potter. The com-
mon clay of the country is used for the ordinary

sorts; the finer kinds are made of clay from De-
vonshire and Dorsetshire, chiefly from Biddeford ;

but the flints from the Thames are all brought

rough by sea, either to Liverpool or Hull, and
and so by Burton. There is no conjecture formed

of the original reason of fixing the manuf, cture
in this spot, except for the convenience of plentv
of coal, which abounds under all the country.

SIOMKS, mode of moving, under this head it

may be adviseable to point out the mode of em-

ploying the largest and most massive which has
been conveyed from its earth-bound bed. We
allude to the base of the statue erected to the

memory of the emperor Peter, at St. Petersburg.
It is represented in our Plate as it was removed

by a series of friction balls, and motion commu-
nicated by the agency of pulleys, giving a me-
chanical advantage of sixteen to one pound of

power employed. When the stone reached the

sea-side, it was suspended between two Innje

vessels which had been cut down for the occasion.

STONES, in the old system of mineralogy, were
defined bodies which are insipid, not ductile

nor inflammable, nor soluble in water. But as

this is the definition given of earths, by chemists
and naturalists, we must refer the reader to the

article MINERALOGY, for a view of the classi-

fication of stones. Here we will only make a

few observations concerning their natural history.
Some philosophers say that stones are vegeta-

bles
; that they grow and increase in size like a

plant. This theory, we believe, was first offered

to the world by M. Tournefort, in 1702, after re-

turning from his travels in the east. It was
founded on a curious fact. In surveying the la-

byrinth of Crete he observed that the names
which visitors had engraved upon the rock were
not formed of hollow but of prominent letters,

like basso relievos. He supposes that these letters

were at first hollowed out by knives ; that the

hollows have since been filled up by the growth
of the stone; and hence he concludes that stones

vegetate. Allowing the supposition to be true

that they were at first hollow, we reply it is only
a single fact, and that it is altogether unphiloso-

phical to deduce a general system from a single
fact. But this protuberancy of the characters is

very improperly called vegetation; for it is not

produced by a process in any respect like vegeta-
tion. Vegetation supposes vessels containing
fluids and growth by expansion ; but who ever

heard of vessels in a stone, of fluids moving in

them, or of the different parts expanding and

swelling like the branch or trunk of a tree?

Even the fact which Tournefort mentions proves

nothing. He does not pretend to say that the

rock itself is increasing, but only that a few small

hollows are filled with new stony matter, which
rises a little above the surrounding surface of the

rock. This matter evidently has been once li-

quid, and at length has congealed in the channel
into which it had run. But is not this easily ex-

plained by a common process, the formation of

stalactites ? When water charged with calcareous

matter is exposed to the action of air, the water

evaporates, and leaves the calcareous earth be-

hind, which hardens and becomes like a stone.

Having thus examined the principal fact upon
which M. Tournefort founds his theory, it is

unnecessary to follow him through the rest of his

subject. Upon the whole we conclude that no
such theory as this, that stones are vegetables,
can be drawn from the supposed *?ct respecting
the labyrinth.



STONEHENGE.
STONES, in mythology, were objects of religious

worship among the ancients. They were un-
hewn shapeless masses, called by Sanchoniathon
Bsetilia. See B^TYLOS. Pausanias speaks of

the statues of Hercules and of Cupid as merely
such masses of stone. He adds that there were

seen, even in one place, thirty square stones,
which had the names of so many divinities.

STONEHAVEN, or STONEHIVE, a sea-port
town in Kincardineshire, in the parish of Dun-
nottar, Scotland, situate on the coast where the

Cowie and Carron unite their waters as they flow

into the sea
;
about fifteen miles south by west

of Aberdeen, and twenty-two north by east of

Montrose. It is composed of an old and new
town, the former lying on the south bank of the

Carron, adjacent to the harbour, and consisting
of two considerable streets

;
the other on a pe-

ninsula formed by the Carron and Cowie. This
last is laid out upon a regular plan, having broad
streets and a square in the centre. The harbour
is a natural basin, sheltered on the south-east by
a high rock whicli runs out into the sea, and on
the north-east by a quay, very convenient for un-

loading goods, but is neither very capacious nor

safe. It derives its principal support from the

sheriffs-court of the county, which has its seat

here. Of late the brown linen manufacture has

been introduced, and the commerce of the place
is rapidly increasing. Stonehaven is a burgh of

barony, of which the jurisdiction is by charter

vested in magistrates.

STONEHENGE, a celebrated monument of

antiquity, stands in the middle of a flat area

near the summit of a hill six miles from Salis-

bury. It is enclosed by a circular double bank
and ditch nearly thirty feet broad, after crossing
which we ascend thirty yards before we reach

the work. The whole fabric consisted of two
circles and two ovals. The outer circle is about

108 feet diameter, consisting when entire of

sixty stones, thirty uprights and thirty imposts,
of which remain only twenty-four uprights, seven-

teen standing and seven down, three feet and a

half asunder, and eight imposts. Eleven uprights
have their five imposts on them by the grand
entrance. These stones are from thirteen to

twenty feet high. The lesser circle is somewhat
more than eight feet from the inside of the outer

one, and consisted of forty lesser stones (the

highest six feet), of which only nineteen remain,
and only eleven standing : the walk between these

two circles is 300 feet in circumference. The Ady-
tum or Cell is an oval formed of ten stones (from
sixteen to twenty-two feet high,) in pairs, with

imposts, which Dr. Stukeley calls trilithons, and

above thirty feet high, rising in height as they

go round, and each pair separate, and not con-

nected as the outer pair; the highest eight feet.

Within these are nineteen more smaller single

stones, of which only six are standing. Three
of the five trilithons at the west end fell flat

westward, levelling also in their descent a stone

of the second circle that stood in the line of

their precipitation, on the third of January 1797.

At the upper end of the Adytum is the altar,

a large slab of blue coarse marble, twenty inches

thick, sixteen feet long, and four broad ; pressed
down by the weight of the vast stones that have

fallen upon it. The whole number of stones,
uprights, imposts, and altar, is exactly 14o!
Ihe stones are far from being artificial, but were
most probably brought from those called the
grey weathers on Marlborough Downs fifteen or
sixteen miles off; and if tried with a tool they
appear of the same hardness, grain, and color

generally reddish. The heads of oxen, deer, and
other beasts, have been found on digging in and
about Stonehenge; and human bones'in the cir-

cumjacent barrows. There are three entrances
from the plain to this structure, the most consider-
able of which is from the north-east, and at each
of them were raised on the outside of the trench
two huge stones with two smaller within parallel
to them. It has been long a dispute among the

learned, by what nation, and for what purpose,
these enormous stones were collected and arran-ed.
The first account of this structure we meet with
is in Geoffroy of Monmouth ; who in the reisn of

King Stephen, wrote the history of the Britons
in Latin. He tells us that it was erected by the
counsel of Merlin the British enchanter, at the

command of Aurelius Ambrosius the British

king, in memory of 460 Britons who were mur-
dered by Hengist the Saxon. The next account
is that of Polydore Virgil, who says that the

Britons erected this as a sepulchral monument
of Aurelius Ambrosius. Others suppose it to

have been a sepulchral monument of Boadicea
the famous British queen. Inigo Jones is of

opinion that it was a Roman temple; from a

stone sixteen feet long, and four broad, placed
in an exact position to the east altar-fashion.

Mr. Charlton attributed it to the Danes, who
were two years masters of Wiltshire ;

a tin tablet,

on which were some unknown characters, sup-

posed to be Punic, was digged up near it in the

reign of Henry VIII. but is lost. Its common
name, Stonehenge, is Saxon, and signifies a stone

gallows, to which those stones, having transverse

imposts, bear some resemblance. It is also called

in Welsh choir gour, or the giant's dance. Mr.

Grose thinks that Dr. Stukeley has completely

proved this structure to have been a British

temple in which the Druids officiated. He sup-

poses it to have been the metropolitan temple of

Great Britain, and translates the words choir gour,

the great choir or temple. Mr. Bryant is of opi-

nion that it was erected by a c lony of Cuthiles

probably before the time of the Druids; because

it was usual with them to place one vast stone

upon another for a religious memorial ;
anil these

they often placed so equably that a breath of

wind would sometimes make them vibrate. Ot

such stones one remains in the pile of Stonehenge.

The ancients distinguished stones erected with a

religious view, by the name of amber; by which

was signified any thing solar and divine. The

Grecians called them Trtrpat a/i/3po<rtai, petra

ambrosia. Stonehenge, according to Mr. Bryant,

is composed of these amber stones : hence the

next town is denominated Ambresbury ;
not from

a Roman Ambrosius, but from the ambrosia? petnv,

in whose vicinity it stood. Some of these were

rocking stones ; and there was a wonderful mon-

ument of this sort near Penzance in Cornwall,

which still retains the name of main-amber, or

the sacred stones. Such a one is mentioned by
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Appollonius iRnodius, supposed to have been
raised in the time of the Argonauts, in the island

Tenos, as the monument of the two-winged sons

of Boreas, slain by Hercules; and there are

others in China and other countries.

Sir. R. C. Hoare, in 1812, observes :
' It is a

melancholy consideration that at a period when
the sciences are progressively advancing, and
when newly discovered manuscripts are con-

tinually drawn forth from their cloistered retreats

to throw a light on the ancient records of our

country, it is mortifying, I say, that the history
of so celebrated a monument as Stonehenge
should still remain veiled in obscurity. The
monks may boldly assert that Merlin and only
Merlin was the founder of our temple ; and we
cannot contradict, though we may disbelieve.

The revolution of ages frequently illustrates his-

tory, and brings many important facts to light ;

but here all is darkness and uncertainty ; we may
admire, we may conjecture ;

but we are doomed
to remain in ignorance and obscurity.'

Mr. Davies, the learned author of Celtic Re-

searches, and of the Mythology, &c., of the

British Druids, enters more profoundly, perhaps,
than any other author into the question in the

latter work respecting the origin and appropria-
tion of Stonehenge. He supposes that this struc-

ture, and Silbury-hill, are two of the three works
alluded to in a Welsh Triad, as constituting the

greatest labors of the island of Britain, i. e.

lifting the stone of Ketti ; building the work of

Emrys ; and piling the mount of the assem-

blies. That Stonehenge is really a Druidical

structure, the same learned writer farther re-

marks,
'
is evident from the language in which it

was described, and the great veneration in which
it was held by the primitive bards, those imme-
diate descendants and avowed disciples of the

British Druids. As the great sanctuary of the

dominion, or metropolitan temple of our heathen

ancestors, so complex in its plan, and constructed

upon such a multitude of astronomical calcula-

tions, we find it was not exclusively dedicated to

the sun, the moon, saturn, or any other indi-

vidual object of superstition ; but it was a kind
of Pantheon, in which all the Arkite and Sabian
divinities of British theology were supposed to

have been present; for we perceive Noe andHu,
the deified patriarch ; Elphin and Rheiddin, the
sun ; Eseye, Isis ; Ked, Ceres, with the cell of
her sacred fire ; Llywy, Proserpine ; Gwydien,
Hermes ; Budd, Victory ; and several others.'

As to the precise date of Stonehenge, Mr. Da-
Ties offers nothing definitive ; but remarks that it

was most likely of later origin than the introduc-
tion of the Helio-Arkite superstition, which is

traditionally said to have been of foreign origin,
and to have come into England by the way of

Cornwall, and, therefore, probably from the tin

merchants. He also remarks ' that it was a mo-
nument of venerable antiquity in the days of

Hengist, and that its peculiar sanctity influenced
the selection of the spot for the place of con-
ference between the British and Saxon princes,'

p. 385, &c. Mr. Davies farther mentions a

passage in the Greek historian Diodorus Siculus,

describing a round temple dedicated to Apollo,
and concludes this to have been most likely our

monument of Stonehenge. The substance of the

Grecian author is :
'

Among the writers of anti-

quity, Hecateus and some others relate that

there is an island in the ocean, opposite to Celtic

Gaul, and not inferior in size to Sicily, lying
towards the north, and inhabited by Hyperborei,
who are so called because they live more remote
from the north wind. The soil is excellent and
fertile ;

and the harvest is made twice in the same

year. Tradition says that Latona was born here,
and therefore Apollo is worshipped above ai'y
other deity; to him is also dedicated a remaik-

ab!e temple of a round form, &c.'

Mr. Cunnington, in his History of Ancient

Wiltshire, fol. 1812, grounds a new supposition
on the difference in quality and size between
the stones of the great circle and interior row,
and those of the smaller ones : and hence sup-

poses that Stonehenge was erected at different

periods. He also supposes that the larger

stones, with their imposts, constituted the old, or

original work ;
and that the small stones of the

second circle, and those of the inner range, were

raised at a later period, as '

they add nothing to

the grandeur of the temple.' To exemplify
this opinion, Sir Richard Hoare has given a

bird's-eye view of the structure, thus divested of

the smaller stones. Unfortunately for the theorist,

this system is not warranted by any example
among the numerous Druidical circles of Great

Britain ; but, on the contrary, it will be more
consistent with these, and with the practices of

remote ages, to conclude that the second circle

of small, rough, unhewn stones, with another

circle immediately within the ditch, and some
other members, now destroyed, formed the ori-

ginal, pristine temple.
'
It may be naturally expected,' says Sir

Richard Hoare, in his Ancient Wiltshire,
'

that,

after quoting the various descriptions of others

respecting Stonehenge, I should give some

opinions of my own. This I shall do with diffi

dence, and lament that the history of this cele-

brated ' wonder of the west' will most probably
ever remain unknown. I cannot for a moment
hesitate in declaring it to be neither Roman,
Saxon, nor Danish. We learn from the Holy
Scriptures that the earliest memorials were ot

stone ; and we find to this day single, double,
and triple upright stones, as well as numerous

circles dispersed about our dominions : we then

find some attempts at architecture in the cromlech

and kistvaen, in both of which we see immense
stones laid incumbent upon others that are up-
Hght : whether these gave the idea of the imposts
at Stonehenge, or vice versa, will be a difficult

matter to determine; at all events, I consider

Stonehenge of a much more modern date than

Abury, where there are no imposts, and no marks
of working on the stones ; but in the former we

perceive a regular plan, a great deal of symmetry
and great knowledge in mathematics. We know,
also, that many stone monuments exist on the

continent, and in that part of it whence our

island probably received its earliest population,
viz. Gallia-Celtica. The most remarkable of

these monuments, and such as must excite cu-

riosity in the highest degree, is situated in the

hamlet of Carnac, near Vannes and Auray, on
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the western coast of Bretagne, and in the de-

partment of Morbihan, in France. M. Cam-

bray, in his Monumens Celtiques, has given a

very detailed and animated description of this

interesting relic of antiquity. He tells us that

some detached stones on the hills and sand-banks
announce the approach to this grand theatre,
which consists of an immense number of rude

unhewn stones (amounting to four thousand, or

more), standing in an upright position, on a

sandy plain, near the sea-coast. They are ranged
in eleven straight lines, which lines are separated
from each other by a space of thirty or thirty-
three feet, and the distance from one stone to

another varies from twelve to fifteen feet. The

highest of these stones measures twenty-two feet

out of the ground ; the width varies
; one of

them is twenty-two feet high, twelve feet wide,
and six feet thick ; and many of them are move-
able : these stones present the most singular

aspect ; they stand alone on an extensive plain,
attended only by the sand that supports them,
and the vault of heaven that surrounds them

;

not an inscription to explain, nor an analogy to

inform ;
the men whom you call, the traveller

whom you interrogate, gaze at it, and either turn

away their head, or recount follies. They recall

to our memory those times which neither our

calculation nor our history can ever attain. I

have before stated my opinion, that our earliest

inhabitants were Celts, who naturally introduced

with them their own buildings, customs, rites,

and religious ceremonies ;
and to them I attri-

bute the erection of Stonehenge, and the greater

part of the sepulchral memorials that still con-

tinue to render its environs so truly interesting
to the antiquary and historian.

The general title of Druid ical has been given
to all these stone monuments, and some of my
readers may be surprised that I have not adopted
it. That the Druids existed in our island at a

very early period, and officiated as priests, there

can be no doubt ; but, as the learned Mr.

Bryant, in his Mythology, observes,
' under the

sanction of their names, we shelter ourselves

whenever we are ignorant and bewildered.' And
Mr. Borlase, with equal justness, remarks ' that

the work of Stonehenge must have been that of

a great and powerful nation, not of a limited

community of priests; the grandeur of the de-

sign, the distance of the materials, the tedious-

ness with which all such massive works are

necessarily attended, all show that such designs
were the -fruits of peace and religion.' We arc

ourselves much inclined to think, with an able

writer in the Edinburgh Review of 1806, that

these Druidical temples, and especially this of

Stonehenge, served the purpose (perhaps addi-

tionally to that of places of worship) of rude

observatories.

STONEHOUSE (Sir James), a pious English

physician and divine, born in Berkshire, in 1715.

He was educated at St. John's College, Oxford,

where he took his degree of M. D., and afterwards

. settled at Northampton. There he became inti-

mate with Dr. Doddridge, Mr. Hervey, and other

eminent divines. About 1762 he entered into

orders, and was appointed lecturer of All-Saints,

Bristol, and minister of Great and Little Cheve-

rel, Wilts. He succeeded to the family title

and estate in 1792; but died in 1795,' agea
eighty. He was admired as a man and a

preacher. He published Friendly Advice to a
Patient, and other religious tracts.

STONEPLOVER, or STONE CURLEW. See CHAR-
ADRIUS.

STONY POINT, a post on the right bank of the

Hudson, in the state of New York. In 1779 it

was taken by the British, but recovered soon
after by the Americans; and the whole garrison,

consisting of 600 men, with their commanding
officer, lieutenant-colonel Johnson, made prisoners
of war.

STONYKIRK, or STEPHEN-KIRK, a parish in

Wr

igton-shire, composed of the united parishes of

Stonykirk, Clashank, and Toscarton, on the west

coast of the bay of Luce, six miles from Port-

Patrick. Within this parish are four mills for

dressing flax, and an extensive bleach-field.

Here is a considerable fishery for cod, salmon,
and mackarel. Here is also a chalybeate spring;
and in a cave, near the bay Float, called the

Good Wife's Cave, is a very remarkable echo.

STOOD. The pret. of To STAND, which see.

Adam, at the news,

Heart-struck with chilling gripe of sorrow stood.

Milton.

STOOL, n. s. I
Sax. nl ; Goth, stol ;

STOOL'BALL, n. s. 5 Belg. stoel ; Teut. stuhl. A
low seat without a back : evacuations by purga-
tives : for the stool of repentance, see below :

stoolballs is a game.
Thou fearful fool,

Why takest not of the same fruit of gold ?

Nesittest down on that same silver stool,

To rest thy weary person in the shadow cold 1

Spenser.

There be medicines that move stnols, and not urine
,

some other urine, and not stools : those that purge by
stool are such as enter not at all, or little, into the

mesentery veins ;
but either at the first are not di-

gestible by the stomach, and therefore move imme-

diately downwards to the guts, or else are afterwards

rejected by the mesentery veins, and so turn likewise

downwards to the guts.
Bacon's Natural Histm-y.

Unequal and unreasonable judgments of things

brings many a great man to the stool of repentance.

L'Estrange.

Now which were wise, and which were fools ?

Poor Alma sits between two stools ;

The more she reads, the more perplext.
Prior.

While Betty dances on the green,

And Susan is at stoolball seen. Id.

The peristaltick motion, or repeated changes of

contraction and dilatation, is not in the lower guts,

else one would have a continual needing of going to

stool f
Arbnthnot on Aliments.

If a chair be defined a seat for a single person,

with a back belonging to it, then a stool is a seat tor

a single person without a back.

STOOL OF REPENTANCE, or cutty stool, in the

kirks of Scotland, is somewhat analogous to the

pillory. It is elevated above the congregation.

In some places there may be A seat in it; but

it is generally without, and the person
stands

therein who has been guilty
of fornication, for

three Sundays, in the forenoon ; and, after sermon,

is called upon by name and surname, the beadle

or kirk-officer, bringing the offender ,f refrac-

tory, forwards to his post;
and then the preacher
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proceeds to admonition. Here too are set to

public view adulterers; only these are habited

in a coarse canvas, analogous to a hairy or mo-
nastic vest, with a hood to it, which they call

sack, or sackcloth, and that every Sunday
throughout a year, or longer.

STOOL, in mining, is used when the miners

leave off digging deeper, and work in the ends

forward. The end before them is called the

stool.

STOOL, in ship-building, the name of the sup-

porters of the poop and top lanterns.

STOOP, v. n. & n. s. ) Sax. j-tupian ; Swed.

STOOP'INGLY, adv. istupa; Belg. stuypen.
To bend down; bend forward; lout; yield;
submit : the act of stooping ; degradation : and

(Sax. j-toppa) a vessel of liquor : the adverb

corresponds.

They, whose authority is required unto the satis-

fying of your demand, do think it both dangerous to

admit such concourse of divided minds
;
and unmeet

that their laws, which, being once solemnly esta-

blished, are to exact obedience of all men, and to

constrain thereunto, should so far stoop as to hold

themselves in suspense from taking any effect upon
you, till some disputer can persuade you to be obe-

dient. Hooker.

Come, lieutenant, I have a stoop of wine ;
and

here without are a brace of gallants that would fain

have a measure to the health of Othello.

Shahspeare.
I am the son of Henry the Fifth,

Who made the dauphin and the French to stoop.

Id.

Like unto the boughs of this tree, he bended

downward, and stooped towards the earth. Rjleigh.

Where men of great wealth stoop to husbandry,
it

multiplieth riches exceedingly. Bacon.

Nani was noted to tread softly, to walk sfnopingly,
and raise himself from benches with laborious ges-
ture. Woilon.

There is nothing more in nn,. Sir, but may be

squeezed out without racking, cnlv a stwp or two of

wine. Denhinn.

Cow'ringlo*
With blandishment, each bird stooped on h/s wing.

Milton.

Death, his death-wound shall then receive,

And stoop inglorious. Id.

Satan ready now
To stoop with wearied wings and willing feet,

On the bare outside of this world. Id.

Now will I wander through the air,

Mount, make a stoop at every fair. Waller.

He that condescended so far, and stooped so low,
to invite and to bring us to heaven, will not refuse

us a gracious reception there.

Boyle's Seraphick Love.

When Pelopidas and Ismenias were sent to Arta-

xerxes, Pelopidas did nothing unworthy ;
but Isme-

nias let fall his ring to the ground, and, stooping for

that, was thought to make his adoration.

Stillingfleet.
Can any loyal subject see

With patience such a stoop from sovereignty 1

An ocean poured upon a narrow brook 1 Dryden.

Mighty in her ships stood Carthage long,
And swept the riches of the world from far

;

Yet stooped to Rome, less wealthy, but more strong.
Id.

Twelve swans behold in beauteous order move,
And stoop with closing pinions from above. Id.

An eagle made a sloop at him in the middle of his

exaltation, and carried him away. L'Estrange.
A caldron of fat beef, and stoop of ale,

On the huzzaing mob shall more prevail,
Than if you give them with the nicest art,

Ilagousts of peacocks' brains, or filbert tart. King.
These are arts, my prince,

Tn which your Zama does not stoop to Rome.
Addhon.

STOOPING, in falconry, is when a hawk, being

upon her wings at the height of her pitch, bends
down violently to take the fowl.

STOP, v. a., v. n., & n. s. \ French estouper ;

STOP'COCK, n. s. I Italian stoppare ;

STOP'PAGE, Belg. stoppen ; L)a-

STOP'PLE. J nish stoppe. To
hinder ; interrupt ; suspend ; repress ; suppress ;

close ; encumber ; regulate musical strings by
the finger : as a verb neuter, to cease progress :

as a noun substantive, cessation
;
hinderance ;

repression ; obstacle
; impediment ;

a point in

typography ; an instrument to regulate musical

sounds
; act of applying such stops : a stop-

cock is a pipe supplied with a cock : stoppage,
the act of stopping : stopple is the stop of a bot-

tle or hole.

Smite every fenced city, stop all wells of water, and
mar land with stones. 2 Kings, iii. 19.

They pulled away the shoulder, and stopped their

ears, that they should not hear. Zech. vii. 11.

As the truth of Christ is in me, no man shall stop

me of this boasting. 2 Cm-, xi. 10.

Encroachments are made by degrees from one step
to another

;
and the best time to stop is at the be-

ginning. Lesley.

The proud Duessa, full of wrathful spight
And fierce disdain to be affronted so,

Inforced her purple beast with all her might,
That stop out of the way to overthrow. Spenser.

In weak and tender minds, we little know what

misery this strict opinion would breed, besides the

stops it would make in the whole course of all men's

lives and actions. Hooker.

You would play upon me, you would seem to

know my stops ; you would pluck out the heart of

my mystery. Shakspeare.

Blest are those.

Whose blood and judgment are so well commingled
That they are not a pipe for fortune's finger
To sound what stnp she please. Id. Hamlet.

Thought's the slave of time, and life time's fool ;

And time, that makes survey of all the world.

Must have a stop. Sltakipeare.

Friend, 'tis the duke's pleasure,
Whose disposition all the world well knows
Will not be rubbed nor stopped. Id. King Lear.

Some strange commotion
Is in his brain

;
he bites his lip, and starts ;

Stops on a sudden, looks upon the ground,
Then lays his finger on his temple ; straight

Springs out into fast gait, then stops again.
Id. Henry VIII

Look you to the guard to-night ;

Let's teach ourselves that honourable stop,

Not to outsport discretion. Shakspeare.
The further a string is strained, the less a

super-

straining goeth to a note
;
for it requireth good wind-

ing of a string before it will make any note at all :

and in the stops of lutes, the higher they go, the less

distance is between the frets. Bacon.

In instruments of strings, if you stop a string high,

whereby it hath less scope to tremble, the sound it

more treble, but yet more dead.

Bacon's Natural History.
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Hi* majesty stopped a leak that did much harm.

Bacon.

Stoppings and suffocations are dangerous in the

body. Id.

hindrances m my way, when I was attempting |t ;a
commission of such a sin. y,/"
A variety of strings may be observed on their

harps, and of stops on their tibiae
; which shews the

Bottles swinged, or carried in a wheel-barrow upon little foundation that such writers have gone upon
rough ground, fill not full, but leave some air

; for, who, from a short passage in a classick author have
if the liquor come close to the stopple, it cannot determined the previse shape of the ancient musical

instruments, with the exact number of their pipes
strings, and stops. Addison on Ital'

flower. Id.

They first raised an army with this design, to stop

my mouth, or force my consent. King Charles.

Even the iron-pointed pen,
That notes the tragick dooms of men,
Wet with tears stilled from the eyes
Of the flinty destinies,

Would have learned a softer style,

And have been ashamed to spoil

His life's sweet story by the haste

Of a cruel stop ill-placed. Crashaw.

On indeed they went : but O ! not far :

A fatal stop traversed their head-long course.

Daniel.

Th' organ-sound a time survives the stop,

Before it doth the dying note give up.
Id. Civil War.

The marigold, whose courtier's face

Ecchoes the sun, and doth unlace

Her at his rise, at his full stop

Packs and shuts up her gaudy shop. Cleaveland.

Mountains of ice that stop th' imagined way.
Milton.

The harp
Had work, and rested not

;
the solemn pipe,

And dulcimer, all organs of sweet stop. Id.

- . -_- ._ . .Hi Y.
Female zeal, though proceeding from so good a

principle, if we may believe the French historians,
often put a stop to the proceedings of their kings,
which might have ended in a reformation. Addison.

'

Occult qualities put a stop to the improvement of
natural philosophy, and therefore have been rejected.

Newton's Opticks.
So melancholy a prospect should inspire us with

zeal to oppose some stop to the rising torrent, and
check this overflowing of ungodliness. Jtoo-ers.

If the rude throng pour on with furious pace,
And hap to break thee from a friend's embrace,
Stop short, nor struggle through. Gay.
The stoppage of a cough or spitting increases

phlegm in the stomach. Flayer on the Humours.
Celsus gives a precept about bleeding, that when

the blood is good, which is to be judged by the co-

lour, that immediately the vein should be stopped.
A rlinthnot.

The effects are a stoppage of circulation by too

great a weight upon the heart, and suffocation. Id.

STOPPERS, in a ship, certain short pieces of

rope, which are usually knotted at one or botli
\uu uuiL.iniui , cin uiyans ui OWCCL sivu. *<* j -,

. *i_ r i i i

These gates are no? sufficient for the communica- ends
> according to the purpose for winch they

tion between the walled city and its suburbs, as daily
are des.gned. They are either used to suspend

appears by the stops and embarasses of coaches near any heavy body, or to retain a cable shroud.

both these gates. Graunt. &.C., in a fixed position. Thus the anchors, when
If they should open a war, they foresee the con- first hoisted up from the ground, are hung to the

sumption France must fall into by the stop of their cat-head by a stopper attached to the latter,

wine and salts, wholly taken off by our two nations, which, passing through the anchor ring, is after-

wards fastened to the timber head
;
and the sameTemple.

My praise the Fabii claim,

And thou, great hero, greatest of thy name,
Ordained in war to save the sinking state,

And, by delays to put a stop to fate.

Dryden's JEneid.

Almon falls,

Pierced with an arrow from the distant war :

Fixed in his throat the flying weapon stood,

And stopped his breath, and drank his vital blood.

Dryden.
A lion, ranging for his prey, made a stop on a

sudden at a hideous yelling noise which startled him.
L' Estrange.

rope serves to fasten it on the bow at sea ; or to

suspend it by the ring which is to be sunk from

the ship to the bottom. The stoppers of the cable

have a la/ge knot and a laniard at one end, and

are fastened to a ring-bolt in the deck by the

other. They are attached to the cable by the

laniard, which is fastened securely round both

by several turns passed behind the knot, or about

the neck of the stopper; by which means the

cable is restrained from running out of the ship

when she rides at anchor. The stoppers of the

shroud have a knot and a laniard at each end.

Brokers hinder trade, by making the circuit which
They are only used when the shrouds are cut asun-

the money goes larger, and in that circuit more stops,

so that the returns must necessarily be slower and
scantier. Locke.

When men pursue their thoughts of space, they

ttep at the confines of body, as if space were there

at an end. Id.

There were no shuts or stopples made for the ears,

that any loud or sharp noise might awaken it, as also

a soft and gentle murmur provoke it to sleep.

Ray on the Creation.

No man could spit from him without it, but would where he was born in 1763. Early displaying
drivel like some paralytick or fool ;

the tongue being strong musical talent, he was sent by his father

as a stopcock to the air, till upon its removal the
to Italy, that he might enjoy every opportunity

spittle is driven away. Crew's Cosmologia. yf cu i tivation, and his progress
was so rapid that

Every bold sinner, when about to engage in the
at t))e

. commencement of his career he pro-
commission of any known sin, should arrest his con-

celebrated finale to the first act of the

fidence, and stop the execution of his purpose with
p . ,

f ,j very best compositions.
this question : Do I believe that God has denounced f

' ral
,

es
>
anc

,, L rpiided at Ihth
death ,o such a practice, or do I not ? South. On his return to England ^

res.ded at 1 ah

Blessed be that God, who cast rubs, stop,, and till the friendship of Mr. Michael

der in battle, or disabled by tempestuous weather ;

at which time they are lashed, in the same man-

ner as those of the cables, to the separated part

of the shroud, which are thereby reunited, so ns

to be fit for immediate service. This, however,

is only a temporary expedient.
STORAGE (Stephano), an eminent composer

of dramatic music, was the son of an Italian per-

former on the bass viol, long settled in London
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cured him the appointment of composer to Drury
Lane theatre. Here he remained, with daily in-

creasing reputation, till a violent attack of gout
in the head carried him off, in 1796, in the

flower of his age. His compositions are remark-

able for their spirit, and his melodies have not

often been excelled. His productions are the

music to The Doctor and Apothecary, a farce,

1788; Haunted Tower, opera, 1789; No Song
no Supper, farce, 1790; Siege of Belgrade,

opera, 1791 ; Cave of Trophonius, musical in-

terlude, 1791 ; Pirates, and Dido, operas, 1792;
Prize, and Glorious First of June, musical en-

tertainments ; Cherokee, and Lodoiska, operas,
1794 ; Three and the Deuce, comic drama,
1795; My Grandmother, farce; Iron Chest,
musical play ; and Mahmoud, an opera, 1796.

STORAGE (Anna Selina), sister to the above, an

excellent comic actress and accomplished singer,

was a pupil of Sacchini ; and after singing at

Florence, Vienna, &c., from 1780 to 1787, with

reputation, came to London, and soon rose to

be a favorite in her profession, a station which

she maintained till her decease in the neighbour-
hood of London in 1814.

STORAX, LIQUID. See LIQUIDAMBAR.

Liquid storax is a resinous juice obtained from

a tree called Liquidambar Straciflua, a native of

Virginia and Mexico, lately naturalised in Bri-

tain. The juice called liquidambar exudes from

incisions made in the trunk, and the liquid sto-

rax is obtained by boiling the bark or branches

in water. Two sorts of liquid storax are distin-

guished by authors ; one the purer part of the

resinous matter that rises to the surface in boil-

ing, separated by a strainer, of the consistence

of honey, tenacious like turpentine, of a reddish

or ash brown color, moderately transparent, of

an acrid unctuous taste, and a fragrant smell,

faintly resembling that of the solid storax, but

somewhat disagreeable ; the other the more im-

pure part, which remains on the strainer, is not

transparent, in smell and taste is much weaker,
and contains a considerable proportion of the

substance of the bark. What is most commonly
met with under this name in the shops is of a

weak smell and a gray color, and is supposed
to be an artificial composition. Liquid storax

has been employed chiefly in external appli-

cations, but it is at present almost wholly h.

disuse.

STO'RAXTREE, n. s. Lat. styrax. A plant;
a resinous and odoriferous gum.

I yielded a pleasant odour like the best myrrh, as

galbanum, and sweet storax. Ecclut xxiv. 15.

STORE, n. s., v. a.,& adj. \ Goth. Swed. Dan.

STOREHOUSE. i and Sax. star, all

signify large, great. The Teutonic dialects nearer

to English seem not to have retained this word.

Large number ; large quantity ; plenty ;
a stock

accumulated; hoard; magazine: to furnish ; re-

plenish ; stock ; lay up ; hoard : Bacon uses it for

hoarded ; laid up : a store-house is a magazine ;

granary ; depository ; a great mass reposited.

Joseph opened all the storehouses, and sold unto

the Egyptians. Genesis xli. 56.

Is not this laid up in itore with me, and sealed up
among mj treasures 1 Deuteronomy xxxii. 34.

They greatly joyed merry tales to feign,
Of which a storehouse did with -her remain.

Faerie Queene.
Some were of opinion that it were best to stay

where they were, until more aid and store of victuals

were come
; but others said the enemy were but

barely stored with victuals, and therefore could not

long hold out. Knolles's History.

By us it is willingly confessed that the scripture
of God is a storehouse abounding with inestimable
treasures of wisdom and knowledge, in many kinds
over and above things in this kind barely necessary.

Hooker.
Suffer us to famish, and their storehouses crammed

with grain ! Shaltspeare. Coriolanus.

The ships are fraught with store of victuals, and

good quantity of treasure. Bacon.
What floods of treasure have flowed into Europe

by that action, so that the cause of Christendom is

raised since twenty times told : of this treasure the

gold was accumulate and store treasure
;
but the

silver is still growing. Id. Holy War.
Let the main part of the corn be a common stock,

laid in and stored up, and then delivered out in pro-

portion. Bacon.
To these high powers a storehouse doth pertain,

Where they all arts and general reasons lay ;

Which in the soul, even after death, remain,
And no Lethean flood can wash away. Davies.

Wise Plato said the world with men was stored,

That succour each to other might afford. Denham.
None yet, but store hereafter from the earth

Up hither like aerial vapours flew,

Of all things transitory and vain, when sin

With vanity had filled the works of men. Milton.

Sulphurous and nitrous foam,
Concocted and adjusted, they reduced

To blackest grain, and into stnre conveved. Id.

My heart hath been a storehouse long of things
And sayings laid up, portending strange events.

Id.

One having stored a pond of four acres with carps,

tench, and other fish, and only put in two small

pikes, at seven years' end, upon the draught, not

one fish was left, but the two pikes grown to an

excessive bigness. lldte.

As many different sounds as can be made by
single articulations, so many letters there are in the

storehouse of nature. Holder.

Jove, grant me length of life, and years good
store

Heap on my bended back. Dry den's Juvenal.

We lived supine amidst our flowing store,

We slept securely, and we dreamt of more.

Dryden.

The mind reflects on its own operations about the

ideas got by sensation, and thereby stores itself with

a new set of ideas, which I call ideas of reflection.

Locke.

The image of God was resplendant in man's prac-
tical understanding, that storehouse of the soul, in

which are treasured up the rules of action and the

seeds of morality. South.

Thee, goddess, thee, Britannia's isle adores ;

How has she oft exhausted all her stores !

How oft in fields of death thy presence sought,
Nor thinks the mighty prize too dearly bought !

Additim.

Her face with thousand beauties blest
;

Her mind with thousand virtues stored ;

Her power with boundless joy confest,

Her person only not adored. PnVr,

To store the vessel let the care be mine

With water from the rocks, and rosy wine,

And life-sustaining bread. Pope't Odystfy
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STOREKEEPER, a person entrusted with shows the superiority of true generalship o-fr

Ine care of the stores in the magazines, such as brutal courage, we recommend it to the perusal
the provisions, forage, &c. During a war, store- of every officer, and to the imitation of every
keepers receive these articles from contractors, general who may have the lives of his fellovv-
and deliver them out to the troops. They have subjects entrusted to his judgment. The cele-
several clerks under them, appointed to different brated general Wolfe, always brave, always
departments of provisions, hay, straw, oats, &c.

_../-., .,

The storekeepers belonging to the ordnance nave

charge of all the king's stores, belonging both to

land and sea-service. The government store-

keeper-general is an appointment of recent date,
which has been given to John Trotter, esq.
STORESHIP. See SHIP.

STORES, MILITARY, are provisions, forage,

arms, clothing, ammunition, &c. Officers, store-

keepers, or commissaries, who are convicted of

embezzling or misapplying any military stores,
are to make good the damage, forfeit 100, and
be cashiered. See Mutiny Act, sect. 65.

STORES, MEDICAL, on board transports. Cer-
tain articles of diet, which are put on board each

transport, are so called. These are to be consi-

dered as intended solely for the use of the sick,
or convalescent; they are to remain in the charge
of the master of the transport, and only to be
issued upon demand in writing, made by the

surgeon from time to time, as he shall judge

proper; or, when there is no surgeon, upon de-

mand of the commanding officer. And the sur-

geon or commanding officer is to give the master,
at the end of the voyage, a certificate that his

demands for the said medical stores have been
made only upon proper occasions, and have not

been expended for any other use than that of

the sick or convalescent.

STORK, n, s. Sax. j-toric ; Belg. stork ; Gr.

fopyt). A bird of passage, famous for the regu-

larity of its departure.
STORK, in ornithology. See ARDEA.
STORK (Abraham), a celebrated Dutch painter,

famed for sea-pieces and sea-ports. In these

his figures were small; but so numerous, varied,
and accurate, as to afford a great fund of en-

tertainment. He died in 1708. His brother

was a landscape painter, but not equal to Abra-
ham.

STORM, n. $, Sav.n.t Welsh, ystorm; Sax.

STORM'Y, adj. \ r"corim ; Goth. Swed.
Dan. and Belg. storm ; Ital. stormo. A tempest ;

eager to put forth the energies of his nature,
proposed to general Amherst, who commanded
the besieging army, that the place should be
stormed. The general asked his friend Wolfe,
how many lives he thought it might cost? the
latter said, about 300

; and he then asked how
long he thought it might hold out against a
blockade ? Not above three days. Well, then,
let us wait three days, and save our men. The
place surrendered on the second day.
STORMING PARTY, a select body of men,

consisting generally of the grenadiers, who first

enter the breach, &c.

STORNOWEY, a harbour and port of the

custom-house in Ross-shire, island of Lewis,
Scotland. It has a post-office and regular

packet, which sails every week with the mail

and passengers for the mainland. The houses
in the town are in general well built; and, be-

sides a neat and commodious custom-house,
here is a town-house, an assembly-room, an ele-

gant church, and two good school-houses.

STORTHING, the Norwegian diet (from

star, great, and thing, assembly). The citizens

qualified to vote, choose electors, who, from

among themselves or their constituents, select

the representatives, whose number is not to be

under seventy-five, nor above one hundred.

A member of the storthing must be thirty

years old
; must have resided ten years in the

realm
;
must hold no office, civil or military ;

must not be attached to the court, nor receive

a pension. Generally the storthing is held

every third year, at the beginning of February,
in the capital, Christiania. After the storthing

is opened by the king or his deputy, it chooses

one fourth part of its members to form the

logthiny ; the other three fourths form the

odelsthing. Each thiny holds its sessions sepa-

rately, and with open doors
;
and the debates

are published, unless a resolution to the con-

trary be passed. The storthing is authorized

to make and abolish laws ;
to impose taxes ;

a commotion of the elements; hence any violent open loans; see that the finances are properly

assault, commotion,"-or calamity; to storm is, to administered; grant the civil list, &c. The

attack by open force; to raise a tempest; to government protocols, and all public papers,

including treaties with foreign powers, must

be laid before them, the secret articles only ex-

cepted, and these must not be contrary to the

public ones ;
it may summon any body before

it, except the king and viceroy; and it confers

naturalization. Laws are proposed
in the

odelsthing, by its members, or by a counsellor

of state : if they pass there, they go to the

loethine. The king is to sign the bills, or to

decline so doing. If a bill, twice rejected by

the king, is adopted without alteration by a

third regular storthing, it becomes a law, even

without the king's sanction. In this manner

nobility was abolished in Norway.

STO'llY. n. s & v. i
Sax. ,-weji ; Belg.

STO'RIED, adj. \
*toru; Ital. storm ; (,r.

STO'RYTELLER, n. s. ) kopio ;
Lat. hutoru.

rage; fume: stormy is, temoestous; violent

passionate.

O turn thy rudder hitherward a while,
Here may thy dorm-beat vessel safely ride. Spenier.

So now he storms with many a sturdy stoure,
So now his blustering blast each coast doth scours.

Id.

We hear this fearful tempest sin,
Yet seek no shelter to avoid the ttorm. Shahspeare.

Them she upstays, mindless the while

Herself, though fairest unsupported flower,

From her best prop so far, and storm so nigh.
Milton.

To STORM, in military matters, to make a

violent assault on any fortified place or works.

At the siege of Louisbourg, in the year 1758,
the following anecdote occurred; and, as it
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STO

A history , particularly a short history ; tale ; an

idle or trifling tale ; account : as a verb active, to

tell in history ; relate : storied is furnished or

adorned with stories : storyteller, a narrator of

tales; generally used in condemnation or con-

tempt.
How worthy he is, I will leave to appear here-

after, rather than story him in his own hearing.

Shakspeare. Cvmbeline.

These flaws and starts would well become
A woman's itory at a winter's fire,

Authorised by her grandame. Id. Macbeth.

The fable of the dividing of the world between

the three sons of Saturn arose from the true story of

the dividing of the earth between the three brethren,

the sons of Noah. Raleigh.
Matters of fact, concerning times, places, persons,

actions, which depend upon story, and the relation

of others, these things are not capable of being

proved by such scientifical principles. Wilkins.

It is storied of the brazen Colossus, in the island

of Rhodes, that it was seventy cubits high ; the

thumbs of it being so big that no man could grasp
one of them with both his arms. Id.

This scene had some bold Greek or British bard

Beheld of old, what stories had we heard

Of fairies, satyrs, and the nymphs their dames,
Their feasts, their revels, and their am'rous flames !

Denham.
And storied windows richly dight,

Casting a dim religious light. Milton.

'Tis not vain or fabulous

What the sage poets, taught by the' heavenly muse,
ttoried of old in high immortal verse,

Of dire chimeras and enchanted isles,

And rifted rocks whose entrance leads to hell. Id.

Thee I have heard relating what was done

Ere my remembrance : now hear me relate

My itory, which perhaps thou hast not heard. Id.

The four great monarchies make the subject of

ancient story, and are related by the Greek and Latin

authors. Temple.
In such a satire all would seek a share,

And every fool will fancy he is there
-,

Old storytellers too must pine and die,

To see their antiquated wit laid by ;

Like her who missed her name in a lampoon,
And grieved to find herself decayed so soon.

Dryden.
Governments that once made such a noise, as

founded upon the deepest counsels and the strongest

force, yet by some slight miscarriage, which let in

ruin upon them, are now so utterly extinct that

nothing remains of them but a name ; nor are there

the least traces of them to be found, but only in story.

South.

In the road between Bern and Seleurre, a monu-
ment erected by the republick of Bern tells us the story
of an Englishman not to be met with in any of our

own writers. Addison.

Some greedy minion or imperious wife

The trophied arches, storied halls, invade. Pope.
Recite them, nor in erring pity fear

To wound with storied griefs the filial ear. Id.

My maid left on the table one of her story books,
which I found full of strange impertinence, of poor
servants who came to be ladies. Swift.

Company will be no longer pestered with dull,

dry, tedious storytellers. Id. Polite Conversation.

STORY, n. s. &c v. a. Sax. r* !^ place. A floor;

a flight of rooms : to range in floors, or one under
another.

Avoid enormous heights of seven stories, and the

contrary fault of low distended fronts. Wotton.
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Because all the parts of an undisturbed fluid are

of equal gravity, or gradually placed or storied ac-

cording to the difference of it, any concretion that

can be supposed to be naturally and mechanically
made in such a fluid, must have a like structure of

its several parts ;
that is, either be all over of a simi-

lar gravity, or have the more ponderous parts nearer

to its basis. Bentlei/'s Sermom.
Sonnets or elegies to Chloris

Might raise a house about two stories ;

A lyrick ode would slate
;
a catch

Would tile
;
an epigram would thatch. Swift.

STOTHARD (Charles Alfred), a modern
artist and antiquary of great talent, son of Tho-
mas Stothard, R. 4-> was born July 5th, 1789.

His' paintings are remarkable for the faithful de-

lineation which they exhibit of ancient costume :

his drawings of the effigies of various members
of the house of Plantagenet, taken from the

abbey of Fontevraud, are equally curious and
accurate ;

and it is satisfactory to reflect that his

efforts not only succeeded in preserving copies
of these relics, but mainly contributed to save

the originals from destruction. In 1810 appeared
his celebrated picture of the death of Richard II..

and in the same year the first number of his

Monumental Effigies of Great Britain, the tenth

number of which was preparing for publication
when, by a melancholy accident, he was brought
to an untimely end. In 1816 he visited France,
and commenced at the instance of the Antiqua-
rian Society his elaborate drawings from the

celebrated tapestry of Bayeux ;
which he after-

wards, in a memoir addressed to the society,

proved from internal evidence to be contempo-
rary with the commonly received era of its pro-

duction, the period succeeding the Norman con-

quest. This little essay is to be found in the

nineteenth volume of the Archaiologia. In July
1819 he was elected a fellow of the Antiquarian

Society ; and in the same year made a series of

drawings from the paintings then lately disco-

vered on the walls of the painted chamber in the

house of lords. Being engaged to make some
illustrations for Mr. Lyson's Magna Britannia,
he set out for that purpose on a tour through De-

vonshire, and was employed in the act of tracing
the stained glass in a window over the altar of

the parish church of Bere Ferrers, in that county,
when the ladder on which he was standing giving

way, he was precipitated to the earth, and, his

head striking against the monument of a knight
in the chancel, his life was instantaneously ter-

minated by a concussion of the brain. This

fatal accident took place on the 28th of May,
1821, in the thirty-fourth year of his age. He
left behind him several manuscripts and unpub-
lished drawings, especially a work on ancient

seals, which he had begun, and materials for a

work illustrative of the age of Elizabeth. He
lies buried in the church which was the scene

of his catastrophe.

STOVE, n. s. Sax. pcopoa ; Isl. stoo, a fire-

place ;
Fr. estuve ; Belg. stove.

For December, January, and the latter part of

November, take such things as are greon all winter ;

orange trees, lemon trees, and myrtles, if they be

staved; and sweet marjoram warm set. Bacon.

Fishermen, who make holes in the ice to dig up
such fish with their nets as resort thither for breath-
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ing, light on swallows congealed in clods of a slimy
substance, and, carrying them home to their stoves,

the waimth recovereth them to life and flight.
Carew's Survey of Cornwall.

Stoves, which could autumn of cold winter make
;

Fountains in autumn to bring winter back.

Beaum. Psyche.
If the season prove exceeding piercing, in your

great house kindle some charcoals
; and, when they

have done smoaking, put them into a hole sunk a

little into the floor, about the middle of it. This is

the safest stove. Evelyn.
The most proper place for unction is a stove.

Wiseman.
The heat which arises out of the lesser spiracles

Brings forth nitre and sulphur ;
some of which it af-

fixes to the tops and sides of the grottos, which are

usually so hot as to serve for natural stoves or sweat-

:ng-vaults. Woodward.

STOVES. Without pretending to explain the

physical connexion of heat and light, we may ob-

serve that heat, as well as light, is communicated
to distant bodies in an instant by radiation. A
person passing hastily by the door of a glass-
house feels the glow of heat in the very moment
he sees the dazzling light of the furnace mouth,
and it is interrupted by merely screening his face

with his hand. In this way is an apartment

partly warmed by an open fire ;
and we avoid

the oppressive heat by sitting where the fire is

not seen, or by interposing a screen. We are

apt to connect this so strongly in the imagination
with the light emitted by the fire, that we attri-

bute the heat to the immediate action of the

light. But this opinion is shown to be gratuitous

by a curious experiment made before the Royal

Society by Dr. Hooke, and afterwards, with more
care and accurate examination, by Mr. Scheele.

They found that by bringing a plate of the most

transparent glass briskly between the fire and

one's face, the heat is immediately intercepted
without any sensible diminution of the light.

Scheele, by a very pretty investigation, dis-

covered that the glass made that separation, and

did it both in refraction and reflection; for he

found that, when the light of the same fire was

collected into a focus by means of a polished
netal concave speculum, a thermometer placed
there was instantly affected. But, if we employ
u glass speculum foiled in the usual manner with

quicksilver, of the same diameter and focal dis-

tance, and of equally brilliant reflection, there is

hardly any sensible heat produced in the focus,

and the thermometer must remain there for a

very long while before it is sensibly affected.

When we repeated this curious experiment, we
found that, after the glass has remained a long
while in this position, whether transmitting or

reflecting the light, it loses in a great measure its

power of intercepting the heat. By varying this

observation, in many of its circumstances, we
think ourselves entitled to conclude that the

glass absorbs the heat which it intercepts, and is

very quickly heated by the absorption. While

it rises in its own temperature, it intercepts the

heat powerfully ; but when it is, as it were, satu-

rated, attracting no more than what it imme-

diately imparts to the air in corporeal contact

with it, the heat passes freely through along with

the light. If the glass be held so near the fire

that the surrounding air is very much heated, no
sensible interruption of heat is perceived after
the glass is thus saturated. We found the cheek
more quickly sensible than the thermometer of
this instantaneous radiation of the heat which

accompanies the light, or is separated from it in
this experiment. It is a very instructive experi-
ment in the physiology of heat. The accompani-
ment of light is not demonstrably necessary.We are certain that heat may be imparted with-
out any sensible light, in a manner which we
can hardly suppose any thing but radiation. If
a piece of very hot iron be placed a little without
the principal focus of a metallic concave specu-
lum, and a very sensible air thermometer be

placed in its conjugate focus, it will instantly
show an elevation of temperature, although the

iron is quite imperceptible to an eye which has

even been a long while in the dark. No such

rise of temperature is observed if the thermometer
be placed a little to one side of the focus of the

speculum ; therefore the phenomenon is pre-

cisely similar to the radiation of light. We are

obliged therefore to acknowledge that the heat

is radiated in this experiment in the same way
that light is in the common optical experiments.

Although this is the most usual way that we in

this country employ fuel for warming our apart-

ments, it is by no means the only way in which

the heat diffused from this fuel may be imparted
to distant bodies. It is not even the most ef-

fectual method ;
it is diffused also by immediate

communication to bodies in contact. The air

in immediate contact with the burning fuel is

heated, and imparts some of its heat to the air

lying beyond it, and this is partly shared with

the air which is sti"
fnrther off; and this diffusion,

by communication in contactu, goes on till the

remote air contiguous to the walls, the floor, the

ceiling, the furniture, the company, all 'get a

share of it, in proportion to their attractions and

their capacities. And as the air is thus con-

tinually supplied, and continually gives one

heat, the walls, &c., become gradually warmer,

and the room becomes comfortable and pleasant.

But no great proportion of the heat actually ac-

quired by the room is communicated in this way.

This diffusion by contact is but slow, especially

in air which is very dry ; so slow, indeed, that

the air in the immediate neighbourhood of the

fuel is hurried up the chimney before it has time

to impart any of the heat received in contact.

We know that the time employed in diffusing it-

self in this way, through stagnant air, to any

moderate distance, is very considerable. We

imagine therefore that the heat communicated to

our rooms by an open fire is chiefly by radiation,

but in a way something different from what w

mentioned before. We imagine that, as the

piece of glass in Dr. llooke's experiment
ab-

sorbs the heat, so the whole mass ot air whu

fills the room intercepts
the radiated heat in

every part of the room where the fire is seen,

and is as it were saturated with it throughout,

and ready to impart it to every body immersed

in it. We cannot otherwise account for th.

equability of the heat in the different parts
of the

room. Mere radiation on the solid bodies would

warm them in the inverse duplicate
ratio of tl

o 2
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distances from the fire; and diffusion by con-

tact, if compatible with the rapid current up the

chimney, would heat the room still more un-

equably. But, because all parts of the air of the

room absorb radiated heat, what is saturated at

a higher temperature, being nearer to the fire,

rises to the ceiling, spreads outwards along the

ceiling, and has its place supplied by the air

which is thus pushed towards the fire from the

places which are not directly illuminated. Far
different is the method of warming the room by
a stove. Here the radiation, if any, is very feeble

or scanty ; and, if a passage were allowed up the

chimney for the warmed air, it would be quickly
carried off. This is well known to the English
who reside in the cold climates of St. Peters-

burgh, Archangel, &c. They love the exhilarating
flutter of an open fire, and often have one in their

parlour ; but this, so far from warming the room

during the extreme cold weather, obliges them
to heat their stoves more frequently, and even
abstracts the heat from a whole suite of apart-
ments. But all passages this way are shut up
when we warm a room by stoves. The air im-

mediately contiguous to the stove is heated by
contact, and this heat is gradually, though slowly,
diffused through the whole room. The diffusion

would however be very slow indeed, were it not

for the great expansibility of air by heat. But
the air surrounding the stove quickly 'expands
and rises to the ceiling, while the neighbouring
air slides in to supply the place, nay is even

pushed in by the air which goes outwards aloft.

Thus the whole air is soon mixed, and the room

acquires almost an equal temperature throughout.
The warming by stoves must therefore be

managed upon very different principles from
those adopted in the employment of open fires.

The general principle is, 1. To employ the fuel

in the most effectual manner for heating the ex-
ternal part of the stove, which is immediately ef-

ficient in warming the contiguous air; and, 2.

To keep in the room the air already warmed,
at least as much as is consistent with wholesome-
ness and cleanliness. The first purpose is ac-

complished by conducting the flue of the furnace
round its external parts, or, in short, by making
every part of the flue external. Of all forms,
that of a long pipe, returned backwards and

forwards, up and down (provided only that the

place of its last discharge be considerably higher
than its entry from the fire-place), would be the

most effectual. A very small stove constructed
in this way, the whole being enclosed in a hand-
some case of polished iron plate, pierced and
cut into elegant foliage like the cock of a watch,
so that the odd looking pipes were completely
concealed, though only three feet long, one foot

thick, and six feet high, warmed a very lofty
room of twenty-four feet by eighteen, and con-
sumed less than half the fuel of a stove of the

more usual make, which did not so fully warm
a smaller chamber. It would occupy a volume
to describe the immense variety of stoves which

ingenuity or architectonic taste has constructed.

We shall content ourselves with giving a speci-
men of the two chief classes into which they may
be distinguished. The air of a room may be

equally warmed, either by applying it to the

surface of a small stove made very hot, or to the

surface of a much larger stove more moderately
heated. The first kind is chiefly used in Holland,
Flanders, and the milder climates of Germany
and Poland. The last are universally used in

the frozen climates of Russia and Sweden. The
first are generally made of cast iron, and the

last of brick-work, covered with glazed tiles or

stucco.

The ancients are supposed to have used stoves

which concealed the fire, but few traces remain
of the manner in which they warmed their habi-

tations. It is imagined they lighted the fire in a

large tube in the middle of a room, of which the

roof was open, and that the other apartments were
warmed by portable braziers. In Seneca's time

they began to construct tubes in the walls to

convey the heat into the upper apartments, the

fire-places being placed below. It appears, how-

ever, that this was the origin of flues for smoke,
and even of stoves; the situation and proportions
of which have successively undergone various

changes according to the localities, the wants of

the inhabitants, &c. The custom of heating

apartments by fires placed under arches or vaults

seems to be very ancient : but this was confined

to palaces and other edifices on a large scale ;

and the vestiges that have been discovered among
ancient ruins sufficiently point out their desti-

nation.

The northern Chinese have a method of warm-

ing the ground-floor which resembles the ancient

plan. The floors are made of tiles a foot square
and two inches thick ; their corners being sup-

ported by bricks set on end, that are a foot long
and four inches square ;

the tiles, too, join into

each other by ridges and hollows along the sides

under the whole floor, which on one side of the

house has an opening into the air, where a fire is

made
; and it has a funnel rising from the other

side to carry off the smoke. The fuel is a sul-

phurous pit-coal, the smell of which in the room
is thus avoided, while the floor and room are

well warmed.
Keslar of Frankfort, whose work, entitled

'

Epargne-bois,' &c. (the Wood-saver, &c.), ap-

peared, in French, in 1619, is the oldest writer

who has any useful ideas on the subject of stoves.

He formed eight chambers, one above another,

through which the smoke was to pass before it

entered the chimney. He also brought air di-

rectly from without into the ash-pan to feed the

fire ;
and there was another aperture to draw air

from the apartment for the same purpose. Savot,

in the ' Architecture Fran 9 aise des Batimenspar-
ticuliers' (i.

e. Architecture of Private Houses),

printed in 1625, gave some advice relative to

the best method of constructing chimneys with

scarcely any other object than to prevent their

smoking.
In 1686 M. Dalesme suggested the idea of a

stove without smoke, which he called furnus

acapnos. Here the smoke is forced to descend

into the fire-place where it is consumed. Dr.

Franklin afterwards executed a very complete
stove on that principle, and spoke of it, in 1773,
as a mere curiosity or philosophical experiment.
The machine in question consisted of a tube of

iron plate, such as is used for the flue of a Ger-
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man Btove. This was bent at nght angles, and many and Holland and the chimney of Gather
the part which was horizontal was about two feet In 1785 the doctor published the description of
in length, and joined to the rest of the tube which another stove which has the flame reversed that
ascended vertically. At the opposite end of the is, it passes downwards through the fuel The an
horizontal part the furnace was made : it con-

pearance of this stove is that of a vase of cast
slsted of a cylindrical tube of plate-iron erected iron, with its pedestal ; and this is mounted upon
upon the horizontal tube near the end, and pro- the top or lid of an air-box standing upon the
vided with a grating, upon which the fuel was hearth of the fire-place, and built close in a niche
placed ; and the grate prevented the fuel falling in the stone-work : but the vase being wholly de
down into the horizontal tube. To light this tached from the back of.theoiiche has a very neat
stove some clear burning charcoal was put into appearance. The top of the vase turns back
the large short tube or furnace, and supported on upon a hinge, so as to open like a lid, to put in
the grate. As soon as the tubes grew warm, the the fuel ; and the opening is covered by a brass
air within them would ascend in the perpendi- frame which allows the air to enter. The bottom
cular tube or chimney and go out at the top of of the vase has in it an opening, of about two
it : fresh air must enter into the horizontal tube inches diameter, which leads through the stem or

through the furnace. In this course it must de- foot of the vase into a hollow iron box, forming
scend through the burning fuel, and becoming the pedestal. At the bottom of this pedestal is a
heated by the burning coals, through which ifhas grating in the lid or top of the air-box upon
passed, would rise more forcibly in the longer
tube in proportion to its degree of heat, or rare-

faction, and the length of that tube. Such a ma-
chine is a kind of inverted siphon ; and as the

greater weight of water in the longer leg of the

common siphon, in descending, is accompanied
by an ascent of the same fluid in the shorter ; so

in this inverted siphon the greater quantity of

levity of air in the longer leg, in rising, is accom-

panied by the descent of air in the shorter. The

things to be burned being laid on the hot coals

contained in the furnace, the smoke must descend

through those coals and be converted into flame,

which, after destroying the offensive smell, comes
out at the end of the longer tube as mere heated

transparent gas or vapor. Whoever would re-

peat this experiment must take care that the part
of the short tube is quite full of burning coals, so

that no part of the smoke may descend and pass

by them without going through them and being
converted into flame; and that the longer tube is

so heated that the current of ascending hot air

will be established in it before the things to be

burnt are laid on the coals, otherwise there will

be disappointment.
There is a German book, entitled Vulcanus

Famulans, by Joh. George Leutmann, P. D.,

which the vase stands. "The air-box is divided

by four partitions, between which the smoke

passes and re-passes horizontally in a waving
direction until it escapes into the chimney. Thus
the smoke and flame, immediately after it has

descended through the grate in the top of the

air-box, passes backwards towards the chimney
between the two middle partitions ; but, as it

cannot enter into the chimney at that part, it turns

round the ends of those partitions and returns in

two currents towards the front of the box ; then

returns again round the end of other partitions,
and goes back into the chimney, which is behind,
or rather at the sides of the niche in which the

vase stands. The front plate of the air-box is

made to slide in a groove, in two pieces, which

meet together in the front like folding-doors; and

these pieces being slided back expose the spaces
between the partitions, which, as before-men-

tioned, act as winding flues for the smoke to cir-

culate in, and give out its heat through the metal

of the air-box. In the space between the two

middle partitions, and into which the smoke first

descends, a drawer is fitted to receive the ashes

or cinders which may fall through the grate in

the top of the air-box, and it can be readily with-

drawn to clear it out. There is likewise a small

printed at Wirtemburg in 1723, which describes, grate at the lower
part

of the vase, upon which

among a great variety of other stoves, one which
seems to have been formed on the same principle.
It was probably taken from the hint thereby given.
The construction is as nearly as possible the

same, except in the proportion of the parts,
the furnace being made in the form of a basin or

vase, having the grate in the bottom.

the fuel contained in the vase will rest. When
this fuel is lighted, the flame and smoke will draw

downward, and, descending through the grate,

will pass through the hole in the bottom of the

vase into the hollow pedestal,
and through the

grate in the top of the air-box : it then passes

horizontally in the space between the two middle

Gauger, "the author of La Mechanique du partitions
of the air-box, and proceeds in the

Feu, &c., printed at Paris in 1709, was the por- same direction towards the back of the chimney ;

son to whom we are indebted for the first com- there dividing, one part of it turns to the right

plete system of experiments on the circulation of and passes round the farther end of the mid

heat by means of air-holes affording warm air; partition; then coming forwards it turns rou

:is also the manner of making one fire warm the near end of the outside partition;
then moving

several rooms to send off the heat in elliptic
backwards it arrives at the opening into the b

curves. We here find a description of a chim- torn of one of the upright corner funnels behind

ney, with the back, the hearth, and the jambs, of the niche, through which it ascends

hollow iron, to heat the air that is to enter the chimney, thus heating that half of the I .ox an

room: but it does not appear that this work pro-
that side of the niche. The other par

duced much effect divided flame passes to the left, round the far end

In 1745 Dr. Franklin published an account of of the middle partition,
round the near end

the new stoves of Pennsylvania ; the advantages of the outside partition,
and so into nu up trie

whu-h he compares with those of the stoves of'Ger- othsr corner funnel ;
thus heating the (
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of the box, and the other side of the niche. The
vase itself, and the box, will also be very hot

;

*nd the air surrounding them being heated, and

rising, as it cannot get into the chimney, it spreads
in the room

;
colder air succeeding is warmed in

its turn, rises and spreads, till by the continual

circulation the whole is warmed. If there is oc-

casion to make the fire when the chimney does

not draw it must not be begun in the vase, but in

one or more of the passages of the lower air-

box; first withdrawing the sliding front of the

air-box, and covering the mouth of the vase.

After the chimney has drawn some time with the

fire thus low, and begins to be a little warm,
those passages may be closed and another fire

kindled in the hollow pedestal, leaving its

sliding shutter a little open ; and when it is

found that the chimney, being warmed, draws

forcibly, that passage may be shut, and the vase

opened, to make the fire there, as above directed.

The chimney, well warmed by the first day's fire,

will continue to draw constantly all winter, if the

fire is made daily.

To avoid the inconvenience of smoke, the grate
must be cleared before beginning to light a fire.

If it is found clogged with cinders and ashes, the

grate must be lifted up with the tongs to let them
fall upon the grate in the top of the air-box : the

ashes will go through it into the drawer, and the

cinders may be raked off through a sliding door
in the pedestal, and returned into the vase when

they are to be burnt. Care must be taken that

all the sliding-plates are in their places, and

closely shut, that no air may enter the stove but

through the round opening at the top of the vase;

and, to avoid the inconvenience of dust from the

ashes, let the ash-drawer be taken out of the room
to be emptied. The passages should be cleaned

or raked out when the draught of the air is strong
inwards; and the ashes must be put carefully into

the ash-box whilst it remains in its place. If it

be required to prevent the fire burning in the

absence of the proprietor, it may be done by re-

moving the brass frame from the top of the vase,
and covering the passage or opening into the top
of the vase with a round tin-plate, which will

prevent the entry of more air than barely suffi-

cient to keep a few of the coals alive. When the

fire is wanted, though some hours afterwards, by
taking off the tin-plate and admitting the air the

fire will soon be recovered. The effect of this

machine is to burn not only the coals, but all the

smoke of them; so that while the tire is burning,
if the top of the chimney is observed, no smoke
will be seen issuing, nor any thing but clear

warm air, which, as usual, makes the bodies seen

through it appear waving. But it must not be

imagined from this that it can be a cure for bad
or smoky chimneys, much less that, as it burns
the smoke, it may be used in a room that has no

chimney. It is only by the help of a good chim-

ney, and the higher the better, that it produces
its effect at all.

It is certain that heated clean iron yields no
offensive smell : whatever smell of that kind is

perceived where there are iron stoves, proceeds,
therefore, from some foulness burning or fuming
on their surface; they should, therefore, never be

spit upon or greased, nor should any dust be

suffered to lie upon them. The advantages of

the reversed flame in stoves are very considerable.

The chimney does not grow foul, nor ever need

sweeping; for, as no smoke enters it, so no soot

can form in it. The air heated over common
fires instantly quits the room and goes up the

chimney with the smoke ; but, in the stove, it is

obliged to descend in flame, and pass through
the long winding horizontal passages, communi-

cating its heat to a body of iron-plate, which,

having thus time to receive the heat, communi-
cates the same to the air of the room, and thereby
warms it to a greater degree. The whole of the

fuel is consumed by being turned into flame, and
the benefit of its heat is obtained ; whereas, in

common chimneys, a great part goes away in

smoke, which may be seen as it rises, but it

affords no rays of warmth. Some idea may be
formed of the quantity of fuel thus wasted in

smoke, by reflecting on the mass of soot that a
few weeks' firing will lodge against the sides of

the chimney; and yet this is formed only of those

particles of the column of smoke which happen
to touch the sides in its ascent. How much more
must have passed off in the air ? And we know
that this soot is still fuel, for it will burn and
flame as such ; and, when hard caked together, is

indeed very like and almost as solid as the coal from
which it proceeds. The destruction of fuel goes
on nearly in the same quantity in smoke as in

flame, but there is no comparison in the differ-

ence of heat given. When fresh coals are first

put on a fire a considerable body of smoke arises.

This smoke is, for a long time, too cold to take

flame ; but, if a burning candle is plunged into it,

the candle, instead of inflaming the smoke, will

instantly be itself extinguished. Smoke must
have a certain degree of heat to be inflammable.

As soon as it has acquired that degree, the ap-

proach of a candle will inflame the whole body,
and the difference of the heat which it gives will

be very sensible. A still easier experiment may
be made with a candle itself. Hold your hand
near the side of its flame, and observe the heat it

gives ;
then blow it out, the hand remaining in

the same place, and observe what heat may be

given by the smoke that rises from the still burn-

ing snuff; you will find it very little; and yet
that smoke has in it the substance of so much

flame, and will instantly produce it if you hold

another candle above it so as to kindle it. Now
the smcke from the fresh coals, laid on this stove,

instead of ascending and leaving the fire, while

too cold to burn, being obliged to descend through
the burning coals, receives among them that de-

gree of heat which converts it into flame ; and

the heat of that flame is communicated to the air

of the room, as above explained.
Franklin's stove is very ingenious, and has

been much used in France, where the manage-
ment of coal fires, however, is but little under-

stood. He completed the stove just described

in 1771, and used it in London during three

winters. While he was in France he contrived

another grate for burning pit-coals, which has

the same property of burning the smoke, and at

the same time the fire is exposed in a grate. The

grate is a short cylinder, with its axis placed
horizo tally, and the end turn ad towards -the
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apartment ; one of its circular ends being made
with bars, and the other is a back-plate . it is

have not in the other. It may with a touch be
turned more or less from any one of the coin-

one foot (French) in diameter, and eight inches pany that desires to have less of its heat, or pre-
deep or long between the bars and the back : the . ^^ ^ 111C uul Vl luc UU1U -

ailllj
sides and back are of plate iron, the sides having when the front bars of the grate are supported in

a horizontal position, a tea-kettle may be boiledholes of half an inch diameter, and three or four

inches distant from each other, to let in air for

enlivening the fire : the back is without holes,
and the sides do not meet at either the top or

bottom by eight inches : and this square space
is filled with grates of small bars, crossing from
front to back to let in air below, and let out the

smoke or flame above. The three middle bars

of the front grate, that is, the circular end, are

fixed ; the upper and lower may be taken out

and put in at pleasure, when hot, with a pair of

pincers. The whole of this cylindrical grate
turns upon pivots fixed in the opposite sides,

across the centre of it : the pivots are supported

by a crotchet, the stem of which is an inverted

conical tube five inches deep, which fits as many
inches upon a pin, which is fixed upright in a

cast iron plate that lies upon the hearth. In the

middle of the top and bottom grates are fixed

small upright pieces, about an inch high, which,
as the whole is turned on its pivots, stop it when
the grate is perpendicular. By this means the

grate can be inverted by turning it over upon its

pivots; but, as that will present the back-plate to

the apartment, it requires to be turned half round

horizontally upon the conical pin to bring the

front bars to the room. In making the first fire

in the morning, with this grate, there is nothing

particular to be observed : it is made as in

other grates, the coals being put into the cylin-
drical grate above, after taking out the upper
bar, which must be replaced when they are in.

The round figure of the front bars filled with

fire, when thoroughly kindled, is agreeable : it

represents the great giver of warmth to our sys-

tem. As it burns down it leaves a vacancy above,
which must be filled with fresh coals, the upper
bar is to be taken out, and fresh coals thrown

in, the bar being afterwards replaced. The
fresh coals, while the grate continues in the same

position, will throw up, as usual, a body of thick

smoke ;
but every one accustomed to coal fires

in common grates must have observed that pieces
of fresh ooal stuck in below among the red coals

have their smoke so heated as that it becomes

flame as fast as it is produced, which flame rises

among the coals, and enlivens the appearance of

the fire. Here, then, is the use of this swivel-

on them.

Notwithstanding the advantages of Dr. Frank-
lin's construction of a stove, the expense and
trouble of it, and the difficulty of procuring
workmen who understood the manner of exe-

cuting it, have prevented the general use of it.

Mr. James Sharp, with a view of obviating these

objections and difficulties, has proposed several

improvements, for which he has obtained his

majesty's patent. According to the method
which he proposes, they are easily accommodated
to any rooms, where communications can be had

with the external air ;
both to those which have,

and those which have not chimneys : so that not

only small rooms, but the largest halls, libraries,

or churches, may be warmed in a more effectual

manner than had ever been done before, and the

greatest degree of heat produced from a given

quantity of fuel. Mr. Sharp, by adding funnels

to the top, renders these stoves fit for any chim-

ney, and, by lengthening the funnel, to any place
without a chimney. By the hollow base with

which his stove-grates are furnished, he is able to

apply them with much greater effect to the ex-

ternal air, without any addition of brick-work ;

and by the alterations in the air-box, a much

greater quantity of warm air is introduced than

it was possible to introduce in their former state.

If a stove of this kind is to be placed in a com-

mon fire place, a hole must be made through

the back of the chimney, or through the hearth,

to communicate with the external air
;
and this

hole should be made as large as possible, and in

a descending position, so that the outward air

rnay ascend towards the stove. The hollow base

of the stove must be placed against this hole, so

as to cover it completely ;
and the bottom of the

base must be fitted so close to the earth, and

pointed with lime or putty, that the air may not

pass. Upon the stove there must be put a few

feet of iron funnel to reach above the breast of

the chimney ;
and the chimney enclosed by iron

plates, so constructed and placed in a square or

oblong iron frame that they may be easily re-

moved when the chimney wants sweeping. By
this construction the warm air introduced by the

stove will be carried into the room, which would

grate : by a push with the tongs or poker it can otherwise pass up the chimney and be lost. But

be turned over on its pivots till it is inverted, if the stove is to be fixed in a room where there

and the front bars face the back of the chimney ;
is no chimney, it may_be placed in any part

^

ot

it where communication may be had with the

outward air; and nothing more is necessary than

a sufficient length of funnel to carry it through

the roof, or wall, or window, or into any other

chimney that may be convenient,

place be too small for the stove,
'u

be closed by the aforementim,

tained from them, and the red coals are longer plates, and the stove stand before

preserved from consuming. This construction, and the smoke t

though not so complete a consumer of all the circular elbow, into

smoke as the vase, is yet fitter for common use, tie-piece. Many 01

and very advantageous; it gives also a full sight "been lately put 11

<f the fire always, a pJeasing object
which we nies, and have

then turn it gently round on its vertical socket

or axis till it again faces the room, whereby all

the fresh coals will be found under the live ones,

and the greater part of the smoke arising from

the fresh coals will, in its passage through the

live ones, be heated so as to be converted into

flame. By this means much more heat is ob-

, cure

p of a

u man-
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chiin-
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particulars see Sharp's Account of the

Stove Grates, &c.

In the north of Europe the inhabitants have

long been accustomed to the use of stoves in

which the fire is shut up, and gives out its heat

to a draught or current of air which is made to

pass through proper openings in the stove, and

when sufficiently warmed enters into the apart-

ment. The smoke arising from the fuel is made
to pass through a circuitous passage of flues, by
which means the greatest part of the heat is ab-

sorbed. Stoves on this principle are known in

England, but are very seldom used, except for

warming of halls, staircases, and passages, in

grand houses, as the English are not contented to

feel the air warm unless they see the fire. In

Russia, Sweden, and other northern countries,

they are indispensably necessary. A common

fire-place has too large an opening, and if care

be not taken to supply it continually with wood,
&c., the heat it produces is hardly sensible, be-

cause it follows the current of the air, and is

carried off by the smoke. These stoves, on the

contrary, retain the heat a much longer time;
and as their external parts, and also their flues,

are very thin, they communicate their heat very

readily, so that with a small quantity of wood

they warm an apartment much more than the

fire of a common fire-place would do with six

times the quantity. For it was not sufficient that

the inhabitants of these severe climates should

discover the most simple means of keeping up
in their houses a comfortable degree of heat, it

was also necessary that this should be done with

the least possible expense of fuel. The stores

which they employ perfectly fulfil the above-

mentioned intentions; they are also susceptible
of every kind of ornament. The more surface

we give to a stove constructed in this manner,
the more the heat is increased; consequently we
must not be surprised to find that this kind of

stove sometimes occupies the whole height of an

apartment, its width and depth being proportioned
to its height.

The construction of these stoves is simple :

they consist of four, five, or more small cham-
bers built one above another : the lower one is

for the fire which burns in it, and the smoke rising
from it enters into the chamber immediately above,
then into the third, and from that to the fourth.

The passages or holes through which the smoke
enters into one chamber from that beneath, are in

all cases made at the corner of the chamber op-
posite to the passage at which the smoke will

pass out from the same chamber to the next

above it. By this means the smoke is obliged
to pass through the whole of the chamber, and
has the greatest chance of transmitting its heat.

A fire lighted in one of these stoves early in the

morning, and with a small quantity of fuel, re-

tains a strong heat during the whole day. The
door of the fire-place is only opened to put in

wood, and remains afterwards constantly shut.

The wood lies upon a grate, consequently it

is not buried in and stifled by the ashes. The
ash-hole is spacious, and one or two feet in

height, according to the capacity of the stove.

Two doors are placed at the extremities of the

ash-hole, and the current of air is very considera-

ble, by which the smoke is carried up with

great force, and the wood burns very briskly
Stoves of this kind may be advantageously placed
in halls, at the bottom of staircases, and in the

anti-chambers of great houses : they may also,

by proportioning their size to that of the rooms
for which they are intended, be made use of in

the houses of private persons. To this it may
perhaps be objected that the heat produced from

these stoves is unwholesome, because they de-

prive the air of its moisture ;
and that the air, by

being made too dry, loses its elasticity, in conse-

quence of which respiration becomes difficult

and laborious. These objections would appear
of great weight if we had not the example of the

Russians, the Swedes, the Danes, the Germans,
and in short of all the inhabitants of the north

of Europe, to show that those who are habituated

to such stoves do not find them unwholesome.
If others should be sensible of inconveniencies

from the dryness of the air in the apartment, it

may be easily removed by the very simple ex-

pedient of placing upon the stove a vessel of

glass or earthenware which has a large surface

and is very shallow : this, being filled with

water, will insensibly evaporate, and restore to

the air that moisture of which the heat of the

stove has deprived it : the air will then recover

its elasticity. If orange trees are exposed to the

heat of such a stove, and the fire is not properly
regulated, the plants grow yellow and lose their

leaves, especially if the air is not changed, which
in winter is not very conveniently done ; but, if

a vessel of water be placed upon the stove, the

evaporation of the water will preserve the trees.

In a memoir of M. Guyton in the Annales de

Chimie, he has explained the construction of the

stoves employed in Sweden, and recommends
the adoption of one constructed on the same

principle for general use in France. This me-
moir is translated in the Repertory of Arts, first

series, vol. xvi.

The construction of the stove there recommended

may be improved, to adapt it to our use in Eng-
land, where pit-coal is used : but the following

principles which the author lays down are very
useful as guides in making all kinds of stoves for

warming apartments. 1. Heat is produced only
in proportion to the volume of air consumed by
the fuel. 2. The quantity of heat produced is

greatest (the quantity and quality of the fuel being
the same) when the combustion is complete. 3.

The combustion is the more complete in propor-
tion as the fuliginous part is longer retained in

channels where it may undergo a second com-
bustion. 4. The only useful heat is that sent

out into and retained in the space intended to

be heated. The temperature of that space will

be higher in proportion as the current which

must be renewed from without to support the

combustion is less enabled to take up in its pas-

sage the heat produced.
The following inferences evidently arise : 1.

The fire-place ought to be insulated from all

bodies that are rapid conductors of heat. All

the heat that goes out of the apartment is abso-

lutely lost, unless intentionally directed into an-

other apartment. 2. Heat being produced only

by combustion, and combustion being sustained
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only by a current of air, the current should be

brought in by channels where the needful rapi-

dity may be preserved without being too distant

from the space to be warmed, so that the heat it

there deposits may be gradually accumulated in

the whole of the insulated furnace, in order after-

wards to flow out of it slowly, according to the

laws of the equilibrium of that fluid. 3. The
wood being so far consumed as to give no more

smoke, it is advantageous to close the mouth of

these channels, in order to retain there the heat

that would otherwise be carried off through the

upper flue by the continuance of a current of

fresh air, necessarily of a low temperature. 4.

Lastly ; it follows from these maxims that, all

things being equal, a higher temperature will be

obtained and supported during a much longer
time by forming, in the internal parts of the

stove, or under the hearth of a chimney, and
in their vicinity, tubes in which the air that

comes from without may be warmed before it

enters the apartment, to serve the purpose of

combustion, or replace that which has been
consumed. These have been called bouches de
chaleur (mouths or apertures of heat) ; because,
instead of contemplating their principal use and

intention, it is commonly imagined that they are

only made in order to give by their issues a more

rapid current to the heat produced. Nor is this

idea absolutely devoid of foundation, since the

air that issues from them has only changed its

temperature, by carrying off a portion of the

heat that would have remained in the interior.

Those, however, who would proscribe them, as

opposing the most important object, which is the

retaining of the heat as long as possible, do not

consider that they rnay be closed, and all com-
munication with the external air cut off by a

simple slide, and therefore it is easy to derive

from them every possible advantage without any
inconvenience. And we may add that in small

apartments, or such as are accurately closed,

they are often indispensably requisite, if we
could avoid being exposed to currents of cold

air. Dr. Franklin very justly quotes a Chinese

proverb to this effect :
' Shun a current of air

from, a narrow passage as you would the point
of an arrow.'

The Swedish or Russian stoves, having cham-
bers for the reception of the flame and smoke,
are little known in this country : but those

which are in common use in the halls and vesti-

bules of our great houses are French stoves.

They differ from the others in having a very
great length of small flues or winding passages,

through which the smoke passes,
and commu-

nicates its heat to the air, which circulates in

similar passages, until it becomes warmed, and

makes its exit through the mouths into the

apartment. This method is not so simple as the

small chambers or apartments of the Russian

stoves, nor is it so good in the long run ; be-

cause the passages are very liable to become

clogged with soot
; and, even before they are so

clogged as to intercept the passage of the smoke,
the transmission of the heat i? much impaired,
because the interior surfaces of the flues, becom-

ing coated with, soot, do not conduct the heat

so
rapidly, and in consequence a great part will

still pass out into the chimney. Also these
flues with small passages require a stronger
draught in the chimney, to make the air pass
through the passages, than when chambers are
used. The Holland iron stove, which has a flue

proceeding from the top, the fire place and ash-

pit being closed by small iron doors opening
into the room, comes next to be considered. It
is frequently made of iron-plate, and is most
commonly called a German stove. Its conve-
niencies are, that it makes a room warm all over;
for, the chimney being wholly closed, except the
flue of the stove, very little air is required to

supply that, and therefore not much rushes in at

crevices, or at the door when it is opened.
Little fuel serves, the heat being nearly all

saved ; for it radiates almost equally from the
four sides, and the bottom and top, into the

room, and presently warms the air around it,

which being rarefied rises to the ceiling, and its

place is supplied by the lower air of the room,
which flows gradually towards the stove, and is

there warmed and rises in its turn, so that there

is a continual circulation, till all the air in the

room is warmed. The air, too, is gradually

changed by the stove doors being in the room,

through which part of it is continually passing,
and that makes these stoves more wholesome, or

at least more pleasant, than the German stoves,
next to be spoken of. But they have the incon-

venience that there is no sight of the fire, which
is in itself a pleasant tiling, nor can any other

use be conveniently made of the fire but that of

warming the room.

The true German stove is made like a box,
one side wanting, and that side is built against
the wall of the room. It is composed of five

iron plates screwed together, and fixed so as

that the fuel can be put into it from another

room, or from the outside of the house. -It is a

kind of oven reversed, its mouth being without

and body within the room that is to be warmed

by it. This invention certainly warms a room

very speedily and thoroughly with little fuel :

no quantity of cold air comes in at any crevice,

because there is no discharge of air which it

might supply, there being no passage into the

stove from the room. These are its conve-

niencies. Its inconveniencies are, that people
have not so much sight or use of the fire as in

the Holland stoves, and are moreover obliged

to breathe the same unchanged air continually,

mixed with the breath and respiration from one

another's bodies, which is very disagreeable to

those who have not been accustomed to it.

This may be remedied by making a small aper-

ture into the flue, with a register to draw off tin-

air. This kind of stove is still less in use in

England than that which we have before de-

scribed, and which is generally called the Ger-

man stove, although it is used by the Dutch

instead of the Germans.

Messrs. Strutt, in their cotton mills at Belper,

in Derbyshire, have employed a kind of stove

which is found to answer extremely well ;
it

consists of what is called a cockle, that is, a

square chest or vessel of iron plate, rivettod to-

gether in the manner of a boiler, and set in a

furnace, so that a fire can be made withinside of
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it upon a grate, and the smoke will pass off

through a small passage into the flue which con-

ducts to the chimney, the passage of which is

regulated by a sliding damper. The cockle is

of considerable dimensions, as much as four

feet square and five feet in height, and the fire is

made at the bottom of it, upon a grate of about

fourteen inches by eighteen, so that the fire does

not any where touch the inside of the cockle,
but the heat rising up therein gives a consider-

able and equable heat, without rendering it so

hot as to burn the air which it is intended to

warm
;

for if that is once done the air will be
rendered unpleasant. The cockle is enclosed in

a casing of brick-work, which is of the same

shape as the cockle, and leaves a space all round
between of a few inches. This case of brick-

work is again surrounded by walls of brick-

work, leaving a space of about eighteen inches

all round ; and these walls are carried up above,
to form the chimney or funnel to convey the

warmed air up to the several apartments of the

mill. This chimney is divided, by thin brick

partitions, into as many different flues as there

are floors to be warmed ; and a small opening
is made, with a register, from each flue into the

apartment it is intended to supply. This open-
ing is made close to the floor ; and, in order to

make a change of the air, ventilators are placed

high up in the apartment, so as to be near the

ceiling. This division of the chimney into seve-

ral different flues is intended to equalise the

supply of air to the several apartments, and by
this means the upper apartments are equally
well supplied with warm air as those below.

In order to make the air pass in contact with

the surface of the heated cockle, a horizontal

partition is built in the space between the chim-

ney and the brick-casing of the cockle. The
level of this partition is at about one half the

height of the cockle, and its effect is to divide

the brick-casing of the cockle into two halves,

one above the partition and the other below.

The cold air is freely admitted into the lower

part of the chimney beneath the partition, but

cannot escape into the chimney above it, with-

out entering into the space between the cockle

and its brick-casing, through a number of small

openings made in it beneath the horizontal posi-
tion ; and in thus passing in contact with the

surface of the cockle the air becomes heated,
and passes out again, through openings in the

brick-casing, into the chimney above the parti-
tion. In order to make the cold air strike more

forcibly against the heated surface of the cockle,

a small iron tube is fitted through each of the

openings in the lower part of the casing, and
the ends of these tubes approach very near to

the surface of the cockle. Mr. Strutt has in-

troduced this kind of stove into the new infir-

mary at Derby, and in several other similar insti-

tutions it has been adopted with great success.

Mr. James Burns of Glasgow, in 1799, took

out a patent for an improved stove, or fire-grate,

to burn with an open fire : his stove has a very

elegant appearance, and several advantages.
The object of the improvement was to prevent
the heat generated by combustion, and thrown

out into the apartment bv radiation, from being

unnecessarily wasted by the draught of air for

the support of the fire, as is usual in stoves or

grates of the common construction
; where all

the air that goes to maintain the combustion is

furnished from the warm air in the room, the

waste of which is supplied by the exterior cold

air, which comes pouring into the room at the

bottoms of the doors, or by the sides of the win-

dows, and thereby undoes a great part of the

effect that otherwise would be produced by the

fire. To accomplish this intention, the air that

maintains the fire in the improved stoves is

brought through a tube, which is called the air-

tube, from the outside of the house, and may be
made to pass between two of the joists (where
the floors and ceilings are close enough to allow

this), so as to be brought to the bottom bars of

the grate, without having any communication
with the interior air of the room

; while, at the

same time, the grate and parts connected with it

are so constructed that, when the fire is not

wished to be supplied with cold air from the

outside of the house, the passage may be shut

more or less perfectly by means of a valve, a

small door, a cock, or any similar contrivance.

When convenience does not admit of the air-

tube being carried to the outside of the house,
it may be carried to a cellar, larder, or staircase,

and the same end will be gained, with this far-

ther advantage, that such cellar, or other apart-
ment, will be always well ventilated, and pre-
vented from acquiring or retaining any unhealthy
or disagreeable smells. The principle is to

supply the fire with air from without the room
or apartment, so as to prevent the warm air of

the room from being drawn to the fire place and
hurried up the chimney, while, at the same time,
all the advantages of open grates may be enjoyed.
The form of Burns stove is that of a vase or

urn placed in the chimney place, which is made
circular, to form a niche for its reception. The
urn is open at top, and the sides are formed of

open work or grating, with a grated bottom,

forming a sufficient space to contain the fire;

but the pedestal and lower part of the vase are

made close, to prevent the entrance of air to

the fire, except that which passes up from the

air-tube through the hollow pedestal ; and with-

in this pedestal is an air-valve, which opens and
shuts by a register, to regulate the entrance of

the current from the open air. In the pedestal
of the vase is a drawer, to receive the ashes.

The niche or chimney, in which the vase is

placed, has the usual opening at top to carry off

the smoke. The air for the support of the fire

enters from the external air, through the tube or

air-pipe before described, and passes into the

hollow pedestal of the vase
; and, having passed

through the hollow neck or stem of the vase, it

finds no difficulty in passing up through the

bottom of the grate, the back or side of the ash-

drawer next which the aperture is being made
low, to allow it to flow in freely. The grate and
its internal cavity may be of any convenient

form, but circular or elliptical will answer best,

especially when another improvement is ap-

plied. This is a glass talc or iron work fence

or screen, to prevent those dreadful accidents

which so frequently occur of ladies' or chil-
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dren s clothes being set on fire by sparks from

the grate. Where this safe-guard fence or screen

is wished to be applied, the inside of the chim-

ney where the grate is to stand must be a semi-

cylinder, or nearly so, with a lining or cover,
made of metal, at such a distance from the semi-

cylindrical wall or niche in which the stove is

placed, as to give sufficient room for allowing
the safe-guard or fence to be slid round into it,

when the fire is wished to be left open to intro-

duce fresh fuel, or when the drawer with the

ashes is to be removed. The fence is a frame-

nork of metal, which, when filled up with glass,
or with wire-work, forms a portion of a cylinder,
answerable to the curvature of the space be-

tween the back of the chimney and the lining

above-mentioned, made in one or two pieces,
and moving in a circular groove in the hearth,
which serves to conduct it into its place behind

the grate, when the fire-place is wanted to be

left open, as before mentioned. The top of the

front of the opening (the chimney piece) pro-

jects in a circular form, or is furnished with an

added projection, made of metal, and furnished

with a circular groove on its under surface, of

the same radius as the groove in the hearth, for

the purpose of guiding the upper part of the

frame of the guard. The glass with which the

frame of the guard is filled may be stained or

painted : complete safety is thus obtained, and,
at the same time, the comfort arising from the

view of a cheerful fire is not prevented by the

interposition of any opaque body. But for

nurseries or the like, where convenience and safety
are more the objects than elegance or luxury,
the frame-work may be filled up with wire-work.

Instead of such grooves at top and bottom for

the fence to move in, the fence itself may be

furnished with a groove at its top and one at its

bottom, to receive any projecting piece of metal,
or other substance of a proper curvature ;

or its

bottom groove may receive the upper edge of

the fender, which, being made to a proper curve,

and properly adjusted and kept in its place,
will answer the same end. But whichever of

these ways be followed, or whatever other me-
thod of construction (for it may easily be varied

to answer circumstances), rollers or castors

should be provided at the lower part of the

fence, to make it move with greater ease, either

to the front of the grate, or into the space
between the back of the chimney and the lining

above-mentioned. Where either the glass or

the wire-work frame, or both of them, are

meant to be applied to square or rectangular

chimneys, without the trouble of giving them a

semi-cylindrical form, the lining to receive the

fence or fences may be introduced at the sides,

or jambs, of such chimneys ; or the fence may
be made to rise, by means of pulleys, into the

wall above the opening, or be slid sideways into

the walls at the sides of the openings. Besides

the advantages already pointed out as connected

with them, these stoves possess also the follow-

ing : any room or apartment may be heated by
their means with a much smaller quantity of

fuel than by common open fires ;
at the same

time the advantage of seeing the fire is not lost,

a* in close stoves ; for these grates have side as

well as bottom bars, which allow the radian',
heat and light to be thrown out into the room,
without any impediment; and, in fact, large
rooms, halls, and the like, which by the usua'.
methods can hardly be warmed, or made at al

comfortable in cold weather, may, by means of
these improvements, be heated as effectually a
the smallest apartment; for, when their ml.
effect is wanted to be procured, ii is only neces-

sary to keep the fence in its recess, that eve :

that portion of heat which would be kept back

by the interposed glass or wire-work may b<

thrown out into the room, and perform its office

In 1804 Jowett of London obtained a paten
for a similar contrivance, which he called a fire-

guard stove, which is intended to prevent acci-

dents from sparks of fire flying out. The stove

itself is an open fire, and is usually made of u

cylindrical form, the axis of the cylinder being
vertical. One half of the cylinder which faces

the apartment is made with bars at the lower

part, to contain the fire, and an opening over
them to feed it. The back part of the cylinder
is made of cast iron plate ; but, instead of the

brick-work being built up close round the back,
a small space is left to receive the guard. The

weight of the stove or grate is supported upon
a vertical iron bar, which is in the centre, or

axis of the cylinder, which forms the stove, and
the guard swings round upon this bar as a cen

tre, and, being a half cylinder of wire-work, can

be brought in front to enclose the fire, or it can

be turned round behind the stove out of sight.

The fire-guard may be fixed to any stove which

will admit of two centres or pivots being placed
in a perpendicular line in the back of the

stove, to suspend the fire-guard, and guide its

motion
;
and the stove must admit of grooves

on either side, for the guard to pass through, as

the levers will direct. The principle 6f the

action of the fire-guard is that of being united

to two centres or pivots, placed perpendicular
one to the other; and it is connected to the two

centres fixed to the stove by means of two lever-

cranks, one end of which is fixed to the guard,

and the other end of each to the centres o;

pivots, by which the guard swings in a rotatory

motion, passing through a groove formed in the

stove on either side, to swing before the fire

when required, and is brought into use by

means of -a handle or nob, fastened to the front

edge of the frime of the guard for that purpose ;

or instead of drawing it out with ,the hand, as

before described, it may be brought into use by

means of a spring fastened to the crank, and

pressing against the cheek or back of the stove,

to throw the guard forward. The same effect

may be produced by means of a balance !;is-

tened to any part of the fire-guard, and working

with a line or chain over pulleys fixei to the

stove, or by means of the combined force of the

spring and balance.

An important improvement in those fire-

places for burning of coal, which are generally

called register-stoves,
has been lately made by

Mr. John Cutler of London, for which he had

a patent in 1815. The stoves constructed l>>

him are nearly such as aro known by the name

of register-stoves, being made of cast iron plate
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to enclose tne fire-piace at the back and sides,
but open in front to the apartment ; leaving

only a passage for the smoke through a register,

at the upper part of the enclosed space. Mr.
Cutler's improvement consists in applying to

such grates or stoves a chamber, or magazine,
situated beneath the grate (or the space enclosed

by grating) in which the fire is to burn. This

chamber is to contain a magazine of fuel suffi-

cient to supply the combustion for a whole day,
or other required space of time: the bottom

plate of the chamber is moveable; and, by
means of a wheel and axle, the fuel contained

in the magazine can be elevated, so as to intro-

duce a portion of the fuel into the grate at the

lower part, or from beneath ; and thus, from
time to time, replace the fuel which is consumed,
without the trouble of occasionally throwing on
coals. In order to make the fire burn, the flue

or entrance to the chimney must be of such a

construction as will produce the most efficient

draught or current of air to pass through and
across the top of the fire. This improvement,
of introducing a supply of fuel into the grate
from beneath, causes the fire to burn clear and
with little smoke; because the smoke, or gas,
which issues from the newly introduced fuel,

when it is first heated, must of necessity ascend

through the burning fuel, and be thereby con-

sumed. Another improvement is to reduce the

fire, or extinguish it, when it is left for the

night. This is done by lowering down the whole
of the fire from the grate into the chamber, or

magazine, beneath the grate : the supply of air

is thus interrupted, and the fire is completely
enclosed in a deep chest, so that it is impos-
sible sparks can fly out, and the fire soon be-

comes extinguished. The advantages of these

improvements are by no means trifling. By
burning the smoke the whole effect of the fuel

consumed is produced ; and, were this invention

universally introduced into London, that perni-
cious sooty atmosphere in which it is hidden
would be so improved as to be equally pure
with that of Paris, or other continental cities,

where wood alone is used for fuel. The burning
of the smoke renders the sweeping of the chim-

neys unnecessary, and the danger of fire from
the soot contained in the flue is avoided : also

chimneys which throw out smoke into the room
will, in almost all cases, be cured by this im-

provement, because the quantity of air or gas
which must pass through the chimney is so

small. To avoid the trouble of throwing on

coals, and to have at all times a bright and
cheerful Tire, are matters of convenience, but
are not wholly to be overlooked : and, lastly, to

have the means of extinguishing the fire, when
it is left for the night, is a most important im-

provement, when it is considered that, amongst
the fires which happen every year in London,
how many break out in the hours when the fires

are left, and a great proportion are doubtless

occasioned by fires left unextinguished. The ma-

chinery for raising up the moveable bottom of
Mr. Cutler's stove is simple. The magazine
chamber is composed of iron plates screwed to-

gether, and the moveable bottom is fitted to it,

so as to leave as small a space round the edges
*s possible. A bar is fixed across, beneath the

bottom plate; and the ends cf this bar pass

through slits, or narrow openings, in the side

plates of the chamber. To the extremities of

the bar the ends of two chains are attached, and
the upper ends of these chains are made to

wind upon the ends of a horizontal axle, which
extends over the top of the stove, so as to be
within the chimney, and out of sight. The axle

is turned round by a face or crown-wheel, fixed

upon the extremity of it, and the teeth thereof

are engaged by the teeth of a small pinion, the

axis of which comes through the iron work of

the stove ; and the end has a small square hole

in it, to receive a square or key upon a small

winch handle. By means of this handle, the

iron axle is turned round, and winds up the

chains, so as to elevate the bottom plate of the

magazine, and thereby raise up a portion of

fresh fuel into the lower part of the grate, where
it is burned, as before mentioned; and the

smoke which first issues from the coal rises

through the fire, and is thereby consumed.

STOUND, n. s. From the verb. Sorrow ;

grief; mishap. Out of use. The Scots retain it.

Begin and end the bitter baleful stound,
If less than that I fear. Spenser.
Thus we stood, as in a stound,

And wet with tears, like dew, the ground. Gay.

STOUR, n. s. Sax. yteorian, to disturb ;

Runick star, a battle. Assault; incursion; tu-

mult. Obsolete.
A nd he that harrowed hell with heavy stour,

The faulty souls from thence brought to his heavenly
bower. Spenser's Faerie Queene,

Love, that long since has to thy mighty powre
Per force subdued my poor captivated heart,

And raging now therein with restless stowre,

Dost tyrannize in every weaker part. Spenser.

STOURBRIDGE, or STURBUIDGE, the name
of a field on the banks of the Stour, ne<ir Cam-

bridge, noted for its fair held annually on the

18th of September, under the jurisdiction of the

university of Cambridge, and continuing a fort-

night. But it has of late years much declined.

STOURBRIDGE, a flourishing market town anc

township, forming the central division of the pa-
rish of Old Swintord, in the lower division of the

hundred of Halfshire, is 126 miles from London,

twenty-one from Worcester, twelve from Bir-

mingham, and seven from Kidderminster; situ-

ated at the south-western extremity of the great
midland mining and manufacturing district of

England, on the south bank of the river Stour,
and near to the head of the Staffordshire canal,

by which it enjoys a water communication with

all parts of the kingdom. The appellation of

Stourbridge was derived from a bridge erected

over the river in the reign of Henry VIII. pre-
vious to which time the township was known by
the name of Bedcote, \vhich is still the designa-
tion of a contiguous manor. Its vicinity abounds
with valuable mines of coal, iron-stone, and clay.
Various branches cf the iron manufactory are

carried on here and in the adjacent villages,

which give employment to several hundred hands.

The church, or rather chapel of ease to Swin-

ford, situate in the Rye-market, is dedicated to

St. Thomas, and was built by voluntary sub-

scription; it is not consecrated, which gives the

inhabitants the privilege of electing a pastor i-
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dependant of the parish rector. The other places
of worship are a chapel each for thepresbyterians,

calvinists, methodists, Roman Catholics and

Quakers. The chief market is on Friday, but on

Saturday, the town is also well supplied with

every necessary of life. The fairs are March
22nd and September 9th

; the first continues

seven days, and is a widely-noted horse fair.

Population 5,090.

STOURPORT, a market town of Worcester,

on the banks of the Stour, near its junction with

the Severn. It is a place which owes its exist-

ence, as well as its increasing trade and prospe-

rity, to the formation of the Trent and Severn,
or Staffordshire and Worcestershire canal, which

entering the latter county at Wolverley, and fol-

lowing the course of the Stour for about nine

miles, terminates in a basin at Stourport, where
it joins the Severn. This basin was begun in

1768, and finished in 1771. Previous to tnis

there was no appearance of a town here. Popu-
lation 4000. Here is an elegant iron-bridge over

the Severn, consisting of one arch of 150 feet

span, and fifty feat above the surface of the river.

Stourport takes the lead of all other places in

the kingdom as a mart for hops, apples, and

perhaps for corn. Markets on Wednesday and

Saturday.

STOUT, adj. & n. s. * Sax. 'euht ; Belg. stout ;

STOUT'LY, adv. ^Goth. stautan, to strike.

STOIJT'NESS, n. s. ) Strong ; lusty; valiant;

resoluie; firm: the adverb and noun substantive

corresponding: stout is also a name for strong beer.

The stout-hearted are spoiled.
Psalm Ixxvi. 5.

His bashfulness in youth was the very true sign
of his virtue and stoutness after.

Ascham's Schoolmaster.

When I was young,
I do remember how my father said,

A stouter champion never handled sword.

Sliaks/ieare. Henry VI.

Come all to ruin, let

Thy mother rather feel thy pride, than fear

Thy dangerous stoutness: for I mock at death

With as stout heart as thou. Id. Coriotanus.

The lords all stand,
To clear their cause, most resolutely stout. Daniel.

Some captain of the land or fleet,

Stout of his hands, but of a soldier's wit,

Cries, I have sense to serve my turn, in store,

And he 's a rascal who pretends to more. Drydcn.
The stoutest vessel to the storm gave way,

And sucked through loosened planks the rushing sea.

There virtue and stout honour passed the guard,
Those only friends that could not be debarred.

Baihurst.

STOW, v. a. > Sax. r-* ? 5 Belg. slowen,

STOW'AGE, n. s. $ to lay up. To lay up ; re-

posit in order, or in the proper place.

Foul thief! where hast thou stowed my daughter?
Shahspeare.

So gives the' adventurous merchant, when he

throws
All his long-toiled-for treasure, his ship stows

Into the angry main. Carew.

I' the' holsters of the saddle-bow
Two aged pistols he did stow. Hudibras.

Some stow their oars, or stop the leaky sides.

Drylien .

All the patriots were beheaded, stowed in dungeons,
or condemned to work in the mines. Addlson.

In every vessel is (towage for immense treasures,
when the cargo is pure bullion, or merchandise of as

great a value. /^.

The goddess shoved the vessel from the shores,
And stowed within its womb the naval stores. Pope.
STOW (John), the industrious historian, son

of Thomas Stow, merchant-tailor of St. Michael's

Cornhill, in London, was born about 1525. He
was bred to his father's business, which in 1560
he relinquished, devoting himself entirely to the

study of our ancient historians, chronicles, annals,
charters, registers, and records. Of these he
made a considerable collection, travelling for that

purpose to different parts of the kingdom, and

transcribing such MSS. as he could not purchase.
But, this profession of an antiquary being at-

tended with no present emolument, he was

obliged for subsistence to return to his trade. It

happened, however, that his talents and neces-

sities were made known to Dr. Parker archbishop
of Canterbury, who, being himself an antiquary,

encouraged and enabled Mr. Stow to prosecute

his, darling study. In those times of persecution,

though Elizabeth was then upon the throne, ho-

nest John Stow did not escape danger. His
collection of popish records was deemed cause of

suspicion. His younger brother Thomas pre-
ferred no less than 140 articles against him before

the ecclesiastical commission ; but, the proof

being insufficient, he was acquitted. In 1565
he first published his Summary of the Chronicles

of England. About 1584 he began his Survey
of London. In 1585 he was one of the two col-

lectors for a great muster of Lime Street ward.

He was principally concerned in the second edi-

tion of Hollinshed's chronicle, published in 1587.

He also corrected, and twice augmented Chau-

cer's works, published in 1561 and in 1597 His

Survey of London was first published in 1 598.

To these laborious works he would have added

his large Chronicle, or History of England ; but

he lived only to publish an abstract of it, under

the title of Flores llistoriorum. The folio vo-

lume, which was printed after his death, with

the title of Stow's Chronicle, was taken from his

papers by Edmund Howes. Having thus spent
his life and fortune in these laborious pursuits,

king James I. granted him, in 1603, a brief,

which was renewed in 1604, authorizing him to

collect in churches the benefactions of his* fellow

citizens. He died in April 1605, aged eighty;

and was buried in his parish church of St. An-

drew's Undershaft, where his widow erected a

decent monument to his memory. John Stow

was a most indefatigable antiquarian, a faithful

historian, and an honest man.

STOW, a parish in Buckingham hundred, Buck-

inghamshire, three miles from Buckingham, and

sixty from London ; chiefly noted for containing the

magnificent seat, gardens, and grounds of the duke

of Buckingham, the great ornament of the coun-

try. Stow was visited by the most distinguished

poets and literati of the last century ;
and Pope,

Chesterfield, Hammond, Lyttleton, Pitt, and

West, were among its frequent guests.

STOW-MARKET, a market-town of Stow

hundred, Suffolk, situate on he banks of the

Orwell, three miles from Needham,and seventy-

five N. N. E. of London. Besides the river it has

a navigable canal to Ipswich. A manufacture of
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sacking, ropes, &c., is carried on in this town,
which has also succeeded in making tammies
and various kinds of Norwich stuffs. Here is

likewise a goud malting trade. The church is a

spacious building, having a steeple with a spire,
120 feet high, containing eight bells. Market
on Thursday. Fairs, Whit-Friday, and June

29th, and a lamb fair on August 1st.

STOVV-ON-THE-WOLD, a market-town
and parish in Slaughter hundred, Gloucester,
near the river Windrush, eleven miles S. S. E.

from Campden, and seventy-seven west by north

of London. It stands in a very bleak part of

the country, on a high eminence ; the buildings
are very irregular, and the streets but indifferent-

ly paved. Its ancient church is situate on a

hill, has a lofty tower, and contains several an-

cient monuments. Here are an hospital, free-

school, and alms-houses, all well endowed. Shoes

are the principal manufacture. This parish ex-

tends twelve miles in circumference, and was

formerly a corporation ; it is now governed by
two bailiffs. Market on Thursday. Fairs, May
12th, and October 24th, which have long been

noted for the quantities of hops, cheese, and

sheep, annually sold here.

STOWAGE, in sea language, is the general dis-

position of the several materials contained in a

ship's hold, with regard to their figure, magni-
tude, or solidity. In the stowage of different

articles, as ballast, casks, cases, bales, and boxes,
there are several general rules to be observed,

according to the circumstances or qualities of

those materials. The casks which contain any
liquid are, according to the sea phrase, to be

bung up and bilge free, i. e. closely wedged up
in a horizontal position, and resting on their

quarters ; so that the bilges where they are

thickest, being entirely free all round, cannot rub

against each other by the motions of the vessel.

Dry goods, or such as may be damaged by the

water, or to be carefully enclosed in casks, bales,

cases, or wrappers ; and wedged off from the

bottom and sides of the ship, as well as from the

bow, masts, and pump-well. Due attention

must likewise be had to their disposition with

regard to each other, and to the trim and centre

of gravity of the ship ; so that the heaviest may
always be nearest the keel, and the lightest gra-

dually above them.

STRABO, a celebrated Greek geographer,

philosopher, and historian, born at Amasia, and
descended from a family settled at Gnossus in

Crete. He was the disciple of Xenarchus a

Peripatetic philosopher, and at length attached

himself to the Stoics. He contracted a strict

friendship with Cornelius Gallus, governor of

Egypt, and travelled into several countries to

observe the situation of places, and the customs
of nations. He flourished under Augustus, and
died under Tiberius about A. D. 25, in a very
advanced age. He composed several works, all

of which are lost, except his Geography in seven-

teen books ; which are justly esteemed very pre-
cious remains of antiquity.
STRADA (Famianus), a very ingenious and

learned Jesuit, born at Rome in 1572, where he

taught rhetoric for fifteen years. He wrote se-

veral pieces upon the art of oratory, and published

some orations with a view of illustrating by ex-

ample what he had inculcated by precept. Bo*
his Prolusiones Academics and his Historia de
Bello Belgico are the works which raised his

reputation, and have preserved his memory.
His history of the war of Flanders was pub-
lished at Rome; the first decad in 1640, the

second in 1647. He died iti 1649, aged
seventy-seven.

STRAD'DLE, v. n. From striddle or stride.

To stand or walk with the feet removed far fror"

each other to the right and left ; to part the legs
wide.

Let the man survey himself, divested of artificial

charms, and he will find himself a forked straddling
animal, with bandy legs. Arbuthnot and Pope.

STRADELLA (Alessandro), a Neapolitan
musician and composer, one of the most cele-

brated writers of vocal music in the seventeenth

century. His private history is romantic.

While yet a youth he was employed by a Vene-
tian nobleman to instruct his mistress, Hortensia

(a girl descended of a patrician family at Rome,
whom he had seduced), in the art of singing. A
strong and mutual attachment between the mas-
ter and pupil ensued ; then an elopement ; and the

lovers fled to Rome. To this city tliey were follow-

ed by two ruffians, despatched by the Venetian to

assassinate Stradella. The opportunity selected

to carry this murderous design into execution

was the evening after an oratorio of the intended
victim's composition, in which he was both to

play and sing in the church of St. John Lateran;
on his return from which they determined to

avail themselves of the darkness of the evening.

Entering the church, during the performance,

they resolvedto wait quietly till its conclusion,
but long before that took place, their hearts were
so softened by its excellence that they found it

impossible to execute their design, and, accosting
him in the street, confessed their errand, and
recommended him to 'flee to some safer asylum.
He retired to Turin, where-the duchess of Savoy,
to whom they confessed their danger, placed the

lady in the security of a convent, and retained

Stradella in the palace as her chapel master.

Their vindictive enemy however; enraged at their

escape, sent after them two otheremissaries less

accessible to the charms of music, who after re-

siding for some time in the city under a pass-

port from the French ambassador at Venice, in

the character of merchants, at length surprised
Stradella walking one evening on the ramparts,
and plunged their daggers into his breast. This

done, they took refuge in the house of the mar-

quis de Villars, ambassador from the court of

France to that of Turin, who, insisting on his

privilege, refused to give them up ; and even-

tually, when acquainted with their real characters,

allowed them to escape. In the mean time

Stradella, whose wounds were not mortal, slowly

recovered, and, a year having elapsed, he fancied

the vengeance of his enemy had been satiated.

In this supposition he was fatally deceived; for,

being invited to Genoa to compose an opera in the

year 1678, he set out with his wife for that ci y,

intending to return to Turin for the carnival ;

but scarcely had they reached the place of their

destination when a third set of assassins found
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mean., to enter their chamber early one morning,
and, stabbing them both to the heart, effected
their escape by means of a boat. Of the works
of this unfortunate man, the most celebrated are
John the Baptist, an oratorio written for five

voices ; and a serious opera, the production of
which at Genoa proved so disastrous to him, en-
titled La Forza dell' Amor paterno.
STRAETEN (N. Vander), a celebrated Dutch

painter, born in 1680. He visited London, and
travelled through great part of Europe, being es-

teemed one of the best portrait-painters of his

time. But ho fell a victim at last to intemper-
ance.

STRAG'GLE, v. a.&v.n.'i A frequentative

STRAG'GLER, n. s. \ of stray, from
Ital. stravviare, of Lat. extra viam. To wander
without certain direction ; to rove; ramble; ex-

uberate : be dispersed, or stand single : the noun
substantive corresponding.
The last should keep the countries from passage

of stragglers from those parts, whence they use to

come forth, and oftentimes use to work much mis-

chief. Spenser's Ireland.

Let's whip these stragglers o'er the seas again,
Lash hence these over-weening rags of France,
These famished beggars. Shakspeare. Richard HI.
He likewise enriched poor straggling soldiers with

great quantity. Id. Timon.

Having passed the Syrens, they came between

Scylla and Charybdis, and the struggling rocks,

which seemed to cast out great store of flames and
smoke. Raleigh.
But stay ;

like one that thinks to bring his friend

A mile or two, and sees the journey's end,
I straggle on too far. Suckling.

They found in Burford some of the straggling
soldiers, who out of weariness stayed behind.

Clarendon,

Wide was his parish, not contracted close

In streets, but here and there a straggling house
;

Vet still he was at hand. Dryden.
Let thy hand supply the pruning knife,

And crop luxuriant stragglers, nor be loth

To
strip the branches of their leafy growth. Id.

A wolf spied out a straggling kid, and pursued
him. L' Estrange.

Children, even when they endeavour their ut-

most, cannot keep their minds from straggling.
Locke.

Trim off the small superfluous branches on each

side of the hedge, that straggle too far out.

Mortimer's Husbandry.
Form itragyling mountaineers for public good,

To rank in tribes, and quit the savage wood
;

Houses to build, and them contiguous make,
For cheerful neighbourhood and safety's sake. Tate.

His pruning hook corrects the vines,
And the loose stragglers to their ranks confines.

Pope.
Bottles missing are supposed to be half stolen by

ttragglers, and the other half broken. Swift.

STRAHAN (William), an eminent printer,
born at Edinburgh, in 1715. His father, who
had a small appointment in the customs, gave
his son a liberal education. He was bred a

printer, and while very young went to follow his

trade in London. Sober, diligent, and atten-

tive, while his emoluments were scanty, he lived

rather within than beyond his income ;
and

though he married early, and without such a

provision as prudence migh
1
: have dictated, lie

STR
continued to thrive, and to better his circum-
stances. In 1770 he purchased a share of the
patent for king's printer of Mr. Eyre. He now
began to purchase copyrights, and gave authors
more liberal prices than tiad been usual. In
1755 he was elected M. P. for Malmsbury in

Wiltshire, with a very illustrious colleague, the
hon. C. J. Fox

; and, in the succeeding" parlia-
ment, for Wootton Basset, in the same countv.
In this station he was a useful member, and
attended the house with a scrupulous punctility.
His talents for business were not unnoticed by
the minister. In his political connexions Ill-

was a steady supporter of that party who were
turned out of administration in 1784, and lost

his seat by the subsequent dissolution of parlia-
ment. He died on the 9th of July 1785, aged
seventy-one. In his elevated fortune none of
his former acquaintance ever accused him of

neglect. He attained prosperity without envy,
enjoyed wealth without pride, and dispensed
bounty without ostentation.

STRAIGHT, adj. & adv.}
Sax. j-trvac ; Belg.

STRAIGHTEN, v. a. tstrack; Dan. and

STRAIGHT'NESS, re. s. I Scots strak. It is

STAIGIIT'WAY, adv. J observed by Ains-

worth, that for not crooked we ou ht to write

straight, and for narrow, strait ; but for streiglit,
which is sometimes found, there is no good au-

thority. Not crooked ; direct; hence tense ; tight:
as au adverb, directly; immediately, straiglit-

way is a synonyme of straight as an adverb : lo

straighten is, to make straight; make orderly ;

tighten : the noun substantive corresponding.
Let me here for ay in peace remain,

Or straightway on that last long voyage fare.

Spenser.
Soon as he entered was, the door straightway

Did shut.
*

Id.

A crooked stick is not straightened, except it be as

far bent on the clean contrary side. Hooker.

Of ourselves being so apt to err, the only way
which we have to straighten our path is, by follow-

ing the rule of his will, whose footsteps naturally are

right. id.

Beauty made barren the swelled boast

Of him that best could speak ; feature, laming
The shrine of Venus, or straight-fight Minerva.

Shakspeure.

If the devil come and roar for them,

I will not send them. 1 will after straight,

And tell him so. Id. Henry IV.

Like to a ship, that, having 'scaped
a tempest,

Is straightway claimed and boarded with a pirate.

Sitakspeare.

A hunter's horn and comet is oblique ; yet they

have likewise straight horns ; which, if
they

be 01

the same bore with the oblique, differ little in

sound, save that the straight require somewhat a

stronger blast. Bacon's Natural History.

Queen Elizabeth used to say of her instructions to

great officers, that they were like to garments,

itrait at the first putting on, but did by and by

wear loose enough.
Those stinks which the nostrils straight abhor

and expel are not the most pernicious.
Id. Natural History,

Some are for masts, as fir and pine,
because of

their length and itraighlness.

As soon as iron is out of the fire, it deadeth

ttr-iiqhtuayt.

The sound of a bell is strong ; contmueth some
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time after the percussion ; but ceaseth itratghtinays

if the bell or string be touched.

Id. Natural Hiftory.

There are many several sorts of crooked lines
;

but there is one only which is straight. Dryden.
With chalk I first describe a circle here,

Where the aetherial spirits must appear
:

Come in, come in ; for here they will be straight ;

Around, around the place I fumigate. Id,

I know thy generous temper well ;

Fling but the appeal ance of dishonour on it,

It straight takes fire, and mounts into a blaze.

Addison.

Water and air the varied form confound ;

The straight looks crooked, and the square grows
round. Prior.

The sun's power being in those months greater, it

then straightways hurries steams up into the atmo-

sphere. Woodward.

When I see a ttraight staff appear crooked while

half under the water, the water gives me a false idea.

Watts's Logick.

STRAIN, v. a., v. n., & n. s. \
Fr. tstrein-

STRAIN'ER, n. s. i dre ; Italian

strignere ; Lat. stringo. To compress ;
con-

strain ; squeeze through something ;
nitrate ; put

to the utmost strength ; force in any way ; dis-

tort; sprain; weaken by violence: as a verb

neuter to make violent efforts ;
be filtered : an

injury through violence ;
also a race ; pedigree ;

descent ; hereditary disposition (probably of Sax.

jtnyan, to beget) ; rank; character; style; man-
ner ; tone ; rate ; turn : a strainer is an instru-

ment of nitration.

The jury make no more scruple to pass against an

Englishman and the queen, though it be to strain

their oaths, than to drink milk unstrained.

Spenser's State of Ireland.

Too well I wote my humble vaine,

And how my rhimes been rugged and unkempt ;

Yet as I con my cunning I will strain. Spenser.

By this we see, in a cause of religion, to how des-

perate adventures men will strain themselves for re-

lief of their own part, having law and authority

against them. Hooker.

Thus far I can praise him ;
he is of a noble strain,

Of approved valour. Shakspeare.

Amongst these sweet knaves and all this courtesy !

the itrain of man's bred out into baboon and monkey.
Id.

Wilt thou love such a woman "> what, to make
thee an instrument, and play false strains upon thee f

Id.

Thus mine enemy fell,

And thus I set my foot on's neck
;

even then

The princely blood flows in his cheek
;
he sweats,

Strains his young nerves, and puts himself in posture
That acts my words. Id. Cymbeline.

The lark sings so out of tune,

Straining harsh discords and unpleasing sharp?.

Shakspeare.
You stand like greyhounds in the slips,

Straining upon the start. Id. Henry V.

Earth doth not strain water so finely as sand.

Bacon.
Such take too high a strain at the first, and are

magnanimous more than tract of years can uphold ;

as was Scipio Africanus, of whom Livy saith,
' ultima

primis cedebant.' Id.

The excrementitious moisture passeth in birds

through a finer and more delicate strainer than it doth

in beasts
;

for feathers pass through quills, and hair

through skin. Id.

Csesar thought that all sea sands had natural

springs of fresh water : but it is the sea-water , be-

cause the pit filled according to the measure of the

tide
;
and the sea-water, passing or straining through

the sands, leaveth the saltness behind them. Id.

A bigger string more strained, and a lesser string
less strained, may fall into the same tone. Id.

Because hereticks have a strain of madness, he ap-

plied her with some corporal chastisements, which
with respite of time might happily reduce her to good
order. Hayward.
Twelve Trojan youths, born of their noblest

strains

I took alive ; and, yet enraged, will empty all their

veins

Of vital spirits. Chapman's Iliad.

They strain,

That death may not them idly find t' attend

Their certain last, but work to meet their end.

Daniel.

Intemperance and lust breed diseases, which, pro-

pagated, spoil the strain of a nation. Tiltotson.

lie talks and plays with Fatima, but his mirth

Is forced and strained : in his looks appears
A wild distracted fierceness. Denham.

Orpheus' self may heave his head
From golden slumber on a bed
Of heaped Elysian flowers, and hear

Such strains as would have won the ear

Of Pluto, to have quite set free

His half-regained Eurydice. Milton.

My earthly by his heavenly overpowered,
Which it had long stood under, strained to the

height,
In that celestial colloquy sublime,
As with an object that excels the sense,

Dazzled and spent, sunk down. Id. Paradise Lost.

Why dost thou
falsely feign.

Thyself a Sidney 1 from which noble strain

He sprung, that could so far exalt the name
Of love. Waller.

Credit is gained by custom, and seldom recovers a

strain ; but, if broken, is never well set again.

Temple.
Old Evander with a close embrace

Strained his departing friend, and tears o'erflowed his

face. Dryden's JEiieid.

But thou who, lately of the common strain,

Wert one of us, if still thou dost retain,

The same ill habits, the same follies too,

Still thou art bound to vice, and still a slave.

Dryden.
The lark and linnet sing with rival notes

;

They strain their warbling throats

To welcome in the spring. Id.

It is the worst sort of good husbandry for a father

not to strain himself a little for his son's breeding.
Locke.

Shave the goat's shaggy beard, lest thou too late

In vain shouldst seek a strainer to dispart
The husky terrene dregs from purer must. Philips.

In all pain there is a deformity by a solution of

continuity, as in cutting; or a tendency to solution,
as in convulsions or strains. Grew.

See they suffer death ;

But in their deaths lemember they are men,
Strain not the laws to make their torture grievous.

Addison.

Turn then to Pharamond and Charlemagne,
And the long heroes of the Gallic strain. Prior.

These, when condensed, the airy region pours
On the dry earth in rain or gentle showers :

The insinuating drops sink through the sand,
And pass the porous strainers of the land.

Blackincre.
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Our words flow from us in a smooth continued which the assemblage is strained, and there is a
stream, without those strainings of the voice, motions tenclpnrv tr> nmtnn TIS PL PtUr6 '" every Part

:

lhis stram
"

, \^ Part ' and ls lhere d '"ed
y mechanical laws. These it is our bu-

of the body, and majesty of the hand, which are so

much celebrated in the orators of Greece and Rome.
Atterburii.urii.

The stomach and intestines are the press, and the
Slness tO leain ; but our chif;f ol)

J
ect ' this in-

lacteal vessels the strainers, to separate the pure emul-
vest 'Ratlon 's to determine the strength of mate-

sion from its feces. Arbuihnot. rials which it is necessary to oppose in every
Their aliment ought to be light ;

rice boiled in Par^ * this strain
; and how to oppose this

whey, and strained. Id. on Diet. strength in such a manner that it shall be exerted
Your way is to wrest and strain some principles,

to the best advantage. The notions of strain
maintained both by them and me, to a sense repug- and strength, therefore, hardly admit of separa-
nant with their other known doctrines. Waterland. tion

; for it is even by means of the strength of
Macrobius speaks of Hippocrates' knowledge in the intermediate parts that the strain is propa-

,-ery lofty strains. Baker. o-atpH
to, or excited in, the part under considera-
See STRENGTH.

When the first bold vessel dared the seas,

High on the stern the Thracian raised his strain ;

While Argo saw her kindred trees

Descend from Pelion to the main.

Pope's St. Cecilia.

Straining with too weak a wing,
We needs will write epistles to the king. Pope.

In our liturgy are as great strains of true sublime

eloquence as are any where to be found in our lan-

guage. S'l-ift.

There can be no other meaning in this expression,
however some may pretend to strain it. Id.

Prudes decayed about may tack,

Strain their necks with looking back. Id.

Strained to the root, the stooping forest pours
A rustling shower of yet untimely leaves. Thomson.

tion.

STRAINING is the clarification of a liquor,

by passing it through a sieve or filter. The
word is derived from the French estreindre ;

which is formed from ex, out of, and stringere,
to press.

STRAIT, adj., n. s., & v. a. -\ Fr. elroit ;

STRAIT'EN, v. a. i Italian slretto ;

STRAIT'LACED, adj. > Latin stric/in:.

STKAIT'LY, adv V Narrow; clo<e;

STRAIT'NESS, n. s. } difficult; strict ;

intimate: used, though incorrectly, for direct,

not crooked. A narrow pass, or frith ; distress

or difficulty : to strait or straiten is to put to difii-

culties
; make narrow ; contract ; confine; make

A STRAIN is a pain occasioned by the vio- tight ; distress : straitlaced is laced tight by stays :

lent extension of some membranous or tendinous the adverb and noun substantive correspond with

strait adjective.

Therefore hold I strait all thy commandments ;
and

part.
STRAIN and STRESS, in mechanics, are terms

indiscriminately used to express the force which all false ways I utterly abhor

is excited in any part of a machine or structure

of any kind tending to break it in that part.

Thus every part of a rope is equally strained by

I'xulms. Common Prayer.

The city of Sidon has a secure haven, yet with

something a dangerous entrance, strained on the

the weight which it suspends. Every part of a north side by the ^-ruined wall of the mole.

.

s -11 i i "j L- L Sanau s Jiinrn

pillar is equally
;

strained by the load which it

foreetting all former injur ies> hadreceived

supports. A mill axle .s equally twisted and .

p, exirtus into a strtnl (legree of favouf .

strained in every part which lies between the
goodness be ;ng as apt to be deceived as the otl

part of the wheel actuated by the moving power,
and the part which is resisted by the work to be

performed. Every part of a lever or joist is

differently strained by a force acting on a distant
'

part. It is evident that we cannot make the

structure fit for its purpose, unless the strength

in every part be at least equal to the stress laid

on, or the strain excited in that part.
It is no

less plain that if we are ignorant of the princi- ,

pies which determine this strain, both in inten- ries, their language and religion into all that coast of

sity and direction, in relation to the magnitude Africk, even from Egypt to the streight, of Gibraltar.

craft was to deceive.

Fugitives are not relieved by the profit
of their

lands in England ;
for theie is a straiyhter order taken.

Spenser.

Plant garrisons to command the streiyhts and nar-

row passages.
Those laws he straitly requireth to be observed

without breach or blame. Houkfr.

The Saracens brought, together with their

and the situation of its remote cause, the only
If your lass

Brerewwd on Language.

security we have for success is to give to every
/ , i_, u i-j-. u~ ,,,o MII Interpretation snould abuse, and call tins

part of the assemb age such solidity that we can :

Your lack of love or bounty, you were straited

For a reply ;
at least, if you make care

Of happy holding her. Shabpanv. Winter's Tal>:

If his own life answer the straitness of his proceed-

ing, it shall become him well.

He now, forsooth, takes on him to reform

Some certain edicts, and some strait decrees

leave no doubt of its sufficiency,

perience shows us that this vague security is in

many cases uncertain, if we are thus ignorant.

In all cases it is slovenly, unlike an artist, at-

tended with useless expense, and in machines is

attended with a loss of power which is wasted in

changing the motions of a needless load of mat-
'pjiat jav too heavy on the commonwealth,

ter. It must therefore greatly tend to the im- proceed no straiter 'gainst our uncle

provement of all professions occupied in the

erection or employment of such structures to

have a distinct notion of the strains to which

theii parts are exposed. Frequently, nay gene-

rally, these strains are not immediate, but arise

from the action of forces on distant parts, by
VOL. XXI.

Than from the evidence of good esteem

j^e be approved in practice culpable.

Honour travels in a streight so narrow,

Where one but goes abreast.
^
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Waters when straitened, as in the falls ot uridges,

give" a roaring noise. Bacon's Natural History.
It is a great errour, and a narrowness or straitness

of mind, if any man think that nations have nothing
to do one with another, except there be an union in

sovereignty, or a conjunction in pact. Id. Holy War.
The straitness of my conscience will not give me

leave to swallow down such camels. King Charles.

Fretum Magellanicum, or Magellan's straits.

Abbot.

The straitening and confining the profession of the

common law, must naturally extend and enlarge the

jurisdiction of the chancery. Clarendon.

The independent party, which abhorred all motion
towards peace, were in as great streights as the other

how to carry on their designs. Id.

If this be our condition, thus to dwell
In narrow circuit, straitened by a foe

Subtile or violent. Milton's Paradise Lost.

Thyself
Bred up in poverty and streights at home,
Lost in a desart here, and hunger-bit.

Id. Paradise Regained.

Among the Romans, the laws of the twelve tables

did exclude the females from inheriting ; and had

many other straitnesses and hardships, which were

successively remedied. Hale.

Witnesses, like watches go,
Just as they're set, too fast or slow,

And, where in conscience they're straight laced,
'Tis ten to one that side is cast. Hudibras.

Stretch them at their length,
And pull the streightened cords with all your strength.

Dryden.
'Tis hard with me, whatever choice I make,

I must not merit you, or must forsake :

But in this streight to honour I'll be true,
And leave my fortune to the gods and you. Id.

The landed man finds himself aggrieved by the

falling of his rents, and the streightening of his for-

tune, whilst the monied man keeps up his gain.
Locke.

Let nature have scope to fashion the body as she
thinks best; we have few well-shaped that are strait-

laced, or much tampered with. Id. on Education.
The straitness of the conveniencies of life amongst

them had never reached so far as to the use of fire,
till the Spaniards brought it amongst them. Locke.

Men, by continually striving and fighting to en-

large their bounds, and encroaching upon one ano-
ther, seem to be straitened for want of room. Ray.

Kings reduced to streightt, either by their own,
or by the negligence of their predecessors, have been
always involved in dark and mean intrigues.

Davenant.
Some modern authors, observing what straits they

have been put to in all ages to find out water enough
for Noah's flood, say Noah's flood was not universal,
but a national inundation. Burnet's Theory.

Let no man who owns a providence grow despe-
rate under any calamity or strait whatsoever, but

compose the anguish of his thoughts upon this
one consideration, that he comprehends not those

strange unaccountable methods by which providence
may dispose of him. South.
The causes which straiten the British commerce,

will enlarge the French. Addison's State of the War.
Several congregations find themselves very much

straitened; and, if the mode increase, I wish it may
not drive many ordinary women into meetings.

Id. Spectator.
Cajsar sees

The streight* to which you're driven, and, as he knows
Cato's high worth, is anxious for your life. Addison.
A bell or a cannon may be neard beyond a hill

SIR
which intercepts the sight of the sounding body ;

and sounds are propagated as readily through
crooked pipes as through straight ones.

Neu-ton't Opticks.
Whatever straitens the vessels, so as the channels

become more narrow, must heat
; therefore strait

cloaths and cold baths heat. Arbuthnot en Diet.

Morality, by her false guardians drawn,
Chicane in furs, and casuistry in lawn,

Gasps, as they straiten at each end the cord.
And dies when Dulness gives her page the word.

Dunciad.

Ulysses made use of the pretence of natural infir-

mity, to conceal the straits he was in at that time in
his thoughts. Bruome.

They are afraid to meet her, if they have missed
the church

;
but then they are more afraid to see her

if they are laced as strait as they can possibly be.

Lau:
She watches their time of need and adversitv, and,

if she can discover that they are in great stmghtt or

affliction, she gives them speedy relief. Id.

STRAIT, a narrow channel or arm of the sea,
shut up between lands on either side, and af-

fording a passage out of one great sea into an-
other. There are three kinds of straits. 1.

Such as join one ocean to another. Of this kind
are the straits of Magellan and Le Maire. 2.

Those which join the ocean to a gulf; the straits

of Gibraltar and Babelmandel are of this kind,
the Mediterranean and Red Sea being only
large gulfs. 3. Those which join one gulf to

another; as the straits of Caffa, which join the
Palus Mseotis to the Euxine or Black Sea. The
passage of straits is commonly dangerous, on
account of the rapidity and opposite motion of
currents.

STRAKES, or STREAKS, in a ship v
the uniform

ranges of planks on the bottom and sides of a

ship, or the continuation of planks joined to the
ends of each other, and reaching from the stem
to the stern-post and fashion-pieces ; the lowest
of these, which is called the starboard streak, is

let into the keel below, and into the stem and

stern-post. They say, also, that a ship heels a
strake, that is, hangs or inclines to one side the

quantity of a whole plank's breadth.

STRAKES, or STREKS, in mining, are frames of
boards fixed on or in the ground, where they
wash and dress the small ore in a little stream of
water ; hence called straked ore.

STRALSUND, one of the new governments
of the Prussian states, including the part of Po-
merania which belonged to Sweden in 1813,
along with Rugen and other islands on the
coast. It is almost entirely surrounded by wa-
ter, the Baltic bounding it on the north, and the

Peene, the Trebel, and the Recknitz, three rivers

partly navigable, on the other sides. Its area is

1400 square miles ; and it is much more fertile

than the rest of Pomerania, having a heavy loam
or black mould, producing fine crops of corn,

rye, and pulse, as well as flax and tobacco. The
pastures are not favorable for .the larger cattle ;

but the number of sheep, hogs, and above all

of geese is very considerable. Inhabitants
about 115,000. See POMERANIA.

STRALSUND, a considerable town of Pomera-
nia, long subject to Sweden, is situated on the
strait which separates the .'sland of Rugen from
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the mainland ; and is accessible only by bridges,
it was a fortress of importance till 1807. Its

harbour is capacious and safe, admitting ships
of fifteen feet draught. The houses are low, but
built of brick, and remarkable for being pointed
at the top : the streets narrow, and indifferently

paved. There are four Protestant and one Ca-
tholic church. The other public buildings are

the government-house, town-house, mint, arse-

nal, and governor's house. Of public institu-

tions, the chief are the academy or gymnasium,
the orphan-house, the poor-house, the lunatic

hospital, and the public library. The environs
are flat and sandy, and the water is raised by a

hydraulic machine. The manufactures comprise
woollens, linen, tobacco, soap, glass : breweries
and distilleries. Stralsund was a member of the

Hanseatic league, and has long been a place of

trade. Of corn, its principal export, there is

sometimes shipped between 30,000 and 40,000

quarters. The imports consist chiefly of colo-

nial produce and foreign manufactures ; and the

building of ships and boats form a considerable

branch of trade. The town has suffered much at

different times by sieges, but has always re-

covered, in consequence chiefly of its trade.

Population 12,000. Ninety miles N. N. W. of

Stettin. Long. 30 32' E., lat. 54 19' N.

STRAMONIUM. See DATURA.

STRAND, n.s. &cv. a. Sax. j-trian&; Goth,
and Swed. strund ; Belg. strande; Isl. strend ;

Teut. strande. The verge of the sea, or of any
water : to drive or force into shallow water.

I saw sweet beauty in her face ;

Such as the daughter of Agenor had,
That made great Jove to humble him to her hand,
When with his knees he kissed the Cretan strand.

Shakspeare.
Tarchen's alone was lost, and stranded stood,

Stuck on a bank, and beaten by the flood.

Dryden's JEneid.

Some from the stranded vessel force their way,
Fearful of fate, they meet it in the sea

;

Some, who escape the fury of the wave,
Sicken on earth, and sink into a grave. Prior.

Some wretched lines from this neglected hand

May find my hero on the foreign strand,
Warmed with new fires. Id.

I have seen of both those kinds from the sea, but

so few that they can only be such as have strayed
from their main residence, and been accidentally in-

tercepted and stranded by great storms.

Woodward on Fossils.

STRANGE, adj., inter}., &-\ Fr. estrange;

STRANGE'LY, adv.
[v. n. ( Latin extraneus.

STRANGE'NESS, n. s.
{ Foreign ;

of an-

STRAN'GER, n. s. & v. a.
*
other country ;

odd
; wonderful

; irregular ; new ; remote ; un-

acquainted; surprising! (an expression of won-

der): to strange (an obsolete barbarism) is, to

wonder; be astonished: the adverb and noun
substantives correspond with the adjective : to

stranger is used by Shakspeare for to estrange ;

alienate.

Joseph saw his brethren, but made himself strange
unto them. Genesis Ixii. 7.

I do not contemn the knowledge of strange and
divers tongues. Ascham's Schoolmaster.

Long custom had inured them to the former kind

alone, by which the latter was new and strange in

their ears. Hooker.
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Desire my man's abode, whera I did lenve him

He's strange and peevish. Shakspeare. Cymleline.
bhe makes it

strange, but she would be best

pleased
To be so angered with another letter.

Slialtspeare.
As by strange fortune

It came to us, I do in justice charge thee
That thou commend it

strangely to some place,
Where chance may nurse or end it.

Id. Winter's Tale.W ill you not observe
The strangeness of his altered countenance 1

Id. Henry VI.
I am a most poor woman, and a stranger,

Born out of your dominions
; having here

No judge indifferent. Id. Henry VIII.

Strangers and foes do sunder, and not kiss.

Shakspeare.

My child is yet a stranger in the world,
She hath not seen the change of fourteen years.

Id.

Will you, with those infirmities she owes,
Dowered with our curse, and strangered with our

oath,
Take her or leave her ? Id.

Men worthier than himself
Plere tend the savage strangeness he puts on ;

And undergo, in an observing kind,
His humorous predominance.

Id. Troilus and Cressida.

If a man, for curiosity or strangeness sake, -vould

make a puppet pronounce a word, let him consider

the motion of the instruments of voice, and the like

sounds made in inanimate bodies.

Bacon's Natural History.

It is evident, and it is one of the strangest secrets

in sounds, that the whole sound is not in the whole

air only, but is also in every small part of the air.

Id.

The natural subjects of the state should bear a

sufficient proportion to the strange subjects that they

govern. Bacon.

We ought to acknowledge that no nations' are

wholly aliens and strangers the one to the other. Id.

In this peace there was an article that no English-
man should enter into Scotland, and no Scottishman

into England, without letters commendatory : this

might seem a means to continue a strangeness be-

tween the nations
;
but it was done to lock in the

boidcrers. Id.

As the man loves least at home to be,

That hath a sluttish house, haunted with sprites ;

So she, impatient her own faults to see,

Turns from herself, and in strange things delights.

A strange proud return you may think I make you,

madam, when I tell you it is not from every body I

would be thus obliged. Suckling.

Thus the strange cure to our spilt blood applied,

Sympathy to the distant wound does guide. Cowleii.

Here passion first I felt,

Commotion strange !

He will vouchsafe

This day to be our guest : bring forth and pour

Abundance, fit to honour and receive

Our heavenly stranger.

Were all the assertions of Aristotle such as theology

pronounceth impieties, which we strange not at from

one of whom a father saith, Nee Deum coluit, i-.tc

curavit.

His perusal of the writings of his friends and
I

' C 1 1 .

Strange! what extremes should thus preserve the

snow

High on the Alps, or in deep caves below. M ,/

Milifn.

In.
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This made David to admire the law of God at that

ttranga rate, and to advance the knowledge of it

above all other knowledge. Titlotson.

How strangely active are the arts of peace,
\Vhose restless motions less than wars do cease ;

Peace is not freed from labour, but from noise ;

And war more force, but not more pains, employs.
Dryden .

Strange to relate ! from young lulus' head

A flambent flame arose, which gently spread
Around his brows, and on his temples fed.

Id. MneiA.

I was no stranger to the original : I had also

studied Virgil's design, and his disposition of it.

Dryden.
, Strange ! that fatherly authority should be the only

original of government, and yet all mankind not know
it. Locke.

We should carry along with us some of those vir-

tuous qualities, which we were strangely careless if

we did not bring from home with us.

Sprat's Sermons.

If I will obey the gospel, no distance of place, no

strangeness of country, can make any man a stranger
to me. Sprat.

This raised greater tumults and boilings in the

hearts of men, than the strangeness and seeming un-

reasonableness of all the former articles. South.

There is no place in Europe so much frequented

by ttraiigers, whether they are such as come out of

curiosity, or such who are obliged to attend the court

of Rome. Addison mi Italy.

In a time of affliction, the remembrance of our good
deeds will strangely cheer and support our spirits.

Calamy.
Melons on beds of ice are taught to bear ;

And strangers to fhe sun yet ripen here. Gramiille.

They came, and near him placed the stranger guest.

Pope.
After a year's interregnum from the death of

Romulus, the senate of their own authority chose a

successor, and a stranger, merely upon the fame of

his virtues. Swift.
It would strangely delight you to see with what

spirit he converses, with what tenderness he reproves,
with what affection he exhorts, and with what vigour
he preaches. Law.
Thus the majestick mother of mankind,

To her own charms most amiably blind,
On the green margin innocently stood,
And gazed indulgent on the crystal flood ;

Surveyed the stranger in the painted wave,
And, smiling, praised the beauties which she gave.

Young.
How strangely crowds misplace things and miscal !

Madness in one is liberty in all. Harte.

STRANGE (Sir Robert), who carried the
art of engraving to so great perfection in this

country, was a rnan of general merit. His works
will perpetuate his name whilst any taste for the
fine arts remains. He was born in the island of

Pomona, in Orkney, 14th of July, 1721. He
was descended from the Stranges or Strangs of

Balcasky, in Fife, who settled in Orkney at the
time of the reformation. He received his clas-

sical education at Kirkwall in Orkney, under Mr.
Murdoch Mackenzie, who has rendered infinite

service to his country by the accurate surveys
and charts he has given of the islands of Orkney
and of the British and Irish coasts. Mr. Strange
was intended for the law, but soon perceived
that his genius led him to drawing and engrav-
ing. For this purpose he was introduced to

the late Mr. Richard Cooper at Edinburgh, the

only person there who had then any taste in that

line. He was bound with him as an apprentice
for six years, during which time he made rapid

progress. In 1747 he married Isabella, only
daughter of Willian Lumisden, son of bishop
Lumisden ; and soon after went to Paris, where
he prosecuted his studies under the celebrated

Le Bas, from whom he had the first hint of the

dry needle ; which he afterwards greatly im-

proved by his own genius, and which has added
such superior beauties to his engravings. In
1751 he removed with his family from Edin-

burgh and settled at London, where he engraved
several fine histo'rical prints, which acquired him

great reputation. At this period historical en-

graving had made little progress in Britain, and
he may properly be considered as its founder.

In 1760 he went to Italy, where he made many
admirable drawings, several of which he after-

wards engraved. These are now in the posses-
sion of lord Dundas. Every where in Italy

singular marks of attention were bestowed on
Mr. Strange, by great personages, and by the

principal academies in that country. He was
made a member of the academies of Rome, Flo-

rence, and Bologna, and professor in the royal

academy at Parma. The ceiling of the Vatican

library, at Rome, in which the collection of en-

gravings are kept, is elegantly painted by Signior
Rotfanelli. It represents the progress of engrav-

ing; and the portraits of the most eminent
artists in that line are there introduced, among
which is that of our artist. He is the only Bri-

tish artist on whom this honor has been conferred.

In France, where he resided many years, he was
made a member of the Royal Academy of Paint-

ing at Paris. King George III., ever attentive to

the progress of the fine arts, as a mark of his

royal approbation of the merit of Mr. Strange,
conferred the honor of knighthood on him the

5th of January 1787. Sir Robert Strange was
no less distinguished by his amiable moral qua-
lities. He left fifty capital plates, which are

carefully preserved in his family, engraved from

pictures by the most celebrated painters of

Italy. From his earliest establishment, Sir

Robert preserved about eighty copies of the

finest and choicest impressions of each plate he

engraved ; which, from length of time, have

acquired a high degree of beauty. These he

arranged in the order in which they were en-

graved. To each volume he prefixed two por-
traits of himself, the one an etching, the other a

finished proof, from a drawing by John Baptiste
Greuse. Each volume, besides a dedication to

the king, contains an introduction on the pro-

gress of engraving, and critical remarks on the

pictures from which his engravings are taken.

These volumes were ready to be given to the

public, when Sir Robert's death and consequent
circumstances delayed this magnificent publica-
tion ; a publication which does honor to the

artist, and to the country which gave him birth.

He died at London, July 5th 1792.

STRANGEA, a secondary ridge of mountains,

branching off from the Haemus chain on the

south, and extending along the Black Sea to the

Thracian Bosphorus. An inferior branch, called
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Mount Tekis, becomes detached from this, and
stretches partly in a south-west direction to the

point of the Chersonesus, partly in a circular

form, round the gulf of En.
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the tumor suppurates. Many colts have th

strangles at grass, and the tumor comes to matu-

charge, without any other help than what'nature
STRANGER, m law, denotes a person who is not affords ; though in some cases there is very rat

privy or party to an act. Thus a stranger to a malignity, with a purulent runnina at the nose
judgment is he to whom a judgment does not

belong ; in which sense the word stands directly

opposed to party or privy.

STRAN'GLE, v. a.
j

Fr. etranger ; Lat.

STRAN'GLER, n. s.
fstrangulo. To choak

;

STRANGULA'TION. j suffocate; kill by inter-

which is often dangerous. Those colts, however]
that escape the strangles at grass, are liable, for
the most part, to be seized when they are first
taken up and put to business ; and we often ob-
serve the change of diet, an alteration in the air,
&c., bring on the strangles. Other causes may

and strangled for his lionesses, and filled his holes
with prey. Nehemiah.

Dost thou not know that thou hast strangled thine
husbands'? Tubit iii. 8.

His face is black and full of blood
;

His eye-balls farther out than when he lived,

Staring full ghastly, .like a strangled man.

Shakspeare. Henry VI.

By the' clock, 'tis day ;

And yet dark night strangles the travelling lamp :

Is 't night's predominance, or the day's shame ?

Id. Macbeth.

I-, iii i - 3"*"-" "^ "- ^nwota may
cepting the breath ; suppress : both the noun be, their catching cold, shedding their teeth or
substantives corresponding. whatever may induce pain, or bring on irritation
The lion

did^
tear

m^ pieces enough for his whelps, at any critical time upon the throat and jaws.
When the strangles are coming upon a horse,

he feels unusually hot, and sometimes very
feverish, with a painful cough ; some go quite
off their stomachs, others are only dainty, or eat
and drink with pain in chewing and swallowing.
When the swelling begins on the inside of the

jaw-bone, it is much longer in coming to maturity
than when it begins more towards the middlu.
W hen the skin is tight and much stretched over
the swelling, and that feels unusually dry and
hot, the swelling will in that case be large before

The band that seems to tie their friendship together it breaks, and yield a plentiful discharge. When
the swelling of the strangles rises between the

jaw-bones, under the middle of the tongue, it is

always the most favorable; but if it rises up-
wards among the glands, and is divided into se-

veral little tumors, it is not so kindly, but is apt
to break in several places and at different times

before it sinks, which renders the case more tedi-

ous and troublesome.

When the strangles begin directly in the upper
part of the throat, towards the head of the wind-

pipe and gullet, they hinder a horse sometimes

from swallowing for several days, until the tumor

grows full and large on the outside. This degree
of the strangles is not altogether without danger
of suffocation. The pressure made upon the

head of the wind-pipe makes the horse's eye look

fixed, as if he was convulsed, with his nose turned

outwards, and his nostrils open for want of

will be the very strangler of their amity.
Id. Antony and Cleopatra.

A spunge is mischievous, not in itself, for its

power is harmless
;
but because, being received into

the stomach, it swelleth, and, occasioning its con-
tinual distension, induceth a strangulation.

Browne's Vulgar Errows.
So heinous a crime was the sin of adultery, that

our Saxon ancestors compelled the adultress to strangle

herself; and he who debauched her was to be hanged
over her grave. Ayllfte.

1 he reduction of the jaws is difficult
; and, if they

be not timely reduced, there happen paralysis and

strangulation. Wtsimnn.

STRANGLES, in veterinary science. The French
and other foreign writers have compared the

strangles in horses to the small-pox in men ; and,
as the small-pox is more incident to children

than to grown persons, so it has been observed,

by these writers, that the strangles chiefly affect breath
; which symptom continues till the tumor,

colts and young horses, when they catch invete- growing ripe, breaks and runs off. But the worst

rate colds ; which is very true, for horses are sel- and most dangerous kind of strangles is, when, at

dom subject to the strangles after six years old,

though Gibson speaks of some horses that he knew
to have had this distemper at seven and eight, and

sometimes at nine or ten, though these instances,

the same time that a horse is swelled under the

jaws, he runs also at the nose, which Gibson at-

tributes either to some constitutional malignity,

or to bad management ; and this is what some

he says, are not very common. The strangles call the false or bastard strangles.

are also said to resemble the small-pox in this,

that the disease never seizes horses oftener than

This disease seldom proves dangerous, unless

the efforts of nature are interrupted. Doing much

once; whereas many other distempers, proceed- in this case, says Gibson, is worse than doing too

ing from common causes and accidents, will re- little, for the strangles seldom need any other

turn as often as there are the proper causes to

produce them. But, however this be, it is pro-
bable that the strangles are a critical swelling, --rr-* -

which, when it suppurates and breaks, discharges but, besides the trouble of applying them, ai

somewhat obnoxious to the constitutions of young renewing them often, they frequently prove hurt-

horses, as they are usually rendered more health- ful, by being composed of materials that are too

help than to assist suppuration, by keeping the

swelling always moist with camphorated hog's

Some apply poultices
to the strangles;lard.

ful than they were before. stimulating, as turpentine,
&c. Besides, if the

This disease begins with a swelling between poultices be not kept close, they are apt to chill

the jaw-bones, sometimes pretty low among the the part, and to repel rather than promote

muscles of the tongue, attended with great heat, charge of the humors, and this often It dry

pain, and inflammation, sometimes to such a de- and obstinate cough, or endangers the hors

gree that a horse is scarcely able to swallow till eyes. Another error, in the cura ol the si
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is opening the tumor before it comes to maturity,

which defeats the purpose of nature ;
for there are

found in that case callous swellings under the

throat, with a gleeting ulcer, sometimes followed

by a plentiful running at the nose, which, without

very great care, will end in the glanders.
If the strangles begin with great pain and in-

flammation, as sometimes happens ;
if the horse's

eyes be fixed, and he look convulsed ;
his neck

much swoln, and his jaws stiff, with his nose

turned outwards ; it is necessary to take away a

sufficient quantity of blood, to foment and apply
a bran poultice to the part, covering it with a

thin woollen cloth; and this should be persevered
in till it comes to maturity and breaks. Some-

times the inflammation is so great as to destroy
the skin that encloses the matter, by which means

it falls off in pieces, like an eschar made by
a caustic, and exposes the interstices of the mus-

cles and contiguous glands. But here also nature

will effect a cure, without any other help besides

what has been already recommended ; for the

cavity is soon filled by a new growth of flesh,

and covered with skin and hair, as perfect as at

first. Sometimes the strangles break inwardly,
and the matter is discharged chiefly by the mouth ;

and, when it is so, the horse's mouth may be

washed once or twice a day, with equal parts of

brandy and vinegar, with a spoonful of honey to

each pint. This, with warm soft diet, will perfect
the cure without any other help, and the swelling
on the outside will soon wear off.

In some cases, where there is little swelling
and inflammation, the horse will eat and drink

without pain ; and though there be a collection

of matter, yet, when it is small, it sometimes con-

tinues long without breaking. When matter is

formed in this way, and may be felt by gentle

pressure with the finger, Mr. Denny advises to

open the tumor with a lancet in the most depend-
ing part.

STRANRAER, or STRANRAWER, a royal

burgh of considerable antiquity in Wigtonshire,
at the head of the bay of Loch-Ryan, fifty miles

south of Ayr, and nine and three-quarters north

of Glenluce. It is the seat of a Presbytery, and
the chief town of the district of the Rinns. The

principal street is of considerable length : the

greatest part of the houses are old, and built on
MO regular plan ; but whole streets of elegant
houses have lately been built, and a handsome
town-house and prison. It is a port of the cus-

tom-house ; and has some trade to the Baltic, Ire-

land, and England ; chiefly in the exportation of

grain. The cotton and linen manufactures are

carried on to a considerable extent. Here is

also a considerable tan-work. The harbor of

Stranraer is excellent, being sheltered on all

sides, and lying at the head of Loch-Eyan, which
affords excellent anchorage. Stranraer is governed
by a provost, two bailies, a dean of guild, and
fifteen councillors; and unites with Wigton,
New-Galloway, andWhithorn,in sending a mem-
ber to parliament. Near the town is the old

castle of Stranraer, and not far from it is the cas-

tle of Culhorn, the beautiful residence of that

noble family.

STRAP, n. s. 1 Belg. stroppe ; Ital stroppa.
STRAPPA'DO. ji Lat. struppus. A narrow long

slip of cloth or leather : chastisement by a strap.

These clothes are good er.ough to drink in, and so

be those boots too
;

an' they be not, let them hang
themselves in their own straps

Shakspeare. Twelfth Night.
Were I at the strappado, or all the racks in the

world, I would not tell you on compulsion.
Shahspeare.

I found but one husband, a lively cobbler, that

kicked and spurred all the while his wife was carrying
him on

;
and had scarce passed a day without giving

her the discipline of the strap. Addison's Spectator.

STRAP, among surgeons, a sort of band used
to stretch out limbs in the setting of broken or

disjointed bones.

STRAP, in a ship, the rope which is spliced
about any block, and made with an eye to fasten

it any where on occasion.

STRAPS, in the manege. The straps of a sad-

dle are small leather straps, nailed to the bows ot

the saddle, with which we make the girths fast

to the saddle.

STRAPPADO, or STRAPADO, is a barbarous mi-

litary punishment, wherein the criminal's hands

being tied behind him, he is hoisted up with a

rope to the top of a long piece of wood, and let

fall again almost to the ground ; so that, by the

weight of his body in the shock, his arms are dis-

located. Sometimes he is to undergo three strap-

padoes or more.

STRASBURG, a large city of Alsace, France,
situated at the influx of the Brusche into the Ille,

and about half a mile from the Rhine. Its form
is semicircular; and it is divided into several

parts by canals, over which there is a number of

bridges. The construction of the houses is after

the German manner, Alsace having belonged to

France only since the latter part of the seven-

teenth century, and the language and customs of

the majority of the inhabitants are still German.
The material employed for building is a red

stone found in the quarries of the neighbourhood.
The houses are lofty but heavy : of the streets, the

one called La Grande rue, and a few others, are

wide and straight, but the far greater part are

narrow. The place d'armes is a square, surround-

ed with good buildings. It is frequented as a

public walk
;
but the more extensive promenades

are the Contadin, adjacent to the city walls ; and

the Ruptborshant, a fine meadow, divided into a

number of alleys bordered with trees. The for-

tifications are extensive : being divided into old

and new, the former only repaired by Vauban,
the latter entirely constructed by him. The cita-

del lies towards the east. It is a regular penta-

gon, composed of five bastions, and as many
half-moons, and with out-works extending almost

to the Rhine.

The cathedral of Strasburg is justly classed

among the most distinguished specimens of

Gothic architecture. Its tower, 470 feet in

height, is ascended by a stair of above 700 steps,

and is said to be the loftiest building in the world,
with the exception of the great pyramid of Egypt.
It is built of hewn stone, cut with such nicety as

to give it at a distance some resemblance to lace.

It was upwards of a century and a half in build-

ing. Of the other churches, the only one worth

notice is that of St. Thomas, containing the mo-
nument erected by Louis XV. to marshal Saxe.

The town-hall, a large structure, has its facade

ornamented with antique paintings. The episco-
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pal palace is a good modern building, and the

theatre handsome and spacious. Here are two

hospitals, one for the military, the other for the

'I hose oft are ftralagems which errors seem;
Nor is it Homer nods, but we who dream. Pope.

STRATAGEMS, in the art of war, certain feints
lower classes, both extensive and well regulated, which are resorted to by able 'generals

"

&c~
Here is also a foundling hospital and an orphan- to cover their real designs during the operations
house ; an artillery school, cannon-foundry, and Of a campaign. Strata-ems were much practised
arsenal; to which may be added, a telegraph

station, a monument to general Desaix, and the

wooden bridge over the Rhine, of the length of

3900 feet.

Strasburg is well situated for trade, the fertile

soil of Alsace furnishing the means of subsistence

to manufacturers, and the Rhine connecting it

with Switzerland and the Netherlands. Its arti-

cles for export consist of corn, flax, hemp, wine,

spirituous liquors ;
also of linen, sailcoth,

blankets, carpets, hardware, leather, cotton, and

by the ancients; the moderns wage war more
openly, and on the square. Frontinus has made
a collection of the ancient stratagems of war. It

is impossible to lay down any specific rules on
this head, as every general, according to the ca-

pacity and activity of his mind, makes use of the

various means and expedients which grow out of

times, circumstances, and occasions. It has been
asserted by some writers that all sorts of strata-

gems (even those which are connected with trea-

chery) may be adopted for the accomplishment
lace. Tobacco is a product of Alsace ; and snuff o f any design. This maxim is, however, strongly
is consequently an object of manufacture here

The medical school of Strasburg, after being

long an academy, was constituted a university in

the seventeenth century, and, though curtailed in

its classes during the French revolution, was re-

placed on its former footing in 1803. In that

year also was established a Protestant university,

taught by ten professors, and comprising a clas-

sical, philosophical,
and theological course. The

only other Protestant university (or, as they are

here termed, academies) in France is Alontauban.

combated against by those who have written upon
the law of nations. Probity, in fact, and elevation

of mind (which are superior to the pitiful mea-
sures of treacherous affiliation or intercourse)
should always bear the ascendancy in human
actions. There are stratagems which may b*

practised and carried on without the least devia-

tion from honor and good faith. Many distin-

guished generals have had recourse to these; but

none ever succeeded so well as Hannibal. Wish-

ing to cross the river Rhone, and being in want

Strasburg also contains a law school ; two pub- Of a imost every article that was necessary to effect

lie libraries of old date ; and a botanic garden.

For boys there is here a high school, on the plan
of those of Rouen, Caen, and other large towns.

Strasburg existed prior to the Christian era,

having been known to the Romans by the name

of Argentoratum. It early received the Refor-

mation, and is said to have counted among its

inhabitants a majority of Protestants until the

the passage in the presence of an enemy who was

diligently watching his motions, he caused him to

imagine that it was his intention to keep the

ground he occupied. He ordered large fires to

be lighted up in different quarters of his camp,
and directed some of his troops to shout and

make loud noises as if they were perfectly sta-

tionary. During this apparent state of inactivity

latter part of the seventeenth century. Till then ne Droke up his camp, marched along the river's

it had held the rank of a free city of the empire. K\^ fi> an(j crossed it at a place where it was least

At present the proportion of Catholics exceeds
expected he would make the attempt. Among
other good qualities, which are indispensably ne-

cessary in an able general, that of knowing how

its vicinity has been more than once the scene of to conceal a projected march, and to
anticipate

that of Protestants : the town is the see of a bishop

and the residence of a prefect.
This town and

modern warfare. In 1798, when the French re-

volutionists were pressed by the Austrians ;
in

the motions of an enemy, is not the least im-

portant.
the early part of the summer 1796, when the for- The army under the command of the duke of

mer crossed the Rhine for the invasion of Ger- gaxe Weimar, having laid siege to Brissack in

many; and, finally, in the autumn of that year, ^638, the imperialists went to the relief of that

when the French being expelled from Franconia,
place . The duke, on receiving intelligence of

Kehl, with its bridge leading to Strasburg, had their approach, instantly marched against them

very nearly fallen into the hands of their oppo- w j th a body of forces composed of Swedes and

nents. In the invasions of 1814 and 1815 Stras- French allies. The imperialists,
who had ad-

burg escaped attack. Sixty-six miles north of vanced by rapid marches, had gained possession

Bale, seventy-five east of Nancy, and 290 east of of an eminence, by means of which they would

Paris. have enjoyed all the advantages of local superio-

STRATA, in mineralogy, the several beds or
rity> liaci not the count de Gue"briant, who was

Jayers of different matters whereof the earth
^

is
t])en a lieutenant-general in the Swedish service,

composed.
JfERALOGY.

STRAT'AGEM, n. s. Fr. stratageme ;

See QUARRY, GEOLOGY, and Mi- SU cro-ested a stratagem to dislodge the enemy.

Th" following plan was consequently adopted,
Gr - and it succeeded to the full extent of his design :-

An artifice ;
a trick by which an The dmms and trumpets of the different corps

were collected together
and stationed in a neigh-

bouring wood, so as to draw the enemy s force

and attention from the quarter proposed
to be

enemy is deceived.

Every minute now
Should be the father of some stratagem.

Id. Henrii IV.
carried. The imperialists being naturally led if

Rouse up your courage, call up all your counsels,
be[ieve from t],e no ise and concurrence of

many military instruments, that they were pom-
,t^ fmm that nuavter. beat to ;;rm

And think on all those stratagems which nature

Keeps ready to encounter sudden dangers.
Denham's Sophy.

to be attacked from that quarter
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and left their position in complete order of battle.

They had scarcely quitted the eminence before

the duke of Saxe Weimar appeared in their

rear, took possession of the ground which they
had so imprudently abandoned, and became
master of all the advantages which his enemy
would otherwise have enjoyed. An interesting
account of this ingenious manoeuvre may be

found in the History of Le Marechal de Gue-
briant.

Stratagems of this- description have been fre-

quently used by the French during the late war,

particularly in Italy. Stratagems, in fact, con-

stitute one of the principal branches in the art of

war. They have been practised in all ages by
the most able generals, and have contributed, in

a great degree, to their military reputation. Vir-

gil, in his ZEueid, book ii. says,

Dolus an virtus quis in hoste requirat.

The history of France abounds with instances

in which stratagems of every kind have been

successfully practised. It seems the peculiar
talent of the inhabitants of that country to derive

advantages' from well concerted feints, &c., in

war, and to secure their victories more by science

than by downright hardihood. Nevertheless far

be it from us to detract from the latter. Modern

Frenchmen, as soldiers, seem to have acquired,
or to have had awakened in them, on shore, the

courage and perseverance which are so remark-

ably conspicuous amongst us at sea. Perhaps it

is out of the natural course of things that they
should ever reach the naval excellence by which
this country is so singularly distinguished ; and

perhaps it is equally ordained that we should

never be the first in military knowledge. France
and England unquestionably hold between them
the destinies of Europe, and of the three other

quarters of the globe : France by the natural ad-

vantages of her continental position, added to a

predilection for arms which is manifest through-
out her population ; and England by its insular

situation, rendered, as it were, impregnable by an
innate courage, and unrivalled aptitude at sea.

Time alone, and the experience of facts, must
hereafter determine how far either nation will be
benefited by a deviation from the primary ad-

vantages which nature furnishes to each. For it

must be acknowledged that the true element in

which a Frenchman seems calculated to act is

on shore, or within the guardian range of his

artillery and fire-arms; and that an Englishman,

though far from being wholly out of his element
on land service, is thoroughly himself at sea.

From the increase of our foreign possessions, but

most especially from the extent of our territories

in India, and the armed state of Europe, it has

been found expedient to enlarge the scale of our

military establishments, in proportion to the exi-

gencies of a very desultory service abroad, and a

possible necessity at home for military operations.

Without, therefore, entering into the policy of

either country, we shall content ourselves with

observing that, as we have an army, it behoves

every efficient character belonging to that army
to obtain a thorough knowledge of his profession,
and to study the nice shades of an art which, of

all others, has principles that are fixed and im-

mutable, under circumstances of the greatest ap-
parent casualty. It has been wisely observed by
a French writer, under the article of Stratagemes
de Guerre, that a chief, who is defeated in a ge-
neral action, will sometimes attribute his failure

to fortune, although it be universally acknow-

ledged that chance, or fortune, has a very trifling
share in pitched battles, while art and science

regulate the different movements, and finally de-

termine their issue. W'hoever, therefore, suffers

himself to be surprised by his enemy cannot be

said to stand wholly exculpated from ignorance,
or neglect, since it must have been in his power
to have avoided the snares laid for him, by means
of vigilant spies and unremitting attention. This

remark appears to us not only to be generally

correct, but it seems more immediately applicable
to all generals that have secret service money at

command. The influence of that commodity
(upon which no embargo can be laid) will be felt

in every garrison town, or sea-port; and those

who have the management of the public purse
must be dull indeed if they do not feel their way
into the secret preparations of an enemy, before

they hazard an attack against him. Of a defici-

ency on this ground we have had melancholy
proofs both in Spain and Holland, particularly at

Walcheren in 1809.

Besides the different stratagems, says major
James, which may be used by an able general,
to bring about the overthrow of the whole or

part of an army, by leading it into an ambuscade,
there are various ones which may be practised

against a fortified place. To effect the latter

purpose you may contrive to get soldiers in dis-

guise through the gates at unguarded hours ; to

introduce them through subterraneous passages,
or by any other means that may offer. Before

any attempt of this sort is made, every part of the

fortifications should be narrowly reconnoitred,
and as much knowledge be obtained of the inte-

rior situation of the place as can be procured by
means of good spies, or from deserters. You

must, above all things, be well assured that the

garrison is relaxed in duty ; that the different

guards are negligently attended to; that the sol-

diers who compose them are in the habits of

drinking or gaming; that their officers neglect
their rounds, or go them without system or regu-

larity ; that the gates are ill guarded, and the

avenues to them ill watched ; and that there are

certain places, or entrances, which are not watched

at all; for it is almost impossible to surprise any

place that has been regularly fortified while the

garrison does its duty. If it should appear prac-
ticable to surprise a town, by taking advantage of

the negligence of the sentries, &c., at some par-
ticular gate, previous means must be adopted to

introduce some soldiers dressed like market

women, or in the garb of some religious order.

You may then contrive to get a waggon or cart

(seemingly loaded with hay or straw, but with

soldiers concealed beneath it) so placed in the

entrance of the gate that it will serve as an ob-

stacle when it may be found necessary to shut it.

In order to do this effectually, let a pin b,e taken

out, so that the wheel comes off, or the axle-tree

gets broken. The instant this is doue the. sol-

diers, who had entered the town in disguise, must
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join the drivers, the men that have been con- Cornelius Nepos. Sometimes, indeed, as when
cealed in the waggon will then leap out, and the a person was found of merit vastly superior and
whole must rush upon the port-guard. While j;--i /

this happens the troops that have been placed in

ambush round the fortifications will advance with

promptitude and firmness, and endeavour to get

possession of the town before a sufficient force

can be collected to repel the attack. In the year
1789 a rabble from Courtray took advantage of besides many other privileges granted to the city
the carelessness of the imperial troops, who were of Athens, honored its chief magistrate with the
in garrison at Gand, in Flanders, and by seizing title of Mtyac Srparjjyoc, Magnus Dux.

exceedingly famed in war, the command was
given to him alone : but it was ever a rule not to

put any person in the office but whose estate
was in Attica, and who had children, that there

might be some hostages and securities for his
conduct and

fidelity. Constantine the Great,

upon the gate and port-guard brought about a

temporary rebellion in the country. The author

of this compilation was an eye-witness to the

consequent effects of this coup de main ; and he
is fully persuaded that Antwerp might have been
taken in 1809 by a prompt and vigorous approach.

STRATEGY. Strategy differs materially from
tactic ; the latter belonging only to the mecha-
nical movement of bodies set in motion by
the former. One is, in fact, the soul, the other
the mere body of military science. In a most
excellent publication, entitled Idees Raisonnees

This, indeed, was done without stratagem ; but sur un Systeme General, &c., pour ctudier la

the circumstance proves that, when the sentries Science de la Guerre, &c., by Nockhern deSchorn,
of a fortified place are negligent in their duty, a

surprise is always practicable. We are pre-

eluded, by the limits of our undertaking, from

we find the following explanation of the term
;

and, as it does not exist in any of our English

lexicographers, we presume the extract must be

going more fully into this important branch of particularly gratifying to the intelligent officer.

military science. Several treatises have been In page 198, Troisieme Partie, Sixieme Chapitre,
written on the subject. Among others one ap- Sixieme table Methodique, our author thus con-

peared in 1756, entitled Stratagemes de Guerre, tinues :
' We are at length got to the sixth intu-

illustrating, from history, the various stratagems gral part of military knowledge, which is termed

which had been practised by some of the ablest strategic, or the art of knowing how to command,

generals, during a long period of time, down to and how to conduct the different operations of

the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle. It was published

by Mr. Carlet de la Rosiere, an officer in the

French service, and acting engineer in the isles The term general or chief conveys the same mean-

war : the word is derived from the Greek strate-

gos, which signifies chief or general of the army.

of France and Bourbon.
ous matter.

STRATARITHMOMETRY, in war, the art

of drawing up an army, or any part of it, in any

It contains much curi- ing, indeed, that constitutes the word universal,

and points out an officer of superior rank whose

mind is well stored with military theory, and

who can practically lead into active service all

given geometrical figure; and of expressing the the different arms, or component bodies belo

number of men contained in such a figure, as

they stand in order of battle, either at hand or at

any distance assigned.

ing to war; such as cavalry, infantry, and artil-

lery. This definition clearly points out the im-

propriety of confining the terms general, lietite-

STRATEGICS and TACTICS. Mr. C. Malorti nant-general, and major-general, to any particular

de Martemont, in his translation of a work enti- body of armed men : for what is a general whose

tied the Modern System of War, has defined skill consists in being able to manage a body of

these terms in the following manner :
< I define cavalry, or of infantry only, without knowing

strategics, the science of the movements in war of how to conduct others ? A general, whether h

two armies, out of the visual circle of each other; be commander-in-chief, or be acting in a subor-

or, if better liked, out of cannon reach. Tactics dinate capacity to him, ought to know cavalry,

are the science of the movements made within infantry, and artillery movements, and possess

sight of the enemy, and within reach of his artil- all the branches of military science. Nor a

lery. The reader may, if he pleases, prefer the these observations confined to the generals an

reach of cannon to that of sight for the bounds superior officers of armies; subaltern o

within which the movements of war cease to be should be more or less versed in the scien<

strategics and become tactics. But were I to knowing how to conduct men into action, and

decide for one of them I should adopt the reach combine the different operations
of war ; par

of sight, for the following reason : that deploying larly so if their natural ambition should 1

columns in order of battle is an operation of tac- to aspire to the highest posts
.

tics; yet it is generally done out of cannon reach.

At Rosbach, to be sure, it was not so, but what

was the consequence ?' p. 87.

Strategy, or the knowledge of commanding

armies, may be divided into two parts;
one com-

STRATEGUr(,%a?wyoc),in antiquity, an prehendmg the higher and the other embnicmg

officer among the Athenian!, whereof there were the lower branches of the art. The hr> e.n aus

two chosen yearly, to command the troops of the all that a commander-.n-ch.ef, and

state. Plutarch says there was one chosen from subordinate generals,
should nea

out of each tribe ; but Pollux seems to say they
and the second (which may also be call. u

were chosen indifferently out of the people.
The the guerre, being the diminutiye of ihe 1

people themselves made the choice, and that on pertains to the staff, and to a ce am p >no on

the last day of the year in the Pn^x. The two of subaltern officers. To be
^equate

to

strategi did not command together, but took their command it is ^^^ZSSJ^^S^Si
turns day by day, as we find from Herodotus and lected, should possess extraorc
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not only be master of all the theory of war, but

likewise know, from practice and experience,

every species of military operation. He should,
in fact, to refer to one of our own articles (vide

MIND) be gifted with a military mind.

In order to obtain all that can be obtained by
study (for natural genius must supply a very

large proportion) the intelligent officer will first

fix upon a distinct and clear idea of the part he

means to investigate. From one idea he will

gradually proceed to another; and, when the

whole system has thus been progressively touched

upon, he will take an analytical view of the seve-

ral component parts ; examine them, together ;

weigh their relative points, and then look into

the different authors that have written upon this

vast and complicated subject. He will peruse
what relates to the first branch, or La Grande

Strategic, in the following works: 1. Les Me-
moires de Monte"cuculi. 2. L'Esprit de Folard.

3. Art de la Guerre, par le Marechal de Puisegur.
4. Les Reveries du Marechal de Saxe. 5. L'Es-

sai sur 1'Etat de la Guerre, par Turpin. 6. Les

Instructions du Roi de Prusse 7. Le Cours et

le Traite de Tactique, par Joly de Mezeroy. 8.

Theorie de la Guerre, par le rneme. 9. Pensees
sur la Tactique et la Strategic, par M. de Sylva.
10. L'Essai General de Tactique, par M. Gui-
bert.

The best writings on what is called La Petite

Strategic, or the inferior branches of the art of

war, are, 1. Le Premier livre du 1 tome, et le

cinquieme livre du 2 tome, de 1'Art de la Guerre,

par M. Turpin. This work has been translated

by captain Otway. 2. Le Traite" sur la Petite

Guerre, par Grand Maison. 3. Le Partisan, par

Jenny. 4. Principes sur la Petite Guerre : Ou-

vrage ajoute" aux Instructions du Roi de Prusse.

5. La Petite Guerre, par M. le capt. Knock. 6.

Sentimens d'un Officier Hessois sur Part de con-

duire les detachemens a la guerre. 7. Le Chas-

seur a la Guerre, ou du service des troupes le-

geres. 8. Observations sur le Service de Cavalerie

a la Guerre, par le Chevalier de Shonacken.

Although these celebrated writers ought to be
considered by every young officer as the oracles

of his profession, he must, nevertheless, guard his

mind against that fatal persuasion which might
lull it into a belief that nothing more is required
than to peruse and to digest their rules and legu-
lations. When he has made himself completely
master of their thoughts he must endeavour to

identify himself, as it were, with the authors and
the generals themselves. By this method he will

probably hit upon some of those hidden truths

in military science from which many secondary
ones are drawn ;

and in contemplating the com-

mentaries, Sec., of great generals, he will discover

that they knew well how to calculate dangers, to

appreciate probabilities, and, by occasionally de-

viating from ordinary rules and prescribed prin-

ciples, how to move in untrodden paths, and to

obtain signal advantages where, to superficial

minds, nothing but desperate hazard and de-

struction appeared.
STRATFIELD-SAY, a parish in Holdshott

hundred, Basingstoke division, Hants, eight miles

north-east of Basingstoke, and fifty-three from
Londo The duke of Wellington has a noble

seat here, given to his grace by a vote of parlb-
ment as a national tribute for his eminent military
services.

STRATFORD-ON-AVON, a market-town
and parish in Barlichway hundred, Warwick.

Eight miles south-west of Warwick, and ninety-
four north-west from London, by Oxford; situate

on the river Avon, over which is a bridge of brick

and stone of fourteen arches. The town is well

built, and the church, a noble building, has a

lofty spire with six bells ; its origin is very an-

cient, but many parts of it are modern. Here is

also a chapel the gift of sir Hugh Clapton, in the

reign of Henry VII. This place is celebrated as

being the birth-place of William Shakspeare, who
died in 1616, and has a neat monument in the

church. The noted mulberry-tree which grew in

the garden of the poet was destroyed by a suc-

cessor, who having sold it to a carpenter, he in-

geniously worked it into various ornaments and

trinkets, many of which were bought by the cor-

poration and distributed as compliments to dif-

ferent personages of renown. In September,
1769, was the first commemoration of Shak-

apeare's Jubilee, when an amphitheatre was
erected on the plan of Ranelagh for the reception
of its visitors from all parts of the kingdom. It

lasted three days, during which time every spe-
cies of entertainment was exhibited; such as

concerts, oratorios, pageants, fireworks, illumina-

tions, &c. In the guildhall, in which is trans-

acted the town business, is a large room called

Shakspeare's hall, adorned with two excellent

paintings of Shakspeare and Garrick. It was
rebuilt in 1768 : over the hall is a free grammar-
school. Here are also several good alms-houses.

The chief trade is in corn and malt. The Avon
is navigable to the Severn, and a canal lately

completed opens a communication with the

northern parti of the kingdom. Market on Fri-

day. Fairs Thursday after Lady-day, May 14in,

September 25th, and the Thursday se'nnigiit
after.

STRATFORD, LONG, a hamlet in West-Ham pa-
rish, Beacontree hundred, Essex, being the first

village in the county from London, and joined
to Stratford-Bow by a stone bridge over the Lea,
said to be the ferst arched stone bridge erected in

England. To the south are the remains of a

Cestercian monastery.

STRATFORD, STONT, a market-town situate

partly in the parishes of Calverton and W'olver-

ton, Newport hundred, Bucks, on the banks of

the Ouse, over which it has a stone bridge to

Old Strattford, in Norts. It is a long town, and
lies six miles north-west from Fenny-Stratford,
and fifty-two north-west from London. It had

formerly two churches, or rather chapels of ease,
but that on the east side of the road was nearly

destroyed by fire in 1742, and has not since been

rebuilt, but the tower is still standing; the other,
dedicated to St. Giles, was rebuilt in a neat mo-
dern manner in 1777; here are meeting-houses
for Baptists and other dissenters. It is supposed
to have derived its name of Stony, to distinguish
it from Fenny-Stratford, and from its being si-

tuate on the Watling Street Roman paved road .

The only manufacture here is that of lace-making.
The town has many charity-schools, and a socieiy
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for apprenticing out children. The market on

Friday is well supplied with provisions, and con-
siderable quantities of corn are sold here, forming
the principle traffic and support of the place.
The Fairs are August 2d, October 10th, and
November 12th, for provisions, cattle, pedlary
&c., and on the Friday before Old Michaelmas-'

day is a statute fair.

STRATIOTES, water soldier, in botany, a

genus of plants belonging to the class of poly-

andria, and to the order of hexagynia; natural

order first, palmae. The spatha is diphyllous ;

the perianth ium is trifid. There are three petals,
and the berry is six-celled and inferior. There
are three species; 1. S. acoroides; 2. S. alis-

moides ; and 3. S. aloides, which alone is of

British extraction, which is also called the water

aloe, or fresh water soldier. The root consists

of long fibres tufted at the ends. The leaves are

thick, triangular, pointed, and prickly at the

edges. The flowers are white and floating on

the water, and blossom in June. -This plant

may be seen in slow rivers and fens.

STRATO, a philosopher of Lampsacus, dis-

ciple and successor in the school of Theophras-
tus, about A. A. C. 248. He applied himself

with uncommon industry to the study of nature ;

but, after the most mature investigations, he

supported that nature was inanimate, and that

there was no God but nature. See PLASTIC

NATURE. He was preceptor to Ptolemy Phila-

delphus, who revered his abilities and learning,
and rewarded his labors with unbounded liber-

ality. He wrote different treatises, all now lost.

STRATONICE, the beautiful daughter of

Demetrius Poliorcetes, and the wife, first of

Seleucus Nicator, king of Syria, and afterwards

of his son, Antiochus Soter, with his full consent.

The circumstances of the case were extraordi-

nary, and, if any thing could justify such an

incestuous connexion, they were indeed such.

Antiochus fell sick and was at the point of death,

to the great grief of his father, but the cause of

his illness was unknown; till Erasistratus, the

physician, observing his pulse to beat high every
time his step-mother came into his room, imme-

diately guessed the cause. Upon his putting the

question to him, Antiochus confessed, what he

had hitherto concealed, his affection for his step-

mother. Seleucus, willing to save his son and

heir, yielded up his wife, and they were regularly

married. And thus Stratonice became the pro-

genitrix of that impious race of princes who
afterwards so cruellv persecuted the Jews. See

JEWS and SYRIA.
"

But, allowing for Seleucus's

total ignorance of the divine law, his paternal
affection and generosity in so readily yielding up
his wife to save his son, appear almost an act of

virtue. At least it affords a striking contrast to the

conduct of a Christian prince in modern times (if

a Christian we may call him, who murdered his

subjects by millions for their religion), Philip II.

of Spain, who, after his son prince Charles had

seen and was betrothed to the princess
Elizabeth

of France, whose affection for him was mutual,

had the monstrous barbarity to separate
the

.lovers, to marry the princess himself, and then to

murder his son. the prince, because he repined
at his villany. See PHILIP II.

STRATONIC EA, an ancient city of Asia
built by Seleucus, and so named by him in
honor of Stratonice. It is now called Eski-
Hissar.

STRATONICI, the followers of Strato
; an

ancient Ptheistical sect. See HYDOZOISTS.

STRATTON, a market-town in the hundred
of the same name, Cornwall, seven miles W.S.W.
from Holdsworthy, and 222 from London. Here
is a meeting-house for Wesleyan methodists.

During the civil war the famous battle of Strat-
ton was fought near this place. Market on

Tuesday. Fairs, May 19th, November 8th, and
December llth.

STRATUM, n. s.
I Lat. stratum. A bed ;

STRA'TA. $ a layer : a term of phi-

losophy : strata, the plural.
The terrestrial matter is disposed into strata, or

layers, placed one upon another
;

in like manner as

any earthy sediment, settling down from a fluid, will

naturally be. Woodward.
Another was found in a perpendicular fissure of a

stratum of stone in Langron iron-mine, Cumberland.
Id.

With how much wisdom are the strata laid,

Of different weight and of a different kind,
Of sundry forms for sundry ends designed !

Blackmore.

Drilled through the sandy stratum, every way
The waters with the sandy stratum rise. Thomson.

STRAUB1NG, a large town of Bavaria, on the

right bank of the Danube, stands partly on a

height, and is divided into Upper and Lower.

It is tolerably well built, and surrounded with a

wall : the bridge over the river is defended,
since 1809, by a tete de pont. It is the seat of

a high court of justice, has several churches and

charitable institutions, a flourishing academy,

and, in a convent of Ursuline nuns, an establish-

ment for female education; with well frequented
markets of corn and cattle, and a trade on the

Danube. The environs are fertile, but the town

has suffered much from fire. Sixty-six miles

N.N. E. of Munich, and twenty-three E.S.E. of

Ratisbon.

STRAW, n. s. -\ Saxon rtrieo? ; Belgic

STRAW'BERRY, I stroo ; Goth, strao. The

STRAW'BUILT, adj. ^ stalk on which corn grow?;

STUAW'COLORED, I any stalk; any thing of

STRAW'Y. 3 small value: strawberry

is a fruit with a straw-like stem : strawy, con-

sisting of or abundant in straw : the compounds
seem to explain themselves.

I can counterfeit the deep tragedian,

Tremble and start at wagging of a straw,

Intending deep suspicion.

Shakspeare. Richard Hi.

I will discharge it in your strawcolmtrcd beaid.

Shakspeare.

There the strawy Greeks, ripe for his edge,

Fall down before him like the mower s swath

Apples in hay and itraw ripened apparently ;
l)i

the apple in the straw more.
Bucon't Natural Ihtlory.

Thy arms, thy liberty beside,

All that's on the outside of thy hide,

Are mine by military law,

Of which 1 will net bate one arme.

They on the smoothed plank,

The suburb of their strawbuilt citadel,

New rubbed with balm expatiate.
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In a field of corn, blown upon by the wind, there

will appear waves of a colour differing from that of

the rest ;
the wind, by depressing some of the ears,

and not others, makes the one reflect more from the

lateral and strawy parts than the rest.

Boyle on Colours.

Content with food which nature freely bred,

On wildings and on strawberries they fed. Dryden.
'Tis not a straw matter whether the main cause

be right or wrong. L' Estrange.

My new straw hat thus trimly lined with green
Let Peggy wear. Gay's Pastorals.

Strawberries, by their fragrant smell, seem to be

cordial : the seeds obtained by shaking the ripe fruit

in winter are an excellent remedy against the stone.

The juice of strawberries and lemons, in spring-water,
is an excellent drink in bilious fevers.

Arbuthnot on Diet.

More light he treads, more tall he seems to rise,

And struts a straw breadth nearer to the skies.

Ticket.

STRAWBERRY, in botany. See FRAGARIA.

STRAY, v. n., v. a., & n. s. Ital. stravviare,

of Lat. extra via, to wander. To wander
;
rove ;

range beyond limits ; err : to mislead : the act

of erring ; any erring creature or thing.
We have erred and strayed. Common Prayer.
What grace hath thee now hither brought this

way ?

Or doen thy feeble feet unweeting hither stray 1

Spenser.

Nowhere can I stray,
Save back to England : all the world's my way.

Shakspeare.
She hath herself not only well defended,

But taken and impounded as a stray
The king of Scots. Id. Henry V.

I would not from your love make such a stray,
To match you where I hate. Shakspeare.

Hath not else his eye
Strayed his affections in unlawful love? Id.

My eye, descending from the hill, surveys
Where Thames among the wanton valley strays.

Denham.
Should I take you for a stray,

You must be kept a year and day. Hudibras.

Wand'rest thou within this lucid orb,
And strayed from those fair fields of light above,
Amidst this new creation want'st a guide
To reconduct thy steps 1 Dryden.
He cries out, Neighbour, hast thou seen a stray

Of bullocks and of heifers pass this way? Addison.

When he has traced his talk through all its wild

rambles, let him bring home his stray ; not like the

lost sheep, with joy, but with tears of penitence.
Government of the Tongue.

STRAY, or ESTRAY, signifies any tame beast,
as sheep, oxen, swine, and horses, or swans,
found within a lordship, and not owned by any
man; in which case, being cried according to

law, in the church and two market-towns ad-

joining, if it be not claimed by the owner within

a year and a day, it becomes the lord's of the

soil where found. If the owner claims it within

the year and a day, he must pay tbe charges of

finding, keeping, and proclaiming; and he also

may seize it, without telling the marks, or prov-
ing his property, which may be done at the trial

if contested. If the beast stray within the year
to another lordship, the first lord cannot retake it.

An estray must be fed and kept, uninjured, and
without labor, till it is reclaimed, or the limited

time expire.

STREAK, n.s. & 7;. a.
}

Sax. r-rnice
; Belg;

STREAK' v, adj. $ streke ; Ital. stricia.

A line of color different from that of the ground :

sometimes written strake: to stripe: variegate;
draw out in stripes : streaky is striped.

The west yet glimmers with some streukt of day ;

Now spurs the lated traveller apace,
To gain the timely inn. Shakspeare. Macbeth.

All the yeanlings which were streaked and pied
Should fall as Jacob's hire.

Id. Merchant of Venice.

She lurks in midst of all her den, and streaks

From out a ghastly whirlpool all her necks ;

Where, glotting round her rock, to fish she falls.

Chapman.
To morrow, ere fresh morning streak the east,

When first approach of light we must be risen,

And at our pleasant labour, to reform

Yon flowery arbours. Milton.

When the hoary head is hid in snow,
The life is in the leaf, and still between

The fits of falling snows appears the streaky green.

Dryden.
The night comes on, we eager to pursue

Till the last streaks of dying day withdrew,
And doubtful moonlight did our rage subdue. Id.

While the fantastic tulip strives to break

In two-fold beauty and a parted streak. Prior.

Now let us leave this earth, and lift our eye
To the large convex of yon azure sky ;

Behold it like an ample curtain spread,
Now streaked and glowing with the morning red,
Anon at noon in flaming yellow bright,
And chusing sable for the peaceful night. Prior.

STREAM, n. s., v. n., & i Saxon j-tneam ;

STREAM'ER, n. s. [v. a. >Swed. strom ; Dan.

STREAM'Y, adj. J stresm ; Belg. stroom.

A running water ; the course of running water ;

a current
; any thing forcibly or constantly issu-

ing : to flow; run; issue constantly: to mark
with colors in tracts : a streamer is an ensign ;

flag : streamy, abounding in streams ; running
in a current.

lie brought streams out of the rock, and caused
waters to run down like rivers. Ps. Ixxviii. 16.

The breath of the Lord is like a stream of brim-

stone. Isaiah.

As plays the sun upon the glassy stream,

Twinkling another counterfeited beam.

Shakspeare. Henry VI.

The very stream of his life, and the business h<j

hath helmed, must give him a better proclamation.
Shakspeare.

His brave fleet

With silken streamers the young Phoebus fanning.
Id.

Had their cables of iron chains had any great

length, they had been importable ; and, being short,

the ships must have sunk at an anchor in any stream

of weather. Raleigh.
The herald's mantle is streamed with gold.

Bacon.

O could I flow like thee, and make thy stream

My great example, as thou art my theme !

Tho' deep yet clear, tho' gentle yet not dull,

Strong without rage, without o'erflowing full.

Denham.
Cocitus named of lamentation loud

Heard in the rueful stream ; fierce Phlegethon,
Whose waves of torrent fire inflame with rage j

Far off from these a slow and silent stream,

Lethe, the river of oblivion, rolls

Her wa'try labyrinth. Milton.
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God bad the ground be dry,

All but between those banks where rivers now
Stream, and perpetual draw their humid train.

in the
lordship of Stargard in the midst of lakes

and marshes. It is divided into Old and NW
Thus, from one common source our streams divide : J?trelite,

which f
properly two towns, a mile

., : .!, T ; '. u_ n j-_ . distant trom each otiier.

Id.

Old Strelitz was for-

merly the ducal residence, but the palace having
been burned in 1713, the duke built a new one

jrlienke, a place at a little distance, and in
1733 founded a town called New Strelitz. The
two came in time to be considered as one town.
Old Strelitz contains 3000 inhabitants. New a

It is looked upon as insolence for a man to adhere better built place, has 4000, with a distinct ma-
The manufactures consist of woollen,

Ours is the Trojan, jour's the Arcadian side.

Dryden.
You, Drances, never want a stream of words.

Id.

The rosy morn began to rise,

And wav'd her saffron streamer through the skies.

Id.

to his own opinion, against the current stream of an-

tiquity. Locke.
The man of sense his meat devours,

But only smells the peel and flowers :

And he must be an idle dreamer,
Who leaves the pie, and gnaws the streamer. Prior.

Arcadia,
However streamy now, adust and dry,
Denied the goddess water : where deep Melas
And rocky Gratis flow, the chariot smoaked
Obscure with rising dust. Id.

The stream of beneficence hath, by several rivulets received on the first day of the year a present
which have since fallen into it, wonderfully enlarged of some sprigs of vervain, gathered in a wood

consecrated to the goddess Strenia, authorised
this custom to be observed afterwards, and

gistracy.

linen, and, in a small degree, of tobacco. Here
are also the public offices of the duchy. Fifty-
seven miles north by west of Berlin.
STREN^E (Lat.), in Roman

antiquity, new
year's gifts, or presents made on the first day
of the year, as a happy omen, and mark of
the giver's good will. This practice took place
so early as the reign of Titus Tatius, king of the

Sabines, and colleague of Romulus; who havhi"-

STRENGTH, n. s.v.o.^
STRENGTHEN, v. a. & v. n. I

its current. Atterbury.
Before him flaming his enormous shield

Like the broad sun, illumined all the field
;

His nodding helm emits a streaming ray.

Pope's Iliad.

On all sides around
Streams the black blood, and smokes upon the

ground. Pope.
Then grateful Greece with streaming eyes would

raise

Ilistorick marbles to record his praise. Id.

From opening skies may streaming glories shine,
And saints embrace thee. Id.

STREATER (Robert), an English painter,
liorn in 1624. lie was esteemed the most uni-

versal painter England ever bred. At the resto-

ration in 1660 he was made serjeant painter to

the king. He died of the stone in 1080.

STREET, ?i. s. Sax. r"cjwc ;
Isl. strudn ;

Dan. streede; Belg. straet ; Lat. stratum. A
way ; properly a paved way between rows of prived of strength,

houses; a public place or way.

That there be no leading into captivity, and no

complaining in our streets. Ps. cxliv. 14.

The streets are no larger than alleys. Sandys.
He led us through fair streets; and all the way we

went there were gathered people on both sides,

standing in a row. Bacon.

When night
Darkens the streets, then wander forth the sons

Of Belial, flown with insolence and wine ;

Witness the streets of Sodom. Milton.

The Italians say the ancients always considered

the situation of a building, whether it were high or

low, in an open square, or in a narrow street, and

more or loss deviated from their rule of art.

Addison on Italy.

Our publick ways would be so crowded, that we
should want street-room. Id. Spectator.

Let us reflect upon what we daily see practised in

the world; and can we believe, if an apostle of

Christ appeared in our streets, he would retract his

caution, and command us to be conformed to the

world ? Kogers's Sermons.

When you tattle with some crony servant in the

same street, leave your own sfreef-door open. Swift.

STRELITZ, a city of Germany, capital of the Plenty of mighty "spirits,
to strength his state.

grand duchy of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, is situated

to all such presents the name of Strenx.
Romans on that day celebrated a festival in

honor of Janus and Juno. See YEAR.
Sax. prjienjcS ;

Teut. and Bolsr.

STRENG'THENER, n.s. ^
streng; Gothic

STRENGJHLESS, adj. i
dreing. SLV

STRENG'THNER, n. s. j STRONG. Yieor ;

power ; force ; firmness
; power of resistance ;

security : hence mental power ; animation
; va-

lidity ; argumentative force or prevalence; ;i

fortification or fortress- used by Daniel for to

strengthen, which signifies to make strong; in-

crease in power or strength ; confirm
; esta-

blish ; animate : and, as a verb neuter, to grow
strong: a strengthener is that which gives

strength : strengthless, weak
; wanting or de-

Charge Joshua, and encourage him, and strengthen
him. Deuteronomy.

Let us rise up and build : so they streni/theiird

their hands for this work. Nehemiah ii. 18.

They sought the strengthening of the heathen.

1 Maccabees vi.

This presupposed, it may then stand very wdi
with strength and soundness of reason thus to answer.

Hooker.

Our castle's strength
Will laugh a siege to scorn. Shak>i>can-.

What is his strength by land ?

Id. Antony and Cleovatm.

Let noble Warwick, Cobham, and the rest,

With powerful policy strengthen themselves.

Id. Henry I'l.

As the wretch, whose fever-weakened joints,

Like strengthless hinges, buckle under life,

Impatient of his fit, breaks like a fire

Out of his keeper's arms. Id. Henry IV.

The rashness of talking should not only l re-

tarded by the guard of our heart, hut fenced in by

certain ttrenglhs placed in the mouth.
Ben Jonson's Diicnveries.

Edward's happy-ordered reign most fertile breeds
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Strength there must be either of love or war, even

such contrary ways leading to the same unity.

Holyday.

Betrayed in all his strengths, the wood beset ;

All instruments, all arts of ruin met. Denham.
Thou must outlive

Thy youth, thy strength, thy beauty, which will

change
To withered, weak, and grey. Milton.

He thought
This inaccessible high strength to have seized. Id.

Oh men for flattery and deceit renowned !

Thus when y' are young ye learn it all like him
;

Till, as your years increase, that strengthens too,

T' undo poor maids. Otway's Orphan.

Authority is by nothing so much strengthened and

confirmed as by custom ;
for no man easily distrusts

the things which he and all men have been bred

up to. Temple.
Garlick is a great strengiliener of the stomach,

upon decays of appetite, or indigestion. Id.

This liquor must be inflammable or not, and yet
subtile and pungent, which may be called spirit ; or

else strengthless or insipid, which may be named

phlegm. Boyle.
Aristotle's large views, acuteness, and penetration

of thought, and strength of judgment, few have

equalled.
Locke.

What they boded would be a mischief to us, you
are providing shall be one of our principal strengths.

Sprat's Sernwiis.

The allies, after a successful summer, are too apt,

upon the strength of it, to neglect their preparations
for the ensuing campaign. Addison.

He enjoyed the greatest strength of good sense,

and the most exquisite taste of politeness. Id.

We, like friendly colours, found our hearts unite,

And each from each contract new strength and light.

Pope.
The disease, that shall destroy at length,

Grows with his growth, and strengthens with his

strength.
Id.

If it were true that women were thus naturally
vain and light, then how much more blameable is

that education which seems contrived to strengthen
and increase this folly ! Law.

STRENGTH, in mythology, the daughter of

Pallas the giant, by the nymph Styx, and the

sister of Valor and Victory.
STRENGTH OF MATERIALS, in mechanics, is a

subject of so much importance that in a nation

so eminent as this for invention and ingenuity
in all species of manufactures, and in particular
so distinguished for its improvements in ma-

chinery of every kind, it is somewhat singular that

no writer has treated it in the detail which its

importance and difficulty demand. The man
of science who visits our great manufactures is

delighted with the ingenuity which he observes

in every part, the innumerable inventions which

come even from individual artisans, and the

determined purpose of improvement and refine-

ment which he sees in every workshop. Every
cotton-mill appears an academy of mechanical

science ; and mechanical invention is spreading
from these fountains over the whole kingdom.
But the philosopher is mortified to see this ar-

dent spirit so cramped by ignorance of principle,
and many of these original and brilliant thoughts
obscured and clogged with needless and even

hurtful additions, and a complication of ma-

chinery which checks improvement even by its

appearance of ingenuity. There is nothing in

which this want of scientific education, this

ignorance of principle, is so frequently observed,
as in the injudicious proportion of the parts of

machines and other mechanical structures; pro-

portions and forms of parts in which the strength
and position are no wise regulated by the strains

to which they are exposed, and where repeated
failures have been the only lessons.

The strength of materials arises immediately
or ultimately from the cohesion of the parts of

bodies. Our examination of this property of

tangible matter has as yet been very partial and

imperfect, and by no means enables us to apply
mathematical calculations with precision and
success. The various modifications of cohe-

sion, in its different appearances of perfect soft-

ness, plasticity, ductility, elasticity, hardness,
have a mighty influence on the strength of

bodies, but are hardly susceptible of measure-
ment. Their texture also, whether uniform like

glass and ductile metals, crystallised or granu-
lated like other metals and freestone, or fibrous

like timber, is a circumstance no less important;
yet even here, although we derive some advant-

age from remarking to which of these forms of

aggregation a subject belongs, the aid is but
small. All we can do in this want of general

principles is to make experiments on every class

of bodies. Accordingly, philosophers have en-

deavoured to instruct the public in this particu-
lar. The Royal Society of London at its very
first institution made many experiments at their

meetings, as may be seen in the first registers of

the Society. Several individuals have added
their experiments. The most numerous collection

in detail is by Muschenbroek, professor of natu-

ral philosophy at Leyden. Part of it was pub-
lished by himself in his Essais de Physique, in

2 vols. 4to. ; but the full collection is to be found
in his system of Natural Philosophy, published
after his death by Lulofs, in 3 vols. 4to. This
was translated from the Low Dutch into French,

by Sigaud de la Fond, and published at

Paris in 1760, and is a prodigious collection

of physical knowledge of all kinds, and may
almost suffice for a library of natural philoso-

phy. But this collection of experiments on the

cohesion of bodies is not of that value which
one expects. We presume that they were

carefully made and faithfully narrated ; but they
were made on such small specimens that the

unavoidable natural inequalities of growth or

texture produced irregularities in the results,
which bore too great a proportion to the whole

quantities observed. We may make the same
remark on the experiments of Couplet, Pitot,
De la Hire, Du Hamel, and others of the French

academy. In short, if we except the experi-
ments of Buffon on the strength of timber,
made at the public expense on a large scale,

there is nothing to be met with from which we
can obtain absolute measures which may be em-

ployed with confidence ; and there is nothing in

the English language, except a simple list by
Emerson, which is merely a set of affirmations

without any narration of circumstances, to

enable us to judge of the validity of his conclu

sions ; but the character of Mr. Emerson, as a
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man of knowledge and of integrity, gives even to

these assertions a considerable value. But to

make use of any experiments there must be

employed some general principle by which we
can generalise their results. They will other-

wise be only narrations of detached facts. We
must have some notion of that intermedium, by
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and it would require the penetration of more than
Newton to detect the circumstance of similarity
amidst millions of discriminating circumstances.
Yet this is the only way of discovering which are
the primary facts characteristic of the force, and
which the modifications. The study is immense,
but is by no means desperate ; and we entertait

the intervention of which an external force ap- great hopes that it will ere long be successfully
plied to one part of a lever, joist, or pillar, oc-

casions a strain on a distant part. This can be

nothing but the cohesion between the parts. It

is this connecting force, which is brought into

action, or, as we more shortly express it, excited.

This action is modified in every part by the laws

of mechanics. It is this action which is what
we call the strength of that part, and its effect is

the strain on the adjoining parts ; and thus it is

the same force, differently viewed, that consti-

tutes both the strain and the strength. When we
consider it in the light of a resistance to fracture,

we call it strength : we call every thing a force,

which we observe to be ever accompanied by a

change of motion ; or, more strictly speaking,
we- infer the presence and agency of a force

wherever we observe the state of things in

respect of motion different from what we know
to be the result of the action of all the forces

which we know to act on the body. Thus, when
we observe a rope to prevent a body from fall-

ing, we infer a moving force inherent in the

rope with as much confidence as when we
observe it drag the body along the ground. The
immediate action of this force is undoubtedly
exerted between the immediately adjoining

parts of the rope. The immediate effect is

the keeping the particles of the rope together.

They ought to separate by any external force

drawing the ends of the rope contrarywise ; and

we ascribe their not doing so to a mechanical

force really opposing this external force. When
desired to give it a name, we name it from what

we conceive to be its effect, and therefore its

characteristic, and we call it cohesion. This is

merely a name for the fact ;
but it is the same

thing in all our denominations. We know

nothing of the causes but in the effects ;
and our

name for the cause is in fact the name of the

effect, which is cohesion. We mean nothing
else by gravitation or magnetism. What do we
mean when we say that Newton understood

thoroughly the nature of gravitation, of the force

of gravitation ; or that Franklin understood the

nature of the electric force? Nothing but this :

Newton considered with patient sagacity the

prosecuted ; but, in our particular predicament,
we must content ourselves with selecting such

general laws as seem to give us the most imme-
diate information of the circumstances that must
be attended to by the mechanician in his construc-

tions, that he may unite strength with simplicity,

economy, and energy. 1st, Then, it is a matter
of fact that all bodies are in a certain degree per-

fectly elastic ; that is, when their form of hulk is

changed by certain moderate compressions or

distractions, it requires the continuance of the

changing force to continue the body in this now
state ; and when the force is removed the body
recovers its original form. We limit the asser-

tion to certain moderate changes : for instance,
take a lead wire one-fifteenth of an inch in dia-

meter and ten feet long; fix one end firmly to the

ceiling, and let the wire hang perpendicular;
affix to the lower end an index like the hand of a

watch; on some stand immediately below let

there be a circle divided into degrees, with its

centre corresponding to the lower point of the

wire; now turn this index twice round; and

thus twist the wire. When the index is let go, it

will turn backward again by the wire's untwisting

itself, and make almost four revolutions before it

stops ; after which it twists and untwists many
times, the index going backwards and forwards

round the circle, diminishing however its arch of

twist each time, till at last it settles precisely in

its original position. This may be repeated for

ever. Now, in this motion, every part of the

wire partakes equally of the twist. The particles

are stretched, require force to keep them in their

state of extension, and recover completely their

original relative positions. These are all the

characters of what the mechanician calls perfect

elasticity. See ELASTICITY. This is a quantity

quite familiar in many cases; as in glass, tem-

pered steel, &c., but was thought incompetent to

lead, which is generally considered as having

little or no elasticity. But we make the assertion

in the most general terms, with the limitation to

moderate derangement of form. We have made

the same experiment on a thread of pipe-clay,

made by forcing soft clay through the small hole

and classed them with the utmost precision
In like manner we shall understand the nature

of cohesion, when we have discovered with

general facts of gravitation, and hasdescribed of a syringe by means of a screw ; and we found

it more elastic than the lead wire : tor a thread

of one-twentieth of an inch diameter and seven

feet Ions allowed the index to make two turns,
vi i_v* i iij.-mju

j
vv i U;LI c nia v* \j.u\*\s ^ v

J '
'
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equal generality the laws of cohesion, or general and yet completely recovered its first positu

facts which are observed in the appearances, and 2dly. But, if we turn the index of the U

when we have described and classed them with four times round, and let it go again, it ui

equal accuracy. Let us therefore attend to the again in the same manner, but it makes I

more simple and obvious phenomena of cohe- than four turns back again; and after ma

sion, and mark with care every circumstance of dilations it finally stops in a posili

resemblance by which they may be classed, revolutions removed from Us

Let us receive these as the laws ofcohesion cha- It has now acquired a new arranger

racteristic of its supposed cause, the force of and- this new arrangement ,s pe mane

cohesion. We cantot pretend to enter on this former; and, what ,s of particular
mom ,

_.,

vastresearch. The modifications are innumerable; perfectly elastic. This change is bmi
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known by the denomination of a set. The wire

is said to have taken a set. When we attend mi-

nutely to the procedure of nature in this pheno-
menon, we find that the particles have as it were
slid on each other, still cohering, and have taken

a new position, in which their connecting forces

are in equilibrio ;
and in this change of relative

situation it appears the connecting forces, which
maintained the particles in their first situations,

were not in equilibrio in some position interme-

diate between that of the first and that of the last

form. The force required for changing this first

form augmented with the change, but only to a

certain degree ; and during this process the con-

necting forces always tended to the recovery of

this first form. But, after the change of mutual

position has passed a certain magnitude, the union
has been partly destroyed, and the particles have

been brought into new situations
;
that the forces

which now connect each with its neighbour tend,
not to the recovery of the first arrangement, but

to push them farther from it, into a new situation,

to which they now verge, and require force to pre-
vent them from acquiring. The wire is now in

fact again perfectly elastic ;
that is, the forces

which now connect the particles with their new

neighbours augment to a certain degree as the de-

rangement from this new position augments. This

is reasoning not from any theory. It is narrating
facts on which a theory is to be founded. What
we have been just now saying is evidently a

description of that sensible form of tangible mat-
ter which we call ductility. It has every grada-
tion of variety, from the softness of butter to the

firmness of gold. All these bodies have some

elasticity; but we say they are not perfectly

elastic, because they do not completely recover

their original form when it has been greatly de-

ranged. The whole gradation may be most dis-

tinctly observed in a piece of glass or hard seal-

ing-wax. In the ordinary form glass is perhaps
the most completely elastic body that we know,
and may be bent till just ready to snap, and yet

completely recovers its first form, and takes no
set whatever; but when heated to such a degree
as just to be visible in the dark, it loses its brittle-

ness, and becomes so tough that it cannot be
broken by any blow ; but it is no longer elastic,

takes any set and keeps it. When more heated
it becomes as plastic as clay ; but in this state is

remarkably distinguished from clay by a quality
which we may call viscidity, which is something
like elasticity, of which clay and other bodies

purely plastic exhibit no appearance. This is the

joint operation of strong adhesion and softness.

When a rod of perfectly soft glass is suddenly
stretched a little, it does not at once take the

shape which it acquires after a short time. It is

owing to this that, in taking the impression of a

seal, if we take off the seal while the wax is yet

very hot, the sharpness of the impression is de-

stroyed immediately. Each part drawing its

neighbour, and each part yielding, the prominent
parts are pulled down and blunted, and the

sharp hollows are pulled upwards and also

blunted. The seal must be kept on till all has

become not only stiff bu* hard. This viscidity
is to be observed in all plastic bodies which are

homogeneous. It is not observed in clay, because

it is not homogeneous, but consists of hard par-
ticles of the argillaceous earth sticking together

by their attraction for water. Something like it

might be made of finely powdered glass and a

clammy fluid such as turpentine. Viscidity has
all degrees of softness till it degenerates to ropy
fluidity like that of olive oil. When ductility
and elasticity are combined, in different propor-
tions, an immense variety of sensible modes of

aggregation may be produced. Some degree of

both is probably to be observed in all bodies of

complex constitution
; that is, which consist of par-

ticles made up of many different kinds of atoms.

Such a constitution of a body must afford many
situations permanent, but easily deranged. In all

these changes of disposition which take place

among the particles of a ductile body, the particles
are at such distance that they still cohere. The body
may be stretched a little ; and, on removing the ex-

tending force, the body shrinks into its first form.

It also resists moderate compressions; and when
the compressing force is removed the body swells

out again. Now the corpuscular fact here is,

that the particles are acted on by attractions and

repulsions, which balance each other when no
external force is acting on the body, and which

augment as the particles are made, by any exter-

nal cause, to recede from this situation of mutual

inactivity; for since force is requisite to produce
either the dilatation or the compression, and to

maintain it, we are obliged, by the constitution

of our minds, to infer that it is opposed by a force

accompanying or inherent in every particle of

dilatable or compressible matter : and as this

necessity of employing force to produce a change
indicates the agency of these corpuscular forces,
and marks their kind according as the tendencies
of the particles appear to be toward each other

in dilatation, or from each other in compression ;

so it also measures the degrees of their intensity.
Should it require three times the force to produce
a double compression, we must reckon the mu-
tual repulsions triple when the compression is

doubled ; and so in other instances. We see

from all this that the phenomena of cohesion in-

dicate some relation between the intensity of the

force of cohesion and the distance between the

centres of the particles. To discover this relation

is the great problem in corpuscular mechanism,
as it was in the Newtonian investigation of the

force of gravitation. Could we discover this law
of action between the corpuscles with the same

certainty and distinctness, we might with equal
confidence say what will be the result of any po-
sition which we give to the particles of bodies :

but this is beyond our hopes. The law of gravi-
tation is so simple that the discovery or detection

of it amid the variety of celestial phenomena re-

quired but one step ; and in its own nature its

possible combinations still do not greatly exceed

the powers of human research. One is almost

disposed to say that the Supreme Being has ex-

hibited it to our reasoning powers as sufficient to

employ with success our utmost efforts, but not

so abstruse as to discourage us from the noble

attempt. It seems to be otherwise with respect
to cohesion. Mathematics informs us that, if it

deviates sensibly from the law of gravitation, the

simplest combinations will make the joint action
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of several particles an almost impenetrable mys- Though the faculties of the mind are improved by
tery. We must therefore content ourselves, for a exercise, yet they must not be put to a stress beyond
long while to come, with a careful observation of tne

jir strength. /,/

the simplest cases that we can propose, and with

the discovery of secondary laws of action, in

which many particles combine their influence.

Our readers are requested to accept of these en-

deavours, not so much to communicate informa-

tion on this important and difficult subject, as to

excite curiosity and farther experiments. Many
useful deductions might be made from these pre-
mises respecting the manner of disposing and

combining the strength of materials in our struc-

tures. The best form of joints, mortises, tenons,

scarfs; the rules for juggling, tabling, faying,

fishing, &c., practised in the delicate art of mast-

making, are all founded on this doctrine : but the

discussion of these would be equivalent to writ-

ing a complete treatise of carpentry. We hope
that this will be executed by some intelligent

mechanician ;
for there is nothing in our language

on this subject but what is almost contemptible;

yet there is no mechanic art that is more suscep-
tible of scientific treatment. Such a treatise, if

well executed, could not fail of being well received

by the public in this age of mechanical improve-
ment.

STRENGTHENERS, or corroborants, sucn me-
dicines as add to the bulk and firmness of the

solids ; and such are all agglutinant and astrin-

gent medicines. See MATERIA MEDICA.

STREN'UOUS, adj Lat. strenum. Brave ;

bold; active; valiant; dangerously laborious.

Nations grown corrupt
Love bondage more than liberty ;

Bondage with ease than strenuous liberty.
Milton's Agonistes.

Many can use both hands, yet will there divers

remain that can strenuously make use of neither.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

There was no true ca'tholick but strenuously con-

tended for it. Waterland.

He resolves to be strenuous for taking off the test,

against the maxims of all wise Christian govern-

ments, which always had some established religion,

leaving at best a toleration to others. Swift to Pope.

Writers dispute strenuously for the liberty of con-

science, and inveigh largely against all ecclesias-

ticks under the name of high church. Swift.

STREP'EROUS, adj. Lat. strepo. Loud;

noisy.
Porta conceives, because in a streperous eruption

it riseth against fire, it doth therefore resist light-

ning.
Browne.

STRESS, n. s. & v. a. Sax. r*&ce, violence ;

or from DISTRESS, which see. Importance ;
im-

portant part ; weight ;
violence ;

force : to stress

is to distress.

It shewed how very little stress is to be laid upon
the precedents they bring. Lesley.

Stirred with pity of the stressed plight
Of this sad realm. Spenser.

By stress of weather driven,

At last they landed. Dryden's JEnnd.

A body may as well lay too little as too much

stress upon a dream
;
but the less we heed them the

better. L''Estrange.

This, on which the great stress of the business

depends, would have been made out with reasons

sufficient.

VOL. XXI.

Consider how great a stress he laid upon this duty,
while upon earth, and how earnestly he recom-
mended it.

Atterbury.

STRETCH, v. a., v. n., & ) Sax. j-tpecan ;

STRETCH'ER, n. s.
[n. s. * Belgic strecken.

To extend ; spread out to a distance
; elongate ;

expand ; strain : to be extended
; bear extension

;

push beyond the truth : as a noun substantive

reach; extension
; effort : struggle; utmost reach:

a stretcher is any instrument of extension.

Take thy rod, and stretch out thine hand.

Exodus vii. 19.
The stretcldng out of his wings snail fill the

breadth of thy land. Isaiah viii. 8.

Idolatry is a horrible sin, yet doth repentance
stretch unto it.

Whitgifle.
This kiss, if it durst speak,

Would stretch thy spirits up into the air.

Shakspeare. King Lear.

A third ? a fourth ?

What ! will the line stretch out to the' crack of

doom 1 Shakspeare.
His hopes enstiled

His strength, the stretchor of Ulysses' string,

And his steele's piercer. Chapman.
This to rich Ophir's rising morn is known,

And stretched out far to the burnt swarthy zone.

Cuwley.
Leviathan on the deep

Stretched like a promontory, sleeps.
Eden stretched her line

From Auran eastward to the royal towers

Of great Seleucia, built by Grecian kings.

Regions to which

All thy dominion, Adam, is no more

Than what this garden is to all the earth

And all the sea, from one entire globose

Stretched into longitude.
Your dune-eon stretching far and wide beneath.

Id.

The inner membrane, that involved the liquors of

the egg, because it would stretch and yield,
re-

mained unbroken. Boyle.

He thought to swim the stormy main,

By stretch of arms the distant shore to gain.

Dryden's JEneid.

This fiery speech inflames his fearful friends ;

They tug at every oar, and every stretcher bends.

Dryden,

Those put a lawful authority upon the stretch, to

the abuse of power, under the colour of prerogative.

L'Estrange.

Disruption, as strong as they are, the bones would

be in some danger of, upon a great and sudden

stretch or contortion, if they were dry.

Ray on the Creation.

Tooth in the stretching course two inches with the

stretcher only.
So the stretched cord the shackled dancer tries.

Smith.

Upon this alarm we made incredible stretches to-

wards the south, to gain the fastnesses of Preston.

Addison.

What an allay do we find to the credit of the most

probable event that is reported by one who uses to

Itrftch !
Government oj

the Tongue.

This is the utmost stretch that nature run,

And all beyond is fulsome, false, and vain.
' Granntle.

Milton.

Id.

Id.

Locke. STRETTO, in Italian music, sometimes

u
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nscd to signify that the measure is to be short and

concise, and consequently quick. In this sense

it stands opposed to Largo.

STRETTON, a
parish

of England, in Rut-

landshire, nine miles north-east by east of

Oakham.

STRETTON, a township of England, in Staf-

fordshire, three miles south-west by west of

Penkridge.
STREW, v. a. J Sometimes strow. Skin-

STREW'MENT, n. s. 3 ner proposes strow, and

Junius writes straw. Sax. r-rrteapian; Gothic
strawan ; Belg. stroyen ; Dan. stroer. Perhaps
strow is best,' says Johnson,

'

being that which
reconciles etymology with pronunciation.' To
spread by scattering, or being scattered

; to scat-

ter loosely : the noun substantive corresponding.
The calif he burnt in the fire, ground it to powder,

and strawed it upon the water, and made Israel drink

of it. Exodus.

Synah.can I tell thee more?
And of our ladies bowre

;

But little need to strow my store,

Suffice this hill of our. Spenser.
I thought thy bride bed to have decked, sweet

maid !

And not have strew'd thy grave.

Shakspeare. Hamlet.
Her death was doubtful. For charitable prayers,

Shards, flints, and pebbles should be thrown on her
;

Yet here she is allowed her virgin chants,
Her maiden strewments, and the bringing home
Of bell and burial. Id.

Angel forms lay entranced

Thick as autumnal leaves that strow the brooks
In Valombrosa. Milton's Paradise Lost.

All the ground
With shivered armour strown. Id.

The tree in storms
The glad earth about her straws

With treasure from her yielding boughs. Waller.

Come, shepherds, come, and strow with leaves the

plain ;

Such funeral rites your Daphnis did ordain.

Dryden.
With furies and nocturnal orgies fired,

Whom e'en the savage beasts had spared, they
killed,

And strawed his mangled limbs about the field. Id.

Is thine alone the seed that strews the plain?
The birds of heaven shall vindicate their grain.

Pope.
Possession kept the beaten road,

A nd gathered all his brother strowed.
Swift.

STRI'jE, n. s. -\ Lat. strife. In natural

STRI'ATE, or /history, the small channels

STRI'ATED, adj. I in the shells of cockles and

STRI'ATURE, n.s. J scallops : formed in striae :

disposition of striae.

These effluviums fly by striated atoms and winding
particles, as Des Cartes conceiveth ; or glide by
streams attracted from either pole unto the equator.

Browne's Vulgar Erronrs.
The salt, leisurely permitted to shoot of itself in

the liquor, exposed to the open air, did shoot into
more fair crystalline striee than those that were gained
out of the remaining part of the same liquor by a
more hasty evaporation. Boyle.
Des Cartes imagines this earth once to have been

a sun, and so the centre of a lesser vortex, whose
axis still kept the same posture, by reason of the
etriate particles finding no fit pores for their passages,
but only in this direction. Raj/-

, when incorporated with the fibrous talcs,

shews, if broke, a striated or fibrous texture, like
those talcs. Woodward.

Parts of tuberous haRmatita; show several varieties
in the crust, striature, and tbxture of the body. Id.

STRIATED LEAF, among botanists, one that
has a number of longitudinal furrows on its

surface.

STRIATED LIMESTONE, a species or variety
of indurated carbonate, of lime. See MINER-
ALOGY.

STRICK,n.s. Gr.Tpir?;Lat.s^r>. A bird of
bad omen.
The ill-faced owl, death's dreadful messenger,

The hoarse night-raven, trump of doleful drere,
The leather-winged bat, day's enemy,
The rueful strick, still waiting on the bier. Spenser.

STRICT, adj. ^
Lat. strictus. Exact;

STRICT'LY, adv. accurate ; rigorously nice ;

STRICT'NESS, n. s. j confined ; close
; tight :

the adverb and noun substantive corresponding.
As they took the compass of their commission

stricter or larger, so their dealings were more or less

moderate. Hooker.

Implore her, in my voice, that she make friends

To the strict deputy.

Shakspeare. Measure for Measure.
These commissioners proceeded with such strict-

ness and severity as did much obscure the king's

mercy. Bacon's Henry VII.

His horse-troupes, that the vanguard had, he

strictly did command
To ride their horses temperately. Chapman.

I could not grant too much, or distrust too little to

men that pretended singular piety and religious
strictness. King Charles.

Thou'lt fall into deception unaware,
Not keeping strictest watch. Milton.

Thy will

By nature free, not over-ruled by fate

Inextricable, or strict necessity. Id.

The god, with speedy pace,

JustTthought to strain her in a strict embrace.

Dryden.

jCharge him strictly

Not to proceed, but wait my farther pleasure. Id.

Such of them as cannot be concealed, connive at,

though in the strictness of your judgment you cannot

pardon. Id.

The other parts, being grosser, composed not only
water, strictly so called, but the whole mass of li-

quid bodies. Burnet.
\\ ho were made privy to the secrets of heaven, but

sucb as performed his revealed will at an higher rate

of strictness than the rest ? South.

Vuma the rites of strict, religion knew
;

On ev'ry altar laid the incense due. Prior.

Though in strictness our Saviour might have

pleaded exemption from the Jewish tribute, he exert-

ed his divine power in a miracle to pay it. Rogers.
The fatal noose performed its office, and with most

strict ligature squeezed the blood into his face.

Arbuthnot.

We feel our fibres grow strict or lax, according to

the state of the air. Id.

Eusebius, who is not in strictness to be reckoned
with the Ante Nicenes. Walerland.

He checks the bold design ;

And rules as strict his laboured works confine,
As if the Stagynte o'erlooked each line. Pope.

STRICTURE, n.s. Lat. striclura. A spark;
stroke ; touch ; contraction ; or closure maae by
contraction.
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Thus have I past through all your letter, and given other works. He died in 1 569, a-ed on! v forty

myself the liberty of these strictures, by way of re- five,
flection on all and every passage. Hammond.
As long as there is thirst, with a free passage by

utine, and stricture of the vessels, so long is water

safely taken. Arbuthnot.

STRIDE, n.s., v.n., & v. a. Sax. r-triaese. A
Jong or wide step ; a step taken with violence :

to walk with such steps : pass by a step.
STRIKE, v .a.,v. n., &n.. ) Pret. I struck or

STRIG'MENT, n. s. Lat. strigmentum, from
Stringo, to scrape. Scraping; recrement.

Many, besides the ttrigments and sudorous adhe-
sions from men's hands, acknowledging that nothin"-

proceeded! from gold in its usual decoction.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

I'll speak between the change of man and boy,
With a reed voice, and turn two mincing steps
Into a manly stride.

Shakspeare. Merchant of Venice.

The monster moved on with horrid strides.

Milton.

Mars in the middle of the shining shield

Is graved, and strides along the liquid field.

Dryden.
See him stride

Vallies wide. Arbuthnot.

To Jove, or to thy father Neptune, pray,
The brethren cried, and instant strode away. Pope.

Her voice theatrically loud,
And masculine her stride. Swift.

STRIDONIUM, an ancient town of Hungary,

STRIK'ER, n. s. $ strook
; part. puss.

struck, strucken, stricken, or strook. Sax. artrii-
can ; Teut. streichen ; Isl. adstrykia ; Swed. sln/ka ,

Dan. Strieker. To act upon, or hit with, a blow :

hence to dash
; punish ; afflict; stamp ; note by a

loud sound; lower; contract (applied particu-
larly to sails); alarm; surprise; affect suddenly:
to cause to sound by blows, taking up, emphati-
cal

ly ; to forge ; mint ; conclude a bargain ; taking
the prepositions o/f and out as below : as a verb

neuter, to make a blow or attack
; collide

; act

by percussion ; be dashed
; pass with strong mo-

tion or effort ; lower :
' to strike in with' is to

conform
;

'
strike out', spread or rove : a strike

famous for being the birth-place of St. Jerome',
*

.

mea
?
ure f

-

four Pecks : striker
'
a Persou or

now called Strigova.

STRID'ULOUS, adj. L&t.stridulus. Making
a small noise.

It arises from a small and stridulous noise, which,

being firmly rooted, maketh a divulsion of parts.
Browne.

STRIFE, re. s. i From STRIVE, which see.

STRIFE'FUL, adj. } Contention ; contest; dis-

cord ; war : hence lawsuit ; opposition of any
kind : the adjective corresponding.

I and my people were at great strife with the chil-

dren of Ammon. Judges xii. 2.

Some preach Christ even of envy and strife, and
some of good will. Phil. i. 15.

thing that strikes.

Abraham and Sarah were old, and well stricken in

age. Genesis.

The blood strike on the two side-posts.
Exodus xii. 7.

Fearing lest they should fall into the quicksands,

they strake sail, and so were driven. Acts xxvii. 17.

A bishop then must be blameless, not given to

wine, no striker. 1 Tim. iii. 3.

Wing, cartnave, and bushel, peck, strike, ready at

hand. Tusser'i Husbandry.
He thought with his staff to have struck the striker.

Sandys.
The cunningest mariners were so conquered by the

storm, as they thought it best with stricken sails to
He is proud, knowing nothing ;

but doating about vie jd
'

to be governed by it.

questions and strife of words. 1 Tim. vi. 4.

The ape was strifeful and ambitious,
And the fox guileful and most covetous. Spenser.

Artificial strife

Lives in those touches, livelier than life.

Shakspeare,
These acts of hateful strife, hateful to all,

How hast thou disturbed heaven's blessed peace !

Milton.

'Tis this that shakes our country with alarms,
And gives up Rome a prey to Roman arms,
Produces fraud, and cruelty, and strife.

Addison.

I know not what new creation may creep forth

from the strifeful heap of things, into which, as into

a second chaos, we are fallen. Dr. Maine.

Inheriting no strife,

Nor marrying discord in a noble wife. Pope.
Thus gods contended, noble strife!

Who most should ease the wants of life. Congreve.

STRIGELIUS (Victorinus), a learned Ger-
man divine, born in Suabia, in 1524. In 1542
he went to the university of Wirtemberg to in-

form himself of the opinions of the Protestants.

He attended the lectures of Luther and Melanc-

thon, and became such a master of their doc-

trines that he soon after read lectures himself.

But in 1559 he was imprisoned for opposing
some of the established theological doctrines.

In 1562 he was liberated, on which he went to

Leipsic ; where he taught divinity, logic, and
thics ; and published notes on the Psalter, and

Stdnei

That shall I shew as sure as hound
The stricken deer doth challenge by the bleeding

wound. Spenser.
Didst thou not see a bleeding hind,

Whose right haunch earst my stedfast arrows strake?

Id.

The diums presently striking up a march, they

plucked up their ensigns, and forward they go.

Knolles.

The admiral galley, wherein the emperor was,

struck upon a sand, and there stuck fast. Id.

It pleased the king
To strike at me upon his misconstruction,

When he tript me behind. Shaktpeare. King Lear.

The Windsor bell hath struck twelve. Shakipi'arc.

How many nobles then would hold their places,

That must strike sail to spirits of vile sort !

Id. Henry /I".

He that is stricken blind cannot forget

The precious treasure of his eyesight lost.

Shakspeare.

Strike up the drums, and let the tongue of war

Plead for our interest, and our being here.

The king
Is wise and virtuous, and his noble queen
Well struck in years ; fair, and not jealous.

/</.

Deliver Helen, and all damage else

Shall be strtu-k off.
Id. Troilus and Cres$ida.

Caesar, 'tis ttrvclten eight. Sliahspeare.

I'd rather chop this hand off at a blow,

And with the other fling it at thy face,

Than bear so low a sail, to strike to thee. Id.

U 2
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The court paved striketh tip a great heat in sum-

mer, and much cold in winter. Bticon.

Holding a ring by a thread in a glass, tell him that

holdetn it, it shall strike so many times against the

side of the glass, and no more. Id. Natural Hiitory.

Parker and Vaughan, having had a controversy

touching certain arms, were appointed to run some

courses, when Parker was stricken into the mouth at

the first course. Bacon.

Though the earl of Ulster was of greater power
than any other subject in Ireland, yet was he so tar

stricken in vears as that he was unable to manage
the martial affairs Davies.

The striker must be dense, and in its best velocity.

Digby.
These men are fortune's jewels, moulded bright,

Brought forth with their own fire and light ;

If I her vulgar stone for either took,

Out of myself it must be ttruck. Cowley.

Waving wide her myrtle wand,
She strikes an universal peace through sea and land.

Milton.

By expurgatory animadversions, we might strike out

great numbers of hidden qualities ; and, having once

a conceded list, with more safety attempt their rea-

sons. Browne.

The rest struck with horror stood,

To see their leader covered o'er with blood. Waller.

Those antique minstrels, sure, were Charles-like

kings,
Cities their lutes, and subjects' hearts their strings ;

On which with so divine a hand they strook,

Consent of motion from their breath they took. Id.

That conquering look,
When next beheld, like lightning strook

My blasted soul, and made me bow. Id.

To this all differing passions and interests should

strike sail, and, like swelling streams running differ-

ent courses, should yet all make haste into the sea of

common safety. Temple.

They strike sail where they know they shall be

mastered, and murder where they can with safety.

Dryden.

Sign but his peace, he vows he'll ne'er again
The sacred names of fops and beaus profane :

Strike up the bargain quickly ;
for I swear,

As times go now, he offers very fair. Id.

Jack Straw at London-stone, with all his rout,

Struck not the city with so loud a shout. Id.

Take my caduceus !

With this *he 'nfernal ghosts I can command,
And strike a terror through the Stygian strand. Id.

So ceased the rival crew, when Purcell came,

They sung no more, or only sung his fame
;

Struck dumb they all admired. Id.

He withered all their strength before he strook.

Id.

When, by their designing leaders taught
To strike at power which for themselves they sought,
The vulgar, gulled into rebellion, armed,
Their blood to action by their prize was warmed.

Id.

Now and then a glittering beam of wit and passion
strikes through the obscurity of the poem :

any
of

these effect a present liking, but not a lasting admi-
ration. Id.

He, like a patient angler, ere he strook,

Would let them play awhile upon the hook. Id.

The memory in some men is very tenacious ; but

yet there seems to be a constant decay of all our

ideas, even of those which are struck deepest, and in

minds the most retentive. Locke.

Consider the red and white colors in porphyry ;

hinder light but from striking on it, and its colours

vanish. Id.

Deep thoughts will often suspend the senses so

far that about a man clocks may strike, and bells

ring, which he takes no notice of. Grew.

They catch at every shadow of relief, strike in at a

venture with the next companion, and, so the dead

commodity be taken off, care not who be the chap-
man. Norris.

Those who, by the prerogative of their age, should
frown youth into sobriety, imitate and strike in with

them, and are really vitious that they may be thought
young-. South.

When any wilful sin stands charged on our ac-

count, it will not be struck ojf' till we forsake and
turn away from it. Kettleworth.

In this plain was the last general rendezvous of

mankind
;
and from ther.ce they were broken into

companies, and dispersed ; the several successive ge-
nerations, like the waves of the sea, over-reaching
one another, and striking out farther and farther upou
the land. Burnet's Theory.
A mass of water would be struck off and separate

from the rest, and tossed through the air like a flying
river. Burnet.

Though they the lines on golden anvils beat,
It looks as if they struck them at a heat. Tate.

His virtues render our assembly awful,

They strike with something like religious fear.

Addison't Cato.

Then do not strike him dead with a denial,
But hold him up in life. Id.

He immediately struck in with them
;

but de-

scribed this march to the temple with so much hor-

rour that he shivered every joint. Id. Freeholder.

It struck on a sudden into such reputation, that it

scorns any longer to sculk, but owns itself publickly.
Government of the Tongue.

Nice works of art strike and surprise us most

upon the first view
; but, the better we are acquainted

with them, the less we wonder. Atterbury.
Some very^rare coins, struck of a pound weight of

gold and silver, Constantius sent to Chilperick.
Arbuthnot.

Ask men's opinions : Scoto now shall tell

How trade increases, and the world goes well :

Strike off his pension by the setting .sun,

And Britain, if not Europe is undone. Pope.

The interest of our kingdom is ready to strife to

that of your poorest fishing towns : it is hard you
will not accept our services. Swift.

STRIKING, sometimes called pithing of ani-

mals, in rural economy, is a method of suddenly
slaughtering or killing them for domestic pur-

poses, by the use of a small sharp spear-pointed
knife struck in so as to divide the spinal mar-

row, instead of the more protracted and cruel

practice of knocking them on the heads, and

breaking and mashing the parts by means of the

hammer-headed axe, as is generally the custom,
to the great danger of the operator, and the dis-

gust of the spectator. It is desirable, on several

accounts, that this sudden mode of killing neat

cattle, and other sorts of animals, by striking into

and dividing this vital part, should become the

common one ;
and especially as removing the

apparent cruelty, and lessening the sufferings of

them more than in the other or ordinary practice.
This method, which has long been universal, in

a great measure, on the continent, especially in

Portugal, Spain, and some other parts, as well

as in some of the West Indian islands in our

possession, has, within these few years, been

tried in this country, in some instances, with
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complete success ; and the flesh of the beasts so

killed has been found equally good, if not better,
than that of those slaughtered in the usual man-
ner. All accidents and bruises are avoided,
which not uncommonly take place in forcing
them into a proper situation and position for re-

ceiving the stroke or blow, when they are to be
knocked down and killed in that way.

It has been stated, by the writer of the Report
of the Agriculture of Shropshire, that a butcher
in Lincolnshire practised this mode several years

ago, in consequence of the representations made
to him of it by captain Clarkson of the navy,
who had seen animals so slaughtered for the use

of our fleet when at Jamaica : and this practice
obtains pretty generally on the Lincolnshire side

or bank of the Humber river, as at Barton, and
several other places. Calves, sheep, pigs, and
other animals, are stated to have been killed

in the same manner. Still the want of due pre-
cision iu the manner of performing the operation
has prevented, or thrown some doubt upon its

utility, especially in so far as tenderness and hu-

manity towards the animal are concerned ; for

though the beast may be managed completely by
this mode, yet, without sufficient correctness and

exactness in its execution, it is not so certain that

its sense of feeling may be wholly destroyed.
Indeed the contrary would seem to be the case,

from the ingenious enquiries and experimental
trials of Dr. Du Gard of Shrewsbury, who has

shown that, though the spinal marrow may be

divided, the nerves that supply the organs of

respiration and most of the senses remain unin-

jured. But if the division be made sufficiently

high up towards the cavity of the skull, so as to

separate the medullary substance above the origin
of the nerves which supply the diaphragm, it

would appear, from the equally ingenious and
correct experiments of others, as Hunter, Home,
&c., that the animals may instantly be killed in

the most certain and effectual manner; and that,

by performing this operation in the same way, it

will be attended with constant and perfect suc-

cess. It is not improbable, indeed, that an in-

strument might be contrived by means of a strong

spring, somewhat in the manner of that used in

cupping, but only with one blade, that might, on

being properly applied, force itself suddenly into

the brain even, and thus instantly complete the

business; or the operation might probably be

performed in an equally complete, convenient,
and more expeditious manner, by the discharge
of a small pistol, loaded in some proper way for

this purpose, and suitably directed.

STRING, n. s.
&v.a.^

Saxon rmn5
' Belg-

STRING'ED, adj. I streng ; Dan. stringhe ;

STRING'HALT, n.s. \'Ld\..stringo. Aslender

STRING'LESS, adj. i rope or cord ; any slen-

STRING'Y. J der and flexible band; a

mu sical chord ; small fibre ; any thing con nected by
a band

; the line of a bow :
' to have two strings

to one's bow,' is to have two expedients or re-

sources : to string is to furnish with or file on a

string: to tune or fit up a stringed instrument ;

string-halt is defined below : the adjective fol-

lows the sense of the noun substantive.

Praise him with stringed instruments and organs.
Pgalmt.

The wicked bend their bow, they make ready their
arrows upon the string. Jd. xi. 2.

The string of his tongue loosed. Mark xxvii. 35.

Nothing ; all is said
;

His tongue is now a stringless instrument,
Words, life, and all, old Lancaster hath spent.

Shakspeare.
The most piteous tale, which in recounting,

His grief grew puissant, and the strings of life

Began to crack. Jd. King Lear.
Duckweed putteth forth a little string into the wa-

ter, from the bottom. Bacon.

Any lower bullet, hanging upon the other above it,

must be conceived as if the weight of it were in that

point where its string touches the upper.
Willtins's Daedalus.

Thus when two brethren strings are set alike,

To move them both but one of them we strike.

Cowley.

Divinely warbled voice

Answering the stringed noise,

As all their souls in blissful rapture took. Milton.

No lover has that power
To enforce a desperate amour,
As he that has two strings to '* bow,
And burns for love and money too. Hudibraf.

Their priests pray by their beads, having a string
with a hundred of nutshells upon it

; and the re-

peating of certain words with them they account

meritorious. Stillingjleet.

Toil strung the nerves, and purified the blood.

Dryden.
In pulling broom up, the least strings left behind

will grow. Mortimer's Husbandry.

A plain Indian fan, made of the small stringy parts
of roots spread out in a round flat form. Grew.

The string that jars
When rudely touched, ungrateful to the sense,

With pleasure feels the master's flying fingers,

Swells into harmony, and charms the hearers.

Rome.

I have caught two of these dark undermining ver-

min, and intend to make a string of them, in order to

hang them up in one of my papers.
Addison's Spectator.

By the appearance they make in marble, there is

not one string instrument that seems comparable to

our violins. Adduon.

Here the muse so oft her harp has strung,

That not a mountain rears its head unsung. Id.

Men of great learning or genius are too full to be

exact ;
and therefore chuse to throw down their

pearls in heaps before the reader, rather than be at

the pains of stringing them. Spectator.

Round Ormond's knee thou tiest the mystick

string,

That makes the knight companion to the king,
Prior.

By melting, expensive sweats, and an obstinate

flux of the belly, the string parts of the tendons

and members are left unrecruited. Blackmore.

Has not wise nature strung the legs and feet,

With firmest nerves, designed to walk the street ?

Gay.

The strung bow points out the Cynthian queen.

Th' impetuous arrow whizzes on the wing,

,unds the tough horn, and twangs the

<1"^
>KSounds

Stringhaltis a sudden twitching and snatching up

of the hinder leg of a horse much higher than h

other, or an involuntary or convulsive motion of t

muscles that extend or bend the hough.
Farrier I Dtctwnary.
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STRIP, v. a., v. n., & n. s. Saxon bej-tjvlre,

stripped ; Belgic streo^n ; Isl. stryp, is naked.

To make naked ; deprive of covering ; (with of
before the thing taken away) ; divest

; rob; plun-
der ; peel ; take off covering ;

cast off : a narrow
shred.

They stript Joseph out of his coat.

Gen. xxxvii. 23.

He itript off his cloaths. 1 Sam. xix. 24.

They began to strip her of her cloaths when I

came in among them. Sidney.
The apostle, in exhorting men to contentment, al-

though they have in this world no more than bare

food and raiment, giveth us to understand that those

are even the lowest of things necessary ; that if we
should be stript of all these things, without which

we might possibly be, yet these must be left. Hooker.

His unkindness,
That stript her from his benediction, turned her

To foreign casualties, gave her dear rights
To his doghearted daughters : these things sting

him. Shakspeare.
Scarce credible it is how soon they were stript and

laid naked on the ground. Hayward.
Now this curious built Phaeacian ship,

Returning from her convoy, I will strip

Of all her fleeting matter. Chapman.
We strip and divest ourselves of our own will, and

give ourselves entirely up to the will of God.

Duppa.
Hadst thou not committed

Notorious murder on those thirty men
At Askelon, who never did thee harm,
Then like a robber stripp'dst them of their robes.

Milton.

If the leaves or dried stocks be stripped into small

straws, they arise unto amber, wax, and other elec-

trics, no other ways than those of wheat or rye.
Browne's Vulgar Erroitrs.

A rattling tempest through the branches went,
That stript them bare. Dryden's Knight's Tale.

He left the pillagers, to rapine bred,
Without controul to strip and spoil the dead.

Dryden.
You cloath all that have no relation to you, and

strip your master that gives you food. L'Estrange.
It is difficult to lead another by words into the

thoughts of things, stripped of those specifick differ-

ences we give them. Locke.

Amongst men who examine not scrupulously their

own ideas, and strip them not from the marks men
use for them, but confound them with words, there

must be endless disputes. Id.

That which lays a man open to an enemy, and
that which strips him of a friend, equally attacks him
in all those interests that are capable of being weak-
ened by the one, and supported by the other.

South.

When some fond easy fathers strip themselves be-

fore they lie down to their long sleep, and settle their

whole estates upon their sons, has it not been seen

that the father has been requited with beggary ?

Id..

One would imagine these to be the expressions of

a man blessed with ease and affluence, not of one

just stript of all those advantages, and plunged in

the deepest miseries, and now sitting naked upon a

dunghill. Atterbury.
The bride was put in form to bed

;

He followed, stript. Swift.
These two apartments were hung in close mourn-

ing, and only a strip of bays round the other rooms.

Id.

Logick helps us to atrip off' the outward disguise of

things, and to behold and judge of them in their

own nature. Watts.

STRIPE, n. s. Belg. strepe ; Dan. stribe. A
lineary variation of color; a streak. This seems
to be the original notion of the word : a shred of
different color : a weal or discoloration by a lash :

hence a lash ; a blow.

Gardeners may have three roots, among an hun-
dred, that are rare, as purple and carnation of se-

veral stripes. Bacon.
A body cannot be so torn with stripes, as a mind

with remembrance of wicked actions. Hayward.
To those that are yet within the reach of the

stripes and reproofs of their own conscience, I would
address that they would not seek to remove them-
selves from that wholesome discipline.

Decay of Piety.
One of the most valuable trimmings of their

cloaths was a long stripe sowed upon the garment,
called latus clavus. Arluthnot.

Cruelty marked him with inglorious stripes.

Thomson.

STRIP'LING, n. s. Probably from Strip, a
shred. A youth ; one in the state of adolescence ;

a slender young man.

'Thwart the lane,

He, with two striplings, lads more like to run
The country base than to commit such slaughter,
Made good the passage. Shakspeare. Cymbeline.

Now a stripling cherub he appears,
Not of the prime, yet such as in his face

Youth smiled celestial. Milton's Paradise Lost.

Compositions on any important subjects are not
matters to be wrung from poor striplings; like blood
out of the nose, or the plucking of untimely fruit.

Id. On Education,

As when young striplings whip the top for sport,
On the smooth pavement of an empty court,
The wooden engine whirls. Dryden's JEneid.

As every particular member of the body is nou-
rished with a several qualified juice, so children and

striplings, old men and young men, must have divers

diets. Arbuthnot on Aliments.

STRIVE, v. n. Pret. I strove, anciently I

strived ; part. pass, striven. Sax. j-tpifc ; Belg.
streven ; Teut. streben ; Fr. estriver. To struggle ;

labor ; make an effort ; contest ; vie ; emulate.

Strive for the truth unto death. Ecclns iv. 28.

Why dost thou striie against him ?

Job xxxiii. 13.

Strive with me in your prayers to God for me.
Romans xv.

So have I strived to preach the gospel.
Id. xv. 20.

Charge them that they strive not about words, to

no profit.
2 Timothy ii. 14.

Many brave young minds have, through hearing
the praises and eulogies of worthy men, been stirred

up to affect the like commendations, and so strive to

the like deserts. Spenser.
The immutability of God they stride unto, by

working after one and the same manner. Hooker.

Do as adversaries do in law ;

Strife mightily, but eat and drink as friends.

Shakspeare.
Was it for this that Rome's best blood he spilt,

With so much falsehood, so much guilt'?

Was it for this that his ambition strove

To equal Caesar first, and after Jove 1 Cowley.
Now private pity strove with publick hate,

Reason with rage, and eloquence with fate.

Denham.
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N,r that sweet grove
Of Daphne by Orontes, and the inspired
Castalian spring, might with this paradise
Of Eden strive. Milton.

Thus does every wicked man that contemns God
;

who can save or destroy him who strives with his

Maker? Tillotion.

If intestine broils alarm the hive,
For two pretenders oft for empire strive,

The vulgar in divided factions jar,
And murm'ring sounds proclaim the civil war.

Dryden.
This is warrantable conflict for trial of our faith

;

so that these strivings are not a contending with su-

perior powers. L'Estrange.
Our blessed Lord commands you to strive to enter

in ; because many will fail, who only seek to enter.

Law.
These thoughts he strove to bury in expence,

Rich meatSj rich wines, and vain magnificence.
Harte.

STRIVALI (the ancient Strophades), a cluster

of islands of the Ionian Sea, on the west coast of

the Morea, four in number. The largest, the

abode, according to the poets, of the harpies,
abounds in olives and other fruit, but does riot

produce corn enough for its limited population.
The smallest is little else than a rock, and the

two others form a kind of small harbour. Twenty-
six miles south of Zante.

STRIX, the owl, in ornithology, a genus be-

longing to the order of accipitres. The bill is

booked, but has no cere or wax ;
the nostrils are

covered with setaceous feathers ; the head is very
large, as are also the ears and eyes ; and the

tongue is bifid. There are forty-six species ; the

most remarkable are, 1. S. brachyotos, the

short-eared owl, is fourteen inches long ; three

feet broad ; the head is small and hawk-like ; the

bill is dusky ; weight fourteen ounces ;
the circle

of feathers that immediately surrounds the eyes
is black ; the larger circle white, terminated with

tawny and black
;
the feathers on the head, back,

and coverts of the wings, are brown, edged with

pale dull yellow ; the breast and belly are of the

same color, marked with a few long narrow streaks

of brown pointing downwards ; the quill-fea-

weather. Farmers are fond of seeing these birds
in the fields, as they clear them from mice. They
are found frequently on the hill of Hoy in the
Orkneys, where they fly about and prey by day
like hawks. They are found also in Lancashire,
and in New England and Newfoundland.

2. S. bubo, the great eared owl, in size is al-
most equal to an eagle. Irides bright yellow;
head and whole body finely varied with lines'

spots, and specks of black, brown, cinereous, and'

ferruginous. Wings long; tail short, marked
with dusky bars. Legs thick, covered to the

very end of the toes with a close and full down
of a testaceous color. Claws great, mnc'i

hooked, and dusky. They have been shot in

Scotland and in Yorkshire. They inhabit inac-
cessible rocks and desert places ; and prey on
hares and feathered game. Their appearance in

cities was deemed an unlucky omen
; Rome it-

self once underwent a lustration because one of

them strayed into the capitol. The ancients held

them in the utmost abhorrence; and thought

them, like the screech-owls, the messengers
of death. Pliny styles it bubo funebris, and
noctis monstrum.

3. S. Cayennensis, the spectacle owl of Ca-

yenne, which is accurately described by Dr. La-

tham, is twenty-one inches in length : the upper
parts of the body are of a reddish color; the

lower parts of a rufous white : the head and neck
are white, and not so full of feathers as those of

owls generally are, and from this circumstance
it appears not unlike a hawk : a large patch of

dark brown surrounds each eye, giving the bird

much the appearance of wearing spectacles ;

the legs are covered with feathers quite to the

toes, and are of a yellowish color. A specimen
of this curious bird may be seen in the Leverian

museum.
4. S. flammea, the common white owl.. The

elegant plumage of this bird makes amends for

the uncouthness of its form : a circle of soft

white feathers surrounds the eyes. The upper

part of the body, the coverts, and secondary fea-

thers of the wings, are of a fine pale yellow : on

each side of the shafts are two gray and two

thers are dusky, barred with red; the tail is of white spots, placed alternately; the exterior sides

a very deep brown, adorned on each side of the

shaft of the four middle feathers with a yellow
circle which contains a brown spot ;

the tip of

the tail is white. The horns of this species are

very small, and each consists of only a single

feather
; these it can raise or depress at pleasure ;

and in a dead bird are with difficulty discovered.

This kind is scarce; and is a solitary bird, avoid-

ing inhabited places. This species may be called

long-winged owls, the wings when closed reach-

of the "quill feathers are yellow; the interior

white, marked on each side with four black spots :

the lower side of the body is wholly white; the

interior sides of the feathers of the tail are white;

the exterior marked with some obscure dusky

bars
;

the legs are feathered to the feet : the feet

are covered with short hairs : the edge of the

middle claw is seriated. The usual weight is

eleven ounces; its length fourteen inches; its

breadth three feet. This species is almost do-

mestic ; inhabiting, for the greatest part of the
ing beyond the end of the tail; whereas in the inesnc , mii<un..p, ". & r-

common kinds they fall short of it. They are year, barns, hay lofts, and other out-houses ;
a,

birds of passage, and have been observed to visit are as useful in clearing those places

Lincolnshire in the beginning of October, and to as the congenial cat : towards twilight
t

retire early in the spring; so probably, as they their perch, and take a regular circuit , the

' '

fields, skimming along the ground in quest

field mice, and then return to their usual r

dence: in the breeding season they take to the

eaves of churches, holes in lofty buildings, or

hollows of trees. During the tune th: youni?

perform their migrations with the woodcock,
their summer retreat is Norway. During day,

they lie hid in long old grass ;
when disturbed,

seldom
fly far, but will light, and sit looking at

one, when the horns may be seen very distinctly.

They do not perch on trees like other owls.

They Usually fly in search of prey in cloudy hazy

are in the nest, the male and female alternately

sally out in quest of fool, make thr-ir circuit,
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beat the fields with the regularity of a spaniel,
and drop instantly on their prey in the grass.

They seldom stay out above five minutes; return

with their prey in their claws; but as it is neces-

sary to shift it into their bill, they always alignt
for that purpose on the roof, before they attempt
to enter their nest. This species do not hoot, but

snore and hiss in a violent manner; and, while

they fly along, will often scream most tremen-

dously. Their only food is mice. As the young
of these birds keep their nest for a great length
of time, and are fed even long after they can fly,

many hundreds of mice will scarcely suffice to

supply them with food. Owls cast up the bones,

fur, or feathers of their prey, in form of small

pellets, after they have devoured it, as hawks do.

A gentleman, on grubbing up an old pollard ash

that had been the habitation of owls for many
generations, found at the bottom many bushels

of this rejected stuff. Some owls, when they
are satisfied, hide the remainder of their meat

like dogs.
5. S. otus, the long eared owl, is found, though

not frequently, in the north of England, in Che-

shire, and in Wales. Mr. Hasselquist saw it

alive in Cairo, and it is not unfrequent all over

Egypt. Its weight, according to Dr. Latham, is

nine ounces ; the length fourteen inches and a half
;

the breadth thirty-four ; the irides are of a bright

yellow ; the bill black ; the breast and belly are

of a dull yellow, marked with slender brown
strokes pointing downwards ; the thighs and vent-

feathers of the same color, but unspotted. The
back and coverts of the wing are varied with

deep brown and yellow ; the quill feathers of the

same color, but near the ends of the outmost is

a broad bar of red
; the tail is marked with

dusky and reddish bars, but beneath appears ash-

colored
;
the horns or ears are about an inch

long, and consist of six feathers variegated with

yellow and black ; the feet are feathered down
to the claws.

6. S. passerina, the little owl, is very rare in

England; it is sometimes found in Yorkshire,

Flintshire, and also near London : in size it

scarcely exceeds a thrush, though the fulness of

its plumage makes it appear larger : the irides

are of a light yellow ; the bill of a paper color ;

the feathers that encircle the face are white tipt
with black

; the head brown, spotted with white ;

on the breast is a mixture of white and brown ;

the belly is white, marked with a few brown

spots ; the tail of the same color with the back ;

in each feather barred with white ;
in each

adorned with circular wl ; ie spots, placed op-
posite to one another on both sides of the

shaft
; the legs and feet are covered with fea-

thers down to the claws. The Italians make use
of this owl to decoy small birds to the limed

twig ; the method of which is exhibited in

Olina's Uccelliera, p, 65. Mr. Stuart, author of

the Antiquities of Athens, informed Mr. Pen-
nant that this species of owl was very common
in Attica

;
that they were birds of passage, and

appeared there in the beginning of April in great
numbers ; that they bred there

;
and that they

retired at the same time as the storks, whoss ar-

rival they a little preceded.
7. S. stridula. the tawny owl. The female of

this species weighs nineteen ounces
; the length

is fifteen inches; the breadth two feet eight
inches; the irides are dusky; the ears in this, as

in all owls, very large ; and their sense of hear-

ing very exquisite. The color of this kind is

sufficient to distinguish it from every other : that

of the back, head, coverts of the wings, and on
the scapular feathers, being a fine tawny red,

elegantly spotted and powdered with the black
or dusky spots of various sizes : on the coverts

of the wings, and on the scapulars, are several

large white spots : the coverts of the tail are

tawny, and quite free from any marks: the tail

is variously blotched, barred, and spotted with

pale red and black ; in the two middle feathers

the red predominates ; the breast and belly are

yellowish, mixed with white, and marked with

narrow black strokes pointing downwards : the

legs are covered with feathers down to the toes.

This is a hardier species than the Flammea
;
and

the young will feed on any dead thing, whereas
those of the white owl must have a constant sup-
ply of fresh meat. It is the strix of Aldrovan-

dus, and what we call the screech-owl, or hch

owl, to which the folly of superstition had given
the power of presaging death by its cries. The
ancients believed that it sucked the blood of

young children : a fact some think not incredi-

ble ; for Hasselquist describes a species found
in Syria, which frequently in the evening flies in

at the windows, and destroys the helpless infant.

See Ovid. Fast. vi. 135.

8. S. ulula, the brown owl, agrees with the

former in its marks; differing only in the colors :

in this the head, wings, and back, are of a

deep brown, spotted with black in the same man-
ner as the former ; the coverts of the wings and
the scapulars are adorned with similar white spots ;

the exterior edges of the four first quill feathers

in both are serrated : the breast in this is of a

very pale ash color mixed with tawny, and
marked with oblong jagged spots : the feet too

are feathered down to the very claws : the circle

round the face is ash-colored, spotted with

brown. Both these species inhabit woods, where

they reside the whole day : in the night they are

very clamorous ; and, when they hoot, their

throats are inflated to the size of a hen's egg.
In the dusk they approach our dwellings ; and

will frequently enter pigeon-houses, and make

great havoc in them. They destroy numbers of

little leverets, as appears by the legs frequently
found in their nests They also kill abundance

of moles, and skin them with as much dexterity
as a cook does a rabbit. They build in hollow

trees or ruined edifices ; lay four eggs, of an

elliptic form, and of a whitish color.

STROGONOFF (count Alexander de), a

Russian nobleman, born about the middle of the

eighteenth century, received a good education,

and in his youth displayed a strong taste for

French literature. Several years which he passed
at Paris doubtless occasioned this partiality;

returning to St. Petersburg, he was nominated

president of the Academy of the Fine Arts, and

made a noble use of his immense riches, by

giving an asylum in his palace to authors and

artists, and by forming a valuable collection of

paintings, medals, and engravings, and a rich li-
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He died at Petersburg, September 37th,

STR
brary.
1811.

STROGONOFF (count Paul), nephew of the

above, entered into the army, and served in

Austria in 1805, and in Prussia in 1807, when he

was made adjutant major-general. He was
afterwards employed against the Swedes in Fin-

land, and against the Turks in Moldavia; and
after being engaged against the French, in the

campaigns of 1812 and 1813, was killed under
the walls of Laon, in February 1814.

STROGONOFF (baron Alexander de), born in

1772, displayed an early genius for learning and
the arts, and travelled in Germany, France, and

Italy. He published at Geneva, in 1809, two
volumes of Letters to his Friends, written with

great taste, to which were added two remarkable

little pieces, entitled The History of the Cheva-

liers de la Valle"e : and the History of Pauline

Dupuis. The baron then labored under a state

of blindness and debility, which did not, how-

ever, disturb the tranquillity of his mind. His

death took place in September, 1815.

STROKE, n. s. & v. a. From strook, the pre-
terite of strike. A blow ; knock ; hostile blow

or act; sudden act of one body upon another;
sudden disease ; sound of a clock ;

touch
; power ;

efficacy.

He, hoodwinked with kindness, least of all men
knew who stroke him. Sidney.
As cannons overcharged with double cracks,

So they redoubled strokes upon the foe. Shakspeure,

What is 't o'clock ?

Upon the stroke of four. U, Ridiard III.

Take this purse, thou whom the heavens' plagues
Have humbled to all strokes. Id. King Lear.

The oars were silver,

Which to the tune of flutes kept stroke, and made
The water which they beat to follow faster,

As amorous of their strokes.

Id. Antony and Cleopatra,

He entered; and won the whole kingdom of Na-

ples, without striking a stroke. Bacon.

These having equal authority for instruction of the

young prince, and well agreeing, bare equal stroke

in divers faculties. Hayward.
He was taken prisoner by Surinas, lieutenant-

general for the king of Parthia, who stroke off his

head. Hakewill.

one of the finishing strokes to it, and help to conclude
the great work. Addismi.
A verdict more puts me in possession of my

estate; I question not but you will give it the finish-

ing stroke. Arbuthnot.
Oh lasting as those columns may they shine !

Free as thy stroke, yet faultless as thy line. Pope.
I had a long design upon the ears of Curl

; but
the rogue would never allow me a fair stroke at them,
though my penknife was ready. Swift.
At this one stroke the man looked dead in law

;

His flatterers scamper, and his friends withdraw.

Harte.

Isiodore's collection was the great and bold stroke,

which in its main parts has been discovered to be an

impudent forgery. Baker on Learning.

STROKE, v. a. Sax. ftfiacan. To rub gently
with the hand by way of kindness or endear-

ment ; to sooth.

The senior weaned his younger shall teach,
More stroken and made of when aught it doth aile

More gentle ye make it for yoke or the paile-
Tusser.

Thus children do the silly birds they find

With streaking hurt, and too much cramming kill.

Sidney.

Thy praise or dispraise is to me alike,

One doth not stroke me, nor the other strike.

Ben Jonson.

He set forth a proclamation, streaking the people
with fair promises, and humouring them with invec-

tives against the king and government. Bacon.

He dried the falling drops, and, yet more kind,

He stroked her cheeks. Dryden.
She plucked the rising flowers, and fed

The gentle beast, and fondly sLroahed his head.

Addison.

When the big-uddered cows with patience stand,

Waiting the sinkings of the damsel's hand. Gay.

STROKING, or rubbing gently with the hand, a

method which has been employed by some per-

sons for curing diseases. Mr. Greatrakes, or

Greatrix, the famous Irish stroker, is said to

have performed many wonderful cures. Hut,

if they really were effected, they are most un-

doubtedly to be attributed to the imagination of

the patient, rather than the operation of the prac-

titioner.

STROLL, v. n.
J

Fr. router ; qu. Lat. e.rtr.i

STROL'I.F.R, n. s. } and roll. To wander; ram-

Perfectly opacous bodies can but reflect the in- ble ; rove ; be a vagrant: the noun substantive

cident beams"; those that are diaphanous refract

them too, and that refraction has such a stroke in

the production of colours generated by the trnjec-

tion of light through drops of water, that exhibit a

rainbow through divers other transparent bodies.

Boyle.

Then on the crowd he cast a furious look,

And withered all their strength before he strook.

Dryden.
Both were of shining steel, and wrought so pure,

As might the strokes of two such arms endure. Id.

He lias a great stroke with the reader, when he

condemns any of my poems, to make the world have

a better opinion of them. tA.

Another in my place
would take it for a notable

stroke of good breeding, to compliment the reader.

L'Estrange.
The subtile effluvia of the male seed have the

greatest stroke in generation. Ray,

corresponding.

'Tis she who nightly slrowls with sauntering pace.

Gay.

She's mine, and thine, and strolling up and down.

Qranville.

Your wine locked up, your butler strolled abroad.

Pope.

These mothers stroll, to beg sustenance for then

helpless infants.

Two brother-hermits, saints by trade,

Disguised in tattered habits went

To a small village down in Kent ;

Where, in the stroller's canting strain,

They begged from door to door in vain.

The men of pleasure,
who never go to church,

form their ideas of the clergy from a few poorer,)//,

they often observe in the streets.

STROMATEUS, in icthyology, a genus of

fishes belonging to the order of apodes. 'I he
As he purchased the first success in the present .

=
,

. ... nlared in the

ir. by forcing into the service of the confederates head is compressed , the tee h are placed
,

, army that was raised against them, he will give jaws *nd palate ;
the body is oval and slippery ,

war,
an army
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and the tail is forked. There are three species :

1. S. cumarca; 2. S. fiatola; 3. S. paru; ac-

cording to Dr. Gmelin.

STROMBOLI, the most northerly of the Li-

pari islands, in the Mediterranean, belonging to

Naples. Though small it produces very good
wine, and the climate is mild and pleasant. The
'nhabitants derive their subsistence partly from

fishing, partly from the cultivation of fruits.

Stromboli has from tame immemorial been re-

markable for its volcano, the only one, perhaps,
whose fires are in a state of incessant activity.

Its mountain has two summits, one of great

height, but the crater is on its side. The

eruptions last for a few moments, but, recur-

ring at snort intervals, the flames are seen by
night, at a great distance, and are of considera-

ble service to navigators. It is called sometimes

the great light-house of the Mediterranean. The
matter thrown out consists of lava, ashes, and

stones; and each eruption is attended with an

explosive noise. Sixteen miles N. N. E. of Li-

pari, and thirty-four north of Melazzo, in Sicily.

STROMBUS, in natural history, a genus of

vermes, belonging to the order of testacea. The
animal is a Umax; the shell is univalve and

spiral ; the opening is much dilated, and ends in

a canal which turns to the left. Gmelin enume-
rates fifty-three species ; of which only one is

peculiar to Britain, viz. S. pes pelicani. The

spires are ten ; the lip is fingered ; the point

very snarp; the length two inches.

STROMOE, the largest of the Faroe Islands,
is situated in the centre of the group, and is

about thirty miles in length, and six in breadth.

It is deeply indented by bays and creeks, some
of which form good harbours, particularly that of

Westmanshavn, fit for the reception of vessels of

any size. Tne coast presents a series of sublime

scenery, the rocks rising in bold cliffs, almost

perpendicular to the water, and forming in many
places lofty detached columns : often are they
hollowed so as to form immense caverns ; and in

some cases they are completely perforated, and
afford a passage for boats. In the interior is the

mountain called Skieling Field, which rises to a

perpendicular height of 3000 feet. The popu-
lation of this and the neighbouring island, Nalsoe,
is about 1600; subsisting, as in the other Faroe

Isles, by fishing, cultivating a little corn, and

rearing cattle, but depending on Denmark for

annual supplies. In 1812 the number of horned
cattle was 600, of sheep 9000, and of fishing-
boats 150. The chief town is Thorrhaven.

STROMSTADT, a small town in West Goth-

land, Sweden, celebrated for its shell-fish, particu-

larly lobsters. It lies in a hilly district, contains

1100 inhabitants, and has a good harbour. Forty-
three miles N.N.W. of Uddevalla. Long. 11

12' E., lat. 58 55' 30" N.

STROND, n. s. For strand. The beach
;
the

bank of the water. Obsolete.

So looks the strand whereon the' imperious flood

Hath left a witnessed usurpation. Sliakspeare.

STRONG, adj. -\ Sax. r-tnanj. Vigorous;

STRONGFIST'ED, /forceful; of great power
STRONGHAND, n. sA or ability ; ardent; eager;
STRONG'LY, adv. i full ; potent ; valid ; con-

STRONGWA.TER, n.s. J firmed ; cogent: the ad-

verb corresponding : the compounds of obvious

meaning.
That our oxen may be strong to labour.

Psalm cxliv. 14.

While there was war between the houses of Saul

and David, Abner made himself strong for Saul.

2 Sam. iii. 6.

Let the foundations be ftrongly laid. Ezra vi. 3.

Produce your cause
; bring forth your strong rea-

sons. Isaiah.

In the days of his flesh he offered up prayers, with

strong crying and tears. Heb. v. 7.

Strong meat belongeth to them that are of full

age. Hebrews.
In process of time, an ungodly custom grown

strong was kept as a law. Wisdom xiv. 16.

Better is the poor, being sound and strong in con-

stitution, than a rich man afflicted in his body.
Ecclus. xxx. 14.

Though 'gan the villain wax so fierce and $trong
That nothing may sustain his furious force,

He cast him down to ground, and all along
Drew him through dirt and mire. Spenser.
When their captain dieth, if the seniory should

descend to his child, and an infant, another would
thrust him out by strongfand, being then unable to

defend his right. Id.

There is no English soul

More stronger to direct you than yourself,
If with the sap of reason you would quench,
Or but allay, the fire of passion.

Shakspeare. Henry VIII,

Messengers
Of strong prevailment in unhardened youth.

Shakspeare.
Within Troy's strong immures

The ravished Helen with wanton Paris sleeps. Id.

The strong-winged Mercury should fetch thee up
And set thee by Jove's side.

Id. Antony and Cleopatra.
When he was not six-and-twenty strong,

Sick in the world's regard, wretched and low,

My father gave him welcome to the shore.

Id. Henry IV.
All those accuse him strongly. Shakspeare.
Great Dunsinane he strongly fortifies. Id.

Her mother, ever strong against that match,
And firm for doctor Caius, hath appointed
That he shall shuffle her away. Id.

They wanting land wherewith to sustain their

people, and the Tuscans having more than enough,
it was their meaning to take what they needed by
Stronghand. Raleigh.
An army of English engaged between an army of

a greater number, fresh and in vigour on the one

side, and a town strong in fortification, and strong in

men, on the other. Bacon.

The colewort is an enemy to any plant, because it

draweth strongly the fattest juice of the earth. Id.

He was, at his rising from Exeter, between six

and seven thousand strong. Id.

This is one of the strongest examples of a persona-
tion that ever was. Id.

In choice of committees for ripening business for

the council, it is better to chuse indifferent persons
than to make an indifferency by putting in those

that are strong on both sides. Id.

Metals receive in readily strongtcaters ;
and strong-

waters do readily pierce into metals and stones : and

some will touch upon gold that will not touch upon
silver. Id. Natural History.

Many of their propositions savour very strong of

the old leaven of innovations. King Charles.

What strong cries must they be that shall drown
so loud a clamour of impieties! Decay of Piety. t
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The scriptures make deep and strong impressions

on the minds of men : and whosoever denies this,

as he is in point of religion atheistical, so in under-

standing brutish. Corbet.

The prince of Cambay's daily food

Is asps, and basilisk, and toad
;

Which makes him have so strong a breath,

Each night he stinks a queen to death. Hudibras.

A river of so strong a current that it suffereth not

the sea to flow up its channel. Heylyn.
I was stronger in prophecy than in criticism.

Dryden.
Add with Cecropian thyme strong-scented cen-

taury. Id.

The Marsian and Sabellian race,

Strong-limbed and stout. Id.

It is no matter how things are
; so a man observe

but the agreement of his own imaginations, and talk

conformably, it is all truth : such castles in the air

will be as strong holds of truth as the demonstrations

of Euclid. Locke.

Like her sweet voice is thy harmonious song,
As high, as sweet, as easy, and as strong. Smith.

The weak, by thinking themselves strong, are in-

duced to proclaim war against that which ruins

them
;
and the strong, by conceiting themselves weak,

are thereby rendered as useless as if they really were

so. Soiith's Sermons.

Those that are strong at sea may easily bring them

to what terms they please. Addison.

The dazzling light
Had flashed too strongly on hk aking sight. Id.

The knight is a much stronger tory in the country
than in town, which is necessary for the keeping up
his interest. Id.

But her own king she likens to his Thames,
Serene yet strong, majestick yet sedate,

Swift without violence, without terror great. Prior.

By mixing such powders, we are not to expect a

strong and full white, such as is that of paper ;
but

some dusky obscure one, such as might arise from a

mixture of light and darkness, or from white and

black, that is, a grey, or dun, or russet brown.
Newton's Opticks.

The heat of a human body, as it grows more in-

tense, makes the urine smell more strong.
Arbuthnot.

John, who was pretty strongfisted, gave him such

a squeeze as made his eyes water. Id.

Water impregnated with salt attenuates strongly.

The strongest and most important texts are these

which have been controverted ;
and for that very

reason, because they are the strongest. Waterland.

In Britain's lovely isle a shining throng
"War in his cause, a thousand beauties strong.

Tichell.

Full on his ankle fell the ponderous stone,

Burst the strong nerves, and crashed the solid bone.

Pope.

Get strong beer to rub your horse's heels. Swift.

chanical figures and machines
; and died at Car

lisle in 1798.

STRONGYLE, in ancient geography, one of
the bolides in the Tyrrhene Sea, on the coast of

Sicily; called also Naxos
; and now called Strom-

boli. It has a volcano, ten miles in circum-
ference. See STROMBOLI.
STRONTIA. Its basis is strontium, a metal

first procured by Sir H. Davy in 1808, precisely
in the same manner as barium, to which it is very
analogous, but has less lustre. It appeared fixed,

difficultly fusible, and not volatile. It became
converted into strontia by exposure to air, and.
when thrown into water, decomposed it with

great violence, producing hydrogen gas, and mak-

ing the water a solution of strontia. By igniting
the mineral strontianite (see HEAVY SPAR) in-

tensely with charcoal powder, strontia is cheaply

procured. Sir H. Davy, from indirect experi-

ments, is disposed to regard it as composed
of about 86 strontium -4- 14 oxygen, in 100

parts; and, supposing it to be composed of a

prime proportion of each constituent, the equi-
valent prime of strontium would be 6'143, and

of strontia 7' 143. But from the proportions
of the constituents in the carbonate, the prime of

strontia appears to be 6'4 or 6 - 5 ; and hence that

of strontium will be 5-5.

A beautiful red fire, now so frequently used

at the theatres, is composed of the following in-

gredients : forty parts dry nitrate of stroiainti,

thirteen parts of finely powdered sulphur, live

parts of chlorate of potash (hyperoxymuriate),
and four parts of sulphuret of antimony. The

chlorate of potash and sulphuret of antimony
should be powdered separately in a mortar, and

then mixed together on paper; after which they

may be added to the other ingredients, previously

powdered and mixed. No other kind of mixture

than rubbing together on paper is required.

Sometimes a little realgar is added to thesulphu-
ret of antimony, and frequently, when the fire

bums dim and badly, a very small quantity of

very finely powdered charcoal or lamp-black
will make it perfect.

STRONTIAN, in geography, a district of Ar-

gyllshire, in the parish of Ardnamurchan, long

famous for its lead mi-nes ;
but now famous for

the recent discovery of a new species of earth or

stone, found in it, and named from it.

STKOXTIAN, a village in the above district,

erected for the accommodation of the miners.

STRONTIAN, in mineralogy, a new species
of

earth lately discovered at Strontian. Dr. Kir-

wan says, the first information he received of it

was from Dr. Crawford in 1790. In the Miners
(ipt stronir beer to ran vour horse s neeis. ouniit . . . c

The ruinous consequents of Wood's patent have Journal for February 1791 a good descr.pt.on of

been strongly represented by both houses. Id. its external appearance, with some account .

ff.v i
.

** ,/. i. __i_ i __ i ..,n .. *-in Kl i . ln/l trnm IMP nil-
When the attention is "strongly fixed to any sub- chemical properties,

was published from the ob-

ject, all that is said concerning 'it makes a deeper in,- servations of Mr. Sulzer. Its external characters

are these : its color is whitish or light green ;
its

lustre common; its transparency intermediate

between the semitransparent and opaque; its

pression.
Watts.

STRONG (Joseph), an extraordinary genius,

born in Carlisle. Though blind from his birth,

he displayed an amazing degree of skill in me- fracture striated presenting oblong;
distinct con-

chanics. He not only made all hisown wearing cretions, somewhat uneven and b nt
fj

it. hard-

apparel, but constructed an organ, and played
well upon it. He went to London for the ex-

press purpose of visiting Mr. Stanley, the blind

organist. He also made a great number of me-

ness moderate, being easily scratcned, but not

scraped. It is very brittle ;
and its specific gra-

vity from 3-4 to 3-644.

its chemical qualities.

For a farther account of

See MlNERAI.OliY, ar-d
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Thorn. Chem. vol. I. p. 422, &c. It is not

affected by the sulphuric acid ; but, when di-

luted, 10,000 parts of it will dissolve one of

strontian. Diluted nitric acid dissolves it rapidly.
The muriatic acid, whether diluted or oxydated,
dissolves it in a similar manner. It has a strong
resemblance to barytes, but essentially differs

from it. Its specific gravity is less; it parts
with its carbonic acid when urged by heat soiue-

whac more readily, and without suffering fusion
;

when calcined, it imbibes moisture with vastly

greater avidity, swelling and cracking with more
heat and noise. Strontian dissolves much more

abundantly in hot water than barytes ; and the

form of the crystals of these pure earths is very
dissimilar. The compounds of strontian differ

from those of barytes. This earth, united to

nitric and muriatic acid, forms salts that suffer

changes from exposure to air, which do not hap-
pen to the nitrate and muriate of barytes. They
are likewise much more soluble in water, and
have crystals of a peculiar figure. The combi-
nations of strontian with acids are not, like those

of barytes, decomposed by prussiate of lime or of

potash. Strontian and . its compounds tinge

flame, which barytes does not. Lastly, these

earths disagree in the order of their attractions.

It is also distinguished from limestone; for it is

much heavier, and retains its fixed air with more

obstinacy in the fire. The incomparably greater

solubility of the pure earth in hot than in cold

water, and the crystalline form it assumes, suffi-

ciently distinguish it from lime, which the dispo-
sition of the nitrate and muriate to crystallize no
less tends to do. 100 parts of stronlian are com-

posed of 61 '21 of earth, 30-20 of carbonic acid,
and 8-59 of water.

STRONTITES, the name first given by Dr.
Charles Hope to the new earth ; now called

strontian, from the district where it was first dis-

covered

STROPHADES, in ancient geography, two
islands in the Mediterranean, on the west coast

of Peloponnesus, formerly called Plots ; famous
in the mythology for being the scene where Phi-

neus was tormented by the Harpies; till he was
delivered from them by his brothers-in-law, Ca-
lais and Zethes. The largest is five miles in cir-

cumference. ./Eneas's fleet stopped at them.

They are now called Strivali.

STROPHE, in ancient poetry, was a certain

number of verses, including a perfect sense, and

making the first part of an ode.

STROPHIUS, in history partly fabulous, the

son of Crisus, and king of Phocis. He married

Anaxibia, the sister of Agamemnon, by whom he
had PYLADES, celebrated for his friendship with

his cousin ORESTES ; who, upon the murder of

AGAMEMNON, was taken home by Strophius,
and educated with his own son. See these ar-

ticles.

STROPHULUS, in medicine, a papulous
eruption, peculiar to infants, and exhibiting a

variety of forms, described by Dr. Willan under
the titles of intertinctus, albidus, confertus, vola-

ticus, and candidus.

1. S. intertinctus, usually called the red gum,
and by the French efflorescence benigne. The

papulae characterising this affection rise sensibly

above the level of the cuticle, are of a vivid red

color, and commonly distinct from each other.

Their number and extent varies much in different

cases. They appear most constantly on the

cheeks, fore-arm, and back of the hand, but are

sometimes diffused over the whole body. The

papulae are, in many places, intermixed with

stigmata, and often with red patches of a larger

size, which do not, however, occasion any eleva-

tion of the cuticle. A child's skin thus variegated
somewhat resembles a piece of red printed linen ;

and hence this eruption was formerly called the

red gown, a term which is still retained in several

counties of England, and may be found in old

dictionaries. Medical writers have changed the

original word for one of a similar sound, but not

more significant. The strophulus intertinctus has

not, in general, any tendency to become pustular,
a few small pustules containing a straw-colored

watery fluid occasionally appear on the back
of the hand, but scarcely merit attention, as the

fluid is always re-absorbed in a short time with-

out breaking the cuticle. The eruption usually
terminates in scurf, or exfoliation of the cuticle;
its duration, however, is very uncertain, the pa-
pulae and spots sometimes remain for a length of

time without an obvious alteration, sometimes

disappear and come out again daily; but, for the

most part, one eruption of them succeeds an-

other at longer intervals and with more regularity.
This complaint occurs chiefly within the two first

months of lactation. It is not always accompa-
nied with or preceded by any disorders of the

constitution, but appears occasionally in the

strongest and most healthy children. Some au-

thors connect it with aphthous ulcerations com-
mon in children, supposing the latter to be a

part of the same disease diffused along the inter-

nal surfaces of the mouth and intestines. The
fact however seems to be that the two affections

alternate with each other; for those infants who
have the papulous eruption on the skin are less

liable to aphthae; and when the aphthae takes

place to a considerable degree the skin is gene-

rally pale and free from eruption. The stro-

phulus intertinctus is, by most writers, said to

originate from an acidity, or acrimonious quality
of the milk taken into a child's stomach, com-
municated afterwards to the blood, and stimu-

lating the cutaneous excretories. This opinion

might, without difficulty, be proved to have little

foundation. The pre-disposition to the complaint

may be deduced from the delicate and tender

state of the skin, and from the strong determi-

nation of blood to the surface, which evidently
takes place in infants. The papulous eruption
is, in many cases, connected with a weak, irrit-

able state of the alimentary canal, and consequent

indigestion. For, if it be by any means suddenly
repelled from the surface, diarrhea, vomiting,

spasmodic affections of the bowels, and often

general disturbance of the constitution succeed
;

but as soon as it re-appears those internal com-

plaints are wholly suspended. Dr. Armstrong
and others have particularly noted this recipro-
cation which makes the red gum, at times, a

disease of some importance, though in its usual

form it is not thought to be in any respect dan-

gerous. On their remarks a necessary caution
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is founded, not to expose infants to a stream of

very cold air, nor to plunge them unseasonably
in a cold bath. The most violent and even fatal

symptoms have often been the consequence of
such imprudent conduct.

2. S. albidus, by some termed the white gum,
is merely a variety of strophulus intertinctus, but
deserves some notice on account of the different

appearance of its papulae. In place of those
described as characterising the red gum, there is

a number of minute whitish specks, a little ele-

vated, and sometimes, though not constantly,
surrounded by a- slight redness. These papula,
when their tops are removed, do not discharge
any fluid ; it is, however, probable that they are

originally deformed by the deposition of a fluid

which afterwards concretes under the cuticle.

They appear chiefly on the face, neck, and

breast, and are more permanent than the papulae
of the red gum. In other respects they have the

same nature and tendency, and require a similar

plan of treatment. Although a distinctive name
has been applied to this eruption, when occur-

ring alone, yet it is proper to observe that in a

great number of cases there are red papulae and

spots intermixed with it, which prove its con-
nexion with the strophulus intertinctus.

3. S. confertus. An eruption of numerous

papulae, varying in their size, appears on dif-

ferent parts of the body in infants during denti-

tion, and has thence been denominated the tooth

rash : it is sometimes also termed the rank red

gum. About the fourth or fifth month after

birth an eruption of this kind usually takes place
on the cheeks and sides of the nose, extending
sometimes to the forehead and arms, but rarely
to the trunk or body. The papulae on the face

are smaller and set more closely together than in

the red gum ; their color is not so vivid, but they
are generally more permanent. They terminate

at length with slight exfoliations of the cuticle,

and often appear again in the same places a short

time afterwards. The papula? which in this com-

plaint occasionally appear on the back or loins,

are much larger, and somewhat more distant

from each other, than those on the face. They
are often surrounded by an extensive circle of

inflammation, and a few of them contain a semi-

pellucid watery fluid, which is re-absorbed when
the inflammation subsides. In the seventh or

eighth the strophulus confertus assumes a some-
what different form: one or two large irregular

patches appear on the arms, shoulder, or neck;
in which the papulae are hard, of a considerable

size, and set so close together that the whole
surface is of a high red color. Most commonly
the fore-arm is the seat of this eruption, the

papulae rising first on the back of the hand and

gradually extending upwards along the arm.

Sometimes, however, the eruption commences
at the elbow, and proceeds a little upwards and

downwards on the outside of the arm. It arrives

at its height in about a fortnight; the papulse
then begin to fade and become flat at the top,
afterwards the cuticle exfoliates from the part

affected, which remains discolored, rough, and

irregular, for a week or two longer.
An obstinate and very painful modification of

this disease takes place, though not often, on the
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lower extremities. The pspnla spread from the
calves of the legs to the thighs, nates, loins, and
round the body as high as the navel: being very
numerous and close together they produce a
continuous redness over all the parts above-
mentioned. The cuticle presently, however,
shrivels, cracks in various places, and finally

separates from the skin in large pieces. During
this process a new cuticle is formed, notwitl^

standing which the complaint recurs in a short
time and goes through the same course as before.
In this manner successive eruptions take place
during the course of three or four months, and
perhaps do not cease till the child is one year
old, or somewhat more. Children

necessarily
suffer great uneasiness from the heat and irrita-

tion occasioned by so extensive an eruption, yet,
while they are affected with it, they often remain
free from any internal or febrile complaint. This

appearance should be distinguished from the

intertrigo of infants, which exhibits a uniform,
red, smooth, shining surface, without papula,
and which affects only the lower part of the

nates and inside of the thighs, being produced
by the stimulus of the urine, &c., with which the

child's clothes are almost constantly wetted. The

strophulus confertus, where the child is other-

wise healthy, is generally ascribed to a state of

indigestion, or some feverish complaint of the

mother or nurse. Dr. Willan, however, asserts

that he has more frequently seen the eruption
when no such cause was evident. It may with

more probability be considered as one of the

numerous symptoms of irritation arising from the

inflamed and painful state of the gums in denti-

tion ; since it always occurs during that process,
and disappears soon after the first teeth have cut

the gums.
4. S. volaticus is characterised by an appear-

ance of small circular patches, or clusters of

papulae, arising successively on different parts of

the body. The number of papula? in each clus-

ter is from six to twelve. Both the papulae and

their interstices are of a high red color. These

patches continue red with a little heat or itching

for about four days, when they turn brown and

begin to exfoliate. As one patch declines an-

other appears at a small distance from it, and in

this manner the complaint often spreads gradu-

ally over the face, body, and limbs, not termi-

nating in less than three or four weeks. During
that time the child has sometimes a quick pulse,

a white tongue, and seems uneasy and fretful.

In many cases, however, the eruption takes place

without any symptoms of internal disorder. The

above complaint has been by some writers de-

nominated ignis volaticus infantum : under this

title Astruc and Lorry have described one of the

forms of crusta lactea, in which a successive

eruption of pustules
takes place on the same

spot, generally about the mouth or eyes, in chil-

dren of different ages, and sometimes in adults.

The maculse volatic* infantum mentioned by

Wittichius, Sennertus, and Sebizeus, agree in

some respect with the strophulus volaticus ; but

they are described by other German authors as a

species of erysipelas,
or as irregular efflorescences

affecting the genitals
of infants, and often proving

fatal. The strophulus
volaticus is a complaint by
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no means frequent. In most cases which have

come under Dr. Willan's observation it appeared
between the third and sixth month

;
in one in-

stance, however, it occurred about ten days after

birth, and continued three weeks, being gradually
diffused from the cheeks and forehead to the

scalp, afterwards to the trunk of the body and to

the extremities; when the patches exfoliated, a

red surface was left with slight border of de-

tached cuticle.

5. S. candidus. In this form of strophulus
the papulse are larger than in any of the forego-

ing species. They have no inflammation round

their base ; their surface is very smooth and

shining, whence they appear to be of a lighter

color than the adjoining cuticle. They are dif-

fused, at a considerable distance from each other,

over the loins, shoulders, and upper part of the

arms ;
in any other situation they are seldom

found. This eruption affects infants about a year

old, and most commonly succeeds some of the

acute diseases to which they are liable. Dr.

Willan has observed it on their recovery from a

catarrhal fever, and after inflammations of the

bowels or lungs. The papulae continue hard and

elevated for about a week, then gradually subside

and disappear.

STROUD, a town and parish in Shamwell

hundred, Kent, is separated from Rochester by
the river Medway, over which it has a stone bridge
of eleven arches. It is twenty-eight miles and a

half east from London. The church is a handsome

building, consisting of a nave and two aisles, 100

feet in length. In the south aisle is a stone

chapel, the pavement of which contains several

specimens of Mosaic; and the remains of an an-

cient mansion of the Knights'-Templars is still

discernible in a farm-house now called the Tem-

ple-house, on the banks of the river. Fair, 28th

of August.
STROUD, a market-town, in Bisley hundred,

Gloucester, situate on an eminence near the

Stroud-water, which empties itself into the Se-

vern, ten miles south-east of Gloucester, and 102

west by north from London. Its water is cele-

brated for the dyeing of scarlet and other grain

colors, on which account the clothing trade has

been extended for upwards of twenty miles along
the river, and on its banks are several fulling-
mills. The Severn canal passes this town to

Cirencester, and joins the Thames at Lechlade.

The church is a good building, having a high

spire at the west end and a tower in the middle.

Here are also meeting-houses for the dissenters,
an endowed free-school, and several charity-
schools. Market on Friday. Fairs, May 12th

and August 21st. It returns two members

STROUT, v. a. For Strut. To swell out ;

to puff out
; to enlarge by affectation.

1 will make a brief list of the particulars in an
historical truth nowise strouted, nor made greater by
language. Bacon.

STROY, v. a. For destroy.

Dig garden, stray mallow, now may you at ease.

Tusser,

STROZZI (Cyriacus), a Peripatetic philoso-

pher, born at Florence, in 1504. He became

professor of philosophy, and of Greek at Flo-

rence, Bologna, and Pisa; and in all these

places was much esteemed. He added two
books in Greek and Latin to Aristotle's Treatise

De Republica; and died in 1565.
STROZZI (Titus and Hercules), father and son,

two Italian poets, natives of Ferrara. They both
wrote in Latin, and their poems were printed
together in 8vo. at Venice, in 1513. They
consist of elegies, odes, &c., in a pleasing
style. Titus was born in 1422, and died in

1502, aged eighty Hercules, his son, was
killed by a rival in 1 508.

STRUCK. The old preterite and participle

passive of strike.

Down fell the duke, his joints dissolved asunder,
Blind with the light, and strucken dead with wonder.

Fairfax.
All liquors strucken make round circles, and dash.

Bacon.

Silent, and in face

Confounded, long they sat as strucken mute. Milton.

This message bear : the Trojans and their chief

Bring holy peace, and beg the king's relief ;

Struck with so great a name, and all on fire,

The youth replies, whatever you require. Dryden.
In a regular plantation, I can place myself in its

several centers, so as to view all the walks struck

from them. Spectator.

Some to conceit alone their taste confine,
And glittering thoughts struck out at every line.

Pope.

STRUCTURE, n. s. Fr. structure; Lat.

structura, structus. Act or practice of building ;

the manner of building ; building made.

Ecbatana her structure vast there shews,
And Hecatomphylos her hundred gates. Milton.

His son builds on, and never is content,
Till the last farthing is in structure spent. Dryden.

Several have gone about to inform them
; but, for

want of insight into the structure and constitution of

the terraqueous globe, have not given satisfaction.

Woodward.

High on a rock of ice the structure lay. Pope.
There stands a structure of majestick frame. Id.

STRUDEL (Peter), an eminent historical

painter, born in the Tyrolese, in 1680. He
settled at Vienna, where he adorned the palaces
and churches with many fine paintings. He
died in 1717.

STRUENSEE (John Frederick) was the son

of a clergyman of Halle, in Saxony, and born in

1737. At an early age he manifested promising
talents, and devoted himself to the study of me-
dicine ; having taken his degree of doctor in

1757 he removed to Altona, and there obtained

extensive practice. Besides the acquaintance he

formed with two persons, viz. count Von Ranzau

Aschberg and count Brandt, connected with his

subsequent fate, he acquired also, in the course of

his practice, the friendship of the widow of the

chief marshal of the court to Frederic V. ; and

thus was honored with an appointment, in 1768, to

be one of the physicians of the king, whom he ac-

companied in his tour to Germany, France, and

England. Soon after the marriage of Christian

VII. with Matilda, the English princess, an open

rupture succeeded a coolness that was observed

to subsist between this prince and the queen.
The queen-dowager availed herself of this cir-

cumstance with a view of recovering her influ
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dice. On the birth of the crown-prince the

misunderstanding between the queens increased;
nor did the king's tour contribute to lessen his

indifference towards his consort. On his return

the discontent was manifested openly, and divided
the nation into two parties. The most numerous

party was supported by the minister and the

principal officers of state ; and at the head of it

was count Hoik, the king's favorite. The queen-
dowager had her partisans at Friedensburg ; and
some young persons, who had neither influence

nor property, took part with Matilda, and enter-

tained hopes that, on account of her youth,

beauty, and engaging manners, a reconciliation

might be effected between her and the king. The

young queen, however, well knowing that these

friends had no experience in court intrigues,
formed her own plan, and determined to make

every possible effort for depriving count Hoik of

the royal favor, and thus of regaining the confi-

dence of the king. Hoik, for his own security,

endeavoured to widen the breach between the

royal pair ; and, conceiving that Struensee hated

the queen as much as he himself did, he per-
suaded his royal master to take Struensee with

him whenever he visited the queen. But, con-

trary to Hoik's expectations, the king became
attached to Struensee

;
and the queen remarking

this change became gradually familiarised to his

company. The crown-prince being at this time

successfully innoculated for the small-pox by
Struensee, the queen informed him that, in re-

compense of his services, he should be entrusted

with the prince's education.

Struensee was now made a counsellor of con-

ference, with a salary of 1500 dollars, and ap-

pointed reader to the king and queen. This new
favorite succeeded in his endeavours for producing
a complete reconciliation between the king and

his royal consort; which was followed by an in-

difference, on the part of the former, towards

Ilolk. Bernstorf, the minister, became jealous
of Struensee, and attempted, though unsuccess-

fully, to undermine the confidence reposed in

him by the king and queen. Soon after, the

court made a tour to Schleswic ;
and the heads

of the different parties composed the royal suite.

The queen behaved to both parties in the same

courteous manner. Brandt succeeded Hoik in

the king's favor and confidence ;
but Bemstorf,

though mortified by the loss of his influence over

the king, declined making a voluntary resigna-

tion. His fate, however, was soon determined,

and intimation was given him that his services

were no longer necessary. The remaining mem-
bers of government were dismissed, and the ad-

ministration was formed by the friends of the

queen and of Struensee. During these events,

the queen-dowager remained at Friedensburg,

watching their progress, and condoling with the

discarded ministers. The queen at length ob-

tained a complete triumph. The king behaved

to her with the affectionate tenderness which her

amiable qualities deserved ;
and Struensee pos-

sessed her confidence, and employed all possible
means to retain it. The king, naturally of a

weak mind, was secluded from society by Stru-

ensee
; and Brandt was commissioned to keep

him constantly occupied with amusements. The

king was gratified by this mode of life; the in-
fluence of Struensee was augmented ; and he at

length accomplished his main object, which was
that of preventing his majesty from personally
transacting any business with his ministers. In

process of time, or towards the close of the year
1770, a circumstance occurred which served to

place unlimited power in the hands of the young
queen and her ministers. Struensee neglected
no means to increase his power ; and, in order to

retain it the more securely, he prevailed on the

queen to commit to his management the whole
business of the cabinet.

In consequence of this measure, the whole form
of the government was new-modelled ; and pub-
lic business was transacted in the king's name,
by those immediately around him. But Struen-
see's paramount power was of no long duration.

His boldness, approaching to the highest degree
of insolence, degenerated into timidity when
any of his measures were opposed ; and, though
he conducted foreign affairs according to the prin-

ciples of sound policy, his internal administration,

perverted by avarice or ambition, did not answer
the purpose intended. The various measures
which he projected for the improvement of the

government and country, and which our limits

will not allow us to detail, excited disgust and
dissatisfaction amongst persons of every rank

and condition, from the highest to the lowest.

Struensee, however, was indefatigable in the

complicated duties of his office, and sedulously
attentive to the education of the crown-prince.
Two of his brothers were advanced to stations

of importance ; one in the new college of finance,

and the other in the department of war. Brandt,

Berger, the physician, and other confidential

persons, remained constantly near the king's

person, nor were any others, suspected to be a;l-

rerse to the existing order of things, permitted
to have any intercourse with him; so that his

indifference to public business gradually in-

creased, and his capacity for conducting it di-

minished. In July 1771 the queen was delivered

of a princess; and as she knew the surmises,

originating at Friedensburg, that w.re circulated

on this occasion, she was not unapprehensive
that they might serve as pretences to wrest from

her the power which she had acquired. She

was unfortunately dependent on Struensee, \\lio,

by the abuse of his power, had become an object

of detestation. Not content with being enrolled

in the list of the Spanish nobility, and being

created count, he invented a new title, or that of

private counsellor of the cabinet, and with this lie

acquired a degree of power which had never bet

enjoyed before by any minister of Denmark,

fact, it was this ambitious minister's aim to ai

nihilate the royal authority ;
and in the circun

stances then existing, and under the protectio

of the queen, if he had conducted himself with

more prudence, he would have defeated the

machinations of those who were meditating his

ruin.

But a spirit of discontent now pervaded all

ranks ; the sailors and the soldiers complained

of his conduct; and the populace joined

malcontents in their opposition
and murmur?

The dissatisfaction and tumult that prevailed m-
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creased Struensee's timidity : his measures were

indecisive, and his situation became every day
more dangerous. The British minister, actuated

by a respect for the young queen, endeavoured
to hasten his removal from power, and he himself

wished for a release. Accordingly he offered

him a sum of money to enable him to quit the

country. The queen, apprehending that her

enemies would get the king into their hands,
and obtain possession of all the royal power,

*
opposed this measure. A crisis, however, was

approaching; and Struensee could no longer
resist or control the counsels and operations of

those who were hastening his downfall. Not-

withstanding the measures which he adopted for

insuring his own personal safety, and which were

interpreted by the people into a kind of avowal
of his political misconduct, every thing conspired,
not only to accelerate his own ruin, but to favor

the plan which had been formed against the

young queen. On the morning of the 17th of

January, 1772, the inhabitants of Copenhagen
heard, not without astonishment and terror, that

this princess, count Struensee, his brother, count

Brandt, and all their friends and adherents, had
been arrested in the night. At three o'clock in

the morning, succeed ing a ball that had been given
at court the preceding evening, and after the

queen had closed about one o'clock with prince

Frederick, colonel Roller, an inveterate enemy
of Struensee's, whose regiment was on guard at

the palace, informed his officers, after having ad-

mitted them into the palace, that he had the

Ung's orders to take the queen into custody.
The officers, without requiring to see the orders,
which would have defeated the whole plan, im-

plicitly obeyed. Ranzau hurried into the king's

bed-chamber, and, drawing the curtains so as to

awaken him, told him, before he had time for

reflection, that his life was in danger.
' What

must we do ?' said the alarmed king :
' shall we

fly ? stand by me : give me your advice.'
'

Sign
this,' replied Ranzau,

'
it will save my sovereign

and the whole royal family.' The king took hold of

his pen. but let it drop as soon as he cast his eye
on the name of his consort. At length he suf-

fered himself to be persuaded ;
and Ranzau,

supported by colonel Eichstadt, whose dragoons
surrounded the palace, and some other officers,

carried out the fatal order ; and, in a manner the

most violent and brutal, seized the person of the

unfortunate Matilda, and conveyed her in a car-

riage to the castle of Cronenburg. Struensee's

arrest was followed by the appointment of a

commission for his trial ; and the proceedings

against him were carried on with great zeal and

severity. The indictment, drawn up by the fis-

cal general in very intemperate language, and

delivered to the court on the 21st of April, 1772,
after relating the circumstances of his life and

character, stated nine articles as capital charges.
' For many years before his fall,' says his biogra-

pher, who has compiled his article from a variety
of original documents, and of which we have

freely availed ourselves,
' Struense* had lived an

avowed free-thinker. He was convinced, how-

ever, of the existence of a Supreme Being, by
whom the world was created ;

but he considered

mankind as mere machines, governed by no

moral principle ; looked upon a future s>tate as
an idle dream

;
and believed that after death a

man had nothing to hope or to fear. During the
first week of his imprisonment he endeavoured

by these principles to compose his agitated mind ;

and, giving way also to the warmth of his imagi-
nation, fancied that a thousand circumstances

might occur to liberate him from his dangerous
situation. He was thus able, for a little time, to

bear up under his misfortunes, and to assume an

apparent cheerfulness ; but these were merely
palliatives, which losing their effect, he soon fell

into a state of the most violent anguish and dis-

may.
A visit, however, which he received from the

celebrated Dr. Munter, a clergyman of Copen-
hagen, who went to see him in prison on the 1st

of March, 1772, laid the foundation for a change
in his sentiments, which enabled him afterwards
to support his sufferings with more fortitude and

resignation. This worthy man discussed with
him proofs of Christianity ; listened to his

doubts and objections, and answered them in the
mildest yet most forcible manner ; and at length
gained so much on his heart that he gave himself

up entirely to his direction. When his trial

came on, his advocate, in a short written defence,
endeavoured to disprove all the charges that had
been brought against him, with the exception of

one, which was the disrespect personally shown
to the king. Of this he acknowledged himself

guilty, was heartily sorry for it, and threw him-
self on the mercy of his offended sovereign. The
court, however, which had resolved that Struensee
should suffer an ignominious death, rejected all

representations made in his favor, and on the
25th of April passed the following sentence:
' That after his right hand had been cut off he
should be beheaded

;
that his body should then

be quartered, and in that state publicly exposed ;

and that his head and hand should be affixed to

a pole.' On the next day, April the 26th, Dr.
Munter paid him a visit, and informed him that

this sentence had in every point been confirmed

by the king, and that the 28th was the day ap-
pointed for its being carried into execution. The
unfortunate count heard this intelligence with
the utmost composure ; and declared that, in

regard to the ignominious circumstances attend-

ing his doom, he was perfectly easy, as he be-
lieved in a future resurrection. He spent the

intervening time in a manner becoming his situa-

tion, and suffered according to his sentence along
with his friend Brandt, who had also been con-

demned, amidst an immense concourse of spec-
tators.

STRUG'GLE, v.n. & n. s. Of uncertain ety-

mology. To labor ; act with effort
; strive ; con-

tend : the effort, contention, or contest made.

In the time of Henry VIII. differences of religion
tore the nation into two mighty factions

; and, under
the name of Papist and Protestant, struggled in her

bowels with many various events. Temple.

Strong virtue, like strong nature, strugglei still,

Exerts itself, and then throws off the ill. Dryden.

I repent, like some despairing wretch

That boldly plunges in the frightful deep,
Then pants and struggles with the whirling waves,
And catches everv slender reed to save him. Smith.
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No man is guilty of an act of intemperance hut
he might have forborne it

; not without some trouble

from the itrugglings of the contrary habit, but still

the thing was possible. South.

If men struggle througr as many troubles to be
miserable as to be happy, my readers may be per-
suaded to be good. Spectator.

When, in the division of parties, men only strove
for the first place in the prince's favour, an honest

man might look upon the struggle with indifference.

Addisim.

It began and ended without any of those unnatural

struggles for the chair, which have disturbed the

peace of this great city. Atterbury.

STRU'MA, n. s. Lat. struma. A glandular

swelling ; the king's evil.

A glandulous consumption, such as does not affect

the lungs with a rupture of its vessels, and coughing

up blood, is produced by strumous or scrophulous
humours. Blackmore.

A gentlewoman had a struma about the instep,

very hard and deep about the tendons.

Wiseman's Surgery.
How to treat them when strumous, scirrhous, or

cancerous. Wiseman.

STRUM FIA, in botany, a genus of plants

belonging to the class of syngenesia, and to

the order of monogamia : CAL. quinquedentate
and superior: COR. pentapetalous : and the berry

monospermous. There is only one species ; viz.

S. maritima.

STRUM'PET, n. s. & v. a. Of doubtful ori-

ginal. Stropo vieux mot palliardise : Lat. stu-

prum. A whore; prostitute: to debauch.

If we two be one, and thou play false,

I do digest the poison of thy flesh,

Being strumpeted by the contagion. Shakspeare.

How like a younker or a prodigal
The skarfed bark puts from her native bay,

Hugged and embraced by the strumpet wind !

How like a prodigal doth she return,

Lean, rent, and beggared by the strumpet wind !

Id.

If to preserve this vessel for my lord

From any other foul unlawful touch,

Be not to be ^.strumpet, 1 am none. Id. Othello.

Common fame is as false and impudent as a com-

mon itrumpet. L'Estranye.

Honour had his due ;

Before the holy priest my vows were tied ;

So came I not & strumpet out a bride. Dryden.

STRUT, v. n. & n. s. Teut. strotzen, of Goth.

trotna. To walk with affected dignity ;
swell ;

play the fop or dandy : the noun substantive cor-

responding.
Adore our errours, laugh at's while we strut

To our confusion.

Shakspeare. Antony and Cleopatra.

Does he not hold up his head, and strut in his

gait 1 Shakspeare.

Though thou strut and paint,
Yet art thou both shrunk up and old. Ben Jonson.

The false syren
Struts on the waves, and shows the brute below.

Dryden.
We will be with you ere the crowing cock

Salutes the light, and struts before his feathered

flock. /''

The goats with "strutting dugs shall homeward

speed. 1'f-

The power appeased, with winds sufficed the sail,

The bellying
1 canvass strutted with the gale.

Id.

Voi. XXI.
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As thy strutting bags with money rise,

1 he love of gain is of an equal size. Id.

STRUTT (Joseph), artist and antiquary, was
born in 1749, at Springfield in Essex, where
his father was a miller. In 1764 he was arti-
cled to W. Wynn Ryland engraver, and in
1770 obtained the gold and silver medals of
the Royal Academy. Uniting the study of
antiquities with his art, he published in 1773 his
first work, entitled The Regal and Ecclesiastical

Antiquities of England, 4to., which contained

representations of all the English monarchs from
Edward the Confessor to Henry VIII. This
was followed by Horda Angel Cynnan, or a

complete view of the manners, customs, alms,
habits, &c., of the English, from the arrival of
the Saxons to the times of Henry VIII., &c.,
1774, 1775, and 1776, 3 vols. with 157

plates',
In 1777 and 1778 he published A Chronicle of

England, which he meant to extend to six vo-

lumes, but dropped the design for want of en-

couragement. His Biographical Dictionary of

Engravers appeared in 1785 and 1786, in 2
vols. In 1790 he was obliged by his health to

quit the metropolis and retire into Hertfordshire,
where he occupied himself in a series of plates
for the Pilgrim's Progress. In 1795 he returned
to London, and began to collect materials forliis

Complete View of the Dresses and Habits of

the People of England, &c., the first volume of

which appeared in 1796, and the second in

1799, 4to. In 1801 he published his last and
most distinguished work, entitled the Sports and
Pastimes of the People of England, with forty

plates, of which a new octavo edition, with 140

plates, edited by Hone, has been lately project-

ed. He died in London in October 1802, aged

fifty-three. He left some MSS. in the posses-

sion of his son, from which have since been

published his Queen Hoo Hall, a Romance,
and Ancient Times, a Drama, 4 rols. 12mo. ;

also The Test of Guilt, or Traits of Ancient

Superstition, a dramatic tale.

STRUTHIO, in natural history, a genus of

birds belonging to the order of grallae
of Linne ;

but, according to the new classification of Dr.

Latham, it forms, along with the dodo, casua-

rius, and rhea, a separate order, under the

name of struthiones.

I. S. camelus, the ostrich, lias a bill some-

what conical ;
the wings are so short as to be

unfit for flying ; the thighs J.<id sides ot the

body are naked; the feet are formed for run-

ning, having two toes, one only of which is

furnished with a nail. In this respect it differs

entirely from the cassowary, which has three toes

complete. The ostrich is without doubt the

largest of all birds; it is nearly eight feet in

length, and, when standing upright,
from s

to eight feet in height. We are told in tl

Gentleman's Magazine that two ostriches were

shown in London in 1750, and that the male

was ten feet in height, and weighed 3Jcwt

The hoai and bill somewhat resemble those c

a duck ; and the neck may be likened to that

of a swan, but that it is much longer ;
the legs

and thij-hs resemble those of a hen, though

the whole appearance bears a strong resemblance

to that of a camel. But, though usually seven

\
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feet high from the top of the head to the ground,
from the back it is only four

; so that the head

and neck are above three feet long. From the

top of the head to the rump, when the neck

is stretched out in a right line, it is six feet

long, and the tail is about a foot more. One
of the wings, without the feathers, is a foot

and a half; and being stretched out, with the

feathers, is three feet. The plumage is much
alike in all ; that is, generally black and white,

though some of them are said to be gray.
There are no feathers on the sides, nor yet on

the thighs, nor under the wings. The lower

part of the neck, about half way, is covered

with still smaller feathers than those on the

belly and back ; and those also are of different

colors. All these feathers are of the same kind,
and peculiar to the ostrich ;

for other birds

have several sorts, some of which are soft and

downy, and others hard and strong. Ostrich

feathers are all almost as soft as down, being

utterly unfit to serve the animal for flying, and still

less adapted to be a proper defence against exter-

nal injury. The feathers of other birds have the

webs broader on one side than the other, but those

ofthe ostrich have their shaft exactly in the middle.

The upper part of the head and neck are covered

with a very fine clear white hair, that shines like

the bristles of a hog ;
and in some places there

are small tufts of it, consisting of about twelve

hairs, which grow from a single shaft about the

thickness of a pin. At the end of each wing
there is a kind of spur, almost like the quill of a

porcupine. It is an inch long, hollow, and of
a horny substance. There, are two of these on
each wing, the largest of which is at the extremi-

ty of the bone of the wing, and the other a foot

lower. The neck is slender in proportion to

that of other birds, from its not being furnished

with feathers. The skin in this part is of a livid

flesh color. The bill is short and pointed, and
two inches and a half at the beginning. The ex-

ternal form of the eye is like that of a man, the

upper eye-lid being adorned with eye-lashes,
which are longer than those on the lid below.
The tongue is small, very short, and composed
of cartilages, ligaments, and membranes, inter-

mixed with fleshy fibres. In some it is about an
inch long, and very thick at the bottom; in

others only half an inch, and a little forked at

the end. The thighs are very fleshy and large,

being covered with a white skin inclining to red-

ness, and wrinkled like a net, whose meshes ad-
mit the end of the finger. Some have small
feathers on the thighs ; others have neither fea-

thers nor wrinkles. The legs are covered before
with large scales ; the end of the foot is cloven,
and has two very large toes, which are also co-
vered with scales. These toes are of unequal
sizes. The largest, which is on the inside, is

seven inches long, including the claw, which is

nearly three-fourths of an inch in length, and
almost as broad. The other toe is but four

inches long, and is without a claw. The inter-

nal parts of this animal are no less peculiar. At
the top of the breast, under the skin, the fat is

two inches thick ; and on the fore part of the

belly it is as hnrd as snet, ;>!id about two inches
and a halt thick in some places. It has two dis-

tinct stomachs. Tae lowermost, in its natural

situation, somewhat resembles the crop in other

birds ; but it is considerably larger than the

other stomach, and is furnished with strong
muscular fibres, circular and longitudinal. The

upper stomach has outwardly the shape of the

stomach of a man ; and upon opening is always
found filled with a variety of discordant sub-

stances, hay, grass, barley, beans, bones, and

stones, some of which exceed in size a pullet's

egg. The kidneys are eight inches long and two

broad, and differ from those of other birds in

not being divided into lobes. The heart and

lungs are separated by a midriff as in quadru-
peds, and the parts of generation also bear a

very strong resemblance. The ostrich is a na-

tive only of the torrid regions of Africa, and has

long been celebrated by those who have had oc-

casion to mention the animals of that region.
Its flesh is prohibited in Scripture to be eaten ;

and most of the ancient writers describe it as

well known. Its race is transmitted down with-

out mixture, and it has never been known to

breed out of that country which first produced
it. It seems formed to live among the sandy
and burning deserts of the torrid zone ; and, as

in some measure it owes its birth to their genial
influence, so it seldom migrates into other tracts.

The Arabians assert that the ostrich never drinks,
and the place of its habitation confirms the as-

sertion. In these dreary regions ostriches are

seen in large flocks, like a regiment of cavalry,
and have often alarmed a whole caravan. There
is no desert, how barren soever, but what is ca-

pable of supplying these animals with provisions ;

they eat almost fvery thing; and these barren
tracts are thus doubly grateful, as they afford

both food and security. The ostrich is of all

animals the most voracious. It will devour lea-

ther, glass, hair, iron, stones, or any thing.
Those substances which the coats of the stomach
cannot soften, pass whole : so that glass, stones,
or iron, are excluded in the form in which they
were devoured. In an ostrich dissected by
Rauby there appeared such a quantity of hete-

rogeneous substances, that it was wonderful how
an animal could digest such an overcharge of

nourishment. Valisnieri also found the first

stomach filled with a quantity of incongruous
substances ; grass, nuts, cords, stones, glass,

brass, copper, iron, tin, lead, and wood; apiece
of stone was found among the rest that weighed
more than a pound. He saw one of these ani-

mals that was killed by devouring a quantity of

quicklime. In their native deserts, however, it

is probable they live chiefly upon vegetables,
where they lead an inoffensive and social life ;

the male, as Thevenot assures us, assorting with

the female with connubial fidelity. They are

said to be very much inclined to venery. They
copulate like other birds by compression. They
lay very large eggs, some of them being above

five inches in diameter, and weighing above fif-

teen pounds. These eggs have a very hard shell

somewhat resembling those of the crocodile, only
those of the latter are less and rounder. The
season for laying depends on the climate. In

the north part of Africa, this season is early in

July ; in the south about the nd of December.
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These birds are very prolific, and lay generally
from forty to fifty eggs at one clutch, which are

as big as a child's head. It has been affirmed

that the female deposits them in the sand, leaves

them to be hatched by the heat of the climate,
and the young to shift for themselves. But no
bird has a stronger affection for her young than

the ostrich, nor none watches her eggs with

greater assiduity. In those hot climates, indeed,
there is less necessity for the continual incuba-

tion of the female ; and she often leaves her

eggs, which are in no danger of being chilled by
the weather ; but, though she leaves them by day,
she always carefully broods over them by night ;

and Kolben, who has seen great numbers of

them at the Cape of Good Hope, affirms that

they bit on their eggs like other birds, and that

the male and female take this office by turns.

Nor is it true that they forsake their young after

they are excluded the shell. On the contrary,
the young ones are not even able to walk for se-

veral days after they are hatched. During this

time the old ones are very assiduous in supply-

ing them with grass, and encounter every danger
in their defence. The young, when brought

forth, are of an ash color the first year, and are

covered with feathers all over. But in time

these feathers drop ;
and those parts which are

covered assume a different and more becoming

plumage. The beauty of a part of this plumage,

particularly the long feathers that compose the

wings and tail, is the chief reason that man has

been so active in pursuing this harmless bird to

its deserts, and hunting it with no small degree
of expense and labor. The ancients used those

plumes in their helmets ; our military wear them

in their hats ; and the ladies make them an or-

nament in their dress Those feathers which are

plucked from the animal while alive are much
more valued than those taken when dead, the

latter being dry, light, and subject to be worm-
eaten. Besides the value of their plumage, some
of the savage nations of Africa hunt them also

for their flesh, which they consider as a dainty.

They sometimes also breed these birds tame, to eat

the young ones. Some nations have obtained

the name of Struthiophagi, or ostrich eaters,

from their peculiar fondness for this food ;
and

the Romans themselves were not averse to it.

The eggs of the ostrich are said to be well tast-

ed, and extremely nourishing ; but they are too

scarce to be fed upon, although a single egg be a

sufficient entertainment for eight men. As the

spoils of the ostrich are thus valuable, man has

become their most assiduous pursuer. The Ara-

bians train up their fleetest horses to hunt the

ostrich. Of all the varieties of the chase, this is

said to be the most entertaining. As soon as the

hunter comes within sight of his prey, he puts
on his horse with a gentle gallop, so as to keep
the ostrich still in sight, yet not so as to terrify him.

Of all known animals, the ostrich is by far the

swiftest in running : upon observing himself, there-

fore, pursued at a distance, he begins to run at first

but gently. In this situation he resembles a man
at full speed ; his wings, like arms, keep work-

ing with a motion corresponding to that of his

legs ; and his speed would very soon snatch him

from the view of his pursuers; but, instead of

going off in a direct line, he takes his course in

circles; while the hunters still make a small
course within, relieve each other, meet him at

unexpected turns, and keep him thus still follow-

ed, for two or three days together. At last,

spent with fatigue and famine, and finding all

power of escape impossible, he endeavours to
hide himself from those enemies he cannot avoid,
and covers his head in the sand or the first

thicket he meets. Sometimes, however, he at-

tempts to face his pursuers ; and, though the
most gentle animal in nature, when driven to

desperation he defends himself with his beak,

wings, and feet. Such is the force of his mo-
tion, that a man would be unable to withstand

him in the shock. The Struthiophagi have an-

other method of taking this bird
; they cover them-

selves with an ostrich's skin, and, passing up an
arm through the neck, thus counterfeit all the

motions of this animal. By this artifice they

approach the ostrich, which becomes an easy

prey. He is sometimes also taken by dogs and
nets ; but the most usual way is that mentioned

above. When the Arabians have thus taken an

ostrich, they cut its throat; and, making a liga-

ment below the opening, they shake the bird as

one would rinse a barrel ; then, taking off the

ligature, there runs out from the wound in the

throat a considerable quantity of blood mixed

with the fat of the animal ;
and this is consider-

ed as one of the greatest dainties. They next

flay the bird; and of the skin, which is strong
and thick, sometimes make a kind of vest, which

answers the purpose of a cuirass and a buckler.

Others do not kill their captive, but endeavour

to tame it, for the purposes of supplying those

feathers which are in so great request. The in-

habitants of Dara and Lybia breed up whole

flocks of them, and they are tamed with very

little trouble. In this domestic state, they are

often ridden upon and used as horses. Moore

assures us that at Jour he saw a man travelling

upon an ostrich ; and Adanson asserts that at

the factory of Podore he had two ostriches,

which were then young, the strongest of which

ran swifter than the best English racer, although

he carried two negroes on his back. As soon as

the animal perceived itself thus loaded, it set

off running with all its force, and made several

circuits round the village, till at length the -peo-

ple were obliged to stop it by barring ui> the

way.
II. 1. S. casuarius, the cassowary (the gnlr-

ated cassowary of Dr. Latham) was first brought

into Europe from Java by the Dutch about 1597.

It is nearly equal in size to the ostrich, but its

legs are much thickerand stronger in proportion.

This conformation gives it an air of strength

and force, which the fierceness and singularity
of

its countenance conspire to render formidable

It is five feet and a half long from the point of the

bill to the extremity of the claws The legs arc

two feet and a half high from the belly to the end

of the claws. The head and neck together are

one foot and a half; and the largest toe, including

the claw, is five inches long. The claw alone o

the least toe is three inches and a half in leng

The wing is so small that it does not appear, it

being hid under the feathers of the back.

X *
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other birds a part of the feathers serve for flight,

and are different from those that serve merely for

covering ; but in the cassowary all the feathers

are of the same kind, and outwardly of the same
color. They are generally double, having two long

shafts, which grow out of a short one, which is

fixed in the skin. Those that are double are always
of an unequal length ; for some are fourteen inches

long, particularly on the rump, while others are

not above three. The beards that adorn the stem or

shaft are about half way to the end, very long,
and as thick as a horse-hair, without being sub-

divided into fibres. The stem or shaft is flat,

shining, black, and knotted below ; and from
each knot there proceeds a beard ; likewise the

beards at the end of the large feathers are per-

fectly black, and towards the root of a gray

tawny color; shorter, more soft, and throwing out

fine fibres like down ; so that nothing appears

except the ends, which are hard and black ; be-

cause the other part, composed of down, is quite
covered. There are feathers on the head and
neck ;

but they are so short and thinly sown that

the bird's skin appears naked, except towards the

hinder part of the head, where they are a little

longer. The feathers which adorn the rump are

extremely thick
;
but do not differ in other re-

spects from the rest, excepting their being longer.
The wings, when they are deprived of their

feathers, are but three inches long ; and the

feathers are like those on other parts of the body.
The ends of the wings are adorned with five

prickles of different lengths and thickness, which
bend like a bow

;
these are hollow from the roots

to the very points, having only that slight sub-

stance within which all quills are known to have.

The longest of these prickles is eleven inches ;

and it is a quarter of an inch in diameter at the

root, being thicker there than towards the extre-

mity ; the point seems broken off. The part
however which most distinguishes this animal is

the head ; which though small, like that of an

ostrich, does not fail to inspire some degree of

terror. It is bare of feathers, and is armed with

a helmet of horny substance, that covers it from
the root of the bill to near half the head back-
wards. This helmet is black before and yellow
behind. Its substance is very hard, being formed

by the elevation of the bone of the skull ; and it

consists of several plates, one over another, like

the horn of an ox. Some suppose that this is

shed every year with the feathers ; but the most

probable opinion is that it only exfoliates slowly
like the beak. To the peculiar oddity of this

natural armour may be added the color of the eye
in this animal, which is a bright yellow ; and the

globe being, above an inch and a half in diameter,

gives it an air equally fierce and extraordinary.
The hole of the ear is very large and open, being
only covered with small black feathers. The
sides of the head, about the eye and ear, being
destitute of any covering, are blue, except the

middle of the lower eye-lid, which is white. The

part of the bill which answers to the upper jaw
in other animals is very hard at the edges above,
and the extremity of it is like that of a turkey
cock. The end of the lower mandible is slightly

notched, and the whole is cf a grayish brown,

except a green spot on each side. As the beak

admits a very wide opening, this contributes

much to the bird's menacing appearance. The
neck is of a violet-color, inclining to that of slate ;

and it is red behind in several places, but

chiefly in the middle. About the middle of the

neck before, at the rise of the large feathers, there

are two processes formed by the skin, which re-

semble somewhat the gills of a cock, but that

they are blue as well as red. The skin which
covers the fore part of the breast, on which this

bird leans and rests, is hard, callous, and without

feathers. The thighs and legs are covered with

feathers, and are extremely thick, strong, straight,
and covered with scales of several shapes; but

the legs are thicker a little above the foot than in

any other place. The toes are likewise covered
with scales, and are but three in number

; for

that which should be behind is wanting. The
claws are of a hard solid substance, black without
and white within. The internal parts are equally
remarkable. The cassowary unites with the

double stomach of animals that live upon vege-
tables the short intestines of those that live upon
flesh. The intestines of the cassowary are thir-

teen times shorter than those of the ostrich. The
heart is very small, being but an inch and a half

long, and an inch broad at the base. Upon the

whole it has the head of a warrior, the eye of a

lion, the defence of a porcupine, and the swift-

ness of a courser. Thus formed for a life of

hostility, for terrifying others, and for its own

defence, it might be expected that the cassowary
was one of the most fierce and terrible animals

of the creation. But nothing is so opposite to

its natural character ; it never attacks others ;

and, instead of the bill, when attacked, it rather

makes use of its legs, and kicks like a horse, or

runs against its pursuer, beats him down, and
treads him to the ground. The manner in which

this animal moves is not less extraordinary than

its appearance. Instead of going directly for-

ward it seems to kick up behind with one leg;
and then, making a bound onward with the other,

it goes with such prodigious velocity that the

swiftest racer would be left far behind. The vo-

raciousness of the ostrich obtains as strongly here

The cassowary swallows every thing that comes
within the capacity of its gullet. The Dutch
assert that it can devour not only glass, iron,

and stones, but even burning coals, without tes-

tifying fear or injury. It is said, that the passage
of the food through its gullet is performed so

speedily, that even the eggs which it has swal-

lowtd whole pass through it unbroken. In fact,

the alimentary canal of this animal, being ex-

tremely short, it may happen that many kinds of

food are indigestible in its stomach, as wheat or

currants are to man when swallowed whole. The

cassowary's eggs are of a gray ash color, inclin-

ing to green. They are marked with a number
of little tubercles of a deep green, and the shell

is not very thick. The largest of these is fifteen

inches round, one way, and about twelve the

other. The southern parts of the East Indies

seem to be the natural climate of the cassowary..

His domain begins where that of the ostrich ter-

minates. The latter has never been found beyond
the Ganges; while the cassowary is never seen

nearer than the islands of Banda, Sumatra, Java,
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the Molucca Islands, and the corresponding parts
of the continent. Yet even here this animal seems
not to have multiplied in any considerable de-

gree, as we find one of the kings of Java making
a present of one of these birds to the captain of a

Dutch ship, considering it as a very great rarity.
2. S. casuarius Novae Hollandiae, the New

Holland cassowary, differs considerably from
the common cassowary. It is a much larger

bird, standing higher on its legs, and having the

neck longer than in the common one. Total

length seven feet two inches. The bill is not

greatly different from that of the common casso-

wary ;
but the horny appendage or helmet on the

top of the head in this species is totally wanting :

the whole of the head and neck is also covered

with feathers, except the throat and fore part of

the neck about half way, which are not so well

feathered as the rest ;
whereas in the common

cassowary the head and neck are bare and carun-

oulated as in the turkey. The plumage in gene-
ral consists of a mixture of brown and gray, and
the feathers are somewhat curled or bent at the

ends in the natural state : the wings are so very
short as to be totally useless for flight, and in-

deed are scarcely to be distinguished from the

rest of the plumage, were it not for their standing
out a little. The long spines which are seen in

the wings of the common sort are in this not ob-

servable, nor is there any appearance of a tail.

The legs are stout, formed much as in the pre-

ceding, with the addition of their being jagged or

sawed the whole of their length at the back part.

This bird is common in New Holland and Botany

Bay. Though it cannot fly, it runs so swiftly
that a greyhound can scarcely overtake it. The
flesh is said in taste to resemble beef.

STRUTHIOLA, in botany, a genus of the

monogynia order and tetrandria class of plants :

COR. wanting : CAL. tubulous, with eight glan-

dules at its mouth ; the berry is without juice,

and monospermous. There are three species,

viz., 1. S. erecta; 2. S. nana ;
and 3. S. virgata;

which are all plants of foreign extraction.

STRUTHIONES, in ornithology, struthious

birds, a new order of birds, very properly classed

by Dr. Latham as distinct from the grallse, with

which they were formerly classed by Linnaeus.

It consists of the didus,ordoda (see DIDUS); the

rhea, or American ostrich (see RHEA) ; and the

ostrich and cassowary. See STRUTHIO.

STRUTHIOPHAGI, an ancient nation of

Ethiopia, so called from eating ostriches. See

ETHIOPIA.

STRUTHIOUS, from struthio. Of or belong-

ing to the ostrich, or to that order of birds.

STRUVIUS (George Adam), a learned Ger-

man, born at Magdeburg in 1619. He became

professor of jurisprudence at Jena, and counsellor

to the duke of Saxony. In 1653 he published a

great work, entitled Syntagma Juris leudalis;

and in 1663 another entitled Syntagma Juris

Civilis. He died in 1692 aged seventy-three.

STRUVIUS (Burchard Gotthelf), son of the pre-

ceding, was born at Weimar in 1761. He settled

at Jena
;
followed his father's profession,

and was

much esteemed for his learning and integrity. He

published many works, and died in 1 738, aged

sixty-seven.

STRY, a circle of Austrian Poland, between
Hungary and the circle of Lemberg. It is one
of the largest in Galicia, having a superficial ex-
tent of 3100 square miles. Its appearance differs

completely in the south and north, the former
consisting almost entirely of mountains, the latter
of extensive plains. A single large river (the
Dniester) traverses it from west to east, and then
from north to south; it is intersected in various
directions by smaller streams.

STRY, or STRYI, a town of Austrian Galicia,
the capital of the above circle, stands on a small
river of the same name, which divides here into
a number of branches. It is surrounded with a
wall and ditch, has a castle, a Catholic and a
united Greek church, with a circular school, and
5500 inhabitants. Thirty-five miles W. N. W.
of Halicz, and forty-two south of Lemberg.
STRYCHNIA, or STRYCHNINE, is an alkalin

substance obtained from the bean of the strychncn

ignatia by the following process: The bean was

rasped down as small as possible. It was then

exposed to the action of nitric ether in a Papin's

digester. The residue, thus deprived of a quan-
tity of fatty matter, was digested in alcohol as

long as that re-agent was capable of dissolving

any thing. The alkoholic solutions were evapo-
rated to dryness, and the residue redissolved in

water. Caustic potassa being dropped into the

solution a white crystalline precipitate fell, which

was strychnia. It was purified by washing it in

cold water, dissolving it in alkohol, and crystal-

lising it. Strychnia was obtained likewise from

the bean of the strychnos ignatia, by boiling the

infusion of the beau with magnesia, in the same

manner as Robiquet had obtained morphia from

the infusion of opium.
The properties of strychnia, when in a state of

purity, are as follows : It is crystallised in very
small four-sided prisms, terminated by four-sided

low pyramids. It has a wh.te color; its taste is

intolerably bitter, leaving a metallic impression

in the mouth. It is destitute of smell. It is

not altered by exposure to the air. It is neither

fusible nor volatile, except at temperatures at

which it undergoes decomposition. It is charred

at the temperature at which oil enters into ebul-

lition (about 580). When strongly heated it

swells up, blackens, gives out empyreumatic oil,

a little water, and ascetic acid ; carbonic aciil

and carburettcd hydrogen gases are disengaged,

and a bulky charcoal remains behind, \\hen

heated with peroxide of copper it gives out only

carbonic acid gas and water. It is very little

soluble in cold water, 100,000 parts
of that

liquor dissolving only fifteen parts
of strychnia;

but it dissolves in 2500 times its weight .

boiling water. A cold solution of strychnia in

water may be diluted with 100 times its volume

of that liquid, without losing its hitter t

When strychnia is introduced into the stomae

it acts with prodigious energy. A locked jaw is

induced in a very short tin.e, and the animal is

speedily destroyed. Half a grain of strychnia

blown into the throat of a rabbit proved
fatal ...

five minutes, and brought on locked jaw .r

m
&SSate of strychnia

i< a salt which crystallises

in transparent cubes, soluble in less t!
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times its weight of cold water. Its taste is in-

tensely bitter, and the strychnia is precipitated
from it by all the soluble salifiable bases. It is

not altered by exposure to the air.

Muriate of strychnia crystallises in very small

needles, which are grouped together, and before

the microscope exhibit the form of quadrangular

prisms. When exposed to the air it becomes

opaque. It is more soluble in water than the

sulphate, has a similar taste, and acts with the

same violence upon the animal economy as all

the other salts of strychnia.

Phosphate ofstrychnia crystallises in four-sided

prisms. It can only be obtained neutral by
double decomposition.

Nitrate of strychnia can be obtained only by

dissolving strychnia in nitric acid, diluted with

a great deal of water. The saturated solution,

when cautiously evaporated, yields crystals of

neutral nitrate in pearly needles. This salt is

much more soluble in hot than in cold water.

Its taste is exceedingly bitter, and it acts with

more violence upon the animal economy than pure

strychnia. It seems capable of uniting with an

excess of acid. When heated it becomes yellow,
and undergoes decomposition. It is slightly so-

luble in alkohol, but it is insoluble in ether.

When concentrated nitric acid is poured upon
strychnia it immediately strikes an amaranthine

color, followed by a shade similar to that of

blood. To this color succeeds a tint of yellow,
which passes afterwards into green. By this

action the strychnia seems to be altered in its

properties, and to be converted into a substance

still capable of uniting with acids.

Carbonate of strychnia is obtained in the form
of white flocks, little soluble in water, but soluble

iu/carbonic acid. Acetic, oxalic, and tartaric

acids, form with strychnia neutral salts, which
are very soluble in water, and more or less ca-

pable of crystallising. They crystallise best when

they contain an excess of acid. The neutral ace-

tate is very soluble, and crystallises with diffi-

culty.

Hydrocyanic acid dissolves strychnia, and
forms with it a crystallisable salt. Strychnia
combines neither with sulphur nor carbon. When
boiled with iodine a solution takes place, and
lodate and hydriodate of strychnia are formed.
Chlorine acts upon it precisely in the same way.
Strychnia, when dissolved in alkohol, has the

property of precipitating the greater number of
metallic oxides from their acid solutions. It is

precipitated by the alkalies and alkaline earths ;

but the effect of the earths proper has not been
tried.

STRYCIINOS, or STRYCHNUS, in botany, a

genus of the monogynia order and pentandria
class of plants ; natural order twenty-eighth, lu-

ridae : COR. quinquefid : BERRY unilocular, with
a wooden bark. The species are four; viz. 1. S.

colubrina
; 2. S. ignatii ;

3. S. mix vomica
; 4.

S. potatorum ; are all natives of foreign countries.
See Nux VOMICA.

STRYMA, an ancient town of Thrace, founded

by a Thracian colony. Herodotus vii. 109.

STRYMON, in ancient geography, a river

constituting the ancient limits of Macedonia and
Thrace ; rising in Mount Scombrus (Aristotle),

and formerly called Conozus. Authors dirler as

to the modern name of this river.

STRYPE (John), an English divine, descended

from a German family, born at London and edu-

cated at Cambridge. He was vicar of Low Lay-
ton in Essex, and distinguished himself by his

compilations of Lives and Memoirs, in which, as

Dr. Birch remarks, his fidelity and industry will

always give a value to his writings, however
destitute they may be of the graces of style. He
died in 1737, after having enjoyed his vicarage

nearly sixty-eight years.
STUART (lady Arabella), daughter of Charles,

earl of Lennox, the younger brother of Henry,
lord Darnley, husband of queen Mary and king
of Scotland. Her mother was Elizabeth, daughter
of Sir William Cavendish. Lady Arabella was
born in 1577, but her near relation to the royal

family only involved her in trouble. About the

end of queen Elizabeth's reign, the pope formed

the plan of placing her on the throne of England,
and marrying her to cardinal Farnese, brother to

the duke of Parma. The project was approved
by the French court ;

and after the accession of

James VI. some English peers entered seriously
into the scheme. But, the plot being discovered,
some of the conspirators were executed. Some
time after this she was privately married to the

honorable William Seymour, son of the earl of

Hertford ; but James hearing of it committed
them both prisoners to the tower. Seymour
escaped from prison and got off to France. Lady
Arabella accompanied him

; but was taken and

remanded to the tower, where she died in 1615 ;

adding one more to the number of unfortunate

royal Stuarts.

STUART (Sir Charles), an English general, son

of the marquis of Bute, was born in 1753. After

having been presented at the principal European
courts, he entered into the army, and was ap-

pointed aid-de-camp to the viceroy of Ireland.

In 1775 he was sent to America, where he dis-

tinguished himself; and at the beginning of the

late war was made a major-general, and employed
in the Mediterranean. Here he made himself

master of Corsica, and, after having conciliate '

the minds of the inhabitants towards the British

government, returned home in 1796. His next

service was in Portugal, whither he was sent at

the beginning of 1797, at the head of an auxiliary

corps of 8000 men ; and not only secured trie

country against the hostile designs of the French

directory, but also contributed to the future suc-

cess of the British arms in the Peninsula. In

1 798 he distinguished himself by the conquest
of Minorca, which he had scarcely completed
when he was summoned to the defence of Sicily,

which he effectually guarded from the French.

At the close of the same year he was ordered

to Malta ; and, after having taken the fortress of

La Valette by blockade, returned to England : to

his representations it was owing that the British

government retained possession of that island.

He died in 1801, leaving two sons.

STUART (James Edward Francis), the eldest

son of James II., by his second wife, Mary of

Modena, was born in London June 10th, 1688 ;

and was but five months old when his father

was dethroned, and his mother with her infant
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fled to France. He was the child with whom
this unfortnnate princess is said to have stood for

some time in a bleak night under the shelter of

Lambeth church wall, waiting for a boat. An
attempt was made at the peace of llyswick, in

1697, to insure the future restoration of this

young prince to the throne of England : an at-

tempt defeated only by the opposition of his

father, as William III. had agreed to procure
the recognition of the prince of Wales, as he was

styled, as his successor. On the death of the ex-

king, in 1701, Louis XIV. recognized his son as

king of England, by the title of James III., and
a proclamation in the name of the latter was
addressed to the English nation

;
but no mea-

sures were at this time adopted in his favor. The
death of William III. revived his hopes; but

nothing beyond unavailing negociation took place
till 1708, when a maritime expedition against
Scotland was fitted out, in which the prince em-
barked. The armament, however, being attacked

by an English fleet of superior force, returned

to France without landing ;
and the young ad-

venturer (who now assumed the name of the

chevalier de St. George) joined the French army
in Flanders, and distinguished himself at the

battle of Malplaquet. In the latter part of the

reign of Anne several intrigues were set on foot

to secure the restoration of her brother, or his

succession to the crown after her death ;
but on

the treaty of Utrecht taking place in 1713 he was

obliged to submit to a retirement from France,
and when he returned to Paris resided there in-

cognito. The regent duke of Orleans wished to

maintain peace with George I.
;
and the British

ambassador at Paris was rnformed of the pro-

jects of the chevalier de St. George by the abbe

Strickland, one of his agents, who betrayed his

confidence. When, therefore, the earl of Mar
raised in Scotland the standard of the Stuarts,

and proclaimed this prince under the title of

James VIII.
;
and the latter embarking at Dun-

kirk, made a descent on the Scottish coasts
;
he

soon perceived that success was hopeless, and

was obliged to return to France. But that king-

dom no longer yielded him an asylum, and he

was forced to remove first to Avignon and then

lo Rome. The prince was a few years after in-

vited to Spain, where he was well received by

Philip V.; but the visit had no important in-

fluence on his affairs, and Rome again became

his retreat. IP 1720 he married Mary Casimira

Sobieska, grand-daughter of the famous John

Sobieski, king of Poland, a union not attended

with domestic happiness, and a separation be-

tween the husband and wife was with difficulty

prevented. He took no active part in the expe-

dition against Scotland under his son in 174.5,

and died January 2d, 1766.

STUART (Charles Edward Louis Philip Casi-

mir), son of the preceding,
known by the ap-

pellation of the young pretender, was born at

Rome December 31st, 1720. In his youth he

was called the count of Albany, and under that

vitle travelled in the north of Italy, and visited

Parma, Genoa, and Milan. The war which

broke outbptween England and France, in 1740,

inspired the exiled family with hopes, and ex-

cited the young prisce to risk his person in a

memorable attempt towards the recovery of thr>

British throne. In June 1745 he embarked with
a few followers at Nantes, and, landing on the
western coast of Scotland, found himself ere lon^
at the head of a considerable army. Hnvin'r
taken possession of Perth, he proclaimed hi?
father king of England, Scotland, and Ireland,

by the style of James III., and himself regent'.
The submission of Edinburgh, and the victory
of Preston pans, raised the hopes of his adherents,
and induced them to march into England ; where

they proceeded as far as Derby; but disappointed
in his hopes of a general insurrection, ami
alarmed at the approach of an English army, the

prince found it necessary to return. The battle

of Falkirk, which he gained in January 1746, was
his last success; for he was soon after obliged to

raise the siege of Stirling, and the decisive batiK;

of Culloden, fought on the 27thof April, save t;,

death blow to his hopes. For several succeeding
months the young pretender suffered the miseries

and privations of a wretched outcast. At length
he embarked on board a French vessel, and, afie;

escaping some English cruisers, landed in safety
at St. Pol de Leon in Brittany, October 10th,

1746. On the signature of the treaty of Aix-la-

Chapelle, two years after his return, he found

himself obliged to quit France. He then wont

to reside at Rome. In 1755 the French minis-

ters, in consequence of disputes with the English

government, appear to have projected a new in-

vasion ;
and Charles Edward went to Nanci, and

held a conference on the subject with count

Lally; but, the differences between the two go-

vernments being adjusted, the design of invasion

was relinquished, and the prince returned to

Rome. He soon after married the young prin-

cess of Stolberg Gnedern; but this union did not

answer the views of any of the parties
concerned

in it. He had no children by his wife, who'i?

he appears to have used in a brutal nianne:,

which induced her at length to take refuge in a

convent in Florence; and she subsequently

found an asylum with her brother-in-law, the

cardinal of York, at Rome. Charles Edward

Stuart spent the latter part of his life at Florence,

abandoned to the lowest sensual indulgences ;

and died in that city January 31st, 1788. He is

said to have been in England in 1753, when lord

Holdernesse, .enquiring of George II. what

should be done with him, the king said,
' No-

thing; when he is tired of staying here, let him

go away.' It has been also asserted that he came

here again at the period of the coronation of his

late majesty.
STUART (Henry Benedict Maria Clement),

cardinal of York, younger brother of the pre-

ceding, the last descendant of the royal line

the Stuarts, was born at Rome, March 20th,

1725, and, being destined for thechuich, the I ope

bestowed on him the right to hold benefices

without receiving the ecclesiastical tonsure.

1745, when the last effort was made for the res-

toration of his family, he went to France, and

assumed the command of troops assembled

Dunkirk; but the battle of Culloden prevented

the embarkation of this armament, and prii

Henry returned to Rome. He now took hols

orders, and in 1747 pope Benedict M\ '
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him to the purple : he was subsequently made
chancellor of the Basilic of St. Peter, and bishop
of Frescati. On the death of his brother in 1788

he assumed the title to which the family had as-

pired ;
and on that occasion caused a medal to

be struck, with the inscription
' Henricus nonus,

Anglise Rex ;' and on the obverse,
' Gratia Dei,

non Voluntate Hominum.' Succeeding events

had the singular effect of rendering the cardinal

of York a dependent on the bounty of the late

king of England ; for, when the French conquered

Italy, he was obliged to flee to Venice, and was

indebted for his support to a pension from our

court. In 1801 he returned to Rome, and be-

came dean of the sacred college. His death took

place in 1807.

STUART (Gilbert), LL. D., son of George Stu-

art, professor of humanity at Edinburgh, was born

in 1746. Having finished his classical studies in

the university, he applied himself to jurispru-

dence, without probably intending to follow the

profession of the law. For that profession he

has been represented as unqualified by indo-

lence ; by a passion which at a very early period
of life he displayed for general literature ;

or by
boundless dissipation : and all these circum-

stances may have contributed to make him re-

linquish pursuits in which he could hope to suc-

ceed only by patient perseverance and strict

decorum of manners. That he did not waste

his youth in idleness, is, however, evident from

An Historical Dissertation concerning the An-

tiquity of the British Constitution, which he

published before he had completed his twenty-
second year, and which had so much merit as to

induce the university of Edinburgh to confer

upon the author, though so young a man, the

degree of LL. D. After a studious interval of

some years, he produced a valuable work, under
the title of A View of Society in Europe, in its

Progress from Rudeness to Refinement : or, en-

quiries concerning the History of Laws, Govern-

ment, and Manners. He had read and meditated

with patience on the most important monuments
of the middle ages : and in this volume (which

speedily reached a second edition) he aimed

chiefly at the praise of originality and invention,
and discovered an industry that is seldom con-

nected with ability and discernment. About the

time of the publication of the first edition of this

performance, having turned his thoughts to an
academical life, he asked for the professorship of

public law in the university of Edinburgh. Ac-

cording to his own account he had been pro-
mised that place by the minister, but had the

mortification to see the professorship bestowed
on another, and all his hopes blasted by the in-

fluence of Dr. Robertson, whom he represented
as under obligations to him. This part of the

story, however, seems very incredible; as it is not

easy to conceive how it ever could be in the power
of Dr. Stnart to render to the learned principal

any essential service. It was believed indeed by
the earl of Buchan, and by others, who observed
that the illiberal jealousy not unfrequent in the

world of letters was probably the source of this

opposition ; which entirely broke the intimacy
of two persons who, before that time, were un-

derstood to be on the most friendly footing with

each other. Ingratitude, however, is as likely
to have been the vice of Dr. Stuart as of Dr
Robertson ; for we have been told by a writer

(Chalmers, in his Life of Ruddiman), who, at

least in one instance, has completely proved what
he affirms, that,

< such was Gilbert Stuart's laxity
of principle as a man, that he considered ingra-
titude as one of the most venial sins

;
such was

his conceit, as a writer, that he regarded no one's

merits but his own
;
such were his disappoint-

ments, both as a writer and a man, that he al-

lowed his peevishness to sour into malice, and

indulged his malevolence till it settled in corrup-
tion.' Soon after this disappointment Dr. Stuart

went to London, where he became, from 1768 to

1774, one of the writers of the Monthly Review.
In 1772 Dr. Adam, rector of the high school of

Edinburgh, published a Latin grammar, which
he intended as an improvement of the famous
Ruddiman's. Stuart attacked him in a pamphlet
under the name of Bushby, and treated him with

much severity. In doing this, he was probably
actuated more by some personal dislike of Dr.
Adam than by regard for the memory of his

learned relation ; for on other occasions he
showed sufficiently that he had no regard to Rud-
diman's honor, as a grammarian, editor, or critic.

In 1774 he returned to his native city, and began
the Edinburgh Magazine and Review, in which
he discussed the liberty and constitution of Eng-
land, and distinguished himself by an enquiry
into the character of John Knox the reformer,
whose principles he reprobated in the severest

terms. About this time he revised and published
Sullivan's Lectures on the Constitution of Eng-
land. Soon after he turned his thoughts to the

history of Scotland, and published Observations

concerning its Public Law and Constitutional

History ; in which he examined with critical care

the preliminary book to Dr. Robertson's History.
His next work was the History of the Reforma-
tion ; a book which deserves praise for the easy

dignity of the narrative, and for strict impar-

tiality. His last great work, The History of

Scotland from the Establishment of the Refor-

mation to the death of Queen Mary, which ap-

peared in 1782, has been very generally read and
admired. His purpose was to vindicate the

character of the injured queen, and expose the

weakness of the arguments by which Dr. Robert-

son had endeavoured to prove her guilty ; but,

though the style of this work is his own, it con-

tains very little matter which was not furnished

by Goodall and Tytler ;
and it is with the arms

which these two writers put into his hands that

Dr. Stuart vanquished his great antagonist. In

1782 he once more visited London, and engaged
in the Political Herald and English Review; but,
the jaundice and dropsy increasing on him, he
returned by sea to his native country, where he

died, in the house of his father, on the 13th of

August 1786. In his person, Dr. Stuart was
about the middle size and justly proportioned.
His countenance was modest and expressive,
sometimes glowing with sentiments of friendship,
of which he was truly susceptible, and at others

darting that satire and indignation at folly and
vice which appear in some of his writings. He
was a boon companion ; and, with a constitution
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lhat might have stood the shock of ages, he fell a

premature martyr to intemperance. His talents

were certainly great, and his writings are useful
;

but he seems to have been influenced more by
passion than principle, and in his character there

was not much to be imitated. Of his style in

writing, see our article LANGUAGE.
STUART (James), a celebrated architect and

antiquary, born in London in 1709. His father,
who was a mariner, died while James was a boy,

leaving a widow and four children, of whom he

was the eldest, without any means of support.

James, having an excellent turn for drawing, soon

provided for the whole family, by painting fans.

He soon after found a place for one of his sisters

with his employer in the fan trade. Mean time

he made astonishing exertions and acquisitions in

various branches of learning. To perfect himself

in drawing, he studied anatomy, geometry, the

mathematical sciences in general, and at last,

wishing to understand the Latin inscriptions on

prints, he made himself master of that language,
and soon after of the Greek, all by his own ex-

ertions without a teacher. His mother dying,
after procuring places for his brother and second

sister, he set out upon his travels to the conti-

nent on foot. He travelled through Holland and

France to Paris, stopping occasionally at differ-

jen towns, only so long as to gain as much as

would carry him forward. At length he arrived at

Home, where he attracted the attention and pa-

tronage of Sir Jacob Bouverie and Mr. Dawkins,
who were astonished at his courage and perse-
verance. Here he also formed an intimacy with

Mr. Revett the celebrated architect. Under the

auspices of these gentlemen, Revett and he set

out for Athens, where they remained several

years, and made a number of drawings of the

relics of ancient architecture. About this period,

too, he engaged as chief engineer in the army of

the empress queen of Hungary. When the cam-

paign was over, he went back to Athens, and

completed his drawings, which on his return to

England, after fourteen years absence, he engraved
and published, to the surprise and gratification

of the learned world. The first volume was

published in 1762, under the title of Antiquities
of Athens. This work, with the fame of his

travels, procured him the title of Athenian Stuart.

Upon his arrival, he had been received into Mr.

Dawkin's family; and lord Anson, admiring his

genius and exertions, appointed him surveyor of

Greenwich hospital, which he held till his death.

In 1781, after studying Grecian antiquities for

seventy-two years, he fell in fancy will) a modern

British beauty, an accomplished young lady of

Sittingbourne in Kent, only in her twentieth year.

Disparity of years were not objected to on the

lady's part. They were married, and she bore

him four children. This extraordinary genius
died in 1788, aged seventy-nine; and other 2

vols. of his Antiquities of Athens have been

published since his death.

STUB, n. s. & v. a. Sax. p^b; Belg. and

Dan. stubbe, stob ; Lat. stipes. A stump; a

thick short stock left when the rest is cut off: to

force up ; extirpate.
To buy at the stub is the best for the buyer,

More timely provision the cheaper is fire. Tuase*.

Dametus guided the horses so ill, that tht vhe
coming over a great ttub of a tree, overturned tht
coach.

Sidney
All about old stocks and stubs of trees,

Whereon nor fruit nor leaf was ever seen,
Did hang upon the ragged rocky knees. Spenser.
Upon cutting down of an old timber tree, the stub

hath put out sometimes a tree of another kind.

Bacons Natural History.A pain he in his head piece feels,

Against a stabbed tree he reels,
And up went poor Hobgoblin's heels. Drayton.
To spight the coy nymphs,

Hang upon our stubbed horns

Garlands, ribbons, and fine poesies. Ben Jonsou.
\ ou shall have more ado to drive our dullest and

laziest youth, our stocks and stubs, from the infinite

desire of such a happy nurture, than we have now to

haul our choicest wits to that asinine feast of sow
thistles and brambles. Milton.

Prickly stubs instead of trees are found,
Or woods with knots and knares deformed and old

;

Headless the most, and hideous to behold. Dryden.
His two tusks serve for fighting and feeding ; by

the help whereof he stubs up edible roots out of the

ground, or tears off the bark of trees.

Grew's Hfuseum.

The base is surrounded with a garland of black and

stubby bristles. Id.

The other tree was grieved,
Grew scrubby, dried a-top, was stunted

;

So the next parson stubbed and burnt it. Su-ift.

STUBBE (Henry), an English writer of un-

common talents, born at Partney in Lincoln-

shire, 28th February 1631. His father was a

minister of the church of England, hut turning

Baptist was ejected and went with his family to

Ireland. But the rebellion breaking out, in 1641,
the mother returned to England with her son,

and settling in London, where she maintained

herself by sewing, sent Henry to Westminster

school. The boy's talents were soon observed

by Dr. Busby, the master, who recommended

him to Sir Henry Vane, and these two patronised

him, and supplied him with money, books, &c.,

to complete his education. In 1649 he was

elected student of Christ Church, Oxford ;
and

in 1657 was made under keeper of the Bodleian

library ;
but was ejected upon the restoration,

having made himself obnoxious by his publica-

tions on the other side. He then went to Strut-

ford-upon-Avon, where he practised physic. In

1661 he went to Jamaica, with the title of king's

physician ; but, the climate disagreeing with him,

he returned ;
and engaged in a violent contro-

versy with the Royal Society. After various

other literary controversies, and publishing many

books, which are now no longer read, he was

drowned on crossing a river, July 12th 167(5.

STU BBS (George), an ingenious English

writer, who was rector of GranviHe, m Dorset-

shire. He wrote many of the best papers ;n (he

Freethinker, in 1718, in conjunction
with Am-

brose Philips, and others. He also published A

New Adventure of Telemachus ;
2. A Dialogui

on Beauty between Socrates and Aspasio, :n thr

manner of Socrates; and, 3. A Translation of

Madam Sevi^ne's Letters, the first that ever ap

peared in English, and much in the spirit
i

original.

STVBBS (George),
was born in 1724 at 1
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verpool, where, in early life, he was distinguished

by his anatomical pursuits. At the age of thirty

he went to Rome for improvement, and on his

return settled in the metropolis. In 1766 he

published the Anatomy of the Horse ; all the

plates of which were drawn and engraved by
himself. As a painter of animals, particularly
the race courser, he was not excelled by any of

his contemporaries, and his pictures of the Lion

and Horse, and the Lion and Stag, were de-

servedly applauded. Mr. Stubbs was also the

inventor of a species of painting landscapes on

large plates of enamel ; and he published several

prints, chiefly of animals. At the time of his

death he was employed on a work entitled

a Comparative Anatomical Exposition of the

Structure of the Human Body, with that of a

Tiger and Common Fowl. He was a man of

such muscular strength that he has more than

once carried a dead horse on his back up two

pair of stairs to his dissecting room on the attic

floor. He was an associate of the Royal Aca-

demy, and died in 1806.

STUB'BLE, n. s Fr. eslouble ; Lat. stipulu.

The stalks of corn left in the field by the reaper.
This suggested

At some time, when his soaring insolence

Shall reach the people, will- be the fire

To kindle their dry stubble, and their blaze

Shall darken him for ever. Shakspeare.

You, by thus much scene,

Know by the stubble what the come hath beene.

Chapman.
If a small red flower in the stubble fields, called

the wincopipe, open in the morning, be sure of a fair

day. Bacun .

His succeeding years afford him little more than

the stubble of his own harvest. Dryden.
After the first crop is off, they plow in the wheat

ttubble. Mortimer's Husbandry.
Thrice happy Dick employed in threshing stubble,

Thy toil is lessened, and thy profits double. Swift.

STUB'BORN, adj. }
Derived by Minshew

STUB'BORNLY, adv. from stoutborn ; referr-

STUB'BORNNES, n.s. J edbyJuniustOTi/Sapoe;
and deduced better by Mr. Lye from stub, per-

haps from stub-horn. Johnson. There is a

Belgic styvern, of the same meaning. Obstinate
;

inflexible; stiff; contumacious; hardy; firm:

the adverb and noun substantive corresponding.
The queene is obstinate,

Stubborn to justice, apt
t' accuse it, and

Disdainful to be tried by 't.

Shakspeare. Henry VIII.

Stubbornly he did repugn the truth,

About a certain question in the law.

Id. Henry VI.

He chose a course least subject to envy, between
stiff stubbornness and filthy flattery. Hayward.
Then stood he neere the doore, and proud to draw

The stubborne bow, thrice tried, and thrice gave law.

Chapman.
He believed he had so humbled the garrison that

they would be no longer so stubborn. Clarendon.

I'll not flatter this tempestuous king,
But work his stubborn soul a nobler way. Dryden.

Take a plant of stubborn oak,
And labour him with many a sturdy stroke. Id.

Patriots, in peace, assert the people's right,
With noble stitbborness resisting might. Id.

Stubbornness, and an obstinate disobedience must
be mastered with blows, Lucke.

'

All this is to be had only from the epistles them*

selves, with stubborn attention, and more than com-
mon application. Id.

He wilfully neglects his book, and stubbornly re-

fuses any thing he can do. Id.

Patience under torturing pain,
Where stubborn stoicks would complain. Sicift.

STUC'CO, n. s. Ital. stucco ; Fr. stuc. A
kind of fine plaster for walls.

Palladian walls, Venetian doors,
Grotesco roofs, and stucco floors. Pope.

STUCCO, in building, is a composition of white
narble pulverised, and mixed with plaster of

lime ; and the whole, being sifted and wrought
up with water, is used like common plaster: this

is called by Pliny marmoratum opus, and alba-

riurn opus.
A patent has been granted to Mr. B. Higgins

for inventing a new kind of stucco, or water ce-

ment, more firm and durable than any heretofore.

Its composition, as extracted from the specifica-
tion signed by himself, is as follows :

' Drift-

sand, quarry, or pit-sand, which consists chiefly
of hard quartose flat-faced grains with sharp
angles ; which is the freest, or may be easily
freed by washing, from clay, salts, and calca-

reous, gypseous, or other grains less hard and
durable than quartz ; which contains the smallest

quantity of pyrites or heavy metallic matter in-

separable by washing ; and which suffers the

smallest diminution of its bulk in washing in the

following manner is to be preferred before any
other. And where a coarse and fine sand of this

kind, and corresponding in the size of their

grains with the coarse and fine sands hereafter

described, cannot be easily procured, let such
sand of the foregoing quality be chosen as may
be sorted and cleansed in the following manner :

Let the sand be sifted, in streaming clear water,

through a sieve which will give passage to all

such grains as do not exceed one-sixteenth of an
inch in diameter ;

and let the stream of water
and the sifting be regulated so that all the sand,
which is much finer than the Lynn-sand com-

monly used in the London glass-houses, together
with clay and every other matter specifically

lighter than sand, may be washed away with
the stream, whilst the purer and coarser sand,
which passes through the sieve, subsides in a

convenient receptacle, and whilst the coarse rub-

bish and rubble remain on the sieve to be reject-
ed. Let the sand which thus subsides in the

receptacle be washed in clean streaming water

through a finer sieve, so as to be further cleansed

and sorted into two parcels ; a coarser, which
will remain in the sieve, which is to give passage
to such grains of sand only as are less than one-

thirtieth of an inch in diameter, and which is to

be saved apart under the name of coarse sand ;

and a finer, which will pass through the sieve

and subside in the water, and which is to be

saved apart under the name of fine sand. Let

the coarse and the fine sand be dried separately,
either in the sun or on a clean iron plate, set on

a convenient surface, in the manner of a sand-

heat, and stirred continually till dried, else it

will be discolored. Let lime be chosen, which

is stone-lime, which heats the most in slaking,
slakes the quickest when duly watered, is the
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freshest made and closest kept ; dissolves in dis-

illed vinegar with the least effervescence, and
leaves the smallest residue insoluble, and in this

residue the smallest quantity of clay, gypsum,
or martial matter. Let fourteen pounds of the

lime thus chosen be put in a brass-wired sieve ;

let the sieve be finer than either of the foregoing;
let the lime be slaked by plunging it in a butt

filled with soft water; raising it out quickly, and

suffering it to heat and fume ; by repeating this

plunging and raising alternately, and agitating
the lime, until it be made to pass through the

sieve into the water ; let the part of the lime

which does not easily pass through the sieve be

rejected ; let fresh portions of the lime be thus

used until as many ounces of lime have passed

through the sieve as there are quarts of water in

the butt. Let the water thus impregnated stand

in the butt closely covered until it becomes clear
;

and through wooden cocks, placed at different

heights in the butt, let the clear liquor be drawn
off as fast and as low as the lime subsides for

use. This clear liquor I call the cementing

liquor. The freer the water is from salme matter

the better will be the cementing liquor made
Tvitb it. Let fifty-six pounds of the chosen lime

be slaked, by gradually sprinkling on it, and

especially on the unslaked pieces, the cementing

liquor, in a close clean place. Let the slaked

part be immediately sifted through the last-men-

tioned fine brass-wired sieve : let the lime which

passes be used instantly, or kept in air-tight ves-

sels, and let the part of the lime which does not

pass through the sieve be rejected. This finer

richer part of the lime which passes through the

sieve f call purified lime. Let bone ash be pre-

pared in the usual manner, by grinding the

whitest burnt bones, but let it be sifted, to be

much finer than the bone ash commonly sold for

making cupels. The most eligible materials for

making my cement being thus prepared, take

fifty-six pounds of the coarse sand and forty-two

pounds of the fine sand ;
mix them on a large

plank of hard wood placed horizontally ; then

spread the sand so that it may stand to the height

of six inches, with a flat surface on the plank ;

wet it with the cementing liquor, and 1ft any

superfluous quantity of the liquor, which the

sand in the condition described cannot retain,

flow away off the plank. To the wettest sand

add fourteen pounds of the purified
lime in

several successive portions, mixing and beating

them up together in the mean time with the in-

struments generally used in making fine mortar:

then add fourteen pounds of the bone ash in suc-

cessive portions, mixing and beating them all to-

gether. The quicker and the more perfectly

these materials are mixed and beaten together,

and the sooner the cement thus formed is used,

the better it will be. This I call the water cement

coarse grained, which is to be applied in build-

ing, pointing, plastering, stuccoing, or other

work, as mortar and stucco now are ;
with this

difference chiefly, that as this cement is shorter

than mortar or common stucco, and dries sooner,

it ought to be worked expeditiously
in all cases ;

and in stuccoing it ought to be laid on by sliding

the trowel upwards
on it ;

that the materials

used along with this cement in building, or the

ground on which it is to be laid in stuccom-'
ought to be well wetted with the cementing
liquor, in the instant of laying on the cement
and that the cementing liquor is to be used wh*ui
it is necessary to moisten the cement, or when a

liquid is required to facilitate the floating of the
cement. When such cement is required to In-

of a finer texture, take ninety-eight pounds of the
fine sand, wet it with the cementing liquor, ami
mix it with the purified lime and the bone ash
in the quantities and in the manner above de-

scribed; with this difference only, that fifteen

pounds of lime, or thereabouts, are to be used
instead of fourteen pounds, if the greater part
of the sand be as fine as Lynn sand. This [

call water cement fine grained. It is to be used
in giving the last coating, or the finish, to any work
intended to imitate the finer grained stones or
stucco. But it may be applied to all the uses of

the water cement coarse grained, and in the same
manner. When for any of the foregoing purposes of

pointing, building, &c., such a cement is required
much cheaper and coarser grained, then much
coarser clean sand than the foregoing coarse sand,
or well washed fine rubble, is to be provided. Of
this coarse sand or rubble take fifty-six pounds,
of the foregoing coarse sand twenty-eight pounds,
and of the fine sand fourteen pounds ; and aftei

mixing the.se, snd wetting them with the cement-

ing liquor in the foregoing manner, iuld fourteen

pounds or somewhat less of the purified lin>e.

and then fourteen pounds or somewhat less of

the bone ash, mixing them together as above.

When my cement is required to be white, white

sand, white lime, and the whitest bone ash are

to be chosen. Gray sand, and gray bone ash

formed of half burnt bones, are to be chosen to

make the cement gray ; and any other color of

the cement is obtained either by choosing colored

sand, or by the admixture of the necessary quan-

tity of colored talc in powder, or of coloivd

vitreous 01 metallic powders, or other durable

coloring ingredients commonly used in paint.

To the end that such a water cement as 1 have

described maybe made as useful as it is possible
in all circumstances ;

and that no person may
imagine that my claim and right under these

letters patent maybe eluded by divers variations,

which may be made in the foregoing process
without producing any notable defect in the ce-

ment; and to the end that the principles of this

art, as well as the art itself of making my ce-

ment, may be gathered from this specification

and perpetuated to the public ;
I shall add the

following observations: This my water cement,

whether the coarse or fine grained, is applicable

in forming artificial stone, by making alternate

layers of the cement and of flint, hard stone, or

brick, in moulds of the figure of the intended

stone, and by exposing the masses so formed to

the open air to harden : but they must not be

exposed to rain till they are as hard as rortland

stone. When such cement is required for water

fences, two-thirds of the prescribed quantity of

bone ashes are to be omitted ; and in the place

thereof an equal measure of powdered terras is

to be used ; and, if the sand employed be not of

the coarsest sort, more terras must be added, so

that the terras shall be by weight one-sixth part
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of the weight of the sand. When such a cement
is required of the finest grain, or in a fluid form,
so that it may be applied with a brush, flint

powder, or the powder of any quartose or hard

earthy substance, may be used in the place of

sand ; but in a quantity smaller, as the flint or

other powder is finer ; so that the flint-powder,
or other such powder, shall not be more than six

times the weight of the lime, nor less than four

times its weight. The greater the quantity of

lime within these limits, the more will the cement
be liable to crack by quick drying, and vice

versa. Where such sand as I prefer cannot be

conveniently procured, or where the sand can-

not be conveniently washed and sorted, that

sand which most resembles the mixture of coarse

and fine sand above prescribed may be used as

I have directed, provided due attention is paid
to the quantity of the lime, which is to be greater
as the quantity is finer, and vice versa. Sea
sand well washed will answer. Where sand

cannot be easily procured, any durable stony

body, or baked earth grossly powdered, and
sorted nearly to the sizes above prescribed for

sand, may be used in the place of sand, measure
for measure, but not weight for weight, unless

such gross powder be as heavy specifically as

sand. Sand may be cleansed from every softer,

lighter, and less durable matter, and from that

part of the sand which is too fine, by various

methods, preferable, in certain circumstances, to

that which I have described. Water may be
found naturally free from fixable gas, selenite,
or clay ; such water may, without any notable

inconvenience, be used in the place of the

cementing liquor; and water approaching this

state will not require so much lime as I have

ordered to make the cementing liquor ; and a

cementing liquor sufficiently useful may be made

by various methods of mixing lime and water in

the described proportions, or nearly so. When
stone lime cannot be procured, chalk lime or

shell lime, which best resembles stone lime, in

the characters above written of lime, may
be used in the manner described, except that

fourteen pounds and a half of chalk lime will

be required in the place of fourteen pounds of

stone lime. The proportion of lime which I

have prescribed above may be increased without

inconvenience, when the cement or stucco is to

be applied where it is not liable to dry quickly ;

and in the contrary circumstance this pro-

portion maybe diminished; and the defect of

lime in quantity or quality may be very advan-

tajreously supplied by causing a considerable

quantity of the cementing liquor to soak into

the work, in successive portions, and at distant

intervals of time, so that the calcareous matter
of the cementing liquor, and the matter attracted

from the open air, may fill and strengthen the

work. The powder of almost every well dried
or burnt animal substance may be used instead

of bone ash ; and several earthy powders, espe-

cially the micaceous and the metallic ; and the

elixated ashes of divers vegetables whose earth

will not burn to lime ;
and the ashes of mineral

fuel, which are of the calcareous kind, but will

not burn to lime, will answer the ends of bone
ash ir some degree. The quantity of bor.e ash

described may be lessened without injuring the

cement, in those circumstances especially which
admit the quantity of lime to be lessened, and
in those wherein the cement is not liable to dry
quickly. And the art of remedying the defects
of lime may be advantageously practised to sup-
ply the deficiency of bone ash, especially in

building, and in making artificial stone with this

cement.'

In the Transactions of the Society for the En-

couragement of Arts, Commerce, &c., for 1811,
we find the following, invented by H. B. Way,
esq.,of Bridport, strongly recommended, and ap-
parently not without just reason : one part chalk

lime, and three-parts fine sand collected on the

sea-shore, near Bridport Harbour, the whole
mixed up to a proper consistence with strong
lime-water. Both the lime and sand should be

finely sifted ; and, when used as stucco, the first

coat to be laid on half the thickness of a crown-

piece ; let it remain two days, then with a painter's
brush wash it over with strong lime-water, and

lay on the second coat of the same thickness.

The cost of this is indeed very low; it is thus

calculated by Mr. Way as his own expense :

s. d.

One sack and a quarter of lime, at 2s. 6d. 3 1

Two men and one boy, two days each,

fetching and mixing up materials, and

laying on ; men 2s. 3d. per day, boy
Wd. per day, and one pint of ale each

per day, \1d. . . . . 11 10

15

The space of wall covered with these materials

amounted to twenty-five square yards ;
which is

not more than l\d. per yard. It was the outside

wall of the investor's house which was covered

with this stucco, in a situation greatly exposed
to the spray of the sea and bad weather ; yet he

adds, though writing five years after its applica-
tion, that by means of this stucco his house is

perfectly free from damp, and the plaster still

remains compact and durable.

It is highly probable that the above stucco

may, for many years to come, answer very well

for the situation in which it has been employed ;

but, where the cement is required to be harder,
or is wanted to resist water, it should be com-
bined with a portion of some metallic oxide, as

iron or lead, which give it a firmness equal to

that of freestone : and hence the advantage of

employing tarras or puzzolane in the composition
of stuccoes or mortars for this purpose ;

this sin-

gular material being nothing more than a kind of

ferruginous clay, or clay combined and intermixed

with iron oxide, baked and calcined by the force

of volcanic fire, and hence reduced to the form of

a light, porous, friable mineral. It is usually
obtained from the neighbourhood of Puteoli, and

is thrown forth from the craters of Vesuvius.

The only preparation it undergoes is that of

pounding and sifting, by which it is commi-
nuted to a coarse powder, after which it is beater.

up into a due degree of consistency with a cer-

tain portion of lime, sometimes with and some-

times without sand. This kind of cement is of

considerable antiquity : it was commonly em-
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ployed by the Romans along the skirts of the bay
of Baiae, the most fashionable watering-place of
this celebrated people, during their most luxuri-
ous era, in constructing the walls of their sum-
mer villas, which were often erected immediately
on the shore. It was employed by Mr. Smeatoa
in building the Eddystone light-house, in the pro-
portion of equal parts of puzzolane, and slaked
Aberthaw lime, and is well known to have
answered his fullest expectation. For works less

exposed, however, as locks and basons for canals,
the proportion of puzzolane may be diminished

;

and the cement employed on such occasions, and
with great success, is the following : slaked
Aberthaw lime two bushels, puzzolane one

bushel, clean sand three bushels ; the whole be-

ing beaten well together with the proper quantity
of water so as to yield 4-67 cubic feet of stucco.

It is in consequence of the property we have just
ascribed to metallic oxides, of giving solidification

to stuccoes, that the scales detached by hammer-

ing red-hot iron, and which are to be easily pro-
cured at the forges and blacksmiths' shops, are

found so advantageous in compositions of this

kind. Mr. Smeatori found by repeated experU
ments that these pounded and sifted, and incor-

porated with lime, produce a cement equal to

puzzolane combined with lime in the same pro-

portion. This material, he perceived also, renders

common mortar capable of setting under water,

lloasted iron-ore was found to answer the same

purpose.

Coincidently with these facts Mr. Kirwan ob-

serves that Zimmerman mixed one part filings of

iron, and three parts sand, and sprinkled, or

rather covered them with water, and let them
stand six months, at the end of which period he

found the vessel burnt by the expansion of the

oxygenated iron, and the sand so firmly com-

pacted that the mass thus formed could not be

broken but by a chisel and hammer. Henckel,

Origine des Pierres, p. 405 in note. And that

this induration may and does take place at great

depths in the sea is evidently proved by the ob-

servations of Kinman (Mem. Stockh. 1780, re-

lated by Gadd), that an iron anchor long depo-
sited in the sea had hardened into stone all the

sand, clay, and shells which surrounded it, to a

pretty considerable distance; and is further con-

firmed by a similar observation of Mr. Edward

K-'ng, Phil. Trans. 1779, p. 35, that a violent

storm having laid bare part of the wreck of a

man of war, that had been stranded thirty-three

years before, several masses, consisting of iron,

ropes, and balls, were found covered over with a

hard substance, which, upon examination, ap-

peared to be sand concreted and hardened into a

kind of stone; that which concreted round the

rope retained the impression of that part of the

ring to which the rope was fastened, in the same

manner as the impressions of extraneous fossils

are often found in various strata. Also round

the iron handle of a brass cannon, that remained

in the sea a much longer time, a much harder

incrustation of sand was found, enclosing cockles,

mussels, limpets, oysters, &c., all so firmly fixed,

and converted into a substance so hard, that it

required as much force to break them as to break

the substance of any hard rock.' Geol. Essays
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A very valuable and curious preservation
stucco was invented about

fifty years ago by Mr
Bachalier of Paris, which was capable^of being
used in a very liquid state, so as not to injure the
finest and most delicate sculpture, which, indeed,
it was the direct object of this composition to

protect. In this the metallic oxide seems to have
been lead, and one of the principal ingredients the
caseous part of cheese, so frequently used in our
own country as an ingredient in cement for unit-

ing broken pieces of glass and china. This

stucco-composition of Mr. Bachalier has of late

years been esteemed of so much value in France
that a committee of the first French chemists,
Berthollet, Chaptal, Vauquelin, Le Briton, and

Gayton-Merveau, have been appointed by the

Imperial Institute to examine into its component
parts, of whose report we shall offer the follow-

ing abridgment :
'
It was in 1755 that Mr. Ba-

chalier, struck with the speedy alteration of the

stones employed in the principal buildings at

Paris, and the inconveniencies of the process

employed from time to time to renew their sur-

faces, proposed to thesuperintendant of the royal

buildings to try a preservative stucco. Accord-

ingly three pillars in the court of the Louv;e
were coated with this stucco for half their length,
two facing the south, the other the west. These
were still remarkable in July last for the unifor-

mity of their tint, strongly distinguished from the

dull gray and earthy aspect of the contiguous

parts : but, as the alterations made in completing
the Louvre would necessarily destroy every trace

of this experiment, the Institute appointed a

committee to enquire concerning it before it should

be too late. In company with Mr. Fontaine,

architect of the Louvre, the gentlemen above-

mentioned examined the pillars,
and found that

the stucco applied formed a coat too thin to in-

jure the finishing of the most delicate sculpture ;

that it retained a uniform color even in the parts

exposed to the action of the wind, rain, and sun;

that rubbing it with the hand made no impres-
sion on it

;
and that, if one of the three pillars

exhibited a reddish yellow tint, there could be no

doubt, from its appearance in other respects, that

this was owing to some coloring matter added in-

tentionally. It could not be found on enquiry
that Mr. Bachalier had consigned his process to

writing, and the following was the best account

his son could give of it from memory.
'
Its

basis consists of the sifted powder of oyster-shells,

previously washed and calcined to whiteness,

mixed with the butyraceous and caseous part of

milk. My father used the common cheese known

by the name of fromage a la pie (skimmed milk

cheese). Me first separated all the wheyey part

by pressure, and then left it some time exposed

to the air to dissolve or soften. In this state lie

mixed with it a quantity of calcined oyster-shells

in fine powder. When this mixture was brayed

on a stone, the cheese softened, and formed a

very smooth and whitish liquid paste.
To make

the stucco he diluted this with a solution of alum

in water; the quantity
of water being propor-

tioned according to the thickness of the coat in-

tended to be applied.'
' Mr. Bachalier could say nothing of the ]>

pcrtiors of the ingredients ;
he only ad.le 1 t'lut
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his father having thought of employing this com-

position undiluted to cover leaves of paper, from

which writing was easily effaced by a wet sponge,
he observed that the oyster-shell powder was
taken at random, and added to the cheese till it

had acquired the consistency of a paste capable
of being spread on paper. The committee hav-

ing obtained from Mr. Bachalier a few leaves of

paper covered with thin paste, found, from the

very deep black immediately given it by the

hydrosulphuret of potash, that it contained a

considerable quantity of oxide of lead, the pre-
sence pf which there was no reason to suspect in

the preservative stucco, so that they could not be

considered as the same. It remained therefore

to analyse the stucco, which was done by Mr.

Vauquelin ; though, as a very small quantity only
could be obtained by scraping the pillars, it did

not admit of repeated trials. The results of his

analysis gave

Carbonate of lime . . . .63

Sulphate of lime .... 7'73

Carbonate of lead . ... 6

Oxide of iron, about . . .4
Silex 2

Water 20

Organic matter, an indeterminate

quantity.

102-73

The surplus of 2-73 Mr. Vauquelin ascribes

either to the matter not having been dried to the

same degree, or to the escape of a little carbonic

acid during the calcination. The presence of

animal matter was sought for, but not a particle
could be separated. The smell it emitted during
calcination no way resembled that of animal mat-

ters ; on the contrary it had the pungent sharp-
ness of vegetable substances. On being exposed
to the action of heat in a retort, however, a clear

and almost colorless liquid came over, from
which potash expelled a very evident ammonia-
cal vapor. This indicates that some animal sub-

stance entered into the composition, but that in

time it was decomposed, and left only an am-
moniacal salt. The brownish color it acquired in

the tire also proves that some animal matter still

remained in it, though altered in its nature, since

it neither emitted the smell proper to such sub-

stances, nor yielded any perceptible quantity of
oil. Lastly, this matter yielded no appreciable
quantity of alumine, so that it may be presumed
no alum was employed in the composition.

' Mr. Bachalier having some of the paper that

had been prepared by his father, the coating of

his was analysed, and the result indicated that

Quicklime ..... 56-66
Calcined gypsum .... 23-34
Ceruse or carbonate of lead . . 20

had entered into its composition.
' On these proportions more dependence can

be placed than on the former, since it was im-

possible to detach the plaster from the pillars
without some of the substance of the stone itself.

That the caseous part of the milk is the proper
vehicle for the powders we learn from the posi-
tive testimony of Mr. Bachalier, the son

; and its

utility is confirmed by the experiments of Mr.

D'Arcet published some years ago. Of the effi-

cacy of Mr. Bachalier's composition there can be
no doubt, as \ve have irrefragable and still exist-

ing testimony of it ; nor would it be difficult to

estimate this beforehand, when we consider the

causes that produce the gradual decay of the

finest buildings in this capital, and the means ot

guarding against them. Hard and fine grained
calcareous stone, susceptible of a greater or les*

degree of polish, is not liable to this alteration.

It is therefore owing to the nature of the stone

commonly employed, which is of a loose and

unequal texture, filled with cavities, and found

by analysis to contain ten or twelve per cent, of si-

lex, and frequently three or four of oxide of iron.

The difference of the stones from the quarries
near Paris is evident from the tables of Mr. Ron-

delet, in his Treatise on the Art of Building ;

where we see, for example, that what is called the

grignard of Passy is of the specific gravity of

2-462, and supports a weight of 6750 kil. ; while

the lambourde of St. Germain has only 1-560

specific gravity and is crushed by a weight of 921
kil. The prices of these two kinds of stone

differ too in the proportion of twenty-six to

ten.
' It is not at all strange that the little spider

called by Linnaeus senoculala, the cellar spider
of Geoffrey, should find on the surface of this

stone a convenient situation to shelter itself, de-

posit its eggs, and spread the nets in which it

awaits its prey. Its web extends circularly round
the cavity that serves as its den, forming round

spots of three or four centimes (an inch or an inch

and a half) radius. It is not thirty years since

the hotel des monnoies was built, and I have

counted no fewer than sixty-eight ofthese dark gray

spots on one of the pillars of the vestibule. Simi-
lar ones are found not only on the stone, but on
the coatings of plaster, and on the walls covered

with common stucco. It is particularly in the

joints and angles that the insect beginsto fix it-

self. I have seen several on walls, the stucco of

which had been coated afresh within less than

seven years. These spots at length form a con-

tinued coat, retaining the sloughs of these insects,

the remains of those on which they feed, and the

dust raised by the wind, so that lichens soon take

root in them. If it be asked, how is this to be

prevented ? the answer is easy. By a composi-
tion that resists water, will adhere to the stone so

as not to scale off, has a sufficient degree of con-

sistency to stop the pores accurately, is liquid

enough to be spread as a wash, and uniformly to

ice over, as it were, all the saliant and indented

parts without thickening the angles or blunting
the edges, and lastly which gives to the assem-

blage of coarse grains the smooth surface of po-
lishable stones, in which it appears these insects

cannot nestle. And this we think may be ex-

pected from Mr. Bachalier's stucco. Meantime
I must observe, that, in the present state of our

chemical knowledge, other means of fulfilling

these conditions may be pointed out. We know,
for instance, that phosphate of lime is one of the

most fixed combinations : it would be sufficient,

therefore, to wash over the stone with phosphoric
acid more or less diluted, or with phosphate of

lime, lead, magnesia, Sec., held in solution by an
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a sieve not very fine, in order to separate the

parts that will not slake. This is to be triturated
with the cheese to the consistence of a soft,
smooth, and coherent paste. To this are to

excess of their acid, to give it a sort of covering determined on, it is to be slaked in as little water
that would render it as unalterable as the stone as possible, but enough to make it pass throu<'h
of Logozan in Estramadura. It is equally known

: * - **

that sulphate of barytes resists all agents in the

humid way ; and we might certainly coat the

stone with this earthy salt, by first impregnating
it with a solution of sulphate of iron, zinc, mag- added the calcined gypsum and the white "lea'.,,

nesia, alumine, &c., and immediately washing it which must not be adulterated with chalk, anil
over with barytes water. The insolubility of by farther grinding on the stone with a little water

the wl.Je is to be reduced to a pap, rather thick
than fluid. Lastly, it is to be diluted with com-
mon water the moment of using it, which is to

be done with a painter's or varnisher's brush.'

Dr. Shaw informs us in his Travels (p. 286),
that the cement or mortar used in Barbary, which
is apparently of the same consistence and coin-

position with those of the ancients, is made in

the following manner: they take two parts of

wood-ashes, three of lime, and one of fine sand,

which, after being well sifted and mixed together,

they beat for three days and nights incessantly
with wooden mallets, sprinkling them alternately
and at proper times with a little oil and water,
till they become of a due consistence. This

composition, he adds, is chiefly used in their

arches, cisterns, and terraces ; but the pipes of

their aqueducts are joined, by beating tow and

oxalates and tartrates of lime, and the adhesion

they contract by deposition even ca polished
substances, suggest processes for washes iiot less

solid, as the acids added to these salts to render

them temporarily soluble, saturating themselves

with their base from the substance of the stone

itself, would not fail to connect together all the

grains, fill up their intervals, and completely
close the pores. Trials made with a view to as-

certuin the justice of this reasoning have con-

firmed the expectation of a successful result ;

since on the most porous stones they have pro-
duced a surface on which the eye could see no

appearance of coating, but which, being rubbed

with wet black cloth till the cloth showed signs
of wear, was not in tbe least soiled by it. Pre-

parations of this kind, however, would be much
more expensive than Bachalier's stucco, so that

their use must be restricted to the preservation of lime together with oil only, without any mixture

sculpture of extreme delicacy.
' For farther satisfaction trials have been made

with different kinds of stone, and stucco made
in imitation of Bachalier's. These have given
rise to the following observations. 1. All the

compositions in which alum water was employed
soiled the fingers, and were washed off by water.

2. The cheese that acquires the greatest consis-

tency with dry substances is that whLh is almost

entirely deprived of the butyraceous and wheyey

parts. M. D'Arcet, in the paper already quoted,
had remarked that these were more detrimental

than useful, that painting with milk would not

resist water, and that the cheese called f'romage
a la pie might be used after it had grown dry,

though less advantageously than when fresh made

of water. Both these compositions quickly as-

sume the hardness of stone, and suffer no water

to pervade them : and will, therefore, answer the

purpose of :tucco.

STUCK. The fret, and part. pass, of STICK,

which see: also, as a noun substantive, a thrust.

1 had a pass with rapier, scabbard and all ; and

he gives me the stuck in with such a mortal motion,

that it is inev *ble. Shahspeare. Twelfth Night.

What more infamous brands have records stuck

iipon any, than those who used the best parts tor the.

worst ends? Uecuy of Piety.

The partners of their crime will learn obedience,

When they look up and see their fellow- traitors

Stuck on a fork, and black'ning in the sun.

Addisan.

STUD, 71. s. & v. a. Sax. pcul>u ;
Goth. slud.

and well drained. 3. A mixture of this cheese A or

'

stake; nail or knob: hence a stand tor

injitli } i met oi mnlir fnrrvie a r\acre t lint an 1 iPTPS nlll" _ ^ 11 ._ _ r I I , , .A i 1 1 owith lime simply forms a paste that adheres but

slightly even to coarse grained stone, and not at

all to paper. 4. Calcined gypsum, which in a

small dose facilitates the union of the lime and

cheese, renders the paste hard and clotty if it be

used in too large proportion. 5. It had ap-

peared that whiting, which is used in paper

hangings, might be admitted into the prepara-
tion : but it was found that if this earthy sub-

stance, which in a process described by M.
D'Arcet is carried to twenty times the weight of

the lime, may be used with success for inside

work, it would make too thick a coat, and would

not adhere so strongly to the stone. 6. The

addition of a very little ochre, or red oxyde of

iron, to this preparation, will give it such a tint

as may be wished, without altering its proper-
ties. The proportion of cheese must depend
in some measure on the state in which it is, and

cannot be determined precisely but by the condi-

tion of making a soft paste. A fourth of the weight

of the solid matters appears to be a sufficient

quantity of cheese tresh from the press.

'The quantity of lime to be used at .nee being

Raleitrh.

horses; and a collection of horses. Junius.

To furnish with, or adorn with studs.

Thy horses shall be trapped,

Their harness studded all with gold andpeail.
Sliakspeare.

A belt of straw, and ivy buds,

With coral clasps, and amber stuJs.

Handles were to add,

For which he now was making studs.

Chapman s Iliutl.

Crystal and myrrhine cups, embossed with gems

And stud* of pearl.
Milton'* Paradise Regan

In the ttudTot Ireland, where care is taken,

see horses bred of excellent shape, v.gour,a^;
A silver studded ax, alike bestowed.

Dryden s A-.neui.

STUDDING SAILS, certain light sails extend-

ed in moderate and steady breezes, beyond the

ski'rts of the onncipal sails, where they a,.F a

ie yard-arms,

hn) an English poet,
who t

ryyai^iaTO-s
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studied at Trinity College, Cambridge. He
translated several of Seneca's tragedies ; but was
killed at the siege of Breda, where he had a com-
mand under prince Maurice, in 1587.

STUD'Y, n.s., v n., &O Fr. estude ; Latin

STIJ'DENT, n. s. \y.a. I ttudium. Application
STUD'IED, adj. {^

of mind to learning ;

Siun'iER, n. s. f attention ; medita-

STU'DIOUS, adj. tion ; subject of at-

STU'DIOUSLV, adv. J tention ; apartment

appropriated to literary employment : to think

with close application; endeavour: apply the

mind to : a student and studier signify one

who closely applies to study : studied and studi-

ous, given to books ; learned ; attentive to
; care-

ful (taking of}: the adverb corresponding.

Study to be quiet, and do your own business.

1 T/tess. iv. 11.

Get me a taper in my study, Lucius.

Shakspeare. Julius Caesar.

Keep a gamester from dice, and a good student

from his book. Id. Merry Wives of Windsor.

What can happen
To me above this wretchedness ? All your studies

Make me a curse like this? Id. Henry VIII.

He hath studied her will, and translated her out of

honesty into English. Id, Merry Wive*.

He died

As one that had been studied in his death,

To throw away the dearest thing he owed,
As 'twere a careless trifle. Shakspeare.

I'm well studied for a liberal thanks

Which I do owe you. Id. Antony and Cleopatra.

You could, for a need, study a speech of some
dozen lines, which I would set down. Id. Hamlet.

The king of Castile, a little confused, and in a

study, said, That can I not do with my honour.

Bacon's Henry VII.

It will be fit that some man, reasonably studied in

the law, go as chancellor. Bacon.

Studies serve for delight in privateness and retir-

ing, for ornament in discourse, and for ability in the

judgment and disposition of business. Id. Essays.

Let all studies and libraries be towards the east.

Walton.

Without study thia art is not attained, nor fit to be

attained. Holyday.
Some servants of the king visited the lodgings of

the accused members, and sealed up their studies and
trunks. Clarendon.

Nothing lovelier can be found
In woman, than to study household good. Milton,

Just men they seemed, and all their study bent
To worship God aright, and know his works. Id.

Let my due feet never fail

To walk the udious cloister's pale. Id.

Divines must become studious of pious and vene-
rable antiquity. White.

During the whole time of his abode in the univer-

sity, Hammond generally spent thirteen hours of the

day in study. Fell.

STUFF, n.s., r.a..& ) Fr. estoffe ; Dan.,

STUFF'ISG, n. <t.
[v. n. S Belg., andTeut.

staff.

Any matter or body ; materials ; furniture ; es-

sences ; that which fills any thing ; a medicine :

10 stuff is to thrust into ;
to fill to repletion ;

cause to swell out : as a verb neuter, to feed

gluttonously : stuffing is that by which a thing is

filled.

Let Phidias have rude and obstinate stuff to carve :

though his art do that it should, his work will lack

that beauty which otherwise in fitter matter it might
have had. Hooker.

She went for parsley to stuff a. rabbet. Shakspeare,
These gloves the count sent me ; they are an ex-

cellent perfume.
I am stuft, cousin, 1 cannot smell. la.

I will be the man that shall make you great. T

cannot perceive how, unless you give me your doub
let, and

stuff' me out with straw. Id. Henry IV.

Thy verse swells with stuff' so fine and smooth,
That thou art even natural in thine art. Id. Timm.

Such stuff as madmen
Tongue and brain not. Shukspeare.

When we've stuffed
These pipes, and these conveyances of blood,
With wine and feeding, we have suppler souls. Id.

I did compound for her
A certain stuff, which being ta'en weuld seize

The present power of life. Id. Ciimbeline.

Grief fills the room up of my absent child,
Lies in his bed, walks up and down with me,

Stuffs out his vacant garments with his form.

Shakspeare.
Put roses into a glass with a narrow mouth, stuff-

ing them close together, but without bruising, and

they retain smell and colour fresh a year.
Bacon's \alural Histori/.

The workman on his stuff bis skill doth shew,
And yet the stuff gives not the man his skill.

Dories.

Each thing beheld did yeeld
Our admiration : shelves with cheeses heapt ;

Sheds stuft with lambs and goats, distinctly kept.

Chapman.
He took away locks, and gare away the king's

Stuff. Huyward.
It is not usual among the best patterns to stuff the

report of particular lives with matter of public record.

Wolton.

Groaning waggons loaded high
With stuff. Cowley's Davideit.

Those accusations are stuffed with odious generals,
that the proofs seldom make good. Clarendon.

Of brick, and of that
stuff', they cast to build

A city and tower. Milton.

Rome was a farrago out of the neighbouring na-
tions

; and Greece, though one monarchy under

Alexander, yet the people, that were the stuffing and
materials thereof, existed before. Hale.

Degrading prose explains his meaning ill,

And shews the
stuff, and not the workman's skill.

Roscommon
Please not- thyself tht flattering crowd to hear

;

'Tis fulsome stuff to feed thy itching ear.

Dryden's Persius.

Officious Baucis lays
Two cushions, stuffed with straw, the seat to raise.

Id.

What have we more to do than to stuff OUT guts
with these figs 1 L'Estratige.

Pierce an hole near the inner edge, because the

triangle hath there most substance of stuff.

Moron's Mechanical Exercises.

Arrach leaves are very good in pottage and stuf-

fings. Mortimer.

This crook drew hazel-boughs adown,
And stuffed her apron wide with nuts so brown.

Gay.
For thee I dim these eyes, and stuff this head

With all such reading as was never read. Pope.
To-morrow will be time enough

To hear such mortifying stuff. Swift.

STUHL-WEISSENBURG, a county of

West Hungary, between the cov.nties of Vesz-
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prim and Pest, from which last it is separated

by the Danube. Its territorial extent is 1600

square miles. Except in the north, where it has
a few hills, it is in general level and has several

lakes and marshes. Besides the Danube, flow-

ing along its eastern boundary, it is watered by
the Sarvitz, formed into a canal for a considera-

ble part of its course. The principal products
are wheat, wine, and tobacco. Population
120,000.

STUHL-WEISSENBURG, or SZEPES-FRJAIIVAR,
a town of the south-west of Hungary, the

capital of a palatinate, and a bishop's see, was
built by king Stephen in the eleventh cen-

tury, and was, during five centuries, the place
where the kings of Hungary were crowned and
interred. It was called on that account Alba

Regalis; three large moles or causeways pro-
ceeded from it

;
and between these were

churches, houses, and gardens, the whole form-

ing extensive suburbs. The removal of the

court, and the misfortunes occasioned by re-

peated sieges, have greatly altered it
; though it

still contains several respectable buildings. It

was formerly traversed by several canals, but

these having been neglected are choked up, and
the waters have formed marshes. At present it

has about 13,000 inhabitants, with a gymnasium
and barracks for soldiers ; its fortifications were
demolished in 1702. The inhabitants are either

Catholics, or of the Greek church. 'Here are

some woollen manufactures, and in the neigh-
bourhood a saltpetre work. Thirty-six miles

south-west of Buda.
STUKELY (Dr. William), a celebrated anti-

quarian, descended from an ancient family in

Lincolnshire, was born in Holbeach in 1687,
and educated in Betmet College, Cambridge.
While an under-graduate, he indulged a pro-

pensity to drawing ; but made physic his prin-

cipal study, and first began to practise at Boston.

In 1717 he removed to London, where, on the

recommendation of Dr. Mead, he was soon after

elected F. R. S. He was one of the first who
revived that of the Antiquarians in 1718, and

was their secretary for many years during his

residence in town. In 1729 he took holy orders

by the encouragement of archbishop Wake; and

was soon after presented by lord chancellor

King with the living of All Saints in Stamford.

In 1741 he became one of the founders of the

Egyptian Society, which brought him acquainted
with the benevolent duke of Montague, one of

the members ; who prevailed on him to leave

Stamford, and presented him to the living of St.

George the Martyr, Queen Square. He died of

the palsy, in 1765. His Dissertation on the

Spleen was well received ; as was also his Iti-

nerarium Curiosum, the first fruit of his juvenile
excursions. His great learning, and profound
researches into the remains of antiquity, enabled

him to publish many elaborate and curious

works : his friends called him the arch-druid of

his age. His discourses, entitled Palasographia

Sacra, on the vegetable creation, show him a bo-

tanist, philosopher, and divine.

STUM, n.s. & v. a. Swed. stum, supposed
to be contracted from Lat. mustum. Wine un-

fermented ; must ; new or newly fermented wine :

VOL. XXL

1 STU
to stum is to renew wine by fresh fermentation.

Let our wines without mixture or stum be all fine
Or call up the master, and break his dull noddle.

_. .

Drink every letter on 't in stum,
And make it brisk champaigne become. Hudibrcu.
An unctuous clammy vapour, that arises from the

stum of grapes when they lie mashed in the vat, puts
out a light when dipped into it. Addison on Italy.

Vapid wines are put upon the lees of coble wines
to give them spirit, and we stum our wines to renew
their spirits. Floyer.

STUM, in the wine trade, denotes the unfer-
mented juice of the grape after it has been se-
veral times racked off and separated from its

sediment. The casks are for this purpose well
matched or fumigated with brimstone every time,
to prevent the liquor from fermenting, as it would
otherwise readily do, and become wine. See
MUST.

STUM'BLE, v. n., v. a., &-s This word Ju-

STUM'BLER, n. s. [n. s. t nius derives from

STUM'BLINGBLOCK, ? stump, and says
STUM'BLINGSTONE. J the original mean-

ing is to strike, or trip, against a stump. I ra-

ther think it comes from tumble. Johnson. See
TUMBLE. To trip in walking; slip ; err; strike

against or upon by chance : to make to boggle :

a blunder or failure : the noun substantive and

compounds corresponding.
The way of the wicked is as darkness

; they know
not at what they stumble. Proverbs iv. 19.

He that loveth his brother abideth in the light,
and there is none occasion of stumbling in him.

1 Jolin ii. 10.

We preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews a stum-

blingblock, and unto the Greeks foolishness.

1 Corinthians i. 23.

What man art thou, that thus bescreened in night,
So stumblest on my counsel 1

Shakspeare. Romeo and Juliet

As we paced along

Upon the giddy footing of the hatches,

Methought that Gloster stumbled ; and in falling

Struck me, that sought to stay him, overboard.

Shakspeare.

Be sweet to all : is thy complexion sour ?

Then keep such company, make them thy allay ;

Get a sharp wife, a servant that will lower :

A stumbler stumbles least in rugged way. Herbert.

Such terms amused them all,

And stumbled many. Milton's Paradise Lost.

If one illiterate man was stumbled, 'twas likely

others of his form would be so too. I'ell.

One stumble is enough to deface the character of

an honourable life. L' Estrange.

One thing more stumbles me in the very foundation

of this hypothesis.
Locke.

STUMP, n.s. > Swed. and Dan. stun/i/c ;

STUMP'V, adj. S Big. stompe. The part of

any solid body remaining after the rest is taken

away. See STUB. The adjective corresponds.

He struck so strongly, that the knotty sting

Of his huge tail he quite in sunder cleft ;

Five joints thereof he hewed, and hut the Hum), him
J

left.

Your colt's tooth is not cast yet.
Not win

have a stump.
He through the bushes scrambles ;

A stump doth trip
him in his pace,

Down comes poor Hob upon his face

Amongst the briers and brambles. Drayton.
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Who, 'cause they 're wasted to the stumps,
Are represented best by rumps. Hudibras.

Against a stump his tusks the monster grinds,
And in the sharpened edge new vigour finds.

Dryden.
A poor ass, now wore out to the stumps, fell down

under his load. L' Estrange.
A tongue might have some resemblance to the

stump of a feather. Grew's Musceum.

They burn the stubble, which, being so stumpy,

ihey seldom plow in. Mortimer.

A coach-horse snapt off the end of his finger, and
I dressed the stump with common digestive.

Wiseman's Surgery.
Worn to the stump in the service of the maids, 'tis

thrown out of doors, or condemned to kindle a fire.

Swift.

STUN, v. a. Sax. ftunan, of jjepcun, noise,
Fr. etonner. To confound or dizzy with noise ;

or with a blow.

An universal hubbub wild

Of itunning sounds, and voices all confused,
Assaults his ear. Milton.

Still shall I hear, and never quit the score,

Stunned with hoarse Codrus' Theseid o'er and o'er.

Dryden.
One hung a pole-ax at his saddle-bow,

And one a heavy mace to stun the foe. Id.

Too strong a noise stuns the ear, and one too

weak does not act upon the organ. Cheync.
The Britons, once a savage kind,

Descendents of the barbarous Huns,
With limbs robust, and voice that stuns,

You taught to modulate their tongues,
And speak without the help of lungs. Swift.

STUNG. The pret. and part. pass, of sting.

To both these sisters have I sworn my love :

Each jealous of the other, as the stuny
Are of the adder. Shakspeare. King Lear.

With envy stung, they view each other's deeds
;

The fragrant work with diligence proceeds.

Dryden's JEneid.

STUNT, v. a. Isl. stunta. To hinder from

growth.

Though this usage stunted the girl in her growth ,

it gave her a hardy constitution
; she had life and

spirit. Arbuthnot.
The tree

Grew scrubby, dried a-top, and stunted;
And the next parson stubbed and burnt it. Swift.

STUPE, n. s. Lat. slupa. Cloth or flax

dipped in warm medican ents, and applied to a
hurt or sore.

A fomentation was by some pretender to surgery
applied with coarse woollen stupes, one of which was
bound upon his leg. Wiseman's Surgery.

STUPEFACTION, n. s. i Fr. stupefaction ;

STUPEFAC'TIVE, adj. \ Lat. stupefactus.

Insensibility ; dulness ; stupidity ; sluggishness
of mind : causing such a state of mind

; narcotic.

It is a gentle fomentation, and hath a very little

mixture of some stupefactive.

Bacon's Natural Hittory.
All resistance of the dictates of conscience brings

a hardness and stupefaction upon it. South.

She sent to every child

From impudence, or stupefaction mild ;

And straight succeeded, leaving shame no room,
Cibberian forehead, or Cimmerian gloom. Pope.

STUPEN'DOUS, adj. Lat. stupendus. Won-
derful; amazing; astonishing.

All those stupendous acts deservedly are the sub-

ject of a history excellently written in Latin by a
learned prelate. Clarendon.

Great joy was at their meeting, and at sight
Of that stupendous bridge his joy increased. Milton.

Portents and prodigies their souls amazed ;

But most when this stupendous pile was raised.

Dryden.
Mortals, fly this cursed detested race

;

A hundred of the same stupendous size,

A hundred Cyclops, live among the hills.

Addison.

STU'PID, adj. ~)
Fr. stupide; Lat. stupidus.

STUPID'ITY, n. s. Dull ; wanting sensibility

STU'PIDLY, adv. J or apprehension; heavy;
sluggish of understanding: the noun substantive

and adjective corresponding.

That space the evil one abstracted stood

From his own evil, and for the time remained

Stupidly good. Milton's Paradise Lost.

O that men should be so stupid grown
As to forsake the living God ! Milton.

Men, boys, and women, itupid with surprise,
Where'er she passes fix their wond'ring eyes.

Dryden.
Shadwel alone, of all rry sons, is he

Who stands conlrmed in full stupidity. Id.

On the shield there were engraven maps of coun-

tries, which Ajax could not comprehend, but looked
on as stupidly as his fellow-beast the lion. Id.

With wild surprise
A moment stupid, motionless, he stood. Thomson.

STUPIDITY. The Greek word jtwporijc cor-

responds most with our English word stupidity
or foolishness, when used to express that state

of mind in which the intellects are defective.

The immediate causes are said to be, a deficiency
of vital heat, or a defect in the brain. Stupid
children sometimes become sprightly youths;
but, if stupidity continues to the age of puberty,
it is hardly ever removed. If stupidity follows

upon a violent passion, an injury done to the

head, or other evident cause, and if it continues

long, it becomes incurable. But the stupidity
which consists in a loss of memory, and succeeds
a lethargy spontaneously, ceases when the lethargy
is cured.

STU'PIFY, v. a. Lat. stupefacio. To make

stupid ; deprive of sensibility; to dull.

Those
Will stupify and dull the sense a while.

Shakspeare. Cymleline.
It is not malleable ; but yet is not fluent, but ttu-

pijied. Bacon.

Pounce it into the quicksilver, and so proceed to

the stupifying. Id.

Consider whether that method, used to quiet some

consciences, does not stupefy more. Decay of Piety.

Envy, like a cold poison, benumbs and stupefies ;

and, conscious of its own impotence, folds its arms
in despair. (Jollier.

STU'POR, n. s. Fr. stupeur; Lat. stupor.

Suspension or diminution of sensibility.
A pungent pain in the region of the kidneys, a

stupor or dull pain in the thigh, and colick, are

symptoms of an inflammation of the kidneys.
Arbuthnot on Diet.

STUPRATION, n. s. Lat. stupratio, from

stupro. Rape; violation.

Stupration must not be drawn into practice.
l.roume.
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STURBRIDGE, a post-town of Worcester

county, Massachusetts, eighteen miles south-
west of Worcester, and fifty-eight south-wost of
Boston. It is watered by the Quinebaug, and
the turnpike from Worcester to Hartford passes
through the town.

STUR'DY, adj. Fr. estourdi. Hardy; stout;
brutal; stiff; obstinate. It is always used with
some disagreeable idea of coarseness or rude-
ness.

The ill- apparelled knight now had gotten the re-

putation of some sturdy lout, he had so well defended
himself. Sidney.

Then withdraw
From Cambridge, thy old nurse

; and, as the rest,

Here toughly chew and sturdily digest
The' immense vast volumes of our common law.

Donne.
lie was not of any delicate contexture, his limbs

rather sturdy than dainty. Wotton.
Sturdiest oaks

Bowed their stiff necks, loaden with stormy blasts,
Or torn up sheer. Milton's Paradise Regained.

This must be done, and I would fain see

Mortal so sturdy as to gainsay. Hudibras.

Awed by that house, accustomed to command,
The sturdy kerns io due subjection stand,
Nor bear the reins in any foreign hand. Dryden.
A sturdy hardened sinner shall advance to the

utmost pitch of impiety with less reluctance than he
took the first steps, whilst his conscience was yet

vigilant and tender. Atterbury.

STUKDY, a disease in sheep of much import-
ance. There are two varieties of it, stated by
Dr. Duncan, jun., in his useful paper on it, in

the third volume of the Transactions of the

Highland Society of Scotland; the appearances
in each of which are as follow : When a sheep
is attacked with the first of these varieties of the

sturdy, it ceases, it is said, to improve, becomes

dull, is apt to loiter behind, and separates from
the flock. It does not walk straight forward,
but often deflects on one side, or dozes round in

a circle. The eyes glare steadily in its head,
and seem enlarged, from the pupil being round
instead of oval, which in healthy sheep is always
the case in the day time. Its vision is impaired,
and it does not see any object which approaches
until it be very near, when it starts away, and
runs furiously without any aim. When caught,
it is remarkably stupid on being again liberated.

In dry weather, it follows eagerly to that quarter
from which the wind blows. It has a great re-

luctance at passing water, as burns or brooks,
and cannot easily get through them, but mostly

frequents places where it can hear the sound of

water. Some time after these appearances have

presented themselves, in the course of perhaps
about three weeks, there appears and is found,
on examining the head, by pressing on it with

the thumbs, a remarkable degree of softness at

one part of it, where the skull seems to be want-

ing. But in a few instances no softness is to be

discovered in any period of the disease, but in

either case, if not relieved by a proper operation,
the animal loses the power of standing, and dies

perfectly emaciated. The continuance of this

sort or variety of the disease extends or lasts

from two months to a year, as the circumstances

of th particular case may be. The second or

latter of these varieties is, however, much more
rapid in its progress, in which, in addition to
some of the above appearances, a great degreeof stupor comes on in a few days, which is fol-
lowed by total blindness, and no softness is ever
to be found in any part of the skull or bones of
the head.

The appearances on opening the head, in the
first of the above varieties, are an oval or round
bag, which is found lying between the brain and
the skull, quite unconnected with any of the

surrounding parts, generally situated between or
beneath the horns. These bags vary much in

size, being sometimes no larger than a plum,
while at others they are as big as a goose's eeg.
They are filled with a clear fluid like water,
sometimes intermixed with a thin crust, when i'

is of a glutinous or slimy nature. Within, or
in the skins of these bags, are seen, according
to some, many little white bodies, nits, or the
ova of insects. These are thus described by
Mr. W. Hog, which, though in some measure
hypothetical, display an accuracy of observation.
He is induced to believe, from two or three
recent cases and observations, that the dissolu-
tion of the brain, &c., is occasioned by numbers
of animalculae, which have been noticed to be

swimming loosely in the liquor. They resemble
ants' eggs, both in shape and color, but are some-
what shorter. However, as all the animals upon
which he made the observation had been dead
for some time, so these puny inhabitants of the
brain were also dead

; but if they had been

living and organised animals, which he has no
doubt they were, there would be multitudes of
so diminutive a size, as to be quite imperceptible
to the naked eye; and he is fully convinced that

if the disease was minutely observed in all its

stages by microscopical examination, whatever
its beginning was, its progress would be, by the

activity of these animalcule, increasing both in

number and size. In proportion as the disease

advances, the bag increases in size, and by its

pressure causes the brain to decrease, while the

skull immediately over the bag becomes soft and

disappears, so that nothing intervenes between

it and the integuments of the head. Sometimes,
but only in those cases where no attempt has

been made to cure or remove it, there are many
small bags, unconnected with each other, dis-

tributed through the brain or cerebral parts.

In the second sort or variety of the disease,

the water is not contained in a bag, but willnn

the substance of the brain, in certain cavities

termed its ventricles, and sometimes in the

hinder parts, where it joins with the spinal mar-

row, in which case it is thought to be quite in-

curable. Hard substances or excrescences grow-

ing out from the inside of the skull, and blows

upon the head, occasionally produce all the

appearances of real sturdy; but in these cases

no water is to be found in the parts.
The cause

of the appearances in this disease is therefore

unquestionably pressure on the brain, \\hether

it arise from accidental contusion; from a bony

excrescence, as in false sturdy ;
or from a col-

lection of water, as in the legitimate varieties of

it, as seen above. What, however, gives rise to

these collections of water, is not by any means
V 2
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so well ascertained. Inflammation of the brain

probably precedes its effusion in the latter

variety of the disease; but the generation of the

hydatids, or water-bags, in the former sort or

variety, is not at all understood. The disease

is not contagious ; neither is it peculiar to

any soil. It generally affects sheep of the hog
kind in the beginning months of the spring and

summer, and is commonly ascribed to exposure
to tempestuous weather, without sufficient shelter.

In resard to the cure of the disease, as the

natural termination of it is invariably fatal, un-

less those rare recoveries which are sometimes

the consequence of accidental blows on the

head, that probably rupture the bags, be except-

ecl; and more especially as the mutton in this

disease is good, the sooner an attempt is made
to relieve the animal by the proper operation,

the better; for want of which relief, although
it is extremely simple, and not unfrequently

successful, thousands of sheep are suffered to

perish through carelessness or ignorance. The
cure in these cases may be attempted in three

different ways, as by tapping, trepanning, and

wiring. Where the bag is seated any where in

the crown of the head, some suppose that the

most ready and the gentlest method is to tap it

in the place where the skull is soft, and to let

the water run out. This is most commonly per-
formed by means of an awl, or large corking

pin, though an instrument with a small tube in

it, termed a trocar in surgery, might be easily

contrived and formed, which would drain it off

in a more complete manner. By this operation,
if the instrument be not pushed too far, the

animal is nothing the worse, it is said, whether

it recover or not. But, what is very remarkable,
this plan is not, it is said, successful on all farms

alike, of which many instances are known. An
old shepherd has often been heard to remark

that, in the course of thirty years' experience,
not one sheep out of twenty which he had tap-

ped on his own farm had died, while it was very
rare that he could cure any on some of the

neighbouring ones. He constantly performs it

with a corking pin. Others assert that, in their

neighbourhoods, more sheep have been cured

by this operation than by any other, in perform-

ing which the sheep is advised to be laid on its

*>ack, and the pin to be inserted in an oblique
oanner ; if water follow, the cure is said to be

certain; but, even though it should not follow,

provided the bag be pricked into, it is often suc-

cessful in removing the disease. In the mode
of cure by means of trepanning and extracting
the bag or cyst, the description of which is accu-

rately given below, there are several circumstances
to be carefully attended to.

The animal' being properly secured, and the

head placed in the most convenient position, the

part to be cut being uppermost, the skin is to be
divided by an incision an inch and a half in

length, crossed by another of the same length
at right angles to it. The skull, which is quite

soft, is then to be cautiously divided in the same

manner, until the bag with the fluid in it appeal-
clear at. the bottom of the incision, which it

commonly does. The soft skull is now to be

turned back, or a bit cut out of it, so as to

render the bag completely evident. It should

then be taken hold of by a pair of blunt forceps,

and be gently moved backwards and forwards,
to loosen it from its connexions, which are gene-

rally very slender. This may also be done by
means of a crow's quill, or any blunt pointed

instrument, carried frequently round it. The
nose of the animal is now to be held, so as to

restrain its breath, which may force the bayj

from its situation. The operator is to continue

moving and pulling it, stopping the breathing
of the sheep at intervals, until it is quite ex-

tracted. The skin after this is to be laid neatly
down again, and a cloth spread with tar placed
and tied over the wound above the dry lint,

which is folded and laid on it, to prevent either

cold in the spring, or flies in the summer, from

injuring it. This is to be allowed to remain

for two days, when the dressings may be

changed, and a bit of cloth spread with hog'*

lard, fresh butter, tar, or some other ointment

applied on the wound. The dressings should

be changed every second day for ten clays or a

fortnight, after which time, in ordinary cases, i*

will require no more attention, being generally
healed up. The skull crows over it in about a

month, and then becomes of its usual hardness ;

and the animal is equally healthy, as if no dis-

ease had previously existed. It is said that the

senses return after the operation in a few hours,
and that the next day the sheep seems to be quite
relieved.

When, in consequence of rashness or inatten-

tion, the bag containing the fluid has been rup-
tured, which sometimes happens, it is very dif-

ficult, and in many cases impossible, to extract

the sac. The best practice, in this situation of

things, is, it is said, to place the animal in such
a position as that all the fluid may run out and
be discharged ; washing the wound with spirits,

and trying to extract, if possible, the remains of

the sac, then dressing it with a mixture of tar

and basilicon, or either separately, then turn the

animal, which has now lost its stupid appear-
ance, into a good pasture. The damps and
cold of nights should be avoided, as they tend

to produce inflammation, which very soon de-

stroys the animal. In this case, the admission
of the external air, and the irritating dressings,
cause the sides of the sac to adhere : this, how-

ever, is not always the case, it is said, as after a

week or two the appearances of the disease

have been known to return, after the alleviation

which the operation constantly produced. When
this happens, it is almost impossible to extract

the bladder or bag entire, on account of the in-

flammation, from the cutting, causing strong ad-

hesion. In this case the bag may be opened,
and a little spirits of port wine injected by
means of a syr.nge, which has been known, in

more than one case, to prevent a return of the

symptoms. This operation should not, where

possible, be performed in hot or very warm wea-

ther, as maggots are extremely apt to breed in

the wound. In frost, too, inflammation is liable

to be produced, which may also at that time

render it improper. In these cases, the sheep
should be fattened for the butcher as soon as

possible.
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The operation of wiring is described in

this manner by- Mr. Hog. In case the skull

should feel soft in the forehead, then the opera-
tion must be performed by thrusting a stiff

sharpened wire up each nostril, until it stop

against the upper part of the skull. If this

mode of cure were not well authenticated, by
daily experience and observation, it might, it is

said, appear a very severe and dangerous opera-
tion or practice, as the wire goes quite through
the brain in two different places ; yet a far

greater number of sheep are cured in this way
than by any other. The above person has cured

many both ways, he says, and killed a part too ;

but those which he killed were generally with

the wire, because, if the other fail of producing
the desired effect, the wire is constantly applied
to as a last resource ; and many have been seen

cured by it which were apparently past all

means of recovery. By some of these means,

properly made use of, this disease will be found

to be mostly capable of being removed.

STUR'GEON, n. s. Lat. sturio, tursio. A
sea-fish.

It is part of the scutellated bone of a sturgeon,

being flat, of a porous or cellular constitution on one

side, the cells being worn down and smooth on the

ther. Woodward.

STURGEON, STURIO. See ACCIPENSER. The

sturgeon is supposed to be the OVHTKOG of Dorion,
as quoted by Athenaeus, who says, its mouth is

always open, and that it conceals itself in the

hot months. Hence it must be of a cold na-

ture; which is confirmed by the description

given of the European species, by Mr. Forster,
in his Essay on the Volga. He says, they are

scarcely ever found in that river in spring or

summer, but abound in vast numbers in autumn
and winter, when they crowd up the river, from

the sea, and are taken in great numbers. The
ancients were also acquainted with the huso,
another species, which affords ichthyocolla, or

isinglass.

STURMIUS (James), a learned German, born

at Strasburg in 1489. He rendered the most

important services to his country, by contributing

greatly to the reformation of religion at Stras-

burg; to the erection of a college there, and to

his friend Sleidan's History of the Reformation

in Germany. See SLEIDAN. He also served his

country essentially as an ambassador to different

foreign courts, and as a deputy to the diets of

the empire. This Learned reformer died at Stras-

burg, October 30th, 1553.

STURMIUS (John), a learned philologer and

rhetorician, born at Sleidan near Cologne in

1507; in the same town, and within a year of

the celebrated J. Sleidan, along with whom he

was educated. He afterwards studied with the

sons of count de Manderscheid, whose receiver

his father was : and next at Liege in the college

of St. Jerome, and then went to Louvainin 1524;

where he spent five years, three in learning and

two in teaching. He set up a printing press

with Rudger Rescius, professor of the Greek

tongue, and printed several Greek authors. He
went to Paris in 1529, where he was highly es-

teemed, and read public lectures on the Greek

nnd Latin writers, and on logic. He married,

5 STU
and kept a great number of boarders; but, as he
inclined to the new opinions, he was more than
once in danger; and therefore he removed to

Strasburg in 1537, to a place offered him by the

magistrates. In 1538 he opened a school, which
became famous, and was by Maximilian II.

made a university in 1566. He was well skilled
in literature, wrote Latin with great purity, and
was a good teacher. He was often entrusted
with deputations in Germany and foreign coun-

tries, and discharged these employments with

great honor. He showed extreme charity to the

refugees on account of religion : he not only as-

sisted them by his advice and recommendations,
but he even impoverished himself for them. He
died in 1589, in his eighty-second year, after he
had been for some time blind. lie published
many books; the principal of which are, l.Par-
titiones Dialectics ; 2. De Educatione Princi-

pum; 3. De Nobilitate Anglicana; 4. Lingua;
Latinae Resolvendse Ratio; 5. Excellent Notes
on Aristotle's and Hermogenes's Rhetoric, &c.

STURMIUS (John), a native of .AJechlin, and

physician and professor of mathematics at Lou-

vain, also wrote several learned works.

STURMIUS (John Christopher), another learn-

ed German, born at Hippolstein, in 1635. lie

became professor of philosophy and mathematics
at Altdorf. He published a translation of Archi-

medes into German ; A Complete Course of

Mathematics
;
and several Philosophical Trea

Uses. He died at Altdorf, in 1703.

STURNUS, the starling, a genus of birds be-

longing to the order of passeres. The beak is

subulated, depressed, and somewhat blunt; the

superior mandible is entire, and somewhat open
at the edges ; the nostrils are marginated above ;

and the tongue is sharp and emarginated. There

are fifteen species according to Dr. Latham ; vi/..

I. S. Capensis ; 2. carunculatus ;
3. cellaris;

4. dauricus ; 5. gallinaceus ;
6. junceti.; 7. loyca ;

8. ludovicianus; 9. Mexicanus ;
10. militaris ;

II. moritanicus
; 12. olivaceus; 13. sericeus ;

14. viridis ; and,
15. S. vulgnris, the common starling, or stare,

the only species that is indigenous. The weight
of the male is about three ounces, that of the

female rather less
;
the length of the male is

about eight inches and three-quarters : the bill

is brown or yellow, but in old birds generally

yellow. The whole plumage is black, very re-

splendent, with changeable blue, purple, and

copper: each feather marked with a pale yellow

spot. The lesser coverts are edged with yellow,

and slightly glossed with green. The quill fea-

thers and tail dusky ; the former edged with

yellow on the exterior side; the last with dirty

white. The legs of a reddish brown. They
breed in hollow trees, eaves of houses, towers,

ruins, cliffs, and often in high rocks over the sea,

such as that of the Isle of Wight. The female

lays four or five eggs, of a pale greenish ash-

color ; and makes its nest of straw, small fibres

of roots, and the like. In winter, stares assemble

in vast flocks : they collect in myriads in tne

fens of Lincolnshire, and do great damage to the

fen-men, by roosting on the reeds, and breaking

them down by their weight ; for reeds are tltft

thatch of the country, and are laid up in harvest
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with great care. These birds feed on worms
and insects ;

and they will get into pigeon-houses
for the sake of the eggs. Their flesh is so bitter

as to be scarcely eatable. They follow oxen
and other large cattle in the meadows, attracted

by the insects which flutter round them. They
live seven or eight years, or even longer, in the

domestic state. The wild ones cannot be de-

coyed by the call, because they regard not the

scream of the owl. A method has been disco-

vered of taking entire families, by fixing to the

walls and the trees where they lodge pots of

earthenware of a convenient form, which the

birds often prefer to place their nests in. Many
are also caught by the gin and draw-net. In

some parts of Italy it is common to employ
tame weasels to drag them out of their nests.

The stare can be taught to speak French, Ger-

man, Latin, Greek, &c., and to pronounce

phrases of some length. Its pliant throat ac-

commodates itself to every inflection and every
accent. It can readily articulate the letter R,
and acquires a sort of warbling which is much

superior to its native song. These birds are

spread through an extensive range in the ancient

continent. They are found in Sweden, Ger-

many, France, Italy, the Isle of Malta, the Cape
of Good Hope, and are every where nearly the

same ; whereas those American birds which have

been called stares present a great diversity of

appearance.
STUT, or STUT'TER, v.n.

I
Teut. and

STUT'TER, or STUT'TERER, n. s. J Belg. stotte-

ren. To speak with hesitation
; stammer : one

who stammers in his speech.
Divers slut : the cause is the refrigeration of the

tongue, whereby it is less apt to move ; and there-

fore naturals stut. Bacon.

Many stutters are very cholerick, choler inducing
a dryness in the tongue. Id. Natural History.

STUTTGARD, the capital of the kingdom
of Wirtemberg, stands on the river Nisselbach,
in a valley, and is only two miles from the Nec-

kar, over which there is a fine bridge. It is

divided into four parts, the Town Proper, two
suburbs adjacent to each other, and the separate
suburb called Esslingen. The Town Proper is

badly built, the streets being narrow, and the

houses of wood. The suburbs, being less an-

tique, are somewhat better, particularly that of

Esslingen, in which are the royal palace, gym-
nasium, barracks, &c. The palace is a noble

structure, and has an extensive park : its inte-

rior contains a good collection of paintings and
statues ; around are several public establish-

ments, a spacious opera house, a theatre, mu-
seum, garden, and an academy for painting,

sculpture, and architecture. The royal library
is said to contain 100,000 volumes, among which
is a unique collection of bibles. The gymna-
sium has an observatory, and a good collection

of mathematical instruments. . The town has

also a public library ; and though it can boast

of no handsome streets, except King Street, ad-

joining the palace, it has several pleasant walks.

Its public buildings are an old palace, now used
for government offices, a mint, town-house, great

church, and the royal stables. Stuttgard is sur-

rounded by a wall and ditch, but is a place of

no strength ; and though repeatedly entered by
the armies on both sides, between the years 1796
and 1815, it escaped those calamities which

pressed so severely on it in the wars of the six-

teenth and seventeeth centuries. The manu-
factures are on a small scale ; and coasist of

leather, hats, cotton, silk, plated goods, and
snuff. The expenditure of the court and nobi-

lity forms the chief support of the town. Pro-

visions are abundant and reasonable, the sur-

rounding country being equally fertile and
beautiful. Thirty-seven miles . S. E. of Carls-

ruhe, and 116 W.N. W. of Munich.

STY, n. s. & v. a. Sax. pri^e ; Swed. stia. A
cabin to keep hogs in ; any place of filthy cha-

racter : to shut up in a sty.

Tell Richmond,
That in the sty of this most bloody boar

My son George Stanly is franked up in hold.

Shakspeare. Richard III.

Here you sty me
In this hard rock, while you do keep from me
The rest of the island. Id. Tempest.

They all their friends and native home forget,
'

To roll with pleasure in a sensual sty. Milton.

With what ease

Mightest thou expel this monster from his throne,
Now made a sty. Id. Paradise Regained.

May thy black pigs lie warm in little sty,

And have no thought to grieve them till they die !

King.
When her hogs had missed their way,

Th' untoward creatures to the sty I drove,
And whistled all the way. Gay.

STY'GIAN, adj. Lat. stygius. Hellish ; in-

fernal ; pertaining to Styx, one of the poetical
rivers of hell.

At that so sudden blaze the Stygian throng
Bent their aspect. Milton.

STYGIAN LAKE, or RIVER. See STYX.

STYLE, ra. s. & v. .a. Lat. stylus. Manner of

writing with regard to language ; mode of speech ;

mode of painting ;
title ; appellation ; a graver :

the stalk of a flower, see below: to style is,

to term; call.

No style is held for base, where love well named
is. Sidney.

Happy
That can translate the stubbornness of fortune

Into so quiet and so sweet a style. Shakspeare.
Ford 's a knave, and I will aggravate his stile ;

thou shall know him for knave and cuckold. Id.

The king gave them in his commission the style

and appellation which belonged to them.

Clarendon.

Fortune's gifts, my actions

May stile their own rewards. Denham's Sophy.

Placing two stiles or needles of the same steel,

touched with the same loadstone, when the one is

removed but half a span, the other would stand like

Hercules's pillars. Browne.

Their beauty I will rather leare to poets than

venture upon so tender and nice a subject with my
severer style. More.

O virgin ! or what other name you bear

Above that style, O more than mortal fair !

Let not an humble suppliant sue in vain.

Dryden's JEneid

While his thoughts the lingering day beguile,
To gentle Arciie let us turn our style. Dryden.

Whoever backs his tenets with authorities, thinks
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he ought to carry the cause, and is ready to stik it

impudence in any one who shall stand out. Locke.

Style is the middle prominent part of the flower

of a plant, which adheres to the fruit or seed : 'tis

usually slender and long, whence it has its name.

Quincy.
Let some lord but own the happy lines,

How the wit brightens, how the style refines ! Pope.

Propitious hear our prayer,
Whether the style of Titan please thee more,
Whose purple rays the Achasmenes adore.

Id. Statius.

Proper words in proper places make the true defi-

nition of a style. Swift.

The great stile stands alone, and does not require,

perhaps does not as well admit, any addition from
inferior beauties. The ornamental stile also possesses
its own peculiar merit : however, though the union
of the two may make a sort of composite stile, yet
that stile is likely to be more imperfect than either of

those which go to its composition. Reynolds.

STYLE is a word of various significations,

originally deduced from stylos, a kind of bodkin
wherewith the ancients wrote on plates of lead,
or on wax, &c., and which is still used to write

on ivory leaves, and paper prepared for that pur-

pose, &c.

STYLE, in language, is the peculiar manner in

which a man expresses his conceptions. It is a

picture of the ideas which rise in his mind, and
of the order in which they are there produced.
The qualities of a good style may be ranked
under two heads

; perspicuity and ornament.

Perspicuity ought to be essentially connected
with every kind of writing; and, to attain it, at-

tention must be paid, first to single words and

phrases, and then to the construction of sen-

tences. With respect to words and phrases, it

requires these three qualities ; purity, propriety,
and precision. With regard to sentences, it re-

quires a clear arrangement of the words and

unity in the sense ; to which, 'if strength and

harmony be added, the style will become orna-

mented. One of the most important directions

to be observed, by him who wishes to form a

good style, is to acquire clear and precise ideas

on the subject concerning which he is to write

or speak. To this must be added frequency of

composition, and an acquaintance with the style
of the best authors. A servile imitation, how-

ever, of any author is carefully to be avoided;
for he who copies can hardly avoid copying
faults as well as beauties. A style cannot be

-proper unless it be adapted to the subject, and

likewise to the capacity of our hearers, if we are

to speak in public. A simple, clear, and una-

dorned style, such as that of Swift, is fittest for

intricate disquisition ; a style elegant as Addi-

son's, or impetuous like Johnson's, is most pro-

per for fixing the attention on truths, which,

though known, are much neglected. We must
not be inattentive to the ornaments of style, if

we wish that our labors should be read and ad-

mired : but he is a contemptible writer who
looks not beyond the dress of language, who

lays not the chief stress upon his matter, and

who does not regard ornament as a secondary
and inferior recommendation. For further ob-

servations on the different kinds of style, see

LANGUAGE, ORATOUY, and SIMPLICITY. The

earl of Buchan in his Life of Fletcher, while he
celebrates the style of that great patriot, pays no
compliment to the orators of the present age
'Fletcher' says his

lordship, 'was by far the
most nervous and correct speaker in the parlia-ment of Scotland ; for he drew his style from the
pure models of

antiquity, and not from the

grosser practical oratory of his contemporaries;
so that his speeches and his language will bear a
comparison with the best speeches of the reign
of queen Anne, the Augustan age of Great Bri-
tain, far superior to the meretricious, inflated,

metaphorical style of our modern orators.'

STYLE, in botany. See BOTANY, Index.

STYLE, in dialing, denotes the gnomon or cock
of a dial raised on the plane thereof to project a
shadow.

STYLE, in jurisprudence, the particular form
or manner of proceeding in each court of juris-

diction, agreeable to the rules and orders esta-

blished therein: thus we say the style of the
court of Rome, of chancery, of parliament, of the

privy-council, &c.

STYLE, in music, denotes a peculiar manner
of singing, playing, or composing; being pro-
perly the manner that each person has of play-
ing, singing, or teaching ; which is very different,
both in respect of different geniuses, of coun-

tries, nations, and of the different matters, places,

times, subjects, passions, expressions, &c. Thus
we say, the style of Palestrina, of Lully, of

Corelli, of Handel, &c. ; the style of the Italians,

French, Spaniards, &c.

STYLE, NEW, in chronology, the Gregorian
method of computation.

STYLE, OLD, the Julian method of computing
time.

STYLEPHORUS CHORDATUS, a genus of

fishes belonging to the order of apodes. This very
curious genus was discovered by Dr. Shaw, who
read a description of it before the Linnaean So-

ciety in 1788. The eyes are fixed on cylindrical

pillars which lie close together. The rostrum,
or narrow part which is terminated by the mouth,
is connected to the back part of the head by a

flexible leathery duplicature, which permits it

either to be extended in such a manner that the

mouth points directly upwards, or to fall back

so as to be received into a sort of case, formed

by the upper part of the head. There are three

pairs of branchiae situate under the throat. The

pectoral fins are small ;
the dorsal fin runs from

the head to within about an inch and a half of

the tail ;
the caudal fin is short, and is furnished

with five remarkable spines. The body is ex-

tremely long, and compressed very much, and

gradually diminishes as it approaches the tail,

which terminates in a process or string of an

enormous length, and finishes in a very fine

point. This string, or caudal process, seems to

be strengthened throughout its whole length, or

at least as far as the eye can trace it, by a sort

of double fibre or internal part.
The stylephorus

chordatus is a native of the West Indian Sea.

It was taken between the islands of Cuba and

Martinico, near a small cluster of little islands

about nine leagues from shore, and was seen

swimming near" the surface. The whole length

of this uncommon animal, from the head to the
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extremity of the caudal process, is about thirty-

two inches, of which the process itself measures

twenty-two.
STYLET, a small dangerous kind of poniard,

which may be concealed in the hand, chiefly

used in treacherous assassinations. The blade is

usually triangular, and so small that the wound
it makes is almost imperceptible. See STILETTO.

STYLITES, or STILITES, pillar saints, a kind

of solitaries, who stood motionless upon the tops
of pillars. They were totally suppressed in the

twelfth century. The tops of these columns

were only three feet in diameter, and were de-

fended by a rail, that reached almost to the

girdle, somewhat resembling a pulpit. There

was no lying down in it. The faquirs, or devout

people of the east, imitate this extraordinary and

most absurd kind of life to this day.

STYLOCERALOIDES, STYLOGLOSSUS, STY-

LOHYOIDJEUS, StYLOIDES, SlYLOPHARYNG^US,
the names of different muscles in the human

body. See ANATOMY.

STYLOSANTHES, in botany, a genus of the

decandria order, belonging to the diadelphia
class of plants ;

and in the natural method rank-

ing under the thirty-second order, papilion-
aceae. The calyx is tubulated, very long, having
the corolla attached to it. The legumen or pod
biarticulated and hooked. Of these there are

two species, both natives of Jamaica, viz. 1. S.

procumbens, the hedysarum procumbens of Lin-

naeus : a figure of which may be seen in Sloane's

Natural History of Jamaica.

2. S. viscosa, the trifolium of Browne ; a figure
of which is also given by Sloane.

STYPTERIA, a name given by the Greeks
to a species of ALUM. Under the article alum
which the ingenious Dr. Thomson ranks as the

thirteenth of the sulphates, in his System of Che-

mistry, vol. ii. p. 272, he has the following re-

marks on this substance :
' The arvirrripia. of

the Greeks, and the alumen of the Romans, was
a native substance, which appears to have been

nearly related to green vitriol, or sulphate of
iron ; and which consequently was verydifferent
from what we at present denominate alum.'
' From the researches of professor Beckman, it

appears that we owe the discovery of alum to

the Asiatics; but at what period, or by what
means the discovery was made is unknown.'
' The composition of alum has been but lately
understood with accuracy. It has been long
known that one of its ingredients is sulphuric
acid; and the experiments of GeorTroy, Hellot,

Pott, Margraff, and Macquier, prove incontes-

tibly that alumina is another. But sulphuric
acid and alumina are incapable of forming alum.
Manufacturers knew that the addition of a quan-
tity of potass, or of ammonia, or of some sub-
stance containing these alkalies, is almost always
necessary ; and it was proved that, in every case
in which such additions are unnecessary, the

earth from which the alum is obtained, contained

already a quantity of potass. Various conjec-
tures were made about the part which potass
acts in this case; but Chaptal and Vauquelin
appear to have been the first chemists who as-

certained, by decisive experiments, that alum is

a
triple salt, composed of sulphuric acid, alu-

miua, and potass, or ammonia, united together.

As alum contains an excess of acid, it belongs
to the class of super-sulphates.' See SUPERSUL-
PHATE.

STYPTIC, adj. ~\ Fr. styptique; Gr. -ruir-

SIYP'TICAL, >rlcoc. Often, though er-

STYPTI'CITY, n. s.j roneously, written stiptick
The same as astringent; but generally express-

ing the most efficacious sort of astringents : the

power of staunching blood.

There is a poor sour stiptick salt diffused through
the earth, which, passing a concoction in plants, be-

cometh milder. Browne.

In an effusion of blood, having dossils ready dipt
in the royal stiptick, we applied them.

Wiseman's Surgery.
Catharticks of mercurials precipitate the'viscidities

by their stypticity, and mix with all animal acids.

Flayer.
Fruits of trees and shrubs contain phlegm, oil,

and an essential salt, by which they are sharp,
sweet, sour, or styptick. Arbuthnot on Aliments.

STYPTICS, in pharmacy, medicines which,

by their astringency, stop hemorrhages, &c. See
MATERIA MEDICA.

STYRAX, the storax tree, in botany, a genus
of plants belonging to the class of decandria,
and to the order of monogynia; and in the na-

tural system ranging under the eighteenth order,
bicornes. There are four species, viz. 1. S. ben-

zoinum is described by Dr. Dryander in the

Philosophical Transactions for 1787, p. 308, &c.

It has been characterised by oblong acuminated

leaves, whicli are downy underneath, and nearly
of the length of the racemi. The botanical cha-

racter of this tree was mistaken by modern bo-

tanists, till Dr. Dryander ascertained it to be a

styrax. Benzoin was long supposed to be the

produce of a species of laurus. Linnaeus de-

tected this error: but he committed another
; for

he tells us that it is furnished by a shrub which,
in the country where it grows, is called croton

bezoe; and afterwards, in his Supplementum
Plantanum, describes the same plant a second

time under the name of terminalia benzoin.

This tree, which is a native of Sumatra, is

deemed in six years of sufficient age for affording
the benzoin, or when its trunk acquires about

seven or eight inches in diameter; the bark is

then cut through longitudinally, or somewhat

obliquely, at the origin of the principal lower

branches, from which the drug exudes in a liquid

state, and by exposure to the sun and air soon

concretes, when it is scraped off from the bark

with a knife or chisel. The quantity of benzoin

which one tree affords never exceeds three pounds,
nor are the trees found to sustain the effects of

these annual incisions longer than ten or twelve

years. The benzoin which issues first from the

wounded bark is the purest, being soft, extremely

fragrant, and very white ;
that which is less es

teemed is of a brownish color, very hard, ana

mixed with various impurities, which it acquires

during its long continuance upon the trees. Es-

chelskron distinguishes benzoin into three kinds,

viz. camaya-n poeti, or white benjamin, which,

upon being melted in a bladder by the heat of

the sun, appears marked with red streaks or

veins. Camayan bamatta is less white than the

former, and often spo'ted with white circles

called eyes, from the number of which its uood-

ness is estimated: it likewise melts bv the heat
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of the sun. Camayan ham, or black benjamin,
which requires to be melted in hot water from

its preservation in bladders. In Arabia, Persia,

and other parts of the east, the coarser kinds of

benjamin are consumed for fumigating and per-

fuming the temples, and for destroying insects.

The benzoin which we find here in the shops is

in large brittle masses, composed partly of white,

partly of yellowish or light brown, and often

also of darker colored pieces : that which is

clearest, and contains the most white matter,
called by authors benzoe amygdaloides, is ac-

counted the best. This resin has very little

taste, impressing on the palate only a slight

sweetness : its smell, especially when rubbed or

heated, is extremely fragrant and agreeable. It

totally dissolves in rectified spirit (the impu-
rities excepted, which are generally in a very
small quantity), into a deep yellowish red liquor,

and in this state discovers a degree of warmth
and pungency, as well as sweetness. It imparts,

by digestion, to water also a considerable share

of its fragrance, and a slight pungency : the fil-

tered liquor, gently exhaled, leaves not a resin-

ous or mucilaginous extract, but a crystalline

matter, seemingly of a saline nature, amounting
to one-tenth or one-eighth of the weight of the

benzoin. Exposed to the fire in proper vessels,

it yields a quantity of a white saline concrete,

called stores benzoes, of an acidulous taste and

grateful odor, soluble in rectified spirit, and in

water by the assistance of heat. The principal
use of this fragrant resin is in perfumes, and as

.a cosmetic ;
for which last purpose, a solution

of it in spirit of wine is mixed with so much
water as is sufficient to render it milky, as twenty
ti'.iies its quantity or more. It promises, how-

ever, to be applicable to other uses, and to ap-

proach in virtue, as in fragrance, to storax and

balsam of Tolu. It is said to be of great ser-

vice in disorders of the breast, for resolving ob-

structions of the pulmonary vessels, and pro-

moting expectoration : in which intentions the

tiowers are sometimes given, from three or four

grains to fifteen. The white powder, precipi-
tated by water from solutions of the benzoin in

spirit, has been employed by some as similar and

superior to the floweis, but appears to be little

other than the pure benzoin in substance ;
it is

not the saline, but the resinous matter of the

benzoin, tnat is most disposed to be precipitated
from spirit by water. The flowers, snuffed up
the nose, are said to be a powerful errhine.

2. S. grandefolium ; 3. S. levigatum ;
these

are mentioned byAiton, inhisllortus Kewensis,
or Garden of Kew.

4. S. officinale, the officinal storax, is the only

species mentioned by Linnaeus. It usually rises

above twenty feet high ; it sends off many strong

branches, which are covered with aroughish bark

of a gray color; the leaves are broad, elliptical,

entire, somewhat pointed ; on the upper surface

smooth, and of a light green color; on the under

surface covered with a whitish down ; they are

placed alternately, and stand upon short foot-

stalks; the flowers are large, white, and disposed
in clusters upon short peduncles, which termi-

nate the branches ; the corolla is monopetalous,

funnel-shaped, divided at the limb into five

lance-shaped segments; the filaments are ten,
placed in a regular circle, and seem to adhere
towards the base ; the anthera arc erect and ob-
long ; the germen is oval, and supports a slender

style, with a, simple stigma : the fruit is a pulpy
pericarpium, which contains one or two nuts of
an oval compressed figure. The resinous drug
called storax issues in a fluid state from incisions
made in the trunk or branches of the tree. Two
sorts of this resin have been commonly distin-

guished in the shops. 1. Storax in the tear is

scarcely, if ever, found in separate tears, but in

masses, sometimes composed of whitish and pale
reddish-brown tears, and sometimes of a uni-
form reddish-yellow or brownish appearance ;

unctuous and soft like wax, and free from visible

impurities. This is supposed to be the sort

which the ancients received from Pamphylia in

reeds or canes, and which was thence namad
calamita. 2. Common storax : in large masses,

considerably lighter and less compact than the

former, and having a large admixture of woody
matter like saw-dust. This appears to be the

kind intended by the London College, as they
direct their styrax calamita to be purified, for

medicinal use, by softening it with boiling water

and pressing it out from the feces betwixt warm
iron plates, a process which the first sort does not

stand in need of. And indeed there is rarely any
other than this impure storax to be met with in

the shops. Storax, with some of the ancients,

was a familiar remedy as a resolvent, and parti-

cularly used in catarrhal complaints, coughs,

asthmas, menstrual obstiuctions, &c.
;
and from

its affinity to the balsams it was also prescribed
in ulcerations of the lungs, and other states of

pulmonary consumptions. And our pharma-

copoeias formerly directed the pilulae estyrace ;

but this odoriferous drug has now no place in

any of the officinal compounds ; and, though a

medicine which might seem to promise some

efficacy in nervous debilities, yet by modern

practitioners it is almost totally disregarded.

See LIQUIDAMBAR and STORAX.

STYRIA, a considerable province of the

Austrian empire, situated between Austria

Proper and Illyria, or extending from 45 54

to 47 50' N. lat. Its form would be nearly

square, did it comprise Carinthia, a province

situated to the south-west. Its extent is com-

puted at 8500 square miles; its population,

which, without being dense, is less thinly scat-

tered than that of the northern part of Britain,

is about 840,000. Its divisions are into Upper

Styria towards the north, and Lower Styria to-

wards the south. The former is subdivided into

the circles of Judenburg and Bruck ;
the latter

into those of Gratz, Marburg, and Cilley.

Upper Styria is mountainous, being in a great

measure a continuation of a branch of the Alps,

which, after extending eastward through Swit-

zerland, Tyrol, and Saltzburg, enter Styria at Us

western boundary, and continue their direction

throughout its whole extent. This range rises

in various parts to the height of 7000, 8000, and

9000 feet, presenting
several points

covered wit.i

perpetual snow. A number of ramifications ex-

tend into Lower Styria,
but become gradually

lower as they remove from the mam chain, till they
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present only small elevations, on the sides of

which the vine is cultivated. The plains, how-

ever, even here, are not extensive, if we except
that of Pettau, along the banks of the Drave.

In the elevated districts, natural excavations

sometimes of great extent are found ;
and some

naturalists have imagined that one or two moun-
tains presented volcanic appearances. The rivers

are numerous, but seldom navigable : the prin-

cipal are the Enns, the Muhr, the Drave, and

the Save. The climate presents great discre-

pancies, arising from the greater or less elevation

of the soil. In Upper Styria the air is elastic,

pure, and cold : winter begins in November, and

the snow lies on the hills till May. In Lower

Styria the climate is more temperate ; but, though
the air is in general of great purity, endemic

fevers prevail, and the constitutional imbecility
or idiocy called Cretinism is very common.
The quantity of rain is less than might be ex-

pected, not exceeding fifteen inches in the year.

The soil of Styria is, with the exception of the

higher mountains, fertile, and produces wheat,

barley, oats, rye, and, in the warmer situations,

maize. The potato, though introduced so lately
as the middle of the eighteenth century, is now

general. Agriculture is extremely backward,

though irrigation is practised extensively.

Styria has long been remarkable for the care

bestowed on its cattle. They are of middle

size, but well shaped, and are driven in summer
to the highest parts of the mountains, where,
after passing the warm season, they return to the

plains. In sheep, at least in the improvement
of wool, the Styrians have not yet succeeded,
and their horses are chiefly for draught. Poul-

try is abundant.

Styria produces coal, and several mines of it

are wrought ; but it is at present not much used
in mines and forges. Almost all the metals are

found in Styria : gold, silver, and copper, hardly

defray the expense of mining ; lead is less scarce ;

but the great produce is iron. The mountain of

Erzberg, situated in the north of Styria, was
well known to the Romans. Instead of veins

and strata, it presents a solid mass of ore, which
has been wrought without intermission for eleven

centuries; and, although nearly 13,000 tons of

pure iron have been obtained annually from it

for years, it hardly appears diminished, and the

restriction in the quantity made arises chiefly
from the limited supply of fuel. At the small

town of Turroch is a mine producing the cele-

brated Prescian steel, used by the Romans for

sword blades. The other mines, though less

rich, are not inconsiderable; and the total an-

nual produce of iron in Styria is from 16,000
to 20,000 tons. Salt is yet more abundant, par-

ticularly at Aussee, from which almost any
quantity might be produced, were the demand
greater. Cobalt, arsenic, and molybdena, occur
in Styria; and zinc, antimony, and bismuth,

rarely.
The manufactures of Styria are of course

principally derived from the mines. The coun-

try contains in all 200 forges, and about thirty

manufacturing establishments, in which it is

computed that 300,000 sickles, and a still larger

quantity of scythes, are made annually Next

to these in importance are the copper forges,
and various preparations of sulphate of iron,

alum, saltpetre, earthenware, gunpowder, and

sulphur. The flax raised in this country is

made into coarse linen, or exported unwrought :

the women are much employed in the fields.

The exports consist of metals, corn, wine, flax,
clover seed, cattle ; the imports comprise wool-

lens, linens, silks, tobacco, oil, and groceries.
The Styrians have the hospitality and frank-

ness of an agricultural people, but are as yet

very imperfectly educated ; the great majority
are Roman Catholics

;
but the Protestants enjoy

a full, and the Jews a limited toleration. In

regard to government, the Styrians have a par-
liament under the name of States, composed of
four orders, the higher clergy, the nobility, the

deputies from the landholders, and the deputies
ffom the towns.

Pliny and Strabo considered the inhabitants

as descended from the Boii and Taurisci. They
are described as altogether uncivilised, and as

harassing the adjoining provinces by their incur-

sions, till the reign of Tiberius (A. D. 8), when

Styria was subdued, and included in the pro-
vince of Noricum. During the period of its

remaining in the Roman hands, considerable

improvements took place, towns being built at

the more important stations, tillage diffused, and
in the fourth century Christianity introduced.

But Styria was almost as unfortunate in the re-

peated invasions of the barbarians as the ad-

joining provinces of Illyria and Pannonia.

History records an invasion of southern Ger-

many by the Magyars, the conquerors of Hun-

gary, and their expulsion from the limits of the

empire by Otho I. in 933 : the reconquered ter-

ritory was divided into a number of princi-

palities, one of which, called the county of

Steyr, rose by gradual and successive augmen-
tations to its present extent. lu 1172 it was
annexed to Austria, and has since been governed
either by the sovereign of that country, or by a

member of his family.

STYTHY, v.a. See STITHY. To forge on
an anvil.

By the forge that ttythied Mars his helm,
I'll kill thee every where, yea, o'er and o'er.

Shatapeare.

STYX, in mythology, a celebrated river of

hell, round which it flows nine times. The gods
held the waters of the Styx in such veneration

that to swear by them was reckoned an oath al-

together inviolable. If any of the gods had per-

jured themselves, Jupiter obliged them to drink

the waters of the Styx, which lulled them for one
whole year into a senseless stupidity, for the nine

following years they were deprived of the am-
brosia and the nectar of the gods, and, after the

expiration of the years of their punishment, they
were restored to the assembly of the deities, and
to all their original privileges. It is said that this

veneration was shown to the Styx because it re-

ceived its name from the nymph Styx, who with

her three daughters assisted Jupiter in his

war against the Titans. Styx was a river

which it was necessary for departed shades to

pass before they could enter the infernal regions ;

and it wa* the office of Charon to ferry them
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over in a boat which \va? kept for that purpose.
The ghosts of those who had not been honored
with the rites of sepulture were obliged to wander
100 years before Charon could admit them into

his boat to convey them before the judges of
Hades. Mythological writers have said that the

Greeks learned it from the Egyptians, which is

indeed probable enough; that the Egyptians
framed both this and some other fables relating
to the dead, from certain customs peculiar to

their country ; that in particular there was, not

far from Memphis, a famous burying-place, to

which the dead bodies were conveyed in a boat

across the lake Acherusia ; and that Charon was
a boatman who had long officiated in that service.

The learned Dr. Blackwell says, in his Life of

Homer, that, in the old Egyptian language, Cha-
roni signified ferryman.

STYX, a sea nymph, daughter of Oceanus and
Tellus. She married the giant Pallas, son of

Crius and Eurybia, by whom she had three

daughters, all goddesses, Victory, Strength, and
Valor. She and her daughters assisted Jupiter

against the giants ; and she gave name to the in-

fernal river by which the gods swore.

SUANES, SUANETI, SUANI, or SOANES, a

people of Asia, who inhabit one of the four divi-

sions of Imeritia. They are chiefly employed in

agriculture and rearing cattle. Major Rennell

supposes them to be the descendants of a people
of the same name and country, mentioned by
Strabo. They were then a numerous and power-
ful nation, governed by a king and national

council of 300. They collected gold in their

rivers, washed down from the mountains, by
sinking sheep-skins in them, with the wool up-
permost ; whence Strabo derives the origin of the

fable of the Golden Fleece. See ARGO, ARGO-
NAUTS, COLCHIS, and MINGRELIA.

SUARDONES, an ancient nation of Germany.
Tacitus de Germ. 40.

SUARES, or SUAREZ (Francis), a Spanish
Jesuit, born in Grenada, 5th of January, 1548.

He was professor of theology at Alcala, Sala-

manca, Rome, and Coimbra in Portugal. He
died at Lisbon in 1617, with great ease and resig-

nation. His memory was astonishing : he could

repeat the whole of his voluminous works by
heart. His writings fill twenty-three folio vo-

lumes, mostly on theological and moral subjects.
His Treatise of Laws has been reprinted in this

country. His defence of the Catholic Faith

against the errors of England was written at the

request of pope Paul V. This book was publicly
burnt at London by order of James I.

SUA'SIVE, adj. Lat. suudeo. Having power
to persuade.

It had the passions in perfect subjection ;
and

though its command over them was but snaiive and

political, yet it had the force of coaction, and despo-
tical. South.

SUA'VITY , n. s. Fr. suavite ; Lat. suavitas.

Sweetness to the senses.

She desired them for rarity, pulchritude,
and

suavity, Browne.

SUBAC TD, adj. Lat. sub and acidns. Sour

in a small degree.

The juice of the slem is like the chyle in the ani-

mal body, not
sufficiently concocted by circulation

and is commonly subacid in all plants.
Arbuthnot on Aliments.

SUBAC'RID, adj. Sub and acrid. Sharp and
pungent in a small degree.
The green choler of a cow tasted sweet, bitter,

lubacrid, or a little pungent, and turned syrup of
violets green. flayer,

SUBACT, v. a. Lat. subactus. To reduce :

to subdue.

Tangible bodies have no pleasure in the consort of
air, but endeavour to subnet it into a more dense
body. /},,;

There are of concoction two periods : the one as-

similation, or absolute conversion and subaction ; the
other maturation : whereof the former is most con-

spicuous in living creajures, in which there is an
absolute conversion and assimilation of the nourish-
ment into the body. Id. Natural History.

SUBAH, the general name of 'the viceroyships,
or greater governments, into which the Mogul
empire was divided, consisting of several pro-
vinces.

SUBAHDAR, the viceroy, lord-lieutenant, or

governor, holding a subah; the same as nabob
or nazim. Also the black commander of a com-

pany of seapoys.

SUBAHDAREE, or SUBAHSHIP, the juris-
diction of subahdar; the same-with nizamut.

SUBALTERN, adj. Fr. subalie.nie. Infe-

rior; subordinate; that which in different re-

spect? is both superior and inferior.

Love's subalterns, a duteous band,
Like watchmen round their chief appear ;

Each had his lanthorn in his hand,
And Venus, masked, brought up the rear. Prior.

One, while a subaltern officer, was every day com-

plaining against the pride ot colonels towards their

officers, yet, after he received his commission for a

regiment, he confessed the spirit of colonelship was

coming fast upon him, and it daily increased to his

death. Swift.

This sort of universal ideas, which may either be

considered as a genus or species, is called subaltern.

Watts.

SUBALTERN (Fr. officiers subalternes), sub-

altern officers. This word is used among the

French, as with us., to signify all officers of a

certain inferior degree, viz. les subalternes, the

subalterns. All officers under the rank of major,

technically considered, are subalterns ; captains

of troops and companies, in an effective batta-

lion, under arms, are in a subaltern station, and

subject to the word of command given by OOP

person ;
hence subaltern, from the Latin sub

and alter in the same manner that lieutenants

cornets, and ensigns, are under the control of

captains of troops or companies.

SUBBEA'DLE, n. s. Sub and beadle. An

under beadle.

They ought not to execute those precepts by simple

messengers, or subbeadles, but in their own persons.
A

\ilijje.

SUBBULGUR, a town in the Mahrntta terri-

tories, in the province of Agra, situated sixty-rive

miles south-west from the city of Agra, is stir-

rounded by a high stone wall, in good repair,

with a number of bastions ;
but the artillery is

very insufficient. One side of the fort stands

on the edge of a deep precipice.
Between Sub-
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bulghur and Bejighur, to the south, the country
is tolerably well cultivated.

Also a town in the province of Delhi, on the

east side of the Ganges, twelve miles south from

Hurdwar. There is here an extensive line of

fortification enclosing the town, but which exhi-

bits little more than naked walls falling to de-

cay. Much of the ground within the fort is

under cultivation.

SUBCELESTIAL, adj. Sub and celestial.

Placed beneath the heavens.
The most refined glories of subcelestial excellen-

cies are but more faint resemblances of these.

Glanville.

SUBCLA;VIAN, adj. Lat. sub and claviu.

Subclavian is applied to any thing under the arm-

pit or shoulder, whether artery, nerve, vein, or muscle.

Q'tincy.
The chyle first mixeth with the blood in the sub-

elavian vein, and enters with it into the heart, where
it is very imperfectly mixed, there being no mecha-
nism nor fermentation to convert it into blood, which
is effected by the lungs. Arbuthaot.

SUBCLAVIAN ARTERIES. See ANATOMY.
SUBCLAVIUS. See ANATOMY.

SUBCONSTELLATION, n. s. Sub and
constellation. A subordinate or secondary con-

stellation.

As to the picture of the seven stars, if thereby he

meant the Pleiades, or subcomtetlativn upon the back

of Taurus, with what congruity they are described,
in a clear night an ordinary eye may discover.

Bruwne's Vulgar Errours.

SUBCONTRACTED, part. adj. Sub and
contracted. Contracted after a former contract.

Your claim,
I bar it in the interest of my wife

,

'Tis she is subcontracted to this lord,

And I her husband contradict your banes.

Shakspeare. King Lear.

SUBCON'TRARY, adj. Sub and contrary.

Contrary in an inferior degree.
If two particular propositions differ in quality, they

are contraries : as, some vine is a tree
; some vine

is not a tree. These may be both true together, but

they can never be both false. Watts.

SUBCONTRARY POSITION, in geometry, is when
two equiangular triangles are so placed as to

have one common angle at the vertex, and yet
their bases not parallel; consequently the angles
at the bases are equal, but on the contrary sides.

SUBDEA'CON, n. s. Lat. subdiaconus.
In the Romish church they have a subdeacon, who

is the deacon's servant. Ayliffe's Parergon.

SUBDEACON, an inferior minister, who ancient-

ly attended the altar, prepared the sacred vessels,
delivered them to the deacons in time of divine

service, attended the doors of the church during
communion service, went on the bishop's em-
bassies with his letters or messages to foreign

churches, and was invested with the first of the

holy orders. They were so subordinate to the

superior rulers of the church that, by a canon of
the council of Laodicea, they were forbidden to

sit in the presence of a deacon without his leave.

According to the canons, a person must be

twenty-two years of age to be promoted to the

order of subdeacon. See DEACON.

SUBDEAiV, n. s. Lat. subdecanus. The vice-

gerent of a dean.

Whenever the dean and
chapter confirm any act,

that such confirmation may be valid, the dean must

join in person, and not in the person of a deputy or

subdean only. Ayliffe.

SUBDELEGATE; appointed to act under an-

other, or one who is so.

SUBDERISO'RIOUS, adj. Lat. sub and de-

'risor. Scoffing or ridiculing with tenderness and

delicacy. Not used.

The stibderisoriut mirth is far from giving any
offence to us : it is rather a pleasant condiment of our

conversation. More.

SUBDIVER'SIFY, v. a. Sub and diversify.
To diversify again what is already diversified.

The same wool one man felts into a hat, another

weaves it into cloth, another into arras
;
and these

variously subdiversified according to the fancy of the

artificer; Hate.

SUBDIVIDE', v. a. ) Fr. subdiviser. Sub

SUBDIVISION, n. s. } and divide. To divide

a part into yet more parts : the noun substantive

corresponding.
When Brutus and Cassius were overthrown, soon

after Antonius and Octavianus brake and subdivided.

Browne.
The glad father glories in his child,

When he can subdivide a fraction. Roscommon.
When the progenies of Cham amd Japhet swarmed

into colonies, and those colonies were subdivided in

many others, in time their descendants lost the pri-
mitive rights of divine worship, retaining only the no-

tion of one deity. Dryden.
In the decimal table the subdivisions of the cubit,

as span, palm, and digit, are deduced from the

shorter cubit. Arbuthnot.

When any of the parts of any idea are farther di-

vided, in order to a clear explication of the whole,
this is called a tubdicision ;

as when ayear is divided

into months, each month into days, and each day
into hours, which may be farther subdivided into

minutes and seconds. Wattit Logick.

SUB'DOLOUS, adj. Lat. subdolus. Cunning;
subtle ; sly.

In his own case he might have thought it a subdu-

lous evasion
;
a forced succession wholly nugatory

on the footing of worldly success.

Whyte's Poems, Notes.

SUBDOMINANT, in music, a name given by
M. Rameau to the fourth note of the tone, which

of consequence is the same interval from the tonic

when descending as the dominant in rising. This

denomination arises from the affinity which this

author finds by inversion between the minor

mode of the subdominant and the major mode of

the tonic. See DOMINANT and Music.

SUBDUCE', v.a. } Lat. subduco, subdue tus.

SUBDUCT', > To withdraw
;
take away ;

SUBDUC'TIOS, n. s ) subtract : the noun sub-

stantive corresponding.

Or nature failed in me, and left some part
Not proof enough such object to sustain ;

Or, from my side subducting, took perhaps
More than enough. Milton's Paradise Lnst.

Take the other operation of arithmetick, subduc-

tion : if out of that supposed infinite multitude of

antecedent generations we should subduce ten, the

residue must be less by ten than it was before, and

yet still the quotient must be infinite. Hale.

Possibly the Divine beneficence subducting that in-

fluence which it communicated from the time of thcii
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first creation, they were kept in a state of immortality
till that moment of the subduction.

Id. Origin of Mankind.

SUBDUE', v.a. ^ Lat. subdo, or subjugo.

SUBDUE'MENT, n.s. >To crush; oppress; over-

SUBDU'ER. 3 power ; sink; conquer;
tame : the noun substantives corresponding.
Be fruitful and replenish the earth, and subdue it.

Gen. i. 28.

moisture from the air. Before the blow-pipe it

swells up, the acid is volatilised and decomposed,
and nothing remains but the alumina.

2. 'S. ofammonia crystallises in parallelepipeds.
Its taste is saltish and leaves an impression of
bitterness. It reddens vegetable blues. It is

very soluble in water. It attracts moisture from
the air. When placed upon burning coals it

loses its water of crystallisation, and swells up
Them that rose up against me hast thou subdued and before the blow-pipe it evaporates entirely

under me. 2 Sam. xxu 40.
It is decomposed by the aluminous and magne-Great god of might, that reigneth in the mind,

And all the body to thy hest dost frame :

Victor of gods, subduer of mankind,
That dost the lions and fell tygers tame,
Who can express the glory of thy might? Spenser.

Nothing could have subdued nature

To such a lowness, but his unkind daughters.

Shakspeare.
As hot as Perseus, spur thy Phrygian steed,

Bravely despising forfeits and subduements. Id.

Augustus Caesar subdued Egypt to the Roman em-

pire. Peacham.

Nor 'st unwholesome to subdue the land

By often exercise ; and, where before

You broke the earth, again to plow. May's Virgil.

If aught were worthy to subdue

The soul of man. Milton.

Their curious eye
Discerns their great subduer's awful mien
And corresponding features fair. Philips.

The Romans made those times the standard of

their wit, when they subdued the world. Sprat.

Figs are great subduers of acrimony, useful in

hoarseness and coughs, and extremely emollient.

Arbuthnot.

SUB'DUPLE,o$. > Fr. subdvple ; Lat. sub

SUBDU'PLICATE, ti. s. } and duplus. Containing
one part of two.

As one of these under pulleys doth abate half of

that heaviness which the weight hath in itself, and

cause the power to be in a subduple proportion unto

i*,, so two of them do abate half of that which re-

mains, and cause a subquadruple proportion, and

three a subsextuple. Wilhms's Mathematical Magick.
The motion generated by the forces, in the whole

passage of the body or thing through that space, shall

be in a subdupticate proportion of the forces.

Newton's Opticks.

SUBDUPLE RATIO is, when any number or

quantity is contained in another twice. Thus
three is said to be subduple of six, as six is duple
of three. See RATIO.

magne-
sian salts.

3.
' S. of barytes does not crystallise. Heat

makes it swell up and melts it. It is scarcely
soluble in water except there be an excess of

acid. It is decomposed by most of the salts, ex-

cept the barytic salts and the fluat of lime.

4.
'
S. of lime does not crystallise. It is per-

fectly white ;
it has a saltish taste ; it does not

redden the tincture of turnsole. It is very spar-

ingly soluble in water, except when hot; and, as

the solution cools, most of the salt precipitates

again. When placed upon burning coals it swells

up, the acid is decomposed, and there remains

only the lime in the state of powder. It is decom-

posed by 1. Muriate of alumina: 2. Carbonates
of potash and soda: 3. Fluate of magnesia: 4.

Phosphates of alumina and soda : 5. Borate of

potass : 6. All the metallic solutions.

5. ' S. of magnesia is in the form of a powder ;

it reddens the tincture of turnsole. It has a bit-

ter taste; it is soluble in water, and attracts some
moisture when exposed to the air. When heated

it swells up and melts : before the blow-pipe the

acid is decomposed, and the magnesia remains

in a state of purity. It is decomposed by 1.

Muriate and phosphate of alumina: 2. Nitrates

of lime and alumina : 3. Borate of potass : 4.

Fluate of soda.

6.
' S. of potass ought to be formed by means

of crystallised carbonat of potass. It crystallises

in prisms having four unequal sides. It has a

bitter saltish taste, and it reddens vegetable blues.

It is very soluble in water. Caloric melts it, and

at last volatilises the acid. It is decomposed by
most of the metallic salts, and by sulphate of alu-

mina, muriate of alumina and of lime ;
nitrate of

alumina and of lime ;
and phosphate of alumina.

7.
' S. of soda does not crystallise. It reddens

the tincture of turnsole. Its taste is slightly bit-

SUBDUPLICATE RATIO of any two quantities ter. It is very soluble in water and in alcohol.

is the ratio of their square roots. It attracts moisture from the air. Caloric pro-

SUBER, the cork-tree. See QUERCUS. duces the same effect on it that it does on sube-

SUBERAS, or SUBERAT, from suber, the rat of potass, No. 6. It is decomposed by tJi

cork-tree. A salt formed by the combination of calcareous, aluminous, and magnesian salts.

the suberic acid, or acid of cork, with different SUBERIC, from Lat. suber, the cork-tree.

bases. ' These salts,' says Dr. Thomson in his Of or belonging to cork, or the cork-tree; c<

System of Chemistry, vol. iii. p. 434,
' have been sisting of the essence of cork.

SUBERIC ACID, or the acid of cork, one of the
described with a good deal of detail, by Bouil-

This salt does not crystallise. When its solution o^
;

"

is evaporated by a moderate heat, in a wide ves- scription, is the bark of a tree which c.i s t

>-*-'. .
e_ mp namfi _ RV niean s of nitric acid Brug-

sel, the salt obtained is of a yellow color, trans-

parent, having a styptic taste, and leaving an im-

pression of bitterness on the tongue. When too

much heat is employed it melts and blackens. It

same name. By means

natelli converted it into an acid, which has

been called the suberic acid, from tube

Several chemists affirmed that this acid -*a the
iiiuuii ueui. is eiumuyeu u uieiis ;mu uiai.i\.cii.:>. * ,

r ioe

reddens the tincture of turnsole, and attracts oxalic, because it possesses
several pr^tr
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common with it. These assertions induced

Bouillon La Grange to undertake a set of expe-
riments on suberic acid. These experiments,
which have been published in the twenty-third
volume of the Annales de Chimie, completely
establish the peculiar nature of suberic acid, by

showing that it possesses properties different from

those of any other acid. Suberic acid may be

formed by pouring six parts of nitric acid of the

specific gravity l'26l on one part of cork grated

down, or simply broken down into small pieces,

and distilling the mixture with a gentle heat as

long as red vapors continue to escape. As the

distillation advances, a yellow matter like wax

appears on the surface of the liquid. While the

matter contained in the retort is hot, it is to be

poured into a glass vessel, placed upon a sand-

bath over a gentle fire, and constantly stirred with

a glass rod. By these means it becomes gradually
thick. As soon as white vapors, exciting a tick-

ling in the throat, begin to disengage themselves,

the vessel is removed from the bath, and the mass

continually stirred till it is almost cold. By
these means an orange-colored mass is obtained

of the consistence of honey, of a strong and

sharp odor while hot, but having a peculiar aro-

matic smell when cold. On this mass twice its

weight of boiling-water is to be poured, and heat

applied till it becomes liquid ;
and then that part

of it which is insoluble in water is to be separated

bj filtration. The filtered liquor becomes muddy;
on cooling it deposits a powdery sediment, and

a thin pellicle forms on its surface. The sedi-

ment is to be separated by filtration, and the

liquor reduced to a dry mass by evaporating in a

gentle heat. This mass is suberic acid. It is

still a little colored, owing to some accidental

mixture; from which it may be purified, either

by saturating it with potass, and precipitating it

by an acid, or by boiling it with charcoal powder.
Suberic acid thus obtained is not crystallisable,

but, when precipitated from potass by an acid,

it assumes the form of a powder; when obtained

by evaporation, it forms thin irregular pellicles.

Its taste is acid and slightly bitter ; and, when
dissolved in a small quantity of boiling water, it

acts upon the throat, and excites coughing. It

reddens vegetable blues; and, when dropped into

a solution of indigo in sulphuric acid (the liquid
blue of this country), it changes the color of the

solution and renders it green. Water at 60 or

even 70 dissolves only one 57-6th part of its

weight of suberic acid ; and if the acid be very

pure only one 144th part : boiling water on the

contrary dissolves half its weight of it. When
exposed to the air it attracts moisture, especi-

ally if it be impure. When exposed to the

light of day, it becomes at last brown ; and this

effect is produced much sooner by the direct

rays of the sun. When heated in a matrass the

acid sublimes, and the inside of the glass is sur-

rounded with zones of different colors. If the

sublimation be stopped at the proper time, the

acid is obtained on the sides of the vessel in

small points formed of concentric circles. When

exposed to the heat of the blow-pipe, on a spoon
ot platinum, it first melts, then becomes pulve-

rulent, and at last sublimes entirely, with a smell

resembling that of cebacic acid. It is not altered

by oxygen gas : the other acids do not dissolve

it completely. Alcohol devolves an aromatic

odor, and an ether may be obtained by means of

this acid. It converts the blue color of nitrate of

copper into a green ; the sulphate of copper into

a green ; green sulphate of iron to a deep yellow;
and sulphate of zinc to a golden yellow. It has

no action either on platinum, gold, or nickel ;

but it oxidates silver, mercury, lead, tin, iron,

bismuth, arsenic, cobalt, zinc, antimony, manga-
nese, and molybdenum. With alkalies, earths,

and metallic oxides, it forms compounds named
suberats.' See SUBEP.AT. Its affinities are as

follows : barytes, potass, soda, lime, ammonia,
magnesia, alumina.

M. Chevreuil obtained the suberic acid by
mere digestion of the nitric acid on grated cork,
without distillation, and purified it by washing
with cold water. Twelve parts of cork may be

made to yield one of acid. When pure, it is

white and pulverulent, having a feeble taste, and
little action on litmus. It is soluble in eighty

parts of water at 55 30' Fahrenheit, and in

thirty-eight parts at 140. It is much more so-

luble in alcohol, from which water throws down
a portion of the suberic acid. It occasions a

white precipitate when poured into acetate of

lead, nitrates of lead, mercury, and silver, mu-
riate of tin, and protosulphate of iron. It affords

no precipitate with solutions of copper or zinc.

The suberates of potassa, soda, and ammonia,
are very soluble. The two latter may be rea-

dily crystallised. Those of barytes, lime, mag-
nesia, and alumina, are of sparing solubility.

SUBJA'CENT,rf/. A Lat. subjacent,

SuB'jECT,v.a., </;'.,& n.s. fsubjectus. Lying
SITJEC'TIOX, n. s. Bunder: to put un-

SUBJEC'TIVE, adj. 3der; to reduce to

submission
; enslave ; expose ;

make liable, sub-

servient, or accountable : as an adjective, placed
under ; liable ; obnoxious ; being that on which an

action operates : the noun substantives corres-

pond : subjective, relating to the subject.
How hard it is now for him to frame himself to

subjection, that, having once set before his eyes the

hope of a kingdom, hath found encouragement.
Spenser.

Because the subjection of the body to the will is by
natural necessity, the subjection of the will unto God

voluntary, we therefore stand in need of direction

after what sort our wills and desires may be rightly
conformed to his. Hooker.

I live on bread like you, feel want like you,
Taste grief, need friends, like you : subjected thus,

How can you say to me I am a king 1

Shakspeare, Richard //.

Now spurs the lated traveller apace
To gain the timely inn, and near approaches
The subject of our watch. Id. Macbeth.

Every subject's duty is the king's,
But every subject's soul is his own. Id. Henry V.

The' eastern tower,

Whose height commands, as nibject, all the vale

To see the fight. Id. Troilus and Cressida.

Most subject is the fattest soil to weeds ;

And he, the noble image ofmy youth,
Is overspread with them. Shakspeare.

Anger is certainly a kind of baseness, as it ap-

pears well in the weakness of those subject! in whom
it reigns, children, women, old folks, sick folks.

Bacon
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Those J call subjects which are governed by the

ordinary laws and magistrates of the sovereign.
Dam.es.

Here he would have us fix our thoughts ; nor are

they too dry a subject for our contemplation.

Decay of Piety.
We must understand and confess a king to be a

father, a subject to be a son
;
and therefore honour to

be by nature most due from the natural subject to the
natural king. Holiday.

The angel
Led them direct, and down the cliff as fast

To the subjected plain. Milton.

He subjected to man's service angel wings. Id.

Both in subjection now to sensual appetite. Id.

After the conquest of the kingdom, and subjection
if the rebels, enquiry was made who there were
hat, fighting against the king, had saved themselves

ty flight. Hate.
I will not venture on so nice a subjert with my se-

rere style. More.

Christ, since his incarnation, has been subject to

the Father : and will be so also, in his human ca-

pacity, after he has delivered up his mediatorial king- emptores was made.
il.n., Tf_j 1 I t?TTD TTVTrf^i n To/ci T

SUBINFEUDATION, in English law, was
where the inferior lords, in imitation of their

superiors, began to carve out and grant to others
minuter estates than their own, to be held of
themselves

; and were so proceeding downwards
in infinitum, till the superior lords observed
that by this method of subinfeudation they lost
all their feudal profits, of wardships, marriages,
and escheats, which fell into the hands of these
mesne or middle lords, who were the immediate
superiors of the terre-tenant, or him who occu-

pied the land. This occasioned the statute of
Westm. 3, or quia emptores, 18 Ewd. I., to be
made; which directs that, upon all sales or
feoffments of lands, the feoffee shall hold the

same, not of his immediate feoffer, but of the
chief lord of the fee of whom such feoffer him-
self held it. And hence it is held that all

manors existing at this day must have existed

by immemorial prescription; or at least ever
since the 18 Edw. I. when the statute of quiu

Waterland.
Think not, young warriors, your diminished name

Shall lose of lustre, by subjecting rage
To cool the dictates of experienced age. Dryden.

I see thee, in that fatal hour,

Subjected to the victor's cruel power,
Led hence a slave. Id.

All human things are subject to decay.
And, when fate summons, monarchs must obey.

Id.

Were subjects so but only by their choice,
And not from birth did forced dominion take,
Our prince alone would have the public voice. Id.

I enter into the subject matter of my discourse.

Id.

The blind will always be led by those that see, or

fall into the ditch : and he is the most subjected, the

most enslaved, who is so in his understanding.
Locke.

God is not bound to subject his ways of operation
to the scrutiny of our thoughts, and confine himself

to do nothing but what we must comprehend. lit.

Esau was never subject to Jacob, but founded a

distinct people and government, and was himself

prince over them. Id.

Heioick kings whose high perfections have made
them awful to their subjects, can struggle with and
subdue the corruption of the times. Davenant.

If the vessels yield, it subjects the person to all the

inconveniencies of an erroneous circulation.

Arbuthnot.

The superficial parts of mountains are washed

away by rains and borne down upon the subjacent

plains. Woodward.
The medal bears each form and name

,

In one short view, subjected to our eve,

Gods, emperors, heroes, sages, beauties lie,

Lat. sub and in-SUBINGRES'SION, n. s.

gressus. Secret entrance.

The pressure of the ambient air is strengthened
upon the accession of the air sucked out

; which
forceth the neighbouring air to a violent subingression
Of its parts. B,>yle.

SUBJOIN', v. a. Fr. sub and joindre ; Lat.

subjungo. To add at the end; to add after-

wards.

He makes an excuse from ignorance, the only
thing that could take away the fault

; namely, that

he knew not that he was the high-priest, and sub-

joins a reason. South.

SUBITO, in the Italian music, is used to

signify that a thing is to be performed quickly
and hastily : thus we meet with volti subito, turn

over the leaf quickly.

SUB'JUGATE, v. a. Fr. subjuguer; Lat.

subjugo. To conquer; subdue; bring under

dominion by force.

This was the condition of the learned part of

the world, after their subjugation by the Turks.

Hale.

O favorite virgin, that hast warmed the breast,

Whose sovereign dictates subjugate the east! Prior.

He subjugated a king, and called him his vassal.

BaL'r.

SUBJUNCTION, n. s. > Lat. subjungo. The

SUBJUNC'TIVE, adj. \ state of being sub-

joined ; the act of subjoining : subjoined to some-

thing else.

The verb undergoes in Greek a different forma-

tion
;
and in dependence upon, or subjunction to,

some other verb. Clarke.

The verb undergoes a different formation, to sig-

ify the same intention as the indicative, yet not
nify

Id.

MOOD, in

My real design is that of publishing your praises
"">' """- - *"" - -- j-

to the world; lot upon theSubject of your noble absolutely but rela.vely to some other verb, wh c

j^k Swift
is called the subjunctive mood.

The subject must obey his
prince,

because God
commands it, human laws require it. Id.

The subject of a proposition is that concerning
which any thing is affirmed or denied.

Watts's Logick.

Certainty, according to the schools, is distin-

guished into objective and subjective ; objective is

when the proposition is certainly true in itself, and

subjective, when we are certain of the truth of it.

Watts.

SUBJUNCTIVE, or SUBJUNCTIVE

grammar. See GRAMMAR.
SUBLAPSA'RIAN, adj. \

Lat. sub and

SUBLAP'SARY. ) lapsus. Done after

the fall of man.
The degree of reprobation, according to the .<w6-

laptarian doctrine, being nothing else but a mere

g
retention or non-election of some persons whom
od left as he lounu involved in the guilt of the

first Adam's transgression,
without any actual per-
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onal sin of their own, when he withdrew some
others as guilty as they. Hammond.

SUBLAPSAKIANS, OF INFRALAPSAHIANS. See
SUPRA LAPSAKIANS.
SUBLEYRAS (Peter), an eminent French

painter born in Languedoc, in 1699. He ex-

celled in history and portraits : and was much

patronised by the king and nobility, as well as

by foreigners. He painted a grand piece for

St. Peter's church at Rome; and died in 1749,

aged fifty.

SUBLI'MABLENESS, n. s.
} Lat. sublimis.

SUB'LIMATE, v. a., n. s., & adj. j Quality of

SUBLIMA'TION, n. s. ! admitting to

SUBLIME', adj., n. s., v. a., &
j
be sublimat-

SUBLIME'LY, adv. [v. n. ed, or raised

SUBLIM'ITY, n. s. J by the force

of fire : sublimate is also used for to raise
;
exalt ;

generally : but the noun substantive and adjec-
tive are only used chemically : sublimation is

defined below : sublime is, high in place ; ex-

cellent style or sentiment; mien or manner: as

a noun substantive, a grand or lofty style : to

sublime, synonymous with to sublimate : sub-

limely is, loftily; grandly: the noun substantive

that follows corresponding.

As religion looketh upon him who in majesty and

power is infinite, as we ought we account not of it,

unless we esteem it even according to that very

height of excellency which our hearts conceive,
when divine sublimity itself is rightly considered.

Hooker.

In respect of God's incomprehensible sublimity and

purity, this is also true, that God is neither a mind
nor a spirit like other spirits, nor a light such as

can be discerned. Raleigh.

Enquire the manner of subliming, and what metals

endure subliming, and what body the sublimate makes.
Bucon.

Separation is wrought by weight, in the settlement

of liquors, by heat, by precipitation, or sublimation ;

that is, a calling of the several parts up or down,
which is a kind of attraction. Id. Natural History.

She turns

Bodies to spirits, by sublimation strange. Davies.

And as his actions rose, so raise they still their

vein

In words, whose weight best suits a sublimated strain.

Drayton.

Study our manuscripts, those myriads
Of letters, which have passed 'twixt thee and me :

Thence write our annals, and in them lessons be
To all, whom love's subliming fire invades. Donne.
He was sublime, and almost tumorous, in his looks

and gestures. Wotton.
Not only the gross and illiterate souls, but the

most aerial and sublimated, are rather the more pro-

per fuel for an immaterial fire. Decay of Piety.
The precepts of Christianity are so excellent and

refined, and so apt to cleanse and sublimate the more

gross and corrupt, as shews flesh and blood never

revealed it. Id.

Although thy trunk be neither large nor strong,
Nor can thy head, not helped itself sublime,

Yet, like a serpent, a tall tree can climb. Denham.

They sum'd their pens, and soaring the' air sub-

lime

With clang despised the ground. Milton.

My earthly strained to the height
In that celestial colloquy sublime. Id.

Their hearts were jocund and sublime,

Drunk with idolatry, drunk with wine. Id.

His fair large front and eye sublime declared

Absolute rule. Id.

Flowers, and then fruit,

Man's nourishment, by gradual scale sublimed,
To vital spirits aspire. Id.

The fancies of most are moved by the inward

springs of the corporeal machine, which, even in the

most sublimed intellectuals, is dangerously influential.

Glanville.

He obtained another concrete as to taste and smell,
and easy sublimableness, as common sal ammoniack.

Boyle.
Sublime on these a tower of steel is reared,

And dire Tisiphone there keeps the ward. Dryden.
Can it be, that souls sublime

Return to visit our terrestrial clime?

And that the generous mind, released by death,
Can covet lazy limbs ''. Id.

Art, being strengthened by the knowledge of

things, may pass into nature by slow degrees, and
so be sublimed into a pure genius, which is capable
of distinguishing betwixt the beauties of nature and
that which is low in her. Id. Dufresnoy.

Shall he pretend to religious attainments who is,

defective and short in moral, which are but the rudi-

ments and first draught of religion, as religion is the

perfection, refinement, and sublimation of morality 1

South.

In English lays, and all sublimely great,

Thy Homer charms with all his ancient heat.

Parnell.

The sublime rises from the nobleness of thoughts,
the magnificence of the words, or the harmonious
and lively turn of the phrase ;

the perfect sublime

arises from all three together. Addison.

Milton's distinguishing excellence lies in the sub-

limity of his thoughts, in the greatness of which he

triumphs over all the poets, modern and ancient.
Homer only excepted. Id.

Easy in stile thy work, in sense sublime. Prior.

Sublimation differs very little from distillation, ex-

cepting that in distillation only the fluid parts of

bodies are raised, but in this the solid and dry ;
and

that the matter to be distilled may be either solid or

fluid, but sublimation is only concerned about solid

substances. There is also another difference, namely,
that rarefaction, which is of very great use in distil-

lation, has hardly any room in sublimation; for the

substances which are to be sublimed, being solid, are

incapable of rarefaction ;
and so it is only impulse

that can raise them. Quincy.

The particles of mercury, uniting with the acid

particles of
spirit of salt, compose mercury sublimate

and, with the particles of sulphur, cinnabar.

Newton's Opticks.

Since oil of sulphur per campanam is of the same
nature with oil of vitriol, may it not be inferred that

sulphur is a mixture of volatile and fixed parts, so

strongly cohering by attraction as to ascend together

by sublimation ? Id.

The particles of sal ammoniack in sublimation carry

up the particles of antimony, which will not sulilinvs

alone. Id.

This salt is fixed in a gentle fire, and sublimes in

a great one. Arbuthnat on Ailments.

Longinus strengthens all his laws,

And is himself the great sublime he draws. Pope.

Meanly they seek the blessing to confine,

And force that sun biit on a part to shine
;

Which not alone the southern wit sublimes,

But ripens spirits
in cold northern climes.

Fustian's so sublimely bad,

It is not poetry, but prose run mad.

SUBLIMATE, a chemical preparation, consisting
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of quicksilver united with the muriatic acid. See

CHEMISTRY and PHARMACY.

SUBLIMATE, CORROSIVE. Bichloride of mer-

cury.
SUBLIMATION is a process by which vola-

tile substances are raised by heat, and again con-

densed in the solid form. This operation is

founded on. the same principles as distillation,

and its rules are the same, as it is nothing but a

dry distillation. Therefore all that has been said

on the article DISTILLATION is applicable here,

especially in those cases where sublimation is

employed to separate volatile substances from

others which are fixed or less volatile.

Sublimation is also used in other cases; for

instance, to combine volatile matters together,
as in the operation of the sublimates of mercury ;

or to collect some volatile substances, as sulphur,
the acid of borax, and all the preparations called

flowers. The apparatus for sublimation is sim-

ple. A matrass or small alembic is generally
sufficient for the sublimation of small quantities
of matter. But the vessels, and the method of

managing the fire, vary according to the nature

of the matters which are to be sublimed, and ac-

cording to the form which is to be given tc the

sublimate.

The beauty of some sublimates consists in

their being composed of very fine, light parts,

such as almost all those called flowers ; as

flowers of sulphur, of benzoin, and others of this

kind. When the matters to be sublimed are

at the same time volatile, a high cucurbit, to

which is adapted a capital, and even several ca-

pitals placed one upon another, are employed.
The sublimation is performed in a sand-bath,

with only the precise degree of heat requisite to

raise the substance which is to be sublimed, and

the capitals are to be guarded as much as possi-
ble from heat. The height of the cucurbit and

of the capital seems well contrived to accomplish
this intention.

When, along with the dry matter which is to

be collected in these sublimations, a certain quan-

tity of some liquor is raised, as happens in the

sublimation of acid of borax, and in the rectifi-

cation of volatile concrete alkali, which is a kind

of sublimation, a passage and a receiver for these

liquors must be provided. This is conveniently
done by using the ordinary capital of the alem-

bic, furnished with a beak and a receiver.

Some sublimates are required to be in masses

as solid and compact as their natures allow. Of
this number are camphor, muriate of ammonia,
and all the sublimates of mercury. The properest
vessels for these sublimations are bottles or ma-

trasses, which are to be sunk more or less deeply
in sand, according to the volatility and gravity
of the matters that are to be sublimed. In this

manner of subliming, the substances, having

quitted the bottom of the vessel, adhere to its

upper part, and, as this part is low and near the

fire, they there suffer a degree of heat sufficient

to give them a kind of fusion. The art, there-

fore, of conducting these sublimations consists

in applying such a degree of heat, or in so dis-

posing the sand (that is, making it cover more
or less the matrass), that the heat in the upper
part of the matrass shall be sufficient to make

VOL. XXI.

the sublimate adhere to the glass, and to give it

such a degree of fusion as is 'necessary to render
it compact ; but at the same time this heat must
not be so great as to force the sublimate through
the neck of the matrass, and dissipate it. These
conditions are not easily to be attained, espe-
cially in great works. Many substances may be
reduced into flowers, and sublimed, which re-

quire for this purpose a very great heat, with the
access of free air and even the contact of coals,
and therefore cannot be sublimed in close ves-
sels. Such are most soots or flowers of metals,
and even some saline substances. When these
sublimates are required, the matters from which

they are to be separated must be placed among
burning coals in open air; and the flowers are

collected in the chimney of the furnace in which
the operation is performed. The tutty, calainine,
or pomphplix, collected in the upper part of fur-

naces in which ore are smelted, are sublimates of

this kind.

SUBLIMATORY (from sublimation). Of
or belonging to sublimation, or to the art of

subliming.
SDBLIMATORY VESSELS. See CHEMISTRY,

Index.

SUBLIMITY, in style. See LANGUAGE, ORA-

TORY, and SIMPLICITY.

SUBLIN'GUAL, adj. Fr. mlllngual ; Lat.

sub and lingua. Placed under the tongue.
Those subliming humours should be intercepted,

before they mount to the head by su'iliiigual pills.

liaroey.

SUBLINGUAL ARTERY or SUBLI NOTAL GLANDS,
See ANATOMY.

SUBLU'NAR, adj. I
FT. sublunnirr; La!.

SUB'LUNARY. i sub and lima. Situated

beneath the moon; earthly; terrestrial; of tins

world.

Dull sublunary lovers ! love,

Whose soul is sense, cannot admit

Of absence, 'cause it doth remove

The thing which elemented it. Donne.

Through seas of knowledge we our course advance,

Discovering still new worlds of ignorance ;

And these discoveries make us all confess

That sublunary science is but guess. Denltam.

Night measured, with her shadowy cone,

Half way up hill this vast sublunar vault. Milton.

The celestial bodies above the moon, being not

subject to chance, remain in perpetual order, while

all things sublunary are subject to change.

Dryden's Dufresnoy.

Ovid had warned her to beware

Of strolling gods, whose usual trade is,

Under pretence
of taking air,

To pick up sublunary ladies.

The fair philosopher
to Rowley flies,

Where in a box the whole creation lies ;

She sees the planets
in their turns advance,

And scorns, Poitier, this sublunary dance. Young.

SUBMARINE', adj.
I at. sub and mure

Lying or acting under the sea.

This contrivance may seem difficult, because th-sc

submarine navigators
will want winds and tide* loi

motion, and the sight of the heavens for direc

Wilkiru

i\ot only the herbaceous and woody tubmannt

plants,
but also the lithophata,

affect this manner of

growing, as 1 observed in corals.

Kay on the. Creation,
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purposes.

SUBMISS', adj.

SUBMIS'SIOX, n. s.

SUBMISSIVE, adj.

SUBMIS'SIVELY, adv.

SUBMERGE', v.o. }
Fr. submerger ; Lat.

SUBMER'SION, n. s. S submergo. To drown;
to put under water : act or state of drowning.

So half my Egypt was submerged, and made
A cistern for scaled snakes.

Shakspeare. Antony and Cleopatra.
The great Atlantick island is mentioned in Plato's

Timsus, almost contiguous to the western parts of

Spain and Africa, yet wholly swallowed up by that

ocean
; which, if true, might afford a passage from

Africa to America by land before that submersion.

Hale's Origin of Afankind.

SUBMINISTER, v. a. ) Lat. mbministro.

SUBMIN'ISTRATE. \ To supply ; to afford.

A word not much in use.

Nothing subministrates apter matter to be converted

into pestilent seminaries than steams of nasty folks.

Harveu-
Some things have been discovered, not only by the

ndustry of mankind, but even the inferior animals

have subministered unto man the invention of many
things, natural, artificial, and medicinal.

Hale's Origin of Mankind.

Passions, as fire and water, are good servants, but

bad masters, and subminister to the best and worst

L' Estrange.

^ lAt.submissus. Hum-
| ble; submissive; ob-

^ sequious : submissive

I
is the more common

SUBMIS'SIVENESS, n. s.
| adjective of the same

SUBMISS'LY, adv. J meaning: all the deri-

vatives correspond.
Submission, dauphin ! 'tis a mere French word

;

We English warriors wot not what it means.

Shakspeare.
Be not as extreme in submission as in offence. Id.

On what submissive message art thou sent ? Id.

King James, mollified by the bishop's submiss and

eloquent letters, wrote back, that though he were in

part moved by his letters, yet he should not be fully
satisfied except he spake with him.

Bacon's Henry VII.
If thou dost sin in wine and wantonness,

Boast not thereof, nor make thy shame thy glory ;

Frailty gets pardon by submissiveness,
But he that boasts shuts that out of his story ;

He makes flat war with God, and doth defy,
With his poor clod of earth, the spacious sky.

Herbert.

Humility consists not in wearing mean cloaths,
and going softly and submissly, but in mean opinion
of thyself. Taylor.

Rejoicing, but with awe,
In adoration at his feet I fell

Submiss : he reared me. Milton.

Her at his feet submissive in distress

He thus with
peaceful

words upraised. Id.

No duty in religion is more justly required by God
Almighty, than a perfect submission to his will in all

things. Temple.
The goddess,

Softrin her tone, submissively replies.

Dryden's 2Ene\A.

Sudden from the golden throne

With a submissive step I hasted down
;

The glowing garland from my hair I took,

Love in my heart, obedience in my look. Prior.

But speech even there submissively withdraws
From rights of subjects, and the poor man's cause ;

Then pompous silence reigns, and stills the noisy
laws. Pope.

Great prince, by that submission you'll gain more
'Than e'er your haughty courage won before.

Halifax.

SUBMIT', v. a. kv.n. Fr. toumettre; La;.

subntitto. To let down ; sink ; subject : be sub-

ject.
Return to thy mistress, and submit thyself undei

her hands.
'

Genesis xvi. 9.

To thy husband's will

Thine shall submit : he over thee shall rule. Milton.

\\ ill ye submit your neck and chuse to bend
The supple knee? Id.

Sometimes the hill submits itself a while

In small descents, which do its height beguile ;

And sometimes mounts, but so as billows play,
Whose rise not hinders but makes short our way.

Drtjden.
Our religion requires from us not only to forego

Sleasure,

but to submit to pain, disgrace, and even
ealh. Rogers.
Whether the condition of the clergy be able to

bear a heavy burden is submitted to the house.

Swift.

SUBMONTORIUM, an ancient town of

Germany, in Vindelicia: now called Augsburg.
SUBMULTIPLE, in geometry &c., coincides

with an aliquot part.
SUBMULTIPLE RATIO is that between the quan-

tity contained and the quantity containing. Thus
the ratio of 3 to 21 is submultiple. In both

cases submultiple is the reverse of multiple : '21,

e. gr. being a multiple of 3, and the ratio of 21

to 3 a multiple ratio.

SUBNORMAL (Latin, sub and norma, a

rule). Belonging to that point in the axis of a

curvilinear space which is intersected by a per-

pendicular to a tangent drawn from any given

point in the curve.

SUBNORMAL, the perpendicular to the tangent
of a curve intercepting the axis.

SUBOCTAVE, adj. \
Lat. sub and octavus,

SUBOC'TUPLE. $ and octuple. Contain-

ing one part of eight.
As one of these under pulleys abates half of that

heaviness of the weight, and causes the power to be

in a subduple proportion : so two of them abate half

of that which remains, and cause a subquadruple

proportion, three a sextuple, four a subucluple.

Wilkins's Mathematical Magick.
Had they erected the cube of a foot for their prin-

cipal concave, and geometrically taken its tuboctave,

the congius, from the cube of half a foot, they would
have divided the congius into eight parts, each of

which would have been regularly the cube of a quar-
ter foot, their well-known palm : this is the course

taken for our gallon, which has the pint for its sub-

octave. Arbuthnot on Coins.

SUBOR'DINACY, n. s. N Lat. sub and ordi-

SUBOR'DINAKCY. / natus. The state

SUBORDINATE, adj. &v. a. \-of being subject;

SUBOR'DINATELY, adv. 1 series of subordi-

SUBORDINA'TION, n. s. J nation : inferior in

order, nature, dignity, or power : to make so : the

adverb and noun substantive corresponding.

The two armies were assigned to the leading of

two generals, rather courtiers than martial men, yet
assisted with subordinate commanders of great ex-

perience. Bacon.

If I have subordinated picture and sculpture to ar-

chitecture, as their mistress, so there are other in-

ferior arts subordinate to them. Wotton.

It being the highest step of ill, to which all others

subordinately tend, one would think it could be capa-
ble of no improvement. Decay of Piety.
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The natural creatures having a local subordination,

the rational having a political, and sometimes a
sacred. Holyday.

His next subordinate

Awakening, thus to him in secret spake. Milton.

The tubordinancti of the government changing
hands so often, makes an unsteadiness in the pursuit
of the public interests. Temple.

Nor can a council national decide,

But with subordination to her guide. Drijden.

It was subordinate, not enslaved, to the under-

standing ;
not as a servant to a master, but as a

queen to her king, who acknowledges a subjection,

yet retains a majesty. South.

Whether dark presages of the night proceed from

any latent power of the soul during her abstraction,

or from any operation of subordinate
spirits, has been

a dispute. Addison.

Pursuing the imagination through all its extrava-

gancies is no
improper

method of correcting, and

bringing it to act in subordinacy to reason.

Spectator.

These carry such plain characters of disagreement
or affinity, that the several kinds and subordinate

species of each are easily distinguished. Woodward.

If we would suppose a ministry, where every single

person was of distinguished piety, and all great offi-

cers of state and law diligent in chusing persons who
in their several subordinations would be obliged to

follow the examples of their superiors, the empire of

irreligion would be soon destroyed. Swift.

SUBORDINARIES. See HERALDRY.

SUBORN', v. a.
(

Fr. suborner; Lat.

SUBORNA'TION, n. s. $ suborno. To procure

privately ; procure by secret collusion, or indi-

rectly : the noun substantive corresponding.
Thomas earl of Desmond was through false subor-

nation of the queen of Edward IV. brought to his

death at Tredah most unjustly. Spenser on Ireland.

His judges were the self-same men by whom his

Accusers were suborned. Hooker.

Fond wretch ! thou knowest not whatthou speakest,
Or else thou art suborned against his honour

la hateful practice. Shakspeare.
You set the crown

Upon the head of this forgetful man,
And for his sake wear the detested blot

Of murderous subornation. Id. Henry IV.

Reason may meet

Some specious object, by the foe suborned,

And fall into deception. Milton.

His artful bosom heaves dissembled sighs ;

And tears suborned fall dropping from his eyes.
Prior.

Behold
Those who by lingering sickness lose their breath,

And those who by despair suborn their death.

Dryden.
The fear of punishment in this life will preserve

men from few vices, since some of the blackest often

prove the surest steps to favour
;
such as ingratitude,

hypocrisy, treachery, and subornation. Swift.

SUBORNATION, in English law, a secret, under-

hand, preparing, instructing, or bringing in a

false witness ; and hence subornation of perjury
is the preparing or corrupt alluring to penury.
The punishment for the crime was formerly

death, then banishment or cutting out the tongue,
afterwards forfeiture of goods ;

and it is now a

fine and imprisonment, and never more to be

received as evidence. The stat. 2 Ceo. II. c.

25. superadded a power for the court to order

the offender to be sent to the house of correction

for a term not exceeding seven years, or be trans-

ported for the same period.
SUBP(ENA, iu law, is a writ whereby common

persons are called into chancery, in sucli cases,
where the common law hath provided no ordi-

nary remedy : and the name of it proceeds from
the words therein, which charge the party cal-
led to appear at the day and place assigned,
sub pcena centum librarum, &c. The subpoena
is the leading process in the court of equity ;

and by statute, when a bill is filed against any
person, process of subpoena shall be taken out
to oblige the defendant to appear and answer the
bill, &c.

SUBPCENA AD TESTIFICANDUM, a Writ Or prO-
cess to bring in witnesses to give their testimony.
If a witness on being served with this process
does not appear, the court will issue an attach-
ment against him; or a party, plaintiff or defen-

dant, injured by his non-attendance, may main-
tain an action against the witness. See Black-
stone's Commentaries, vol. III. p. 369.

SUBPCENA IN EQUITY, a process in equity,

calling on a defendant to appear and answer to

the complainant's bill. See stat. o Ceo. IF. c.

25, which enacts that where the party cannot be
found to be served with a subpoena, and ab-

sconds (as is believed) to avoid being served, a

day shall be appointed him to appear to the bill

of the plaintiff; which is to be inserted in the

London Gazette, read in the parish church where
the defendant last lived, and fixed up at the

Royal Exchange : and, if the defendant doth not

appear upon that day, the bill shall be taken pro
confesso.

SUBQUAD'RUPLE, adj. Sub and quadru-

ple. Containing one part of four.

As one of these under pulleys abates half of that

heaviness the weight hath in itself, and causes the

power to be in a subduple proportion unto it, so two

of them abate half of that which remains, and cause

a subquadruple proportion.
WMins's Mathematical Magick.

SUBQUINTUPLE, adj. Sub and quintuple

Containing one part of five.

If unto the lower pulley there were added another,

then the power would be unto the weight in a sul>-

tjuintuple proportion
Wilkins's Mathematical dlagick.

SUBROGATION, or SURROCATIOX, in the

civil law, the act of substituting a person, in the

place, and entitling him to the rights of another.

In its general sense, subrogation implies a suc-

cession of any kind, whether of a person to a

person, or of a person to a thing. There are

two kinds of subrogation : the one conventional,

the other legal. Conventional subrogation is a

contract whereby a creditor transfers his debt,

with all appurtenances thereof, to the profit of a

third person. Legal subrogation is that which

the law makes in favor of a person who dis-

charges an antecedent creditor ;
in which rase

there is a legal translation of all rights of the

ancient creditor to the person of the new one.

SUBSALT, a term first used by Ur. Pearson

fora salt having an excess of base beyond what is

requisite for saturating the acid, as superset is

one with an excess of the acid. The sulphate of

ootash is the neutral compound of sulphuric
za
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.

.

}
Fr. souscrire;

fLat.subscribo.
To

3 give consent to by

acid and potash ; subsulphate of potash a com-
oound of the same ingredients, in which there is

an excess of base ; supersulphaie of potash, a

compound of the same acid and the same base,

yi which there is an excess of acid.

SUBSCR,rBE,?;.u.&?;.n. Fr.

SUBSCRIBER, n. s.

SUBSCRIPTION. 3 give consent to by
underwriting the name ; attest by writing ; sub-

mit : give consent : both the noun substantives

corresponding.

Osius, with whose hand the Xicene creed was set

down, and framed for the whole Christian world to

subscribe unto, so far yielded in the end, as even with

the same hand to ratify the Arians' confession.

Hooker.

Their particular testimony ought to be better

credited than some other subscribed with an hundred

hands. Whitgij't.

The king gone to-night ! subscribed his power !

Confined to exhibition ! all is gone. Shakspeare.
Advise thee what is to be done,

And we will all subscribe to thy advice. Id.

I tax not you, you elements, with unkindness
;

I never gave you kingdom, called you children ;

You owe me no subscription. Id. King Lear.

The man asked, Are ye Christians? We answered
we were ; fearing the less because of the cross we had
seen in the subscription. Bacon.

They united by subscribing a covenant, which they

pretended to be no other than had been subscribed in

the reign of king James, and that his majesty himself

had subscribed it
; by which imposition people of all

degrees engaged themselves in it. Clarendon.

So spake much humbled Eve
; but fate

Subscribed not : natuie first gave signs, impressed
On bird, beast, air. Milton's Paradise Lost.

The reader sees the names of those persons by
whom this letter is subscribed. Addison.

The work he plied ;

Stocks and subscriptions pour on every side. Pope.

Let a pamphlet come out upon a demand in a

proper juncture, every one of the party who can

spare a shilling shall be a subscriber. Swift.

SUBSCRIPTION, in general, signifies the signa-
ture put at the bottom of a letter, writing, or in-

strument. In commerce, it is used for the share

or interest which particular persons take in a

public stock or a trading company, by writing
their names, and the shares they require, in the

books or register thereof.

SUBSCRIPTION, in the commerce of books,

signifies an engagement to take a certain number
of copies of a book intended to be printed, and
a reciprocal obligation of the bookseller or pub-
lisher to deliver the said copies on certain terms.

These subscriptions, which had their rise in Eng-
land about the middle of the last century, were

lately very frequent in France and Holland, and

are now very common among ourselves.

SUBSCRIPTION TO ARTICLES OF FAITH is a

written solemn declaration of the subscriber's

assent, and is governed, according to archdea-

con Paley, by the same rule of interpretation
with oaths; which rule is tlir 'animus im-

ponentis.' The enquiry, therefore, concerning

subscription will be, 'quis imposuit, et quo
animo.' The bishop who receives the subscrip-

tion, says this ingenious writer, is not the i;n-

poser, any more than the cryer of a court, who
administers the oath to the jury and witnesses,

is the person that imposes it ; nor consequently
is the private opinion or interpretation of the

bishop of any signification to the subscriber,
one way or other. The compilers of the thirty-
nine articles are not to be considered as the

imposers of subscription, any more than the

framer or drawer up of a law is the person
that enacts it. The legislature of the 13th

Eliz. is the imposer, whose intention the sub-
scriber is bound to satisfy. They who contend
that nothing less can justify subscription to the

thirty-nine articles, than the actual belief of each
and every separate proposition contained in

them, must suppose that the legislature expect-
ed the consent of 10,000 men, in perpetual suc-

cession, not to one controverted proposition, but
to many hundreds. It is difficult to conceive
how this could be expected by any, who observ-
ed the incurable diversity of human opinion
upon all subjects short of demonstration. If the

authors of the law did not intend this, what did

they intend ? Our author replies to this question
that they intended to exclude from offices in the

church, 1. All abettors of popery; 2. Anabap-
tists, who were at that time a powerful party on
the continent; and, 3. The Puritans, who were
hostile to an episcopal constitution

; and in ge-
neral the members of such leading sects or fo-

reign establishments, as threatened to overthrow
our own. Whoever, he says, finds himself com-

prehended within these descriptions, ought not
to subscribe. For the general reasons upon
which he justifies the imposition of this test on
the teachers of religion, we must refer to his

Moral Philosophy ; where it will appear that

this writer seems to intimate, that our articles of
faith might be converted into articles of peace;
and acknowledges that subscriptions perpetuate
the proscription of sects and tenets, from which

any danger has long ceased to be apprehended.
The cases in which subscription to the thirty-
nine articles is required are, those of clergy offi-

ciating in the church, and entitled to its prefer-
ments and emoluments, and of school-masters,
of young men in the university of Oxford at the

time of their matriculation
; and at Cambridge

all degrees in arts, law, physic, music, and di-

vinity, are guarded by subscription, nor are any
admitted to their first degree of bachelor of arts

without a bona fide subscription, i. e.
'

I, A. B.,
do declare that I am bona fide a member of the

church of England as by law established.'

We must here, however, observe that the

three articles contained in the thirty-sixth canon
are those that are subscribed at Cambridge for a
bachelor of divinity's degree, and for a doctor's

in any faculty, divinity, law, or physic. They
include all the thirty-nine articles, and are as

follow : 1. That the king's majesty, under God,
is the only supreme governor of the realm and
all other his highness's dominions and countries,
IK well in spiritual or ecclesiastical things or

causes, as temporal, and that no foreign prince,

person, prelate, or potentate hath, or ought to

have, any jurisdiction, ecclesiastical or spiritual,
within his majesty's said realms, dominions, and
countries. 2. That the book of common prayer,
and of ordering of bishops, priests, and deacons,
containeth nothing in it contrary to the *ord of
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God ; and that it may lawfully be used ; and
that he himself will use the form in the said

book prescribed in public prayer, and adminis-

tration of the sacraments, and no other. 3. That
he alloweth the book of articles agreed upon by
the archbishops, and bishops of both provinces,
and the whole clergy in the convocation, holden

at London in the year 1562 : and that he ac-

knowledgeth all, and every, the articles therein

contained (being in number thirty-nine, besides

the ratification) to be agreeable to the word of

God. We whose names are underwritten do

willingly, and ex animo, subscribe to the three

articles before mentioned, and to all things in

them contained. Excerp. e Stat. Acad. Cantab.

p. 25.

Many persons who think highly of archdeacon

Paley's judgment and liberality, and some who
are inclined to interpret subscription with the

utmost latitude, are not satisfied with his state-

nent of the intention with which the articles

were formed, and subscription to them enjoined.
The truth of the case seems to be that the com-

pilers of the articles considered them as compre-

hending scriptural doctrines, generally believed

at the time when they were drawn up, and which

they thought no one could reasonably dispute ;

and that they were authoritatively enforced with

a view of preventing diversity of opinion. This

will appear if we take a cursory view of the

manner in which they were introduced and es-

tablished. Soon after the Reformation, when
dissentions and separations took place among the

reformed churches, particularly in Poland, Hun-

gary, and Transylvania, and the Catholics charg-
ed these differences and dissentions upon the

principles of the reformed, their leaders made at-

tempts for vindicating themselves from the

charge. Accordingly they determined to make
a public declaration of their principles ; they
drew up public confessions, and their teachers

subscribed a profession of uniformity. A diet

was held at Augsburg, in the year 1530, under
Charles V., and there an explicit confession, con-

firmed by the leaders of the several churches,

received its birth. In process of time other

churches followed the example, and the faith of

eleven Protestant churches was comprehended
in the Harmony, drawn up by the Belgic and

Galilean churches, A. D. 1581. The Book of

Concord among the Remonstrants in Holland,
and the Corpus Confessionum, which appeared
at Geneva in the year 1612, were productions
of a similar kind, and formed for like purposes.
In England measures of the same tendency
were adopted. After Henry VIII. assumed the

supremacy of the church, he proceeded, in the

exercise of his newly acquired authority, to ap-

point six articles, ordaining, among other enact-

ments,
'
that all bishops and ministers were to

believe the whole bible, the three creeds, viz. the

Apostles', the Nicene, and the Athanasian, and

interpret all things according to them and in the

same words.' In the preface it is said,
'

they are

to maintain unity and concord in opinion.'
In

the reign of Edward VI. Cranmer and others

remonstrated against these articles, and they were

repealed ; but forty-two articles were published
'
for the avoiding of diversity of opinion, and the

gaining of true consent, touching true religion.
In queen Elizabeth's reign eleven articles "were
set out by order of the metropolitans, and the
rest of the bishops,

'
for the unity of doctrine, to

be holden by all parsons, vicars, and curates as
well in testification of their common consent in

the. said doctrine, as to the stopping of the
mouths of those who go about to slander the
ministers of the church for diversity of judgment..'
Some time after all of them were surveyed, and
at length comprised within a system of thirty-
nine articles. These articles were again ratified

by James I., according to the form commonly
prefixed to the book of articles of queen Eliza-

beth ; in which, among other things, are these

words,
' that the articles of the church of Eng-

land (which have been allowed and authorised

heretofore, and which our clergy have generally
subscribed unto) do contain the true doctrine of

the church of England, agreeable to God's won!
;

which we. do therefore ratify and confirm, requir-

ing all our loving subjects to continue in the

uniform profession thereof, and prohibiting the

least difference from the said articles, &c.' It is

added, after an assertion 'that we are supreme
governor of the church of England,' and the re-

cital of some other particular observations relat-

ing to these articles,
' that no man hereafter shall

either print or preach to draw the article aside

any way, but shall submit to it in the plain and

full meaning thereof, and shall not put his own
sense or comment to be the meaning of the arti-

cles, but shall take it in the literal and grammati-
cal sense. That if any public reader in either

of our universities, or any head or master of a

college, or any other person respectively in either

of them, shall affix any sense to any article, or

shall publicly read, determine, or hold any pub-
lic disputation, or suffer any such to be held

either way, in either the universities or colleges

respectively; or if any divine in the universities

shall preach or print any thing either way, other

than is already established in convocation with

our royal assent; he or they the offenders shall

be liable to our displeasure, and the church's

censure in our commission ecclesiastical, as well

as any other; and we will see there shall be due

execution upon them.'

By 13 Eliz. c. 12, none shall be admitted to

the order of deacon, unless he shall iii st subscrib*

to the said articles. And, by the same statute.

none shall be made minister, or permitted U

preach or administer the sacraments, unless he

first bring to the bishop of that diocese, from

men known to the bishop to be of sound religion,

a testimonial of his professing
the doctrine ex

pressed in the said articles, nor unless he be able

to answer and render to the ordinary an account

of his faith in Latin, according to the said am

cles, or have special gift or ability tobea preach-

er; nor unless he shall first subscribe to the said

articles.

By the thirty-sith canon, no person shall I

received into the ministry, nor either by inst

tion or collation admitted to any ecclesiast

living nor suffered to preach, catechise, or to

a lecturer or reader of divinity in either univer

sity,
or in any cathedral or collegiate church,

,

city, or market town, narish-clmreli, K\M\W\, "
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in any otb*r place, except he shall first subscribe

to this article following : viz-
' That he alloweth

the book of articles of religion agreed upon by
the archbishops and bishops of both provinces,
and the whole clergy in the convocation holden

at London, in the year of our Lord God 1563;
and that he acknowledged all and every the ar-

ticles therein contained, being in number nine-

and-thirty, besides the ratification, to be agree-
able to the word of God.' And by the statute

of the 13 Eliz., c. 12, no person shall be admitt-

ed to any benefice with cure, except he shall

first have subscribed the said articles in the pre-
sence of the ordinary ; and all admissions to be-

aefices of any person contrary to this act, and
all dispensations, qualifications, and licenses to

the contrary, shall be merely void in law, as if

they never were.

"The 13 & 14 Car. II., c. 4, require subscrip-
tion to the thirty-nine articles mentioned in the

13th Eliz. c. 12, and a declaration of unfeigned
assent and consent unto, and approbation of

them, under certain express penalties. It has

been observed, however, that by the 13 Eliz. c.

12, subscription is enjoined to those articles

which only concern the confession of the true

Christian faith, and the doctrine of the sacra-

ments; and that by 14 Car. II. the articles to

be subscribed are the articles mentioned in the

preceding statute : the limiting clause, therefore,

being still in force, there is no act of the legis-

lature imposing the subscription to all the thirty-

nine. Such is the opinion of archdeacon Black-

burae and Mr. Selden, but others are of a

different opinion. We shall here merely re-

mark that the origin of the act of uniformity
under Charles II., and various clauses in the act

itself, suppose the reception of the disciplinarian
as well as the doctrinal and sacramental articles,

and that the canons of the church do actually

impose them all.

By those who are acquainted with the history
of the times under consideration, and with the

sentiments and character of the compilers and

imposers of the articles, it must, as it has been

conceived, be allowed that the notion of diversity
of judgment never entered into the minds of the

English reformers ; they supposed that the

Scriptures had but one meaning, and with an
excess of confidence imagined that they were in

possession of the truth. In confirmation of this

it has been urged that when the Harmony of

Confessions was published, among those ofother

reformed churches, that of the church of England
appeared. So that bishop Burnet, though dis-

posed on other occasions to a liberality of inter-

pretation, and though he left his dying testimony

against the hard injunction of subscription (Con-
clusion of his History, vol. ii. p. 634, fol. ed.),

ingenuously confesses in his History of the Re-
formation (vol. ii. p. 169), that the thirty-nine

articles were something more than articles of

peace, and adds,
' that the men who subscribed

them, when thev were first set out, did either

believe them to be true, or else they did grossly

prevaricate.' The bishop's opinion seems to

have remained unaltered ; for, when his Exposi-
tion was about lobe published, bishop Williams

strongly recommended that they might be con-

sidered only as articles of peace. Upon which
the late judge Burnet, mentioning this incident

in his father's life, observes * that there might,

perhaps, be reason to wish that they had been

only imposed as such ; but there was nothing
in our constitution to warrant an expositor in

giving that sense to them.' Those who respect
the opinion of these two able judges, the one of

the original intention of the church, the other of
the point of law, cannot consistently contend for

the pacific sense of subscription. According to

the intent of the first subscriptions, maintained

by the bishop in his Hist. Reform, above-cited,
he could no more give the subscribers of the

present age the privilege of availing themselves
of different grammatical terms, than he could

allow them to consider the articles as articles of

peace. Did not the royal declaration prefixed to

them, to which we have already referred, and
never invalidated by any act of the legislature,

preclude a latitude of subscription ? The articles

were to be subscribed 'ex animo, in the literal

and grammatical sense;' and, as this declaration

has been continued in every succeeding reign,
does it not seem to imply that uniformity is still

demanded ? We can easily conceive, however,
that men ot as great integrity as learning, may
think themselves warranted in subscribing with

greater latitude. Some, as we have seen, have

beee desirous of considering the articles as arti-

cles of peace, and not of faith : and others, again,

may reconcile themselves to subscription on dif-

ferent principles. Some have felt the grievance,
and have applied (unsuccessfully indeed) to the

legislature for relief. Others, who had once sub-

scribed, have declined preferment in the church,
because they could not conscientiously renew

their subscription : and others have actually sur-

rendered their connexion with it. For a further

account of the sentiments and reasonings of dif-

ferent writers, for and against subscription, we
refer to archdeacon Blackburne's Confessional.

SUBSEPTUPLE. Lat. sub and septuplus.

Containing one of seven parts.
If unto this lower pulley there were added another,

then the power would be unto the weight in a sub-

quintuple proportion ; if a third, a subteptuple.
WiOuns.

SUB'SEQUENT, adj. ^
Fr. subsequent ; Lat-

SUB'SEQUENCE, n. s. > subsequens. Impro-
SCB'SEQCESTLT, adv. J perly pronounced

long in the second syllable by Shakspeare. Fol-

lowing in train; not preceding : the noun sub-

stantive and adverb corresponding.

In such indexes, although small pricks
To their subsequent volumes, there is seen

The baby figure of the giant mass

Of things to come at large.

Shakspeare. Troilus and Crestida.

The subsequent words came ou before the prece-
dent vanish. Bacon.

By this faculty we can take notice of the order of

precedence and subtequence in which they are past.
Grew.

To men in governing most things fall out acciden-

tally, and come not into any compliance with their

preconceived ends : but they are forced to comply

subsequently, and to strike in with things as they tall

out, by postliminious after-applications of them to

their purposes. South.
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Wfcy does each fonHaciat ctg>
Witt prudent hantMjr f<rfrif
In turns to more, a&d U<*ey*et appear
Tegiid tie globe a&d regulate the year 1

This article it introdu'jed as ini-tepaeirt to tfae

treaty
of M natter, made about !*>*, when njrli.:id

was in the utmost coafaiiua

SUBSERVE", . a.
^

Lat. wfoervio. To
n- 1. x serve in subordination ;

#. J to sent instrumental])- :

the deriraures corresponding.
Not Etade to ruk

Bat to imburrr*. here wudtNB bean command.
Jf^tcw.

There is aa immediate aad ayii nt&eniCTiee of the

spirit* to tike empire of the sod.
Halt i Origin of Jfmikiitd.

It is a greater credit to kayw the ways of ca.puva.t-

ing nature, and making her niin^rce our purposes,
than to Lav* learned all the ia-trig-.** of policy.

Hammond had aa incredible dexterity, scarce ever

reading anj thing which he did not make ft-i-wr.?^:

in one kind or other. J>i.'.

Philosopher* aad common heathen* believed one

God, to whom all things are referred : but under tb :s

God they worshipped many inferior ard iuJwsrrif/.j

gods. Sri/kwi^ef:.
Wicked spirits may by tiar canning carry farther

in a seeming confederacy or a*KTOnrt/ u> the designs
of a good angel. I/ryden.

The memory hath no special part of tbe braia de-

Toted to its own serrioe, but uses all those parti
which lukterve our sensations, as well as cai teinri-g

powers. irciif..

Sense is wAiercieat unto fancv, faacr cnto intellect.

C-n.-.

We are not to consider the word as tbe body of

God ; be is an uniform being, void of orran*. taeni-

bers, or
parts

: and they are hi* creatures, Bnboidi-

nate to him, and ruktenient to his will.

We cannot look upon de body, wbereia

so much fitness, use, and **m->wi/ to ir rii

Uons, any otherwite than as the effect of co&tnvance.

There is a regular subordination and nttnttreifaef

among all the parts to beoencial ends.

Chevne'i P}uletoprdc3.l Priitciplei.

Most critics, foad of some mtbterrifnt art,

Still make tbe whole depend upon a part :

They talk of principles, but notions prize,
And all to one loved folly sacrifice. Pcfu.

SUBSEXTUPLE, 'adj.
Lai. n& and teitu-

pha. (Containing one part of six.

One of these under pullies abates half of that beaTi-

DCSS the weight hath, and causes the power to be in

a snbduple proportion unto it, two of them a snb-

quadruple proportion, three a tvhicrtitfle.

WiOdiu'i Mathematical MazieL

SUBSIDE', r. *.
^

Lat. w^irfto. To sink ;

SCB'SJDESCE, n. t.
J-
tend downvrards. Com-

SCB'SIDESCT. ^ monly used of one part
of a compourid mergine in the whole : the noun

substantives corresponding.
He shook the sacred honours of his head,

With terror trembled heaven's Fubading hill,

And from his shaken curls ambrosial dews distill.

This gradual tubtideney of the abyss would take up
a considerable time. Burnett Theory.

This miscellany of bodies being determined to cu fc-

oerely by their different specific gravities,
all

those wuxi tad tfae tfcn^ iti.ii ._>-.---. i-
tune.

jf'",^- '".-'

ij the altercate H^yi yf ^.j^ -^ v^^.!
>e aafxeet *j* by tumt ir*s&d frva H.-UV.*. v

'

tact, aid by < sudiei .:,&**,*. rje ti-c_i -.1'-"

itgrew tiii ezrm of u* air, tfae a-,-'x:"a b̂ J i^
tjrffr atittui.'**?!.

V
eigtit tie nfci. i w^u tgaiisst ue iaOv t L.tLr'.

The dytbtfui bean. iys? 1,004 f. y:i Sl-^.
-

k wzu luytit u

SUETSIDY, *. t. j Fr.

St-Kii*'iAtT, arfj. $

such as zs given in

aid.

Biner Bubstatoei bura tht

y adiised the king to b

tmcntv era^ibd t r

all tie fL.-Jt-.dv

It is a celebrated ^otioi of pf-nx -.i.t.: i : .;.<
ef coEMuo^i should never ^rtit Eu-_t. .^r&i.i^ c.;

~

no pain Vj the pe^pie, ies: ri.e r_t--a-. i i.^-. _- -,_ '. . ..

etac* tiiGtr a buraer irjev die iiy: :%; .

_

to tie king by pirl;amer.% :'-..* -.i^ : i
casiyns of te LUUSCOID : t^u:; .5 :-. -..

every subject of a,vii;ty. acc=j::.:^i- v.

Talue cf his lauds or ?coli : -'.'.
"

some of our statutes, is c-or::--:ci::

cavtozis. See Ti2.

iar?e sum of money, ofien ar^'.--r v i ; v: -:... r..

generously thrown away ty -^ L.-.-..M v: i^:-_--

ment to certain foreign cei-rxcs vo: ^L. uie-z.-

seives our allies, to pev ti^ri! j vr ri^i/.-L'i '_! T
'

own battles, and wbo, when v-ry g?: i^t.: :'-.

eods aocomplisrjed, commonly maiit a ^-.-j----.-*.

peace with tLe erjerjay. and \fnf^ .n ;i :v*

larch : nay. sometime* tmarra'.ef-ilv ::L ^- '.~

against ns. By suc'i subsidies Br.-.-^i : ".^r.

gains much ?lorr, b'Jt the pr.i: r'-^i ^.. '.: -. :

allies, while her national ds-bt ruL ^jiretH-: Srr

tie history of Europe for tre last r-r_ry : r :i :.-T.

SUBS1GN'. r. a. Lai. nitvin:>.
'

To i.,-

under.

Neither Lave they seen, any deed before UK c:-i-

qiest. but *L\>rif-iiJtd. with crc*ses til Eiit-'t utrriei

without surnames. Cowra?...

SUBSIST, r. R.
}

Fr. t*.btutr

SrB;i?r'ESCE, R. F- >sutc>. To ir : -iti ~\-

means of living ; inbere : subcsier-c-e i?- r^i_

bein? ;
means of support; competsrjc*

: :^e i---

jective correspondin?.

Tbe flesh, and tbe coziunctira of tL* nes.:. w.-J,

Gcxi, be?aE bi/th at one nistart : LIS n.tt_Li ti-

taking to himself our neii wis :
- :-

''
'<'

in Christ there is no personal
n.i

that from everlasticf .

Firm we Ribsirf. but possibk to

We knc-w as little bow the uidOT 1$ dissc.lvel :

is, the chain of these cifKn-r ftfm^f-r-a
"it o

pound us. as how it first cwuaeaoec-

Such as denv spirits
mbsuzri" wjtt

with djAculty'amrjB the separate tns^nc* of tbe r

own.

bn ont. tu

Hotter.
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Not only the things and subsistence, but the very

images were of some creatures existing. StilHngfleet.
He shone so powerfully upon me, that, like the

heat of a Russian summer, ne ripened the fruits of

poetry in a cold climate ;
and gave me wherewithal

to subsist in the long winter which succeeded.

Dryden.

Though the general natures of these qualities are

sufficiently distant from one another, yet when they
come to subsist in particulars, and to be clothed with

several accidents, then the discernment is not so easy.
South'.

His viceroy could only propose to himself a com-
fortable subsistence out of the plunder of his province.

Addison.

These qualities are not subsistent in those bodies,

but are operations of fancy begotten in something.
Bentleu.

The very foundation was removed, and it was a

moral impossibility that the republic could subsist any

longer. Swift.

SUB'STANCE, n. s. ~)
Fr. substance; Lat-

SUBSTANTIAL, adj. substantia. Being;
SUBSTANTIALITY, n. s. something existing;

SUBSTANTIALLY, adv. ^something real ; the

SUBSTAN'TIALNESS, n.s. essential part ; body;
SUBSTAN'TIALS, n.s. means of life; wealth:

SUBSTANTIATE, v. a. J substantial and sub-

stantially follow these senses : substantiality is

reality of existence ; materiality ; corporeity :

substantiate, essentials or essential parts : to sub-

stantiate, to make to exist; prove valid.

Trials of crimes and titles of right shall be made by
verdict of a jury, chosen out of the honest and most
substantial freeholders. Spenser on Ireland.

He hath eaten me out of house and home, and
hath put all my substance into that fat belly of his

;

but I will have some of it out again.

Shakspeare. Henry IV.

O blessed, blessed night ! I am afraid,

Being in night, all this is but a dream
;

Too flattering sweet to be substantial. Shakspeare.
Shadows to-night

Have struck more terror to the soul of Richard,
Than can the substance of ten thousand soldiers

Armed all in proof, and led by shallow Richmond.
Id.

\Vhensubstantialness combineth withdelightfulness,
fulness with fineness, how can the language which
consisteth of these sound other than most full of

sweetness 1 Camden's Remains.
Since then the soul works by herself alone,

Springs not from sense, nor humours well agreeing ;

Her nature is peculiar, and her own
;

She is a substance, and a perfect being. Duties.

In degree of substantialness next above the Dorique,
sustaining the third, and adorning the second storv.

Wotton.

Having so substantially provided for the north,

they promised themselves they should end the war
that summer. Clarendon.

It will serve our turn to comprehend the substance,
without confining ourselves to scrupulous exactness
in form. Digby.

If happiness be a substantial good,
Not framed of accidents, nor subject to them,
I erred to seek it in a blind revenge. Denham.

To give thee being, I lent

Out of my side to thee, nearest my heart,
Substantial life. Milton.
He the future evil shall no less

In apprehension than in substance feel. Id.

Substintia! doors,

Cross-barred and bolted fast, fear no assaults. Id.

The strength of gods,
And this empyreal substance, cannot fail. Id.

What creatures there inhabit, of what mould
And substance ? Id.

In him his Father shone substantially expressed.
Id.

Time, as a river, hath brought down to us what is

more light and superficial, while things more solid

and substantial have been immersed. Glanville.

The laws of this religion would make men, if they
would truly observe them, substantially religious to-

wards God, chaste and temperate. TMotson.

Heroic virtue did his actions guide,
And he the substance, not the' appearance, chose.

To rescue one such friend he took more pride,
Than to destroy whole thousands of such toes.

Dryden.
The difference betwixt the empty vanity of osten-

tation, and the substantial ornaments of virtue.

L'Estrange.
God is no longer to be worshipped and believed in

as a God foreshewing and assuring by types, but as a

God who has performed the substance of what he pro-
mised. Nelsr-n.

The accidental of any act is said to be whatever
advenes to the act itself already substantiated.

Ayliffe's Parergon.

Although a custom introduced against ihesubstan-

stials of an appeal be not valid, as that it should not

be appealed to a superior but to an inferior judge,

yet a custom may be introduced against the acciden-

tals of an appeal. Id.

The merchants, and substantial citizens, cannot
make up more than a hundred thousand families.

Addison on the War.

They are the best epitomes, and let you see with

one cast of the eye the substance of a hundred pages.
Addison.

Now shine these planets with substantial rays 1

Does innate*lustre gild their measured days? Prior:

Between the parts of opaque and coloured bodies

are many spaces, either empty or replenished with

mediums of other densities
; as, water between the

tinging corpuscles wherewith any liquor is impreg-
nated, air between the aqueous globules that con-

stitute clouds or mists, and for the most part spaces
void of both air and water; but yet perhaps not

wholly void of all substance between the parts of hard

bodies. Newton.

Observations are the only sure grounds whereon
to build a lasting and substantial philosophy.

Woodward.
The qualities of plants are more various than those

of animal substances. Arbnthnot on Aliments.

There may be a great and constant cough, with an

extraordinary discharge of phlegmatick matter, while,

notwithstanding, the substance of the lungs remains

sound. Btackmore.

If this atheist would have his chance to be a real

and substantial agent, he is more stupid than the

vulgar. Bentley.
We are destroying many thousand lives, and ex-

hausting our substance, but not for our own interest

Sicift.

The sun appears flat like a plate of silver, the

moon as big as the sun, and the rainbow a large
substantial arch in the 'sky ;

all which are gross
falsehoods. ]\'utts.

Every being is considered as subsisting in and by
itself, and then it is called a substance ; or it subsists

in and by another, and then it is called a mode or

manner of being 1<1.

SUBSTANTIAL means also belonging to the na-

ture of substance.
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SUB'STANTIVE, n. s Fr. wbstantif; Lat.

substantiwm. A noun betokening the thing, not

a quality.

He considered how sufficient and substantive this

laud was to maintain itself, without any aid of the

foreigner. Bacon.

Claudian perpetually closes his sense at the end

of a verse, commonly called golden, or two substan-

tives and two adjectives, with a verb betwixt them to

keep the peace. Dryden.
One is obliged to join many particulars in one

proposition, because the repetition of the substantive

verb would be tedious. Arbuthnot.

SUBSTANTIVE VERB, ir. grammar, a verb ex-

pressing existence ;
as I am ;

to be ;
to exist.

The Latin has four substantive verbs ;
viz. Sum,

fio, forem, and existo.

SUB'STITUTE, v. a. &n.s.\ Fr. substituer,

SUBSTITUTION, n. s. $ Lat. substitutus,

from sub and statuo. To put in the place of an-

other; one so placed : the act of substituting, or

state of being substituted.

You 've taken up,
Under the counterfeited zeal of God,
The subjects of his substitute, my father.

And here upswarmed them. Shakspeare. Henry IV.

He did believe

He was the duke, from substitution,

And executing the' outward face of royalty,
With all prerogative. Id. Tempest.
Nor sal, sulphur, or mercury, can be separated

from any perfect metals ; for every part, so separated,

may easily be reduced into perfect metal without

substitution of that which chymists imagine to be

wanting. Bacon's Physical Remains.

Hast thou not made me here thy substitute,

And these inferior far beneath me set 1 Milton.

If a swarthy tongue
Is underneath his humid palate hung,

Reject him then, and substitute another. Diyden.
In the original designs of speaking, a man can

substitute none for them that can equally conduce to

his honour. Government of the Tongue.
Providence delegates to the supreme magistrate

the same power for the good of men, which that su-

preme magistrate transfers to those several substitutes

who act under him. Addison.

Some few verses are inserted or substituted in the

room of others. Congreve.

SUBSTRAC'TION, n. s. Fr. soustrcure, sous-

traction ; Lat. subtraho. The act of taking away

part from the whole.

I cannot call this piece Tully's nor my own,

being much altered not only by the change of the

style, but by addition and subtraction. Denham.

SUBSTRACTION and SUBSTRACT certainly are or

ought to be obsolete. They are a vulgar and

irregular spelling, totally unauthorised by
the

original Latin words, sub and traho. It is ab-

surd to pretend they are derived from the French ;

for in that case they should be soustract, and

soustraction.

SUBSTRUCTION, n.s. Lat. substructio,sub

and struo. Underbuilding.

To found our habitation firmly, examine the bed

of earth upon which we build, and then the under-

fillings, or substruction, as the ancients call it.

Walton's Architecture.

SUBSTY'LAR, adj. Lat. tub and stylus.
The

substylar line is, in dialling, a right line, whereon

the gnomon or style of a dial is erected at right
angles with the plane.

Erect the style perpendicularly over the tubstilar

line, so as to make an angle with the dial-piano
equal to the elevation of the pole of your place.

Moron's Mechanical Eterchfa.

SUBSUL'LOIULY, odw. Lat. subsultus. In
a bounding manner ; by fits ; by starts.

The spirits spread even, and move not subsidiary ,

for that will make the parts close and pliant.
Bacon's Natural Hi,itnr>i.

SUBTANGENT OF A CURVE, the line that

determines the intersection of a tangent wit'i t!,o

axis, or that determines the point wherein the

tangent cuts the axis prolonged. The tangent,

subtangent, and semiordinate, always make a

right-angled triangle.
It is a rule in all equations that, if the value

of the subtangent comes out positive, the point
of intersection of the tangent and axis falls on

that side of the ordinate, where the vertex of the

curve lines, as in the parabola and paraboloids.
If it come out negative, the point of intersec-

tion will fall on the contrary side of the ordinate,

in respect of the vertex ur beginning of the

absciss ; as in the hyperbola and hyperboli-
form figures. And universally, in all paraboli-
form and hyperboliform figures, the subtangent
is equal to the exponent of the power of the or-

dinate multiplied into the absciss : thus, in the

common parabola, whose property is px yy,
the subtangent is in length equal to x; the absciss

multiplied by 2, the exponent of the power ot

yy, the square of the ordinate ; that is, it is equal
to twice the absciss ; and, by the former rule for

paraboliform figures, it must be taken above the

ordinate in the axi-s produced.

Thus, also, in one of the cubical paraboloids,

where pxx yi/y; the length of- the subtangent

will be | of the absciss ;
and in a parabola of

any kind, the general equation being "'.r
n

-f-

vmtn , the subtangent is X J', or its ra-
"

tio to the absciss, is constantly that of HI + n to n.

In the parabola the subtangent is double the

absciss ;
and in the logarithmic curve, the subtan-

gent is also a constant quantity.

SUBTEND', v.a. Lat. sub and tcmlo. To

be extended under.

From Aries rightways draw a line, to end

In the same round, and let that line subtend

An equal triangle : now since the lines

Must three times touch the round, and meet throe

signs,
Where'er they meet in angles, those are trmes.

In rectangles and triangles, the square which is

made of the side that subteiideth the right angle is

equal to the squares which are made of the i

containing the right angle.

SUBTERMANS (Justus), an eminent 1

ish painter, born at Antwerp, in 1597.

famous for history and portraits.
In the palace

of Florence there is a
celebrated

painting by

him, of the homage made to Ferdinand

the Florentine nobles. He died :

eighty-four.

SUBTERFUGE, n. . Fr. tubterfuge ; Lat.

gubter and /agio.
A shift; an evasion ;

a trick.
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The king cared not for subterfuges, but would

stand envy, and appear in any thing that was to his

mind. Bacon.

Notwithstanding all their sly subterfuges and
studied evasions, yet the. product of all their endea-

vours is but as the birth of the labouring mountains,
wind and emptiness. Glanville.

Affect not little shifts and subterfuges to avoid the

force of an argument. Watts.

SUBTERRA'NEAL, adj.}
Lat. sub and

SUBTERRA'NEAN, I terra; Fr. sous-

SUBTERRA'NEOUS, S terraine. Subter-

SUB'TERRANY, I ranean or subter-

SUBTERRAN'ITY, n.s. J raneous is the

word now used. Lying under the earth ; placed
below the surface : subterranity (obsolete) is a

place under ground.
Metals are wholly subterrany ; whereas plants are

part above earth, and part under.

Bacon's Natural History.

In tubterranies, as the fathers of their tribes, are

brimstone and merctfry. Id.

The force

Of subterranean wind transports a hill

Torn from Pelorus, or the shattered side

Of thundering ..Etna, whose combustible

And fueled entrails thence conceiving fire,

Sublimed with mineral fury, aid the winds. Milton.

We commonly consider subterraniiies not in con-

templations sufficiently respective unto the creation.

Browne.
Alteration proceeded from the change made in the

neighbouring subterraneal parts by that great confla-

gration. Boyle.
Let my soft minutes glide obscurely on,

Like subterraneous streams, unheard, unknown.
Norris.

This subterraneous passage was not at first de-

signed so much for a highway as for a quarry.
Addison.

Tell by what paths, what subterranean ways,
Back to the fountain's head the sea conveys
The refluent rivers. Blackmore.

Roused within the subterranean world.

The' expanding earthquake unresisted shakes

Aspiring cities.

SUBTILE, adj.

SUB'TILELY, adv.

STJBTIL'IATE, v. a.

SUBTILIA'T ON, n. s.

SUBTILIZA'TION,

SUB'TILIZE, v. a. & v. n.

SUB'TILITY, n. s.

SUB'TLE, adj.

SUB'TLELY, adv.

Thomson.

Fr. subtile; Lat.

subtilis. Often writ-

ten subtle, which

signifies thin ; not

}>dense ; not gross ;

nice; fine; piercing:
hence cunning; art-

ful; sly; deceitful:

J both the adverbs cor-

responding : -ubtiliate and subtilize mean to

make thin
; talk affectedly : the noun substan-

tives corresponding : and subtilly with subtle,

adjective.
A woman, an harlot, and subtile of heart.

Proverbs vii. 10.

Finding force now faint to be,

He thought grey hairs afforded subtilly. Sidney.
Some subtle headed fellow will put sonre quirk, or

devise some evasion, whereof the rest will take hold.

Spenser.
Shall we think the subtle-wilted French

Conj'rers and sorc'rers, that, afraid of him,

By magick verse have thus contrived his end ?

Shahspeare. Henry VI.

Think you this York
Was not incensed by his subtle mother
To taunt and corn you ? Id. Richard Iff.

Like a bowl upon a subtle ground,
I've tumbled past the throw. Id. Coriolanus,

The constitution of the air appeareth more sub-

tilely by worms in oak-apples than to the sense of

man. Bacon.

Whatsoever is invisible, in respect of the fineness

of the body, or subtilty of the motion, is little en-

quired. Id.

But of the clock, which in our breasts we bear,
The subtile motions we forget the while. Davies.

How shall we this union well express 1

Nought ties the soul, her subtilty is such. Id.

O subtile love, a thousand wiles thou hast

By humble suit, by service, or by hire,

To win a maiden's hold. Fairfax.
The rudeness and barbarity of savage Indians

know not so perfectly to hate all virtues as some
men's subtilty. Ki" Charles.

From his eyes the fleeting fair

Retired, like subtle smoke dissolved in air.

Dryden's Georgicks.

Intelligible discourses are spoiled by too much
subtlety in nice divisions. Locke.

Chyle, being mixed with the choler and pancre-
atick juices, is further subtilized, and rendered so fluid

and penetrant that the thinner and finer part easily
finds way in at the streight orifices of the lacteous

veins. Ray on the Creation.

Body cannot be vital
; for, if it be, then is it so

either as subtilised or organized, moved or endowed
with life. Grew.

The Arabians were men of a deep and subtle wit.

Spratt.

Bodies, the more of kin they are to
spirit in sub-

tlety, and refinement, the more spreading and self-

diffusive are they. Norrii.

Pass we the slow disease, and subtile pain,
Which our weak frame is destined to sustain

;

The cruel stone, the cold catarrh. Prior.

Deny Des Cart his subtile matter,
You leave him neither fire nor water. Id.

The opakest bodies, if subtilely divided, as metals

dissolved in acid menstruums, become perfectly trans-

parent Newton
Greece did at length a learned race produce,

Who needful science mocked, and arts of use
;

Mankind with idle subtilties embroil,
And fashion systems with romantick toil. Blackmore.

Fluids have their resistances proportional to their

densities, so that no subtilization , division of parts, or

refining, can alter these resistances.

Cheyne's Philosophical Principles.
In the nice bee, what sense so subtly true,

From pois'nous herbs extracts the healing dew !

Pope.

They give method, and shed subtilty upon their

author. Baker.

SUBTILE, in physics, an appellation given to

whatever is extremely small, fine, and delicate ;

such as the animal spirits, the effluvia of odorous

bodies, &c., are supposed to be.

SUBTRACT', v.a. Lat. sublraclio. They
who derive it from the Latin write subtiact;

those who regard the French original subslract ;

to withdraw part from the rest.

Reducing many things unto charge, which, by con-

fusion, became concealed and subtracted from the

crown. Davies.

What is subtracted or subducted out of the extent

of the divine perfection, leaves still a quotient infi-

nite. Hale.

The same swallow, by the subtracting daily of her

eggs, laid nineteen successively, and then gave over.

Ray.
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SUBTRACTION, in arithmetic, the second rule,

or rather operation, in arithmetic, whereby we
deduct a less number from a greater, to learn
their precise difference. See ARITHMETIC, In-

dex; and ALGEBRA.

SUBTRI'PLE, adj. Fr. subtriple ; Lat. sub

SUBUR, in ancient geography; l. a river cf

Mauritania;
2. a town of Spain.

SUB'UttB, n.s. 1 Lat. suburbium. A buihl-
SCBDBB'AH, adj. $ ing without the walls of a

city ; the outer part :

inhabiting the suburbs
i here's a trim rabble let

"

and triplus. Containing a third, or one part of faithful friends of the suburbs 1

three.

The power will be in a subtriple proportion to the

are all these your

Shakspeare. Henry I'll I.
1 he suburbs of my jacket are so gone,

weight. Wilkins's Mathematical Muyick. i have not left one skirt to sit upon.

'

Cleavelutul
When our fortunes are violently changed, our s|n

Lat. subventa-SUEVENTA'NEOUS, adj.
neus. Addle; windy

Suitable unto the relation of the mares in Spain,
and their subveutaneous conceptions from the western
wind. Browne.

SUBVERSE', v.
a.-j

Latin subversus. To
SUBVERSION, n. s. > subvert. Spenser uses

SUBVERSIVE, adj. j subverst in the same
sense. The noun substantive and adjective cor-

responding
These seek subversion of thy harmless life.

Shakspeare. Henry VI. ,

m

It is far more honourable to suffer, than to prosper
d rksr ; subordinate helper.

in their ruin and subversion. Kin" Charles.

nts are unchanged, if they always" stood in the subum
and expectation of sorrows.

Taylar.
1'hey on the smoothed plank,

The suburb of their straw-built citadel,

Expatiate. Miltim _

Poor clinches the suburban muse affords,
And Panton waging harmless war with words.

Dryden.
Then weds an heiress of suburban mould,

Ugly as apes, but well endowed with gold. Harte.

SUBWORK'ER, n.s. Sub and worker. Un-

Ile that governs well leads the blind
,
but he that

'fhesVrhingsrefeVto the opening and"shuuing\ne
teaches gives him eyes : and it is glorious to be a

subworker to grace, in freeing it from some of the in-

conveniencies of original fin. South.

SUCCEDA'NEOUS, cdj. Lat. succedanms.
and the subversion of that order they were intended to Supplying the place of something else.

abyss, with the dissolution or subversion of the earth.

Burnet.

Laws have been often abused, to the oppression

preserve. Rogers.

Empires subversed, when ruling fate has struck

The unalterable hour. Thomson's Autumn.

SUBVERT', v. a.
J

Fr. subvertir ; Lat. sub-

SUBVER'TER, n. s. $ verto. To overthrow;
overturn ;

turn upside down
noun substantive corresponding.

Strive not about words to no purpose but to the

subverting of the hearers. 2 Tim. ii. 14.

God, by things deemed weak,
Subverts the worldly strong and worldly wise.

Milton,

O traitor ! worse than Simon was to Troy ;

O vile subverter of the Gallick reign,
More false than Gano was to Charlemaigne !

Dryden.
Trees are subverted or broken by high winds.

Mortimer.

They anathematize them as enemies to God, and

subverters of souls. Waterland.

SUBULARIA, rough-leaved alysson, or awl-

wort, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to

Nor is yfttius strictly to be believed when he pre-
scribeth the stone of the otter as a succedaarous unto
castoneum. /J/Y.I.--K;.

I have not discovered the menstruum . I ,vill pre-
sent a succeduneous experiment made with a common

destroy: the liquor ' B"^'
SUCCEED', v. n. Sc v.a.

^
French succider,

SUCCEED'ER, n. s. } Lat. succcdo. To
follow in order; terminate an undertaking ef-

fectually : have a good effect : to follow
; pros-

per: one who follows. See SUCCESS.

If thou deal truly, thy doings shall prosperously
succeed to thee. Tab. iv. 6.

If I were now to die,

'Twere to be most happy ;
for I fear

My soul hath her consent so absolute,

That not another comfort like to this

Succeeds in unknown fate. Shakspeure. Oiliello.

Nature has so far imprinted it in us, that shouli 1

the envy of predecessors deny tha secret to siiccreder*,

they yet would find it out. Suckling.

Workmen let it cool by degrees in such relenting*

lest it should shiver in pieces 1>\ a
the class of tet'radynamia, and order of siliculosa, ^ ĉceeding of air in the room of the fire.

and in the natural order ranging under the thirty- Diyby en Hudim.

ninth order, siliquosas. The silicula is entire and
Enioy till I return

ovate
; the valves are ovate, concave, and con- Snort pieasures ;

for long woes are to succeed.

trary to the partitions. The style is shorter than

the silicula. There is only one species,
viz. ln that place

no creature was hurtful unto man ;

S. aquatica, which is a native of Britain. It and those destructive effects they now discover si

is about an inch high. The leaves are awl- ceeded the curse, and came in with thorn:

shaped, and grow in clusters round the root. "";

The stalk is naked, and produces four or five elt "

r̂ shf, withoi.i: prelatioii
small white flowers growing alternately on short succeeded him in

cjjpar

ners

||P^ ]e p0rt ;on-

foot-stalks. It flowers under water, whereas most or P rel
;//,.

aquatic plants emerge above water at the time
T) make one man

'

s particular
fancies, perhaps

of flowering. The author of nature has, however, fai ] in

'

confining laws to others, and convey them

carefully prevented the tender flower from re-
to thm'swuxeden, who afterwards misname all unob-

ceiving any injury from the water by making the
se(]ll iousness as presumption,

petals close and form themselves into a kind of Revenge succeeds to love, and rage to griet

arch. This plant grows on the borders of the

Highland lakes, in Loch Tay, in Scotland, also These dull harmless makers oflanipoo

ia Wales and Ireland. of dangerous example to the pullick
.
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Fr. succis ; Latin

successus. The happy
termination of any
thing : the adjective,

[ adverb, and noun sub-

^stantive following cor-

responding : succes-

sion is consecutive-

ness ; series ; lineage ;

order of descendants :

men may succeed to their designs, and, mixing sense

with malice, blast the reputation of the most inno-

cent. Id.

Tis almost impossible for poets to tucceed without

ambition : imagination must be raised by a desire of

fame to a desire of pleasing. Id.

This was impossible for Virgil to imitate, because

of the severity of the Roman language : Spenser en-

deavoured it in Shepherd's Kalendar
;
but neither

will it succeed in English. Id.

SUCCESS', n.s.

SUCCESSFUL, adj.
S UCCESS'FULLY, adv.

SUCCESS'FULNESS, n. s.

SUCCESSION,
SUCCESS'IVE, adj.

SUCCESSIVELY, adv.

SuCCESs'lVEIfESS, n. S.

SUCCESS'LESS, adj.

SUCCESS'OR, ra. .

successive, following in order; inherited by
succession: the adverb and noun substantive

corresponding : successless, luckless ; unfortu-

nate : successor, he who succeeds.

The succession of Moses in prophecies.
Ecclus. xlvi. 1.

For good success of his hands, he asketh ability to

do of him that is most unable. Wisdom xiii. 19.

This king by this queen had a son of tender age,

but of great expectation, brought up in the hope of

themselves, and a ready acceptation of the incon-

stant people, as successor of his father's crown.

Sidney.
All the sons of these five brethren reigned

By due success, and all their nephews late,

Even thrice eleven descents, the crown retained.

Spenser.

Three sons he left,

All which successively by turns did reign.
Faerie Queene.

St. Augustine, having reckoned up a great num-
ber of the bishops of Rome, saith, in all this order of

succession of bishops, there is not one found a Dona-
tist. Hooker.

He is too young, yet he looks successfully.

Shukspeare.

Cassibelan,
And his succession, granted Rome a tribute.

Id. Cymbeline.
It is upon record ? or else reported

Successively from age to age? Id. Richard III.

Countrymen,
Plead my successive title with your swords.

Shakspeare.
The empire being elective, and not successive, the

emperors, in being, made profit of their own times.

Raleigh.
These decays in Spain have been occasioned by so

long a war with Holland
;
but most by two succes-

tions of inactive princes. Lacon.

"We that measure times by first and last,

The sight of things successively do take,

When God on all at once his view doth cast,

And of all times doth but one instant make.
Davies.

Three with fiery courage he assails,

And each successive after other quails,

Still wondering whence so many kings should rise.

Daniel.

An opinion of the succesffulness of the work is as

necessary to found a purpose of undertaking it, as

the authority of commands, or the persuasiveness of

premises. Hammond.

A second colony is sent hither, but asiuccessletiu

the first. Heylyn.
The feac of what was to come from an unacknow-

ledged tuccessour to the crown, clouded much of that

prosperity then, which now shines in chronicle.

Clarendon,

Perplexed and troubled at his bad success

The tempter stood. Milton.

A long succession must ensue
;

And his next son the clouded ark of God
Shall in a glorious temple enshrine.

Id. Paradise Lost.

God hath set

Labour and rest, as day and night, to men
Successive. Id.

All the notion we have of duration is partly by the

successiveness of its own operations, and partly by
those external measures that it finds in motion.

Hale.

Not Lemuel's mother with more care

Did counsel or instruct her heir ;

Or teach with more success her son

The vices of the time to shun. Waller.

Every reasonable man cannot but wish me success

in this attempt, because I undertake the proof of that

which it is every man's interest that it should be true.

Tillutson.

The hopes of thy successless love resign. Dryden.
What people is so void of common sense,

To vote succession from a native prince ! Id.

The surly savage offspring disappear,
And curse the bright successor of the year ;

Yet crafty kind with daylight can dispense. Id.

He observed the illustrious throng,
Their names, their fates, their conduct, and their

care,

In peaceful senates and successful war. Id,

Let a cannon-bullet pass through a room, and
take with it any limb of a man, it is clear that it

must strike successirely the two sides of the room,
touch one part of the flesh first, and another after,

and so in succession. Locke.

The Bavarian duke,
Bold champion ! brandishing his Noric blade,

Bes.t tempered steel, successless proved in field.

Philips.

God, by reason of his eternal indivisible nature,

is by one single act of duration present to all the

successive portions of time, and all successively existing
in them. South.

They were terrible alarms to persons grown weal-

thy by a long and successful imposture, by persuad-

ing the world that men might be honest and happy,

though they never mortified any corrupt appetites.
Id.

Whether a bright successor, or the same. Tate.

Whilst malice and ingratitude confess,

They've strove for ruin long without success. Garth.

Passion unpitied, and successless love,

Plant daggers in my heart. Addison's Cato

Send the successive ills through ages down,
And let each weeping father tell his soiv. Prio~

The early hunter

Blesses Diana's hand who leads him safe

O'er hanging cliffs
;
who spreads his net successful,

And guides the arrow through the panther's heart.

Id.

I inclined the paper to the rays very obliquely,
that the most refrangible rays might be more copi-

ously reflected than the rest, and the whiteness at

length changed successively into blue, indigo, and

violet. Neu'ton's Oplicks.
This is the most proper and most successful season

to meet and attack the advancing enemy.
Bluckmore.
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The rule of imitating God can never be

S[JC

no remedy, they were suffered to sit down
proposed but upon Christian principles ; such as that

partly supported by the bushes, and Tn'this world is a place not of rest, but of discipline.

Atterbury.

Military successes, above all others, elevate tne

minds of a people. Id.

Gas sulpnuris may be given with success m any
disease of the lungs. Arbnthnot on Diet.

Bleeding, when the expectoration goes on success-

fully, suppresseth it. Id.

The descendants of Alexander's successors culti-

vated navigation in some lesser degree. Arbuthnot.

We have a tradition coming down to us from our

,,

r
n

,

few

-
"lto a Profound sleep. Soon

'

,'

S me
,

Pe Ple who had been sent f(>-
ward returned with the welcome news that a lit,-

was kindled about a quarter of a milt farther <n
the way. Mr. Banks then endeavoured to wak,
Dr. Solander, and happily succeeded ; buttliou^:,
he had not slept five minutes, he had almost lost
the use of his limbs, and the muscles were so
shrunk that his shoes fell from his feet ; lie con-
sented to go forward, with such assistance as,

fathers; a kind of inheritance successively conveyed could be given him, but no attempts to rel
tn ll nv tnA nnmitivp fiaints: frnm tnp arn=floc tKom . T- i ito us by the primitive saints from the apostles them-
selves. Waterland.
No such motion of the same atom can be all of it

existent at once : it must needs be made gradually
and successively, both as to place and time

; seeing
that body cannot at the same instant be in more

places than one. Rentiers Sermons,

Successless all her soft caresses prove,
To banish from his breast his country's love. Pope.
A reformation successfully carried on in this great

town would ifl time spread itself over the whole

kingdom. Swift.

SUCCESS, or GOOD SUCCESS BAY, a bay on the

south-east coast of Terra del Fuego,
straits of Le Maire. On the mountains
Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander found many new

Alpine plants, unknown in Europe : but the

cold was so intense that the latter had well nigh
fallen a sacrifice to its severity in the midst of

summer. Dr. Solander, who had more than

once crossed the mountains which divide Sweden
from Norway, well .knew that extreme cold, es-

pecially when joined with fatigue, produces a

torpor and sleepiness that are almost irresistible :

he therefore conjured the company to keep mov-

ing whatever pain it might cost them, and what-

ever relief they might be promised by an inclina-

tion to rest. ' Whosoever sits down,' says he,
'
will sleep ;

and whosoever sleeps will wake no
more.' The Dr. himself, however, was the first

who found the inclination, against which he had

warned others, irresistible; and insisted upon
being suffered to lie down. Mr. Banks intreated

and remonstrated in vain; down he lay upon the

ground, though it was covered with snow, and
it was with great difficulty that his friend kept
him from sleeping. Richmond also, one of the

black servants, began to linger, having suffered

from the cold in the same manner as the doctor.

Mr. Banks, therefore, sent five of the company,
among whom was Mr. Buchan, forward to get a

fire ready at the first convenient place they could

poor Richmond were successful, who, with ,1

seaman sent to his relief, died. Lon^. G.3
3
27'

W., lat. 54 50 S.

SUCCESSION, in law. See DESCENT, Ixiir.un-

ANCE, and LAW,

SUCCESSION, in metaphysics, the idea wliich \vo

get by reflecting on the ideas which follow one
another in our mind; and from the succession of

ideas we get the idea of time. See MI:IA-
PHYSICS.

SUCCESSION OF COLONELS. A particular part
of the official army list is so called. The datrs

in the of the several appointments are therein specified,
inl-and together with the numbers and facings of die dif-

ferent regiments.
A commission in SUCCESSION, a commission in

which an individual has an inherent property
from having purchased it, or raised men

;
or

which, through interest, he is at liberty (o sell to

the best ad vantage, provided it does not go in tlrj

regiment ; in which case no more than the king's

regulation can be taken.

SUCCESSION TO THE CROWN OF ENC.I.ANI:.

See HEREDITARY RIGHT. From the days of

Egbert, the first sole monarch of England, even

to the present, the four cardinal maxims men-

tioned in that article have ever been held consti-

tutional canons of succession. It is true, as Sir

William Blackstone observes, this succession,

through fraud or force, or sometimes through

necessity, when in hostile times the crown de-

scended on a minor or the like, has been very

frequently suspended ;
but has generally at last

returned back into the old hereditary channel,

though sometimes a very considerable period

has intervened. And even in those instances

where this succession has been violated, the

crown has ever been looked on as hereditary in

the wearer of it ; of which the usurpers themselves

were so sensible that they for the most part en-

deavoured to vamp up some feeble show of a
uv, it-ay CIL LUC mat *-uu cu i\~IJL LJ***** nn-j \^^^. .

find, and himself and four others remained with title by descent, to amuse the people, while

the doctor and Richmond, whom, partly by per-
took the possession of the kingdom. And, w

suasion and intreaty, and partly by force, they possession
was once gamed, they consul

brought on, till they both declared they could go as the purchase or acquisition
of a new

no farther. Mr. Banks had recourse to intreaty inheritance, and transmitted, or

and expostulation, but they produced no effect, transmit it, to their own posterity
bv a kin

When Richmond was told that if he did not go hereditary right of usurpation- See Bl

now he would in a short time be frozen to death, Commentaries, vol. i. 1

he answered that he desired nothing but to lie torical view there given it appea

to the crown is at present hereditary, tin

so absolutely hereditary *s formerly; and the

common stock, or ancestor, from whom lh

though he had before told the company that to scent must be derived, is also d, r,f.In th,

sleep was to perish. Mr. Banks and the rest time of the Anglo-Saxons the cc

found it impossible to carry them, and there being king Egbert ;
then William I. intro

down and die. The doctor did not so explicitly

renounce his life ; he said he was willing to

go on, but that he must first take some sleep,
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race of Normans. In the person of Henry II.

the Saxon and Norman blood were united. In

Henry VII. were united the blood of the jarring
houses of York and Lancaster, whose dissensions

had occasioned the shedding of so much royal
blood. In Henry's veins too flowed the blood

of the British king Arthur, the progenitor of the

house of Tudor. By the marriage of Henry VII.'s

daughter, Margaret, with king James IV. of

Scotland, the royal blood of both kingdoms was
united in James V., whose son James VI. united

the crowns and the two common stocks ; and so

continued till the vacancy of the throne in 1688,
when William III., Mary II., and Anne suc-

ceeded ; but the succession was fixed in the

heirs of the princess Sophia, in whom the inhe-

ritance was vested by the new king and parlia-
ment. Formerly, the descent was absolute, and

the crown went to the next heir without any
restriction ; but now, upon the new settlement,

the inheritance is continued ; being limited to

such heirs only of the body of the princess Sophia
as are Protestant members of the church of Eng-
land, and are married to none but Protestants.

And in this due medium consists the true con-

stitutional notion of the right of succession to

the imperial crown of these kingdoms. The ex-

tremes between which it steers are each of them

equally destructive of those ends for which so-

cieties were formed and are kept up. Where
the magistrate, upon every succession, is elected

by the people, and may, by the express provision
of the laws, be deposed (if not punished) by his

subjects, this may sound like the perfection of

liberty, and look well enougli when delineated

on paper; but in practice will be ever productive
of tumult, contention, and anarchy. And, on
the other hand, divine indefeasible hereditary

right, when coupled with the doctrine of unli-

mited passive obedience, is surely of all consti-

tutions the most thoroughly slavish and dreadful.

But, when such an hereditary right as our laws

have created and vested in the royal stock, is

closely interwoven with those liberties which are

equally the inheritance of the subject, this union
will form a constitution in theory the most beau-

tiful of any, in practice the most approved, and,
we trust, in duration the most permanent. Et
esto perpetual Amen.

In France the succession to the monarchy was

formerly limited to heirs male (see SALIC), but
in Navarre the crown was inherited by the heir

of line, whether male or female. Philip IV., king
of France, in 1285, espoused Jane queen of Na-
varre in her own right ; and, as king consort of

this latter kingdom, added the title of Navarre to

that of France. Louis X., son and heir of Philip
and Jane, succeeded to both crowns. By Mar-

garet his first wife, who had been crowned queen
of Navarre, he left one daughter Joan. His se-

cond wife Clementina was pregnant at the time

of his decease, and was delivered of a posthu-
mous son, whom most of the French annalists

recognise as John I. of France, though he lived

only three weeks. On his death the kingdom of

, France passed to Philip V., and that of Navarre

to Joanna the only child and heir of Louis X.

and Margaret. From Joanna, in lineal succes-

sion, the kingdom of Navarre passed to Jane

d'Albeit, mother of Henry IV. of France, and
wife of Anthony of Bourbon, who, as king con-

sort, wore the crown of Navarre. On the acces-

sion of Henry to the kingdom of France the two
monarchies were united, and the four succeed ;ng

princes assumed the joint titles.

SUCCINAS, or STCCINAT (from Lat. succi-

num, amber), a salt formed by the combination
of the succinic acid with different bases. 'These
bases are acids, alkalies, and metallic oxides.

But scarcely any of these succinats have yet been
examined with attention. ' For the few experi-
ments (adds Dr. Thomson) that have been made,
we are indebted to Stockar, Wenzel, Leonhardi,
and Bergman.' The doctor then enumerates
seven species besides the metallic succinats ;

viz. 1. Succinat of alumina. This salt, according
to Wenzel, crystallises in prisms, and is easily

decomposed by heat. 2. Succinat of ammonia
forms needle-shaped crystals. It has a sharp
bitter and cooling taste; when exposed to heat
it sublimes without decomposition. 3. Succinat
of barytes. This salt, according to Bergman, is

difficultly soluble in water. 4. Succinat of lime.

This salt forms oblong, pointed, non-deliquescent
salts, which are difficultly soluble even in boiling
water. It is not altered by exposure to the air.

It is decomposed by muriat of ammonia, and by
the fixed alkaline carbonats. 5. Succinat of mag-
nesia has the form of a white, glutinous, frothy
mass ; which, when dried by the fire, attracts

moisture from the air, and deliquesces. 6. Suc-
cinat of potass. This salt, according to Leonhardi
and Stockar, crystallises in three-sided prisms.
It has a bitter saline taste, is very soluble in water,
and deliquesces when exposed to the air. When
exposed to heat it decrepitates and melts, and in s

strong heat is decomposed. 7. Succinat of silver.

See SILVER. 8. Succinat of soda. When pure suc-

cinic acid is saturated with soda, the solution by
spontaneous evaporation yields beautiful transpa-
rent crystals of succinat of soda; some of whichare
four-sided prisms with dihedral summits; others

six-sided prisms terminated by an oblique face.

This salt has a bitter taste, is less soluble in water
than common salt, and does not deliquesce when

exposed to the air. It is decomposed completely
when exposed to a sufficient heat in close vessels.

See SUCCINIC ACID.

SUCCINATED, impregnated with amber, or

the succinic acid.

SUCCINCT, adj. French succinct ; Lat. suc-

cinctus. Literally' tucked or girded up ; having
the clothes drawn up to disengage the legs :

hence short; concise.

A strict and succinct style is that where you can

take nothing away without loss, and that loss mani-

fest. Ben Jotison.

Let all your precepts be succinct and clear,

That ready wits may comprehend them soon.

Roscommon.

I'll recant, when France can shew me wit

As strong as ours, and as succinctly writ. Id.

I shall present you very succinctly with a few re-

flections that most readily occur. Boyle.
His vest succinct then girding round his waist,

Forth rushed the swain. Pope.

SUCCINIC (from Lat. succinum, amber),
of or belonging to amber; containing the vr-
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lues or essence of amber ; of the nature of
amber.

SUCCINIC ACID, or the acid of amber, one
of the recently discovered acids extracted from
amber. See AMBER and CHEMISTRY, Index.
When amber (says Dr. Thomson, vol. ii. p. 134)
is distilled, a volatile salt is obtained, which is

mentioned by Agricola under the name of salt

of amber; but its nature was long unknown.
Boyle was the first who discovered that it was
an acid. It is obtained by the following pro-
cess : Fill a retort half way with powdered
amber, and cover the powder with dry sand

;

lute on a receiver and distil in a sand bath, with-
out employing too much heat. See CHEMISTRY.
Dr. Thomson adds,

' It may be made tolerably

pure by dissolving it in hot water, and putting

upon the filter a little cotton moistened with oil

of amber ; this substance retains most of the oil,

and allows the solution to pass clear. This acid

is then to be crystallised by a gentle evaporation,
to be repeated till the acid be sufficiently pure.'

Guyton Morveau has discovered that it may be
made quite pure by distilling off it a sufficient

quantity of nitric acid, taking care not to employ
a heat strong enough to sublime the succinic

acid. The crystals are transparent, white, shin-

ing, and of a foliate, triangular, prismatic form;

they have an acid taste, but are not corrosive :

they redden tincture of turnsole, but have little

effect on that of violets. They sublime when ex-

posed to a considerable heat, but not at the heat

of a water bath. In a sand bath they melt, and
then sublime and condense in the upper part of

the vessel; but the coal which remains shows
that they are partly decomposed. One part of

this acid dissolves in ninety-nine parts of water,
at the temperature of 50, according to Spielman
in twenty-four parts at 52 ; and in two parts of

water at 212, according to Stockar de Neuforn;
but the greatest part crystallises as the water

cools. According to Rox, however, it still re-

tains more of the acid than cold water is capable
of dissolving; 240 grains of boiling alcohol dis-

solve 177 of this acid; but crystals again shoot

as the solution cools. The compounds which it

forms with acids, alkalies, and metallic oxides,
aie named succinats. When the succinat of soda

is distilled in a retort the succinic acid is com-

pletely decomposed. There passes over into the

receiver an acid liquor, which is the acetous

much diluted and a quantity of brown oil. At
the same time carbonic acid gas, and carbonated

hydrogen gas, are disengaged, and there remains

in the retort soda and charcoal. Hence it follows

that this acid is decomposed by heat, and is com-

posed of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon. Its

affinities, Morveau says, are barytes, lime, pot-

ass, soda, ammonia, magnesia, alumina, metallic

oxides.

SUCCINUM, amber, in mineralogy, a species
of bitumen classed under the inflammable sub-

stances. As a full accoant of this mineral was

given under AMBER, nothing remains but to men-
tion a few things which recent experiments en-

able us to add. According to Dr. Kirwan 100

grains of amber afford about seventy-two of pe-
tro eum, forty-five of succinic acid, and a residue
r fixed matter and water. Mr. Scheele says that

when distilled it yields an aqueous acid resem-
bling vinegar in its qualities. This would induce
us to believe it to be of vegetable origin. But
its origin is a point not yet ascertained. Its spe-
cific gravity is from 1-065 to MOO, and it melts
at 550 of Fahrenheit. Wallerius affirms that

mirrors, prisms, &c., may be made of amber.

SUC'CORY, n. s. Lat. cichoreum. A plant.A garden sallad

Of endive, radishes, and succory. l)n,<le>i.

The medicaments to diminish the milk are lettuce.,

purslane, endive, and succory.
Wiseman of Tumours.

SUCCORY, in botany. See CICHORIUM.

SUCCORY, gum. See CHONDRILLA.

SUCCORY, wart. See LAPSANA.
SUCCOTH BENOTH, a goddess of the Chal-

deans ; supposed to be the same with Mylitta or

the Assyrian Venus; in honor of whom the young
women were obliged to prostitute themselves
once in their lives in her temple ; where each

was called on in her turn by a man throwing
a piece of money in her lap. The worship of

this obscene goddess was introduced into Sama-

ria, along with the corrupted worship of the true

God, by the Babylonian emigrants settled there

by Shalmanezer, 2 Kings xvii. 30. As Succoth

signifies tents, perhaps the rites of Succotli Be-

noth were celebrated in tent-beds.

SUC'COUR, v. a.&cn.s.
\

French sccourir ;

SUCCOUR'LESS, adj. } la. succurro. To

help ; assist in difficulty or distress; relieve : tin:

noun substantive and adjective corresponding.
She hath been a succourer of many.

Rom. ivii. 2.

Fear nothing else but a betraying of succour

which reason offereth. Wisdom xvii, 12.

As that famous queen
Of Amazons, whom Pyrrhus did destroy,

Did shew herself in great triumphant joy,

To succour the weak state of sad afflicted Troy.
,. Sjienser.

Here's a young maid with travail oppress 'd,

And faints for succour. Shakspeare.

Our watchful general hath discerned from far

The mighty succour which made glad the foe.

Dryden,

A grateful beast will stand upon record, against

those that in their prosperity forget their friends,

that to their loss and hazard stood by and succoured

them in their adversity. L'Estrange.

Succourless and sad,

She with extended arms his aid implores.
Thornton.

SUCCUBUS, a term used by some writers

for a demon who assumes the shape of a woman,

and as such lies with a man ;
in which sense :l

stands opposed to incubus, which was a demon

in form of a man that lies with a woman. But

the truth is that succubus is only a species
<

the incubus, or the night-mare.
See MKDICISE.

SUC'CULENCE, n. *. > !> succulent ; Ij

SUC'CULENT, adj. 3 ness ; juicy ;
moist.

These plants
have a strong, dense, and succulent,

moisture, which is not apt to exhale.

Divine Providence has spread her table every

where, c-1 with a juiceless green carpet, but
j

succulent herbage and nourishing grass, upon whu

most beasts feed.

On our account has Jove.

Indulgent, to all lands some succulent plan'
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Allotted, that poor helpless man might slack

His present thirst. Philips.

SUCCULENT PLANTS, among botanists, such

whose leaves are thick and full of juice.

SUCCULENTS, in botany, an order of

plants in the natural method. See BOTANY,
Index.

SUCCUMB*, v. n. Lat. succumbo ; Fr. suc-

comber. To yield ; to sink under any difficulty.

To their will we must succumb,

Quocunque trahunt, 'tis our doom. Hudibrat.

SUCCUSSA'TION, n. s. Lat. 'SUCCUHO. A
trot.

They rode, but authors do not say
Whether tolutation or succumntioit. Bnller.

They move two legs of one side together, which is

tolutation or ambling ;
or lift one Iboc before, and

the cross foot behind, which is succusmtion or trotting.
Browne's Vulgar Errours.

When any of that risible species were brought to

the doctor, and when he considered the spasms of the

diaphragm, and all the muscles of respiration, with

the tremulous succussion of the whole human body,
he gave such patients over. Martin Scriblerus.

SUCH, pronoun. Sax. ppilc ; Goth, sulleiks ;

Belg. sulk ; Swed. salik. So-hke ; of that kind ;

of the like kind ; taking as before the thing to

which it relates : the same that
;

a particular

person or thing, as in the phrase,
' such and

such.'

Can we find such a one as this, in whom the spirit

of God is 1 Genesis xli. 38.

I have appointed my servants to such and such

place 1 Samuel.

You will not make this a general rule to debar

tuch from preaching of the gospel, as have through in-

firmity fallen. Whitgifte.
If you repay me not on such a day,

In such a place, tuch sum or sums as are

Expressed in the condition, let the forfeit

Be an equal pound of your flesh.

Shtikspeare. Merchant of Venice.

I saw him yesterday
With such and such. Id. Hamlet.

Scarce this word death from sorrow did proceed,
When in rushed one, and tells him such a knight
Is now arrived. Daniel's Civil War.

That which doth constitute any thing in its being,
and distinguish it from all other things, is called the

form or essence of such a thing. Wilkins.

That thou art happy, owe to God
;

That thou continuest such owe to thyself. Milton.

Such precepts as tend to make men good, singly
considered, may be distributed into suck as enjoin

piety towards God, or such as require the good go-
vernment of ourselves. Tillotson.

Such another idol was Manah, worshipped be-

tween Mecca and Medina, which was called a rock

or stone. Stillinyfieet.
Such are the cold Riphean race, and such

The savage Scythian. Dryden's Virgil.
The same sovereign authority may enact a law,

commanding such or such an action to-day, and a

quite contrary law forbidding the same to-morrow.

South.

To assert that God looked upon Adam's fall as a

sin, and punished 1* as such, when, without any an-

tecedent sin, he witndrew that actual grace upon
which it was impossible for him not to fall, highly
T
eproaches the essential equity of the Divine Nature.

Id.

You lo\e a \erse, 'ake such as I can send. Pc\>e.

SUCK, v. a., v. n., & n, s.~) Sax. j-ucan; Fr.

SUCK'ER, n. s. sucer; Ifal. suc-

SUCK'ET, tiure ; Lat. sugo,

SUCK'ING-LOTTLE, J-
suctum. To draw

SUCK'LE, v. a.
j
by making a rare-

SCCK'LING, n. s.
\

faction of the air;
SUC'TIOX. j draw in with the

mouth ; empty by sucking ; draw or drain : as a
verb neuter to draw by rarefaction; draw the

breast; imbibe; the act of sucking; milk given

by females : a sucker is a draining instrument ;

the embolus of a pump ; a young twig,
'

perhaps,'

says Johnson,
' from Lat. surculus. Sucket is a

sweet-meat : sucking-bottle, a bottle to aid child-

ren in sucking, or as a substitute for the breast :

to suckle, to nurse at the breast : suckling, the

creature nursed : suction is the act of sucking.

A nursing father beareth with the sucking child.

Numb, xi.

The cup of astonishment thou shall drink, and
suck it out. Ezekiel xxiii. 34.

Desire, the more he sucked, more sought the breast,
Like dropsy folk still drink to be a-thirst. Sidney.

They draw with their suck the disposition of nurses.

Sperutr.

Thy valiantness was mine, thou sucked'st it from
me

;

But own thy pride thyself. Shakspeare. Coriolanus.

The breast of Hecuba,
When she did suckle Hector, looked not lovelier.

Shakspeare.
I can suck melancholy out of a song, as a weasel

sucks egjs. Id.

I would
Pluck the young sucking cubs from tlie she-bear,

To win thee, lady. Id. Merchant of Venice.

The cutting away of suckers at the root and body
doth make trees grow high.

Bacon's Natural History.

The crown had sucked too hard, and now, being
full, was like to draw less. Bacon's Henry VIII.

Pumping hath tired our men
;

Seas into seas thrown, we suck in again. Donne.
Nature's confectioner, the bee,

Whose suckets are moist alchimy ;

The still of his refining mold

Minting the garden into gold. Cleaveland.

The ascent of waters is by suckers, or forcers, or

something equivalent thereunto. Wilkivss Deedatus.

Oil must be poured into the cylinder, that the

sucker may slip up and down in it more smoothly.
Boyle.

Though the valve were not above an inch and a

half in diameter, yet the weight kept up by suction, or

supported by the air, and what was cast out of it

weighed ten pounds. Id.

We'll hand in hand to the dark mansions go,
Where sucking in each other's latest breath,

We may transfuse our souls. Dryden.
Bees on tops of lilies feed,

And creep within their bells to suck the balmy seed.

Id.

Those first unpolished matrons

Gave suck to infants of gigantic mold. Id.

I provide a suckling,
That ne'er had nourishment but from the teat. Id.

She nurses me up and suckles me. L'Estrange.
A fox lay with whole swarms of flies sucking and

galling of him. Id.

He that will say children join these general ab-

stract speculations with their sucking-bottles, has more
zeal for his opinion, but less sincerity. Locke.

Such as are nourished with milk rind the paps and
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tuck at them ;

whereas none of those that are not de-

signed for that nourishment ever offer to suck.

Raff on ihe Creation.

Out of this old root a sucker may spring, that with

a little shelter and good seasons, may prove a mighty
tree. Ray.

Continual repairs, the least defects in sucking pumps
are constantly requiring. Mortimer's Husbandry.

Marines aye ply the pump,
So they, but chearful, unfatigued, still move
The draining sucker. Philips.

One of the round leathers wherewith boys play,
called suckers, not above an inch and half diameter,

being well soaked in water, will stick and pluck a

stone of twelve pounds up from the ground.
Grew's Museum.

The Roman soldiers bare on their helmets the first

history of Romulus, who was begot by the god of

war, and suckled by a wolf. Addison on Italy.

Young animals participate of the nature of their

tender aliment, as sucklings of milk.

Arbuthnot on Alimenti.

Transfixed as o'er Castalia's streams he hung,
He sucked new poisons with his triple tongue.

Pope's Statins.

SUCKLING (Sir John), an English poet and

dramatic writer, was the son of Sir John Suck-

ling, comptroller of the household to king

Charles I., and born at Witham in Essex, in

1613. He discovered an uncommon propensity
to the acquiring of languages, insomuch that he

is reported to have spoken latin at five years of

age, and to have written it at nine. When he

was grown up he travelled ; b.ut seems to have

affected nothing more than the character of a

courtier and a fine gentleman ;
which he so far

attained that he was allowed to have the pecu-
liar happiness of making every thing he did be-

come him. In his travels he made a campaign
under the great Gustavus Adolphus : and his

loyalty, if not his valor, appeared in the beginn-

ing of our civil wars; for, after his return to

England, he raised a troop of hors* for the king's

service entirely at his own charge ;
and mount-

ed them so completely and richly that they are

said to have cost him 12,000. But his troop,

with Sir John at its head, behaved so ill in the

engagement with the Scots, upon the English

borders, in 1639, as to occasion the famous lam-

poon composed by Sir John Mennis :

' Sir John he got him an ambling nag, &c.'

This ballad, which was set to a brisk tune, was

much sung by the parliamentarians.
This dis-

astrous expedition, and the ridicule that attended

it, was supposed to have hastened his death ;

being seized by a fever, of which he died, at

twenty-eight years of age. He was a sprightly

wit, and an easy versifier, but no great poet.

His works, consisting of a few poems, letters, and

plays, have nevertheless gone through several

editions.

SUCRO, a river of Hispania Tarraconensis,

famous for a battle fought on its bank between

Sertorious and Pompey the Great, in which

the latter was defeated. It is now called Xucar.

SUCTION, in physiology,
the act of drawing

into the mouth fluids and other substances by

means of the pressure of the external air. When

an infant is imbibing its food from the breast of

the mother its lips are applied closely to the

VOL. XXI.

nipple, so that no air can enter ; by enlarging the

chest, the atmospheric pressure is removed from
the surface of the nipple, while it still continues
on the external surface of the breast ; and thus
forces the contents of the lactiferous tubes' into
the mouth. If the lips are immersed in any
fluid, and the chest expanded, the pressure of
the external atmosphere -will force it into the
mouth. The act of suction, indeed, depending
on this atmospheric pressure, is in all cases es-

sentially the same. See LUNGS. Air is sucked

through a pipe in the same manner as with the

naked mouth ; it being here the same as if the

mouth were extended through the length of the

pipe. If a man apply his mouth to one end of
an open tube, the other end of which is placed
in water, the operation of sucking is performed
in the following manner. By enlarging his chest,

he rarefies the air, and of course diminishes its

pressure ort the liquor, which is immediately
under the tube; in consequence of which the

pressure of the atmosphere on the surface of the

surrounding liquor forces the liquor to ascend

into the tube.

The suction of heavier liquors is performed
after the same manner, e. gr. in lying prone to

drink out of a spring, &c., the lips are applied
close to the surface of the water, so as to prevent

any passage of the air between them ;
then the

cavity of the abdomen, Sec., being distended us

before, the pressure of the air incumbent on the

surface of the water, without the circumference

of the mouth, prevailing over that upon tin-

water within the same, the fluid is raised from

the same principle as water in a pump. In

sucking a heavy liquor, as water, through a pipe,

the longer the pipe is, the greater difficulty is

found in the suction ;
and the bigness and diame-

ter of the pipe make a farther alteration therein.

The reason of this arises from that great principle

in hydrostatics, that fluids press in the compound
ratio of the bases, and perpendicular

altitudes.

From what we have said, it evidently enough

appears that what we call suction is not per-

formed by any active faculty in the mouth,

lungs, &c. ;
but by the mere impulse and pres-

sure of the atmosphere. A very curious and in-

telligent person distinguishes two different sorts

of suction, performed after two quite different

manners ;
a distinction which, however hitherto

overlooked by authors, seems absolutely necessary.

Suction then, according to him, is performed

either, 1st, by the dilatation of the thorax ; or,

2dly, by that of the cavity of the mouth. In

the former case the lungs are kept continually di

tended ; for, if the breath be let go ever so little,

the liquor in the tube will begin to subside. On

the contrary, when suction is performed by en-

larging the cavitv of the mouth, we may suck wit

our utmost force, and yet
breathe freely througl

the nostrils at the same time. Ihis is the true

proper suction: the other ought rather to b.
UIUUCL BVWWM .
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called supping than sucking through a u ,e.

Note, the cavity of the mouth is enlarged by

being a little opened,
while the lips

are close

shutf the tongue being at the same t.me con-

tracted, and drawn backwards towards he throat.

In the operation
of sucking, after the manner

of children, the rarefaction is produced
m U.
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fore part of the mouth ; i. e. the tongue is ap-
plied so as to fill up the space between the lips
and the nipple, or pipe which conveys the milk
or other liquor ; then the tongue is drawn back-

wards, whilst the lips are laterally pressed
against it, by which means a small vacuum is

formed before it, and the liquor is forced into

that vacuum by the pressure of the atmosphere
upon its external surface, or upon the surface of
the bag which contains it. It is for the same
reason that snails remain attached to solids, that

limpets adhere very firmly to rocks, that the sea

polypus holds with great force whatever it fastens

its claws to, and that some insects suspend
themselves to solids; for, though not performed
with the mouth, the principle of the operation
is exactly the same, viz. a soft membrane is ap-
plied to the solid, then the middle part of that

surface is withdrawn a little way, so as to form
a vacuum, or at least a rarefaction of the air be-

tween the centre of the soft membrane and the

solid, in consequence of which the parts of the

membrane which surround that spot are, by the

gravity of the atmosphere, pressed against the

solid, and the latter is pressed against the former ;

hence the adhesion takes place.
Leather suckers, which act precisely upon the

same principle, are not unfrequently seen in the

hands of boys about the streets of London. A
circular piece of thick leather, about two inches
in diameter, has a string fastened to its centre.

The leather, being previously well soaked in

water, is applied flat and close to the smooth
surface of a stone. The interposition of a little

water promotes the adhesion. Then the boy
pulls up the string, and the stone, if not too

heavy, comes up adhering to the leather. The
claws of the polypus are furnished with a great

many suckers of the like nature. The limpet
forms one sucker of its whole body, and the

same thing, with little variation, is done by va-

rious other animals, especially of the insect tribe.

The action of the glass cup, which is made to

adhere to the flesh, for the purpose of bleeding,

depends upon the same principle ; excepting
that the air within the glass cup is rarefied by
means of heat, or by means of a small exhausting
engine. It is hardly needful to add that the

limpet could not adhere to the rock, nor could the

leather sucker act, or, in short, that none of those

sucking operations could take place, in vacuo.

SUCZAVA, an ancient town in the Bukowine,
Austrian Galatia, at the confluence of the Suczava
and Sereth. It is surrounded with a wall and

ditch, and contains about 4000 inhabitants, but
is only a shadow of what it once was, having
been the residence of the princes of Moldavia,
the ruins of whose palace, with those of seven-

teen large churches, bear testimony to its former

grandeur. At present it contains hardly any
establishment worth notice, except a manufac-

tory of Russian leather, and a school for training
teachers for the adjacent country. Seventy miles

west of Jassy, and ninety-seven S. S. E. of

Lemberg.
SUDBURY, a borough and market-town, con-

sisting of three parishes, in Babergh hundred,

Suffolk, situated on the river Stour, fourteen miles

S.S.E. ofBury-St.-Edmund's, and fifty-four north-

east of London. The streets are tolerably well

built, and there are three handsome churches; viz.

St. Gregory's, St. Peter's, and All- Saints';" over
the river is a good stone bridge. The traffic of the
town has much increased since the Stour has
been made navigable for barges to Manningtree.
It is said to have been one of the first towns in

which the woollen manufactory was introduced,
but that is now gone to decay, and is succeeded

by serges and a silk manufactory. It first returned
members to parliament in 1559; and now sends

two, chosen by those who are free of the borough,
the number of voters being about 720. It is

governed by a mayor, six aldermen, and twenty-
four Common councilmen. Market on Saturday.
Fairs 12th of March and 10th of July.

SUD'DEN, adj. & n. s.
)

Sax. j-o^en ; Fr.

SUD'DENLY, adv. >smulain. Happening
SUD'DENNESS, n. s. J without notice ; com-

ing without common preparatives : hence hasty;
violent : as a noun substantive, surprise ; an un-

expected occurrence ; thus ' on a sudden' is

sooner than could have been anticipated : the
adverb and noun substantive following corre-

spond.
All in the open hall amazed stood,

At suddenness of that unwary sight,
And wondered at his breathless hasty mood.

Spenser.
He speedily run forward, counting his tuddenness

his most advantage, that he might overtake the Eng-
lish. Id.

We have not yet set down this day of triumph ;

To-morrow, in my judgment, is too sudden.

Slmk.<pearc.
I grant him

Sudden, malicious, smacking of every sin. Id.

Following the flyers at the very heels,
With them he enters, who upon the sudden

Clapt to their gates. Id. Macbeth.
If thou canst accuse,

Do it without invention suddenly. Id. Henry VI.
If elision of the air made the sound, the touch of

the bell or string could not extinguish so suddenly
that motion. Bacon.

Parents should mark the witty excuses of their

children at suddains and surprisals, r-ather than pam-
per them. Wotton.

SUDERMANIA, or SODERMANLAND, a pro-
vince of Middle Sweden, to the west of Stock-

holm. Its greatest length from east to west is

about 100 miles ; its breadth from north to south

fifty-five : its territorial extent is 3470 square
miles. The face of the province is hilly, finely

variegated with lakes : the climate, though cold,
is not intemperate ;

and the air is pure and

healthy. The inhabitants raise corn in sufficiency
for consumption and a small export. The pas-

turage is good ; the forests extensive. In the

mountains are mines of lead, copper, iron
; and

from Tunaberg a large quantity of cobalt ore is

sent to England. Population 150,000.

SUDETES, a large mountain chain of Ger-

many, separating the Austrian states from those

of Saxony and Prussia. It is distinguished by
the names of the Erzgebirge and the Riesenge-

birge, viz. the Mining and the Giant's Mountains.

Besides this great chain it sends off on both sides

a number of branches into Bohemia, Moravia,

Lusatia, and Silesia.
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sweat : the noun substantive corresponding
Physicians may well provoke sweat in bed by bot-

tles, with a decoction of atdorijkk herbs in hot water.

Exhaling the most liquid parts of the blood l>Ts-
donflck or watery evaporations, brings it into a morbid
Sta'e '

.
Arbutlnwt.

As to
mdorifickt, consider that the liquid which

goes off by sweat is often the most subtile part of the
blood.

Jd

SU'DOROUS, adj. Lat. sudor. Consisting
of sweat. Not used.

Beside the strigments and sudorous adhesions from
men's hands, nothing proceedeth from gold in the
usual decoction thereof. Browne's Vulgar Errours.

SUE, v. a. & v. n. Fr. suiver ; Lat. sequor ;
Gr. W . To prosecute by law

; to petition ; en-

treat; beg : obtain by law or petition.
If any sue thee at the law, and take away thy coat,

let him have thy cloak also. Matt. v. 40.
'

Full little knowest thou that hast not tried,
What hell it is in suing long to bide. Spenser.

If me thou deign to serve and sue,
At thy command, lo ! all these mountains be. Id.

Ambassadors came unto him as far as the mouth
of the Euphrates, suing unto him for peace. Knolles.
We were not born to sue, but to command.

Shakspeare.
For this, this only favor let me sue,

IT'VTit "I
a smau stream flowing from thelake of Albufera. It stands on the great rod

along the coast, contains 4800 inhabitants and
oeiODged formerly to the grand master of the

ValSda
Ontm ' Twenty- ne miles south of

Refuse it not : but let my body have
The last retreat of human kind, a grave.

Dryden's /Eneid.
'Twill never be too late,

To sue for chains, and own a conqueror.
Addison's Cato.

The fair Egyptian
Courted with freedom now the beauteous slave,
Now faltering sued, and threatening now did rave.

Blackmwe.

By adverse destiny constrained to sue,
For counsel and redress, he sues to you.

Pope's Odyssey.

SUE (John Joseph), F. R. S., an eminent
French surgeon, who was surgeon in chief of the

hospitals at Paris. He wrote several learned
works on surgery and medicine; and was ad-
mitted F. R. S. of London. He died in 1792.

SVEABORG, a sea port and fortress on the
Gulf of Finland, three miles and a half south of

Helsingfors. The harbour, capable of containing
seventy men of war, is defended by batteries

which sweep the channel forming its only en-
trance. Here are several small islands, of which
the principal, called Wargoe, contains the arse-

nal, docks, basins, and magazines for fitting out
or repairing men of war. The fortifications

are likely, when completed, to stand a compa-
rison with Gibraltar, and the garrison often

amounts to 3500 men. The works were begun
in 1748, and continued by the Swedish govern-
ment, with more or less activity, from that date
to 1808, when the place falling into the hands of
the Russians, they have been farther continued.
The walls are chiefly of granite, covered with
earth from six to ten feet in thickness, and in

some places forty in height. In 1790 Gustavus
III. of Sweden defeated the Russians in a naval

engagement near this place. Population 3500.

SUECA, a town in the province of Valencia,

^ftv,
"

--''"Es, SUESSONES, a branchof he Remi, a people of Gallia Belgica (Pliny}
called sometimes

Suessones, it, the lower a'e
Suessi; situated between the Remi to the east'
the Nervn to the north, the Veromandoui to the
west, and the Meldae to the south, in the tractnow called Soissonois.

SUESSONES, SUESSIONES, or SI-ESSCNF*-
the name of their city in the lower age ; thought
to have been

formerly called Noviodunum
(Lsesar), now called Soissons. See SAXON v,
aoissoNNois, and SOISSONS.
SU'ET, n.s. > From old Fr. suet, according
Su ETV, adj. J to Skinner. A hard fat, parti-

cularly that about the kidneys : of the nature of
or abounding in suet.

The steatoma being suet, yields not to escaroticks.

If the matter forming a wen resembles fat, or a

suety substance, it is called steatoma.

Sliarp's Surgery.

SUET, sevum, a fat found in deer, sheep, oxen,
hogs, &c., which, melted down and clarified,

makes what we call tallow, used in the makitri of
candles. The word is formed from the Latin

suedum, sebum, or sevum, which signify the

same ; and these a sue, sow, by reason of the

fatness of that beast.

Of all real animal fats mutton-suet is the most

consistent; it has some degree of hrittleness, and

requires a temperature of 127 Fahrenheit to

melt it. In other respects it agrees with animal
fats in general. Like these it is emollient : it is

sometimes boiled in milk in the proportion of ^ij

of the suet to Oj of milk, and a cupful of the

mixture is given occasionally in chronic diarrhoea

when there is much acrimony of the contents of

the bowels ; but its principal use is to give con-

sistence to ointments and plasters. The sevum

praeparatum, or prepared suet of the London

pharmacy, is obtained by cutting the suet in

pieces, then melting it by a gentle heat, and

pressing it through linen. Another kind of fat

which we shall mention is the axungia porcina
of the Edinburgh pharmacy, the adeps suillus of

Dublin, the adeps of London, or the hog's lard.

The lard is chiefly obtained from the flank of the

animal. It is freed from the membranes and

vessels by being cut in small pieces,
then well

washed in water till the water comes off colorless,

and afterwards melted with a very gentle heat in

a shallow vessel, kept on the fire till the water is

wholly evaporated. While still liquid it is poured

into bladders, in which it concretes, and in this

state it is brought to market.

This fat is inodorous, tasteless, and white:

soft, and nearly semifluid. Exposed to u heat

of 97 it melts, and concretes again when cooled.

It is insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether : but

is dissolved by the strong acids, being at the

same time decomposed ; and, like the fixed oils,

it combines with the alkalies and forms soap. It

2 A 2
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is oxidised if when melted a little nitric acid be

stirred into it ; and assumes a greater degree of

firmness, with a yellow color. By destructive

distillation it affords results very similar to those

obtained from the analysis of fixed oil ; and ap-

pears to be a compound of oxygen, hydrogen, and

carbon, in unknown proportions. When lard is long

exposed to a warm air it becomes yellow, emits a

foetid odor, and, owing to oxygen being attracted

from the atmosphere, the sebacic acid is formed.

This state of rancidity may in some degree be

removed by washing it with very pure soft

water ; which during the operation becomes

acid, and reddens litmus paper. Lard is emol-

lient, and on account of its softness and unctu-

osity is preferable to fat as a friction, but seldom

used for this purpose ; and is chiefly employed
in the formation of ointments. Its officinal pre-

paration is the adeps prseparata, or prepared lard.

That of the London pharmacopoeia is obtained

by cutting the fat into small fragments, then

melting it by a gentle heat, and pressing it

through linen. The adeps suillus praeparatus,
or prepared hog's lard of the Dublin pharmaco-

1

pceia, is had by cutting fresh lard into small pieces,

then melting it by a moderate heat, and straining

by pressing it through a linen cloth. Lard pre-

pared by the dealers, and preserved with salt, is

to be melted with twice its weight of boiling

water, and well stirring the mixture : it is then

allowed to cool, when the lard may be separated.
The above-mentioned processes are intended for

purifying suet and lard ; but in order to obtain

them very pure they should be washed in water

till the water comes off colorless, before they be

melted. During the melting the lemaining
water is evaporated ;

and that this is the case

may be ascertained by throwing a little of the

melted fat into the fire, when it will crackle if

any water remain. The heat must not be raised

above 97, the melting point of fat ; because

otherwise the fat is decomposed, rendered acrid,

and assumes a yellow color. This purification
is seldom attempted by the apothecary, as both

kinds of fat may be procured very well purified
from the dealers. To keep lard clean, and pre-
serve it from the action of the air, it is, as we
have already said, run into bladders in its liquid
state. Thomson's Disp.
SUETONIUS TRANQUILLUS (Caius), a fa-

mous Latin historian, was born at Rome, and
became secretary to the emperor Adrian, about
A. D. 118; but that post was taken from him
three years after, for not showing the empress
Sabina all the respect she deserved. During
his disgrace he composed many works, which
are lost. Those extant aie his History of the

Twelve Caesars, and a part of his Treatise of

the Illustrious Grammarians and Rhetoricians.

Pliny the Younger was his intimate friend, and

persuaded him to publish his books. His His-

tory of the Twelve Caesars has been much com-
mended by many of the literati. He represents,
in a series of curious particulars, without di-

gressions or reflections, the actions of the em-

perors, exposing their vices in all their defor-

mity ; yet mentions their good qualities ; but
the horrid dissoluteness and obscene actions he

relates of Tiberius, Caligula, Nero, &c., have

made some say that he wrote the lives of the

emperors with the same licentiousness with

which they lived. The edition of this history

by Graev us at Utrecht, in 1672, with the ex-

cellent Commentaries of Torrentius and Casau-

bon, and the notes of some other learned critics,

is much esteemed.

SUETRI, an ancient nation of Gaul, who inr
habited near the Alps.
SUEVI. See ALEMANNI.

SUEVI, the Catti or Chatti of Caesar, an an-

cient nation of Germany, who lived on the

Rhine ; considerably distant from the proper
Suevi or Alemanni. See SAXONS.

SOEVI, a common name of the people situ-

ated between the Elbe and the Vistula (Tacitus),

distinguished otherwise by particular names ;

as in Ptolemy, Suevi Angeli, Suevi Senones.

SUEUR (Eustace le), a-n eminent French

painter, born at Paris in 1617. He studied un-
der Simon Vouet, but soon greatly excelled him.

Although he was never out of France, he attain-

ed the highest degree of perfection. His works,
which are chiefly at Paris, exhibit a grand style,
formed upon antiquity, and after the best mas-
ters. His master-piece is St. Bruno, formerly
in the convent of Carthusians, probably now in

the National Museum. He died in 1655, aged
only thirty-eight.

SUEVUS, in ancient geography, a river of

Germany, thought to be the same with the Viad-
rus or Oder, running by three mouths into the

Baltic, the middlemost of which is called Swine
or Swene.

SUEZ, a city of Egypt, remarkable for its

situation at the head of the Red Sea, on the

borders of Arabia. The existing city appears to

have been of modern origin. According to

D'Anville it occupies the site of the ancient

Arsinoe. Volney thinks that place was situated

farther north, towards the bottom of the gulf.
The celebrated Arabian city called Kolzum,
which among that people gave its name to the

Red Sea, was also farther to the north. Its ruins

may still be traced. Suez, about the beginning
of the sixteenth century, became a flourishing

mart, being at once the emporium of the trade

with India, and the rendezvous of the numberless

pilgrims who went from every part of the Turkish

empire to Mecca. When Niebuhr was there,
Suez appeared to him as populous as Cairo.

Since that time it has greatly declined, in cons-

quence of the diminution both of the general
trade of the Red Sea, as well as of the concourse

to Mecca. It sustained, also, irreparable injury
from the devastations of the French. Great part
of the trade being carried on by the Beys, each

of whom had a factor stationed here, the French,
in revenge for the spirited resistance made by
that race, demolished a great part of the town.

Suez is so situated that vessels cannot approach
nearer than two miles and a half. From this

point the water is divided into three channels,
which unite before reaching the town. The sur-

rounding country is a complete desert, compose i

of a bed of rock, slightly covered with sand. Ail

provisions and necesssaries of life are brought
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frcm Cairo. Its very bad water also is brought
from the distance of about two leagues, at the

opposite side of an arm of the gulf. The town
contains about 500 stone houses, of which more
than half were destroyed by the French. It has
no walls ; but the houses are built so close toge-
ther that it can be entered from the land side

only at one point, defended by three canon;
eight are placed on the side towards the sea.

Mr. Turner conceives Suez to be indisputably
the most miserable place in the Levant, and that

only the settled passion for money, which charac-

terises the Levantines, could induce any man to

make it his residence. Its trade lies under many
disadvantages, particularly from the difficult

navigation of this part of the Red Sea, where
vessels can only pass through a narrow channel,
amid rocks often sunk beneath the surface.

Danger also arises from the north winds, which
blow with great violence for nine months. Cos-

seir, which is less liable to these disadvantages,
is now, notwithstanding the inconvenience of a

longer and more difficult land journey, often

preferred for the trade to Egypt. Suez, however,
still carries on much of the communication of

Syria, Arabia, and India, with Cairo. Coffee is

the staple import.
SUF'FER, v. a.

&v.n.^|
Fr. souffrir; Lat.

SUF'FERABLE, adj. suffero. To endure ;

SUF'FERABLY, adv. 1 undergo; support;

SUF'FERANCE, n. s.
j pass through ; be af-

SUF'FERER, fected by ; allow ;

SUFFERING. J permit: to undergo

pain, inconvenience, or penalty ; be injured :

sufferable is tolerable; such as may be endured:

the adverb corresponding : sufferance, inconve-

nience; pain; tolerance; permission; modera-
tion : a sufferer, one who endures suffering ; one

who permits or allows (unusual) : suffering is

pain or inconvenience suffered.

Rebuke thy neighbour, and not ntffer sin upon
nim. Leviticus.

A man of great wrath shall suffer punishment.
Prov. xix.

A woman suffered many things of physicians, and

spent all she had. Mark v. 26.

He thought t' have slain her in his fierce despight ;

But hasty heat tempering with sufferance wise,

He staid his hand. Spenser.

In process of time, somewhiles by sufferance, and

somewhiles by special leave and favor, they erected

to themselves oratories not in any sumptuous or

stately manner. Hooker.

He wondered that your lordship
Would suffer him to spend his youth at home.

Shakspeare.

Oft have I seen a hot o'erweening cur

Run back and bite, because he was withheld :

Who being suffered, with the bear's fell paw
Hath clapt his tail betwixt his legs and cried. Id.

Some villains of my court

Are in consent and sufferance in this. Id.

He must not only die,

But thy unkindness shall the death draw out

To lingering sufferance. Id. Measurefor Measure.

Thy rages be

Now no more sufferable. Chapman.
He hath given excellent sufferance and vigorous-

ness to the
sufferers, arming them with strange cou-

rage. Taylor.
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.It is tufferable in any to use what liberty they list
in their own

writing, but the contracting and extend-
ing the lines and sense of others would appear a
thankless office.

11 <!,>,
This evil on the Philistines has fallen,

The sufferers then will scarce molest us here :

From other hands we need not much to iear.

_ Jl/iil.m.
1 o suffer, as to do,

Our strength is equal, nor the law unjust
That so ordains. jj

Obedience imposed,
On penalty of death, and

suffering death. id.

Both gloried to have escaped the Stygian flood,
As gods, and by their own recovered strength ;

Not by the sufferance of supernal power.
Id. Paradise Ltift.

The air now must suffer change. Milton.

And, should I touch it nearly, bear it

With all the sufferance of a tender friend.

Otway's Orphan.
Nor was his sufferance of other kinds less exem-

plary than that he evidenced in the reception of ca-

lumny. Fen,

Publick business suffers by private infirmities, and

kingdoms fall into weaknesses by the diseases or de-

cays of those that manage them. Temple.
He thus

Was forced to suffer for himself and us !

Heir to his father's sorrows with his crown.

Dryden.

SUFFERANCE, in law. Tenant at sufferance

is he who holdeth over his term at first lawfully

granted. Terms de Ley. A person is tenant at

sufferance that continues after his estate is ended,
and wrongfully holdeth against another, &c. 1

Inst. 57. An estate at sufferance is \vhere one

comes into possession of land by lawful title, but

keeps it afterwards without any title at all. As
if a man takes a lease for a year, and, after the

year is expired, continues to hold the premises
without any fresh leave from the owner of the

estate. Or, if a man maketh a lease at will,

and dies, the estate at will is thereby determined
;

but, if the tenant continueth possession, he is

tenant at sufferance. Co. Litt. 57. But a lease

at will being now considered as a lease from

year to year, which cannot be vacated without

half a year's notice to quit, the tenant cannot be

ejected at the death of the lessor without half a

year's notice from his heir. 2 Term Rep. 159.

And it is also necessary, in case of the death of

the tenant, to give that notice to his personal

representative. 3 Wils. 25. No man can be

tenant at sufferance against the king, to whom

no laches or neglect, in not entering and ousting

the tenant, is ever imputed by law; and his

tenant, so holding over, is considered as an ab-

solute intruder. 1 Inst. 57. But, in the case

of a subject, this estate may be destroyed when-

ever the true owner shall make an actual entry

on the lands and oust the tenant; for, before

entry, he cannot maintain an action of trespass

against the tenant by sufferance as he might

against a stranger ; and the reason is, because

the tenant being once in by a lawful title, lly

law (which presumes no wrong in any man) wil\

suppose him to continue upon a title equally

lawful, unless the owner of the land, by son."

public and avowed act, such * entry is, will dr-
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OPAITLA.

UFFICE', v. n. & v. a.-\ Fr. suffire ; Lat.

UFFI'CIENCY, f sufficio. To be

UFFI'CIENT, adj. enough; be suffi-

UFFI'CIENTLY, adv. J cient, or efficient,

clare his continuance to be tortious, or, in com-
mon language, wrongftu. 1 Just. 57 : 2 Comm.
c. 9, p. 150.

SUFFETES, magistrates of Carthage.
SUFFETIUS. See METIUS and ROME.

SUFFETULA, an ancient town of Africa, in

the dominions of Carthage, probably so called

from suffetes, the title of the magistrates of that

city. It is now called Spaitla, in the kingdom
of Tunij, and has many elegant remains of an-

tiquity. There are three temples in a great mea-
sure entire ; one of them of the Composite
order, the other two Corinthian. The town lies

in the most beautiful spot in Barbary, surround-

ed by great numbers of juniper trees,' and water-

ed by a pleasant stream, which sinks under the

earth at that place, without appearing any more.
See SPAITLA.

SUFFICE', v. n. & v.
a.-j

Fr.
suffirej

Lat.

SIFFI
SUFFICIENT
SUFFICIENTLY

to an end or purpose : as a verb active to afford
;

supply ; satisfy : sufficiency is, competency ; qua-
lification for a purpose; enough : sufficient, equal
to an end or purpose ; qualified : the adverb cor-

responding.
Parched corn she did eat, and was sufficed, and

left. Ruth.

Israel, let it suffice you of all your abominations.

Ezeh.

Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.

Matthew vi. 34.

If religion did possess sincerely and sufficiently the

hearts of all men, there would need be no other re-

straint from evil. Hooker.

If thou ask me why, sufficeth, my reasons are good.

Shakspeare.
In saying he is a good man, understand me, that

he is sufficient. Id. Merchant of Venice.

I am not so confident of my own sufficiency, as not

willingly to admit the counsel of others.

King Charles.

Seem I to thee sufficiently possessed
Of happiness? Milton.

To recount almighty works,
What words or tongue of seraph can suffice,
Or heart of man suffice to comprehend 1 Id.

Let it suffice thee that thou knowest us happy.
Id.

Heaven yet retains

Number sufficient to possess her realms. Id.

His sufficiency is such that he bestows and pos-
sesses, his plenty being unexhausted. Boyle.
Man is not sufficient of himself to his own happi-

ness. Tillotson.

Sufficiency is a compound of vanity and ignorance.

Temple.
Their pensioner De Wit was a minister of the

greatest authority and sufficiency ever known in their

state. Id.

Thou king of horned floods, whose plenteous urn

Suffices fatness to the fruitful corn,
Shall share my morning song and evening vows.

Dryden.
When the herd, sufficed, did late repair

To ferny heaths, and to the forest lare. Id.

The indolency we have, sufficing for our present

happiness, we desire not to venture the change;
being content

;
and that is enough. Locke.

She would ruin me in silks, were not the quantity
that goes to a large pincushion sufficient to make her

a gown and petticoat. Addison.

All to whom they are proposed, are by his grace
sufficiently moved to attend and assent to them

; svf-

Jicicntly, but not irresistibly ;
for if all were irresisti-

bly moved, all would embrace them ; and if none
were sufficiently moved, none would embrace them.

Rogers.
Seven months are a sufficient time to correct vice

in a Yahoo. Suifi.
The most proper subjects of dispute are questions

not of the very highest importance, nor of the mean-
est kind

; but rather the intermediate questions be-
tween them

;
and there is a large sufficiency of them

in the sciences. Watts 's Imp. of the Mind.
An elegant sufficiency, content. Thomson.

SUFFIELD, a post town of Hartford county,
Connecticut, on the west bank of the Connecti-

cut; eleven miles south of Springfield, and se-

venteen north of Hartford. It is a pleasant and
considerable town, .nd contains four houses of

public worship, two foi Congregationalists, and
two for Baptists. Here is a mineral spring con-

siderably resorted to.

SUFFI'SANCE, n.s. Fr. tuffucnce. Ex-

cess; plenty. Obsolete.

There him rests in riotous suffisance
Of all gladfulness and kingly joyance. Spenter.

SUFFOCATE, v. a. \ Fr. suffoquer ; Latin

SUFFOCA'TION, n. s. >sujfoco. To choke by
SUF'FOCATIVE, adj. j exclusion or intercep-

tion of air : the act of choking or state of being
choked : having the power to choke.

This chaos, when degree is suffocate,
Follows the choaking.

Shakspeare. Troilus and CressiAa.

Diseases of stoppings and suffocations are dange-
rous. Bacon.
A swelling discontent is apt to suffocate and stran-

gle without passage. Collier of Friendship.
Mushrooms are best corrected by vinegar ; some

of them, being poisonous, operate by suffocation, in

which the best remedy is wine or vinegar and salt,

and vomiting as soon as possible.
Arbuthnot on Diet.

From rain, after great frosts in the winter, glandu-
lous tumours and suffocative catarrhs proceed.

Id. on Air.

White consists, in an equal mixture of all the pri-
mitive colours, and black in a suffocation of all the

rays of light. Ctieyne.
All involved in smoke, the latent foe

From every cranny suffocated falls. Thomson.

SUFFOLK, a maritime county of England,
bounded north by Norfolk, west by Cambridge-
shire, south by Essex, and on the east by the

German Ocean. The river Stour divides it from

Essex, the Little Ouse and Waveny from Nor-

folk, and the Great Ouse and its branches from

Cambridgeshire. Its figure resembles a crescent,

with the concavity towards the north, and the

two horns projecting along the coast towards

Yarmouth, and westward along the Ouse; but

an oblong of almost unindented form may be

measured on its surface from east to west, forty-
seven miles long, and thirty broad. Mr. Young
estimates its area at 1269 square miles, or up-
wards of 800,000 acres. It contains from 150
to 160 inhabitants to each mile.

The two grand divisions are the liberty of

Bury St. Edmund's, and vhat is termed the

Body of the County, having each a separate grand

jury. It is subdivided into twenty-one him-
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dreds and seventy-five parishes, which contain
four boroughs, viz., Eye, Ipswich, Sudbury,
and Bury St. Edmund's,' and twenty-one other
market towns, viz., Beccles, Bildeston, Bran-

don, 'Botesdale, Bungay, Clare, Debenham,
Framlingham, Hadleigh, Haverhill, Ixworth,
Lavenham, Lowestoff, Mendlesham, Mildenhall,
Needham, Neyland, Saxmundham, Southwold,
Stow Market, and Woodbridge. It sends thir-

teen members to parliament, viz., four for the

county, one for Eye, and two for each of the

other boroughs.
Suffolk is in general a level county, with few

elevations ; the highest part is in the west, where
a great chalk ridge extends from Haverhill, by
Bury, to Thetford, in Norfolk. This is some-
dmes called High Suffolk. The rivers, besides

the Stour, Waveney, and Ouse, on the borders,
are none of them of any magnitude, except per-

haps the Orwell, which rises above Stow Mar-

ket; and, under the name of Gipping, descends

by Needham to Ipswich, where it becomes

navigable, widens into an estuary, and then joins
the Stour at Harwich. Other rivers are the

Deben, Aid, and Blyth, along the coast, and the

Lark on the west.

The climate is reckoned the driest in the king-
dom : the frosts are severe, and north-east winds
are in the spring sharp and prevalent. The soil

of this county is very distinctly marked into

1st, a strong loam or a clay marl bottom per-

vading the centre and greatest part of the

county, from Haverhill to Beccles on the one

hand, and from near Ipswich to beyond Ixworth

on the other. 2d, On the east, and between the

former and the coast, extending northwards of

the river Orwell, a district of sandy soil, and

southwards -a much, smaller one of rich loam.

3d, To the west again occurs a considerable

district of sand, which extends to the north-west

corner of the county, where a fourth track of fen

land is included between the Great and Little

Ouse. The loam in the middle of the county
is of a clayey nature, and highly productive, but

varies in different places, more particularly

along the banks of the rivers and streams, where

it becomes a rich friable loam of superior

quality. The sandy district along the coast

varies from pure sand to loamy sand, and rests

on a substratum of sand chalk, or a shell marl,

termed here crag, which is found in great masses

in various parts of the county. This is one of

the best cultivated districts in England, and

abounds with wealthy farmers. Besides its

arable land, it contains heaths, which afford ex-

tensive sheep walks, and marshes covered with

cattle. The sea shore is composed of cliffs,

which are continually falling flown by the action

of the waves. The soil of the fens is composed,
from one to six feet under the surface, of

peat bog : part of the land is under water, but a

good deal has been drained.

Suffolk is almost solely an agricultural county.

The largest estate is supposed not to exceed

9000 a year ; and of the smaller estates, which

are very numerous, many are occupied by the

proprietors. The size of farms is in general

large: but the farm houses, much improved of

late years, are still too often built of lath and
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plaster. The common crops are wheat, barley
oats, rye, beans, pease, buck-wheat, cole-seed
turnips, clover, trefoil, white clover, and suinfom!
Buck-wheat forms a very valuable crop on sandy
soils, and is more common here, ever, on the
poorest, than in most other parts of England.
Cole-seed is one of the principal productions of
the tens. Ihe culture of

turnips prevails greatlv
various other crops are raised in particular snots"A district called the Sandlands, lying between
Woodbridge, Saxmundham, and Orfbrd, is

famous for its carrots, which have been raised
here in great quantities for upwards of two cen-
turies, and formerly used to supply the London
market. Hops are raised in small quantity at
Stow Market and in the neighbourhood, and
cabbages for cows on the heavier land. Hemp
is raised in a district about ten miles in breadth,
extending from Eye to Beccles. It is woven on
the spot into cloth of various degrees of fineness
Lucerne and chicory are also raised.

The management of arable land, and the
courses of crops, vary considerably in the differ-
ent districts. In strong soils the best rotation

is, first fallow, second wheat, third beans, fourth

barley, fifth clover, and sixth wheat. On the
rich loam and sand, the most usual course is,

first turnip, second barley, third clover, and
fourth wheat. On the said districts, turnips are

every where the preparative, both for corn and

grass. In the fenny district cole-seed is usually
sown after paring and burning ; and, after two
successive oat crops, the land is laid down in

grass for six years. Several new agricultural

implements have been introduced into this coun-

ty. Irrigation is very little practised.
The dairy district lies near Framlingham, ami

extends about twenty miles by twelve ; but the

late high price of corn induced the ploughing up
of a great quantity of pasture. The butter made
is chiefly used in this and the adjoining county
of Essex. Much cheese is also made ; but is

of an inferior quality. Suffolk cows have long
bepn celebrated for their milk, which, in propor-
tion to the quantity of food, and sixe of the

animal, exceeds that of any other kind in the

kingdom. They are all of the hornless or polled
breed. The best milkers are in general red,

brindled, or of a yellowish cream color. They

yield from four to six gallons a day. The prac-

tice of feeding them on cabbages, once universal,

is now on the decline. In some parts of the

county black cattle are bought from north

country drovers, to eat up the turnips. After

being fattened, these are sent to the metropolis.

The sheep, of which large flocks are kept in the

county, were, till of late years, almost entirely of

the Norfolk breed. The South Down, however,

which were introduced by Mr. Young, are now

very prevalent, and, from their superior qualities,

have superseded the former.

Suffolk is no less noted for its horses than for

its cows. These are found in the highest per-

fection in the maritime district, extending to

Woodbridge, Debenham, Eye, and l.owcstofl.

Of hogs, the short white breed in the cow dis-

trict has great merit Poultry is kept hero in

abundance, and great quantities
of pigeons are

reared in the open field. .SuHolk contains also
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many rabbit warrens. One near Brandon is

reckoned to return about 40,000 rabbits in a year.
Of late years, however, considerable tracks occu-

pied by them have been converted into arable

and pasture land. Mr. Young estimates the

waste lands in this county at 100,000 acres,

comprehending sheep walk, commons, warrens,
&c. ; most of which are capable of improvement.
It contains few woods or plantations of con-

primitive churches, as the best and safest commeO
upon the other. Walerland.

SUFFRAG'INOUS, adj. L.at. suffrage. Be-
longing to the knee joint of beasts.

In elephants, the bought of the forelegs is not di-

rectly backward, but
laterally, and somewhat in-

ward
;
but the hough, or suffraginous flexure behind,

rather outward. Browne.

SUFFRUTEX, among botanists, denotes anrrn j p . f to v^v*i..ovo, C4k.iiwi.ca an
sequence. The commerce and manufactures of undershrub, or the lowest kind of woody plants
Sii i ffr\] ir VO*T Vfion Irtnnr r\n tho rlorl inoon/-? r.,,1 1 * -I

*Suffolk have been long on the decline, and
are inconsiderable. Corn and malt are the

principal exports, and the imports are for

the supply of the county with the articles of

ordinary consumption. Lowestoff is noted for

its herring fishery. The spinning and carding
of wool was formerly carried on to a great ex-

tent, but this has been of late in a great measure

transferred to Yorkshire. At Sudbury, one of

the first seats of the Flemings, there is a manu-

factory of serges, and a small silk manufactory.
Some calimancoes are still made at Lavenham.
At the time of the Roman invasion, Suffolk

belonged to the Tiene, and afterwards formed a

part of the province of Flavia Csesariensis.

SUFFOLK, a county of New York, on the east

part of Long Island, bounded north by Long
Island Sound, east and south by the Atlantic,
and west by King's county. It comprises about

two-thirds of the island. Chief towns, River-

head, Sag Harbour, Satauket, and Huntington.
SUFFRAGAN, n. s. Fr. suffragant ; Latin

suffraganeus. A bishop considered as subject to

his metropolitan.
The four archbishops of Mexico, Lima, S. Foy,

and Dominico, have under them twenty-five suffragan

bishops, all liberally endowed and provided for.

Heylyn.
Becket, archbishop of Canterbury, insolently took

upon him to declare five articles void, in his epistle
to his suffragans. Hale.

Suffragan bishops shall have more than one riding

apparitor. Aijliffe's Parergon.

SUFFRAGAN is likewise the appellation given
to a bishop who is occasionally appointed to

reside in a town or village, and assist the dio-

cesan.

SUF'FRAGE. n. s. 3 French suffrage ; Latin

SUF'FRAGATE, v. n. }suffragium. Vote; voice

given in a controverted point : to vote or agree
with.

Noble confederates, thus far is perfect,

Only your suffrages I will expect
At the assembly for the chusing of consuls.

Ben Jonsan.

No tradition could universally prevail, unless there

were some common congruity of somewhat inherent
in nature, which suits and suffragates with it, and
closeth. with it. Hale.

Fabius might joy in Scipio, when he saw
A beardless consul made against the law

;

And join his suffrage to the votes of Rome.

Dryden.
The fairest of our island dare not commit their

cause to the suffrage of those who most partially
adore them. Addison.

Lactantius and St. Austin confirm by their suffrage
the observation made by the heathen writers.

Atterbury.
To the law and to the testimony let the appeal be in

the first place ;
and next to the united suffrage of the

as lavender.

SUFFU'MIGE, n. s. Latin suffumigo. A
medical fume. Not used.

For external means, drying suffumiges or smoaks,
are prescribed with good success; they are usually
composed out of frankincense, myrrh, and pitch.

Harvey.
If the matter be so gross as it yields not to reme-

dies, it may be attempted by suffumigatim.
Wiseman's Surgery.

SUF'FUSE, v. a. > Lat. suffusus. To spread
SUFFU'SION, n. s. $ over with something ex-

pansible, as with a vapour or a tincture : the
noun substantive corresponding.
A drop serene hath quenched their orbs,

Or dim confusion veiled. Milton.
The disk of Phoebus, when he climbs on high,

Appears at first but as a bloodshot eye ;

And, when his chariot downward draws to bed,
His ball is with the same suffusion red. Dryden.

Suspicions, and fantastical surmise,
And jealousy suffused with jaundice in her eyes.

Id.
To those that have the jaundice, or like suffusion

of eyes, objects appear of that color. Hay.
To that recess,

When purple light shall next suffuse the skies,W?

ith me repair. Pope.
Instead of love-enlivened cheeks,

With flowing rapture bright, dark looks succeed,

Suffused and glaring with untender fire. Thomsim.

SUG, M. s. Lat. sugo, to suck. A kind of
lice.

Many have sticking on them tugs, or trout- lice,
which is a kind of worm like a clove or pin, with a

big head, and sticks close to him, and sucks his

moisture. Walton.

SUG'AR, n. s. &v.a.\ Fr. sucre ; Lat. sac-

SUG'ART, adj. Scharum. The native
salt of the sugar-cane. See below. Any thing
proverbially sweet; a dry chemical crystallisa-
tion : to impregnate with sugar; sweeten: su-

gary is abounding with sugar.

All the blood of Zelmane's body stirred in her, as
wine will do when sugar is hastily put into- it.

Sidney.
With the suggary sweet thereof allure

Chaste ladies' ears to phantasies impure. Spenser.
Your fair discourse has been as sugar,

Making the hard way sweet and delectable.

Shakspeare.
Thou would'st have plunged thyself

In general riot, and never learned
The icy precepts of respect, but followed

The sugared game before thee. Id. Timon
His glossing sire his errand daily said,

And sugared speeches whispered in mine ear.

Fairfax.

Lumps of ugar loose themselves, and twine
Their subtle essence with the soul of wine.
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Who casts out threats, no man deceives,

But flattery still in sugared words betrays,
And poison in high-tasted meats conveys. Denham.

Sugar of lead, though made of that insipid metal,
and sour salt of vinegar, has in it a sweetness sur-

passing that of common sugcu-. Boyle.
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enclosed within a quadruple sheath of seminal
leaves, rise to a considerable height. A field
of canes, when

standing, in November, when it
is in arrow or full blossom,' says Mr. Becktbrdm his

Account of Jamaica,
<
is one of the most

SM^ar-piumbs when he has
a mind, rather than be out of humour

; why, when
he is grown up, must he not be satisfied too with
wine 1 Locke.

Saccharum candidum shoots into angular figures,

by placing a great many sticks a-cross a vessel of

liquid sugar. Crete.

SUGAR. From the few remains of the Grecian
and Roman authors which have survived the

ravages of time, we can find no proofs that the

juice of the sugar-cane was known at a very
early period. There can be no doubt, however,
that in those countries where it was indigenous
its value was not long concealed. It is not im-

possibly describe. It in common rises

ference of soil or the varieties of culture. It
is when ripe of a bright and golden yellow ; and,where obvious to the sun, is in many parts very
beautifully streaked with red ; the top is of a
darkish green; but the more dry it becomes,
from either an excess of ripeness or a continu-
ance of drought, of a russet yellow, with Ion"-
and narrow leaves depending ; from the centre
of which shoots up an arrow like a silver wand
from two to six feet in height ; and from the
summits of which grows out a plume of white

probable that it was known to the ancient Jews ; feathers, which are delicately fringed with a lilac
for there is some reason to suppose, that the He- dye; and indeed is, in its appearance, not much
brew word fUp, which occurs frequently in the

Old Testament, and is by our translators ren-

dered sometimes calamus and sometimes sweet-

cane, does in fact mean the sugar-cane. The

sugar-cane was first made known to the western

parts of the world by the conquests of Alexander
the Great. Strabo relates that Nearchus his

admiral found it in the East Indies A. A. C. 325.
It is evidently alluded to in a fragment of Theo-

phrastus, preserved in Photius. Varro, who
lived A. C. 68, describes it in a fragment quoted
by Isidorus, as a fluid pressed from reeds of a

large size, which was sweeter than honey. Dios-

corides, about A. A. C. 35, says,
' that there is a

kind of honey called saccharon, which is found
in India and Arabia Felix. It has the appear-
ance of salt, and is brittle when chewed. If

dissolved in water, it is beneficial to the bowels
and stomach, is useful in diseases of the bladder

and kidneys, and, when sprinkled on the eye,
removes those substances that obscure the sight.'

This is the first account we have of its medical

qualities. Galen often prescribed it as a medi-

cine. Lucan relates that an oriental nation in

alliance with Pompey used the juice of the cane

as a common drink. Pliny says it was produced
in Arabia and India, but that the best came from

the latter country. It is also mentioned by Ar-

rian, in his Periplus of the Red Sea, by the name
of 2axp (sachar) as an article of commerce from

India to the Red Sea. ./Elian, Tertullian, and

Alexander Aphrodisaeus, mention it as a species
of honey procured from canes.

unlike the tuft that adorns this particular and

elegant tree.'

That the sugar-cane is an indigenous plant of
the East Indies we have the strongest reason to

believe
; for Thunberg found it in Japan, and

has mentioned it as a native of that country in

his Flora Japonica, published m 1784. Osbeck
also found it in China in 1751. Marco Paolo,
a noble Venetian, who travelled into the east

about 1250, found sugar in abundance in Bengal.
Vasco de Gama, who doubled the Cape of Good

Hope in 1497, relates that a considerable trade

in sugar was then carried on in the kingdom of

Calicut. Dioscorides and Pliny, say that it i.s

a native of Arabia; but Niebuhr, in his Travels,

has omitted it when enumerating the most valu-

able plants of that country. Mr. Bruce found it

in Upper Egypt. John Lioni says that a consi-

derable trade was carried on in sugar m Nubia,
in 1500; it abounded also at Thebes, on the

Nile, and in the northern parts of Africa, about

the same period. There is reason to believe that

the sugar-cane was introduced into Europe dur-

ing the crusades. Peter Martyr, in the third

book of his first decade, composed during Co-

lumbus's second voyage, between 1493 and

1495, says that the sugar-cane was then known

in Hispaniola. There are authors who maintain

that it is a native both of the islands and of the

continent of America ;
and that it is not for the

plant itself, but for the secret of making sugar

from it, that the West Indies are indebted to the

Spaniards and Portuguese; and these to the na-

The sugar-cane, or saccharum officinarum of tions of the east.

botanists, is a jointed reed, commonly measuring As the cane is a rank succulent plant,
it

(the flag part not included) from three and a quires a strong deep soil to bring i""

half to seven feet in height, but sometimes rising The soil most favorable to th

, ,

(the flag part not included) from three and a quires a strong deep soil to bring
_it

to perfection

half to seven feet in height, but sometimes rising The soil most favorable to the cultivation ol

to twelve feet. When ripe it is of a fine straw the dark gray loam of St. Christophers, winch

color w rducin leaves or is so light and porous as to be penetrable by the
color, inclining to yellow, producing leaves or

blades, the edges of which are finely and sharply

serrated, and terminating in an arrow decorated

with a panicle. The joints in one stalk are deep Canes planted
,r.par icula sp , . t .s

from forty to sixty in number, and the stalks island have yielded
8000

rising from one root are sometimes very numerous, sugar from a single

The young shoot ascends from the earth like

the point of an arrow ; the shaft of which soon

Dreaks, and the first two leaves, which had been

.lightest application
of the hole. The under

stratum is gravel from eight to twelve inches

The average product!

of"the island for a series of years has been

16,000 hogsheads of I6cwt., which is one-ln

of the whole cane land, or 8500 acres, \\neu
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annually cut, it gives nearly two hogsheads of

16 cwt. per acre, for the whole of the land in

ripe canes. Next to the ashy loam of St. Chris-

topher's is the soil which in Jamaica is called

brick-mould ; not as resembling a brick in color,

but as containing such a due mixture of clay and
sand as is supposed to render it well adapted for

the use of the kiln. It is a deep, warm, and mel-

low, hazel earth, easily worked ; ana, thougli its

surface soon grows dry after rain, the under
stratum retains a considerable degree of moisture

in the driest weather ; with this advantage, too,

that even in the wettest season it seldom requires

trenching. Plane-canes, or canes of the first

growth, have in very fine seasons yielded two
tons and a half of sugar per acre. After this

may be reckoned the black mould of several va-

rieties. The best is the deep black earth of

Barbadoes, Antigua, and some other of the wind-
ward islands ; but there is a species of this mould
in Jamaica that is but little, if any thing, inferior

to it, which abounds with limestone and flint on
a substratum of soapy marie. Black mould on

cray is more common; but as the mould is ge-

nerally shallow, and the clay stiff and retentive

of water, this last sort of land requires great la-

bor, both in ploughing and trenching, to render

it profitable. When manured, and properly pul-

verised, it becomes very productive. There is a

peculiar sort of land on the north side of Ja-

maica, chiefly in the parish of Trelawney, re-

markable, not only on account of its scar-

city, but its value ; few soils producing finer

sugars, or such as answer so well in the pan ; an

expression signifying a greater return of 'refined

sugar than common. This land is of a red color;

the shades however, vary considerably from a

deep chocolate to a rich scarlet; in some places
it approaches to a bright yellow, but it is every
where remarkable for a glossy surface, and, if

wetted, stains the fingers like paint. It is of

great importance that the plants for seed be put
into the ground at the commencement of this

season. As the cane requires a great deal of

moisture to bring it to maturity, the properest
season for planting it is in September and Octo-

ber when the autumnal rains commence, that it

may be sufficiently luxuriant to shade the ground
before the dry weather sets in. Thus the root is

kept moist, and the crop is ripe for the mill in

the beginning of the next year. Canes planted in

November, or later, lose the advantage of the au-

tumnal rains ;
and dry weather in the beginning

of the year retards their vegetation until the May
rains set in, when they sprout both at the roots

and the joints ; so that by the time they are cut,

the field is loaded with unripe suckers instead

of sugar-canes. A January plant, however, com-

monly turns out well; but canes planted very
late in the spring, though they have the benefit

of the May rains, seldom answer expectation ;

for they generally come in unseasonably, and
throw the succeeding crops out of regular rota-

tion. They are therefore often cut before they
are ripe ; or, if the autumnal seasons set in early,

are cut in wet weather, which has probably oc-

casioned them to spring afresh : in either case

the effect is the same. The juice is unconcocted,

and, all the sap being in motion, the root is de-

prived of its natural nourishment, to the great

injury of the ratoon. The chief objection to a
fall plant is this, that the canes become rank and

top heavy, at a period when violent rains and

high winds are expected, and are therefore fre-

quently lodged before they are fit to be cut. The
sugar-cane is propagated by the top shoots,
which are cut from the tops of the old canes.

The usual method of planting in the West In-

dies is this : The quantity of land intended to

be planted, being cleared of weeds and other in-

cumbrances, is first divided into several plats of

certain dimensions, commonly from fifteen to

twenty acres each ; the spaces between each plat
or division are left wide enough for roads, for

the conveniency of carting, and are called inter-

vals. Each plat is then subdivided, by a line

and wooden pegs, into small squares of about
three and a half or four feet. The negroes are

then placed in a row in the first line, one to a

square, and directed to dig out with their hoes

the several squares, to the depth of five or six

inches. The mould which is dug up being
formed into a bank, at the lower side, the exca-

vation or cane-hole seldom exceeds fifteen,inches
in width at the bottom, and two feet and a half

at the top. The negroes then fall back to the

next line, and proceed as before. Thus the se-

veral squares between each line are formed into

a trench of much the same dimensions with that

which is made by the plough. An able negro
will dig from 100 to 120 of these holes for his

day's work of ten hours
; but, if the land has

been previously ploughed and lain fallow, the

same negro will nearly double the number in

the same time. The cane-holes or trench being
now completed, whether by the plough or by
the hoe, and the cuttings selected for planting,
which are commonly the tops of the canes that

have been ground for sugar (each cutting con-

taining five or six gems), two of them are suffi-

cient for a cane-hole of the dimensions describ-

ed. These, being placed longitudinally in the

bottom of the hole, are covered with mould
about two inches deep ; the rest of the bank

being intended for future use. In twelve or

fourteen days the young sprouts begin to ap-

pear; and, as soon as they rise a few inches

above the ground, they are carefully cleared of

weeds, and furnished with an addition of mould
from the banks. This is usually performed by
the hand. At the end of four or five months
the banks are wholly levelled, and the spaces
between ihe rows carefully hoe-ploughed. Fre-

quent cleanings, while the canes are young, are

indeed essentially necessary. A careful mana-

ger will remove all the lateral shoots or suckers

that spring up after the canes begin to joint, as

they seldom come to maturity, and draw nou-
rishment from the original plants. In the cul-

tivation of other lands, in Jamaica especially

(says Mr. Edwards, the elegant historian of the

West Indies), the plough has been introduced

of late years, and in some few cases to great

advantage : but it is not every soil or situation

that will admit the use of the plough ; some
lands being much too stony and others too

steep. The only advantageous system of plough-
ing in the West Indies is to confine it to the
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simple operation of holing, which may be per-
formed with much greater facility by the plough
than by the hoe ; and the relief which, in the
case of stiff and dry soils, is thus given to the

negroes, exceeds all estimation, in the mind of
a humane owner. At a plantation of niy own,
the greatest part of the land which is annually
planted is neatly and sufficiently laid into cane-

holes, by the labor of one able man, three

boys, and eight oxen, with the common single-
wheeled plough. The plough-share indeed is

somewhat wider than usual : but this is the

only difference, and the method of ploughing
is the simplest possible. By returning the

plough back along the furrow, the turf is al-

ternately thrown to the right and to the left,

forming a trench seven inches deep, about two
feet and a half wide at the top, and one foot

wide at the bottom. A space of eighteen or

twenty inches is left between each trench, on
which the mould being thrown, by the share,
the banks are properly formed, and the holing
is complete. Thus the land is not exhausted

by being too much exposed to the sun
; and a

rield of twenty acres is thus holed with one

plough, and with great ease, in thirteen days.
The plants are afterwards placed in the trench

as in the common method where manual labor

is alone employed. In most parts of the West
Indies it is usual to hole and plant a certain

proportion of the cane land, commonly one-

third, in annual rotation. The sprouts that

spring from the roots of the canes that have

been previously cut for sugar are called ratoons ;

the first yearly returns from their roots are

called first ratoons ; the second year's growth
second ratoons. Mr. Edwards informs us that

the manure generally used is a compost, formed,

1st, Of the vegetable ashes drawn from the

fires of the boiling and still houses. 2dly, Fe-

culencies discharged from the still-house, mixed

up with rubbish of buildings, white lime, &c.

3dly, Refuse, or field-trash, i.e. the decayed
leaves and stems of the canes ;

so called in

contradistinction to cane-trash, reserved for fuel.

4thly, Dung, obtained from the horse and mule

stables, and from moveable pens, or small en-

closures made by posts and rails, occasionally
shifted upon the lands intended to be planted,
and into which the cattle are turned at night.

5thly, Good mould, collected from gullies and

other waste places, and thrown into the cattle-

pens.
The sugar-cane is liable to be destroyed by

monkeys, rats, and insects. The upland plan-
tations suffer greatly from monkeys ;

these crea-

tures, which now abound in the mountainous

parts of St. Christopher's, were first brought
thither by the French, when they possessed half

that island ; they come down from the rocks in

silent parties by night ; and, having posted sen-

tinels, to give the alarm if any thing approaches,

they destroy incredible quantities of the cane,

by their gambols as well as their greediness.
It is in vain to set traps for these creatures, how-

ever baited ; and the only way to protect
the

plantation, and destroy them, is to set a numer-

ous watch, well armed with fowling-pieces,
and

furnished with dogs. The negroes will perform
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this service

cheerfully, for they are very fond 01
monkeys as food. Labat says they are very
delicious, but the white inhabitants of St Kitt s
never eat them. The lowland plantations suffer
as much by rats as those on the mountains do
from monkeys; they also came with the ship-
ping from Europe, and breed in the ground
under loose rocks and bushes ; the field negroe*
eat them greedily, and they are said to be pub-
licly sold in the markets at Jamaica. To free
the plantations from these vermin, the breed of
wild cats should be encouraged, and snakes
suffered to multiply unmolested ; they may also
be poisoned with arsenic, and the rasped root of
the cassava, made into pellets and

plentifully
scattered over the grounds. This practice, how-
ever is dangerous; for, as the rats when thus

poisoned become exceedingly thirsty, they run
in droves to the neighbouring streams, which

they poison as they drink, and the cattle grazing
on the banks of these polluted waters have fre-

quently perished by drinking after them. It is

safer therefore to make the pellets of flour,
kneaded with the juice of the night-shade, the
scent of which will drive them away though they
will not eat it. There is an East Indian animal
called mungoes, which bears a natural antipathy
to rats; if this animal were introduced into our

sugar islands it would probably extirpate the

whole race of these noxious vermin. The formi-

ca omnivora of Linnaeus, the carnivorous ant,
which is called in Jamaica the raffle's ant, would
soon clear the sugar plantations of rats. The

sugar-cane is also subject to a disease which no

foresight can obviate, and for which human
wisdom has in vain attempted to find a remedy.
This disease is called the blast, and is occasioned

by the aphis of Linnaus. When this happens,
the fine broad green blades become sickly, dry,
and withered ; soon after they appear stained in

spots ; and, if these spots are carefully examined,

they will be found to contain innumerable eggs
of an insect like a bug, which are soon quickened,
and cover the plants with the vermin ; the juice

of the canes thus affected becomes sour, and no

future shoot issues from the joints. Ants also

concur with the bugs to spoil the plantation,

and against these evils it is hard to find a re-

medy.
The crops of sugar-canes do not ripen pre-

cisely at the same period in all the colonies.

In the Danish, Spanish, and Dutch settlements

they begin in January and continue till October.

This method doth not imply any nxetl season

for the maturity of the sugar-cane. The plant,

however, like others, must have its progress;

and it has been justly observed to be in flower

in the months of November and December,

must necessarily follow, from the custom these

nations have adopted of continuing to gather

their crops for ten months without intermission,

that they cut some canes which are not ripe

enough, and others that are too ripe, and then

the fruit has not the requisite qualities.

time of gathering them should be at a fi

season, and probably the months of March

April are the fittest for it; because all li.c sweet

fruits are ripe at that time, while the sour on. s

do not arrive to a state of maturity nil Ue
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months of July and August. The English cut

their canes in March and April ; but they are

not induced to do this on account of their ripe-
ness. The drought that prevails in their islands

renders the rains which fall in September neces-

sary to their planting; and, as the canes are

eighteen months in growing, this period always

brings them to the precise point of maturity.
' The time of crop in the sugar islands,' says
Mr. Edwards, is the season of gladness and

festivity to man and beast. So palatable, salu-

tary, and nourishing, is the juice of the cane,
that every individual of the animal creation,

drinking freely of it, derives health and vigor
from its use. The meagre and sickly among the

negroes exhibit a surprising alteration in a few

weeks after the mill is set in action. The labor-

ing horses, oxen, and mules, though almost con-

stantly at work during this season, yet, being

indulged with plenty of the green tops of this

noble plant, and some of the scummings from

the boiling house, improve more than at any
other period of the year. Even the pigs and

poultry fatten on the refuse. In short, on a well

regulated plantation, under a humane and bene-

volent director, there is such an appearance
during crop-time of plenty and busy cheerful-

ness, as to soften in a great measure the hard-

ships of slavery.'

The plants being cut, the branches at the top
are given to the cattle for food ; the top shoot,
which is full of eyes,

is preserved for planting.
The canes are cut into pieces about a yard long,
tied up in bundles, and carried in carts to the

mill, where they are bruised and the juice is

extracted from them. The mill consists princi-

pally of three upright iron-plated rollers or

cylinders, from thirty to forty inches in length,
and from twenty to twenty-five inches in diame-
ter ; and the middle one, to which the moving
power is applied, turns the other two by means
of cogs. Between these rollers the canes (being

previously cut short and tied into bundles) are

twice compressed ; for, having passed through
the first and second rollers, they are turned

round the middle one by a circular piece of

frame-work or screen, called in Jamaica the

dumb returner, and forced back through the

second and third
;
an operation which squeezes

them completely dry, and sometimes even re-

duces them to powder. The cane-juice is re-

ceived in a leaden bed, and thence conveyed
into a vessel called the receiver. The refuse or

macerated rind of the cane (which is called

cane-trash, in contradistinction to field-trash),

serves for fuel to boil the liquor. The juice as

it flows from the mill, taken at a medium, con-

tains eight parts of pure water, one part of

sugar, and one part consisting of coarse oil and

mucilaginous gum, with a portion of essential

oil. As this juice has a strong disposition to

fermentation, it must be boiled as soon as pos-
sible. There are some water mills that will

grind with great ease canes sufficient for thirty

hogsheads of sugar in a week. It is necessary
to have boiling vessels, or clarifiers, that will

correspond in dimensions to the quantity of

juice flowing from the receiver. These clarifiers

are commonly three in number, and are some-
times capable of containing 1000 gallons each ;

but it is more usual to see them of 300 or 400
gallons each. Besides the clarifiers which are
used for the first boiling there are generally
four coppers or boilers. The clarifiers are

placed in the middle or at one end of the boil-

ing house. If at one end, the boiler called the
teache is placed at the other, and several boilers

(generally three) are ranged between them. The
teache is ordinarily from seventy to 100 gallons,
and the boilers between the clarifiers and teache
diminish in size from the first to the last. Where
the clarifiers are in the middle, there is usually
a set of three boilers on each side, which con-
stitute in effect a double boiling house. On
very large estates this arrangement is found use-
ful and necessary. The objection to so great a
number is the expense of fuel, to obviate which,
in some degree, the three boilers on each side of
the clarifiers are commonly hung to one fire.

The juice runs from the receiver along a wooden
gutter lined with lead into the boiling house,
where it is received into one of the clarifiers.

When the clarifier is filled, a fire is lighted, and
a quantity of Bristol quicklime in powder,
which is called temper, is poured into the ves-
sel. The use of the lime is to unite with the

superabundant acid, which, for the success of
the process, it is necessary to get rid of. The
quantity sufficient to separate the acid must vary
according to the strength of the quicklime and
the quality of the liquor. Some planters allow
a pint of lime to every 100 gallons of liquor ;

but Mr. Edwards thinks that little more than
half the quantity is a better medium proportion ;

and even then that it ought to be dissolved in

boiling water, that as little of it as possible may
be precipitated. The heat is suffered gradually to

increase till it approaches within a few degrees of
the heat of boiling water, that the impurities may
be thoroughly separated. But, if the liquor were
suffered to boil with violence, the impurities
would again incorporate with it. It is known
to be sufficiently heated when the scum begins
to rise in blisters, which break into white froth,
and appear generally in about forty minutes.
The fire is then suddenly extinguished by means
of a damper, which excludes the external air,
and the liquor is allowed to remain about an
hour undisturbed, during which period the im-

purities are collected in scum on the surface.

The juice is then drained off, either by a syphon
or a cock ; the scum, being of a tenacious gummy
nature, does not flow out with the liquor, but
remains behind in the clarifier. The liquid

juice is conveyed from the clarifier by a gutter
into the evaporating boiler, commonly termed
the grand copper ; and, if it has been obtained

from good canes, it generally appears transparent.
In the evaporating boiler, which should be large

enough to receive the contents of the clarifier,

the liquor is allowed to boil ; and as the scum
arises it is taken off. The scumming and eva-

poration are continued till the liquor becomes
finer and thicker, and so far diminished in bulk
that it may be easily contained in the second

copper. When put into the second copper, 't
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nearly of the color of Madeira wine; the extract from the report of the committee of privy
boiling and scumming are continued ; and, if council for trade on the subject of the Africiithe impunties be considerable, a quantity of slave-trade, drawn up by Mr. Botham We -ive
lime-water is added. This process is carried ; * ;~ *K ~ --'i- '- - ...

it in the author's own words. Having been for
two years in the English and French West Indian
islands, and since conducted sugar estates in the
East Indies, before the abolition of the slave

on till the liquor be sufficiently diminished in

quantity to be contained in the third copper.
After being purified a third time, it is put into
the fourth copper, which is called the teache, trade was agitated in parliament, it "mayVd'e"
where it is boiled and evaporated till it is judged sirable to know that sugar of a superior quality
sufficiently pure to be removed from the fire, and inferior price to that in our islands is pro-
In judging of the purity of the liquor, many of duced in the East Indies; that the culture of the
the negroes (says Mr. Edwards) guess solely by cane, the manufacture of the sugar and arrack
the eye (which, by long habit, they do with great is, with these material advantages, carried on by
accuracy), judging by the appearance of the free people. China, Bengal, the coast of Mala-
grain on the back of the ladle : but the practice bar, all produce quantities of sugar and spirits ;

most in use is to judge by what is called the

touch; i.e. taking up with the thumb a small

portion of the hot liquor from the ladle ; and,
as the heat diminishes, drawing with the fore

finger the liquid into a thread. This thread will

suddenly break, and shrink from the thumb to

the suspended finger, in different lengths, accord-

ing as the liquor is more or less boiled. The

proper boiling height for strong muscovado sugar
is generally determined by a thread of a quarter
of an inch long. It is evident that certainty in

this experiment can be attained only by long
habit, and that no verbal precepts will furnish

any degree of skill in a matter depending wholly
en constant practice. The juice being thus

purified, by passing through the clarifier and
four coppers, it is poured into coolers, which
are usually six in number. The removal from
the teache to the cooler is called striking. The
cooler is a shallow wooden vessel, seven feet

long, from five to six wide, about eleven inches

deep, and capable of containing a hogshead of

sugar. As the liquor cools, the sugar grains,
that is, collects into an irregular mass of imper-
fect crystals, separating itself from the melasses.

It is then removed from the cooler and conveyed
to the curing-house, where the melasses drain

from it. For receiving them there is a large

cistern, the sloping sides of which are lined with

boards. Directly above the cistern a frame of

joist-work without boarding is placed, on which

empty hogsheads without heads are ranged.
The bottoms of these hogsheads are pierced with

but, as the most considerable growth of the cane
is carried on near Batavia, I shall explain the

improved manner in which sugar estates are there

conducted. The proprietor of the estate is gene-
rally a wealthy Dutchman, who has erected on it

substantial mills, boiling and curing houses. He
rents this estate to a Chinese, who resides on it

as a superlntendant : and this renter (supposing
the estate to consist of 300 or more acres) relets

it to freemen in parcels of
fifty or sixty, on these

conditions :
' that they shall plant it in canes,

and receive so much per pecul of 133 Ihs.

for every pecul of sugar that the canes shall

produce.' When crop time comes on the super-
intendant collects a sufficient number of persons,
from the adjacent towns or villages, and takes off

his crop as follows. To any set of tradesmen
who bring their carts and buffaloes he agrees to

give such a price per pecul to cut all his crop of

canes, carry them to the mill, and grind them. A
second to boil them per pecul. A third to clay
them and basket them for market per pecul. So

that by this method of conducting a sugar estate,

the renter knows to a certainty what the produce
of it will cost him per pecul. He has not any

permanent or unnecessary expense ; for, when

the crop is taken off, the taskmen return to their

several pursuits in the towns and villages they
came from ; and there only remains the cane

planters who are preparing the next year's crop.

This, like all other complex arts, by being divided

into several branches, renders the labor cheaper,

and the work more perfectly done. Only clayed

eight or ten holes, in each of which the stalk of sugars are made at Batavia; these are in quality

a plantain leaf is fixed, so as to project six or

eight inches below the joists, and rise a little

above the top of the hogshead. The hogsheads

being filled with the contents of the cooler, con-

sisting of sugar and melasses, the melasses being

liquid, drain through the spongy stalk, and drop
into the cistern. After the melasses are drained

off, the sugar becomes pretty dry and fair, and

is then called muscovado or raw sugar. Such

-J process for extracting sugar, which

equal to the best sort from the West Indies,

and are sold so low from the sugar estates as

eighteen shillings sterling per pecul of 133$

Ibs. This is not the selling price to the trader

at Batavia, as the government there is arbitrary,

and sugar subject to duties imposed at will. The

shabander exacts a dollar per pecul on all sugar

exported. The price of common labor is from

ninepence to tenpence per day. By the method

of carrying on the sugar estates, the taskmen gain
13 i ; process iur eAiiduiiiii: ougai, j a . e

generally adopted in the British West India considerably more than this not only from worl
* v 4 ..,1:.*..., l.,,,,!*^- Hut frnm hpmcr COII-

Islands, according to the latest improvements
The above is the method of cultivating and

manufacturing sugar in the West Indies, where

5ng extraordinary hours, but from being con-

sidered artists in their several branches. They

do not make spirits on the sugar estates. The

rnelasses is sent for sale to Batavia, where one
slaves alone are employed : but we feel a pecu- mciui-3 .... .. - - .

liar pleasure in having it in our power to add a distillery may purchase
the produJfe of^

100

short description of the method used in the East

-ndies, because there sugar is manufactured by
free men, on a plan much more economical than

what is followed in the West Indies. It is an

estates. Here is a vast saving and reduction of

the price of spirits , not, as in the West Indies, a

distillery for each estate; many centre in one,

and arrack is sold in Batavia from twenty-one to
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twenty-fire rix dollars per leaguer of 160 gal-
lons

; say eightpence per gallon.'

The operation of the French sugar refiners con-

sists in dissolving the cassonade, or clayed sugar,
in lime-water. Bullocks' blood is added to pro-
mote the clarifying ; and, when the liquor begins
to boil, the heat is diminished, and the scum

carefully taken off. It is in the next place con-

centrated by a brisk heat ; and, as it boils up,
a small quantity of butter is thrown in to mode-
rate its agitation. When the boiling is sufficiently

effected, the fire is put out ;
the liquor is poured

into moulds and agitated, to mix the syrup to-

gether with the grain sugar already formed. When
the whole is cold, the moulds are opened, and

the loaves are covered with moistened clay,

which is renewed from time to time till the sugar
is well cleansed from its syrup. The loaves,

being then taken out of the moulds, are carried to

a stove, where they are gradually heated to 145

Fahrenheit. They remain in this stove eight days,
after which they are wrapped in blue paper for

sale.

The following is the method by which the

French make their sugar purer and whiter than

ours. A quantity of sugar from the cooler is

put into conical pans or earthen pots, called by
the French formes, having a small perforation at

the apex, which is kept closed. Each cone, re-

versed on its apex, is supported in another earthen

vessel. The syrup is stirred together, and then

left to crystallise. At the end of fifteen or six-

teen hours, the hole in the point of each cone is

opened, that the impure syrup may run out. The
base of these sugar loaves is then taken out, and

white pulverised sugar substituted in its stead ;

which being well pressed down, the whole is co-

vered with clay moistened with water. This

water filters through the mass, carrying the syrup
with it which was mixed with the sugar, but

which by this management flows into a pot sub-

stituted in the place of the first. This second

fluid is called fine syrup. Care is taken to

moisten and keep the clay to a proper degree of

softness as it becomes dry. The sugar loaves are

afterwards taken out, and dried in a stove for

eight or ten days ; after which they are pulve-

rised, packed, and exported to Europe, where

they are still farther purified. The reason as-

signed why this process is not universally adopt-
ed in the British sugar islands is this, that the

water which dilutes and carries away the melas-

ses dissolves and carries with it so much of the

sugar that the difference in quality does not pay
for the difference in quantity. The French

planters think otherwise.

The art of refining sugar was first made known
to the Europeans by a Venetian, who is said to

have received 100,000 crowns for the invention.

This discovery was made before the new world

was explored ;
but whether it was an invention

of the person who first communicated it, or was

conveyed from China, where it had been known

before, cannotbe ascertained. We find no mention

made of the refining of sugar in Britain till 1659,

though it probably was practised several years be-

fore. The sugar which undergoes the operation of

refining in Europe is either raw sugar, sometimes

called muscovado, or cassonado, which is raw

sugar in a purer state. The raw sugar generally

contains a certain quantity of melasses as well
as earthy and feculant substances. The casso-

nado, by the operation of earthing, is freed from
its melasses. As the intention of refining these

sugars is to give them a higher degree of white-
ness and solidity, it is necessary for them to un-

dergo other processes. The first, of these is

called clarification. It consists in dissolving the

sugar in a certain proportion of lime water,
adding a proper quantity of bullock's blood, and

exposing it to heat in order to remove the impu-
rities which still remain. The heat is increased

very gradually, till it approach that of boiling
water. By the assistance of the heat, the animal
matter which was thrown in coagulates, at the
same time that it attracts all the solid feculent and

earthly matter, and raises it to the surface in the

appearance of a thick foam of a brownish color.
As the feculencies are never entirely removed bv
a first process, a second is necessary. The solu-
tion is therefore cooled to a certain degree, by
adding some water ; then a fresh quantity of

blood, but less considerable than at first, is poured
in. The fire is renewed, and care is taken to in-

crease the heat gently as before. The animal
substance seizes on the impurities which remain,
collects them on the surface, and they are then
skimmed off. The same operation is repeated a
third and even a fourth time, but no addition is

made to the liquor except water. If the different

processes have been properly conducted, the so-

lution will be freed from every impurity, and

appear transparent. It is then conveyed by a

gutter into an oblong basket about sixteen inches

deep, lined with a woollen cloth
; and, after fil-

tering through this cloth, it is received in a cis-

tern or copper, which is placed below. The so-
lution being thus clarified, it undergoes a second

general operation called evaporation. Fire is

applied to the copper into which the solution
was received, and the liquid is boiled till it has

acquired the proper degree of consistency. A
judgment is formed of this, by taking up a small

portion of the liquid and drawing it into a thread.

When, after this trial, it is found sufficiently
viscous, the fire is extinguished, and the liquid is

poured into coolers. It is then stirred violently
by an instrument called an oar, resembling the
oar of a boat. This is done to diminish the

viscosity, and promote what is called the granu-
lation, that is, the forming of it into grains or

imperfect crystals. When the liquid is properly
mixed and cooled, it is then poured into moulds
of the form of a sugar loaf. The moulds are

ranged in rows. The small ends, which are

lowest, are placed in pots ; and they have each
of them apertures stopped up with linen for fil-

tering the syrup, which runs from the moulds
into the pots. The liquor is then taken out

slowly in ladlefuls from the coolers, and poured
into the moulds. When the moulds are filled,
and the contents still in a fluid state, it is ne-

cessary to stir them, that no part may adhere to

the moulds, and that the small crystals which are

just formed may be equally diffused through the

whole mass. When the sugar is completely
crystallised, the linen is taken away from the

apertures in the moulds, and the syrup, or that

part which did not crystallise, descends into the

pots in which the moulds are placed. After this
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purgation the moulds are removed and fixed in

other pots, and a stratum of fine white clay di-

luted with water is laid on the upper part of the

loaf. The water descending through the sugar

by its own weight, mixes with the syrup which
still remains in the body of the loaf, and washes
it away. When the clay dries, it is taken off, and
another covering of moist clay put in its place ;

and, if it be not then sufficiently washed, a third

covering of clay is applied. After the loaves

have stood some days in the moulds, and have

acquired a considerable degree of firmness and

solidity, they are taken out and carried to a stove,
where they are gradually heated to the 50 of

Reaumur (64 of Fahrenheit), in order to dissi-

pate any moisture which may be still confined in

them. After remaining in the stove eight days,

they are taken out ;
and after cutting off all dis-

coloring specks, and the head if still wet, they
are wrapped in blue paper, and are ready for sale.

The several syrups collected during the different

parts of the process, treated in the same manner
which we have just described, afford sugars of

inferior quality ;
and the last portion, which no

longer affords any sugar, is sold by the name of

melasses. The beauty of refined sugar, when

formed into loaves, consists in whiteness, joined
to a smallness of grain ; in being dry, hard, and
somewhat transparent. The process which we
have described above, refers to sugar once re-
fined ; but some more labor is necessary to pro-
duce double refined sugar. The principal dif-

ference in the operation is this, the latter is cla-
rified by white of eggs instead of blood -u '

fresh water in place of lime-water.
As the sugar-cane is the principal production

of the West Indies, and the great source of their

riches ; as it is so important in a commercial

view, from the employment which it gives to sea-

men, and the wealth which it opens for mer-
chants ; and besides is now become a necessary
of life it may justly be esteemed one of the

most valuable plants in the world. The quantity
consumed in Europe is estimated at 9,000,000

sterling, and the demand would probably be

greater if it could be sold at a reduced price.
In the Portuguese island of St. Thomas, in 1024,
there were seventy-four sugar ingenios, each

having upwards of 200 slaves.

An idea of the imnortance of this import at

the present time nr.:<y be found from the following

parliamentary papers :

I. ACCOUNT of the Quantity of SUGAR Imported into GREAT BRITAIN from the several British Colo-

nies and Plantations, from the British Possessions in the East Indies, and from Foreign Countries,

from 5th January 1825 to 5th January 1826 ; distinguishing the several Sorts of Sugar, and the

Colonies and Countries from which the same was Imported.

Countries.
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II. An ACCOUNT of the Quantity of SUGAR Imported into IRELAND from the several British Colo-

nies and Plantations, from the British Possessions in the East Indies, and from Foreign Coun-

tries, from 5th January 1825 to 5th January 1826 ; distinguishing the several Sorts of Sugar, and

the Colonies and Countries from which the same was Imported.

British Colonies and Plantations, viz.

British Colonies in North America : Cwt. qrs. Ibs.

Newfoundland 26 8

British West Indies :

Antigua 19,082 3 19

Barbadoes 40,948 1 14

Jamaica 20,057 2 7

St. Lucia 8,604 14

Trinidad 87,414 8

Demerara 29,766 3 8

Total .... 205,899 3 22

III. An ACCOUNT of the Average Prices of SUGAR in GREAT BRITAIN, at the several periods at

which the Rates of Duty may have been regulated; from the 5th January 1825 to the 5th

January 1826, with the rate of Duty payable at each of the said periods respectively.

Average Price,

Duty. Exclusive of the Duty. P.ate of Duty.
*. d. t. d.

5th January, 1 825 . . . . 184. .170
5th May, 1825 . . . . 1 11 9J . .170
5th September, 1825 . . . 115 2* . .170
5th January, 1826 . . . . 1 19 7 . .170

IV. An ACCOUNT of the Average Prices of SUGAR in IRELAND, at the several periods at which the

Rates of Duty may have been regulated, from the 5th January 1825 to the 5th January 1826 ;

with the rate of Duty payable at each of the said periods respectively.

Average Price as Published in the Dublin Gazette. Rate of Duty.
s. d. s. d.

From January 5th to May 5th 1825 . . . 1 11 9f per cwt. 1 7 per cwt.

From May 5th to September 5th 1825 . . 1 15 2 do. 170 do.

From September 5th 1825 to January 5th 1826 . 1 19 7 do. 170 do.

There are several other vegetables raised in more terrible death. In this emergency recourse

ow own country which afford sugar; as beet- was had to the sugar. The consequence was the

roots, skirrets, parsnips, potatoes, celery, red symptoms of the scurvy went off, the crew found

cabbage stalks, &c., besides the shoots of Indian it a wholesome and substantial aliment, and re-

wheat. The sugar is most readily obtained from turned in good health to France. '

Sugar (says
these by making a tincture of the subject in rec- Dr. Rush) affords the greatest quantity of nou-
tified spirit of wine

; which, when saturated by rishment in a given quantity of matter of any
heat, will deposit the sugar upon standing in the substance in nature; of course it may be pre-
cold. served in less room in our houses, and may be
The uses to which sugar are applied are indeed consumed in less time, than more bulky and less

numerous and important. It can be made so nourishing- aliment. It has this peculiar advan-
solid as in the art of preserving to receive the tage, over most kinds of aliment, that it is not

most agreeable colors and the greatest variety of liable to have its nutritious qualities affected by
forms. It can be made so fluid as to mix with time or the weather ;

hence it is preferred by the

any soluble substance. It preserves the juice and Indians in their excursions from home They
substance of fruits in all countries and in all mix a certain quantity of maple sugar with an
seasons. It affords a delicious seasoning to many equal quantity of Indian corn, dried and povr-
kinds of food. It is useful in pharmacy; for it dered, in its milky state. This mixture is packed
unites with medicines and removes their disa- in little baskets, which are frequently wetted in

greeable flavor. It is the basis of all syrups. M. travelling without injuring the sugar. A few

Macquer has shown in a very satisfactory man- spoonfuls of it mixed with half a pint of spring
ner how useful sugar would be if employed in water afford them a pleasant and strengthening

fermenting wines. Sugar has also been found a meal. From the degrees of strength and nourish-

remedy for the scurvy, and a valuable article of ment which are conveyed into animal bodies by
food in cases of necessity. M. Jambert de a small bulk of sugar, it might probably be given

Lennes, first surgeon to the late duke of Orleans, to horses with great advantage, when they are

published the following story in the Gazette de used in places or under circumstances which

Sante which confirms this assertion. A vessel make it difficult or expensive to support them
laden with sugar bound from the West Indies with more bulky or weighty aliment. A pound
was becalmed in its passage for several days, of sugar with grass or hay has supported the

during which the stock of provisions was ex- strength and spirits of a horse during a whole

hausted. Some of the crew were dying of the day's labor in one of the West India islands. A
scurvy, and the rest were threatened with a still larger quantity given alone has fattened horses
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and cattle, during the war before last in Hispa-
niola, for a period of several months, in which
the exp.ortation of sugar, and the importation of

grain, were prevented by the want of ships. The

plentiful use of sugar in diet is one of the best

preventatives that has ever been discovered of

the diseases which are produced by worms.
Nature seems to have implanted a love for this

aliment in all children, as it were on purpose to

defend them from those diseases. I knew a gen-
tleman in Philadelphia who early adopted this

opinion, and who, by indulging a large family of
children in the use of sugar, has preserved them
all from the diseases usually occasioned by worms.
Sir John Pringle has remarked that the plague
has never been known in any country where

sugar composes a material part of the diet of the

inhabitants. It is probable that the frequency of

malignant fevers of all kinds has been lessened

by this diet, and that its more general use would
defend that class of people who are most subject
to malignant fevers from being so often affected

by them. In the numerous and frequent disor-

ders of the breast, which occur in all countries

where the body is exposed to a variable tempe-
rature of weather, sugar affords the basis of many
agreeable remedies. It is useful in weaknesses,
and acrid" defluxions upon other parts of the

body. Many facts might be adduced in favor of

this assertion. Upon my enquiring of Dr. Frank-

lin, at the request of a friend (says Dr. Rush),
about a year before he died, whether he had

found any relief from the pain of the stone from

the blackberry jam, of which he took large quan-

tities, he told me that he had ; but that he be-

lieved the medicinal part of the jam resided

wholly in the sugar; and, as a reason for think-

ing so, he added that he often found the same
relief by taking about half a pint of syrup, pre-

pared by boiling a little brown sugar in water,

just before he went to bed, that he did from a

dose of opium. It has been supposed by some
of the early physicians of our country that the

sugar obtained from the maple-tree is more me-

dicinal than that obtained from the Wes' India

sugar-cane; but this opinion, I believe, i* with-

out foundation. It is preferable in its q',aliues

to the West India sugar only from its superior
cleanliness. Cases may occur in which sugar

may be required in medicine, or in diet, by per-
sons who refuse to be benefited, even indirectly,

by the labor of slaves. In such cases the inno-

cent maple sugar will always be preferred. It

has been said that sugar injures the teeth ;
but

this opinion now has so few advocates that it does

tiot deserve a serious refutation.'

Sugar is soluble in water, and in a small de-

gree in alcohol. When united with a small

portion of water, it becomes fusible ;
from which

quality the art of preserving is indebted for

many of its preparations. It is phosphoric and

combustible; when exposed to fire emitting a

blue flame if the combustion be slow, and a

white flame if the combustion be rapid. By
distillation it produces a quantity of phlegm,

acid, oil, gas, and charcoal. Bergman, in treat-

ing sugar with the nitrous acid, obtained a new

acid, now known by the name of the oxalic acid ;

but he omitted to mention the principles
of
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which sugar is composed. Lavoisier, however,
supplied this omission ; and after many experi-
ments has assigned three principles in sugar, hy-
drogen, oxygen, and carbon, if the juice ex-

pressed from the sugar-cane be left to itself, it

passes into the acetous fermentation
; and during

the decomposition of the sugar, which is con-
tinued for three or four months, a great quantity
of glutinous matter is separated. This matter
when distilled gives a portion of ammoniac. If
the juice be exposed to the spirituous fermenta-

tion, a wine is obtained analogous to cyder. I f

this wine, after being kept in bottles a year, be

distilled, we obtain a portion of eau de v.ie.

It appears that sugar has the property of ren-

dering some of the earths soluble in water. This

property was accidentally discovered by Mr.
William Ramsay, of Glasgow. Being employed
in making experiments on sugar, and happening
to put some quicklime into a cold solution of it,

he noticed that it had acquired an uncommon
caustic taste. Hence he concluded that sugar

possesses the property of dissolving a certain

proportion of lime; and, in order to ascertain its

capacity in this respect, experiments were made

upon this earth, together with strontites mag-
nesia, and barytes.

Sugar, dissolved in water at the temperature of

50, is capable of dissolving one-half of its weight
of lime. The solution of lime in sugar is of a

beautiful white-wine color, and has the smell of

fresh-slaked quicklime. It is precipitated from

the solution by the carbonic, citric, tartaric, sul-

phuric, and oxalic acids; and it is decomposed

by double affinity, by caustic and carbonated

potash and soda, the citrate, tartrate, and oxalate

of potash, &c.

An equal weight* of strontia, with the sugar

employed, is capable of being dissolved at the

temperature of 212, and of being retained in

solution by the sugar at 50 of Fahrenheit. On

exposing the crystals,
which had fallen down

during the cooling of the liquid, to the air of the

atmosphere, they attracted carbonic acid, and

effloresced.

The solution of strontia in sugar is of a fine

white-wine color, and, like that of lime, has a

peculiar caustic smell. This earth is precipitated

by caustic and carbonated potash and joda; also

by the carbonic, citric, tartaric, sulphuric,
and

oxalic acids ; and it is decomposed, by compound

affinity, by the carbonates of potash
and soda ;

also by the citrate, tartrate, and oxalate of potash.

The solution of magnesia in syrup, like those

of lime and strontia, was of a pure
white color,

and had no sensible variation in smell or taste

from the common solution of sugar, farther than

that the sweet seemed much improved,
and was

softer and more agreeable
to the palate,

as i

were entirely freed from the earthy taste which

unrefined sugar frequently
has. On its remaimtiR

at rest for some months, in a bottle well cor ied,

the magnesia appears to be entirely separated.

Very little alumina is dissolved by a solution of

sugar, when fresh precipitated
earth is present

to it, either in the cold or hot state.

The union of sugar with the alkalies has been

long known ;
but this is rendered more sink.

;;?<,.,* K ^rhnnated DOtash or soda, tor m-

2 Bevident, by carbonated potash
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stance, decomposing the solutions of lime and

>trontia in sugar, by double affinity. The power
possessed by tartaric acid of preventing the pre-

cipitation of iron and some other metals from

their muriatic solution, is well known from the

observations of M. Rose and others. A similar

effect is produced by sugar, according to M.
Peschier, if the mixture be boiled, but not other-

wise. Ann. de Chim. et Phys. xxxi. 197.

In making solutions of unrefined sugar for

culinary, purposes, a gray-colored substance is

found frequently precipitated. It is probable
that this proceeds from a superabundance of lime,

which has been used in clarifying the juice of

the sugar-cane at the plantations abroad. Sugar
with this imperfection is known among the re-

finers of this article by the name of weak. And
it is justly termed so, the precipitated matter

being nothing but lime which has attracted car-

bonic acid from the sugar (of which there is a

great probability), or from the air of the atmo-

sphere. A bottle in which I had kept a solution

of lime in sugar for at least four years, closely

corked, was entirely incrusted with a yellowish-
colored matter, which on examination was found

to be entirely carbonate of lime.

In the ordinary refining of raw sugars, from

twenty to thirty-five per cent, of melasses are

separated, of which a considerable part, proba-

bly two-thirds, are formed by the high heat used

in the concentration of the syrup. Various plans
have been contrived to diminish this production
of melasses. One of these consisted in surround-

ing the sugar boiler with oil or steam at a high

temperature, instead of exposing it to a naked

fire. In a second, the boiler is covered at top,
and by means of an air-pump the atmospheric

pressure is removed, so as to favor ebullition, and

rapid evaporation, at moderate heats.

The celebrated chemist, Mr. Howard, took

out a patent for his plan, which is undoubtedly
the most scientific and productive of any ; but

requires superior skill and very minute attention

in the manufacturer. No blood is used for cla-

rification. This is accomplished by a system of

most ingenious canvass filters, aided by the inter-

mixture with the syrup of a small quantity of

pasty gypsum and alumina, made by saturating
a solution of alum with quicklime. In the final

purification the base of the inverted sugar cone
is covered with a stratum of very pure saturated

syrup, instead of moist pipe-clay.
The third method is founded on the property

which animal charcoal (bone-black) possesses, of

destroying vegetable coloring matter. Perhaps
the combination of the last two modes promises
the best results.

A fourth process for refining sugar is that of

Mr. Daniel Wilson, for which a patent was

granted. The specification is in the thirty-fourth
volume of the Repertory, p. 134. The pan is to

be charged with strong lime-water, the sugar
added, and the fire set in the usual manner. For

every hundred weight of sugar used, a solution

is to be made of four ounces of sulphate of zinc

in as small a quantity of water as will dissolve it.

When the sugar in the pan is melted, the solu-

tion of sulphate of zinc is added, and the whole
well stirred. The oxide of zinc combines with

the extractive matter, tannin, and gal\ic acid, and
renders them insoluble, while the sulphuric acid,
in combination with the lime, becomes insoluble.

When raw sugar contains much acid, and a strong
grain is required, take one ounce of lime in

powder for every four ounces of sulphate of zinc,
and as much water as will form a milk of lime,
which is added to the solution of sugar in the

pan, about five minutes after the solution of sul-

phate of zinc lias been added. This purification
of sugar by separating impurities chemically
combined with it, is employed with much ad-

vantage in conjunction with the patent filtering

apparatus invented by Mr. John Sutherland.

The solution of sugar brought to the boiling

point is run through the filter, and afterwards

boiled to a proof. Mr. Wilson boils the syrup
in a pan, having a coil of tinned copper or pure
tin tubes placed along its bottom and sides, through
which a constant stream of strongly heated oil,

or rather fatty matter, is made to pass. The
oxide of zinc, precipitated previously by adding
a solution of the salt to lime-water, is also recom-

mended, as well as the oxide of tin.

Mr. Kirchoff, an ingenious Russian chemist,

accidentally discovered that starch is convertible

into sugar, by being boiled for some time with a

very dilute sulphuric acid. Saussure showed
that 100 parts of starch yield 110 of sugar.
He concluded that this sugar was merely a com-

pound of water and starch. According to his

analysis starch consists of

Oxyeen .... 56-87

Carbon .... 37-29

Hydrogen . . . 6-84

100-09

Sugar of grapes, according to the same che-

mist, is composed of,

Oxygen .

Carbon .

Hydrogen

56-51

36-71

6-78

100-00

Common sugar has been analysed by many
eminent chemists. The following is a general
view of the results:

G.Lussacand Berzelius, Prout.

Thenard. Mean of 3.

Oxygen 50-63 49-856 53-35

Carbon 42-47 43-265 39-99

Hydrogen 6-90 6-879 6-66

100-00 100-000 100-00

By my ultimate analysis of sugar its consti-

tuents are,

Carbon . . 43-38 5 atoms 45'4

Hydrogen . 6-29 4 . . 61

(Jxygen 50-33 48-5

100-00 100-0

Phil. Trans. 1822.

It may be observed that Dr. Front's experi-

mental results agree with M.Gay Lussac's theory,

of sugar being a compound of 40 parts of carbon

-|- 60 of water, or its elements. By Berzelius's

analysis starch consists of,
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Oxygen
Carbon

Hydrogen

371
49-j

43-5

7-0

100-0

The abstraction of a little hydrogen and car-

oon would convert it into sugar. But no car-

oonic acid or other gas is extricated during the

conversion, according to Vogel's experiments. I

find that potatoes digested with dilute sulphuric
acid yield sugar cheaply and abundantly. The
acid is afterwards removed by chalk ; and the

strained liquor left to repose, after due evapora-
tion, affords crystals of sugar. From starch sugar,
<?ood beer has been made. I would recommend

potatoes for this purpose. They are washed,

grated down, and treated with the dilute acid for

a day or two at a temperature of 212.
M. Braconnot has recently extended our views

concerning the artificial production of sugar and

gum. Sulphuric acid (specific gravity 1-827)
mixed with well dried elm dust, became very hot,

and on being diluted with water, and neutralised

with chalk, afforded a liquor which became

gummy on evaporation. Shreds of linen tritu-

rated in a glass mortar with sulphuric acid yield
a similar gum. Nitric acid has a similar power.
If the gummy matter from linen be boiled for

some time, with dilute sulphuric acid, we obtain

a crystallisable sugar, and an acid, which M. Bra-

connot calls the vegeto-sulphuric acid. The
conversion of wood also into sugar will no

doubt appear remarkable ; and, when persons
not familiarised with chemical speculations are

told that a pound weight of rags can be converted

into more than a pound weight of sugar, they

may regard the statement as a piece of plea-

santry, though nothing, says M. Braconnot, can

be more real.

Silk is also convertible into gum by sulphuric
acid. Twelve grammes of glue, reduced to pow-
der, were digested with a double weight of con-

centrated sulphuric acid without artificial heat.

In twenty hours the liquid was not more colored

than if mere water had been employed. A deci-

litre of water was then added, and the whole was

boiled for five hours, with renewal of the water,

from time to time, as it wasted. It was next

diluted, saturated with chalk, filtered, and eva-

porated to a syrupy consistence, and left in re-

pose for a month. In this period a number of

granular crystals had separated,
which adhered

pretty strongly to the bottom of the vessel, and

iiad a very decided saccharine taste. This sugar

crystallises much more easily than cane sugar.

The crystals are gritty under the teeth, like

sugar-candy, and in the form of flattened prisms
or tabular groups. Its taste is nearly as saccha-

rine as grape sugar ; its solubility in water scarcely

exceeds that of sugar of milk. Boiling alcohol,

even when diluted, has no action on this sugar.

By distillation it yields ammonia, indicating the

presence of azote. This sugar combines inti-

mately with nitric acid without sensibly decom-

posing it, even with the assistance of heat, and

there results a peculiar crystallised acid, to which

he name nitro-saccharine has been given.
An-

nales de Chimie, xii., or Tilloch's Magazine,

vol. 55 and 56.

The varieties of sugar are, cane sugar, maple
sugar, liquid sugar of

fruits, sugar of figs, sugar
of grapes, starch sugar, the musnroom sugar"of
Braconnot, manna, sugar of gelatin, sugar of

honey, and sugar of diabetes.

Sugar of grapes does not affect a peculiar
form. It is deposited from its alcoholic solution
in small grains, which have little consistence,
are grouped together, and which constitute tu-
bercles similar to those of cauliflowers. When
put in the mouth it produces at first a sensation
of coolness, to which succeeds a saccharine taste
not very strong. Hence, to sweeten to an equal
degree the same quantity of water, we must em-
ploy two and a half times as much sugar of

grapes as of that of the cane. In other respects
it possesses all the properties of cane sugar. Its

extraction is very easy. The expressed juice of
the grapes is composed of water, sugar, mucilage,
bitartrate of potash, tartrate of lime, and a small

quantity of other saline matters. We pour into

it an excess of chalk in powder, or rather of

pounded marble. There results, especially on

agitation, an effervescence, due to the unsaturated

tartaric acid. The liquor is then clarified with

whites of eggs or blood. It is next evaporated
in copper pans till it marks a density of 1-32 at

the boiling temperature. It is now allowed to

cool. At the end of some days it concretes into

a crystalline mass, which, when drained, w.ished

with a little cold water, and strongly compressed,
constitutes sugar. In the south of France, where

this operation was some years back carried on

on the great scale, to prevent fermentation of the;

must, there was added to this a little sulphate of

lime, or it was placed in tuns in which sulphur
matches had been previously made to burn. Tin-

oxygen of the small quantity of air left in the

tuns being thus abstracted by the sulphurous

acid, fermentation did not take place. By tins

means the must can be preserved a considerable

time; whereas, in the ordinary way, it would

lose its saccharine taste at the end of a few days
and become vinous. Must thus treated is said

to be muted. The syrup was evaporated to tlio

density of only 1-285. Proust, Ann. de Chimie,

Ivii. 131; and the Collection of Memoirs pub-
lished by Parmentier in 1813.

It is this species of sugar which is obtained

from starch and woody fibre by the action ot

dilute sulphuric aci'l.

Sugar of diabetes has sometimes the sweeten-

ing force of sugar of grapes ; occasionally muHi

less.

Braconnot's mushroom suimr is inn

sweet than that of the i-ane. It crystallises

remarkable facility,
fonnin- Ions: quadriln

prisms with square bases. It yields alcoh

fermentation.

All honeys contain two species
of sugar

similar to sugar of the grape, another like the

uncrystallisable sugar of the cane (melassc

These combined, and mingled in different pro

portions with an odorant matter, constitute tl

honeys of good quality.
Those of inferior qua-

lity contain, bes.des, a certain quantity
of was

and acid: the honeys of Britanny conta.n ovr

an animal secretion (couvain) to which they o<

their putrescent quality.
A slight washing

*
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a little alcohol separates the uncrystallisable sugar,
and leaves the other, which may be purified by
washing with a very little more alcohol.

' The relation,' says Dr. Prout,
' which exists

oetween urea and sugar seems to explain in a-

satisfac'.ory manner the phenomena of diabetes,
which may be considered as a depraved secre-

tion of sugar. The weight of the atom of sugar

is just half that of the weight of the atom of

urea; the absolute quantity of hydrogen in a

given weight of both is equal ; while the abso-

lute quantities of' carbon and oxygen in a given
weight of sugar are precisely twice those of urea.'

The constituents of these two bodies and
lithic acid are thus expressed by that ingenious

philosopher :

ELEMENTS.
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ions and one quart of sap, procured in twenty-
four hours from only two of those dark colored

trees. Arthur Noble, esq., of the state of New
York, obtained four pounds and thirteen ounces
of good grained sugar. A tree ofan ordinary size

yields in a good season from twenty to thirty

gallons of sap, from which are made from five to

six pounds of sugar. Samuel Lowe, esq., a jus-
tice of peace in Montgomery county, in the state

of New York, informed Arthur Noble, esq., that

he had made twenty pounds and one ounce of

sugar between the 14th and 23d of April, in

1789, from a single tree that had been tapped for

several successive years before ; and that he had
once obtained twenty-three gallons in one day
from a single tree. But such instances are un-

common. From the influence whrch culture has

upon forest and other trees it has been supposed
that, by transplanting the sugar maple-tree into

a garden, or by destroying such other trees as

shelter it from the rays of the sun, the quantity
of the sap might be increased, and its quality
much improved. A farmer in Northampton

county, in Pennsylvania, planted a number of

these trees above thirty years ago in his meadow,
from three gallons of the sap of which he ob-

tained every year a pound of sugar. The sap
distils from the wood of the tree. Trees which

have been cut down in winter, for the support of

the domestic animals of the new settlers, yield a

considerable quantity of sap as soon as their

trunks and limbs feel the rays of the sun in the

spring. It is in consequence of the sap of these

trees being equally diffused through every part
of them that they live three years after they are

girded, that is, after a circular incision is made

through the bark into the substance of the tree

for the purpose of destroying it. It is remark-

able that grass thrives better under this tree in a

meadow than in situations exposed to the con-

stant action of the sun. The season for tapping
the trees is in February, March, and April, ac-

cording to the weather v4iich occurs. Warm

days and frosty nights are most favorable to a

plentiful discharge of sap. The quantity ob-

tained in a day from a tree is from five gallons

to a pint, according to the greater or less heat of

the air. There is always a suspension of the

discharge of sap in the night if a frost succeed a

warm day. The perforation in the tree is made

with an axe or an augur. The latter is preferred

from experience of its advantages. The augur is

introduced about three quarters of an inch, and

in an ascending direction (that the sap may not

be frozen in a slow current in the mornings or

evenings), and is afterwards deepened gradually
to the extent of two inches. A spout is intro-

duced about half an inch into the hole made by
this augur, and projects from three to twelve

inches from the tree. The spout is generally

made of the sumach or elder, which usually grows
near the sugar trees. The tree is first tapped

on

the south side ;
when the discharge of its sap

begins to lessen, an opening is made on the north

side, from which an increased discharge takes

place. The sap flows from four to six weeks,

according to the temperature of the weather.

Troughs large enough to contain three or four

gallons made of while pine, or white as!t, or of

dried water ash, aspen, linden, poplar, or com-
mon maple, are placed under the spout to receive
the sap, which is carried every day to a large re-

ceiver, made of either of the trees before men-
tioned. From this receiver it is conveyed, after

being strained, to the boiler. There are three
modes of reducing the sap to sugar ; by evapo-
ration, by freezing, and by boiling; of which the
latter is most general, as being the most expedi-
tious. The profit of the maple tree is not con-
fined to its sugar. It affords most agreeable
melasses, and an excellent vinegar. The sap
which is suitable for these purposes is obtained
after the sap which affords the sugar has ceased
to flow, so that the manufactories of these dif-

ferent products of the maple tree, by succeeding,
do not interfere with each other. The melasses

may be made to qpmpose the basis of a pleasant
summer beer. The sap of the maple is also ca-

pable of affording a spirit.
Dr. Rush, in the Transactions of the American

Philosophical Society, vol. iii., has given an ac-

count, at length, of the sugar maple tree, of which

the following is a short abstract : The acer sac-

charinum of Linnaeus, or sugar maple tree,

grows in great quantities in the western counties

of all the middle States of the American Union.

It is as tall as the oak, and from two to three

feet in diameter; puts forth a white blossom in

the spring, before any appearance of leaves
;

its

small branches afford sustenance for cattle, and

its ashes afford a large quantity of excellent pot-
ash. Twenty years are required for it to attain

its full growth. Tapping does not injure it, hut

on the contrary, it affords more syrup, and of a

better quality the oftener it is tapped. A single

tree has not only survived, but flourished after

tapping, for forty years. Five or six pounds of

sugar are usually afforded by the sap of one

tree; though there are instances of the quantity

exceeding twenty pounds. The suga; is sepa-

rated from the sap either by freezing, by sponta-

neous evaporation, or by boiling. The latter

method is the most used.

Dr. Rush describes the process;
which is

simple, and practised without any difficulty by

the farmers. From frequent trials of this sugar,

it does not appear to be in any respect inferior

to that of the West Indies. It is prepared at a

time of the year when neither insect, nor the

pollen of plants, exists to vitiate it, as is the

case with common sugar. From calculations

grounded on facts, it is ascertained that Ame-

rica is now capable of producing
a surplus

of one-eighth more than its own consumption ;

that is, on the whole, about 135,000,000 Ibs. ;

which, in the country, may be valued at fifteen

pounds weight for one dollar. The Indians

likewise extract sugar from the pith of the bam-

boo The beet has lately been much cultivated

in Germany for the purpose
of extracting sugar

from its root. For this the roots are taken up in

autumn, washed clean, wiped, sliced lengthwise,

strung on threads, and hung up to dry.

these the sugar is extracted by maceration in a

smaU quantiser water; drawing off ,h .unon

fresh roots, and adding fresh water to the

roots, which is again to be employed m the same

way, o as to get out all iheir sugar, and satur
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the water as much as possible with it. This wa-
ter is to be strained and boiled down for the

sugar. Some merely express the juice from the

fresh roots, and boil this down ; others boil the

roots ;
but the sugar extracted in either of these

ways is not equal in quality to the first.

Professor Lampadius obtained fromllOlbe.
of the roots four pounds of well-grained white

powder sugar ; and the residuums afforded seven

pints of a spirit resembling rum. Achard says
that about a ton of roots produced him 100 Ibs.

of raw sugar, "which gave fifty-five pounds of re-

fined sugar, and twenty-five pounds of treacle.

But the sugar which is so universally used is

afforded by the sugar-cane (arundo saccharifera)
which is raised in our colonies. When this

plant is ripe it is cut down, and crushed by pas-

sing it between iron cylinders placed perpendicu-

larly and moved by water or animal strength.
The juice which flows out by this strong pressure
is received in a shallow trough placed beneath

the cylinder. The juice is called in the French

sugar colonies vesou 1

;
and the cane, after having

undergone this pressure, is called begasse. The

juice is more or less saccharine, according to the

nature of the soil on which the cane has grown,
and the weather that has predominated during
its growth. It is aqueous, when the soil or the

weather has been humid ; and in contrary cir-

cumstances it is thick and glutinous.
The juice of the cane is conveyed into boilers,

where it is boiled with wood ashes and lime. It

is subjected to the same operation in three seve-

ral boilers, care being taken to remove the scum
as it rises. In this state it is called syrup ; and is

again boiled with lime and alum till it is sufficiently

concentrated, when it is poured into a vessel

called the cooler. In this vessel it is agitated
with wooden stirrers, which break the crust as it

forms on the surface. It is afterward poured into

casks, to accelerate its cooling ; and while it is

still warm, it is conveyed into barrels standing

upright over a cistern, and pierced through their

bottom with several holes stopped with cane.

The syrup which is not condensed filters

through these canes into the cistern beneath;
and leaves the sugar in the state called coarse

sugar, or muscovado. This sugar is yellow
and fat, and is purified in the islands in the

following manner: The syrup is boiled, and

poured into conical earthen vessels, having a
small perforation at the apex, which is kept
closed. Each cone, reversed on its apex, is

supported in another earthen vessel. The syrup
is stirred together, and then left to crystallise.
At the end of fifteen or sixteen hours, the hole

in the point of each cone, is opened, that the im-

pure syrup may run out. The base of these

sugar-loaves is then taken out, and white pulve-
rised sugar substituted in its stead, which being
well pressed down, the whole is covered with

clay, moistened with water. This water filters

through the mass, carrying the syrup with it

which was mixed with the sugar, but which by this

management flows into a pot substituted in the

place of the first. This second fluid is called fine

syrup. Care is taken to moisten and keep the clay
in a proper degree of softness as it becomes dry.
The sugar loaves are afterward taken out and

dried in a stove for eight or ten days ; after which

they are pulverised, packed, and exported to

Europe, where they are still farther purified.

SUGAT, a town of Asia Minor, in the pa-
chalic of Bursa, occupying the site of the ancient

Tottarium. The houses are built of wood and

mud, in general two stories high, with projecting
verandahs, and roofed with a red tile, which al-

most always admits the rain. It is remarkable
for the tomb of Ali Osman.
SUGER (abbe), a French priest and prime

minister of France, who flourished in the eleventh

century, and died in 1 152. His reputation was
so great that after his death it was thought suffi-

cient to inscribe on his tomb, Cy git 1'abbe" Sugar.
Here lies the abbe Sugar. Of consequence we
know no more of him. David Hume was in-

fluenced by a similar piece of vanity when he
ordered his name, and no more, to be inscribed

on his monument.

SUGGEST, v. a..
)

Fr. suggcrer; Lat. sug-
SUGGEST'ER, n. s. >gero, suggestum. To hint;
SUGGES'TION. ) intimate ; insinuate good

or ill ; inform secretly ; seduce (these last two are

obsolete) : the noun substantives corresponding.
It alldyeth all base and earthly cogitations, ba-

nisheth and driveth away those evil secret suggestions
which our invisible enemy is always apt to minister.

/ Hooker.

He was a man
Of an unbounded stomach, ever ranking
Himself with princes ;

one that by suggestion
Tied all the kingdom. Shakspeare. Henry VIII.

When devils will their blackest sins put on,

They do suggest at first with heavenly shows.

Shakspeare.

Arthur, they say, is killed to-night
On your suggestion. Id. King John.

Are you not ashamed ?

What spirit suggests this imagination 1 Shakspeare.
Some ideas make themselves way, and are sug-

gested to the mind by all the ways of sensation and
reflexion. Locke.

Native and untaught suggestions of inquisitive
children. Id.

These Romish casuists speak peace to the con-

sciences of men, by suggesting something to them
which shall satisfy their minds, notwithstanding a

known, actual, avowed continuance of their sins.

South.

Search for some thoughts thy own suggesting mind,
And others dictated by heavenly power
Shall rise spontaneous. Pope's Odyssey.

SUG'GILATE, v. a. Lat. suggillo. To beat

black and blue ; to make livid by a bruise.

The head of the os humeri was bruised, and re-

mained suggilated long after. Wiseman's Surgery.

SUGULMESSA, SIGILMESSA, or, according
to Jackson, SEGIN MESSA, a district of Africa to

the south-west of Morocco, beyond the Atlas. It

forms part of that immense plain which intervenes

between Barbary and the Great Sahara. Aridity
is the prevailing character of the soil, though it

still retains moisture sufficient for the production
of dates. At an early period Sugulmessa was a

city of importance, being the rendezvous of the

caravans from Morocco to Soudan ; but since

these have been in the habit of passing by Akka
and Jaffa, Sugulmessa has lost its importance :

the district is now included in the kingdom of

Tafilet.
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SUHLA, a town of Prussian Saxony, the chief

p.ace of the circle of the Henneberg, is situated

in the hilly track called the Forest of Thuringia.
It contains four churches, four

hospitals, and
two manufactures of a very different description,
viz. fire-arms and cotton goods, particularly

dimity. From the fifteenth to the seventeenth

century this was the principal place in Germany
for fire-arms. At present this manufacture, though
shared with a' number of other towns, is still suf-

ficient to consume the metals prepared at six

forges. The cotton manufactures were intro-

duced in the latter part of the eighteenth cen-

tury. Inhabitants 6000. Eight miles north by
west of Schleussingen.
SUHM (Peter Frederick), a celebrated Danish

historian, was born at Copenhagen October 18th,

1728, and descended from a family originally
from Germany, but long settled in Denmark.
He displayed in his youth an unconquerable

passion for reading; and in 1746 he was ad-

mitted into the university of Copenhagen, where
the ensuing year he received the title of hof-

junker, or gentleman of the court. He was after

appointed assessor of the court tribunal ; but

having accepted of this office merely to gra-

tify his father, an admiral in the Danish service,

he ere long resigned it. Though the government

successively made him gentleman of the royal

chamber, counsellor of conference, chamberlain,
and at last historiographer royal, he scarcely ever

interfered in public affairs ;
the only occasion on

which he is known to have done so having been

at the revolution, which proved fatal to Struensee,

when he joined the party of the queen-dowager,
and drew up the plan of a temperate monarchical

constitution, which, however, was not adopted.

Suhm, who was a member of almost all the lite-

rary academies in the north of Europe, died of

the gout on the 7th of September, 1798. His

principal writings are An Introduction to the

Critical History of Denmark, 176973, 5 vols.

4to; The Critical History of Denmark during
the Pagan Ages, 177481, 4 vols.; The Mo-
dern History of Denmark, of which seven vo-

lumes have been published, the first of which

appeared in 1782. His miscellaneous works

were collected and reprinted, with an account of

his life, at Copenhagen 178898, 15 vols.

SU'LCIDE, n. s. Lat. suicidium. Self-mur-

der; the crime of destroying one's self: a self-

murderer.

Child of despair, and suicide my name. Savage.

To be cut off by the sword of injured friendship is

the most dreadful of all deaths, next to suicide.

Clarissa.

If fate forbears us, fancy strikes the blow ;

We make misfortunes, suicides in woe. Young.

SUICIDE is one of those crimes which are not

common among savage nations. The first in-

stances of it recorded in the Jewish history are

those of'Saul and Ahithophel; for the death of

Samson is not a proper example. It never be-

came common among the Jews till their wars

with the Romans, when multitudes slaughtered

themselves that they might not fall alive into the

hands of their enemies. But at this period the

Jews were a most desperate and abandoned race

of merij had corrupted the religion of their fathers,
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and rejected that pure system wnicn their pro-mised Messiah came to Jerusalem to announceWe know not when it became remarkable
among the Greeks

; but it was forbidden by Py-
thagoras, by Socrates and Aristotle, and by the
Theban and Athenian laws. In the earliest ages
of the Roman republic it was seldom committed ;

though that republic owed its origin to the sui-
cide of Lucretia: but, when luxury and the Epi-
curean and Stoical philosophy had corrupted the

simplicity and virtue of the Roman character,
then they began to seek shelter in suicide from
their misfortunes or the effects of their vices.
The religious principles of the Brahmins of India
led them to admire suicide on particular occasions
as honorable. Accustomed to abstinence, mor-
tification, and the contempt of death, they con-
sidered it as a mark of weakness of mind to
submit to the infirmities of old age. The mo-
dern Gentoos, who still in most things conform
to the customs of their ancestors, when old and

infirm, are frequently brought to the banks of

rivers, particularly to those of the Ganges, that

they may die in its sacred streams, which they
believe can wash away the guilt of their sins.

But the maxims of the Brahmins, which have en-

couraged this practice, we are assured by Mr.

Holwell, are a corruption of the doctrines of

the Shasta, which positively forbid suicide. The

practice wh'ich religion or affection has established

among the Gentoos, for women at the death of

their husbands to burn themselves alive on the

funeral pile (See HINDOOS), we do not think

ought to be considered as suicide
; for, were we

to extend it thus far, it would be as proper to

apply it to those who choose rather to die in

battle than escape at the expense of their honor ;

and we should condemn as suicides the brave

Spartans, who died at Thermopylae in the defence

of their country: we should also be obliged to

apply the same disgraceful epithet to all those

well-meaning but weak-minded Christians in

this island, who in the seventeenth century chose

rather to die as martyrs than comply with com-

mands which they thought unlawful, though they

were not morally wrong.

According to the historians of Japan, voluntary

death is common in that empire. The devo-

tees of the idol Amida drown themselves in his

presence, attended by their relations and friends,

and several of the priests,
who all consider the

devoted person as a saint who is gone to ever-

lasting happiness. Such being the supposed

honors appropriated to a voluntary death, it is not

surprising that the Japanese anxiously cherish a

contempt of life. Accordingly suicide is held as

the most heroic of actions. A notion also pre-

vailed amng the ancient Scythian tribes, that it

was pusillanimous
for a man whose strength was

wasted with disease or infirmity, to continue

live It was reckoned an heroic action volun-

tarily to seek that death which he had the good

fortune to meet in battle. The tribes of Scan-

dinavia, who worshipped Odin the 'father

slaughter,' were taught that dying in the h

of battle was the most glorious
event that could

befal them. See MYTHOI.OC.Y, ODIN, ami \ AI

HALLA. This was a maxim suited to a warlil

nation. Natural death being thus deemed inglo-
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rious, and punished with exclusion from Val-

halla, the paradise of Odin, he who did not fall

in battle was led to suicide, when sickness or old

age began to assail him. In such a nation sui-

cide must have been very common. As suicide

prevailed much in the decline of the Roman
empire, when luxury, licentiousness, profligacy,
and false philosophy, pervaded the world, so it

continued to prevail even after Christianity was
established. But the principles from which it

proceeded were explained, so as to appear more

agreeable to the new system which they had es-

poused. It was committed, either to secure from

the danger of apostasy, to procure the honor of

martyrdom, or to preserve the crown of virginity.
Jn modern times we lament to find so many in-

stances of suicide among the most polished na-

tions who have the best opportunities of knowing
the atrocity of that unnatural crime. The English
have long been reproached by foreigners for the

frequent commission of it ; and the '

gloomy month
of November '

has been stigmatized as the season

\hen it is most common. But this imputation

may be justly attributed, not to the greater fre-

quency of the crime in England than in other

places, but to the custom of publishing in the

newspapers every instance of suicide which is

known. Mr. Moore was at great pains to obtain

accurate information concerning the perpetration
of this crime in different countries. Mercier,
who wrote in 1782, says that the annual number
of suicides in Paris was then about 150. But
the abbe Fontana asserts that more persons put
an end to their lives in Paris than in London.
He had this information from the lieutenant of

police. Air. Moore was informed by a magis-
trate of Geneva that in that city, which contains

about 25,000 inhabitants, the average number of

suicides is about eight. In twenty-eight years
there were thirty-two each year for London,
Southwark, and Westminster at the same period,
and in Edinburgh, containing above 80,000 in-

habitants, the average number of suicides did
not exceed four. Mr. Moore was informed by
the coroners of Kent that for the last eighteen

years the number had been upwards of thirty-two
each year. Kent then containing about 200,000 in-

habitants, and London 800,000. In the metrop-
olis, therefore, many instances of suicide occur
which are never known to the world

; whereas
in the country towns and villages it is scarcely
possible to conceal such an action. The calcu-

lation therefore respecting Kent we may receive
as true, while we must increase the average
number in London very considerably. Mercier

says that at Paris the lower ranks were most

commonly guilty of it; that it was committed
in garrets or hired lodgings ; and that it proceed-
ed from poverty and oppression. Many, he says,
wrote letters to the magistrates before their death.
Mr. Moore's correspondent from Geneva inform-
ed him that from 1777 to 1787 more than 100
suicides were committed in Geneva; that two-
thirds of these unfortunate persons were men

;

that few of the clerical order have been known
to commit it ; and that it is not so much the end
of an immoral, irreligious, dissipated life, as the

effect of melancholy and poverty. By the in-

formation obtained irom the coroners of Kent,

it appears that, of the thirty-two, three-fourth*

destroyed themselves by hanging; that the pro.

portion of males to females has been about two-

thirds of the former; that no one season of the

year is more distinguished for this crime than

another; and that suicide was upon the in-

crease. Our accounts respecting London are

very imperfect; but we think that suicide is

more common among the great and wealthy
than among the lower ranks, and that it is

usually the effect of gaming and dissipation.
As suicide was deemed a crime by the most il-

lustrious of the Greek and Roman philosophers, it

was considered as a crime by the laws, and treated

with ignominy. By the law of Thebes suicides

were to have no honors paid to their memory.
The Athenian law ordained the hand which com-
mitted the deed to be cut off, and burned apart
from the rest of the body. The body was not

buried with the usual solemnities, but was igno-

miniously thrown into some pit.
In Cea and

Massilia (the ancient Marseilles) it was consi-

dered as a crime against the state. Plutarch re-

lates, that an unaccountable passion for suicide

seized the Milesian virgins ;
from which they

could not be prevented by the tears and entreaties

of friends : b'ut a decree being issued,
' that the

body of every young woman who hanged herself

should be dragged naked through the streets, by
the same rope with which she had committed the

deed,' a complete stop was put to the extraordi-

nary frenzy. In the early part of the Roman
history the only instance recorded occurs in

the reign of Tarquin I. The soldiers who were

appointed to make common sewers, thinking
themselves disgraced by such offices, put them-

selves to death in great numbers. The king
ordered the bodies of all the self-murderers to be

exposed on crosses, and this put a stop to the

practice. There was no law against suicide dur-

ing the republic ;
but under the emperors it was

thought proper to lay it under certain regulations.

When the Christian church had extended its ju-
risdiction in the Roman empire it was decreed,
in the sixth century, that no commemoration
should be made in the eucharist for such as de-

stroyed themselves; neither should their bodies

be carried out to burial with psalms, nor have

the usual service said over them. This ecclesias-

tical law continued till the reformation, when it

was admitted into the statute code of England
by the authority of parliament. As an additional

punishment, however, confiscation of land and

goods seems to have been adopted from the

Danes. At present the punishment consists in

confiscating all the personal property of a felo

de se for the use of trie crown, and in excluding
his body from interment in consecrated ground.

Formerly the warrant of the coroner required
that the body should be buried in some public

highway, and a stake driven through it ; but

this has been recently abolished. Suicide

is a common evil, but it is difficult to find

an effectual remedy ;
for what motives can be

held out sufficient to influence that man's mind
who is dead to the voice of nature, and nature's

God ? His reputation and property are indeed

within the reach of the laws, his body may be

treated with ignominy, and his property con-
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fiscated; but this punishment will not be a pre- nacy as the want of sleep, or what physician,ventive even rf it could be always inflicted; and call an altered state of sleep It is
that it is seldom inflicted is well known. Hu- duced by a continued melancholy and_ ,1,^0= t. m *w ,,,K .. ,, '

is often

inanity disposes us to sympathise with the rela-

tions of the deceased, instead of demanding that

the sentence of the law should be executed .

over past misfortunes .

occasioned by excessive joy upon some sudden
circumstance of great prosperity. The writer of

In countries, such as some of those above- this article knew a melancholy instance of tl

mentioned, where suicide is recommended by
'-- * -a-. * 1

false views of honor or of religion, there can be
no preventive till a general change takes place
in such customs and habits of thinking. But in

the civilised countries of Europe, where no such

false opinions prevail, much might be done, with

proper care and attention, to prevent many of

the accidents of this kind that daily happen. We
call them accidents, and not crimes, because

last effect A gentleman possse(] of
-

a

fortune, by the death of a relation abroad fell heir
to a large estate. The fourth day after the news
had arrived the writer called and congratulated
him on his good fortune; when, amidst much
hospitality, and many promises of making all

his friends the better for
it, he mentioned that he

had got no sleep since he received the letter.

To this the writer replied that this was a dan-

among the class we speak of, the deed is often gerous state of health, and sleep must be pro-
involuntary, and therefore not criminal. For cured by soporifics as quickly as possible,

although there have doubtless been many who else the consequences might be fatal. Next time

very unfortunately have been led to commit this

crime from pride, habits of dissipation, and a

total want of religious principle, yet of the great
numbers whom we annually read of in the public

newspapers, we may charitably hope that the

majority are really in a state of insanity when

they commit this rash action. Persons of either

sex, who have met with great misfortunes, either

by loss of property, or still more readily by the

loss of near and dear relations, are apt, if allowed

to indulge their grief, to grow low-spirited and

melancholy, and gradually to fall into such a

weak state of the nerves as at last to affect the

brain. They either do not sleep, or their sleep

is not sound or refreshing. Young women, by

he called, which was only within a week, his unfor-

tunate friend was in confinement under keepers ;

and within two months, so rapidly did his son seize

the opportunity his father's misfortune afforded

him, the old gentleman was cognosced as ;i

lunatic, and the son legally put in possession of

the whole fortune;.thus fulfilling Ovid's remark,

Filius ante diem patrios inquintiff annos !

SUIDAS, a Greek writer, who, according; to

some, flourished in the eleventh century under

Alexius Comnenus ; according to others in the

tenth century. He wrote, in Greek, an Histo-

rical and Geographical Dictionary or Lexicon, a

work which, though not always strictly accurate,

disappointments in love, and married women by
is nevertheless of great importance, as it con-

^ r , i f i ! i r, _ tome manv tnintrc takpn frnm tnp nnnpnts nn-
the death of husbands or favorite children, often

fall into such a degree of hysteria as to be no-

thing short of absolute lunacy. And it is ac-

knowledged by physicians that the most amiable

of the sex, and those of the best dispositions,

are, from their excess of sensibility, most apt to

fall into that habit of body and mind in conse-

quence of the loss of near and dear relations. In

such cases such persons should never be left a

moment alone while under the influence of such a

malady : and, though medicine can do little to re-

cover patients in these cases, yet the most fatal

effects may be prevented by a constant attention

to them on the part of friends, and by their en-

deavours to console and solace them, by amuse-

ment, air, and exercise, and every species
of kind

The writer of this article knew an instance

tains many things taken from the ancients no-

where else to be found. The best edition of

Suidas is that of Kuister, in Greek and Latin,

with notes, in three volumes folio, which has

been much improved by Toup.

SUIL'LAGE, n. s. Fr. souillage. Drain of

filth. Obsolete.

When they have chosen the plot,
and laid out the

limits of the work, some Italians dig wells and cis-

terns, and other conveyances for the tuitlage of the

house.
" Mon "

SU'ING, n.s. From Fr. suer, to sweat, it is

perhaps peculiar
to Bacon. The act of soaking

through any thing.

Note the percolation
or suing of the verjuice

through the wood : for verjuice of itself would never

have passed through the wood.

SUIONES, an ancient people of Germany,
usage
of a lady in Edinburgh, who had lingered long

in a desperate state of hysteria,
who one night ^^^d C Tacitus, supposed to have inhu-

rose out of bed and ran to a window four stories
Sweden

high, which she opened, but was prevented
from

throwing herself over by her husband awaking

and catching her in his arms just when she had

nearly accomplished it. She thought she was in

a prison, and that was the easiest way out. She

was afterwards, by proper care, completely re-

stored to her senses; but it is highly probable

that, among the numerous suicides we daily hear

of, there are many similar instances where no

deliberate intention of self-murder is enter-

tained.

In the whole train of nervous, hysterical,
and

hypochondrrac affections, there is no symptom
so decisive of the approach of an incipient

lu- \>lio

SUIT, n. *.,v. a.,&.O
SUIT'ABLE, adj.

SUIT'ABLY, adv.

SUIT'ER, or

SUIT'OR, n. s.

SUIT'RESS.

tion at law; courtship

Fr. suite . A sot :

number of things

( correspondent
one

("to
the other ;

a set

I of clothes

J a petition

regular order

series ;

an ac-
1 out of

fit; adapt; be

neuter, to agree; accord: suital is,

according : the adverb

Sspondmg : suiter or suitor, he, su.tres*. she

fitting ;

substantive
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Many shall make suit unto Uee. Job xi. 19.

All that had any suits in law came unto them.

Susanna.

Through all those miseries, in both there
appeared

a kind of nobleness not suitable to that affliction.

Sidney.

High amongst all knights hast hung thy shield,

Thenceforth the suit of earthly conquest shone,

And wash thy hands from guilt of bloody field.

Spenser.

As humility is in suiters, a decent virtue, so the

testification thereof, by such effectual acknowledg-
ments, not only argueth a sound apprehension of

his supereminent glory and majesty before whom we

stand, but putteth also into his -hands a kind of

pledge or bond for security against our unthankful-

ness. Hooker.

What he did purpose, it was the pleasure of God
that Solomon his son should perform, in manner
suitable to their present and ancient state. Id.

He that hath the steerage of my course,

Direct my suit. Shakipeare. Borneo and Juliet.

Wear this for me ;
one out of suits with fortune,

That would give more, but that her hand lacks

means. Shakspeare.
Suit the action to the word, the word to the action,

with this special observance, that you o'erstep not

the modesty of nature. Id. Hamlet.

I would I could find in my heart that I had not

a hard heart ;
for truly I love none.

A dear happiness to women ! they would else

have been troubled with a pernicious suitor.

Shakspeare.
Be better suited ;

These weeds are memories of those misfortunes :

I pry'thee put them off to worser hours. Id.

I'll disrobe me
Of these Italian weeds, and suit myself
As does a Briton peasant.

Id. Cymbeline.
What a beard of the general's cut, and a horrid

suit of the camp, will do among foaming bottles, and
ale-washed wits, is wonderful. Id. Henry V.

She hath been a suitor to me for her brother,

Cut off by course of justice.
Id. Measure for Measure.

Wars are suits of appeal to the tribunal of God's

justice, where there are no superiors on earth to de-

termine the cause. Bacon'* TFar with Spain.
Not only bind thine own hands, but bind the

hand of suitors also from offering. Bacon.

By many suitors sought, she mocks their pains,
And still her vowed virginity maintains. Dryden.

This says, because it suits with his hypothesis, but

proves it not. Locke.

Whosoever speaks upon an occasion may take any
text suitable thereto

;
and ought to speak suitably to

that text. South.

He creates those sympathies and suitablenesses of
nature that are the foundation of all true friendship,
and by his providence brings persons so affected to-

gether. Id.

Give me not an office

That suits with me so ill
;
thou knowest my temper.

Addison.
'Twere pity

That could refuse a boon to such a suitress ;

Y' have got a noble friend to be your advocate.

Rowe.

My lord, I come an humble suitor to you. Id.

It will be as unreasonable to expect that God
should attend and grant those suits of ours, which we
do not at all consider ourselves. Duty of Man.

John Bull was flattered by the lawyers that his

tuit would not last above a year, and that before that.

time he would be in quiet possession of his business.

Arbuthnot.

As the blessings of God upon his honest indus-

try had been great, so he was not without inten-

tions of making suitable returns in acts of charity.

Atterbury.

He drew his seat, familiar, to her side,

Far from the suitor train, a brutal crowd.

Pope's Odyssey.

It is as great an absurdity to suppose holy prayers
and divine petitions without an holiness of life suita-

ble to them, as to suppose an holy and divine life

without prayers. Law.

SUIT is used in different senses; as, 1. Suit

custom, which is where one and his ancestors

have owed suit time out of mind. 2. It is used
for a petition to the king or any person of dig-

nity, where a lord distrains his tenant for suit

and none is due. In this case the party may
have an attachme 1 '

against him to appear in the

king's court.

SUIT, in law, is the same as action. The Romans
introduced pretty early set forms for actions and
suits into their law, after the example of the

Greeks; and made it a rule that each injury
should be redressed by its proper remedy only.
See ACTIO and ACTION. The forms of these

actions were originally preserved in the books of

the pontifical college as choice and inestimable

secrets, till one Cneius Flavius, the secretary of

Appius Claudius, stole a copy and published
them to the people. The concealment was ridi-

culous. Bracton, speaking of the original writs

upon which all our actions are founded, declares

them to be fixed and immutable, unless by au-

thority of parliament. And all the modern legis-
lators of Europe have found it expedient to fall

into the same or a similar method. In England
the several suits of justice are, from the subjects
of them, distinguished into three kinds; actions

personal, real, and mixed. 1. Personal actions

are such whereby a man claims a debt, or per-
sonal duty, or damages in lieu thereof; and like-

wise whereby a man claims a satisfaction in

damages for some injury done to his person or

property. The former are said to be founded

upon contracts, the latter upon torts or wrongs.
Of the former nature are all actions upon debts

or promises ;
of the latter are all actions of tres-

passes, nuisances, assaults, defamatory words,
and the like. 2. Real actions (or feudal actions),
which concern real property only, are such

whereby the plaintiff, here called the demand-

ant, claims title to have any lands or tenements,

rents, commons, or any other hereditaments, in

fee-simple, fee-tail, or for term of life. By these

actions formerly all disputes concerning real

estates were decided ; but they are now pretty

generally laid aside ; a much more expeditious
method of trying titles being introduced by ac-

tions personal and mixed. 3. Mixed actions are

suits partaking of the mixture of the other two,
wherein some real property is demanded, and
also personal damages for a wrong sustained.

As for instance an action of waste: which is

brought by him who hath the inheritance, in re-

mainder or reversion, against the tenant for life,

who hath committed waste therein, to recover

not only the land wasted, which would make it
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a real action, but also treble damages, in pur-
suance of the statute of Gloucester, which is a

personal recompense; and so both, being joined
together, denominate it a mixed action. See
LAW.

SUITE, n. s. Fr. suite. Retinue ; company.
Plexirtus's ill-led life, and worse-gotten honour,

SUL
Let them die that age and sulleiu have.

,r ,, Shakspeare.
1 o tit my snllennesi

He to another key his style doth dress. Donne
Wilmot continued still sullen and perverse and

every day grew more insolent. Clarendon.
* vernal ons when the air is calm and

should have tumbled together to destruction, had Pleasant - ll were an injury and sullennen against na-
ture not to go out and see her riches. Milttm.

Things are as sullen as we are, and will be what
they are, whatever we think of them. Titlotian.

Wift these comforts about me, and mllennea
enough to use no remedy, Zulichem came to see me.

Temple.A man in a jail is tulleu and out of humour at his
first coming in. L'

Estrange.A glimpse of moon-shine, streaked with red,A shuffled, sullen, and uncertain light,
That dances through the clouds, and shuts again.

JJryden
He in chains demanded more

Than he imposed in victory before :

He sullenly replied, he could not make
These offers now. Id. Indian Empero-.

Forced by my pride, I my concern suppressed ;

Pretended drowsiness, and wish of rest
;

And sullen I forsook the imperfect feast. Prior.

No cheerful breeze this sullen region knows
;

The dreaded east is all the wind that blows. Pope.

there not come in Tydeus and Telenor, with
fifty in

their suite to his defence. Sidney.

SUL'CATED, adj. Lat. sulcus. Furrowed.
All are much chopped and sulcated by having lain

exposed on the top of the clay to the weather, and
to the erosion of the vitriolick matter mixed amongst
the clay. Woodward.

SULI, a large valley of Greece, enclosed by
almost inaccessible mountains. The only en-

trance, a defile on the south, is defended by
three towers, nearly a mile distant from each

other, and situated on eminences where the road

is most difficult ; the other three sides are com-

posed of perpendicular precipices. This terri-

tory, about twenty-six miles long from north to

south, and eight in breadth, is inhabited by a

tribe of Greeks, who, until lately, maintained

themselves in the form of an independent repub-
lic. It contains eighteen villages, of which five

are situated in the southern and less difficult

part of the valley towards Louro, and thirteen

in the upper or more rugged and inaccessible

part. The principal places are Mega Souli, the

capital, Navarikes, and Kiapha. On the east, at

the foot of the mountain, is a fine plain of about

six square leagues. In it the Suliotes have

settled for the purpose of cultivating the land,

but in times of danger retire with their property
to the mountains. On the south Suli is bounded

by the Chimatra mountains. The population of

this tribe is about 10,000. Their wars, particu-

larly between 1786 and 1803, were remarkable

for the courage and pertinacity which they dis-

played. In vain in 1792 did AH Pacha attack

them with a powerful army. He was repulsed
as well in that year as subsequently ;

and it was

not until 1803 that he definitely succeeded. On
the loss of their independence, a part of the

Suliotes left their country, and took service in

Russia and France. Their country is at present

again subject to the Porte.

SULIA, a large river of New Granada, in

Pamplona. It rises in the vicinity of this pro-

vince, runs north, and, collecting the waters of

many other rivers, unites itself with the Cata-

cumbo, and again separating itself, after a little

space, it forms three mouths, whereby to enter

the lake Maracaibo. Its mouth is in lat. 8 35' N.

SUL'LEN, adj. -\ Saxon
raj. rx1 - The

SUL'LENLY, adv. /etymology is obscure;

SUL'LENNESS, n. s. 4 gloomily angry or discon-

SUL'LENS, n. s. J tented ;
intractable ;

dark ; heavy ;
dull : the adverb and noun sub-

stantive corresponding : the plural sullens is used

burlesquely for morose temper ; gloominess.

Speech being as rare as precious,
her silence with-

out tullenness, her modesty without affectation, and
i;tt

ie SpOts and sullieila his reputation.
^

her shamefacedness without ignorance. Sidney.

Why are thine eyes fixt to the sullen earth,

Gazing at that which seems to dim thy sight 1

Shaktpeare. Henry VI.

SULLIVAN, a county of New York, United

States, bounded north-west by Delaware, north-

east by Ulster, south by Orange, and south-west

by the Delaware, which separates it from Penn-

sylvania. It contains a pretty large proportion
of mountainous country, with fertile plains, how-

ever, intervening. Thompson is the chief town.

SULLIVAN COVE, a harbour about nine miles

from the mouth of Derwent River, in Van
Diemen's River, where a settlement was esta-

blished in 1804.

SULLIVAN ISLAND, an island of the United

States, at the mouth of Ashley and Cooper

Rivers, six miles below Charleston, South Caro-

lina; much resorted to by the people of Charles-

ton during the summer months.

SULLIVAN MOUNTAINS, mountains of the

United States, in New Hampshire, extending

from Cockburne to the White Mountains; they

are about 2000 feet high.

SUL'LY, v. a. & n. s. ) Fr. souiller, sulliu^e.

SUL'LIAGE, n. s.
(
To soil ; tarnish ; dirt :

a tarnish or spot; pollution;
filth. Neither of

the noun substantives are in use.

You laying these light sullies on my son,

As 'twere a thing a little soiled i' the working.

Shulai>fare.

Calumniate stoutly; for, though we wipe away

with never so much care the dirt thrown at u.-,,

there will be left some ivlliage behind.

Decay oj
I teiy.

The falling temples which the gods provoke,

And statues sullied yet with sacrilegious wool

He's dead, whose love had lullyed all your reign.

And made you empress of the world in vaiiu

A noble and triumphant
merit breaks through

MctfUor.

Lab'ring years shall weep their destined race.

Charged with ill omens, mUM w."-
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Ye walkers too, that youthful colours wear,

Three sullying trades avoid with equal care
;

The little chimney-sweeper skulks along,
And marks with sooty stains the heedless throng.

Gay.
Let there be no spots to sully the brightness of this

solemnity. Atterbury.

SULLY (Maximilian de Bethune, duke de),
born at Rosny, December 13th, 1560, was of an

ancient family, being the second son of Francis

de Bethune and Charlotte D'Auvet. He was
educated as a Protestant ; and his father, pos-

sessing but a moderate fortune, presented him
at the age of eleven to the queen of Navarre,
who educated him with her son, afterwards

Henry IV. Accompanying the latter to Paris,

he narrowly escaped becoming a victim in the

massacre of St. Bartholomew's day, and when
the young king escaped from the court the baron

du Rosny, as Sully was then called, retired with

him. In the wars which Henry carried on

before he obtained the crown, du Rosny greatly

distinguished himself, particularly at Mannande,
Lectoure, Coutras, where he commanded the

artillery, and at Ivry, where he took the standard

of the duke of Maine, and was dangerously
wounded. In 1591 he took Gisors ; and at

Dreux in 1593, at Laon in 1.594, at La Fere in

1596, at Amiens in 1597, and at Monlmelian in

1600, reaped new laurels. His abilities as a

diplomatist were no less remarkable. In 1586
lie concluded a treaty with the Swiss for a sup-

ply of 20,000 troops; and in 1597 was placed
at the head of the department of finance : about

the same time he nogociated the marriage of

Henry with Mary de Medici. After the death

of our queen Elizabeth, he displayed great pene-
tration and address inatreatyhe concluded with

James I., and was for some time ambassador at

the English court. In addition to his other

offices he was now appointed grand -surveyor of

France, grand master of the artillery, governor
of the Bastile, and superintendant of fortifica-

tions. The revenues of the government, which
had been reduced to a state of complete dilapi-
dation by civil anarchy or open warfare, were by
his care restored to order and affluence. He
was no less firm than wise in his conduct.
Whilst he was resisting applications for oppres-
sive edicts, to which the king, who was always
disposed to listen to the requests of his favorites

and mistresses, inclined, his mistress d'Entra-

gues, the marchioness de Verneuil, haughtily
said to him,

' To whom would you have the

king to grant favors, if not to his relations,

courtiers, and mistresses ?'
'

Madam,' he re-

plied,
*
you would be in the right if his majesty

took the money out of his own purse ; but is it

reasonable that he should take it from those of
the traders, the artisans, the laborers, and pea-
sants? These people, who maintain him and
all of us, find one master sufficient, and have no
need of so many courtiers, princes, and mis-
tresses.' His industry was unwearied. Rising
every morning at four o'clock, he dedicated a

regular time to business, and then gave audience
to all who solicited admission to him. Though
he persevered in the reformed religion, he does
rot appear to have been very conscientiously

attached to it, as it was principally owing to his

counsels that the king professed himself a Catho-
lic. The pope, however, having addressed to

him a letter, in which, after paying him many
compliments, he invited him to become a Catho-

lic, and concluded with declaring that he should

always pray for his conversion ; Sully, in his

reply, observed that, on his part, he would never
cease to pray God for the conversion of his holi-

ness. In 1606 the territory of Sully-sur-Loire was
erected into a duchy in his favor. After the

murder of Henry IV. he was obliged to retire

from court
; but after some years he was recalled,

and, on making his appearance in the royal

circle, the courtiers did not treat him with that

respect to which he thought himself entitled ; on
which he said to Louis XIII. '

Sire, when your
father did me the honor to consult me, we never

spoke on affairs till he had dismissed his flatter-

ers and buffoons to the ante-chamber.' In 1634
he received the staff of a marshal in exchange
for the office of grand master of the artillery ;

and died at Villebon, December 22d, 1641.
His Memoirs were partly published by himself,
under the title of Economies Royales, Amsler-

cam, 1634, 2 vols. folio, but printed in his own
house ; the third and fourth volumes were pub-
lished at Paris in 166'2.

SULMO, an ancient town of Italy, belonging
to the Peligni, about ninety miles from Rome,
founded by one of ./Eneas's followers. It is

famous for having been the birth place of the

poet Ovid ; and is now called Sulmona.

SULMONA, an ancient town of Naples, in

the Abruzzo Citra. It was the birth place of

Ovid: in 1709 it was greatly injured by an

earthquake. At present it contains 4000 inhabit-
"

ants, and is the see of a bishop. Twenty-one miles

south of Civita di Chieti, and seventy-two north

of Naples.
SULPHATES, in chemistry, are definite com-

pounds of sulphuric acid with the salifiable

bases. See SULPHURIC ACID, and the respective
bases.

SULPHITES is also a name for definite com-

pounds of sulphuric acid with the bases.

SUL'PHUR, ns.s.
)

Lat. sulphur. Brim-

SULPHU'REOUS, adj. S stone. See below. The
SUL'PHUROUS. j adjectives correspond.

My hour is almost come,
When I to sulphurous and tormenting flames

Must render up myself. Shakspeare. Hamlet.
Dart and javelin, sto.ies and sulphurous fire.

Milton.

In his womb was hid metallick ore,

The work of sulphur. Id.

Is not the strength and vigour of the action be-

tween light and sulpliureous bodies, observed above,
one reason why sulphureous bodies take fire more rea-

dily, and burn more vehemently, than other bodies

do ? Newton's Oficichs.

Sulphur is produced by incorporating an oily or bi-

tuminous matter with the fossil salt. Woodward.

No sulphureous glooms
Swelled in the sky, and sent the lightning forth.

Thomson.

SULPHUR is a well known substance, yellow,
hard, brittle, and when rubbed becomes electric.

Its specific gravity is from 1-990 to 2'35. Ac-
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cording to Bergman, it gently evaporates at 170,
melts at 185, and flames at 302 of Fahrenheit.
It burns with a blue flame, and a disagreeable

suffocating sme^ ; in close vessels it sublimes
without decomposition, or only a decomposition

proportionable to the quantity of air they con-

tain; when melted it becomes red, but recovers

its color on cooling. It is insoluble in water,

though by long trituration water will take up
some of it, but it is rather diffused than dissolved

in it
; neither can spirit of wioe unite to it,

except when both are in a vaporous state, and
then seventy-two parts of spirit of wiue take up
one of sulphur ; it is soluble in hot oils, and also

:n fixed alkalies, both in the dry and liquid way.
See CHEMISTRY, Index. Sulphur, formerly con-

sidered as a compound, is now reckoned a sim-

ple substance, and is even ranked among the ele-

ments. This conclusion is founded on the

following facts : 1. Sulphur does not burn unless

oxygen have access to it. 2. During combustion
it absorbs vital air from' the atmosphere. 3.

The sulphuric acid produced by the combustion
of sulphur is equal in weight to the sulphur em-

ployed and the quantity of air that has been con-

sumed.

Sulphur unites readily with most metallic

substances, excepting gold, platinum, and zinc.

The affinities of sulphur, according to Geoffrey,

Bergman, and Dr. Thompson, are fixed alkalies,

iron, copper, tin, lead, silver, bismuth, antimony,

mercury, arsenic, and molybdenum. The com-

pounds formed by sulphur with different metals

are different; but all of them possess a metal-

lic lustre, without any ductility : these combi-

nations of sulphur and of metals are very fre-

quently found in a natural state. Almost all the

metals dug from the earth are found combined

with sulphur, forming most of the ores and

metallic minerals. It is a curious 'phenomenon,
that nitre mixed with sulphur burns rapidly,

even in close vessels ; this is easily explained by
the new system. Nitre, when heat is applied to

it, yields a great quantity of oxygen gas'; and

sulphur has a strong attraction for oxygen. As

oxygen is thus supplied, which is the only prin-

ciple necessary to combustion, communication

with the atmospheric air is unnecessary. The

sulphur will burn till the whole oxygen which

the nitre furnishes be consumed. The products
obtained by this process are different according
to the proportions of nitre and suiphur employed.
If eight parts of sulphur and one of nitre be set

on fire in a close vessel, sulphuric acid is pro-
1

duced
; and this is the method by which oil of

vitriol or strong sulphuric acid was formerly

made in Great Britain. The vessels in which

the operation was performed were large glass

balloons, with very large necks, each containing

400 or 500 pints. But it was attended with

great expense, on account of the high price and

bitterness of the balloons. A few years ago a

cheaper method was attempted with success in

France. The sulphur is burned on a kind of

gridirons, in large apartments lined with lead.

As the acid condenses it is conveyed by gutters

into a reservoir, and afterwards concentrated.

The sulphuric acid thus obtained is always com-

bined with a little sulphur and sulphate
of pot-

ash, a small quantity of aluminous sulphate and
sulphate of lead

; but these substances are in so
small a proportion, that for common use it is not
necessary to separate them. If necessary, how-
ever, it may easily be done by distilling the acid
to dryness. Gunpowder, the terrible effects of
which are owing to its strong tendency to com-

bustion,^
is a mixture of sulphur, nitre, and char-

coal. See GUNPOWDER. But there is another
mixture., of which sulphur is an ingredient, still

more violent in ks effects: this is called fulmi-

nating powder, and is composed of three parts of

nitre, two parts of the carbonate of potash, and
one of powdered sulphur. These being closely
united together by trituration, in a hot marble

mortar, when exposed to a slight degree of heat,
will melt, and produce a violent detonation like

the
report

of a cannon. A dram of this mixture
is sufficient for the experiment. Sulphur is of

great use in chemistry, in medicine, and the arts.

Sulphur is useful in making some fusions, pre-

cipitations, and separations of metals and mi-
nerals : but is particularly useful, as being the sub-
stance from which the sulphuric acid is obtained.

Sulphur is employed in medicine both inter-

nally and externally. It is given either in flowers

or in lozenges, made up with sugar, or joined to

magnesia, crystals of tartar, manna, cassia, leni-

tive electuary, &c. Two or three drams gene-

rally prove laxative; and it is given in such

doses in cases of piles, of uterine and other

haemorrhagies ;
because it does not stimulate nor

heat during its operation, nor leave a disposition

to costiveness, as rhubarb, aloes, and other hot

residuous purges do. Sulphur was formerly

much recommended in coughs and diseases of

the breast, but of late its virtues as a pectoral

have been much doubted. When applied ex-

ternally, it is mixed with some unctuous sub-

stance, as hog's lard, batter, &c., and is ruhbed

on such parts of the body as are affected with

eruptions. Some physicians and chemists, con-

sidering that sulphur is insoluble in water, and

capable of resisting the action of most men-

struums, have affirmed tha* it can produce no

effectwhen taken internally, single and unaltered ;

but this assertion seems to be without founda-

tion ;
for it is certain that the sweat and per-

spiration of those who take sulphur internally

have a smell evidently sulphureous.
Besides

sulphur is much more soluble than is generally

believed. It is attacked by all oily and sapo-

naceous substances, and consequently by almost

all animal liquors.
We cannot easily form a

very distinct and clear, idea of the manner

whicn sulphur acts internally upon our bodi

but, from observations made upon its effects, it

appears to be dividing, stimulating, and s

what heating: it principally
acts upon the per-

spirable parts
of the body, the chief of "hi

are the skin and lungs; and from tins property

it is particularly
useful in some d.seuses of

parts Sulphur is also a powerful repellent,
as

appears from its curing several kinds of ilch

merely by external application,
in form i

"ntments
y
and pomatums

Several
jmn,r,il

ters which are .drunk or used as bath, for

Sales! owe their good qualities
to sulphur

contained in them.
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Sulpr.ur is found sometimes pure, and some-

times in combination with other substances.

Of native sulphur there are seven varieties; 1.

Transparent sulphur, in eight-sided crystals,
with two truncated pyramids. It is generally

deposited by water on the surface of calcareous

spar. Cadiz sulphur is of this kind. 2. Trans-

parent sulphur in irregular fragments. Such is

the sulphur of Switzerland. 3. Whitish pulve-
rulent sulphur deposited in siliceous geodes.
In the ci-devant tranche Compte there are

flints full of sulphur. 4. Pulverulent sulphur

deposited on the surface of mineral waters, such

as those of Aix-la-Chapelle. 5. Crystalline

sulphur that has been sublimed, found in the

neighbourhood of volcanoes. 6. Pulverulent

sulphur sublimed from volcanoes, found in

abundance at Solfatara in the vicinity of Naples.
See SOLFATARA. 7. Sulphur in stalactites,

formed by volcanic fires. Sulphur is also found
united with different substances, as with metals,
and in this state was formerly called pyrites.
See PYRITES. It is also extracted from vege-

tables, from dock-root, cochlearia, &c. M.
Deyeux obtained it from the white of eggs. It

has been also procured from horse dung. The

sulphur used in Great Britain is generally

brought in a pure state from volcanic countries,
where it abounds in an inexhaustible quantity.
Some of the metallic ores in this country abound
with it ; but, from the common mode of purify-

ing them, the sulphur is dissipated and lost.

Dr. Watson has shown, in a paper on lead ore

in the Philosophical Transactions, that no less

than 700 tons are annually dissipated in the

various lead mines of England. It is extracted

from pyrites in Saxony and Bohemia.

Sulphur is also used in several arts. By
means of it fine impressions of engraved stones

are taken. Matches are formed of it ; and its

utility as an ingredient in the preparation of

gunpowder and fireworks is well known. Lastly,
it is used for whiting wool, silk, and many other

matters exposed to its vapor during its combus-
tion

; the colors and redness of which could not
be destroyed by any other substance, but are

quickly effaced by this acid vapor.
Of native or prismatic sulphur, says Dr. Ure,

there are two species, flie common and volcanic;
the former is of two kinds, compact and earthy

sulphur.
1. Compact common sulphur. Color sulphur-

yellow, and yellow of other shades. Massive,

disseminated, and crystallised. Its primitive

figure is a pyramid of 107 19'; and 84 24';
basis 102 41'. The secondary figures are,
the primitive variously truncated or acuminated,
and delicate acicular crystals. Shining or glim-

mering. Cleavage prismatic and axifrangible.
Fracture uneven. Translucent. Refracts double.

Harder than talc. Brittle. When rubbed, it

exhales a faint sulphureous smell, and becomes
resino-electric. Specific gravity 1-9 to 2'1. It

occurs in considerable abundance in primitive

mountains, in a state of combination with

metals, forming the different genera of pyrites,

glance, and blende. In secondary mountains it

is more abundant in the pure uncombined state.

It is found in the island of Iceland, associated

with gypsum; or in crusts investing alluvia:

substances. Very superb specimens of crystal-
lised sulphur are found at Conil near Cape
Trafalgar. It occurs abundantly in Sicily, at

Urbino, in the Papal States, in Arragon in Spain,
and Lauenstein in Hanover.

2 Earthy common sulphur. Color pale straw-

yellow. Massive and disseminated. Dull
Fracture fine earthy. Opaque. Does not soil

Soft to friable. It occurs in drusy cavities in

flint, and along with the compact varieties in

gypsum, and other rocks.

Volcanic sulphur. Color pale sulphur-yellow.
Massive, imitative, and crystallised in pyramids.

v Glistening, inclining to adamantine. Fracture
uneven. Slightly translucent. It occurs abund-

antly at Solfaterra, in the neighbourhood of Ve-

suvius, and in Iceland.

Sulphur is a simple inflammable body, of

great importance in chemistry and the arts. To
the properties above-mentioned we shall here

add, that its fusing point is about 220 Fahren-

heit, before which temperature it begins to eva-

porate. At 560 it takes fire in the open air,

and burns with a pale blue flame. When kept
melted in an open vessel for some time, about
300 Fahrenheit, it becomes thick and viscid;

and, if it be then poured into a basin of water,
it appears of a red color, and ductile like wax.
In this state it is used for taking impressions of

seals or medals. Its specific gravity is said to

be increased from 1-99 to 2-325. This change
is not owing to oxidation, for it takes place in

close vessels. When a roll of sulphur is sud-

denly seized in a warm hand, it crackles, and
sometimes falls in pieces. This is owing to the

unequal action of heat, on a body which con-

ducts that power slowly, and which has little

cohesion. If a mass of sulphur be melted in a

crucible, and, after the surface begins to concrete,
if the liquid matter below be allowed to run

out, fine acicular crystals of sulphur will be

obtained.

Sulphur is insoluble in water ; but in small

quantity in alcohol and ether, and more largely
in oil. It combines with oxygen in four definite

proportions, constituting an interesting series of

acids. See SULPHURIC ACID. From these com-
binations it is inferred, that the prime equivalent
of sulphur is 2 ; and the density of its vapor is

1-111 that of oxygen gas.

Sulphur combines readily with chlorine.

This compound was first made by Dr. Thomson,
who passed chlorine gas through flowers of sul-

phur. It may be made more expeditiously by
heating sulphur in a retort containing chlorine.

The sulphur and chlorine unite, and form a fluid

substance, which is volatile below 200 Fahren-

heit, and distils into the cold part of the retort.

This substance, seen by reflected light, appears
of a red color, but is yellowish-green when seen

by transmitted light. It smokes when exposed
to air, and has an odor somewhat resembling
that of sea-weed, but much stronger ; it affects

the eyes like the smoke of peat. Its taste is

acid, hot, and bitter. Its specific gravity is 1-7.

It does not redden perfectly dry paper tinged
with litmus ; when it is agitated in contact with

water, the water becomes cloudy from the ap-
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pearpnce of sulphur, and strongly acid, and it is

found to contain oil of vitriol. According to

Sir H. Davy's experiments, ten grains of pure
sulphur absorb nearly thirty cubic inches of

chlorine, so that the compound contains about
2 sulphur to 4-5 chlorine, or a prime equivalent
of each. The compound formed in the manner
above described cannot be made to unite to

more chlorine; but it can dissolve a considera-

ble portion of sulphur by heat, and becomes of a

tawny-yellow color.

Iodide of sulphur is easily formed by mixing
the two ingredients in a glass tube, and exposing
them to such a heat as melts the sulphur. It is

grayish-black, and has a radiated structure like

that of sulphuret of antimony. When distilled

with water, iodine is disengaged.

Sulphur and hydrogen combine. Their union

may be effected by causing sulphur to sublime

in dry hydrogen in a retort. There is no change
of volume, but only a part of the hydrogen can

be united with the sulphur in this mode of oper-

ating. The usual way of preparing sulphuretted

hydrogen is to pour a dilute sulphuric or muri-

atic acid on the black sulphuret of iron or anti-

mony in a retort. For accurate experiments it

should be collected over mercury. It takes fire

when a lighted taper is brought in contact with

it, and burns with a pale blue flame, depositing

sulphur. Its smell is extremely fetid, resembling
that of rotten eggs. Its taste is sour. It reddens

vegetable blues. It is absorbable by water,
which takes up more than an equal volume of

the gas. Its specific gravity, according to M.M.

Gay Lussac and Thenard, is to that of air as

1-1912 to 1-0. From Sir H. Davy's experi-

ments, it would appear to be a little less, but he

is inclined to adopt the results of the French

cherrists, rather than his own, as their gas was

weighed in larger quantity and dried. Notwith-

standing this preference of other experiments to

his own, we must prefer a number nearer to Sir

H. Davy's than M. Gay Lussac's. Its true

specific gravity is 1-1805. 100 cubic inches

weigh 36-006 ; and it consists of 1 vol. vapor of

sulphur = 1-1111 + 1 vol. of hydrogen =
0-0694 1-1805 ; or a prime equivalent of

each 2-125. If platina wires be ignited in

it by the voltaic apparatus, it is rapidly decom-

posed. Sulphur is deposited, and an equal
volume of hydrogen remains. The same change
is effected more slowly by electric sparks.
M. Berthier recommends the following pro-

cess for procuring pure sulphuretted hydrogen
at an economical rate : Powdered common iron

pyrites is to be mixed with half its weight of dry

carbonate of soda, and heated red hot in a cruci-

ble
; a fused sulphuret of sodium and iron is

obtained, which may be poured out on a stone

to cool. It is then a homogeneous deep-yellow
colored mass, having a lamellar fracture. It

absorbs much water, forming with it a black

paste, which, when acted on by sulphuric or

muriatic acid, instantly yields abundance of

sulphuretted hydrogen ; leaving a black sulphu-

ret of iron, which, by the application
of acid

and heat, will yield a second portion of the gas.

Sulphuret of lime, made by decomposing the

sulphate at a high heat, with one-fifth of its

weight of charcoal, yields 46-8 per cent, of sul-

phuretted hydrogen, when acted on with dilute
muriatic acid. Ann. de Cliimie, xxiv. 271.
When a few drops of fuming nitric acid are

put into a flask filled with pure sulphuretted
hydrogen, the hydrogen is oxidized by the nilnc
acid, and the sulphur is disengaged in a solid
form. If the flask be closed with the finer, so
that the gas which becomes heated cannot es-

cape, its temperature is raised so much as to

produce combustion with a beautiful flame, and
a slight detonation which forces the finger from
the mouth of the flask. This experiment may
be made without the least danger, with a flask

containing four or five cubical inches of gas.
Berzelius.

Of all the gases, sulphuretted hydrogen is

perhaps the most deleterious to animal life. A
greenfinch, plunged into air, winch contains only

jsjjj of its volume, perishes instantly. A dog of

middle size is destroyed in air that contains
jj-,;

and a horse would fall a victim to an atmosphere

containing^
Dr. Chaussier proves that, to kill an animal, it

is sufficient to make the sulphuretted hydrogen

gas act on the surface of its body, when it is ab-

sorbed by the inhalants. He took a bladder

having a stop-cock at one end, and at the other

an opening, into which he introduced the body
of a rabbit leaving its head outside, and securing
the bladder air-tight round the neck by adhesive

plaster. He then sucked the air out of the

bladder, and replaced it by sulphuretted hydrogen

gas. A young animal in these circumstances

usually perishes in fifteen or twenty minutes.

Old rabbits resist the poison much longer.
\\ hen

potassium or sodium is heated, merely to fusion,

in contact with sulphuretted hydrogen, it be-

comes luminous, and burns with extrication of

hydrogen, while a metallic sulphuret remains,

combined with sulphuretted hydrogen, oj: a sul-

phuretted hydrosulphuret. Sulphuretted hydro-

gen combines with an equal volume of ammonia,

and unites to alkalies and oxides, so that it has all

the characters of an acid. These compounds are

called hydrosulphurets.
All the hydrosulphurets,

soluble in water, have

an acrid and bitter taste, and, when in the liquid

state, the odor of rotten eggs. All those which

are insoluble are, on the contrary, insipid,
and

without smell. There are only two colored hy-

drosulphurets,
that of iron, which is black, and

of antimony, which is chestnut-brown. All

the hydrosulphurets
are decomposed by the ac-

tion of fire. That of magnesia is transformed

into sulphuretted hydrosen and oxide of mag-

nesium ;
those of potash and soda into sulphu-

retted hydrogen, hydrogen,
and sulphui

alkalies ;
those of manganese, zinc, iron, tin, an

antimony, into water and metallic sulphurots.

When we put in contact with the air, at the

dinary temperature,
an aqueous solution o

hydrosulphuret,
there results, in the space i

some days, 1st. water, and a
sulphuretted

hydro-

sulphuret, which is yellow and soluble; 2

waler, and a colorless hydrosulph.te, winch, if IU

base be potassa, soda, or ammoma, ren.au,

solution in the water; but winch falls down in

acicular crystals,
if its base be barytes, slrontia,
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or lime. The acids in general combine with the

base of the hydrosulphurets, and disengage sul-

phuretted hydrogen with a lively effervescence,
without any deposition of sulphur, unless the acid

be in excess, and be capable, like the nitric and
nitrous acid, of yielding a portion of its oxygen
to the hydrogen of the sulphuretted hydrogen.
The hydrosulphurets of potash, soda, ammo-

nia, lime, and magnesia, are prepared directly,

by transmitting an excess of sulphuretted hydro-

gen gas through these bases, dissolved or diffused

in water. The composition of the hydrosulphu-
rets is such that the hydrogen of the sulphuretted

hydrogen is to the oxygen of the oxide in the

same ratio as in water. Hence, when we calcine

the hydrosulphurets of iron, tin, &c., we convert

them into water and sulphurets.

Hydrosulphuret of potash crystallises in four-

sided prisms, terminated by four-sided pyramids.
Its taste is acrid and bitter. Exposed to the air,

it attracts humidity, absorbs oxygen, passes to the

state of a sulphuretted hydrosulphuret, and

finally to that of a hydrosulphite. It is ex-

tremely soluble in water. Its solution in this

Lquid occasions a perceptible refrigeration. Sub-

jected to heat, it evolves much sulphuretted hy-

drogen, and the hydrosulphuret passes to the

state of a sub-hydrosulphuret.

Hydrosulphuret of soda crystallises with more

difficulty than the preceding.

Hydrosulphuret of ammonia is obtained by the

direct union of the two gaseous constituents in a

glass balloon, at a low temperature. As soon as

the gases mingle, transparent white or yellowish

crystals are formed. When a mere solution of

this hydrosulphuret is wished for medicine or

analysis, we pass a current of sulphuretted hy-

drogen through aqueous ammonia till saturation.

The pure hydrosulphuret is white, transparent,
and crystallised in needles or fine plates. It is

very volatile. Hence, at ordinary temperatures,
it gradually sublimes into the upper part of the

phials in which we preserve it. We may also

by the same means separate it from the yellow

sulphuretted hydrosulphuret, with which it is oc-

casionally mixed. When exposed to the air, it

absorbs oxygen, passes to the state of a sulphu-
retted hydrosulphuret, and becomes yellow.
When it contains an excess of ammonia, it dis-

solves speedily in water, with the production of a

very considerable cold.

Sub-hydrosulphuret of barytes is prepared by
dissolving, in five or six parts of boiling water,
the sulphuret of the earth obtained by igniting
the sulphate with charcoal. The solution, being
filtered while hot, will deposit, on cooling, a

multitude of crystals, which must be drained,
and speedily dried by pressure between the

folds of blotting paper. It crystallises in white

scaly plates. It is much' more soluble in hot

than in cold water. Its solution is colorless,

and capable of absorbing, at the ordinary tempe-
rature, a very large quantity of sulphuretted hy-

drogen.

Sub-hydrosulphuret of strontites crystallises

in the same manner as the preceding. The

crystals obtained in the same way must be dis-

solved in water ; and the solution being exposed
to a stream of sulphuretted hydrogen, and then

concentrated by evaporation in a retort, will

afford, on cooling, crystals of pure sub-hydrosul-
phuret. Hydrosulphurets of lime and magnesia
have been obtained only in aqueous solutions.

The metallic hydrosulphurets of any practical

importance are treated of under their respective
metals.

When we expose sulphur to the action of a
solution of a hydrosulphuret, saturated with

sulphuretted hydrogen, as much more sulphu-
retted hydrogen is evolved as the temperature is

more elevated. But when the solution of hydro-
sulphuret, instead of being saturated, has a
sufficient excess of alkali, it evolves no percep-
tible quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen, even at

a boiling heat ; although it dissolves as much
sulphur as in its state of saturation. It hence

follows, 1st. That sulphuretted hydrogen, sul-

phur, and the alkalies, have the property ot form-

ing very variable triple combinations ; 2d. That
all these combinations contain less sulphuretted

hydrogen than the hydrosulphurets; and, 3d.
That the quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen is

inversely as the sulphur they contain, and reci-

procally. These compounds have been called,
in general, sulphuretted hydrosulphurets; but
the name of hydrogenated sulphurets is more

particularly given to those combinations which
are saturated with sulphur at a high temperature,
because, by treating them with acids, we preci-

pitate a peculiar compound of sulphur and hy-
drogen, of which we shall now treat.

This compound of hydrogen and sulphur, the

proportions of the elements of which have not

yet been accurately ascertained, is also called

hydruret of sulphur. It is formed by putting
flowers of sul hur in contact with nascent sul-

phuretted hydrogen. With this view, we take

an aqueous solution of the hydrogenated sul-

phuret of potash, and pour it gradually into

liquid muriatic acid, which seizes the potash, and
forms a soluble salt, whilst the sulphur and sul-

phuretted hydrogen unite, fall down together,

collecting by degrees at the bottom of the vessel,

as a dense oil does in water. To preserve this

hydruret of sulphur, we must fill with it a phial

having a ground stopper, cork it, and keep it

inverted in a cool place. We may consider this

substance either as a combination of sulphur
and hydrogen, or of sulphur and sulphuretted

hydrogen ; but its properties, and the mode of

obtaining it, render the latter the more probable

opinion. The proportion of the constituents is

not known.
The most interesting of the hydrogenated sul-

phurets is that of ammonia. It was discovered

by the honorable Robert Boyle, and called his

fuming liquor. To prepare it, we take one part
of muriate of ammonia and of pulverised quick-
lime, and half a part of flowers of sulphur. After

mixing them intimately, we introduce the mix-
ture into an earthen or glass retort, taking care

that none of it remains in the neck. A dry
cooled receiver is connected to the retort by
means of a long adopter-tube. The heat must
be urged slowly almost to redness. A yellowish

liquor condenses in the receiver, which is to be

put into a phial with its own weight of flowers

of sulphur, and agitated with it seven or eight
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minutes. The greater part of the sulphur is dis-

solved, the color of the mixture deepens remark-

ably, and becomes thick, constituting the hydro-
genated sulphuret. The distilled liquor diffuses,
for a long time, dense vapor in a jar full of

oxygen or common air; but scarcely any in
azote or hydrogen ; and the dryness or humidity
of the gases makes no difference in the effects.

It is probably owing to the oxygen converting
the liquor into a hydrogenated sulphuret, or per-
haps to the state of sulphite, that the vapors
appear. Hydrogenated sulphurets are frequently
called hydroguretted sulphurets. Sulphur com-
bines with carbon, forming an interesting com-

pound, to which the name of sulphuret of carbon
is sometimes given.
SULPHUR ISLAND, an island of the North Pa-

cific Ocean, discovered by captain Gore, in

1779 ; about five miles long, in a N. N. E. and
S. S. W. direction. The south point is a high
barren hill, flat at top, and presents an evident
volcanic crater. Long. 141 12' E., lat. 24 28' N.
SULPHUR MOUNTAIN, in geology, a volcanic

mountain, frequently found in the islands of the

Western Atlantic, perpetually throwing forth

sulphurous or sulphuric exhalations from fissures

or a direct crater ; and which exhalations often

concrete and form beautiful crystals on the sur-

rounding parts of the mountain. The best

description we have met with of these sulphur
mountains is given by Dr. Nugent, and published
as follows in the Transactions of the Geological

Society, vol. i.

' On my voyage last year (October 1810) from

Antigua to England, the packet touched at Mont-

serrat, and my curiosity having been excited by
the accounts I received of a place in the island

called The Sulphur, and which, from the descrip-
tions of several persons, I conceived might be

the crater of an inconsiderable volcano, I deter-

mined to avail myself of the stay of the packet
to visit that place.

' The island of Montserrat, so called by the

Spaniards from a fancied resemblance to the ce-

lebrated mountain of Catalonia, is every where

extremely rugged and mountainous, and the

only roads, except in one direction, are narrow

bridle-paths winding through the recesses of the

mountains : there is hardly a possibility of using
wheeled carriages, and the produce of the estates

is brought to the place of shipment on the backs

of mules. Accompanied by a friend, I accord-

ingly set out on horseback from the town of Ply-

mouth, which is situated at the foot of the

mountains on the sea shore. We proceeded by
a circuitous and steep route about six miles, gra-

dually ascending the mountain, which consisted

entirely of a uniform porphyritic rock, broken

every where into fragments and large blocks,

and which- in many places was so denuded of

soil as to render it a matter of astonishment how

vegetation, and particularly that of the cane,

should thrive so well. The far greater part of the

whole island is made up of this porphyry,
which

by some systeraatics would be considered as re-

ferrible to the newest floetz trap formation, and

by others would be regarded only as a variety of

lava. It is a compact and highly indurated ar-

gillaceous rock of a gray color, replete
with large
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and perfect crystals of white felspar and black
hornblende. Rocks of this description germ-
rally pass in the West Indies by the vague deno-
mination q/ fire-stone, from the useful property
they possess of

resisting the operation of intense
heat. A considerable quantity of this stone is

accordingly exported from Montserrat to the
other islands which do not contain it, being es-
sential in forming the masonry around the copper
boilers in sugar works. We continued our ride

a^
considerable distance beyond the estate called

Galloway's (where we procured a guide), till we
came to the side of a very deep ravine which
extends in a winding direction the whole way
from one of the higher mountains to the sea. A
rugged horse-path was traced along the brink of
the ravine, which we followed, amidst the most
beautiful and romantic scenery. At the head of
this ravine is a small amphitheatre, formed by
lofty surrounding mountains, and here is situated
what is termed The Sulphur. Though the scene
was extremely grand, and well worthy of obser-

vation, yet I confess I could not help feeling a

good deal disappointed, as there was nothing
like a crater to be seen, or any thing else that

could lead me to suppose the place had any con-
nexion with a volcano. On the north, east, and
west sides were lofty mountains wooded to the

tops, composed apparently of the same kind of

porphyry we had noticed all along the way. On
the south the same kind of rock, of no great

height, quite bare of vegetation, and in a very

peculiar state of decomposition. And, on the

south-eastern side, our path and the outlet into

the ravine. The whole area thus included might
be 300 or 400 yards in length, and half that

distance in breadth. The surface of the ground,
not occupied by the ravine, was broken and

strewed with fragments and masses of the por-

phyritic rock, for the most part so exceedingly

decomposed as to be friable and to crumble on

the smallest pressure. For some time I thought

that this substance, which is perfectly white,

and in some instances exhibits an arrangement
like crystals, was a peculiar mineral; but after-

wards became convinced that it was merely the

porphyritic rock singularly altered, not by the

action of the air or weather, but, 'as I conjec-

ture, by a strong sulphureous or sulphuric acid

vapor which is generated here, and which is

probably driven more against one side by the

eddy wind up the ravine, the breeze from any

other quarter being shut out by the surrounding

hills.
' Amidst the loose stones and fragments of de-

composed rock are many fissures and crevices,

whence very strong sulphureous exhalations

arise, and which are diffused to a considerable

distance : these exhalations are so powerful
as to

impede respiration,
and near any of the fissures

are quite intolerable and suffocating. The but-

tons of my coat, and some silver and keys in my

pockets, were instantaneously discolored. An

intense degree of heat is at the same time

evolved, which,added to the apprehension
oft

ground crumbling and giving way, renders it

difficult and painful
to walk near any of

fissures. The water of a rivulet which f)<

down ths sides of the mountain, and pa^cs
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this place, is made to boil with violence, and be-

comes loaded with sulphureous impregnations.
Other branches of the same rivulet, which do not

pass immediately near these fissures, remain cool

and limpid; and thus you may with one hand

touch one rill which is at the boiling point, and

with the other hand touch another rill which is

of the usual temperature of water in that cli-

mate. The exhalations of sulphur do not at all

times proceed from the same fissures, but new
ones appear to be daily formed, others becoming,
as it were, extinct. On the margins of these

fissures, and indeed almost over the whole place,

are to be seen most beautiful crystallisations of

sulphur, in many spots quite as fine and perfect
as those from Vesuvius, or indeed as any other

specimens I have ever met with. The whole mass

of decomposed rock in the vicinity is, in like

manner, quite penetrated by sulphur. I did not

perceive at this place any trace of pyrites, or

any other metallic substance, except indeed two
or three small fragments of clay iron-stone at a

little distance, but did not discover even this

substance any where in situ. It is very probable
that the bed of the glen or ravine might throw

some light on the internal structure of the place ;

but it was too deep, and its banks infinitely too

precipitous, for me to venture down to it. I

understood that there was a similar exhalation

and deposition of sulphur on the side ot a moun-
tain not more than a mile distant in a straight

line; and a subterranean communication is sup-

posed to exist between the two places.
' Almost every island in the western Archi-

pelago, particularly those which have the highest

land, has in like manner its sulphur, or, as the

French better express it, its souffriere. This is

particularly the case with Nevis, St. Kitts, Gua-

daloupe, Dominica, Martinico, St. Lucia, and
St. Vincent's. Some islands have several such

places, analogous, I presume, to this of Mont-
serrat ; but in others, as Guadaloupe, St. Lucia,
and St. Vincent's, there are decided and well

characterised volcanos, which are occasionally
active, and throw out ashes, scoriae, and lava with

flame. The volcano of St. Vincent's is repre-
sented by Dr. Anderson, and others who have
visited it, as extremely large and magnificent,
and would bear a comparison with some of those
of Europe. These circumstances appear to have
been entirely overlooked by geologists in their

speculations concerning the origin and formation
of these islands. It has indeed occurred to most

persons, on surveying the regular chain of islands

extending from the southern Cape of Florida to

the mouths of the Orinoco, as exhibited on the

map, to conclude that it originally formed part
of the American continent, and that the en-

croachments of the sea have left only the higher

parts of the land, as insular points above its pre-
sent level. But this hypothesis, however simple
and apparently satisfactory in itself, will be
found to accord very partially with the geological
structure of the different islands. Many of them
are made entirely of vast accretions of marine

organized substances ; and others evidently owe
their origin to a volcanic agency, which is either

in some degree apparent at the present time, or

else may be readily traced by vestiges compara-

tively recent. There is every reason to believe,

however, that some of the islands are really of

contemporaneous formation with the adjacent

parts of the continent, from which they havf,-

been disjoined by the incursions of the sea, or

by convulsions of nature, and it is probably in

those islands which contain primitive rocks that

we are chiefly to look for a confirmation of this

supposition.'
SULPI1URET OF LIME having been recom-

mended by Mr. Hiegins as a substitute for potash
in the new method of bleaching, which, if it an-

swer, may certainly be afforded at less expense, we
shall here give the method of preparing the sul-

phuret. Take of sulphur, or brimstone in fine

powder, f.mr pouuds ; lime well slaked and sifted

twenty pounds ; water sixteen gallons : these

are all to be well mixed and boiled for about
half an hour in an iron vessel, stirring them

briskly from time to time. Soon after the agita-
tion of the boiling is over, the solution of the sul-

phuret of the lime clears, and may be drawn off

free from the insoluble matter, which is con<i-

derable, and which rests upon the bottom of the

boiler. The liquor in this state is pretty nearly
of the color of small beer, but not quite so trans-

parent. Sixteen gallons of fresh water are after-

wards to be poured upon the insoluble dregs in

the boiler, to separate the whole of the sulphuret
from them. When this clears (being previously
well agitated) it is also to be drawn off and
mixed with the first liquor ;

to these again thirty-
three gallons more of water may be added,
which will reduce the liquor to a proper standard
for steeping the cloth. Here we have (an allow-

ance being made for evaporation, and for the

quantity retained in the dregs) sixty gallons of

liquor from four pounds of brimstone. Although
sulphur by itself is not in any sensible degree
soluble in water, and lime but very sparingly so,

water dissolving but about ^th part of its

weight of lime
; yet the sulphuret of lime is

highly soluble. When the above proportion of

lime and sulphur is boiled with only twelve gal-
lons of water, the sulphuret partly crystallises

upon cooling ; and when once crystallised it is

not easy of solution.

SULPHURETS OF ALKALIES AND EARTHS.
Heretofore these were reckoned compounds of

the alkalies and earths themselves with sulphur,
that is, sulphureted oxides ; but M. Berthierhas

proved that they are all true metallic sulphurets.
He reduces the sulphates of alkalies into sulphu-
rets, not by mixing them directly with powdered
charcoal, but by placing them in the centre of a

crucible thickly lined with charcoal, covering,
them with the same substance, and, after having
luted on a cover, heating the whole in a furnace.

In this way the sulphates are reduced by cemen-
tation. All are reducible at a white heat, and
where the sulphuret is fusible very quickly. In

this way not only are pure sulphurets formed,
but the result may be collected without the

smallest loss, its weight ascertained, and the

weight of oxygen evolved accurately estimated.

If a sulphate of barytes, strontites, or lime,
be thus reduced to a sulphuret, and weighed, the

loss will be found to equal exactly the quantity
of oxygen contained in the base and the acid If
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the sulphuret be dissolved in dilute muriatic

acid, nothing will be liberated but pure sulphu-
reted hydrogen ; no sulphur will be set free, nor

any acid containing sulphur and oxygen formed ;

finally, if a portion of the sulphuret be heated
in a crucible of silver, with nitre equal to three

or four times its weight, the sulphate regenerated
will correspond with the quantity of sulphuret
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wise, in the ensuing distillanon, greatly weaken
the acid. As soon as the calcination is finished
the vitriol is to be put immediately, while it is

warm, into a coated earthen retort, which is to
be filled two-thirds with it, so that the ingredients
may have sufficient room upon being distended
by the heat, and thus the bursting of the retort be

prevented. It will be most advisable to have
employed, and will contain neither acid nor base the retort immediately enclosed in brickwork ...

in excess. These three experiments prove that a reverberatory furnace, and to stop up the neck
the sulphuret produced contains no oxygen. of it till the distillation begins, in order to prc-
SULPIIUIIIC ACID. Oil of vitriol. Vitriolic vent the materials from attracting fresh humidity

acid. When sulphur is heated to 180 or 190 from the air. At the beginning of the distillation

in an open vessel, it melts, and soon afterwards the retort must be opened and a moderate fire

emits a bluish flame, visible in the dark, but is to be applied to it, in order to expel from the

which, in open day-light has the appearance of vitriol all that part of the phlegm which does not
a white fume. This flame has a suffocating taste strongly of the acid, and which may be it -

smell, and has so little heat that it will not set ceived in an open vessel placed under the retort.

fire to flax, or even gunpowder, so that in this

way the sulphur may be entirely consumed out

of it. If the heat be still augmented, the sulphur
boils and suddenly bursts into a much more lu-

minous flame, the same suffocating vapor still

continuing to be emitted. The suffocating vapor
of sulphur is imbibed by water, with which it

forms the fluid formerly called volatile vitriolic,

now sulphurous acid. If this fluid be exposed
for a time to the air it loses the sulphurous smell

it had at first, and the acid becomes more fixed.

It is then the fluid which was formerly called

the spirit of vitriol. Much of the water may be

driven off by heat, and the dense acid which

remains is the sulphuric acid, commonly called

oil of vitriol ;
a name which was probably given

to it from the little noise it makes when poured

out, and the unctuous feel it has when rubbed

between the fingers, produced by its corroding
and destroying the skin, with which it forms a

soapy compound.
The stone or mineral called martial pyrites,

which consists for the most part of sulphur and

iron, is found to be converted into the salt vul-

garly called green vitriol, but more properly

But .s soon as there appear any acid dro;
receiver is to be added, into which has been pre-

viously poured a quantity of the acidulous fluid

which has come over, in the proportion of half a.

pound of it to twelve pounds of the calciriiMi

vitriol ; when the receiver is to be secured \\itU

a proper luting. The fire is now to be raise;!

by little and little to the most intense decree of

heat, and the receiver carefully covered \vith \\rt

cloths, and, in winter time, with snow cr ice. as

the acid rises in the form of a thick white vapor,
which toward the end of the operation becomes
hot and heats the receiver to a great degree. The
fire must be continued at this high pitch for

several days till no vapor issues from the retort,

nor any drops are seen trickling down its sides.

In the case of a great quantity of vitriol being

distilled, Bernhardt has observed it to continue

emitting vapors in this manner for the space of

ten days. When the "essels are quite cold the

receiver must be opened carefully, so that none

of the luting may fall into it; after which the

fluid contained in it is to be poured into a bottle

and the air carefully excluded. The fluid that is

thus obtained is the German' sulphuric acid, of

sulphate of iron, by exposure to air and mois- which Bernhardt got sixty-four pounds from 600

ture. In this natural process the pyrites breaks

and falls in pieces ;
and if the change takes place

rapidly a considerable increase of temperature

follows, which is sometimes sufficient to set the

mass on fire. By conducting this operation in

an accurate way it is found that oxygen is ab-

sorbed. The sulphate is obtained by solution

in water and subsequent evaporation ; by which

the crystals of the salt are separated from the

earthy impurities which were not suspended in

the water.

The sulphuric acid was formerly obtained in

this country by distillation from sulphate of iron,

cvvt. of vitriol ; and, on the other hand, when n

water had been previously poured into the re-

ceiver, fifty-two pounds only of a dry concrete;

acid. This acid was formerly called glacial oil

of vitriol, and its consistence is owing to a mix-

ture of sulphurous acid, which occasions it to

become solid at a moderate temperature.
It has been lately stated by Vogel that \\hnt

this fuming acid is put into a glass retort, and

distilled by a moderate heat into a ic;Tiver

cooled with ice, the fuming portion comes over

first, and may be obtained in a solid state hv

stopping the distillation in time. This has ITCH

as it still is in many parts abroad: 'the common supposed to constitute absolute sulphuric ;

green vitriol is made use of for this purpose, as or acid entirely void of water.

it is to be met with at a low price and the acid is -filaments, tough, difficult to cut and somewha

most easily to be extracted from it. With re- like asbestos. Exposed to the air it Fume

strongly and gradually evaporates.
It does not

act on the skin so rapidly
as concentrated oil of

vitriol. Up to 66 it continues solid, but at

temperatures above this it becomes a colorless

spect to the operation itself the following parti-

culars should be attended to: First the vitriol

must be calcined in an iron or earthen vessel till

it appears of a yellowish-red color : by this ope-
ration-it w

""

in order to

water which it has attracted into its crystals dur-

OT a. yeiiowisu-ieu cuiin . uy n;> WHC i 11,
ill lose half its weight. This is done vapor, which whitens on contact witi a,,.

, dep.ive it of the greater part of the ped into water in small quantities

waicr wmch it has attracted into its crystals dur- hissing noise as if it were red-hot iron in larger

ing the crystallisation, and which would other- quantities it produces a speci .f explosion
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is said to be convertible into ordinary sulphuric
acid by the addition of a fifth of water. It dis-

solves sulphur, and assumes a blue, green, or

brown color, according to the proportion of sul-

phur dissolved. The specific gravity of the black

fuming sulphuric acid, prepared in large quanti-
ties from copperas at Nordhausen, is 1'896. Its

constitution is not well ascertained.

The sulphuric acid made in Great Britain is

produced by the combustion of sulphur. There
are three conditions requisite in this operation.

Oxygen must be present to maintain the com-
bustion

; the vessel must be so close as to pre-
vent the escape of the volatile matter which rises,

and water must be present to imbibe it. For

these purposes a mixture of eight parts of sulphur
with one of nitre is placed in a

proper vessel, en-

closed within a chamber of considerable size,

lined on all sides with lead, and covered at bot-

tom with a shallow stratum of water. The mix-

ture being set on fire will burn fora considerable

time by virtue of the supply of oxygen which
nitre gives out when heated, and the water im-

bibing the sulphurous vapors becomes gradually
more and more acid after repeated combustions,
and the acid is afterward concentrated by distil-

lation. Such was the account usually given of this

operation till Clement and Desormes showed, in

a very interesting memoir, its total inadequacy
to account for the result. 100 parts of nitre, ju-

diciously managed, will produce, with the requi-
site quantity of sulphur, 2000 parts of concen-

trated sulphuric acid. Now these contain 1200

parts of oxygen, while the 100 parts of nitre con-

tain only thirty-nine and a half of oxygen ; being
not one-thirtieth part of what is afterwards found

in the resulting sulphuric acid. But after thecm-
bustion of the sulphur the nitre is converted into

sulphate and bisulphate of potassa, which min-

gled residuary salts contain nearly as much oxy-

gen as the nitre originally did. Hence the origin
of the 1200 parts of the oxygen in the sulphuric
acid is still to be sought for. The following in-

genious theory was first given by Clement and
Desormes: The burning sulphur, or sulphurous
acid, taking from the nitre a portion of its oxygen,
forms sulphuric acid, which unites with the po-
tassa, and displaces a little nitrous and nitric

acids in vapor. These vapors are decomposed
by the sulphurous acid into nitrous gas, or deu-
toxide of azote. This gas, naturally little denser

than air, and now expanded by the heat, sud-

denly rises to the roof of the chamber, and might
be expected to escape at the aperture there which
manufacturers were always obliged to leave open,
otherwise they found the acidification would not

proceed. But, the instant that nitrous gas comes
incontactwith atmospherical oxygen, nitrous acid

vapor is formed, which, being a very heavy aeri-

form body, immediately precipitates on the sul-

phurous flame and converts it into sulphuric
acid ; while itself resuming the state of nitrous

gas reascends for a new charge of oxygen, again
to redescend and transfer it to the flaming sul-

phur. Thus we see that a small volume of

nitrous vapor, by its alternate metamorphoses
into the states of oxide and acid, and its conse-

quent interchanges, maybe capable of acidifying
a great quantity of sulphur.

This beautiful theory received a modification

from Sir H. Davy. He found that nitrous gas had
no action on sulphurous gas, to convert it into sul-

phuric acid, unless waterbe present. With a small

proportion of water, four volumes of sulphurous
acid gas and three of nitrous gas are condensed'into
a crystalline solid, which is instantly decomposed
by abundance of water; oil of vitriol is formed,
and nitrous gas given ofT, which with contact of
air becomes nitrous acid gas, as above described.

The process continues, according to the same

principle of combination and decomposition, till

the water at the bottom of the chamber is become

strongly acid. It is first concentrated in large
leaden pans, and afterwards in slass retorts heated
in a sand bath. Platinum alembics, placed with-

in pots of cast-iron of a corresponding shape and

capacity, have been lately substituted in many ma-
nufactories for glass, and have been found to save
fuel and quicken the process of concentration.

The proper mode of burning the sulphur with
the nitre, so as to produce the greatest quantity
of oil of vitriol, is a problem concerning which
chemists hold a variety of opinions. Thenard
describes the following as the best : Near one
of the sides of the leaden chamber, and about a
foot above its bottom, an iron plate, furnished

with an upright border, is placed horizontally
over a furnace, whose chimney passes across,
under the bottom of the chamber, without having
any connexion with it. On this plate, which is

enclosed in a little chamber, the mixture of sul-

phur and nitre is laid. The whole being shut up,
and the bottom of the large chamber covered
with water, a gentle fire is kindled in the fur-

nace. The sulphur soon takes fire,' and gives
birth to the products described. When the com-
bustion is finished, which is seen through a little

pane adapted to the trap-door of the chamber,
this is opened, the sulphate of potassa is with-

drawn, and is replaced by a mixture of sulphur
and nitre. The air in the great chamber is mean-
while renewed by opening its lateral door and a
valve in its opposite side. Then, after closing
these openings, the furnace is lighted anew.

Successive mixtures are thus burned, till the acid

acquires a specific gravity of about 1-390, taking
care never to put at once on the plate more sul-

phur than the air of the chamber can acidify.
The acid is then withdrawn by stopcocks and con-

centrated.

The following details are extracted from a

paper on sulphuric acid, which Dr. Ure pub-
lished in the fourth volume of the Journal of

Science and the Arts :
' The best commercial

sulphuric acid that I have been able to meet

with,' says he,
' contains from one-half to three-

quarters of a part in the 100 of solid saline matter,

foreign to its nature. These fractional parts
consist of sulphate of potassa and lead, in the

proportion of four of the former to one of the

latter. I- is, I believe, difficult to manufacture

it directly, by the usual methods, of a purer

quality. The ordinary acid sold in the shops
contains often three or four per cent, of saline

matter. Even more is occasionally introduced,

by the employment of nitre, to remove the brown
color given to the acid by carbonaceous matter.

The amount of these adulterations, whether acci-
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dental or fraudulent, may be readily determined

by evaporating, in a small capsule of porcelain,
or rather platinum, a definite weight of the acid.

The platinum cup placed on the red cinders of a
common fire will give an exact result in five

minutes. If more than five grains of matter re-

main from 500 of acid we may pronounce it

sophisticated.
' Distillation is the mode by which pure oil of

vitriol is obtained. This process is described in

chemical treatises as both difficult and hazard-

ous; but since adopting the following plan I

have found it perfectly safe and convenient : I

take a plain glass retort, capable of holding from
two to four quarts of water, and put into it about
a pint measure of the sulphuric acid (and a few

fragments of glass), connecting the retort with a

large globular receiver, by means of a glass tube
four feet long, and from one to two inches in

diameter. The tube fits very loosely at both

ends. The retort is placed over a charcoal fire,

and the flame is made to play gently on its bot-

tom. When the acid begins to boil smartly,
sudden explosions of dense vapor rush forth from
time to time, which would infallibly break small

vessels. Here, however, these expansions are

safely permitted, by the large capacity of the

retort and receiver, as well as by the easy com-
munication with the air at both ends of the

adopter tube. Should the retort, indeed, be ex-

posed to a great intensity of flame, the vapor will

no doubt be generated with incoercible rapidity
and break the apparatus. But this accident can

proceed only from gross imprudence. It resem-

bles, in suddenness, the explosion of gunpowder,
and illustrates admirably Dr. Black's observa-

tion that, but for the great latent heat of steam,
a mass of water, powerfully heated, would ex-

plode on reaching the boiling temperature. I

have ascertained that the specific caloric of the

vapor of sulphuric acid is very small, and hence

the danger to which rash operators may be ex-

posed during its distillation. Hence, also, it is

unnecessary to surround the receiver with cold

water, as when alcohol and most other liquids
are distilled. Indeed the application of cold to

the bottom of the receiver generally causes it, in

the present operation, to crack. By the above

method I have made the concentrated oil of vitriol

flow over in a continuous slender stream, with-

out the glebe becoming sensibly hot.
' I have frequently boiled the distilled acid

till only one-half remained in the retort ; yet at

the temperature of 60 Fahrenheit I have never

found the specific gravity of acid so concentrated,

to exceed 1-8455. It is, I believe, more exactly
1-8452. The number 1-850, which it has been

the fashion to assign for the density of pure oil

of vitriol, is undoubtedly very erroneous and

ought to be corrected. Genuine commercial acid

should never surpass 1-8485; when it is denser

we may infer sophistication, or negligence, in

the manufacture.'

The sulphuric acid strongly attracts water,

which it takes from the atmosphere very rapidly,

and in larger quantities, if suffered to remain in

an open vessel, imbibing one-third of its weight
in twenty-four hours, and more than six times

its weight in a twelvemonth. If four parts by

weight be mixed with one of water at .."u' tnev

produce an instantaneous heat of 300 Fahren-
heit ; and four parts raise one of ice to 212 : on
the contrary, four parts of ice mixed with one of
acid sink the thermometer to 4 below 0. When
pure it is colorless and emits no fumes. It re-

quires a great degree of cold to freeze it
; and if

diluted with half a part or more of water, unless
the dilution be carried very far, it becomes more
and more difficult to congeal; yet at the specific

gravity of 1-78, or a few hundredths above or b
low this, it may be frozen by surrounding it with

melting snow. Its congelation forms regular

prismatic crystals with six sides. Its boiling

point, according to Bergman, is 540, according
to Dalton 590.

Pure sulphuric acid is without smell and color,
and of an oily consistence. Its action on litmus

is so strong that a single drop of acid will give
to an immense quantity of water the power of

reddening. It is a most violent caustic, and has

sometimes been administered with the most cri-

minal purposes. The person who unfortunately
Swallows it speedily dies in dreadful agonies
and convulsions. Chalk, or common carbonate

of magnesia, is the best antidote for this as well

as for the strong nitric and muriatic acids. Wheii

transmitted through an ignited porcelain tube, of

one-fifth of an inch diameter, it is resolved into

two parts of sulphurous acid gas, and one of oxy-

gen gas, with water. Voltaic electricity causes

an evolution of sulphur at the negative pole;
whilst a sulphate of the metallic wire is formed

at the positive. Sulphuric acid has no action on

oxygen gas or air. It merely abstracts their

aqueous vapor.
If the oxygenised muriatic acid of Thenard be

put in contact with the sulphate of silver there is

immediately formed insoluble chloride, cf silver

and oxygenised sulphuric acid. To obtain sul-

phuric acid in the highest degree of oxygenation,
it is merely necessary to pour barytes water into

the above oxygenised acid, so as to precipitate

only a part of it, leaving the rest in union with

the whole of the oxygen. Oxygenised sulphuric

acid partially reduces the oxide of silver, occa-

sioning a strong effervescence.

All the simple combustibles decompose sul-

phuric acid with the assistance of heat. About

400 Fahrenheit sulphur converts sulphuric into

sulphurous acid. Several metals at an elevated

temperature decompose this acid, with evolution

of sulphurous acid gas, oxidisement of the metal,

and combination of the oxide with the undecom-

posed portion of the acid.

The sulphuric acid is of very extensive use in

the art of chemistry, as well as in metallurgy,

bleaching, and some of the processes
for dyeing;

in medicine it is given as a tonic and stimulant,

and is sometimes used externally as a caustic.

The combinations of this acid with the various

bases are called sulphates,
and most of them

have long been known by various names.

With barytes it is found native and nearly

pure in various forms; in coarse powder,

rounded masses, stalactites, and regular crystal-

lisations, which are in some lamellar m oiiiers

needly, in others prismatic
or pyramidal.

salt, if at all deleterious, is less so than the rar-
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bonate of barytes, and is more economical for

preparing the muriate for medicinal purposes.
It requires 43,000 parts of water to dissolve it

ai 60.

Sulphate of strontian has a considerable re-

semblance to that of barytes in its properties. It

is found native in considerable quantities at Aust
1'assa.e and other places in the neighbourhood
of Bristol. It requires 3840 parts of boiling
water to dissolve it. Its composition is 5 acid +
6'5 base.

The sulphate of potassa, vitriolated kali, for-

merly vitriolated tartar, sal de duobus, and ar-

canum duplicatum, crystallises in hexahedral

prisms, terminated by hexagonal pyramids, but

susceptible of variations. Its crystallisation by
quick cooling is confused. Its taste is bitter,

acrid, and a little saline. It is soluble in five

parts of boiling water, and sixteen parts at 60.
In the fire it decrepitates, and is fusible by a

strong heat. It is decomposable by charcoal at

A high temperature. It may be prepared by di-

rect mixture of its component parts ;
but the

usual and cheapest mode is to neutralise the

acidulous sulphate left after distilling nitric acid,

the sal enixen' of the old chemists, by the addition

of carbonate of potassa. The sal polychrest of

old dispensatories, made by deflagrating sulphur
and nitre in a crucible, was a compound of the

sulphate and sulphite of potassa. The acidulous

sulphate is sometimes employed as a flux, and
likewise in the manufacture of alum. In medi-

cine, the neutral salt is sometimes used as a de-

obstruent, and in large doses as a mild cathartic;
dissolved in a considerable portion of water,
and taken daily in such quantity as to be gently

aperient, it has been found serviceable in cu-

taneous affections, and is sold in London for this

purpose as a nostrum ;
and certainly it deserves

to be distinguished from the generality of quack-
medicines, very few indeed of which can be taken

without imminent hazard. It consists of 5 acid

+ 6 base
;
but there is a compound of the same

constituents, in the proportion of 10 acid + 6

potassa, called the bisulphate.
The sulphate of soda is the vitriolated natron

of the college, the well known Glauber's salt, or
sal mirabile. It is commonly prepared from the

residuum left after distilling muriatic acid, the

superfluous acid of which may be saturated by
the addition of sod.?, or precipitated by lime;
and is likewise obtained in the manufacture of
the muriate of ammonia. Scherer mentions
another mode by Funcke, which is, making eight

parts of calcined sulphate of lime, five of clay,
and five of common salt, into a paste with water;

burning this in a kiln ; and then powdering,
lixiviating, and crystallising. It exists in large

quantities under the surface of the earth in some
countries, as Persia, Bohemia, and Switzerland;
is found mixed with other substances in mineral

springs and sea water; and sometimes effloresces

on walls. Sulphate of soda is bitter and saline

to the taste. It is soluble in 2'85 parts of cold

water, and 0*8 at a boiling heat. It crystallises
in hexagonal prisms bevelled at the extremities,
sometimes grooved longitudinally, and of very
large size, when the quantity is yreat. These
effloresce completely into a white powder if ex-

posed to a dry air, or even if kept wrapped up in

paper in a dry place; yet they retain sufficient

water of crystallisation to undergo the aqueous
fusion on exposure to heat

; but, by urging the

fire, melt. Barytes and strontian take their acid

from it entirely, and potassa partially ; the nitric

and muriatic acids, though they have a weaker

affinity for its base, combine with a part of it

when digested on it. Heated with charcoal its

acid is decomposed. As a purgative its use is

very general ; and it has been employed to fur-

nish soda. Pajot des Charmes has made some

experiments on it in fabricating glass ; with sand

alone it would not succeed, but equal parts of

carbonate of lime, sand, and dried sulphate of

soda, produced a clear, solid, pale, yellow glass.
It is composed of 5 acid -(- 4 base + 11-25

water in crystals ; when dry, the former two

primes are its constituents. Sulphate of soda
and sulphate of ammonia form together a triple
salt.

Sulphate of lime, selenite, gypsum, plaster of

Paris, or sometimes alabaster, forms extensive

strata in various mountains. The specular gyp-
sum, or glacies Mariae, is a species of this salt,

and affirmed by some French travellers to be

employed in Russia, where it abounds, as a sub-

stitute for glass in windows. Its specific gravity
is from 1-872 to 2-311. It requires 500 parts of

cold water, and 450 of hot, to dissolve it. When
calcined, it decrepitates, becomes very friable

and white, and heats a little with water, with

which it forms a solid mass. In this process it

loses its water of crystallisation. In this state it

is found native in Tyrol, crystallised in rectangu-
lar parallelepipeds, or octahedral or hexahedral

prisms, and is called anhydrous sulphate of lime.

Both the natural and artificial anhydrous sul-

phate consists of 56-3 lime, and 43-6 acid, ac-

cording to Chenevix. The calcined sulphate is

much employed for making casts of anatomical

and ornamental figures ; as one of the bases of

stucco; as a fine cement for making close and

strong joints between stone, and joining rims or

tops of metal to glass ;
for making moulds for

the Staffordshire potteries; for cornices, mould-

ings, and other ornaments in building. For these

purposes, and for being wrought into columns,

chimney-pieces, and various ornaments, about
800 tons are raised annually in Derbyshire, where
it is called alabaster. In America it is laid on

grass land as a manure. Ordinary crystallised

gypsum consists of 5 sulphuric acid -+ 3-5 lime

-(- 2-25 water; the anhydrous variety wants of

course the last ingredient.

Sulphate of magnesia, the vitriolated magnesia
of the late, and sal catharticus amarus of former

London Pharmacopoeias, is commonly known by
the name of Epsom salt, as it was furnished in

considerable quantity by the mineral water at

that place, mixed, however, with a considerable

portion of sulphate of soda. It is afforded, how-

ever, in greater abundance, and more pure, from

the bittern left after the extraction of salt from
sea water. It has likewise been found efflorescing
on brick walls, both old and recently erected,
and in small quantity in the ashes of coals. The

capillary salt of Idria, found in silvery crystals
mixed with the aluminous schist in the mines of
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that place, and hitherto considered as a feathery

alum, has been ascertained by Klaproth to con-

sist of sulphate of magnesia, mixed with a small

portion of sulphate of iron. When pure, it crys-
tallises in small quadrangular prisms, terminated

by quadrangular pyramids or dihedral summits.
Its taste is cool and bitter. It is very soluble,

requiring only an equal weight of cold water,
and three-fourths its weight of hot. It efflo-

resces in the air, though but slowly. If it attract

moisture, it contains muriate of magnesia or of

lime. Exposed to heat, it dissolves in its own
water of crystallisation, and dries, but is not de-

composed nor fused, but with extreme difficulty.
It consists, according to Bergman, of 33 acid,
19 magnesia, 48 water. A very pure sulphate is

said to be prepared in the neighbourhood of

Genoa, by roasting a pyrites found there ;
ex-

posing it to the air in a covered place for six

months ; watering it occasionally, and then lixivi-

ating. Sulphate of magnesia is one of our most

valuable purgatives; for which purpose only it is

used, and for furnishing the carbonate of mag-
nesia. It is composed of 5 acid + 2 - 5 mag-
nesia + 7-875 water, in the state of crystals.

Sulphate of ammonia crystallises in slender,

flattened, hexahedral prisms, terminated by hex-

agonal pyramids; it attracts a little moisture

from very damp air, particularly if the acid be in

excess ; it dissolves in two parts of cold, and one

of boiling, water. It is not used, though Glau-

ber, who called it his secret ammoniacal salt,

vaunted its excellence in assaying. It consists

of 5 acid + 2-125 ammonia -+ 1-125 water in

its most desiccated state; and in its crystalline

state of 5 acid + 2-125 ammonia + 3-375 water.

If sulphate of ammonia and sulphate of magnesia
be added together in solution, they combine into

a triple salt of an octahedral figure, but varying

much; less soluble than either of its component
parts; unalterable in the air; undergoing on the

tire the watery fcsion
;

after which it is decom-

posed, part of the ammonia flying off, and the

remainder subliming with an excess of acid. It

contains, according to Fourcroy, 68 sulphate of

magnesia, and 32 sulphate of ammonia.

Sulphate of glucina crystallises with difficulty,

its solution readily acquiring and retaining a

syrupy consistence ; its taste is sweet, and

slightly astringent; it is not alterable in the air;

a strong heat expels its acid, and leaves the earth

pure ; heated with charcoal, it forms a sulphuret;
infusion of galls forms a yellowish-white precipi-
tate with its solution.

yttria is readily dissolved by sulphuric acid ;

and, as the solution goes on, the sulphate crys-

tallises in small brilliant grains, which have a

sweetish taste, but less so than sulphate of glu-

cina, and are of a light amethyst-red color.

They require thirty parts of cold water to dis-

solve them, and give up their acid when ex-

posed to a high temperature. They are decom-

posed by oxalic acid, prussiate of potassa, infusion

of galls, and phosphate of soda.

Sulphate of alumina in its pure state is but re-

cently known, and it was first attentively examined

by Vaunuelin. It may be made by dissolving

pure alumina in pure sulphuric acid, heating

them for some time, evaporating the solution to

dryness, drying the residuum with a pretty
strong heat, redissolving it, and crystallising.
Its crystals are soft, foliaceous, shining, and

pearly ; hut these are not easily obtained without
cautious

evaporation and refrigeration. They
have an astringent taste; are little alterable in

the air; are pietty soluble, particularly in hot
water ; give out their acid on exposure to a high
temperature ; are decomposable by combustible

substances, though not readily; and do not form
a pyrophorus like alum. If the evaporation and
desiccation directed above be omitted, the alu-

mina will remain supersaturated with acid, as

may be known by its taste, and by its reddening
vegetable blue. This is still more difficult to

crystallise than the neutral salt, and frequently
thickens into a gelatinous mass. A compound ot

acidulous sulphate of alumina, with potassa or am-

monia, has long been known by the name of alum.

Sulphate of zircon maybe prepared by adding

sulphuric acid to the earth recently precipitated,
and not yet dry. It is sometimes in small needles,
but commonly pulverulent; very friable ; insi-

pid ;
insoluble in water, unless it contain some

acid
;

arid easily decomposed by heat. Sul-

phuric acid is a powerful antiseptic and tonic :

it is given, properly diluted, in the dose of from

one to three drops with cinchona and other me-
dicines in the cure of fevers and debilities, and
it is often applied externally, when very mucli

diluted, against psora and some chronic affections

of the skin.

SULPHURIC JEuiEK, and SULPHURIC SALTS.

See CHEMISTRY, Index.

SULPHUROPRUSSIC ACID. The sul-

phureted chyazic acid of Porrett. Dissolve in

water one part of sulphuret of potassa, and boil

it for a considerable time with three or four parts

of powdered Prussian blue added at intervals.

Sulphuret of iron is formed, and a colorless li-

quid containing the new acid combined with

potassa, mixed with hyposulphate and sulphate

of potassa. Render this liquid sensibly sour, liy

the addition of sulphuric acid. Continue tho

boiling for a little, and, when it cools, add a little

peroxide of manganese in fine powder, which

will give the liquid a fine crimson color. To

the filtered liquid add a solution containing per-

sulphate of copper, and protosulphate of iron, in

the proportion of two of the former salt to three

of the latter, until the crimson color disappears.

Sulphuroprussiate of copper falls. Boil this

wftli a solution of potassa,
which will separate

the copper. Distil the liquid mixed with sul-

phuric acid in a glass retort, and the peculiar

acid will come over. By saturation with carbo-

nate of harytes, and then throwing down this by

the equivalent quantity of sulphuric acid, the

sulphuroprussic
acid is obtained pure. It is a

transparent and colorless liquid, possessing
a

strong odor, somewhat resembling act-tsc acid.

Its specific gravity is only 1-022. It dissolves a

little sulphur at a boiling heat. It then blackens

nitrate of silver ;
but the pure acid throws down

the silver white. By repeated distillations sul-

phur is separated and the acid is decomposed.

SULPHUROUS. See SULPHUREOUS. Sulphur-

ous is preferred
to sulphureous by many mo-

dern chcirists.
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SuLPiiunous ACID. Sulphur burned at a low

temperature absorbs less oxygen than it does

when exposed to greater heat, and is consequent-

ly acidified in a slighter degree, so as to form

sulphurous acid. This in the ordinary state of

the atmosphere is a gas; but on reducing its

temperature very low by artificial cold, and ex-

posing it to strong compression, it becomes a

liquid. To obtain it in the liquid state, how-

ever, for practical purposes, it is received into

water, by which it is absorbed.

As the acid obtained by burning sulphur in

this way is commonly mixed with more or less

sulphuric acid, when sulphurous acid is wanted,
it is commonly made by abstracting part of the

oxygen from sulphuric acid by means of some
combustible substance. Mercury or tin is

usually preferred. For the purposes of manu-
factures however, chopped straw or saw dust

may be employed. If one part of mercury and

two of concentrated sulphuric acid be put into

a glass retort with a long neck, and heat applied
till an effervescence is produced, the sulphurous
acid will arise in the form of gas, and may be

collected over quicksilver, or received into water

which at the temperature of 61 will absorb

thirty-three times its bulk, or nearly an eleventh

of its weight. Water thus saturated is intensely
acid to the taste, and has the smell of sulphur

burning slowly. It destroys most vegetable co-

lors, but the blues are reddened by it previous to

their being discharged. A pleasing instance of

its effect on colors may be exhibited by holding
a red rose over the blue flame of a common
match, by which the color will be discharged
wherever the sulphurous acid comes into con-

tact with it, so as to render it beautifully varie-

gated, or entirely white. If it be then dipped
into water, the redness after a time will be re-

stored.

Sulphurous acid is used in bleaching, parti-

cularly for silks. It likewise discharges vege-
table stains, and iron-moulds from linen. In
combination with the salifiable bases, it forms

sulphites, which differ from the sulphates in

their properties. The alkaline sulphites are

more soluble than the sulphates, the earthy less.

They are converted into sulphates by an addition

of oxygen, which they acquire even by exposure
to the air.

SULPICIA, or SULPITIA, an ancient Roman
poetess, who lived under the reign of Domitian,
and has been so much admired as to be termed
the Roman Sappho. We have nothing, however,
left of her writings but a satire, or rather the

fragment of one, against Domitian, who published
a decree for the banishment of philosophers from
Home : which satire is to be found in Scaliger's

Appendix Virgiliana. She is mentioned by
Martial and Sidonius Appollinaris ; and is said

to have addressed a poem on conjugal love to

her husband Calenus, a Roman knight. Mart.

Ep. 35.

SULPICIUS SEVERI-S. See SEVERUS. He
was contemporary with Rufinus and St. Jerome ;

the disciple of St. Martin of Tours, whose life he
has written ; and the friend of Paulinus bishop
of Nola, with whom he held an intimate corre-

spondence. The style of his Ilistoria Sacra is

elegant beyond the age he lived in.

SULTAN, n. s. Arab, sooltan. Tie Turkish

emperor.
By this scimitar,

That won three fields of sultan Solyman.
Shakspeare*

I affirm the same of the sultanry of the Matna-

lukes, where slaves bought for money, and of un-

known descent, reigned over families of freemen.

Bacon.

Turn the sultana's chambermaid. Cleaveland.

Lay the towering lultunest aside. Irene.

SULTAN, or SOLDAN, is said by Vattier to be
a Turkish word, and to signify king of kings ;

adding that it was first given to the Turkish

princes Angrolipex and Masgud, about A. I)

1055 ; others will have it originally Persian,

alleging, in proof hereof, an ancient medal of

C osroes ;
others derive it from soldanus, quasi

solus dominus : others from the Hebrew B^IP,
schalet or sheleth, to rule. It had its rise under

Mahmoud, son of Sebecteghin, the first emperor
of the dynasty of the Gaznevides, towards the

close of the fourth century of the era of the

Hegira : when that prince going to Segestan to

reduce Kalaf, governor of that province, who
affected the sovereignty, Kalaf was no sooner ad-

vertised of his coming than he went out to meet

him, delivered the keys of his fortress, and

owned him his sultan, that is, his lord or com-
mander. The title pleased Mahmoud so well

that he assumed it ever afterwards ;
and from

him it passed to his descendants, and to other

Mahometan princes. It is chiefly confined to

the Turkish and Persian monarchs.

SULTANIA, an ancient and considerable

town of Persia, in Irac, built in the thirteenth

century, on the ruins of the ancient Tigranocerta.
It was often a royal residence, and was once one

of the largest cities of Asia. It was taken and

pillaged by Tamerlane ;
but he spared the edi-

fices dedicated to religion. It has a magnificent

mosque, and is fifty miles north-west of Casbin,
and 225 or 250 N. N. W. of Ispahan.

SULTRY, adj. Imagined by Skinner to be

corrupted from sulphury, or sweltry. But Sax.

j-ol, like Lat. sol, is both heat and sun. Hot
without ventilation ;

hot and close.

The sultry breath

Of tainted air had cloyed the jaws of death.

Sand vs.

It is very sultry and hot. Shakipeare. Hamlet.

Such as, born beneath the burning sky
And sultry sun, betwixt the tropicks lie.

Drydens JEneid.

Our foe advances on us,

And envies us even Lybia's sultry desarts.

Addison's Cata.

Then would sultry heats and a burning air have

scorched and chapped the earth, and galled the ani-

mal tribes in houses or dens. Cheyne.

SULZER (John George), a celebrated philo-

sopher, born at Winterthun, in Zurich, October

16th, 1720. He was the youngest of twenty-five
children. His early education did not promise
much, though it was by no means neglected.
He made but a small progress in the learned

languages, to prepare him for theology, for which

his parents designed him. At sixteen, when he

went to the academical school of Zurich, he had

no notion of the sciences, nor any taste for study.

The first incident that develoned a hidden eerrr
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of philosophical genius was his meeting with
Wolfe's Metaphysics : this excited his taste for
science ; but he wanted a guide. The clergyman
with whom he lodged was ignorant; and the
academical prelections were as yet above the
reach of his comprehension. On the other hand
a sociable turn of mind led him often into com-
pany, where he lost much time in frivolous amuse-
ments, yet without corrupting his morals. The
learned Gesner rendered Sulzer's inclination to

study triumphant over his passion for amusement.
Animated by the counsels and example of this

worthy man, he applied himself to philosophy
and mathematics with great ardor, and resumed
the pursuit of Grecian literature and the Oriental

languages. The contemplation of nature became
his favorite passion. An ecclesiastical settlement
in a rural scene that exhibited happy objects and
occasions for this delightful study began to ren-
der his days happy and useful; and he published
in 1741 Moral Contemplations of the Works of

Nature; and in 1742 an account of a journey he
had made through the Alps ; which showed his

knowledge of natural history, and the sensibility
with which he surveyed the beauties of nature,
and the grandeur and goodness of its Author. He
afterwards became private tutor to a young gen-
tleman at Magdeburg.- This procured him the

acquaintance of Messrs. Maupertuis, Euler, and
Sack, which opened to his merit the path of pre-
ferment, and advanced him successively to the

place of mathematical professor in the King's

College at Berlin in 1747, and to that of member
of the Royal Academy in 17.50. In this last

quality he distinguished himself in a very emi-
nent manner, enriched the class of speculative

philosophy with a great number of excellent me-
moirs, and was justly considered as one of the

first-rate metaphysicians in Germany. But his

genius was not confined to this branch of science.

His Universal Theory of the Fine Arts is a valu-

able production. A profound knowledge of the

arts and sciences, and a perfect acquaintance
with true taste, are eminently displayed in this

work. The first volume was published in 1771,
and the second in 1774. His Remarks on the

Philosophical Essays of the late Mr. Hume is a

work of real merit, which does justice to the

acuteness, while it often detects the sophistry, of

the British Bayle. The moral character of M.
Sulzer was amiable and virtuous ;

and his vir-

tues were animated by that sacred philosophy
that forms the Christian, ennobles man, and is

the only source of that heart-felt serenity and
sedate fortitude which support humanity when

every other object of confidence fails. His dying
moments were calm, humble, and sublime. He
had no enemy ;

and his friends were numerous,

affectionate, and worthy of the tender returns he

made them. Frederick the Great of Prussia dis-

tinguished him by repeated marks of munificence

and favor, though he had never seen him before

1777. Sulzer died in 1779.

SUM, n. s. & v. a. i Lat. summa ; Fr. somme.

SUM'LESS, adj. I The whole ; many parti-

culars aggregated; compendium; amount;

height ; completion ; abridgment : to compute ;

comprise; comprehend : in falconry, to have full

grown plumage: the adjective corresponds.
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The high priest may sum the silver brought in.

.
2 Kings xxii.

How precious are thy thoughts unto me, O God !

how great is the sum of them ! Psalm cxxxix. 17.
We may as well conclude so of every sentence, as

of the whole sum and body thereof. Hooker.
This, in effect, is the sum and substance of that

which
they bring by way of opposition against those

orders which we have common with the church of
Rome. jj

You cast the* event of war,
And summed the' account of war.

Shakspeare. Henry IV.
I did send to you

For certain sums of gold, which you denied me.

Shakspeare.
Make his chronicle as rich with prize,

As is the ouzy bottom of the sea

With sunken wreck and sumless treasuries.

Id. Henry V.
In sickness, time will seem longer without a clock

than with it
;
for the mind doth value every moment,

and then the hour doth rather sum up the moments
than divide the day. Bacon.

This having learned, thou hast attained the sum
Of wisdom. Milton.

So lovely fair !

That what seemed fair in all the world, seemed now
Mean, or in her summed up, in her contained. Id.

With prosperous wing full summed. Id.

A sumless journey of incorporeal speed. Id.

To conclude, by summing up what I would say
concerning what I have, and what 1 have not been ;

in the following paper
I shall not deny that I pre-

tended not to write an accurate treatise of colours,
but an occasional essay. Boyle.

I appeal to the readers, whether the sum of what
I have said be not this. Tillotsun.

SUMATRA, a large island in the eastern seas,

obliquely divided by the equator into almost

equal parts, is situated the most to the west of

all the Sunda chain. Its northern point stretches

into the Bay of Bengal ;
its south-west coast is

exposed to the great Indian Ocean ; towards the

south-east it is separated by the Straits of Sunda
from the island of Java ; on the east by the

China and Eastern Seas from Borneo and other

islands ;
and on the north-east by the straits of

Malacca from the Malay Peninsula. In length

it may be estimated at 1050 miles, by 165 miles

the average breadth. Among the eastern people

generally, and the better informed of the natives,

this island is known by the names of Pulo I'uri-

chu and Indalas; the origin of the name Suma-
tra is uncertain. By Marco Polo it is called

Java Minor.
A chain of mountains runs through its whole

extent, the range being in some parts double and

triple; but, in general, much nearer the western

than the eastern shore. Its distance from the

sea on the former side is seldom more than

twenty miles, but on the latter a level country

intervenes of at least 150 miles in the broadest

part. The height of these mountains is not suf-

ficient to cause them to be covered with snow

during any part of the year. The highest point

visible from the sea is Mount Ophir, which is

situated nearly under the equator, and is stated

by Marsden to be 13,842 feet high- Many
other points are also very elevated, and the sum -

mit of a volcano, south of Mount Ophir, is said,
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by the same writer, to be 12,465 feet above the

sea. Between these ridges there are extensive

plains of considerable height, which render the

air cool, and make them the most desirable parts
of the island. They are consequently the best

peopled, and the most cleared from woods,
which, in other parts, cover both hill and valley
with perpetual shade. Many large and beauti-

ful lakes are interspersed amid these mountains,
which greatly facilitate the intercourse between
the adjacent districts. These are represented
as of great extent, but of uncertain situation, as

the accounts are merely derived from the natives,
who have not the means of correctly determin-

ing their positions. One in the Lampon,' coun-

try, towards the southern extremity of the island,

is navigated by large boats with sails, and is

said to require a day and a night to cross it; but

it is not said at what season. Few parts of the

world, indeed, are better supplied with water.

Numerous streams descend from the interior to

the coasts, and water the intervening regions.
From the proximity of the elevated tracts, those

on the west are too small and rapid for the pur-

}
oses of navigation, but those on the opposite

side of the island, flowing through a much wider

space, accumulate a great number of subsidiary

streams, and acquire a more equable and gentle
current before they reach the sea. They are

iherefore navigable for many miles from the coast
;

but the entrance of most of them is impeded by
sand banks thrown up by the violent surf that

continually beats against the shore. The same
cause also compels many of them to run nearly

parallel to the coast before they mingle their wa-
ters with the sea.

As to the climate of this island, Mr. Marsden

observes,
' The heat of the air is by no means so

ntense as might be expected, in a country oc-

cupying the middle of the torrid zone. It is

more temperate than in many regions within the

tropics, the thermometer at the most sultry hour,
which is about two in the afternoon, generally

fluctuating between 82 and 85. I do not recollect

o have ever seen it higher than 86 in the shade,
;it Fort Marlborough ; although at Natal, in lat.

::4' N., it is not unfrequently at 87 and 88. At
fun-rise it is usually as low as 70; the sensa-

tion of cold, however, is much greater than this

would seem to indicate, as it occasions shivering
and a chattering of the teeth ; doubtless from t.he

great relaxation of the body and openness of the

pores in that climate ; for the same temperature
in England would be esteemed a considerable

degree of warmth. These observations on the

state of the air apply only to the districts near
the sea coast, where, from their comparatively
low situation, and the greater compression of the

atmosphere, the sun's rays operate more power-
fully. Inland as the country ascends, the degree
of heat decreases rapidly, insomuch that, beyond
the first range of hills, the inhabitants find it ex-

pedient to light fires in the morning, and conti-

nue them till the day is advanced, for the pur-
pose ofwarming themselves ;

a practice unknown
in other parts of the island ; and in the journal
of lieutenant Dare's expedition it appears that,

during one night's halt on the summit of a moun-
tain, in the rainy season, he lost several of his

party from the severity of the weather, whilst the
thermometer was not lower than 40. The at-

mosphere is in common more cloudy than in

Europe, which is sensibly perceived, from the

unfrequency of clear star-light nights. This may
proceed from the great rarefaction ofthe air occa-

sioning the clouds to descend lower, and become
more opaque, or merely from the stronger heat

exhaling from the land and sea a thicker and more

plentiful vapor. The fog, called kabut by the

natives, which is observed to rise every morning
among the distant hills, is dense to a surprising
degree ; the extremities of it, even when near at

hand, being perfectly defined; and it is seldom
observed to disperse till about three hours after

sun-rise.' Thunder and lightning are so com-
mon here that they scarcely attract the attention

of persons who have been long resident : but

during the north-west monsoon the explosions
are extremely violent-. The sky frequently seems
on

fire^
and the agitation of the ground resembles

a slight earthquake. In the opposite monsoon
the lightning is more constant, but the corusca-

tions are less vivid, and the thunder more feeble.

Some variation- takes place in the monsoon in

the different parts of the archipelago, as well as

on the opposite coasts of the Indian peninsula.
On the west side of Sumatra, and south of the

equator, the south-east monsoon, or dry season,
commences in May, and declines in September.
The wind sets in from the opposite quarter in

November, and the heavy rains cease in March.
Variable wind and weather occupy the interme-

diate periods. In both this and the other coun-

tries within the tropics, the land and sea breezes

alternately prevail, and contribute greatly to-

wards mitigating the intensity of the solar rays.
The soil is in general a black mould upon a

substratum of red clay, which produces an exu-

berance of vegetation ; . and what would be one
of the most productive countries on the globe,
if properly cultivated, naturally, becomes an im-

pervious forest. Rice is the staple product of

agriculture, and the crops are often very abun-

dant. According to the historian of Sumatra
the return is frequently a hundred-fold. Nearly
all the vegetables and animals of the torrid zone

are to be found in this island, which also abounds

in minerals and fossil treasures. It has in all

ages been noted for its gold, besides which there

are copper, iron, tin, and sulphur, saltpetre, and

coals, with other- fossils. Petrifactions, and all

the substances ejected by volcanoes, are also

met with, and coral reefs are formed in many
places off the coast. The English settlement at

Bencoolen, or Fort Marlborough, is near the

western shore, in 3 of S. lat. Belonging to

the residency at Bencoolen are a number of dis-

tricts chiefly inhabited by the tribe of Suma-
trans called Rejang, who are a peaceable and

inoffensive race. These tracts are devoted to

the growth of pepper, of which they yield about

1000 tons annually. The culture of the clove

and nutmeg has also been introduced.

Acheen, or Achin, the most celebrated native

kingdom of the island, occupies the north-west

extremity of the island. See ACHEEN. It is the

only one whose political importance has been

thought sufficient to render its transactions the
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subject of general history. Acheen the capital
is situated on a plain near the banks of a river,
about a league from the sea.

Among tlie productions of Sumatra which are

regarded as articles of commerce, the most abun-

dant, and formerly the most important, was pep-
per, of which the East India Company used to

export large quantities, but it is now reduced to

one solitary cargo annually of the value of about

15,000. The white pepper is made by bleach-

ing the grains of the common sort, by which it

is deprived of its exterior pellicle. This article

takes little damage by submersion in sea water.

On the capture of the Moluccas, in 1796, nut-

meg and clove plants were introduced, and have
since rapidly increased. There are now, accord-

ing to major Hamilton, above 20,000 nutmeg
t<-ees in full bearing, capable of yielding annu-

ally 200,000 Ibs. and 56,000 Ibs. of mace.

Among the most valuable productions of the is-

land is camphor, for which Sumatra and Borneo
have been celebrated from the earliest times.

The tree is sometimes fifteen feet in circumfer-

ence, the camphor being found in a concrete
state in the natural fissures and crevices of the

wood. The natives cut down a great many
trees at random before they find one that con-

tains a sufficient quantity to repay their labor,

although always assisted in their research by a

professional conjurer, whose skill must be chiefly

employed in concealing or accounting for his

own mistakes. The whole quantity brought for

sale rarely exceeds fifty peculs (133j Ibs.

each). The trade is chiefly in the hands of the

Acheenese, who buy the article from the Batta

people, and dispose of it to the Europeans and
Chinese. The Japan camphor is of a very infe-

rior quality.

Benzoin, or benjamin, is found almost exclu-

sively in the Batta country. The best is sent to

Europe, and the inferior sort is exported to

Arabia, Persia, and some parts of Hindostan,
where it is burned to perfume their temples and

private houses. From England it is re-exported
to the Roman Catholic and Mahometan coun-

tries, to be used as incense. It is also employed
in medicine as a styptic. Cassia is also pro-
duced and exported, and rattans furnish annu-

ally many cargoes. The annual and the shrub

cotton are cultivated by the natives, but only in

sufficient quantities to supply their own wants.

The silk cotton is a most beautiful raw material,
but owing to the shortness and brittleness of the

staple is unfit for the reel and the loom, and is

only applied to the unworthy purposes of stuff-

ing pillows and mattresses. The coffee tree is

universally planted, but the berry is not of a

good quality, probably owing to the want of

skill in the management. Among the other

articles of commerce are danimer, a species of

turpentine or resin ; dragons' blood, a drug ob-

tained from a large species of rattan ; gambir, a

juice extracted from the leaves of a plant of the

same name. Lignum aloes, or agila wood, highly

prized in the east for its fragrant scent while

burning.
The forests contain an inexhaustible store and

endless variety of timber trees, many sorts of

which are capable of being applied to ship-

building; but the teak does not appear to be in-

digenous to the island, although it flourishes to
the northward and southward, in Pegu and Java.
The other remarkable trees are the poon, so
named from a Malay word, which signifies wood
in general, and is preferred for masts and spars.The camphor wood is used for carpenters' pur-
poses. The iron wood so named on account of
its hardness. The marbau, used as beams for

ships and houses. The pinaga, valuable as
crooked timber from frames and knees. The
ebony ; the

kayu gadis, a wood possessing the
flavor and qualities of sassafras ; the rangi,sup-
posed to be the manchineel tree of the West
Indies, has a resemblance to mahogany. Of the
various sorts of trees producing dammer, some
are also valuable as timber, and here also is

found the spreading banyan tree of Hindostan.
In the central parts of the island gold is pro-

cured, and Menancabow has always been es-

teemed the richest in this metal. In the dis-

tricts inland from Padang, which is the principal
mart, it is collected from mines, and from the

channels of rivers ; pieces of gold have also oc-

casionally been found, weighing nine ounces
and upwards. Probably only one-half of all

the gold procured reaches the hands of Euro-

peans ; yet it is asserted, on good authority, that

from 10,000 to 12,000 ounces have been annu-

ally received at Padang alone, at Nalaboo

2000, at Natal 800, and at Mocomoco 600. The
merchants carry the gold from the interior to

the sea coast, where they barter it for iron and
iron working tools, opium, and the fine piece

goods of Madras and Bengal. When bought at

the settlements, it used formerly to be purchased
at the rate of 3 5s. per ounce, but afterwards

rose to 3 18s., which would yield no profit
on exportation to Europe. In many parts of

the country it is employed instead of coin,

every man carrying a small pair ot scales about

with him. At Acheen small thin gold coins

were formerly struck, but the coinage has been

abandoned in modern times. Silver is not

known as a production of Sumatra. Tin is a

considerable article of trade, the mines of which

are situated on the island of Banca. Iron ore

is dug on Sumatra, but not in large quantities,
the consumption of the natives being supplied
with English and Swedish bar iron. Sulphur
is procured from the volcanoes, and yellow ar-

senic is an article of traffic. In the country of

Kuttaun are extensive caves, from the soil of

which saltpetre is extracted; and from similar

caverns the edible bird nests are procured for

the China market, where also the biclie de mar

is sent, and is there employed as a seasoning.

At Batavia the last article sells for forty-five dol-

lars per pecul of 133J Ibs. The other ex-

ports are bees' wax, gum lac, and ivory. Ele-

phants vvere formerly exported from Acheen to

the Coromandel coast, in vessels built on pur-

pose, but this trade has long declined.

The most general articles of import, says Mr.

Hamilton, are the following. I'rom the coast

of Coromandel various cotton goods, such as long

cloth, blue and white chintzes, colored handker-

chiefs, and also salt. From Bengal muslins

striped and plain; and several kinds of cotton
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goods, as baftaes, cossaes, hummums, &c., taf-

fetas and some other silks, and opium in consi-

derable quantities. From the western coast of

India various cotton goods, mostly of a coarse

fabric. From China coarse porcelain, iron pans
in sets of different sizes, tobacco shred very
fine, gold threads, fans, and a number of small

articles. From Celebes (known here by the

name of its chief provinces, Macassar, Buggess,
and Mandar), Java, Bally, Ceram, and other

eastern islands, the rough striped cotton cloth,

commonly called Buggess clouting, the univer-

sal body dress of the natives ; creeses, and other

weapons ; silken creese belts, tudongs. or hats,

small pieces of ordnance, commonly of brass,

called rantaka, spices, salt of a large grain, and
sometimes rice, chiefly from Bali. From Europe
are imported silver, iron, steel, lead, cutlery,
various sorts of hardware, brass wire, and broad

cloths, especially scarlet.
' The beautiful gold and silver filagree work

of Sumatra has long been celebrated and ad-

mired, and is a matter of still greater curiosity
from the extreme coarseness of the tools em-

ployed in the manufacture. From a piece of

old iron hoop the wire drawing instrument is

made, a hammer head stuck in a block serves

for an anvil ; and a pair of compasses is seen

composed of two old nails tied together at one
end. The gold is fused in a piece of a rice pot ;

in general they use no bellows, but blow the fire

with their mouths through a joint of bamboo. If

the quantity of gold to be melted be consider-

able, three or four peisons sit around their fur-

nace, which is an old iron pot, and blow alto-

gether. But little skill is shown by the natives

in forging iron. They make nails, although
seldom used in building They are ignorant of

the use of the saw, except where it has been in-

troduced by the Europeans. Painting and draw-

ing they are strangers to
;

in carving they are

fanciful, and their designs grotesque, and always
out of nature. Silk and cotton cloths manufac-
tured by themselves are worn by the natives in

all parts of the country. Their looms and weav-

ing apparatus are extremely defective. They
manufacture different kinds of earthenware of a

coarse fabric
;
and extract the cocoa nut oil,

which is in general use. Gunpowder is manu-
factured in various parts of the island, but less

in the southern provinces than among the people
of Menancabow, the Battas, and the Acheenese,
whose frequent wars demand large supplies.
The powder is very imperfectly granulated,

being often hastily prepared in small quantities
for immediate use. Salt is mostly supplied by
cargoes imported, but they also manufacture it

themselves by a very tedious process.'

Among the modern political divisions of the

island, the principal are the empire of Menan-
cabow and the Malays ;

in the next place, the

Acheenese; then the Battas, the Rejangs, and
next to them the people of Lampong. The chain

of islands which extends in a line nearly parallel
to the western coast, at the distance of little more
than a degree, are inhabited by a race, or races

of people, apparently from the same original

stock as those of the interior of Sumatra. Their

genuineness of character has been preserved to a

remarkable degree, whilst the islands on the
eastern side are uniformly peopled with Malays,
Until about 100 years ago the southern coast of

Sumatra, as far as the Urei River, was depend-
ant on the king of Bantam in Java, whose lieu-

tenant came yearly to Bencoolen, or Sillebar, to

collect pepper, and fill up the vacancies. Almost
all the forms of government throughout Sumatra
are a mixture of the feudal and patriarchal ; but
the system ofgovernment among the people near

the sea coast is much influenced by the power
of the Europeans. The districts over which the

East India Company's influence extends are

preserved in a state of uninterrupted peace, and,
were it not for this coercion, every village would
be in a state of perpetual hostility with its neigh-
bour. The form of government among the Re-

jangs applies generally to the Orane ulu, or in-

habitants of the interior. Among the hills and
woods property in land depends upon occu-

pancy, unless where fruit trees have been

planted ; and, as there is seldom any determined

boundary between neighbouring villages, such
marks are rarely disturbed.

The Sumatran laws are properly a set of long
established customs handed down to them from
their ancestors, the authority for which is founded
in usage and general consent. The law which
renders all the members of a family reciprocally
bound for each other's debts, forms a strong con-

nexion amon,j them. When a man dies, his

effects descend to his children in equal shares.

The Sumatran code admits of a pecuniary com-

pensation for murder, on which account their

laws take no cognisance of the distinction be-

tween a wilful murder and what we term man-

slaughter. Corporeal punishment of any kind is

rare. The place of the greatest solemnity for

administering an oath is the burying ground of
their ancestors ;

and they have certain reliques,
or swearing apparatus, which they produce on

important occasions. These generally consist

of an old broken creese, a broken gun barrel,

some copper bullets, or any thing else to which

chance or caprice has annexed the idea of extra-

ordinary virtue. These they generally dip in

water, which the person who swears drinks off,

after pronouncing a form of words. At Manna
the relique most venerated is a gun barrel, which,
when produced to be sworn on, is carried to the

spot wrapt up in silk, and under an umbrella.

The Sumatran impressed with the idea of invi-

sible powers, but not of his own immortality,

regards with awe the supposed instruments of

their agency, and swears on creeses, bullets, and

gun barrels, weapons of personal destruction.

Slavery is established in this island, as it is

universally throughout the east ; yet but few in-

stances occur of the country people actually

having slaves, although they are common in the

Malayan or sea-port towns. At Bencoolen the

East India Company have a body ot negro slaves.

These hold the natives of the island in great

contempt, have an antipathy to them, and enjoy

any occasion of doing them mischief; the Su-

raatrans, on the other hand, consider the negroes

merely as devils half humanized.

The inhabitants are rather below the middle

size ;
their limbs are, for the most part, sliglu,
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'jut well shaped, and are particularly small at

the wrists and ancles. The women follow the

preposterous custom of flattening the noses and

compressing the skulls of children newly born,
and also pull out the ears of the infants to make
them stand at an angle with the head. The
males destroy their beards, and keep their chins

remarkably smooth. Their complexion is pro-
peily yellow, wanting the red tinge that consti-

tutes a tawny or copper color. The females of

the upper classes, not exposed to the rays of the

sun, approach to a degree of fairness. Persons
of superior rank encourage the growth of their

hand nails to an extraordinary length ; the hands
of the natives generally, and even those of the

half breed, are always cold. The inland natives

are superior in size and strength to the Malays
on the coast, and possess also fairer com-

plexions. Among the hills the inhabitants

are subject to monstrous wens, or goitres on the

throat. Both sexes have the extraordinary cus-

tom of filing and disfiguring their teeth, which
are naturally very white and beautiful, from the

simplicity of their food. Many, particularly the

women of the Lampong country, have their

teeth rubbed down even with their gums ; others

have them formed into points, while some file

off no more than the outer extremities, and then

blacken them with the empyreumatic oil of the

cocoa nut shell. The great men set their teeth

in gold, by casing with a plate of that metal the

under row; which ornament, contrasted with the

black dye, has by candle light a very splendid
effect. It is sometimes indented to the shape of

their teeth, but more usually is quite plain, and
it is not removed either to sleep or eat. The

original clothing of the Sumatrans is the same
with that found by navigators among the South
Sea Islands, and in Europe generally called Ota-
heitan cloth. It is still used among the Rejangs
as their working dress, hut the country people
now conform to the costume of the Malays.
The dusuns, or villages for the inhabitants, are

so few that they are not entitled to the name of

towns, are always situated on the banks of a ri-

ver or lake, for the convenience of bathing and
of transporting goods. Their buildings are of

wood and bamboos, covered with palm leaves.

The frames of the houses rest on stout wooden

pillars, about six or eight feet in height, and are

ascended to by a piece of stout bamboo cut

into notches. Detached buildings in the country
are raised ten or twelve feet from the ground, as

security against tigers. The furniture is ex-

tremely simple, and neither knives nor forks are

required, as in eating they take up the rice and
other victuals between the thumb and fingers,

and throw it into the mouth by the action of the

thumb. The art of medicine here consists almost

entirely in the application of simples. Every
old man and woman is a physician, and their re-

wards depend on their success, but they gene-

rally procure a small sum in advance, under the

pretext of purchasing charms. In fevers, during
the paroxysm, they pour over the patient a quan-

tity of very cold water, which afterwards brings
on a copious perspiration. The venereal dis-

ease, although common in the Malay bazars, is

little known in the interior.

On the sea-coast the Malay language is inter-
mixed with the Batta and other original lan-

guages. The Malays fix the length of the year
at 354 days, or twelve lunar months of twonty-
nine days and a half each ; the original Sunm-
trans count their years from the number of their

crops of grain. They are fond of music, and
have many instruments, mostly borrowed from
the Chinese. The Malays of Sumatra use the
Arabic character, and have incorporated a great
many Arabic, and also Portuguese words, in

their language. The other principal languages
of Sumatra are the Batta, the Rejang, and the

Lampong ; the difference between them being
chiefly marked by their being expressed in dis-

tinct written characters. They write on the inner
bark of a tree, and on bamboos, and form their

lines from their left hand towards the right. The
native Sumatran of the interior differs in some

respects from the Malay of the coast, being
mild, peaceable, and forbearing, unless when
roused by violent provocation. lie is temperate
and sober, his diet being mostly vegetable, and
his only beverage water. Their hospitality is

very great with very simple manners ; and they
are in general, except among the chiefs, devoid

of the Malay cunning and chicane. On the other

hand they are litigious, indolent, and addicted

to gaming, dishonest in their dealings with stran-

gers, which they consider as no moral defect,

regardless of truth, mean, servile; and, though

cleanly in their persons, filthy in their apparel,
which they never wash. They are careless and

improvident of the future, and make no advances

in improving their condition. The Macassars

and Buggesses, who come annually from Cele-

bes in their prows to trade at Sumatra, are looked

up to by the Sumatrans and Malays as their su-

periors in manners. They also derive part of

the respect paid to them from the richness of

their cargoes, and the spirit with which they

spend the produce in gaming, cock fighting, and

smoking opium. Through every rank of the

people theie prevails a strong propensity to gam-

ing, and to cock-fighting they are still more

passionately addicted. The artificial spur used

resembles the blade of a scimitar, and proves a

more destructive weapon than the European

spur. The Malay breed of cocks are much es-

teemed by connoisseurs who have had an oppor-

tunity of trying them. In some places they

match quails in the manner of cocks, which

fight with great inveteracy, and endeavour to

seize each other by the tongue.
The Sumatrans generally, but more particularly

the Malays, are much addicted to the custom of

smoking opium. The poppy which produces it

not growing on the island, it is annually im-

ported from Bengal in considerable quantities, in

chests of 140 Ibs. each, and on the west coast about

20,000 Ibs. are used annually. It is mixed up with

tobacco into the form of pills
about the size of a

pea, which quantity is consumed at one whiff.

The smoke is never emitted by the mouth, hut

usually receives vent through the nostrils, and

sometimes by adepts through the passages of the

ears and eyes. Although so much opium is smoked

in this island, the practice
of running a muck (call-

ed by the natives mangamok) is by no means fre-
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quent. It is remarkable that at Batavia, where the

criminals are broken on the wheel with every
jipcrravation of cruelty, mucks or deadly affrays
often occur ; while at Beticoolen, where they are

executed in the easiest manner, the offence is ex-

tremely rare. On the west coast the Malays have

been so long accustomed to the mild government
of the British, that their manners and habits are

considerably improved ; while on the east coast

they continue ferocious, sanguinary, and treache-

rous. The original Sumatran vessel for boiling

rice, and which is still used for that purpose, is

a joint of green bamboo. By the time the rice

is dressed, the utensil is nearly destroyed by the

fire ; but it resists the flame so long as there is no

moisture within. Although the natives subsist

in a great measure on vegetable food, they are not

restrained by any prejudice of caste from other

aliments ; and accordingly, at their entertain-

ments, the flesh of the buffalo, the goat, and

fowls, are served up. Their dishes are almost all

dressed as curries, and their flesh meat is cooked

immediately after it is killed, which is still warm.

Sago, although common, is not in such general
use at. among the more eastern islands, where it

is employed as a substitute for rice. When these

articles of subsistence fail, the Sumatran finds

others in the woods ; hence famines in the island

are never attended with any very destructive con-

sequences.
The natives are in general good speakers, the

gift of oratory seeming natural to them. A Su-

matran ever scrupulously abstains from pro-

nouncing his own name, not from any motive of

superstition, but merely as a punctilio in man-
ners : and it occasions him infinite embarrass-

ment when a stranger, unacquainted with their

customs, requires it of him. As soon as he re-

covers from his confusion, he solicits the interpo-
sition of his neighbour. They can seldom give
an accurate account of their age ; but, so far as

can be inferred from observation, not a great

proportion of the men attain the age of fifty,
and

sixty is accounted a long life.

If by religion is meant a public or private
form of worship of any kind, and of prayers, pro-
cessions, meetings ; offerings, images, or priests,
are all or any of them necessary to constitute it ;

the Rejangs, that race of Sumatrans with which
we are most acquainted, are totally without reli-

gion, and cannot with propriety be even termed

pagans, if that phrase is understood to convey
the idea of mistaken worship. They neither

worship God, devil, nor idol. They are not,

however, without superstitious beliefs of many
kinds ;

and have a confused notion, though per-

haps derived from their intercourse with other

people, of some superior beings, who have the

power of rendering themselves visible and invi-

sible at pleasure. These they call orang alus,

fine or impalpable beings, and regard them as

possessing the faculty of doing them good or

evil. They also call them maleikat and jin, which

are the angels and evil spirits of the Arabians,
and the idea was probably borrowed at the same
time with the name. They have no word in

their language to express the person of God ex-

cept the 'Allah tala' of the Malays, corrupted

by them to ' Ulah talo.' The Sumatrans, where

untinctured with Mahometanism, do not appear
to have any notion of a future state. Where
Mahoinetanism prevails boys are circumcised

between the sixth and tenth year.
The superstition which has the strongest in-

fluence on their minds, and which approaches
the nearest to a species of religion, is that which
leads them to venerate, almost to the point of

worshipping, the tombs and manes of their de-

ceased ancestors. They have an imperfect no-

tion of a metempsychosis, but not in any degree

systematic, nor considered as an article of reli-

gious faith. They seem to think in general that

tigers are actuated by the spirits of deceased

men, and speak of them with a degree of awe.

They relate stories also of a place in the interior

country, where the tigers have a court, and main-
tain a regular form of government, and have their

houses thatched with women's hair. The Suma-
trans are also firmly persuaded, that various par
ticular persons are what they term betuah (sacred

impassive, invulnerable and not liable to acci-

dent) ;
and this quality they extend to things

inanimate, such as ships and boats.

Few attempts have ever been made by mis

sionaries, or others, to convert the inhabitants of

this island to Christianity. Of the many thou-

sands baptised in the Eastern Isles by the cele-

brated Francis Xavier, in the sixteenth century,
not one of their descendants are now found to

retain a ray of the light imparted to them. As
it was novelty only, and not conviction, that in-

duced the original converts to embrace a new
faith, the impression lasted no longer than the

sentiment which recommended it, and disap-

peared as rapidly as the missionary. Under the

influence, however, of the Spanish government
at Manilla, and of the Dutch at Batavia, there

are many native Christians educated as such from
their childhood. The neglect of missions to

Sumatra is one of the causes that the interior of

the country is so little known. From various

sources of information, sufficiently distinct from
each other, the conclusion may be drawn, that

the Mahometan religion had not made any con-

siderable progress in the interior of Sumatra
earlier than the fourteenth century. The pro-
vince of Menancabow, although situated inland,
is by far the most completely converted, the in-

habitants being wholly Mahometans. Perhaps
it is less surprising that this one kingdom should

have been completely converted than that so

many districts should remain to this day without

any religion whatever. Every thing conspires
to induce the Sumatran to embrace a system of

belief, and scheme of instruction, in which there

is nothing repugnant to prejudices already im-

bibed ;
he relinquishes no favorite ancient worship

to adopt a new, and is manifestly a gainer by
the exchange.

SUMBHAWA, a large island of the eastern

seas, situated between 8 and 9 S. lat., sepa-
rated from Lombhook by the Straits of Allass ;

in length it may be estimated at 180 miles, by
forty the average breadth. It is deeply indented

near the middle, by an extensive bay, which al-

most divides it into two portions.
This island contains the petty states of Bi:T>a,

Dompo, Tambora, Sangar, Papikat, and Sutnb-
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havva. Tlieir chiefs were either the allies of, or with the Mahanuddy. At this place, after the
under the protection of the Dutch East India rains, the natives find the diamonds in the red

Company ; and were all sufficiently obedient, earth of the river Hebe. The matrix is a clay,
except the last, which was refractory, being in- which appears burned red, nearly to the decree'

stigated thereto by the Macassars and Wadjorese bricks usually are.

of Celebes, who resort in great numbers to this SUM'MARY, adj. 8cn.s. 1 FT. sommairc ; or
island, especially the latter. Country ships here SUM'MAIULY, adv. ] from Sum. Slio'rt ;

procure articles of trade for the China market ; brief; compendious : a compendium or abstract :

and, in 1778, sapan wood to the amount of the adverb corresponding
580,000 Ibs weight was exported from this The decalogue of Moses declareth mnmaril3 tho.,
island, and sold in Holland. The Dutch trade

things which we ought to do; the prayer of our
to Sumbhawa was under the superintendance of Lord, whatsoever we should request or desire,
the Macassar residency. linker.

Bima is at the east end of Sumbhawa, and We are enforced from our most quiet sphere

comprehends under its jurisdiction the Straits of By tne rough torrent of occasion
;

Sapy, the whole of Manjeray, and the island of And have 'he summary of all our griefs,

Goonong Api. The Bima language extends over When time sha11 s*rve > to show in articles.

the east part of Sumbhawa, and the western por-
tion of the Island of Ende, denominated Floris

by the early Portuguese navigators. The dialect

of Sumbhawa, which prevails in the districts not

subject to the sultan of Bima, is of a more mixed
character than that of Bima. Neither the latter,

Shahs]>eare. Henry IV.

When the parties proceed summarily, and thcv

chuse the ordinary way of proceeding, the cause is

made plenary. Aiitijfe.
In that comprehensive summary of our duty to

God, there is no express mention thereof. Rogers.
The judge

nor the Sumbhawa, have any peculiar character, Directed them to mind their brief,

but use indifferently the Buggess or Malay char-

acters,

ton.

SUMBHOONAUTH, a town and temple in

the Shoorkhali territories, in Nepaul, in lat. 27

33' N., long. 85 38' E. The temple is a very
ancient edifice, having been erected when Nepaul
was subject to the Tibet race, who, having been

expelled by the Newars, obtained the name of

Khat Bhooteas (or Bhooteas of Catmandoo),
which they preserve : at present they occupy the

Nor spend their time to shew their reading ;

Stavorinus and Notes, Leyden, Hamil- She'd have a summary proceeding. Swift.

SUM'MER, n. s., v. n., & / Saxon j-umen;
SUM'MERHOUSE, n. s.

[v. a. \ Belg. sower,-Goth.
xuniar. The season in which the sun arrives at

the hither solstice : to pass the summer : to keep
warm : a summerhouse is a garden apartment
used chiefly in summer.

He was sitting in a summer parlour.

Judges iii. 20.

The fowls shall summer upon them, and all the
Kutchar mountains. The possession of the tern- beasts shall winter them /M

'

ia/J xviii ti

pie is claimed by the Delai lama (the sovereign

pontiff of Lehassa), as a dependency on his spi-

rituality. Upon the rupture which took place
some years ago between the Tibetians and Ne-

paul, the lama's vicar was obliged to evacuate

the sanctuary, which was afterwards held on the

part of the Deb rajah of Bootan. The temple

principally visited by the Bootias and Bahauras
is on the terrace of a hill, and is distinguished
at a great distance by its spires covered with

plates of copper, highly gilt. It is chiefly cele-

brated for its perpetual fire, the priests asserting
that the flame of the two largest lamp wicks have

been preserved from time immemorial.

SUMBHULPOOR, or SAMBHALPURA, a town
and district in the province of Gundwana, situ- Resplendent as the blaze of summer noon,

ated between the twenty-first and twenty-second Or^the pale radiance of the midnight moon.

parallels of N. lat. This territory takes its name
from the capital, but the rajah is styled Rajah

Autaraghur, or the rajah of eighteen forts. It is

bounded on the west by the district of Ruttun-

poor and Boora Shumbur
;
to the east by Bim-

bera, Landacoli, and Boad ;
to the south by

Patna and Coondon
;
and on the north by Gang-

poor and Sirgoojah. The air is very unwhole-

some, owing to the quantity of jungle. The soil

in the valleys is a rich loam, in which grain or

pulse thrive; and in the mountains gold and

diamonds are found. The natives, in washing
the sand of the rills that descend from them,

procure considerable quantities of gold. The mer is the quarter during which, in northen

diamonds are found about thirteen miles beyond climates, the sun passes through the signs

Sumbhulpoor, near the junction of the Hebe cer, Leo, Virgo, or from the time of the gro

Can't such things be,
And overcome us like a summer's cloud,
Without our special wonder? Sliakspeare. Macbeth.

Maids well summered, and warm kept, are like

flies at Bartholomew-tide, blind, though they have

thuir eyes. Shakspeare.
I'd rather live

With cheese and garlick, in a windmill, far

Than feed on cates, and have him talk to me,
In any summerhouse in Christendom.

Id. Henry IV.

In all the liveries decked of summer's pride.
JUiltim.

Dry weather is best for most summer corn.

Mortimer.

The dazzling roofs.

With here a fountain, never to be played
And there a summerhouse that knows no shade. /</

Child of the sun,

See sultry summer comes. //ium.v'.

SUM'MER, n. s. (Trabu summaria). The prii.-

cipal beams of a floor.

Oak, and the like true hearty timber, may lc

better trusted in cross and transverse works for

summers, or girders, or binding beams. II i>l/<w.

SUMMER, one of the quarters of the year,

when the year is divided into four quarters, or

one-half when the year is divided only into

summer and winter. In the former case. MUD-
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declination, till the sun come 4

.o the equinoctial

again, or have no declination ; which is from

about the 21st of June till about the 22d of

September. In the latter case, summer contains

the six warmer months, while the sun is on one

side of the equinoctial ;
and winter the other

six months, when the sun is on the other side of

it. See METEOROLOGY.
SUMMER FALLOWING, in agriculture, a term

applied to the process or practice of frequently

ploughing and working over arable land at. this

season, with the view of clearing it of wteds.

It is chiefly had recourse to for crops of the

wheat kinds, but sometimes for those of the bar-

ley, turnip, and some other sorts, which require

a fine mouldy clean state of the more superficial

pans of the soil. Sir II. Davy in his Agricul-

tural Chemistry has supposed that the chemical

theory of summer-fallosving is very simple. It

affords, it is said, no new source of riches to the

soil or land ; it merely tends to produce an ac-

cumulation of decomposing matter, which in the

common course of crops would be employed as

it is formed ;
and that it is scarcely possible to

imagine a single instance of a cultivated soil,

which can be supposed to remain in summer-

fallow for a year with advantage to the farmer.

The only cases where this practice can be bene-

ficial, it is said, seem to be those in which it

may be used for the destruction of weeds, and

for cleansing such soils as are in a foul condition.

In this ancient practice,
which is still extensively

made use of, the soil or mouldy surface earth is

much exposed to the air, and submitted to differ-

ent processes, which are purely of a mechanical

nature. It is thought that the benefits arising from

fallows, or fallowings, have been much over-

rated ;
that a summer-fallow, fallowing, or a

clean fallow, may sometimes be necessary on

lands overgrown with weeds, especially if they

be lands which cannot be pared and burnt with

advantage; but that it is certainly unprofitable
as a part of a general system in husbandry 01

management of land.

It has been supposed, it is said, by some

writers, that certain principles necessary to fer-

tility are derived from the atmosphere, which

are exhausted by a succession of crops ; and

that these are again supplied during the repose
of the land, and the exposure of the pulverised
or broken down parts of the soil to the influence 1

of the air ; but that this, in truth, is not the

case. The earths commonly found in soils can-

not, it is said, be combined with more oxygen;
none of them unite with azote; and such of

them as are capable of attracting carbonic acid

are always saturated with it in those soils on

which the practice of summer-fallowing is

adopted. The vague ancient opinion of the use

of nitre, and of nitrous salts, in vegetation seems,

it is said, to have been one of the principal

speculative reasons for the defence of summer-

fallows or fallowings. Nitrous salts are pro-

duced, it is said, during the exposure
of soils

containing vegetable and animal remains,

and in the greatest abundance in hot weather ;

but that it is probably by the combination of

azote from these remains with oxygen in the

atmosphere, that the acid is formed ; and at the

expense of an element which otherwise would
have formed ammonia; the compounds of which
are evidently much more efficacious than the

nitrous compounds in assisting vegetation.
It is further noticed, on the subject, that when

weeds are buried in the soil, by their gradual

decomposition they furnish a certain quantity
of soluble matter ; but that it may be doubted
whether there is as much useful manure in the

land at the end of a clean fallow, or fallowing,
as at. the time the vegetables clothing the surface

were first ploughed in. Carbonic acid gas is

formed during the whole time by the action of

the vegetable matter upon the oxygen of the air,

and the greater part of it is lost to the soil in

which it was formed, being dissipated in the

atmosphere. The action of the sun, too, upon
the surface of the soil or land tends, it is said,
to disengage the gaseous and the volatile fluid

matters that it contains ; and heat increases the

rapidity of fermentation ; and, in the summer-
fallow or fallowing, nourishment is rapidly pro-
duced, at a time when no vegetables are present

capable of absorbing or drinking it up, by which
much waste is the consequence.

It is justly concluded that land, when it is

not employed in preparing food for animals,
should be applied to the purpose of the prepara-
tion of manure for plants ; which is effected by
means of green crops, in consequence of the

absorption of carbonaceous matter in the carbo-

nic acid of the atmosphere. But that in a sum-
mer's fallow, or fallowing, a period is constantly
lost, in which vegetables may be raised, either

as food for animals, or as nourishment for the

next crop ; and that the texture of the soil or

land is not so much improved by its exposure
then as in the winter season, when the expansive

powers of frost and ice, the gradual dissolution

of snows, and the alternations from wet to dry,
tend to pulverize and reduce it, and to blend its

different parts together more fully. From these

facts and circumstances it is evident that the

practice of summer-fallowing should be had

recourse to as little as possible by the farmer, as

there is obviously much waste and loss by it in

other ways than by the length of time the land

lies idle and unproductive.
SUM'MERSAULT, n.s. ) Fr. soubresault.

SUM'MERSET. J A high leap, in

which the heels are thrown over the head.

And if at first he fail, his second summersault

He instantly assays. Drayton.
Some do the summersault,

And o'er the bar like tumblers vault. Hudibras.

Frogs are observed to use divers summersaults.

Walton.

The treasurer cuts a caper on the strait rope : I

have seen him do the m nmerset upon a trencher

fixed on the
rope,

which ii no thicker than a com-
mon packthread. Swift.

SUM'MIT, n. s. Lat. summit*!. The top ,

the utmost height.

Have I fall'n or no 1

From the dread summit of this chalky bourn !

Look up a-height, the shrill-gorged lark so far

Cannot be seen or heard. Shakspeare. King I^ear.

.(Etna's heat, that makes the summit glow,
Enriches all the vales below. Swift.
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SUM'MON, v.a. \ Lat. summoneo. To call

SUMMONER, w. s. > with authority; admonish
SUMMONS. 3 to appear; cite; call up;

excite : a summoner is he who cites or summons :

summons, the call or admonition made ; citation ;

authoritative call.

Catesby, sound lord Hastings,
And summon him to-morrow to the Tower.

Shakspeare. Richard III.

Close pent up guilts,

Rive your concealing continents, and ask

These dreadful summoners grace. Id. King Lear.

When the blast of war blows in our ears,

Stiffen the sinews, summon up the blood.

Id. Henry V.

The tirsan is assisted by the governor of the city
where the feast is celebrated, and all the persons of

both sexes are summoned to attend. Bacon.

He sent to summon the seditious, and to offer par-
don

;
but neither summons nor pardon was any thing

regarded. Hayward.
The course of method summoneth me to discourse of

the inhabitants. Crete's Survey of Cornwall.

The sons of light

Hasted, resorting to the summons high,
And took their seats. Milton's Paradise Lost.

This summons, as he resolved unfit either to dispute
or disobey, so could he not, without much violence

to 'his inclinations, submit unto. fell.

We are summoned in to profess repentance and

amendment of all our sins. Kettleicell.

Nor trumpets summon him to war,
Nor drums disturb his morning sleep. Dryden.

Love, duty, safety, summon us away ;

'Tis nature's voice, and nature we obey. Pope.

SUMOROKOF (Alexander), the founder of

*he Russian theatre, was the son of Peter Sumo-

rokof, a Russian nobleman, born in Moscow,
November 14th, 1527. He began his studies

in his father's house
;
and afterwards received a

liberal education at Petersburg, where he gave

early proofs of a genius for poetry. On leaving
the seminary of cadets, he was appointed adju-

tant, first -to count Colovkin, next to count Ro-

somouski
;

and soon after was patronised by
John count Shuvalof, the Maecenas of Russia,

who introduced him to the empress Elizabeth.

In 1756 he wrote his celebrated tragedy of Ko-

ref; which was first acted by some of his fellow

cadets, who had previously performed a play of

Racine's. The empress, hearing of this drama-

tic phenomenon, expressed a desire to see it.

It was accordingly performed in her presence ;

and the author and actors were highly applaud-
ed. This encouraged Sumorokof to proceed in

his dramatic career; and he produced, in suc-

cession, the tragedies of, 1. Hamlet; 2. Aris-

tonaj 3. Smaf and Truvor; 4. Zemira; 5. Di-

misa; 6. Vitshelaf; 7. The False Demetrius;

and 8. Micislaf. He was equally fertile in co-

medy ;
and published, 9. Trisotinus; 10. The

Judge; 11. The Dispute between Husband and

Wife; 12. The Guardian; 13. The Portion ac-

quired by Fraud; 14. The Envious Man; 15.

Tartuffe; 16. The Imaginary Cuckold; 17. The

Mother who Rivals her Daughter; 18. The

Gossip; and, 19. The Three Royal Brothers.

Mean time the empress Elizabeth rewarded his

exertions, by raising him to the rank of a briga-

dier, appointing him director of the Russian

theatre, and settling upon him a pension of

VOL. XXI.

4000 a year. Catherine II. also honored and
rewarded him : created him a counsellor of state,
and conferred on him the order of St. Anne. He
also attempted every species of poetry, except
the epic ; wrote two operas, viz. Alcestes, and
Cephalus and Procris ; and three historical

tracts, viz. 1. A Chronicle of Moscow; 2. A
History of the First Insurrection of the Strelitz,
in 1682, by which prince John was appointed
joint sovereign with Peter the Great, and the

princess Sophia regent : and, 3. An Account of
Stenko Razin's Rebellion. He died at Moscow,
October 1st, 1777, aged nearly fifty-one.

SUMP, in metallurgy, a round pit of stone,
lined with clay within, for receiving the metal
on its first fusion from the ore.

SUMPII, in mining, denotes a pit sunk down
in the bottom of the mine, to cut or prove the

lode still deeper than before ;
and in order to

slope and dig it away if necessary ; and also to

drive on the lode in depth. The sumph princi-

pally serves as a basin or reservoir to collect the

water of a mine together, that it may be cleaned

out by an engine or machine.

SUMPTER, n. s. Fr. sommier ; Ital. somaro.

A horse that carries the clothes or furniture.

Return with her !

Persuade me rather to be a slave and sampler
To this detested groom. Id. King Lear.

With full force his deadly bow he bent,

And feathered fates among the mules and sumpter
sent. Dryden.

Sumpter mules, bred of large Flanders mares.

Mortimer.

SUMPTION, n. s. Lat. swnptus. The act

of taking. Not in use.

The sumption of the mysteries does all in a capable

subject. Taylor.

SUMPTUOUS, adj. -\ Latin, sumptuosus,

SUMP'TUARY, / sumptus. Costly ;
ex-

SUMPTUOS'ITY, n. s, > pensive ; splendid :

SUMP'TUOUSLY, adv. I sumptuary is, relating

SUMF'TUOUSNESS, n. s. J to expense ; regulating

cost : sumptuosity, costliness : the adverb and

noun substantive following agree with sumptuous.

We see how most Christians stood then affected.

how joyful they were to behold the sumptuous state-

liness of houses built unto God's glory.
Hooker.

This monument five hundred years hath stood.

Which 1 have sumptuously re-edified.

Shakspeare. Titus Andrnnicns.

He added sumptuosity, invented jewels of gold and

stone, and some engines for the war. Raleigh.

ing and well' balancing of trade, the banishing of

idleness, the repressing of waste and excess by sump-

tuary laws.

I 'will not fall out with those that can reconcile

sumptuousness and charity.

Ethelwold, bishop of Winchester, in a famine sold

all the rich vessels and ornaments of the church , to

relieve the poor with bread ;
and said. There was no

reason that the dead temples of God should be sump-

tumisly furnished, and the living temples suffer pe-

nury.
We are too magnificent

and nunptu, in our tables

and attendance.

SUMPTUARY LAWS, leges sumpturise,
are laws

made to restrain excess in apparel, costly
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ture, eating, &.c. Most ages and nations have

had their sumptuary laws
; and some retain them

still. But it is observed that no laws are worse
executed than sumptuary laws. Political writers

have been much divided in opinion with respect
to the utility of these laws to a state. Montes-

quieu observes that luxury is necessary in mon-

archies, as in France, but ruinous to democracies,
as in Holland. With regard to England, whose

government is compounded of both species, it

may still be a dubious question, says judge
Blackstone, how far private luxury is a public
evil, and as such cognisable by public laws.

The sumptuary laws of that ancient Locrian le-

gislator Zaleucus are famous : by these it was
ordained that no woman should go attended by
more than one maid in the street, except she

were drunk : that she should not go out of the

city in tlie night, unless she went to commit for-

nication : that she should not wear any gold or

embroidered apparel, unless she proposed to be

a common strumpet; and that men should not

wear rings or tissues except when they went a

whoring, &c. Among the Romans, the sump-
tuary laws were very numerous : by the Lex

Orchia, the number of guests at feasts was limit-

ed, though without any limitation of the charges :

by the Fannian law, made twenty-two years

afterwards, it was enacted that more than ten

asses should not be spent at any ordinary feast :

for the solemn feasts, as the Saturnalia, &c., 1 00
asses were allowed; ten of which, Gellius in-

forms us, was the price of a sheep, and 100 of

an ox. By the Didiau law, which was preferred

eighteen years after, it was decreed that the for-

mer sumptuary laws should be in force, not only
in Rome, but throughout all Italy ;

and that for

every transgression, not only the master of the

feast, but all the guests too should be liable to

the penalty. The English have had their share

of sumptuary laws, chiefly made in the reigns
of Edward III., Edward IV., and Henry VIII.,

against shoes with long points, short doublets,
and long coats ; all repealed by stat. 1 Jac. I.

c. 25. As to excess in diet, there remains still

one law unrepealed. Under king Henry IV.,
Camden tells us, pride was got so much into the

foot that it was proclaimed that no man should
wear shoes above six inches broad at the toes.

And their other garments were so short that it

ws enacted, 25 Edward IV., that no person
nnder the condition of a lord should, from that

time, wear any mantle or gown, unless of such

length, that it might reach below his waist.

SUMY, a large town of European Russia, in

the government of Charkov, on the Psol. It is

surrounded with a wall and ditch, and defended

by an old citadel. Chiefly built of wood and

wretchedly paved ;
it still contains several excel-

lent charitable institutions, and public depots
and warehouses. It is the chief place of a cir-

cle, and agriculture, tillage, or pasturage, forms
the chief employment of the inhabitants ; for

the only manufacture is the distilling of spirits.
The traffic is considerable, but confined in a

great measure to four annual fairs, which a num-
ber both of Greek and Russian merchants attend.

Inhabitants 11,000. Ninety miles north-west of

Charkov.

SUN, n.s. Si v. a. ~) Sax. j-onna; Goth, sun-

STJN'BEAM, n. s. no ; Swed. son ; Tent.

SUN'BEAT, adj. sonne ; Belg. zon. The

SUN'BIUGHT, luminary of day ;
a place

SUN'BU RUING, n.s. particularly warmed by
SUN'BURNT, adj. the sun ; any thing emi-

SUN'DAY, n. s. nently splendid or great :

SUS'LESS, adj.
' under the sun' is, in this

SUN'LIKE world : to sun is to expose
SUN'NY, to, or warm in the sun :

SUN'RISE, n. s. Sunday is treated of at

SUN'RISING, large below : sunless is

SUN'SET, wanting sun or warmth :

SUN'SHINE, sunny, resembling the

SUN'SHINY, adj. J sun; bright as sunbeams;

exposed to or colored by the sun: the other

compounds are of obvious meaning.

There is no new thing under the tun.

Ecctesiatticui i. 9.

Doth beauty keep which never sun can burn,
Nor storms do turn t Sidney.
The fruitful -headed beast amazed

At flashing beams of that tunshiny shield,

Became stark blind, and all his senses dazed,

That down he tumbled. Spenter.
She saw Duessa sunny bright,

Adorned with gold and jewels shining clear. Id.

Gathering up himself out of the mire,
With his uneven wings did fiercely fall

Upon his sunbright shield. Id.

The cry to shady delve him brought at last,

Where Mammon earst did tun his treasury. Id.

Her sunny locks

Hang on her temples like a golden fleece.

Shukspeare.
Bid her steal into the pleached bower,

Where honey-suckles, ripened by the sun,
Forbid the sun to enter. Id.

An' she were not kin to me, she would be as fair

on Friday as Helen is on Sunday.
Id. Troilus and Crcssitla.

The Roman eagle, winged
From the spongy south to this part of the west,
Vanished in the sunbeams. Id. Cymbeline.

My decayed fair

A sunny look of his would soon repair. Shafopeare.
If thou canst love a fellow of this temper, Kate,

whose face is not worth sunbiirning, let thine eye be

thy cook. Id.

Now would I have thee to my, tutor,

How and which way I may bestow myself,
To be regarded in her sunbright eye. Id.

When the sun sets the air doth drizzle dew ;

But for the sunset of my brother's son
It rains downright. Id.

Send out a pursuivant
To Stanley's regiment ;

bid him bring his power
Before sun-rising. Id. Richard III.

That man that sits within a monarch's heart,
And ripens in the sunshine of his favour,
Would he abuse the countenance of the king,
Alack, what mischiefs might be set abroach,
In shadow of such greatness ! Id. Henry IV.

In those days the giants of Libanus mastered all

nations, from the sunriring to the sunset.

Raleigh't Histnry.
The stars are of greater use than for men to gaze on

after sun-set. Raleigh.
I will never consent to put out the sun of sove-

reignty to posterity, and all succeeding kings.

King Charles.

He had been many years in that sunshine, when a

new comet appeared in court. Clarendon.
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Where such radiant ights have shone,

No wonder if her cheeks be grown
Sunburnt with lustre of her own. Cleaveland.

I that in his absence
Blazed like a star of the first magnitude.
Now in his brighter sunshine am not seen.

Deiihatns Sophy.

High in the midst exalted as a God,
The' apostate in his sunbright chariot sat,
Idol of majesty divine ! inclosed

With flaming cherubims and golden shields. Milton.

SUN, SOL,. See ASTRONOMY, Index. The
sun is certainly that celestial body which of all

others should most attract our attention. It

has accordingly employed much of the time and

meditation, not only of the astronomer, but also
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a view of it with a seven feet refiec'or, chargedwith a very high power, it appeared to be di-
vided into two parts. The largest of the two,on the 19th of April, measured V 8-06* in dia-
meter, which is equal in length to more than
31,000 miles. Both together must certainly have
extended above 50,000.

' The idea of Us being
occasioned by a volcanic explosion violently
driving away a fiery fluid, ought to be rejected,'
says Dr. Herschel, 'on many accounts. To
mention only one, the great extent of the spot
is very unfavorable to such a suppostion. in-
deed a much less violent and less pernicious
cause may account for all the appearances of
the spot. When we see a dark belt near the

equator of the planet Jupiter, we do not recur
of the speculative philosopher, in all ages of the to earthquakes and volcanoes for its origin An

atmosphere, with its natural changes,\vill ex-

plain such belts. Our spot on the sun may b
accounted for on the same principles. The earth
is surrounded by an atmosphere composed of

world ; and many hypotheses have been formed,
and some discoveries made respecting the nature
and the uses of this vast luminary. Sir Isaac
Newton has shown that the sun, by its

tive power, retains the planets of onr system in various elastic fluids. The sun also lias its at-
their orbits : he has also pointed out the method

whereby the quantity of matter which it con-
tains may be accurately determined. Dr. Brad-

ley has assigned the velocity of the solar light
with a degree of precision exceeding our utmost

expectation. Galileo, Scheiner, Hevelius, Cas-

sini, and others, have ascertained the rotation of

the sun upon its axis, and determined the posi- were placed on the rrioon, he would see the solid
tion of its equator. By means of the transit of body of the earth only in those places where the
Venus over the disk of the sun, mathematicians transparent fluids of our atmosphere would per-
have calculated its distance from the earth, its

'" ' T

mosphere; and, if some of the fluids which
enter into its composition should be of a shining
brilliancy, in the manner that will be explained
hereafter, while others are merely transparent,
any temporary cause which may remove the lu-
cid fluid, will permit us to see the body of the
sun through the transparent ones. If an observer

real diameter and magnitude, the density of the

matter of which it is composed, and the fall of

heavy bodies on its surface. We have therefore

a very clear notion of the vast importance and

powerful influence of the sun on its planetary

system ; but, with regard to its internal construc-

tion, we are yet extremely ignorant. Many in-

genious conjectures have indeed been formed on
the subject ; a few of which we shall mention
as an introduction to Dr. Herschel's, of which,
as it is the latest, and perhaps the most plau-
sible, we shall give a pretty full account, nearly
in his own words. The dark spots in the sun,
for instance, have been supposed to be solid bo-

dies revolving very near its surface. They have
been conjectured to be the smoke of volcanoes,
or the scum floating upon an ocean of fluid

matter. They have also been taken for clouds.

They were explained to be opaque masses swim-

ing on the fluid matter of the sun, dipping down

occasionally. It has been supposed that a fiery

liquid surrounded the sun, and that, by its ebbing
and flowing, the highest parts of it were occa-

sionally uncovered, and appeared under the

shape of dark spots; and that, by the return of

the fiery liquid, they were again covered, and in

that manner successively assumed different

phases. The sun itself has been supposed to be

a globe of fire. The waste it would undergo by

mit him. In others, the opaque vapors would
reflect the light of the sun without permitting his

view to penetrate to the surface of our globe.
He would probably also find that our planet
had occasionally some shining fluids in its atmo-

sphere : as, not unlikely, some of our northern

lights might not escape his notice, if they hap-
pened in the unenlightened part of the earth, and
were seen by him in his long dark nig'it. Nay,
we have pretty good reason to believe, that pro-

bably all the planets emit light in some degree ;

for the illumination which remains on the moon
in a total eclipse cannot be entirely ascribed to

the light which may reach it by the refraction of

the earth's atmosphere. For instance, in the

eclipse of the moon October 22d, 1790, the rays
of the sun refracted by the atmosphere of the

earth towards the moon, admitting the mean
horizontal refraction to be 30' 50'8*, would meet
in a focus 189,000 miles beyond the moon; so

that consequently there could be no illumination

from rays refracted by our atmosphere. It is,

however, not improbable that about the polar

regions of the earth there may be refraction

enough to bring some of the solar rays to a

shorter focus. The distance of the moon at tho

time of the eclipse would require a refraction

of 54' 6", equal to its horizontal parallax at that

time, to bring them to a focus so as to throw

light on the moon. The unenlightened part of

a gradual consumption, on the supposition of the planet Venus has also been seen by different

its being ignited, has been ingeniously calcu-

lated ; and in the same point of view its im-

mense power of heating the bodies of such

comets as draw very near to it has been assigned.
In 1779 there was a spot on the sun which was

large enough to be seen with the naked eye. By

persons ; and, not having a satellite, those regions

that are turned from the sun cannot possibly
shine by a borrowed light; so that this faint il-

lumination must denote some phosphoric quality

of the atmosphere of Venus.'

In the instance of the large spot on the sun

2 1) ?.
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already mentioned, Dr. Herschell concludes from

appearances, that he viewed the real body of the

sun itself, of which we rarely see more than its

shining atmosphere. In 1783 he observed a

fine large spot, and followed it up to the edge of

the sun's limb. Here he took notice that the

spot was plainly depressed below the surface of

the sun, and that it had very broad shelving
sides. He also suspected some part, at least, of

the shelving sides to be elevated above the sur-

face of the sun ; and observed that, contrary to

what usually happens, the margin of -that side

of the spot which was farthest from the limb
was the broadest. The luminous shelving side

of a spot may be explained by a gentle and gra-
dual removal of the shining fluid, which permits
us to see the globe of the sun. As to the un-

common appearance of the broadest margin be-

ing on that side of the spot which was farthest

from the limb when the spot came near the edge
of it, we may surmise that the sun has inequa-
lities on its surface, which may possibly be the

cause of it. For, when mountainous countries

are exposed, if it should chance that the highest

parts of the landscape are situated so as to be
near that side of the margin or penumbra of the

spot which is towards the limb, they may partly

intercept our view of it when the spot is seen

very obliquely. This would require elevations

at least 500 or 600 miles high ; but, considering
the great attraction exerted by the sun upon
bodies at its surface, and the slow revolution it

has upon its axis, we may readily admit inequa-
lities to that amount. From the centrifugal
force at the sun's equator, and the weight of bo-

dies at its surface, he computes that the power
of throwing down a mountain by the exertion

of the former, balanced by the superior force of

keeping it in its place of the latter, is nearly six

times and a half less on the sun than on our equa-
torial regions ; and, as an elevation similar to one
of three miles on the earth would not be less

than 334 miles on the sun, there can be no doubt
but that a mountain much higher would stand

very firmly. The little density of the solar body
seems also to be in favor of the height of its

mountains; for, caeteris parihus, dense bodies

will sooner come to their level than rare ones.

The difference in the vanishing of the shelving
side, instead of explaining it by mountains, may
also, and perhaps more satisfactorily, be account-
ed for from the real difference of the extent, the

arrangement, the height, and the intensity of the

shining fluid, added to the occasional changes
that may happen in these particulars during the

time in which the spot approaches to the edge
of the disk. However, by admitting large moun-
ains on the face of the sun, we shall account for

the different opinions of two eminent astrono-

mers
; one of wnom believed the spots depressed

below the surface of the sun, while the other be-

lieved them elevated above it. For it is not im-

possible that some of the solar mountains may
be high enough occasionally to project above the

shining elastic fluid, when, by some agitation or

other cause, it is not of the usual height : and
this opinion is much strengthened by the return

of some remarkable spots which served Cassini

to ascertain the period of the sun's rotation. A

very high country, or chain of mountains', may
oftener become visible, by the removal of the

obstructing fluid, than the lower regions, on ac-

count of its not being so deeply covered with it.

In 1791 the doctor examined a large spot on the

sun, and found it evidently depressed below the

level of the surface. In 1792 he examined the

sun with several powers from ninety to 500, when
it appeared evident, that the black spots are

the opaque ground, or body of the sun ; and that

the luminous part is an atmosphere, which, being

interrupted or broken, gives us a transient

glimpse of the sun itself. He perceived, like-

wise, that the shining surface of the sun is un-

equal, many parts of it being elevated and others

depressed ;
and that the elevations, to which

Hevelius gave the name of faculae, so far from

resembling torches, were rather like the shrivel-

led elevations upon a dried apple, extended in

length, and most of them joined together, making
waves orwaving lines. The faculte being eleva-

tions, very satisfactorily explains the reason why
they disappear towards the middle of the sun,
and reappear on the other margin ; for, about the

place where we lose them, they begin to be edge-
wise to our view ; and, if between the faculae

should lie dark spots, they will most frequently
break out in the middle of the sun, because they
are no longer covered by the side views of these

faculae. The doctor gives a very particular ac-

count of all his observations, which seem to

have been accurately made, and we need scarcely
add with excellent telescopes. For that account,

however, we must refer to the memoir itself, and
hasten to lay before our readers the result of his

observations.
' That the sun,' says he, 'has a very extensive

atmosphere, canno't be doubted ; and that this

atmosphere consists of various elastic fluids, that

are more or less lucid and transparent, and of
,

which the lucid one is that which furnishes us

with light, seems also to be fully established by
all the phenomena of its spots, of the facula?,

and of the lucid surface itself. There is no kind

of variety in these appearances but what may
be accounted for with the greatest facility, from

the continual agitation which, we may easily

conceive, must take place in the regions of such

extensive elastic fluids. It will be necessary,

however, to be a little more particular as to the

manner in which I suppose the lucid fluid of the

sun to be generated in its atmosphere. An ana-

logy that may be drawn from the generation of

clouds in our own atmosphere, seems to be a

very proper one, and full of instruction. Our
clouds are probably decompositions of some
of the elastic fluids of the atmosphere itself,

when such natural causes, as in this grand che-

mical laboratory are generally at work, act upon
them : we may therefore admit that in the very
extensive atmosphere of the sun, from causes of

the same nature, similar phenomena will take

place ; but with this difference, that the conti-

nual and very extensive decompositions of the

elastic fluids of the sun are of a phosphoric na-

ture, and attended with lucid appearances, by
giving out light. If it should be objected, that

such violent and unremitting decompositions
would exhaust the sun, -we may recur again to
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our analogy, which will furnish us wivh tne fol-

lowing reflections. The extent of our own at-

mosphere, we see, is still preserved, notwith-

standing the copious decompositions of its fluids

in clouds and falling rain
;
in flashes of lightening ;

in meteors, and other luminous phenomena ; be-

cause there are fresh supplies of elastic vapors
continually ascending to make good the waste

occasioned by these decompositions. But it

may be urged that the case with the decomposi-
tion of the elastic fluids in the solar atmosphere
would be very different, since light is emitted,
and does not return to the sun, as clouds do to

the earth when they descend in showers of rain.

To which I answer, that, in the decomposition of

phosphoric fluids, every other ingredient but

light may also return to the body of the sun.

And that the emission of light must waste the

sun is not a difficulty that can be opposed to

our hypothesis ; for as it is an evident fact that

the sun does emit light, the same objection, if it

could be one, would equally militate against

every other assignable way to account for the

phenomenon. There are, moreover, considera-

tions that may lessen the pressure of this alleged

difficulty. We know the exceeding subtilty
of light to be such, that in ages of time its ema-

nation from the sun cannot very sensibly lessen

the size of this great body. To this may be

added, that very possibly there may always be

ways of restoration to compensate for what is

lost by the emission of light, though the manner
in which this can be brought about should not

appear to us. Many of the operations of nature

are carried on in her great laboratory which we
cannot comprehend ;

but now and then we see

some of the tools with which she is at work. We
need not wonder that their construction should

be so singular as to induce us to confess our ig-

norance of the method of employing them ; but

we may rest assured that they are not a mere lusus

naturae.' Here he alludes to the great number
of small telescopic comets ;

which he supposes,
as others had done before him, may be employed
to restore to the sun what had been lost by the

emission of light.
< My hypothesis, however,'

continues he,
' does not lay me under any obli-

gation to explain how the sun can sustain the

waste of light, nor to show that it will sustain

it for ever ; and I should also remark that, as in

the analogy of generating clouds, I merely al-

lude to their production as owing to a decompo-
sition of some of the elastic fluids of our atmo-

sphere, that analogy, which tirmly rests upon the

fact, will not be less to my purpose, to whatever

cause these clouds may owe their origin. It is

the same with the lucid clouds, if I may so call

them, of the sun. They plainly exist, because

we see them ;
the manner of their being gene-

rated may remain an hypothesis and mine, till a

better can be proposed, may stand good ; but,

whether it does or not, the consequences I am

going to draw from what has been said, will not

be affected by it.' Before he proceeds to draw

these consequences, he informs us that, accord-

ing to the above theory, a dark spot in the sun

is a place in its atmosphere, which happens to be

free from luminous decompositions; that faculae

are, on the contrary, more copious mixtures of

such fluids as decompose each other ; and mat
the regions in which the luminous solar cioutis
are formed, adding thereto the elevation of me
faculae, cannot be less than 1843, nor much more
than 2765 miles in depth. It is true, continues
he, that in our atmosphere the extent of the clouds
is limited to a very narrow compass ; but we
ought rather to compare the solar ones to the
luminous decompositions which take place in
our aurora borealis, or luminous arches, which
extend much farther than the cloudy regions.
The density of the luminous solar clouds, though
very great, may not be exceedingly more so than
that of our aurora borealis. For if we consider
what would be the brilliancy of a space 2000 or
3000 miles deep, filled with such coruscations
as we see now and then in our atmosphere, their

apparent intensity, when viewed at the distance
of the sun, might r*t be much inferior to that of

the lucid solar fluid. From the luminous atmo-

sphere of the sun,he proceeds to its opaque body;
which, by calculation from the power it exerts

upon the planets, we know to be of great so-

lidity ; and from the phenomena of the dark

spots, many of which, probably on account of
their high situations, have been repeatedly seen,
and otherwise denote inequalities in their level,
we surmise that its surface is diversified with
mountains and valleys. What has been said

enables us to come to some very important con-

clusions, by remarking that this way of consi-

dering the sun and its atmosphere removes th ;

great dissimilarity we have hitherto been used t >

find between its condition and that of the rest of

the great bodies of the solar system. The sun,

viewed thus, appears to be nothing else than a

very eminent, large, and lucid planet, evidently
the first, or, in strictness of speaking, the only

primary one of our system, all others being truly

secondary to it. Its similarity to the other

globes of the solar system with regard to its so

lidity, its atmosphere, and its diversified surfac >,

the rotation upon its axis, and the fall of heavy

bodies, leads us on to suppose that it is most

probably also inhabited, like the rest of the

planets, by beings whose organs are adapted to

the peculiar circumstances of that vast globe. It

may, however, not be amiss to remove a certain

difficulty, which arises from the effect, of the sun's

rays upon our globe. The heat which is her,.-,

at the distance of 95,000,000 miles, produced by
these rays, is so considerable that it may be ob-

jected, that the surface of the globe of the sun

itself must be scorched up beyond all conceptio i.

This may be very substantially answered by

many proofs drawn from natural philosophy,
which show that heat is produced by the sun'-;

rays only when they act upon a calorific medium ;

they are the cause of the production of heat, by

uniting with the matter of fire which is contained

in the substances that are heated ;
as the collision

of flint and steel will inflame a magazine of gun-

powder, by putting all the latent fire it contains

into action. But an instance or two of the man-

ner in which the solar rays produce their effect

will bring this home to our most common expe-

rience. On the tops of mountains of a sufficient

height, at an altitude where clouds can very sel-

dom reach to shelter them from the direct rays
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of tlie sun, we always find regions of ice and
snow. Now, if the solar rays themselves con-

veyed all the heat we find on this globe, it ought
to be h-Alest where their course is least interrupt-
ed. Again, our aeronauts all confirm the cold-

ness of the upper regions of the atmosphere ;

and since, therefore, even on our earth, the heat

of any situation depends upon the aptness of the

medium to yield to the impression of the solar

rays, we have only to admit that, on the sun

itself, the elastic fluids composing its atmosphere,
and the matter on its surface, are of such a nature

as not to be capable of any excessive affection

from its own rays ; and indeed this seems to be

proved by the copious emission of them ; for if

the elastic fluids of the atmosphere, or the mat-
ter contained on the surface of the sun, were of

such a nature as to admit of an easy chemical

combination with its rays, their emission would
be much impeded. Our author then proceeds to

support his theory by analogical reasonings ; but,
as these will occur to such of our readers as are

conversant with the speculations of astronomers,
we pass on to his reflections upon the conse-

quences of this theory.
' That the stars are suns

can hardly admit of a doubt. Their immense
distance would perfectly exclude them from our

view, if the light they send us were not of the

solar kind. Besides, the analogy may be traced

much farther. The sun turns on its axis , so

does the star Algol ; so do the stars called /3

Lyra;, $ Cephei, ij Antinoi, o Ceti, and many
more ; most probably all. From what other

cause can we so probably account for their pe-
riodical changes ? Again, our sun has spots on
its surface; so has the star Algol, and so have
the stars already named, and probably every star

in the heavens. On our sun these spots are

changeable ; so they are on the star o Ceti, as

evidently appears from the irregularity of its

changeable lustre, which is often broken in upon
by accidental changes, while the general period
continues unaltered. The same little deviations

have been observed in other periodical stars,
and ought to be ascribed to the same cause. But
if stars are suns, and suns are inhabitable, we
see at once what an extensive field for animation

opens itself to our view. It is true that analogy
may induce us to conclude that since stars ap-
pear to be suns, and suns, according to the com-
mon opinion, are bodies that serve to enlighten,

warm, and sustain a system of planets, we may
have an idea of numberless globes that serve for

the habitation of living creatures. But, if these

suns themselves are primary planets, we may see

some thousands of them with our own eyes, and
millions by the help of telescopes, when at the

same time the same analogical reasoning still

remains in full force with regard to the planets
which these suns may support.' The doctor

then observes that, from other considerations,
the idea of suns or stars being merely the sup-

porters of systems or planets, is not absolutely
to be admitted as a general one. '

Among the

great number of very compressed clusters of stars

I have given,' says he,
' in my catalogue, there

are some which open a different view of the hea-

vens to us. The stars in them are so very close

together, that, notwithstanding the great distance
at which we may suppose the cluster itself to be,
it will hardly be possible to assign any sufficient

mutual distance to the stars composing the clus-

ter, to leave room for crowding in those planets
for whose support these stars have been, or might
be, supposed to exist. It should seem, therefore,

highly probable, that they exist for themselves ;

and are, in fact, only very capital, lucid, primary
planets, connected together in one great system
of mutual support. The same remark may be
made with regard to the number of very close

double stars, whose apparent diameters being
alike, and not very small, do not indicate any
very great mutual distance, from which, how-

ever, must be deducted all those where the dif-

ferent distances may be compensated by the real

difference in their respective magnitudes. To
what has been said may be added, that, in some

parts of the milky way, where yet the stars are

not very small, they -are so crowded that in

1 792, August 22d, I found by the gauges, that

in forty-one minutes of time, no less than

258,000 of them had passed through the field of

view of my telescope. It seems, therefore, upon
the whole, not improbable, that in many cases

stars are united in such close systems as not to

leave much room for the orbits or planets or co-

mets
;
and that consequently, upon this account

also, many stars, unless we would make them
mere useless brilliant points, may themselves be
lucid planets, perhaps unattended by satellites.'

What a magnificent idea does this theory give of

the universe, and of the goodness, as well as

power, of its Author 1 And how cold must be
that heart, and clouded that understanding, which,
after the contemplation of it, can for one moment
listen to the atheistical doctrines of those men
who presume to account for all the phenomena
of nature by chemical affinities and mechanical
attraction ! The man who, even in his heart,
can say that such an immense system, differing
so widely in the structure of the different parts of

it, but every where crowded with life, is the effect

of unintelligent agency, is indeed, to use the em-

phatic language of an ancient astronomer a fool.

SUNAPEE, a lake of the United States, in

New Hampshire, in the townships of Fisherfield,

Wendell, and New London. It is eleven miles

long, and one and a half broad. Little Sunapee,
two miles long, lies north-east in New London.

SUNART, LOCH, a navigable inlet of the sea,

between the counties of Argyle and Inverness,
in Scotland, about twenty miles long, and from
one and a half to two miles broad. Also the

name of the district bordering on the Loch.

SUNDA, STRAITS OF. An arm of the sea

which separates the islands of Sumatra and
Java ; by the Malays it is termed Sunda Kalapa.
The length of this channel, taken from the flat

point to Varkens, or Hog Point, is about seventy

miles, and on the opposite coast, from Java

Head to Bantam Point, about ninety. In the

mouth lies Prince's Island, by the situation of

which two passages are formed; one between
Prince's Island and Java, which is made use of

for the most part by ships which have to pass
the straits during the south-east monsoon, in
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order that, sailing close in with the Jara shore,

they may soon get within anchoring depth. The
other passage, called by seamen the Great Chan-
nel, sometimes also serves as an entrance to the
straits during the south-east monsoon, but it is

with the greatest difficulty, and after continual

struggling with the south-easterly winds and the
current that this can be effected. In the narrow-
est part of the straits, opposite to Hog's Point,
on Sumatra, lies an island that on account of its

situation has been called Thwart the Way, or
Middle Isle. A strong current runs through the

passage on both sides of this island during the

whole year, setting with the prevailing easterly
or westerly winds, either to the north-east or

south-west. The chief islands in these straits

are Prince's Isle, Krakatau, Thwart the Way, and
Pulo Baby. The others are very insignificant,

mostly level, founded on beds of coral and
covered with trees. A few have steep naked

sides, and at a little distance resemble old cas-

tles, mouldering into ruins; but, on a nearer

view, appear to be of volcanic origin. The
Dutch East India Company claim an absolute

sovereignty over the Straits of Sunda, but it

never has been enforced.

SUNDAY, or the Lord's-day, is a solemn festi-

val observed by Christians on the first day of

every week, in memory of our Saviour's resur-

rection. See SABBATH, In the breviary and
other offices we meet with Sundays of the first

and second class. Those of the first class are

Palm, Easter, Advent, and Whitsunday, those of

Quasimodo and Quadragesima. Those of the

second class are the common Sundays. An-

ciently each Sunday in the year had its particular

name, which was taken from the introit of the

day ; which custom has only been continued to

some few ia Lent
; as Reminiscere, Lsetare,

Oculi, Judica. The Lord's day, mentioned in

the Apocalypse, is certainly our Sunday; which
was very early instituted by the apostles. A re-

gard was had to this day in the earliest ages of

the church, as appears from the first apology of

Justin Martyr, where he describes the exercise

of the day not much unlike to ours. See SAB-
BATH. But Constautine the Great first made a

law for the proper observation of Sunday ; and,

according to Eusebius, appointed it to be regu-

larly celebrated throughout the Roman empire.
Before him, and even in his time, they observed

the Jewish Sabbath as well as Sunday. By his

law, made in 321, it was decreed, that the Sun-

day should be kept a day of rest in all cities and

towns ; but the country people were allowed to

follow their work. In 338 the council of Or-

leans prohibited country labor; but because there

were still many Jews in Gaul, and the people
fell into many superstitious usages in the cele-

bration of the new Sabbath, like those of the Jews

among that of the old, the council declares that

to hold it unlawful to travel with horses, cattle,

and carriages, to prepare food, or to do any

thing necessary to the cleanliness and decency of

houses or persons, savours more of Judaism than

of Christianity. See SABBATH-BREAKING.
The appellation of Lord's day was adopted

and applied to the iirst day of the week by the

Christian writers. At the time when St. Johu
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wrote the book of his revelation, the first day of
the week seems to have obtained this name (Rev.
i. 10); and this name, together with St. John's
use of it, sufficiently denotes the appropriationof the day to the service of religion; as well as
that this appropriation was

perfectly known to
the churches of Asia. We have reason to be-
lieve that, by the <

Lord's day,' was meant the
'first day of the week; because we find no
traces of any distinction of days, which could
entitle any other to that appellation; accord-
ingly this appellation was used both by the Greek
and Latin churches. So it is styled by Clemens
Alexandrinus, by Ignatius, by Dionysius, bishop
of Corinth, by an African synod, and by Ter-
tullian. Sometimes, indeed, it is simply called
fi Kvptarj), and '

Dominicus,' that is,
'
the Lord's,'

without the addition of the word '

day,' as it is

thus called rr\v icopiKKrjv by Ignatius, and ' Do-
rainicus' by Cyprian. Clemens Alexandrinus
writes to this effect : that a true Christian, ac-

cording to the commandment of the gospel, ob-
serves the Lord's day, by casting out all evil

thoughts and entertaining all good ones, glorify-
ing the resurrection of the Lord on that day.'
Barnabas says,

< we keep the eighth day with

gladness, on which Christ arose from the dead ;'

and Ignatius also says,
'
let us keep the Lord's

day, on which our life arose through him.' Justin

Martyr also relates, that ' on Sunday the Chris-
tians assembled together, because it was the first

day of the week, on whichrGod out of the con-
fused chaos made the world, and Jesus Christ
our Saviour arose from the dead ; for on Friday
he was crucified, and on Sunday he appeared to

his apostles and disciples, and taught them those

things which the Christians now believe.' To
the same purpose, Origen advises his auditors to

pray unto Almighty God,
'

especially on the

Lord's day, which is a commemoration of Christ's

passion ; for the resurrection of Chrjst is not

only celebrated once a year, but every seven

days.' That this day was denominated '

Sunday
'

at a very early period, is evinced by a variety of

testimonies, which it is needless to cite. Justin

Martyr and Tertullian in particular use this ap-

pellation. But, though they so far complied with

the Heathens to call this day Sunday, yet they do

not seem to have so far indulged the Jews as to

call it the 'Sabbath-day;' for through all their

writings they violently declaim against sabba-

tizing, or keeping the sabbath-day, that is the

Judaical observation of the seventh day, which

we must always understand by the word ' Sab-

batum '

in the writings of the ancients, not the ob-

servation of the first day, or the Lord's day ;
for

that was constantly celebrated : and, by those who

condemn the observance of the sabbath-day, the

sanctification of the Lord's day is approved and

recommended, as by Justin Martyr and Ter-

tullian, and also by Ignatius, who says in one

place,
'
let us no longer sabbatize,' and in ano-

ther,
' instead of sabbatizing, let every Christian

keep the Lord's day, the day oa which Christ

arose again ; the queen of daysmen which our

life arose, and deatlv was conquered by Christ.'

The Eastern churches, however, in compliance
with the Jewish converts, who were numerous in

those parts, performed on the seventh day th
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same public religious services that they did

on the first, observing both the one and the

other. Whence Origen enumerates Saturday as

one of the four feasts solemnised in his time ;

though, on the contrary, some of the Western

churches, that they might not seem to judaize,
fasted on Saturday.
The principal arguments pertaining to this

question have been glanced at under the article

SABBATH. Paley, who adopted the opinion of

those who maintain that the institution of the

Jewish sabbath first took place in the wilderness,

considers, as they do, the blessing and sanctifi-

cation, i. e. the religious distinction and appro-

priation of the seventh day, mentioned in the

book of Genesis, as not having been made till

many ages afterwards. He alleges that the

vords do not assert, that God then ' blessed
'

and
*
sanctified

'

the seventh day, but that he blessed

and sanctified it, because he had on that day
rested from the work of creation, and for that

reason : and if it be asked, why the sabbath, or sanc-

tification of the seventh day, was then mentioned,
if it was not then appointed, our author replies,
that the order of connexion, and not of time, in-

troduced the mention of the sabbath in the his-

tory ofthe subject which it was ordained to comme-
morate. This interpretation, he says, is strongly

supported by a passage in the prophecy of

Ezekiel, where the sabbath is plainly spoken of

as given, or, as the expression is supposed to

mean, as first instituted, in the wilderness. Ezek.

xx. 10, 11, 12. Nehemiah also accounts the

promulgation of the sabbatic law amongst the

transactions in the wilderness, and this circum-
stance is considered as affording another impor-
tant argument in favor of the same opinion.
Nehem. ix. 14. If the divine command, by
which the sabbath was instituted, was actually
delivered at the creation, as many learned writers

have maintained, it was without doubt addressed
to the whole human species alike, and continues,
unless repealed by some subsequent revelation,

obligatory upon all who have the knowledge
of it. But, if the command was published for

the first time in the wilderness, then it was

immediately directed to the Jewish people
alone, and the sabbath ought to be regarded as

part of the peculiar law of the Jewish policy,
in farther support of this latter opinion, it is

alleged that the sabbath is described as a sign
between God and the people of Israel (Exod.
xxxi. 16, 17, Ezek. xx. 16) ; and that it does not

seem easy to understand how the sabbath could
be a '

sign
'

between God and the people of

Israel, unless the observance of it was peculiar
to that people, and designed to be so. The dis-

tinction of the sabbath is, in its nature, as much
a positive ceremonial institution as that of many
other seasons which were appointed by the Le-
vitical law to be kept holy, and to be observed

by a distinct rest: such were the first and
seventh days of unleavened bread ; the feast of

pentecost ; the feast of tabernacles ; and, in the

twenty-third chapter of Exodus, the sabbath and
these are recited together. It is further argued,
that the observation of the sabbath was not one
of the articles enjoined by the apostles in the fif-

teenth chapter of Acts, upon them '

which, from

among the Gentiles, were turned unto God.' St.

Paul evidently appears to have considered the

sabbath as part of the Jewish ritual, and not

binding upon Christians as such. Col. ii. 16, 17.

If the law by which the Sabbath was insti-

tuted be considered as a law only to the Jewsr it

becomes an important enquiry, whether the

founder of Christianity delivered any new com-
mand upon the subject ; or, if that should not

appear to be the case, whether any day was ap-
propriated to the service of religion by the au-

thority or example of his apostles ? The practice
of holding religious assemblies upon the first day
of the week was so early and universal in the

Christian church, that we derive hence con-

siderable proof of its having originated from
some precept of Christ, or of his apostles,

though no such precept be now extant. It was
on the first day of the week that the disciples
were assembled, when Christ appeared to them
for the first time after his resurrection. John xx.

19. If we allow that this might have been ac-

cidental, yet we read in the twenty-sixth verse of

the same chapter,
' that after eight days,' that is,

on the first day of the week following,
'

again the

disciples were within,' which second meeting

upon the same day of the week seems like an

appointment and design to meet on that parti-
cular day. The same custom seems also to have
been observed in a Christian church at a great
distance from Jerusalem. Acts xx. 6, 7. The

practice mentioned in this passage seems now to

have been familiar and established. See also

1 Cor. xvi. 1, 2. From these passages we de-

duce ample evidence that the Christians held

and frequented religious assemblies upon the first

day of the week. Nevertheless, a cessation upon
that day from labor, beyond the time of attend-

ance upon public worship, is not intimated in

any passage in the New Testament ; nor did

Christ or his apostles deliver, as Paley sup-
poses, any command to their disciples for a dis-

continuance upon that day of the common offices

of their respective professions. This reserve

cannot be censured as a defect in the Christian

institution by any who consider that, in the pri-
mitive condition of Christianity, the observation

of a new sabbath would have been useless, or

inconvenient, or impracticable. During Christ's

personal ministry, his religion was preached to

the Jews alone. They already had a sabbath,

which, as subjects of that economy, they were

obliged to keep, and did keep. It was not,

therefore, probable that Christ would enjoin
another day of rest in conjunction with this.

Dr. Paley deduces from his whole enquiry on

this subject the conclusion that the assembling

upon the first day of the week, for the purpose of

public worship and religious instruction, is a law

of Christianity, of divine appointment ; and that

the resting on that day from our employments,
longer than we are detained from them by an at-

tendance upon these assemblies, is to Christians

an ordinance of human institution ; binding,

nevertheless, upon the conscience of every indi-

vidual of a country in which a weekly sabbath is

established, for the sake of the beneficial purposes
which the public and regular observance of it

promotes ;
and recommended, perhaps, in some
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degree, to the divine approbation, by the resem-
blance it bears to what God was pleased to make
a solemn part of the law which he delivered to

the people of Israel, and by its subserviency to

many of the same uses. In general, we may
observe, that if the design of a religious assem-

bly require that it be held frequently, it is most

expedient that it should return at stated inter-

vals ; and that the same seasons should be ob-
served throughout the country. That part of the

religious distinction of seasons, which consists

in a general intermission of labor and business

during times set apart for the exercise of public

worship, is founded in the reasons which make

public worship itself a duty. But, as the cele-

bration of divine service never occupies the

whole day, the other interval of Sunday, that is

not spent at church, must be considered as a mere
rest from the ordinary occupations of civil life

;

and he, says Paley, who would defend the insti-

tution, as it is required to be observed in Chris-

tian countries, unless he can produce a command
for ' a Christian sabbath,' must point out the uses

of it in that view. First, that interval of relaxa-

tion which Sunday affords to the laborious class

of mankind contributes, in a great degree, to the

comfort and satisfaction of their lives, both as it

refreshes them for the time, and as it relieves

their six days' labor by the prospect of a day of

rest always approaching. In this view of the in-

stitution, whatever may be its origin, it must ap-

pear to be highly useful
; nor is any thing lost to

the community by the intermission of public

industry one day in the week ; for in countries

tolerably advanced in population, and the arts of

civil life, there is always more than enough of

human labor. Secondly, Sunday, by suspending

many public diversions, and the ordinary rota-

tion of employment, leaves to men of every rank

and profession sufficient leisure, and not more
than sufficient, both for the external offices of

Christianity, and the actual, but equally neces-

sary, duties of religious meditation and enquiry.
And thirdly, they whose humanity embraces the

whole sensitive creation, will esteem it no incon-

siderable recommendation of a weekly return

of public rest, that it affords a respite to the toil

of brutes.

The uses of this institution, therefore, being to

facilitate attendance upon public worship, or to

meliorate the condition of the laborious classes

of mankind, and, by a general suspension of bu-

siness and amusement, to invite and enable

persons of every description to apply their time

and thoughts to subjects pertaining to their sal-

vation, the duty of the day must be violated ;

first, by all such employments or engagements as

hinder our attendance upon public worship, or

occupy so much of our time as not to afford

sufficient leisure for religious reflection ; such are

travelling, visiting during the whole day, or em-

ploying the time at home in any kind of business

that bears no relation to religion. Secondly, by

unnecessary encroachments on the rest and

liberty which Sunday ought to afford to the infe-

rior orders of the community. Thirdly, by such

recreations as are customarily forborne, out of

respect to the day ; as hunting, shooting, fishing,

public diversions, and playing at cards or dice.

SUNDAY SCHOOLS. See EDUCATION.
SUNDEEP ISLE (Somadwipa, or Isle of the

Moon), an island in the district of Chittagong,
and province of Bengal, which may be estimated
at sixteen miles in length, by eight the average
breadth. It contains a government establish-
ment for the manufacture of salt, subordinate to
the Bulwa and Chittagong agency. A number
of Portuguese settled on this coast at the con-
clusion of the sixteenth century, many of whom
entered into the service of the native princes,
and obtained grants of land. They were extir-

pated or expelled from Arracan about A. D.
1607, the few who escaped taking refuge amon"
the islands, where they practised piracy. Futteh

Khan, the Mogul governor of Sundeep, having
attempted to suppress them, was defeated and

killed, and his whole fleet captured. On this

event the pirates elected for their chief a com-
mon sailor, named Sebastian Gonzales, and in

1609 gained possession of Sundeep. This chief

established an independent principality, his force

amounting to 1000 Portuguese, 2000 native

troops, 200 cavalry, and eighty vessels of differ-

ent sizes, well supplied with guns. Soon after

he added to his territory the adjacent island of

Shahabaspoor, and some others. With common
prudence his power now might have attained a

considerable height and stability, but he soon

disgusted his subjects by the brutal tyranny of

his government, and rendered the Moguls and

Arracaners hostile by the perfidy and cruelty of

his conduct. He was finally abandoned by the

greater part of his followers, and in 1616 was

defeated by the Rajah of Arracan, who con-

quered Sundeep and the other islands. This

island continued in possession of these barba-

rians until A. D. 1666, when Shaista Khan, the

Mogul governor of Bengal, having fitted out a

fleet at Dacca, despatched it down the Megn;i to

attack Sundeep, where the Mughs (so the Arra-

caners were now called) had erected fortifica-

tions, which they defended with great resolution

for a considerable time, but were at length all

taken or destroyed. Since that period it re-

mained attached to the Mogul government of

Bengal, until it devolved, along with that pro-

vince, to the East India Company.
SUN'DER, v. a. & n. s. Sax. rym>ruan. To

part ; separate ;
divide : two.

He breaketh the bow, and cutteth the spear in

sunder. Ptalma.

Vexation almost stops my breath,

That sundred friends greet in the hour of death.

Skakipeare.

She that should all parts to re-union bow,

She that had all magnetick force alone,

To draw amd fasten Hundred parts in one. Dmne.

It is sundred from the main land by a sandy plain.
Curew.

The enormous weight was cast,

Which Crantor's body sundered at the waist.

Drtlden.

Bears, tigers, wolves, the lion's angry brood,

Whom heaven endued with principles
of blood,

He wisely nmdred from the rest, to yell

In forests.

Bring me lightning, give me thunder ;

Jove may kill, but ne'er shall mnder. Granviltf.

SUNDERBUNDS, a woody tract of country
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on ihe coast of Bengal, being part of the Delta

cf the Ganges, and extending along the bay
about 180 miles, it is in fact a labyrinth of

rivers and creeks, all of which are salt, except
those that communicate immediately with the

principal arm of the Ganges : these numerous
natural canals are so disposed as to form a com-

plete inland navigation. In tracing the coast of

this Delta, eight openings are found, each of

which appears to be the principal mouth of the

Ganges. The navigation of the Sunderbunds is

effected chiefly by means of the tides, there be-

ing two distinct passages ; the one named the

Southern or Sunderland Passage, and the other

the Balliaghaut Passage. The first is the furthest,

and leads through the widest and deepest rivers,

opening into the Hooghly or Calcutta River,
about sixty-five miles below the town. The

Balliaghaut Passage opens into a lake on the

cast side of Calcutta. The navigation by these

passages extends more than 200 miles through a

thick forest, divided into numberless islands by
a multitude of channels, so various in point of

width that a vessel has at one time her masts

entangled among the branches of trees, and at

other times sails on a broadly expanded river,

beautifully skirted. The water is every where

salt, and almost the whole forest abandoned to

wild beasts. But during the dry season the

lower shores of these rivers are visited by the

salt-makers and woodcutters ; while tigers of the

most enormous size not only appear on the mar-

gin, but frequently swim off to the boats that lie

at anchor in the rivers. These waters also swarm
with alligators. Throughout the year these pass-

ages are open ; and, during the season, when
the Ganges is low, the whole trade of Bengal
(the western districts excepted) passes either by
Channel Creek, or by Balliaghaut; but chiefly

by the former. The existence of this forest also

has always been considered of importance as a

strong natural barrier along the southern frontier

of Bengal. Great quantities of excellent salt

are here manufactured, and esteemed of peculiar

sanctity, as being extracted from the Ganges.
The woods also present an inexhaustible supply
of timber for fuel, boat building, and other pur-

poses. In 1784 the Sunderbunds, Cooch Bahar,
and Rangamatty, all nearly waste, according to

major Rennell, contained 37,549 square miles.

SUNDERLAND, a sea-port and market-town
of Durham, is situate at the mouth of the river

Wear, where it falls into the ocean, thirteen miles

north-east of Durham, an^ 276 north of London.
The High Street, which is the principal, is nearly
a mile in length, running from east to west ; the

houses in general are well built, and the street

in many places thirty yards broad. Parallel

with this runs the Lower street, -which is very
narrow and dirty, and may be called the Wap-
ping of the town, on the bank of the river ; but

in these, and the numerous narrow lanes con-

necting the two streets, there have of late years
been many improvements, and it is well lighted.
Besides an extensive church, at the top of the

town, here is a neat built chapel of ease, and
several meeting-houses; a dispensary, humane

society, charity for decayed seamen, and sea-

men's widows; besides four good charity schools,

and other benevolent institutions. Here are also

a handsome exchange, public library, large as-

sembly room, theatre, commercial bank, &c.
The harbour is too shallow for large vessels to

take in their lading, so that they are obliged to

lie in the open road, and receive their coals by
the keels. The entrance of the harbour is de-

fended by a pier' projecting about 200 yards, and
its mouth by a battery, opposite to which are

barracks for 3000 men. The harbour has been
further improved by the erection of an oiegant

light-house.
The trade of Suaderland has been long on the

increase : its imports are flour, wines, liquors,

timber, iron, flax, &c. : of its exports, coal is

the staple article, which alone employs nearly
600 vessels

;
the other articles are lime, glass,

glass bottles, copperas, patent ropes, earthen-

ware, &c. : ship-building is also carried on here.

At the extremity of the town, towards Bishop-
wearmouth, is a bridge over the Wear, built of

cast iron, and of a single arch; it is 100 feet

high and 236 feet Ion;;, so that any vessel that

can navigate the depth of water can pass with
her top-mast up. This is a borough, governed
by a mayor, and returns two members to parlia-
ment. Market on Friday. Fairs, May 12th,
and October 12th.

SUN-DEW, in botany. See DROSERA.
SUN'DIAL, n. s. Sun and dial. A marked

plate on which the shadow points the hour.

All your graces no more you shall have,
Than a sundial in a grave. Donne.
The body, though it really moves, yet, not chang-

ing perceivable distance, seems to stand still
;
as is

evident in the shadows of sundials. Locke.

SUN-DIAL. See DIAL and DIALLING.

SUN'DRY, adj. Sax. runberi. Several;
more than one.

Not of one nation was it peopled, but of sundry

people of different manners. Spenser.
That law, which, as it is laid up in the bosom of

God, we call eternal, receiveth, according unto thu

different kind of things which are subject unto it,

different and sundry kinds of names. Hooker.

He caused him to be arrested upon complaint of

tuitdry grievous oppressions. Davies.

But, dallying in this place so long why do'st thou

dwell.

So many sundry things here having yet to tell ?

Drayton.
I have composed sundry collects, as the Advenlual,

Quadragesimal, Paschaf or Pentecostal.

Sanderstm.

Sundry foes the rural realm surround. '

Drtitten.

SUN -FISH. See SQUALTJS.

SUN-FLOWER, in botany. See HELIAN-
THUS.

SUN-FLOWER, BASTARD. See HELEKIUH.
SUNG. The pret. and part. pass, of SING,

which see.

A larger rock then heaving from the plain,
He whirled it round, it sung across the main. Pope.

SUNK. ThepreLand part. pass, of SINK.

which see.

We have large caves ; the deepest are sunk six

hundred fathom, and some digged and made under

great hills. Bacon.

Thus we act, and thus we are,

Or tossed by hope or sunk by care. Priori,
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His spitit cjuite

sunk with those reflections that so-

litude and disappointment brings, lie is utterly un-

distinguished and forgotten. Strift.

SUOVETAUR1LIA, an ancient Roman sa-

crifice, so called because it consisted of a pig
(sus), a sheep or rather ram (ovis), and a bull

(taurus). They were all males, to denote the

masculine courage of the Roman people. It was
likewise called solitaurilia, because the animals
offered up were always solida, whole or uncut.

SUP, v. a., v. n., n.s Sax. j-upan ; Norman
Fr. souper ; Belg. noepen. To drink by mouthfuls

;

drink by little at a time ; to sip : to treat with

supper : eat the evening meal: a small draught.

When they had tupped, they brought Tobias in.

Tobit yiii.

You'll sup with me ?

Anger 's my meat ;
1 sup upon myself,

And so shall starve with feeding.

Skakspeare. Coriolanus.

He 's almost supped ; why have you left the cham-
ber 1 Shakspeare.

Let what you have within be brought abroad,
To sup the stranger. Chapman's Odyssey.
Tom Thumb had got a little sup,

And Tomalin scarce kissed the cup. Drayton.

There 's none observes, much less repines,
How often this man sups or dines. Carew.

To feed my life with : there I'll sup
Balm and nectar in my cup. Crashaw.

Lale returning home, he supped at ease. Dryden.
A pigeon saw the picture of a glass with water in

it, and flew eagerly up to 't for a sup to quench her

hirst. L'Estrange.
We saw it smelling to every thing set in the room

;

and, when it had smelt to them all, it supped up the

milk. Hay.
The least transgression of your's, if it be only two

bits and one sup more than your stint, is a great de-

bauch. Swift.

SUPERABOUND', v. n.~\ Super and a-

STJPERABUN'DANCE, n. s. (bound. To be ex-

SUPERABUN'DANT, adj. uberant ;
be stored

'
SUPERABUNDANTLY, adv. 3 with more than

enough : the noun substantive, adjective, and

adverb, corresponding.

This case returneth again at this time, except the

clemency of his majesty superabound. Bacon.

She superabounds with corn, which is quickly con-

vertible to coin. Hmcel.

The precipitation of the vegetative terrestrial mat-

ter at the deluge amongst the sand, was to retrench

the luxury and superabundance of the productions of

the earth. Woodward.

Nothing but the uncreated infinite can adequately
fill and superabundantly satisfy the desire. Cliei/ne.

So much superabundant zeal could have no other

design than to damp that spirit
raised against Wood.

Swift.

SUPERADD', v. a.
\

Lat. suptraddo. To

SUPERADDI'TION, n.s. S add over and above;

to join any thing extrinsic : the act of doing so.

The strength of any living creature, in those ex-

ternal motions, is something distinct from and super-

added unto its natural gravity.
Wilkins's Mathematical Magick.

The fabiick of the eye, its safe and useful situa-

tion, and the superaddition of muscles, are a certain

pledge of the existence of God. More.

The schools dispute, whether in morals the exter-

nal action superadds any thing of good or evil to the

internal elicit act of the will
;
but certainly the en-

mity of our judgments is wrought up to an high
pitch before it rages in an open denial. Souili.
An animal, in the course of hard labour, seems tc

be nothing but vessels : let the same animal con
tmue long in rest, it will perhaps double its weightand bulk : this superaddition is nothing hut fat.

SUPERADVE'NIENT, adj. Lat.

'

.J,F"'^-
venieru. Coming to the increase orassisiance o.

something.
The soul of man may have matter of triumph,when he has done bravely by a ntperadvenient assis-

tance of his God. More.

SUPERANNUATE, v. a. & v. n. Lat. super
and annus. To impair or disqualify by age or

length of life : last beyond the year.
The dying of the roots of plants that are annual,

is by the over-expence of the sap into stalk and
leaves

; which being prevented, they will supcrannn-
ate - Bacon's Natural History.

If such depravities be yet alive, deformity need
not despair, nor will the eldest hopes be ever super-
annuated. Browne.
When the sacramental test was put in gxecution,

the justices of peace through Ireland, that had laid

down their commissions, amounted only to a down,
and those of the lowest fortune, and some of them

superannuated. Swift

SUPERB', adj. Fr. superbe; Lat. snperhns.
Grand; pompous; lofty; august; stately; mag-
nificent.

SUPERBUS (Lat.) the Proud, a nickname of
the tyrant Tarquin II., who was deservedly ban-
ished Home, with his wicked family. See ROME.
SUPERCARGO, n.s. Super and cargo. An

officer in the ship whose business is to manage
the trade.

I only wear it in a land of Hectors,

Thieves, supercargoes, sharpers, and directors, I'ojie.

SUPERCELES'TIAL, adj. Super and ce-

lestial. Placed above the firmament.

I dare not think that any supercelesticl heaven, or

whatsoever else, not himself, was increate and eter-

nal. Raleigh.

Many were for fetching down I know not what

svpercelestial waters for the purpose.
Woodward't Natural History.

SUPERCILIOUS, adj. \
From Lat. super-

SUPERCILIOUSLY,^!). S cilium. Haughty;
dogmatical ; dictatorial

; overbearing : the ad-

verb corresponding.

He, who was a punctual man in point of honour,

received this address superciliously enough, sent it to

the king without performing the least ceremony.
Clarendon.

Those who are one while courteous, within a small

time after are so supercilious, fierce, and exceptions,
that they are short of the true character of friend-

ship.
South.

Several supercilious criticks will treat an author

with the greatest contempt, if he fancies the old Ro-

mans wore a girdle.
Addison.

SUPERCONCEFTION, n.s. Super and

conception. A conception admitted after an-

other conception.
Those supercimceptioni, where one child was like

the father, the other like the adulterer, seem idle.

Browne's Vulgar Erroitm.

SUPERCON'SEQUENCE, n. s. Super and

consequence. Remote consequence.
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Not attaining the deuteroscopy, and second inten-

tion of the words, they omit their superconsequences
and coherences. Browne.

SUPERCRES'CENCE, n. s. Lat. super and

cresco. That which grows upon another grow-

ing thing.
Wherever it groweth it maintains a regular figure,

like other supercrescencet, and like such as, living upon
the stock of others, are termed parasitical plants.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

SUPEREM'INENCE, n.s.~\ Latin super

SUPEREM'INENCY, f and emineo. Un-

SUPEREM'INENT, adj. common degree

SUPEREMINENTLY, adv. J of eminence ;

eminence above others though eminent : the ad-

jective and adverb corresponding.
As humility is in suiters a decent virtue, so the

testification thereof by such effectual acknowledg-
ments nol only argueth a sound apprehension of his

supereminent glory and majesty before whom we
stand, but putteth also into his hands a kind of

pledge or bond for security against our unthankful-

ness. Hooker.

The archbishop of Canterbury, as he is primate
over all England and metropolitan, has a superemi-

nency, and even some power over the archbishop of

York. Ayliffe's Pareryon.

SUPERER'DGATE, v. n. Lat. super and

SUPER'OGATORV, adj. S erogatio. To do
more than duty requires : performed beyond the

strict demands of duty.

Supererogatory services, and too great benefits from

subjects to kings, are of dangerous consequence.
Howel.

So by an abbey's skeleton of late,

I heard an eccho supererogate

Through imperfection, and the voice restore,

As if she had the hiccup o'er and o'er. Cleaveland.

Aristotle acted his own instructions, and his obse-

quious sectators have supererogated in observance.

Glanville's Scepsis.

There is no such thing as works of supererogation ;

no man can do more than needs, and is his duty to

do, by way of preparation for another world.

Tillotson.

SUPEREROGATION, in theology, is what a

r in does more than he is commanded to do. The
L nanists stand up strenuously for works of

supererogation, and maintain that the observance

of evangelical councils is such. By means hereof

a stock of merit is laid up, which the church has

the disposal of, and which she distributes in in-

dulgences to such as need. This doctrine was
first invented towards the close of the twelfth

century, and modified and embellished by St.

Thomas in the thirteenth : according to which
it was pretended that there actually existed an

immense treasure of merit, composed of the

pious deeds and virtuous actions which the

saints had performed beyond what was necessary
for their own salvation, and which were therefore

applicable to the benefit of others; that the

guardian and dispenser of this precious treasure

was the Roman pontiff; and that of consequence
he was empowered to assign to such as he thought

proper a portion of this inexhaustible source of

merit, suitable to their respective guilt, and suf-

ficient to deliver them from the punishment due
to their crimes. The reformed church do not

allow of any work of supererogation; but hold,
with the apostles, that when we have done oui

best, we are but unprofitable servants. See
SOLIFIDIANS.

SUPEREXALTATION, n. t. Super and
exalt. Elevation above the common rate.

In a tuperexaltation of courage, they seem a*

greedy of death as of victory. Holiday.

SUPEREX'CELLENT, adj. Super and ex-
cellent. Excellent beyond common degrees of

excellence.

We discern not the abuse
; suffer him to persuade

us that we are as gods, something so superexcellent,
that all must reverence and adore. Decay of Piety.

SUPEREXCRES'CENCE, n. s. Super and
excrescence. Something superfluously growing
As the escar separated between the scarifications

I rubbed the superexcrescence of flesh with the vitriol

stone. Wiseman.

SUPERFETAJE, v. n.
}

Lat. super and

SUPERFETA'TION, n. s. S fatus. To con-
ceive after conception : for the noun substantive

see below.

Superfttation must be by abundance of sap in the

bough tnat putteth it forth. Bacon's Natural History.
It' the superfetation be made with considerable inter-

mission, the latter most commonly becomes abortive ;

for the first being confirmed engrosseth the aliment

from the other. Browne.
The female brings forth twice in one month, and

so is said to superfetate ; which, saith Aristotle, is

because her eggs are hatched in her one after another.

Grew's Museum.

SUPERFETATION, in midwifery, is a second

conception, happening when the mother, already

pregnant, conceives of a later coition ; so that

she bears at once two foetuses of unequal age
and bulk, and is delivered of them at different

times. We meet with instances of superfeta-
tions in Hippocrates, Aristotle, Du Laurens, &c. ;

but they are said to be most frequent in hares

and swine.

SU'PERFICE, n. s.
^

Fr. superficie ; Lat.

SUPERFICIAL, adj. \superficies. Outside;

SUPERFICIALITY, n. s. (surface: which the*

SUPERFI'CIALLY, adv.
f
Lat. superficies also

SUPERFI'CIALNESS, ns. (signifies: superficial
SUPERFI'CIES. ) is, lying on the sur-

face; relating to, or not beyond, the surface: the

derivatives all correspond.

He on her tuperjicies stretched his line. Saud'it.

You have said well
;

But on the cause and question now in hand,
Have glozed but superficially.

Shakspeare. Troilus and Cressida.

This superficial tale

Is but a preface to her worthy praise.
Id. Henrti VI.

That, upon the superficial ground, heat and moist-

ure cause putrefaction, in England is found not true.

Bacon.

His eye so superficially surveys
These things, as not to mind from whence they

grow,

Deep under ground. Hilton s Paradise Lnsi.

By these salts the colours of bodies receive degrees
of lustre or obscurity, superficialty or profundity.

Browne.

Then if it rise not to the former height
Of superfice, conclude that soil is light. Dryden.
A convex mirror makes objects in the middle to

come out from the superficies : the painter must, in

respect of the light and shadows of his figures, give
them more relievo. Id.
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SUPERFICIES, or SURFACE, in geometry, is the Horace will our superfluous branche3 prun*.

exterior face of any body. This is considered as Give us new rules, and set our harps in tune!

having the two dimensions of length and breadth Roscommon.
only, but no thickness

; and therefore it makes .

H 's conscience cheered him with a life well spen't
t_

His prudence a superfluous something lent,
Which made the poor who took, and poor' who gave

content. Harle/

no part of the substance or solid content or mat-
ter of the body. The terms or bounds, or ex-

tremities, of a superficies, are lines ; and super-
ficies maybe considered as generated by the SUPERFLUOUS INTERVAL, in music, is one that

motions of lines. Superficies are either rectili- excee(^ s
a^true

diatonic interval by a semitone

near, curvilinear, plane, concave, or convex. mmor - See INTERVAL.

A rectilinear superficies is that which is bounded SUPERGA, a mountain of the north of the
Sardinian states, in Piedmont, about five miles
from Turin, remarkable for its picturesque
scenery> and for the elegance of a church winch
crowns its summit. This edifice, built by Yic-

by right lines. Curvilinear superficies is bound-
ed by curve lines. Plane superficies is that

which has no inequality in it, nor risings, nor

sinkings, but lies evenly and straight throughout,
so that a right line may wholly coincide with tor Amadeus, is of a circular form, supported
it in all parts and directions. Convex superfi-

bv Pillars of beautiful marble, and surmounted

cies is that which is curved and rises outwards. bv
.

a dome : the altars are decorated with bas-
reliefs

> and tue pavement is of variegated mar-Concave superficies is curved and sinks inward.
See GEOMETRY.

SUPERFINE', adj. Super and fine. Emi-

nently fine.

Some, by this journey of Jason, understand the

mystery of the philosopher's stone
;

to which also

other superfine chymists draw the twelve labours of

Hercules. L'Estrange.
If you observe your cyder, by interposing it be-

tween a candle and your eye, to be very transparent,
it may be called superfine. Mortimer's Husbandry.

SUPERFLU'ENCE, n.s.^i Lat. super and

SUPERFLU'ITANCE,
SUPERFLU'ITANT, adj.

SUPERFLUITY, n. s.

SUPERFLUOUS, adj.

SU'PERFLUX, n. s.

I fluo. More than is

[ necessary : super-
{ fluitance is the act

of flowing above :

superfluitant is

floating above : superfluity, more than enough :

superfluous, exuberant; unnecessary: super-

flux, that which is more than is wanted.

As touching the ministering to the saints, it is

superfluous to write. 2 Cor. ix. 1.

I think it superfluous to use any words of a subject
so praised in itself as it needs no praises. Sidney.

When a thing ceaseth to be available unto the end

which gave it being, the continuance of it must then

appear superfluous..
Honker.

Having this way eased the church, as they thought,
of superfluity, they went on till they had plucked up
even those things which also had taken a great deal

deeper root. Id.

Take physick, pomp ;

Expose thyself to feel what wretches feel,

That thou may'st shake the superflux to them.

Shakspeare.
A proper title of a peace, and purchased

At a ntperflumts rate. Id.

They are as sick that surfeit with too much as they
that starve with nothing ; therefore it is no mean

happiness to be seated in the mean : superfluity

comes sooner by white hairs, but competency lives

longer.
Id.

' A quiet mediocrity is still to be preferred before a

troubled superfluity. Suckling.

The superfluence of grace is ordinarilj proportioned
to the faithful discharge of former trusts, making use

of the foregoing sufficient grace.
Hammond.

If ye know,

Why ask ye, and superfluous begin
Your message, like to end as much in vain 1 Milton.

Spermaceti, which is a mperfluitance on the sea, is

not the sperm of a whale. Browne's Vulgar Errours.

Like the sun, let bounty spread her ray.

And shine that superfluity away. reft*

ble. It is the burial place of the royal family,
is seen from the surrounding country to a consi-

derable distance, and commands a most delight-
ful view.

SUPERINCUM'BENT, adj. Lat. super and
incumbent. Lying on the top of something else.

It is sometimes so extremely violent that it forces

the superincumbent strata
;
breaks them throughout,

and thereby perfectly undermines and ruins their

foundations. Woodward.

SUPERINDUCE', v. a. > Lat. super and
SUPERINDUC'TION' n. s. ] indico. To bring in

as an addition to something else : the act of so

doing.
To superinduce any virtue upon a person, take the

living creature in which that virtue is most eminent.

Bacon.

Custom and corruption superinduce upon us a kind

of necessity of going on as we began. L' Estrange.
Father is a notion superinduced to the substance of

man, and refers only to an act of that thing called

man, whereby he contributed to the generation of one

of his own kind, let man be what it will. Locke.

In children, savages, and ill-natured people, learn-

ing not having cast their native thoughts into new

moulds, nor, by superinducing foreign doctrines, con-

founded those fair characters nature had written, their

innate notions might lie open. Id.

Relation is not contained in the real existence of

things, but something extraneous and superinduced.
Id.

Long custom of sinning superinduces upon the soul

new and absurd desires, like the distemper of the

soul, feeding only upon filth and corruption. Smith.

A good inclination is but the first rude draught of

virtue
;
the superindw.tion of ill habits quickly de-

faces it. l(i -

SUPERINTEND', v. a. ~\ Super and in-

SUPERINTEND'ENCE, n. s. f tend. To over-

SUPERINTEND'ENCY, {see; overlook; to

SUPERINTENDENT, J to take care of

others with authority: the derivatives correspond.

The king will appoint a council, who may superin-

tend the works of this nature, and regulate what con-

cerns the colonies. Bacon's Advice to Villiers.

Next to Brama, one Deundre is the snperintendent

deity, who hath many more under him. Stillingfleet.

Such an universal snperintendencii
has the eye and

hand of Providence over all, even the most minute

and inconsiderable things.
South.

The world pays a natural veneration to men of

virtue, and rejoice
to see themselves conducted by

those who act under the care of a Supremo Ucing
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and who think themselves accountable to the great

Judge and Superintendent of human affairs. Addison.

The divine Providence, which hath a visible respect
to the being of every man, is yet more observable in

its superintendence over societies. Grew.

This argues design, and a superintending wisdom,

power and providence in this special business of food.

Derham.

An admirable indication of the divine superintend-
ence and management. Id.

Angels, good or bad, must be furnished with pro-

digious knowledge, to oversee Persia and Grecia of

old ; or if any such superintend the affairs of Great

Britain now. Walls.

SUPERINTENDENT, or SUPERINTEXDANT, de-

notes an ecclesiastical superior in several reform-

ed churches where episcopacy is not admitted;

particularly among the Lutherans in Germany,
and the Calvinists in some other places. The

superintendent is similar to a bishop ; only his

of the image was not increased ;
but its superior par*

which in the first prism suffered the greater refraction,

and appeared violet and blue, did again in the second

prism suffer a greater refraction than its inferior part,
which appeared red and yellow. Newton's Opticki.
He laughs at men of far superior understanding*

to his, for not being as well dressed as himself.

SUPERIOR LAKE, or UPPER LAKE, the

largest lake in North America, and supposed to

be the largest body of fresh water in the world,

being computed 1500 miles in its circle. The

boundary line between the United States and

Upper,Canada passes through the central part
of it. The surrounding coast is rocky and un-

even. There are in it many islands ; two of

them very considerable; one of them, Isle Royal,
is not less than 100 miles in length, and in some

places forty broad. The lake abounds with fish,

particularly trout and sturgeon, which may be

power is somewhat more restrained than that of caught at almost any season in the greatest
the diocesan bishops. He i* the chief pastor, abundance. The trout in general weigh about
and has the direction of al' the inferior pastors

In Germany theywithin his district or diocese,

had formerly superintendents general, who
were superior to the ordinary superintendents.

These, in reality, were archbishops ;
but the dig-

nity is sunk into disuse ;
and at present none

but the superintendent of \V irtemberg assumes

the quality of superintendent general.

SUPE'RIOR, adj. & n. s. (
Fr. superieur ;

SUPERIORITY, n. *. S Lat. superior.

Higher; upper; greater in dignity or excellence;

preferable or preferred ; above ; unaffected ; free

from emotion or censure : a more excellent or

more skilled person : superiority is, exaltation ;

pre-eminence.

In commending another, you do yourself right ;
for

he that you commend is either superiour to you in

that you commend, or inferiour : if he be inferiour, if

he be to be commended, you much more : if he be

superimr, if he be not to be commended, you much
less glorious. Bacon.

Although superior to the people, yet not superior to

their own voluntary engagements once passed from

them. Taylor.
Here passion first I felt,

Commotion strange ! in all enjoyments else

Superior and unmoved. Milton.

Bellarmine makes the formal act of adoration to be

subjection to a superiour ; but he makes the mere ap-

prehension of excellency to include the formal reason

of it
; whereas, mere excellency without superiority

doth not require any subjection, but only estimation.

Stillingfleet.

Heaven takes part with the oppressed, and tyrants
are upon their behaviour to a superiour power.

L' Estrange.

Superior beings above us, who enjoy perfect happi-
ness, are more steadily determined in their choice of

good than we, and yet they are not less happy or less

free than we are. Locke.

The person who advises, does in that particular
exercise a superiority over us, thinking us defective in

our conduct or understanding. Addison's Spectator.

There is not in earth a spectacle more worthy than
a great man superiour to his sufferings. Id.

Those under the great officers of state have more

frequent opportunities for the exercise of benevolence

than their superiors. Id.

By the refraction of the second prism, the breadth

twelve pounds, but some are caught that exceed

fifty. This lake is as much affected by storms

as the Atlantic Ocean ; the waves run as high,
and are equally dangerous to ships. It dis-

charges its waters from the south-east corner,

through the straits of St. Mary. See AMERICA
NORTH.

SUPKR'LATIVE, adj. \ Fr. superlatif;

Supr.R'LATivELY, adv. 9 Lat. superlativus.

SUPER'LATIVENESS, n. s.
^Implying

or ex-

SUPERLA'TION. ./ pressing the highest

degree ; rising in the highest degree : the adverb

and both the noun substantives correspond.
The high court of parliament in England is super-

lative. Bacon's Advice to Villiers.

Martyrdoms I reckon amongst miracles
; because

they seem to exceed the strength of human nature ;

and I may do the like of superlative and admirable

holiness. Bacon.

I shall not speak superlatively of them; but that I

may truly say, they are second to none in the

Christian world. Id.

There are words that as much raise a style as others

can depress it ; superlation and overmuchness ampli-
fies : it may be above faith but not above a mean.

Ben Jnnson.

It is an usual way to give the superlative unto

things of eminence ; and, when a thing is very great,

presently to define it to be the greatest of all.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

The generality of its reception is with many the

persuading argument of its superlative desert ; and
common judges measure excellency by numbers.

Glanville.

Ingratitude and compassion never cohabit in the

same breast ;
which shews the superlative malignity

of this vice, and the baseness of the mind in which

it dwells. Souih.

Tiberius was bad enough in his youth ;
but super-

latively and monstrously so in his old age. Id.

The Supreme Being is a spirit most excellently

glorious, superlatively powerful, wise and good, Crea-

tor of all things. Bei-tleu.

Some have a violent and turgid manner of talking
and thinking ; they are always in extremes, and pro-
nounce concerning every thing in the superlative.

Watts.

SUPERLU'NAR, adj. Lat. super and lunu.

Not sublunary ; placed above the moon ; not of

this world.
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The mind, in metaphysicks, at a loss,

May wander in a wilderness of moss ;

The head that turns at superlunar things,
Poised with a tail, may steer on Wilkins' wings.

Pope.

SUPERNA, in Hindoo mythology, is a name
of a celebrated bird in the legends of the east,

usually employed to carry the person of the god
Vishnu. Most of the Hindoo deities have ani-

mals assigned them as vehicles for journeying.

They are called in Sanscrit van, or vahan
; one

of the commonest names of Superna is Garuda,
sometimes pronounced Garoor, by which a large

species of falcon, well known in all parts of

India, is also called. The English usually style
it the Brahmany kite; it being held in vene-

ration by many Hindoos, who very much dis-

like having it killed. In this there is utility, as

well as superstition ; for the bird in question is

very useful, in concert with the vulture, in de-

vouring carrion, and performing the office of
c
cavenger.
The mythological Garuda is variously por-

trayed, as a man with the beak and wings of an

eagla, painted red, green, or blue. He is also

frequently seen in casts ;
and as sculptured in

the cavern temple at Elephanta, with Vishnu, is

seated straddling, rather ridiculously in our eyes,
on his shoulders ; Garuda holding by both

hands on Vishnu's ancles. Wherever he ap-
pears in this cave his projecting nose or beak
has been broken off, as it is said, and with rea-

son, by the iconoclastic fury of the Portuguese,
while Bombay and its contiguous islands, in-

cluding that called by us Elephanta, were in their

possession.
The birth, life, and exploits of Garuda, are

constantly referred to in Hindoo writings. One
of the Puranas is called after him, Garuda Pu-
rana. Vishnu being the sun, Garuda seems, as

his apparent vehicle, and in some points of fa-

mily and character, to be a personification of

the sky. His younger brother is named Aruna,
and is the driver or precursor of the glorious
car of Surya, or the sun ; hence corresponding

perhaps with the Aurora, or dawn, of western

fable; as well as carrying Vishnu, and his con-

sort Lakshmi. Garuda is seen also flying through
the air with Rama and Sita, and sometimes with

Krishna, on his back. But there are represen-
tations by sectaries of these several gods, who,
each adoring the incarnation as the deity, array
the object of their adoration in the attributes of

the archetype.
Garuda is stated to have married a beautiful

woman, when the tribe of serpents, alarmed at

this marriage, lest the offspring should inherit

he propensities of the fire, waged fierce war

against him ; but he destroyed them all, save

one, which he placed in an ornament about his

neck. In several parts of the Elephanta cave

Garuda is seen with this appendage ; and, on

very ancient Hindoo coins and medals, he has

snakes and elephants in his talons and beaks :

for he is sometimes spread and double-headed,
like the eagle of Prussia. Garuda had a son of

some note, named Sunabha ;
and a daughter of

surprising beauty, named Su-mati, who was es-

poused by Sagara, or the sea. If we recollect

the surmise that Garuda, or Superna, as the ve-
hicle of Vishnu, a type of the aqueous element,
is a personification of the sky or visible firma-
ment, we may discover some connexion in the

allegory of an alliance between his descendant
and the sea. The beauteous maiden (the mean-
ing of her name, Su-mati) thus allied, became
wonderfully prolific : she brought forth (if the
Hindoo romantic language be rightly construed)
a gourd, whence issued 60,000 male children.
The author of the Hindoo Pantheon, in his ac-
count of Garuda, notices the extensive preva
lence of serpentine forms in the mythological
machinery of Egypt and Greece, as well as in

India.

SUPER'NAL, adj. Lat. supernus. Having
a higher position ; locally above us.

That supernal Judge that stirs good thoughts
In any breast of strong authority,
To look into the blots and stains of right.

Slmkspeare.

By heaven and earth was meant the solid matter
and substance, as well of all the heavens and orbs

supernal, as of the globe of the earth, and waters
which covered it. Raleigh.

He with frequent intercourse

Thither will send his winged messengers,
On errands of supernal grace. Milton.

SUPERNATANT, adj. J Lat. tupernatans.

STJPERNATA'TION, n. s. J Swimming above:
the act of swimming above.

Touching the supernatation of bodies, take of aqua-
fortis two ounces, of quicksilver two drams, the dis-

solution will not bear a flint as big as a nutmeg.
Bacon's Natural History.

Bodies are differenced by supernatation, as floating
on water

;
for chrystal will sink in water, as carry-

ing in its own bulk a greater ponderosity than the

space of any water it doth occupy ;
and will there-

fore only swim in molten metal and quiksilver.
Browne's Vulgar Errours.

Whilst the substance continued fluid, I could

shake it with the supernatant menstruum, without

making between them any true union. Bai/le.

SUPERNATURAL, adj.
Lat. super and

natura. Being above the powers of nature.

There resteth either no way unto salvation, or, if

any, then surely a way which is supernatural, a way
which could never have entered into the heart of a

man, as much as once to conceive or imagine, if God
himself had not revealed it extraordinarily ; for

which cause we term it the mystery or secret way of

salvation. Hooker.

No man can give any rational account how it is

possible that such a general flood should come, by

any natural means. And, if it be tupernatwal, that

grants the thing I am proving, namely, such a su-

preme being as can alter the course of nature.

Wilkint.

The understanding is secured by the perfection
of

its own nature, or by tttpernatwal assistance.

Tittotum.

What mists of providence are these,

Through which we cannot see ?

So saints by supernatural power set free

Are left at last in martyrdom to die. Dryden.
The Son of God came to do every thing in mirad

to love supernaturally, and to pardon infinitely, a

even to lay down the Sovereign while he assumea

the Saviour.

SUPERNUMERARY, adj. Fr. tupcrmunt-
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ratre ; "Lai. super and numerus. Being above
a slated, a necessary, a usual, or a round num-
ber.

U'ell if thrown out, as supernumerary
To my just number found. Milton's Paradise Lost.

In sixty-three years there may be lost eighteen

days, omitting the intercalation of one day every
fourth year, allowed for this quadrant or six hours

supernumerary, Broune.
Besides occasional and supernumerary addressee,

Hammond's certain perpetual returns exceeded Da-
vid's seven times a-day. Fell.

The odd or supernumerary six hours are not ac-

counted in the three years after the leap year.
Holder.

The produce of this tax is adequate to the services

for which it is designed, and the additional tax is

proportioned to the supernumerary expense this year.
Addisons Freeholder.

A supernumerary canon is one who does not re-

ceive any of the profits or emoluments of the church,
but only lives and serves there on a future expecta-
tion of some prebend. Ayliffe.

Antiochus began to augment his fleet
;
but the

Roman senate ordered his supernumerary vessels to

be burnt. Arbuthnot.

SUPERPARTICULAR PROPORTION, or ratio,

is that in which the greater terra exceeds the less

by unit or 1. As the ratio of 1 to 2, or 2 to 3,
or 3 to 4, &c.

SUPERPARTIENT (from super and to part),

containing more than a division.

SfPERPARTIENT PROPORTION, OF ratio, is

when the greater term contains the less term

once, and leaves some number greater than one

remaining. As the ratio

of 3 to 5, which is equal to that of 1 to 1
;

of 7 to 10, which is equal to that of 1 to 1$, Sec.

SU'PERPLANT, n. s. Super and plant. A
plant growing upon another plant.

No superplant is a formed plant but roisletoe.

Bacon.

SU'PERPLUSAGE, n. s. Lat. super and

plus. Something more than enough.
After this there yet remained a siiperplusage for the

assistance of the neighbouring parishes. Fell.

SUPERPROPORTION, n. s. Lat. super
and proportio. Overplus of proportion.
No defect of velocity, which requires as great a

tuperproportion in the cause, can be overcome in an
instant. Digby.
SUPERPURGATION, n. s. Fr. superpur-

gation ; super and purgation. More purgation
than enough.

There happening a superpurgation, he declined the

repeating of that purge. Wiseman' Surgery.

SUPERREFLEX'ION, n. s. Super and re-

flexion. Reflection of an image reflected.

Place one glass before and another behind, you
shall see the glass behind with the image within'the

glass before, and again the glass before in that, and
divers such superreflerions, till the

species speciei at

last die. Bacon's Natural History.

SUPERSA'LIENCY, n. s. Lat. super and
salio. Better written supersiliency. The act of

leaping upon any thing.
Their coition is by supersaliency, like that of horses.

Bruwne.

To SUPERSATURATE, in chemistry, to sa-

turate a basis with excess of acid. See SALT.

SUPERSCRIBE', v . u.
\

Lat. super and
SUPERSCRIPTION, n. s. S scribo. To inscribe

upon the top or outside : the noun substantive

corresponding.

Read me the superscription of these letters ;
I know

not which is which. bhakspeare. Tuiiun.

No superscriptions of fame,
Of honour or good name. Suckling.

I learn of my experience, not by talk,

How counterfeit a coin they are who friends

Bear in their superscription ; in prosperous days
They swarm, but in adverse withdraw their head.

Milton.

It is enough her stone

May honoured be with superscription
Of the sole lady, who had power to move
The great Northumberland. Waller.

Fabretti and others believe, that by the two For-

tunes were only meant in general the goddess who
sent prosperity or afflictions, ajid produce in their

behalf an ancient monument, superscribed. Addison.

SUPERSEDE', v. a.
I

Lat. super and *edeo.

SUPERSE'DEAS, n. *. i To make void or inef-

ficacious by superior power; to set aside: for

supersedeas see below.

The far distance of this county from the court hath

afforded it a supersedeas from takers and purveyours.
Carevo.

Passion is the drunkenness of the mind, and therefore

in its present workings not controulable by reason,
for as much as the proper effect of it is, for the time,

to supersede the workings of reason. South.

In this genuine acceptation of chance, nothing is

supposed that can supersede the known laws of natu-

f
al motion. Bentley.

SUPERSEDEAS, in English law, is a writ

that lies in a great many cases ; and signifies in

general a command to stay some ordinary pro-
ceedings at law, on good cause shown. It is

used for the staying of an execution, after a writ

of error is allowed and bail put in : but nc

supersedeas can be made out on bringing writ,

of error, till bail is given, where there is judg-
ment upon verdict, or by default, in debt. Nor
in actions for tithes, promises for payment of

money, trover, covenant, detinue, and trespass :

stat. 13 Car. II. st. 2, c. 2, and execution shall

not be staid in any judgment after verdict (ex-

cept in the case of executors) by writ of error

or supersedeas thereon, unless bail be put in.

Stat. 16 and 17, Car. II, c. 8, 3.

A writ of error is said to be in judgment of

law a supersedeas, until the errors are examined,

&c., that is to the execution ; not to action of

debt on the judgment at law. From the time

of the allowance, a writ of error is a super-
sedeas : and, if the party had notice of it before

the allowance, it is a supersedeas from the time

of such notice ; but this must be where exe-

cution is not executed, or begun to be executed.

Where a first writ of error abates, or is put an
end to by the act of the plaintiff in error, a

second writ of error brought in the same court

is not a supersedeas of execution as the first is :

and execution may then Be sued out without

leave of the court. But in error of matter of

fact coram vobis, which is not within the sta-

tutes requiring bail in error, the writ of error is

or is not a supersedeas according to circum-

stances; and the court must be moved for leave
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to sue out executions pending it. 8 East's Rep.
412. If, before execution, the defendant bring
a writ of error, and the sheriff will execute a
fieri facias and levy the money, the court will
award a supersedeas, quia erronice emanavit,
and to have restitution of the money. Stile
414. After an execution, there was a super-
sedeas, quia executio improvide emanavit, &c.,
issued ; and, there being no clause of restitution
in the supersedeas, it was insisted that the exe-
cution was executed before the supeuedeas
awarded, and that a faulty supersedeas is no

supersedeas ; but the court ordered another su-

persedeas, with a clause of restitution. Moor.
466.

A supersedeas, quia erronice emanavit, lies to

restore a possession, after an habere facias seisi-

nam, when sued out erroneously ; so of a super-
sedeas after execution upon a capias subsatis-

faciend, if it be immediately delivered to the
sheriff. It appearing from affidavit that there

were two writs of execution executed upon one

judgment, the party moved for a supersedeas,
because there cannot be two such executions,
but where the plaintiff is hindered either by the

death of the defendant, or by some act in law,
that he can have no benefit of the first; and so
it was adjudged. Stile 255. A supersedeas is

grantable to a sheriff to stay the return of an
habeas corpora ; and if he return it afterwards,
and the parties proceed to trial, it is error ; and
so are all the proceedings in an inferior court,
after an habeas corpora delivered, unless a pro-
cedendo is awarded, in which case a supersedeas
is not to be granted. Cro. Car. 43. 350.

When a certiorari is delivered, it is a super-
sedeas to inferior courts below ; and, being al-

lowed, all their proceedings afterwards are erro-

neous
; and they maybe punished. If a sheriff

holds plea of 40s. debt in his county court, the

defendant may sue forth a supersedeas, that he
do not proceed, &c. Or, after judgment, he

may have a supersedeas directed to the sheriff,

requiring him not to award execution upon such

judgment ; and upon that an alias, a pluries,
and an attachment, &c. New Nat. Br. 432.

Supersedeas may be granted by the court for

setting aside an erroneous judicial process, &c.
Also a prisoner may be discharged by super-
yedeas ; as a person is imprisoned by the kirg's

writ, so he is to be set at liberty : and a super-
sedeas is as good a cause to discharge a person,
as the first process is to arrest him. Finch. 453 :

Cro. Jac. 379. If a privileged person is sued
in any jurisdiction foreign to his privilege, he

may bring his supersedeas. Vaugh. 155. It is

false imprisonment to detain a man in custody
after a supersedeas delivered ;

for the supersedeas
is to be obeyed ; and in such case it is a new

caption without any cause. 2 Cro. 379. There
is a supersedeas where an audita querela is

sued
; and, out of the chancery, to set a person

at liberty, taken upon an exigent, on giving se-

curity to appear, &c. And in cases of surety
of the peace and good behaviour, where a per-
son is already bound to the peace in the chan-

cery, &c . New Nat. Br. 524, 529, 532. So

where a warrant issues against a man, on an

indictment found against him, for a misde-

Voi.. XXI.
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meaner, or other bailable offence, and he, having
notice of it, does, before caption, duly put m
bail, to appear and traverse the indictment &c
he is entitled to a supersedeas, to prevent a
caption.

SUPERSER'VICEABLE, adj. Super and
serviceable. Over officious ; more than is neces-
sary or required.
A

glass-gazing superserviceable finical rogue.

Shakspeare.

SUPERSTITION,
n.5.-)

Fr. aperitifinn .-

SUPERSTI'TIOUS, adj. Lat. superstitlo.

SUPERSTI'TIOUSLY, adv. ) Unnecessary fear
or scruples in religion ; observance of unneces-
sary and uncommanded rites or practises ; re-

ligion without morality : addicted to superstition :

the adverb corresponds with the adjective.
They had certain questions against him of their

own superstition. Acts xxv. 19.
At the kindling of the fire, and lighting of can-

dles, they say certain prayers, and use some other

superstitious rites, which shew that they honour the
fire and the light. Spenser.

Have I

Been out of fondness superstitious to him ?

And am I thus rewarded? Shakspeare. Henry VIII.
There reigned in this island a king, whose memory

of all others we most adore
; not superstitiously ,

but
as a divine instrument. Bacon.

Nature's own work it seemed, nature taught art,

And, to a superstitious eye, the haunt
Of wood-gods and wood-nymphs. Milton.
A rev'rent fear, such superstition reigns

Among the rude, ev'n then possessed the swains.

Dryden.
A venerable wood,

Where rights divine were paid, whose holy air

Was kept and cut with superstitious care. Id.

Neither of these methods should be too scrupu-

lously and supersthiuusly pursued. Watts's Loyick.
If we had a religion that consisted in absurd super-

stitions, that had no regard to the perfection of our

nature, people might well be glad to have some part
of their life excused from it. Law.

SUPERSTITION is a word that has been used so

indefinitely that it is difficult to determine its

precise meaning. From its resemblance in sound

to the Latin word superstes,
' a survivor,' it is

evidently derived from it, and different attempts
have been made to trace their connexion in sig-

nification. Balbus, in the dialogue De Natura

Deorum of Cicero, says, that they who prayed
and sacrificed whole days that their children

might survive them, were called superstitious.

Lactantius censures this etymology, and says they

were not called superstitious who wished that

their children might survive them (for this we
all wish), but because they who survived their

parents worshipped their images. Others again

say that superstition is derived from superstes,

because it consisted in considering the dead as

if they were alive. But these etymologies are

conjectural and trifling. A more probable ety-

mology may be traced from the primitive words,

super, above, and sto, I stand ;
for the supersti-

tious in all ages and religions flatter themselves

that they stand superior to the rest of mankind

in holiness. Superstition
is a word of a very ex-

tensive signification.
We apply it to the idola-

try of the heathens ;
we apply it also to the

Jews, who made the will of God of no effect by
2 K
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their traditions, and substituted ceremonies in

place of the religion of their fathers. We say
also that Christians are guilty of superstition ;

the Roman Catholics, who believe in transub-

stantiation and in the efficacy of prayers to saints;

and those Protestants who esteem baptism and
the Lord's supper, and the punctual performance
of other ceremonies, without regard to morality,
as sufficient for salvation. Those persons also

are reckoned superstitious who believe, without

evidence, that prophecies are still uttered by di-

vine inspiration, and that miracles are still per-
formed. The word is also extended to those

who believe in witchcraft, magic, and apparitions,
or that the divine will is declared by omens or

augury ;
that the fortune of individuals can be

affected by things indifferent, by things deemed

lucky or unlucky, or that diseases can be cured

by words, charms, and incantations. Through
all these various superstitions, there runs one

general idea, the belief of what is false and con-

trary to reason. But this does not prove that

whatever is false and contrary to reason may be

denominated superstition. It is false and irra-

tional to say that there ever lived on earth a race

of men who walked on one leg, and had their

eyes in their breast ; or that there were giants

ninety feet high : yet we should only call the

man who believes these chimeras credulous. Su-

perstition has always a reference to God, to reli-

gion, or to beings superior to man. We do not

however distinguish all false and irrational opi-
nions in religion by the name of superstition.
We do not, for instance, apply this name to the

opinions which some of the ancients entertained,
that God is the soul of the world, and that

men are only portions of him separated for a

time, or that the soul aftei death lives succes-

sively in different bodies. Superstition implies

ignorance of the moral attributes of God ; we
never say a man is superstitious for entertaining
erroneous opinions of the attributes of God.
Some Socinians have denied the prescience of

God ; and M. La Metherie has not only rejected
the belief that he is a spirit, but has presumed to

say that he is composed of a species of crystals !

The first of these opinions discovers very imper-
fect ideas of God, and the second is the height of

impiety and absurdity ; yet the Socinians are

not accused of superstition, nor can this French

philosopher be suspected of it. Superstition has

sometimes been called the opposite of infidelity,
for it always includes the idea of credulity. It

consists not in falsely denying that God possesses

any particular moral attributes, but in believing
mote than what is true concerning them ; in

forming mean unworthy ideas of them ; in sup-
posing that he is guided by passion like man-

kind, and enjoins upon his creatures command-
ments which are irrational and absurd. As all

superstition arises from ignorance and credulity
in the understanding, so it has also a seat in the

passions. Fear has been commonly considered

as the passion of the human mind from which it

chiefly derives its origin ; and there is no doubt
that more superstition has arisen from fear,

united with ignorance and credulity, than from

any other passion. Yet we cannot exclude all

other passions. We cannot account for the su-

perstition of the Egyptians, without supposing
that much of it arose from gratitude. They wor-

shipped the Nile, because it distributed fertility

and abundance over the land of Egypt ; and

they worshipped some animals, because they

prevented the increase of other animals which
were noxious. Thus they adored the ibis, be-

cause it destroyed the eggs of the crocodile. In
a word, superstition respects God and beings su-

perior to man, and extends to our religious opi-
nions, worship, and practices ; and may be de-

fined absurd opinions and actions arising from
mean and defective ideas of the moral attributes

of God. Superstition involves the idea of a

blameable inattention to reason, or a credulity

arising from an indolence of understanding. We
generally make a distinction between the imper-
fect opinions which a savage, from his situation,

forms of the attributes of God, and those which
civilized nations entertain. We ascribe the ig-

norance of the savage to his situation ;
but we

call the Roman Catholic superstitious, and we
blame him for not having those just ideas of

God which he might obtain from his Bible, by
the exercise of his understanding. Superstition
then does not originate so much from the natural

weakness of the human understanding, as from a

misapplication or a neglect of it. We cannot

therefore with propriety apply the term super-
stition to polytheism ; for what all the ancient

philosophers, after much study and reflection,

concluded to be true, could never proceed from

credulity and inattention, but from their situa-

tion. We very properly, however, call idolatry

by the name of superstition ; because there is no
man so devoid of understanding as noi to be

capable of discovering that a piece of metal, or

wood, or stone, can neither hear nor answer pe-
titions. Superstitition was a name which the

ancient philosophers gave to those who enter-

tained mean opinions of the gods, or did foolish

things to obtain their favor. Theophrastus gives
a most ridiculous picture of a superstitious pagan,
and of the various whimsical ceremonies per-
formed by such persons to prevent mischief, and
to avert the wrath of the gods. The supersti-
tious opinions and practices among Jews and
Christians have all equally arisen from mean
and absurd ideas of the moral attributes of God ;

for they have generally entertained noble opi-
nions of his natural attributes. The Jews Con-

sidered Godas a partial Being, who had a pre-
dilection for their nation in preference to all

others, and preferred external homage and cere-

mony to moral-purity. If the Roman Catholics

think consistently, they must esteem God as a

Being who can be prevailed upon by the impor-
tunity of a dead man to assist another, or as a

Being whose patience would be fatigued with

hearing prayers constantly. Hence their prac-
tice of praying to saints. They consider a strict

adherence to a variety of ceremonies, to forms,
to pomp, and show, as essential to the worship
of God : this is treating God as a vain glorious

Being. They thought it their duty to extirpate
heretics : this was supposing God a cruel and

revengeful Being. Even among Protestants, a

great deal of superstition still remains ; many,
like the Jews, considering God, as partial to
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their own peculiar sect, and as reprobating the

rest of mankind. Besides those superstitious

opinions and practices which entirely respect
our duty to God, there are others which may be
termed vulsjar superstitions. These also arise

from imperfect and mean ideas of the moral at-

tributes of God. To believe vulgar prophecies,
which are always the effusions of enthusiasm
or knavery, is to suppose that God, who has
drawn a veil over futurity, and only delivers

prophecies to accomplish some great moral pur-

pose, sometimes gives them for no purpose at all,

or to gratify idle curiosity,
The belief of witchcraft, of apparitions, and the

second sight, may be resolved into the same

principle. To suppose that God would com-
municate the power of doing mischief, and of

controlling his laws, to any being, merely for gra-

tifying their own passions, is believing what is

unworthy of God. The belief of apparitions is

equally inconstant with the goodness of God.
See SPECTKE. The same objection rises against
the second sight, and may be extended to omens,

astrology, things lucky and unlucky, fortune-

telling, &c. A judicious history of superstition
would exhibit the human character in a remark-

able point of view. Superstition is most preva-
lent among men of weak and uncultivated minds

;

it is more frequent in the female sex than among
men

; for this reason, that by their education

they have less opportunity of improving their

minds. It also, for the same reason, abounds
more in the rude than in the refined stages of

society. It gained admission into the science of

medicine at an early period. He who was en-

dowed with superior genius aud knowledge was
reckoned a magician. Dr. Bartolo was seized

by the inquisition at Rome, in the seventeenth

century, because he unexpectedly cured a noble-

man of the gout. Diseases were imputed to fas-

cination, and hundreds of poor wretches were

dragged to the stake for being accessary to them.

Mercatus, physician to Philip II. of Spain, a

writer of uncommon accuracy and information,

appears strongly inclined to deny the existence

of fascinatory diseases ;
but he is constrained to

acknowledge them for two reasons ; 1st, Because

the inquisition had decided in favor of their

reality ; 2dly, Because he had seen a very beau-

tiful woman break a steel mirror to pieces, and

blast some trees by a single glance of her eyes !

As the opinions concerning the cause of diseases

were superstitious, those concerning the method
of curing them were not less so. In the Odys-
sey we read of a cure performed by a song.

Josephus relates that he saw a certain Jew,
named Eleazor, draw the devil out of an old

woman's nostrils by the application of Solomon's

seal to her nose in the presence of Vespasian.

Many different kinds of applications were used

for expelling the devil. Flagellation sometimes

succeeded admirably. Dr. Mynsight cured se-

veral bewitched persons with a plaster of assafce-

tida. Nor was it only in medicine these super-
stitious opinions were entertained ; they prevail-
ed also in natural philosophy. The pernicious
effects in mines, which we know now are occa-

sioned by noxious air, were confidently imputed
to the demons of the mine. Even Van Ilclmont,

Bodinus, Strozza, and Luther, attributed thunder
and meteors to the devil. Chemists were em-
ployed for centuries in search of the philosopher's
stone, with which they were to do miracles. It
was a common question among philosophers, in
the seventeenth century, whether the imagination
could move external objects? A question ge-
nerally decided in the affirmative ! Though su-

perstition be generally the mark of a weak mind,
such is the infirmity of human nature that we
find many instances of it among men of the most
sublime genius and most enlightened minds.
Socrates believed that he was guided by a de-
mon. Lord Verulam believed in witchcraft

;

and relates that he was cured of warts by rubb-

ing them with a piece of lard with the skin on,
and then nailing it with the fat towards the sun
on the post of a chamber window. Henry the

Great was rendered very uneasy, by some pro-
phecies of his assassination before it happened ;

but Julius Caesar neither believed his wife's

dreams, nor the augur's prediction, by which ex-

cess of courage he lost his life, and thus both
were fulfilled. What say infidels to this ? See
ROME. Superstition would have saved Crcsar.

The enlightened Cudworth defended prophecies
in general, and called those who opposed the

belief of witchcraft by the name of atheists
; and

the predictions of Rice Evans have been sup-

ported in the present century by the celebrated

names of Warburton and Jortin. Dr. Hoffman,
the father of the Modern Theory and Practice of

Medicine, in a dissertation published in the large
edition of his works in 1747, says that the devil

can raise storms, produce insects, and act upon
the animal spirits and imagination; and, in fine,

that he is an excellent optician and natural philo-

sopher, on account of his long experience. Dr.

Johnson, the leviathan of literature, believed in

the SECOND SIGHT. See that article. With re-

spect to the effects of superstition on the human

mind, they are indeed deplorable. It chains

down the understanding, sinks it into the most

abject and sordid state, and keeps it under the

dominion of fear, and sometimes of cruelty.

The Christian religion gave a violent shock to

the heathen superstition ;
the Reformation in a

great measure demolished the superstition of the

church of Rome ; and the superstition which re-

mained among protestants after their separation

from that church has been gradually yielding to

the influence of enlightened reason, or to the

bold and daring attacks of infidelity and deism.

We behold the prospect of its ruins with pleasure,

and thank the deists for their zeal ;
but it is from

the firm hope that the religion of Jesus will arise

in all its beauty and simple majesty, and be ad-

mired and respected as it deserves ; for, mean

and contemptible as superstition certainly is, we

would rather see. men do what they reckon their

duty from superstitious principles,
than see anar-

chy and vice prevail,
even though attended with

all the knowledge and liberality of sentiment

which deism and infidelity can inspire.

SUPERSTRAIN', v. a. Super and strain.

To strain beyond the just
stretch.

In the straining of a string,
the further it u

strained, the less utpentraining goeth to a note.
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SUPERSTRUCT, v. a.~\ Lat. superstruo,

SUPERSTRUC'TION, n. s. tsvperstructus. To

SfPERbTRUCT'ivE, adj. I build upon any
SUPERSTRUCTURE, n. s. J thing : both the

noun substantives signify that which is so built :

superstmctive, built upon something else.

This is the only proper basis on which to super-

tlruct first innocency, and then virtue.

Decay of Piety.

Two notions of fundamentals may be conceived ;

one signifying that whereon our eternal bliss is im-

mediately superstructed, the other whereon our obe-

dience to the faith of Christ is founded. Hammond.

He that is so sure of his particular election, as to

resolve he can never fall, must necessarily resolve,

that what were drunkenness in another is not so in

him ; and nothing but the removing his fundamental

error can rescue him from the superstructive, be it ne-

ver so gross. Hammond.
I want not to improve the honor of the living by

impairing that of the dead ;
and my own profession

hath taught me not to erect new supentructions upon
an old ruin. Denham.

Purgatory was not known in the primitive church,

and is a superstructure upon the Christian religion.
Tiilotson.

You have added to your natural endowments the

superstructures of study. Dryden.
He who builds upon the present, builds upon the

narrow compass of a point ; and, where the founda-

tion is so narrow, the titperstructure cannot be high
and strong too. South.

SUPERVENE', v. n. Lat. supervenio. To
come as an extraneous addition.

That branch of belief was in him supervenient to

Christian practice, and not all Christian practice
built on that. Hammond.

If it were unjust to murder John, the supervenient

oath did not extenuate the fact, or oblige the juror
into it. Browne.

His good-will, when placed on any, was so fixed

and rooted, that even supervening vice, to which he

had the greatest detestation imaginable, could not

easily remove it. Fell.

Such a mutual gravitation can never supervene to

matter, unless impressed by a divine power.
Bentley.

SUPERVISE', v. a. Lat. super and visus.

To overlook; to oversee; to intend.

How satisfied, my lord !

Would you be supervisor, grossly gape on ?

Shakspeare.
I am informed of the author and supervisors of this

pamphlet. Dryden.
Mr. Bayle speaks of the vexation of the supervis-

ing of the press, in terms so feeling that they move

compassion. Congreve.
A supervisor may signify an overseer of the poor.,

an inspector of the customs, a surveyor of the high-

ways, a supervisor of the excise. Watts's Logick.

SUPERVIVE', v. n. Latin super and vivo.

To overlive ; outlive.

Upon what principle can the soul be imagined to

be naturally mortal, or what revolutions in nature

vill it not be able to resist and supervive ? Clarke.

SUPERUS FLOS. See BOTANY, Glossary.

SUPINATION, in anatomy, the action of a

supinator muscle, or the motion whereby it turns

the hand so as that the palm is lifted up towards
heaven.
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SU'PINE, adj. &n.s.-\ Lat. supinus. Ly-
( ing with the face up-
f ward : opposed to

J]

SUPINE'LY, adv.

SUPINE'NESS, n. s.

SUPIN'ITY. } prone : leaning back-

ward ; exposed ; negligent ;
careless : the aa-

verb and noun-substantive corresponding.

Who on the beds of sin supinely lie,

They in the summer of their age shall die. Sandus.

These men suffer by their absence, silence, negli-

gence, or supine credulity. King Charles.

The fourth cause of errour is a supinity or neglect
of enquiry, even in matters wherein we doubt, rather

believing than going to see.

Browne's Vulgar Errovrs.

Upon these divers
positions

in man, wherein the

spine can only be at right lines with the thigh, arise

those remarkable postures, prone, supine, and erect.

Id.

The old imprisoned king,
Whose lenity first pleased the gaping crowd ;

But when long tried, and found supinely good,
Like ^Esop's log, they leapt upon his back.

Dryden.
At him he lanced his spear, and pierced his breast ;

On the hard earth the Lycian knocked his head,
And lay supine ; and forth the spirit fled. Id.

If the vine

On rising ground be placed, or hills supine,
Extend thy loose battalions. /./.

What advantage hath a man by this erection

above other animals, the faces of most of them being
more supine than ours? Ray on the Creation.

Wilt thou then repine
To labour for thyself ? and rather chuse

To lie supinely, hoping heaven will bless

Thy slighted fruits, and give thee bread unearned?

Philips.

Supine in Sylvia's snowy arms he lies,

And all the busy cares of life defies. Tatler.

Beneath a verdant laurel's shade,

Horace, immortal bard ! supinely laid. Prior.

When this door is open to let dissenters in, con-

sidering their industry and our supineness, they ma/
in a very few years grow to a majority in the hous;

of commons. Swift.

SUPINE, in the Latin grammar, part of the

conjugation of a verb, being a verbal substantive

of the singular number and the fourth declension.

There are two kinds of supines ; one called the

first supine, ending in urn of the accusative case,

which is always of an active signification, and
follows a verb of motion; abiit deambiilatum.

The other, called the last supine, and ending in.

u of the ablative case, is of a passive significa-

tion, and is governed by substantives or adjec-
tives

;
as facile dictu, &c. They have their name,

says Probus, and after him Vossius, quod ad in-

star supinorum et otiosorum hominum omnia
habent confusa ; or, according to Priscian, quod
nascuntur a participiis passivis, quze supina ap-

pellata sunt, quia, in infimo loco sita, totam

conjugationis molem suscipiant.

SUPPEDA'NEOUS, adj. Lat. sub and pet.
Placed under the feet.

He had slender legs, but increased by riding after

meals ;
that is, the humour descended upon their

pendulosity, they having no support or suppedaneous

stability. Browne.

SUFFER, n. s. > Fr. souper. From sup.

SUP'PERLESS, adj. \ The last meal of the day ;

the evening repast: wanting supper.
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To-night we hold a solemn supper. Shakspean.

I'll to my book :

{'or yet, ere supper-time must I perform
Aiuch business. Id. Tempest.

The' hour of supper comes unearned. Miltmi.

His physicians, after his great fever that he had
in Oxford, required him to eat suppers. Fell.

Suppose a man's going supperkss to bed should
introduce him to the table of some great prince,

Spectator.
She eyed the bard, where supperless he sat,

And pined, unconscious of his rising fate. Pope.

A SUPPER of heavy food should be avoided,
because the stomach is more oppressed with the

same quantity of food in an horizontal posture
than in an erect one, and because digestion goes
on more slowly when we sleep than when we
are awake. It should be eaten long enough
before bed-time, that it may be nearly digest-
ed before going to sleep ;

and then a draught of

pure water will dilute that which remains in the

stomach.

SUPPER OF THE LORD, otherwise called the

Eucharist, is a sacrament ordained by Christ in

his church, of which the outward part is bread

and wine, and the inward part or thing signified
the body and blood of Christ, which the majo-

rity of Christians believe to be in some sense or

other taken and received by the faithful commu-
nicants. See SACRAMENT. There is no ordi-

nance of the gospel which has been the subject
of more violent controversies between different

churches, and even between different divines of

the same church, than this sacrament ; and,

though all confess that one purpose of its insti-

tution was to be a bond of love and union among
Christians, it has, by the perverseness of man-

kind, been too often converted into an occasion

of hatred. The outward and visible sign, and

the inward and spiritual grace, have equally
afforded matter of disputation to angry contro-

vertists. Many members of the church of Rome
condemn the Greek church and the Protestants

for using leavened bread in the Lord's Supper,

contrary to the example set them by our Saviour ;

whilst the Greek church in general, and some
Protestant societies in particular, unite with the

church of Rome in censuring all churches which

mix not the wine with water, as deviating impro-

perly from primitive practice. See EUCHARIST.

That it was unleavened bread which our Lord

blessed and brake and gave to his disciples as

his body, cannot be questioned r for at the time

of the passover, when this ordinance was insti-

tuted, there was no leavened bread to be found

in Jerusalem. For the mixed cup the evidence

is not so decisive. It is indeed true that the

primitive Christians used wine diluted with

water
; and Maimonides says it was the general

custom of the Jews, as well at the passover as at

their ordinary meals, to add a little water to their

wine on account of its great strength ;
but that

this was always done, or that it was done by our

Saviour in particular, there is no clear evidence.

Origen indeed affirms that our Lord administered

in wine unmixed ;
and he was not a man to

hazard such an affirmation, had there been in his

days any certain tradition, or so much as a gene-

ral opinion to the contrary. On this account

we have often heard with wonder the necessity
of the mixed cup insisted on by those who with-
out hesitation make use of leavened bread

; for,
if it be essential to the sacrament that the verysame elements be employed by us that were em-
ployed by our Saviour, the necessity of unleavened
bread is certainly equal to that of wine diluted

by water. But the mixed cup is said to he em-
blematical of the blood and water which flowed
from the side of our Lord when pierced by the

spear of the Roman soldier, while the absence of
leaven is emblematical of no particular circum-
stance in his passion. This argument for the mix-
ture is as old as the era of St. Cyprian, and has
since been frequently urged with triumph by
those who surely perceived not its weakness.
The flowing of the blood and water from our Sa-
viour's side was probably the consequence of the

spear's having pierced the pericardium. But,
whatever was the cause of it, how can the mixing
of wine with water in the sacrament be emblemati-
cal of the flowing of blood and water separately ?

We urge not these objections to the mixed cup
from any dislike to the practice. It is unques-
tionably harmless and primitive ;

and we wish
that greater regard were paid to primitive prac-
tices than most of Christians seem to think they
can claim ; but let the advocates for antiquity
be consistent ; let them either restore, together
with the mixed cup, the use of unleavened

bread, or acknowledge that neither the one nor

the other is essential to the sacrament. This last

acknowledgment must indeed be made if they
would not involve themselves in difficulties from

which they cannot be extricated. If either the

mixed cup of unleavened bread be absolutely

necessary to the validity of the sacrament, why
not wine made from the grapes of Judea? But

the controversies respecting the outward part of

the sign of the Lord's Supper are of little im-

portance when compared with those which have

been agitated respecting the inward part or thing

signified ; and of these we hasten to give as com-

prehensive a view as the limits prescribed to

such articles will admit.

The institution of the Lord's Supper, as re-

corded in the gospel by St. Matthew, St. Paul,

St. Mark, and St. Luke, we need not quote. That

it was the bread which Christ blessed and brake

that is called his body, and the wine over which

he gave thanks that he styles his blood of the

new testament, will admit of no reasonable

doubt ; but in what sense they became so has

been the subject of many controversies. The

church of Rome, which holds that, after conse-

cration, Jesus Christ, God and man, is really,

truly, and substantially contained under the

outward appearance of the bread and wine, in-

forms us that, about the middle of the mass,

when the priest, taking into his hand, first the

bread, and then the wine, pronounces over each

separately the sacred words of consecration, the

substance of these elements is immediately

changed by the almighty power of God into the

body and blood of Christ; but that all the o it-

ward appearances of the bread and wine, and all

their sensible qualities
remain. This more than

miraculous change is called transubstant.-ition ;

and has been traced to the philosophy
of Arts-
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totle, which resolves all bodies into matter and

form (see PHILOSOPHY) ; for it is only the matter

or imperceptible substance which supports the

forms or sensible quantities of bread and wine,
and is changed into the substance or matter of

the body and blood of Christ, so that this divine

matter, coming into the place of the former

earthy matter, supports the same identical forms

which it supported. Hence we are told 'that

Jesus Christ, now present instead of the bread

and wine, exhibits himself to us under those very
same outward forms or appearances which the

bread and wine had before the change.' See

TRANSUBSTANTIATION. The churches of Eng-
land and Scotland, in their established doctrine

respecting the Lord's Supper, appear to be Cal-

vinistical ; but the compilers of the Thirty-nine
Articles and of the Confession of Faith must
have been much more rational divines than Beza
and Peter Martyr. They agree in condemning
the doctrine of transubstantiation as contrary to

common sense, and not founded on the word
of God ; they teach that to such as rightly,

worthily, and with faith, receive the sacrament,
the bread which we break is a partaking of the

body of Christ, and the cup of blessing a par-

taking of the blood of Christ ; and they add that

the body and blood of Christ are eaten and

drank, not corporally and carnally, but only
after a heavenly and spiritual manner, by which
the communicants are made partakers of all the

benefits of his death. In one important circum-

stance these two churches seem to differ. The
Confession of Faith affirms that, in the Lord's

Supper, there is no sacrifice made at all. The

thirty-first article of the church of England like-

wise condemns the popish sacrifice of the mass
as a blasphemous fable and dangerous deceit ;

but in the order for the administration of the

Lord's Supper, or Holy Communion, the cele-

brator ' beseeches God most mercifully to accept
the alms and oblations of the congregation,' and

again,
' to accept their sacrifice of praise and

thanksgiving :' from which petitions many have
inferred that, in the Lord's Supper, that church
offers a commemorative and eucharistical sacri-

fice. This inference seems not to be wholly
without foundation. In the order for the admi-
nistration of the Lord's Supper, according to the
form of the book of Common Prayer set forth by
act of parliament in the second and third years
of king Edward VI., the elements were solemnly
offered to God as a sacrifice of praise and thanks-

giving; but the prayer containing that oblation

was, at the review of the liturgy some years after-

wards, removed from the prayer of consecration,
to which it was originally joined, and placed
where it now stands in the post-communion ser-

vice. The English church, however, has not

positively determined any thing respecting this

great question : and whilst she condemns the

doctrine of the real presence, with all its dan-

gerous consequences, she allows her members to

entertain very different notions of this holy ordi-

nance, and to publish these notions to the world.

Accordingly, many of their most eminent divines,

particularly archbishops Laud and Wake; the

bishops Poynet, Andrews, Bull, and Patrick ;

tlift doctors Hickes, Crabe, and Brett ; Messrs.

Bingham, Johnson, Mede, Wheatly, Scandaret,

Bowyer, &c., have maintained that, in the cele-

bration of the Lord's Supper, the elements of

bread and wine are offered to God as a sacrifice

commemorative of Christ's one sacrifice for the

sins of the whole world : that these elements,

though they undergo no substantial change, yet
receive such a divine virtue, by the descent of

the Holy Ghost, as to convey to the worthy com-
municant all the benefits of Christ's passion :

that they are therefore called his body and blood ;

because being, after their oblation, eaten and
drunk in 'remembrance of him, they supply the

place of his body and blood in the feast upon his

sacrifice ; and that it is customary with our

Saviour to give to any thing the name of another

of which it completely supplies the place, as

when he calls himself the door of the sheep, be-

cause there is no entrance into the church or

kingdom of God but by faith in him. They ob-

serve that the Eucharist's being commemorative,
no more hinders it from being a proper sacrifice

than the typical arid figurative sacrifices of the

old law hindered them from being proper sacri-

fices : for as to be a type doth not destroy the

nature and notion of a legal sacrifice, so to be

representative and commemorative doth not

destroy the nature of an evangelical sacrifice.

Our limits will not permit us to give even an
abstract of their arguments ; but the reader who
wishes to see more of the subject may peruse
Johnson's unbloody Sacrifice and Altar unveiled

and supported ; whence he may discover that

their notions are totally irreconcileable with the

doctrine of transubstantiation and the popish
sacrifice of the mass. Other English divines of

great learning, with the celebrated Hoadley
bishop of Winchester, contend strenuously that

the Lord's Supper, so far from being a sacrifice

of any kind, is nothing more than bread and
wine reverently eaten and drunk, in remembrance
that Christ's body was broken and his blood

shed in proof of his Father's and his own love to

mankind ; that nothing is essential to the sacra-

ment but this remembrance, and a serious desire

to honor and obey our Saviour as our head ; that

the sacrament might be celebrated without ut-

tering one prayer or thanksgiving, merely by a

society of Christians, whether small or great,

jointly eating bread and drinking wine with a

serious remembrance of Christ's death ; that St.

Paul enjoins a man to examine himself before he

eat of that bread and drink of that cup, not to

discover what have been the sins of his past life

in order to repent of them, but only that he may
be sure of remembering Christ's body broken

and his blood shed ; that, however, it is his

duty in that as in every other instance of reli-

gious worship, to resolve to obey from the heart

every precept of the gospel, whether moral or

positive ; and that to partake worthily of the

Lord's Supper is acceptable to God, because it

is paying obedience to one of these precepts ;

but that no particular benefits or privileges are

annexed to it more than to any other instance of

duty. The celebrated archbishop Tillotson ad-

vances the same doctrine in his Persuasive to

Frequent Communion. Bishop Hoadley ac-

knowledges that when St. Paul says,
' The cuy
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of blessing which we bless, is it not the commu-
nion of the blood of Christ ? The bread which
we break, is it not the communion of the body
of Christ ?' he has been supposed by many
learned men to affirm that all the benefits of
Christ's passion are in the Lord's Supper con-

veyed to the worthy communicant; but this, says
he, is an idea which the apostle could not have
in his thoughts as at all proper for his argument.
The Greek word Koivwvia, and the English com-

munion, signify only a partaking of something
in common with others of the same society ; and
the apostle's meaning, he says, can be nothing
more than that in the Lord's Supper we do not
eat bread and drink wine as at an ordinary meal,
but as memorials of the body and blood of

Christ, in honor to him as the head of that body
of which we are all members. That the word
Kotvwvia is not meant to denote any inward or

spiritual part of the Lord's Supper he thinks

evident, because the same word is used with re-

gard to the cup and the table of idols, where no

spiritual part could be thought of, and in an

argument which supposes an idol to be nothing.
Other divines steer a middle course between the

mere memorialist and the advocate for a real

sacrifice in the holy Eucharist, and insist that

this rite, though no sacrifice itself, is yet a feast

upon the one sacrifice offered by Christ, and
slain upon the cross. The most eminent patrons
of this opinion have been Dr. Cudworth, bishop
Warburton, and Dr. Cleaver, bishop of St.

Asaph ; and they support it by such arguments
as the following :

' In those ages of the world

when victims made so great a part of the religion
both of Jews and Gentiles, the sacrifice was al-

ways followed by a religious feasting on the

thing offered; which was called the feast upon
or after the sacrifice, and was supposed to con-

vey to the partakers of it the benefits of the

sacrifice. Now Jesus, say they, about to offer

himself a sacrifice on the cross for our redemp-
tion, did, in conformity to general practice, in-

stitute the last supper, under the idea of a feast

after the sacrifice ;
and the circumstances attend-

ing its institution were such, they think, that the

apostles could not possibly mistake his meaning.
It was just before his passion, and while he was

eating the paschal supper, which was a Jewish

feast upon the sacrifice, that our blessed Lord

instituted this rite ; and as it was his general
custom to allude, in his actions and expressions,
to what passed before his eyes, or presented it-

self to his observation, who can doubt when, in

the very form of celebration, we see all the marks

of a sacrificial supper, but that the divine insti-

tutor intended it should bear the relation to his

sacrifice on the cross which the paschal supper
then celebrating bore to the oblation of the

paschal lamb? ' Thus have we given such a view

as our limits permit of the principal opinions
that have been held respecting the nature and

end of the Lord's Supper. After all a plain

Christian, who is not w.illing to believe more

than what is in Scripture, nor is fettered with

the prejudices of particular sects or parties,
will

be apt to think that both Protestants and Roman
Catholics have darkened counsel by words with-

out knowledge, upon a very plain, simple, com-

memorative ceremony. The late Mr. Barclay,
the Berean, often said,

' the Papists had made a

god of it, and most Protestants had made it a

demi-god.'

SUPPLANT", w. a. t. supplanter ; Lat. sub
and planta. To trip up the heels ; displace by
stratagem ; overpower.

It is Philoclea his heart is set upon ; it is my
daughter I have borne to supplant me. Sidney.

If it be fond, call it a woman's fear
;

Which fear, if better reasons can supplant,
I will subscribe, and say, I wronged the duke.

Shakspeare.

Upon a just survey, take Titus' part,
And so supplant us for ingratitude. Id.

For such doctrines as depend merely upon institu-

tion and the instruction of others, men do frequently
differ both from themselves and from one another

about them
;
because that which can plant, can sup-

plant. Wilkins.

His legs entwining
Each other, till supplanted down he fell

A monstrous serpent on his belly prone. Milton.

Suspecting that the courtier had supplanted the

friend. Fell.

The thronging populace with hasty strides

Obstruct the easy way ;
the rocking town

Supplants their footsteps ;
to and fro they reel.

Philips.

SUP'PLE, adj., v. a., & {
Fr. sauple. Pliant ;

SUP'PLENESS, n.s. [v.n. t flexible ; yielding :

hence fawning ; flattering : to make pliant or soft :

to grow soft or pliant : the noun substantive cor-

responding.
When we 've stuffed

These pipes and these conveyances of blood

With wine and feeding, we have suppler souls

Than in our priestlike fasts. Shakspeare.

Each part deprived of supple government,
Shall stiff, and stark, and cold appear, like death.

Id.

Knaves having, by their own importunate suit,

Convinced or suppled them, they cannot chuse,

But they must blab. Id. Othello.

The joints are more supple to all feats of activity

in youth than afterwards. Bacon.

Will ye submit your necks, and chuse to bond

The supple knee 1 Milton.

Study gives strength to the mind, conversation

grace ;
the first apt to give stiffness, the other tup-

pleness. Temple.

No women are apter to spin linen well than the

Irish, who, labouring little in any kind with their

hands, have their ringers more supple and soft than

other women of the poorer condition in England.
Id.

Ev'n softer than t\v own. of suppler kind,

More exquisite of taste, and more than man refined.

Dryden.

The stones

Did first the rigour of their kind expel,

And suppled into softness as they fell.

A mother persisting
till she had bent her daugh-

ter's mind, and suppled her will, the only end of

correction, she established her authority thoroughly

ever after. Lacke "" Sdvealvm.

If punishment reaches not the mind, and make

not the will supple, it hardens the offender. Locke.

There is something so supple and insinuating in this

absurd unnatural doctrine, as makes it extremely

agreeable to a prince's
ear.

To in rule a carcase, drench it in water.

Arbuthnot.
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by which its defects are supplied ; supply ; store :

the adjectives corresponding.

Unto the word of God, being in respect of that

end for which God ordained it, perfect, exact, and

absolute in itself, we do not add reason as a sup-

plement of any maim or defect therein, but as a ne-

cessary instrument, without which we could not reap

by the Scripture's perfection that fruit and benefit

which it yieldeth. Hooker.

\Ve had not spent
Our ruddie wine a-ship-board ; supplement
Of large sort each man to his vessel drew. Chapman.

Divinity would not then pass the yard and loom,
nor preaching be taken in as an easier supplementary

trade, by those that disliked the pains of their own.

Decay of Piety.

Supplemental acts of state were made to supply
defects of laws

;
and so tonnage and poundage were

collected. Clarendon.

Provide his brood next Smithfield fair,

With supplemental hobby horses ;

And happy be their infant courses. Prior.

His blood will atone for our imperfection, his

righteousness be imputed in supplement to what is

lacking in ours. Rogers.
Instructive satire, true to virtue's cause !

Thou shining supplement of publick laws ! Young.

SUPPLEMENT, in literature, an appendage to

supply wlial is wanting in a book. It has been

generally remarked, that no literary work stands

so much in need of a supplement as a dictionary
of arts and sciences, on account of the succes-

sive and daily progress and improvement of the

arts and sciences.

SUPPLEMENT OF AN ARCH oil ANGLE, in geo-

metry or trigonometry, is what it wants of a se-

micircle, or of 180; as the complement is what
it wants of a quadrant, or of 90. So the sup-
plement of 50 is 130 ; as the complement of it

is 40.

SUFPLETORY, n. s. Lat. suppletorium.
That which is to fill up deficiencies.

That suppletory of an implicit belief is by Ro-
manists conceived sufficient for those not capable of

an explicit. Hammond.

SUPPLIANT,.adj. & n. s. FT. suppliant. En-

treating ; beseeching ; submissive : he who begs
in that manner.

To those legions your levy
Must be suppliant. Shakspeare. Cymbeline.
A petition from a Florentine I undertook,

Vanquished thereto by the fair grace and speech
Of the poor suppliant. Shakfpeare.
To bow and sue for grace with suppliant knee.

Milton.

The rich grow suppliant, and the poor grow proud :

Those offer mighty gain, and these ask more.

Dryden.

Hourly suitors come :

The east with incense, and the west with gold,
Will stand like suppliant! to receive her doom. Id.

Constant 10 his first decree,
To bow the haughty neck, and raise the suppliant

knee. Prior.

SUPPLICATE, v.n-l Fr. supplier; Lat.

SUPPLICA'TION, n. s. $ supplico, from supplex.
To implore ; entreat ; petition submissively : the

noun substantive corresponding.

Praying with all prayer and supplication, with all

perseverance and supplication for all saints.

Ephesians vi. 18.

The prince and people of Nineveh assembling
themselves a main army of supplicants, God did not
withstand them. Hooker.

My lord protector will come this way by and by,
and then we may deliver our supplications in the quill.

Shakspeare.

My mother bows,
As if Olympus to a mole-hill should

In supplication nod. Id. Coriolanvs.

Many things a man cannot with any comeliness say
or do

; a man cannot brook to supplicate or beg.
Bacon.

Bend thine ear

To supplication ; hear his sighs though mute.

Milton.

We should testify our dependence upon God, and
our confidence of his goodness, by constant prayers
and supplications for mercy. Twotttm.

These prove the common practice of the worship of

images in the Roman church, as to the rites of sup-

plication and adoration, to be as extravagant as

among the heathens.
Stillingjieet.

Thither the kingdoms and the nations come,
In supplicating crowds, to learn their doom.

Addison.

A second sort of publick prayer is, that all in a

family that are members of it join in their common
supplications. Duty of Man.

The wise supplicant, though he prayed for the con-

dition he thought most desirable, yet left the event to

God. Rogers.

Abraham, instead of indulging the supplicant in his

desire of new evidence, refers him to what his brethren

had. Atterbury.

SUPPLICATIO, in antiquity, a religious so-

lemnity observed on account of any remarkable
success against an enemy; and especially when
the army had conferred the title of imperator on
their general. On such occasions the imperator
sent messengers, crowned with laurel, with let-

ters to the senate, which were likewise adorned
with laurel, to demand of them the title of im-

perator, and the honor of a supplication. The

solemnity consisted in sacrificing and feasting in

the temples, with giving thanks to the gods for

success obtained, and praying for the continuance

of their assistance. At first there were only a few

days taken up in such festivals
;
but afterwards

they were increased gradually, till they came to

no less than fifty. On subduing the Sabines, in

the year of the city 304, a supplication of one

day only was ordained ; on the taking of Veii,

Camillus had a supplication of four days de-

creed him
; Pompey had twelve on putting an

end to the Mithridatic war ; Caesar had fifteen,

and afterwards twenty, for reducing Gaul ;
Oc-

tavianus and Pansa had fifty days of supplication
for delivering the colony of Mutina.

SUPPLICAVIT, a writ issuing out of chan-

cery, for taking surety of the peace, when one is

in danger of being hurt in his body by another;
it is directed to the justices of the peace and

sheriff of the county, and is grounded upon the

stat. 1 Edw. III., stat. 2, c. 16, which ordains

that certain persons shall be assigned by the

chancellor to take care of the peace, &c. F. N. B.

80, 81. When a man hath purchased a writ of

supplicavit, directed to the justices of the peace,
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against any person, then he, against whom the
writ is sued, may come into the chancery, and
there find sureties that he will not do hurt or

damage unto him that sueth the writ
; and upon

that he shall have a writ of supersedeas, directed
to the justices, &c., reciting his having found
sureties in chancery, according to the writ of

supplicavit : and also reciting that writ, and the
manner of the security that he hath found, &c.,
commanding the justices that they cease to arrest

him, or to compel him to find sureties, &c. And,
if the party who ought to find sureties cannot
come into the chancery to find sureties, his friend

may sue a supersedeas in chancery for him
; re-

citing the writ of supplicavit, and that such a

one and such a one are bound for him in the

chancery in such a sum, that he shall keep the

peace according to it; and the writ shall be di-

rected to the justices, that they take surety of the

party himself, according to the
supplicavit, to

keep the peace, &c., and that they do not arrest

him; or, if they have arrested him for that cause,
that they deliver him. New Nat. Br. 180.

Sometimes the writ of supplicavit is made re-

turnable into the chancery at a certain day; and,
if so, and the justices do not certify the writ, nor

the recognizance, and the security taken, the

party who sued the supplicavit shall have a writ

of certiorari directed unto the justices of peace
to certify the writ of supplicavit, and what they
have done thereupon, and the security found,
Sec. New Nat. Br. 180. If a recognizance of

the peace be taken in pursuance of a writ of

supplicavit, it must be wholly governed by the

directions of such writ
; but, if it be taken before

a justice of peace below, the recognizance may
be at the discretion of such justice. Lamb. 100;
Dal:, c. 70.

At the common law it was sufficient, in order

to obtain this process for surety of the peace
from the court of chancery, if the party who de-

manded it made oath that he was in fear of some

corporal hurt, and that he did not crave the same
out of malice, but for the safety of his body.
F. N. B. 79, 80. But by stat. 21 Jac. I., c. 8, all

process of the peace shall be void, unless granted
on motion in open court on affidavit in writing.
When articles of the peace are exhibited in the

court of chancery, and oath is made that the

surety of the peace is not craved by the party

through malice, but for the safety of his life, a

writ of supplicavit issues, directed to the justices
of the peace generally, or to some one justice of

the peace, or to the sheriff, commanding them or

him to take security in the sum thereon indorsed ;

and, if the surety refuses to find such security, to

commit him to the town gaol until he does find

such security. If there be no proceedings on a

supplicavit within a year, the recognizance is of

course discharged ; and, if the party be committed

after the expiration of that time, he shall be dis-

charged upon very slight security. Fitz. 268.

If taken below, and the party appear pursuant to

the condition, no indictment being lodged, he

must be discharged. Hardwick's Cases. But

the court in discretion may refuse to discharge a

recognizance, even though the exhibitant appear
and consent ; for a breach against any other

person is equally a forfeiture.

SUP

SUPPLY', v. a. & 7. s. Fr. supplier ; Lat.
suj>-

pleo. To fill up as deficiencies happen ; afford
what is wanted

; yield ; serve instead of; accom-
modate

; give or bring: the noun substantive
means relief of want ; cure of want or deficiency.

I mean that now your abundance may be a supply
for their want, that their abundance also may be a
supply for your want. 2 Cor. viii. 14.

Out of the fry of these rakehell horseboys are their
kearn supplied and maintained. Spenser.

Although I neither lend nor borrow,
Yet, to supply the ripe wants of my friend,
I'll break a custom.

Shahspeare. Merchant of Venice.

They were princes that had wives, sons, and
nephews ; and yet all these could not supply the
comfort of friendship. Bacon.
The reception of light must be supplied by some

open form of the t'abrick. Walton.

Upstart creatures to supply our vacant room.

Milton

Burning ships the banished sun supply,
And no light shines but that by which men die.

Waller.
I wanted nothing fortune could supply,

Nor did she slumber till that hour deny. Dryden.
While trees the mountain-tops with shades supply,

Your honour, name, and praise, shall never die.

Id.

Nearer care supplies

Sighs to my breast, and sorrow to my eyes. Prior.

Art from that fund each just supply provides,
Woiks without show, and without pomp presides.

Pope.

My lover, turning away several old servants, sup-

plied me with others from his own house. Swift.

SUPPORT>.a.&n.s.^ Yr.supporter; Ital.

SUPPORT'ABLE, adj. I supportare. To sus-

SUPPORT'ANCE, n. s. > tain
; prop ; bear up ;

SUPPORTA'TION, i endure : all the noun
SUPPORT'ER. J substantives, and the

adjective following, correspond : the last two
noun substantives are obsolete.

As great to me, as late
; and, supportable,

To make the dear loss, have I means much weaker

Than you may call to comfort you.

Shakspeare. Tempest.
You must walk by us upon either hand,

And good supporters are you.
Id. Measure for Measure.

Give some supportance to the bending twigs.

Shakipeare.

The benefited subject should render some small

portion of his gain for the supportation of the king's

expence.
Bacon.

The sockets and supporters of flowers are figured.
Id.

More might be added of helms, crests, mantles,

and supporters.
Camden.

The beginning of the earl of Essex I must attribute

in great part to my lord of Leicester ;
but yet as an

introducer or supporter, not as a teacher. WMon.

Such propositions as these are competent to blast

and defame any cause which requires such aids, and

stands in need of such supporters.
Hammond.

Stooping to support each flower of tender stalk.

Milton.

Strongly to suffer and tupport our pains.
Id.

With inward consolations recompensed,

And oft supported.

We shall be discharged of our load ;
but you, that

are designed for beams and supporters, shalUxjar.

L'Estru nf.
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This fierce demeanour, and his insolence,

The patience of a god could not support. Dryden.
She scarce awake her eyes could keep,

Unable to tupport the fumes of sleep. Id.

Love was no mote, when loyalty was gone,
The great supporters of his awful throne. W
Though the idea we have of a horse or stone be

but the collection of those several sensible qualities

which we find united in them
; yet, because we can-

not conceive how they should subsist alone, we sup-

pose them existing in and supported by some common

subject, which support we denote by the name sub-

stance, though it be certain we have no clear idea of

that support. Locke.

Because a relation cannot be founded in nothing,
and the thing here related as a supporter, or a support,

is not represented to the mind by any distinct idea.

Id.

There is no loss of room at the bottom, as there is

in a building set upon supporters. Mortimer.

The saints have a companion and supporter in all

their miseries. South.

None can support a diet of flesh and water without

acids, as salt, vinegar, and bread, without falling

into a putrid fever. Arbuthnot.

I wish that whatever part of misfortunes they must

bear, may be rendered supportable to them. Pope.
Alterations in the project of uniting Christians

might be very supportable, as things in their own na-

ture indifferent. Swift.

SUPPORTED, in heraldry, a term applied
to the uppermost quarters of a shield when di-

vided into several quarters, these seeming as it

were supported or sustained by those below.

The chief is said to be supported when it is of

two colors, and the upper color takes up two-

thirds of it. In this case it is supported by the

color underneath.

SUPPOSE', v. a. & n. s.^i Fr. supposer ; Lat.

SUPPO'SABLE, adj.

SUPPO'SAL, n.s.

SUPPOS'EK,

SUPPOSITION,
SIJPPOSI'TIOUS, adj.

SUPPOS'ITITIOUS,

Suppos'mvELY, adv.

1 suppono. To lay
down without

(^ proof ; advance or
"

suggest without

maintaining the

truth of the po-
J sition ; to assume ;

admit without proof; imagine; make to appear
reasonable as a consequence : suppose, noun sub-

stantive, has been barbarously used for supposi-
tion : supposable signifies, that may be supposed
or conjectured : supposal is but a synonyme of

supposition : supposer, he who supposes : suppo-
sition, position or hypothesis assumed ; unproved
imagination : suppositious, imaginary ;

unreal ;

spurious : suppositively, upon supposition.

Let not my lord suppose that they have slain all

the king's sons
;

for Amnon only is slain.

2 Sam. xiii. 32.

Tell false Edward, thy supposed king,
That Lewis of France is sending over maskers.

Shakspeare.

Young Fortinbras,

Holding a weak supposal of our worth,
Thinks our state to be out of frame. Id.

We come short of our suppose so far,

That, after seven years siege, yet Troy-walls stand.

Id.

Thou hast by marriage made thy daughter mine,
While counterfeit siipposers bleered thine eyne. Id.

In saying he is a good man, understand me that

he is sufficient
; yet his means are in supposition. Id.

The destruction of Mustapha was so fatal to Soly-

man's line as the succession oi' the Turks from So-

lyman is suspected to be of strange blood , for

that Selymus II. was thought to be supposititious.

Bacon.
Invincible ignorance is, in the far greatest number

of men, ready to be confronted against the necessity
of their believing all the severals of any supposable

catalogue. Hammond.
\\ hen this comes, our former supposal of sufficient

grace, as of the preaching of the word, and God's
calls, are utterly at an end. Id.

The unreformed sinner may have some hope suppo-

sitirely, if he do change and repent : the honest peni-
tent may hope positively. Id.

Where we meet with all the indications and evi-

dences of such a thing, as the thing is capable of,

supposing it to be true, it must needs be very irra-

tional to make any doubt of it. Wilkins,

I suppose we should compel them to a quick result.

Milton.

This supposeth something, without evident ground.
Hale.

Little can be looked for towards the advancement
of natural theory, but from those that are likely to

mend our prospect : the defect of events, and sensi-

ble appearances, suffer us to proceed no further to-

wards science, than to imperfect guesses and timo-
rous supposalt. Gianville's Scepsis, Preface.

This is to be entertained as a firm principle, that

when we have as great assurance that a thing is, as

we could possibly, supposing it were, we ought not to

make any doubt of its existence. Tillotson.

This is only an infallibility upon supposition, that

if a thing be true, it is impossible to be false. Id.

There is a Latin treatise among the supposititious

pieces ascribed to Athanasius. Waterland.

Is Egypt's safety, and the king's, and your's,
Fit to be trusted on a bare suppose
That he is honest ? DryderCs Cleomenes.

Suppose some so negligent that they will not he

brought to learn by gentle ways, yet it does not

thence follow that the rough discipline of the cudgel
is to be used to all. Locke.

Interest, with a Jew, never proceeds but upon
supposal at least of a firm and sufficient bottom.

South.

It is their opinion, that no man ever killed his

father
;
but that, if it should ever happen, the re-

puted son must have been illegitimate, supposititious,

or begotten in adultery. Addison.

Some alterations in the globe tend rather to the

benefit of the earth, and its productions, than their

destruction, as all these supposititious ones manifestly
would do. Woodward.

Such an original irresistible notion is neither re-

quisite upon supposition of a Deity, nor is pretended
to by religion. Bentley.

One falsehood always supposes another, and ren-

ders all you can say suspected. Female Quixotte.

Artful men endeavour to entangle thoughtless wo-
men by bold supposals and offers. Clarissa.

SUPPOSITION, in music, is when one of the

parts dwells on a note, while another part makes
two or three more lesser notes equivalent to

it, by conjoint degrees. Supposition is de-

fined the using of two successive notes of the

same value as to time ; the one whereof, being
a discord, supposes the other a concord. The

harmony, Mr. Malcolm observes, is always
to be full on the accented parts of the bar or

measure ; but on the unaccented, discords may
transiently pass, without any offence to the ear.

This transient use of discords, followed by con-
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cords, mak/; what we, after die French, call sup-
position. Concords by supposition are those

where the continued bass adds or supposes a new
sound below the fundamental bass ; whence
such concords always exceed the extent of the

octave. Of these concords there are three sorts,
all which are concords of the seventh

; the first,

when the added sound is a third below the fun-

damental sound ; such is the concord of the

ninth ;
and if the concord of the ninth is formed

by the mediant, added below the sensible con-

cord in the minor mode, then the concord is

called the superfluous fifth. The second kind

is, when the supposed sound is a fifth below the

fundamental sound, as in the concord of the

fourth or eleventh ; and if the concord is sensi-

ble, and the tonic be supposed, this concord is

called the superfluous seventh. The third kind

is that where the supposed sound is below a

concord of the diminished seventh; if it is a

fifth below, i. e. if the supposed sound be the

mediant, the concord is called the concord of the

fourth and superfluous fifth : if it is a seventh

below, i. e. if the supposed sound be the tonic,

the concord is called the lesser sixth and super-
fluous seventh.

SUPPOSITORY, n. s. Fr. suppositoire ; Lat.

suppositorium. A kind of solid clyster.

Nothing relieves the head more than the piles ;

therefore suppositories of honey, aloes, and rocksalt

ought to be tried. Arbuthnot.

A SUPPOSITORY is a kind of medicated cone,

which is introduced into the anus for opening
the belly. It is usually composed of common

honey, mixed up with either soap or oil, and

formed into pieces of the length and thickness of

the little finger, only pyramidal. To the com-

position is sometimes also added powder of

scammony, euphorbium, colocynthis,.salt, aloes,

&c
, according to the case of the patient. The

suppository was invented for the convenience of

such as have an aversion to the taking of clys-

ters ; or to be used when the disease does not

allow thereof.

SUPPRESS', v. a.
^

Fr. supprimer; Latin

SUPPRESSION, n. s. > supprimo, suppressus. To
SUPPRES'SOR. J crush ; overpower; over-

whelm
; subdue ; reduce to inactivity ;

to hide ;

conceal ; keep in : the noun substantives corre-

sponding.

Glo'ster would have armour out of the Tower,
To crown himself king, and suppress the prince.

Shakspeare. Henry VI.

Well did'st thou, Richard, to suppress thy voice ;

For, had the passions of thy heart burst out,

I fear we should have seen decyphered
there

More ranc'rous spight, more furious raging broils.

Shakspeare.

Every rebellion, when it is suppressed, doth make

the subject weaker, and the prince stronger.
Davies on Ireland.

Sir William Herbert, with a well armed* and or-

dered company, set sharply upon them; and, op-

pressing some of the forwardest of them by death,

suppressed the residue by fear. Hamnavd.

Things not revealed, which the invisible King,

Only omniscient, hath suppressed in night. Milton.

You may depend upon a suppression of these verses.

Pope.

Stsll she suppresses the name, and this keeps him

in a pleasing suspense ; and, in the very close of her
speech, she

indirectly mentions it.

.Broom* on the Odyssey.

SUPPRESSION, in medicine, is generally used
to signify a retention of urine or of the menses.
SUPPURATION is' the second way wherein an

inflammation terminates; being a conversion of
the inspissated blood and the first adjacent parts,
as the vessels and fat into pus or matter ; which
disorder, when it has not yet found an opening,
is generally called an abscess.

SUP'PURATE, v. a. Fr. suppurer; Latin

pus puris. To generate pus or matter.

The great physician of souls sometimes cannot
cure without cutting us : sin has festered inwardly,
and he must lance the imposthume, to let out death
with the suppuration. South.

If the inflammation be gone too far towards a sup-
puration, then it must be promoted with suppuratives,
and opened by incision. Wiseman.

This great attrition must produce a great propen-
sity to the putrescent alkaline condition of the fluids,
and consequently to suppurations.

Arbuthnot on Aliments.

This disease is generally fatal : if it suppurate* the

pus, it is evacuated into the lower belly, where it

produceth putrefaction. Id. On Diet.

SUPPUTATION, n.s. Fr. supputation ; Lat.

supputo. Reckoning; account; calculation. Not
used.

From these differing properties
of day and year,

arise difficulties in carrying on and reconciling the

supputation of time in long measures.

Holder on Time.

The Jews saw every day their Messiah still far-

ther removed from them
;
that the promises of their

doctors, about his speedy manifestations, were false ;

that the predictions of the prophets whom
they

could

now no longer understand, were covered with ob-

scurity ;
that all the supputntions of time either ter-

minated in Jesus Christ, or were without a period.
West.

SUPRALAPSA'RIAN, adj. \
Lat. supra and

SUPRALAP'SARY. ) lapsus. Antece-

dent to the fall of man.

The supralapsarians, with whom the object of the

decree is homo conditus, man created, not yet fallen
;

and the sublapsarians, with whom it is man fallen,

or the corrupt mass. Hammond.

SUPRALAPSARIANS, in theology, are* persons

who hold that God, without any regard to the

good or evil works of men, has resolved, by an

eternal decree, supra lapsum, antecedently to any

knowledge of the fall ofAdam, and independently

of it, to save some and to damn others ; or, in

other words, that God intended to glorify
Ins

justice in the condemnation of some, as well as

his mercy in the salvation of others ;
and for that

purpose decreed that Adam should necessarily

fall, and by that fall bring himself and all his off-

spring into a state of everlasting condemnation.

These are also called antelapsaries.
and are op-

posed to sublapsarians
and infralapsarians.

cording to the supralapsarians,
the object of pre

destination is, homo creabilis et labilu ; and,

according to the sublapsarians,
and infralapsa

nans, homo creatus et lapsus.

SUPRAVUL'GAR, adj.
Lat. suprn and \

gtiris.
Above the vulgar.
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SUPREME', adj.~\ Lat. supremus. Highest;

SUPREM'ACY, n. s. highest in dignity, autho-

SUPREME'LY, adv. ) rity and excellence : the

noun substantive and adverb corresponding.
SUPREMACY. According to the Roman Ca-

tholics, St. Peter was not only the head of the

apostolic college, but the pastor of the universal

church. The Roman pontiff is the successor of

this prince of the apostles, and, like him, has au-

thority and jurisdiction over the whole church,
all believers, without exception, owing him

respect and obedience. The council of Trent

declared that the sovereign pontiff is the vicar of

God, upon earth, and has supreme power over

all the church. The extent of the authority thus

assumed by the pope, is different in different

countries, and the whole doctrine of the papal

supremacy is of course rejected by the Protes-

tant, Greek and other churches. In 1534,

Henry VIII. assumed the title of the only su-

preme head on earth, of the church of England.
The oath of supremacy (that is, of renunciation

of the papal supremacy), with the oath of abju-

ration, was formerly required to be taken by
all persons in office, and might be tendered,

by two justices of the peace, to all persons sus-

pected of disaffection in England. Some modi-

fications of the law requiring this oath were made
in 1793 (see Catholic Emancipation) ; but it

was still, with the declaration against transub-

stantiation, the invocation of saints, and the

sacrifice of the mass, requisite for a qualifica-

tion for sitting and voting in parliament, and
for holding certain offices, until the passage of

the Catholic relief bill. This bill repeals all

former acts on the subject, and requires of a

Roman Catholic peer, or member of the house

of commons, &c., besides the oath of allegiance
and abjuration, the following oath of supremacy:
I do declare that it is not an article of my faith,

and that I do reject, renounce and abjure the

opinion, that princes excommunicated or de-

prived by the pope, or any other authority of the

see of Rome, may be deposed or murdered by
their subjects, or by any person whatsoever

; and
I do declare that I do not believe that the pope
of Rome, or any other foreign prince, prelate,

person, state or potentate, hath, or ought to have

any temporal or civil jurisdiction, power, supe-

riority or pre-eminence, directly or indirectly
within this realm.

SUR, or SHUR, in ancient geography a desert

of Arabia Petrsea, extending between Palestine

and the Arabian Gulf ; into which the Israelites,

after marching through the Red Sea, first came.

Exod. xv. 22, In Numbers xxxiii. 8, it is

said that from the sea they went three days'

journey into the wilderness of Etham ; whence
some conclude that Etham and Shur are the

same wilderness ;
or only differ as a part from

the whole, Shur being the general name, and
Etham that part of it lying nearest to the place
of encampment of the same name. As to the

route which the Israelites followed, in their pas-

sage through the Red Sea, Mr. Bryant h;is <jiven

an account in his work on the Plagues of Egypt.
Shur is now called Corondel.

SURA, in anatomy, the lesser bone of the

calf of the leg.

SURA, in geography, a river of Norway, in

Drontheim, which runs into the North Sea, op-
posite Christiansand .

SURADDITION, n. s. Sur and addition.

Something added to the name.
He served with glory and admired success,

So gained the suraddition, Leonatus.

Shakspenre. Cymbeline.

SU'RAL, adj. Lat. sura. Being in the call

of the leg.
He was wounded in the inside of the calf of his

leg, into the tural artery. Wiseman's Surgery.

SUR'ANCE, n. s. From SURE. Warrant;
security; assurance.

Give some surance that thou art revenge ;

Stab them, or tear them on thy chariot wheels.

Shakspeare.

SURAT, one of the largest, if not the very

largest city of Hindostan, is situated on the south

side of the Tuptic River, about twenty-eight
miles from its junction with the sea, although its

trade has unavoidably suffered by the proximity
of Bombay. In 1796 one estimate, according to

major Hamilton, raised the population of Surat

so high as 800,000 souls ;
but another reduced

it to 600,000, which probably exceeds the actual

number. In 1807 this city contained 1200 par-
sees of the mobid or sacerdotal class, and about

12,000 of the behdeen, or laity parsees. Large
ships do not ascend the river, but cast anchor
about twenty miles below the town. The harbour,
on the whole, is not commodious ; it is, however,
one of the best on this coast during the preva-
lence of the north-east and north-west winds ;

and the anchorage is only dangerous with winds
from the south and west. A large quantity of

cotton was formerly exported from Surat direct

to China; but much the greater portion is now
sent by trie way of Bombay. The cotton trade

from this part of India to China is of a recent

date, and did not commence earlier than 1775,
at which era there was a greater number of ships

belonging to Surat than there is now to Bombay.
The import and export trade which it still re-

tains is much engrossed by the Arabian and
Boras merchants.

Surat is mentioned in the Ramayuna, a Hin-
doo poem ofgreat antiquity. After the discovery
of the passage to the east by the Cape of Good

Hope, it was much frequented by European
vessels, who exported hence pearls, diamonds,

amberg is, civet, musk, gold, silks, and cottons

of every description, spices, fragrant woods, in-

digo, saltpetre, and all other objects of Indian

traffic. Hence also great multitudes of pilgrims
embarked for Arabia ; on which account Surat

was always considered by the Mahometans of

Hindostan as one of the gates of Mecca. In

1612 captain Best received permission to settle

an English factory here, where he left ten persons
with a stock of 4000 to purchase goods. The
Dutch did not visit Surat until 1617. The
French carried on a considerable but losing trade

with Surat during the first years of the eighteenth

century ; and, having contracted debts to the na-

tives, deserted it altogether. Some time after-

wards, in 1714, a company was formed at St.

Maloes, which despatched ships to the East

Indies ; but these were seized and sequestered at

Surat. to liquidate the debts of the former com-
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pany. In January 1664 the Maharattas, under

Sevajee, made a sudden attack on Surat, when
the governor shut himself up in the castle, and
the inhabitants fled. In this emergency Sir

George Oxinden, the chief, and the rest of the

Company's servants, shut themselves up in the

factory with the Company's property, valued at

80,000 ; and, having fortified it as well as the

time would allow, called in the ships' crews to

assist in its defence. When attacked, they made
so vigorous a resistance, that they not only pre-
served the factory, but the greatest part of the

town
;
for which they received the thanks of the

Mogul commander. Surat was attacked, and

partially pillaged, by the Mahrattas in 1670, and
afterwards in 1702. In April, 1707, it was

again invested by them ;
but they were unable to

make any progress. Moyen ud Deen, the an-

cestor of the present nabob, was an adventurer

who, in 1748, possessed himself of the castle :

his successors, Cuttub ud Deen in 1763, Nizam
ud Deen in 1792, and Nassir ud Deen in 1800,
were all invested by the East India Company.
On the 13th of May, in that year, a treaty was
concluded with Nassir ud Deen, the reigning na-

bob, by which he agreed that the management
of the city and district of Surat, and the ad-

ministration of civil and criminal justice, should

be exclusively vested in the British : the latter

engaging to pay the nabob and his heirs one
lack of rupees annually, and also a proportion
of one-fifth of the surplus annual revenue, de-

ducting all charges. By the treaty of 1803 the

Mahrattas were compelled to abandon all their

claims on this city. Since this period the coun-

try has been much cleared of robbers, and every

way improved. Travelling distance from Bom-

bay 177 miles; from Poonah 243; from Oojain
309 ; from Delhi 756 ;

and from Calcutta, by
Nagpoor, 1238 miles.

SURBATE,' u. a. Fr. solbatir. To bruise

and batter the feet with travel; harass; fa-

tigue. Not used.

Their march they continued all that night, the

horsemen often alighting, that the foot might ride,

and others taking many of them behind them
;
how-

ever they could not but be extremely weary and sur-

bated. Clarendon.

Chalky land surbates and spoils oxen's feet.

Mortimer.

SI' RBET'. The part. pass, of surbeat, which

Spenser seems to have used for surbate.

A bear and tiger being met
In cruel fight on Lybick ocean wide,

Espy a traveller with feet surbet,

Whom they in equal prey hope to divide. Spenser.

SURCEASE', v.n.,v.a.,&n.s. Fr. sur and

cesxer ; Lat. cesso. To be at an end ; stop ;

leave off: cease : put an end to : cessation ; stop.

All pain hath end, and every war hath peace ;

But mine no price, nor prayer, may surcease.

Spenser.

To fly together from God, to despair that creatures

unworthy shall be able to obtain any thing at his

hands, and under that pretence to surcease from

piayers, as bootless or fruitless offices, were to him

no less injurious than pernicious to our own souls.

Hooker,

It might very well agree with your principles,
if

your discipline were fully planted, even to send out

SUR
your writs of tureease unto all courts of England for
the most things handled in them. Id.

Small favours will my prayers increase :

Granting my suit you give me all
;

A nd then my prayers must needs surcease ;

For I have made your godhead fall. Donne.
Nor did the British squadrons now surcease

To gall their foes o'erwhelmed.
1'hilips.

SUR'CIIARGE, v. a. & n. s. Fr. wrchargcr.
To overburden; overload: burden added to
burden ; overburden.

They put upon every portion of land a reasonable

rent, which they called Romescot, the which might
not surcharge the tenant or freeholder.

Spenser on Ireland.

Tamas was returned to Tauris, in hope to have

suddenly surprised his enemy, surcharged with the

pleasures of so rich a city.

^Knulles's History of the Turks.
The air, after receiving a charge, doth not receive

a surcharge, or greater charge, with like appetite as

it doth the first. Bacon's Natural History.
More removed,

Let heaven surcharged with potent multitude,

Might hap to move new broils.

Milton's Paradise Lost.

When graceful sorrow in her pomp appears,
Sure she is dressed in Melesmda's tears :

Your head reclined, as hiding grief from view,

Droops like a rose surcharged with morning dew.

Dryden.
The moralists make this raging of a lion to be a

surcliarge of one madness upon another.

L'Estranye.

SURCHARGE OF COMMON is a disturbance of

common pasture, by putting more cattle therein

than the pasture and herbage will sustain, or the

party hath a right to do. This injury can only

happen where the common is appendant or ap-

purtenant, and of course limitable by law; or

where, when in gross, it is expressly limited and

certain; for where a man hath common in gross,

sans nombre, or without stint, he cannot be a sur-

charge. In this case, indeed, there must be left

sufficient for the lord's own beasts. The usual

remedies for surcharging the common are by the

lord's distraining the surplus number, or by his

bringing an action of trespass, or by a special

action on the case, in which any commoner may
be plaintiff. The ancient and most effectual

method of proceeding is by writ of admeasure-

ment of pasture.
SURCHARGE OF THE FOREST is when a com-

moner puts more beasts in the forest than he has

a right to do. See FOREST.

SURCHARGE, WRIT OF ScoND,de secunda su-

peroneratione, is given by the stat. of Westm.

2. 13. Edw. I. cap. 8, when, after the admeasure-

ment of pasture hath ascertained the right, the

same defendant surcharges the common again ;

and thereby the Sheriff is directed to enquire by

a jury whether the defendant has in fact again

surcharged the common; and, if he has, he shall

then forfeit to the king the supernumerary
cattle

put in, and also shall pay damages to the

plaintiff

SUR'CINGLE, n.s. Lat. sur and cingulum.

A girth with which the burden is hound upon ;i

horse ;
the girdle of a cassock.

Justly he chose the turcingle and gown. Murul.
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SUR'CLE, n. s. Lat. surculus. A shoot; a

twig; a sucker. Not in general use.

It is an arboreous excresence, or superplant, which

the tree cannot assimulate, and therefore sprouteth

not forth in boughs and surcles of the same shape
unto the tree; Browne.

The basilica dividing into two branches below the

cubit, the outward sendeth two surcles unto the

thumb. Id.

SUR'COAT. n.s. Old Fr. surcot. Sur and

coat. A short coat worn o~ver the rest of the

dress.

The honourable abilaments, as robes of state, par-

liament-robes, the surcoat and mantle. Camden.

That day in equal arms they fought for fame
;

Their swords, their shields, their surcoats were the

same. Dryden.

The SURCOAT is a coat of arms worn over the

body armour. It is properly a loose thin taffety

coat, with arms embroidered or pointed on it;

such as worn by heralds ;
and was anciently also

used by military men over their armour to distin-

guish them.

SURCULT, in botany, the middle ramifications

of the ribs of a leaf.

SURCULUS, a shoot; a set or slip; ascion or

graft ; a young twig or branch of a tree.

SURD NUMBER, in arithmetic and algebra, any
number or quantity that is incommensurable to

unity; otherwise called an irrational number or

quantity. See ALGEBRA.

SURE, adj. & adv.-\ Fr. sur ; of Lat. secu-

SURE'FOOTED, ITUS. Firm; certain;

SURE'LY, adv. unfailing; infallible:

SURE'NESS, n. s. Whence confident,; un-

doubting ; steady : it is also used adverbially for

certainty ; without doubt : surefooted is of firm

or steady feet or tread : the adverb and noun
substantive correspond with sure.

In the day that thou eatest thereof thou shall

surely die. Genesis.

He that walketh righteously, walketh surety.

Psalms.

The testimony of the Lord is sure, and giveth
wisdom unto the simple. Id. xix. 7.

Thy kingdom shall be sure unto thee, after that

thou shall have known that the heavens do rule.

Dan. iv. 26.

Friar Lawrence made them both ;

Him he knew well, and guessed that it was she :

But being masked, he was not sure of it.

Shahpeare.
Thou the garland wearest successively ;

Yet though thou standest more sure than I could do,

Thou art not firm enough. Id. Henry IV.

I wish your horses swift and sure of foot,

And so I do commend you to their backs.

Id. Macbeth.

Something, sure, of state

Hath puddled his clear spirit. Sliakspeare.

I wrapt in sure bands both their hands and feet,

And cast them under hatches. Chapman.
True earnest sorrows, rooted miseries,

Anguish in grain, vexations
ripe

and blown,

Surefooted griefs, solid calamities. Herbert.

The subtle ague, that for sureness sake

Takes its own time the assault to make. Cowleji.

The youngest in the morning are not sure

That 'till the night their life they can secure.

Denham.
Who knows,

Let this be good, whether our angry foe

Can give it, or will ever 1 How he can

Is doubtful
;
that he never will, is sure.

Milton's Paradise Lost.

Let no man seek what may befall
;

Evil he may be sure. Milton.

Thou surely hadst not come sole fugitive. Id.

Virtue, dear friend, needs no defence ;

The surest guard is innocence. Roscommon.

They have a nearer and surer way to the felicity of

life, by tempering their passions, and reducing their

appetites. Temple.

A peace cannot fail, provided we make sure of

Spain. Id.

They would make others on both sides sure of

pleasing, in preference to instruction.

Dryden's Dufresnoy.

Revenge is now my joy : he 's not for me,
And I'll make sure he ne'er shall be for thee.

Dryden.
He bade me make sure of the bear, before I sell his

skin. L'Estrange.
Our coin beyond sea is valued according to the

silver in it : sending it in bullion is the safest way,
and the weightiest is sure to go. Locke

Doubting thus of innate principles, men will call

pulling up the old foundations of knowledge and

certainty : I persuade myself that the way I have

pursued, being conformable to truth, lays those foun-

dations surer. Id.

Sure the queen would wish him still unknown
;

She loaths, detests him, flies his hated presence.
Smith.

He that created something out of nothing, surely
can raise great things out of small. South.

Make Cato sure, and give up Utica,
Caesar will ne'er refuse thee such a trifle. Addison.

Her looks were flushed, and sullen was her mien,
That sure the virgin goddess, had she been

Aught but a virgin, must the guilt have seen. I<1.

He diverted himself with the speculation of the

seed of coral
;
and for more sureness he repeats it.

Woodward.

They have reason to make all actions worthy of

observation, which are sure to be observed.

Atterbury.

Objects of sense would then determine the views

of all such, to be sure, who conversed perpetually
with them. Id.

Though the chymist could not calcine the caput
mortuum, to obtain it fixed salt, to be sure, it must
have some. Arbuthnot.

The curious have thought the most minute affairs

of Rome worth notice; and surely the consideration

of their wealth is at least of as great importance as

grammatical criticisms. Id.

If you find nothing new in the matter, I am sure

much less will you in the style. Wake.

Surely we may presume, without affecting to sit in

the seat of God, to think some very fallible men
liable to errors. Waterland.

To prove a genuine birth,

On female truth assenting faith relies :

Thus, manifest of right, I build my claim,
Sure founded, on a fair maternal fame.

Pope's Odyssey.

Be silent always, when you doubt your sense
;

And speak, though sure, with seeming diffidence.

Pope.
Sure, upon the whole, a bad author deserves better

usage than a bad critick. Id.

SURENAS, a celebrated Parthian general, who
defeated the Romans under Crassus, the father

and son, and gave the old avaricious Roman
what he merited. See PAUTHIA.
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SURENHUSIUS (William), a learned He-

braean, of the university of Amsterdam, who
flourished in the end of the seventeenth and be-

ginning of the eighteenth centuries. He pub-
lished an editiDn of the Mischna, with notes of

his own, and a Latin version, in 1703, in three

volumes folio. It contains also the commentaries

of the rabbins Maimonides and Bartenora.

SURETY, n.s. 1 Fr. wrete, From SURE.

SURE'TYSHIP. S Certainty ; indubitableness ;

ratification ; confirmation ; security against loss

or damage : hence a hostage ;
bondsman ; pledge :

the office of a surety ; the act of being bound lor

another.

Know of a surety that thy seed shall be a stran-

ger.
Gen. xv.

I will be surety for him ;
of my hand shalt thou

require him. Id. xliii. 9.

He that hateth suretyship is sure. Solomon.

There the princesses determining
to bathe, thought

it was so privileged
a place as nobody durst presume

to come hither
; yet, for the more surety, they looked

round about. Sydney.

She called the saints to surety,

That she would never put it from her finger,

Unless she gave it to yourself. Shakspeare.

There remains unpaid
A hundred thousand more, in surety of the which

One part of Aquitain is bound to us. Id.

That you may well perceive
I have not wronged

you,
One of the greatest in the Christian world

Shall be my surety. Id. All's Well that ends Well.

Idly, like prisoners,
which whole months will swear

That only suretiihip hath brought them there. Donne.

Yet be not surety, if thou be a father ;

Love is a personal debt ;
I cannot give

My children's right, nor ought he take it. Herbert.

All. in infancy, are by others presented
with the

desires of the parents, and intercession of sureties,

that they may be early admitted by baptism into the

school of Christ. Hammond.

If here not cleared, no suretiship can bail

Condemned debtors from the' eternal gaol. Denham.

We our state

Hold, as you yours, while our obedience holds ;

On other surety none. Milton.

Hath not the greatest slaughter of armies been ef-

fected by stratagem? And have not the fairest es-

tates been destroyed by suretiship ? South,

SURETY OF THE PEACE AND GOOD BEHAVIOUR

is considered by Blackstone as a species
of pre-

ventive justice ; by obliging persons,
whom there

is a probable ground to suspect of future mis-

behaviour, to stipulate with, and to give full

assurance to the public, that such offence as is

apprehended from them shall not happen;

through the means of pledges
or sureties for

keeping the peace, or for their good behaviour.

4 Comm, c. 18.

I. By the Saxon constitution these sureties,

by means of king Alfred's wise institution of <

cendiaries or frankpledges,
were always at hand,

the whole neighbourhood or tithing of freemi

being mutually pledges
for each others gooc

behaviour. But this great and general security

being now fallen into disuse, and neglected,

there hath succeeded to it the method of making

suspected persons find particular
and special

securities for their future conduct; of which we

find mention in the laws of king Edward the

Confessor ;

' tradat fidejussores de pace ct lega-
litate tuenda,' cap 18.

This security, therefore, at present consists

in being bound with one or more sureties, in a

recognizance or obligation to the king, entered
on record, and taken in some court, or by some

judicial officer
; whereby the parties acknowledge

themselves to be indebted to the crown in the

sum required (for instance 100) with condition

to be void and of none effect, if the party shall

appear in court on such a day : and in the mean
time shall keep the peace ; either generally towards

the king, and all his liege people ; or particu-

larly, also, with regard to the person who craves

the security. Or, if it be for the good behaviour,

then on condition that he shall demean and

behave himself well (or be of good behaviour),

either generally or specially for the time therein

limited, as for one or more years, or for life.

This recognizance, if taken by a justice of the

peace, must be certified to the next sessions, in

pursuance of the stat. 3 Hen. VII. c. 1. and if

the condition of such recognizance be broken,

by any breach of the peace in the one case, or

any misbehaviour in the other, the recognizance
becomes forfeited or absolute ; and being es-

treated or extracted (taken out from among the

other records), and sent up to the exchequer,

the party and his sureties, having now become

the king's absolute debtors, are sued for the se-

veral sums in which they are respectively bound.

4 Comm.c. 8.

II. Any justices
of the peace, by virtue of

their commission, or those who are ex officio

conservators of the peace, may demand such se-

curity according to their own discretion : but a

secretary of state, oraprivy counsellor, is not, ex

officio, "such conservator, and therefore can-

not bind to the peace or good behaviour. 11. St.

Tr. 317. Or it may be granted at the request

of any subject, upon due cause shown, provided

such demandant be under the king's protection ,

for which reason it has been formerly doubted

whether Jews, Pagans, or persons convicted of a

pramunire, were entitled thereto. 1. Hawk. 1

C. Or, if the justice is averse to act, it may

be granted by a mandatory writ, called a sun-

plicavit, issuing out of the court of king's bench

or chancery : which will compel the justice to

act, as a ministerial and not as a judicial officer;

and he must make a return to such writ, specify-

ing his compliance,
under his hand and seal.

But this writ is seldom used ; for, when appli-

cation is made to the superior
courts they

usually take recognizances there, under the i

rectionsof the stat. 21, Jac. I. c. 8. And indeed a

peer or peeress cannot be bound over in any

other place than the courts of kings bench en-

chancery; though a justice
of the peace h

power to require sureties of any other person

being compos mentis, and under the degree of

nobility, whether he be a fellow justice
or other

magistrate, or whether he be merely a private

"an Wives may demand it against their h

bands : so peeresses against
their lords ;

or 1 u -

bands, if necessary, against the.r wives But

feme coverts, and infants under ago ought to

find security by their friends only, and not to be

bound tnlelLs : for they are incapable of en-
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gating themselves to answer any debt ; which is

the nature of these recognizances or acknowledg-
ments. See RECOGNIZANCE.

If the person, against whom it is demanded,
be present, the justice of the peace may commit
him immediately, unless he offers sureties; and

a fortiori he may be commanded to find sureties,

and be committed for not doing it. But, if he

is absent, a warrant for committing him cannot

be granted, till a warrant is issued commanding
him to find sureties; and this warrant, which

must be under seal, ought to show the cause for

which it is granted and at whose suit.

Any justice of the peace may, ex officio, bind

all those to keep the peace, who, in his presence,
make any affray; or threaten to kill or beat

another ; or contend together with hot and angry
words ; or go about with unusual weapons or

attendance, to the terror of the people ; and all

such as he knows to be common barrators
;
and

such as are brought before him by the constable

for a breach of the peace in his presence ;
and

all such persons as, having been before bound
to the peace, have broken it and forfeited their

recognizances. Also, wherever any private man
hath just cause to fear that another will burn his

house, or do him a corporal injury, by killing,

imprisoning, or beating him, or that he will

procure others so to do, he may demand surety
of the peace against such person : and every

justice of the peace is bound to grant it, if he

who demands it will make oath that he is ac-

tually under fear of death or bodily harm
; and

will show that he has just cause to be so by rea-

son of the other's menaces, attempts, or having lain

in wait for him ; and will also farther swear that he

does not require such surety out of malice or for

mere vexation. This is called swearing the

peace against another : and, if the party does not

find such sureties as the justice in his discretion

shall require, he may immediately be committed
till he does. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 60. Surety of

the peace may be demanded by a wife, if her

husband gives her unreasonable correction.

Moor. 874: Godb. 215: F. N. B. 80. Surety
of the peace ought not to be granted to a man
for fear of danger to his servant or cattle. It

hath, however, been said that a man may have
the surety of the peace against one who threatens

to hurt his wife or child. Dalt. 266. The

surety of the peace ought not to be granted for

any past battery, unless there is a fear of some
present or future danger : but the offender must,
in such case, be punished by action or indict-

ment. Dalt. 266. The demand of the surety of
the peace ought to be soon after the^cause of
fear

; for the suffering much time to pass before
it is demanded shows that the party has been
under no great terror. It is said, the fear of one
cannot be the fear of another : and therefore

every recognizance must be separate. But in

Mich. 23 Geo. II. B. R. the court allowed three

women to file joint articles of the peace against
three men. R. v. Nettle, cited 1 Hawk. P. C.
c. 60. 5, Leach's note. Although the fact from
which the fear arises be pardoned, the court of

king's bench will receive it as a ground to grant
the security upon. Stra. 473.

At the common law, the oath of the party was

a sufficient ground for the court of king's bench
to grant the surety of the peace ; but this cannot
be done since the stat. 21 Jac. I. c. 8, unless

articles of the peace are exhibited in court, upon
motion in open court.

The court will not peimit the truth of the alle-

gations to be controverted by the defendant, but
will order security to be taken immediately, if

no objections arise upon the face of the articles

themselves. But if, on application for the

assistance of the court to enforce the subsequent
process, the articles should manifestly appear,
from the corroborated affidavit of the defendant,
to have been a malicious, voluntary, and gross

perjury, the court will resist the application, and
commit the offender. When surety of the peace
is granted by the court of king's bench, if a

supersedeas comes from the court of chancery lo

the justices of that court, their power is at an

end; and the party as to them discharged.
Justices of peace are empowered by the stat.

34 Edw. III. c. 1 to bind over to the good be-

haviour, towards the king and his people, all

them that be not of good fame, wherever they be

found, to the intent that the people be not

troubled nor endamaged, nor the peace dimin-

ished, nor merchants and others, passing by the

high-ways of the realm, be disturbed nor put in

peril, which may happen by such offenders.

Under the general words of this expression, that

be not of good fame, it is holden that a man may
be bound to his good behaviour for causes of

scandal contra bonos mores, as well as contra

pacem ; as forhaunting bawdy-houses with women
of bad fame ;

or for keeping such women in his

own house ; or for words tending to scandalize

the government ; or in abuse of the officers of

justice, especially in the execution of their office.

Thus also a justice may bind over all night-
walkers ; eaves-droppers ;

such as keep suspi-
cious company, or are reported to be pilferers or

robbers ; such as sleep in the day and wake in

the night; common drunkards; whore-masters;
the putative fathers of bastards

; cheats ; idle

vagabonds ; and other persons whose misbe-
haviour may reasonably bring them within the

general woids of the statute, as persons not of good
fame; an expression, it must be owned, of so

great a latitude, as leaves much to be determined

by the discretion of the magistrate himself.

But, if he commits a man for want of sureties,

he must express the cause thereof with conve-

nient certainty ; and take care that such cause

be a good one . 1 Hawk, P. C. c. 61 : 4 Comm.
256.

III. A recognizance may be discharged, either

by the demise of the king, to whom the recogni-
zance is made ; or by the death of the principal

party bound thereby, if not before forfeited ; or

by order of the court to which such recognizance
is certified by the justices (as the quarter-sessions,

assizes, or king's bench) if they see sufficient

cause : or in case he at whose request it was

granted, if granted upon a private account, will

release it, or does not make his appearance to

pray that it may be continued. Such recogni-
zance for keeping the peace, when given, maybe
forfeited by any actual violence, or even an

assault, or menace, to the person of him who
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demanded it, if it be a special recognizance ;

or, if the recognizance be general, by any un-
lawful action whatsoever, that either is, or tends
to a breach of the peace ; or, more particularly,

by any one of the many species of offences against
the public peace ; or by any private violence
committed against any of his majesty's subjects.
But a bare trespass upon the lands or goods of

another, which is a ground for a civil action,
unless accompanied by a wilful breach of the

peace, is no forfeiture of the recognizance.
Neither are mere reproachful words, as calling a
man a knave or liar, any breach of the peace, so

as to forfeit one's recognizance (being looked

upon to be merely the effect of unmeaning heat

and passion), unless they amount to a challenge
to fight. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 60 : 4 Comm. 255, 6.

By the stat. 3 Hen. VII. c. 1, beforemention-

ed, it is enacted,
' That if the party who is called

at a sessions of the peace, upon a recognizance
of keeping the peace, makes default, his default

shall be then and there recorded, and the same

recognizance, with the record of the default, be
sent and certified into the chancery, or before the

king in his bench, or into the king'j exchequer.'
He who is bound to keep the peace, and to ap-
pear at the sessions, must appear there, and
record his appearance ; otherwise his recogni-
zance is forfeited. And, although the party who
craved the surety of the peace comes not to pray
that it may be continued, the justices may in

their discretion order it to be continued till

another sessions.

But if an excuse, which is judged by the court

to be a reasonable one, is given for the non-

appearance of a party, it seems that the court is

not bound peremptorily to record his default,

but may discharge the recognizance, or respite it

till the next sessions. A recognizance for keep-

ing the peace may be forfeited by any actual

violence to the person of another, whether it be

done by the party bound, or others by his pro-
curement. In support of a rule to stay proceed-

ings in a scire facias, upon a recognizance for

keeping the peace, it was said that the assault,

which had been made, was not upon him at

whose request the surety of the peace was granted,
but upon another person. It was held that this

makes no difference ;
and the rule was discharged.

MS. Rep. Rex v. Stanley and his bail, Trin. 27

Geo. II. But a recognizance for keeping the

peace is not forfeited where an officer, having a

warrant against one who will not suffer himself

to be arrested, beats or wounds liirn in the attempt
to lake him. So it is not forfeited, if a parent
in a reasonable manner chastises his child ;

a

master his servant, being actually in his service

at the time ; a schoolmaster his scholar ;
a gaoler

his prisoner ; a husband his wife.

It has been held, that a recognizance for the

peace may be forfeited by any treason against the

person of the king, or by an unlawful assembly
in terrorem populi. Lamb. 115, 1 Hawk. P. C.

c. 60. Words which tend directly to a breach of

the peace as challenging a man to fight, or threat-

ening to beat one who is present, amount to a for-

feiture of such recognizance. A recognizance is

likewise forfeited by threatening to beat a person
who is absent, if the party who has so threatened,
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does afterward lie in wait to heat !iim. A court
of quarter-sessions cannot in ;uiy case proceed
against the parties, for a forfeiture of a reco<>m-
zance for keeping the peace; but the recogni-
zance must be sent into some of the king's courts
in Westminster Hall. All proceedings upon a
forfeited recognizance must be by scire facias, and
not by indictment ; because, where a scire facias
is brought, the parties have an opportunity of

pleading any matter in their discharge.
The usual practice of a court of quarter-

sessions is to continue a recognizance for keeping
the peace from sessions to sessions until the court
thinks proper to discharge it. It is the constant
course of the court of king's bench to take a

recognizance for twelve months; and, if no in-

dictment is within that time preferred against tin;

party bound to keep the peace, it rnay, at the ex-

piration thereof, be discharged. This seems also

to be the practice of the court of chancery. A
recognizance for the good behaviour may be for-

feited by all the same means as one for the secu-

rity of the peace may be ;
and also by some

otiiers; as by going armed witii unusual attend-

ance, to the terror of the people; by speaking
words tending to sedition ; or by committing
any of those acts of misbehaviour which
the recognizance was intended to prevent. But
not by barely giving fresh cause of suspicion
of that which perhaps may never actually hap-
pen; for, though it is just to compel suspected

persons to give security to the public against
misbehaviour that is apprehended, yet it would
be hard upon such suspicion, without the proof
of any actual crime, to punish them by a for-

feiture of ttieir recognizance.

SURF, a term used by seamen to express a

peculiar swell and breaking of the sea upon the

shore. It sometimes forms but a single ranue

along the shore, and at others three or four, be-

hind one another, extending half a mile out to

sea. The surf begins to assume its form at some
distance from the place where it breaks, trraduully

accumulating as it moves forward, till it gam, not

uncommonly, in places within the limits of the

trade-winds, a height of fifteen or twenty feet, when
it overhangs at top, and falls like a cascade with

great force and a prodigious noise. Countries

where surfs prevail require boats of a par-
ticular construction, very different from the

greater part of those which are built in Kurope.
In some places surfs are great at high, and in

others at low water; 'but are uniformly most

violent during the spring- tides. It is not easy

to assiyn the cause of surfs. That they arc af-

fected by the winds can han'-ly be questioned:

but that they do not proceed from the immediate

operation of the wind, in the places where they

happen, is evident from this circumstance, that

the surf is often highest and most violent w hen-

there is least wind, and vice versa. On the coast

of Sumatra the highest are experienced durmg
the south-east monsoon, which is never attended

with such gales as the north-west. As they are

most general in the tropical
latitudes, Mr. .Mars-

den, who seems to have paid much attent.on to

the subject, attributes them to the trade-winds

which prevail at a distance fiom shore between

the parallels of 30 north and south, whose ui,i
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form and invariable action causes a long and
constant swell, that exists even 111 the calmest

weather, about the line, towards which its direc-

tion tends from either side. This swell, when
a squall happens or the wind freshens up, will

for the time have other subsidiary waves on the

extent of its surface, breaking often in a direction

contrary to it, and which will again subside as a

calm returns, without having produced on it any

perceptible effect. Sumatra, though not contin-

ually exposed to the south-east trade-wind, is not

so distant but that its influence may extend to it :

and accordingly at Poolo Pesang, near the south-

ern extremity of the island, a constant southerly
sea is observed, even after a strong north-west

wind. This incessant and powerful swell rolling
in from an ocean, open even to the pole, seems
an agent adequate to the prodigious effects pro-
duced on the coast; whilst its very size contri-

butes to its being overlooked. It reconciles al-

most all the difficulties which the phenomena
seem to present, and in particular it accounts

for the decrease of the surfs during the north-

west monsoon, the local wind then counteracting
the operation of the general one ; and it is cor-

roborated by an observation, that the surfs on the

Sumatran coast ever begin to break at their south-

ern extreme, the motion of the swell not being per-

pendicular to the direction of the shore. This

explanation of the phenomena is certainly plau-
sible; but, as the author candidly acknowledges,

objections may be urged to it. The trade-winds,
and the swell occasioned by them, are remarkably
steady and uniform

;
but the surfs are much the

reverse. How then comes a uniform cause to

produce unsteady effects? In the opinion of our

author, it produces no unsteady effects. The ir-

regu.arity of the surfs, he says, is perceived only
within the remoter limits of the trade-winds.

But the equatorial parts of the earth performing
their diurnal revolution with greater velocity
than the rest, a larger circle being described in

the same time, the water thereaoout, from the

stronger centrifugal force, may be supposed more

buoyant ; to feel less restraint from the sluggish

principle of matter; to have less gravity; and
therefore to be more obedient to external impul-
ses of every kind, whether from the winds or any
other cause.

SUR'FACE, n. s. Fr. sur and face. Super-
ficies ; outside : accented by Milton on the last

syllable.

Which of us who beholds the bright surface
Of this ethereous mold, whereon we stand. Milton.

Errours like straws upon the surface flow
;

He who would search for pearls must dive below.

Dryden.

All their surfaces shall be truly plain, or truly

spherical, and look all the same way, so as together
to compose one even surface. Newton's Opticks.

SURFACE. See SUPERFICIES.

SUR'FEIT v. a., v. n., & } French sur and

SURFEIT'ER, n. s. [n. s. Ifaire, to do more
SURFEIT'WATER. 3 than enough ; to

overdo. To feed with meat or drink to satiety
and sickness ; to cram : to be full

; to satisfy :

asurfeiter is he who so feeds; a glutton: surfeit-

water, that which cures surfeits.

The surfeited grooms
Do mock their charge with snoie.s. S/tukipeare.
When we are sick in fortune, often the surfeits of

our own behaviour, we make guilty of our disasters

the sun, the moon, and stars. Id. King Lear.

They are as sick that surfeit with too much, as they
that starve with nothing. Id. Merchant of Venice.

Now comes the sick hour that his surfeit made ;

Now shall he try his friends that flattered him.

Id. Richard II.

I did not think

This amorous surfeiter would have donned his helm
For such a petty war. Id. Antony and Cleopatra.

Surfeits many times turn to purges, both upwards
and downwards. Bacon's Natural History.

Why, disease, dost thou molest

Ladies, and of them the best ?

Do not men grow sick of rites,

To thy altars, by their nights,

Spent in surfeits 1 Ben Jonson.

Peace, which he loved in life, did lend

Her hand to bring him to his end ;

When age and death called for the score,

No surfeits were to reckon for. Crashaw.

Though some had so surfeited in the vineyards,
and with the wines, that they had been left behind,
the generosity of the Spaniards sent them all home.

Clarsndon.

Our father

Has ta'en himself a surfeit of the world,

And cries, it is not safe that we should taste it.

Otway.

They must be let loose to the childish play they

fancy, which they should be weaned from, by being
made to^tirfeit of it. Loclie.

A little cold distilled poppy-water, which is the

true surfeitwater, with ease and abstinence, often

ends distempers in the beginning. fd.

SIT.FEIT, in medicine, is a sickness with a sen-

sation of a load at the stomach, usually proceed-

ing from some error in diet, either with regard to

the quantity or quality of the food taken. Some-

times, however, a surfeit is only a. plethora from

indolence and full but proper feeding ; in which

case perspiration is defective ;
and eruptions form

themselves on the skin. A surfeit from animal

food, as muscles, putrid flesh, &c., is best reme-

died by the use of vegetable acids, which may be
taken diluted with water, a vomit being premised,
and this even though a vomiting and purging
both attend. When an excess of feeding is the

cause, the primae viae being evacuated, and the

nature of the plethora attended to, that the load

may be properly evacuated, the indication of the

cure will be, to recover the perspiratory discharge,
consistent with which diuretics may be used

in preference to medicines which produce any
other evacuation. But the most natural and ef-

fectual remedy for a surfeit is abstinence, and

temperance afterwards.

SURFEIT, in farriery. See FARRIERY.

SURGE, n. s. & v. a. Lat. surgo. A swell-

ing sea ; wave rolling above the general surface

of the water : to swell
;
rise>on high.

It was formerly famous for the unfortunate loves

of Hero and Leander, drowned in the uncompassion-
ate surges. Sandys.

From midst of all the main
The surging waters like a mountain rise. Spenser.
The realm was left like a ship in a storm, amidst

all the ragng surges, unruled and undirected of any.
Id.
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The wind-shaked surge, with high and monstrous

main,
Seems to cast water on the. burning bear,

And quench the guards of the ever- fired pole:
I never did like molestation view

On the enchafed flood. Shultspeare.
The serpent moved, not with intended wave,

Prone on the ground as since
;
but on his rear,

Circular base of rising folds, that towered

Fold above fold, a surging maze ! Miltim.

The sulph'rous hail

Shot after us in storm, o'erblown hath laid

The fiery surges, that from the precipice
Of heaven received us falling. LI.

He sweeps the skies, and clears the cloudy north :

He flies aloft, and with impetuous roar

Pursues the foaming siiryes to the shore. Dryden.
Thetis, near Ismena's swelling flood.

With dread beheld the rolling surges sweep
In heaps his slaughtered sons into the deep. Pope.
Do publick or domestick cares constrain

This toilsome voyage o'er the surgy main ? Id.

SUR'GEON, n. s.
J Corrupted from chi-

SUR'GERY. $ rurgeon. One who cures

by manual operation ;
one whose duty it is to

act in external maladies by the direction of the

physician : the act of curing by manual operation.

The wound was past the cure of a better surgeon
than myself, so as I could but receive some few of her

dying words. Sidney.
It would seem very evil surgery to cut off every

unsound part of the body, which, being by other

due means recovered, might afterwards do good ser-

vice. Spenser.

Strangely visiled people,
The mere despair of surgery, he cures.

Shakspeare. Macbeth.

They are often tarred over with the surgery of our

sheep, and would you have us kiss tarl Shakspeare.

Tito' most were sorely wounded, none were slain;

The surgeons soon despoiled them of their arms,

And some with salves they cure. Dryden.

A SURGEON, or CniuuncFON, is one who pro-
fesses the art of surgery. In England there an-
two distinct companies of surgeons now occupy-
ing the science or faculty of surgery; the one

coiupany called barbers, the other surgeons, which
latter are not incorporated. The two are united
to sue, and be sued, by the names of masters or

governors and commonalty of the mystery of
barbers and surgeons of London, 32 Henry VIII.
c. 42. No person using any barbery or shaving,
in London, shall occupy any surgery, letting of

blood, or other matter; drawing of teeth only ex-

cepted. And no person using the mystery or craft

of surgery shall occupy or exercise the seat or craft

of barbery, or shaving, neither by himself, nor any
other for his use, 32 Henry VIII. c.42. l?y the

same statute, surgeons are obliged to have signs at

their doors. Under the old French government,
the French chirurgeons, being refused to be ad

mitted into the universities (although their art i>

a branch of medicine), on pretence of its border-

ing a little on butchery or cruelty, associated

themselves into a brotherhood, under the protec-
tion of St. Cosmus and St. Damian ; on \\hich

account, according to the laws of their institution,

they were obliged to dress and look to wounds

gratis the first Monday of each month. They

distinguished between a chirurgeon of the loirj;

robe and a barber chirurgeon. The first had

studied physic, and was allowed to wear a gown.
The skill of the other, besides what relates to the

management of the beard, was supposed to he

confined to the more simple and easy operations

in chirurgery; as bleeding, tooth-drawing, ^t.

They were formerly distinguished by badges :

those of the long gown bore a ease of instruments;

the barber, a bason. The surgeons and barbers

of Edinburgh were formerly united in one incor-

poration, but were disjoined about 1720. Ste

BARBERS, and SURGERY.

SURGERY.
SURGERY, chirurgia, xp, manus, cpyov, opus,

embraces all those diseases which affect the solid

parts of the human body, and which can in any

way be relieved by a manual operation. In this

paper we present the reader with, I. A concise

history of this art; II. With a detail of those

diseases, according to a classification prefixed.

PART I.

HISTORY.
The history of this now noble arid important

science, presents nothing calculated to awaken a

very strong interest in its earlier records. In

the pristine ages, when men led unvitiated lives,

diseases were few, and considered, when they

did occur, to be inflicted by the gods as a

punishment for real or imaginary crimes. This

supposition must have existed at the time of the

Trojan war ;
for Homer describes the disorders

among the Greeks, arising probably
from the

heat of the sun on the Trojan marshes, as destroy-

ing arrows, hurled by Apollo in his anger,

thus :

fj.iv Trpurov ITTM^ITO, icJi iciivac upyn

AvTap nreir' avroiai jGfXoc t%iirivKtG t^tnc

BaXX' awi OE nvpai vtKvuv KUIOVTO 3a/ti.

'Evv;/iap fiiv ava rparov it)\tTo icijXa oio.

On mules and dogs the infection first began,

At last the vengeful arrows fixed in man ;

For nine long nights through all the dusky air

The pyres, thick flaming, shot a dusky glare.

These diseases, then, were to be removed only by

prayer and supplication, and the cure effected

through the medium of the priests.
But as

wounds, &c., were always liable to happen tu

men constantly engaged in warfare (which is t

be expected in all imperfectly
civilised societies)

so men were naturally liable, through a des

mitigating their companions' sufferings, to seek

for and employ suitable remedies. The occupa-

tion of attending to the wounds of their fellow-

soldiers was thus reckoned honorable and i

kings did not disdain to practise
it. Thus H.

extols several of his heroes not more for their

valor than their knowledge of the healing art

ncli were Chiron,' Machaon, and Podalmus
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and we may estimate the value set upon such

men, by the eager desire of his companions to

save Machaon when he had fallen in the battle

wounded by an arrow. It was not until man-
kind had become settled in cities, and devoted

their hours to the study of science, that medicine

was considered as a legitimate object of enquiry,
associated with the other branches of philosophy.
It is not surprising therefore that, under these

circumstances, the science of surgery should not

have advanced : as its true basis must ever be

found in anatomical knowledge. Pythagoras,

Empedocles, and Democritus, were writers on
medicine and surgery who only studied it in

their closets; and it was not till the time of

Hippocrates that diseases were made a separate

study. This great man, being in affluent cir-

cumstances, gave his whole time to the study of

medicine
;

not in the vague manner that his

predecessors had done, but by actual observa-

tion and practice ; by which he was enabled to

write such a clear and definite account of diseases

(but more especially acute ones) that moderns
still express their admiration of it. He also

treated of several surgical subjects with con-

siderable success
; but, as it is doubtful whether

this great master had ever an opportunity of ac-

tual dissection, except of animals, we must not

be surprised that this branch did not keep pace
with medicine. The surgical subjects on which
he has written are, Fractures, Dislocations,
Wounds of the Head, Ulcers, and Fistula. After

Hippocrates, we have no existing works published
till the beautiful one of Celsus, from which we

merely learn the names of those who professed
medicine ; these were Diocles, Carystius, Praxa-

goras, Chrysippus, Herophilus, and Erasistratus,
which last two began anatomical investigations
under the auspices of Ptolemy Philopater, in

whose reign the study of medicine was divided

into dietetics, pharmaceutics, and surgery. This
last art, says Celsus, was practised in Egypt by
Philoxenes, Gorgias and Sostratus, Heron and
the two Apollonii, with Ammonius Alexandrinus,
who was distinguished by the name of Lithoto-

mos. These flourished shortly before the Chris-
tian era. Whilst at Rome the principal surgeon,
just before the time of Celsus, was Meges, who
operated for the stone, &c.

; so that surgery must
have attained some progress. Celsus lived in

the reigns of Augustus Tiberius, and Caligula.
After this there is agflin a considerable de-

ficiency in the annals of surgery till the writings
of Galen, who was born at Pergamus in Asia

Minor, from which he went to Rome, in the
second century, under the emperor Severus.

He, however, did not practise surgery alone,

preferring the study of medicine. Making com-
ments, however, on the surgery of Hippocrates,
he opened the jugular veins, and performed arte-

riotomy at the temples, recommended leeches,

scarifications, and cupping glasses, to draw
blood, and also described with accuracy the
different species of herniae, and the different

methods of using bandages. In the year 500
flourished ./Etius, who described many tilings
omitted by Celsus, particularly relating to opera-
tions, and the diseases of women. His works,
however, were much eclipsed by Paulus

who flourished in 640, and wrote a treatise on

surgery superior to all the ancients.

This science was now, in common with all

others, doomed to a long oblivion by the over-

throw of the Roman empire. The resuscitation

of surgery happened about the year 900, when
the Arabians discovered the writings of the

ancients, and appropriated them to tneir own

use, making great additions, which but disgraced
the original. Such are the compilations of

Rhazes, Haly-Abbas, Albucasis, and Avicenna.

Medicine, however, owes more to these men
than surgery ;

for by their agency many new
remedies were introduced from the east. From
the eleventh century till the sixteenth, the prac-
tice of surgery was confined to ignorant priests,
or still more unlearned barbers and farriers,

with occasionally a quack strolling over Europe
and imposing on the credulity of the supersti-
tious by his magical rites. In the sixteenth cen-

tury a new era sprung up. Fabricius al Aqua-
pindente published his treatise on surgery, which

drew from the illustrious Boerhaave the following

compliment : Ille superavit omnis ; et Nemo,
illi; hanc disputat gloriam ;

omnibus patius

quam hocce, carere possumus. And now anatomy,
under the celebrated Vesalius, began to shed

her influence over the cultivation of our art,

giving rise to .the father of modern surgery,
Ambrose Pare, the first of the French surgeons.
Educated in the Hotel Dieu, he was appointed

body-surgeon to four of the French kings suc-

cessively, Henry II., Francis. II., Charles IX.,
and Henry III. These he followed to the field,

and was held in such estimation by the soldiers,

that it is said his presence in a besieged town

was sufficient to reanimate the drooping de-

fenders. He was one of the very few protes-
tants that escaped the odious massacre of St.

Bartholomew, by the protection of the king him-

self. The works of Pare abound with interest,

although disguised by the absurd matter intro-

duced by those whom he employed to write

tiiem. But surgery owes an immortal obligation
to him for the discovery and use of ligatures to

restrain haemorrhage. In this respect he was the

first to break through the trammels of the ancients,

who always employed the actual cautery, which

of course rendered them fearful of performing

operations. Beneficial as this discovery was,
it met with most violent opposition from the

physicians of the time, who were astonished that

a surgeon should dare to publish any plan of

treatment not found in the writings of the an-

cients ; and accordingly we find the use of the

ligature after his death declined. Next to Pare,

in the order of illustrious surgeons, followed

Petit, in the seventeenth century, who cultivated

anatomical knowledge when a mere boy, and

published his treatise on diseases of the bones

when only a very young man. This remained

the best work on this subject for nearly a hundred

years : he also published several other works

and treatises, and was justly considered an orna-

ment to the French school. About his time

also lived Le Dran, who wrote several able

works, as did Gaungeot, Le Lat Sabatier, Levret,

Desault, who has given the profession much use-

ful information on fractures, &c., to whom may
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ba added La Motte, Goulard, Daniel, Poteau,
and Frere Cosme the lithotomist. But the genius
of surgery was not confined to France

;
Holland

had its eminent men; foremost amongst whom
stands Raw, the most distinguished lithotomist in

Europe, but who had the cruelty and meanness

not only to conceal his mode of operating, but

deceive his professional spectators, who came
from all parts of Europe, by which many lives

are said to have been sacrificed. He even con-

cealed his operation from his intimate friends

and pupils, Heister and Albinus, whose merits

effaced the stigma of Raw from Holland, as did

the conduct of the illustrious Camper in the

following century. And now we begin to trace

the surgical art in England. Wiseman, surgeon
to Charles II., was the father of English, as

Pare was of French surgery ;
and in his time

lived Harvey, the great discoverer of the circula-

tion, which constituted in itself a host of dis-

coveries. To these succeeded Chesselden, White,

Douglas, the two Monroes, Sharp, Cowper,

Warner, Alanson, and Percival Pott (who first

gave surgical lectures at Bartholomew's Hospital

iiv!729) Hawkins, Smellie, and the two Hunters.

It is to John Hunter that we owe our now suc-

cessful treatment of aneurism. It was he who
first pointed out the danger of operating on a

diseased artery, too fully confirmed by experience,
and showed how that might be obviated : it is to

him in fact that surgery owes the greater part of

her scientific reasonings. He was also the best

operator in his day, having once removed a tu-

mor from the side of the head and neck, as

large, if not larger, than the head to which it

belonged ; and at another time dissected out a

tumor which one of our best operators had de-

clared, too hastily, that none but a madman
would meddle with. He was also equally re-

markable for his investigations in comparative

anatomy. France has also furnished her (almost)
Hunter in the person of Bichat, who gave him
self up to anatomy and physiology, and died

lamenting that he could not finish his labors.

But, within the last twenty or thirty years, most

important improvements have certainly been

made' in almost every branch of surgery ;
and it

must gratify every Englishman to find that his

own countrymen have acted a very leading part

in effecting such an object, especially in opera-

tions on arteries. Tnus tbjs country may c'.aiin

the names of a sir E. Home, an Abernethy, a sir

A. Cooper, Lawrence, Guthrie, 8cc. France may
also boast of her baron Savrey, Dupuytioi,,

Roux, Sec.; and Italy of a Scarpa.

PART II.

DETAIL OF DISEASES.

INTRODUCTION.

As little has been done towards a methodical

arrangement of those diseases which come within

the defined limits of surgery, the following at-

tempt at a classification must therefore be received

with candor and allowance. The utility of a

classification in the method of induction, by af-

fording appropriate
divisions for the allotment of

facts and phenomena, has of late been too well

understood to render it necessary for us to insist

upon in this place.

CLASSIFICATION.

CLASS. DISEASES AFFECTING THE SOLIDS.

ORDER I. EVIDENTES, arising from manifest causes.

ORDER II. OCCULTI, where the cause is not apparent.

ORDER I. EVIDENTES (comprehends three genera).

Genus 1.

VIOLENTES. From mechanical

injury.

Species.

Wounds causing hemorrhage.
Tetanus.

Emphysema.
Contusions.

Fractures.

Dislocations.

Rupture of tendon Achilles.

Sprains.

Injuries of head.

Hernia.

Genus 2.

VENENANTES. From the action

of poisonous matters.

Species

Syphilis.
Gonorrhoea.

Hydrophobia.
Dissecting wounds.

Genus 3.

LETHALES. From the applica-

tion of matters tending imme-

diately to the destruction of

vitality.

Species.

Burns and scalds.

Frostbites.

Chilblains.

ORDER II. OCCULTI (having two genera).

Gaaal. DIFFUSI. Affecting the system at

Species.
Scrofula.

Hysteria.
Cancer.
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Genus 2. LOCALES. Attacking particular parts.

This is the largest genus, and comprehends many species, being diseases of the

BONES AND
CARTILAGES.
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as well as in external parts. Its existence in ex-

ternal parts may be easily accounted for. The
blood near the heart, and in internal surfaces, is

commonly at nearly 100 of Fahrenheit, whilst

the temperature of the surface of the body is ma-

terially lower, on account of the constant evapo-
ration kept up by both the sensible and insensible

perspiration ; but, when any part becomes in-

flamed, it admits a much greater quantity of blood,
and this causes an unusual sensation of heat upon
the nerves accustomed to a lower temperature. It

is, however, not so easy to explain the feeling of

heat in internal inflammations; that such increase

above the natural temperature is not real, but

only imaginary, has been proved by several ex-

periments of Mr. John Hunter, who excited in-

flammation in the chest of a dog,, and in the

abdomen, rectum, and vagina of an ass, without

being able to discover any obvious rise of

temperature. It may, however, be noticed that

in some diseases the whole mass of blood is aug-
mented in temperature, sometimes rising as high
as 106 or 107 Fahrenheit.

There is yet one more symptom of the presence
of inflammation, which, being a secondary one,
has not yet been noticed. This is the buffy coat

found on the blood which has been abstracted

from the patient when affected by this complaint.
This appearance has been well accounted for by
John Hunter, in his excellent Treatise on the

Blood : He says,
' The blood, when taken out

of the living vessels, spontaneously separates into

two distinct parts, the serum and the crassamen-

tum. The last is a compound substance, con-

sisting chiefly of coagulating lymyh, and red

globules, the most heavy ingredients in the blood.

Blood, taken away from persons affected with

inflammation, is longer in coagulating, and coa-

gulaies more firmly, than in other instances.

Hence the red globules, not being so soon en-

tangled in the lymph, descend, by their gravity,

more deeply from its surface, which, being more

or less divested of the red coloring matter, is,

from its appearance, termed the buffy coat, or in-

flammatory crust. The firmer and more compact

coagulation of the lymph compresses out an un-

usual quantity of serum from it, and the surface

of the sizy blood is often formed into a hollow,

the edges being drawn inward.'

Having thus briefly described the symptoms
of inflammation, the terminations of it are next

to be considered. These are various, as 1. Re-

solution ; 2. Effusion ; 3. Ulceration ;
4. Mor-

tification ;
or it may pass on imperceptibly into

a chronic state.

1. Resolution. This is the most favorable

termination, consisting of that state of the body
in which nature is able to overcome the morbid

action, and restore her own regularity of func-

tion
;
and this is, on the whole, the most com-

mon termination. It is effected in the following

manner :
' The pain becomes less, the swelling

subsides, the fever, and every other symptom,

gradually abate, till at last the part is wholly re-

stored to its natural size and color. There is no

formation of pus, nor any permanent injury of

structure.'

2. Effusion. This may be of various matters,

as i. Serum. This is peculiarly
liable to take

place from serous membranes; as, for instance, :i

man receives a blow on the testicle which becomes
slightly tender, and is followed by an eflusioi.

between the tunica, vaginalis, propria, and re-

flexa testis. This forms what is commonly
called hydrosele, and is in fact a serous effusion";
or a person is struck on some part where the
cellular texture is very loose

; as, for instance-,
the eye-lids, a slight inflammation follows, which
is succeeded by a serous effusion into the ceils.

Jn internal cavities this is frequent, as the head,
chest, and abdomen. ii. Fibrine or lymph.
This generally occurs where the inflammation is

very severe, and is in fact the solid part of tht,

blood. This happens indiscriminately in all

structures, as is seen in inflammations of veins

or arteries which have been tied or cut across, or

in all common incised wounds, causing adhe-
sion by the first intension. It may also take

place in solid or glandular bodies, causing per-
manent induration, as in affections of the testis or

epididymes, which frequently remain during the

patient's life. It is, however, less frequently met.

with in mucous surfaces,which seems a kind provi-
sion of nature, for as these last are canals, the stop-

page of them by adhesion would be fatal, iii.

Purulent effusion. Tlvs may take place in any

part or structure of the body, and is often a very
unfavorable termination. This is generally called

suppuration, which when it happens in circum-

scribed cavities is generally fatal, as in the head,

chest, or abdomen ;
it may, however, occur in

parts contained within these cavities, and not

necessarily terminate fatally. Thus an abscess

may form in the liver which may burst and dis-

charge its contents externally or into the biliarv

ducts, and eventually heal. Tin's effused fluid

pus, resembles cream in its consistence, is heavier

than water, and is composed of particles nearly

similar to the fibrine of the blood floating in a

fluid. ' The fluid part of pus resembles serum ;

and, like it, is coagulable by heat ;
but it cannot,

like milk, be coagulated by the gastric juice of

animals. Healthy pus has little smell, is void

of acrimony, and is of the consistence of cream,

its globules are abunda/it, and of a lightish co-

lor. When pure, it does not readily putrify ;

but this quality is lost when there are extraneous

additions blended with the matter. In specific

diseases, cases of caries, &c., the matter is often

mixed with blood, coagulating lymph, &c., and

then it has more tendency to putrify and become

offensive. Pus always partakes of the nature of

the sore which produces it. To the surface se-

creting it, pus is quite unirritating, though it may

greatly irritate any other. Hence, it is useless

to wipe matter so completely from the surface of

granulations as some are wont to do ;
but it is

highly proper to keep the surrounding skin free

from it.

' Secretions of another kind sometimes have

a resemblance to pus.
The following circum-

stances form a line of distinction. Pus sinks in

water, mucus floats ; pus communicates to wa-

ter a uniformly troubled white color, mucus

gives the appearance of stringy portions floating

in it; mucus is more readily dissolved by sul-

phuric ac.d than pus.
If water be added to such

solutions, the pus is precipitated
to tl
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while the mucus, instead of being completely

precipitated, forms swimming flakes. A solu-

tion of caustic alkali dissolves both pus and mu-
cus ; but, when water is added, the pus becomes

separated, but not the mucus.'

When an effusion of pus takes place in a solid

part, or in cellular texture, it becomes sur-

rounded by a membraneous bag or cyst, partly

by condensation of surrounding texture, and

partly by effusion of lymph, and forms what is

commonly called an abscess, derived from ab-

scedo, to go away, because the ancients believed

it to be formed by the dissolution or departure
of the solids from their natural condition. But
that pus may be formed without any dissolution

of the solids, was noticed first by Dr. Hunter in

cases of empyema or collections of pus in the

chest, and afterwards by John Hunter, in his

Treatise on Gonorrhoea, wherein it is demon-
strated to be secreted from the mucous surface

of the urethra fora long.time, without any breach

of the surface in either case. 'The modern doc-

trine of suppuration is, that the pus is separated
from the blood by the inexplicable operation of

the secerning arteries, just as ordinary secretion

takes place, and that the peculiar mode of ac-

tion in the arteries is the reason why pus should
be -separated from the circulation, rather than

coagulating lymph, mucus, &c. &c. It is further

believed that the solids never suffer any disso-

lution, so as to enter into the composition of pus,
and that the deficiency frequently apparent in

them, arises from absorption. The arteries, in

producing pus, a fluid so dissimilar from blood,
and of which, at least, it must be considered a

new combination, seem to assume all the power
of glandular secretion.'

The symptoms of suppuration are, after along
continued inflammation, without signs of resolu-

tion, the patient has a remission of the fever

(if any were formerly present) and pain ; the

redness also subsides round the part, but be-
comes more dull upon it, presenting a yellowish
or whitish appearance in the middle. He has

frequent shiverings (these are particularly marked
in suppurations after injuries of the head), and
the humor grows larger ; and, if superficial, has a

conical eminence, upon touching which a fluctua -

tion is apparent. If, however, it be deeply seated,
there is tenderness on pressure, and a considera-

ble a?dema of the limb ; the pulse becomes soft,

and in large suppurations hectic fever super-
venes. The treatment of abscesses in general
will be found in the treatment of inflammation and
its consequences.

3. Ulceration is a preternatural increase in

the action of the absorbents beyond the propor-
tional power of deposition from the arteries ;

causing a rough surface to be formed, which, in

healthy ulcers, is covered with pus, not adherent

to its surface, and the roughness is caused by
small projections of a conical form called granu-
lations. These are very common sequels of in-

flammation, particularly if any thing have de-

prived the part affected of a portion of its vitality.

Thus most severe bruises, where the nerves have

been compressed, are liable to end in ulceration ;

and it is a remark of Mr. Brodie's that all ex-

traneous morbid growths, as schinus or other .

tumors, are very liable to ulcerate. The parts,
too, nearer the heart are less liable than those re-

mote. They are also of very frequent occur-
rence after fevers in the mucous follicles of the

small intestines. Ulcers in parts of much vitality
would naturally heal were it not for some foreign
cause. Their mode of healing is by the granu-
lations rising to a level with the surrounding
skin, from the edges of which new skin gra-

dually forms and spreads over the ulcer
;
or else,

in large ulcers, a spot of new skin forms in the

middle, from which portions shoot like rays.
Sir A. Cooper notices that it is a curious law,

with respect to the ulcerative process, that it has

a tendency to the nearest external surface of the

body. This is a law which is attended with the

most salutary effects ; for, if it were otherwise,
the body would very frequently be destroyed by
the ulcerative process. In consequence of this

tendency, matter formed at a depth in the body
finds its way through the integuments, instead of

proceeding through the more important parts.

Many examples may be given of this law. One
of the most remarkable is this: Matter forms-
not unfrequently behind the sternum close to the

pleura and pericardium, which membranes are

extremely thin not so thick as paper. From
the proximity of these membranes it might be

expected that the matter would generally open into

the pleura, and, by discharging itself into thecavity
of the chest, destroy life. Instead of this, IUDW-

ever, the pleura undergo no other alteration than

that of becoming thick, and, while they are ac-

quiring this addition of substance, the process of

absorption is going on in the inner part of the

sternum, an aperture is formed through it, and
the matter makes its way through the bone and

integuments rather than through the pleura and

pericardium. The same circumstance takes

place with respect to the peritoneum. If matter

be formed in the abdominal muscles, the perito-
neum is very rarely absorbed to admit the mat-

ter into the cavity of the abdomen, but the mat-

ter makes its way through the integuments,
and finds an outlet on the surface of the body.
Ulcers have been divided by Sir Eveiard Home,

in his excellent treatise, into six varieties, which

are, 1. Ulcers in parts which have sufficient

strength to carry on the actions necessary for

their recovery. 2. Ulcers in parts which are too

weak for that purpose. 3. Ulcers in parts
whose actions are too violent to form healthy

granulations, whether this arises from the state of

the parts, or of the constitution. 4. Ulcers in

parts whose actions are too indolent, whether

this arises from the state of the parts, or of the

constitution. 5. Ulcers in parts which have ac-

quired some specific action, either from a dis-

eased state of the parts, or of the constitution.

6. Ulcers in parts which are prevented from

healing by a varicose state of the superficial veins

of the upper part of the limb.

i. Simple or healthy ulcers. Sir E. Home
remarks that, in this species of ulcer, the pus is

of a white color, thick consistence, and readily

separates from the surface of the sore, and when

diluted, and examined in a microscope, is found

to be made up of small globules, swimming in a

transparent fluid. The granulations are small
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florid, and pointed at the top. As soon as they
have risen to the level of the surrounding skin,

those next to the old skin become smooth, and
are covered with a thin semi-transparent film,
which afterwards becomes opaque, and forms

cuticle.

In the treatment of this kind of ulcer, it is

only necessary to keep the surface clean, and

prevent the natural processes from being inter-

rupted. Sir E. Home observes that this is in

general best done by the application of dry lint,

for the purpose of absorbing and retaining the

matter, which serves as a soft covering for the

granulations, and by putting over the lint a

pledget of any simple ointment, in order to hin-

der the matter from evaporating, by which means
the dressings will not become adherent, and may
be easily taken off as often as requisite. Al-

though healthy ulcers 'require no medicated ap-

plication to be made to them, the dressings must

be such as do not disagree with the granulations
or surrounding skin. A roller is also often use-

ful to support the skin and muscles, which are

sometimes relaxed from the want of natural ex-

ercise of the part. When the sore, however,
does not secrete enough in twenty-four hours to

moisten the lint, a little simple ointment may be

used, or it may be dressed only once in two

days.
ii. Weak or fungous ulcurs. The granulations

of these sores are larger, more round on their ex-

ternal surface, and of a less compact texture,

than those formed on ulcers in healthy parts.

Sir E. Home has also noticed their semi-trans-

parent appearance. When they have filled up
the cavity of an ulcer to a level with the surface

of the body, they do not readily form skin, but,

rising up in a still higher manner, often lose al-

together the power of producing new cutis.

When the parts are still weaker, the granulations
sometimes continue gradually to fill up the hol-

low of the ulcer, and then, all on a sudden, are

suddenly absorbed, so as to leave the sore as

deep as it was before. Ulcers may be weak from

the first, or become so in the progress of the

case. Even granulations of the most healthy

kind, if they are not skinned over in a certain

time, gradually lose their primitive strength.

These ulcers appear in persons debilitated, either

mentally or bodily. In the treatment, therefore,

of this kind of ulcer, tonics are to be exhibited,

particularly bark and steel, and every thing

which disagrees with the constitution is to be

avoided. Wine and cordial medicines are also

usually prescribed. Porterj however, is deemed

better than wine for working people. The lo-

cal treatment is to prevent the granulations rising

too high. This, says Sir E. Home, is better ac-

complished by keeping them down by strong

stimuli than by allowing them to rise and then de-

stroying them. Pressure also is very useful,

either by bandage or a piece of sheet lead, as

stimuli. A weak solution of argentum nitratum

may be used, or powdered rhubarb, which, if too

exciting, may be mixed-, -with a fourth part of

powdered opium. The best ointments are, the

ung. l.yd. nitri. or ung. nitrico. oxyd. each dilut-

ed with five parts of hog's-lard.

iii. Irritable ulcers, when well marked, have

these symptoms : The margin of the surround-
ing skin being jagged, and terminating in an
edge, which is sharp and undetermined. The bot-
tom of the ulcers being made up of concavities of
different sizes. There being no distinct appear-
ance of granulations, but, a whitish spongy sub-

stance, covered with a thin ichorous discharge.
Every thing that touches the surface gives pam,
and very commonly makes it bleed. The dis-

charge is altered from common pus to athin fluid,
in proportion to the degree of

irritability com-
municated to the sore by constitutional causes.
When the above-mentioned signs of an irrita-

ble ulcer are not present, we must form a judg-
ment of the nature of the sore from listening to

the history of the case, the effects of various ap-
plications, &c. When this kind of information

cannot be obtained, Sir E. Home recommends
the treatment to begin on the supposition of the

ulcer being of an irritable nature. Irritable sores

are very often situated over the lower end of the

tibula, or anterior edge of the tibia.

Treatment. All applications should be seda-

tive. Thus steaming the part or fomenting with

decoct, papav. or applying lint dipped in a so-

lution of hemlock, or opium, will be found be-

neficial. Emollient poultices may be used as a

continued application. But, as the patient can-

not always bear their weight, it should be con-

trived that the part may rest on the poultice
instead of the poultice on it. They are, however,
to be left off, if they relax the ulcer too much,

causing flabby, large granulations with a gaping
wound. Powdered charcoal has been found use-

ful, as has cold cream when the patient could

not bear heat.

iv. Indolent ulcers. The indolent ulcer forms

in its appearance a complete contrast to the ir-

ritable one. The edges of the surrounding skin

are thick, prominent, smooth, and rounded. The

surface of the granulations is smooth and glossy.

The pus, instead of being of a perfect kind, is

thin and watery, being composed of a mixture

of pus and coagulating lymph. The lymph con-

sists of flakes, which cannot be easily separated

from the surface of the sore. The bottom of the

ulcer forms quite a level, or nearly so, and, as Sir

E. Home very accurately remarks, the general

aspect conveys an idea that a portion of the

skin and parts underneath has been for some time

removed, without the exposed surface having

begun any new action to fill up the cavity.

When, however, the indolence of the ulcer is not

so strongly marked, the sore does not correspond

to the preceding description,
but resembles in

appearance the ulcer which possesses
an inferior

degree of irritability, and can only be discrimi-

nated from it by receiving no benefit from sooth-

ing applications.
These are the ulcers that most

commonly occur in old persons,
and so we fi

a great number in every hospital.

Treatment Solutions of lunar caustic ; touch-

ing the surface of the ulcer with the caustic it

self; diluted nitrous acid ;
the unguent, hydrarg.

nitrat; and the unguent, hydrarg.
nitrat. rubr.;

and supporting the sore and the neighbouring

skin and muscle* with a roller ; are the best

means which were used for healing common in-

dolent ulcers, before Mr. Baynton hud before the
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public his very successful method. This gentle-

man's practice consists in applying strips of ad-

hesive plaster round the limb, so as to cover the

sore, and, at least, one inch of the parts both

above and below the ulcer. The strips of plas-
ter are to be two or three inches broad, and long

enough to surround the limb, and leave an end

about four inches long.
The middle of the strip, so prepared, is to be

applied to the sound part of the limb, opposite
the inferior part of the ulcer, so that the lower

edge of the plaster may be placed about an inch

below the edge of the sore; and the ends are

then to be drawn over the ulcer with as much

gradual extension as the patient can well bear.

As many strips are to be applied in this manner
as will cover the whole surface of the sore, and

one inch of the limb below and above, it. Soft

compresses are to be laid over the part, and the

limb is to be rolled, from the toes to the knee, with

calico bandages. The affected parts are then to

be kept moist with cold, spring water, which

enables the surgeon to remove the strips of plas-
ter without hurting the patient, and, at the same

time, keeps off inflammation.

v. Ulcers with specific action. These are very
various ; as the scrofulous, venereal, cancerous,

&c., which will be treated of under these sepa-
rate articles. A few, however, may be mention-

ed here. 1. An ulcer noticed by Sir E. Home,
particularly in servants who have led indolent

lives, occurs on the instep and foot, has very
thick edges, and is attended with a diseased state

of the surrounding skin, so as to bear some re-

semblance to elephantiasis ;
these are to be

cured by mercurial fumigations and applications.
2. Ulcers which appear on the ancle or knee
with swelling of the joints. These are generally

suspected to be scrofulous, but they are more

painful than strumous ulcers commonly are.

These are best managed by applications of hem-
lock. 3. There is a kind of ulcer which does

not extend more deeply than the cutis, but

spreads in all directions. The specific morbid
action does not continue in the paits which have

ulcerated, but only affects the edge of the skin,
where the ulcer is increasing ; for the surface

first affected heals, while the parts beyond are

in a state of ulceration. For such ulcers, of

which there are several varieties, a solution of

the argentum nitratum is the best application.
The last specific ulcer which I shall here no-

tice is the fungated one. It is seen on the calf

of the leg and sole ofthe foot, shooting out a fun-

gus from the surface. The new formed substance

is extremely broad, and narrow at its root ; it is

tender, and bleeds from very slight causes. The
disease, in its origin, somewhat resembles a scro-

fulous affection of the metatarsal bones, until

the skin ulcerates and the fungus protrudes.
One species of this ulcer contaminates the lym-
phatic glands in the course of absorption ;

an-

other kind does not do so. The first case cannot
be cured by the internal and external use of ar-

senic; the second may.
vi. Varicose ulcers. These are generally si-

"tuated on the inside of the leg, having somewhat
the appearance of indolent ulcers, but may be

known, as the name implies, by a varicose state

of the saphena vein.

Treatment. A horizontal posture is abso-

lutely necessary to take off the weight of the

superincumbent column of blood ; apply lotio

nigra to the wound, oiled silk or sheet lead over

this, and then bandage the limb tightly from the

foot upwards. Sir A. Cooper recommends bleed-

ing from the affected veins. It is obvious that

the varicose ulcer must be alleviated by any thing
that will benefit the condition of the varicose

veins themselves to the article on which, this

consideration must be referred.

vii. There are some ulcers which may be hin-

dered from healing by mechanical impediment,
as constant motion. Of this sort are those called

fistula, which will be separately treated of ; also

abscesses in the lungs, or other moveable viscera ;

others by some irritating cause, as ulcers of the

toes under the nail. These are very troublesome
on account of the nail growing into the ulcer,
from which a little fungus sprouts.

Treatment. Sir A. Cooper notices that there

are two modes of treating these ulcers ; either the

application of a blister; or introducing a piece
of lint under the nail

; the former brings away
the cuticle and sometimes the nail along with
it

; the latter, however, is more lenient, and a
better remedy. Pare down the nail as thin as

you can, without producing bleeding; then raise

it a little, and introduce a small piece of lint : in

this way the irritating cause may generally be
removed ; but sometimes it happens that the

sore is so exceedingly irritable that even lint

cannot be lodged on its surface without pro-

ducing increase of inflammation and pain; in

such cases, I would recommend slitting up the

nail with a pair of scissors, on that side where
the disease exists, and then, with a pair of for-

ceps, turn back and completely remove the

divided portion. The part should be poulticed
after the operation.

There is another not uncommon ulcer, which
has not yet been noticed ; this is the gangrenous
or phagedenic ulcer. In ulcers of this kind,
the surface is perfectly free from any discharge;
the surrounding edges of a livid appearance,
with small vesicles or blistered spots on them ;

and the patient suffers much from irritative

fever.

In the treatment of these cases you must

adopt constitutional as well as local remedies :

the recumbent posture must first be enjoined,
as it is essentially necessary to promote the se-

paration of the dead parts ; a generous diet

allowed; stimulating medicines administered;
and moderate stimulating applications, to pro-
mote a slightly increased action on the part ;

sometimes, however, when the action is exces-

sive, you must, on the contrary, sooth the part,
and lessen the stimulating nature of your consti-

tutional treatment. The most approved consti-

tutional treatment in these ulcers is rest and

generous diet ; port wine should also be allowed,
and spirits may be given to those who have been

in the habits of using them : by brandy and opium
I have seen these wounds cured ; in fact, they
are our sheet anchors in the treatment of gan-

grenous ulcers. The best medicine to be admi-

nistered is opium and ammonia; twenty drops
of the tincture of opium, three times a day, with

ten grains of the ammonia, in an ounce and a
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half of camphor mixture, and one drachm of com-

pound tincture of cardamoms.
When there is debility of the part, a slight

stimulus should be employed ; but when there is

excessive action it is to be avoided. The best

application for producing a slight stimulus, and '

checking gangrene of the part, is the nitric acid ;

there is none equal to this ; fifty drops of it to a

quart of distilled water is the average quantity ;

but this, however, may be increased or dimi-

nished, just as it may give pain to the part.
We come now to consider the next termina-

tion of inflammation. This is

4. Gangrene or Mortification (from ypaw to

feed upon, because it consumes the living flesh).

This, the worst, is happily the least frequent se-

quel of inflammation, and occurs only when the

affection has been of the most severe character ;

and seems to be produced by the sudden failing
of nervous energy in the part attacked, in conse-

quence of its being no longer able to continue

that high state of excitement which such severely
increased action demanded : as we may imagine
a bow to be bent till it snaps asunder. When
this happens, there ensues a loss of life to a

greater or less extent in the part affected. There

frequently, however, occurs a gangrene in parts
which have not been previously subjected to in-

flammation ;
but which, for some reason or other,

are endued with less vitality. This has been

called idiopalhic or dry gangrene, in contradis-

tinction to the other, which is the humid or

acute. There are besides cases of mortification,

preceded by inflammation, which do not arise

wholly from that as a cause, but combined with

a deficiency of vitality ;
of this nature are car-

buncle, and the slough formed in the small-pox

pustule, &c.

Symptoms of gangrene. The symptoms of

mortification from inflammation take place va-

riously, yet generally, as follows. The pain and

sympathetic fever suddenly diminish, the part
affected becomes soft and of a livid color, losing
at the same time more or less of its natural

warmth and sensibility. In some places the

cuticle is detached ; while, in other situations,

vesicles arise, filled with a clear or turbid fluid.

On touching the part, there is a crepitus per-

ceptible, owing to the generation of air, from the

decomposition of the cellular substance. As this

state of things proceeds, the parts become quite

black, flaccid, easily lacerable, destitute of heat,

motion, and sensation. They are now said to be

in a state of sphacelus or mortification. Mr.

Thompson observes, in his Lectures on Inflam-

mation, that ' the part of the body which be-

comes affected with gangrene does not imme-

diately lose its sensibility ;
for the pain, on the

contrary, is often very much aggravated by the
'

approach of this state. The blood also still con-

tinues to circulate, at least in the. larger vessels

of the part, but perhaps with less force ; and,

from the resistance which it meets with in pass-

ing through the capillaries, in less quantity than

formerly. The serous effusion into the cellular

membrane continuing to increase, and the action

of the absorbent and sanguifcrous vessels to di-

minish, the part becomes at length incapable of

being restored to its former office in the animal

economy. It is therefore in its earlier stages

only that gangrene is to be considered as an
affection admitting of cure ; for there are limits

beyond which, if it pass, recovery becomes

impossible. These limits it may not in every
instance be easy to define; but they form the
boundaries between incipient gangrene and the

ultimate termination of that state in sphacelus.'
When sphacelus, however, has taken place, it

always has a tendency to spread and deprive the

neighbouring textures of their vitality, and it

stops only when it encounters a part which has

vital energy enough to resist it. It is then that

nature draws a line of separation between the

living and dead matters, which last, if left to

themselves, are gradually thrown off, leaving for

the most part a healthy ulcer exposed.
The separation of mortified parts' or sloughs

would be attended with great danger from hit

morrhage, where it not kindly provided by nature-

thai the arteries leading to a part thus affected,

having no longer any circulation to carry on, be-

come obliterated by lymph, so that the patient
is secured from this terrifying addition to his

sufferings.
The constitutional symptoms that occur in

acute gangrene are a high degree of irritative

fever, gradually assuming the form of typhus,
with a quick, small, and thready pulse, generally

intermitting, and often accompanied by delirium

of the low or muttering character, and vomitiny,

togetherwith a very uniform and important symp-
tom, hiccough. Frequent cold sweats supervene,
and the patient's countenance assumes a wild

cadaverous look.

Mortifications not following acute inflamma-
tion. These may occur from various causes ;

as

1. A simple diminution of vitality, which takes

place in the sloughing of extraneous growths.
2. Pressure on the veins of any part obstructing

the return of blood. In this case the blood-

vessels become turgid, and the part swells, and

becomes livid and very painful. Vesicles soon

arise, and, at length, the part becomes soft, ccde-

matous, emphysematous, cold, black, insensible,

and fetid. A strangulated hernia affords an in-

stance of such mortification. 3. Impediment to

the flow of arterial blood to the supply of a part.

This produces first softness and boldness of the

part, which soon becomes shrivelled, black, and

lifeless parts enclosed in very tight ligatures

are examples of this. 4. Pressure obstructing

the general circulation. Surgeons have frequent

occasion to see melancholy examples ofjhis
kind

of mortification, particularly in cases of fra-tiires,

paralysis from disease of the vertebrae, &c. The

mischief most readily occurs where the bones

have the least fleshupon them, and consequently

where all external pressure
has the most Hied ;

as, for instance, about the os sacrum, os ilium,

spines of the scapulae,
&c. The disordered pan

always first becomes soft, livid, red at the cir-

cumference, and oedematous, afterwards losin

its sensibility, and acquiring a black appearance:

at length it is converted into a foul sloughing

ulcer. 5. Violent concussions or contusions.

6. Extremes of heat applied suddenly. 7. Kx-

tremes of cold applied suddenly : all these thn >

last occasion immediate loss of vrtulily.
f
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continued application of moderate cold or heat.

9. Ossification of arteries in old persons, as

proved by Mr. Hodgson, though Pott has de-

nied this. 10. A peculiar sort of mortification,

.beginning at the extremity of one or more of the

small toes, and passing on to the foot and ancle,

and sometimes a part of the leg, quite unpre-
ceded by any inflammation. In some few in-

stances it makes its appearance with little or no

pain ; but commonly the patient feels great un-
easiness through the whole foot and ancle-joint,

particularly in the night time, even before the

parts show any marks of distemper, or while

there is only a small discolored spot on the end
of one of the little toes. From this spot the

cuticle is always detached, and the skin under-

neath is of a dark red color. Sometimes it is

slow in spreading from toe to toe. At other

times its progress is rapid and horridly painful.
It is most frequent in males, and is more often

.met within the rich and voluptuous than in the

laboring poor. It frequently happens to persons
advanced in life ; but it is by no means peculiar
to old age. It is said to happen often in persons

subject to gouty pains in the feet, without having
regular paroxysms of the disorder. Few morti-

fications proceed so slowly as that now described
;

it spreads, however, more quickly when it in-

vades fleshy parts. 11. Gangrene of an epidemic
character. This is commonly called hospital

gangrene, and is to be noticed where a great

many wounded people are crowded together in

a confined space. This first shows itself locally,

says Mr. Thompson, by 'a more or less acute

pain, and a viscid whitish exudation on the sur-

face of the granulations, which lose their vermi-
Hon color, and present at several points spots of

a. grayish or dirty-white hue, resembling venereal

ulcers, or aphthae. These ulcerated points, thus

engrafted (as it were) upon the original ulcer,
soon spread and join together, so as to give to

the whole surface of the solution of continuity a

gray ash-color. The surface also becomes more
or less indurated, and sometimes bleeds. A red,

purplish, cedamatous circle, of a greater or less

extent, is next formed in the surrounding skin.

Sometimes, when the patient is of good habit,
the causes of infection less active, and the consti-

tution sufficiently strong, the disorder has now a

btop put to it. Indeed, as we have already re-

marked, it may not even extend to the whole
surface of the ulcer. But most frequently its

progress is extremely rapid, and occasionally

quite terrifying. 'She edges of the wound, or

ulcer, become hardened and everted, the granu-
lations are large and tumid, being, according to

Boyer, swelled up with a considerable quantity
of gus. They are afterwards detached in the

form of soft reddish sloughs, which, savs Boyer,
very much resemble the substance of the fetal

brain when in a putrid state. From day to day,
until nature alone, or aided by art, puts limits to

the disorder, it invades new parts both in breadth

and depth, so that its ravages extend to aponeu-
roses, muscles, blood-vessels, nerves, tendons,
the periosteum, and even the bones themselves.

Imflamed absorbent vessels are sometimes seen

extending from the surfaces affected with hos-

pital gangrene,* to the contiguous or commu-

nicating, cervical, inguinal, or axillary glands.

Artery seems to be the texture which resists

most powerfully the destructive action of hospital

gangrene, as well as of most other species of

mortification. When adhesive inflammation does

not occur, hemorrhage is liable to take place,

and, in some instances, to prove fatal. Even in

cases in which distinct hemorrhage does not

occur, a thin, fetid, bloody sanies is often dis-

charged, and the pus, which is secreted during
the separation of the sloughs, is frequently red-

dened by an admixture of blood.

These are the principal causes of gangrene ;

the treatment will be considered when we come
to speak of the treatment of inflammation in ge-

neral, and its consequences.
The last termination of inflammation may be

said to be its passing into a chronic form. This,

however, differs little from the acute, except in

the mitigated violence of the symptoms. But
chronic inflammation may happen, as it very

commonly does, without any previous acute at-

tack. It is to be observed that it is this which
causes or accompanies most surgical complaints.

There has as yet been noticed only one sort of

inflammation, viz. common orphlegmonaeus; but

besides this there are various specific inflamma-

tions, -either produced constitutionally, as rheu-

matism, gout, scrofula, schirrus; or by applica-
tion of some poison, as syphilis, &c. ; but of

these some come within the province of the

physician, others will be mentioned afterwards.

SECT. II. OF THE CAUSES OF INFLAMMATION.

These have been divided by most writers

into remote and proximate. By the remote

cause is meant both the indirectly predisposing
and the directly exciting cause; and, by proxi-
mate is meant, in (act, an illustration of the

modus operandi of inflammation.

\. Remote, considered under its two divisions :

i. Predisposing. This, as the term implies, de-

notes all those accessary causes which render a

person more liable to inflammation at one time

than at another; as, for instance, a state of de-

b'lity produced by any means whatever, as ex-

cessive fatigue of body or mind, want of proper
nourishment, &c. &c. That some predisposing
cause is necessary to produce this malady, is

obvious from this, that many persons may have

been equally subjected to an exciting cause, but

of these a few only are attacked, ii. Exciting
causes. All substances applied to the body,

tending to injure the vitality of the parts that

they touch. This includes chemical agents,

especially stimulants, as cantharides, heat, acids,

alkalies, metallic oxides, salts, and acrid vapors,
as many of the gases. But the most curious

though common agent is cold. This may be

applied to one part and produce inflammation

in another, as is seen in the production of dis-

eases of the chest when cold is applied to the

feet. It however often has a local effect, as is

seen in frost-bitten parts, chilblains, or inflam-

mations of the fauces and nostrils, from inhaling
cold air. Touching a piece of metal previously
cooled to a very low degree will produce a

blister, and a sensation similar to that of burn-

ing; so that cold, though not considered by many
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as a direct exciter of inflammation, may, how-
ever, very fairly be classed with the other causes,
all of which excite it by the violent effort of na-
ture in the threatened part, to rid herself of the

noxious matter.

2. Proximate cause. This has been a favorite

topic of controversy amongst medical philoso-

phers for several ages. Boerhaave supposed it to

depend upon a too great viscidity of the blood,
which clogged up the vessels : he also imagined
that, in consequence of the perspiration being
stopped, the smaller vessels were distended with

it; so that the thick red globules found their

way into these capillaries, forming an error loci.

This created resistance to the circulation, causing
heat, pain, and redness, by the accumulation of

blood behind. Mr. Burns says,
' The viscidity

of the blood cannot be admitted as the proximate
cause of inflammation; because we have no

proof that this state ever exists ; or, granting
that it did, it would not explain the phenomena.
Were a viscidity to occur, it would exist in the

whole mass of blood, would affect every part of

the body alike, and could not be supposed to

produce only a local disorder. How also could

such a lentor be produced by causes which bring
on inflammation suddenly, without there being
time for changes of the fluids to take place?

' With regard to the doctrine of error loci, or

of red globules going into vessels which did not

formerly transmit them, the fact must be ad-

mitted, at the same time that the conclusion is

denied. When the eye becomes inflamed, the

tunica conjunctiva is seen with its vessels full of

red blood, which in health is not the case ;
but

this redness rever appears until the inflammation

has commenced, and must therefore be consi-

dered as an effect, not a cause. Nor can this

error loci occasion any obstruction in these

vessels ; for if they be divided the blood flows

freely, which shows that they are large enough to

aiiow an easy circulation.' Dr. Cullen believed

that it is produced by a spasm of the extreme

vessels, with an increased action in the course of

them. The inconsistencies in Cullen's theory are

very glaring. The congestion or accumulation

of blood, which is only an effect or consequence
of inflammation, is set down as the cause of the

spasm of the vessels, to which spasmodic con-

strictions, Cullen, strangely enough, assigns the

name of proximate cause. The spasmodic con-

traction of the extremities of the vessels, instead

of propelling the accumulated quantity of blood,

would render the passage of the blood from the

arterial into the venous system still more difficult.

Mr. Hunter believed that inflammation is to be

considered only as a disturbed state of parts,

which requite a new but salutary mode of action

to restore them to that state wherein a natural

mode of action alone is necessary.
It used to be generally considered that the

pulsation of arteries causing throbbing was in con-

sequence of the contractile action of such vessels.

But Mr. Brodie has proved in recent experi-

ments that pulsation depends upon the stroke of

the heart in a great measure, if not entirely. In

one experiment, to prove this, he laid bare the

carotid of an ass; and, having divided it, insert-

ed a glass tube into the lower portion, to the end
of which was attached a silken tube, and lie

found that, when he allowed the blood to flow,
the silken tube pulsated as strongly as an artery.To refute the old doctrine of spasm, or obstruc-
tion in the capillaries, Dr. Wilson, in company
with Mr. Boraston, instituted some experiments.
He found that in an inflamed webb of a frog's
foot the capillaries, particularly the anastomosery
vessels, were inordinately distended, so as to

admit red globules, which they could not do

previously ; but at the same time the rapidity
of circulation was diminished in proportion.
These experiments have been corroborated by
Mr. Brodie, who supposes that these vessels

are dilated beyond their powers of contraction,
so that they become inert tubes, and thus the

circulation stagnates. It would seem probable,
then, that inflammation takes place in this man-
ner. Nature is able to repair injuries in living
bodies only through the medium of the circula-

tion, influenced no doubt by the nerves, winch
allow the arteries to dilate, or cause them to

contract, and thus at times to receive greater or

less volumes of blood. Whenever then any

part is threatened with loss of vitality, from an

irritating or sedative cause, the resistance which

naturally takes place is the pouring of a larger
volume of blood to the part; and, as the inten-

tion is that of reparation, so it would seem those

arteries allow themselves to be dilated most

readily which are for the nourishment of the

part, whilst a stop is put to all secretions, by

which, part of the blood in the organ would be

drained off. It seems then probable, by ob.seiv-

ing what takes place in the frog's foot, that those

arteries which would not convey red blood

before, now become dilated beyond their power
of recovery, as is the case sometimes with the

urinary bladder, and that this is the real distinc-

tion between mere increase of action where there

is no inflammation, as in pregnancy, rutting

seasons of animals and growth of the slags'

antlers, and the state in which real inflammation

is present, this may help to show why effusions

of any sort abate or cure the inflammation, it

being by unloading the vessels and allowing them

to recover their natural tone and calibre; this

state of distension may be noticed in inflamma-

tions of the eye, especially
when they assume a

chronic form.

SECT. III. OF SYMPTOMATIC FF.VERS.

Symptomatic fevers of different sorts art-

present in most inflammations, according to the

nature of the part attacked. These are caused

by the sympathising of the entire frame with the

action that is going on in the part affected.

\. Sympathetic inflammatory ftnr. The

symptoms are, a frequent, strong, and full pulse;

diminution of the secretions ;
a hot dry state of

the skin; scanty high-colored urine; dry furred

tongue; thirst; disturbance of the nervous

system ; loss of appetite and sleep ; in some

cases delirium. The febrile symptoms appear

in this form when any considerable phlegmonous

inflammation affects common parts,
a

integuments in any situation in the body, tli
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disturbance of the system being in a great

measure proportioned to the extent and violence

of the local affection.

The effects of inflammation on the constitu-

tion, however, are not simply proportioned to

the quantity of inflammation ; they are influ-

enced as much by the nature of the parts in

which it is situated as by its extent. When
muscles, cellular membrane, skin, &c., are in-

flamed, the pulse is, as we have described, strong
and full. These may be said to be common
structures.

If the inflammation be in tendinous, ligamen-

tous, or bony parts, the stomach sympathises
more than when muscles, &c., are inflamed.

The pulse is quicker, but has not so much ful-

ness, and the blood, not being propelled so far

into the small vessels, forsakes the skin. When
inflammation is in vital parts, or such as sympa-
thise with the stomach, there is great depression
blended with the constitutional symptoms, the

pulse is frequent and small, and the blood is not

pushed into the minute vessels. A very re-

markable depression of strength very frequently
attends an inflammation of the intestines, and
the pulse is small and hard ; whereas, when the

surface of the body is the seat of the affection,

there is often a temporary augmentation of tone,
with a full, strong, and hard pulse. In fact,

when the peritoneum and intestines are inflamed,
the patient frequently seems so reduced, and his

pulse so small, that the surgeon is afraid to use

the lancet. Perhaps, however, he at length

ventures to do so; the blood appears exceed-

ingly sizy, and the pulse gains strength, in pro-

portion as the disease yields to, and is benefited

by, the evacuation.

It is a very curious fact, remarked by Mr.

Hunter, that all inflammations of parts, which
derive their nerves from the great sympathetic
nerve, occasion an unusual lowness of spirits.

When the constitution is good, and parts not

very essential to life are inflamed, the pulse
becomes increased in strength and fulness.

When the same parts are affected in weak irrita-

ble persons, and in women who lead sedentary
lives, the pulse is quick, hard, and small, at the

commencement of the inflammation, just as if

vital parts were concerned. Thus we see that

all the varieties of inflammatory fever depend
chiefly on four circumstances ; viz. the extent of

the inflammation ; the structure of the parts
affected ; their functions ; and the nature of the

constitution.

Treatment. It is obvious that by taking

away the cause we must mitigate this fever, so

that we ought to direct our attention chiefly to

the local injury. But it is possible that the

fever may run so high as to have a bad effect on
the diseased part, in which case we must bleed

from the arm, administer purgative medicines

(so that no further source of irritation may arise

from the faulty intestinal action), and diapho-
retics, chiefly antimonial.

2. Hectic fever arises in consequence of

long continued suppurations, from the inability
of the system any longer to supply the constant

dram without using an extraordinary exertion,

and not as the old surgeons supposed from ab-

sorption of pus. Its symptoms are a soft fre-

quent pulse, profuse sweats, particularly at

night ; great debility ; tongue moist ; urine co-

pious, with great deposits ; generally of a pink-
ish white color; failure of appetite; and, when
the disease becomes fully formed, there are

frequent attacks of diarrhaea, with sudden chills

and flushes of heat. Mr. Hunter has noticed

that there are two practical varieties of hectic

fever. The first arising entirely from a local

complaint in a good constitution, which is only
disturbed by too great an irritation ; and a hectic

fever, arising principally from the badness of the

constitution, which does not dispose the parts
to heal. In the first species it is only necessary
to remove the part (if removable), and then all

will do well ; but, in the second, nothing is

gained by a removal of the part, unless the

wound made in the operation is much less, and
more easily put into a local method of cure ;

by reason of which the constitution sinks less

under this state and the operation together, than
under the former one. Here the nicest discri-

mination is requisite.
Treatment. We cannot expect to cure this

fever without first healing the abscess, aud, as

this is frequently impossible, we must content

ourselves with mitigating it only. No medicine,
not even bark itself, has any direct power of

communicating strength to the human constitu-

tion. All that can be done in the treatment of
hectic fever, when it is thought inexpedient or

impracticable to remove the morbid part, is to

combat particular symptoms, and to promote
digestion. It is by bringing about the latter

object that bark is useful in these cases. The
infusum cinchonae, being more apt to agree with
the stomach than the decoction or powder,
should generally be preferred. Nourishing food,

easy of digestion, should be frequently taken in

small quantities at a time. Nothing is more

prejudicial to a weak constitution than overload-

ing the stomach. Wine may also be given, but
not too freely, and not at all if it should create

heartburn, as it sometimes does in hectic patients.
Madeira is less apt to have this disagreeable
effect than port. In these cases it is likewise

often found useful to administer gentle cordial

aromatic draughts. But, of all medicines, opium
is perhaps the most valuable to those who are

afflicted with hectic fever; it alleviates pain,

procures sleep, and checks the diarrhoea, which
so frequently attends such cases.

When the hectic fever arises from local dis-

eases, in parts which the constitution can bear

the removal of, the morbid part should be taken

a%vay, if it cannot be cured consistently with the

ad vice already given. When the disease arises

from some incurable disease, in an extremity,
all the above-mentioned symptoms cease almost

immediately after the limb has been taken off.

A hectic pulse, at 120, has been known to sink

to ninety in a few hours after the removal of the

hectic cause. Persons have been known to sleep

soundly the first night afterwards, who had not

slept tolerably for several preceding weeks. Cold
sweats have stopped immediately, as well as
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those called coHiquative. A purging has imme-
diately ceased, and the urine began to drop its

sediment.

These are the principal fevers met with in

surgical cases : but others do occur. Thus, in

inflammations of the veins, a fever resemblin-

typhus supervenes ; and Mr. Brodie remarks

that, when putrid matter is confined in an
abscess, it causes symptoms of the greatest

malignity, which will entirely disappear on

evacuating the fluid.

Having now given some account of the phe-
nomena it will be requisite to consider

SECT. IV. THE TREATMENT OF INFLAMMA-
TION AND ITS SEQUELS.

This consists in unloading the arteries of the
affected part, which may be done in several

ways.
1 . By diminishing the general volume of blood

in the body. For which purpose the best and
most efficacious remedy is blood letting from the

arm or other large veins, or the temporal arteries.

This is, however, only requisite when the symp-
toms are violent. It has been known and prac-
tised as a valuable remedy from the days of

Hippocrates. In the repetition of general blood

letting we should be guided rather by the symp-
toms than by the buffy appearance of the coagu-
lum of blood.

The next method in point of efficacy is local

bleeding, which may be performed either by
leeching, cupping, or scarifying, the part. In-

flamed parts, however, do not bear this last

operation well during the early stages, but it is

frequently performed afterwards with good effect,

as in ophthalmics. This is a most excellent and

manageable remedy, as it not only unloads the

system in general, but more particularly the

vessels of the affected part. It therefore will

in most cases be the preferable remedy, as

general bleeding need only be resorted to when
the constitution is much distressed.

Another very useful auxiliary is the use of

purgatives (except in cases where their employ-
ment is prohibited). These act in several ways :

1st, They remove any source of irritation in the

bowels from confined matters. 2dly, They increase

the secretions from the mucous surface of the in-

testines, and so materially assist in lessening the

volume of circulating fluids by the copious

watery evacuations which are produced. This

at the same time does not tend to weaken the

patient nearly so much as blood letting.
2. Restoring the secretions. Perspiration.

This end is answered effectually by the use of

diaphoretic medicines, such as antimonials, either

with or without calomel. This last preparation
seems to have a peculiar influence over the process
of inflammation, and therefore deserves our most

serious consideration. This we particularly
notice in cases of iritis, which seems to yield to

no other remedy. Of the specific actions of

calomel, as well as of very many other medicines,
we as yet know little or nothing. Physiologists
and others have in vain attempted to explain
them. All, however, that we do know of calomel

is, that it affects the absorbent system by causing
an increased action in it, as indeed it does in

the vascular system generally, and also acts
p;>i

ticularly by rousing the liver and salivary glands,
the secretions of which it materially augments.
The last symptom indeed is a certain si^n of its

having affected the constitution, and is a guide
for its further employment.

3. Lessening the force of circulation. Tim
may be effectually done by keeping up a con-
stant nausea of the stomach by emetic medi-
cines exhibited in small doses, or by remedies
which act directly as sedatives to the heart's
action. Such are conium, digitalis, belladonna,
&c. : great caution is required in the use of these

last, as they are apt to accumulate by repetition
of doses, so that they act suddenly in a very
powerful manner as narcotic poisons.

4. Local applications. The most.,valuable of
these is cold, in the form of lotion or pounded
ice, laid over the inflamed part ; which, l.y

condensing the volume of fluid, must materially
diminish its bulk, and so admit of its action in

another manner, which is constringing the ves-

sels, thereby lessening their diameter. Cold
also acts as a sedative to the nerves, where the

action is not too violent. In which cases cold
cannot be borne. It is then that we find the

employment of warm applications so serviceable,

particularly combined with moisture. We see

this commonly in cases of inflamed testicle or

incipient acute ophthalmics. Sir A. Cooper
thinks they act by producing relaxation, opening
the pores, and allowing the perspiration to exude.
The best mode of applying heat is by a steam

bath, which may be made at the moment by
placing a common strainer over a pail of boil-

ing water, upon which the patient may rest his

limb, which is then to be covered up with flan-

nel, so as to prevent the egress of the steam
;
or

he may have a flannel pipe leading to the spout
of a boiling vessel, dilated at the end intended

to be applied to the body by a circular piece of

cane or whalebone. The most common way,

however, of applying heat is to foment with

flannel dipped into warm water, otherwise to

apply a poultice made of some substance which

can retain heat; for this purpose linseed meal is

commonly used.

5. Counter irritation is often of value in check-

ing inflammation, by drawing a quantity of blood

to the part on which we produce it, and thus re-

lieving the inflamed part of a portion of its

blood. It is, however, more serviceable in chro-

nic inflammation, or when the first violence of the

acute is abated. Indurations very frequently re-

main after inflammations ; they are to be got rid

of by diminishing the circulation of the part,
and

promoting absorption. For this purpose the best

remedies are pressure, friction, electricity, and

mercury.
When all the means for subduing inflamma-

tion have been used, and fail, the most frequent

sequel is suppuration; the symptoms of win h

having been already described, it only remains to

notice the treatment. When we find a part In-

ginning to suppurate it is best to use warm ap-

plications. These relieve the pain by relaxing

the parts around, which thus allow themselves to

become distended by the abscess without resist-

ance. It is probable, also, t!i;;t the
'

e.U may ex-
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cite the absorbents to a more steady action, and
thus hasten the ulcerative process. When, at

length, an abscess does present itself, it becomes
a question whether the surgeon should interfere

or not. It will be best as a general rule to leave

all abscesses to burst of themselves which by
remaining unbroken can do no mischief.

The cases for the surgeon's interference are

chiefly, i. Cases in which it is of consequence
to save the skin from being much disfigured, as

in scrofulous glands of the neck in females,
which would else follow the course of all ab-

scesses, viz., increase in size, and thus expose a

greater surface to ulceration. Sir A. Cooper re-

commends these to be opened by a lancet trans-

versely to the axis of the neck, as the scar will

then be hidden amongst the folds of skin.

ii. All abscesses under fasciae, which must ne-

cessarily bind them down and cause them to

burrow amongst the adjacent textures, ought to

be opened by the lancet or scalpel as soon as the

surgeon can convince himself of the presence of

matter. These are most common in the thigh,

arm, and perineum.
iii. All abscesses pressing on bones should be

speedily opened, as they are else apt to occa-

sion the death or ulceration of the part. This is

particularly the case with the bones of the cra-

nium.
iv. Abscesses in parts of loose texture; where

they are, on that account, very liable to spread,
as near the anus, &c.

v. Abscesses pressing on either vital parts, or

such as are of much importance, as the brain,

eye, &c.

Surgeons used formerly to open abscesses with

caustic and setons, but now these are very seldom

used, the lancet or scalpel being generally far

preferable. The caustic potash may be employed
when the skin is sure to slough afterwards.

Care should be taken in opening collections of

matter to make the orifice in as depending a si-

tuation as possible ; so that the pus may have a

ready vent. Much, however, must depend upon
the relative thinness of the skin.

After treatment. When an abscess has burst

of itself, and it is unnecessary to enlarge the open-
ing, all that is requisite is to keep the surround-

ing parts clean. The continuation of the same
kind of poultice, which was before used, is, per-

haps, as good a practice as any; and when the

tenderness, arising from the inflammation, is over,
lint and a pledget may be made use of, instead

of the poultice. But an abscess, opened by a

cutting instrument, is both a wound and a sore,
and partakes more of the nature of a fresh wound
in proportion to the thickness of the parts cut.

Hence it is necessary that something should be

put into the opening to keep it from healing by
the first intention. If it is lint, it should be

dipped in some salve, which will answer better

than lint alone, as it will allow of being taken
out sooner. This is advantageous, because such
sores should be dressed the next day, or, at latest,

on the second day, in order that the pus may be

discharged again. When the cut edges of ihe

opening have suppurated, which will be in a few

days, the future dressings may be as simple as

possible; for nature will, in general, complete the

cure.

Healing of abscesses. This takes place- by
granulation. Thus when an abscess is opened,
or when a wound has been produced, if the

edges are not brought together, inflammation
is excited ; and this inflammation occasions an
effusion of the fibrin of the blood upon the sur-

face of the wound. This fibrin is poured out in

a layer upon the surface, and soon becomes vas-

cular ; for blood-vessels, which are elongations of

the vasa vasorum of the divided vessels, are forced

by the action of the heart into the fibrin which
has been deposited. The fibrin which is thrown

out, besides the purulent secretion from the ves-

sels, forms a second layer, into which the vessels

shoot as before. The vessels supporting the first

layer are the means of supporting the second

layer, where the vessels terminate as before, by
open mouths on the substance effused. In this

manner layer after layer is formed, until the ca-

vity becomes filled.

Of chronic abscesses. These demand a little

separate consideration. For, 1. Their general
treatment should be directly opposed to ih;it of

acute ones ; for here the patient must be allowed

a generous diet and tonic medicines. 2. Their
local treatment differs very materially, as they
often require stimulating applications to bring
them forward ;

such as poultices of oatmeal and

yeast, or flour and vinegar wetted with a solution

of common salt; or plasters, as the compound
galbanum or mercurial, with ammoniacum, and

soap plaster. When suppurated they are to be

opened as the others. Care must be taken, how-

ever, to prevent access of air or violence to large

cysts; which, under these circumstances, may
inflame and produce symptoms of malignant
fever. When, however, the cysts are small, as

in scrofulous glands, we should take care to

squeeze out all the flakes of unorganised matter,
which will facilitate the healing.

It should be observed that abscesses situated

over diseased substances, as bone or glands, can-

not heal till these last are either removed or

cured. Also when situated so as to be kept in

motion they heal with difficulty. When matter

has penetrated far in a longitudinal direction

under the skin, we say there is a sinus. This is

often observed under i'asciffi or about the rectum.

These may often be cured by pressure; which

should, indeed, be applied gently or gradually to

all cysts of chronic abscesses. When, however,

pressure will not remove them, they must be laid

open and dressed to the bottom .

We come now to consider the treatment of the

last sequel of inflammation.

SECT. V. GANGRENE.

In treating this there are two indications. 1.

To put a stop to its progress. 2. To separate fhe

dead from living parts.
1. When gangrene is threatened from severe

inflammatory action, all applications, says Mr.

Hunter, should be 'cold till the excessive action

be somewhat subdued. Cold, however, cannot

be persevered in too long, as it then becomes a

cause of gangrene. Whilst the constitutional
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symptoms are violent, blood may be taken locally
or generally ; but, if they threaten exhaustion,

opium with cordials must be administered and
bark will now prove efficacious. When gangrene
has formed, then we should endeavour to save the

neighbouring parts by stimuli, which prevent the

stagnation of blood in the vessels and enable

them to resist the gangrenous action : for this pur-

pose poultices of stale beer grounds with linseed

meal, port wine poultices, spirituous application,

yeast, vinegar, camphor, turpentine, charcoal,
and carrot poultices, are all useful. Some sur-

geons preferring one
"

and some another. 2.

When a slough or sphacelus has formed, and the

constitution has tone enough, it will be separated
from the living parts ;

so that the surgeon need

only await the result, except, indeed, it should

occur under the skin, or where the egress is dif-

ficult, as in cases of effusion of urine into the

scrotum. Here the surgeon must make free

scarifications down to the sound parts ; so as to

allow it the most ready exit. In common cases,

however, as in the extremities, a line is formed

between the living and dead matters. We should

then apply the less violent stimuli, and nature

will generally make a tolerably good stump; so

that all the surgeon need do, is to saw through
the bone, unless the surface be left very ragged
and uneven, as is sometimes the case, on account

of the different degrees of vitality of parts. Thus
tendons or membranes are less vital than skin

and muscle, and so often slough to a greater extent.

In this case the surgeon had better perform am-

putation when the patient is able to bear it.

As a general rule amputation should never be

practised whilst the mortification is spreading, as

in these cases the stump is very liable to slough
also. But the baron Larrey, in his Memoirs de

Chirurgie Militaire", says that in cases where

gangrene is the result of a mechanical cause, and

puts the patient's life in danger, amputation

ought to be performed without waiting till the

disorder has ceased to spread guided by the

maxim of Celsus ; that an uncertain remedy is

preferable to abandoning a patient to certain

destruction.

There is another case, noticed by Mr. Sharp
in his Critical Enquiry, in which amputation

ought not to be performed ; viz., in mortification

of the toes and feet in old persons ; for, as this

depends on an ossified state of the arteries and

consequent incapability of nourishing the lower

limbs, we cannot expect the stump to be in a

better condition than the toes were. In treating

this loathsome complaint, Mr. Pott observes, we
should avoid stimuli, as the vessels cannot bear

increased action, and apply only warm and sooth-

ing dressings.
In cases of mortification from the effects of

cold we must beware of too sudden a stimulus.

Sir A. Cooper says, if gangrene is likely to arise

from the application of cold, the treatment must

be different: in these cases the action of the

parts is feeble, from the diminution of nervous

power, and it will be proper to restore it to a

healthy state by stimulants of the most gentle

kind. For this purpose the best application is

the camphorated spirit of wine, accompanied with

gentle friction. If you are called to a patient
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whose feet are benumbed from the effects of cold,

you must sit by his bed-side, pour camphorated
spirit into your hand, and rub it on his feet

with the utmost gentleness, so that the part may
not be irritated by violent friction. When the
first effects of cold are removed, it will be pro-

per to apply cold poultices ; for warm applica-
tions are to be carefully avoided. When parts
are frost-bitten, in colder climates, the common
practice is to restore the circulation by rubbing
them with snow.

Hospital gangrene must not be confounded
with ulcers from scurvy, which generally occur
with the other symptoms of this last disease, as,

bleeding gums, blotches on the skin, &c., and
are benefited by vegetable acids and fresli diet.

The most efficacious treatment seems that re-

commended and practised by the French sur-

geons Boyer, Dupuytzen, &c., who make a firm,

hard eschar, by the application of the actual cau-

tery to the ulcers, which they repeat if the wounds
reassume gangrenous action. These surgeons
have no confidence in constitutional remedies for

this complaint. When the disease is stopped,
it is notified by the appearance of a phleamonous

swelling at the circumference of the ulcer, for

which Boyer recommends at first a poultice, but

as soon as pus is secreted this is too relaxing.

He then enjoins some mild tonic, as the decoct.

cinchonae.

There is another disease which, bearing consi-

derable analogy to phlegmon, demands our next

attention. This is

SECT. VI. ERYSIPELAS.

Erysypelas, ipvui, to draw, TrtXac, adjacent, or

St. Anthony's tire, derives its first name from

its tendency to draw the neighbouring parts into

the same state ; it was known first by this name

in the time of Aretaeus. According to tlie doc-

trines of Pythagoras, it was supposed to be

formed by bilious humor, and, as a disease, was

well known to Galen. The cause of this formid-

able malady seems to be an inflammation of the

skin and subjacent cellular structure ;
it differs,

however, materially from phlegmon, both in

symptoms, and in its not attacking alike all

structures, being confined to the skin ; or, as Dr.

Cullen supposed, to this and mucous membrane.

This disease presents itself in two very different

forms, with, however, every degree of modification

between them, one acute or phlegmonous, the

other atonic.

Symptoms. General. An attack of erysypc-

las is mostly preceded by considerable constitu-

tional disturbance, particularly
nausea and heat

ache, with great derangement of the digestive

organs, and is ushered in by a shivering, llicn

a red spot appears, which sooi. spreads rapidly,

causing a little elevation of the skin, not circum-

scribed, but often with a well defined edge

between it and the healthy parts ; its color is a

bright red, more or less tinted with brown, which,

on pressure, vanishes, leaving a white spot, but

which quickly regains its color. It is atte

with a burning pain ; not throbbing as in phleg-

mon We shall now consider its two varieties,

1.' Plilegmonm*, or acute. In this the con-

stitutional symptoms assume the form of mflam-
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matorv fcver. The eruption is of a brighter red,

pulse full, urine high-colored, great pain in the

head, and frequently delirium. It generally
terminates favorably in four or five days by
the appearance of little vescicles, or desquama-
tion of the cuticle

; or, if violent, an abscess may
arise and burst. When not very severe, this

disease frequently leaves the part first attacked,

and settles on some other. It is particularly

dangerous on the face, as the membranes of the

brain then often become inflamed.

Treatment. 1. General. This must depend
on the constitutional symptoms ; if they are

violent, bleeding generally must be resorted to.

Local bleeding has been recommended, but it is

apt to aggravate the irritation of the affected

part, whether leeches, cupping, or scarifying, be

used. Calomel, with mild purgatives and dia-

phoretics, seem the best remedies, and, indeed, it

may be treated as any other fever. 2. Local re-

medies in this variety are not of so much im-

portance. But, on the whole, cold applications
are most serviceable. Greasy applications, as

ointments, have been recommended, and often

prove beneficial. Fine hair powder, during the

vesiccation, is comfortable to the patient ; it is

chiefly useful in absorbing the discharge.

2. Atonic erysypelas. In this variety the fever

aas much of a typTioid appearance. It is in

general not so acute at first as the other, but

more gradual in its approach, mostly, however,

preceded by shiverings. There is a cold and

clammy skin, pulse weak and irregular, erup-
tion of a deep reddish brown, with vesiccation

from its commencement, vomiting, and low de-

lirium. This variety is exceedingly apt to end
in sloughing and imperfect suppuration of the

subjacent cellular texture, extending even under
the fascia, which soon contaminates the superin-
cumbent skin, if it be not allowed a ready exit.

The cellular texture is more liable to gangrene
than the skin, because it has less vitality. This

state of things may be known by an oedema of

the part, with a doughy feel, and cvepitus.
Treatment. On nothing have surgeons more

disagreed than the treatment, both local and con-

stitutional, of this formidable malady, which in

itself must argue much inherent malignity and

variety of disease. Some have recommended
stimuli from the commencement, and particularly
bark, but most modern surgeons prefer waiting
till the violence of the fever is over before they
commence with this then efficacious medicine.
In the early treatment an emetic seems of much
benefit when there is disturbance of stomach or
liver. This may be followed by gentle stimuli,
as ether, camphor, ammonia, &c., in proper
forms, and if the patient be very low we must
admit of wine or brandy.

Local treatment. In this variety cold is not

admissible, but rather any thing which will assist

in supporting the vitality, as warm spirit lotions,

or, what are better, Port wine lotions, made with
one part of wine ami two of water, or an imita-

tion of it thus : K. Sp. vin. rect. Jiv. Decoct,

papav. 3V >. Decoct, quercus, ^vi. mfial., lotio.

sapae tipida. applicanda. Poultices are generally
too heavy to be borne without a great deal of

pain.

When sloughs or pus have formed under the

skin, the sooner they are allowed to escape b\
free incisions the better, as, by this means, we
avoid the coi.stitutional irritation they would
cause, and save the skin above the slough from

dying. Many modern surgeons have gone so
far as to make free incisions in the first instance,

long before any slough can have formed, but this

practice seems unnecessarily severe.

Causes of erysypelas. There can be no specific
cause assigned for its origin ; but it generally at-

attacks those whose chylopoietic viscera have

lately suffered, but no cons-titution seems exempt.
It frequently assumes a contagions character, as

we see in hospitals, where at times it will attack

nearly all wounds in them
;
and it is to be re-

marked that wounds seem always an exciting
cause, even when of the most trivial description,
as a scratch or leech bite.

CHAP. II. OF WOUNDS.

Wound? are solutions of continuity in the soft

parts, occurring suddenly ; they may be either

of a simple nature, or complicated with other

injuries or lodgment of foreign bodies; their

danger must depend considerably on their size,

and relative importance of the part. Thus,
wounds of the brain, heart, or stomach, of very
small size, prove fatal. Some textures also are

less able to bear injuries than others: of this

nature are joints, of which all wounds are at-

tended with danger. But a point of great con-

sideration, in the estimation and treatment of

wounds, is the degree of violence done to the

parts, besides their mere separation.
Wounds may be healed in two manners, 1.

Union by first intention ; 2. Suppuration.
1. Union by first intention. Is the natural

process of uniting divided surfaces, and is

effected in the following manner : The sides of

the wound must be in immediate contact; with
no foreign body intervening (in this case even a

clot of blood which has been long extravasatecl

becomes a foreign body by having thus lost its

vitality). Then there takes place an effusion of

coagulating lymph from the adjacent parts,
which from non-exposure, being yet vital, soon
becomes vascular, from the neighbouring vessels

being elongated into the clot, which thus becomes
the living bond of union between the cut sur-

faces.

2. Suppuration. Is a much slower process,
and consists of an effusion of pus from the

sides and bottom of the wound, which thus be-

comes an ulcer and heals by granulation.
Wounds may be simple or incised, punctured,

lacerated, contused (comprising gunshot wounds),
or poisoned.

SECT. I. SIMPLE OR INCISED.

The simple or incised wounds are, cceleris

paribus, the least formidable of all ; they are also

least liable to the presence of foreign bodies,

except such as are cut by glass. These should

always be attempted to be healed by the first in-

tention, having previously removed any foreign

body (if any be present). They may, however,
be complicated with other injuries; thus they may
extend into a joint, which is known by the es-
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'.ape of synovia and their position, in which
vase, if it do not. heal by the first intention, the

oint swells, violent inflammatory fever super-
venes, and, if the patient survive the violence of

the attack, an abscess is formed in the joint
which often destroys those cavities. In very
favorable cases, however, the secretion of pus
gradually diminishes, and the joint recovers its

^unction. In treating these cases, it is obvious
that we should endeavour to get union by the first

intention, and to this end the surgeon should be

very careful not to irritate by over officious

probing. If, however, inflammation supervene,
we must use the most active means already re-

commended for the subduing of inflammations,
viz. repeated bleedings, both general and local,

and keeping the patient in a constant state of

nausea and depression. If abscess form, its

treatment does not differ from common ab-

scesses : we should allow it to burst and offer no
violence to it. If anchylosis be threatened, we
should try to place the limb in the most favor-

able posture for use; and if long continued sup-

puration supervene, which is gradually wearing

away the patient's health, we must have recourse

to amputation.
Another most serious and common complica-

cation of wounds is the occurrence of

1 . Hemorrhage, of
at/tot, blood, and TTEW, to

flow. This is always more formidable when oc-

curring from an artery than a vein ;
for the latter

may generally be secured by pressure, unless it

be from a very deep and large trunk, in which

rase it will be necessary to tie it with a ligature

of silk. When an artery, however, is wounded,
it bleeds with much greater velocity than a vein,

as it comes direct from the heart. It may be known

by the florid color of the blood. If a wounded

artery be small, it will often cease bleeding spon-

taneously ; this happens through the contraction

of the wounded artery, and a coagulum forming
in the end of it. This then being the natural

process of stopping bleedings from small arte-

ries, it is obvious that if the artery be divided

only partially or punctured, it cannot contract,

and so will continue to bleed ;
in this case it

will be best, if the artery be small, to divide it

entirely. This was known to and advised by
Ambroise Pare", the father of modern surgery.

But, when an artery of larger size be wounded,
the force of the circulating fluids prevents its

contraction, and, having no valves like the veins,

it will bleed from both its upper and lower ends,

by its anastomosing branches, enlarging and

bringing the blood again into the trunk below the

wound. To stop arterial bleeding many reme-

dies are practised. Styptics are of very little

service, except for small vessels and from veins;

lint should be dipped in saturated solutions of

them, and applied to the parts. They are, how-

ever, useful after operations in checking the

oozing of blood, which might exhaust a patient

already enfeebled by loss from larger vessels.

But in these cases they are not admissible,

where union by the first intention is attempted.
2. Pressure is a remedy of great value, es-

pecially in wounds of many smaller arteries,

which either cannot, or would occupy too much

time and space to be tied. In this case we should

not fill up the wound as the older surgeons did.
But this is executed by applying a bandage, ant
compresses in such a manner that they mecha-
nically stop the effusion of blood. Formerly
surgeons used to fill the cavities of wounds with

lint, and then make pressure on the bleeding
vessels, by applying a tight roller over the part.
The moderns understand too well the utility of
not allowing any extraneous substance to inter-

vene between the opposite surfaces of a recent

wound, to persist in the above plan, except in a
few instances. They know that the sides of the.

wound may be brought into contact, and that

compression may yet be adopted, so as both to

restrain particular hemorrhages, and rather pro-
mote, than retard, the union of the wound. When
the blood does not issue from any particular

vessels, but from numerous small ones, compres-
sion is preferable to the ligature. The employ-
ment of the latter would render it necessary to

tie the whole surface of the wound. In order to

make effectual compression, in this case, the

wound is to have its opposite surfaces brought
into contact ; compresses are then to be placed
over the wound, and a roller is to be applied as

tightly as can be done, without hazard of stop-

ping the circulation in the part.

Pressure is also sometimes made on very small

openings into larger sized arteries when they run

near bones on which they can be compressed .

this is often practised in wounds of the humoral

artery from bleeding; in which case the wound

may heal, but in most instances the artery will

be obliterated; but not necessarily so, as Dr.

Jones proved. If, however, this plan do not

succeed, then we must cut down, expose the ar-

tery, and tie both ends.

3. Ligature must be used in all cases of

wounded large arteries, which cannot be com-

pressed against bone, where there is time to ap-

ply them. They must be applied bc-th above

and below the wound, and should be of silk,

drawn tightly so as to rupture both the inner

and middle coats of arteries. This causes in-

flammation of the vessel, and effusion of lymph,

which prevents haemorrhage when the ligature

comes away by ulceration, which happens in

from two to fourteen days, depending on the

size of the artery. Care should be taken in

tying large arteries not to detach them too much

from" their surrounding connexions, \\hcn ;i

ligature has been applied,
one end should In-

cut off close to the vessels, leaving only one por-

tion of extraneous matter in the wound instead

of two. Some have recommended a very fine

ligature to be used, and cut off close to the ves-

sel, and the wound healed over it ;
but tins is

generally found to cause suppuration
.some-

times, however, not of large extent or impor-

tance.

4. Actual cautery was in very common u

amongst the ancients. It is very painful
:i

inconvenient; but its chief disadvantage is, Hi

the part to which it is applied must s

causing a tedious suppurating
wound which, <>.

the separation of the slough in the first mstn )<<>,

is liable to bleed again. There arc sonic cases.

however, in which even this is serviceable ;

as bleeding from the mouth, or parts
wU-.e t

*2 \* ~
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vessel cannot be got at and tied. In these cases

it should be applied through a canulu, so as to

protect the surrounding parts, it must also be

used in extirpating large tumors where the sur-

geon has not time to tie the vessels on account of

their number and size, and the deluge of blood

which they are pouring out; such are fungous

growths from the dura mater, &c. : or, again,

when it is wished that the parts adjacent to the

removed part should slough, as in malignant

tumors, when it is difficult to extirpate the whole

of the disease otherwise.

FURTHER REMARKS. i. When a haemorrhage
takes place from arteries, if left alone, it will

continue till the patient faints, in which case,

as the heart ceases to propel the blood, no more

escapes, whilst the faintness continues ; and now
a coagulum often forms in the mouth of the di-

vided artery, of sufficient size and firmness to

stop the exit of blood when the heart may re-

sume its action, and thus the patient's life is

saved. This often happens, on the field of battle,

in sabre wounds ; for, were it not for this beauti-

ful provision of nature, every one with a wounded

artery of any size must perish.
ii. When an artery is torn, and not cut, it is

found that the disposition to haemorrhage is ma-

terially diminished ; and very often, as in gun-
shot wounds, even when a main artery of a
limb is torn across, there follows scarcely a drop
of blood. Mr. C. Bell explains this phenome-
non as follows : He believes that the fluidity
of the blood depends upon its contact with the

inner coat of arteries; and there are many cir-

cumstances which would make this appear proba-
ble. In lacerations, then, of arteries, it must

happen that the inner coat, being the least elas-

tic of the three, is torn away to greater or less

extent, leaving the outer one projecting; the

blood then, being in contact with the outer coat,

coagulates, and stops the bleeding.
iii. When a haemorrhage takes place from

ulcerated morbid growths, it is sometimes im-

possible to stop it without removing the tumor ;

for, if the bleeding vessels be even tied, they
will (through partaking of the disease) presently
ulcerate, without producing adhesion, and the

bleeding returns : if however the tumor be re-

moved, we then come to the artery in its healthy
state, and tying can now be safely practised.

Having now considered haemorrhage, we come
to the means by which incised wounds are to be
united.

1. The position of the part should be attended

to. This is to be regulated on the principle of

relaxing the wounded integuments and muscles.

If the extensor muscles be. injured, the joints
which they move ought to be placed in an ex-

tended posture ;
if the flexor muscles be wounded,

the limb is to be bent. When the integuments
alone are cut, the same posture which relaxes

the muscles situated immediately beneath the

wound, also serves in general to relax the skin.

In transverse wounds of muscular fibres it is

astonishing what immense effect the observance
of a proper posture produces. This is never to

be neglected, whatever may be the other means

adopted.
'2. Adhesive plaster is generally applied in

strips, between every two of which an inter

space is recommended to be left for the purpose
of allowing discharge to escape. To bring the

edges of the wound effectually together, and at

the same time to cover as little of the wound as

possible, are the objects to which we ought to

attend in using adhesive plaster. Hence, when
thp strips are broad, it is not unfrequent to cut
out an oval piece of each strip, just where it

crosses the wound.
3. Bandages are often serviceable, besides the

mere adhesive plaster; for they support the

parts around, and hinder them from gravitating
on the wound; and so keeping up a constant

tendency to separation of the lips.

4. Sutures. One only is employed by most
modern surgeons, viz. the interrupted, which
consists of one or more separate stitches, taken

with a curved needle and ligature, each stitch

being tied, and the ends cut off close. These
are only used to assist the adhesive plaster in

cases where there is much opposition to the

contact of the lips of the wound, and where n

bandage will not have the effect. It is generally
used where there has been loss of structure.

Their employment is always regarded with a jea-
lous eye by modern surgeons, as they naturally
irritate the wound, and sometimes seem to pro-
duce erysypelas.

SECT. II. OF PUNCTURED WOUNDS.

Mr. S. Cooper says punctured wounds are not

only dangerous on account of their frequently

extending to a considerable depth, and injuring

important blood-vessels, nerves, and viscera,

they are also dangerous inasmuch as they fre-

quently give rise to very extensive inflammation.

It is not uncommon to see formidable collections

of matter follow wounds of this description,

especially when the instrument with which they
have been made, has penetrated any aponeurosis,
or fascia. Stabs, and all oilier punctures, are

not simple divisions of the fibres of the bod),

they are attended with more or less contusion

and laceration. Hence there is not the same
readiness to unite, which we observe .in wounds
made with sharp cutting instruments; and, when
ligamentous expansions are among the objects
of injury, both the structure of the wounded

parts, and the nature of the wound itself, often

produce a train of severe local and constitutional

symptoms. When an artery of consequence is

punctured, the haemorrhage must be suppressed
either by exposing the vessel and tying it, or by

applying graduated compresses and a bandage.
Punctured wounds are frequently very difficult

and tardy of cure, on account of their being at-

tended with the formation of deeply-seated abs-

cesses and sinuses. The narrowness of thei-

orifices also renders the extraction of any ex-

traneous bodies by no means easy of accom-

plishment.
Treatmtnt. It has been recommended by

many writers, who erroneously confounded these

recent wounds with true fistula, to lay them

open, pass setons through them, and irritatn

them by stimulant applications ;
but this treat-

ment is quite contrai / to the true practice,
when we consider ths inflammation is almost
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sure to follow, without any additional irritation

which then can only do mischief. In our treat-

ment then, in the first stage of a punctured
wound, the indication is to guard against the

attack of violent inflammation. When no con-

siderable quantity of blood has been lost, gene-
ral and topical bleeding should be practised.
In short, the antiphlogistic plan is to be fol-

lowed. As no man can pronounce whether such
wounds will unite or not, and as no harm can
result from the attempt, the orifice ought to be
closed with strips of adhesive plaster, and gentle

compression applied along the whole course of

the puncture. Perfect quietude is to be ob-

served. When the pain is very severe, opium
is to be administered. Sometimes, under this

ireatment, the surgeon is agreeably surprised to

find the consequent inflammation mild, and the

wound speedily united by the first intention.

More frequently however, in cases of deep stabs,
the pain is intolerable

;
and the inflammatory

symptoms run so high as to leave no hope of

avoiding suppuration. In this condition an

emollient poultice is the best local application :

and, when the matter is formed, the treatment

must conform to the principles already noticed

in the chapter on suppuration.

SECT. III. LACERATED AND CONTUSED WOUNDS.

Lacerated wounds are those in which the

fibres, instead of being divided by a cutting in-

strument, have been torn asunder by some vio-

lence, capable of overcoming their force of

adhesion. The edges of such wounds, instead

of being straight and regular, are jagged and

unequal. The term contused is applied to those

wounds which are occasioned by some blunt in-

strument, or surface, which has violently struck

a part of the body. These two species of wounds

greatly resemble each other, and, as they require

nearly the same kind of treatment, writers usually
treat of them together.

Both these sorts of wounds are much more

perilous than incised ones. Wounds made with

sharp instruments are frequently attended with

vast retraction of the divided parts, and profuse

haemorrhage ;
but it is known, at the same time,

that they are generally capable of being united

by the first intention. It is almost a constant

effect of lacerated and contused wounds to pour
forth very little blood, even when important
blood-vessels have been injured.

Whole limbs

have been torn from the body without the oc-

currence of bleeding. The experienced prac-

titioner is not deceived by the absence of this

symptom ;
for he knows that, in proportion as the

bleeding from large contused and lacerated

wounds is trivial, the violence applied to the in-

jured parts has been great. The pain is generally

in an inverse ratio to the extent of mischief

done.

Treatment In a lacerated wound, not caused

by gunshot, we cannot expect that total ad-

hesion by the first intention wil. take place,
but

rather inflammation and suppvration,
notwith-

standing which we should apprci-'imate
the edges

by sutures or plasters, and let it ake its chance,

t eating it afterwards as its appurance may in-

dicate. But in contused wour ->.
n gunshot.

we know that the surrounding parts have re-
ceived so much injury that they must of necessity
slough to a greater or less extent. In treating
them, we should first remove any extraneous

body, if this can be accomplished without much
force; then endeavour to abate the inflammation

around, which will necessarily arise ; for this,
we may bleed locally or generally, as the symp-
toms demand. The best application to the part
is a poultice, till the sloughs come away, after

which the simplest dressings possible. It is

seldom, if ever, good practice to dilate openings
caused by bullets ; nor should we use violence in

attempting to extract them. When they have
wounded a large artery, we must then cut open
and tie it. But in severe lacerations, when it is

obvious we cannot save the limb, from the

amount of injury done, we must amputate as

soon as possible. In many gunshot wounds
also this is necessary; and baron Larrey enume-
rates several cases in which it should be per-
formed at the time of the injury without delay,
in which he has been borne out by Mr. Guthrie

in his excellent treatise on Gunshot Wounds.

They are, 1. A limb carried away by cannon-

shot, leaving an irregular sturnp. 2. A limb

shattered by the same cause, which will else be

succeeded by gangrene. 3. A ball carrying

away soft parts containing the main artery of

the limb without fracturing the bone. 4. Soft

parts with the principal nerve. 5. Extensive

fracture and injury to soft parts without lesion

of skin. This is generally caused by a ball

striking the part very obliquely, which was for-

merly considered the wind of a ball, or else by a

spent ball. 6. Fractures of articulating ends of

bones by balls or lodgment in joints. 7. When
a bone is extensively denuded without fracture.

8. A large wound of a ganglymoid joint witli

effusion of blood into it. 9. Fractures of the

thigh from gunshot wounds.

SECT. IV. GUNSHOT WOUNDS DEMANDING AM-

PUTATION CONSECUTIVELY.

1. Spreading mortification. 2. Convulsions

of wounded limbs threatening tetanus. . Bad

state of discharge, with hectic fever happening

in fractures from shot.

Wounds of the abdomen. If large, these ad-

mit of protrusion of viscera, which must be

returned either without, or by means, of dilata-

tion of the external wound When small, it be-

comes a matter of doubt whether the wound has

penetrated, this must be ascertained by the finger.

When a man is stabbed, or shot in the belly, the

surgeon can seldom do any good by being very

officious ;
and the wisest conduct that he can in

general adopt is to keep his patient
as quiet as

possible, have recourse to bleeding, prescribe

anodynes, and the lowest fluid diet, and content

himself with applying superficial dressings In

the event of severe pain and swellings of the

belly coming on, leeches, fomentations, and

emollient poultices
will be necessary, and no-

thing will now avail except the most ngorou

antiphlogistic means.

Wounds of the chest arc always dangerous,

but may be considered less so when the pleura

i< penetrated
alone without containing
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reign body injurious to ths lunjs, or hemorrhage
into the cavity of the thorax. When a wound is

known to have entered the pleura, and there is

no symptom leading to a suspicion that the

lun^s, or any large vessel, is wounded, the injury
is to be dressed according to common principles,
and the more superficially the better. Authcrs

also usually direct us, just before we close 'he

opening, to tell the patient to make a deep inspi-

ration, for the purpose of expelling as r. .ich cf

the air as possible, which may have got into the

cavity of the pleura. At the end of such inspi-

ration the edges of the wound in the skin are

to be brought together, and kept so with sticking

plaster compresses, and a roller applied round the

body. The other grand indications in the treat-

ment are to avert inflammation of the pleura and

lungs, by a rigorous adoption of the antiphlogis-
tic plan, copious bleeding, in particular, not

being forgotten.
Wounds of intercostal arteries are manifest by

the haemorrhage, where the external wound is

ample, or may be ascertained by putting the

finger on what we suspect to be the artery, and

seeing if that commands the bleeding ; but, when
the wound is small, the artery bleeds into the

cavity of the thorax, and cannot yet be known.
When it can be ascertained, most modern sur-

geons (condemning the old practice of putting

compresses into the thorax) simply recommend

cutting across the artery, and closing the external

wound.

Emphysema. This is a term applied to a swell-

ing arising from a diffusion of air among the

cells of the cellular substance. This symptom
may occur in wounds which just enter the cavity
of the chest ; in others that extend more deeply,
so as to wound the lungs ; and also in cases in

which these organs are wounded by the spiculae
of a broken rib, or clavicle, while there is no out-

ward wound whatever. I believe emphysema
is never very extensive, unless the air vesicles

of the lungs are injured, and there is no outer

wound, through which the air can freely make
its escape. Hence we find that emphysema is a

more common consequence of fractured ribs,

and narrow stabs, than of large penetrating
wounds

; because, in the latter cases, the air rea-

dily passes outward through the opening.
When the chest becomes expanded in the act

of inspiration, some of the air, which enters

through the trachea into the wounded lunsr, in-

stead of distending this organ, now passes through
the breach in it, so as to get into the space be-

tween the pleura pulmonalis and pleura costalis.

Dr. Halliday has very accurately remarked that,
in the living body, the whole of the inspired air

will not be thus effused ; but that, as it must pass

through the lung, it will at first distend it, more
or less, according to the size of the opening in the

pleura pulmonalis. This partial dilatation of the

wounded lung will always happen while air

continues to be inspired on that side.

When the thorax is next diminished in the act

of expiration, the effused air is compressed
against the wounded lung; but none of it can
enter this viscus again, because the whole of the

'iir contained in the lung must be forced out, and
the effused air makes equal pressure on every

part of the organ, as this becomes ron.spsed, so
that it cannot separate any particular part, and
make a passage for itself towards trie trachea. In
this manner fresh air accumulates in the space
Vetween the pleura at every inspiration, while

nouf can escape during expiration. This case

may produce suffocation from the pressure of

the collected air on the diaphragm, mediastinum,
ana opposite lung. However as emphysema
commonly follows narrow stabs, or fractures of

the ribs, attended with injury of the lungs, the

pleura costalis and intercostal muscles are at the

same time wounded or lacerated, so that part of

the air also usually gets through the above
wounded membrane and muscles, into the cellu-

lar substance on the outside of the chest, and
thence is sometimes diffused through the same

substance, over the whole body, so as sometimes
to inflate it in an extraordinary degree. The in-

flation of the cellular substance has been consi-

dered the most dangerous part of the disease;
but Mr. Hewson very ably shows that this is a

very erroneous supposition.
From what has been stated, it is evident that,

in cases of emphysema, the danger does not de-

pend so much on the degree of external swelling,
as on the degre of compression produced on
the mediastinum, diaphragm, and the lung of the

opposite side.

Treatment. When there is no wound of the

lungs, and not as yet much air confined in the

pleura, the wound had better be closed with

adhesive plaster at the end of a powerful expira-
tion. But, if the emphysema increases, we must
then conclude that the lungs are wounded, and
allow the air to pass and repass through the

wound till the lung can heal
; but, if the

wound be too small, it must, if conveniently situ-

ated, be enlarged, or else another opening must

be made in the chest : if on the right side, be-

tween the fifth and sixth; if on the left, between

the seventh and eighth, to avoid the pericardium,
and at the upper margin of the ribs, to avoid the

artery. The use of making this opening is to

cause the wounded lung to collapse, and so, not

being used, no more air escapes from it, and the

wound has time to heal, which it generally doe?

in five or six days, and the remaining air is ab-

sorbed. Bandages round the chest are, generally

speaking, improper. When the emphysema is

large, it is always proper to give an outlet to the

air, by making small punctures in various situa-

tions, and promoting its exit by frictions. In-

deed the surgeon is always to be content with

this practice, unless the symptoms of compres-
sion on the diaphragm and opposite lung, and
the approach of suffocation, denote that the air

cannot get out of the cavity of the pleura so

quickly as it finds its way into it ; in which cas :

a small but direct opening is to be made intT

that side of the chest on which the wound is si-

tuated.

Extravasation in the thorax. This is liable to

happen in all cases in which the lungs, the inter-

costal, or internal mammary arteries are wounded.
The symptoms of blood thus effused are, great

oppression of the breathing ; inability to stand

or sit up, owing to the weight of the fluid on
the diaphragm ; the most easy posture is on
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.he affected side ; out the patient cannot lie on
the opposite side without great aggravation of
his oppressed breathing ; the respiration is short,

frequent, and interrupted ; the countenance is

particularly pale. Together with these symp-
toms, which are indeed very inconclusive, the

extremities become cold ; a clammy perspiration
takes place ; and, if the lungs are wounded, frothy
blood is spit from the mouth, and air often es-

capes from the wound. It is to be regretted that

these symptoms are very fallacious.

Treatment consists in evacuating the blood.

Several things which promote this end have been

practised. 1. Placing the patient in such a pos-
ture is as favorable to the exit of blood from the

wound. 2. Drawing the blood out by a syringe.
3. Enlarging the wound. 4. Making use of in-

jections. 5. Making an opening at a depending
part of the chest.

1 . We can only expect to afford relief, by mere

posture, when the wound is large, and direct in

its course, and the blood is in a fluid state.

2. Syringes, to exhaust the blood out of the

chest, are seldom necessary; when the blood is

fluid it will escape spontaneously, on a depend-
ing opening being made; and; when coagulated,
it cannot be drawn out by a syringe.

3. The wound should only be enlarged when
its situation is favorable for the escape of blood.

4. When the blood is coagulated, the injection
of warm water is extremely proper. It should

not be done with too much force ; and it may
be repeated every day, till the fluid returns un-

tinged with red globules, and quite free from

coagula.
5. When the wound is narrow, and situated

either at a fleshy part of the chest, or at its up-

per part, a counter opening should be made in

a depending situation.

Poisoned wounds. The most frequent are those

caused by animals or insects, such as the bee,

wasp, hornet, &c., in this country. These often

cause a great deal of heat, redness swelling, and

pain near the wound. The best cure, if too late

to evacuate the poison by sucking, is by applying

vinegar, lemon juice, Goulard's lotion, cold wa-

ter, hartshorn, or oil ;
if stung in many places,

bleed, and keep the antiphlogistic regimen.
Bite of the viper. The bad symptoms usually

commence in about twelve or fifteen hours. An
acute pain and a burning heat are experienced
in the part affected, which begins to swell. The

tumefaction, tension, heat, and pain, gradually

spread over the whole limb, and in some cases

the whole body is said to be swollen. Dejection
of spirits, smallness and weakness of the pulse,

headache, nausea, and vomiting ensue. A fixed

pain is felt in the region of the heart, and all the

surface of the body assumes a yellow tinge. The

urine seems as if it were impregnated with'bile.

Cold perspirations and convulsions take place,

and death sometimes finishes the tragedy.

Treatment. Prevention of the spreading
or

absorption of the poison is the only plan from

which the surgeon can ensure safety ;
for this

various plans have been proposed, the most effi-

cacious of which certainly is the removal of the

bitten part by excision, taking care not to leave

any of the bite ; or by the actual cautery. Oil has

been recommended by some, which must act I \-

insinuating itself between the poison and the
wound. Also cantharides, which may act

l>y

washing away the poison in the profuse dis-

charge. Lately, however, it has been proposal
to apply a cupping glass over the wound, winch
has a constant tendency to draw out the poison,
and this has appeared to answer very well.

Constitutional treatment. Emetics have been

very
much extolled by Dr. Mead, for the relief

which they afford, in bringing to a conclusion the

nausea and sickness arising from the bite.

But the testimony of almost all writers de-

cides in favor of medicines which possess the

faculty of allaying irritability and promotinj;

perspiration. The volatile alkali has obtained
the greatest celebrity. Ten drops of the ;u|.

ammon. pur. may be given every hour. Opium,
musk, and camphor, are other medicines, to

which one may advantageously resort.

Tetanus (from rtiv<a, tendo; Ttravoe, dis-

tended) demands notice in this place, from bein^

commonly induced by wounds, particularly lace

rated ones. This is commonly called traumatic

(rpavfia, a wound) to distinguish it from the

idiopatic form, which does not fall under the

dominion of the surgeon.

Symptoms. A stiffness is first experienced
about the back of the neck. The muscles of the

lower jaw next become hard, and incessantly

contracted, so that some difficulty is experienced
in moving the part. At length the patient can-

not open his mouth at all. The muscles con-

cerned in deglutition are oftentimes the next af-

fected, and the difficulty of swallowing makes

the complaint bear some resemblance to hydro-

phobia. All the muscles of the neck, back, and

indeed of the whole body, become successively

affected with the most rigid spasm. The limbs

are stiff and immoveable, and, the muscles of res-

piration being prevented from performing their

office, the patient dies. The fingers often retain

their motion till the last, as does the tongue,

which is sometimes thrust out of the mouth, and

dreadfully lacerated by the teeth. This disease

is seldom accompanied by fever, and the patient

retains the vigor of his mind till nearly the last.

The occurrence of this formidable disease is more

common in hot than in temperate climates. The

causes of tetanus remain yet unknown ;
and

though, in some instances, inflammation of nerves

or the spinal marrow have been found ; yet in so

many others have they been wanting that we

cannot assign these as the true, though they

might have been the accidental causes.

Treatment. On this head, also, surgery must

deplore its ignorance, no remedy having been

yet discovered. Tobacco and opium have been

used in alarming quantities
without the slightest

relief; mercury, bark, camphor, and musk, have

proved equally inefficient; even amputating
the

wounded limb has been practised
with no better

result. In some cases, indeed, performed by

baron Larrey, the symptoms were cheeked, bi

always returned and proved fatal. There is one

remedy, however, which has proved useful

mitigatory in several late cases, which is dashing

cold water over the body, but this by frequti

repetition
becomes of noenvrt.
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SECT. V. CONTUSIONS

Are the consequence of forceable contact of

blunt substances with the body, which cause a

great deal of injury to the parts underneath,
without a breach of continuity on the surface.

The consequences of such violence are a di-

minution of the tone of the injured fibres and a

rupture of an infinite number of small vessels.

The bruised muscles are weakened, and cannot

be exerted without pain ;
and the extravasation

of blood causes swelling and discoloration of the

skin. Sometimes vessels of considerable size are

ruptured by the force, and very copious accumu-

lations of effused blood are the result. In con-

tusions of the head we often see the scalp enor-

mously elevated by hemorrhage beneath it, and

large collections of blood are frequently found

extravasated in the cellular substance of almost

any situation in the body.
The mischievous effects of a contusion are not

always proportioned to the force applied ; they
often depend on the nature of the injured part.

If the bruise take place on a bone which is thinly

covered with soft parts, the latter always suffer

very severely in consequence of being wounded,
at the time of the accident, between two hard

bodies. Hence bruises of the skin so frequently
cause sloughing and troublesome sores.

Treatment. We must' endeavour to abate the

inflammation by leeches, or, if it be violent, by

general bleeding and cold lotions applied to the

part : these last should have some stimulating

power to promote the absorption of the effused

blood. When muscles are bruised they should

be kept quiet and in a relaxed position. When
the tenderness has quite abated, but a swelling
and discoloration are left, we may apply friction

with the camphor or other liniments, and make

pressure by bandages. Sometimes, however, there

remains a tumor containing congealed blood,

which may be known by its peculiar fluctuation,

and which will often not be reabsorbed in spite
of all our endeavours. This had better be laid

quite open with a bistoury and the blood turned

out, and so healed up by granulation. This is

particularly to be done when an imperfect sup-

puration takes place in the tumor, forming a

bloooy pus, which irritates the constitution won-

derfully.

CHAP. III. OF FRACTURES.

Fractures are solutions of continuity in the bony
structures, and always the consequence of violence

done to the limb
;
but this need not have been

inflicted at the exact spot where the fracture

exists, but very frequently (as in the cylindrical

bones) at the end of the limb, in which case the

weakest part of the bone gives way, which ac-

counts for the frequent occurrence of fracture

near the middle of long bones. The flat bones

are far less often fractured than the long ones,
with the exception of the skull, which, as it pro-
duces peculiar symptoms from its affecting the

brain, will be noticed particularly hereafter. It

is not however to the middle that fractures of the

long bones are confined
;
for their extremities are

often found so to suffer, which is always to be

regarded as more unfavorable. There are two

ways in which a long bone may be broken ;
viz.

transversely or obliquely. It is more particu-

larly in this last case that the surgeon finds great

difficulty in keeping the ends of the bone in op-

position, as in all fractures there is a spasmodic
action of the muscles, to a greater or less extent,
which draws the lower end of the bone over the

upper.
A fracture may or may not be complicated

with an external communicating wound; if which
be present it is called a compound fracture,

otherwise it is said to be simple.

SECT. I. OF SIMPLE FRACTURES.

The symptoms are pain, inability to move the

part, with swelling after a longer or shorter pe-
riod. Crepitus on handling, with an indefinite

shortening of the limb (if it be one), together with
a deficiency of the bone when the surgeon traces

it with his fingers. But where a limb has two
bones there will be no shortening if only one
has suffered ;

for the other will act as a splint.
In these cases we must trust to the other symp-
toms, of which the most unequivocal is the cre-

pitus. It often happens that there is deformity
of the limb produced, in which case we need no
other mark.

Treatment consists in bringing into and keep-
ing the ends of the bone in perfect opposition
and quietude ; for which purpose Mr. Pott has

insisted strongly on the necessity of putting the

limb into such a posture that the muscles, which
are inserted into the broken end or limb below

it, may be relaxed ; upon this principle, that

when such a severe injury as fracture of bone
takes place, the soft parts around are necessarily
more or less injured by the ends of the bone,
which it is, in fact, that causes the pain. The
muscles then, either from being included in the

injury, or from sympathy of the nerves which
move them, are thrown into a state of spasmodic
action, which, in some cases, will last for a long

period, constantly shortening the limb, and thus

drawing one end of the bone over the other. The

position by which this indication can be best

answered is one between flexion and extension

in most cases. The rest of the local treatment

consists in keeping the bones in opposition by
means of splints and bandages, interposing a thin

soft cushion between the splint and limb, which
last had better be supported by a many tailed

bandage. If there be much swelling'and pain
leeches may be applied previously, and the limb

may be kept wet with cold lotion even after it is

put up in splints.
In this manner the limb wil

unite; if an upper one in about a month, a lower

oue six weeks, but this may be influenced by
circumstances.

Manner of union. This is effected by a de-

posit of bony matter called callus, which sur-

rounds the ends of the bones and confines one
to the other, and which is formed thus. Mr.

Brodie, and afterwards Mr. Mayo, found, on

breaking the bones of chickens and rabbits, that

in a few days after the injury there was a deposit
of coagulable lymph round the broken ends,
which after some lapse of time began to contain

specks of ossific matter, which gradually shot

into each other, and at last became quite bony,

enclosing the fractured ends, so that no union is
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accomplished till nearly the end of the time,
the gradual preparation consuming by far the

greatest portion. In recent union, then, the bone
is surrounded by an irregular substance, which
is gradually absorbed upon using the limb

; so
that ultimately no such great projection is found.
This explanation will account for the union of
fractures when put up after a lapse of some
weeks after the accident.

Some fractures however do not unite at all, and
others not by bone, and in general it is in con-

sequence of insufficient vascularity in the neigh-

bouring textures; of this nature are fractures

completely within joints. When those in limbs
not in joints do not unite, they will, if left to

themselves, form a false joint capable of much
motion, which entirely takes away the use of

such limb from want of muscles to fix it. When
this is the case, or is threatened, we should en-

deavour to bring on irritation by rubbing the ends
of the bones against one another. Besides this

several other means have been employed. Mr.
C. White recommended, when there is a com-

plete joint formed, cutting down to it and sawing
off the ends of the bones, which he practised in

several instances and with considerable success ;

hut it has often failed, and in some cases proved
fatal. In December, 1802, a new method was

proposed by Dr. Physic of Philadelphia, which
was the passing of a seton through the limb and
between the ends of the bone, and practised by
him there and tried since by several eminent

surgeons here. It succeeded in many cases, but
has failed in nearly as many, which induced Mr.

Aymesbury, very lately, to propose a new plan ;

which was that of keeping the ends of the bone

constantly pressed against each other by an im-

moveable apparatus. This has raised consider-

able expectations, which, as yet, do not seem

likely to be disappointed. Sometimes, however,
the causes of non union are old age or motion in

the fractured limb. In the former case we must
allow it to remain a longer time in splints ;

in

the latter our remedy is obvious. Our limits will

not admit our entering fully 'into each particular

fracture, but we shall briefly notice a few of the

most importance, or which differ in treatment

from the general rules.

The lowerjaw is very difficult to retain in op-

position, as the fore portion always sinks from

the posterior; for all the muscles of the former

running to the os hyoides tend to depress it,

whilst the temporalis and masseter elevate the

latter. It has been recommended to keep it in

position by twisting wire round the molar teeth

across the fracture. This keeps the ends from

riding, but does not hinder the dropping of one

portion. To remedy which we should put a

piece of stiff pasteboard under the jaw, and bind

the jaws together by a bandage from the head,

coming under the chin. The patient must be

content to live on liquids, which must be intro-

duced into the mouth through any deficiency of

the teeth if there be one, or else the mouth need

not be quite closed, but wedged tightly a little

way open.
The vertebra, when fractured, cause paralysis

of every part whose nerves come off lower than

the injury. Respiration is often carried on en-

tirely by the phrenic nerve: they are always fatal

at a sooner or later period. When the spine
suffers violent concussion it produces symp-
toms like those of fracture, in a less degree, but

by antiphlogistic treatment these generally do
well.

Ribs. These generally happen near the great-
est convexity of the bones, several of which are
often broken together. The first rib being pro-
tected by the clavicle, and the lower ribs being
very flexible, are less liable to be fractured than
the middle ones. See Emphysema.
When a spiculaof a fractured rib is beaten in-

ward it may lacerate the pleura, wound the lungs,
and cause the dangerous train of symptoms at-

tendant on emphysema.
As a broken rib cannot suffer displacement on

account of its anatomical relations, it is often

difficult, particularly in fat people, to ascertain

it. This may be assisted by making the patient

cough, when the crepitus will be more liable to

be felt, and he will complain of a pricking sen-

sation
;
but when there still remains much doubt

most surgeons prefer treating it as if fractured.

Treatment consists in preventing any move-
ment of the ribs, and guarding against the occur-

renceof peripneumony, which is indeed very likely
to supervene. The first may be accomplished

by rolling the ribs tightly with a flannel bandage,
or sewing a piece of linen round the chest; for

the latter the strict antiphlogistic means must be

used.

Ossa innominata frequently prove fatal fron^

the quantity of injury done to the pelvic viscera.

The treatment consists in applying a laced belt

round the pelvis, and obviating the effects of

inflammation.

Neck of lite femur may occur in three places.

1. In the' middle of the cervix, or close to the

head, always transverse. 2. At the junction
with the trochanter major, extending externally ;

in which case the upper part is sometimes

wedged in the lower, as was found by Dessault.

3. Fracture of the trochanter beyond the joint.

Within the ligament. The symptoms are some-

times very obscure ; but Sir Astley Cooper says,
' Under this accident the leg is from one to two

inches shorter than the other ;
the foot and knee

are everted. There is little pain when at rest in

the recumbent posture. But on rotation a pain

is felt, from the rough end of the bone grating

against the synovial membranes- lining the cap-

sular ligament. The thigh may be perfectly
ex-

tended,~but flexion is more difficult and attended

with pain; this is increased if the thigh be di-

rected towards the pubes, and lessened if carried

outwards. A crepitus is also discoverable when

the limb is drawn down, so as to be of the same

length as the opposite one, and then rotated, but

not so when the patient is lying on his back with

the limb shortened.'

This fracture generally occurs in people
c

from fifty
to eighty years old, and not in young

persons ;
so that a very slight violence is often

sufficient to produce the accident.

Treatment. If there be any doubt it is best

to give the patient the chance, and treat i

common Iracture. But if this do not succei-d

then adopt Sir Astley Cooper's method :-
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Finding the patient's health suffer from the

necessary confinement, what I now direct to be

done is that a pillow be placed under the limb,

throughout the whole length, and another be put
under the knee, and the limb be in this way ex-

tended for ten days or a fortnight, until the in-

flammation has subsided. Then let the patient

get out of bed, and sit on a high chair, to prevent

being too much bent, afterwards walk with

crutches, bearing gently at first on the foot, then

increase the pressure more and more, until the

ligament becomes thickened and the power of

the muscles increased. Next let him use a shoe
with a high heel, which would very much dimin-
ish his lameness.

The patient treated in this way walks after a

day or two with a crutch, then with a stick, and
in a few months requires no additional support.
This is a fracture which is thought by most
never to unite by bone.

Fractures external to the capsule generally
occur in younger persons; in these the leg is only
from half to three quarters of an inch shorter.

The foot and toe are everted, much pain is

felt at the hip, and on the inner and upper part
of the thigh, and the usual rotundity of the joint
is lost ; crepitus is easily produced by a slight
motion of the limb, and it is not necessary in

this accident to draw the leg down to feel the

crepitus, as the retraction is not so great as in

the former accident. There is also usually great
extravasation into the surrounding parts, and
this swelling is quickly followed by a great ten-

derness to the touch
;

also violent pain is pro-
duced upon slight motion of the joint, followed

by a high degree of constitutional irritation ; and

many months elapse before the patient recovers

a proper use of the limb. The accident is usually
the result of very severe injury.

Treatment consists in pressing the ends of the

bone together and extending the limb. The first

may be performed by applying a broad leather

strap round the pelvis, including the trochanter

major ; the latter by placing the limb on a double
inclined plane.

Fractures through the trochanter major are

generally oblique, and may happen without in-

jury to the neck.

These fractures occur at any period of life,

and are marked by the following symptoms :

The limb is very little and sometimes not at all

shortened ; there is a numbness in the foot
; the

patient, cannot turn in bed without assistance,
and the attempt is productive of great pain. The
trochanter is sometimes drawn forwards towards
the ilium, sometimes it falls towards the tube-

rosity of the ischium, but is generally widely

separated from that portion of bone remaining in

connexion with the neck. The foot is greatly

everted, and the patient cannot sit, as any at-

tempt to do so produces very great pain. You
can feel a crepitus with great difficulty, if the

detached portion of the trochanter be either much
fallen or much drawn forwards.

That for treatment is the same as the last

fracture.

Fractures into joints cause great swelling and

inflammation, and, if not properly attended to,

often produce anchylosis.

Treatment consists in abating the inflammation
at first, then applying a pasteboard splint ; but
after four or five weeks we should commence a

gradual motion of the joint to prevent an-

chylosis.
Patella is very often caused by violent spasm

of the extensor muscles ; as when a person en-
deavours to prevent his falling after tripping.
In treating them we must relax the muscles
attached to it, by extending the limb on a plane
inclined upwards, and bending the body on the

thigh; then bring the bones together by bandages
or straps.

Clavicle is generally treated by placing a pad
under the axilla, and then applying one bandage
round the shoulders and armpits, behind the back
in the form of the figure 8, and another support-
ing the arm from the front, going from the bent
elbow to the opposite shoulder.

SECT. II OF COMPOUND FRACTURES.

These differ from simple in having an external

wound communicating with the fracture, which
makes a great difference in symptoms, treatment,
and process of healing. If the wound be not

very large, and be caused by the ends of the

bone, or any sharp instrument, we should merely
put a piece of lint over, and it will most likely

heal, thus at once converting it into a case of

simple fracture.

But there are other complications which ren-

der the management truly critical, and call forth

all the powers and skill of the surgeon, and in

nothing more so than the important question of

when it is necessary at once to deprive the pa-
tient of his limb; or when the surgeon, having

duly considered and weighed all his reasons for

and against it, determines to try and save it, at

the greater hazard of his patient's life : but, be-

fore considering this, it will be better to explain
the mode of union and symptoms of compound
fractures.

When the wound of a compound fracture does
not unite, then a suppuration must come on,
attended with more or less disturbance of the

constitution ; then, if the patient have been of

robust health and no bad symptoms intervene,
the discharge of pus is gradually abated

; grauu
lations arise from the surface of the abscess,
which surround the bone ; these are gradually
converted into cartilage, in which ossific deposits
take place; and thus the bones are united, the

granulations fill up the external wound, and the

patient recovers. But if the accident be severe,
and the patient's health not able to -bear the

shock, the wound inflames, puts on an erysype
latous appearance, matter burrows amongst the

muscles, forming considerable lodgments, at-

tended by hectic fever in its worst form, the dis-

charge is profuse and fetid, and, the powers of

the patient being unable to sustain all this, he
sinks and dies. Or the ease may be still worse ;

for gangrene may seize the affected limb, in which
case amputation is his only chance of escape.

Cases in which amputation is necessary. These
are not so easily reduced to rule now as formerly,
when the surgeons enumerated a list of cases in

which this operation was to be performed at once.

But, if any cases seem to demand it more than
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others, it must be when the injury to the soft to be performed by making extension of the dis-
parts is extensive, or when a large joint is lace- located limb, having previously either fixed the
rated and fractured. Formerly it was held as a limb above, or else making counter-extension at
maxim that when a large artery was wounded, the same time. This may be undertaken by
with a compound fracture, the limb must mortify, manual aid in recent cases

; but, when lon--cori-
But Sir A. Cooper recommends tying the artery tinued force is required, it will be better to use
at the wound if possible, or, if not, taking it up pullies as counter-extensors. The obstacles to

higher in the limb, and giving the patient his

chance of recovery, which he has seen take place
in several instances. In old people, who cannot
sustain a suppuratory process, it is fit to ampu-
tate. As to amputating the limb afterwards, we
must be guided by our own judgment, and, if we
find the patient sinking, perform the operation.

Treatment of compound fracture. Our first

step must be to reduce the bones, which are
often found protruding. If we cannot do this

without a great deal of violence, we had better

enlarge the external wound. If, however, the

fracture be very oblique, sawing off the ends is

preferable. If there are many splinters of bone

they must be removed. Sometimes, in spite of
all the surgeon can do, there are violent spasms
of the muscles, in which case we must amputate.
The rest of the treatment consists in keeping the

parts immoveable by an eighteen tailed bandage,
and splints or fracture boxes, dressing the wound
lightly, and treating the constitutional symptoms
as they arise ; but above all endeavouring to heal

the wound.

SECT. III. OF DISLOCATIONS.

These consist of a separation of the articulat-

ing surfaces of bone from one another, and may
be divided, like fractures, into simple, when there

is no communicating wound ; and compound,
when such complication is present. They may
also be combined with fracture, as at the ancle,
where the fibula is mostly broken. A disloca-

tion is said to be partial when it is not entirely

separated from its articulation. These injuries
are commonly the result of violence, but may
arise independent of direct force, as in ulceration

of the cartilages of the hip joint, where the head

of the femur is drawn by the muscles into the

dorsum of the ilium ; or, in dislocation of the

patella, from too much distension of the knee

joint by synovia.

Symptoms are an alteration in the length of

the limb, as also in its axis. It becomes unnatu-

rally fixed, capable of being only slightly moved

by another person, painful and swelled, the ap-

reduction are

1. The muscular power of the patient, con-

stantly, though involuntarily exerted in op-
position to the surgeon. These, then, it should
be our fixed endeavour to relax, by attending
to the position of the limb, and if that fail, by
bleeding and nauseating the patient ; for now,
when the strength is exhausted, the muscles
can be readily overcome by constant but gradual
extension. This was the great doctrine laid

down by Mr. Pott, which, before his time, was
not sufficiently attended to.

2. Difficulties in reduction, likewise arise

from the head of the bone catching against the

articulating cavity. As in the dislocation of the

thigh bone into the foramen ovale, and ischiatic

notch, where it is necessary to raise the head be-
fore it can be returned ; or where the head of

the bone is larger than its cervix, as in disloca-

tions of the radius.

3. The peculiar ligaments of the joints some-
times prevent the reduction of dislocations. This
is particularly to be noticed in the knee, where the

bone should be moved in such a direction as to

relieve that ligament which remains entire. The

ligaments of the ancle joint are of extraordinary

strength, and the bones of this joint will often

rather break than their ligaments give way.
4. Length of time elapsed is another impedi-

ment ; for, after a lapse of time, the bone is re-

tained in its new position by adhesion.

After we have succeeded in reducing disloca-

tions, we must keep the limb bandaged, perfectly

immoveable, and subdue the inflammation' of the

joint, which will in all probability supervene.

Then, after a short period allow the patient to ex-

ercise his limb by degrees.

Compound dislocations. Having previously
noticed that any wound of a joint was dange-

rous, it would be almost fruitless to expatiate

on the increased risk when a joint is not only

wounded, but forcibly torn open or lacerated

with displacement of the articulating ends. In

such cases, then, all the nice discernment of the

surgeon is again (as in compound fracture) called

pearance of the joint much altered from that of into activity. The degree of violence and lace-

ration done to the soft parts, the great or little

chance of healing the wound by the first inten-

tion, and the youth or advanced age of the patient,

j .v _ v __,
..... are circumstances which ought to influence the

rounding cellular membrane, becoming thicker judgment in this difficult part
of surgery. In

its fellow. There is also sometimes a crackling
to be felt on motion, that ma'y be mistaken for

the crepitus of fracture ; but the former is caused

merely by the escape of synovia into the sur-

by absorption. It is obvious that in dislocations,

the neighbouring parts must suffer considerable

injury by the pressure of the head of the bone ;

and it is remarkable that, if a limb or joint be

left unreduced, a condensation of the parts
around happens, and a new synovial membrane
is formed, whilst a cavity is at the same time pre-

pared to receive the dislocated end by the bone

on which it rests.

Treatment should be to reduce the dislocation

the country, also, many cases would recover,

which in town would not do so, without amputa-
tion.

Treatment consists in reducing the dislocated

bones with as little violence as
possible

;
and if

one end is found projecting,
and cannot be ma-

naged without force, it is better to saw it off than

offer such violence to the already ruptured liga-

ments as its reduction must occasion. The rest

of the treatment to be adopted is the keeping the

to its natural position, which in most cases is parts perfectly motionless, so iv:
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gament, an opportunity of healing, and endea-

vouring as soon as possible to close the external

wound. The symptoms of inflammation must

then be treated as they arise ; and, if suppuration
take place, we must follow the rules already laid

down.
Particular dislocations are of the lower jaw,

and may be caused by violent gaping or yawn-
ing, particularly by a blow on the chin while in

the latter act.

Symptoms. When the jaw is completely dis-

located> both its condyles are advanced into the

space between the surface of the temporal bone

and zygomatic arch. The jaw is known to be

completely dislocated, by the mouth being

opened, and the patient not being able to shut it

by any pressure which you may make on the chin.

The lower teeth will be found in a line anterior

to the upper. You may depress the jaw a little,

but to a very inconsiderable extent. The ap-

pearance is just that of a person when yawning.
The pain, though severe, is not attended with

danger. The saliva is very much increased in

quantity, in consequence of the irritation of the

parotid glands, and it dribbles over the mouth;
or the dislocation may be only of one side, in

which case the symptoms will be present only on
that side, giving the jaw a ludicrous twisted ap-

pearance.
Treatment. They are generally reduced by

wrapping a handkerchief around the thumbs ;

placing them on the coronoid processes, and de-

pressing the jaw, you force it backwards as well

as downwards, and the bone suddenly slips into

its place. But if it be of longer duration we
should place two corks behind the molar teeth,

and then, keeping these for fulcra, elevate the jaw.
Clavicle. Sternal end. This may be dislo-

cated in two ways, forward and backward. The
latter is very uncommon, and generally the result

of distorted spine, consequently nearly irreme-

diable. The former, however, is more common,
and may be readily distinguished by the swelling
over the sternum and sensation to the fingers.

Treatment. We need only apply the figure of

8 bandage, without supporting the arm.

Clavicular end. This dislocation may be de-

tected by putting the finger on the spine of the

scapula, and tracing it forwards towards the

acromion, where the finger will be stopped by the

projecting portion of the clavicle. The shoulder

will be depressed and drawn inwards towards the

sternum, and from the projection of the clavicle it

will appear flattened, something like the dislo-

cation into the axilla.

Treatment. Let the knee be put between the

patient's shoulders, and draw them backwards
and upwards, and the clavicle immediately is

brought into its place ; then put a thick cushion

into each axilla, to keep the scapula from the

side, to raise it, and to prevent the axilla from

being injured by the bandages. Then the clavi-

cle bandage is to be applied, and its straps should

be broad enough to press upon the clavicle and

scapula. The arm should be supported in a

short sling, so as to keep the scapula well up.
The humerus may be dislocated in four direc-

tions. 1. Downwards, into the axilla, resting on

the inner edge of the inferior costa of the scapula.

In which case there is a projection of the acro-

mion, natural rotundity of the shoulder lost by a

flattening of the deltoid muscle, which is dragged
with the head of the bone ; downwards the elbow
is always projected from the side and semiflexed.

Treatment. Fix the scapulawell by one band-

age, or long towel, held by assistants, passing
above the acromion down to the opposite side,
and another passing under the scapula up to the

opposite side; then, raising the arm to a right

angle, make gradual extension, by fastening a

towel round it by what is called a clove hitch,
and which will not slip ; making, at the same

time, a slight rotatory motion which relaxes the

muscles. When the extension has been made

sufficiently long, the surgeon may elevate the

head of the bone by any handy means, and it will

slip into its natural cavity. The shoulder should

then be bandaged by a figure of 8, and the arm
confined to the body. If a surgeon have no as-

sistant at hand he may make the patient lie down
and extend the arm, fixing his heel in the axilla,
for the counter-extension ; and this often suc-

ceeds in recent cases.

2. Forwards under the pectoral muscle and

upon the second rib, when the projection of the

acromion is very great. Depression of the deltoid

more considerable. There is more pain ; and
the prominence of the head of the bone may be
felt and seen beneath the clavicle. The elbow is

thrown from the side and backwards.

Treatment. The extension must first be made

obliquely downwards and backwards, until the

head of the bone has passed the coracoid process ;

then it may be raised in an horizontal direction,

and, by the pressure of the heel in the axilla, the

bone will be easily returned.

3. Backwards on the dorsum of the scapula,

just beneath the spine. This may be known by the

projection of the head of the bone. The reduc-

tion is the same as for that in the axilla; but the

head should be rotated inwards.

A partial dislocation is a very frequent acci-

dent. In this dislocation, the head of the bone
is thrown forwards against the coracoid process ;

there is a hollow at the back part of the shoulder

joint ; the axis of the arm is thrown inwards and
forwards ; the under motions of the arm are still

performed, but it cannot be raised, from its strik-

ing against the coracoid process. The head of the

bone may be felt to rotate.

The reduction of this dislocation is the same
as that for the dislocation forwards : but the

shoulders should also be drawn backwards, to

bring the head of the bone to the glenoid cavity.
After the reduction the shoulders must be se-

cured by the clavicular bandage, or the bone will

again slip forwards, against the coracoid process.
There are several accidents which are liable to

be mistaken for dislocations of the humerus.

These are, 1. Fracture of the acromion; in

which the shoulder loses its roundness and the

head of the bone drops towards the axilla ; buL

the joint recovers its shape on elevating the head
of the bone. There is also a crepitus on raising
and rotating the elbow.

Treatment. Elevate the fractured piece of

bone by the head of the os humeri, plac;i g a pad
between the elbow and side; uppcrt the elbow
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in a tight sling, placing the forearm across the

chest, and preventing all motion by binding the

humerus to the side.

2. Fracture through the neck of the scapula is

more likely to be mistaken for dislocation than

any other
;
but by carrying the hand over the

shoulder, and resting the finger on the caracoid

process, and then rotating the arm, a crepitus
will be felt. Again, place your arm under the

arm of the patient, and, by raising it a little, you
will restore the natural appearance of the joint ;

but, when you take away your support, the shoul-

der will again sink.

The treatment of this fracture is to place a

thick pad in the axilla, to carry the humerus, and
with it the glenoid cavity, outwards ; to support
the humerus in a short sling, to preserve the parts
in apposition. The clavicular bandage will as-

sist in keeping the head of the bone outwards,
and the motion of the arm may be prevented, by
confining it to the chest by a roller. It requires
from ten to twelve weeks for its recovery, and
continues weak for three weeks after.

3. Fracture through the neck of the humerus,

may be distinguished from dislocation in the

same manner as the accident just mentioned,
and by passing the hand over the shoulder-joint,
and fixing the head of the humerus with the

fingers, whilst at the same time having raised

the elbow, and carried the upper part of the hu-

merus a little outwards, you will feel a crepitus
on rotating the elbow, but the head of the bone
does not follow the rotation of the arm. In this

accident you are to apply a roller, from the elbow

to the shoulder joint, and put a splint on the in-

ner and outer side of the arm, to be confined by
another roller; a thick pad is to be placed in the

axilla, and the arm gently supported in a sling.

The principal difficulty is to prevent the pectoral
muscle drawing the body of the bone forwards ;

but, if the inner splint be properly applied, its

influence will be counteracted. It requires from

three to six weeks to unite, according to the age
of the patient.

Dislocations of the hip. 1 . And most frequent.

Upwards and backwards on the dorsum of the

ilium.

Symptoms. The limb is from one inch and

a-half to two inches and a half shorter than the

other. The toes are turned inwards and rest on

the tarsus of the other foot. The knee a little

advanced on the other; abduction of the limb is

prevented ; but adduction is still practicable to a

small extent. This accident may be confounded
with fracture of the thigh bone, within the cap-
sular ligament, but is known by the toes turning

inwards, not outwards, as in the latter.

Treatment. Extension must be made by as-
sistants or pulleys (the latter are generally neces-

sary), and at the same time counter-extension, by
passing some strong girt between his thighs round
the pelvis, which must be well secured. Then,
when the head is brought nearly to a level with
the acetabulum, we should rotate the bone and
it will slip into its place ; but we rmist not ex-

pect in this case to hear the sudden snap, as the
muscles are previously so much exhausted as to

be unable to act spasmodically. This, however,
is not all that is necessary. For, unless the sub-

ject be naturally weak, we must begin the treat-

ment by bleeding and nauseating to reduce the

muscular power.
2. Downwards into the thyroic foramen.

Symptoms. The dislocated limb, in this case,
is two inches longer than the other. Bv making
pressure with the hand on the upper and inner

part of the thigh, you can, in thin persons, dis-

tinctly feel the head of the thigh bone. There is

a flattening of the hip on that side
; the body is

bent forwards, owing to the psoas magnus and
iliacus internus being put upon the stretch. It'

you desire the patient to stand upright, you find

that the knee is considerably advanced towards

the trunk. It is widely separated from the other

knee, and it cannot be brought to touch it with-

out much difficulty and pain. The foot is gene-

rally turned outwards or inwards, but the toes

point to the ground.
Treatment. If the accident be recent, place

the patient on his back, separate the thighs as

widely as possible, and place a girt between the

pudendum and upper part of the thigh; fix the

girt to the staple in the wall, then take hold of

the ancle of the dislocated side, and draw it over

the other leg, or, if the thigh be very large, behind

the sound limb, and the head of the bone usually

slips into the socket.

When of longer standing, in these casts, it is

better to place the patient on his sound side, and

fix the pelvis by one bandage, and carry another

under the dislocated thigh, to which the pulleys

are to be affixed perpendicularly ;
then draw the

thigh upwards, and, at the same time, press down

the knee and foot, to prevent the lower part of

the limb being carried with the thigh, and you
thus use the limb as a lever of considerable

power. But take care not to advance the leg too

much, as the head of the bone will be forced be-

hind the acetabulum into the ischiatic notch,

from which it would be extremely difficult to re-

move it.

3. Backwards, into the ischiatic notch, is the

most difficult of all the dislocations of the thigh

to detect, because the length of the limb diflers

considered as one of the established operations of

surgery ; but, for my own part, I do not consi-

The amputation at the hip joint has been so but little, and its position is not so much changed,

often performed with success that it may now be as respects the knee and foot, as in the disl

tion upwards.
In this dislocation the head of the bone is

der" it should be done when you can saw through placed on the pyriformis muscle, between the

the trochanter major. When the acetabulum is edge of the upper part^f
the notchani

laid open, great constitutional irritation is pro-
duced by the suppurative process ;

abscess after

abscess arises, and the life of the patient is put
into imminent danger; whereas the amputation

through the trochanter major is attended with

very little risk.

cro-sciatic ligaments. The limb is from half an

inch to an inch shorter than the other, but usually

not more than half an inch, and the toe resb

against the ball of the great toe of the oppoMt.

foot. The natural prominence
formed by tl

trochanter major is lost, but it still remains
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Dearly at right angles with the clorsum, but it has

a slight inclination towards the acetabulum. Ex-

cept in very thin persons, you cannot feel the

lead of the bone, and then only by rolling it a

little forwards. The knee and foot are turned

inwards, but less so than in the dislocation up-
wards : the knee is only very slightly bent, and

therefore is not so much advanced as in that dis-

location. The toe touches the ground when the

patient is standing, but not so the heel. Flexion

and rotation are in a great degree prevented from

the limb being so firmly fixed.

Treatment. Lay the patient on his side; make
extension and counter extension ; and, at the

tame time, lift the thigh outwards by a bandage

placed as near the head of the bone as possible.
4. Dislocation in the pubes is the most easily

distinguished of any.

Symptoms. The limb is an inch shorter ;
knee

and foot turned outwards, incapable of rotation

in%vards, and the head of the bone may be felt on

the pubis, outside the ingiunal artery.

Treatment. Place the patient on his side ;

make extension .and counter extension ; and,
after a little time, lift the head of the bone for-

wards over the pecten and acetabulum.

Pott's dislocation or fracture is a dislocation in-

wards of the ancle joint, attended with fracture

of the fibula, about three inches higher up,
and laceration of the internal or deltoid ligament.
This is a very serious injury ; often causing per-
manent lameness. It is to be reduced as soon

as possible, and protected by splints or junks.
The limbs should be bent to relax the muscles,
and the leg laid on its outside.

Rupture of tendo Achillis happens mostly in

persons advanced in life, and usually upon mak-

ing some sudden or unusual exertion. It has

been known to happen to old men when, after a

lapse of years, they attempt to dance. The symp-
toms by which it may be known are these : The

patient, whilst making this exertion, feels as if

struck with a whip or stone at the back of his

leg, and often hears a loud crack, and falls down
from inability to use his foot. The gastroenemii
muscles act spasmodically and pull the upper
away from the lower portion, which can readily
be felt on examination.

Treatment. Formerly the patient was laid up,
and the foot kept extended for four or five weeks ;

out surgeons are now content to let them wear
a very high heeled shoe, and hobble about with

sticks, till it is well.

Sprains are caused by forcing a joint in any
direction beyond what the ligaments will allow;

consequently these latter are more or less put on
the stretch or ruptured, depend ing on the relative

degree of violence offered. They are always at-

tended with pain and swelling, and the motions
of the joint very much impaired. They are most

frequently met with in the wrist and ancle.

Treatment. If the inflammation and pain be

excessive, leeches must be applied; when, how-

ever, they are only moderate, we maybe content

with applying cold to the part and keeping it

perfectly quiet; and, when the violence of the

symptoms has abated, we should support the parts

by adhesive straps and rollers, which will be
found very much to assist motion.

CHAP. IV. OF INJURIES OK THE HEAD.
Mr. Pott has remarked that the scalp cannot

be considered in the light of a common integu-
ment

; for, from its intimate connexion with the
skull and brain, it deserves particular notice.

When any part of it is cut we may treat it as a

si:nple wound. But when it is lacerated by a
stroke of a stick, or any instrument which must
have been applied with some violence, we then
no longer consider the mere wound as the grand
object of our treatment, but keep a strict watch
for the symptoms which may arise of injury
within the head.

Contused or lacerated wounds of the scalp
should be treated like other wounds, but we
should not be too anxious to heal them quickly
at one part, leaving another to suppurate; by
which a collection of matter may take place,

pressing on the bone, and often lifting the peri-
cranium from it, in which case there is always a

tendency in the dura mater (which acts as an in-

ternal pericranium), to separate also, thus en-

tirely depriving a portion of bone of its nourish-

ment, so that it dies and exfoliates. It is the

duty of the surgeon then to open all collections

of pus in the scalp as soon as possible. When
the scalp is much lacerated and jagged, the sur-

geon should avoid cutting off the irregular por-
tions, as they have always a chance of living, and
so covering the skull, and, if they slough, it will

then be time enough to remove them ; but ex-

posure of the skull is always to be avoided.

When the scalp has been bruised there frequently
takes place an effusion of fibrine and serum,

making a swelling, which, on pressure, allows

the finger to sink a little way, but then gives the

sensation of a distinct acute edge, and so may be
mistaken for a fracture of the skull with a piece
of bone driven in. It may be known by its

want of symptoms of depression, or by the

acute edge also subsiding on pressure. An
erysypelatous inflammation, says Mr. Pott, is

very liable to occur after scalp wounds, which,

though alarming in appearance, is not so dan-

gerous in reality ; it occurs generally in bilious

subjects, and is to be treated by bleedings, saline

purges, and cold lotions.

There are three sorts of accidents that affect

the head; 1. Blows without symptoms of con-

cussion
;

2. With symptoms of concussion at the

time of the injury ; 3. Compression of the

brain.

SECT I. OF BLOWS WITHOUT SYMPTOMS OF

CONCUSSION.

It is to Mr. Pott that the profession owes the

earliest account of the first injury, viz. a person
receives a blow on the skull which may or may
not produce a wound ; he is a little stunned at

the time, but it goes off in a moment, and he

thinks no more of it. In a few days he returns

to his medical attendant, having had one or more

shiverings, with nausea, pain, at first confined to

the spot, afterwards extending over the head,

languor, restlessness, quick and hard pulse, and
a flushed face, a puffy tumor, tender, but not

painful, arises on the stricken part. If this were

cut into and examined, the pericranium would
be found either partially or totally separated
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from the bone, and containing a small quantity of re-action

; for not only may very small ves
of black colored ichor. The color of the bone
also is found altered. From this time the

symptoms advance more rapidly, the fever in-

creases, the pulse becomes quicker, the skin

hotter, the sleep more disturbed, and the shiver-

ings more frequent, not followed by perspiration.
It is now that matter becomes smeared over the

be lacerated by the severe shock, but some of
great size, and

particularly the middle artery of
the dura mater, which does not bleed whilst the

patient lies in that state of syncope into which
he is at first thrown

; but, when the heart resumes
Us strong action, the bloud is propelled from this
vessel into the surface of the brain, causin^ gr ;i-

dura mater, and after this the symptoms are ex- dual symptoms of compression. The other great
danger is the supervention of inflammation o~f the

meninges of the brain. This occurs at various

times, but commonly in three or four days alter

the accident. The symptoms of this inflamma-
tion differ from idiopathic inflammation of the
the brain, the fever being of a much lower type ;

the face is a little flushed, the eye particularlyii.i-i.'.i n '
.
*

asperated every hour, convulsive motions come

on, attended, in some, by delirium, in others by
paralysis, coma, and death. If there had been

a wound of the scalp, in this case, it would also

have sympathised, and become pale, glassy, and

flabby.
Treatment. If called to the patient early, our

ndeavour should be to hinder suppuration ;
and sensible to light intolerance of noise; pain in t!

for this purpose we should bleed, and use strict

antiphlogistic regimen, especially keeping the pa-
tient quiet ; but, if we find by the symptoms that

matter has formed between the skull and dura

mater, we cannot let it out too soon, by perfo-

rating the bone with a trephine (of which here-

after), and the place where it should be applied
will be indicated by the puffy tumor. If the

collection is found extensive, and the symptoms
do r,ot yield to one perforation, we must remove

another portion of skull. In our after treat-

ment, we must guard against increased inflam-

mation of the dura mater, using the most power-
ful antiphlogistics, of which bleeding and cold

applications will be found most serviceable. The
cause of all this mischief seems to be a lacera-

tion of the fine vessels, running from the dura

mater and pericranium into the bone, by the vi-

bration of the blow, so that a trifling inrlamma-

head, particularly in the forehead; much rest-

lessness, and muttering delirium ; the pulse is

quick but not so full as in idiopathic phrenitis.
If these symptoms cannot be checked, suppura-
tion will supervene, causing compression. It is

marked by an attack of shivering delirium,

ptosis of the upper eyelid, convulsions, and
death.

Treatment. In the first instance the powers
of the patient are very much depressed; whilst

he is in this state the surgeon need not interfere
;

but, as soon as the pulse rises, he should be bled

largely for two reasons
; one, to prevent internal

hemorrhage : the other, to render the superven-
tion of inflammation less probable. If the

headache continue, with
, restlessness, &c., we

should repeat the bleeding, preferring small quan-
tities, taken oftener, to large ones at once, giving
free purgatives and diaphoretics; and, if symp-

tion is set up, which, from the susceptibility of toms of inflammation come on, we should shave

the parts concerned, soon becomes aggravated,
and gives rise to the above-mentioned symptoms.

SECT II. OF CONCUSSION OF the BRAIN.

To produce this, a greater degree of violence

must have been offered, and in this case, as in

the former, there may or not be a wound of the

scalp. The symptoms are these : the person who
receives such injury, is at once deprived of sen-

sation and motion, but which return in some
measure almost immediately, and the surgeon
finds him lying down

?> apparently insensible, but

he is capable of being aroused, and giving co-

herent though peevish answers, relapsing imme-

diately into his former state; his face is pale, the

pulse, not much hurried at first, but very weak
and thin, and sometimes even intermitting; he

generally vomits in a few minutes after the acci-

dent, which the surgeon considers as a sign of

nonexistence of compression ;
the pupil is also

capable of motion, when exposed to a strong

light. If the case is favorable, these symptoms

the head, and apply bladders filled with ice to the

scalp, and repeat our large bleedings, with other

remedies for inflammation. If symptoms of

compression supervene, either from hemorrhage
or pus effused, we should trephine the part

where the puffy tumor exists; or, if there be

none, we must then choose the point where the

violence was inflicted. If the suppuration has

occurred between the dura mater and bone this

may be successful; but it too frequently occurs

between the dura mater and arachnoid, in which

case it is out of the reach of art.

SECT. III. OF COMPRESSION or THE BRAIN.

We have already noticed cases in which this

may arise, but it is caused most frequently by a

fracture and depression of a portion of the skull.

Its symptoms are a total state of stupor, stento-

rous breathing, immobility of the pupil (which

is nearly always dilated) when irritated by light,

face tinged, pulse slow, full, and laboring, con-

vulsions or paralysis,
retention of urine, and con-

Jig III. JL| U1C UaSC 15 iaVUldUICj LUC3t pjru|/iiwus
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gradually subside, and the patient thinks himself stipation of the bowels, or else involi

cured ; but the well informed surgeon, knowing charges from the bladder and rectum; and

the liability of the occurrence of secondary in-

flammation, keeps a watchful eye over him for

several days, enforcing a light diet, and perfect

quiet.
There are two great dangers to be apprehended

in cases of mere concussion : One is the occur-

symptoms do not abate but increase.

Treatment. When a piece of the skull is

fractured and driven in, it must be removed by

the operation of trephining,
which

is^
to be per-

formed in the following manner : The integu-

ments are to be divided by a crucial incision, to
in cases ot mere concussion : Une is tne occu , lh ,

rence of hemorrhage within the skull in a short give freedom to the operation provid,

time after the iniurv. and unon the establishment not a sufficiently large wound of the scalp ,
and

time after the injury, and upon the establishment
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now the surgeon can examine the injury; if there

be comminution of bone, the pieces may some-

times be taken away by forceps and elevators,

but if a piece is wedged in, we must then re-

move a sound piece by the trephine to get at the

depressed portion ; the operator then (without

tearing, rasping, or scraping, the pericranium, as

was recommended formerly) fixes his trephine
in the sound bone, and makes several turns.

Having now established a groove for the free play
of the teeth, he withdraws the central point,
which being projected would otherwise pierce
the bone earlier than the sawing part, and so

wound the dura mater, the endeavour to avoid

which must regulate every movement of the

operator, who now proceeds slowly and cau-

tiously, withdrawing the trephine at short inter-

vals ; to find out by probing (for which purpose

apiece of quill is generally used), whether or

not he has perforated any part of the circle ; for

the thickness of the skull, varies considerably
both generally and in small spots, so that it is

very common, even in the small bit enclosed by a

trephine, to find three or four different degrees
of thickness. When he finds the instrument has

penetrated one part, he must remove all farther

pressure at that point by an inclination of his

hand and wrist, still sawing the part not yet ac-

complished; when he finds that his task is

nearly finished, he need not wait for the division

of every little portion, but, having found no fur-

ther resistance to his probe at several points, in-

troduces an elevation or forceps into the sawed

fissure, and forcibly breaks up the circular bit,

which, being now accomplished, leaves him at

liberty to elevate the depressed portion ; but it is

sometimes necessary to take out another piece by
the trephine before he can accomplish it : or an
obstruction may be caused by a projecting piece
of the skull, which will be found to be more

easily removed by the saw recommended by Mr.

Hey of Leeds.

When the operation is concluded, the wound
is to be dressed with lint dipped in oil, coming
to a level with the skull, and the integuments

brought over it ; or if the opening has been
made to let out congealed blood ; or at other

times, when the termination of the case is clear,

the scalp may be brought at once over the dura

mater, and confined by sutures, leaving a de-

pending opening for the escape of pus, which
must form in order that the wound may granu-
late, which it does from the surface of the dura
mater. It was formerly supposed that all frac-

tures of the skull required this treatment, whe-
ther there were depression or not. But modern

surgeons, following the advice of Dessault, John

Bell, and Abernethy, totally disregard the pre-
sence of a mere fissure, and shape their treat-

ment entirely by the symptoms : so that if those

be only of concussion, and the skull be fractured,
or even slightly depressed, the case is merely
to be treated as a severe one of concussion.

There was also great stress laid formerly on
the parts of the skull which we should not tre-

phine; such as the part over the frontal sinuses ;

longitudinal sinus over the middle artery of the

dura mater, &c. But surgeons now find they
can, by using caution and care, trephine in even

these parts. For if there be haemorrhage from
the artery, or sinus, they may be stopped by mo-
derate pressure, or the artery tied.

It is to be noticed that fissures often run for

a considerable extent beyond the part where the

injury was inflicted, causing perhaps extravasa-

tion in their whole course. Thus, the forehead

being struck, a fissure is often found quite across

the orbitary plate of the os frontis
;
and in vio-

lent falls on the top of the head, or injuries of the

temple, fissures run along the base of the brain ;

in either case they are mostly fatal.

There yet remains one source of mischief from

wounds of the head and skull : fungus cerebri.

This arises when the dura mater becomes ulce-

rated or sloughy, either from wounds, or as a con-

sequence of the operation, not having been then

indeed wounded ; but the pulsation of the brain

pressing it continually against the sharp edge of

bone left by the trephine. This disease should

be attempted to be subdued by pressure and
mild stimuli ; but there have been instances of

its being cut off without proving fatal.

CHAP. V. OF HERNIA.

Hernia, epvoe, germen-ramus, from its shooting

forward, though applicable to all protrusions of

viscera, has yet been appropriated to those of the

abdomen, from their greater frequency. Of these

there are three principal varieties, viz. the ingui-

nal, femoral, and umbilical. Their causes seem
to be a sudden straining of the diaphragm and

abdominal muscles, as in some sudden exertion,

which violently thrusts out some viscus.

1 . Inguinal hernia presents itself at the groin, at

the external abdominal ring, sometimes descend-

ing into the scrotum of males, or labium pudendi
of females. It is much more common in males.

Its symptoms are, a hard tumor in the groin

following the course of the spermatic chord, and

descending into the scrotum; suddenly aug-
mented on coughing ; capable of being returned

into the abdomen when the patient is recum-

bent, with a gurgling noise ,
and again ap-

pearing on his resuming the erect posture. It

is not transparent, and the testicle can generally
be felt distinctly below the tumor. This hernia

may or not be contained in a bag of peritoneum,
which it pushes before it ; in the latter case it is

called a congenital hernia, from its occurrence at

the time of birth, or very soon after, before the

opening from the abdomen into the tunica vagi-

nalis is closed, and so is in contact with the

testicle.

SECT. I. TREATMENT OF REDUCIBLE HERNIA

In the common inguinal hernia the patient

should, after reduction, apply a truss, which, if

the patient be old, must be worn for life ; if

young, the complaint may be cured in three or

four years, by producing obliteration of the

opening through which it protrudes. The dan-

ger to be apprehended in all hernia is that the

gut, or omentum contained in them, may become

strangulated, which, if not relieved by art, wil.

prove fatal. In congenital hernia, we cannot

apply a truss on such young children on account

of its inconvenience; it is better, therefore, to

put a compress o>er the opening, and strips ct
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sucking plaster round the pelvis to retain it,

and it may, by changing the dressing every

tnre at the point of exit; an extra portion of in-

testine or omentum wedging itself in the point
week, be generally cured in three or fourmonths. of exit; or an augmentation of hulk in the partT>... .v. :. *: : *u:

already descended, particularly an inflammatory
affection of that part.

Treatment. The first remedy which suggests
itself to the surgeon is the operation of the taxis,
or an attempt by manipulation to return the her-
nia into the abdomen. For this purpose, the
muscles near or affecting the part must be relaxed

by position ; and the surgeon gently kys hold
of the tumor, and does not attempt to return it

by pushing it straight back, but rather pulls it

downwards, at the same time pressing it to expel
its contents, and, when successful, a portion of
the air contained in the intestine escapes through
the stricture with a gurgling noise, which is fol-

lowed slowly by the hernia itself. In using this

means of cure, we should avoid using too much
violence, as instances of the tumor bursting have
been known.

If the tumor is so much inflamed as not to

bear the taxis, and the symptoms are not urgent,
cold should be applied for some time. If we
fail in our attempt at reduction, after using the

taxis for a quarter of an hour or twenty minutes,
the patient should be bled largely, or to syncope,

being previously placed in a warm bath, which

materially assists the supervention of syncope ;

and now, whilst he is in that state, with every
fibre of the body relaxed, we should renew our

taxis, and it often succeeds ;
if it does not, we

should give a tobacco glyster, infusing one drachm
of tobacco in a pint of boiling water for a quarter
of an hour, of which it is best to give only one-

third at once, as it produces different effects in

people. -It makes the pulse small, the skin cold

and pallid, and relaxes the fibres generally, par-

ticularly muscular ones ;
so that it succeeds bftener

in hernia near muscles, as inguinal or umbilical,

than in the femoral. If, after waiting a short time

and again trying the taxis, the symptoms become

urgent, we must proceed at once to the opera-
tion

; and, as this is a little different in each her-

nia, we must describe each separately.

But there is one caution necessary in this case :

it is that the testicle may not have descended ;

so that in this case we must not obliterate its

passage, but wait till it appears, and then com-
mence our treatment. This caution will some-

times be found necessary, even in adults.

2. Femoral hernia appears under Poupart's

ligament at the femoral ring ; has a sac like the

first species, and is more common in women.
It is likewise more liable to strangulation, though

generally of small size. But this last circumstance

has been noticed by Sir A. Cooper to predispose
to strangulation, as it argues a less capacity in

the opening. Its treatment does not differ from

that of inguinal hernia, except that the pad must

be more at right angles with the truss.

3. Umbilical hernia presents itself, as its

name implies, at the umbilicus, and does not

differ from the others in its mode of treatment.

SECT. II. IRREDUCIBLE HERMA.

Hernia not congenital often contains omentum
as well as intestine, which is a frequent cause of

their becoming irreducible, either by growing
into a solid fatty substance, too large to be re-

turned, or by forming adhesions to the perito-
neal sac, which last may happen to either intes-

tine or omentum. When a hernia becomes

irreducible, it has always a tendency to grow
larger, so that in some old men scrotal hernia

have contained the bulk of the intestines.

Treatment. The patient should wear a truss

with a hollow pad, with a spring not strong

enough to give pain ;
but in very large scrotal

hernia a suspensory bandage, fastened round the

loins or neck, will be found to answer better.

A person with irreducible hernia should be

always on his guard against strangulation, and

so should avoid all violent exercise, and be

particularly careful to guard the tumor from

blows, or other injuries, and attend to the keep-

ing up a free action of the alimentary canal.

SECT. III. STRANGULATED HERNIA.

This name is applied when either after the

:tudden appearance of a hernia, or from extra-

neous cause, in an old one, the patient finds

himself unable to reduce it; has an obsti-

nate costiveness, pain, and redness in the tumor,
with vomiting, gradually becoming more severe,

at last bilious or feculent; pain being felt also

in the abdomen, especially about the umbilicus ;

the pulse weak, frequent, and thready, with hie-

SECT. IV. OPERATIONS FOR HERNIA.

1. Bubonocele or inguinal hernia. The patient

should be laid on a table with his legs hanging

over the end, and, the hair having been removed

from the pnbes, the incision should commence

at the upper part of the tumor, and be continued

to its lower part ; but, if large, it need not quite

reach so low. We should now secure any bleed-

ing vessels. The division of the skin brings the

fascia of the chord into view, which must be

cup and anxious countenance; and, if not re- carefully lifted up with a
pair

of dissecting for-

ceps, and perforated into this opening ;
a direch

must be introduced, and the fascki may be safely

slit up, bringing the cumastic muscle into view,

which must be treated like the last fasci.i ;
and

we shall now in recent hernia come to the sac, o

blue semitransparent appearance (but in old

Heved, cold sweats come on. The hiccup becomes

more severe, the eyes glassy, pulse softer and

fuller, but intermitting; a sudden cessation of

pain ensues : the tumor becoming of a dull

leaden color and mephysematous. In short the

tumor has mortified, and the patient, deceived

by the cessation of pain, often fancies that he is hernia there may be many layers
of cornier

about to get better, whilst he is expiring.
cellular membrane). This mu:

These symptoms are caused by the circulation divided, being previously
lifted up, as

of the contents of the hernial tumor being stopped, were, and on puncturing
it

either by a thickening of the neck of the sac, a capes, if there be intestine in it

spasm of the abdominal muscles causing a stric- If there be both omentum and intestine, th

VOL. XXI.
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mcr 'is before the latter behind, and now com-
mences the difficulty. You must ascertain the

seat of the stricture, and in recent hernia it will

be likely to be at the external ring. This is to

be ascertained by the little finger, and if it be
there a director is to be introduced and the stric-

ture divided, for a small distance, by a probe

pointed bistoury. But this is not the common
seat of stricture

;
it is generally at the internal

ring or neck of the sac, in which case Sir. A
Cooper recommended dividing the stricture leav-

ing the sac entire ; but this has been justly con-

demned by Mr. Lawrence in his valuable treatise

on Hernia, who prefers the old method of divid-

ing both sac and stricture at once ; in this man-
ner introduce the ringer as far as the stricture,

and on it the bistoury invented by Sir A. Cooper,
which is quite straight and blunt, except half an

inch, situated at a quarter of an inch from the

top which has a cutting edge. This is to be kept
flat till it reaches the stricture, but we then turn

its cutting edge upwards and divide both sac

and stricture. We must beware of cutting in-

wards, as we then run a great risk of wounding
the epigastric artery, which is contained in the

inner pillar of the internal ring. The stricture

having been freely divided, we reduce the intes-

tine first piece-meal, handling it carefully and

tenderly, and then the omentum, if there be any.
But the intestine is sometimes found to have
formed adhesions. These, if slight, may be torn

with the fingers, but, when more dense, they must
be separated from the sac by cutting; and, if they
are very short, we must cut offsmall portions of

the adherent sac and return altogether in the ab-

domen. But sometimes the intestine will be

found gangrenous, when it will be found of a

deep brown or chocolate color, covered with a

layer of bn>wn coagulated lymph, fetid, and in-

terspersed -fith purple or leaden-colored spots,
which readily break down under the impression
of the finger. Il only a portion of the cylinder
be gangrenous, we need not, says Mr. Lawrence,

put a ligature round the attached mesentery to

Keep it to the mouth of the sac, for its natural

adhesions, which it has formed, will prevent it

going far, and there is no danger of extravasation

of feces into the abdomen, as was stated by de
la Faye and Dessault, and the ligature will only
increase irritation. In this case there must be a

discharge of feces from the wound
;
but they have

been often known to recover their natural pas-

sage after some time by the aperture of the intes-

tine becoming agglutinated or healed by granu-
lation. The next case is when the whole cylinder
is found gangrenous, when our treatment must

be, the slitting up the diseased portion, to let

out its contents, and give an exit for fecal mat-
ter from the rest of the intestine, to facilitate

which the stricture should be divided. The gut
should then be left to slough away, and if the

patient does not sink under this injury, he re-

covers with that loathsome disease an artificial

anus, which, however, does not prove fatal if the

bowel have been part of the colon or even ilium;

but, if it have been a portion situated high up in

the alimentary canal, the patient dies of ina-

tion, there not being sufficient length of intestine

to absorb nutriment. But this complaint if not

fatal is productive of great misery from tlie con-
tinual discharge of feces, which, however, do not
smell so offensive as when retained longer. It

is best treated by causing the patient to wear a

slightly elastic truss, with a pad, which must be
taken away when the patient feels a desire to dis-

charge his feces

When the omentum is found adherent we may
use more freedom in separating it, by tearing up
the adhesions ; and if any vessels bleed, securing
them. If the quantity be large, or indurated,
we may cut off a great portion of it and tie all

the vessels, which do not stop on being lacerated
with a pair of forceps, leaving the ligatures hang-
ing out of the wound, and reduce the rest to the

mouth of the sac. When the omentum is mor-
tified we should pursue the same plan of exci-

sion, &c ; we may know it by the blocd in the

veins coagulating. Its color, however, is not
like that of intestine, black or green, but of a

livid dull red ; and when pressed by the fingers
it gives a sensation of sickness.

Treatment after the operation. After the

operation for strangulated hernia, there are two

things from which danger is to be apprehended ;

the first, that the intestines may not perform their

office, and the feces not pass in their natural

course ; secondly, and principally, that perito-
neal inflammation may come on, and produce
the same effects as if gangrene were present.
The object consequently should be, as soon as

the hernia is returned, to close the wound as

completely as possible, by means of sutures, and
to employ gentle pressure. But, if the hernial

sac remains open, the integuments should be

brought together by means of sutures, slight

pressure should be made by dossils of lint, and
the pans should be supported in a suspensory
bandage.
The horizontal posture must be strictly order-

ed ; and, in five or six hours after the operation,

give a little sulphate of magnesia or castor-oil ;

the more motions your patient has, the better.

We must not be satisfied if the patient have three

or four motions on the following day, but keep
up a constant discharge from the bowels; on
the next day the abdomen will become tense,

with constipation and constant vomiting, in

which case we must bleed or purge freely. If

hiccup now supervene, -it need not be a symp-
ton of gangrene, but peritoneal or intestinal in-

flammation. When the inguinal hernia is very

large we need not lay open the sac, nor endea-

vour to reduce it ; for its adhesions will be too

extensive, but must content ourselves with cutt-

ing down to and dividing the stricture, leaving
the hernia incarcerated

2. Direct, or ventro inguinal hernia, comes
down inside the epigastric artery through the

outer ring, but not the inner one. The differ-

ence in the operation is, that it has another co-

vering, viz. a portion of the fascia transversal is ;

and the artery lies to the outside of its abdomi-

nal aperture.
3. Congenital hernia. In this the testicle can-

not be felt at the lower part, and there is no pe-
ritoneal sac, or rather the sac is formed by what is

to be the tunica vaginalis, which remains yet en-

closed. There is no difference in the operation.
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4. Femoral hi-nia is seated deeper and more

laterally than inguinal. The symptoms of stran-

gulation are more urgent than those of the latter,

fingers underneath it. But its appearances are
also various ; for it may consist of a solid

gristly
substance with very small ulcers; sometimes a

on account of the smallness and inelasticity of sore on the broad surface of the glands, burrow-
the aperture.

In operating for femoral hernia, you make
your first incision in the course of Poupart's li-

gament, along the tumor, extending from one side
to the other ; the second you may make at right

angles to the first, towards the umbilicus, so that

the two incisions resemble the letter j, inverted.

The angular flaps are to he next dissected off,

and reflected, so as to allow of greater room. By
this incision you expose the superficial fascia,
which you next divide, and the hernial bag, call-

ed by some fascia propria, is brought into view.

This is next cut through, and the hernial sac, or

peritoneal covering, makes its appearance. The
next point is to make an incision into the her-

nial sac with the greatest possible care, and then

introduce a director to ascertain the seat of stric-

ture. Having opened the hernial sac, and ex-

posed the intestine, divide the stricture directly

upwards and inwards, a little inclined to the

umbilicus. The seat of stricture in femoral her-

nia is at the crural arch, just where the intes-

tine' leaves the abdomen ; therefore, in dividing
the stricture, after introducing the director, a

bistoury, blunted at the point, is to be put on

it, and placed against the stricture; in this way
there is no danger of wounding the intestine.

The bistoury is next to be gently raised, and

with a slight touch of the instrument, the fibres

will give way, and by a little pressure the parts
are easily returned.

5. Umbilical hernia must be treated like the

others. There is no difference in the operation.
In dividing the stricture we should cut upwards,
and afterwards endeavour to heal the wound as

soon as possible to prevent the liability to peri-

toneal inflammation.

PART 111.

ORDER. VENENANTES.

CHAP. I. OF SYPHYLIS.

Is the consequence of a specific poison applied

ing deep, with no surrounding inflammation.
Sometimes it spreads quickly by ulceratiun or

sloughing, and often bleeds.

Chancre situated on the fraenum, or external

meatus, is very difficult to heal, on account of
the constant dribbling of urine on it

; when it is

situated on the edge of the prepuce it will make
the part swell and cause phymosis. When the

matrix of a chancre becomes indurated, the pa-
tient is more liable to secondary symptoms.
There are other sores appearing on the penis of

suspicious appearance, but which are not chan-

cres, and not followed by secondary symptoms.
Such are little ulcers on the prepuce, reaching
as far back as the verona glandis ; deep, irrita-

ble, and painful, presenting a honeycombed ap-

pearance, often attended by discharge from a

swelling of the prepuce. These generally get
well by stimulating them and several others.

Treatment of chancre. It has been proved
that chancres may now be cured without mer-

cury ; but nevertheless this is not so safe, as the

patient is more liable to secondary symptoms, so

that we should put him on a mild mercurial

course, giving five grains of blue pill, with a

quarter of a grain of opium night and morning,
and so keep up a gentle action on the mouth,
and dress the chancre with mild applications,

the black wash is one of the best. But, if it be

very indolent, we may touch it with the caustic.

If the chancre .heal quickly, we should never-

theless still continue the mercury for three weeks

at least. Sometimes during the treatment ;i

chancre becomes very irritable and much in-

flamed all round it. This may often have been

produced by the action of mercury : in any case

we must suspend all mercurials, apply poultices

and sedatives, give opium internally com-

bined with salines; and, when the irritation has

subsided we may return to our mercury, giving

also the compound decoction of sarsaparilla.

Sometimes a chancre may take on the sloughing

action, so as if not stopped even to destroy the

penis. This may proceed from the patients in- .

and absorbed into the system, producing at first
,e

'

rate habits, or from the bad use of mer-
---- L~ ... ^an ulcer, called a chancre, at the place where it

was so applied, generally on the organs of gene-

ration; the matter of which, being absorbed, gets

into the glands of the groin and produces a bubo,

and, continuing onwards, is received into the cir-

culating system ; when it produces eruptions
and ulcerations of various parts of the body, par-

ticularly affecting the throat, skin, periosteum,
ar d bones.

SECT. I. OF CHANCRE.

cury. In this case the mercury must be stopped,

and a lotion applied of from thirty to fifty drops

of nitric acid to a quart of water, or warm spirits

of turpentine, or strong solutions of opium with

poultices. The patient
must be allowed a gene-

rous diet and stimulant medicines, of which one

of the best is ammonia with musk, or what i

still better opium in one grain doses three or four

times a day.
Chancres in women are often worse than in

The average time for its appearance is from men ; they attack thelabia and nympha, ar

four to seven days after connexion ;
but there to be cured by the same means,

appears reason to believe that the poison may be Phymosis is induced by a gr

dormant for a much longer time. It begins first the prepuce, winch causes t

as a red spot which ulcerates, or as a pimple tract, so-that it cannot be.drawn b
jk

over t

surrounding edges with a yellow surface and in- slough, allowing the passage*

flamed margin, also a hardness to be felt by the the opening.
2 II
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The treatment consists in mitigating the in-

flammation, and if mercury be the cause it must

be suspended, otherwise we mu?t apply cold

lotions, inject black wash under the skin, purge
the patient and give him opium. If all these

fail, we must introduce a director under the pre-

puce as far as the corona glandis, and slit it up
with abistoury ; then make the internal and exter-

nal parts correspond, (otherwise the internal will

not be so freely divided as the external), and put
a stitch into each side, which hinders the inner

and outer edges from being so much separated

by the swelling which takes place ; dress it lightly

that the patient may be able to readjust it when
'e makes water. Sometimes when the prepuce
is very long it is better to cut a circular piece off.

Parophymosis is applied to the state when
a patient has retracted his prepuce behind the

glands, but that swells and he cannot get it back

again, so that there is a tight ligature round the

glands, which, if it continued, would effectually

strangulate it.

Treatment. We must endeavour to reduce

the size of the glands by pressure, and after some
time push it back with our thumbs, drawing
forward the prepuce with our fingers. If after

several trials this do not succeed, we must in-

troduce a director or probe under the stricture,

then passing a sharp pointed bistoury along it

divide the stricture. After this apply poultices.

Warts, though formerly considered venereal,
are now not treated as such ; any mild stimulus

will remove them if soft, such as the liq. plumb,
subacet. dil. when they are hard they should be

poulticed, and then touched with an ointment

made of arsenic, 3i, cerate, Ji, and this will make
them slough.

SECT. II. OF BUBOE.

When syphylitic is commonly confined to one

gland (on either or both sides) situated high
in the groin, which distinguishes it from those

caused by irritation alone, when a chain of them
is affected. It produces the same symptoms as

a common abscess, and must be treated as such,
but at the same time we should give mercury ;

except when it assumes a chronic form, in which
case we should act on the bowels, and try to

diminish it by leeches, lotions, &c.
Sometimes a buboe takes on a sloughing ac-

tion, in which case we must treat it as sloughing
chancre, but there is great danger of its opening
the femoral artery.
A buboe often leaves a sinus, which must be

injected with a solution of oxymuriate of mer-

cury ; and, if that fail, laid open.
A chronic buboe often presents a diseased

gland at its base, which must be destroyed with

irritating troches or the potassa fusa.

A buboe sometimes becomes a phagedenia
ulcer. It had then better be dressed with a so-

lution of nitrate of silver. Give bark, ammonia,
and opium internally.

Secondary symptoms, may appear in a fort-

night after contamination
;
but it is generally six

or eight weeks, or sometimes even months before
their occurrence. They make their appearance
either by a sore throat, when it appears as if a

piece had been dug out of the tonsils, leaving a

foul ulcer, not very painful, or eruptions pre-
ceded or not by fever. These are of various

characters
;

the most common is the venereal

lipra, consisting of copper colored blotches, cir-

cular, and little elevated ;
or a crop of either

pimples or pustules may come out; or there

may be red and conical tubercles, or the elevated

brown rupia, shaped like a limpet shell, which
falls off, leaving a deep painful ulcer. When the

throat is affected, the eustachian tube often be-

comes blocked up, causing permanent deafness,
which is only to be remedied by puncturing the

membrana tympani. But the bones and perios-
teum become shortly after affected, causing nodes
and caries, particularly of the bones of the nose

and palate, both of which may be perforated by
it. Another part liable to be attacked is the

eye, in which a violent iritis appears, and sy-

philitic pains may attack any other parts of the

body.
Treatment. Mercury may be considered as

the great remedy, but it must be discontinued if

it disagrees with the patient. If there be much
fever we may bleed. When the pains are severe,
use the, warm bath, give Dovers' powder, gui-

acum, or colchicum. For eruptions, the warm
bath is the best remedy ; when there is mild sore

throat it should be gargled ; but, when severe,

we must bleed or leech and blister it. Foul
ulcers in it may be touched with the linimentum

eruginis. Indolent ones with solution of ar-

gentum nitratum. When irites supervenes, we
must throw in mercury as quickly as possible,

cup in the back of the neck or temples, and

blister, and apply extract of belladonna to pre-
vent adhesions of the pupil. When the bones

are affected give sarsaparilla, or mercury. If the

nodes are very painful cut them through down
to the bone.

It not unfrequently happens that an opening
is made in the bony palate, causing a disagree-
able snuffling when the patient speaks. This

after healing the ulceration may be stopped up
with lint or cork, or an instrument invented by
Mr. Weis of the Strand.

It is often of importance to know how mer-

cury may be made to affect the system soonest.

This indication is answered by the hyd.

oxymur. internally, and mercurial fumigations

externally, which is effected by exposing the

patient to the fumes of cinnabar, thrown on to a

red hot iron. When complaints arise from the

use of mercury, we should give sarsaparilla or

nitric acid, which prove very efficacious in stop-

ping them.

SECT. III. OF GONORRHCEA.

(From -yovt], semen, and ptw, to flow). The
derivation would imply that this disease was a

flow of semen, but it is a flux of purulent matter

from the urethra, formerly supposed to come from

ulceration, but Mr. Hunter proved that there is

no breach of surface, but that it is a secretion

from the vessels of the urethra.

The symptoms generally arise in three or four

days after infection, very rarely exceeding seven

days, but may arise earlier than three. The pa-
tient first experiences a sense of titiliation in tha

urethra, as if a drop of urine were contained in
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it. This directs his attention to the part, and he

finds that the lips of the urethra are red, and
that there is a slight mucous discharge. After-

wards the urethra begins to be affected with con-

siderable heat, and pain is experienced in void-

ing the urine, which state is called ardor urinse.

The pain increases till it becomes, in many
cases, excessively severe ; there is an appearance
of threads mixed with the urine, which arises from

the adhesive inflammation in the lacuna; of the

urethra. The next effect is a considerable dimi-

nution in the stream of urine, the swollen state

of the urethra contracting the size of the canal.

The urine is often discharged in two, three, or

more streams, in consequence of the contracted

and irregular state of the urethra. At first the

discharge from the urethra is mucous, but after

a little time it assumes a purulent appearance.
The matter becomes yellow, and, if the inflam-

mation is very considerable, green ;
and it is often

intermixed with blood, so as to give it a sanious

appearance. The glands of the groin are gene-

rally sympathetically affected, and, in a first

gonorrhoea, seldom fail to become enlarged and

painful. They very rarely go on to the forma-

tion of matter, if proper attention is paid on the

part of the surgeon.
Chordee is a not unfrequent accompaniment

to gonorrhoea. It is a painful erection of the

penis, which feels bound down and is either

curved or bent considerably to one side, being
caused by inflammation and effusion of lymph
into the corpus spongiosum. There is often a

great irritation of the muscles of the perineum,

producing violent spasmodic contractions. If

any constitutional disease, as a fever, occurs

during; a gonorrhoea, the discharge will be sus-

pended till the constitutional symptoms abate,
and will then re-appear.

Treatment. If it be a first attack there is

always more irritation, so that it will be advisa-

ble to begin with saline purgatives, and after-

wards to use colocynth and calomel as mere

aperients. The patient should at the same time

use diluent drinks, such as nitre, subcarbonate of

potassa, or soda dissolved in mucilage. When

any of these increase the irritability of the blad-

der they are to be discontinued. If the penis
be much inflamed with chordee we may apply
leeches ; and, if the constitution sympathises, a

general bleeding will be very useful. Hanging
the penis in warm water mitigates the difficulty

of micturation, and when the ardor urina and

pain from chordee are very great, we may give

twenty drops of the liq. potassse,
with from three

to five grains of conium. After the first week
we may apply cold saturnine lotion to the penis ;

and, when the inflammatory symptoms have

abated, give the balsam of copaiba in doses from

twenty to thirty drops, morning and evening,
and when this has made an impression on the

discharge we may begin injections,
of which one

of the best is the liq. plumb, subacet. dil., after-

wards made stronger by the addition of sulph.
linci.

In subsequent attacks we need not be so

cautious, but begin at once, if there is not too

great an irritation, with doses of copaiba and

cubibs, and shortly after to commence with the

same or various other injections, such as half a

grain of the sulphate of copper in an ounce of
rose water, or one grain of oxymur. hydr. in

twelve ounces of water : these two are Tery pow-
erful, but the strength of injections must depend
on their effect. If there remains much gleet we
should introduce bougies, which will stop it.

The treatment of women does not differ from
that of men, except that we need use less caution.

During the latter stage of gonorrhoea it often

happens that the bladder becomes very irritable,
so as to cause desire to make water every quarter
of an hour, which when voided is often mixed
with blood.

Treatment. Opium should be given in doses
of from one to two grains, with a view of allay-

ing the pain and irritation ; and, with the same

object, five or six grains should be introduced

into the rectum in the form of suppositories. The

liquor potassae with opium or some bitter tincture

is also recommended ; castor oil as a purgative ;

and, after shaving off the hair, a blister should

be applied over the region of the pubes : the

counter irritation thus produced will prove of

infinite service.

Swelled testicle, or hernia humoralis, is a fre-

quent result of the use of the bougie, or shows

itself in from ten to fourteen days after the dis-

charge. When confined to the epiilydymis there

is little pain ; but, when it extends to the body
itself, the unyielding nature of the tunica albu-

ginea causes much pain. We may first foment

them, and purge the patient; and, if this does

not succeed, apply leeches, cold lotions, &c. ;

and it is sometimes necessary to give anodynes
at night.

Bubo may arise from gonorrhoea, but rarely

suppurates. It must be treated as other buboes.

Gleet may be only a symptom of stricture ;

but it' it be the sequel of gonorrhoea it is often

difficult to cure, and, to accomplish it, we must

use both constitutional and local remedies.

Balsams, turpentines, and cantharides, are useful,

but generally produce their effect in five or six

days, so that space of time may be considered as

a fair trial. When the whole system is weak we

may prescribe cold baths, bark and steel. The

local applications may be either injections or

passing bougies. Gleets have also been cured by
counter irritants, as a blister under the urethra, &c.

CHAP. II. OF HYDROPHOBIA.

From vwp, water, and QofSoc,
fear. This most

melancholy and dangerous disease is the conse-

quence of bites by rabid animals, particularly

dogs, cats, and wolves. The poison resides in

the saliva of the mad animal, and so is introduced

into a wound by the teeth. This disease is gene-

rally some time in showing itself after infection,

hardly ever earlier than a fortnight or three

weeks, and in some instances as late as several

months.

Symptoms. At some indefinite period, and

occasionally long after the bitten part seems quite

well, a slight pain begins to be felt in it, now

and then attended with itching, but generally re-

sembling a rheumatic pain.
It soon extends

from the wound up to the arm, and arfects the

situation of the trapezius muscle, and the neck.
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on the same side as the bite. The cicatrix, in

the mean \\hile, begins to swell, inflames, and at

length discharges an ichorous matter. There are

often pains of a more flying, convulsive kind,
felt in various parts of the body. As the disease

advances the patient complains of the pain

shooting from the situation of the bite towards

the region of the heart. Lassitude, a dull pain
in the head, and a vertigo, soon come on : the

patient is commonly melancholy, though not

always, mutters, is forgetful, and drowsy ; his

mind seems disordered ; his temper irritable and

irregular; his slumbers disturbed, and convul-

sive agitations immediately follow his waking; a

deafness is sometimes complained of; the eyes
are watery ; the aspect sorrowful ; the face pale
and contracted ; sweat breaks out upon the tem-

ples ; and an unusual discharge of saliva is made
from the mouth. From the beginning a peculiar
stricture and heaviness on the breast, occasional

involuntary sighing, and nausea take place. There
is often a bilious vomiting. The idea of drinking

any kind of fluids creates considerable alarm
and agitation, and the attempt to do so generally

brings on most afflicting pains and convulsions,
attended with a dreadful sense of suffocation and

choaking. These soon come on without any
attempt to swallow; the patient becomes deli

rious, and dies, exhausted by continual and
furious ravings. The time in which the attack

proves fatal varies from thirty-six hours to three

or four days.
Treatment. There has yet been nothing dis-

covered that can contribute to the relief of this

formidable malady. It has lately been proposed
to inject warm water into the veins, and at the

same time abstract blood : its success is as yet
doubtful. There is, however, one thing that lies

in the surgeon's power. It is to exeise or de-

stroy the bitten part as soon as possible after the

accident, not allowing the smallest portion to

remain which will ensure the patient's safety.
But all people who are bitten are not affected

by the complaint, especially if the bite has taken

place through much clothing, so that the saliva

of the animal may have been wiped off from the

teeth. When, however, symptoms do come on.

they are next to certainty fatal.

CHAP. III. OF DISSECTING WOUNDS.

These have lately attracted the serious attention

of surgeons especially, from the number of fatal

events caused by them within these last few

years. The violence of their symptoms seems to

depend on the particularly noxious qualities of

putrid, applied to live animal substance. These,
however, differ from the last mentioned disease

by affecting persons with every degree of violence,
sometimes very lightly, at others fatally; they,

however, resemble the last in not contaminating
alike all persons, seeming to attack most vigor-

ously those who have been previously debilitated.

When a person innoculates himself with dead
animal matter it produces these symptoms : the

wound becomes painful and inflamed
; the in-

flammation spreads up the arm, affecting espe-

cially the absorbents, which is demonstrated by in-

fiurated red lines over their course; the glands of

the axilla become affected ;
a symptomatic typhus

seizes the patient ; the arm swells, or becomes

erysypelatous ; matter forms under the fascia, or

in the glands of the axilla ; and the patient often

sinks under symptoms of the most malignant

putridity. But, when the disease attacks a person
of more robust constitution, it puts on quite an-

other appearance, being then a mere inflamma-

tion of the absorbents, which may stop at any
period of its course. Its treatment must depend
then on the form it assumes. Wr

hen it is inflam-

matory it is to be treated like other inflamma-

tions; but, when it puts on the putrid form, it is

better to take a small quantity of blood from the

system first ; then apply warm and soothing ap-

plications to the wound and arm
; give the

patient cordials with doses of opium ; and, if

matter forms, give it a ready exit.

There is a form in which this disease appears
in persons who are much in the habit of handling
offals. This consists of an eiysypelatous blush

over the hand, with considerable swelling and

running from one finger to another, remaining a

long while. This may be cured by mercurials,

particularly the oxymuriate in small doses.

CHAP. IV. OF LETHALES, from application of

substances tending to direct destruction of vi-

tality.

SECT. I. OF BURNS AND SCALDS.

These may affect persons in very different de-

grees, which are visible directly after the acci-

dent, as they produce three distinct effects.

These are, 1. Mere vesication. 2. Desqua-
mation. 3. Mortification of the skin.

1. Vesication. This form is not dangerous,

although it be of considerable extent ;
it is usually

produced by scalding water. We should not

open them in the first instance, but allow the in-

flammation to subside first, and then they may be

opened with advantage. The best applications
are cooling and sedative ones first, but when we

open them, they heal best by beinq sprinkled with

a little very finely levigated chalk, or calamine.

2. Desquamution. In this the cuticle sepa-
rates at once, leaving the cutes exposed and in-

flamed, and ready to slough. This is the most

painful variety of burn, and dangerous in pro-

portion to its extent. Patients who die of large
burns are found to have sometimes inflammation

of the lungs, at others ulceration of the intes-

tines : various remedies have been proposed for

this form of burn. But the best seem the fol-

lowing: When the patient is chilly or much ex-

hausted by its violence, give stimuli internally,
as opium and wine, &c. But as soon as reac-

tion takes place, we must take care it be not too

violent, to mitigate which we must employ our

means for inflammation, and even bleed if ne-

cessary. Our local treatment must be to pre-
vent the tendency to sloughing, for which pur-

pose we must keep up an irritation by means of

lime-water and oil, or milk spread over the part,

or, what is still better, spirits of turpentine ; but,

if this last gives too much pain, we may dilute

it \vith oil, &c. This must be continued till

re-action takes place, when we apply milder

dressings. When contiguous parts are burnt, we
must interpose dressings to prevent adhesions.
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can act on the dead matter. We must give wine,
opium, and ammonia to support the constitution!
When burns heal they leave large cicatrices which
keep gradually contracting. It has been pro-
posed to divide them ' -*- "

together; this last, however, can sel-
dom be necessary, as it is always in the surgeon's
power to heal them at first in this manner.

SECT. II. OF FROSTBITES.

Frostbites affecting particular parts have been

already noticed under the head gangrene. It re-
mains now, to treat on that state in which the whole
body has been affected with cold. In this case
the patient experiences a drowsiness steal over
him, followed by an irresistible desire to sleep ;

which, when he gratifies by lying down, proves
fatal ; for, so long as he continues any exercise,
heat enough is generated to preserve life, but as
soon as he ceases his exertions, there is no longer
a sufficient supply for the rapid abstraction, his

senses desert him, the brain-can no longer furnish
the body with sufficient vital energy, and he dies

quietly and insensibly. When, however, a per-
son is discovered before the fatal termination,
we must use every exertion to re-animate him, by
restoring warmth in the most gradual manner";
and for this the best plan is to rub the body, qr

envelope it in snow or ice water, which will

gradually thaw it. Sternutatories are to be ap-
plied to the nostrils, and cordials introduced to

the stomach. But, above all, artificial respiration
is to be carried on, either naturally or by opening
the trachea. The body is now to be laid be-
tween two blankets and rubbed constantly, aug-
menting the temperature as gradually as circum-
stances will permit, and this treatment will often

succeed in restoring persons apparently lost. If

the frozen parts are incautiously heated they will

mortify.

SECT. III. OF CHILBLAINS.

Chilblains are a less violent effect of cold,

consisting of an inflammation with diminished

vitality, and thus liable to slough when severe.

The symptoms when mild are, swelling, with

heat and itching, after a time spontaneously dis-

appearing. In a more severe form, the tumor
is larger and redder, sometimes of a dark blue

color. The heat, itching, and pain so vehement
that the patient cannot use the part. In a third

form small vesicles arise, which burst, leaving
ulcers which penetrate deeply, and secrete a

thin matter ; they are very slow in healing. In

the worst cases, the inflammation ends in morti-

fication.

Treatment. One of the best applications
to

chilblains of the first and second sort is ice-cold

water. The part affeqted is to be immersed in

tinct. myrrh ; the alum lotion, vinegar, &c. lr.

other instances, oleum terebinthinje mixed with
the balsam copaivae ; and a mixture of two parts
of

spir. vini camph. and one part of aq- litharg.
acet have proved the best applications. Sup-
purated chilblains require topical stimulants, such
as warm vinegar; a mixture of aq. litharg. acet.
and aq. calcis ; or a salve containing the

hydrarg. nitrat. rub. It is frequently necessary
to touch the ulcers with the argentum nitratuin.

Gangrenous chilblains must be treated according
to the rules explained in the chapter on mortifi-

cation.

CHAP. V. OCCULTI, cause not apparent.

SECT. I. DIFFUSI, affecting the system at

large.

1. Scrofula, scrofa, a sow, because supposed
to affect swine. This disease shows itself more

particularly in young people or children than
in adults, and has been noticed to exist in those,

especially females, of florid complexion, light
hair and eyes, long eyelashes, and dilated pu-
pils, with a thick upper lip, and adune nails,

generally of precocious intellect and lively dis-

positions. The forms in which it manifests itself

are various, but attacks chiefly the absorbent

glands and joints. When a part suppurates it

does not contain pure pus; but this last is mixed

up with flakes of unorganized lymph looking like

curd, or sometimes thick like cheese. The ul-

cers which it produces are always very indolent

with livid purple margins. This disease seems

to be hereditary, and more common in cold cli-

mates..

Treatment. There is no one medicine that

has specific influence over this disease ; but our

object must be to strengthen the patient, and give
a firmer tone to the body. If it be a child the diet

should be nutritious, but not stimulating ; and

meat plainly cooked should not be allowed more

than once a day, the rest should be farinaceous.

There are indeed exceptions to this ; for when a

child is very much emaciated, or does not im-

prove upon the light diet, we must then allow it

animal food often, and but a little at a time, in

preference to vegetables, and also a slight stimu-

lant, as good beer or wine, if it does not prove

too irritating. The patient should not be ex-

posed to change of weather, and his clothing

should be attended to. But air and exercise

will prove of the greatest utility, particularly

sea air and bathing, which, however, should not

be continued for more than six months at a

time and then varied. The bowels should be

kept open, giving occasionally a purgative of

calomel and rhubarb: and courses of bark.

Steel, sarsaparilla,
or liq. potassac may be given,

varying them also, and persisting
for ^cvera'

months.
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2. Hysteria, 'vartpa, the womb, because this

is thought to be the cause of it, is a diseased

state of the nerves to which women are subject,

though many surgeons have seen positive cases

of it in men who lead sedentary lives. It does not

show itself till puberty, and therefore there is rea-

son to suppose it connected with the genital or-

gans. It appears especially in young and un-
married females who do not take sufficient exer-

cise, and consequently are often stout ; but it is

not confined exclusively to either of these states.

The symptoms it produces are, fits of convul-

sions, with laughing and crying, &c. ;
but these

are generally treated by the physician, and it is

only the anomalous symptoms that fall under the

province of the surgeon. These are very various,
but it is of consequence that they should not be
confounded with real diseases.

Thus we find difficulty of swallowing, loss of

voice, retention of urine, pains in various parts,
as the breast, knee, spine or sides, particularly
the left. These pains come on gradually, and
after some time occasion a little puffy swelling,
which is marked by being as tender when touched

very lightly as if pressed heavily ; these are

sometimes very severe, and last for months or

years ; but still they do not impair the patient's
health or disturb her rest. They are very com-
mon in the joints, as was noticed by Mr. Brodie ;

they sometimes leave one part and attack ano-

ther.

Treatment. If originating from want of exer-

cise or other constitutional causes, such as an

impaired menstruation, the remedies will be
obvious ; but these are often not to be detected, in

which case, when the pain is severe, we must

apply a lotion of sp. rosmar. ^ifi- mixt. camph;
^vi., or a belladonna plaster. The best constitu-

tional remedies are valerian and ammonia.
3. Cancer. Cancer, Latin, a crab

; because
the tumor with the surrounding enlarged veins

has a distant resemblance to a malignant disease

which attacks indiscriminately all' the structures

of the body, particularly glandular, beginning
by a hardening, and ending in ulceration and

sloughing. There are two varieties: 1. The
common hard cancer : 2. The soft cancer, or

fungus haemmatodes.
1. Common cancer is known in two distinct

states. 1st, before it has ulcerated, when the

nam e schirrus has been applied to it, from S^tppow,
to harden. 2dly, After ulceration, then called

open cancer ; but these are but stages of the

same disease.

Symptoms. In incipient schirrus there is

nothing more apparent than an indurated carti-

laginous tubercle, affected by acute lancinating

pains, though these do not come on sometimes
till later in the disease. Ligamentous bands

may often be felt intersecting each other, leaving

spaces mostly filled with fluid; the skin be-
comes puckered over it; discolored; and, by
and by, ulcerates ; the ulcer having thick wetted

edges, discharging a thin ichor, not pus, ex-

tremely fetid
; the progress of it is generally

slow, but it sometimes spreads quickly, slough-

ing at times and causing profuse haemorrhages ;

fungous growths often sprout up; it contami-

nates every part near it, and so increases in

size. This indeed happens some time before

the morbid growth shows itself. Then it affects

the neighbouring chain of absorbent glands,
which are also converted into cancerous struc-

ture; and, at last, the patient dies emaciated
and exhausted. Fungus haemmatodes is a white,

soft, medullary substance, having sometimes

ligamentous bands, and a feeling as if there were
water in it. It is generally contained in a cyst;
there is no structure or age exempt from it,

whereas cancer is a disease of advanced life.

It does not contaminate the absorbent glands,
and is not so painful as cancer, but it spreads by
contaminating the parts around.

Treatment. No medicines of any sort have
the least power of cure over these formidable

diseases, but they may be removed by an opera-
tion ; though even this is not always successful,
as the disease often exists in the constitution ;

but by it the patient is saved for a time, and

enjoys a few years more of valuable life ; or he

may in the mean time die of some other, and
not so terrible a disease. If the operation be
not successful, in removing every portion of dis-

ease, it will aggravate it, and the symptoms will

re-appear with increased violence, so that we
should in some cases hesitate to operate ; for

instance, where the disease exists in two places
at once, or in very old people, or where it is

indolent and may last for years, or when the

skin is contaminated and much ulcerated ; for

in this case the malady will mostly re-appear
either on the matrix or some other part. In

cases where the operation cannot be done, keep
the patient quiet ; apply cold lotions, low diet,

and occasional purgatives. If there be ulcera-

tion, a carrot or hemlock poultice, or black

wash, or oxyd of bismuth ointment.

CHAP. VI. LOCALES.

SECT. I. DISEASES OF BONES.

Inflammation may exist in either an acute or

chronic form, but generally the latter, producing
an enormous swelling of the limb, with pain
and more or less fever. This may produce two

effects, 1. Suppuration; 2. Necrosis.

1. Suppuration in bones has received the odd
name of spina ventosa. If it be acute the pain
is excessive, on account of its unyielding struc-

ture ;
but it gradually swells and bursts, gener-

ally forming several sinuses in the skin and soft

parts, which require a long time for healing, as

the bone mostly exfoliates. This inflammation

is to be treated as any other in the first instance,

and, as soon as matter is suspected in the bone,
an opening should be made with a trephine.
If it is long in healing, the patient's strength
must be supported by tonics and generous diet.

2. Necrosis, vticpos, dead. By this is implied
the death of bone that takes place, either in

consequence of inflammation or from separation
of the periosteum. It has been used improperly

by many writers as synonymous with caries, but

the latter is analogous to ulceration, the former

mortification of soft parts. Necrosis attacks

dense bones most frequently, as they have least

power to resist injury, and so die ; when this

takes place in long bones, or where the penos-
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teum is not destroyed, the latter forms a bony
case round the dead portion, which is now called

a sequestrum. This generally separates into

several portions, each of which may have an
external opening by means of a fistulous sinus,
from the mouth of which there mostly arises a

fungous granulation, and, if left alone, each

portion of separated dead bone is brought by
the action of the live parts to present itself at

the external opening ; but this is a very tedious

process, and wastes the patient's health and

strength by the constant discharge, with occa-

sional febrile attacks.

Treatment consists in supporting the patient's

strength, and leaving the rest to nature in most

ficient to make the bones, particularly those ot
the lower

extremity, deviate from their natural
figure. There are various mechanical contrivances
sold in London for supporting rickety bones,
and gradually restoring them to a straight figure!
It is not necessary to offer here a description of

any apparatus for the purpose. Bark, tonic
medicines in general, and cold sea-bathing, ire-

prove rickety children by strengthening the sys-
tem; for, in proportion as this happens, the

phosphate of lime becomes secreted in a more
regular manner, and, with the aid of mechanical

contrivances, very great deformities are gradually
removed.

6. Mollities ossium. The bones sometimes in
cases ; taking care to prevent the lodgment of adults become remarkably soft and flexible from
matter, giving free opening to the discharge,
and dressing the sores lightly; and, when a

piece of bone is to be felt, separated, we must
take it away by enlarging the wound ; but, if the

case does not go on favorably, and there seems
no separation of the dead parts, then the sur-

geon should cut down upon the new shell, and
remove a portion by a trephine or mallet and

gouge, and draw out the dead pieces from the

opening. But there are also cases in which the

patient's health is rapidly sinking, and then we
must amputate the limb to save his life.

3. Caries, from Kipw, to abrade. An ulcera-

tion in bones, similar to that in soft parts, is

often caused by matter locked up in bones, as

between the tables of the skull, but is often

caused by other diseases, as syphilis, scrofula,

&c. ; in which cases it attacks the soft or spongy
bones, some of which have been mentioned, and

others will be hereafter. When a caries is ac-

cessible, Boyer recommends touching it with the

actual cautery, which changes it to a necrosis,

and stimulates the parts underneath to throw it

off. If a carious portion is contained in the

canulli of long bones, we should trephine them.

4. Exostosis, from ?, out, and 6<rov, a bone,
is a morbid growth of matter from a bone,

generally not painful in itself, but occasionally

by its size pressing on the neighbouring nerves,

and thus giving a great deal of pain. There are

two sorts, one hard and bony, generally arising
from the periosteum, into which spicula of bone

shoot; the other a fungous growth from the

canulli, surrounded by a shell of bone. The
first sort often becomes inconvenient from its

size and pain by pressure on nerves ; and, when
it is situated in accessible parts, it may be re-

moved by a saw, or gouge and mallet; but

otherwise the limb must be amputated : the

latter affection cannot be removed by an opera-

tion, on account of its malignant tendency; so

that amputation is here our only resource : and

a deficiency of phosphate of lime, and so are
bent by the action of the muscles. No means of
cure or prevention are yet known.

Distortion of the spine, may exist in two ways,
1st, there may be a single or double lateral cur-

vature without caries of the bones; 2dly, a pro-
jection of the spinous processes caused by caries :

the lateral curvature is caused by the weakness
of the muscles supporting the spine being over-

come by the weight of the head and shoulders,

forming a bend to one side, generally near the

loins, in which case the patient is obliged to

make another bend near the shoulders to allow

the head to rest perpendicularly on the pelvis;
and there is generally a prominence of the hip,

usually the left. It may be produced, however,

by other causes besides mere weakness, as ii

constant unvaried position; for, in this com-

plaint (which mostly occurs in young females),
not only are the muscles weak, but also the liga-

ments allowing of considerable elongation.
Treatment. Strengthen the system generally

by tonics, air, and exercise, particularly on horse-

back ; change the position often; attend to tht

function of menstruation that it is performed

rightly, and exercise gradually the muscles of

the spine, allowing the patient to rest in the

horizontal posture after such exercise. Uul

sometimes this disease is combined with rickets

in which case the patient must wear some in-

strument when she is not being exercised, to

take off the weight of the head, and give a mode-

rate support to the spine; sucli a one has been

made by a Mr. Laurie of Bartholomew's Close

Smithfield.

Caries of the. spine, causing absorption of the

bodies of the vertebrae, and projection
of the

spine, with pressure on the spinal marrow, gene-

rally exists as a symptom of scrofula, and may
attack either the bones or cartilages, producing,
when it shows itself, paralysis,

total or partial,

of all the parts below the disease: its symptoms
. . i 1 . . 1 ...WWVU CUMUUtaMVll IJ IH-H- vui v/tJj i 111

it should be noticed that, if the disease exists at vary a little, according to the part attacked ;
tin

any part of a limb, we cannot ensure the rest of

the bone being healthy ; so that it is adviseable to

remove the whole, limb if possible.
5. Rachitis, from pax'C, the spine of the back

in the loins, the patient first begins to feel a

loss of motion in his legs and thighs, causing

him to trip, succeeded by a numbness or pain ;

there is also pain in the lumbar vertebra-, quick
J. JLMCW**6**| liUlll imTfiyj Ml* OLTiV " *

Weak, and particularly scrofulous children, are pulse, sbiverings, and an abscess takes pla,
*' -

psoas muscle, presenting
itself under 1 ou-

:'s ligament, or in the loins: the surgeon.

also finds a projection of tin-

wh ch are tender when struck

subject to this disorder, in which the bones, in

consequence of a deficiency of lime in their

structure, cannot bear the weight of the body,
and become distorted. In infants, who are too

young to walk, the action of the muscles is suf-

the

part

upon examination,

spinous processes,
or pressed.
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Treatment. We must, in the early stage, en-

deavour to prevent suppuration, by keeping the

patient in bed, cupping on the loins, and the

application and continuation of caustic issues

near the affected part. If, however, abscess does

present itself, we should open it, and let it heal

up again, taking care not to use violence to it,

or we shall bring on inflammation of the cyst,
which produces symptoms of the worst typhus,
from the matter in it becoming putrid. In this

case we must open the abscess, and give wine,

ammonia, and bark, and the inflammation may
subside in a few days. When a psoas abscess

has continued open, the patient becomes hectic,
and seldom recovers. .

Caries of the back. In this, as in the oilier,

there is difficult motion below, with pain on

pressure; and the patient soon becomes unable
to walk at all, not from complete paralysis but

from violent spasms of the muscles. There is

not much tendency in this case to form abscess.

Neck. When this is diseased, the upper ex-

tremities are paralysed as well as the lower ones ;

there is also difficulty in breathing, and the

bladder is often paralysed.
Treatment. If ever this disease is cured, it is

by anchylosis of the bones taking place, and in

children this is not uncommon, but adults have
not so good a chance of escape, as it then mostly
proves fatal. This may be assisted by perfect
rest and abating the internal inflammation by
counter irritants, as caustic issues.

8. Diseases ofjoints. Inflamed synovial mem-
brane, as described by Mr. Brodie, is either a

constitutional or local disease, and acute or

chronic. When local it produces pain in the

joint, exasperated by motion, soon followed by
swelling of the joint spreading under the extensor

muscles and on each side ; and fluid may be felt

to fluctuate, which is effused synovia. If acute,
there is a symptomatic inflammatory fever. In

treating this form we must bleed both generally
and locally ; and if the pain be violent we may
apply warm fomentations and poultices; if not,
cold lotion will be more serviceable. \Vhen the

acute stage has subsided it leaves a swelling of
the joint from, 1st, thickened capsule; 2dly, ef*

fusion of lymph into the surrounding skin ; 3dly,
effused synovia in the joint. And now we are to

apply either one blister, keeping it open, for some
time, or a succession of blisters ;

and then, if

there remains any swelling or stiffness, we must
use stimulating liniments. When it proceeds
from gout or other causes, give colchicum ; if

rheumatic calomel and opium, or Dover's pow-
der. When we have subdued the disease, Mr.
Brodie strongly recommends the use of plasters
and bandages to support the joint. Sometimes
the disease assumes a chronic form; and, if neg-
lected, the synovial membrane becomes altered
in structure, appearing like a medullary sar-

coma, which suppurates and ulcerates, extending
first to the cartilages, then to the bones themselves ;

abscess forms in the joint, bursts, and the patient
dies of hectic fever if the limb be not amputated.
This then should be attacked vigorously in the

early stage by rest, leeches, blisters, and cold

lotions, and a milder climate may be tried if

other remedies do not succeed.

9. liberation of the cartilages may be brought on

by other diseases, but when it exists as an idio-

pathic disease, unconnected with scrofula, it

produces these symptoms: 1st, When it attacks

the hip joint there is at first pain referred to the

knee, which gradually increases, when it may
still be referred to the knee or sole of the foot,

and is more severe during the night. It is ag-

gravated by moving the limb, particularly press-

ing the head of the femur into the acetabulum.

The nates become flattened and appear wider ; the

limb wastes, and in the early stage appears longer
but in an advanced period shorter, and the toes

are turned in ; but, as yet, there is no real differ-

ence, the appearances being caused by the twist-

ing of the pelvis. But at last the bone becomes
dislocated by the absorption of the acetabulum
and its own head, so that the muscles pull it

into the dorsum of the ilium, but the capsule
remains entire. Abscess now forms in the joint,

marked by rigors, which shows itself externally,
often at some distance, and is followed, when it

bursts, by hectic fever.

When this disease exists in the knee joint
there is pain in the knee which keeps increasing ;

it becomes a little swollen from effusion ot lymph
outside the joint, and the muscles, both above
and below, waste away ; matter soon forms in

the joint, bursting at the inner or outer side of

the knee, which may also be dislocated into the

ham.

Treatment. A most essential remedy for this

disease is perfect rest. If there be much inflam-

mation and fever we may bleed, cup, or leech.

Issues should then be made near the joint with

potassa fusa. When there is an abscess present-

ing we should puncture it, and allow the matter

to escape, and the abscess to take its chance of

either healing or remaining open ; and give the

patient tonics, and place tfie limb in the most
favorable position for anchylosis, if this favorable

event should take place; but in older persons
this is rare, and they will die of the complaint
unless the limb can be amputated.

10. Scrofulous joints. This differs from th-

last in this respect, that whereas in the former
the disease commenced in the cartilage extend-

ing to the bone, in the scrofulous disease, it

commences in the cancellous structure of the

bone, which (says Mr. Brodie) first becomes very
vascular, then the earthy matter is absorbed,

causing the bone to become soft, then a yellow

cheesy substance is deposited in the cancelli ; the

morbid affection now spreads to the cartillages,

causing them to ulcerate, and an abscess is formed,

making its way outside the joint amongst the

muscles, and sometimes a small portion of bone
exfoliates into the articular cavity. This is a

disease of early life, and sometimes exists in

more joints than one in the same individual.

The symptoms which this disease produces do
not differ in the later periods from those of the

last affection ; but in the first instance there is

swelling of the joints of some duration, with little

or no pain; this, with the aspect of the patient,
enables the surgeon at once to decide upon the

case.

Treatment consists in applying antiphlogistic
remedies when there is pain, and putting the
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joint into splints to keep it perfectly quiet. We
must be cautious how we use counter irritants, as

they frequently aggravate the disease
; they, how-

ever, are admissible when the pain is severe.

We should trust, however, chiefly to rest and the

constitutional treatment recommended for scro-

fula.

Loose cartilages are generally found in the

knee joint, and often exist without any traceable

cause. They are at first connected with the syn-
ovial membrane, but soon become detached.

Their size varies considerably.

Symptoms. They sometimes give no pain, but

this is rare; for in general they slip down into

the articulation, giving a sudden and severe pain,

causing the person to fall down ; followed by in-

flammation and swelling of the joint, which lasts

for some days and even weeks. Sometimes they
become fixed in the joints, hindering all motion

for some time.

Treatment. We should endeavour to secure

it in any part of the joint by pressure, which

may cause it to adhere to that part, and so re-

move the inconvenience ; but if this fails, which
it generally does, we may remove it by an ope-

ration, if the joint be not otherwise diseased,

which is not however unattended with consider-

able risk, from making a wound into a joint, so

that it is only to be done in urgent cases.

When we set about removing it we must pre-

viously fix it by the fingers, if possible, at the

inside of the joint, for there the parts are thinnest ;

and, drawing aside the skin, cut at once upon
the body and seize it with a tenaculum. By
this retraction of the skin the external wound is

made valvular into the joint, which, by exclud-

ing the ingress of air, materially diminishes the

risk of inflammation. It is almost needless to

add that the patient must be kept in bed, and

very quiet, till the wound has quite healed.

SECT. II. DISEASES OF ARTERIES.

1. Ossification frequently takes place in per-

sons of advanced age, but does not generally

produce many symptoms of itself, though it lays

the foundation of other diseases, as ossified arte-

ries are liable to rupture. In this way are pro-

duced apoplexy or haematocele ;
but they act in

another manner, by not allowing themselves to

be filled with blood, or by a diminution of cali-

bre, depriving the parts which they ought to

supply of their proper nourishment, as is mani-

fested in the gangrene of the toes in old people,

and angina pectoris, caused by ossification of the

coronary arteries of the heart. These, however,

are diseases that cannot be remedied by art.

Aneurism (avtvpvvu, to dilate) may be defined

to be a pulsating tumor, containing blood and

coagulum, communicating with the inner coat of

an artery, which, if left to itself, gradually be-

comes thinner, till at last it bursts and proves

fatal by the profuse haemorrhage. Aneurisms are

met with chiefly on the larger arteries, and may
be produced by various causes; but the most

frequent is a diseased state of the inner coat

causing it to ulcerate, or burst suddenly, on an

extraordinary exertion being made. They may
also be caused by wounds of arteries. Aneu-

lisms u?ed formerly to be divided into true and

false ; the true one being considered a dilatation
of the coats, the false one a wound in the artery
which caused a condensation of the surrounding
parts to form a sac. But professor Scarna has
denied that aneurism ever can take place with-
out rupture of at least the inner coat of the ar-

tery; and to which assertion, when a little modi-
fied, few modern surgeons have dissented. The
formation of an aneurism is as follows : The
inner coat of an artery being diseased, either ul-
cerates or bursts from sudden violence, and the
muscular coat, being unable to bear the impetus
of the blood, gives way also. Thus all its force
is borne by the cellular coat, which, being dis-

tensible, causes a tumor which resists for some
time, but at length yields also, and the blood rs

received into the cellular membrane, condensed
by the previous pressure of the tumor. And
now the blood becomes coagulated, and forms
successive layers of febrine, inside the sac, which
still increases in size by the force of the pulsation
of the contained blood. But this increase in

size is ^attended with a diminution of thickness
of the layers of lymph, which at last give way at

one point ; the sac bursts also, and the patient
dies of internal or external haemorrhage.

Symptoms. These differ as the disease is si-

tuated in internal or external parts. When ex-

ternally there is a small tumor pulsating strongly
which may be reduced in size by pressure, on

ceasing which it again returns, producing a

numbness and spasms in the limb. It increases

in size and becomes of a dark color. A small

slough of the skin is produced, which bleeds

alarmingly on separation, and may either kill

the patient at once or by repeated bleedings.
Internal aneurisms cannot be known at first;

they produce disordered function in any part to

which they are near, and absorption of all bony
and hard structures that they touch. Tumors
sometimes are situated ove~ arteries; in which
case you may feel them pulsate ;

but they may
be known by not pulsating in every part as an

aneurism does, but only directly over the artery
which vibrates through them. They may also be

sometimes moved from the artery, in which case

there is no pulsation in them. In some very thin

persons the abdominal aorta may be felt to pul-
sate through the integuments, and this may be

mistaken for aneurism.

Aneurism, however, may be produced by other

methods ; there may be a dilatation first of the

whole calibre of an artery, as described by Mr.

Hodgson, which in time bursts, and so forms an

aneurism.

Aneurism is also caused by wounds of arteries,

when it may either condense the cellular struc-

ture round it and form a common aneurism, or

extravasation may take place into the whole

limb, which, being constantly augmented, may

press on every part so severely as to cause gan-

grene ; in which case the limb must be am-

putated.
Treatment. Aneurisms, in about one case out

of twenty or thirty, undergo a spontaneous cure

by pressing on the artery above till it becomes

obliterated, so no more blood passes into the sac

and it is absorbed. But as this is so rare it is

never relied on; and it is the duty of the sur-
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geon to cure the disease by an operation. This

was formerly practised by cutting into the tumor,

turning out the coagulum, and tying the artery
at both ends ; but this was a severe and bloody

operation, and often failed, because the artery
was diseased where the ligature enclosed it, so

that secondary haemorrhage came on. This at-

tracted the notice of Mr. J. Hunter, who, seeing
the process that nature established for a cure,

proposed imitating it by tying the artery before

it came to the sac and at some distance from it,

to have a healthy artery to operate upon. This

was accordingly done in popliteal aneurism, by
taking up the artery in the thigh where it passes
under the edge of the sartorius muscle

;
and it

succeeded and is the operation now practised,
that is to say, the surgeon must tie an artery, for

aneurism, as far from the tumor as he well can,

taking care that he does not separate the artery
more than he need from its connexions ; and that

no large branches are given offimmediately before

the ligature, as in this case there will be no
room for the formation of a coagulum, and there

will be haemorrhage when the ligature comes away,
and he should on no account use a broad ligature.

After the operation thewound is to be brought to-

gether by adhesive plaster, leaving one end of

the ligature hanging out, the other being previ-

ously cut off, leaving also between the strips of

plaster small spaces for the escape of matter.

Care must be taken in cold weather to preserve
the warmth of the limb, which if it were suffered

to lose too much heat would mortify. The li-

gature generally comes away in from twelve to

fourteen days.
There are, however, many cases in which the

surgeon must operate close to the tumor, as sub-

clavian, carotid, inguinal, or hiar aneurisms, all

which arteries have been tied successfully. Also
in cases where there is a recent wound of an ar-

tery, with extravasation, the surgeon had better

cut down upon the wound through the coagulum
and tie the vessel above and below. In aneu-

risms on the scalp, from a blow, the surgeon had

better cut it quite through and then apply firm

pressure.
Varicose aneurism occurs from a puncture of

an artery through a vein, which openings be-

come permanent whilst the external ones heal.

This causes an enormous dilatation of the vein

over the artery, by the rushing of the blood from
the artery into the vein, which also renders the

color of the vein more arterial ; and there is not

a distinct pulsation but a feeling of whizzing.

This, if the artery and vein are in contact by the

formation of adhesions between the two wounds,
becomes stationary after a time, and does not

require any interference ; but it more commonly
happens that an intermediate sac forms be-

tween the artery and vein, which may increase so

as to render an operation necessary.
Aneurism by anastomosis. This is the term

which Mr. John Bell, of Edinburgh, has given
to a species of aneurism which resembles such

bloody tumors (noevi materni) as appear in new-
born children, grow to a large size, and, ulti-

mately bursting, emit a considerable quantity of

blood. We find clear descriptions of this dis-

ease in writers, though, before the publication ot

Mr. John Bell's Principles of Surgery, it was
not classed with aneurisms. Thus, Desault has
recorded a case of this affection for the express
purpose of proving that pulsation is an uncer-
tain sign of the existence of an aneurism.
The aneurism from anastomosis often affects

adults, increasing from an appearance like that
of a mere speck, or pimple, to a formidable dis-

ease, and being composed of a mutual enlarge-
ment of the smaller arteries and veins. The dis-

ease originates from some accidental cause
; is

marked by a perpetual throbbing ; grows slowly,
but incontrollably ; and is rather irritated than
checked by compression. The throbbing is at

first indistinct, but when the tumor is perfectly
formed the pulsation is very manifest. Every
exertion makes the throbbing more evident. The
occasional turgid states of the tumor produce
sacs of blood in the cellular substance, or dilated

veins, and these sacs form little tender, livid,

very thin points, which burst from time to time,
and then, like other aneurisms, this one bleeds
so profusely as to induce extreme weakness.

'This aneurism,' observes Mr. John Bell,
'
is

a mere congeries of active vessels, which will not
be cured by opening it ; all attempts to obliter-

ate the disease with caustics have proved unsuc-

cessful, nor does the interrupting of particular

vessels, which lead to it, affect the tumor; the

whole group of vessels must be extirpated. In
varicose veins, or in aneurisms of individual ar-

teries, or in extravasations of blood, such as that

produced under the scalp from blows upon the

temporal artery, or in those aneurisms produced
in schoolboys by pulling the hair, and also in

those bloody effusions, from blows on the head,
which have a distinct pulsation, the process of

cutting up the varix enables you to obliterate

the vessel and perform an easy cure. But in

this enlargement of innumerable small vessels,
in this aneurism by anastomosis, the rule is

' not

to cut into, but to cut it out.' These purple
and ill-looking tumors, because they are large,

beating, painful, covered with scabs, and bleed-

ing, like a cancer in the last stage of ulceration,

have been but too often pronounced cancers ! in-

curable bleeding cancers ! and the remarks which
I have made, while they tend in some measure

to explain the nature and consequences of the

disease, will remind you of various unhappy
cases, where either partial incisions only had

been practised, or the patient left entirely to his

fate.'

SECT. III. DISEASES OF VEINS.

1. Inflammation is generally the consequence
of injury, though it is sometimes idiopathic as in

the phlegmasia dolens. When it happens from

wounds it is always acute, the inflammation

extending in both directions from the wound,
but is most severe towards the heart. There is

violent constitutional disturbance, and if the

disease run into suppuration in large veins it is

accompanied by the worst symptoms of typhus,
and the patient dies ; but, when it ends more

favorably, it is by effusion of lymph obliterating

the vein.

Treatment must be the same as for other in-

flammations, but we must be cautious of bleed
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!ng if the disease originates from that, and em-
ploy leeches repeatedly, &c.

2. Varicose veins occur mostly in tall persons
or pregnant women, or when the blood meets
with any obstruction in its way to the heart.

They are caused by an over-distension of the

vein, so that the valves cease to act, and are
either absorbed or thickened, producing a swell-
ed and knotted appearance and feel of the veins,
whose coats now become thicker to support the
column of blood instead of the valves giving the
veins a cartilaginous feel. There is no pain at

lirst, but after some time the veins become more
distended, lengthened, coiled up, and tortuous,
and the patient feels first an itching, then a

heavy numbness, and sometimes a very acute

pain, and in many cases the limb becomes oede-
matous. Strings of coagulable lymph are now
effused into the veins, and in a few instances
have even caused obliteration, or at other times
the blood becomes coagulated in the veins when
they are hard to the feel, and often inflame and
ulcerate. The ulcers are generally oval shaped
in the direction of the veins ; very painful ; and
have an ichorous discharge. Their color is dark
blue when the patient is standing ; of a livid red
when lying down, and they are liable to bleed.

In cases where there is no coagulation they
sometimes burst and bleed alarmingly.

Treatment. Put the limb into the horizontal

posture, apply a bandage or laced stocking; if

there is much pain apply cold lotions or blisters.

When there are ulcers, heal them by pressure and

sticking-plaster. When a particular cluster

gives pain by pressing on a nerve, or hinders an
ulcer from healing, we should cut them across

with a convex bistoury, sharp at the convex side,
which is to be introduced under the skin at a

little distance, keeping the instrument flat
; then,

when it is over the veins, the cutting edge is to

be turned towards them, and divides them as the

instrument is withdrawn. Thus we have a val-

vular opening, which heals more readily, and is

not so liable to inflammation. This is a much
preferable operation to the old one of tying the

vein, which was very dangerous.

SECT, IV. DISEASES OF NERVES.

1. Tic doulcureux is a most painful disorder,

existing in the nerves of the face, especially the

divisions of the fifth pair ;
but it is found occa-

sionally in other parts of the body. The cause

of this malady is quite unknown : in a few in-

stances it has depended on a diseased state of

the nerve itself either within or without the

cranium, but in most cases nothing can be disco-

vered. It generally, attacks adults, and seems a

disease of debility. The symptoms come on

gradually, beginning at first with a slight pain,
which increases progressively, till it becomes sud-

denly intolerable, making the patient scream

with agony. It is at first limited, but soon ex-

tends over the whole face. The pain, however,
is not permanent, but occurs in paroxysms, which
last only for a few minutes at a time, but return

several times a day, being brought on by any
mental emotion, any sudden draught of air upon
the face, &c. It is the peculiarity of all nervous

pains that thev cease when the person is asleep.

These pains do not
necessarily impair tin-

patients health, and they often recover
Treatment. Vie must first ascertain that the

disease is not produced by a deranged state of
health; if it be we must direct our attention to
that; but, if not, we should give tonic as car
bonate of iron, arsenic, bark, &c. I n some in-
stances large bleedings have cured the disease
but are not to be relied on. If these remedies
fail, we may give the patient a temporary state of
ease by dividing the nerve at its exit from th
skull into the face, simply cutting it aero;.-: with
a bistoury or scalpel.

2. Nervous pains frequently affect persons with
disordered digestive organs, as described by Mr
Abernethy in his treatise, and may be cured bv
attending to this circumstance; but they ma
exist independently, in which case we should
give tonics, and apply a belladonna plaster to
the part affected.

SECT. V. VISCERA

URINARY AND GENITAL ORGANS. 1. Testicle

inflammation, when idiopathic, is generally acute.
There is much swelling, retaining the oval shape
of the testicle; and it is very much hardened,
with a painful feel of tension, even producing
sickness. The pains often extend along the
course of the spermatic chord to the loins, gene-
rally accompanied by symptomatic fever. It

seldom goes on to suppuration.
Treatment is the same as that recommended

to inflamed testicle from gonorrhoea.
Chronic inflammation may be merely a sequel

of the acute, or come on spontaneously. It is

generally met with in persons whose health has

been previously impaired.
Its first symptom is a dull pain in the back

and loins, extending towards the testicle; then,

shortly after a pain is felt in the testes itself;

then a swelling occurs, being at first irregular
and knobby, but afterwards becomes oval; then

if the disease be not checked, an abscess forms

secreting a yellow cheesy matter, and, when ;r

bursts, a fungus protrudes, which looks like the

body of the testicle, sometimes covered by granu-

lations, and having this cheesy matter on its

inner side.

Treatment. Put the system gently under the

influence of mercury, either by calomel and

opium, or the oxymuriate, or by rubbing mer-

curial ointment with camphor into the part.

This must be continued for five or six weeks ;

but, if the disease arise from syphilis, or the pre-

vious exhibition of mercury, we should then give

only very small doses, combined with the use of

sarsaparilla. If an abscess forms, and sprouts

out, we must sprinkle the surface with red pre-

cipitate, and keep the patient
in bed ; and, when

it begins to granulate, dress it with some stimu-

lant application.
There is another chronic enlargement, which

arises from the irritation of a stricture in the

urethra; the cure of which is therefore obvious,

viz. to cure the stricture; but if it does not then

subside we must give mercury for it as for the

former.

tichirrus testicle is not of common occurrence ,

but when it does appear it is first in the body of
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the testicle, pi educing a hard swelling which

feels like a marble body in the scrotum, and is

irregular and knobbed on the surface. It is at-

tended with severe pain, which becomes more
intolerable as the complaint advances. It next

attacks the epididymis, and spreads up thes p^r-
matic cord, which becomes enlarged and tu-

berculated. In true schirrus the testicle itself

does not grow to any considerable size.

Treatment. The only remedy for this disease

is extirpation, which must be performed before

the neighbouring glands become contaminated,
if we wish for success, as otherwise the disease

is sure to return. Incision of the testicle is to

be performed in the following manner :

This is one of the most simple operations in

surgery ; but, before it is undertaken, be cautious

that the disease does actually require to be re-

moved, and particularly bear in mind the cir-

cumstances which should regulate its removal.

You grasp the testicle in your left hand
; be-

gin your incision at the upper part of the ab-

dominal ring, and extend it to the lower extremity
of the testicle. Lay bare the spermatic cord

completely at the abdominal ring ; and put a

needle and ligature through it and the artery of

the vas deferens. Having divided the cord, you
draw it towards you, and detach the cellular

membrane behind it : in this consists the whole
of the operation. The spermatic artery, the ar-

tery of the vas deferens, and several in the scro-

tum, are the vessels which require securing.
In making your first incision, you must not

leave any part of the Scrotum undivided ; for, if

it is not carried to the lower part, a bag of mat-
ter will form, and the healing process be thus

prevented.

Fungus Hamatodes. This disease is much
more common than the last ; it begins, like true

scirrhus, in the body of the testicles ; but, un-
like that disease, it almost immediately affects

the whole body of the testicle at its first com-
mencement.

In a very short time, the epididymis becomes

affected; next the spermatic cord ; and, in the

course of a very few weeks, a tumor forms in the

loins. The disease is at first unattended with

pain ; but, when the spermatic cord and the tu-

mor in the loins become of great magnitude, the

patient suffers considerably.
The fungoid swelling of the testicles some-

times increases to the weight of several pounds ;

and usually occurs between the age of seventeen
and thirty-five.

The appearance of the surface is somewhat
livid ; the spermatic cord is loaded with blood,
and in some parts you may feel a fluctuation, as

if there was a cyst within it : it also becomes
covered with tubercles of considerable size.

The tumor has a soft pulpy feel, readily yield-

ing to pressure ; and, on the first examination,
you might suppose the disease to be hydrocele.

It may be distinguished from hydrocele in the

following manner : in the first place, it is flat-

tened on the fore part, whereas in hydrocele it is

pyriform j if you squeeze any of the fungoid
tumor, the patient will complain of the pain

arising from the compression of the testicles,

which he will not do in hydrocele, unless you

squeeze the posterior part of it: the fungoid
tumor rather yields to the pressure of the finger
than fluctuates from one side to the other, as in

hydrocele ; and, lastly, the great weight of the

swelling when you lift up the sides, and the livid

appearance of the scrotum, mark the malignant
characters of this disease. The treatment is the

same as for schirrus.

Varicoctle, or varicose veins of the spermatic
cord, are most common in persons of costive

habit of body, and occur more frequently on the

left side. They are sometimes annoying from
the pain which they create, or, what is worse,
from an absorption of the testis on that side.

They may be mitigated by wearing a suspensory
bandage, blistering over them, and keeping the

bowels open. They are sometimes liable to be
mistaken for rupture, but may be distinguished
thus : make the patient lie down and the tu-

mor will subside on pressure upwards ; but ou

continuing the pressure, reappeais, which a her-

nia does not.

Hydrocele may exist in two forms, first in the

tunica vaginalis ; second, in the spermatic
cord.

Tunica vaginalis has two varieties, the common
and consenital. The common may occur in con-

sequence of a slight inflammation, or without

being traceable to any cause.

Symptoms. The symptoms of this complaint
are, a colorless, smooth, roundish, pyriform,
sometimes oblong swelling, which slowly and

gradually extends upward from the lower part of

the scrotum. The tumor does not disappear on

pressure. At first, it is soft and fluctuating; and,
on the fingers being removed, it immediately
rises to its former level. The swelling cannot
be diminished, nor pushed into the cavity of the

abdomen, by any artifice of the surgeon. When
the disease is more advanced, and has attained a

larger size, the tumor becomes oblong, heavy,
and hard, though much less so than in the case
of an enlarged testicle. At the same time, the

fluctuation grows less distinct. If the fluid

contained in the tunica vaginalis be clear, this

membrane not much thickened, and a candle
be placed behind the tumor, the scrotum has a

semi-transparent appearance. At last the hy-
drocele so conceals the testicle that this body
can only be distinguished, at the upper and back

part of the tumor, by a certain hard feel. The

spermatic cord, however, is still quite obvious to

the touch. Though the swelling may have ac-

quired its greatest size, and the scrotum be con-

siderably distended, the corrugations of the latter

part are seldom so obliterated as in the anasar-

cous hydrocele. The penis seems small, and, as

it were, sunk in the tumor. The integuments of

the scrotum also acquire an increased thickness;
the veins appear large, and there is rather a sense

of elasticity than of fluctuation, communicated
to the surgeon's fingers. The spermatic cord

itself even becomes somewhat concealed, when
the hydrocele has ascended very far. In these

cases, the tunica vaginalis always becomes more
and more thickened, which change is common
to all membranes, when they are long distended.

Treatment. In young persons we may en-

deavour to obtain an absorption of the fluid by
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using a suspensory bandage for the scrotum, and

giving internal remedies, as calomel, scammony,
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matic cord

; in the former case the testicle feels
like a double one ; there is no pain ; the latterand jalap; at the same time applymg discutient is also not painful, and is oval shaped It 1S

lotions. But this often fa.ls, and when it does, likely to be mistaken for hernia, butb distinwe must either adopt a palliative or radical guished from it by its semitranaparent appear"
treatment; the palliative consists m merely in- ance, by its not being able to be returned into
troducmg a trocar and canula, and so drawing off the abdomen, and by the edge between it and

the latter being well defined.
Treatment. In boys they may generally be

dispersed by stimulant lotions
; but this is not

the water, which may be required to be done

usually once in six months, but in some cases in

one, two, or three months. In performing this

operation we must remember the situation of the the case with adults, in whom' they may he in-
testicle, to aroid wounding it; it is at the pos-

-~-*- J - L "
terior part two-thirds of the way downwards.
The radical cure may be performed by causing
the inner surfaces of the hydrocele to adhere, by
inflammation and effusion of lymph ; or we may
make an incision into the tumor, and heal it by
granulation. This last is preferable when we
suspect a diseased state of the testicle itself, but
should not be attempted in old persons, as in

them it often produces very violent symptoms.
To produce adhesions there are commonly two

ways employed, one the passage of a seton

through the tumor, which is preferable in young
people, though more tedious, as it generally re-

quires ten or fourteen days. This was the me-
thod recommended by Mr. Pott. The other,
and commonly the best manner, is by injecting
the cavity with a stimulating fluid, and is gene-
rally performed thus : a common trocar and
canula is introduced, the water is drawn off,

and an India rubber bottle, filled with injection,
and provided with a tube and stopcock, is now
fixed into the canula; the contents emptied into

the sac by pressure, and the stopcock closed till

the patient feels an uneasy sensation or pain in

the loins, which generally happens in about four

01 five minutes. The bottle is now to be taken

away, and the stopcock turned so that the in-

jected fluid may run out. The patient must
then be kept quiet for some days. Care must
be taken in this operation that the fluid is injected
into the sac and not the cellular membrane of

the scrotum, as in that case sloughing must take

place, endangering the patient's life.

Congenital hydrocele occurs in those children

whose tunica vaginalis remains open from their

birth, communicating with the cavity of the ab-

domen, and in which the serous secretion of the

peritoneum is accumulated by gravitation. These

hydroceles may be distinguished from common
ones by our being able to empty the fluid from

the sac into the abdomen by pressure.
Treatment. The patient should wear a truss

to prevent the formation of a rupture, and close

the passage from the abdomen, which it does by
the formation of adhesions, through the pressure
and the communication being stopped ;

the ef-

fused fluid will be absorbed, if the patient be in

good health
; but if the swelling does not di-

minish it causes wasting of the testicle, or other

inconvenience
;
then we may inject the tumor,

taking care to prevent the passage of any por-
tion into the abdomen by pressure on the ab-

dominal ring. This was recommended and

practised successfully by Desault ;
for it does not

produce universal inflammation of the perito-
neum as was apprehended.

Encysted hydroceles may occu between the

zimica vaginalis and albuginea, or in the sper-

jected when of large size; but when small should
be laid open and dressed to the bottom with lint
or flour.

Hamatocele. This signifies a swelling of the

scrotum, or spermatic cord, occasioned by blood.
The disease is of four kinds, two of which have
their seat in the tunica vaginalis ; one within
the albuginea, and the fourth in the membrane
investing the spermatic vessels.

1. In letting out the water of a hydrocele a
vessel is sometimes wounded. After the opera-
tion, the blood insinuates itself partly into the
tunica vaginalis, and partly into the cellular sub-
stance of the scrotum, so as to form in a very
short time a tumor nearly equal in size to the

original hydrocele. The blood colors the fluid

of the hydrocele, when it is flowing through the

canula.

2. Another species is when the blood is ef-

fused in consequence of a spontaneous rupture
of a vessel after the operation, and it is entirely
confined to the cavity of the tunica vaginal is.

The fluid of the hydrocele is not tinged with

blood, when discharged.
3. In the third kind of hsematocele, the blood

is extravasated within the tunica albuginea, from
the vessels of the glandular part of the testicle.

4. The fourth arises from a rupture of a branch
of the spermatic vein.

Treatment. The first two cases may gene-

rally be cured by opening the cavity of the tu-

nica vaginalis, removing the effused blood, and

applying dry lint to the inside of the membrane.
If the quantity of blood were very small, dis-

cutients might disperse it, and do away all ne-

cessity for operating.
The two other cases are less frequent. The

third arises from a morbid state of the substance of

the testicle, and can only be cured by castration.

The last species of haematocele, or that arising

from a rupture of the spermatic vein, is gene-

rally caused by great or sudden exertions, con-

tusions,^.
When the case is clearly distinguished from a

hernia, attempts must be made to promote the

absorption of the extravasated blood, by apply-

ing to the tumor the sal ammoniac lotion, or

even camphorated liniments. About twice a

week, a purgative should also be exhibited.

If the case should obstinately resist such

treatment, a thing which can hardly occur, an

incision must be made into the tumor, and, the

bleeding point being discovered, it should either

be tied, or stopped with a dossil of lint.

2. Diseases of the penis. The penis is sub-

ject to a variety of herpes, called herpes preputii.

It is of consequence to recognise this, as it may
else be mistaken for chancre. Its appearances

are first two or three little vesicles, or one larue
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one, which soon become pustules ; these break

about the fouith or fifth day, and leave little

ulcers, which h ive a white base, and a slightly
elevated edge ; and, if any escharotic be ap-

plied, it leaves a hard base like a true chancre.

Jn treating it we should avoid all stimulating

applications at first ; and, if they do not heal,

we may then touch with the nitrate of silver.

The penis is also liable to be attacked by
cancer, which must be treated as other cancerous

diseases ;
but there is one variety which deserves

notice, this is

Cancer scroti. The peculiar and distinguish-

ing character of this disease from common can-

cer is, that it is nearly or entirely unaccompanied
by pain. It is a disease which always makes
its first attack on, and its first appearance in, the

inferior part of the scrotum ;
where it produces

a superficial, painful, ragged, ill-looking sore,

with hard and rising edges : the trade call it

the soot wart. I never saw it under the age of

puberty, which is, I suppose, one reason why it

is generally taken, both by patient and surgeon,
for venereal, and, being treated with mercurials,
is thereby soon and much exasperated : in no

great length of time, it pervades the skin, dartos,

and membranes of the scrotum, and seizes the

testicle, which it enlarges, hardens, and renders

truly and thoroughly distempered ; whence it

makes its way up the spermatic process into the

abdomen, most frequently indurating and spoil-

ing the inguinal glands : when arrived within

the abdomen, it affects some of the viscera, and
then very soon becomes painfully destructive.

The only plan of treating this dreadful malady
is by extirpating it before the ulceration has at-

tained any considerable magnitude.
3. Stricture of the urethra sometimes exists

at the orifice caused by recent ulceration and
cicatrisation. This must be dilated with a bis-

toury, and then a piece of bougie must be con-

stantly worn till it heals over it. Other stric-

tures mostly take place on the membranous por-
tion of the urethra, and may be produced by a

thickened state of the membrane itself, or a mere
chasm of the surrounding muscles, or by a union
of both, which is most common. But a spas-
modic stricture will lay the foundation of a per-
manent one, and permanent strictures vary very
much

; for one day it produces a great deal of

distress, but another the patient is scarcely sen-

sible of the disease. The symptoms of a per-
manent stricture are often liable to be mistaken
for those of a gonorrhoea, there being difficulty
in making water, sometimes pain, with a divided
or fine stream, and discharge of mucus from the

urethra. Then the bladder becomes irritable in

proportion to the resistance the stricture offers.

So that when we wish to ascertain what the dis-

ease is, we must pass a full sized bougie (as a

smaller might be caught by the lacuna) which,
if there be a stricture, will be stopped by it.

Then we .may try to pass to a metal sound. If

a stricture be neglected the bladder becomes

inflamed, and so irritable that it will not hold

an ounce of urine, secreting a thick ropy mucus,
which clogs up the passage. Sometimes from
the effort of straining, sacculi are formed in the

bladder, which grow larger and larger ; and if

the patient is subject to stone, these form recep-
tacles for them. When there is great difficulty
of passing the urine, the bladder becomes con-

stantly distended ; then the ureters become di-

lated, and the urine accumulating, the pressure
is continued up to the glandular stricture of the

kidneys, causing it to be absorbed; but urine is

still secreted by the cortical part. It is gene-

rally accompanied by pain in the loins, and the

constitution is generally affected. In permanent
stricture an abscess often forms in the perineum
behind the stricture, accompanied with much
constitutional disturbance, the fever being in-

flammatory, if no urine finds its way to it, but
more commonly there is a communication be-
hind the stricture with the urethra, in which
case the fever assumes a typhoid appearance,
till the abscess bursts or is opened ; which should
be done as soon as the complaint is detected.

Then the abscess is kept open by the constant

dribbling of urine through the wound, round
which is generally a little fungous growth, form-

ing a fistula in perineo.
Treatment of stricture. This consists in di-

lating it gradually, by the long continued use of

bougies or catheters. Bougies generally give
least irritation, when made of wax or plaster,
but in old cartilaginous strictures, whose absorp-
tion we wish to.promote by pressure, we should

employ metallic ones
; or, if they are very inve-

terate and contracted, we may destroy them by
bougies, armed with nitrate of silver. A small

bougie only can be passed at first, but the size

may be afterwards gradually increased. If the

passage of a bougie in a recent stricture gives
much pain, or causes bleeding, we should omit

its use for some days.
In passing all instruments into the urethra,

we should be cautious of using violence, as the

instrument may then be pushed through the

urethra between the bladder and rectum, making
what is called a false passage, and is known by
the want of urine following it, in which case we
should endeavour1

to find the true one, and keep
a catheter in the urethra till the wound has

healed. In cases where there is violent pain and
irritation in the urethra, we should not attempt
to pass an instrument, but bleed the patient and

give him sedatives. When there is a spasmodic
stricture, it may generally be relieved by the

bougie aided by sedatives or the warm bath.

In cases of fistula in perineo, we should en-

deavour to pass instruments through the stric-

ture ; in which, if we succeed, the wound will

probably heal, but in many cases this is impos-
sible, even a probe not being admitted into the

stricture. In this case we should cut down
across the stricture, previously introducing a

probe into it if possible; if not, we must be

guided by our anatomical knowledge. Having
divided the stricture, we should pass a catheter

into the bladder, and heal the stricture over it.

4. Bladder. Chronic inflammation. When
this exists, which is not uncommon in old per-

sons, there is a constant desire to make water,
and pain after making it ; the urine deposits a

thick ropy mucus; it is often accompanied by
febrile symptoms; the patient's countenance

looks anxious, and he has a urinous smell.
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Treatment. Cup on the loins or perineum, or

apply leeches ; keep the patient quiet, give him

opiate suppositories every night, and warm water

injections to bring them away in the morning.
The best medicines are uva urie ; small doses of
Cubeb's mercurials, or balsam of copaiba. It is

seldom that we succeed in curing the disease, but
these remedies mitigate it considerably.

Calculus. This complaint may exist in two
states: 1. Gravel in the urine; 2. Stone in the

bladder.

Gravel may be of two sorts
; the lethic acid,

which is of a yellow color, or phosphate of am-
monia and magnesia, which is of a whiter color.

It produces a frequent desire to make water,
blood sometimes accompanying it, and pain in

the urethra.

Treatment. Attend to the state of the general
health, and if acid prevail in the urine, give a dose

of calomel and rhubarb occasionally, with al-

kalies constantly. Let the patient avoid all

acid substances, and take a vegetable diet. When
the alkali prevails, give acids, as the citric or

muriatic.

Calculi of three sorts are formed in the kid-

ney. 1. Lithic acid ; 2. The triple phosphates;
3. Oxalate of lime, or mulberry calculus ; when
the latter are voided, the disease is not likely to

return, but the two former may always recur.

A calculus in the kidney keeps on increasing in

size, dilating the pelvis, and causing abscess ; also

pain in the kidney and outside the hip, which is

very intolerable. These symptoms may be re-

lieved, but not cured, by alkalies, which hinder

the growth of the calculus, keep the urine only a

little acid ; when calculi descend into the ureters,

they cause pain there and in the testicle, and

after a time it becomes swollen and hard; but

when they drop into the bladder the pain sud-

denly ceases, but the bladder becomes a little

irritated. If they be very small they may pass

through the urethra ; but, if not so, they may
lod^e in it, causing retention of urine. For this

the patient must use a warm bath, have an opium
glyster, and then a strong purgative,

which may
make it pass more easily ; or, it may, if small

enough, be extracted by forceps made for the

purpose; or this plan will sometimes answer:

give the patient diluent, and diuretic drinks,

after dilating the urethra for a fortnight, then let

him keep a bougie in the passage as long as he

can possibly bear the distended state of his

made water, the pain becomes more severe, often

excruciating. There is mostly blood in the
urine at some time or other, often whilst making
water the stream suddenly ceases, or the patient
at times can only make water in one position. The
sediment is a reddish mucus. These symptoms
are all produced by the rough substance irritat-

ing the sensitive neck of the bladder ; so that
when there is an enlarged prostate, the symptoms
are less violent. When a stone is very large, it

presses on the rectum and causes pain, or
piles,

or frequent desire to void the faeces, when in

reality the gut is empty. Stone often produces
an inflammation of the bladder, and even of the

kidneys, and sometimes ulceration of the blad-
der.

Treatment. Stone may be hindered by proper
remedies from growing larger, but by no plan
hitherto proposed can it be dissolved when once

formed, so that our only remedy is to remove it

by an operation, except where the general health

is bad, or there exists some other disease in the

bladder. The pain may be relieved by an ho-
rizontal position, opiate glysters. When the

bladder is diseased give demulcent drinks, and
small doses of copaiba or culules. Females
should seldom be operated on, as the urethra

may in general be sufficiently dilated to admit of

its extraction. An instrument has been invented

for this purpose by Mr. Weiss.

5. Acute inflammation of' the prostate gland.
This complaint is not confined, like the chronic

enlargement, to late periods of life, but attacks

persons of any age, and generally terminates in

suppuration. The most prominent symptom
which characterises this complaint is violent

pain immediately after discharging the urine,

and in this respect the disease resembles stone.

As the inflammation advances, an abscess will be

produced in the gland, and retention of urine

the consequence.
Our treatment, in this case, must consist of

blood-letting, and administering mild laxatives,

together with antimonial medicines. The cathe-

ter it is also necessary should be used. \\ e

therefore pass a common catheter, and about

the fourth day you will perceive that matter

escapes through it; so that this, coupled with

other circumstances, stamps the nature of the com-

plaint. Rigors do not attend the formation of

this matter.

Chronic inflammation, or enlargement of the

bladder, and, when it is withdrawn, the calculus prostate gland. This is the consequence of age,

may be forced out by the gush of urine. and not of disease ;
and is characterised by a

Stone in the bladder may arise from any sub- number of symptoms sufficiently particular
. . _ . i *

_ i_ , A In thoco rvicoc InATA
stance lodging in the bladder, and forming a

nucleus, round which fresh matter is deposited.

distinguish it from stone. In these cases there

is sometimes partial retention of urine ;
the pa-

. . * i _ .!. : _i.

The most common cause is a kidney calculus, tient is a long time voiding his urine, which has

Children and old men, with diseased prostate
a particularly powerful smell, arising fr

lining- ammomated in consequence ot its long
gland, are most liable to it. It is composed

generally of lithic acid, but sometimes of the

triple phosphate of ammonia and magnesia, or

the oxalate of lime. In general a small stone

produces no serious inconvenience except in dis-

eased bladders ; but, when of larger size, there

is a pain in the glans penis, sometimes dull,

sometimes burning, with pain in the bladder.

Frequent desire to make water, coining on sud-

denly when the patient moves; after having
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being ammoniated in consequence

continuance in the bladder. The next symptoms

observable are pain and numbness in the glans

penis ;
the prepuce not possessing

ils usual sen-

sibility ;
there is a sense of weight and uneasi-

ness in the perineum, relieved by pressure with

the finger; pain in the back of one or both

thighs, 'in the Joins, and at the origin of t

sciatic nerve, and course of the ureters; and the

faeces are flattened from the pressure
which is

2 I
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made upon the rectum by the swollen gland.
The urine finally acquires a highly offensive

ammoniacal smell, and at length becomes white

or milky, and, when long retained, brown, and
even bloody.

If the enlargement of the prostate gland con-

tinues to proceed for a length of time, it will, in

many cases, occasion a complete retention of

urine.

Treatment of enlarged prostate. Your object
of treatment maybe to endeavour to act upon
the gland, by means of small doses of the oxy-
muriate of mercury, when the enlargement is

the only complaint ; but, if there is retention, you
must relieve this symptom, and afterwards guard

against its return. When no urine passes what-

ever, and when there is great pain at the neck
of the bladder, you should take away blood

from the arm, apply leeches to the perineum,
administer purgatives, and put the

patient into

a warm bath. If these means should succeed in

procuring relief, the best medicine that can

afterwards be given for the purpose of prevent-

ing a return of the retention, and, at the same
time of lessening the inconvenience which some-

times attends the complaint, is composed of fif-

teen drops of the liquor potassx, five drops of

the balsamum copaibse, and an ounce and a

half of the mistura camphorse. This is the best

medicine you can use; it will afford consider-

able relief, which is all that yon can expect; for

you must not dream of making a cure.

When you are called upon to relieve retention

of urine, from enlarged prostate, by the intro-

duction of a catheter, the instrument should be

fourteen inches in length, and a quarter of an

inch in diameter. In consequence of the pres-
sure within, a broad instrument will answer

better than a narrow one, but, being bulbous at

the end, it will readily ride over the enlarge-
ment.

When the difficulty of introducing the cathe-

ter is great, it is better to leave it in the bladder.

Retention of urine may arise from two causes :

1. Spasmodic stricture. 2. Diseased prostate

plane!. The former then is the case with young,
ihe latter with old persons; this must be treated

as recommended in diseased prostate. Spas-
modic stricture generally occurs after a fit of in-

temperance and drunkenness, and is generally
so complete that with all his efforts, the patient
can barely squeeze out a single drop of urine,

lie becomes alarmed, his pulse rises, the bladder

becomes more and more distended, and the pa-
tient's efforts proportionally increased. The coun-

tenance becomes anxious, the pain of the bladder

excessive ; but after the patient has been in this

?tate for two days, or a little more, the pain
Abates, and a few drops of urine begin to flow.

The sufferer now flatters himself that he shall be
soon relieved, as he finds his clothes wet with

urine; but this dribbling is caused by the full

and violent distension of the bladder, which, not

being able to hold another drop, forces out, by
its tension, the urine which continues to be se-

creted by the kidneys. In a short time after this

the patient feels something give way, or else

feels himself suddenly relieved, and now thinks

in earnest that he is well
;
but is miserably de-

ceived. The bladder, from a continued state of

inflammation, has sloughed, forming a round

aperture in the perineum, into which the urine

cannot flow for its dense fascia, but makes its

appearance in the cellular membrane of the

scrotum, penis, and above the pubis, and, if he
be not relieved, the patient dies of the mortifica-

tion of these parts.
Treatment. In the early stage we must t/y

to introduce a very small catheter or bougie
without using violence, for that will aggravate
matters. If we cannot succeed, we must put in

practice every method for overcoming spasm,
such as by the warm bath, particularly opium
glysters, which succeed in nine cases out of ten.

Doses of tinct. ferri. muriatis, as recommended

by Mr. Cline, and the tobacco glyster. If these

fail we may try a bougie armed with linen

caustic, which will sometimes succeed ; but it

all fail we must then have recourse to punctur-
ing the bladder.

Puncturing the bladder. The operation of

puncturing the bladder above the pubes is very

simple, and is founded on the following anato-

mical circumstances : in the natural formation
of the parts, the peritonaeum falls from the inner

side of the rectus, over the upper part of the

bladder, and is reflected backwards to the fun-

dus, leaving a space filled with cellular tissue,
between the pubes and the reflected perito-
naeum. This is the space in which the operation
is performed, and all that is required, is to make
your incision through the integuments, to the

extent of an inch above the pubes. It is best to

open the integuments in the first instance, be-

cause the trocar will afterwards enter the blad-

der with more ease, and because, if there should
be any extravasation of urine by the side of the

instrument, it will more readily escape. The
incision should extend as far as the linea alba.

With respect to the direction in which the tro-

car is to be passed, you must not, on any ac-

count, direct the point downwards towards the

anus, but obliquely from the penis to the back
of the pelvis, just towards the basis of the

sacrum. The trocar and canula being intro-

duced, the water passes through the canula;
and an elastic gum catheter should be intro-

duced through the canula, and may be left in

the bladder for a great length of time without

producing any injurious consequences.
In the female it is absolutely necessary this

operation should be performed in cases of re-

tention of urine, from retroverio uteri, and from
a cancerous disease affecting the meatus urinari-

us. Operating through the vagina ought never
to be performed.

Operation through the rectum. This operation
is performed in the triangular space formed by
the meeting of the vasa deferentia, constituting
the apex ; the sides from the vasa deferentia as

they diverge in their passage backwards; and
the basis of the triangle, by the peritoneum, as

it is reflected from the posterior part of the

bladder to the upper part of the rectum. When
you pass your finger into the rectum, you will

feel the bladder projecting into it. It is elastic,

and yields with difficulty to the pressure of the

finger; you will readily feel the fluctuation.
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Thus leads you to the spot where the trocar is to thus:-The patient must be made to sit obe introduced
; the triangular space above-men- warm water, and strain ; and when the piles cot.oned is directly presented to the point of the down, run a needle, armed with adouble Sa'u"

instrument. You introduce your finger about through them, and tie one on each side tlvan inch (never less than half an inch) behind round the base. This is not very painfu
the prostate gland, and then upon the upper soon sloughs away.
part of the finger pass the trocar, which may be Fistula in ano.-This name has been imnro-
e.ther curved or straight, to the posterior part of perly applied to all abscesses about the rectum
the bladder. When the point of the instrument but it is only applicable to those which do -i.
rests upon the upper part of the rectum and the heal but leave a sinus, lined with a cartilaginous
posterior part of the bladder, you pass the tro- matter and secreting not pus but ichor \hes('>
car into the bladder obliquely upwards and sinuses may or may not communicate with the
forwards by a slight and sudden motion of the rectum, and can generally only be cured by an
hand. An elastic gum catheter is then to be operation.
employed. On the whole, however, though an Treattnent. It is of great importance to give
easy operation, there are many objections, and such medicines as will bring the fistula into a
I would not recommend it to be performed. healthy state. With this view the balsam of co-

But Sir A. Cooper says, In cases of accumu- paiba may be given with great advantage : if there
lation of urine in the bladder, for which many is much irritation give soda, which has great em-
would have recourse to puncturing that organ, I cacy in diminishing the irritability of the rectum.
have found opening the urethra only, a better Aromatic medicines should be given, especially
and safer course. All I do is this, I desire the the confectio piperis nigri of the London 1'liar-

patient to draw up his legs as if he was going macopceia. This medicine in a very short time
to be operated on for stone; I then make my brings the fistula into a healing state; healthy
incision into the urethra, according to the seat granulations arise from the surface, and the dis-
of the stricture, and the result is, that the urine charge, instead of being serous or bloody, con-
is passed by the perinaeum, and the bladder is sists of good pus. Submuriate of mercury, with

relieved, without being in the slightest degree saline purges, should be occasionally given dur-

injured. ing the use of aromatics, with a view of promot-
If we are not called to the patient before the ing the secretion of the liver and intestines.

bladder has given way, we must make an inci- The operation of dividing the sphincter ani is

sion into the urethra, through or behind the simply in proportion as you find a ready opening
stricture, and scarify the swollen parts freely to into the rectum. You introduce a small probe-
let out the urine and sloughs ; then we must

apply poultices to promote their separation, and
pointed bistoury into the fistula, pass your finger

up the rectum to meet the instrument, and, ear-

when the wounds begin to look clean, dress rying the point downwards, divide the interven-

them.

6. Rectum. Piles are caused by varicose

veins of the rectum ; they are situated either

ing parts. If the fistula is very extensive, you
will be under the necessity of putting your finger
on the extremity of the instrument, drawing the

above or below the splenetic muscle, but not on knife downwards. If the fistula does not open
it. When they are situated externally, they into the rectum to meet the knife, place it along
often swell and inflame, becoming very trouble- the end of the knife, and move the rectum for

some ; but, when internally, they produce first some little time with your finger nail, and

an itching of the rectum and scrotum, then a then, cutting through the cellular tissue, bring the

sensation of some foreign body in the rectum, point of the instrument into the rectum. A very
which subsides and returns alternately ; then

when at stool the patient notices something pro-

truding, which becomes more and more every
time

; they will return spontaneously at first,

but presently the patient is obliged to press on

them; and at length it is with great difficulty

and length of time, that he can get them up at

all
; now there is a great discharge of mucous;

copious bleeding generally follows the divisioi

of the intestine ; you must not, therefore, leave

your patient, but endeavour to stop the hajmorr-

hage by introducing a portion of lint into the

wound. No union of the sphincter ani will take

place until granulations have arisen at the parts
of the wound most distant from the rei'tum.

You should not change the lint for several days,

pain when they protrude; they inflame and but apply poultices, and merely introduce

often bleed profusely ;
the patient becomes pale probe from day to day, to see that there is no

improper adhesion.

Ulcers of the rectum, give the patient a great

anil feeble, and has a voracious appetite ; they
often lay the foundation of a prolapsus ani, and

at last they make large fleshy tumors, which deal of pain and mental anxiety; pausing
an

ulcerate;or form abscesses, causing fistula in ano. unpleasant discharge and a gradual decay of the

Treatment. Keep the bowels moderately health. They may often be cured by mild laxa-

open ; when they are in a mild form, wash them tives, then stimuli, as copaiba, cubebs, or \\ arc! s

with cold water, and inject this every morn- paste ;
but when they do not heal it is generally

ing after a stool. If they are more severe, add owing to their being constantly agitated by the

to the injection alum, or a muriated tincture of splenetic muscle; so that division of this, in a

iron, and give the patient Ward's paste.
If they backward direction, will accomplish the cure,

are very severe, and bleed, we may remove them Prolapsus ani is common in
children

of cost.ve

by an operation. If seated externally they may habit; in whom purgative med.cn.es alone will

be snipped off with knife-edged scissars; but this generally succeed in removmg it ;
but ,f not w<-

is not safe where they are infernal, on account of may support, the rectum by a compress and use

the profuse haemorrhage. These are to be tied
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of astringent injections. In adults, it generally

depends upon internal piles, upon the cure of

which the disease ceases.

SECT. VI. DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

1. (Edema is a preternatural accumulation of

aqueous fluid in the interstices of the cellular

substance of a part. The tumor is uncircum-

scribed. The skin of the swollen part retains its

natural color : if at all changed it is rather paler.
The part has a cold feel, and the pressure of the

finger occasions an impression, or pitting, which

remains some time, and disappears slowly.
There is no acute pain ;

but there is an uneasi-

ness or sense of weight, and tightness. When the

cedametous limb is in a depending posture, the

magnitude of the tumor is increased ,
et vice versa.

(Edema may depend on constitutional, or on
local debility. Contusions, sprains, the long-
continued use of relaxing poultices, and washes,
are often local causes of oedema. A part which

has undergone acute inflammation often remains

eedematous for some time afterwards. In all

these instances the tone of the vessels being im-

paired is the cause of the disease. The complaint
is very often owing to some impediment, pre-

venting a return of blood to the heart. The

pressure of the gravid uterus on the iliac veins

often renders the lower extremities cedematous.

Aneurisms frequently compress the chief veins of

an extremity, and bring on this affection. (Ede-
ma must frequently be a mere symptom of other

diseases, which operate as a cause. It accom-

panies ascites, hydrothorax, deeply seated ab-

scesses, &c.

Treatment. No cure can be expected till the

particular cause has been removed. To promote
the absorption of the extravasated fluid, and to

re-establish the original tone of the vessels, are

always, however, grand indications. The limb

should be kept in an horizontal position. Fric-

tions made on the part with flannel, fumigated
with aromatic vapors ;

the application of came-
ra le flowers, and preparations containing cam-

phor ; and a moderately tight roller ; tend strong-

ly to rouse the absorbents into action. The

operation of these means is considerably assisted,

by giving internally purgatives, diuretics, and
emetics. If the tumour should not soften under
this plan, but become so tense as to occasion

pain, inflammation, and the danger of gangrene,
the fluid may be discharged by means of small

punctures. These, however, are not void of

danger; for all wounds, in dropsical constitu-

tions, and parts, easily become gangrenous.
The punctures, therefore should be as small as

possible. It is chiefly, however, in cases of ana-

sarca, or those attended with a general dropsy of

the whole body, and an extensive extravasation

of water in the cellular substance, that scarifica-

tions become necessary, and not for the local

swelling, implied by the term cedema.

2 Roil. This does not differ from common
abscess, except in containing a small slough at

the bottom, which is commonly called the core;
this should be squeezed out and it will heal up.
Persons are often troubled with a course of them
after illnesses ;

in these cases country air will be

set viceable, and a course of liq. potassa or bark, &c.

3. Carbuncle occurs in persons of broken down
constitution, either from free living or other causes ;

it may be called a malignant or gangrenous boil.

It is always attended by considerable constitu-

tional disturbance. The swelling is not much
elevated above the level of the surface of the body ,

the skin, over the middle of the disease, assumes
a dull brown, red color; and, what is always very
remarkable, it becomes so hardened and thicken-

ed, that, when handled, it feels like brawn. As
the complaint advances, several apertures gene-

rally form in the tumor. Through these openings,
a yellow, greenish, bloody, irritating discharge
flows out, while the great mass of the matter, ana

sloughy cellular membrane, still continues con-

fined, and the gangrenous mischief, in conse.

quence of an early, free opening, not being made,
ofien spreads to such an extent that the patient

perishes. Indeed, the ravages attendant on car-

buncles are at their deepest part, or their base
which always occupies a much greater extent
than the superficial portion of the disease.

Treatment. We must lay them open by a
crucial incision, and poultice till the sloughs
have separated ; then stimulate them. Give the

patient cordials and tonics, and, if he have seve-
ral in succession, sarsaparilla or mercury, with

generous diet, country air, and exercise.

4. Tumors, encysted, occur mostly in the sub-

stance of the skin, and are composed of a cyst, ana-

logous to a serous membrane, which secretes a

pulpy cheesy substance, very offensive and ran-

cid. They are situated very commonly in the

scalp. They sometimes inflame and burst, leav-

ing a little orifice, from which matter flows and
is incrusted, sometimes in the shape of a horn.

Treatment. It is seldom, if ever, that we can
discuss these tumors, but we may check their

growth by cold and stimulating lotions; the only
cure is by removing them. In doing this \\e

take care to avoid opening the cyst; but, by dis-

secting round it, turn it out entire, without much

difficulty. If we should accidentally wound it

we must then take hold of the cyst by a pair of

dissecting forceps, and care must be taken not

to leave any of it remaining, or else fungus

granulations often rise from it, hindering the

wound from healing. The wound may otherwise

be healed by the first intention.

Fatty tvmors are either contained in a fine

cyst or not; ihe former is the most common. It

gives the patient no pain but continues to increase.

If it gets beyond a certain size it is liable to in-

flame, and either suppurate or ulcerate.

When it ulcerates, the growth of the tumor is

more rapid, and discharges a thin watery pus
with flakes of fatty matter floating in it. This

may be distinguished from other tumors by
the feel, it being soft, elastic, and possessing no
fluctuation ; they sometimes run into more ma-

lignant tumors. The only method of curing
these is to dissect them out when they become
troublesome. It is generally a very easy opera-
tion. We must cut into the middle of them, and

can mostly separate them from the surrounding

parts by the fingers.

There are several other varieties of tumors, not

contained in cysts, and not of malignant nature,

such are the sarcomatous or fleshy tumors do-
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scribed by Mr. Abernethy.
same treatment.

These require the the patient, as it hinders the motions of the
tongue. It is caused by an obstruction of the

5. Corns and bunyons are caused by a lami- duct, so that the saliva accumulates in it and
nated induration of the cuticle from constant then becomes inspissated ; it is not painful and
pressure or friction, and are generally produced may be treated by making an artificial opening
on the feet by wearing tight shoes ; when the into the mouth, either by cutting a piece out or
disease is more severe, or in that form which is opening the tumor, and preventing it from heal-

commonly called bunyons,
' a buva mucosa/ ing.

says Mr. Brodie, is formed under the part 3. Salivaryfistula. When a salivary gland in-
which often inflames, though it seldom ends in flames and suppurates, it may break externally
abscess, but causes a great deal of pain.' through which opening, the saliva pours in in-

Treutment. We may either palliate or radi- credible quantity, so that the patient is constantly
cally cure them ; the first may be done by annoyed, particularly at meal times ; these may
causing the patient to wear looser shoes

; paring be best cured by running a seton through the
the corn ; soaking it in warm water ; defending it external opening into the mouth,
from pressure by wearing a felt sole with a hole 4. Thyroid gland is liable to schirrus as well
cut tc receive the corn, or applying pieces of dia- as other glands ; but this is very rare, the most

chylon plaster spread on leather over the corn, common affection of it, being a preternatural
but, leaving a little aperture in the middle, which growth of its own substance, so that it forms a

just allows the greater part of the corn to enter; monstrous tumor in front of the neck ; this lias

these will generally succeed in quieting them,
but when they inflame, we must leech them, and

apply cold lotions. If they suppurate they will

been termed goitre, and is very common
mountainous countries ; so much so, that in s'-.

districts of Switzerland they are considered or-

then touch it with lunar caustic. Mr. Brodie

says they may be cured by blistering.

6. Whitlow, is an abscess situated at the root

of the nail, very often burrowing under it,

causing a great deal of pain and death of the

nail. It should be opened as soon as pos-

sible, and, if there be matter under the nail, we
should let it out by scraping the nail with a

piece of glass till it is quite thin, and then slit it

up ; when the nail dies it acts as a foreign body
and irritates the abscess, so we should bring it

away as soon as possible.

burs.t and cure themselves radically; otherwise namental; they are more frequent in scrofulous

this maybe accomplished by rest, soaking the persons. These tumors cannot be removed from

feet every day, and then paring away as much the quantity of blood vessels, but they may be
as possible, till we can dig out the little heart in diminished or even cured by the exhibition of

the middle, or else we may pare it very thin, and iodine, internally or externally.
5. Diseases of the breast. This gland is liable

to inflame, especially when nursing; it is gener-

ally accompanied by acute pain, and mostlv

ends in suppuration, forming an abscess, which,
when deeply seated, breaks by several openings,

forming sinuses between them.

Treatment. The antiphlogistic means must
be used the first instance ; but, if the pain
be violent, warm applications must be used

instead of cold ones. If it suppurates it is

generally better to allow it to break. If sinuses

form they must be laid open ; and Mr. Hey
7. Warts have been already mentioned as oc- recommends that, if any portion of breast is

curring about the pudenda, the treatment of contained between two sinuses, it should be re-

which will apply to common warts; but these moved.

last may be safely removed, by nitric acid or li- Schirrus breast never happens under puberty,

gature. seldom under twenty-seven years of age, but

8. Navus. These are spots in the skin which mostly when menstruation begins to cease. It

have grown with the child, and consist of a plexus is sometimes situated at the nipple, sometimes

of small arteries and veins, which sometimes it forms a substance superadded to the gland,

spontaneously enlarge, and are apt to bleed ;
if but mostly attacks the latter, causing its struc-

the application of cold does not succeed in ture to become altered. There is frequently in

checking them, they must be treated as aneu- the first instance a bloody discharge from the

risms by anastomosis which they very much re- nipple ;
then comes on a round tumor, hard

semble. knobbed and irregular, with lancinating pain,

but not always at the commencement ; then the

SECT. VII. DISEASES OF GLANDS.
nipple is tucked in, the skin adheres and ulcer-

1. Absorbents. Inflammation of these does ates, having every character of the cancerous

not differ from common inflammations, except ulcer as already described. After some time i

that there are lines seen running from one to the becomes adherent to the pectoral muscle, and

next above it; this is particularly the case on the the affection spreads to the glands of the axilla

arm, but this disease is generally caused by ex- or behind the clavicle.

traneous matter, which has already been noticed Treatment. This, like all other a ers, ca

under the head of poisoned wounds, and dissecting only be cured by an operation, and this s

wounds. But the most common affection of these not be performed if the neighbouring parts

glands is the scrofulous affection of them, in much contaminated, or if the patient
I

which case they proceed to suppurate very The operation of removing this or most other

iowly ; they must be treated as recommended in cancerous tumors is a mere piece of dissection.

scrofula The incision is generally
double and semi-oval,

2. Sahvary Wamfe.-Ranula is a tumor of to include the portion of diseased or superfluou

the sublingual gland, which is very annoying to skin, thus () { the apex should point
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axilla, so that if We find a gland diseased near

the breast, we may extirpate it by this first in-

cision ; several small arteries are generally

wounded, and may be compressed by an assist-

ant. The dissection should now be continued

on both sides, and then the base may be re-

moved when we expose the pectoral muscle

and meet with the mammary arteries. These
are to be tied, and the ligatures left hanging out

at the lower aperture. The wound is now to be

closed by adhesive plaster, &c.

There are other diseases of the female breast

not schirrus. One which grows to a very large

size, the pancreatic sarcoma, which is not likely
to return when removed, or there may be tumors

containing hydatids, also to be removed.

SECT. VIII. DISEASES OF THE ORGANS OF SENSE.

1. Eye. Our limits will not admit of even a

description of most of the disorders incident to

this beautiful and complicated organ ;
we must

therefore be content to describe one or two most

interesting to the surgeon.
Fistula lachrymalis, which consists, in the

first instance, of an obstruction of the lachrymal
duct, so that the tears become accumulated in

the sac, and after some little time flow over the

face ; then the tears lodging in the sac become

inspissated, create irritation and inflammation of

the sac, which however does not suppurate at

first, but furnishes a thin mucus of a pale color,

which, as the disease advances, gradually as-

sumes a more purulent appearance ;
at last the

skin over the sac, by repeated attacks of inflam-

mation, becomes thin and bursts ; and now the

tears flow freely over the face, being extremely
troublesome : the eye also becomes more or less

inflamed, and the bones of the ductus ad nosum
not unfrequently carious.

Treatment. In the first stage it is best to in-

ject some bland fluid, as milk or whey, into the

nose from the punta lachrymalia, by means of

Anel's syringe. Having thus cleared a passage
for the tears, a slightly astringent and stimulating

collyrium may be dropped into the eye, from
which it will naturally find its way to the sac,
and this is often successful; but, when the duct
is quite closed, we may make an opening into

the sac, or, if there be one already, dilate it
;

then pass a probe down the duct, and withdraw

it, leaving in its place a silver style, with a small

flat head, to prevent its slipping into the nose ;

this should be taken out and replaced once a

day for alfout a week, and then less often : it

may be discontinued in about a month or five

weeks. But when the sacculus is quite obliterated,
or tl>e bones carious, a new passage altogether
rtiust be made ; and for this purpose it is usual

to perforate the os unguis which divides the

posterior part of the sac from the cavity of the

nose; this is effected by a small trephine, or a

curved trocar, and into the aperture a style is to

be introduced, as in the former case, for fear of

the opening healing.

Extirpation of the eye may be required in

cases of cancer, &c., and is to be performed
thus : The eyelids are to be divided at the

outer canthus, to give freedom to the operation,
and the conjunctiva to be separated above and

below ; then the eye may be seized by a tenacti*

him, and a straight knife introduced above, and
to the inner side of the ball, which thus divides

the optic nerve and muscles at once. It may
then be passed round under the eye to free it ;

a good deal of haemorrhage generally occurs, but

may be stopped by pressure : the inner surface

granulates, and so heals.

2. Nose. Polypus. There are two sorts which

affect the nostrils, generally growing from the

superior spongy bone ; the more common one

being transparent and gelatinous, and more
liable to return ; the other being fleshy, and not

so liable. These occasion great uneasiness by
plugging up the nostril, and sometimes deafness,

by pressing on the opening of the eustachiau

tube ; or one may even press on the jugular

vein, causing giddiness, headache, and other

signs of venous obstruction upon the brain.

These are to be removed by an operation which
consists in passing a curved pair of forceps as

near the root as possible, and then pulling them

away ; but, as they depend upon a diseased state

of the bone or membrane of the nose, they are

liable to return ; so that, when we have removed

them, we should endeavour to cure or alleviate

the disease by touching the part with some

stimulating application, as the ung. hyd. nil.

mitius.

Ozana generally occurs in scrofulous people,
but is met with occasionally in others. It be-

gins with a sense of fulness in the nostrils, and

discharge of mucus, as if the patient were af-

fected by a common cold. This is caused by the

membrane being thickened, which thus contracts

the nostrils : this goes on increasing, till at last

the patient cannot breathe at all through the

nostrils, and he wakes in the morning with a

dry tongue as hard as a board, giving him great
uneasiness : this goes on for some time, till at

last the membrane ulcerates, discharging a very
foetid matter, and the bone dies and exfoliates.

In the latter stage the patient feels pain in the

nostrils, and at the root of the nose, on the fore-

head.

Treatment. In the early stage we should em-

ploy stimulating and astringent lotions, or snuff;
when the disease is more advanced, we may dip
a camel's-hair pencil in the following liniment,
and apply it all over the nostril internally :

ung. hyd. nil. mitius : ol. olivffi, a a partes

tsequalis. Sometimes it is useful to give the

oxymuriate of mercury and sarsaparilla. Ul-

cerated openings in the septum may often be
cured by touching it with the ung. hyd. nil.

mitius, or solution of argentum nitratum.

Abscess of the untrum highmorianuni is oc-

casioned by obstruction of the duct leading into

the nose. It occasions the antrum to swell

enormously, disfiguring the face; the bone grows
as thin as paper, and there is very great pain.
An opening must be made by drawing the third

molar tooth, and perforating its socket into the

cavity ; or, what answers better, is to cut away
with a curved knife a piece of the projecting
tumor under the upper lip, where the bone is so

thin that it may be cut easily.
3. Mouth. Enlargement of the tonsils occurs

often after common quinzy, especially in scro-
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glutition uncomfortable and obstructs the breath-

ing, particularly during sleep, and sometimes
causes deafness. This enlargement generally
subsides spontaneously soon after the age of

puberty.
Treatment. If it is very troublesome we

must endeavour to mitigate it by giving burnt

sponge or iodine, steel bark or sarsaparilla, and
send the person to the sea side. If this treatment
does not succeed we may remove the whole or

greater portion by ligature,*or what answers bet-

ter, as it is less inconvenient, is to cut off about
three-fourths of it with a curved pair of knife-

edged scissars, having probe points. The bleed-

ing is not considerable and the pain trifling.
Some persons are affected with an elongation

of the uvula, which thus drops down into the

fauces, causing a constant cough and irritation.

In this case we may snip off a portion and

gargle the throat with astringent substances.

The lip is peculiarly liable to cancer, especi-

ally the lower one ; in which case we should
remove it, and by bringing the edges together,
and retaining them by hare lip pins, we shall get
them to heal without much deformity.

4. Hare lip. This is a malformation of chil-

dren, there being a fissure or longitudinal divi-

sion in oue or both lips. It most commonly
exists in the upper lip, and the fissure may be

double with a little portion of lip between them.

It commonly affects only the lip,
but sometimes

extends along the bony palate as far as the uvula.

This deformity may be remedied by an opera-
tion, which is merely paring off the opposite

edges, by a knife or scissars, in a straight direc-

tion, and bringing them together; and in order to

retain them in apposition it is usual to employ
one or more silver pins, at one end of which is

a moveable point. These are thrust through the

opposite parts and the points withdrawn. Then
silk is to be twisted round them to retain them.

This wound being a clean cut unites by the

first intention, but it is not prudent to take out

the
pins too early ; they should be left for about

four or five days, then sticking plaster will be

sufficient. When there are two fissures we should

operate on one at a time. When the bone is

deficient it obstructs the voice and swallowing; a

piece of sponge or metal plate may be adapted to

fit it and will remedy these inconveniences.

PART III.

VARIOUS SURGICAL OPERATIONS AND
OBSERVATIONS.

SECT. I.- OF AMPUTATION.

Amputation, derived from ab and puto (the b

becoming m by vocal assimilation), implies the

pruning off or severing from the body a diseased

limb ; and thus, by removing the offending part,

allowing the constitution, which has become

affected by sympathy, liberty to recover its pris-

tine health and soundness. Something terrible

associates itself in the imagination of mankind
with the idea of cutting off a portion of the

human frame, so that the application of the knife

was looked upon as the last resort; according to

the

y. But, till withthe last two ,^anui securing a lappet ot nesn to cover
and prevent the protrusion of the truncated bone
was unknown. In the year 1679 it was proposed
by Jacob Young, an English surgeon, in a trea-
tise which bore the title of Currus Trimphalis
est Terebintho to preserve a flap of flesh and
skin which might be folded over the bone, and,
by coalescing, effectually prevent the inconveni-
ences of excoriation or rawness which might other-
wise be apt to take place. We might antecedently
conjecture that the first attempts were unsuccess-
ful, owing to our ignorance of a method of heal-

ing the wound by the first intention, to an inap-
titude of the instruments, and to an awkward
manipulation in the operator.

Amputation may be rendered necessary either
when a member is so much diseased as to be

useless, or when it puts life in danger. The
general causes rendering this operation necessary
are bad compound fractures; extensive lacerated
and contused wounds; part of the limb being
carried off by a cannon ball or otherwise

; the
bones being unequally broken and not properly
covered; extensive mortification ; white swell ings
of the joints ; large exostoses ; ulcers attended
with extensive caries ; cancer or other incurable

ulcers; varicose kinds of tumors; particularly
distoxsions of the bones.

Amputation may also be sometimes necessary
from violent haemorrhages of some principal

artery during ths cure of a fractured limb, or

from such a profuse discharge of matter taking

place that the strength of the patient is exhaust-

ed. Lacerated and contused wounds may require

amputation on account of haemorrhage ensuing
which cannot be stopped. Extensive mortifica-

tion may take place, and such large quantities of

matter be formed that the patient will be unable

to bear up under the discharge. Where part of

the limb is carried off it is necessary to amputate
higher up, so as to cut the bone, as well as the

soft parts, in such a manner as may admit of a

much speedier and safer cure. When mortifica-

tion occurs every thing ought to be done for the

support of the patient till this symptom be

stopped ; the first sign of which is the appear-
ance of an inflamed circle between the diseased

and sound parts. As soon as the diseased begin
to separate from the sound parts, amputation of

the limb ought to be performed, and no time

ought now to be lost, lest the patient suffer from

the absorption of putrescent matter.

No part of surgery is brought to greater per-

fection than the manner of performing amputa-
tion. Before the invention of the tourniquet,

and the method of securing the vessels by liga-

ture, the operation was seldom undertaken ; and

a great proportion of those upon whom it was

performed died soon after. In the present im-

proved method one death does not happen in

twenty, or even thirty cases. In performing
tlie

operation particular
attention is to be paid to the

spot where the incision is to be made ; the quan-

tity of skin and cellular substance necessary to

be saved, so as to cover the muscles and l;t::e
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completely without being stretched

; cutting the

muscles in such a manner that they may unite

with each other and entirely cover the end of ihe

bone; the prevention of haemorrhages during the

operation ; the tying of the arteries alone, with-

out including the nerves or any of the contiguous

parts ; securing the integuments so as to prevent
them from retracting after the operation ; and a

proper subsequent treatment of'the case.

The following are the general steps of the ope-
ration : The patient being properly placed, with

assistants to attend, and the apparatus in proper
order, the flow of the blood to the limb is to be

stopped by the tourniquet. The first incision is

to be made through the skin and cellular sub-

stance by one or two circular strokes of the am-

putating knife. These are next to be separated
from the muscles as far as may appear sufficient

for covering the stump. The separated skin or

flap should be strongly drawn up, or, what per-

haps answers better, turned up all round the

limb, leaving this part of the muscles quite bare.

The flap is to be kept in this situation by an as-

sistant, while the operator makes the next incision

at the edge of the reflected skin, and cuts till he
comes to the bone. This incision should be

begun on the lower side of the limb, that the

blood may not prevent the eye from readily fol-

lowing the edge of the knife during the whole
cut. The muscles are now to be separated from
the bone as high as may enable them afterwards

completely to cover it. The soft parts in general
are then to be drawn up by retractors, which may
be either of leather or metal. The periosteum is

to be divided at the place where the saw is to be

applied ; but no part of the bone is to be de-
nuded of this membrane, which is afterwards to

cover the stump, otherwise troublesome exfolia-

tions may ensue. At this place the saw is to be

applied, and the bone divided with long steady
strokes. In this part of the operation a good
deal depends upon the steadiness of the assistant

who holds the limb ; for, if it be held too hi<rh,
the motion of the saw will be impeded ; while
the bone may be splintered if it be not sufficient-

ly raised. Any points or splinters which may be
left should be immediately removed with the

pincers. The retractors are now to be laid aside,
and the principal arteries separated from the

nerves, and secured by the tenaculum, or for-

ceps, and ligatures.
The tourniquet should next be a little slack-

ened, to allow the different branches to be disco-
vered. The clotted blood is to be .cleared away
with a warm sponge. The patient should get
some warm cordial drink, and all the arterial

branches which can be discovered ousht to be
taken up. The ends of the ligatures are then to
be cut of such a length as to allow them to hang
without the lips of the wound. The muscles
and skin are now to be drawn down and brought
into close contact, that the stump may be com-
pletely covered. The parts are next to be se-
cured by proper bandaging ; and, if the operation
has been properly performed, the cure will com-
monly be made by the first intention, and may
be completed in the course of three or four weeks,
and sometimes in a shorter period. This, how-
ever, must depend much upon the constitution

of the patient, as well ad the manner of perform-

ing the operation.

Of amputation of the arm andfore-arm. Am-
putation of the arm is performed according to

the rules already laid down. No more of it

should be removed than is diseased ; for the

longer the stump is the more useful it proves.
The tourniquet is to be applied a little above the

part where the operation is to be performed : as

much of the integuments should be saved as may
be perfectly sufficient for covering the sore. In

taking up the artery, after the bone has been di-

vided, the operator ought to be attentive not to

include the radial nerve, which may be readily
discovered and separated, as it lies close upon
the fore part of the artery. The fore-arm is to

be amputated nearly in the same manner as the

leg ; only that the stump may be covered by

amputating with the double incision, without

the assistance of a flap, which it is necessary to

form in the leg.

Of amputation of the thigh. In performing
this operation the patient ought to be placed upon
a table of ordinary height, with the diseased limb

supported and secured by an assistant seated

before him, while other assistants take care of the

other leg and the arms. The course of the blood

is to be stopped by applying the tourniquet over

the trunk of the femoral artery, near the upper
part of the thigh. No more of the thigh ought to

be removed than is rendered necessary by the

disease, as the more of it is left the more useful

it will be to the patient. An assistant should

grasp the limb with both hands a little above the

place where the skin is to be divided, and draw
it up as far as possible ;

while the operator,

standing on the outside of the limb, makes a cir-

cular incision down to the muscles by one or

two strokes of the knife. As much of the inte-

guments is then to be dissected with a scalpel
from the muscles as may cover the stump com-

pletely ;
and this part of the skin may either be

turned back or drawn tightly up by an assistant.

The muscles may then be divided quite across

to the bone by the edge of the skin, in the com-
mon way, or cut obliquely upwards, according
to the method of Allanson, so as to lay the bone

bare two or three fingers' breadth higher than i.

done in the common way. The muscles are next

to be separated from the bone with a scalpel a

little way, that a sufficient quantity may be left

for covering the end of it. The rest of the opera-
tion is to be performed exactly according to the

general rules laid down in sect. I. The muscles

and integuments are to be drawn over the end
of the bone, and applied closely together, that

the skin may completely cover the stump, and

retained in this situation by an assistant till a
a flannel or cotton roller, according to the season

of the year, which has been previously fixed

round the body, be applied in such a manner as

to support and fix them. For which purpose
it should be passed two or three times, in a cir-

cular direction, round the top of the thigh, and
should afterwards, with spiral turns, be brought
down near to the end of the stump, and fastened

with pins ; and it should not be tighter than

may be sufficient to assist the plaster? in pre-

venting retraction.
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The ends of the divided muscles are now to

be laid exactly over the bone ; and the edges of

the skin are to be brought into contact, either so

as to form a straight longitudinal line, according
to the method of Mr. B. Bell, &c.

; or they are

to be placed horizontally,
' that the wound may

appear only in a line with the angles at each

side,' as advised by Allanson. The ligatures

may either hang over the edges of the wound, or

be brought to the angles. After the edges of the

skin are in this manner exactly applied to each

other, either a few slips of adhesive plaster are

to be laid across the face of the stump, or two

large pieces of adhesive plaster, with several

pieces of tape fixed to them, are to be applied
to the surface of the skin. The tapes are then to

be tied with a running knot immediately over

the wound ; by which the parts will be kept so

closely together as to prevent any collection of

matter from being formed. The whole surface

of the stump should next be covered with a large

pledget spread with an emollient ointment, over

which a compress of fine tow is to be put, and

retained in its place by a broad cross strap of

old linen, passing some way up the thigh, so as

to be secured by the roller, which is now to be

passed two or three times round the stump ; and

the pressure formed by the cross strap may after-

wards be increased or diminished at pleasure, by
drawing it with more or less tightness, and fix-

ing it with pins to the roller. While the stump
is dressing the tourniquet is removed, but re-

placed again loosely to enable the attendants to

check any hsemorrhage which may afterwards

ensue.

The patient is now to be laid to rest, and the

limb is to be placed upon a little tow covered

with linen, or upon a thin soft pillow ;
and to

prevent the patient from involuntarily moving
the limb, and to guard against spasmodic start-

ings, which frequently happen after this opera-

tion, it may be fixed to the bed by two straps.

A basket or hooped frame ought to be placed
over the stump to protect it from the bed-clothes.

The patient should immediately get an anodyne

draught, which will generally procure ease

through the rest of the day. For this purpose
no more light should be let into the room than

is merely necessary for allowing the attendants

to pay attention to the stump. As haemorrhages

sometimes appear several hours after the opera-

tion, the person who takes the charge of the pa-

tient should watch this circumstance with the

greatest attention. If there be only a slight ooz-

ing of blood there is no occasion for being

alarmed ; but whenever it appears to proceed
from a large artery it must be secured. The

spasmodic affections which frequently occur

after amputation are seldom troublesome, unless

some nerve has been included in securing the

arteries ; but, when they do appear, laying the

limb in the easiest posture, and giving opiates,

are the principal means of procuring relief.

To prevent inflammation as much as possible,

the patient is to be kept upon a strict antiphlo-

gistic regimen, and his bowels kept open by lax-

ative clysters till the inflammatory stage is over,

which will generally be in a few days. If, not-

withstanding this treatment, the stump swells,

and the patient complain of pain and tightness,
we ought to endeavour to discover from what
cause the uneasiness originates. If it be owing
to the straps being too tightly fixed they must
be slackened. If the stump be found much
swelled, a saturnine solution should be applied
by means of several folds of linen; and if the

patient be young and plethoric he ought to lose
a few ounces of blood from the arm ; but if he is

weak and emaciated a different mode of treat-

ment must be followed.

At the end of the third or fourth day, at far-

thest, the stump should be examined; and if it

appear somewhat open and flaccid, the parts
must be brought closer together and secured

more firmly. After this time the dressings should

be renewed every day, or every second day. In

about a week after the operation the ligatures

may generally be removed with ease ; but if they
do not separate readily they may be gently

pulled at every dressing, when they will, in a

short time, be brought away, and the wound will

be soon healed by the first intention. The roller

should be cleaned and renewed as often as it is

found sullied
; nor should it be laid entirely

aside till the end of the third or fourth week
after the operation. When the roller is removed,
we may depend upon the straps or tapes for

keeping the parts together till the cure be quite

accomplished. When the inflammatory symp-
toms are entirely gone, no medicines ought to be

given which would debilitate the patient, nor is

any thing more necessary than to keep the bowels

gently open till a complete cure be made.

Of amputation of the leg. The leg may be

amputated fora disease in the foot at two differ-

ent parts; the one a hand-breadth under the

knee, the other a little above the ancle. The

former makes a sufficient support for the body
to rest upon an artificial leg, but the latter does

that equally well, and likewise preserves the

motions of the knee.

In performing the operation a little way undr

the knee, the patient is to be placed and secured

in the same manner as in operating upon the

thigh. The tourniquet is to be placed a little

above the knee, with the cushion upon the artery

in the ham. The surgeon places himself upon
the inside of the leg, and makes a circular inci-

sion through the integuments down to the mus-

cles. The place where the incision should ln>

made must depend upon the length of the limb ;

but in general it may be between six and seven

inches under the top of the tibia in an adult, or

far enough down upon the limb to save as much

integuments as will cover the stump. After the

integuments are cut through, in the manner al-

ready directed, as much of the muscles are to be

divided by the knife as can be done by a circular

incision; and the interosseous parts
are to be

divided by a scalpel or catlin. The retractors

are then to be applied,
and the bone sawed off

immediately below the insertion of the tendons

of the flexor muscles. In sawing, the operator

ought to begin upon both bones at the same

time, that he may finish upon the tibia, lest

splinters should be formed. The vessels are next

to be secured ;
the soft parts

drawn over the

bones; the adhesive plasters
and other bamlai
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applied in the same manner as directed for am-

putating the thigh, only that here ihe roller need

not be applied so high as in the former opera-
tion. Two or three turns above the knee, how-

ever, are necessary to prevent the dressings from

slipping down.
In amputating upon the ancle, the operator

should fix upon that spot which will leave the

stump of such a length as may be most conve-

nient for being fitted with an artificial machine

resembling the other leg. Nine inches from the

joint of the knee, in a leg of ordinary length,
was found by Mr. Wilson, a late ingenious arti-

ficial limb maker in Edinburgh, to be the best

part suited to this purpose, on account of the

equal pressure it makes upon the surface of the

leg, without making any upon the end of the

tender stump. The operation is performed in

the same manner as that a little below the knee.

Of amputation at the joints of the extremities.

The circumstances most to be attended to in

performing amputation at the joints are, first to

stop the circulation by the tourniquet ; or, where
that is impracticable, to take up the trunk of

the artery by a ligature; to make a circular in-

cision in such a place as may, after the opera-
tion is over, be sufficient to cover the wound :

then a longitudinal incision is to be made upon
the opposite sides of the limb, extending from
the joint to the circular cut, and as deep as the

bone, by which two flaps will be formed to

cover that part of the joint which remains after

the operation is finished. The ligaments of the

joint are next to be divided, and the affected

limb or part of the limb removed. After this

part of the operation, jt was formerly a frequent

practice to scrape off the remaining cartilage, to

unite the parts more firmly together. But this

is now found to be unnecessary ; for, when the

flesh is applied properly to the bone, if it do not

grow to it, the union at least is so close that it

afterwards gives no inconvenience to the patient.

Any branches of arteries which may have been
cut during the operation are now to be secured ;

clotted blood is to be removed; and the mus-
cles and skin are to be brought into close con-
tact with the ends of the ligatures hanging out
of the wound. The parts are to be retained by
adhesive plasters, or twisted suture, or both ;

and proper bandages applied in such a way that

a cure may be made by the first intention.

Amputating the arm at the shoulder joint has

always been considered as a dangerous as well
as a difficult operation. It should never be at-

tempted, when the same purpose can be accom-

plished by operating lower down. But cases

occasionally occur where the life of the patient
cannot, in any other manner, be saved.

Amputation may become necessary here in

consequence of abscesses of the joint ; caries of
the humerus reaching to the joint ; compound
fractures, especially those from gun-shot wounds,
extending to the head of the bone; and of mor-
tification.

ID performing the operation, the patient
should be laid upon a table of convenient height,
covered with a mattress. He is then to be

brought as near to the edge of it as possible,
and secured by assistants. The circulation of

the blood in the arm is next to be stopped, by

an assistant pressing strongly with a firm com-

press over the subclavian artery, where it passes
over the first rib ; or an incision may be made
along the course of the artery, which may be
secured after separating from it the contiguous
nerves. When the artery is compressed, it will

readily be known whether the compression

proves effectual, by observing when the pulse at

the wrist is entirely stopped. As soon as this is

the case, a circular incision is to be made through
the integuments at the insertion of the deltoid

muscle into the humerus. An assistant then

draws the skin a little back, and at the edge of

the retracted skin the muscles are to be cut in a
circular direction to the bone. If the artery has

not been taken up at the beginning of the opera-
tion, it is now to be secured, as well as any
branches which come in the way.

The amputation knife is now to be laid aside,
and the rest of the operation finished with a

strong scalpel. A perpendicular in vision is next
to be made at a little distance from the outside

of the artery, beginning at the acromion, and

terminating in the circular incision, cutting as

deep as the surface of the bone. A similar inr

cision is to be made upon the back part of the

arm, so that the flaps may be nearly of an equal
breadth. The arterial branches are here to be
secured ; the flaps are to be separated from the

bone, guarding against wounding the trunk of

the artery ; the flaps are to be supported by an

assistant; and the capsular ligament of the joint
is to be cut from the scapula : and thus the arm
will be entirely separated.

After the arm has been separated, any arteries

which appear about the joint are to be tied, and
all the ligatures brought over the edges of the

wound. The parts are to be cleared of clotted

blood, and the two flaps drawn over the wound,
and secured by the twisted suture. A pledget
of any emollient should then be applied, and a

sufficient cushion of lint, with a compress of old

linen, put over the whole. A moderate pressure
is next to be applied by a flannel roller : by
which the parts will be supported, their union

facilitated, and matter most likely prevented from

being lodged. The treatment is then the same
with that after amputation in other parts of the

extremities. For two or three days after the

operation, it is necessary that an assistant sit

with the patient to compress the artery in case a

bleeding should ensue.

When it is necessary to amputate the whole
hand, the operation may be performed at the

wrist, so as to leave as much of the member as

possible ; and the same rules hold here as in

amputating at any of the rest of the joints. The

tourniquet is to be applied to the artery in the

arm, and the cure is to be completed by the first

intention. When any of the carpal bones are

affected, the sore will not heal till they either

work out by suppuration, or are cut out by the

knife. When the middle of any of the meti-

carpal bones is diseased, while their extremities

are sound, the trepan may be applied, and the

diseased parts removed, while the remaining
sound parts ai:e preserved. But if the whole
bodies of one or two of these bones be affected,

while the rest remain sound, all the afl'ectw-1

bones ought lu be remove;!. In performing the
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operation, an incision is to be made along the

course of the part affected ; and, if the operator
have it in his choice, the incision should be made
upon the back part, so as to save the great ves-

sels and nerves situated in the palm. The inte-

guments are then to be dissected, and turned to

each side
; after which the diseased bones or

parts of bones are to be removed, guarding as

much as possible against wounding the principal
arteries or nerves which lie near them.
The diseased parts are next to be separated ;

any arteries which happen to be cut are to be
secured ; and, on account of the free communi-
cation which they have with neighbouring
branches, they ought to be tied at both cut ends.

If, after this, a bleeding still continue, compresses,

styptics, and other remedies proper for stopping,

blood, are immediately to be used. The sides

of the wound are to be brought together, and
an attempt made to cure them by the first inten-

tion.

In amputating the fingers, it was formerly the

practice to operate upon the bodies of the bones
in the same manner as in the larger extremities ;

but at present the removal at the joints is more

frequently practised. In performing the opera-
tion, it is necessary to save as much skin as may
cover the stump, and this ought to be done upon
the side next the palm, so as to guard against the

effects of friction. The general steps of the

operation are the same with those for amputation
of the larger joints.
A circular incision is to be made on the finger

by a crooked bistoury, about the middle of the

phalanx, and it may be carried at once to the

bone. Another incision is to be made with a

common scalpel at each side of the finger, begin-

ning at the circular one, and continuing it to the

joint, by which two flaps will be left to cover the

stump. The ligaments of the joints are now to

be divided, and the bone removed. The blood

vessels are to be secured by ligature, and the

flaps exactly applied to each other; but, in order

to protect the end of the bone completely, a small

portion may be cut from the uppermost flap. The

flaps are to be retained by adhesive plaster, or

by the twisted suture ; but if the latter be used,

the tendons ought to be avoided. Over the sore

an emollient pledget is to be applied, and then a

compress and roller. If the disease be so situated

that, instead of amputating at the cavity of the

joint, the surgeon shall think proper to operate

upon the body of the bone, flaps are to be

formed as above, and the bone is to be divided

by means of a small spring saw.

The amputation of the thigh, at the hip-joint,

has always been considered as one of the most

formidable operations in surgery ; so much so,

that very few cases appear on record of its hav-

ing ever been put in practice.
In the Medical

Commentaries of Edinburgh an instance is re-

corded where the thigh was amputated at this

joint, and where the patient survived the opera-
tion eighteen days, and then died from a different

cause, when all risk of haemorrhage was over,

and when the sore had even a favorable appear-

ance, which shows at least that the operation
has

been done with safety. It certainly ought never

to be done, however, unless as the last resource,

and when the life of the patient is in absolute

danger ; and then only when as much skin and
muscles can be saved as will cover the sore, and
when there is also a probability of being able to

stop the haemorrhage, and prevent it from re-

turning.
When the operation is to be performed, the

patient is to be laid upon his back on a table, and

properly secured by assistants ; one of whom
should be ready with a firm cushion to press, if

necessary, upon the top of the femoral artery,

just after it passes from behind Poupart's liga-
ment to the thigh. A longitudinal incision is

now to be made through the skin, beginning im-

mediately under the ligament, and continuing it

downwards along the course of the artery for

about six or seven inches. The aponeurosis of

the thigh is then to be divided by gentle scratches

till a furrowed probe can be introduced, when the

opening is to be dilated by means of a scalpel,
till two or three inches of the artery be laid bare.

A strong ligature is now to be put under the

artery by the assistance of a curved blunt-

pointed needle.

The part where the ligature should be passed
is immediately above the origin of the arteria

profunda ; for, if that artery be not affected by
the ligature, the patient might suffer by the loss

of blood during the rest of the operation. The

ligature is now to be secured by a running knot :

another ligature is to be introduced a little be-

low the former, and likewise secured ; the artery
is then to be divided between the ligatures. A
circular incision is now to be made through the

integuments of the thigh, about six inches from

its upper end. The retracted skin is then to be

pulled at least an inch upwards, and at the

edges of it the amputating knife is to be applied,
so as to cut the muscles down to the bone. This

being done, a cut is to be made upon the poste-

rior part of the thigh, beginning a little higher

than the great trochanter, and continuing it down
to the circular incision, and as deep as the joint.

A similar cut is to be made on the anterior part

of the thigh, at a small distance from the artery,

and this reaching likewise down to the bone.

The two muscular flaps are to be separated from

the bone and joint, and held back by an assistant.

Every artery which appears is now to be secured.

Then the capsular ligament, and next the round

one, are to be separated from the acetabulum ;

by which means the limb will be removed from

the body. The acetabulum and neighbouring

bone are next to be examined ; and, if they ap-

pear sound, the case will be more favorable;

but, at any rate, a cure is to be attempted by the

first intention. For which purpose, after re-

moving all the clotted blood from the surface of

the wound, and bringing the ligatures over the

edges of the skin, the muscles are to be placed

as nearly as possible
in their natural situation ;

and, drawing the flaps together so as to cover the

wound in the most accurate manner, they are

be kept in this situation by adhesive plaster,

and by the twisted suture and oilier dressings,

as in amputating at the under part of the thigh.

The dressings are to be retained by a broad

flannel roller passed
three or four times round

the body, and soirally over the stump, and s
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cured. The patient is then to be laid in bed on

the sound side, and treated as for amputation in

other parts of the body ; only that greater atten-

tion is necessary, as there is no assistance from
a tourniquet. Uncommon attention will also be

necessary to prevent inflammation, and every

symptom of fever which may succeed to the

operation.
When the foot is so much diseased as to re-

quire amputation, the operation might be per-
formed at the point of the ancle ; but, for the

reasons given when treating of amputation of

the leg, it is found better to do it above the

ancle. When a considerable part remains sound,
it ought to be saved. If any of the tarsal bones

are affected, these are to be removed. When the

middle or whole body of any of the metatarsal

bones arc diseased, they are to be removed in

the same manner as directed for similar opera-
tions in bones of the hand ; and, if even two of

them remain sound, provided they be so placed
as to support the toes, they ought to be pre-

served, as it is known that, by proper treatment,
an osseous matter may afterwards fill a consider-

able part, if not the whole, of the void ; or, if

any cavity remain, it may be so stuffed that the

use of the foot may still be enjoyed.
In performing an operation of this kind, the

patient should be laid upon a table, and the

tourniquet applied in the ham to prevent hae-

morrhage. An incision is then to be made along
the affected part; and, if the seat of the disease

admit it, the incision should be made upon the

upper side of the foot, so as to save the sole.

The integuments are to be separated and turned

to each side, to allow the affected parts to be

completely removed. The principal vessels and
nerves are to be saved as much as possible; but,
if any particular artery be cut, it is to be secured,
and the part treated as after the removal of simi-

lar parts of the hand. The amputation of the

toes is exactly similar to that of the fingers.

Of removal of the ends of carious bones in the

joints. In compound fractures, the ends of

bones, when they protruded in such a manner
that they could not otherwise be returned, have

frequently been sawed through, and their place
has frequently been supplied by a renewal of

bone, so as to preserve the ordinary use of the

limb. Many cases have likewise happened
where a large part of the body of the bone has

been thrown out by suppuration, and its place

supplied ; and a few are upon record where
either the whole of a bone, or that end next the

joint, has been thrown out, and its place filled

up with callus, so that no inconvenience has

been felt. From these circumstances, Mr. White
of Manchester was led to preserve an arm by
sawing off the head of a diseased humerus ; and
Mr. Park of Liverpool to save a limb, by sawing
off the ends of the bones, in a case of white-

swelling of the knee. When therefore it hap-
pens that the end of a bone is diseased, while

the other parts are sound, the diseased part may
be removed, and the sound one saved, so as, in

a great measure, to preserve the free use of the

limb.

In performing the operation, the first step
should be to use such means as may enable the

operator to have a full management of the circu-

lation of the part affected. Then a longitudinal
incision of sufficient length, and perhaps another
across it, may be necessary to be made through
the soft parts of the joint; and this opening
ought to be at a distance from the large blood-

vessels, that they may be in no danger of being
injured. After the end of the diseased bone is

sufficiently laid bare, it is either to be brought
out of the joint, or a spatula or some other proper
substance is to be introduced between the bone
and soft parts, so as to defend the latter in time
of sawing the bone. After the diseased part of
the bone is removed, the arterial branches are to

be secured, and the wound treated like any other
wound of equal size.

During the cure, the limb ought to be kept in

the posture most favorable for the removal of the

bone, and afterwards for the preservation of the

natural motion of the joint. In this way a limb

may sometimes be saved which would otherwise
have been removed. But, though the removal
of the diseased end of one bone may be readily
effected, the removal of all that part of the bones
which enters into the composition of a joint
must be attended with so much inconvenience
that it can seldom be useful, unless it be where
the ends of bones are destroyed by external

violence ; for then it appears that this operation

may be performed with considerable success.

SECT. II. OF OPHTHALMIA, AND ITS TREAT-
MENT.

Ophthalmia is generally understood to mean
the inflammation of the eye, but since this term
is derived from o<j>6a\[ios, the eye, without any
adjunctive to specify on what account the eye is

alluded to, there is nothing prescriptive in the

sense, and we may extend its signification so as

to make it embrace all those diseases which have
their origin and seat in parts of the eye. The dis-

ease of which we are about to treat may be in-

duced by a variety of those causes which operate
in producing inflammation in other situations ;

a severe cold in the eyes, if it should be contem-

poraneous with some affection in the pituitary

sinuses, fauces, and trachea, will occasion the

disease in question. Other exciting causes have
been enumerated, such as a change of weather,
sudden transition from heat to cold, the preva-
lence of cold winds; residence in damp or in

snndy countries, during the seasons of summer's

drought, exposure of the eyes to the glaring

light of the sun, &c. Since from the nature of

things a multitude of similar causes are likely to

happen at the same time, it ought not to seem

extraordinary that the ophthalmia should some-
times put on the appearance of an epidemic and
afflict persons of every age and sex. Mr. Green
has presented us in Castle's Manual with such
an excellent arrangement and description on the

indications and treatment of the various modifi-

cations of diseases affecting the different parts
of the eye, that we cannot do better than avail

ourselves of a portion of such valuable materials,

beginning with the simple inflammation of the

conjunctiva.
1. Simple inflammation of the conjunctiva.

Simple inflammation of the conjunctiva may be

divided, like other inflammations, into acute and
chronic ; and first of the acute.
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(1.) Acute ophthalmia. The symptoms of the

affection in question do not differ from those of

chronic inflammation of other parts of the body,
except in so far as they are modified by the struc-

ture of the part, and by the function of the organ.
We will speak of the local appearances, and af-

terwards of the constitutional derangements.
The first symptom is redness of the part, which

is very remarkable, because the blood naturally

conveyed by the vessels to this part is colorless.

The vessels become injected with red blood.

When the irritation continues the vessels become
still more apparent, and at length all the inter-

lacements and anastomoses of the vessels of the

conjunctiva partake of the inflammation, and

present almost one uniform appearance of red-

ness. During this time more or less pain is ex-

perienced ; at first, as the vessels become filled,

an uneasy sensation is felt ; this increases, and
at length, upon the admission of light, a sharp

lancinating pain is experienced ; the patient is

under the necessity of keeping the eye closed,

and, indeed, has some difficulty in raising it

not only from the pain he suffers, but from the

degree of fulness and swelling with which it i>

accompanied. This pain goes on increasing,
and at length the patient complains of a burn-

ing heat and a sensation as if some extraneous

body were lodged in the conjunctiva of the lid.

At this time the admission of the least light or

air produces such lancinating pain that the eye
is spasmodically closed. The affection is also

attended with a more abundant secretion of tears,

which, at the highest stage of excitement, is sud-

denly diminished, and there is a preternatural

dryness of the eyes, producing painful sensations.

A considerable degree of swelling takes place,
the conjunctiva becomes turgid from the quan-

tity of blood admitted by the vessels, and effusion

follows. Although the swelling is pretty equally
diffused over the whole surface of the conjunc-

tiva, it seems to be the greatest at the transpa-
rent cornea, because here the coat is more tightly

adherent. The conjunctiva is here elevated in a

circular fold, and this appearance is called che-

mosis. The eye-lids are in general more or less

swollen. Not only is pain experienced in the

eye, from the causes I have mentioned, but also

a sense of weight and fulness in the globe of the

eye, as if the ball were too large for the socket.

The neighbouring parts also, the forehead and

temples, partake of the pain ;
there will be a

shooting pain to the maxillary bone, or more

deeply seated in the head ; and these pains are

in some instances extremely violent.

The local symptoms, as we have already

hinted, are attended with considerable constitu-

tional effects. There will be a greater or less de-

gree of constitutional irritation; great lassitude;

prostration of strength ;
dullness or rigor followed

by heats. The skin will often be hot and dry,

pulse quick and hard, stomach affected, and vo-

miting produced. The patient
will also com-

plain of pain in the back, and in short, of all the

symptoms which indicate a considerable fever of

the sympathetic kind, arising from local irritation.

The degree in which the symptoms of this disease

occur, will very much depend on the constitution

of the t>atient.

(2). Chronic ophthalmia. The term chronic, to
inflammation of the conjunctiva, is not applied
merely with reference to duration of time ; it is

not only applied to signify that state of conges-
tion and debility of vascular action produced by
the acute stage ; but it is also applied to that
state of inflammation which from the commence-
ment has a character of atony and debility. As
this is the most frequent form in which you will
rind this inflammation, whether primary or fol-

lowing the acute stage, it is necessary to attend

particularly to the symptoms by which it is dis-

tinguished, as the mode of treatment is very dif-

ferent from that which is required in acute in-

flammation. The symptoms of chronic differ

from those of acute inflammation of the conjunc-
tiva rather in degree than in kind

; so that after

they have existed for some time in the acute

stage, you find the disease gradually passing into

the chronic stage. The redness will be less in-

tense, the pain which accompanies it less acute,
the intolerance of light will be less, the chemosis
and swelling will be diminished, the effusion of
tears less considerable, the constitutional irrita-

tion will in a great degree have subsided, and, in

short, all the acute symptoms will be mitigated.
There will still, however, remain a considerable

degree of
irritability in the eye, on exposure to

light; some artificial defence to exclude the light
will be necessary, and the person will still be in-

capable of applying the organ to the ordinary

purposes of vision. The causes of chronic inflam-

mation, both exciting and predisposing, are very
similar to those of acute inflammation ; but there

are many causes which tend to produce this in-

flammation, accompanied with atony and debi-

lity in the very onset, which distinguish it from

acute inflammation. Chronic inflammation of

the conjunctiva is very apt to take place, where

the patient has for a long time been laboring un-

der disorder of the digestive organs.' It is not

unfrequently the concomitant of dentition, the

measles, or small pox ; it sometimes accompa-
nies rheumatism and gout. Frequent intoxica-

tion and various other causes may predispose to

it. It is also very apt to arise from, or to be

kept up by exposure to acrid fumes or smoke in

particular trades. In general, inflammation of

the conjunctiva is a very manageable complaint.
It passes into chronic inflammation after the

acute stage has continued for a certain time, and

it not unfrequently subsides of it<elf. A spon-
taneous cure must not, however, be depended

on, and we ought on no account to neglect or re-

lax in the proper mode of treatment, from any
reliance upon such a cure; because by .simple

inflammation of the deeper seated tunics of the

globe of the eye, suppuration may be induced, the

organ may at length become permanently
ilis-

organised, and the sight of the eye irretrievably

lost. The consequences of inflammation of tlii.

membrane are v ry similar to those of inflainma

tion in other parts of the body ; namely, effusion,

adhesion, suppuration, ulceration, and mortifica-

tion. It sometimes terminates in effusion, the

serum or blood under the conjunctiva rising in a

roll above the cornea. It sometimes produce
the adhesive process; and, when it terminates in

this manner, the adhesive matter is depoiUtd
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under the conjunctiva, which covers the transpa-
rent cornea, and is recognised by a hazy appear-
ance at the part. The adhesion is various, both

in extent and quantity; it is sometimes so slight

as only to produce a simple clouded appearance
over a certain part of the cornea, which is tech-

nically called nebula; it is at other times more
considerable in quantity, and produces an ap-

pearance of considerable opacity in the cornea,
which is usually called albugo or leucoma. The
inflammation sometimes proceeds to the suppu-
rative process; indeed, the tunica conjunctiva

appears to be of a nature very analogous to the

mucous membranes of the body, and, like these,

is exceedingly prone to the suppurative stage of

inflammation. The suppuration generally pro-
ceeds from the surface of the conjunctiva, as from

the surface of any mucous membrane in a state

of inflammation. In other instances, the forma-

tion of pus is circumscribed ; a deposit of lymph
takes place where the conjunctiva covers the

cornea, or in its immediate vicinity, and a little

abscess or pustule arises from the centre. Ulce-

ration is sometimes produced, and this usually
occurs in the cornea in consequence of laying

open the pustule just alluded to, probably from
the denudation or exposure of the cornea. Lastly,

sloughing and mortification of the cornea is not

an uncommon effect of a high degree of suppu-
rative inflammation.

Treatment. In the treatment of simple inflam-

mation of the conjunctiva it will be necessary to

adopt at once, with vigor, antiphlogistic reme-

dies, as the best mode of diminishing the action

of the heart and arteries ; and with this view the

use of the lancet should be freely resorted to in

the commencement. You ought not to be satis-

fied with taking away a certain quantity of blood ;

as, for instance, eight, ten, or sixteen ounces ;

but you should in this, as in all other cases of

acute inflammation, accompanied with hardness
of the pulse, make a free orifice in a large

vein, and take away a quantity of blood, until

some manifest effect is produced upon the action

of the heart and arteries ; keep your finger on the

pulse of the patient, in order to ascertain how
the heart is afi'ected, and carry on the bleeding
even to faintness. This may prevent the neces-

sity of again having recourse to the lancet
; or, if

it should be necessary to do so, blood may be
taken away in much smaller quantities. You will

of course be guided by the state of the patient's

pulse, as the only criterion.

When you have diminished the pulse, by gene-
ral bleeding, leeches may be afterwards conveni-

ently applied, and other resources made benefi-

cial. The application of leeches in the first

instance, except in very large numbers, is seldom
sufficient in acute inflammation; three or four

will scarcely produce any effect upon it. Open-
ing the temporal artery has been recommended,
and it is attended with very good effect. Some
practitioners advise the practise of dividing the

vessels of the part by scarifying the conjunctiva,
but it is a plan we do not recommend.

Great benefit is derived from treatment di-

rected more especially to the body at large ; such
as diaphoretic medicines; and the constitutional

irritation may be materially abated by keeping

up the secretions from the intestines, by altering
them and rendering them more healthy.
The tartarbed antimony should be used with

the first view. The bowels should be freely
acted upon by doses of calomel, combined with

jalap, scammony, or cathartic extract ; and the ef-

fects of these medicines should be kept up by
the exhibition of neutral salts, so as to produce a

considerable number of watery stools. At the

same time the diet of the patient should be low,
and he should be kept in a state of perfect rest

and quietude. When an impression lias been

produced on the symptoms, by the treatment we
have laid down, it will then be proper to adopt
other measures.

For instance, where blood has been taken to a

considerable extent, the application of a blister to

the nape of the neck will be attended with bene-
ficial effects. The treatment of the part should

also be considered, the head should be raised,
and the access of air or light should also be pre-
vented, by keeping the room darkened. With

respect to local applications, both warm and cold

remedies may be used with benefit, but the

choice should depend entirely on the feelings of

the patient ; if he does not find relief from warm,
you should then try the effects of cold applica-
tions.

Such is the plan of treatment you would adopt
in acute inflammation of the conjunctiva ; but,
when the chronic stage has commenced, you
must pursue a different course. The evacuating

plan may to a considerable extent be laid aside;
the diet, though not stimulating, may be generous ;

there will be no necessity for continuing the dia-

phoretic medicines, as the skin will generally be

sufficiently moist ; nor will it be necessary to

evacuate the bowels so freely, though every atten-

tion should be paid to their due action
; altera-

tive medicines will often be found beneficial.

The local applications which are used for the

chronic inflammation should be entirely different

from those used in the acute. They ought to be

moderately astringent and stimulating, as your

object now is to excite some degree of action in

the vessels, and to get rid of their relaxation and

atony, care being taken not to stimulate the parts
too much. Various collyiia or eye-waters are

used for this purpose, all of them moderately

astringent or stimulating ; such as the solution

of alum in water, solutions of the sulphate of

zinc or the sulphate of copper, or the liquor

plumbi subacetatis. These solutions at first

should be very much diluted, and afterwards

gradually strengthened in proportion to their

action on the part, and the decree of stimulus

which may be produced. To judge how far the

stimulus may be carried, the criterion is exceed-

ingly simple ;
if you find that a certain degree

of smarting and pain is produced, which soon

subsides, and leaves the patient much more easy
than before, you may be convinced that the col-

lyrium is beneficial ; if, on the other hand, the

patient experiences a great degree of pain, which

does not subside speedily, and the vessels be-

come turgid, you may be assured that the col-

lyrium is doing harm, and that the quantity of

stimulus ought to be diminished , Among the

numerous applications recorr.nended in this
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complaint, we will speak of those most fre- vessels of the part. At this Mme the violence of
fluently employed, and the manner of using the acute symptoms is mitigated, but the patient
them. 1 hose commonly employed are the so- labors under considerable prostration of strenmli-

water, solutions of the sul- Purulent ophthalmia has a great tendency alsonlnhnto nf o. , .u~ to terminate in sloughing. Sometimes the slough-
ing commences in a small portion, and gradually
lamella after lamella is destroyed, until the aper-
ture assumes a funnel-like shape ; at other times
a slough forms in a considerable portion of cor-
nea at once, and opens into the anterior cham-
ber.

The causes of purulent ophthalmia are various :

it is often occasioned by the violent degree of
inflammation produced by some highly irritating
substance ; and it occasionally occurs in new-
born infants. In the last case it is doubtful
whether it arises from the first exposure of the

eye to the light, or, as is commonly supposed,
from the vaginal secretions to the eyes of the

child on its passage into the world. It generally
takes place in the first week or month after the

birth of the child, and seldom later than three

months. Another, and one of the most violent

forms of purulent ophthalmia, is that which is

called gonorrhceal, from its being produced by
the application of gonorrhoeal matter to the con-

junctiva. This of all others produces the most
intense degree of inflammation ; and, although it

is said upon good authority to be depending on
a metastasis of the gonorrhoeal symptoms from
the urethra to the conjunctiva, I have never seen

a case in which I could entertain the least sus-

picion that the complaint was produced in that

way, and I do not think that there is sufficient

evidence to establish such an opinion.
There is another form of ophthalmia, which

has been called the epidemic or Egyptian. Al-

though we cannot correctly ascertain the cause

of this affection, there can be no doubt that it

arises spontaneously, and often attacks epidemi-

cally a number of persons in the same district.

Treatment. The treatment of purulent oph-
thalmia must obviously very much depend on

the stage of the complaint. During the first

stage, when all the indications of acute inflam-

mation are present, you must bleed largely from

the arm of the patient ; topical bleeding is out

of the question except with children. All the

other antiphlogistic remedies, which 1 before

enumerated to you, are to be put in practice in

this case. Purgatives should be administered so

as to produce a considerable quantity of watery

stools ; diaphoretic medicines, and especially the

tartarised antimony, in doses of a quarter to half

a grain, should be given at such intervals as to

keep the patient in a state of nausea ;
and topi-

cal applications should be employed very much

in the same manner as in simple inflammation.

During the first stage of the complaint, moist

warmth in the form of fomentations and poul-

tices, will be found beneficial : the acute stage,

however, is of very short duration, and they are

not to be continued bejond that period.

The extent to which the antiphlogistic plan

should be carried, must vary according to the

lution of alum in

phate of zir.c, or the sulphate of copper, or the

liquor plumbi subacetatis ; and the best mode of

applying these eye-washes is to inject them by
means of a silver or ivory syringe, introduced
under the lids every three or four hours. In this

way, you may be certain that the solution is dif-

fused over the whole surface of the conjunctiva.
An eye-cup will answer the purpose very well,
if the person, after immersing his eye in the cup,
has the courage to open it. They will succeed
better with the chill off than otherwise. The
vinum opii seems to be one of the best stimuli

which can be employed in chronic ophthalmia ;

it acts as a mild astringent, and at the same time,

by its soothing quality, sheaths the effect of the

stimulus, so that no pain is produced ; it may
be employed in the quantity of one drop, or

even of two or three drops, two, three, or four

times a day. "It will be best to drop it into the

inner canthus of the eye. with a carnel-hair pen-
cil ; the patient should then shut his eye, and
move it about, so that the fluid may be diffused

over the Whole surface. The patient should

wear no bandages, have no other protection
than a shade, and, if he can bear a moderate

degree of light; it should be freely admitted.

In addition to the local treatment we have

gone through, you must give those medicines

which will act on the morbid state of the con-

stitution.

Ofpurulent ophthalmia. Suppurative inflam-

mation of the conjunctiva is the most severe

form of inflammation in that membrane. It is

exceedingly acute, very rapid in its progress,
and often very destructive in its ultimate effects;

consequently requires very active treatment.

The symptoms of purulent ophthalmia are so

manifest that there can be no doubt of the na-

ture of the complaint, its prominent character

being the formation of a considerable quantity
of purulent matter. In other respects the symp-
toms are not very different from those which char-

acterize inflammation generally. The patient at

first feels an uneasy sensation about the eyes ; next

some degree of pain on the admission of light;

redness, and swelling of the part; eyelids swol-

len ; conjunctiva, where it covers the fore part
of the globe of the eye, is tumid ;

considerable

chemosis, and often such tergescence of the

upper lid as to prevent the patient from raising

it. The lids are often so much tumefied as to

become everted, so that a sort of roll of the lid

is formed. These are the symptoms which pre-

cede the discharge of matter. A fluid first ap-

pears which is not opaque, and has the character

of tenacious mucus ; in the course of twenty-
four hours it assumes the appearance of pus. It

is thick, yellow, sometimes green, and poured
The tunica con-out in considerable quantity,

junctiva has the appearance of a villous mem-
brane highly injected.

The acute stage of purulent ophthalmia is of violence of the complaint and tl

very short duration ;
it has a tendency to pass

rapidly into the atonic stage, in which there is

action without power,

the patient. You must not in any constitution

c ,
,

be deterred from adopting an active plan of

and congestion of the treatment until you have produced a inamtes
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effect on the system of the patient ;

until the

pulse becomes soft
;
the skin moist; the pain,

swelling, tension, and throbbing of the eyes con-

siderably abated; the chemosis diminished;

and, in fact, all the acute symptoms more or less

subdued. When this is the case, the subsequent
treatment will in general be very easy. If it

should happen that you are not called upon for

this complaint until it has arrived at the chronic

stage, when the conjunctiva is feebly pouring out

pus; the pulse depressed; the skin cold and

clammy ; the countenance sallow ; and, when
the constitution has materially suffered from the

progress of the disease, an entirely different plan
of treatment will be required. Gently stimulat-

ing applications should be employed by means
of a syringe, so as to cleanse the conjunctiva,
and free it from the pus which has collected on its

surface, and at the same time stimulate the re-

laxed vessels. In general it will be necessary to

employ tonic remedies, such as bark, for in-

stance ; always attending to the due action of

the bowels, without which tonics would be use-

less, and even injurious. With respect to the treat-

ment of the sloughing cornea some nicety will

be required. When you have ascertained that

the sloughing process is commencing, from the

hazy or opaque appearance of the cornea, the

antiphlogistic must be changed for a gently sti-

mulating and tonic plan of treatment. Weak
astringent collyria should be used, to favor the

throwing off of the sloughs. Observe the process
of the sloughing from time to time ;

if there is

a firm layer beneath, the patient is going on well,
but if the sloughing has a flocculent, soft, ash-

colored appearance, in addition to mild stimu-

lants to the part, you should. employ tonic reme-

dies, such as bark. The errors in the treatment
of purulent ophthalmia may be comprised in two
words : they consist either in continuing the de-

pleting plan too long, or not resorting to it suffi-

ciently early.
If the antiphlogistic plan be not adopted at a

very early stage of the disease, the tonic treat-

ment will afterwards be of no service ; and, on
the other hand, if you continue the depleting
plan too long, you will check the restorative pro-
cess, and the beneficial effects which nature

would otherwise assist in producing.
Strumous ophthalmia. Strumous or scrofulous

ophthalmia is so called, because it is met with
in those persons who are of a scrofulous dia-

thesis. It occurs in children and not unfre-

quently in adults. In this affection, the inflam-

mation is of the chronic kind from the com-

mencement; the patient cannot bear the least

access of light ; there is great difficulty of open-
ing the lids, the orbicularis palpebrarum is

spasmodically contracted, and so difficult is it

for the patient to open the eyes that he can
seldom do it. The only way by which this can
be done is fixing the head of the patient, when
it is a child, between your knees ; with the fore

finger of the one hand to raise the upper lid, and
that of the other to depress the lower, which
will give you an opportunity of seeing the eye ;

but in doing this great caution will be required
to prevent eversion of the under lid, or any
undue violence to the part. In this complaint

it is of the greatest importance that the cornea
should be narrowly watched

; for, if the inflam-

mation continues for a long time, ulcers are very
apt to form on it. Disorganisation of the dif-

ferent parts of the eye often take place ; the

cornea, or rather conjunctiva covering it, be-
comes covered with an opaque capsule, with
vessels shooting over the cornea, so as to give it

an herpetic appearance ; that is, there will be

seen, over the cornea, yellow spots, which are

deposits of lymph. These open into smal 1

ulcers, which are streaked with vessels carry-

ing red blood. The eye becomes very painful,
and extremely irritable, and there is often, in

this state, intense redness of the conjunctiva.
Under these circumstances, similar ulcers form
in different parts of the cornea. The formation
of these ulcers produces all the symptoms ot

acute inflammation of the eye, and the organ
not unfrequently becomes slowly and gradually
disorganised. So long, however, as the cornea
continues bright, and of its natural color, there

will be no danger to be apprehended from the

formation of ulcers.

Treatment Although Strumous ophthalmia is

of the chronic nature, there is still considerable

irritation
; and, as the constitution in which it

occurs is of an unhealthy character, your treat-

ment must be both general and local. First,

constitutional. The mild depleting plan must
be first adopted, regulated as far as the consti-

tution will bear it ; you must remove the symp-
toms of irritation; open the bowels freely by
calomel purges, repeated more or less frequently,
as they improve the secretions. Alterative mer-
curial medicines should then be given, and if

necessary they should be combined with rhubarb

and magnesia, but not so as to produce watery
stools. When the fever becomes diminished,
the bowels perform their natural functions, the

tongue looks clean, and the skin assumes its

healthy feel, you may begin with tonic remedies,
and alter the diet, &c. Aromatic bitters, combined
with alkalies; light and nutritious diet; warm
clothing; moderate exercise ; sea-bathing, &c.

As for the treatment of the part affected, it

will be right to employ depletion at the onset,

and mild astringent applications afterwards.

Leeches should be employed ; it will also be

proper to apply blisters behind the ears, or to

the nape of the neck ;
and blisters in this com-

plaint are no ordinary remedy; warm and moist

applications are beneficial ; the steam of water

containing opium will also prove useful. If any
of these applications be used at the onset, they
must not be long continued ; mild astringent

collyria must be had recourse to, and their

strength must be regulated by the feelings of the

patient. The vinum opii is particularly adapted
to the purpose in question. Alteratives are also

sometimes necessary.

Psorophthalmy. Psorophthalmy is an inflam-

mation particularly of that part of the conjunctiva
which lines the lids, but it extends sometimes

over the whole of the conjunctiva, covering; the

globe. This complaint is very nearly allied to

Strumous ophthalmia, because it is in general a con-

sequence of it ; it is characterised by the same

intolerance of light; the inflammation is of the
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chronic kind, and the patient complains of a

sensation as if there were some extraneous body
in the eye, grit or sand, which gives rise to an
effusion of tears. At the origin of the disease
there is a glutinous matter secreted on the edge
of the lids ; ulcers form ; and there is often great

difficulty in separating the lids from one another.

By this means matter lodges on the lids, and
tends to keep up the irritation of the whole of

the part; the redness sometimes extends down
the cheek, and excoriation of the cuticle takes

place. There are also numerous other circum-
stances attending this complaint. This affection

of the eye is of difficult management, and is

frequently found in persons of a scrofulous dia-

thesis; in children of large towns, who are ill

fed and badly clothed, with little attention to

cleanliness. It is a complaint very obstinate in

its cure ; and, if relieved, it generally returns and
becomes as bad as ever. The affection is not,

however, confined to the lower classes, but the

higher and middling ranks of society are some-
times attacked with it

; those who are of the

scrofulous diathesis. In schools also it will be

found ; it frequently arises from the irritating
matter being applied to the lid, which may be

conveyed from one to another by using the same

towel, or in some such way.
Treatment. The treatment of psorophthalmy

does not essentially differ from that of the stru-

mous ; it is an inflammation without power ;
one

of the atonic kind. Your remedies must be both

constitutional and local. Depletion must not

be pursued to any extent. It will be right, when

any symptoms of irritation are present, to remove
them by the application of leeches, and gently

opening the bowels by mild aperients, combined
with mercurial medicines, such as calomel, the

hydrargyrus cum creta, or the blue pill, and in

quantities so as to give tone to the system.
When any febrile excitement that may have ex-

isted is removed, begin with tonic remedies ;

that is, when the skin is clean, and the secretions

from the bowels are regular in their quantity and

quality. The applications to the parts should

consist of stimulants, and the best form in which

they can be employed is that of ointment. Any
of the milder stimulating mercurial ointments

will do ; and their degree of strength must be

regulated by the effect on the eye. The use of

the vinum opii will be attended with beneficial

results, and the application of blisters will have

an universally good effect, but they should al-

ways be healed immediately, and repeated again
if required. The consequences of inflammation

of the eye requiring distinct notice, and which

are accompanied with an equal or less inflamma-

tion of the conjunctiva, and kept up or excited

by attendant circumstances, are now to be

spoken of.

Nebula. This complaint is so called from the

nebulous or cloudy appearance of the transpa-
rent part of the eye, which is produced by depo-
sits of lymph into the conjunctiva covering the

cornea. The membrane or layer stretched over

the cornea will vary according to the more or

less relaxed state of the vessels of the conjunc-

tiva, which will be seen carrying red blood to the
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part. The veins corresponding to the nebulous
parts will become turgid and prominent.

Treatment. The inflammation in this affection
is generally of the chronic kind, and arises from
a relaxed state of the vessels, which require sti-

mulating applications, in order that they may
recover their tone and convey the blood uninter-

ruptedly. If the vessels be stimulated, the blood
will be likely to flow through the veins ; the ab-
sorbents will be excited, and remove the effused

lymph. If there is considerable inflammation,
it must be removed by active means; and in

these cases it will be proper to deplete. Care
must be taken that in the treatment of this com-

plaint, no undue degree of stimulus be em-

ployed; if there should be inflammation it will

be increased, and the complaint be as bad as

ever. By stimulating applications, the cornea
will frequently be restored to the same transpa-

rency as before the attack. A good stimulus
which may be used, is one with the sulphate of

zinc, containing about a grain to an ounce of wa-

ter, gradually increased in strength.
Pustules. Pustules are generally seated at the

junction of the transparent with the opaque cor-

nea; but they sometimes occur in the cornea

itself, or on the conjunctiva covering it, or the

ball. They are seated in different parts. The

appearances they present, at first, are red or yel-
lowish spots arising from a deposit of lymph in

those parts, and are slightly elevated. There is

considerable turgescence of the vessels around

them. If they occur on the cornea, it will be

nebulous and opaque ;
the vessels round the

cornea will be seen distended, carrying red

blood, and having a radiated disposition. If the

lymph secreted in this complaint is not ab-

sorbed, the pustules break, matter escapes, and

ulcers form in their place. Sometimes there is

only one of these ulcers, frequently two, one on

each side of the cornea, just at the junction of

the transparent with the opaque cornea, and occa-

sionally the cornea is encircled by them. They
are very difficult to cure, and easily re-produced.

Treatment. As for the treatment which pus-

tules require, if there should be much inflamma-

tion you must deplete ; but, as the inflammation

is of the tonic kind, depletion must not he pur-

sued to too great an extent at the outset. The

system must be invigorated by tonic remedies,

and tone given to the vessels of the part. First,

apply leeches, not in too large numbers ;
evacu-

ate the bowels by mild aperients ;
and attend to

the secretions: blisters will be useful if the

sight be affected. When the state of the bowels

has been regulated, you must begin with tonic

remedies, and as early as possible
with astringent

collyria, and the best is the vinum opii.

1'ungus of the conjunctiva.
This appearance

of the conjunctiva 'is the result of purulent

ophthalmia, and occurs in diseased persons.

The conjunctiva becomes loose and red, the

vessels turgid with blood, and there is a told of

this membrane on the inside of the lids, which

produces considerable irregularity
on its surface;

a morbid secretion is kept up on the part, and

not unfrequently emersion of the lids is the re-

sult. Extraneous bodies often enter the eye
" K
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and disturb it considerably. To prevent this,

and remedy the complaint, the loose portion of

the conjunctiva should be removed, which is a

very easy operation ; an assistant holding the

lid, you, by means of a pair of curved scissors,

remove it. As to the after treatment, you must

keep down inflammation, should it appear, by
the means already recommended.

Granulations of the conjunctiva. These are

nothing more than loose irregularities of this

membrane, where it lines the lids. These pro-

jections continue to pour out a morbid secretion,

which stimulates and irritates the whole eye ;

the palpebral conjunctiva becomes altered in its

texture, and its .surface is covered with a fleshy

elevation, having the exact appearance of granu-
lations. These granulations covering the sur-

face of the conjunctiva lining the lids, are con-

stantly rubbed over the globe of the eye when-
ever it moves, producing pain and irritation,

and keeping up morbid secretion, and, in fact,

giving rise to chronic ophthalmia.
Treatment. Granulations of the conjunctiva,

if not removed or remedied, produce ultimate

blindness. Cases of this complaint are difficult

to cure ; and the remedies you are to use are,

caustic applications and the division of the

varicose and enlarged vessels. These may be
aided by setons, issues, blisters, and attention to

the general health.

Encanthis. This consists in an alteration of

the structure of the caruncula lachrymalis, and

neighbouring semilunar fold of the conjunctiva.
In this complaint the caruncula is enlarged; at

the commencement it has a granulated appear-
ance, which it loses as it increases, and then

becomes similar to a hazel nut, being ash-colored

and streaked with varicose vessels. This en-

largement or excrescence prevents the lids from

closing, and allows extraneous matter to enter,
which keeps up inflammation of the eye, and it

also presses on the puncta lachrymalia, and turns

them out of their place : the tears, thus prevent-
ed from getting into the lachrymal sac, are ef-

fused on the cheek.

Treatment. The best treatment you can

adopt for the cure of this complaint is the

entire removal of the diseased part. The opera-
tion should be thus performed : an assistant is

to raise the lid, you then take up the tumor with
a pair of forceps, and remove it with a pair of

curved scissors with convex edges. When this

complaint has not assumed the malignant form,
it is always remediable by excision. Never

operate, however, when the encanthis has become
of the malignant kind, and put on the cancerous

appearance. This will be known by the dull

red color of the excresence, its excessive hard-

ness, lancinating pains extending to the eye-ball
and forehead, particularly when touched, foul

ulcers with irregular edges, having all the ap-
pearance of cancer in other parts of the body.

Pterygium. This is always of the triangular

shape, and may be divided into the membranous
and fleshy.

Membranous pterygium.This kind has the

appearance of a thin film of minute vessels con-

verging towards the cornea. The usual seat of

this affection is towards the inner canthus, that

is, with the base at the canthus, and the apev
against the cornea. It is always of a triangular

shape, and the vessels proceed from the base to

the apex.

Fleshy pterygium. The fleshy pterygium dif-

fers from the membranous, and is more vascular.

They first appear of a yellowish color ; then the

vessels running through them become large, and

they have a red appearance ;
but always retain

their triangular shape.
Treatment. When a pterygium has proceed-

ed far on the transparent part of the eye, the

only treatment to adopt will be the removal of a

part of the pterygium. This consists simply in

raising the membrane as near as you can to the

cornea, and cutting it through whilst suspended.
When the pterygia are fleshy, more care must
be taken in dividing them; they must be divided
more to the margin of the cornea, and turned
back from the apex towards the base.

2. Inflammation and ulceration of the cornea.

At the outset, in inflammation attacking the

transparent cornea, there is a hazy appearance,
the cornea loses its natural lustre, and in a short

time there may be discovered on its surface ves-

sels carrying red blood, and then the symptoms
will be the same as those of inflammation in

general ; the patient will complain of intolerance

of light, and also have effusion of tears. If the

inflammation of the cornea should continue, mat-
ter very frequently forms between its lamella?,

and the appearance which it then assumes is

called onyx, or unguis, from its resemblance to a

nail; the matter is to be very distinctly seen in

the transparent part of' the eye, and gradually
extends till it occupies one-third or fourth of the

cornea. If you place the eye in profile you can

generally observe yellow spots, which are usually
seated at the anterior part of the cornea ; and if

you employ gentle pressure with a probe, the

fluid may be felt fluctuating within. In the va-

rious positions of the head the matter does not

shift its situation, but remains in the same spot.

By proper treatment the matter often becomes
absorbed ; but it not unfrequently makes its way
externally, or an opening is formed internally,
and the matter then is effused into the anterior

chamber of the eye.
Ulceration. Ulceration of the cornea is the

common consequence of inflammation of the

cornea; but it is very frequently produced by
the contact of matter in purulent ophthalmia;
c>r, in fact, any irritating substance, mechanical
or chemical, that may be introduced into the eye.
The inflammation produces the formation of pus ;

this breaks and an ulcer is formed.

In ulcers of the cornea you will find the edges

rugged, uneven, and elevated, the ulcer itself

having an ash-colored appearance, and the pa-
tient complaining of great pain ;

there will also

be a discharge of a good deal of acrid and irri-

tating matter. In general there will be no diffi-

culty in distinguishing ulcers of the cornea; all

you have to do is to put the eye in profile and
take a side view of this organ, and you will see

the ulcer with the appearances I have described.

The situation of ulcers of the cornea varies; as

also do the ulcers vary in their appearance.
Treatment. The treatment required in inflam-
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mation of the cornea does not materially differ Iritis. Inflammation of the ins is a peculiarfrom that of inflammation of the conjunctiva, or and specific inflammation, attended "with" Yyinp-
any other part of the eye. You must rely upon toms which, in some cases, are with difficulty
the efficacy of a strict antiphlogistic plan, and, recognised. In looking into the eye, you see
when the acute inflammation has been subdued, on the iris changed in color, or having a'brownish
the use of mild astringent collyria. When ulcers

v

form in any part of the cornea it will be proper
to use active means, if they are accompanied
with acute inflammation

;
but most frequently

hue, or rather a reddish-brown color (this how-
ever varies according to the natural color of the

iris), from the increased number of vessels on its

surface carrying red blood. The iris itself is

they are accompanied by chronic ophthalmia, and altered in texture, being puckered and thickened.
have a disposition to spread rather than heal.

When they are of a spreading disposition astrin-

gent lotions will be of great service; but of all

These appearances are soon removed, and de-

posits of yellow lymph, resembling yellow tuber-

cles, will be seen on the iris, the pupil becomes
remedies in ulcers of the cornea the nitrate of irregular and altered in shape, and thp mipillary
silver is the one on which you are to depend : it

is generally used in the state of solution, about

two grains to an ounce of water; or it may be

better to begin with a grain to an ounce, regu-

lating the strength in proportion to the degree of pearances

margin of the iris thickened and turned back
towards the posterior chamber. These are the

principal symptoms by which you recognise
iritis

; but there are many other marked ap-

irritation it may produce. When ulcers of the

cornea are attended with acute inflammation, it

will be necessary to employ bleeding by leeches

before the use of astringents, and at the same
time to keep the bowels regular by mild ape-
rients. During the progress of the ulcers it will

be necessary to watch them very closely, and

examine them frequently ; but in doing so great
caution must be used lest the eye-l:ds become
everted. When ulcers of the cornea heal it is

by cicatrisation, as in any other part of the body.
The specks which are left upon cicatrisation are

nothing more than rounded spots of coagulable

lymph, and are denominated leucoma or albugo;
and in these cases the rays of light are not pre-
vented entering the eye, except when the spots
are on the axis of vision.

Staphylomu. In this disease the cornea be-

comes opaque, considerably elevated, and altered

in texture. It frequently comes on after small

pox, and is one of the sequelae belonging to that

formidable complaint. In staphyloma the eye-
lids are prevented from being closed ; there is

perpetual irritation kept up by friction of the

palpebrae on the ball. By the separation of the

lids extraneous bodies often enter the eye, irrita-

Iritis is not unfrequently accompanied by in-

flammation of the tunics of the eye, which has

been called ophthalmitis, or deep seated inflam-

mation of the globe of the eye. But for the

treatment and further description of this very
usual variety, we must refer to Mr. Castlu's

Manual. For cataract see CATARACT.

SECT. III. LITHOTOMY.

This operation was practised by the ancient

Egyptian surgeons under the Ptolemies, espe-

cially Ammonius Alexandrinus, and afterwards

at Rome by Meges, and is described particularly

by Celsus. It was then a very simple operation,
and performed thus : The presence of a stone

being ascertained by a strait sound, the rectum

was emptied by an injection, and the patient di-

rected to walk about, as so to make the stone gra-

vitate to the neck of the bladder ;
and now the

patient was secured, as at present, for the lateral

operation ;
and the operator introduced two, or

sometimes even three, fingers of his left hand into

the rectum, and, feeling the stone, thrust it forward

into the perineum and cut directly upon by a semi-

lunar incision transverse, and having its ends

pointing to the hips ;
then a smaller one, at the

tion is produced by the friction of the lids and deepest part of the first, in the same direction,
.1 -11 -i 111 r *ill i + .^<iM./i,-l *Ua ofr^nti tirViiriVi oimpr Qtnrfpd out.

eye-lashes, and thus a considerable degree of in-

convenience is produced to the patient, and the

eye kept in a state of chronic ophthalmy ;
and

till it reached the stone, which either started out,

or was brought out by a hook for the purpose.

There are several objections to this operation.

the sound eye becomes sympathetically affected. 1. The same parts are not always cut, as that

The iris often protrudes ;
the vitreous humor is must depend upon the degree of forcewith which

altered in texture; and the crystalline lens is

projected forwards.

the operator protrudes the stone. 2. The urethra

may be altogether divided from the prostate.
:

Treatment. In this complaint nothing can be If the bladder be much pushed forward, it may
_ . , . i u J:..:J~J *!,.,,, *MiMtA<MAlf homnn thH Dros-

done for the restoration of sight; and the only

plan of treatment will be to remove the staphy-

be divided thus transversely, behind the pros-

tate, so including the vesicula seminales. This

lomatous part, so as to return the eye within the operation, together with surgery and medicine

was entirely lost in the dark ages
orbit, andrmit the use of an artificial eye.

The operation is exceedingly simple : the surgeon quacks ; but it was known to and practised

La Raoux, at Paris, 140 years ago. Tins
first passes a needle with a ligature through the --___.-, - -

operation proved much too simple I

barous physicians and surgeons of the middle

knife, and removes as much of the projecting age, as it was practised by many quacks^
&c..

staphylomatous part, in order to steady the eye ; -r i
-

, .

and then, with the other hand, takes the cornea barous physicians and surgeons of

--.>"-" Y~ r. ' .-
.

-
, .

which deprived them of *, am

tins last reason, .says HeUton, th luce ta

to adopt a

part as may be necessary ;
the operation gives

little pain ;
it generally happens that the iris ad-

heres to the cornea, and that a portion of it is

removed. The crystalline lens escapes, together
once increased their own

with a portion of vitreous humor, and the eye fees ^"P^.^^nvS by 1 e

collapses, so that when the part is healed an ar- and cruel operat.on
was ed^Jona

tificial eye may be worn.
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de Romanis, who, it seems, did not dare to prac-
tise or publish it ; but his pupil Marianus Sane-

tus published it in 1524, not as his own but his

master's invention ;
and this operation, which

neither dared own, was greedily seized on by the

profession. It was performed all over Europe
for many years thus :

' A groove-staff was first

introduced ; then the operator, kneeling on one

knee, made an incision with a razor along the

perineum, on one side the raphe, and, feeling with

his little finger for the curve of the staff, opened
the membranous part of the urethra ; and, fixing

the point of his knife in the groove of the staff,

gave it an assistant to hold, while he passed a

probe along the knife into the groove of the staff,

and thus into the bladder. The urine now flowed

out and the staff was withdrawn.'

The operator next took two strong iron

probes, called conductors ; one named the fe-

male, having a groove like a modern director ;

the other the male, having a probe point corre-

sponding with the groove. The grooved one was
first introduced along the probe, then the latterwas

withdrawn, and the male passed along the groove
of the female into the bladder. Then commenced
the operation of dilating. The lithotomist took a

conductor in each hand, and, by making their

shafts diverge, dilated; or, in plain language,
tore open, the prostate gland. After this a pair
of strong forceps, with a large blade, were used

to dilate it still more. Then these were with-

drawn, and a blunt gorget introduced ; upon this

the vals extractors were introduced, and the

stone brought out. This operation lasted for

many years, till 1097, when a new operation was
introduced by a wandering friar, called Freie

Jocque, his real name was Jacque Beaulieu, and
it appears that he had learned his operation of

another quack, and had then wandered over

Europe, and at length came to Paris with certi-

ficates of his success, and volunteering to ope-
rate. He took no fees, but acted for the glory
of the Divinity, receiving only enough to afford

himself sustenance, and keep his instruments in

order. He was authorised by the government to

operate in the hospitals of La Charite", and the

Hotel Dieu, and, though violently opposed by
the profession, seems to have been eminently
successful at first; but hating no knowledge of

anatomy, he did not always cut the same parts,
and latterly failed in several instances ; so that

at last his envious rivals prevailed, and he left

Paris and travelled to the provinces and Holland,
and, having stud led anatomy, operated again with
the greatest success. His operation was the

Lateral operation. He introduced a straight
staff into the bladder, and plunging his knife into

the side of the
perineum near the tuber ischie,

about two fingers breadth from the raphe, cut upon
the staff, which served as a guide into the bladder,

cutting upwards from the anus. He never with-

drew his knife till he had made a sufficient open-
ing for the stone, which he withdrew by a pair of

forceps in a rough manner, using sometimes a

director, but more commonly his finger. This

operation was imitated and practised by Raw,
Marechal, Bamber, and Chesselden, which last

modified it in several ways, and at last performed
it as we perform it at present.

Sir Astley Cooper says,
' In the lateral opera-

tion of lithotomy, you are to begin your incision a
little on the lelt side of the raphe, immediately
below the symphysis pubis, and carry it oblique-
ly downwards and outwards to midway between
the anus and tuberosity of the ischium, and the

termination of the incision should be opposite
to the centre of the anus. Before you commence
the incision you should draw aside the raphe
towards the ramus of the ischium on the right
side. Never begin an operation without having
first reflected well on what you are going to do;
and, in making incisions through the skin, you
should, before you apply the knife, mark out
with your eye the course which such incisions

should take, and the precise point where they
should terminate. Well then, the first cut through
the skin, made in the direction just mentioned,

penetrates the skin and cellular substance, and

lays bare the accelerator urinae ; you then with

the fingers of your left hand push or draw
the bulb of the penis under the ramus of the

ischium on the right side, so that the next inci-

sion will pass between the bulb and crus penis
of the left side

; there is no necessity in reality
for cutting the bulb, and it should therefore be
avoided ; well, carrying your knife forward be-

tween the bulb and crus, you divide the accele-

rator urinse, and this you should do completely,
for if you permit any portion of its fibres to re-

main undivided, particularly at the upper part,
if the stone should be at all large, you will find

that their contractions would very much increase

the difficulty of withdrawing the stone ; imme-

diately that the accelerator urinae has been cut

through, you expose the transversus periuei ;

you are then to feel for the groove of the staff

with the nail of the index finger of the left hand,
and, having fully satisfied yourself of its situa-

tion, you are to cut through it into the mem-
branous part of the urethra by means of the

same scalpel with which you made the other in-

cisions and then, fixing the beak of the gorget
in the groove of the staff, you are to bring down
towards you the handle of the latter instrument,
while at the same moment you push the gorget
into the bladder, with its point directed upwards,
and its handle of course somewhat depressed. I

give you this last direction for the purpose of

preventing the dreadful accident of the gorget

slipping and passing between the bladder and

rectum, instead of its entering the former viscus.'

An instrument for dividing the prostate and
bladder has of late been used with success in the

lateral operation of lithotomy : it is called the

bistourie cache" ;
it was invented by Cosme, a

French surgeon, about 100 years since ; it con-

sists of a knife enclosed in a sheath which, after

being introduced into the bladder and turned
with its edge outwards and downwards, cuts its

way out when withdrawn. Many operators use

a knife to open the bladder, and it answers in

young persons ; but, in old ones with diseased

prostate, it does not cut enough to admit the

stone.

The high operation, lately recommended by
Mr. Corpue and practised by sir Everard Home,
was first made known to the world in 1561, by
Pierre Franco, who, in his Treatise on Hernia,
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says he once performed it on a child with very
good success, but discourages the farther practice
of it. After him Rossetus recommended it,

with great zeal, in his book entitled Partus Cse-

sarius, printed in 1591
;
but he never performed

the operation himself. Monsieur Tolet makes
mention of its having been tried in the Hotel-
Dieu ; but, without entering into the particular
causes of its discontinuance, says only that it

was found inconvenient. About the year 1719
it was first done in England by Mr. Douglas ;

and after him practised by others.

The patient being laid on a square table, with

his legs hanging off and fastened to the sides of
it by a ligature passed above the knee, his head
and body lifted up a little by pillows so as to

relax the abdominal muscles, and his hands held

steady by some assistants
; inject through a ca-

theter, into the bladder, as much barley-water
as he can bear, which, in a man, is often about

eight ounces, and sometimes twelve. The blad-

der being filled, an assistant, in order to prevent
the reflux of the water, must grasp the penis the

moment the catheter is withdrawn, holding it on
one side in such a manner as not to stretch the

skin of the abdomen ; then with a round-edged
knife make an incision about four inches long
between the recti and pyramidal muscles, through
the membrana adiposa as deep as the bladder,

bringing its extremity almost down to the penis ;

after this, taking a crooked knife, continue the

incision into the bladder, carrying it a little un-

der the os pubis ; and immediately upon the

water's flowing out, introduce the fore-finger of

your left hand, which will direct the forceps to

the stone. Sabatier wisely condemns making
the cut in the bladder from below upward lest

the knife injure the peritonaeum.

Although this is one of the easiest and to all ap-

pearance the safest method of operating, several

objections soon brought it into disuse. 1. The
irritation of a stone often causes such a thicken-

ed and contracted state of the bladder that this

viscus will not admit of being distended so as to

rise above the pubes. 2. If the operator should

break the stone, the fragments cannot be easily

washed away, and remaining behind will form a

nucleus for a future stone. 3. Experience has

proved that the high operation is very commonly
followed by extravasation of urine, attended with

suppuration and gangrenous mischief in the cel-

lular membrane of the pelvis. This happens
because the urine more readily escapes out of

the wound in the bladder than through the ure-

thra
; and also because when the bladder con-

tracts, and sinks behind the os pubis, this wound
ceases to be parallel to that in the linea alba and

integuments, and becomes deeper and deeper.
For the prevention of these ill consequences,

says Sabatier, it will be in vain to make the pa-
tient lie in an horizontal posture and to keep a

catheter introduced, as Rousset and Morand re-

commended : experience has evinced that the

bad effects, which we have described, were nei-

ther less frequent nor less fatal. 4. The danger
of exciting inflammation of the peritonaeum.

5.

The injection itself is exceedingly painful, and,

however slow the fluid be injected, the bladder

can seldom be dilated enough to make the oper-

ation
absolutely secure; and, when hastily di-

lated, it is sometimes even burst, or, at leas'i, its

tone destroyed. We need not enumerate other
inconveniences.

Some of the objections, however, do not apply
to certain instances. In many men, we know by
searching that their bladder is very large, so that
we can run no risk of meeting with it in a con-
tracted state, and, therefore, the objection is of
no weight when we are certain that the bladder
extends itself a considerable way above the puhes.
and will admit a large quantity of injection.
Stones are sometimes known to be of large size,
and they are less likely to be broken in this than

any other mode of lithotomy, so that the objec-
tion of the difficulty of extracting small calcul:

and fragments is less forcible. The excoria-

tions, from the effusion of urine all over the skin

near the wound, may be prevented by embroca-

tions, ointment, &c. The abscesses and gan-
grenes arising from the extravasation of urine in

the cellular substance, says an able surgeon, may
be very much prevented by the introduction of a

cannula, as practised in the puncture of the blad-

der above the os pubis.

Lithotomy in women. The naturally large size

and dilatable nature of the female urethra have

suggested the plan of endeavouring to expand
this passage by various means, so that a stone

in the bladder may be taken out with a pair of

forceps, without having occasion to employ any

cutting instrument whatsoever. This method
was proposed by Douglas nearly a century ago,
who not only recommended the use of sponge
for the purpose, but also dried gentian root, as

being more gradual in its expansion, and better

adapted to the object.

Lithotomy on females is much more easy of

execution, and less dangerous, than the same ope-
ration on the male subject. It may be done in

various ways ; but the surgeons of the present

time constantly follow the mode of making the

requisite opening by dividing the urethra and

neck of the bladder. A straight staff, or direc-

tor, is introduced through the meatus urinarius ;

the groove is turned obliquely downwards and

outwards, in a direction parallel to the ramus of

the left os pubis ; and a gorget, or knife, is thus

conducted into the bladder, and makes the ne-

cessary incision. Some operators prefer the li-

thotome cache, which, after being introduced, is

opened as far as is deemed proper, and then

drawn out with its edge turned obliquely out-

wards and downwards.

The French surgeons Louis and Flurant, were

the inventors of particular
bistouries for dividing

both sides of the female urethra at once The

instrument of the former effected this purpose,

in passing from without inwards ;
that of the

latter, in passing from within outwards. Fin-

rant's bistoury bears some resemblance in prin-

ciple to Frere Come's lithotome cache, or to the

cutting forceps, with which Franco used to di-

vide the neck of the bladder. The reason as-

signed in recommendation of these bistouries.

is, that they serve to make a freer opening for

the passage of large stones, than can be safely

made by cutting only in one direction. Al pre-

sent, however, they are never iiM>d
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SECT. IV. SUPPLEMENTARY VIEW OF DIS-

EASES OF THE SKIN.

In this part of our article we shall, after ex"

plaining a few terms of less frequent occurrence

touch upon the leading diseases of this species?

conceiving that though some writers have spoken
of them as pertaining to medicine, they may
with greater propriety be enrolled among surgi-

cal cases, since they affect the contexture of the

body, and may in many occasions be relieved by
a manual operation.

But it may not be amiss in the first place to

present the reader with Dr. Willan's classifica-

tion and definitions, which we intend to fol-

low.

CLASSIFICATION.

ORDER I. PAPULA.
Genera.

Strophulus (red gum, tooth eruption, &c.)
Lichen (spring eruption, scorbutic pimples, &c.)

Prurigo (gratelle, or universal itching of the

skin).

ORDER II. SQUAM*.

Lepra (leprosy of the Greeks).
Psoriasis (dry or scaly tetter).

Pityriasis (dandriff).

Icthyosis (fish-skin).

ORDER III. EXANTHEMATA.

Rubeala (measles).
Scarlatina (scarlet fever).
Urticaria (nettle rash).
Roseola (rose rash).

Purpura (purple or scorbutic rash).

Erythema (red rash).

ORDER IV. BULIJE.

Erysipelas (St. Anthony's fire).

Pemphigus (vesicular fever).

Pompholyx (water-blebs).
ORDER V. PUSTUUE.

Impetigo (running tetter).

Ecthyma (large inflamed pustules).
Variola (small-pox).
Scabies (itch).

Porrigo (scald head honey-comb-scab, &c.)

ORDER VI. VESICUL.E.

Herpes (ring worm, shingle?, wild fire, &c.)
Varicella (chicken pox, and swine pox).
Vaccinia (cow-pox).
Miliaria (miliary eruptions).
Eczema (heat eruption).

Aphtha (thrush).

ORDER VII. TUBERCULA.

Phytna (boils, carbuncles, &c.)
Verruca (warts).
Molluscum (small soft wens).

Vitiligo (white smooth tubercles).
Acne (stone-pock, red tuberculated face, &c.)
Lupus (or noli me tangere).

Elephantiasis (Arabian leprosy).
Frcimbasia (yaws).

ORDER VIII. MACULA.

Ephelis (sun spots).

Spilm, moles, and other original marks.

1. Papula, pimple ; a very small and acumi-
nated elevation of the cuticle, with an inflamed

base, very seldom containing a fluid, or suppu-
rating, and commonly terminating in scurf.

2. Squama, scale ; a lamina of morbid cuticle,

hard, thickened, whitish, and opaque, Scales,
when they increase into irregular layers, are de-

nominated crusts.

3. Exanthema, rash, superficial red patches,

variously figured, and diffused irregularly over

the body, leaving interstices of a natural color,
and terminating in cuticular exfoliations.

4. Bulla, bleb, a large portion of the cuticle

detached from the skin by the interposition of a

transparent watery fluid.

5. Pustula, pustule, an elevation of the cuti-

cle, with an inflamed base, containing pus.
Four varieties of pustules are denominated in

this arrangement, as follows :

a. Phlyzacium, a pustule, commonly of a large

size, raised on a hard circular base, of a vivid

red color, and succeeded by a thick, hard, dark-

colored scab.

b. Psydracium, a small pustule, often irregu-

larly circumscribed, producing but a slight ele-

vation of the cuticle, and terminating in a lami-

nattd scab. Many of the psydracia usually

appear together, and become confluent ; and,
after the discharge of pus, they pour out a thin

watery humor, which frequently forms an irregu-
lar incrustation.

c. Achor ; and
d. Favus. These two pustules are considered

by the majority of writers, from the Greeks down-

wards, as varieties of the same genus, differing

chiefly in magnitude. The achor may be defined

a small acuminated pustule, containing a straw-

colored matter, which has the appearance and

nearly the consistence of strained honey, and
succeeded by a thin brown or yellowish scab.

The favus, or Kijpiov, is larger than the achor,

flatter, and not acuminated, and contains a more
viscid matter; its base, which is often irregular,
is slightly inflamed ; and it is succeeded by a

yellow, semi-transparent, and sometimes cellular

scab, like a honey-comb ; whence it has obtained

its name.
6. Vesicula, vesicle, a small orbicular eleva-

tion of the cuticle, containing lymph, which is

sometimes clear and colorless, but often opaque,
and whitish or pearl-colored. It is succeeded
either by scurf, or by a laminated scab.

7. Tuberculum, tubercle, a small, hard, super-
ficial tumor, circumscribed, and permanent, or

suppurating partially.
8. Macula, spot, a permanent discoloration of

some portion of the skin, often with a change of

its texture.

The following terms are used in their ordinary

acceptation ; viz.

9. Wheal, a rounded or longitudinal elevation

of the cuticle, with a white summit, but not per-
manent, not containing a fluid, nor tending to

suppuration.
10. Furfur, scurf, small exfoliations of the

cuticle, which occur after slight inflammations of

the skin, and a new cuticle being formed under-
neath during the exfoliation.

11. Scab, a hard substance, covering superfi
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cial ulcerations, and formed by a concretion of
the fluid discharged from them.

12. Stigma, a minute red speck in the skin,
without any elevation of the cuticle. When
stigmata coalesce, and assume a dark-red or li-

vid color, they are termed petechioe.
Order I. PAPULE. Papulae, or pimples,

appear to originate in an inflammation of the

papillae of the skin, by which these are enlarged,
elevated, and indurated, and made to assume
more or less of a red color. Sometimes even a

slight effusion of lymph takes place, which gives
a vesicular appearance to several of the papula ;

but the fluid is re-absorbed without breaking the

cuticle, and they terminate for the most part in

scurf. The varieties of papulous eruptions are

comprehended in this arrangement under three

genera; namely, strophulus, lichen, and prurigo.
i. Strophulus. This genus comprises several

papular affections, peculiar to infants, which are
known by the common appellations of red gum,
tooth-eruption, &c. They arise in consequence
of the extreme vascularity and irritability of the
skin at that period of life, when the constitution

is accidentally disturbed by irritation, either,
in the alimentary canal, the gums, or other parts.
As they are not, however, very important objects
of medical practice, but interesting only from
their occasional resemblance to some of the ex-

anthemata, I shall not dwell upon them at any
length. The following varieties are mentioned

by Dr. Willan : 1. Strophulus intertinctus, the

red gum or gown, is characterised by papulae of

a vivid red color, situated most commonly on the

cheeks, fore-arms, and back of the hands, but

sometimes universally diffused. 2. Strophulus
albidus. 3. Strophulus confertus. 4. Strophulus
volaticus : not a frequent complaint. 5. Stro-

phulus candidus.

ii. Lichen is denned by Dr. Willan to be ' an

extensive eruption of papulae, affecting adults,

connected with internal disorder, usually termi-

nating in scurf, recurrent, not contagious.' The
varieties of this eruption are seven.

1. The lichen simplex is an eruption of red

papulse, first appearing on the face or on the

arms, and extending, in the course of three or

four days, to the trunk and lower limbs. It is

preceded for a few days by slight febrile irrita-

tion, which commonly ceases when the eruption

appears. This is accompanied with an unplea-
sant sensation of tingling, especially in the night :

it continues nearly stationary about a week, when
its color begins to fade, and the skin soon exhi-

bits numerous scurfy exfoliations, which remain

longest about the flexures of the joints.
The du-

ration of the complaint varies considerably, how-

ever, from ten days to three weeks. 2. Lichen

circumscriptus is characterised by clusters or

patches of papulae, which have a well-defined

margin, and are of an irregularly circular form.

3. Lichen agrius is ushered in by febrile symp-
toms, which are commonly relieved on the ap-

pearance of the papulous eruption. The papulae
occur in large patches, are of a high red color,

and have a degree of inflammation diffused

round them to a considerable extent. They are

accompanied by itching, heat, and a painful ting-

'ng, which are augmented to a sensation of
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smarting and
scalding by the heat of the bed,

washing with soap, drinking wine, or using vio-
lent exercise. The symptoms undergo a daily
increase and remission: for they are all greatly
diminished m the morning, and recur after din-
ner. Some small

vesicles, filled with a straw-
colored fluid, are

occasionally intermixed with
the papulae; but they are not permanent. 4.
Lichen hvidus is distinguished by the dark red
or livid hue of its papulae, which appear chierlyon the extremities, and without any accompany-
ing symptoms of fever. The papulae are more
permanent, however, than in the foregoing varie-
ties; and, after their desiccation, the disorder is

liable to be prolonged for many weeks by a fresh

eruption.
iii. Prurigo. The characteristic symptoms of

this genus are, a severe itching, accompanied by
an irruption of papulae of nearly the same color
with the adjoining cuticle. It affects the whole
surface of the skin, under three varieties of form,
as well as some parts of the body locally. 1.

Prurigo mitis is accompanied by soft and sinootli

papul&e, somewhat larger, and less acuminated
than those of lichen, and seldom appearing rod
or inflamed, except from violent friction. Hence
an inattentive observer may overlook the papulu:
altogether: more especially as a number of
small thin black scabs are here and there con-

spicuous, and arrest his attention. These origi-
nate from the concretion of a little watery humor,
mixed with blood, which oozes out, when the

tops of the papulae are removed, by the violent

rubbing or scratching which the severe itching
demands.

2. Prurigo formicans. This affection differs

materially from the preceding, in the obstinacy
and severity of its symptoms, although its ap-

pearances are not very dissimilar. The itching

accompanying it is incessant, and is combined
with various other painful sensations; -as of in-

sects creeping over and stinging the skin, or of

hot needles piercing it.

3. Prurigo senilis. The frequent occurrence

of prurigo in old age, and the difficulty of curing

it, have been the subject of universal observa-

tion. The sensation of itching, in the prurigo
of that period of life, is as intolerable and more

permanent than in the P. formicans ;
and the

appearances which it exhibits are very similar,

except that the papulae are for the most part

larger. The comfort of the remainder of life is

sometimes entirely destroyed by the occurrence

of this disease.

Order II. SQUAMJE. Scaly diseases. Those

opaque and thickened laminae of the cuticle,

which are called scales, are commonly produced

by some degree of inflammation of the t rut-

skin, over which they are formed ;
but occa-

sionally, as in the slighter forms of pityriasis,

the cuticle alone, or with the rete mucosum, ap-

pears to be in a morbid condition. If the defi-

nition be carefully attended to, scales will not

be confounded with the scabs succeeding con-

fluent pustules and vesicles, or superficial ulcc-

rations. The four genera of scaly diseases are

lepra, psoriasis, pityriasis,
and ichthyosis.

i. Lepra, The term lepra is here appropriated

solely to the leprosy of the Greeks, as dcscrihcd
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by the more accurate of those writers. It is

characterised by
'

scaly patches, of different

sizes, but having always nearly a circular form.'

1. Lepra vulgaris, the ordinary species of the

disease in this country, commences with small,

round, reddish, and shining elevations of the

skin, at first smooth, but within a day or two

exhibiting thin white scales on their tops. These

gradually, sometimes rapidly, dilate to the size of

half-a-crown, still retaining their oval or circular

form, and are covered with shining scales, and

encircled by a dry, red, and slightly elevated

border. In some cases these scales accumulate,
M as to form thick prominent crusts. If the

scales or crusts are removed, the skin appears
red and shining, being very smooth, and free

from the cuticular lines in the beginning, but

marked, in the advanced stages, with long deep
lines and reticulations, not always coinciding
with those of the adjoining surface.

ii. Lepra alphoides. This is a less severe

form of the disease than the preceding. It dif-

fers chiefly in the small size of the patches, which

seldom extend beyond the diameter of a few lines,

or become confluent, in the minuteness and

greater whiteness of the scales, and in its limi-

tation to the extremities. This variety of lepra
is most common in children. It is tedious and

difficult of cure, like the former, and requires
similar treatment.

2. Psoriasis. The psoriasis, or scaly tetter,

occurs under a considerable variety of forms,

exhibiting in common with lepra, mote or less

roughness and scaliness of the cuticle, with a

redness underneath. It differs, however, from

lepra in several respects. Sometimes the erup-
tion is diffuse and continuous, and sometimes in

separate patches of various sizes ; but these are

of an irregular figure, without the elevated bor-

der, the inflamed margin, and the oval or circular

outline of the leprous patches : the surface under
the scales is likewise much more tender and
irritable in general than in lepra; and the skin

is often divided by rhagades or deep fissures.

It is commonly accompanied by some consti-

tutional disorder, and is liable to cease and return

at certain seasons.

1. The psoriasis guttata is a sort of connect-

ing link between this genus and lepra, the little

patches being distinct, and small (seldom ex-

ceeding two or three lines in diameter), but with

an irregular circumference, and the other pecu-
liar characters just described. They appear on
almost every part of the body, and even on the

face : but in the latter situation they exhibit only
a redness and roughness, without scales. This

eruption is most common in the spring, at which
season it is liable to recur for several years. It

is preceded by general pains, and slight feverish-

ness. In children it often spreads rapidly over

the body in two or three days; but in adults its

progress is gradual and slow.

2. The psoriasis inveterata is the most severe

modification of the complaint, beginning in se-

parate irregular patches, which extend and be-

come confluent, until at length they cover the

whole surface of the body, except a part of the

face, or sometimes the palms of the hands and
oles of the feet, with a universal scaliness,

interspersed with deep furrows, and a harsh,

stiff, and thickened state of the skin.

iii. Pityriasls. The pityriasis is a very super-
ficial affection, characterised by irregular patches
of thin scales, which repeatedly exfoliate and

recur, but which never form crusts, nor are ac-

companied with excoriations. It is not conta-

gious. It occurs under three or four varieties of

form.

1. The pityriasis capitis, which in infants is

called dandriff, appears in a slight whitish scurf

along the top of the forehead and temples, but
in larger, flat, separate semi-transparent scales

on the occiput. A similar affection occurs on
the scalp of aged persons.

2. The pityriasis rubra occurs most frequently
in advanced life, and is the result of a slight
inflammation of the portions of the skin affected,
somewhat resembling in this respect the psori-
asis diffusa. The cuticle is at first only red and

rough, but soon becomes mealy or scurfy, and

exfoliates, leaving a similar red cuticle under-

neath, which undergoes the like process ; the

scaliness becoming greater as the exfoliation is

repeated. This complaint is attended with a

dry and unperspiring surface, a troublesome

itching, and a feeling of stiffness. There is also

a general languor and restlessness. When the

redness and scales disappear, the patches are

left of a yellowish or sallow hue. But the

whole process is liable to be repeated at short

intervals, and the disease to be thus greatly pro-

longed.
3. The pityriasis versicolor is most remark-

able for the chequered and variegated discolora-

tion of the cuticle which it exhibits. It appears
mostly about the breast and epigastrium, and
sometimes on the arms and shoulders, in brown

patches of different shades, variously branphing
and coalescing, and interspersed with portions
of the natural hue.

iv. Ichthyosis. The ichthyosis, or fish-skin

disease, is characterised by a thickened, hard,

rough, and in some cases almost horny texture

of the integuments of the body, with some ten-

dency to scaliness, but without the deciduous

exfoliations, the distinct and partial patches, or

the constitutional disorder, which belong to lepra
and psoriasis.

1. Ichthyosis simplex. In its commencement
this disease exhibits merely a thickened, harsh,
and discolored state of the cuticle, which ap-

pears, at a little distance, as if it were soiled

with mud. When further advanced, the thick-

ness, hardness, and roughness, become much

greater, and of a warty character, and the color

is nearly black.

2. Ichthyosis cornea. Several cases of a rigid
and horny state of the integuments, sometimes

partial, but sometimes extending nearly over the

whole body, have been recorded by authors ;

and occasionally such a condition of the cuticle

has been accompanied with the actual produc-
tion of excrescences of a horny texture. These

however, are rare occurrences.

Order III. EXANTHEMATA. Rashes. The
term exanthema, efflorescence, appears to have
been used by the Greek writers in a very general

sense, equivalent to that of our word eruption;
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and it has been employed, in this acceptation,
by many modern authors. The nosologists,
however, have limited it to those eruptions which
are accompanied with fever, and which have
their regular periods of efflorescence and de-
cline.

i. Rubeola. Measles. The rash, in the measles,

appears usually on the fourth, but sometimes on
the third, fifth, or sixth day of a febrile disorder,
and, after a continuance of four days, gradually
declines with the fever. The disease commences
from ten to fourteen days after the contagion has
been received, and appears under three varieties

of form.

1. Rubeola vulgaris. The diagnosis of this rash
is thus summed up by Dr. Bateman. It first

shows itself in distinct, red, and nearly circular

spots, somewhat less than the ordinary areolae of

flea-bites. As these increase in number, they
coalesce, forming small patches, of an irregular

figure, but approaching nearest to that of semi-

circles or crescents. These patches are inter-

mixed with the single circular dots, and with

interstices of the natural color of the skin : on
the

1

face they are slightly raised, so as to give the

sensation of inequality of surface to the finger

passed over the cuticle. The whole face, in-
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deed, is often sensibly swelled at the height of always with fever.

Urticaria evanida. Distinguished by the al-

ternating appearance and reappearance of the
wheals, as under the influence of various causes.

Urticaria perstans. Its specific name ex-
presses its characteristic.

Urticaria conferta. Wheals coalescing into

patches.
Urticaria subcutanea. Marked by a violent

and almost constant tingling of the skin.
Urticaria tuberosa. Wheals forming hard

tuberosities.

iv. Roseola. This efflorescence is mostly
symptomatic, and occurs in connexion with dif-

ferent febrile complaints. It is rose-colored,
without wheals or papulae, and not contagious.

Roseola sestiva commences upon the face,
and is distributed in small patches over various

parts of the body.
Roseola autumnalis occurs in children in

distinct, circular, or oval patches.
Roseola vaccina, -\ The signification of these

Roseola miliaris, f terms conveys an idea of
Roseola variolosa, the principal characteris-

Roseola in fan til is. J tics.

v. Purpura is known by an efflorescence con-

sisting of small, distinct, purple specks and

patches, attended with general debility, but not

the eruption; and occasionally the tumefaction

of the eyelids is so great as to close the eyes for

a day or two, as in the small pox : hut on the

other parts of the body they are not sensibly
elevated.

ii. Scarlatina. The scarlet fever is charac-

terised by a close and diffuse efflorescence, of a

high scarlet color, which appears on the surface

of the body, or within the mouth and fauces,

usually on the second day of fever, and termi-

nates in about five days.
1. Scarlatina simplex. The scarlatina simplex

consists merely of the rash, with a moderate de-

gree of fever. The day after the slight febrile

symptoms have appeared, the efflorescence be-

gins to show itself, about the neck and face, in

innumerable red points, which, within the space
of twenty-four hours, are seen over the whole
surface of the body. These, as they multiply,
coalesce into small patches, but, on the following

day (the third), form a diffuse and continuous

efflorescence over the limbs, especially round
the fingers.

2. Scarlatina anginosa. A variety of the pre-

ceding, accompanied with an inflammation about

the fauces.

3. Scarlatina maligna. This form of scarlatina

commences like the last, but is attended with

very dreadful symptoms. The eyes are dull and

suffused with redness, the cheeks exhibit a dark-

red flush, and the mouth is encrusted with a

black or brown fur. The ulcers in the throat

are covered with dark sloughs, and surrounded

by a livid base ;
and a large quantity of viscid

phlegm clogs up the fauces, impeding the respi-

ration, and occasioning a rattling noise, as well

as increasing the difficulty and pain of deglu-
tition.

iii. Urticaria. Urticaria febrilis. Attended

with fever, headach, and sickness in the stomach.

1. Purpura simplex. In this variety there is

an appearance of petechiae, without much dis-

order of the constitution, except languor, and
loss of the muscular strength, with a pale 01

sidlow complexion, and often with pain in tin;

bmbs. The petechiae are most numerous on the

breast, and on the inside of the arms and less

and are of various sizes, from the most minute

point to that of a flea-bite, and commonly cir-

cular. They may be distinguished from recent

flea-bites, partly by their more livid or purple

color, and partly because, in the latter there iv

a distinct central puncture, the redness around

which disappears on pressure. There is no

itching or other sensation attending the petechin?.

2. Purpura hasmorrhagica is considerably
more severe ; the petechice are often of a larger

size, and are interspersed with vibices and ec-

chymoses, or livid stripes and patches, resembling

the marks left by the strokes of a whip or by
violent bruises.

3. Purpura urticans.

4. Purpura senilis. I give this appellation to

a variety of the complaint of which I have seen

a few cases, occuring only in elderly women.

It appears principally along the outside of the

fore arm, in successive dark purple blotches, of

an irregular form and various magnitude.
iv. Erythema is defined by Dr. \\ illan to be ' a

nearly continuous redness of some portion of the

skin, attended with disorder of the constitution,

but not contagious.' Dr. Willan has described

six varieties, which will include all the ordinary

forms of the efflorescence. In some of them,

as will appear from their titles, the surface is

more or less elevated at some period of its

course, approximating to the papular or tuber-

cular tumors; but these are obscurely formed.

and'soon subside, leaving the redness undimin-

ished.
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1. Erythema fugax consists of red patches,

of an irregular form, and short duration, re-

sembling the redness produced from pressure.
2. Erythema laeve exhibits a uniformly

smooth, shining surface, and chiefly appears on
the lower extremities, in confluent patches, and
is generally accompanied by anasarca.

3. Erythema marginatum.
4. Erythema papulatum occurs chiefly on the

arms, neck, and breast, in extensive irregular

patches, of a bright red hue, presenting not an

inelegant painted appearance. For a day or

two, before the color becomes vivid, the surface is

rough or imperfectly papulated.
Order IV. BULL*. The large and often

irregular vesications, which are termed bullae,

discharge a watery fluid when they break ; and
the excoriated surface sometimes becomes co-

vered with a flat yellowish or blackish scab,
which remains till a new cuticle is formed un-

derneath
; and sometimes is converted into an

ulcer, which does not readily heal.

i. Erysipelas, considered under the head of

Inflammation.
li. Pemphigus. Authors are not agreed about

the distinct nature of those diseases which have
been described under this appellation.

iii. Pompholyx. An eruption of bullae appear-

ing without any inflammation round them, and
without ferer, and therefore, differing most

materially from the pemphigus described by
nosologists, Dr. Willan applied the appellation
of pompholyx.

1. Pompholyx benignus exhibits a succes-

sion of transparent bullae, about the size of a

pea, or sometimes of a hazel nut, which break

in three or four days, discharge their lympth,
and soon heal. They appear chiefly on the face,

neck, and extremities; and occur in boys in hot

weather, in infants during dentition, and in

young persons of irritable habit from eating
acrid vegetable substances, or from swallowing a

few grains of mercury.
Order V. PUSTUIJE. Pustules originate

from an inflammation of the skin, and the con-

sequent partial effusion of purulent matter under
the cuticle, by which the latter is elevated into

small circumscribed tumors. Sometimes several

of these elevations arise upon a common in-

flamed surface ; but most frequently the inflam-

mation of the base of each is distinct and cir-

cumscribed. They often terminate in a scabby
incrustation, varying in hardness according to

the various tenacity of the contained fluid
; and

sometimes in superficial ulceration.

i. Impetigo, humid or running tetter. This

eiuption is characterised by the appearance of

the small pustules denominated psydracia. It

is not accompanied by fever, not contagious, nor
communicable by inoculation.

1. Impetigo figurata deserves particular no-

tice, because in its early stages it is very apt to

be mistaken for the scabies. It appears in cir-

cumscribed patches, of various figure and mag-
nitude, which are usually smaller and more
circular on the upper, and larger, oval, and irregu-
lar on the lower extremities. The patches con-
sist at first of clusters of the yellow psydracious
pustules, set close together, and surrounded by

a slight inflammatory border ; the whole being
somewhat raised, but the pustules not very pro-
minent or acuminated. In a few days the pus-
tules break and discharge their fluid

; the surface

becomes red and excoriated, shining as if it

were stretched, but exhibiting numerous minute

pores, from which a considerable ichorous dis-

charge is poured out, accompanied with much
troublesome itching, heat, and smarting. The

discharge soon concretes partially into thin yel-
lowish or greenish scabs

;
but still continues to

ooze from under the scab which it forms. In

the course of three or four weeks, as the quan-
tity of the discharge diminishes, the scabs dry and
fall off, leaving the surface of the cuticle red,

rough, and somewhat thickened, and at the same
time extremely brittle, and liable to crack and
to be excoriated ; so that the ichorous discharge
and scabbing are easily reproduced, and the dis-

ease is often thus much prolonged in its duration.

Occasionally fresh crops of the psydracious pus-
tules re-appear, as at the commencement ; and
the whole course of eruption is repeated.

2. Impetigo sparsa differs from the preceding
chiefly in form.

3. Impetigo erysipelatodes.
4. Impetigo scabida. We shall insert an

account of this species as observed among the

natives of the Sandwich Islands, where this

genus is very common.
'

Pupu, a cutaneous disease common among
those who neglect the cleanly state of their per-
sons, and expose the surface to the inclemencies
of the weather. The categorematic pu signifies

any kind of effervescence or bubbling up, and is

well expounded by OXww, the root of phlyzacia ;

but, as these pustules are not accompanied by
any heat or febrile symptoms, they properly
come under the denomination of psydracious,

constituting a particular kind of cutaneous ma-

lady called impetigo or running tetter. This

disease is often mistaken by foreign visitors for

the itch
;
but differs from it in not being conta-

gious, and in having the lamellated scabs, which
leave large deep red aveolae behind them. The

easy method of cure always makes it obvious

that this affection differs essentially from the itch

on one hand, and the porrigo on the other, though

my friend Dr. Pearson of Macas, judging from

report, referred it to the latter; for, by keeping
the body clean and covered, it gradually disap-

pears ; and since the people have adopted the

European mode of culture, its appearance has

become less general than formerly. I have no-

ticed that those poor men who work a great deal

in those artificial swamps called taro-patches are

peculiarly exposed to its virulence, and I have

sometimes thought that the origin of this disease

might" be attributed to an irritation which the

acrid qualities of the areum, or as it is now
called calladium, might have at first occasioned

in the skin, till by frequent occurrence it grew, by
disposing the constitution to contract this mor-
bid habit, to its present state of violence. It

often attacks the legs or ancles in form of large

scaly tumors, and in its worst form cracks and

emits an ichorous discharge. 1 have sometimes

seen the legs of a dropsical person covered, as it

were, with greaves of one entire scab, and was
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in its worst condition whilst the water was ac-

cumulating; but, after the operation of tapping,
it would scale off and present for a time only
a deep red, and hardened surface.'

ii. Porrigo. Ringworm of the scalp, scalled

head, etc. The porrigo is a contagious disease,

principally characterised by an eruption of the

pustules denominated favi and achores unac-

companied by fever. The several appearances
which the disorder assumes are reducible to five

or six specific forms.

1. The porrigo larvalis, or crusta lactea of

authors, is almost exclusively a disease of in-

fancy. It commonly appears first on the fore-

head and cheeks, in an eruption of numerous
minute and whitish achores, which are crowded

together upon a red surface. These
pustules

soon break, and discharge a viscid fluid, which
concretes into thin yellowish or greenish scabs.

As the pustular patches spread, the discharge is

renewed, and continues also from beneath the

scabs, increasing their thickness and extent, until

the forehead, cheeks, and even the whole face,
become enveloped, as by a mask (whence the

epithet larvalis), the eyelids and nose alone re-

maining exempt from the incrustation.

2. Porrigo furfurans. In this form of the

disease, which commences with an eruption of

small achores, the discharge from the pustules
is small in quantity, and the excoriation slight ;

the humor, therefore, soon concretes, and sepa-
rates in innumerable thin laminated scabs, or

scale-like exfoliations.

3. The porrigo lupinosa is characterised by
the formation of dry circular scabs, of a yellow-
ish-white color, set deeply in the skin, with

elevated edges and a central indentation or de-

pression, sometimes containing a white scaly

powder, and resembling, on the whole, the seeds

of lupines.
4. The porrigo scutulata, popularly termed

the ringworm of the scalp, appears in distinct

and even distant patches, of an irregularly cir-

cular figure, upon the scalp, forehead, and neck.

It commences with clusters of small light-yellow

pustules, which soon break and form thin scabs

over each patch, which, if neglected, become
thick and hard by accumulation.

5. Porrrigo decalvans, the aXwTrijS of the

Greeks. This singular variety of the disease

presents no appearance whatever, except patches
of simple baldness, of a more or less circular

form, on which not a single hair remains, while

that which surrounds the patches is as thick as

usual. The surface of the scalp, within these

area, is smooth, shining, and remarkably white.

It is probable, though not ascertained, that there

may be an eruption of minute achores about the

roots of the hair, in the first instance, which are

not permanent, and do not discharge any fluid.

6. Porrigo favosa. This species of the dis-

order consists of an eruption of the large, soft,

straw-colored pustules, denominated favi. These

are not in general globular with a regularly circu-

lar margin, but somewhat flattened, with an irre-

gular edge, and surrounded by a slight inflam-

mation. They occur on all parts of the body ;

sometimes on the scalp alone, and sometimes on

the face, or on the trunk and extremities only ;

but most commonly they spread from the scalp,
especially from behind the ears to the face, or
from the lips and chin to the scalp, and occa-

sionally from the extremities to the trunk and
head. They are usually accompanied with con-
siderable itching. Children from six months to
four years of age are most liable to this erup-
tion : but adults are not unfrequently affected
with it.

iii. Ecthyma. The ecthyma (0y<j, to fume) is

an eruption of the inflamed pustules, termed

phlyzacia. They are usually distinct, arising at

a distance from each other, seldom very numer-

ous, unaccompanied by fever, and not conta-

gious.
1. Ecthyma luridum.

2. Ecthyma vulgare.
3. Ecthyma infantile.

4. Ecthyma cachecticum.

iv. Scabies. The scabies, or itch, is an erup-
tion of pustules, or of small vesicles, which are

subsequently intermixed with, or terminate in,

pustules ;
it is accompanied by constant and

importunate itching, but not with fever ; and is

in all its varieties contagious. It appears occa-

sionally on every part of the body, the face only

excepted ;
but most abundantly about the wrists

and fingers, the fossa of the nates, and the flex-

ures of the joints.

1. The scabies papuliformis, or rank itch,

consists of an extensive eruption of minute itch-

ing vesicles, which are slightly inflamed and

acuminated, resembling papulae when examined

by the naked eye. They commonly arise first

about the bend of the wrist and between the

fingers, or in the epigastrium ; on which parts,

as well as about the axillse and nates, and in the

flexures of the upper and lower limbs, they an:

at all periods most numerous, and often inter-

mixed with a few phlyzacious pustules contain-

ing a thick yellow matter.

2. The scabies lymphatica, or watery itch, k

distinguished by an eruption of transparent v.:

sides, of a considerable size, and without any

inflammation at their base. They arise in suc-

cession, with intense itching, chiefly round th; ;

wrists, between the fingers, on the back of the

hands, and on the feet and toes: they often

occur also about the axillae, the hams, the bend

of the elbows, and fossa of the nates, where they

are intermixed with pustules : but they do not

frequently appear, like the papuliform species,

over the breast and epigastrium,
nor on the thighs

and upper parts of the arms.

3. The scabies purulenta,
or pocky itch, is, I

believe, often mistaken by those who confine

their notion of the disease to the ordinary small

and ichorous vesicle of the two former species.

The eruption consists of distinct, prominent, yel-

low, pustules, which have a moderate inflamma-

tion round their bases, and which maturate and

break in two or three days, and then ulterute,

with increasing pain and inflammation. Fhese

pustules commonly appear first, and attain t

largest size, on the hands and feet, especially

about the knucklesand roots of the toes, bt-tw

the fingers, and particularly
between the f<

and thumb, and round the wrists. I n Ihest

tious the pustules
often exceed two lines in d
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ier, and assume a prominent globular form :

whence, from their general resemblance to the

large well matured pustules of small pox (and
not from any allusion to syphilis, as some have

erroneously supposed), the popular term pocky
has been applied to them.

4. Scabies cachectica. This variety of scabies

exhibits, in different parts of the body, all the

appearances which belong to the three foregoing

species. It is occasionally also combined with

patches resembling lichen, psoriasis, or impetigo,

especially in adults, or young persons approach-

ing the term of puberty ; whence it assumes an

ambiguous character.

Order V. VESICUUE.
In this order varicella and vaccinia being

generally understood, we shall proceed to

i. Herpes (tpirw, to creep). This appellation
is here limited to a vesicular disease, which, in

most of its forms, passes through a regular course

of increase, maturation, and decline, and termi-

nates in about ten, twelve, or fourteen days. The
vesicles arise in distinct but irregular clusters,

which commonly appear in quick succession,

and they are set near together, upon an inflamed

base, which extends a little way beyond the

margin of each cluster.

1. Herpes phlyctaenodes. This species of the

eruption, including the miliary variety above-

mentioned, is commonly preceded by a slight

febrile attack for two or three days. The small

transparent vesicles then appear in irregular

clusters, sometimes containing colorless, and

sometimes a brownish, lymph ; and, for two or

three days more, other clusters successively arise

near the former.

2. Herpes zoster. Shingles.
3. Herpes circinatus. This form of the herpes

is vulgarly termed a ringworm, and is, in this

country, a very slight affection, being unaccom-

panied with any disorder of the constitution. It

appears in small circular patches, in which the

vesicles arise only round the circumference : these

are small, with moderately red bases, and con-

tain a transparent fluid, which is discharged in

three or four days, when little prominent dark
scabs form over them. The central area, in each

vesicular ring, is at first free from any eruption ;

but the surface becomes somewhat roush and of

a dull red color, and throws off an exfoliation as

the vesicular eruption declines, which terminates

in about a week with the falling off of the scabs,

leaving the cuticle red for a short time.

4. Herpes labialis. A vesicular eruption upon
the edge of the upper and under lip.

5. Herpes praeputialis. This local variety of

herpes was not noticed by Dr. Willan
; but it is

particularly worthy of attention, because it occurs

in a situation where it is liable to occasion a

practical mistake of serious consequence to the

patient. The resemblance alluded to is that of

chancfe on the prepuce, which has been already

explained when treating of diseases of the penis.
iv. Rupia. The rupia (rumporupi) is charac-

terised by an appearance of broad and flattish

vesicles, in different parts of the body, which do
not become confluent : they are slightly inflamed
at the base, slow in their progress, and succeeded

by an ill-conditioned discharge, which concretes

into thin and superficial scabs that are easily

rubbed off and presently regenerated. It ap-
pears under some varieties of form which may be
included under the following heads:

1. Rupia simplex consists of little vesica-

tions, containing, on their first appearance, a
clear lymph, and appearing on many parts of
the body. In a short time the fluid included in

them begins to thicken, and becomes at length

opaque and somewhat puriform : a slight ulce-

ration of the skin takes place, with a sanious dis-

charge, followed by scabbing; and when this heals

it leaves the surface of a livid or blackish color,
as if from a thickening of the rete mucosum.

2. Rupia prominens is distinguished by ele-

vated conical scabs, which are gradually formed

upon the vesicated bases. A fluted scab is first

generated, and with some rapidity (e. g. in the

course of the night), as the fluid of the vesication

concretes.

v. Miliaria. The miliaria (milium) is cha-

racterised by a scattered eruption of minute
round vesicles, about the size of millet seeds,
surrounded by a slight inflammation, or rash,
and appearing at an uncertain period of febrile

disorders. The eruption is immediately pre-
ceded by unusual languor and faintness, by pro-
fuse perspiration, which often emits a sourish

odor, and by a sense of great heat, with a

prickling and tingling in the skin. It appears
most abundantly upon the neck, breast, and

back, sometimes in irregular patches, and some-
times more generally diffused, and remains on
those parts during several days : on the face and
extremities it is less copious, and appears and

disappears several times without any certain

order. The vesicles, on their first rising, being

extremely small and filled with a perfectly trans-

parent lymph, exhibit the red color of the in-

flamed surface beneath them ; but, in the course

of thirty hours, the lymph often acquires a milky

opacity, and the vesicles assume necessarily a

white or pearly appearance.
vi. Eczema. The eczema (tw, to boil) is

characterised by an eruption of small vesicles

on various parts of the skin, usually set close or

crowded together, with little or no inflammation

round their bases, and unattended by fever. It

is not contagious.
This eruption is generally the effect of irrita-

tion, whether internally or externally applied,
and is occasionally produced by a great variety
of irritants in persons whose skin is constitution-

ally very irritable.

vii. Aphtha, thrush. The aphthae (airrw, to

kindle), are small, whitish, or pearl-colored ve-

sicles, appearing on the tongue, lips, and the in-

terior surface of the mouth and throat, generally
in considerable numbers, proceeding to superfi-
cial ulceration, and terminating by an exfoliation

of whitish crusts.

Order VII. TUBERCULA.

7 have been treated of in an

i earlier part of this article.
111. JHOCWKWH J

iv. Vitiligo. This is an uncommon disease,

and defined to be an appearance of smooth white

shining tubercles, which gradually subside to the

level of the skin, creeping along and chequering
the whole superfices with a veal like appearance.
Wherever the disease passes all the hairs drop
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out, and never sprout again, leaving a smooth

polished appearance of the skin during life.

v. Acne.-^ This genus is characterised by an

eruption of distinct, hard, inflamed tubercles,
which are sometimes permanent for a consider-

able length of time, and sometimes suppurate

very slowly and partially. They usually appear
on the face, especially on the forehead, temples,
and chin, and sometimes also on the neck, shoul-

ders, and upper part of the breast ; but never

descend to the lower parts of the trunk, or to

the extremities. As the progress of each tuber-

cle is slow, and they appear in succession, they
are generally seen at the same time in the various

stages of growth and decline ; and, in the more
violent cases, are intermixed likewise with the

marks or vestiges of those which have subsided.

The eruption occurs almost exclusively in per-
sons of the sanguine temperament, and in the

early part of life, from the age of puberty, to

thirty or thirty-five; but, in those of more ex-

quisite temperament, even later. It is common
to both sexes ;

but the most severe forms of it

are seen in young men. There are four varieties

of this eruption, which may be designated by the

titles of acne simplex, punctata, indurata, and

rosacea.

vi. Sycosis (avKt), a fig), consists of an eruption
of inflamed but not very hard tubercles, occurring
on the bearded portion of the face and on the

scalp, in adults, and usually clustering together
in irregular patches. Celsus has correctly stated

that some difference takes place in the appear-
ance and progress of the eruption, when it is

seated in the chin, and in the scalp; whence he

divides it into two species.
In the sycosis menti the tubercles arise first

on the under lip, or on the prominent part
of the chin, in an irregularly circular cluster;

but this is speedily followed by other clusters,

and by distinct tubercles, which appear in suc-

cession, along the lower part of the cheeks up to

the ears, and under the jaw towards the neck, as

far as the beard grows. The tubercles are red

and smooth, and of a conoid al form, and nearly

equal to a pea in magnitude. Many of them

continue in this condition for three or four weeks,
or even longer, having attained their full size in

seven or eight days ; but others suppurate very

slowly and partially, discharging a small quan-

tity of thick matter, by which the hairs of the

beard are matted together, so that shaving be-

comes impracticable, from the tender and irre-

gular surface of the skin. Tins condition of the

face, rendered rugged by tubercles from both

ears round to the point of the cliin, together

with the partial ulceration, and scabbing, and the

matting together of the unshaven beard, occasions

a considerable degree of deformity; and it is

accompanied also with a very troublesome itching.

vii. Lupus, treated like ulceration in general.

viii. Elephantiasis. The elephantiasis,
as de-

scribed by the Greeks, is principally
characterised

by the appearance of shining tubercles, of dif-

ferent sizes, of a dusky red or livid color, on the

face, ears, and extremities ; together with a thick-

ened and rugous state of the skin, a diminution

or total loss of its sensibility, and a falling off

of all the air, except that of the scalp.

But at present by this term we understand to
be meant what is vulgarly called Barbadoes' leg
and constitution, a remarkable thickening of the

integuments of the legs, unattended with any
pain or any appearance of disease. This incon-
venient disorder affects the natives of the Society
Islands, and even some of the missionaries who
have been resident there many years.

ix. Frambtesia. The eruption of the yaws
sometimes commences without any precursory

symptoms of ill-health ; but it is generally pre-
ceded by a slight febrile state, with languor, debi-

lity, and pains of the joints, resembling those of

rheumatism. After several days minute protu-
berances appear on various parts of the skin, at

first smaller than the head of a pin, but gradu-

ally enlarging, in some cases to the diameter of

a sixpence, and in others even to a greater ex-

tent : they are most numerous, and of the largest

size, in the face, groins, axillae, and about the

anus and pudenda. But the crop is not com-

pleted at once; new eruptions appear in different

places, while some of the earlier ones dry off'.

When the cuticle is broken a foul crust is formed

on the surface, from under which, on the larger

protuberances, red fungous excrescences often

spring up, which attain different magnitudes,
from that of a small raspberry to that of a large

mulberry, which fruit they somewhat resemble

from their granulated surfaces.

Order VIII. MACUI.JE.

i. Ephelis, jjXtoe, the sun. The term ephelis
denotes not only the freckles, or little yellow

lentigines, which appear on persons of fair skin,

and the larger brown patches which likewise

arise from exposure to the direct rays of the

sun, as the name imports ;
but also those large

dusky patches, which are very similar in appear-

ance, but occur on other parts of the surface,

which are constantly covered.

ii. Ntsvus comprises various congenital .excres-

cences and discolorations of the skin. These are

composed of a tissue of small veins and arteries,

which communicate freely with each other, and

are apt at times to enlarge even to an alarming

extent. The only mode of cure is complete ex-

tirpation, as recommended by John Bell in his

surgical works.

iii. Spilus, moles. These occur in most cases

at the time of birth, but have been known to

supervene afterwards. It is in general not safe

to meddle with them, as we reap no advantage

from any kind of treatment, and they seldom

occasion any trouble to the individual whom they

affect.

We have thus given a brief sketch of the dis-

eases of the skin, preserving
the classification of

Drs. Willan and Baternan, to which works, not

foro-etting also the later and more splendid pub-

lication of Alibert, we must refer those who wish

to render their knowledge of this department

more perfect and satisfactory.
It must

lamented that more light
has not been hitherto

thrown on this interesting though obscure clas

of maladies ;
but we may confidently anticipate

a near approach to the period
when this will i

ceive its share of that improvement
which is now

making such rapid strides in every otla

ment of science.
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SURINAM, a colony of Guiana in South

America, settled by the Dutch. It is bounded
on the north by the Atlantic, on the east by the

river Marawina, on the south by a country of

Indians, and on the west by the river Corentin ;

about 150 miles from east to west, and sixty
from north to south. The rivers that belong to

this settlement are the Surinam (from which the

colony takes its name), Corentin, Copename, Se-

ramica, and Marawina. The first only is navi-

gable; the rest, not excepting the Marawina,
being, though very long and broad, so shallow

and beset with rocks and islands that they are of

little consequence. The other branch of this

large river is named Commewina, and keeps
due east for about sixteen miles, with a depth of

about three or four fathoms at high-water mark
;

but, as the tide makes a difference of twelve feet,

it is not considered as navigable for any ships of

burden, though its breadth may be computed at

about two miles. The banks, though later culti-

vated than those of the Surinam, are in a more

flourishing condition,and considered more healthy.
Coffee is mostly planted on the estates which lie

on the side of this river; and the plantations have
: respectable appearance. At the distance of six-

teen miles the Commewina is again divided into

two branches, one of which bears the same name to

the south-east for above fifty miles, and that of Cot-
tica to the E. S. E. for more than forty miles, when
this last lakes a meandering course to the S. S. W.
Into all these rivers, the courses of which are ser-

pentine, are discharged a number of large creeks

or rivulets, the banks of which are inhabited by
Europeans, and cultivated with sugar, cocoa,

cotton, and indigo ; but in some places the

wjods, &c., are absolutely impenetrable, a small

path of communication between Paramaribo and
the river Seramica being the only passable road
in the settlement. The rivers whose banks are

uncultivated, such as the Corentin, Copename,
Seramica, and Marawina, afford but little matter for

description. It is therefore only necessary to remark
that they are generally from two to four miles in

breadth, exceedingly shallow and crowded with

quicksands, islands, and rocks, which form very
beautiful cascades. In the Marawina is fre-

quently found a curious stone or pebble, which
is known by the name of the Marawina diamond,
and which being polished bears a very near re-

semblance to that most valuable gem, and is con-

sequently often set in rings, &c. A full descrip-
tion of this coast will be found in our article

AMERICA, SOUTH, 208. Paramaribo is the

chief town.

SUR'LY, adj. )
Sax. j-urt, sour ; Swed.swr-

SUR'LING, n. s. $ ley. Morose ; rough ; un-

civil
; sour; silently or gloomily; angry: a

sour morose fellow.

Tis like you'll prove a jolly surly groom,
That take it on you at the first so roundly. Shaktpeare.

That surly spirit melancholy,
Had baked thy blood, and made it heavy thick,

Which else runs tickling up and down the veins,

Making that idiot laughter keep men's eyes,
And strain their cheeks to idle merriment.

Id. King John.

Against the capitol I met a lion,

Who glared upon me, and went surly by,
Without annoying me. Id. Julius Caesar.

These sour surlings are to be commended to sieui

Gaulard. Camden.
Thus pale they meet ; their eyes with fury burn ;

None greets ; for none the greeting will return
;

But in dumb surliness, each armed with care

His foe profest, as brother of the war. Dryden
Repulsed by surly grooms, who wait before

The sleeping tyrant's interdicted door. Id.

What if among the courtly tribe

You lost a place, and saved a bribe 7

And then ia surly mood came here

To fifteen hundred pounds a year,
And fierce against the whigs harangued 7 Swift.
The zephyrs floating loose, the timely rains,

Now softened into joy the surly storms. Thomson.

SURMISE', v.a. & n.s. Fr. surmise. To

suspect; image imperfectly; to imagine without

certain knowledge : the noun substantive cor-

responding.

Of questions and strifes of words cometh onvy,
railings, and evil surmisings. 1 Tim. vi. 4.

They were by law of that proud tyranness,
Provoked with wrath, and envy's false surmise,
Condemned to that dungeon merciless,

Where they should live in woe, and die in wretch-

edness. Spenser.
Man coveteth what exceedeth the reach of sense,

yea somewhat above capacity of reason, somewhat
divine and heavenly, which with hidden exultation it

rather surmiseth than conceiveth. Hooker.

To let go private surmises, whereby the thing itself

is not made better or worse ; if just and allowable

reasons might lead them to do as they did, then are

these censures frustrate. Id.

My thought, whose murthering yet is but fantasti-

cal,

Shakes so my single state of man, that function

Is smothered in surmise. Shakspeare. Macbeth.

No sooner did they espy the English turning from

them, but they were of opinion that they fled towards

their shipping ; this surmise was occasioned, for tliat

the English ships removed the day before.

Hayward.
We double honour gain

From his surmise proved false. Milton.

Surmise not

His presence to these narrow bounds confined. Id.

It wafted nearer yet, and then she knew
That what before she but surmised, was true.

Dryden.
This change was not wrought by altering the

form or position of the earth, as was surmised by
a very learned man, but by dissolving it.

Woodward.

Hence guilty joys, distastes, surmises,

False oaths, false tears, deceits, disguises. Pope.

No man ought to be charged with principles he

actually disowns, unless his practices contradict his

profession ;
not upon small surmises. Swift.

SURMOUNT, v.a. Fr. surmonter. To rise

above ; conquer ; overcome ; surpass.

The mountains of Olympus, Atho, and Atlas.

over-reach and surmount all winds and clouds.

What surmounts the reach

1, human sense, I shall delineate so,

By likening spiritual to corporeal forms,

As may express them best. Milton's Paradise Lo*t.

He hardly escaped to the Persian court ; from

whence, if the love of his country had not sur-

mounted its base ingratitude to him, he had many
invitations to return at the head of the Persian fleet .

but he rather chose a. voluntary death. Swift.
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Though no resistance was made, the English had
much ado to surmount the natural difficulties of the

place the greatest part of one day. Hayward.

SURMULLET, in ichthyology, a name used
both by French and English naturalists for the

mullus major, a fish of the cuculus kind, and in

the Linnean system the mullus cirris geminis, &c.,
in many things resembling the mullus barbatus,
or ruber, but differing from it in that it is twice
as big, being often caught of twelve or fourteen

inches in length. Its fins also are yellowish,
and have a slight blush of red mixed with that

color. Its scales are large, and broad, and thick,
and are more firmly joined to the flesh. It has

also three or four straight yellow lines running
parallel with one another down its sides. It is

caught in the Mediterranean and in the British

seas, especially on the coast of Cornwall, and is

every where esteemed a very delicate fish. Pen-
nant calls this species of mullus the striped sur-

mullet
;
but he expresses a doubt whether this is

not a variety, as Gronovius apprehends, of the

red surmullet, or mullus barbatus. This last, he

observes, was highly esteemed by the Romans,
and bore a very high price. They presented it

alive to their guests in a glass vessel that they

might observe the beautiful changes of its eva-

nescent colors during its expiration. Plin. 1. ix.

c. 17. See Hor. Sat. lib. ii. 2. 33., and Juve-

nal, sat. iv. See MULLUS.

SUR'NAME, n.s.&v.a. Yr.surnom. Thename
of a family ; name which one lias over and above

what is called the Christian name. See below.

The verb active corresponding.
Another shall subscribe with his hand unto the

Lord, and surname himself by the name of Israel.

fsaiah xliv. 5.

Many which were mere English joined with, the

Irish against the king, taking on them Irish habits

and customs, which could never since be clean wiped

away ; of which sort be most of the surnames that

end in an, as Hernan, Shinan, and Mungan, which
now account themselves natural Irish. Spenser.

He, made heir not only of his brother's kingdom,
but of his virtues and haughty thoughts, and of the

surname also of Barbarossa, began to aspire to the

empire. Knnlleis History.

Witness may
My surname Coriolanus : the painful service,

The extreme dangers, and the drops of blood

Shed for my thankless country, are requited
But with that surname. Shakspeare. Coriolanus.

Pyreicus, only famous for counterfeiting earthen

pitchers, a scullery, rogues together by the ears, was

surnamed Rupographus. Peacham on Drawing.
How he, surnamed of Africa, dismissed

In his prime youth the fair Ibernian maid. Milton.

God commanded man what was good ;
but the

devil surnamed it evil, and thereby baffled the com-
mand. South .

The epithets of great men, monsieur Boileau is of

opinion, were in the nature of surnames, and repeated
as such. Pope.

SURNAME is that which is added to the proper
name for distinguishing persons and families.

It was originally distinguished from sirname,
which denotes the name of the sire or progenitor ;

thus Macdonald and Robertson are sirnames ex-

pressing Ihe son of Donald, the son of Robert.

The word surname, again from Fr. sur, above or

upon, and nom, name, signified some name

superadded to the proper name to distinguish the
individual, as Artaxerxes Longimanus, Harold
Harefoot, Malcolm Canmore. From this it is

evident that every sirname was a surname, but
every surname was not a sirname. In modern
times they are nearly confounded ; and, as then,-
is now little occasion to preserve the distinction,
Dr. Johnson has rejected the word sirname alto-

gether ; in which he certainly was premature,
for he has retained words much more obsolete.
See NAME. Surnames have been introduced

among most nations, but among many not at ,1

very early period. They seem to have been
formed at first by adding the name of the father
to that of the son. Among the Hebrews Caleb
is denominated the son of Jejihunneh, and
Joshua the son of Nun. But it is evident that

these were not used as surnames. F,ven so late

as our Saviour's time the Jews had no regular

family surnames. Some had personal epithets
from accidental or characteristical circumstances,
as Simon Peter, Judas Lebbaeus, Joseph Barsa-
bas Justus, Judas Iscariot, &c. But none of
these were hereditary, as all surnames properly
are. Iscariot is thought by some commentators
to have been a name taken by Judas from his

landed property. We admit that in all nations,
while men had but one name, it was usual to dis-

tinguish them by mentioning the name of their

fathers. That the ancient Greeks as well as the

Jews did so is evident from the very first line of

the Iliad : A%iX\jjoc rbjXijiafcc, Achilles the son
of Peleus. This perhaps gave rise to surnames,
which at last became common among most na-

tions. The old Normans used Fitz, which sig-
nifies son

; as Fitzherbert, Fitzsimmons, the son

of Herbert, the son of Simon. The Irish used

O, or Oy, for grandson, which is still used in

many parts of Scotland ; the compiler's maternal

great-grandmother boasted that she had 100

oyes : O'Neal, O'Donnel, &c., therefore signify
the grandson of Neal and of Donald. The Scot-

tish Highlanders employed Mac ;
as Macdonald,

the son of Donald. The Saxons added the

word son to the end of the father's name, as

Williamson. The Romans generally had three

names, often four or five. The first, called prse-

nomen, answered to our Christian name, and was

intended to distinguish the individuals of the

family; the second, called nomen, corresponded
to the word clan in Scotland, and was given to

all those who were sprung from the same stock ;

the third, called cognomen, expressed the parti-

cular branch of the tribe or clan from which an

individual was sprung. Thus Publius Cornelius

Scipio : Publius corresponded to our names

John, Robert, and William : Cornelius was the

name of the clan or tribe, as Campbell was for-

merly the name of all the duke of Argyle's

clients, and Douglas of the retainers of the duke

of Hamilton's progenitors : Scipio being added

conveyed this information, that Publius, who

was of the tribe of the Cornelii, was of the family

of that Scipio who led about his acod blind

father, and became a scipio or stan" to him. But

they had also the Agnomen, which was generally

personal, though sometimes hereditary ; and was

derived from some particular
circumstance or

accident happening to individuals. See Ac NO-
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MEN and COGNOMEN. Du Chesne observes that

surnames were unknown in France before 987,
when the lords began to assume the names of

their demesnes. Camden relates that they were
first taken up in England a little before the con-

quest, under king Edward the Confessor; but

he adds that they were never fully established

among the common people till the time of Ed-
ward II. Till then they were varied with the

father's name : if the father, e. g., was called

Richard or Roger, the son was called Richard-

son or Hodgson ; but from that time they were

settled, some say, by act of parliament. The
oldest surnames are those we find in Domesday-
book, most of them taken from places, with the

addition of de ; as Godefridus de Mannevilla,
Walterus de Vernon, Robert de Oyly, &c.

Others from their fathers, with filius ;
as Guliel-

mus filius Osberni : others from their offices ; as

Eudo Dapifer, Gulielmus Camerarius, Gisleber-

tus Cocus, &c. But the inferior people are noted

simply by their Christian names, without any
surnames. Some think they were first introduced

into Scotland in the time of William the Con-

queror by the English, who accompanied Edgar

Atheling when he fled into that kingdom. These
had their proper surnames, as Moubray, Lovell,

Lisle, &c., using the particle de before them ; which

makes it probable that these surnames had been

derived from the lands which their ancestors or

they themselves had possessed. But Scottish

historians mention some surnames in Scotland at

much earlier periods ;
and trace the surname of

Macalpine from a natural son of king Alpine, and
that of Macgregor from another bastard of king

Gregory the Great, who both reigned in the

ninth century. See SCOTLAND. Some antiquaries
date the origin of the surname of Graham so

early as the fifth century from one Graham, a

Scottish hero, who leaped over and demolished

part of Antoninus's wall, thence called Graham's

Dyke. And it is certain that in Kenneth II.'s

time, in 800, the great men had begun to call

their lands by their own names ; and soon

after the various branches of their families took

their surnames from these estates. Others, as

surnames increased, took their names from their

offices, as Stewart; from their business, as Smith,

Taylor, &c. ; others from their complexion or

stature, as Black, White, Red, Brown, Long,
Short, &c. It was long before any surnames
were used in Wales, except that of son ; as Evan

ap Rice, Evan the son of Rice ; David ap
Howel, David the son of Howel : but many of

them have at length formed separate surnames,
as the English and Scots by leaving out the a in

ap, and joining the p to the father's name : thus

Evan ap Rice becomes Evan Price ; Griffin ap
Howel, Griffin Powel.

We are told surnames were unknown in Swe-
den till 1314, and that the common people of that

country use none to this day, and that the same
is the case with the vulgar Irish, Poles, and Bo-
hemians. Many surnames were doubtless origi-

nally bestowed on account of the qualities of mind,
as Bold, Hardy, Meek

;
some for the qualities of

body, as Strong, Low, Short, &c. But the

d reatest number of surnames were borrowed from
the names of places, and not a few from the

country at large ; as Scott, Scotland, English,

Inglis, England, Wales, Welsh, Ireland, &c.
Camden says that there is not a village in

Normandy but has given its name to some fa-

mily in England. He mentions as examples
Percy, Devereux, Tankerville, Mortimer, War-
ren, &c. They were introduced with William
I. Several have been derived from places in the

Netherlands, as Gaunt, Tournay, Grandison ;

and many from the names of towns and villages
in England and Scotland, as Wentworth, Mark-
ham, Murray, Aberdeen. Many have been
formed from the names of animals, as Lion, Dog,
Hog, Cock, Salmon, &c. ; many from vegetables
and minerals, &c. Others are formed from such
a variety of accidents that it would be trifling to

particularise them. After the revival of learning,
when most European authors wrote in Latin, it

was a very general practice to Latinize their sur-

names, either by adding a Latin termination to

them, or by a complete translation, which often

disguised them entirely. Thus Francis Holyoak,
author of a Latin dictionary, called himself
Franciscus de Sacra Quercu ; Kirkwood and

Ruddiman, in their Latin grammars, called them-
selves Kirkwodus and Ruddimannus ; and even
so late as the end of last century Dr. Brown, in

his Elementa Medicinae, styled himself Joannes
Bruno ; whence the epithet Brunonian was ap-
plied to his doctrine and his followers. But
surnames ought never to be translated; and
Christian names always ought, except when bor-

rowed from surnames. See Louis.

SURPASS', v. a. Fr. surpasser. To excel ;

to exceed ; to go beyond in excellence.

The climate's delicate,

Fertile the isle, the temple much surpatsing
The common praise it bears.

Shakspeare. Winter's Tale.

O, by what name, for thou above all these,

Above mankind, or aught than mankind higher,

Surpassest far my naming ! how may I
'

Adore thee, author of this universe ? Milton.

O thou ! that, with surpassing glory crowned,
Lookest from thy sole dominion like the god
Of this new world. Id. Puradisf Lost.

Achilles, Homer's hero, in strength and courage

surpassed the rest of the Grecian army. Dryden.
His miracles proved him to be sent from God, not

more by that infinite power that was seen in them,
than by that surpassing goodness they demonstrated

to the world. Calamy.
Under or near the line are mountains which, for

bigness and number, surpass those of colder coun-

tries, as much as the heat there surpasses that of those

countries. Woodward.

SUR'PLICE, n. s. Fr. surpelis, surplis ; Lat.

superpellicium. The white garb which the clergy
wear in their acts of ministration.

It will wear the surplice of humility over the black

gown of a big heart.

Shakspeare. All's Well that Ends Well.

The cinctus gabinus is a long garment, not unlike

a surplice, which would have trailed on the ground,
had it hung loose, and was therefore gathered about

the middle with a girdle. Addisjn.

SURPLICE. By Can. 58 every minister saying
the public prayers, or ministering the sacrament

or other rites of the church, shall wear a decent

and comely surplice with sleeves, to be provided
at the charge of the parish. But by 1 Eliz. c. 2
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and 13 and 14 Car. II., the garb prescribed by
act of parliament, in the second year of king
Edward VI., is enjoined ; and this requires that

in the saying or singing of matins, and even

songs, baptizing and burying, the minister in

Ihe greatest actions of a celebrated person, how-
ever surprising and

extraordinaiy, are no more than
what are expected from him. Addisan. Spectator.

It out of these tea thousand we should take the
men that are employed in public business, the hi

parish churches and chapels shall use a surplice.
ber of those who remain wil1 be surpriziugly little.

And, in all cathedral churches and colleges, the

archdeacon, dean, provosts, masters, prebenda-
ries, and fellows being graduates, may use in

the choir, besides their surplices, such hoods as

pertain to their several degrees. But in all

other places every minister shall be at liberty to

use a surplice or not. For the holy communion
the rubric appoints a white alb plain, which
differs from the surplice in being close-sleeved,
with a vestment or cope. See ALB.

SUR'PLUS, n.s. ) Fr. sur and plus. A su-

SURPLUS'AGE. ) pernumerary part; over-

plus ;
what remains when use is satisfied.

If then thee list my offered grace to use,
Take what you please of all this surplusage ;

If thee list not, leave have thou to refuse. Spenser.
That you have vouchsafed my poor house to visit,

It is a surplus of your grace. Shakspeare.
The officers spent all, so as there was no surplusage

of treasure
;
and yet that all was not sufficient.

Davies.

When the price of corn falleth, men give over sur-

plus tillage, and break no more ground.
Carew's Survey of Cornwall.

We made a substance so disposed to fluidity, that

by so small an agitation as only the surplusage of

that which the ambient air is wont to have about the

middle even of a winter's day, above what it hath in

the first part. Boyle.
Whatsoever degrees of assent one affords a propo-

sition beyond the degrees of evidence, it is plain all

that surplusage of assurance is owing not to the love

of truth. Locke.

SURPRl'SAL, n. s.
\

Fr. surprise. From the

SURPRI'SE. S verb. The act of taking
unawares ; the state of being taken unawares : a

dish, explained in the extract.

The castle of Macduff I will surjrrise,

Seize upon Fife, give to the edge o' the' sword
His wife, his babes. Shakspeare. Macbeth.

I set aside the taking of St. Jago and St. Domingo,
in Hispaniola, as surprizes rather than encounters.

Bacon.

Now do our ears before our eyes,
Like men in mists,

Discover who'd the state surprize,
And who resists. Ben Jcnison.

Parents should mark heedfully the witty excuses

of their children, especially at sudden surprisals ;

but rather mark than pamper them. Wotton.

This let him know,
Lest willfully transgressing, he pretend

Surprisal, unadmonished, unforewarned.

Milton's Paradise Lost.

l j

p he starts, discovered and surprised. Milton.

1'eople were not so much frightened as surprized at

the bigness of the camel. L'Estrange.
This strange surpriitil put the knight

And wrathful squire into a fright.
Hudihras.

He whose thoughts are employed in the weighty
cares of empire is not presumed to inspect minuter

things so carefully as private persons ;
the laws there-

fore relieve him against the surprises and machinations

of deceitful men. Davenuni.

There is avast difference between them, as vast as

between inadvertency and deliberation, between sur-

prize and set purpose. South.

VOL. XXI.

Addison.
rew care for carving trifles in disguise,

Or that fantastick dish some call surprise.

King's Cookery.How shall he keep, what, sleeping or awake,A weaker may surprise, a stronger take ? Pope.
Who can speak

The mingled passions that surprized his heart !

Thomson.

SU R'QUEDRY, n. s. Old Fr. sur and cuitkr,
to think. Overweening; pride; insolence. Ob-
solete.

They overcommon were deprived
Of their proud beauty, and the one moiety
Transformed to fish for their bold surquedry.

Spenstr.
Late-born modesty

Hath got such root in easy waxen hearts,
That men may not themselves their own good parti;
Extol, without suspect of surquedry. Dunne.

SURRENDER, v. a., v. n., ) Old Fr. /-

SURREND'RY, n.s. [Stn.s. \ rendrc. To yield

up; deliver up : yield ; give one's self up : the

act of yielding or resigning.
Solemn dedication of churches serves not only to

make them public, but further also to sunender uj>
that right which otherwise their founders might have
in them, and to make God himself their owner.

Hooker.

He, willing to surrender up the castle, forbade his

soldiers to have any talk with the enemy. Kiioltrs.

If our father carry authority with such disposition
as he bears, this last surrender of his will but offend

US.
S/iu/tspeure.

Ripe age bade him surrender late,

His life and long good fortune unto final fate.

Fairfax.
As oppressed states made themselves homagers to

the Romans to engage their protection, so we should

have made an entire mrrendry of ourselves to God,
that we might have gained a, title to his deliverances.

Decaii of Piety.

That hope quickly vanished upon the undoubted

intelligence of that surrender. Cltiremiun.

Our general mother, with eyes
Of conjugal attraction unreproved,
And meek surrender, half-embracing leane'd

On our first father. Milton's Paradise Li>.(.

This mighty Archimedes too surrenders now.

Glanaille.

Recal those grants, and we are ready to surrender

ours, resume all or none. Dacemint.

In passing a thing away, by deed of gift, is re-

quired a surrender on the giver's part of all the

property he has in it; and, to the making of a thing

sacred, this surrender by its right owner is necessary
South.

Juba's surrender

Would give up Afiick unto Casar's hands.

Addison.

Having mustered up all the forces he could, the

clouds above and the deeps below, he prepares for a

surrender ; asserting, from a mistaken computation,
that all these will not come up to near the quantity

requisite.
Woodward.

Surrender up to me thy captive
breath :

My power is nature's power, my name is Death.

llarte

2 I.
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SURRENDER, in common law, is a deed or in-

strument, testifying that the particular tenant of

lands and tenements, for life or years, doth suffi-

ciently consent and agree, that he who has the

next or immediate remainder or reversion thereof

shall have the present estate of the same in pos-
session ; and that he hereby yields and gives

up the same to him, so that the estate for life or

years may merge or drown by mutual agreement
of the parties. Of surrenders there are three

kinds ;
a surrender properly taken at common

law ; a surrender of copyhold or customary
estates; and a surrender improperly taken, as of

a deed, a patent, &c. The first is the usual sur-

render, and it is usually divided into that in

deed and that in law.

SURRENDER, in deed, is that which is really
made by express words in writing, where the

words of the lessee to the lessor prove a sufficient

assent to surrender his estate back a^ain.

SURRENDER, in law, is that wrought by ope-
ration of the law, and which is not actual. As
if a man have a lease of a farm for life or years,
and during the term he accepts a new lease ;

this act is, in law, a surrender of the former.

SURRENDER of a bankrupt. See BANKRUPTCY.
SURRENDER OF COPYHOLDS is the yielding up

of the estate by the tenant into the hands of the

lord, for such purposes as are expressed in the

surrender : as to the use and behoof of A and
his heirs, to the use of his own will, and the like.

This method of conveyance is so essential to the

nature of a copyhold estate that it cannot pos-
sibly be transferred by any other assurance. No
feoffment, fine, or recovery (in the king's courts)
hath any operation upon it. If I would exchange
a copyhold with another, I cannot do it by an

ordinary deed of exchange at the common law,
but we must surrender to each other's use, and
the lord will admit us accordingly. If I would
devise a copyhold, I must surrender it to the use
of my last will and testament ; and in my will I

must declare my intentions, and name a devisee,
who will then be entitled to admission.

SURRENDER OF LETTERS PATENT AND OF-
FICES. A surrender may be made by letters

patent to the king, so that he may grant the

estate to whom he pleases, &c.
;
and a second

patent for years to the same person for the same
thins; is a surrender in law of the first patent.
10 Rep. 66. If an officer for life accepts of an-
other grant of the same office, it is in law a sur-

render of the first grant ;
but if such an officer

takes another grant of the same office to himself
and another, it may be otherwise.

SURREPTION, n. s. Lat. surreptus. Sud-
den and unperceived invasion or intrusion.

Sins compatible with a regenerate estate are sins

of a sudden stirreption. Hammond,

SURREPTITIOUS, o$. > lAt.surreptitious.

SURREPTITIOUSLY, adv. S Done by stealth :

gotten or produced fraudulently.

Scaliger hath not translated the first
; perhaps sup-

posing it surreptitious, or unworthy so great an asser-

tion. Rrowne.
The Masorites numbered not only the sections and

lines, but even the words and letter of the Old Tes-

tament, the better to secure it from surreptitious

practices. Government of the Tongue.

Thou hast got it more surreptitiously than he did,
and with less effect. fd.
A correct copy of the Dunciad, the many surrepti-

tious ones have rendered necessary.
Letter to Publisher of Pope's Dunciad.

SURREY, an inland county of England, in
the southern part of the kingdom, is bounded by
Sussex on the south, by Kent on the east, by
Berkshire and Hampshire on the west, and on
the north is separated from Middlesex and a
small part of Buckinghamshire by the river
Thames. This ranks below most of the other
counties of England in extent; its greatest
width from north to south being about twenty-
six miles, and its utmost length from east to west
about thirty-eight. The best authorities compute
its contents at 81 1 square miles, or 519,000 acres.

The surface consists of a gentle diversity of
hill and dale, the hills in some parts rising to a
considerable height, and the whole presenting as

great a variety of scenery as any portion of the

kingdom. In some parts naked heaths impart a
wildness to the prospect, strikingly contrasted
with the numberless beauties occasionally scat-

tered over the surface by the hand of art; while
the hills, aspiring to the bold character and pic-
turesque scenery of mountains, gradually de-
cline into richly wooded dales, and highly
cultivated plains. Its extensive downs also

afford extensive pastures. Across the middle of
the county, the downs rise with a gentle slope
from the north, and are broken in their eastern
division into deep and waving valleys. Towards
the northern border there are several hills, which
afford an extensive view. To the south of the

downs, the surface of the county above rises into
hills that overhang the Weald. As we approach
the Western extremity, these hills cover a greater
breadth ; and near Wonersh, Godalming, and

Peperharrow, are covered with a rich foliage,
and wave with a graceful line, into intermediate

valleys, watered by the different branches of the

Wey. On Leith Hill, to the south-west of

Dorking, Tilbuster Hill near Godstone, and
Gratewood Hill near Godalming, the views are

very extensive.

Of the soil of this county the different species
are much intermixed. They may be reduced to
the general heads of clay, loam, and chalk. The
most extensive and uniform tract is that which

occupies the whole southern border, and forms
what is denominated the Weald of Surrey ; a
district about thirty miles in length, and from
three to five in breadth. This consists of a cold,
retentive clay, upon a subsoil of the same na-
ture ; its surface flat, covered with wood, and its

elevation less perhaps than any other vale dis-

trict in the island. Proceeding northwards, the
soil is loam, across the whole county. Near

Godalming it runs to a great depth, and rests on
a base of sandstone, veined with iron ore. Here
commences the most remarkable district of the

chalky downs, which lie nearly in the middle of
the county, entering from Kent, into Surrey, by
Croydon and Limpsfield, where their width is

about seven miles. They, however, gradually
decrease towards the west. Along the summit of
the downs, particularly about Walton and Hed-
ley, and between the Mole and the Wey, is a
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iarge extent of heath, which for a considerable

depth separates the chalk of the northern from
the southern compartment of downs. From the
eastern extremity of the downs, running north-

ward, is a variety of soils, consisting chiefly of

strong clay and sandy loam, with patches of

gravel, reaching almost to Dulwich, from which

place to the extremity of the county, near Ro-
therhithe, is a strong clay.

It is the general opinion that less rain falls in

Surrey than in the metropolis ; so that the cli-

mate may, upon the whole, be regarded as dry,
as far as respects the quantity of rain ; but the
southern border and the low parts near the
Thames are damp, from the nature of the soil,
the flatness of the surface, and the immense
number of trees which cover it. On the other

hand, the atmosphere of the chalk hills, which
run across the who * county from east to west, is

dry, keen, and bracing. On the heaths about

Bagshot, Aldershot, and Hind-head, a similar

climate prevails. The spring is in general early,
and vegetation is not so often checked by frosty

mornings, and cold, raw, easterly winds, as in

some of the more southern counties. The sum-
mers are commonly dry and warm, and the

harvest generally commences in the first ten days
of August. The wind blows most frequently
from the west and south-west, seldom keeping
long in any point between the north-west and
north-east : b.ut in the spring, and frequently
towards the end of autumn, easterly winds pre-
vail

; and the weather is then cold and raw
;

but the greatest quantity of rain falls when the

wind blows from the S. S. W. or south.

Iron ore is found in considerable quantities in

the south-west part of Surrey, about Haslemere,
Dunsfold, and Cranley ;

and in the south-east

quarter, about Lingfield and Home ; but in con-

sequence of the high price of fuel the works
have been neglected. Fuller's earth is found
both to the north and south of the downs, but

the former is of inferior quality. Extensive quar-
ries of stone are worked near Godstone and its

vicinity. When first taken from the quarry it

is incapable of bearing a damp atmosphere ; but

after berng kept covered for a few months it be-

comes sufficiently firm to resist the heat of a

common fire, and is called fire-stone. In con-

sequence of this property it is much in demand
for fire-places. The stones are of various sizes,

from ten inches thickness to seventy-two super-
ficial feet. There are large quarries of limestone

near Dorking, particularly serviceable in the

construction of works under water. Chalk is

abundant and in general use as a manure. The
sand is in great request for hour-glasses ; and
the brick-earth produces excellent fire-bricks.

The principal rivers are the \Vey, Mole, and

Wandle; the Thames also washes the northern

border of this county. The former, after water-

ing the county in different directions, finally dis-

charge themselves into the Thames. A consider-

able branch of the Medway rises in the parishes
of Godstone and Home, and passing through

Lingfield quits Surrey and enters Kent. The
Loddon also skirts Surrey on its west side, and
is used for the supply of the Basingstoke canal.

In the western and south-eastern parts of the

county are ponds, preserved as stew-ponds, to

keep fish to supply the London market. The
mineral waters of Surrey were at one period in

high repute, but are now wholly neglected. This

county is in general well furnished with springs.
As to agricultural improvement, the drill hus-

bandry has not found many followers, except in
the west part of the county, in some parts of
which it is general. The produce of wheat is

from two to five, and sometimes six quarters an

acre, and that of barley, which is here a tine

crop, from four to seven and a half. The cli-

mate of Surrey seems to be less favorable to

oats, the produce of which is sometimes very
low, not exceeding three quarters per acre. (Jar-

den peas and beans are cultivated in the neigh-
bourhood of the metropolis, and the sandy loams
near the Thames, about Mortlake ; while the
field varieties of both are extensively grown in

most other parts, and especially on the chalk hills.

Turnips are raised in large crops ;
and hops are

largely cultivated about Farnham. Carrots, clo-

ver, sainfoin, and hops, are also extensively cul-

tivated ; and a greater quantity of land is em-

ployed in raising physical herbs, we are told,
than in any other county in Britain. Those
which are chiefly reared are peppermint, laven-

der, camomile, aniseed, liquorice, and poppy.
The whole quantity of garden ground employed
for the London market in this county amounts
to about 3500 acres. Surrey is not celebrated

for any particular breed of cattle. The Holder-

ness, or short-horned breed of cows, is preferred ;

and the rearing of calves for the metropolis was

once a common employment, but is now almost

disused. The cattle chiefly bred are sheep, oxen,
and hogs; many geese are also kept. Within

the last ten years large tracts of the heath-lands

have been enclosed and cultivated ;
before which

period it was calculated that nearly one-sixth

part of Surrey was in a very unprofitable state :

the whole amount of waste lands is still com-

puted at 70,000 acres. This county contains

the Basingstoke canal, which runs from that

place to the Wey ; the Wey and Arun junction

canal, which falls into the Wey about a mile

above Guildford, thus opening a direct commu-
nication with the sea ; the Surrey, which com-

municates with the Thames at Rotherhithe ; and

the Croydon, which commences there and enters

the Surrey canal at Deptford. On the Wey the

first locks used in England were erected.

According to the Roman division of England,

Surrey formed a part of the province of Britan-

nia 1'rima. At the Saxon heptarcliy
it consti-

tuted, with Sussex, a distinct state, under tin;

title of Suth-Seaxna-rice; and on the division

into shires, this district, from its southern situa-

tion, was called Suthrea, since modulated to Sur-

rey. On the Danish invasion, and the Norman

conquest, the landed property was divided and

given to the followers of the victorious monarchs.

In later times the history of Surrey is trivial.

During the civil wars it adhered to the parlia-

ment, "and petitioned
them for the removal of

the ' evil counsellors' who were around
thc^kinjj

As early as the time of the Saxons it conferred

the title of earl; and Huda, the first who hori

that distinction, was slain, in HA:'., m l-attlu with

2 L 2
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the Danes. Surrey is divided into thirteen

hundreds, which contain one county town, four-

teen boroughs and market towns, and 140 pa-
rishes, all in the diocese of Winchester, with the

exception of nine parishes peculiar to the see of

Canterbury. It is represented in parliament by
eleven members, four for the county, and two
for each of the boroughs of Southwark, Guild-

ford, and Lambeth, and one for Reygate.
SURROGATE, SURROGATUS, a person sub-

stituted or appointed in room of another ; most

commonly of a bishop, or bishop's chancellor.

SURROUND', v. a. Fr. surrender . To en-

viron ; encompass ;
enclose on all sides.

Cloud and ever-during dark

Surround* me, from the cheerful ways of men
Cut off. Milton.

As the bodies that surround us diversely effect our

organs, the mind is forced to receive the impressions.
Locke.

SURSOL'ID, n. s. In algebra. The fourth

multiplication or power of any number whatever

taken as the root. A sursolid problem is that

which cannot be resolved but by curves of a

higher nature than a conic section.

SURTOUT', n. s. ft. surtout. A large coat

worn over all the rest.

The surtout, if abroad you wear,

Repels the rigor of the aii.j

Would you be warmer, if at home
You had the fabrick, and the loom ? Prior.

Sir Roger she mortally hated, and used to hire fel-

lows to squirt kennel -water upon him, so that he was

forced to wear a sin-tout of oiled cloth, by which

means he came home pretty clean, except where the

surtout was a little scanty. Arbuthtwt.

SURVENE', v. a. Fr. survenir. To super-

vene; to come as an addition.

Hippocrates mentions a suppuration that survenes

lethargies, which commonly terminates in a con-

sumption. Harvey.

SURV'EY', v. a.&n.s. }
Old Fr. surveoir.

SURVEY'OR, n. s. S To overlook ; have
under the view ; examine : a view ; prospect ;

superintendence : a surveyor is an overseer ; one

placed to superintend ; a measurer of land.

The husbandmen's self came that way,
Of custom to survey his ground. Spenser.

Should we survey
The plot of situation, and the model ;

Question surveyors, know our own estate,

How able such a work to undergo,
To weigh against his opposite.

Shahpeare. Henry IV.
Wer't not madness, then

To make the fox surveyor of the fold 1 Id. VI.

Bishop Fox was not only a grave counsellor for

war or peace, but also a good surveyor of works.

Bacon's Henry VII.

Though with those streams he no resemblance

hold,
Whose form is amber, and their gravel gold ;

His genuine and less guilty wealth t' explore,
Search not his bottom, but survey his shore.

Denham.
Under his proud survey the city lies,

And like a mist beneath a hill doth rise. Id.

Her stars in all their vast survey
Useless besides ! J/i/ton,

With altered looks,

All pale and speechless, he surveyed me round.

Dryden.

Early abroad he did the world survey
As if he knew he had not long to stay. Waller.

SURVEYING OF LAND is the art of measuring,
planning, and computing the contents of fields

and estates. In England the unit of land mea-
sure is the acre, which contains 4840 square
yards; and it is subdivided into roods and

perches, or poles; four roods making an acre,
and forty perches a rood.

Land is measured with a chain, called Gun-
ter's chain, from its inventor. It is twenty-two
yards long, and is divided into 100 equal links,

each 7-92 in length. An acre therefore contains

100,000 square links.

The lines measured, for ascertaining the di-

mensions and determining the contents of fields,

are generally set down, and their contents com-

puted in links; and, five figures on the right
of the contents in links being pointed off for

decimals, the figures on the left are acres, and,
the decimals being reduced to roods and perches,
the content is exhibited in the usual denomina-
tions of acres, roods, and perches.

In measuring distances with a chain, provide
ten small arrows, and give them to the person
who is to lead the chain, and, holding one end
of the chain in your left hand at the point at

which you are to begin to measure, let the leader

go forward in the required direction, holding the

other end of the chain and one of the arrows in

his right hand; you pointing with your right
hand to the right or the left, according to the

direction in which you wish him to move.
When he is exactly in a line with the object
which you wish to measure to, point towards the

ground, to indicate that the leader must there

stick an arrow in the ground at the end of the

chain. The leader must then move forward

another chain length, keeping the follower in a

line with the object departed from, and the

follower keeping him in a line with the object
to be measured to ; the leader and follower thus

mutually checking each other, and the leader

leaving an arrow at the end of each chain, which

is taken up by the follower when the leader has

pricked in the next. When all the ten arrows

are used, they are returned to the leader to use

over again, being changed at the end of every
ten chains till the line to be measured is finished ;

and the number of changes shows the number
of tens ; to which the arrows in the hands of

the follower, and the odd links over from the end
of the last chain to the end of the line being

added, the length of the line in chains and links

is obtained. Thus, if there should be six changes
of arrows, and the follower should have eight
arrows in his hand, and there be twenty-three
links over from the last chain to the mark or

end of the line, then the line is in length 6823
links.

In measuring a sloping line, a small pocket
level is useful to show how many links ought to

be deducted from each chain to reduce the line

to its horizontal length, to be used in mapping
or plotting the figure ; for, though the area of the

surface with all its undulations is the content

which it is required to exhibit in figures for the

content, it is only its surface reduced to a hori-

zontal plane that can be represented on a plan.
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A staff of ten links long, called an offset staff,

is useful in measuring short distances from the
main lines.

The cross staff too is a very useful and simple
instrument for determining the places from which

perpendiculars are to be measured from the
main or diagonal lines, to the angles of the field

or estate. It consists of two pair of sights at

right angles to each other, set on a staff, with a

sharp point to fix in the ground. In measuring
along the line, when nearly opposite a point of

which the perpendicular distance is required,
the cross staff is fixed up, and turned round till

both ends of the line can be seen through one

pair of sights ; and it is then moved backward
and forward along the line, till, while both the

ends of the line are seen through one pair of

sights, the object whose perpendicular distance

is required, is seen through the other pair ; and
the distance from the cross staff to the object is

its perpendicular distance from the line.

In extensive surveys a theodolite is used to

measure angles, and from them, conjoined with

a measured base, the lengths of the leading lines

are computed trigonometrically, and thus the

relative positions of the more distant and prin-

cipal points in the survey are determined.

But, with whatever instruments the survey may
be made, a field book must be kept to register
all that is necessary for computing the area, and

making a plan of the field or estate surveyed.
The following is a specinien of the form

commonly used in measuring along A B in fig.

1, Plate SURVEYING.

Offsets on the left.

m 38 . .
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*hat of the trapezoid C E F D is

EF x EC + DF
;
and that of the triangle

Offsets Left

B 180

BFDis
BF X FD

In the preceding figure the area is

AC x DE + BF
2

Thus if AC = 1284, DE = 326, and BF
1284 X 326 + 290= 290 links ; then the area=

D230

1284 X 616 790944= 395472 links =
2 2

A. R. P.

3-95472 acres = 3:3: 32-7.

In the last figure suppose the annexed the

field book of the admeasurements :

A C
135

410
550
C

Offsets Right
130 G

CG
152
440
G

Offsets left.

C 245 .

D289 .

AB.
267
612
843
B

Then 612267 = 345 = EF, and 843612
267 X 245= 231 = F B, and - = 32707 links, ACxBw+Gm

F D
120 237

288 80

520
D

Or the figure might have been measured by
means of a diagonal form BE, and perpen-
diculars upon it from the angles on each side.

Or, supposing the dimensions of the trapezium
A B C G taken as above, the remaining part
C GF ED might have been measured by means
of a diagonal from C to F, and perpendicular

upon it from D, E, and G.
From the above field book to compute the

area of the figure : Area of A B C G zz

345 X 245 + 289
the area of A E C ;

= 92115

links, the area of E F D C ; and =
33379 links, the area of BFD.

Hence 32707
92115
33379

A. 1-58201

4

zz 85250 links; area of

zz 50600 links ; area of

R. 2-32804

40
A. R. P.

P. 13-12160, or the area is 1 2 13-1

Any field of which the sides are straight lines

may be divided into triangles, the sides of which

being measured, the area of each may be com-

puted, according to the second method above

given ;
for finding the area of a triangular. But

they may in general be more advantageously sur-

veyed in the following manner, which we shall

give in the words of Dr. Hulton :

1

Having set up marks at the corners where

necessary of the proposed field ABCDEFG,
fig. 5, walk over the ground and consider how
it can be best divided into triangles and trape-

ziums, and measure them separately. Thus the

annexed figure is divided into the two trape-

ziums, A BCD, GDEF, and the triangle GC
D. Then in the first trapezium, beginning at A,
measure the diagonal AC, and the two perpen-
diculars G m, B n. Then the base G C and the

perpendiculars D q. Lastly, the diagonal D F,
and the two perpendiculars p E, and o G. All

which measures write against the corresponding
parts of a rough figure drawn to resemble the

figure to be surveyed, or set them down in any
other form you choose.' Thus

2

- 52000 links

Then 85250 + 50600 + 52000 = 187850

links, zz 1 A. 3 R. 20-5 P.

Many pieces of land may be very well sur-

veyed by measuring any base line, either within

or without them, together with the perpen-
diculars let fall on it from every corner of them.

For they are thus divided into several triangles
and trapezoids, all of whose parallel sides are

perpendicular to the base line
;
and the sum of

these triangles and trapeziums will be equal to

the figure proposed, if the base line fall within

it, if not the sum of the parts without being
taken from the sum of the whole within and

without, the remainder will be the area of the

figure.

In pieces that are not very large it will be

sufficiently exact to find the points in the base

line, where the several perpendiculars will fall

by means of the cross, or even by estimating by
the eye, and measuring thence to the corners

for the lengths of the perpendiculars ;
and it

will be generally better when practicable to have

the diagonal within the figure, as the measuring
over hedges is attended with inconvenience.

The computing of the contents of very irre-

gular fields may often be greatly simplified, by

reducing the crooked sides to straight ones upon
the plan ; an operation .which may be easily and

accurately enough performed thus :

' Stretch a hair over the crooked sides of the

figure, so that the small parts cut off by it may
be equal to those taken in, an equality which by
a little practice may be judged of with great

nicety; then mark the ends of the hair with

two points, and proceed in the same manner
with the other sides till the whole is reduced to
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a straight lined figure, of which the content may
be found as above.

^
Thus, in

fig. 6, let the dotted lines A B, BC,
CD, DA, represent the lines which reduce the
curvilinear area to an equivalent rectangular
one; then if AC, measured on the scale from
which the figure is laid down, be 843 links, and
the perpendiculars D e and B / be 424 and
518 respectively, we have the' area = A C
_L__/= 3 A. 3 K. 35-28 P.

i

On dividing lands. In the division of com-

mons, after the whole is surveyed and the area

cast up, the quantity due to each claimant must
be assigned in proportion to the value of his

claim ; and, if the land be of different qualities,
the quantity to be assigned to each claimant

will be inversely proportional to the quality of the

land assigned to him. Thus if a, b, c, and d

represent the claims of A,B,C,and D to a com-
mon whose area is x, and a', b', c', and d' represent

respectively the value per acre of the land, from

which the allotments to A, B, C, and D are re-

n b c d
spectively to be made; then ,+ -, + -7+ ,

' x

, to A's share
;
and -7 to B's share, &c.

b

To cut off from a plan a given quantity by a

line drawn from any proposed point in the side

of it.

Let A, fig. 7, be the proposed point. Draw

any line A B, and measure the space A B Q by
the method indicated above. Let us suppose
that this is found in defect by a quantity , then

erect at B a perpendicular B D, and make A
2 u
-

, and through D draw D C parallel to
A .D

A B, and join A C ; then A C B Q will be the

part required to be cut off.

To divide a triangle into two parts, having a

given ratio, m : n. 1st. By a line drawn from

one angle of the triangle. Make A D : A B : :

m : m + n (fig. 8), and join C D ;
then ADC

and B D C will be the parts required. Here it is

and D B =
plain that A D A B;

-AB.

m -f- n

2d. By a line parallel to one of

its sides. Let ABC (fig- 9) be the given tri-

angle, to be divided into two parts, in the ratio

of m to n, by a line parallel
to the base A B.

Make C E to E B as m to n
;
and at E draw the

perpendicular E D meeting a semicircle de-

scribed on C B as a diameter in D. Make C F

CD, and through F draw F G parallel
to

A B, and F G will divide the triangle in the

given ratio. For C B : C E : : m + n : n ; but

C B : C E : : C B3
: C D2

: : C B2
: C F3

,
whence

the triangle ABC: triangle C G E : : m + n .

n. It is obvious that C F = C B

and C G =
m -f- n

drawn Irom a given point in one of the sides.

Let P, fig. 9, be the given point,
I) the point

which divides the side AB, n the given ratio ;

join DP, and through C draw C F. paiallel toD P, and join P E, which will divide the triangle
as required. For AC D : BC D : : m : n. But
the triangles P C D and P D E are equal ; there-
fore the triangles APE and AC D are equal
therefore A P E : A B C D : : m : m + n.

On geodetic surveying. The extensive pro-
cesses usually termed geodetic, or trigonometrical
surveying, are usually undertaken either to de-
termine the differences of longitude between t\\o

moderately distant and noted meridians, to i;i\\-

greater accuracy to maps, or to determine from
the lengths of degrees of the meridian, in dif-

ferent latitudes, the figure of the earth.

As the foundation of the operations, a line of a
few miles in length is carefully measured on
some plain, so nearly level as to facilitate the

determination of an actually horizontal line; and
this being done upon such hills and elevated

spots as are suitably situated, and visible from
each other, signals are placed ; and the straight
lines joining those points constitute a series of

triangles, of which the measured base forms a

side of the first. The angles of these triangles
are carefully measured by a theodolite, which is

carried from one station to another; and in such
a series of triangles care is taken that one side is

always common to two of them
;

.so that by the

principles of trigonometry the lengths of all the

sides of the triangles can be determined in terms

of the measured base; and the bearing of ;mv

one of the sides, with respect to the meridian,

being determined, the bearing of any other side

may be found by computation. As a check on

operations of this kind towards the end of the

survey, another base line, called a base of verifi-

cation, is generally measured, and determined

also from the survey as one of the sides of the

chain of triangles; and the agreement of the re-

sults is a test of the accuracy with which the

operations in the survey, have been performed.
In every such series of triangles, when each

angle is to be determined by the same instru-

ment, it is desirable that, as neaily as circum-

stances will admit, they should be equilateral.

For, if it were possible to choose the station^ m
such a manner that each angle should be exactly

60, half the number of triangles in the series,

multiplied by the length of one of the sides,

would (as in fig. 10) give the total distance; and

then also the sides of the scale or ladder consti-

tuting the series of triangles would be parallel to

each other, and so also would the diagonal steps

marking the progress from one extremity of the

survey to another; and the first side might be

found by a base crossing it perpendicularly
as at

II, and the last side verified by such another base

as R at the other extremity.

If the earth were a sphere the length of the

degrees of the meridian would be every where

the same ;
but if it be an oblate spheroid, the de-

grees in receding from the equator to the poles

would increase in length, and this increase would

b.; proportionate
to the square of the sine of the

latitude ;
and the ratio of the earth's axes, as well

as their actual lengths, may be ascertained by

comparing the lengths of degrees m different

latitudes.

Instead however of actually tracing out a n>e-
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ridian on the surface of the earth, a construction

is employed which gives the same result. Let

A, B, C, D, E, F, &c., be a series of triangles

carried on as nearly as may be in the direction

of the meridian ;
these triangles are spherical or

spheroidal triangles, but their curvature being

extremely small they are treated as rectilinear

triangles, either by reducing them to the chords

of the respective terrestrial arcs, or by subtracting
from each angle one-third of the excess of the

sum of the three angles above two right angles,

and working with the remainder and the three

sides as the parts of a plain triangle, the proper
reduction for the horizon and the level of the sea

having been previously made. ThesB computa-
tions being made throughout the series, the sides

of the successive triangles are contemplated as

arcs of the terrestrial spheroid. Suppose we
know by observation and computation the incli-

nation of A C to the first portion A M of the

measured meridian, and that we find by trigono-

metry the point M where that curve will act the

side B C. The points A, B, C, and the line

A M, will be in the same horizontal plane, but

the prolongation M M' of that line will be above

the plane of the second horizontal triangle BCD.
If therefore, without changing the triangle CM M',
the line M M' be brought down to coincide with

the plane of this second triangle, the point M'
will describe a small arc of a circle which may
be regarded as a line perpendicular to the plane
BCD. Hence the operation is reduced to

bending down the side M M' in the plane of the

meridian, and calculating the distance A M M'
to find the position of M'. By bending down
thus in imagination one after another, and in points
of the meridian, the corresponding horizontal

triangles, we obtain by computation the direction

and length of the meridian from one extremity
of the triangles to the other.

When all the triangles which constitute such a

series have been computed, the respective posi-
tions of their angular points, with respect to each

other, may be determined thus :

Let the triangles A B C, B C D, &c., make

parts of a chain of triangles of which the sides

are arcs of the sphere ;
and as we know from

observation the angle C A x which measures the

inclination of A C to the meridian A x ; then,

having found the excess e of the three angles of

the triangle AC c(C e being perpendicular to

the meridian) above two right angles, deduct a

third of E from each angle of the triangle, and

by means of the following proportion find A c

and C e.

sin.
(90

E
)

: cos. (CAc )
;: AC: Ac

sin.
(90

J

)
: sin. (C A c J E) ; ; A C : A c.

The azimuth of A B is given at once ; for

B A X = C A B C A X ; and, if the spherical
excess proper to the triangle A B M' be com-

puted, we shall have AM'B= 180 M'A B
A B M' + E.
To determine the sides A M', B M', a third of

E must be taken from each of the angles of the

triangle A B M', and then
Sin. (180

- M' A B A B M' + f E) : sin.

(ABM iE);: AB: AM'.

Sin. (180 M'A B A B M' + J E") : sin.

(M'AB | E) : AB : BM.
In each of the right-angled triangles A b B,

M' d D, are known two angles and the hypothe-
nuse, whence A 6, b B, and M' d, d D, are rea-

dily determined ;
and consequently the distances

of B, D, from the meridian and from the perpen-
dicular, are known.

Proceeding in the same manner with the tri

angle A C N, or M' D N, to obtain A N and
D N, the prolongation of C D

;
and then with

the triangle D N F to find the side N F, and the

angles D N F and D F N it will be easy to com-

plete the rectangular co-ordinate of F.

The distance/ F, and the angles D E N, N F/,
being thus known, we have by geometryf F P =
180 -- E F D D F N N F/. So that in

the right-angled triangle f F P two angles and
one side are known, and hence the spherical ex-

cess may be computed, and thence the angle
F P/?

and the sides /P, F P. Resolving next
the right-angled triangle e E P we obtain the

position of the point E with respect to the meri-
dian AX, and to its perpendicular AY; and
thus we may proceed through the whole series.

Such is a concise sketch of the method to be

pursued in determining the length of an arc of
the meridian comprised between two points A
and X

; the corresponding arc of the celestial

meridian is found by determining the latitudes

of each of the extremities of the meridian mea-
sured

;
or more commonly by finding the differ-

ence of the zenith distances of some known fixed

star observed at each extremity.
To deduce from angles measured near one of the

stations the true arii^le at the station. When the

centre of the instrument cannot be placed in the

vertical line occupied by tne axis of the signal,
the angles observed must undergo a reduction.

Let C, fig. 12, be the centre of the station, P
the place of the centre of the instrument, it is

required to find A C B, supposing them to be

known A P B =P, B P C = p, C P = d, B C= L, A C = R.

We have here AIB = P + IAP; and
AIP = C + CBP; whence C = P + I A P

-CBP. Butsin.CAP=
<f - sin - (P +P)

;

. C B P = '

-
, and, as the angles C A P,

_

CBP, are necessarily very small, we may take

d sin. P + p d sin.

R
---

L
or

'
10

have the reduction in seconds, C P =
sin. 1"

sin. p. \

\^ Tl IT"/
The space to which we are limited compels us

to omit the investigation of many formulae con-

nected with the interesting and important appli-
cation of science to practice. The following are

a few of the most important of these formulae :

To reduce angles measured in a plane inclined

to the horizon to the corresponding angles in the ho-

rizontal plane.
Let h, h', represent the altitudes of the objects

C the angle measured on the oblique plane, and
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C' the required corresponding one on the horizontal plane; then sin. -

/sin. C + h +h' C + A + k'
\/ A- sin. , If-If- sect. A- sect. A'.

rad. 2.

In a spherical triangle knowing two sides and
the included angle to determine the angles compre-
hended by the chords of those two sides.

Let A, B, C, represent the angles of the tri-

angle; A', B', C', the corresponding angles made

by the chords ; the spherical sides opposite A, B,
C, being a, b, c, and the chords a, /3, y.

Then cos. A' cos. cos. cos. A 4- +-.
2 2 22be b

Or cos. A cos. cos. cos. A -f- sin. -

K
sin.

cos. A' \ )3 y

V140 -l+ip-l-i.
To compute the spherical excess, E :-

LetS=the arc of the triangle, ir=206-2G4- 8",
the seconds in an arc equal to the radius, and r

the radius of the earth; then E= . Hence
r

,
b c sin. A.

it may be noted that S =
2

Given a base, B, measured at an elevation, L,
above the level of the sea, tofind the corresponding
base, b, when reduced to the level of the sea f

Let r = the radius of the earth, then

Given two sides and the included angle of a
E~b

>
or the reducti = B '

(7- 7?"
rectilineal triangle, it is required tofind the spheri-
cal angle of the two arcs of which these two sides

are the chords ?

Let
/3
and y be the chords, A' the angle which

they include, and A the required spherical angle.

Then

-71+ fa.;
From the measures M and m of a degree, or

like small portions of the meridian in different

latitudes L and /, to find the ratio of the polit

axis c to the equatorial axis d.

d__ /(M. j sin. L+OT j sin. /) (M j sin. L M
-

'
/ 1 . . ., / LM 1 nnc, T \ . f,. 1 . ,<. / 1\/T 1

sin. /)

cos. L)'

~1 =- is called the compression of the
c

(m I cos. /-f-M J cos. L) (n J cos. / M L

give the position of C. Proceed
^in

this manner

till the situation of all the principal points are

terrestrial spheroid, and it is fvidenlly given when determined, and then either sketch in the inter-

f ' c
,, r,/j;.,i UT^O^OC V>^r tho ov r\r Inv thpm f own irnm

is determined.
c

Surveying of harbours. The method of sur-

mediate spaces by the eye or lay them down from

particular admeasurements. To find the situa-

tion of anchoring places, suci. as E; or rocks or

sands such as F; row off to those places
in a

general conducted in the same manner as com-

mon surveying. A base line if possible is mea-

sured on shore, and, signals being erected at the

principal points round the harbour, the angles

which they make with the base line are deter-

mined, and then their position
with respect to

f v j e c >v,^m sanus sucu us x
,
iuw uu i>-> mw. j'-

veymg harbours, and forming maps of them, bo ^ when ^ measure t,)e angles AK ,,

depends on the same principles,
and is in

and ^ E D and segments of circles described in
rt.^rn-iwr.1 fin-nA 11 /ifilH in iV t OO TYO TV Q n T f* T US! PHPfl

AB and BD respectively,
to

contain^
those

angles will give the position of the point E. Or

with a compass take the bearing of any two points

as B and D, and the intersection of those lines

of bearing will give the position
of E, the rela-

tive bearing of the principal point on shore being
each other found either by computation or pro-

jousl ^etermined. Thus may the situation

jection. The best instrument for measuring such l /
r

.

t jn the narbour> be deter-

angles is Hadley's reflecting quadrant or sextant, ^.^ an/inserte([ in the plan .

as it is the only instrument in which neither the SURVIEW v a. Old Fr. surveoir. To
exactness of the observation nor the ease with

over ,ook . tQ ha
'

ve jn view . to survey . Not in use

which they may be made is sensibly atiected by That tu

'

rret
'

s frame most a(ira irable was,

the motion of the vessel, and in this department of
Like hi hest heaven compassed round,

surveying it will often be necessary to measure

angles afloat. Let it be proposed to take the

necessary measures for making a plan of the har-

bour CGD, fig.
13.

Select some convenient place, as A B, to mea-
i _ ..A / ' T"\

And lifted high above this earthly mass,

it surviewed, as hills do lower ground.
Spenser.

SURVIVE', v.
n.&v.a.^ ^

Lat. supervivo ;

SURVI'VOR, n. ', / Fr - suri-ivre.

SURVIVORSHIP. > live after the death
sure a base line, and set up signals at C, D, oultv , VUIVOIll . .

G, &c. At A measure the angle C' A D, and at of another : survive any person or tl

B measure the angle CBA; then these angles noun substantives corresponding,

with A B will give the position of C with respect NQW that he is dead, his immortal fame n
, ,, -n ^A *

and flourisheth in the mouths of all people.to A B. At B measure the angle C B D, and at

C measure the angle BC D; or going to D mea-

sure the ansle B D C; these measures with C ii,

determinedly the triangle ABC, will give the

position of D. At C' and D take the G C" D and

G D C', which with C D' already determined will 1 o do obsequ.o

Your father lost a father.

That father 1,..;

" obte

im,nd

ll.imlet.
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Try pleasure,

'Yhich, when no other enemy survives,

Still conquers all the conquerors. Denham.
I did discern

From his survivors, I could nothing learn. Id.

Although some died, the father beholding so many
descents, the number of survivors must still be very

great. Browne.

The love of horses which they had alive.

And care of chariots, after death survive. Dryden.
Her majesty is heir to the survivor of the late king.

Swift .

No longer now that golden age appears,
When patriarch-wits survived a thousand years ,

Is'ow length of fame, our second life, is lost,

And bare threescore is all even that can boast
;

Our sons their fathers' failing language see,

And such as Chaucer is, shall Dryden be. Pope.

Such offices granted in reversion were void, unless

where the grant has been by survivorship.

Aylijfe's Parergon.
The rapsodies, called the Characteristics, would

never have survived the first edition, if they had not

discovered so strong a tincture of infidelity. Watts.

SURVIVORSHIP is that branch of mathema-
tics which treats of reversions payable, pro-
vided one or more particular persons survive

certain others. By reversions are meant pay-
ments not to take place till some future period.

Survivorship forms one of the most difficult and

complicated parts of the doctrine of reversions

and life annuities. It has been very fully treated

of by Simpson in his Select Exercises ; and

brought to a state of comparative perfection by
Dr. Price and Mr. Morgan, who bestowed a great
deal of attention on this subject. See AN-
NUITIES.

The calculations are founded or! the expecta-
tion of lives at different ages, deduced from

tables formed from bills of mortality, of which
see examples under the article MORTALITY. By
the expectation of life is meant the mean time

that any single or joint lives at a given age is

found to continue ; that is, the number of years

which, taken one with another, they actually en-

joy, and may be considered as sure of enjoying;
those who survive that period enjoying as much
more time in proportion to their number as those

who fall short of it enjoy less. Thus, supposing
forty-six persons alive all forty years of age, and
that one will die every year till they are all dead
in forty-six years, half forty-six or twenty-three
will be the expectation of each of them. If M.
de Moivre's hypothesis were true, that men al-

ways decrease in an arithmetical progression,
the expectation of a single life is always half its

complement, and the expectation of two joint
lives one-third of their common complement.
By the complement of a life is meant what it

wants of eighty-six, which M. de Moivre makes
the boundary of human life. Thus if a man be

thirty, the complement of his life is fifty-six.

Thus, supposing a man forty, his expectation
would be twenty-three, the half of forty-six, his

complement : the expectation of two joint lives,

each forty, would be fifteen years four months,
or the third part of forty-six. The number ex-

pressing the expectation, multiplied by the num-
ber of single or joint lives (of which it is the ex-

pectation), added annually to a society, gives the

whole number living together, to which such an
annual addition would in time grow. Thus,
since nineteen, or the third of fifty-seven, is the

expectation of two joint lives, whose common
age is twenty-nine, twenty marriages every year
between persons of this age would in fifty-seven

years grow to twenty times nineteen, or 380 mar-

riages, always existing together. And, since the

expectation of a single life is always half its

complement, in fifty-seven years twenty single

persons added annually to a town will increase
to twenty times 28-5, or 570 ; and when arrived
at this number the deaths erery year will just

equal the accessions, and no farther increase be

possible. Hence it appears that the particular

proportion that becomes extinct every year, out
of the whole number constantly existing together
of single or joint lives, must, wherever this

number undergoes no variation, be exactly the

same with the expectation of those lives, at the

time when their existence commenced. Thus
was it found that one-nineteenth part cf all the

marriages among any bodies of men, whose num-
bers do not vary, are dissolved every year by the

deaths of either the husband or wife, it would

appear that nineteen was, at the time they were

contracted, the expectation of these marriages.
In like manner was it found in a society, limited

to a fixed number of members, that one twenty-
eighth part dies annually out of the whole num-
ber of members, it would appear that twenty-

eight was their common expectation of life at the

time they entered. So likewise, were it found
in any town or district, where the number of

births and burials are equal, that a twentieth or

thirtieth part of the inhabitants die annually,
it would appear that twenty or thirty was the

expectation of a child just born in that town
or district. These expectations, therefore, foi

all single lives, are easily found by a table ol

observations, showing the number that die annu-

ally at all ages out of a given number alive at

those ages ; and the general rule for this purpose
is to divide the sum of all the living in the table,

at the age whose expectation is required, and at

all greater ages, by the sum of all that die annu-

ally at that age and above it
; or, which is the

same, by the number (in the table) of the living
at that age ;

and half unity subtracted from the

quotient will be the required expectation. Thus,
in Dr. Halley's table, the sum of all the living
at twenty and upwards is 20-724, which, divided

by 598, the number living at the age of twenty,
and half unity subtracted from the quotient,

gives 34-15 for the expectation of twenty. In

calculating- the value or expectation of joint

lives, M. De Moivre fell into various mistakes,
which we need not enumerate ;

as Dr. Price and
Mr. Morgan have given tables of the value of

lives, not founded on any hypothesis, but de-

duced from bills of mortality. Mr. Morgan has

likewise given rules for calculating values ot

lives in this manner. Dr. Price, in the third

essay of the first volume of his Treatise on Re-

versionary Payments, has also given proper
rules for calculating these values, the most im-

portant of which are comprehended in the fol-

lowing paragraphs.
I. Suppose ;i set of married men to enter into
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a society in order to provide annuities for their number which we have been enquirin* aftet
widows, and that it is limited to a certain num- The marriage of widows will dimmish this
ber of members, and constantly kept up to that number, but not so much as the other causes
number by the admission of new members as the will increase it. II. If the society coirprehemN
old ones are lost ; it is of importance, in the first in it from the first all the married people of all

place, to know the number of annuitants that
: --

after some time will come upon the establish-

ment. Now, since every marriage produces
either a widow or a widower, and since all mar-

riages taken together would produce as many
widows as widowers, were every man and his

wife of the same age, and the chance equal which

ages in any )
r among any s ^

where the numbers always continue tlie same,
the whole collective body of members will be at

their greatest age at the time of the establishment
of the society; and the number of widows lefi.

every year will at a medium be always the same.
The number of widows will increase continuallv

shall die first ; it is evident that the number of on the society, till as many die off every >e;i
widows that have ever existed in the world,
would in this case be equal to half the number
of marriages. And what would take place in the

world must also, on the same suppositions, take

place in this society. In other words, every
other person in such a society leaving a widow,
there must arise from it a number of widows

equal to half its own number. But this does not

determine what number, all living at one and the

same time, the society may expect will come to be

constantly upon it. It is, therefore, necessary to

determine how long the duration of survivorship
between persons of equal ages will be, compared
with the duration of marriage. And the truth

is, that, supposing the probabilities of life to de-

crease uniformly, the former is equal to the lat-

ter ; and, consequently, that the number of sur-

vivors (or, which is the same, supposing no
second marriages), of widows and widowers alive

are added. "This will not" be till the whole col-

lective body of widows are at their greatest acre,
or till there are among them the greatest possible
number of the oldest widows ; and therefore nut

till there has been time for an accession to the

oldest widows from the youngest part. Let u*,
for the sake of greater precision, divide the whole
medium of widows that come on every year into

different classes according to their different a_rcs,
and suppose some to be left at fifty-six years of

age, some at forty-six, some at thirty-six, am!
some at twenty-six. The widows, constantly in

life together, derived from the first class, will

come to their greatest age, and to a maximum,
in thirty years, supposing, with M. de Moivre,

eighty-six to be the utmost extent of life. Th,:

same will happen to the second class in forty

years, and to the third in
fifty years. But the

whole body composed of these classes will not

together which will arise from any given set of come to a maximum till the same happens to the

such marriages constantly kept up, will be equal
to the whole number of marriages ;

or half of

them (the number of widows in particular) equal
to half the number of marriages. Now it appears
that in most towns the decrease in the probabili-
ties of life is in fact nearly uniform. According
to the Breslaw Table of Observation, almost the

same numbers die every year from twenty years
of age to seventy-seven. After this, indeed,
fewer die, and the rate of decrease in the proba-
bilities of life is retarded. But this deviation

from the hypothesis is inconsiderable ; and its

effect, in the present case, is to render the dura-

tion of survivorship longer than it would other-

wise be. According to the London rr - 1 - 1 - - e

fourth or youngest class ; that is, not till the end

of sixty years. After this, the affairs of the

society will become stationary, and the number
of annuitants upon it of all ages will keep always

nearly the same. III. If a society begins with

its complete number of members, but at the same
time admits none above a particular age ; if, for

instance, it begins with 200 members all under

fifty, and afterwards limits itself to this number

and keeps it up by admitting every year at all

ages between twenty-six and fifty,
new members

as old ones drop off; in this case, the period

necessary to bring the maximum of annuitants

will be just doubled. To determine the sum

Observations, the numbers dying every year begin
to grow less at fifty years of age ;

and hence to

extreme old age there is a constant retardation in

the decrease of the probabilities
of life. Upon

the whole, therefore, it appears that, according
to the Breslaw Table, and supposing no widows

Table of that every individual ought to pay in a single

present payment, in order to entitle his widow

to a certain annuity for her life, let us suppose
the annuity 3 per annum, and the rate of inte-

rest four per cent. It is evident that the value

of such an expectation is different, according to

the different ages of the purchasers,
and the nro-

to marry, the number enquired after is somewhat portion of the age of the wife to that of the hus-

greater than half the number of the society ;
but

according to the London Table a good deal

greater. This, however, has been determined on

band. Let us then suppose that every person

in such a society is of the same age witli his

wife, and that, one with another, all the members
.

, ,

the supposition that the husbands and wives are when they enter may be reckoned

of equal ages, and that then there is an equal age, as many entering above tins age as be

chance who shall die first. But in reality bus- it. It has been demonstrated by M. de &

bands are generally older than wives, and males and Mr. Simpson that the value of an annuity 01

have been found to die sooner than females, as the joint continuance of any two bves subtract,,

appears incontestably from several of the tables from the value of an anmuty on the life

in Dr. Price's Treatise on Reversions. It is

therefore more than an equal chance that the on what may hap

husband will die before his wife. This will in-

pectation, gives the true present value i. ,

on what may happen to remain of t

the two lives after he other In he
,

crease cons.derably te uraton o survvor case, the value of the anmn.v

on the part of the women, and consequently the during the joint continuance
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forty years of age, is by Table II. 9'826, accord-

ing to the probabilities of life in the Table of Ob-

servations, formed by Dr. Halley from the bills

of mortality of Breslaw in Silesia. The value of

a single life forty years of age, as given by M.
de Moivre, agreeably to the same table, is 13-20;
and the former subtracted from the latter, leaves

3-37, or the true number of years' purchase, which

ought to be paid for any given annuity, to be

enjoyed by a person forty years of age, provided
he survives another person of the same age, in-

terest being reckoned at four per cent, per annum.
The annuity therefore being 30, the present
value of it is 30 multiplied by 3'37, or lOl 2s.

IV. If, instead of a single present payment, it is

thought preferable to make annual payments
during the marriage ; what these annual pay-
ments ought to be, is easily determined by finding
what annual payments during two joint lives of

given ages are equivalent to the value of the re-

versionary annuity in present money. Suppose,
as before, that the joint lives are each forty, and

the reversionary annuity 30 per annum. An
annual payment during the continuance of two

such lives is worth 9-82 years' purchase. The
annual payment ought to be such as, being mul-

tiplied by 9-82, will produce lO'l the present
value of the annuity in one payment. Divide

then 101-1 by 9'82, and 10-3 the quotient will

be the annual payment. This method of calcu-

lation supposes that the first annual payment is

not to be made till the end of a year. If it is to

be made immediately, the value of the joint
lives will be increased one year's purchase ; and,

therefore, in order to find the annual payments
required, the value of a present single payment
nust be divided by the value of the joint lives

ifiueased by unity. If the society prefer paying

part of the value in a present single payment on

admission, and the rest in annual payments ;

and if they fix these annual payments at a par-
ticular sum, the present single payment paid on

admission is found by subtracting the value of

the annual payment during the joint lives from
the whole present value of the annuity in one

payment. Suppose, for instance, the annual

payments to be fixed at five guineas, the annuity
to be 30, the rate of interest four per cent., and
the joint lives each forty : the value of the annu-

ity in one present single payment is 101*1.

The value of five guineas or 5-25 per annum, is

(5'25 multiplied by 9-82, the value of the joint

lives) 51-55; which, subtracted from 101*1,

gives 49-5, the answer. V. If a society takes in

all the marriages among persons of a particular

profession within a given district, and subjects
them for perpetuity to a certain equal and com-
mon tax or annual payments, in order to provide
life annuities for all the widows that shall result

from these marriages ; since, at the commence-
ment of such an establishment, all the oldest, as

well as the youngest, marriages are to be entitled

equally to the proposed benefit, a much greater
number of annuitants will come immediately
upon it than would come upon any similar es-

tablishment which limited itself in the admission
of members to persons not exceeding a given

age. This will check that accumulation of

money which should take place at first, in order

to produce an income equal to the disbursements
at the time when the number of annuitants comes
to a maximum ; and therefore will be a particu-
lar burden upon the establishment in its infancy.
For this some compensation must be provided ;

and the equitable method of providing it is, by
levying fines at the beginning of the establishment

on every member exceeding a given age, propor-
tioned to the number of years which he has

lived beyond that age. But if such fines cannot

be levied, and, if every payment must be equal
and common, whatever disparity there may be

in the value of the expectations of different mem-
bers, the fines must be reduced to one common
one, answering as nearly as possible to the dis-

advantage, and payable by every member at the

time when the establishment begins. After

this, the establishment will be the same with one
that takes upon it all at the time they marry ;

and the tax or annual payment of every member

adequate to its support, will be the annual pay-
ment during marriage due from persons who

marry at the mean age at which, upon an ave-

rage, all marriages may be considered as com-

mencing. The fines to be paid at first are, for

every particular member, the same with the

difference between the value of the expectation
to him at his present age, and what would have
been its value to him had the scheme begun at

the time he married. Or, they are, for the

whole body of members, the difference between ,

the value of the common expectation, to persons
at the mean age of all married persons taken

together as they exist in the world, and to per-
sons at that age which is to be deemed their

mean age when they marry. VI. Suppose we
wish to know the present value of an annuity to

b,e enjoyed by one life, for what may happen to

remain of it beyond another life, after a given
term ; that is, provided both lives continue from
the present time to the end of a given term of

years ; the method of calculating is this : Find
the value of the annuity for two lives, greater by
the given term of years than the given lives;
discount this value for the given term ; and then

multiply by the probability that the two given
lives shall both continue the given term ; and
the product will be the answer. Thus, let the

two lives be each thirty, the term seven years,
the annuity 10 interest for four per cent. The
given lives, increased by seven years, become
each thirty-seven. The value of two joint lives,
each thirty-seven, is (by Table II.) 10-25. The
value of a single life at thirty-seven is 13-67.

The former subtracted from the latter is 3-42, or

the value of an annuity for the life of a person
thirty-seven years of age, after another of the

same age, as has been shown above: 3'42 dis-

counted for seven years (that is, multiplied by
-76 the value of l due at the end of seven

years) is 2-6. The probability that a single life

at thirty shall continue seven years is |.* The

* The probability that a given life shall continue

any number of years, or reach a given age, is (as is

well known) the fraction whose numerator is the

number of the living in any table of observations op-

posite to the given age, and denominator the num-
ber opposite to the present age of the given life.
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probability, therefore, that two such lives shall

continue seven years, is
^JJ, or in decimals

0765; and, 2-6 multiplied by 0-765 is 1-989,
the number of years' purchase which ought to be

given for an annuity to be enjoyed by a life

now thirty years of age, after a life of the same

age, provided both continue seven years. The
annuity then being ^10, its present value is

19-89. Suppose the value is required of an

annuity to be enjoyed for what may happen to

remain of one life after another, provided the

life in expectation continues a given time. 1.

Find the present value of the annuity for the re-

mainder of the life in expectation after the given

time, which is done in this manner : Multiply
the present value of the life at the given time by
the present value of l to be received at that

time, and multiply the product again by the

probability that the life in expectation will con-

tinue so long. Let the given time which the

life in expectation is to continue be fifteen years,
and let the person then be arrived at

fifty years
of age. A life at fifty according to M. de

Moivre's valuation of lives, and reckoning inter-

est at four per cent, is worth 11-34 years' pur-
chase. The present value of l, to be received

at the end of fifteen years, is 0-5553, and the

probability that a life at thirty-five will continue

fifteen years is ^|. These three values multi-

plied into one another give 4-44 for the present
value of the life in expectation. 2. Find the

value of the reversion, provided both lives con-

tinue the given time, by the rule given above.

3. Add these values together, and the sum will

be the answer in a single present payment. We
shall now illustrate this rule by an example. An
annuity of 10, for the life of a person now thirty,
is to commence at the end of eleven years, if

another person now forty should be then dead ;

or, if this should not happen at the end of any
year beyond eleven years in which the former

shall happen to survive the latter : What is the

present value of such an annuity, reckoning in-

terest at four per cent., and taking the proba-
bilities of life as they are in Dr. Halley's
table given in the article MORTALITY ? The
value of 10 per annum, for the remainder of

the life of a person now thirty, after eleven years
is 69-43. The probability that a person forty

years of age shall live eleven years, is, by Dr.

Halley's table, $i. The probability, therefore,

that he will die in eleven years, is f?| subtracted

from unity *, or JJjj ;
which multiplied by 69-43,

gives 17-16. The value of the reversion, pro-
vided both live eleven years, is 17, and this

value added to the former makes 34-16, the

value required in a single present payment;
which payment divided by 11-43, the value of

two joint lives, aged thirty and forty, with unity

added gives 3 ; or the value required in annual

payments during the joint lires, the first payment
to be made immediately.

The values of joint lives in these tables have

been computed for only one rate of interest;

and of single lives in Table III. for only two

* For the difference between unity and the frac-

tion expressing the probability that an event will

happen, gives the probability that it will not happen.

rates of interest. The following rules will show
that it would be a needless labor to compute
these values (in strict conformity to the obser-

vations) for any other rates of interest. Account
of a method of deducing, from the correct values

(according to any observation) of any single or

joint lives at one rate of interest, the same values
at other rates of interest.

PRELIMINARY PROBLEMS.

PROB. I. The expectation given of a single
life by any table of observations, to find its

value, supposing the decrements of life equal, at

any given rate of interest. Solution. Find tin-

value of an annuity certain for a number of

years equal to twice the expectation. Multiply
this value by the perpetuity increased by unity,
and divide the product by twice the expectation :

the quotient subtracted from the perpetuity will

be the value required. Example. The expecta-
tion of a male life aged ten, by the Sweden ob-

servations, is 43-94. Twice this expectation is

87-88. The value of an annuity certain for

87-88 years is (reckoning interest at four per

cent.) 24-200. The product of 24-200 into 20

(the perpetuity increased by unity) is 629"2

which divided by 87-88 gives 7-159. And tin's

quotient subtracted from 25 (the perpetuity)

gives 17'84 years' purchase, the value of a life

aged ten, deduced from the expectation of life at

that age according to the Sweden observations.

(See the tables in Dr. Price on Reversions, v.
iii.)

PROB. II. Having the expectations given of

any two lives, by any table of observations, to

decide thence the value of the joint lives at any
rate of interest, supposing an equal decernment

of life. Solution. Find the difference between

twice the expectation of the youngest life and

twice the expectation of the oldest life, increased

by unity and twice the perpetuity. Multiply
this difference by the value of an annuity certain

for a time equal to twice the expectation of the

oldest life ;
and by twice the same expectation

divide the product, reserving the quotient.

From twice the perpetuity subtract the reserved

quotient, and multiply the remainder by the

perpetuity increased by unity. This last pro-

duct, divided by twice the expectation of the

youngest life, and then subtracted from the per-

petuity, will be the required value. When twice

the expectation of the youngest life is greater

than twice the expectation of the oldest lift-

increased by unity, and twice the perpetuity,
the

reserved quotient, instead of being subtracted

from twice the perpetuity,
must be added to it,

and the sum, not the difference, multiplied by

the perpetuity increased by unity. Example.

Let the joint lives proposed be a female lift-

aged ten, and a male life aged fifteen ; and let

the table of observations be the Sweden tuMe

for lives in general, and the rate of interest tem-

per cent. Twice the expectations
of the two

lives are 90-14 and 83-28. Twice the expecta-

tion of the oldest life, increased by unity, and

twice the perpetuity,
is 134-28, which lessens

by 90-14 (twice the expectation
of the youngest

life), leaves 44-14 for the reserved remainder.

This remainder, multiplied by 24-045 (the value

of an annuity certain for 83-28 years), and the
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product divided by 83-28 (twice the expectation
of the oldest life), gives 12-744, the quotient to

be reserved ; which, subtracted from double the

perpetuity, and the remainder (or 37-255) mul-

tiplied by the perpetuity increased by unity (or

by 26) gives 968-630, which, divided by 90-14

(twice the expectation of the youngest life), and
the quotient subtracted from the perpetuity, we
have 14-254 for the required value. The value

of an annuity certain, when the number of years
is a whole number with a fraction added (as
will be commonly the case) may be best com-

puted in the following manner : In this exam-

ple the number of years is 83-28. The value of

an annuity certain for eighty-three years is 24-035.

The same value for eighty-four years is 24-072.

The difference between these two values is 0-37;
which difference, multiplied by -28 (the frac-

tional part of the number of years), and the

product (-0103) added to the least of the two

values, will give 24-045 the value for 83-28

years. General Rule. Call the correct value

(supposed to be computed for any rate of inter-

est) the first value. Call the value deduced (by
the preceding problems) from the expectations
at the same rate of interest the second value.

Call the value deduced from the expectations for

any other rate of interest the third value. Then
the difference between the first and second values

added to or subtracted from the third value, just
as the first is greater or less than the second, will

be the value at the rate of interest for which the

third value has been deduced from the expecta-
tions. The following examples will make this

perfectly plain. Example 1. In the two last

tables the correct values are given of two joint
lives among mankind at large, without distin-

guishing between males and females, according
to the Sweden observations, reckoning the inter-

est at four per cent. Let it be required to find

from these values the values at three per cent,

and let the ages of the joint lives be supposed
10 and 10. The correct value, table IV.

(reckoning interest at four per cent.), is 16-141.

The expectation of a life aged ten is 45-07.

The value deduced from this expectation at four

per cent, by prob. II. is 14-539. The value

deduced by the same problem from the same

expectation at three per cent, is 16-808. The
difference between the first and second values is

1-602, which, added to the third value (the first

being greater than the second), makes 18-410,
the value required. Example II. Let the value

be required of a single male life aged ten, at

three per cent, interest, from the correct value at

four per cent, according to the Sweden observa-

tions. First, or correct value, at four per cent,

(by table III.) is 18-674. The expectation of a

male life aged ten is 43-94. The second value

(or the value deduced from this expectation by
prob. I.) is 17-838. The third value (or the

value deduced from the same expectation at

three per cent.,) is 21-277. The difference between
the first and second is '836 ; which (since the

first is greater than the second) must be added
to the third

; and the sum (that is, 22-113) will

be the value required. The third value at five

per cent, is 15-286 ; and the difference added to

15-286 makes 16-122 the value of a male life

aged ten at five per cent, according to the Swe-
den observations. The exact value at five per
cent, is (by table III.) 16-014. Again : the

difference between 16-014 (the correct value at

five per cent.) and 15-286 (the value at the same
interest deduced from the expectation), is -728 ;

which, added (because the first value is greater
than the second) to 13-335 (the value deduced at

six per cent, from the expectation) gives 14-063,

the value of the same life, reckoning interest at

six per cent. These deductions, in the case oi

single lives particularly, are so easy, and give
the true values so nearly, that it will be scarcely
ever necessary to calculate the exact values

(according to any given observations) for more
than one rate of interest. If, for instance, the

correct values are computed at four per cent,

according to the observations, the values at 3, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, or 8 per cent, may be deduced from

them by the preceding rules as occasion may
require, without much labor or any danger ot

considerable errors. The values thus deduced
will seldom differ from the true values so much
as a tenth of a year's purchase. They will not

generally differ more than a twentieth or thirtieth

of a year's purchase. In joint lives they will

differ less than in single lives, and they will

come equally near to one another whatever the

rates of interest are. The following tables fur-

nish the means of determining the exact differ-

ences between the values of annuities, as they are

made to depend on the survivorship of any male
or female lives; which hitherto has been a desi-

deratum of considerable consequence in the doc-

trine of life annuities. What has made this of

consequence is chiefly the multitude of societies

lately established in this and foreign countries

for providing annuities for widows. The general
rule for calculating from these tables the value

of such annuities is the following: Rule:
' Find in table III. the value of a female life at

the age of the wife. From this value subtract

the value in table IV. of the joint continuance

of two lives at the ages of the husband and wife.

The remainder will be the value in a single

present payment of an annuity for the life of the

wife should she be left a widow. And this last

value divided by the value of the joint lives in-

creased by unity, will be the value of the same

annuity in annual payments during the joint

lives, and to commence immediately.' Example.
Let the age of the wife be twenty-four, and of

the husband thirty. The value in table III.

(reckoning interest at four per cent.) of a female

life aged twenty-four, is 17'252. The value in

table IV7
. of two joint lives, aged twenty-four

and thirty, is 13-455; which, subtracted from

17-252, leaves 3-797, the value in a single present

payment of an annuity of l for the life of the

wife after the husband ;
that is, for the life of

the widow. The annuity therefore being supposed
20, its value in a single payment is 20 multi-

plied by 3-797, that is, 75-94. And this last

value, divided by 14-455 (that is, by the value of

the joint lives increased by unity), gives 5-25,

the value in annual payments beginning imme-

diately, and to be continued during the joint

lives of an annuity of 20 to a wife aged twenty
four for her life, after her husband aged thirty.
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JLABLE i. snowing tne rresent Value or an

Annuity of l on a single life, according to

M. de Moivre's Hypothesis.
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TABLE V. Showing the values of two joint lives, according to the probabilities of the duration of

human life among males and females collectively.
Interest four per cent. Difference of age 24, 30, 36, and 42 years.

125
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Upon this subject we have been waiting (see tne

article LIFE ANNUITIES) for the long promised
new tables of Mr. Babbage : they have not yet

appeared. We can therefore at present only
furnish the reader with the former data, a'jove

given. It is probable that these importan con-

tributions to science may be forthcoming in time,
to be added to a few Supplementary Articles of

which we have memoranda.

SURYA, in the Hindoo mythology, is the

common name of the sun, or of a personification
of that luminary. This luminary, as in all idol-

atrous nations, appears to have been invoked

by the lower classes superstitiously ; but by
brahmins and the initiated it is asserted typ"-

cally of that ' divine and incomparably greater

light which illumines all, delights all, from which

all proceed, to which all must return, and which

alone can irradiate (not our visual organs merely,
but our souls and) our intellects.' These, as we
are told by Sir W. Jones, may be considered as

the words of the most sacred text in Indian

scripture.
For we must not be surprised, as remarked by

the same author, at finding that, on a close exa-

mination, the characters of all the pagan deities,

male and female, melt into each other, and at

last into one or two. It seems a well-founded

opinion that the whole crowd of gods and god-
desses, in ancient Rome and modern Benares,
mean only the powers of nature, and principally
those of the sun, expressed in a variety of ways,
and by a multitude of fanciful names. A plau-
sible opinion has been entertained by learned

men, that the principal source of idolatry among
the ancients was their enthusiastic admiration of

the sun ; and that when the primitive religion of

mankind was lost amid the distractions of esta-

blishing regal governments, or neglected amid
the allurements of vice, they ascribed to the great
visible luminary, or to the wonderful fluid of

which it is the general reservoir, those powers of

pervading all sj %ce, and animating all nature,
which their vis 1 ancestors had attributed to one
Eternal Mind, by whom the substance of fire

had been created as an inanimate and secondary
cause of natural phenomena. The mythology of

the east confirms this op.nion. Still the noble

truth, so well expressed in the concluding stanza

of an ode addressed to Surya by Sir William, is

fully recognized by intelligent Hindoos.

'

Though the Sanscrit song
Be strown with fancy's wreathes

And emblems rich, beyond low thoughts refin'd,

Yet heav'nly truth it breathes

With attestation strong,

That, loftier than thy sphere, th" Eternal Mind,
Unmov'd, unrival'd, undefiled,

Reigns with providence benign.'
Since thou, great orb, with all-enlightening ray,

Rulest the golden day,
How far more glorious He, who said serene,

Be and thou wast Himself unform'd,unchang'd,

We find the Hindoos ascribing to Surya the

properties or attributes of the three persons or

powers that coalesce mythologically and form

their Trimurti, or Trinity, as it has been usual
to call it, or that, physically contemplated, are
the secondary causes of natural phenomena. One
of the names of the sun is Treyitenu, or in short-
ness Tritnu, meaning three bodied, as embracing
the creative power of Brahma in his capacity of

producing forms by his genial heat
; the preser-

vative power of Vishnu in the property of light ;

and the destructive energy of Siva in the concen-
trated force of his igneous matter. And these

are in fact the attributes of the one God, the

Eternal Mind, of Hindoo theologians, who is

called Brahm. The sun, or Surya, is therefore

declared to be Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. At

night and in the west he is Vishnu ; he is Bruh-
ma in the east and in the morning; from noon to

evening he is Siva.

In pictures Surya is usually represented four-

handed, seated in a golden car drawn by seven

green horses, a nimbus encircling his head, and
sometimes blazing round the whole. Sometimes
his car is drawn by one horse with seven heads.
A legless charioteer, with a red face, named
Aruna, guides the chariot with reins of varie-

gated hue.

Surya's seven horses, as well as Aruna's varie-

gated reins, are supposed to have reference to

the tints of his preceding ray ; but we have yet
to learn if the Hindoos have attained a know-

ledge of optics, warranting a supposition of their

being acquainted with a prismatic divisibility of
a ray of light. The regents of the sun and of

fire, intimately connected as their primary pro-
perties are, we may expect to find agreeing in

their emblems or attributes. Thus Surya's
'

mystic orb triform,' and Agnis
'

triplicate of

legs,' are deducible from the three descriptions
of sacred fires venerated by the Hindoos, and

proceeding from, and re-absorbed in, the sun, as

the three great powers of nature proceed from,
and return to, the Eternal Mind. We may thus

discern an additional reason for a people of

idolatrous propensities identifying the sun with

Brahm, or that being who said BE ! and the sun
was. Surya's seven horses, and Agnis seven

legs, are again referrible to the idea of the com-
mon properties of light and heat.

The theory of the learned author of the

Analysis of Ancient Mythology would have
derived a considerable accession of strength in

his mind, had he been possessed of the specu-
lation of the Hindoos on the universality of the

sun. Sir W. Jones, not altogether agreeing with

Newton, that ancient mythology is nothing but
historical truth in a poetical dress ; nor with

Bacon, that it consisted in moral and metaphy-
sical allegories; nor with Bryant, that all the

heathen deities are only different attributes and

representations of the sun, or of deceased pro-
genitors ; reasonably conceived that the whole

system of religious fables rose, like the Nile,
from several distinct sources ; and inclined to

the opinion, that one great spring and source of

idolatry, in the four quarters of the globe, was
the veneration paid by men to the sun ; and

another, the immoderate respect shown to the

memory of deceased ancestors, especially the

founders of kingdoms, legislators aud warriors.
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of whom the sun and moon were wildly sup-
posed to be the parents.

But although the sun is found in the Hindoo
system to include the three great powers, Surya
externally more resembles Vishnu than either of
the others. His forehead is marked wit!) the

sectarial hieroglyphic of the Vaishnavas, that is,

with perpendicular lines ; the Saivas, or sectar-

ists of Siva, marking their and their gods' fore-

heads with horizontal lines. Surya is also fre-

quently seen with Vishnu's commonest attributes,
the shank or shell, and lotos. Vishnu is farther

considered as more immediately the sun than
either Brahma or Siva

; and his most glorious
incarnation in the person of Krishna is of direct

solar reference. Among the names of Surya
will be found both Vishnu and Krishna ; and it

may be here remarked, on the authority of

general Vallencey , that Krishna is the sun in Irish

as well as in Sanscrit ; and Arun is the ptecur-
sor of the sun (that is, the dawn, Aurora) both
in Irish and Hindoo mythology. The various

names of the sun, among the Hindoos, amount
it is said to nearly fifty. It may lead to some
curious speculation to consider that the primary
name of the sun means the attractor. See Sir

William Jones's admirable Essay on the Philo-

sophy of the Asiatics, in the fourth volume of

the Asiatic Researches, and in his works edited

by lord Teignmouth.

Surya has wives assigned him, termed Sakti.

The consort that we oftenest read of is Prabha,
which means brightness or effulgence. The

Hindoos, like some other distant people, consi-

der the moon as a male deity ; and, as conjunc-
tions of the sun and moon are a common lan-

guage with all astrologers and mythologists, we
rind sexual fables invented for bringing them

logether, and into separations, or oppositions.
The sun and moon are therefore both male and

female with the Hindoos, and are duly married,

separated, &c. The Greeks had similar tales.

See Potter's Arch. Graec. c. xix.

We are told, by Mr. Turner, that among the

Anglo-Saxons the moon was a male and the sun

a female deity ; and the same peculiarity of gen-

der, the author says, obtained in the ancient

northern language. It is curious, he further re-

marks, that in a passage of an Arabian author

(in Not. ad Carmen Tograi, p. 13.) we meet with

a female sun and masculine moon. The distich

is,

Nee nomen fcemininum Soli dedecus,

Nee masculinum Lunae gloria.

There is also a solar race in Hindoo fable, like

the Heliades of Greece, and the similar families

of the Peruvians. Suryavansa, or offspring of

Surya, is the Sanscrit designation of these illus-

trious descendants. The river Yamuna, called

Jumna by European geographers, is styled in

Hindoo poetics
' the blue-eyed daughter of the

sun.'

Representations of Surya are very common

throughout India, in pictures, sculptures, and

casts
; both separately and associated with other

deities. Several engravings of him in both situ-

ations are given in the Hindoo pantheon,
from

the three several originals. lie is seen seated
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in his car, surrounded by ablaze of glory, drawn
by seven foaming steeds, or by one seven-head-
ed, drawn by the imperfect dawn, Aruna. And
he is described as followed by thousands of

genii, worshipping him and modulating his

praises. The following is a translation of the
first verse of a hymn addressed, with oblations,
to the regents of the nine planetary spheres,
extracted from Colebrook's Essay on the Reli-

gious Ceremonies of the Hindoos, in the seventh
volume of the Asiatic Researches :

' The divine
sun approaches with his golden car, returning
alternately with the shades of night; rousing
mortal and immortal beings, and surveying
worlds. May this oblation to Surya be e&ca-
cious !' In some zodiacal representations, Surya
.is mounted on a lion, and placed in the centre,

indicating an early knowledge of the true soiar

system. His car is sometimes followed by a
black ill-favored figure, a personification, pro-
bably, of the darkness that the god of day is

dispelling.

SUS, the hog, in zoology, a genus of quadru-
peds, belonging to the class of mammalia and
order of belluae. There are four cutting teeth in

the upper jaw, whose points converge; and, for

the most part, six in the lower jaw, which stand

forwards. There are two tusks in each jaw,
those in the upper jaw being short, while those

of the under jaw are long, and extend out of the

mouth. The snout is prominent, moveable, and
has the appearance of having been cut off or

truncated. The feet are armed with divided or

cloven hoofs. There are six species :

1. S. j'Ethiopicus, the engallo, or Ethiopian
hog, has no fore teeth, but small tusks in the

lower jaw, -very large ones in the upper, in

old boars bending towards the forehead in form

of a semi-circle : nose broad, depressed, and al-

most of a horny hardness : head very large and

broad
;
beneath each eye a hollow, formed of

loose skin, very soft and wrinkled ; under these

a great lobe or wattle, lying almost horizontal,

broad, flat, and rounded at the end, placed so

as to intercept the view of any thing below from

the animal. Between these and the mouth, on

each side, there is a hard callous protuberance
The mouth is small ;

skin dusky ; bristles dis-

posed in fasciculi, of about five each ; longest be-

tween the ears and on the beginning of the back

thinly dispersed on the rest of the back. Ears

large and sharp pointed, inside lined with long

whitish hairs ;
tail slender and flat, not reaching

lower than the thighs, and is covered with hairs

disposed in fasciculi. Body longer, and legs

shorter than in the common swine; its whole

length four feet nine inches; height before two

feet two inches ;
but in a wild state it grows to

an enormous size. These animals inhabit the

hottest parts of Africa, from Senegal to Congo,

also the island of Madagascar. They are very

fierce, active, and swift ; they will not breed with

the domestic sow. They burrow under ground,

into which they dig with surprising expedition.

Buffon confounds this with the African.

2. S. Africanus, the African hog, has only two

fore teeth in the upper jaw, and six in the lower ;

on each side six grinders. The body is co/ered
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with very long and fine bristles ; the tail reaches

to the first joint of the hind leg ; is very slender,

and ends in a large tuft ; the head is long; nose

slender ; the upper jaw extending far beyond the

lower ; the ears narrow, erect, and pointed, with

very long bristles at the end. They inhabit

Africa, from Cape Verd to the Cape of Good

Hope.
3. S. babyrussa, the Indian hog, has four cut-

ting teeth in the upper, six in the lower jaw ; ten

grinders to each jaw; in the lower jaw two tusks

pointing towards the eyes, and standing nearly

eight inches out of their sockets ; from two

sockets on the outside of the upper jaw two

other teeth, twelve inches long-, bending like

horns, their ends almost touching the forehead;
ears small, erect, sharp-pointed ; along the back

are some weak bristles ; on the rest of the body
only a sort of wool, such as is on lambs; the tail

long, ends in a tuft, and is often twisted : the

body plump and square. It inhabits Buero, a

small isle near Amboyna; it is also found in

Celebes, but neither on the continent of Asia

nor Africa. They are sometimes kept tame in

the Indian isles; live in herds; have a very

quick scent; feed on herbs and leaves of trees ;

never ravage gardens like other swine; their

flesh well tasted. When pursued, and driven

to extremities, they rush into the sea, swim very

well, and even dive, and pass thus from isle

to isle. In the forests they often rest their heads,

by hooking their upper tusks on some boughs.
The tusks, from their form, are useless in fight.

4. S. porcus, the Guinea hog, has no bristles ;

the hinder part of the back is covered with long
hairs ; the tail is long and naked, and hangs
down to the ground ; the ears are longish and
much pointed; the body is covered with short

and shining red hairs. This species inhabits

Guinea. There is a variety called the Siamese

hog. Both are smaller than the common hog.
5. S. scrofa, the common hog, having the body

covered with bristles ;
two large teeth above and

below. There are four varieties :

i. S. scrofa domesticus, the domestic hog, has

the ears long, sharp-pointed, and slouching ; the

color generally white, sometimes mixed with

other colors. In a tame state it is universal, ex-

cept in the frigid zones, and in Kamschatka,
where the cold is very severe. Since its intro-

duction into America by the Europeans, it

abounds to excess in the hot and temperate parts.
Of all quadrupeds the hog is the most rude and
brutal. All his habits are gross ; all his appe-
tites are impure ; all his sensations are confined

to a furious lust and a brutal gluttony. He devours

indiscriminately every thing that comes in his

way, even his own progeny the moment after

their birth. This voraciousness seems to proceed
from the perpetual cravings of his stomach,
which is of an immoderate size ; and the gross-
ness of his appetites, it is probable, arises from
the bluntness of his senses of taste and of feel-

ing. The rudeness of the hair, the hardness of

the skin, and the thickness of the fat, render

these animals less sensible to blows. Mice have
been known to lodge upon a hog's back, and to

eat his skin and fat, without his showing any
marks of feeling. The other senses of the hog

are very good. It is well known to the hunters
that the wild boar hears and smells at a great dis-

tance; for, to surprise him, they are obliged to
watch him in silence during the night, and to place
themselves opposite to the wind, that he may not

perceive the smell, which never fails to make
him turn back. The parts of this animal are

finely adapted to its way of life. As its method
of feeding is by turning up the earth with its nose
for roots of different kinds, so it has a more

prone form than other animals; a strong brawny
neck

; eyes small, and placed high in the head
;

a long snout, nose callous and tough, and a

quick sense of smelling te trace out its food. Its

intestines have a strong resemblance to those of
the human species. Notwithstanding its powers
of motion, it is by nature stupid, inactive, and

drowsy; much inclined to increase in fat, which
is disposed in a different manner from that of
other -animals, and forms a regular coat over the

whole body. It is restless at a change ofweather,
and in high winds is so agitated as to run vio-

lently, screaming horribly at the same time ; it

is fond of wallowing in the dirt, either to cool
its surfeited body, or to destroy the lice, ticks,
and other insects with which it is infested. Its

diseases generally arise from foul feeding and

intemperance; such as meazles, imposthumes,
and scrophula. These are best prevented by
keeping the animals, as the ancients strongly re-

commended, very clean in their sties; allowing
them air, exercise, and a sufficiency of water.

Linnaeus observes that its flesh is wholesome
food for athletic constitutions, or those that

use much exercise ; but bad for such as lead a

sedentary life ; it is, however, of most universal

use, and furnishes numberless materials for epi-
curism. The boar, or male, is chosen with great

care, when intended for propagation; and is

thus employed from the age of two to five years,
and then either sold or fatted. The males not

allotted to this use are castrated, sometimes at

the age of six weeks, sometimes six months
; and

then fed to a great size either for sale or for use.

Sows are kept for breed generally from one

year old to seven, and are then fatted. They
have commonly more grease on their intestines

than hogs, these being fattest on their backs.

Aristotle says, that hogs in general live twenty
years ; and adds that both males and females

are fertile till they arrive at fifteen. They can

engender at nine or twelve months; but it

is better to restrain them till they be eighteen
months or two years. The first litter of the

sow is not numerous ; and, when only one

year old, her pigs are weak, and even imperfect.
She may be said to be in season at all times.

Though impregnated, she solicits the approach
of the male, which is an excess among animals;
for almost every other species refuse the male af-

ter conception. The ardor of the sow, though
almost perpetual, is however marked by pa-

roxysms and immoderate movements, which

always terminate by her wallowing in the mire.

She, at the same time, emits a thick whitish fluid.

She goes four months with young ; brings forth

in the beginning of the fifth ; and soon after so-

licits the male, is impregnated a second time,

and thus brings forth twice a-year. Only eight
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or nine of the litter are kept; the rest are sold.

In fifteen days pigs are excellent food. The flesh

of all the different species of swine, and at all

ages, is a very substantial and agreeable aliment;

and, in their proper seasons, the different sorts of

provisions thus supplied are all of them very
saleable. The flesh was much more in fa-

vor with our ancestors than with us ; though
brawn has still many admirers, is made in the

greatest perfection, and considered as a rarity

peculiar to this country. Pork, though it

might be wisely prohibited in some warm coun-

tries, is found equally nutritive and salutary
here. As such it furnishes a very large pro-

portion of that food which is vended in our

markets. It takes salt better, and keeps longer,

than the flesh of any other animal ;
and the con-

sumption of it is prodigious when pickled or

salted, more especially in our foreign garrisons

and in the sea service. Our bacon is differently

cured, so as to render it acceptable to all palates ;

and our hams are not at all inferior to those of

other countries. Fresh pork sells nearly as dear

as beef; the lard brings double or triple the

price ; the blood, the intestines, the feet, and

the tongue, are all prepared as food. The fat of

the intestines and web, which differs from com-

mon lard, is employed for greasing axles of

wheels, and for many other purposes. Sieves

are made of the skin
;
and brushes, pencils, &c.,

of the bristles. The dung is reputed next in

value to that of sheep. Mr. Worlidge proposes
that swine should be turned into a close well-

paled, and planted with greens, pulse, and roots,

on which they may feed, and by their trampling
and their dung raise a great quantity of excellent

soil. Mr. Mortimer assures us that some on

poor light shallow land in Staffordshire sow a

small white pea, which they never reap, but turn

in so many hogs to eat them as they think they
will fat; and there they lie day and night, and

their dung will so enrich the land that it will

bring a good sward upon it, and will graze many

years afterwards. Our old husbandmen had an

ill opinion of this dung, as supposing it bred

weeds. In some places they wash with hogs'

dung for want of soap ;
which answers tolerably

well, if the linen hangs long enough in the air to

become thoroughly sweet. The snout of an old

boar is the only part that is esteemed ;
but every

part of the castrated and young boar, not exceed-

ing one year fed, makes delicate eating. The

pork of the domestic boar is worse than that

of the wild boar ; and it can only be rendered

fit for eating by castration and fattening.

ii. S. scrofa dom. monungulus, the single-

hoofed hog, has undivided hoofs on all the feet,

and resembles the common kind in every thing

else. They inhabit Upsal in Sweden, and other

places ; and are mentioned by the ancients.

iii. S. scrofa dom. Sinensis, the Chinese hog,

has the back almost naked, and the belly hang-

ing down to the ground ;
the legs are short, and

the tail short and pendulous. They are common

in China, the islands in the Indian Ocean and

South Sea, and in New Guinea. They are cul-

tivated in Europe, and are much more cleanly

than the common hog.
. iv. S. scrofa ferus, the wild hog, is of a dark

brinded color, and beneath the bristles is a soft
short hair; the ears short and a little rounded.
It is found wild in most parts of Europe. In the
forests of South America there are vast droves,
which derive their origin from the European
kind relapsed into a state of nature ; and are what
Mr. Bancroft, in his history of Guiana, describes
as a particular species by the name of warree.

They cannot bear excessive cold
; inhabit wooded

countries ; and are very swift. In America they
are useful by clearing the country of rattlesnakes,
which they devour without danger. The exter-
nal form of its body is very unwieldy ; yet, by
the strength of its tendons, the wild boar is en-

abled to fly from the hunters with amazing agility :

the back toe on the feet of this animal prevents
its slipping while it descends declivities, and
must be of singular use when pursued. As to

the age of these animals, it is said the life of tne

wild boar may be extended to twenty-five or

thirty years. The flesh of the wild boar was es-

teemed a great delicacy by the ancient Romans.
The wild sow, which every way resembles the

domestic kind, produces only once a year. This

difference in fertility is probably owing to want
of nourishment, and the necessity of suckling her

pigs much longer than the domestic sow, which
is never allowed to nurse her young above fifteen

days or three weeks. The wild boar was for-

merly a native of England, as appears from the

laws of Hoel Dha, who permitted his grand
huntsman to chase that animal from the middle

of November to the beginning of December.

William I. punished with the loss of their eyes

any that were convicted of killing the wild boar,

the stag, or the roebuck ;
and Fitz Stephen tells

us that the vast forest that in his time grew on

the north side of London was the retreat of stags,

fallow-deer, wild boars, and bulls. Charles 1

turned out wild boars in the New Forest

Hampshire, but they were destroyed in the civil

wars. On the continent the wild boar is nunted

with dogs, or killed by surprise during the night,

when the moon shines. As he runs slowly,

leaves a strong odor behind him, and defends

himself against the dogs, and often wounds them

dangerously, fine hunting dogs are unnecessary,

and would have their nose spoiled,
and acquire

a habit of moving slowly, by hunting him. Mas-

tiffs, with very little training, are sufficient. The

oldest, which are known by the track of their

feet, should only be attacked : a young boar of

three years old is difficult to hunt down, because

he runs very far without stopping.
But the older

boars do not run far, allow the dogs to run near,

and often stop to repel them. During the day,

he commonly remains in his soil, which is in the

most sequestrated part of the woods. He comes

out in the night in quest of food. In summer,

when the grain is ripe, it is easy to surprise him

among the cultivated fields, which he frequent

every"night. As soon as he is slain, the hunters

cut off his testicles, the odor of which is so stiong

that in a few hours it would infect the who

flesh. The ancients castrated the young boar

which they could carry off from their moth

and returned them to the woods, where they gi

fat, and their pork was much belter than

domestic hogs.
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6. S. tajassus, the tajassu, pe:.ary, or Mexi-

can hog, with four cutting teeth above, and six

below ; two tusks in each jaw ;
those in the upper

jaw pointing down, and little apparent when the

mouth is shut; the others hid : length from nose

to the end of the rump about three feet : head not

so taper as in common swine : ears short and

erect : body covered with bristles, stronger than

those of the European kind, and more like those

of a hedge-hog ; they are dusky, surrounded with

rings of white ; those on the top of the neck and
back are nearly five inches long ; shorter on the

sides ; the belly almost naked ; from the shoulders

to the breast is a band of white : no tail : on the

lower part of the back is a gland, open at the top,

discharging a foetid ichorous liquor; this has been

by mistake called a navel. Inhabits the hottest

parts of South America, and some of the Antilles :

lives in the forests on the mountains : is not fond

of mire or marshy places : less fat than the com-
mon hog. These animals go in great droves.

They are very fierce, and will fight stoutly with

the beasts of prey : the jaguar, or American leo-

pard, is their mortal enemy ;
often the body of

that animal is found, with several of these hogs,
slain in combat. Dogs will scarcely attack this

animal : if wounded, it will turn on the hunters.

They feed on fruits and roots ; also on toads and
all manner of serpents, which they hold with

their fore-feet, and skin with great dexterity.
The flesh is reckoned very good food ; but all

writers agree that the dorsal gland must be cut

out as soon as the animal is killed, or the flesh

will become so infected as not to be eatable. The
Indian name of this species is paquiras, whence
is derived that of pecary.

SUSA, or SHUSHAN, the ancient royal resi-

dence of the kings of Persia, built by Darius

Hystaspis, according to Pliny ; though he proba-
bly only restored it, being a very ancient city,
founded by Tithonus, the father of Memnon. It

was in compass 120 stadia, of an oblong quad-
rangular form, with a citadel called memnoneum.
In Scripture it is called Shushan, the royal cita-

del, from the great number of lilies growing in

that district (Athenseus) ; situate on the river

Ulai or Eulseus (Daniel) : Susa was the winter
as Ecbatana was the summer residence of the

kings of Persia (Xenophon, Strabo, Plutarch).
Here the kings kept their treasure ; and Alex-
ander found immense riches in it (Herodotus).
It is now called Suster.

SUSA, a province of Piedmont, with a super-
ficial extent of 700 square miles, and 65,000 in-

habitants. It consists of a broad valley at the

foot of the Cottian Alps, interspersed with steep
rocks and eminences. Its products are wine,

chestnuts, fruit, silk, and corn. Grazing is also

extensively followed. It has mines of iron and

marble, and manufactures linen and leather.

SUSA, a fruitful province of Morocco, at its

south extremity. There is not, perhaps, a finer

climate in the world ;
its fruits are exquisite,

particularly olives, the plantations of which are

so extensive that a man may travel uninterrupt-

edly through them for many days. The sugar
cane is said to grow spontaneously. Cotton,

ndigo, and gums, are abundant. Stick-liquorice
abounds to such a degree as to be called the root

of Suse. Almonds and olive oil are ulso pro-
duced for exportation.

SUSCEPTIBLE', adj. ^
Fr. susceptible ; Lat.

SUSCEPTIBILITY, n.s. tsusceptus. Prior has

SUSCEP'TION, accented this impro-
SUSCEP'TIVE, adj. J perly on the first syl-

lable. Capable of admitting; disposed to admit :

susceptibility, the quality of admitting-: suscep
tion, the act of taking : susceptive, capable to

admit.

He moulded him platonically to his own idea,

delighting first in the choice of the materials, be-

cause he found him susceptible of good form.

Wotton.
The susceptibility of those influences, and the ef-

fects thereof, is the general providential law whereby
other physical beings are governed. Hale.

In their tender years they are more susceptible of

virtuous impressions than afterwards, when solicited

by vulgar inclinations. L''Estrange.
Children's minds are narrow, and usually sus-

ceptible but of one thought at once.

Locke on Education.

Blow with empty words the susceptible flame.

Prior.

A canon, promoted to holy orders before he is of

a lawful age for the susceptiou of orders, shall have a
voice in the chapter. Aylijfe's Parergon.

Since our nature is so susceptive of errours on all

sides, it is fit we should have notices given us how
far other persons may become the causes of false

judgments. Watts's Logiclt.

SUS'CITATE, v. n. Fr. susciter; Lat. sus-

cito. To rouse ; to excite.

It concurreth but unto predisposed effects, and

only suscitates those forms whose determinations are

seminal, and proceed from the idea of themselves.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

SUSPECT', v. a., v. n., & n. s. Lat. suspicio,

suspectum. To imagine with a degree of fear

and jealousy ; imagine guilt ; hold uncertain ;

doubt : as a participial adjective, doubtful : as

a noun substantive, an obsolete synonyme of

suspicion.

No fancy mine, no other wrong suspect,

Make me, O virtuous shame, thy laws neglect.

Sidney.
The sale of offices and towns in France,

If they were known, as the suspect is great,
Would make thee quickly hop without a head.

Shakspeare.
If I suspect without cause, let me be your jest.

Id.

There be so many false prints of praise, that a

man may justly hold a suspect. Bactrn.

Nothing makes a man suspect much, more than to

know little
;
and therefore men should remedy sus-

picion by procuring to know more. Id.

Nothing more jealous than a favorite towards the

waining time and suspect of satiety. Wotton.

If the king ends the differences, and takes away
the suspect, the case will be no worse than when two

duellists enter the field. Suckling

They might hold sure intelligence

Among themselves, without suspect t' offend.

Daniel.

Let us not then suspect our happy state,

As not secure. Milton.

Sordid interests or affectation of strange relations

lire not like to render your reports suspect or partial.
Glunville.
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SUSPENSION BRIDGES.
SUSPEND', v.a -x Fr. suspend ; La,t.

SUSPENSE', n. s. & adj. [suspendo. To hang;
SUSPENSION, n.s. i to make to hang by
SUSPEN'SORY, adj. "any thing; make to

depend upon: hence to interrupt; delay; keep
undetermined. Suspense is uncertainty ; delay ;

as an adjective, held in doubt : suspension, the
act of hanging up ; temporary cessation : sus-

pensory, hanging by ; that by which any thing
is suspended.
The self-same orders allowed, but yet established

in more wary and suspense manner, as being to stand
in force till God should give the opportunity of some
general conference what might be best for every of
them afterwards to do. Hooker.

Suspend your indignation against my brother, till

you can derive from him better testimony of his in-

tent.
Sliakspeare.

To themselves I left them
;

For I suspend their doom. Milton.

SUSPENSION, or SUSPENSE, in music, is pro-
duced by supposition, and is nearly the same.
It consists in retaining as many as possible of
the sounds in a preceding chord that they may be
heard in that which succeeds.

SUSPENSION BRIDGES, in civil engineering,
are now substituted, in a variety of cases, for the

massive and costly structures of stone, some of
which we have already described in our article

BRIDGES. These bridges recommend themselves
as wel. by the economy and durability of their

construction as by the simplicity and elegance
of their appearance.
The first chain bridge in this country is believed

to have been that of Winch Bridge, over the river

Tees, which forms a communication between the

Bounties of Durham and York. This bridge, of

which we have given a view in fig.
1 plate II.

SUSPENSION BRIDGES, is described by Hutchin-

son, in his Antiquities of Durham,
' as a bridge

suspended upon iron chains stretched from rock

to rock over a chasm nearly sixty feet deep, for

the passage of travellers. It is seventy feet in

.ength, and little more than two feet broad; with

a hand-rail on one side, and planked in such a

manner that the traveller experiences all the

tremulous motion of the chain.'

The King's Meadow Wire Bridge (fig. 2), on
the estate of Sir John Hay, bart., is thrown across

the Tweed, a little below Peebles. This is like-

wise a foot-bridge. It is 110 feet in length, and
four feet in breadth; and is ornamented with a

handsome lodge, as is represented in the figure.
This bridge was contracted for, and executed

by Messrs. Redpath and Brown of Edinburgh,
in the summer of 1817, and cost about 160.

The lower ends of the hollow tubes, forming the

piers on the opposite sides of the river, are se-

cured by a brander or grating of timber laid

under ground and shown in the connecting dia-

gram marked a fig. 2.

The Dryburgli Chain Bridge, represented in

fig. 3, is intended for foot passengers and led

horses, and was built in 1817, in little more than

four months, by Messrs. John and William

Smith, architects near Melrose, at the expense of

the earl of Buchan ; and has altogether cost his

lordship about 720. This bridge is 260 feet

in extt-i.it between the points of suspension, and
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in breadth - On the 1.5th of January,

18, this bridge, after it had been finished
about six months, was completely destroyed bva
violent gale of wind. The eyes formed on one end

t the rods or links of the chains supporting the
bridge were welded, but the other end was simply
turned round and fixed with a collar as shownm the diagram marked 6 fig. 3. It deserves no-
tice that, after the bridge fell, not more than one
or two instances appeared of the iron havino-
failed at the welded end ; but it had uniformly
broken at the open eye of the link as shown in
the diagram b, above alluded to. The

utility
of Dryburgh Bridge, as contrasted with a trou-
blesome ferry, having been on so short a trial

sufficiently proved, his lordship ordered it to be
rebuilt; and in less than three months it was
again opened to the public. To this new bridge
are added guys, or mooring chains, consisting of
rods of iron fixed to stakes in the opposite banks
of the river. These guys are attached to the
beams of the roadway, as shown in the plan con-
nected with fig. 3. They are said to have some
effect in lessening the motion of the bridge in

high winds. The post of piers, over which the

catenarian chains pass, are formed of logs of
memel timber fourteen inches square, erected ir.

pairs as shown in the left hand diagram of
fig. 3

marked '

approach of fig 3.'

The work to which the reader's attention is

next drawn is the Union Chain Bridge, across the

river Tweed, at Norham Ford, about five miles
from Berwick, as shown in

fig. 4. This bridge
was begun in August 1819, and opened on the

26th July, 1820; having required only a period
of about twelve months for its erection, while a

stone bridge must have been the work of abou
three years. It was designed and executed b

captain Samuel Brown of the royal navy. It is

eighteen feet in width, and no less than 361 feet

in length. The roadway is suspended from the

catenarian, or main chains, by circular rods one

inch in diameter. These perpendicular rods are

wedged into caps or pieces of cast iron called

saddles, which are placed at the distance of five

feet apart, and are made to rest upon the shackles

or joints of the catenarian chains, as shown in the

connecting diagram marked c fig. 4 ;

' the approacix
at fig. 4' represent* an end view on the Scotch

side of the river.

The gigantic structure crossing the Monti

Strait is represented in plate II. SUSPENSION

BRIDGES. It was commenced in 1821, and the

first chain was thrown over in the month of

April 1825. The extreme length of the chains,

from the fastenings in the rocks at either extremity,

is about 1600 feet; and the road consists of two

carriageways of twelve feet each, with a foot-

path of four feet in width in the centre. In the

first examination of Mr. Rennie before the

house of commons, in 1802, it was proposed to

have a solid iron bridge with stone abutments ;

but Mr. Telford, the architect of the present

structure, proved that the cost would have beer

incalculably greater by adopting Mr. liennie's

plan, while the power of resistance would have

been less.

The suspension bridge at Hommmmith now

icmains to be described. The design is by .Mr.
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Tierney Clark, tne engineer, and the whole has

been executed under his direction. The follow-

ing are the dimensions :

Feet. In.

The extent of water-way between the

suspension towers rising from the bed
of the river 400 o

The distance between these and the

piers on shore are as follow :

On the Middlesex side 142 1 1

On the Surrey side 145 6

Leaving a clear water-way of ... 688 8

The suspension towers are forty-eight feet above
the level of the road-way, where they are twenty-
two feet thick. The road-way is slightly curved

upwards, and is sixteen feet above high water ;

and the extreme length from the back of the

piers on shore is 822 feet eight inches, supporting
688 feet of road-way; being 135 feet more than

the Menai bridge. There are eight chains com-

posed of wrought iron bars five inches deep, and
one inch thick, each. Four of these chains have six

bars in each chain, and four have only three bars in

each chain, making in the total thirty-six bars

which, make a dip or curvature in the centie of
about twenty-nine feet. From these, vertical rods

are suspended, which support the roadwav, formed
of strong timbers covered with broken granite.
The width of the carriage-way is twenty feet,

with foot ways five feet wide. The chains p-'ss
over the suspension towers, and are secured to

the piers on each shore. The suspension towers
are built of stone, and designed as archways of

.ne Tuscan order. The bridge has cost 80,000.

SUSPI'CION, n. s. -v Fr. suspicion; La:.

SUSPI'CIOUS, adj. {suspicio. The act of

SISPI'CIOUSLY, adv. (suspecting; imagina-
SUSPI'CIOUSNESS, n. s. ) tion of ill : the adjec-

tive, adverb, and noun substantive corre-

sponding.

They, because the light of his candle too much
drowned theirs, were glad to lay hold on so colour-
able matter, and exceeding forward to traduce him
as an author of suspicions innovations. Hooker.

Suspicion all our lives shall be stuck full of eyes ,

For treason is but trusted like a fox,

Who, ne'er so tame, so cherished and locked up,
Will have a wild trick of his ancestors. Shakspeare.

SUSPIRE', v. n. > Lat. suspiro. To sigh ;

SUSPIRA'TION, n. s. J to fetch the breath deep :

it seems in Shakspeare to mean only to begin
to breathe : the noun substantive corresponding.

Since the birth of Cain, the first male child,
To him that did but yesterday suspire,
There was not such a gracious creature born.

Shakspeare.
Not customary suits of solemn black,

Nor windy suspiration of forced breath,
That can denote me truly. Id.

In deep suspirations we take more large gulphs of
air to cool our heart, overcharged with love or sorrow

More.

SUSQUEHANNA, the largest river of Pennsyl-
vania, North America, which is formed by the east
and west branches. The east rises in Otsego Lake,
New York, and the west in Huntingdon county
Pennsylvania. They unite at Northumberland. The

river thes runs south-east into the head of the

Chesapeake, in Maryland. It is one mile and a

quarter wide at its mouth, but it is navigable only
five miles. The Susquehanna was surveyed in

1817 by commissioners appointed by Pennsyl-
vania, who reported that below Columbia no

ascending navigation was practicable, but that,

at the expense of about 20,000 dollars, every
obstacle might be removed to the head of the

two branches. It is contemplated to unite the

waters of this river with those of the Schuylkill.

SUSQUEHANNA, a county on the north side of

Pennsylvania, bounded north by New York,
east by Wayne county, south by Lucerne county,
and west by Ontario county. Chief town Mont-
rose.

SUSSEX, one of the southern counties of

England, bounded on the west by Hampshire,
on the north by Surrey, on the east and north-

east by Kent, and on the south by the British

Channel. It is seventy-six miles in length, and

nearly twenty in average breadth. Towards
Kent it is contracted to an obtuse point.

Sussex, like Surrey, is varied by the inequa-
lities of the downs, with intervening valleys,

through which the many little streams of the

county pursue their respective courses ;
and the

wooded scenery and pasture land give to the

county in general a rural and a rich diversity of

appearance. The tracts which come under the

description of mere wastes, however, are very
considerable. They occupy the northern side of

the county, where, in a district containing by
computation 500,000 acres, these almost desert

tracts form not less than 110,000. Upon the

downs the climate fronting is bleak, being ex-

posed to violent winds, impregnated with saline

particles. In the western part of the maritime

district the climate is warm and highly favorable

to the purposes of vegetation ;
in that called the

Weald the climate is cold and damp.
In the easternmost parts of the Weald is found

every sort of limestone ;
and the Sussex marble,

when cut into slabs and polished, is equal to

most kinds for beauty and quality. It is an ex-

cellent stone for square building and paving,
and affords a very valuable manure. It is found

from ten to twenty feet under ground, where it

lies in strata nine or ten inches thick. The lime-

stone has been found superior to both that of

Maidstone and Plymouth ;
and for cement it is

thought to surpass all other. Iron-stone abounds

in this county; and to the ferruginous mixture

with which its soil is in many places so highly

impregnated, is to be ascribed the sterility of so

large a portion of the surface. Chalk is still

more plentiful, a vast range of hills which occupy
a considerable part of the county contiguous to

the coast being composed of it. On the south

side of these hills marl is dug. Fuller's earth is

found at Tillington and consumed in the neigh-

bouring mills; and red ochre at Graffham, Chid-

ham, and other places on the coast.

The rivers of Sussex are insignificant when

compared with those of some other parts of the

kingdom ;
but they are exclusively its own, as

their origin and courses are confined within the

limits of the county All of them fall into the

British Channel.
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Sussex has, from the remotest antiquity, been

celebrated for its oak. Before the Norman con-

quest it was one continued forest; and the quan-
tity of woodland which it at present contains
cannot be estimated at less than 170,000 acres.

The reigning feature of the Weald is timber,
which overspreads it in every direction. The
quality of the timber may be collected from this

circumstance, that the navy contractors are said
to stipulate for Sussex oak in preference to every
other. The roads of this county are in general
good, being largely composed of whinstone and
Kentish rag. There are no considerable canals
in Sussex, but the Arun has been made naviga-
ble from the sea to its junction with the New
Cut, a distance upwards of seventeen miles

;

and thence a company of merchants have ex-

tended it to Newbridge. A similar process
has also been taken with the Rother, a branch
of the former river, which constitutes part of a

grand plan for connecting London with Sussex,

by means of the junction of the Arun with the

Wey at Guildford. A plan has also been pro-
posed for cutting another canal from New-

bridge on the Rother to Horsham, and thence
to the iron railway at Merstham near Reigate in

Surrey.
The proportion between pasture and arable

land varies in different parts of this county. In

the Weald a third is pasture, a third arable, and
a third wood and waste. On the south side of

thp downs the arable exceeds the pasture in the

proportion of thirty to one. The rotation of

crops entirely depends upon the district. Some
instances have occurred on very rich land where
wheat has been repeated four or five years in

succession, and the product amounted to four or

rive quarters per acre. The crops commonly
raised in Sussex are wheat, oats, clover, turnips,

peas, barley, and tares. The crops not com-

monly cultivated are beans, potatoes, buck-wheat,

lettuces, hops, carrots, rhubarb, opium, sainfoin,

lucerne, and chicory. The management of the

meadow and pasture lands varies but little from

the practices common in other counties; though
here indeed there is but too much reason to

complain of negligence with respect to the im-

provement of grazing land. Irrigation is but

locally known ;
and it is only in the western

parts of the county that any signs of it are to be

observed. Very great improvements, however,
have of late years been effected in the marshes

situated along the coast, or in the neighbourhood
of the rivers. In the western part of Sussex are

some considerable orchards; and where the soil

is adapted to the fruit, the plantations are thickly

interspersed. The neighbourhood of Petworth

yields the best cyder of any in the county.
The manures used in Sussex, besides common

dung, are chalk, lime, marl, sleech, soap-ashes,

wood-ashes, peat-ashes, coal-ashes, rags, sheep-

clippings, pilchards, paring-dust, and gypsum.
The first three are applied in great abundance;
tfie rest, from their nature, but partially.

Sussex is celebrated for its breed of sheep,
which are fed on the south downs, and require

but a very slight quantity of food for their

subsistence. Their wool is little, if at all, infe-

rior to that of the Hereford sheep, and their
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hardiness is demonstrated by their healthiness
and freedom from losses. The total amount of
the sheep kept in the county is about 450,000.
The largest estate in Sussex does not greatly ex-
ceed 7500 per annum, and most of the proprie-
tors hold their land in their own occupation.
The principal manufacture in this county was

the making of iron into bars
; but this has de-

cayed on account of the great establishments in
Scotland and Wales, where, by the use of pit-
coal, the article is supplied at a much cheaper
rate. The county contains many Roman and
some British antiquities. The Ermine Street,
one of the eight British roads, led from this coast
to the south-east part of Scotland. Here also
was the Stane Street of the Romans, which

passed from east to west of the county, with a

vicinal, or branching road, towards Porchester.
There are also many remains of Roman encamp-
ments situated in the vicinity of the downs, and

overlooking the Weald. Mr. Dallaway, in his

History of Western Sussex, recounts eleven of
these relics of early encampment. Over the

downs, and other parts of Sussex, are scattered

various tumuli, or barrows, which, when opened,
have been found to contain either bones, urns,
or entire skeletons. Sussex, and the adjoining-
counties of Hants and Surrey, were by the Ro-
mans denominated Belgae, from the circumstance
of their being inhabited by a people so called.

These were afterwards joined by the Regni, who
settled in the same district antecedent to the in-

vasion of England by Julius Caesar. After that

event, during the Roman dominion of Britain,

there were four large stations or towns in Sussex,
which included the minor tribes of the Bibroci

and the Rhemi. Under the Britons Sussex formed

a part of the Suth-Seaxna-rice, as already men-
tioned in Surrey; and by a similar modulation

has been reduced to its present sound. Like

the other counties of England Sussex was, at the

Norman invasion, divided into lordships and as-

signed to some of the followers of king William.

At that period the title of the earl of Sussex was

given to one of these, and the title continued til/

1801. It was then constituted a dukedom, and

given to Augustus Frederick, sixth son of his late

majesty.
The general division of Sussex is into rapes, a

division peculiar to this county. These rapes,

each of which is said to have had its particular

castle,' river, and forest, are Chiohester, Arundel,

and Bramber, forming the western ; and Lewes,

Pevensey, and Hastings, the eastern portion.

The rapes are subdivided into sixty-five hun-

dreds, and comprehend 313 parishes.
C'hiches-

ter is the chief town. Sussex sends eighte MI

members to parliament, four for the county, two

each for Chichester, Brighton, Hastings, Lewes,

New Shoreham, and one each for Arun.iv.-i, Iloi-

shain, Midhurat, and Rye.

SUSSEX, a county of the United States in New

Jersey, bounded N. N. E. by New York, south-

east by Bergen, Morris, and Hunterdon counties,

and west and north-west by the Delaware, which

separates it from Pennsylvania. Ch.cl town,

Newton.

SUSSEX, a county of Delaware, United States,

bounded north by Kent county, east by Delu-
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ware Bay and the Atlantic, south and west by

Maryland. Chief towns Georgetown and Lewis-

town.

SUSSEX, a county of Virginia, bounded north-

east by Surrey county, S. S. E. by Southampton

county, south-west by Greensville county, and

north-west by Dinwiddie and Prince ' George
counties.

SUSTAIN', v. a.~\ Fr. soustenir ; Lat. susti-

SUSTAIN'ER, n. s. f neo. To bear ; prop ;
hold

SUS'TENANCE, ( up ; maintain ; endure ; suf-

SCSTENTA'TION. J fer : a sustainer is one who
endures : sustenance and sustentation, both mean

support ; maintenance ;
necessaries of life ; sup-

port of life.

There are unto one end sundry means : as for

the sustenance of our bodies many kinds of food,

many sorts of raiment to clothe our nakedness.

Hooker.

If you omit

The offer of this time, 1 cannot promise
But that you shall sustain more new disgraces,

With these you bear already.

Shakspeare. Henry VIII.

They charged, on pain of perpetual displeasure,

wither to entreat for him, or any way nutain him.

Shakspeare.

When there be great shoals of people, which go on

to populate, without foreseeing means of life and

sustentation ; it is of necessity that once in an age

they discharge a portion of their people upon other

nations. Bacon.

But it on her, not she on it depends ;

for she the body doth sustain and cherish. Davies.

Thyself hast a sustainer been

Of much affliction in my cause. Chapman's Iliad.

My labour will sustain me. Milton.

Were it I thought death menaced would ensue

This my attempt, I would sustain alone

The worst, and not persuade thee. Id.

A very abstemious animal, by reason of its fri-

gidity and latitancy in the winter, will long subsist

without a visible sustentation.

Browne's Vulgar Erroun.

Scarcely allowing himself fit sustenance of life,

rather than he would spend those goods for whose

sake only he seemed to joy in life. Sidney.
Sacharissa's beauty's wine

Which to madness doth incline;

Such a liquor as no brain

That is mortal can sustain. Waller.

These streams, once raised above the earth, have

their ascent and sustentation aloft promoted by the

air. Boyle.

If he have no comfortable expectations of an-

other life to sustain him under the evils in this

world, he is of all creatures the most miserable.

TOIatum.

The admirable curiosity and singular excellency
of this design will sustain the patience, and ani-

mate the industry, of him who shall undertake it.-

Holder.

The ancients were inventers of all arts necessary
to life and sustenance, as plowing and sowing.

Temple.
Vain is the force of man,

To crush the pillars that the pile sustain.

Dryden's JEneid,

His sons, who seek the tyrant to sustain,

And long for arbitrary laws again,
lie dooms to death, asserting public right. Id.

Can Ceyx then sustain to leave his wife.

And unconcerned forsake the sweets of life ?

Dryden.

The experiment cost him his life for want of suste-

nance. L' Estrange.
Is then the honour of your daughter of greater

moment to her than to my daughter her's whose
sustenance it was 1 Addison.

The mind stands collected within herself, and

sustains the shock with all the force which is natural

to her ; but a heart in love has its foundations-

sapped. Id.

The largeness and lightness of her wings and tail

sustain her without lassitude. More.

SUTE, n. s. For Suite. Sort. Perhaps only

misprinted.

Touching matters belonging to the church of

Christ, this we conceive, that they are not of one

sute. Honker.

SUTHERLAND-SHIRE, one of the most

northerly counties of Scotland, extending the

whole breadth of the island ;
about eighty miles in

length, from north-west to south-east, and forty
miles in breadth, containing 1800 square miles,
or 1,122,560 acres

;
of which forty-seven square

acres are water. It is bounded on the north-

east by Caithness, on the east and south-east by
the German Ocean and the Frith of Dornoch,
on the south and south-west by Ross-shire, on the

west by the Atlantic Ocean, and on the north

by the North Sea.

This county comprehends the districts of

Strathnaver, Assint, and Sutherland. The face

of the country is mountainous and rocky ; partly
covered with forests, and part being bleak and

barren heaths. The valleys are occupied by nu-

merous lakes and rivers, the chief of which are

Loch-Shin, Locli-Naver, Loch-Lyol; and the

rivers Oikel, Helmdale, Shin, Naver, Strathy,

Brora, &c. The coasts, for the most part, on the

north and west, are bold and rocky, indented by
numerous bays of great extent. The principal
arms of the sea are, Lochs Eribole, Durness,

Laxford, Inchaid, and Lowie ; and the chief

promontories are, Cape Wrath, Far-out-head,

Whiten-head, and Strathy-head. Many small

islands are scattered along the coast, but few of

which are inhabited. It possesses several com-

modious harbours and fishine- stations, chiefly at

the mouth of the rivers. The principal crops
raised in Sutherland are oats, and bear alternately,

with a few potatoes. The climate is temperate,

especially on the east coast; towards Assint and

the north-west it is rather cold nnd damp, from

its vicinity to the sea, and is subject to frequent
storms. Here are three great deer forests. The

people of Sutherland are hardy, and make ex-

cellent soldiers ; and, for the most part, speak the

language of the Lowlanders. Sutherland-shire

contains only one town ; viz. Dornoch, which

is the county town ; and several small fish-

ing villages, it is divided into thirteen paro-
chial districts, which contain 23,840 inhabitants.

This county has abundance of free-stone, lime-

stone, and slate ; the lime-stone, in the parish of

Assint, is of the nature of marble. Rock crys-

tals and pebbles are found in many parts ;
and

beautiful garnets are found on the coast, in the

parish of Tongue. In no part of Scotland have

greater changes and improvements taken place,
within the last few years, than in this county ;

and this change has been accomplished by the

forming of new roads, building new bridges, ;uid

removing the hardy natives from the.r moun
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tamous glens to the sea-coasts, and other situations

better suited to advance their own interests, and
to increase the prosperity of the country. So

strongly, however, were the inhabitants attached

to their ancient customs, and modes of living,
that the change was not effected but by the adop-
tion of the most decisive measures, on the part
of the land proprietors, and even their masters

were opposed with a spirit, on the part of the

mountaineers, which gave the fullest evidence of

their reluctance to relinquish the habitations and

pursuits of their ancestors. In 1820 the oppo-
sition to their removal totally subsided, and the

hardy inhabitants are now establishing fisheries,

and devoting themselves to agricultural improve-
ments, in those situations which are best calcu-

lated to reconcile them to their new occupations,
and to excite them, by their advantages, to habits

of industry and perseverance. The county gives
the title of earl to the Sutherland family. It

sends one member to parliament.

SUTLER, n. s. Belg. soeteler ; Germ, sudler.

A man that sells provisions and liquor in a camp.
I shall sutler be

Unto the camp, and profits will accrue.

Shakspeare. Henry V.

Send to the sutler's, there you 're sure to find

The bully matched with rascals of his kind.

Dryden.

SUTTON (Thomas), esq., founder of the

Charter-house, was born at Knaith in Lincoln-

shire, in 1532, of an ancient and genteel family.
He was educated at Eton, and Cambridge, and

studied the law in Lincoln's-Inn ;
but preferred

travelling, and during his absence his father

died, and left him a large fortune. On his re-

turn he became secretary to the earl of War-

wick, and his brother the earl of Leicester. By
the former, in 1569, he was appointed master of

the ordnance at Berwick ; and, distinguishing

himself greatly on the rebellion which broke out

in the north, he obtained a patent for that office

for life. He was one of the chiefs of those 1500

men who marched into Scotland, by order of

queen Elizabeth, to assist the regent, Morton, in

1573. He purchased the manors of Gateshead

and Wickham; which, producing coal mines,

became to him a source of extraordinary wealth.

Soon after this he married a rich widow, who

brought him a considerable estate ; and, com-

mencing merchant, riches flowed in to him. He
was likewise a commissioner for prizes, and took

a Spanish ship worth 20,000. His whole for-

tune, at his death, was, in land, 5000 a year ;

in money above 60,000; the greatest estate

then in the possession of any private gentleman.
He lived with great munificence and hospitality ;

but, losing his lady in 1602, he retired from the

world, and, having no issue, he purchased of

the earl of Suffolk Howard House, or the Char-

ter-house, near Smithfield, for l 3,000, where he

founded the present hospital, in 1611, for the re-

lief of poor men and children. He died Decem-

ber llth, 1611, at Hackney, aged seventy-nine.

His body was conveyed to Christ-church, and

there deposited, till 1614, when it was removed

to the charter-house, and interred in the chapel

under a magnificent tomb.

SUTTON (Samuel), was born at Alfretton in

Derbyshire, and going into the army served
under the duke of Marlborough in queen Anne's
wars with great credit. He afterwards came to

London, commenced brewer, and kept a coffee-

house in Aldersgate Street, which was well fre-

quented by the learned men of that time, l>y
whom Mr. Sutton was much respected a a man
of strong natural parts and cultivated genius.
About 1740 he schemed a very simple and na-

tural method for extracting the foul air from the

wells of ships, by pipes communicating with the

fire-places of the coppers; which operated HS

long as any fire was. kept burning for the ship's
use. He took out a patent in 1744, to secure

the profits of his invention ; and died in 1752.

SUTTON-COLEFIELD, a market-town in

Hemlingford hundred, Warwick. One milr

from Warwick, and 110 from London. Tl it-

parish is very extensive, but the town is situate

in a very bleak and barren tract of land. It has

a good church, with a square tower, containing
six bells. Here is a free grammar-school, which,
with other very considerable advantages to the

town and the poor, was founded by Vesey, bishop
of Exeter, in the reign of Henry VIII. The

Birmingham trade has been introduced here.

The town is governed by a warden and ten alder-

men. Its chase (the remains of a forest) is an

extensive tract. Market on Monday. Fairs,

Trinity-Monday, and November 8th.

SUTTULEGE, SETLEGE, or SUDLEGE, a ce-

lebrated river of Hindostan, the easternmost of

the five which are called the Punjab. It rises

in the Himalaya mountains, and, running to the

south-west, is joined by the Beyah or Hyphasis,
in the lat. of 30 N. The united streams fail

into the Indus, near 29. It is estimated to be

about 600 miles in length, and to be navigable

by large boats for 200 miles above its junction

with the Indus.

SUTURE, 7i. s. Lat. sutura. A maiiner of

sewing or stitching wounds. See below.

Wounds, if held in close contact for some time, re-

unite by inosculation : to maintain this situation,

several sorts of sutures have been invented : those

now chiefly described are the interrupted, the glovers,

the quilled, the twisted, and the dry sutures ; but

the interrupted and twisted are almost the only use-

ful ones. Sharp's Surgery.

Many of our vessels degenerate into ligaments,

and the sutures of the skull are abolished in old age.
Arbiilhnot,

SUTURE, in anatomy. See ANATOMY.

SUTURE, in surgery. See SURGERY.

SUVARROF, SUWAIIROW, or SUWOROW

(Alexander, count Rymnikski), a late eminent

general in the Russian service. His family was

ancient and respectable;
but being far from af-

fluent, and their property lying at the extremity

of the empire, the subject of this memoir was

the first of the family that ever was at court.

He was born in 1730. His father had destined

him for the law, but his inclination led him to

the profession of a soldier; and in 1742 he was

enrolled as a fusilier in the guards of Seimonow.

He was afterwards a corporal,
then a Serjeant,

and in 1754 he quitted
the guards with the

brevet of lieutenant in the army. He made h

first campaign in the seven years war against
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Prussians, in 1759, entering upon actual service

under prince Wolgonski. In 1761 he was or-

dered on service in the light troops under general

Berg ; and with the rank of a lieutenant colonel

he performed prodigies of valor. At the peace
of 1762 he received from the empress a colonel's

commission, written with her own hand; and

being advanced, in 1768, to the rank of briga-

dier, he was, in November, ordered to repair to

the frontiers of Poland. The object of the em-

press, at this time, was to subdue the Polish con-

federates, and to possess herself of certain

provinces of that ill-fated kingdom. How
completely she and her two allies, the emperor
of Germany and the king of Prussia, succeeded

in their enterprise, has been related under PO-

LAND. Here we need only observe that the

successes of the Russians were chiefly owing to the

military skill of Suworow. In 1770 he had been

promoted to the rank of major-general ; and, for

his exploits in the Polish war, the empress con-

ferred upon him, at different times, the orders of

St Anne, St. George, and Alexander Newsky.
After performing some important services on the

frontiers of Sweden, Suworow was ordered, in

1773, to join the army in Moldavia, under field-

marshal Romanzow ; and there he began that

successful career which soon made his name a

terror to the Turks. His first exploit was the

taking of Turtukey. During the remainder of

the war, which was short, Suworow was con-

stantly engaged, and constantly successful. Early
in 1774, he was promoted to the rank of lieute-

nant-general, and on the llth of June he defeat-

ed the Turks in a great battle. Soon after this

victory, peace was concluded, and Suworow was
called to Moscow to quell the rebellion of the

Cossac Pugatscheff. For several years after

Suworow was employed in the Crimfa, on the

Kuban, and against the Nogay Tartars, in a ser-

vice, which, though it was of the utmost import-
ance to the empress, and required all his address,

furnished no opportunities for that wonderful

promptitude and resource which had characterised

his more active campaigns. In the end of 1786,
Suworow v/as promoted to the rank of general-in-

chief; and, at the breaking out of the war with

the Turks in 1787, he made a most masterly de-

fence of Kinburn ;
a place of little strength, but

great importance, as it is situated at the mouth
of the Dnieper, opposite to Oczakow. For his

zeal and abilities, on this occasion, the empress
honored him with the order of St. Andrew. At
the siege of Oczakow, Suworow, who command-
ed the left wing of the army under prince Po-

temkin, received a dangerous wound in the neck,
which was followed by so smart a fever, that,

for some time his life was despaired of; but,

preferring regimen to medicine, his health was

gradually re-established. In 1789 he was ap-

pointed to command the army which was to co-

operate with the prince of Saxe-Coburg in Wa-
lachia

; and, by marches ofinconceivable rapidity,
he twice, in two months, preserved the army of

that prince from destruction. Putting himself

at the head of 8000 Russians, and literally run-

ning to the aid of his ally, he came up with the

Turks in time to change the fate of the day at the

battle of Forhani, which was fought on the 21st

of July ;
and again at Ryrinik, which with

7000 men he had reached with equal celerity,
he gained, on the 22d of September, in conjunc-
tion with the prince, one of the greatest victories

that have ever been achieved. No quarter was

given to the Turks; and on this account the

Russian general has been charged with savage

ferocity. The taking of Bender and Belgrade
were the immediate consequences of the victory
of Rymnik ;

and so sensible was the emperor
Joseph II. how much the military skill of Suwo-
row had contributed to that victory, that he
created him a count of the Roman empire,
and accompanied the diploma with a very flat-

tering letter. Similar honors were conferred

upon him by Catherine II., who sent him the

diploma of count of the empire of Russia, with

the title of Rymnikski, and the order of St. An-
drew. In autumn 1790 he took Ismailow, after

being defended by the Turks at an expense of

33,000 men killed or dangerously wounded ;

10,000 taken prisoners; besides 6000 women
and children, and 2000 Christians of Moldavia,
who fell in one general massacre. Peace being
concluded with the Turks, in December 1791,
no events occurred from that period to call forth

the talents of Suworow till 1794; when muti-

nies having broken out among the Polish troops
in the service of Russia, and the empress with

her two allies having resolved on the second par-
tition of Poland, Suworow received orders, in

May, to proceed into Red Russia, with a corps
of 15,000 men, and to disarm all the Polish

troops in that province. This service he soon

performed, disarming in less than a fortnight
8000 men, dispersed over a country of 130 miles

in circuit. Soon afterwards he was ordered to

march into Poland ; the king of Prussia having
raised the siege of Warsaw, and the empress
perceiving that more vigorous measures were

necessary to accomplish her design. Under the

article POLAND we have given a detailed account
of his route to Warsaw. Suffice it to add that

he in the course of a very few months overturn-

ed the kingdom and republic of Poland. For
this service Catherine promoted him to the rank

of field-marshal general, loading him with jewels
and presenting him with an estate of 7000 pea-
sants in the district of Kubin, which had been
the scene of his first battle in the campaign.
From the subjugation of Poland we hear little

more of Suworow till he entered upon his great
career in Italy. For his services in this part of

Europe Paul rewarded him by creating him a

prince by the title of prince Suworow Italiski ;

but he gave him a very different reception when
he returned into the Russian dominions at the

head of his veteran bands. He would not see

him, and positively forbad his appearance at

court. To the messenger who brought the order,
he gave a purse of money, turned his carriage
another way, and drove to a wooden house at

a distance from the court, and from his former

friends, where the conqueror of the Turks, the

Poles, and the French republicans, died, almost

unattended, on the 18th of May, 1800. The

sovereign, who thus disgraced him at the end of

his life, gave him a magnificent funeral ! In his

person Suworow was tall, considerably exceed-
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ins, six feet, and full chested. His countenance
was stern

;
but among his friends his manners

M'ere pleasant, and his dispositions were kind.

His temper was naturally violent; but that vio-

lence he labored much to moderate, though he

was never able completely to extinguish it. He
was a scholar, a man of science, and a poet. In

1774 he married a daughter of the general prince
John Prosotovvski, by whom he had two chil-

dren, now living ; Natalia, married to general
count Nicolas Zubow

;
and Arcadius count Su-

\vorow, a youth of promising abilities, who ac-

companied his father in his march from Italy into

Switzerland.

SUZE (Henriette de Coligni), countess of,

daughter of the celebrated marshal De Coligni,
d French lady, eminent for her poetical abilities.

She married first Thomas Hamilton, a Scottish

nobleman, and after his death the count La

Suze, who was also of an illustrious family. But

this second marriage proved unhappy, and end-

ed in a separation. She wrote a great number
of Poems, which were much admired; and were

collected and printed with those of Pellisson and

madam Scudery, at Trevous, in 1725, 12mo.

She died in 1673.

SWAB, v. a. ) Sax. pp&bban. Belg. swab-

SWAB'BER, n. s. ] her. To clean with a mop :

a sweeper of the deck. Used chiefly at sea.

The master, the swabber, the boatswain and I,

Loved Moll, Meg, and Marian, and Margery.
Shakspeare.

Was any thing wanting to the extravagance of this

degenerate age, but the making a tarpawlin and

a swabber the hero of a tragedy 1 Dennis.

He made him swab the deck. Shelvock's Voyage.

SWABIA. See SUABIA.

SWAD'DLE, v. a. & n. s., -\ Saxon pPe-

SWAD'DLINGBANDS, n. s. (ban. To swathe;

SWAD'DLINGCLOTH, f bind in clothes,

SWAD'DLINGCLOUT. .) generally used

of binding new-born children : the noun sub-

stantives the band or cloth used.

Invested by a veil of clouds,

And swaddled as new-born in sable shrouds;

For these a receptacle I designed. _
Sandys.

From thence a fairy thee unweeting reft,

There as thou slep'st in tender swaddlingband,

And her base elfin brood there for thee left
;

Such men do changlings call, so changed by fairies

theft. Spenser.

That great baby you see there is not yet out of

his swaddling-douts. Shakspeare. Hamlet.

How soon doth man decay !

When cloths are taken from a chest of sweets,

To swaddle infants, whose young breath

Scarce knows the way ;

Those clouts are little winding sheets,

Which do consign and send unto death. Herbert.

Great on the bench, great in the saddle,

That could as well bind o'er as swaddle. Hudibras.

The iwaddlingbandi were purple, wrought with

gold. Dryden.

I begged them to uncase me ; no, no, say they ;

and upon that carried me to one of their houses, and

put me to bed in all my swaddles. Addison.

They swaddled me up in my night-gown
with long

pieces
of linen, till they had wrapt me in about a

hundred yards of swathe.

SWAFFHAM, a market-town in South-Green-

iioe hundred, Norfolk, fifteen miles south-east of

Lynn, and ninety-three N. N. E. from London.
The church is a handsome building, in the form
of a cathedral. The vaults and aisles are sup-
ported by light pillars, forming fourteen hand-
some arches, seven on a side, over which there
are twenty-eight neat, light windows. Here is a

quakers' meeting-house. On a heath near the

town, horse-races are held. On the market-hill
a handsome cross has been erected by the carl of

Orford, and on the west side of the hill a sub-

scription assembly-room has been built. Its

noted butter-market was originally held at Deie-
ham. Market on Saturday. Fairs, May 13lh,

July 21st, and November 3rd. It is a vicarage,
value 14 8s. lOd. Patron, the bishop of Nor-
wich.

SWAG, v. n.
I

Sax. nsan ; Isl. swelgia. Tc
SWAGG'Y, adj. $ sink down by its weight ;

hang heavy: the adjective corresponding.

They are more apt, in stragging down, to pierce
with their points, than in the jacent posture, and

crevice the wall. Walton.

The beaver is called animal ventricosum, from his

stiuggy and prominent belly.
Browne's Vulgar Erraurs.

Being a tall fish, and with his sides much com-

pressed, he hath a long fin upon his back, and an-

other answering to it on his belly ; by which he is the

better kept upright, or from swagging on his sides.

Gi eu\

SWAGE, v. a. From asswage. To ease ;
to

soften ;
to mitigate.

Nor wanting power to mitigate and swage,
With solemn touches, troubled thoughts, and chase

Anguish, and doubt, and fear from mortal minds.

Milton.

I'd find some intervals when my poor heart

Should swage itself, and be let loose to thine.

Olwaij.

SWAG'GER, v. n.
(

Sax. r7e3an 5
BelS' c

SWAG'GEHER, n. s. $ swadderen. To bluster ;

bully ; be turbulently proud and insolent : the

noun substantive corresponding.
Drunk 1 squabble ? swagger ? and discourse sus-

tain with one's own shadow? Oh thou invincible

spirit of wine ! Shalujieure.

He's no swaggerer, hostess
;
a tame cheater : you

may stroke him as gently as a puppy greyhound.
Id. Henry IV.

The lesser size of mortals love to swagger for opi-

nions, and te boast infallibility of knowledge.
Glanville's Scepsis.

Confidence, how weakly soever founded, hath

some effect upon the ignorant, who think there is

something more than ordinary in a swaggering man,

that talks of nothing but demonstration. TUlotxm.

He chucked,

And scarcely deigned to set a foot to ground,

But swaggered like a lord.

Many such asses in the world huff, look big, stare,

dress, cock, and swagger at the same noisy rate.

L' Estrange.

Tote great is not to be starched, and formal and

supercilious ;
to swagger at our footmen and brow-

beat our inferiours. Collier on I n,. f .

What a pleasure is it to be victorious in a cause

to swagger at the bar ' for a lawyer I was born, an

a lawyer I will be.

Arbnthnot's Hutory ofJt.hn Bull.

SWAIN, n.s. Sax. and Ilunick ppem ;
(loth.

noeina. A young man ; country servant or you

a lover.
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That good knight wouM not so nigh repair,

Himself estranging from their joyance vain,

Whose fellowship seemed far unfit for warlike swain.

Spenser.
It were a happy life

To be no better than a homely swain.

bhakspeare, Henry VI.

Blest iwains ! whose nymphs in every grace excel
;

Blest nymphs ! whose swains those graces sing so

well. Pope.

Leave the mere country to mere country swains,

And dwell where life in all life's glory reigns.
Harte.

SWAL'LOW,t>. a. 8cn.s. Sax. rpeltfin ; Bel','.

swelgcn ; Goth, and Swed. swelgia. To take

down the throat : hence to absorb ; receive with-

out examination; seize; engross; waste: as a

noun substantive, a throat ; voracity.

If the earth open her mouth and swallow them up,

ye shall understand that these men have provoked the

Lord. Numbers xvi.

Far be it from me that I should swallow up or de-

stroy.
2 Samuel.

Death is swallowed up in victory. 1 Cor. xv. 54.

The priest and the prophet are swallowed up of

wine. Isaiah.

If little faults

Shall not be winked at, how shall we stretch our eye,

Whose capital crimes chewed, swallowed, and di-

gested,

Appear before us f Shakspenre. Henry V.

Though you unite the winds, and let them fight,

Against the churches, though the yesty waves

Confound and swallow navigation up. ^hakspenre.
I may be plucked into the swallowing womb

Of this deep pit, poor Bassianus' grave;
Id. Titus Andronictts.

He hid many things from us, not that they would

swallow up our understanding, but divert our atten-

tion from what is more important. Decay of Piety.
In bogs swallowed up and lost. Milton.

Nature would abhor

To be forced back again upon herself,

And, like a whirlpool, swallow her own streams.

Dryden.
Men are, at a venture, of the religion of the coun-

try ; and must therefore swallow down opinions, as

silly people do emperick pills, and have nothing to

do but believe that they will do the cure. Locke.

Consider and judge of it as a matter of reason, and
not s-aallow it without examination as a matter of

faith. Id.

The necessary provision for life swallows the greatest

part of their time. Id.

Had this man of merit and mortification been
called to account for his ungodly swallow, in gorging
down the estates of helpless widows and orphans, he
would have told them that it was all for charitable

uses. South.

Should not the sad occasion swallow up
My other cares, and draw them all into it 1

Addison.

Homer excels all the inventors of other arts in

this, that he has swallowed up the honour of those

ho succeeded him. Pope.

Corruption swallowed what the liberal hand
Of bounty scattered. Thomson's Autumn.

SWAL'LOW, n. s. Sax. j-palepe. A small bird

of passage. See below.

The swallow follows not summer more willingly
than we your lordship. Shakfpeare. Timon.
The swallows make use of celendine, and the linnet

of euphragia. .Aore.

\Vlien swallows fleet soar high and sport in air,

He told us that the welkin would be clear. Uuy.

SWALLOW, in ornithology. See HIRUXHO.

Concerning these birds, a question has oft been

discussed, What becomes of them in winter?

Upon this subject there are three opinions.
Some say that they migrate to a warmer climate;
some that they retire to hollow trees and caverns,
where they lie in a torpid state ;

and others affirm

that they lie in the same state in the bottom of

lakes and under the ice. The first opinion is

supported by Marsigli, Ray, Willoughby, Ca-

tesby, Reaumur, Adanson, Buffon, 8cc. The first

and second opinions are both adopted by Pen-
nant and White. The third is sanctioned by
Schaeffer, Ilevelius, Derham, Klein, Ellis, Linne,
Kalm: and the second and third have been

strongly defended by the honorable Daines Bar-

rington. Those who assert that swallows migrate
to a warmer country in winter, argue, That many
birds migrate is a fact fully proved by the ob-

servations of natural historians. See MIGRATION.
Is it not more probable, therefore, that swallows,
which disappear regularly every season, retire to

some other country, than that they lie in a state

of torpor in caverns or lakes ? But this opinion
is founded on facts. We often see them collect-

ed in great flocks on churches, rocks, and trees,

about the time when they annually disappear.
The direction of their flight has been observed to

be to the southward. Mr. White, the ingenious
historian of Selborne, travelling near the coast of

the British Channel one morning early, saw a

flock of swallows take their departure, with an

easy and placid flight towards the sea. Mr.

Laskey of Exeter observed the direction which
a flock of swallows took in autumn 1793. On
the 22d of September, about 7 A. M., the wind

being easterly, accompanied with a cold drizzling

rain, Mr. Laskey 's house was entirely covered

with house swallows. At intervals large flocks-

arrived and joined the main body, and at thei~

arrival an unusual chirping commenced. The

appearance of the whole company was so lethar-

gic that he found it an easy matter to catch a

'considerable number of them, which he kept in

a room all that day. By heating the room they
all revived ; he opened four of them, and found
their stomachs quite full. The main body oc-

cupied the house top all day, except for two
hours. About half an hour after 9 A. M. the

23d, there was a great commotion, with very
loud chirping, and, within a few minutes after,

the whole multitude took their flight, in a south-

east direction, having ascended to a great height
in

the, atmosphere. He let go the birds which
he had caught, at certain intervals till four o'clock,
and they all fled toward the same quarter. They
have also been found on their passage at a great
distance from land. Mr. Adanson informs us,

that about fifty leagues from the coast of Senegal
four swallows settled upon the ship on the 6th

of October ; that these birds were taken ; and
that he knew them to be European swallows,

which, he conjectures, were returning to the

coast of Africa. Sir Charles Wager, says,
' Re-

turning home, in spring, as I came into sound-

ings in our channel, a great flock of swallows

came and settled on all my rigging ; every rope
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was covered ; they hung on one another like a facts :
< Dr. Wallerius, the celebrated Swedisa

swarm of bees ; the decks and carving were fill- chemist, informs us that he has seen, more that)
ed with them. They seemed almost famished once, swallows assembling on a reed till they
and spent, and were only feathers and bones ; were all immersed and went to the bottom ; this

but, being recruited with a night's rest, took being preceded by a dirge of a quarter of an hour's
their flight in the morning.' This vast fatigue length. He had seen a swallow caught during
proves that their journey must have been very
great, considering their amazing swiftness ;

in all

probability they had crossed the Atlantic Ocean,
and were returning from the shores of Senegal,
or other parts of Africa ; so that this account,
from that most able and honest seaman, confirms

the latter information of Mr. Adanson. Mr.
Bruce also mentions, in his travels, that in Abys-
sinia there is a great variety of swallows ; but

'those that are common in Europe appear in

passage at the very season when they take their

flight thence. We saw the greatest part
of them in the island of Masuah, where they

lighted and tarried two days, and then proceeded
with moonlight, to the south-west.' Mr. Ivdm

acknowledges that in crossing the Atlantic, from

Europe, a swallow lighted on the ship on the

2d of September, when it had passed only two-

thirds of the ocean. Since, therefore, swallows

have been seen assembled in great flocks in au-

tumn, llying off in company towards southern

climes, since they have been found both in their

passage from Europe and returning again, can

there be any doubt of their annual migration ?

The second notion (says Mr. Pennant) has great

antiquity on its side. Aristotle and Pliny say
that swallows do not remove very far from their

summer habitation, but winter in the hollows

of rocks, and during that time lose their fea-

thers. Of late several proofs have been brought

winter out of a lake with a net, drawn, as is com-
mon in northern countries, under the ice

; this

bird was brought into a warm room, revived,
fluttered about, and soon after died. Mr. Klein

applied to many farmers general of the king of

Prussia's domains, who had great lakes in their

districts, the fishery in them being a part of the

revenue. All the people that were questioned
made affidavits upon oath before the magistrates.
1. The mother of the countess of Lehndorf said

that she had seen a bundle of swallows brought
from the Frishe-Hoff (a lake communicating with

the Baltic at Pislau), which, when brought into a

moderately warm room, revived and fluttered

about. 2. Count Schileben gave an instrument

on stamped paper, importing that by fishing on

the lake belonging to his estate of Gerdauen in

winter, he saw several swallows caught in the

net, one of which he took up in his hand, brought

it into a warm room, where it lay about an hour,

when it began to stir, and half an hour after it

flew about in the room.' Mr. Kalm mentions

similar affidavits made by four farmers ;
and at

last adds,
'

7thly, I can reckon myself,' says our

author,
'

among the eye-witnesses of this para-
dox of natural history. In 1735, being a boy, I

saw several swallows brought in winter by the

fishermen from the Vistula to my father's house ;

where two of them were brought into a warm

room, revived and flew about. I saw them se-

ofsome species having been discovered in a torpid veral times settling on the warm stove, and I re-

state. Mr. ColHnson mentions three gentlemen, collect well that the same forenoon they died,

eye-witnesses to numbers of sand martins being and I had them, when dead, in my hand. In

January 1754, being covered with ice, I or-

dered the fishermen to fish therein, and/ in my

presence several swallows were taken, which

^.^ ~-i - -- tne fishermen threw in again; but one I took

of
J

swaiiow7"have'beeT found 'in olcTdry walls up myself, brought it home, five miles from

and in sand hills near his lordship's seat in East thence, and it revived, but died about an horn-

Lothian, from year to year; and that when they afVr.' These are facts attested by people of the

_ r * - n .-, v T i_ _ _ i !*_. T*. ir. *V\jMck4/ti*a in/vtnt Ptttfim v

drawn out of a cliff on the Rhine, in March
1762. And the honourable Uaines Barrington
communicated the following fact, on the autho-

rity of the late Lord Belhaven : That numbers

were exposed to the warmth of a fire they re-

vived. We have heard of the same annual dis-

highest quality. It is therefore incontestably

true, that swallows retire in the northern coun-
C I1C<* I U. \Jl tllC OdlJit *ni i vi*i \* o- -- _

Morpeth, in Northumberland, tries, during winter, into the water, and
I

_ . , . i , i_ _ ; J ,.**,-> *i11 tVna T-otiirn r\r \vnrillth
coveries near i.ui pcm, m j.iun.m*nii^\** **" -----

7
-------

c* '
/.

Others prove the residence of those birds in a there in a torpid state till the return of warmth

torpid state during winter. 1. In the chalky revives them again in spring. Ihe swa I lows, ,,

cliffs of Sussex; as was seen on the fall of a Spain, Italy, ! ranee, and perhaps .one

great fragment some years ago. 2. In a decayed Emrland. remove to warmer clir

hollow tree that was cut down, near DolgeUi, in

Merionethshire.

Yorkshire; where, on digging out a fox, whole

England, remove

English ones, and some in Germany and c

3. In a cliff, near Whitby, mild countries, retire into clefts andI holes in

rocks, and remain there in a torpid state. In th

colder northern counties the swallows immerse n

the sea, in lakes, and rivers; and remain in a

It is ol>-

r̂ds,

obvious .
loose only

bushels of swallows were found in a torpid con-

ago, onTSint %%% torpid state, under ice, during .inter.

t^olSrSf
numbers jected Why do "

of swallows clinging to the timbers of the shaft Uc

seemingly asleep; and on flinging some gravel

ng*

part of the swallow tribe migrate, and that others secured against the onem es As ,o e^
have their winter quarters near home. The third ment taken from tn

opinion is that of Mr. Kalm, wh6 pleads for their with

immersion in water ;
and mentions the following

VOL. XXI.

^
on them they just moved, but never attempted to such pla f rushes so that sinki

fly: this was between All Saints and Christmas, as are near r * and uJies o t

From all these facts, we must conclude that one

tween

AIM.II II Vl.
t I V 1

t corruption, there is a real diflerence

animals suffocated in water and animals

'2 N
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being torpid therein. Natural history ought to

tie studied as a collection of facts. There are

five species of swallows which visit Britain dur-

ing summer ; the common swallow, the martin,
sand martin, swift, and goat- sucker. l.Tlw?

common swallow frequents almost every part of

the old continent ; being known, says Dr. La-

tham, from Norway to the Cape of Good Hope
on the one side, and from Kamtschatka to India

and Japan on the other. It is also found in

all parts of North America, and in several West
Indian islands. In Europe it disappears during
winter. It appears generally a little after the

vernal equinox ; but rather earlier in the southern,
and later in the northern latitudes. It adheres to

the usual seasons with much regularity. In the

warm spring of 1774 they appeared no earlier

than usual. They remain in some warm coun-

tries the whole year. Kolben assures us that

this is the case at the Cape of Good Hope. Some
birds of this species live, during winter, even in

Europe; e. g. on the coast of Genoa. 2. The
martins are widely diffused through the old con-

tinent. 3. The sand martins are found in every

part of Europe, and often spend the winter in

Malta. 4. The swift visits the whole continent

of Europe ; has also been observed at the Cape
of Good Hope, and in Carolina in North Ame-
rica. 5. The goat suckers are not very common,
yet are found in every country between Sweden
and Africa: also in India. Mr. iVJ arkwick of Cats-

field, near Battle in Sussex, lias drawn up an

accurate table, expressing the day of the month
on which the migratory birds appeared in spring,
and disappeared in autumn, for sixteen years,
from 1766 to 1783 at Catsfield. Were tables of

the same kind made in every different country,

particularly within the torrid zone, it would be

easy to determine the question which we have

been considering. To many, perhaps, it may
not appear of so much importance as to be worth

the labor. But the enquiry must be highly gra-

tifying to every mind that admires the wisdom of

the Great Architect of nature. The instinct of

the swallow is indeed wonderful : it appears

among us just at the time when insects become
numerous : and it continues with us during the

hot weather, to prevent them from multiplying
too much. It disappears when these insects are

no longer troublesome. It is never found in so-

litude; it is the friend of man, and always takes

up its residence with us, to protect us from being

annoyed with swarms of insects.

SWALLOW HARBOUR, a convenient harbour
on the shore of Terra del Fuego. There are two
channels into it, which are both narrow, but not

dangerous, as the rocks are easily discovered by
their weeds. It is surrounded by steep moun-

tains, covered with snow, which have a most
horrid appearance, and seem to be altogether de-

serted. Long. 74 30' W., lat. 53 40'^S.

SWALLOW ISLAND, one of the Queen Char-

lotte's Islands, of the South Pacific, about six

leagues in length. Long. 165 58' E., lat. 10 8' S.

SWAL'LOWTAIL, n. s. Swallow and tail.

A species of willow.

The shining willow they call swatloiztail, because

o:' the pleasure of the leaf.

JSr.rrn'i Natural History.

SWAMMERDAM (John), a celebrated natu

ral philosopher, was the son of John James
Swarnmerdam, an apothecary and famous natu-
ralist of Amsterdam, and born in 1637. Ilia

father intended him for the church, and with this

view had him instructed in Latin and Greek;
but he preferred physic. Being kept at home till

he should engage in that study, he was often em-

ployed in cleaning his father's curiosities, and

putting every thing in order. This inspired him
with an early taste for natural history ; so that he
soon beyan to make a collection of his own.
When crown up, he attended to his anatomical

and medical studies; but spent part of the day
and the night in discovering, catching, and ex-

amining the flying insects of Holland, Guelder-

land, and Utrecht. Thus initiated in natural

history, he went to the university of Leyden in

1651
; and in 1663 was admitted a candidate of

physic. While studying anatomy he considered
how the parts of the body, prepared by dissec-

tion, could be preserved for anatomical demon-
stration ; and he succeeded, as he had done before

in his nice contrivances for dissecting the minutest
insects. He then went to France, where he spent
some time at Saumer, and became acquainted
with several learned men. In 1667 he returned

to Leyden, and took his degree of M. D. In
1668 the grand duke of Tuscany, being in Hol-

land, came to view the museum of our author

and his father; and Swammerdam made some
anatomical dissections of insects in his presence.
He was struck with admiration at his great skill

in managing them; and proving that the future

butterfly lay with all its parts neatly folded up in

a caterpillar, by removing the integuments, and

exhibiting all its parts, however minute, with in-

credible ingenuity by instruments of inconceiva-

ble fineness. The duke offered him 12,000
florins for his collection, on condition of his re-

moving them into Tuscany, and residing at the

court of Florence; but Swammerdam declined.

In 1663 he published a General History of In-

sects. About this time his father, offended at

his neglecting the practice of physic, would
neither supply him with money nor clothes. This

reduced him to some difficulties. In 1675 he

published his History of the Ephemeras; and his

father dying, in 1676, left him a fortune; but he

died in 1682, aged only forty-five. Gabius

translated all his works from the Dutcli into

Latin, from which they were translated into

English, in folio, in 1748. See ENTOMOLOGY.
Boerhaave wrote his life.

SWAMP, n. s. ) Sax. rPamP5 Goth, and

SWAM'PY, adj. \ Swed. swamp; Isl. suamm ;

Dan. stuimp. A marsh ; bog; fen : boggy ; fenny.

Swampy fens breathe destructive myriads.
Thomson.

SWAN, . s. Sax. j-pan ;
Dan. suan ; Swed.

sn-an; Belg. swaen. A large water-fowl. See

the extract from Calmet.

With untainted eye

Compare "her face with some that I shall show,

And I will make thee think thy stoan a crow.

Shakspeare.

Let musick sound while he doth make his choice;

Then, if he lose, he makes a stow-like end. Id.
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The fearful matrons raise a screaming cry,

Old feeble men with fainter groans reply ;

A jarring sound results, and mingles in the sky,
Like lhat of swans remurmuring to the floods.

Dryden,

SWAN. See ANAS. It is now ascertained,

beyond the possibility of douht, that there are

black swans, of equal size and the same habitudes
with the common white swans of this island.

These fowls have been seen chiefly in New Hol-
land ; and captain Vancouver, when there, saw
several of them in very stately attitudes, swim-

ming on the water, and, when flying, discovering
the under part of their wings and breast to be

white. Black swans were likewise seen in New
Holland by governor Philips, captain White, and

by a Dutch navigator, so long ago as in 1697.

Governor Phillips describes the black swan as a

very noble bird, larger than the common swan,
and equally beautiful in form. Mr. White, in-

deed, says that its size is not quite equal to that

of the European swan ;
but both agree with

captain Vancouver, in mentioning some white

feathers in its wings.

SWAN, SWEYN, SUENO, or SWENO, I., II., and

III., three kings of Denmark. See DENMARK
and SWENO.
SWAN RIVER ; a British colony, on the west-

ern coast of New Holland, established in 1829.

It is situated on Swan river, so called from the

great number of black swans seen upon it,

which empties into the ocean in lat. 32 16' S.,

Ion. 115 40' E. Several settlements have been

formed, and the soil is represented as fertile.

Swan river was explored for nearly sixty miles

from its mouth, by M. Bailly, mineralogist to

the expedition of Baudin, who found it to flow

over calcareous rocks, through a country covered

with thick forests of gum trees. At the point
where his examination ceased, the river was a

third of a mile in width, with a slow current.

A group of islands opposite the mouth of the

river offer some roadsteads, with safe anchorage
for large vessels. Chief town, Perth.

SWAN RIVER, a river of North America,
which takes its rise in lake Etowwemahmeh,
whence it passes through Swan Lake into the

Little Winriipic. This latter is connected, by a

considerable river, with the lake of Manitoba,

which, by the river Dauphin, finally discharges

its waters into lake Winnipic, the common reser-

voir for the waters of a great number of the

adjacent rivers and lakes. All the country in the

neighbourhood of this, and of Red Deer River,

to the south branch of the Saskatchiwine, abounds

in beaver, moose deer, fallow deer, elks, bears,

buffaloes, &c. The soil is good, and, wherever

attempts have been made to raise the esculent

plants, it has been found productive. On this

river a fort is erected for the convenience of the

fur trade.

SWAN RIVER, a river of North America,

which falls into the Mississippi about forty

miles from its source.

SWANPAN, or Chinese Abacus, nn instru-

ment for performing arithmetical operations,
de-

scribed by Du Halde, in his history of China.

It is composed of a small board, crossed with

ten or twelve parallel
rods or wires, each strung

with ivory balls, which are so divided, by a par-
tition in the middle, that !wo are on one side of
it, and five on the other. The two on the up'ier
part stand each for five units, and each of th<!

five in the lower part for one. '
In joining and

separating these balls, they reckon much as uc>
do with counters

; but, according to our author,
more

expeditiously than Europeans do even with

figures.' This is hardly credible; but, if ail

the Chinese weights and measures be decimally
divided, it is easy to conceive how computa-
tion may be made, by this instrument, very ex-

peditiously.

SWANSEA, or SWANSEY, is a borough town
within the liberty of Gower, Glamorganshire,
South Wales, governed by a portreeve, recorder,
twelve aldermen, two common attornics or

chamberlains, two Serjeants at mace, and an
unlimited number of burgesses, and, together
with four other contributory boroughs, viz.,

Kenfig, Aberavon, Neath, and Loughor, bv the

provisions of the Reform Bill, returns a mem-
ber to parliament. The town lies at the con-

fluence of the river Tawe with the Bristol Chan-

nel, whence the \Yelsh name Abertawe. It

stands near the centre of a beautiful bay, de-

nominated after the town, and has a capacious
harbour, enclosed from the sea by two piers
on the eastern and western side of the en-

trance. In the neighbourhood are very numer-

ous and extensive collieries of bituminous coal,

which is consumed at the copper works and

other manufactories, and shipped off in large

quantities to Ireland, Cornwall, and Devon. A
canal extends from the town for nearly eighteen

miles up the vale of Tawe to Hen-noyadd in

Breconshire, for the conveyance of stone coal,

culm, iron ore, &c., which is in a very flourish-

ing state, -and has been productive of great

benefit to the town. There are two extensive

potteries within the 'borough, and eight large

copper smelting works, all within three milts

distance, from which about 8000 tons of copper

are annually exported to London, Liverpool,

&c. In 1768, 694 vessels sailed from this

port, tonnage 30,621; in 1792 the number of

vessels was 2,590, tonnage 134,264; and in

1819 the number of ships sailing out of the

port was 2750, tonnage 175,629, exclusive of

140,280 crates of earthenware shipped foreign,

and 3521 crates coast-wise. It has two mar-

kets, abundantly supplied, on Wednesday and

Saturday, and is famed for ship-building,

castle, which was formerly very extensive, was

erected by Henry Beaumont, earl of \\ arwirl>,

in the reign of Henry I.; it is now part
of the

possession
of the duke of Beaufort. The town

also contains two churches, and twelve met-ting-

houses, belonging to Dissenters of various de-

nominations. During the summer season tl

town is much frequented
for sea-bathmg.

is forty-two miles W. N. W. of Cardiff, and

206 west of London.

SWAltD, n. s. Swed. sward. The skin o

bacon; the surface of the ground.

Water, kept too long, loosens and softens the

sward, makes it suhject to rushes and course grass.

Ao/<r on Ivttcr.

2 N 2
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To plant a vineyard in July, when the earth is very

dry and combustible, plow up the swarth and burn it

Mortimer.

The noon of night was past, and then the foe

Came dreadless o'er the level swart, that lies

Between the wood and the swift streaming Ouse.

A. Philips.

SWARM, n. s. & v. n. Sax. fpearim ; Belg.
swerm ; Swed. swarm. A great body or number
of small animals, particularly those bees that mi-

grate from the hive : to gather or rise in a body;
be crowded or thronged.

These garrisons you have now planted throughout
all Ireland, and every place swarmt with soldiers.

Spenser.
From this swarm of fair advantages,

You griped the general sway into your hand.

Shakspeare.
The merciless Macdonel,

The multiplying villames of nature

Do swarm upon. Id. Macbeth.

Her lower region swarms with all sort of fowl, her

rivers with fish, and her seas with whole shoals.

Howel.

What a multitude of thoughts at once

Awakened in me swarm, while I consider

What from within I feel myself, and hear

What from without comes often to my ears !

Milton.

Not so thick swarmed once the soil

Bedropped with blood of Gorgon.
Id. Paradise Lost.

Those days twarmed with fables, and from such

grounds took hints for fictions, poisoning the world

ever after. Browne.
A swarm of bees that cut the liquid sky,

Upon the topmost branch in clouds alight.

Dryden's AZneid.

Then mounts the throne, high placed before the

shrine ;

In crowds around the swarming people join. Id.

Swarmed on a rotten stick the bees I spied. Gay.
When bees hang in swarming time, they will

presently rise, if the weather hold.

Mortimer's Husbandry.
If we could number up those prodigious swarms

that had settled themselves in every part of it, they
would amount to more than can be found.

Addison on Italy.
This twarm of themes that settles on my pen,

Which I, like summer-flies, shake off again,
Let others sing Young.

Life swarms with ills, the boldest are afraid,

Where then is safety for a tender maid 1 Id.

SWART, adj. & v. a. ^ Sax. ppearit: ; Goth-

SWARTH, adj. or >swarts. Black; darkly
SWARTHY. j brown ; tawny; dark of

complexion : to blacken.

A nation strange, with visage swart,
And courage fierce, that all men did affray,

Through the world then swarmed in every part.

Spenser.
A man

Of swarth complexion, and of crabbed hue,
That him full of melancholy did shew. Id.

Whereas I was black and swart before ;

With those clear rays which she infused on me,
That beauty am I blest with, which you see.

Shakspeare. Henry VI.

Though in the torrid climates the common color is

black or swarthy, yet the natural colour of the tem-

perate climates is more transparent and beautiful.

Hate's Oriyin of Mankind.

No goblin, or swart fairy of the mine,
Hath hurtful power o'er true virginity. Milton.

The heat of the sun may swart a living part, or
even black a dead or dissolving flesh.

Browne's Vulgar Errours
Set me where, on some pathless plain,

The swarthy Africans complain. Roscommon
Did they know Cato, our remotest kings

Would pour embattled multitudes about him ;

Their swarthy hosts would darken all our plains,

Doubling the native horrour of the war,
And making death more grim. Addison.

SWASH, v.n.
\

To make a great clatter or

SWASH'ER, n. s. S noise : whence swashbuck-
ler: a swasher is, a swaggerer; a bully. Not in

use.

We'll have a swashing and a martial uutside,
As many other mannish cowards have.

That do outface it with their semblances.

Shakspeare.

Draw, if you be men : Gregory, remember thy
swathing blow. Id. Romeo and Juliet.

I have observed these three twashers ; three such
anticks do not amount to a man. Id. Henry V.

SWATCH, n. s. Corrupted from swath. A
swathe. Not in use.

One spreadeth those bands so in order to lie,

As barlie in swatches may fill it thereby. Tusser.

SWATH, or SWATHE, n. s. & v. a. Belgic
swade. A line of grass cut down by the mower;
a band or fillet; to bind.

With tossing and raking, and setting on cox,

Grasse, lately in swathes, is meat for an ox.

Taster.

The strawy Greeks, ripe for his edge,
Fall down before him, like the mower's swath.

Shalupeare.
He had two sons

;
the eldest of them at three

years old,

I' th' swathing cloaths the other, from their nursery
Were stolen. Id. Cymbeline.

Their children are never swathed, or bound about

with any thing, when they are first born
; but are

put naked into the bed with their parents to lie.

Abbot's Description of the World.

Swathed in her lap the bold nurse bore him out,

With olive branches covered round about. Dryden.
As soon as your grass is mown, if it lie thick in

the swath, neither air nor sun can pass freely through
it. Mortimer.

An Indian comb, a stick whereof is cut into three

sharp and round teeth four inches long : the other

part is left for the handle, adorned with fine straws

laid along the sides, and lapped round about it ia

several distinct swaths. Grew.

Long pieces of linen they folded about me, till

they had wrapped me in above an hundred yards of

swathe. Guardian.

Master's feet are swathed no longer,
If in the night too oft he kicks,

Or shews his loco- motive tricks. Prior.

SWAY, v. a., v. n., & n. s. Teut. schweben ;

Goth, sweiga. To poise; weigh; wield ; govern ;

direct: to hang heavy; be drawn by weight;
have weight; bear rule: as a noun substantive,

the sweep or swing of a weapon ; weight ; pre-

ponderation; power; rule.

A n evil mind in authority doth not only follow

the sway of the desires already within it, but

frames to itself new desires not before thought of.

Sidney.
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Glancing fire out of the iron played,As sparkles from the anvil rise,
When heavy hammers on the wedge are swayed.

,.,, Spenser.
I he example of sundry churches, for approbation

of one thing, doth sway much
; but yet still as hav-

ing the force of an example only, and not of a law.

,r ,
. Hooker.

1 his sort had some fear that the
filling up the

seats in the consistory with so great number of lay-
men, was but to please the minds of the people to
the end they might think their own sway somewhat.

Heaven forgive them, that so much have swayed'Your majesty's good thoughts away from me.

Sltakspeare.
The lady's mad : yet if 'twere so,

She could not sway her house, command her fol-

lowers.
With such a smooth, discreet, and stable bearing.

Id.
The mind I sway by, and the heart I bear,

Shall never sagg with doubt, nor shake with fear.

Id.

Aged tyranny sways not as it hath power, but as
it is suffered. Id. King Lear.

Only retain

The name and all the' addition to a king ;

The sway, revenue, execution of the host,
Beloved sons, be yours. Id.

In these personal respects, the balance sieays on
<w part. Bacon.
On Europe thence, and where "Rome was to sway

The world. Milton's Paradise Lost.

A gentle nymph, not far from hence,
That with moist curb sways the smooth Severn stream,
Sabrina is her name. Milton.

Here thou shall monarch reign ;

There didst not : there let him still victor iway.
Id.

To strike with huge two-handed sway. Id.

The only way t' improve our own,
By dealing faithfully with none ;

As bowls run true by being made
On purpose false, and to be swayed. Hudibras.

Thy judgment is swayed by passion, and stored
with ludicrous opinions, instead of clearly con-
ceived truths. Glanville.

When examining these matters, let not temporal
and little advantages sway you against a more du-
rable interest. Tillotson.

With these I went,
Nor idle stood with unassisting hands,
When savage beasts, and men's more savage bands,
Their virtuous toils subduing; yet those I swayed
With powerful speech : I spoke, and they obeyed.

Dryden.
Too truly Tamerlane's successors they ;

Each thinks a world too little for his sway.
Id. A urengzebe.

They rush along, the rattling woods give way,
The branches bend before their sweepy sway.

Dryden.

They will do their best to persuade the world that

no nian acts upon principle, that all is ncayed by

particular malice. Davenant.

W'hen vice prevails, and impious men bear sway,
The post of honour is a private station.

Addison's Cato.

SWEAR, v. n. & v. a. ) Fret, swore or

SWEAR'ER, n. s. J sware ; part, pass
sworn. Sax. j-pefuan; Gothic

SWE
oath; to put to oath; declare upon oath- th*noun substantive corresponding

'

Jacob said, Swear to me
; and he swear unto him.

- .- , a vow unto the j d nee

'

his word
d hlS S Ul WUh a b Dd

' he sha11
?t break

Because of
swearing the land mourneth.*""^''''

, ,
Jer. xxiii. 10.We shall have old swearingThat they did give the rings away to men -.But we 11 outface them, and outswear them too.

Shaktpeare.
1 would have kept my word

;

But, when I swear, it is irrevocable.

Id. Henry VI.
At what ease

Might corrupt minds procure knaves as corruptro swear against you ! Id , Henr
V
VIU

Ubey thy parents, keep thy word justly
Swe r not '

u
Id. King Lear.

bwom ashore, man, like a duck; I can swim like
a duck, I 11 be sworn. W . Tempeit.

JNow, by Apollo, king, thou swear'st thy gods in
vain.

O vassal ! miscreant !

Shakspeare.And must they all be hanged that wear and lie ?

Every one.

Who must hang them 1

Why, the honest men.
Then the liars and swearers are fools

;
for there

are liars and swearers enow to beat the honest men,
and hang them up. y^

Bacchus taken at Rhodes by Demetrius Poliorcetes,
which he so esteemed, that, as Plutarch reports, he
sware he had rather lose all his father's images than
that table. Peacham.
Take not his name, who made thy mouth, in vain

It gets thee nothing, and hath no excuse :

Lust and wine plead a pleasure, avarice a gain ;

But the cheap swearer, through his open sluice

Lets his soul run for naught. Herbert.
Of all men a philosopher should he no nceurer ;

for an oath, which is the end of controversies in law,
cannot determine any here, where reason only must
induce. Browne.
None so nearly disposed to scoffing at religion as

those who have accustomed themselves to swear on

trifling occasions. Tillotsun.

Let me swear you all to secrecy ;

And, to conceal my shame, conceal my life.

Dryden.
Thee, thee an hundred languages shall claim,

And savage Indians swear by Anna's name. Tickell.

It is the opinion of our most refined swearers that

the same oath or curse cannot, consistently with true

politeness, be repeated above nine times in the same

company by the same person.

Swift's Polite Conversation.

Hark ! the shrill notes transpierce the yielding air,

And teach the neighbouring echoes how to swear.

Yo,,na.

SWEAT, n.s., v.n.,&v.a. Sax. j-peat ; Helg.

sweet. The matter evacuated at the pores : of the

skin; hence labor ; toil; drudgery: to exude,

or bemoist with such matter; to toil ; drudge;
emit as sweat: the adjective correspond inur .

1 This painful labour of abridging was not easy, hut

a matter of sweat and watching. 2 Mac. ii. 2f>.

awuru. oax. r-pe/uun; vjuuni; su/uu , Belgic Let them be free, marry them to your heirs,

sweeren. To obtest some superior power ;
utter Why sweat they under burthens ?

an oath: declare or engage, or give evidence on Sliaksjteare. Merchant .>/'
! ,
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Mistress Page at the door, sweating and blowing,

aud looking wildly, would needs speak with you.
Shakspeare.

Grease that 's sweaten

From the murtherer's gibbet, throw

Into the flame. Id. Macbeth.

The rabblement hooted and clapped their chopped
hands, and threw up their sweaty night caps.

Shakspeare. Julius Cxsar.

Sweat is salt in taste ; for that part of the nou-

rishment which is fresh and sweet turneth into

blood and flesh
;
and the su-eat is that part which is

excerned. Bacon.

About this time in autumn there reigned in the

city, and other parts o." the kingdom, a disease then

new ; which, of the accidents and manner thereof

they called the sweating sickness.

Id. Henry VII.

Wainscots will sweat so that they run with water.

Bacon.

A young tall squire

Did from the camp at first before him go ;

At first he did, but scarce could follow strait,

Sweating beneath a shield's unruly weight. Cowley.
What from Jonson's oil and sweat did flow,

Or what more easy nature did bestow

On Shakspeare's gentler muse, in thee full grown
Their graces both appear. Denham.

The field

To labour calls us, now with sweat imposed.
Milton.

How the drudging goblin swet

To earn his cream bowl duly set
;

When in one night, ere glimpse of morn,
His shadowy flail hath threshed the corn. Id.

A sweaty reaper from his tillage brought
First-fruits, the green ear, and the yellow sheaf. Id.

Our author, not content to see

That others write as carelessly as he ;

Though he pretends not to make things complete,
Yet, to please you, he'd have the poet's TON at.

Waller.

Some insensible effluvium, exhaling out of the

stone, comes to be checked and condensed by the

air on the superficies of it, as it happens to sweat on
the skins of animals. Bottle.

When Lucilius brandishes his pen,
And flashes in the face of guilty men,
A cold sweat stands in drops on ev'ry part,
And rage succeeds to tears, revenge to smart.

Dryden.
For him the rich Arabia sweats her gum. Id.

Beans give in the mow
;
and therefore those that

are to be kept are not to be threshed till March, that

they have had a thorough sweat in the mow.
Mortimer's Husbandry.

In cold evenings there will be a moisture or sweat-

ing upon the stool. Mortimer.

Those who labour

The sweaty forge, who edge the crooked scythe,
Bend stubborn steel, and harden gleening armour,

Acknowledge Vulcan's aid. Prior.

Sweat is produced by changing the balance be-

tween the fluids and solids, in which health con-

sists, so as that projectile motion of the fluids over-

come the resistance of the solids. Arbuthnot.

And then, so nice, and so genteel,
Such cleanliness from head to heel,
No humours gross, or frowsy steams,
No noisome whiffs, or sweaty streams. Swift.

SWEAT. See ANATOMY and PERSPIRATION.
The excess of sweat dries and weakens the body,
deprives the humors of their watery parts, and
induces the blood to an inflammatory and atra-

SWE
biliary disposition. A sudden suppression of it

will hurt as well as a suppression of perspira-
tion. In cases of excessive sweating, from hard

labor, many people ruin their health for life, and
sometimes even bring on sudden death, by too

suddenly exposing themselves to cold air, taking
cold drinks, &c. In all cases of excessive per-

spiration, the most speedy and effectual antidote

against all dangerous consequences is a glass of

spirits, and keeping moderately warm till the per-

spiration wear gradually off. All persons exposed

by their daily labor to excessive sweating should

wear flannel next their skin.

When the temperature of the body is much
increased, either by being exposed to a hot at-

mosphere or by violent exercise, the perspired

vapor not only increases in quantity, but even

appears in a liquid form. This is known by the

name of sweat.

Beside water, it cannot be doubted that carbon
is also emitted from the skin

;
but in what

state, the experiments hitherto made do not en-

able us to decide. Mr. Cruickshanks found
that the air if the glass vessel in which his

hand and foot had been confined for an hour con-

tained carbonic acid gas; for a candle burned

dimly in it, and it rendered lime-water turbid.

And Mr. Jurine found that air which had re-

mained for some time in contact with the skin,

consisted almost entirely of carbonic acid gas.
The same conclusion may be drawn from the ex-

periments of Ingenhousz and Milly. Trousset

has lately observed that air was separated copi-

ously from a patient of his while bathing. Be-
side water and carbon, or carbonic acid gas, the

skin emits also a particular odorous substance.

That every animal has a peculiar smell is well

known : the dog can discover his master, and
even trace him to a distance by the scent. A
dog, chained up several hours after his master

had set out on a journey of some hundred miles,
followed his footsteps by the smell. But it is

needless to multiply instances of this fact
; they

are too well known to every one. Now this

smell must be owing to some peculiar matter,
which is constantly emitted ; and this matter

must differ somewhat, either in quantity or some
other property, as we see that the clog easily

distinguishes the individual by means of it. Mr.

Cruickshanks has made it probable that this

matter is an oily substance ; or at least that there

is an oily substance emitted by the skin. He
wore repeatedly, night and day for a month, the

same under waistcoat of fleecy hosiery, during
the hottest part of the summer. At the end of

this time he always found an oily substance ac-

cumulated in considerable masses on the nap of

the inner surface of the waistcoat, in the form of

black tears. When rubbed on paper ft rendered

it transparent, and hardened on it like srease.

It burned with a white flame, and left behind it

a charry residuum.

Berthollet has observed the perspiration acid ;

and he has concluded that the acid which is pre-
sent is the phosphoric ; but this has not been

proved. Fourcroy and Vauquelin have ascer-

tained that the scurf which collects upon the

skins of horses consists chiefly of phosphate of

lime, and urea is even sometimes mixed with it
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According to Thenard, however, who has lately
endeavoured more particularly to ascertain this

point, the acid contained in sweat is the acetous
;

which, he likewise observes, is the only free acid

contained in urine and in milk, this acid existing
in both of them when quite fresh. His account

of his examination of it is as follows : The
sweat is more or less copious in different indivi-

duals ; and its quantity is perceptibly in the in-

verse ratio of that of the urine. All other cir-

cumstances being similar, much more is produced

during digestion than during repose. The maxi-

mum of its production appears to be twenty-six
grains and two-thirds in a minute; the minimum
nine grains troy weight. It is much inferior,

however, to the pulmonary transpiration ; and
there is likewise a great difference between their

nature and manner of formation. The one is a

product of a particular secretion, similar in some
sort to that of the urine; the other, composed of

a great deal of water and carbonic acid, is the

product of a combustion gradually effected by
ihe atmospheric air.

The sweat, in a healthy state, very sensibly
reddens litmus paper or infusion. In certain

diseases, and particularly in putrid fevers, it is

alkaline; yet its taste is always rather saline, and

more similar to that of salt than acid. Though
colorless it stains linen. Its smell is peculiar and

insupportable when it is concentrated, which is

the case in particular during distillation. But

before he speaks of the trials to which he sub-

jected it, arrd of which he had occasion for a

great quantity, he describes the method he adopted
for procuring it, which was similar to that of

Mr. Cruickshanks. Human sweat, according to

M. Thenard, is formed of a great deal of water ;

free acetous acid ; muriate of soda ; an atom of

phosphate of lime, and oxide of iron
; and an in-

appreciable quantity of animal matter, which ap-
proaches much nearer to gelatin than to any
other substance.

SWEATING. See SWEAT.
SWEATING SICKNESS, a disorder which ap-

peared in England about 1481, and was by lo-

reigners called the English sweat. It returned

again in 1485; then in 1506; afterwards in 1517.

It appeared again in 1528 or 1529, at which time

alone it spread itself to the Netherlands and Ger-

many ;
a circumstance which shows the impro-

priety of calling it the English sweat, in Latin

sudor Anglicanus : besides Sennertus takes no-

tice that it spread as far as Denmark, Norway,
and France. It raged again in 1548. And the

last return of it in London was in 1551, when
it was so violent as in one day to take off' 120

of the inhabitants of Westminster. Some wen;

seized abroad, and cut off in the road, others at

home ; some when awake, others when fast

asleep. Some died in a moment, and others in

one, two, three, four, or more hours aft'M they

began to sweat.

SWEDEN.
SWEDEN, a considerable kingdom of North-

ern Europe, extends, including Swedish Lap-

land, from lat. 55 20 to 69 N., or about 1000

miles in extreme length; while its breadth varies

from between 200 to 300 miles. It contains

altogether an area of about 172,000 square miles,

of which Swedish Lapland constitutes one-third.

Its long, is from about 11 20' to 23 20' E.

This country lost in 1809 the valuable province

of Finland ;
for which it was professedly

com-

pensated, in 1814, by the accession of Norway in

exchange for the small province of Swedish

Pomerania. The native geographers divide the

kingdom into the North, Middle, and Southern

Provinces. These are again sub-divided into

districts, denominated laens or stadtholderships ;

but, among the greater part of the inhabitants,

the ancient distinction of provinces is still pre-

served.

The geographical enumeration of the lams is

thus given :

I..TIIS.
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The chief places, or those containing more than

3000 inhabitants, are as follows : Stockholm

65,474; Gottenburg 17,760; Carlscrona 10,553;

Norrkopping 9428 ; Gefleborg 5930 ; Malmoe
4932; Upsal 4897; Falun 4709; Uddewalla

3971; Wisby 3819
; Landskrona 3776; Carls-

ham 3387; Orebro 3242 ; Lund 3224 ; Christian-

stad 3106 ; Calmar 3058. Of the towns eighty-

eight are denominated cities, and four market
towns. They are mostly small, except the few
above enumerated. The inhabitants of these

cities and towns, according to the tables of 1815,
were 248,029, or one-tenth of the whole popu-
lation ; the other nine-tenths were living in 2214

parishes, containing 65,284 farms.

A curious table, exhibiting a complete view
of the population and professions of Sweden,
before the separation of Finland, was drawn up
by Mr. Nicander, and published in the Trans-
actions of the Swedish Academy of Sciences for

1809, of which the following is an abstract:

Number.
Males. Females.

Clergy and teachers of various kinds . .

'

. 13,884

Exercising civil offices and professions . . . 11,097
In the war department ...... 57,788
Various kinds of merchants ..... 6,291

Seamen, including pilots and light-house keepers . 11,313
Peasants 799,322
Officers of gentlemen ...... 35,226
Artists and handicraftsmen ..... 15,705
Persons free from service and proprietors of lands, &c. 34,309

Employed in trades and manufactures . . . 30,765
Artists and tradesmen in towns .... 26,184
Children . 531,678

Beggars and prisoners (females 53,993) - . . 24,394

Laplanders (females 2,968) 2,476
Married women, widows, and female children . - 1,279,024
Unmarried women 442,136

Total

Grand total

1,599,487 1,721,160

3,320,647

The lakes of Sweden are said to occupy an

area of 9200 square miles, or one-eighteenth of

the whole surface of the country. Wenner, the

largest of all, situated in the south-west of the

kingdom, communicates with Gottenburg by the

canal of Trolhaetta, and is likely ere long to com-
municate with Stockholm by the extension of

that canal to the Malar Lake. Other great lakes

are the Wetter and the Hjelmar, both to the

southward of the capital, and at some distance

from it. Of the rivers the Ljusna, the Dal, and
the Clara, rise in the mountains bordering on

Norway, and flow, the first two into the gulf of

Bothnia, the last into the lake of Wenner. From
that lake issues the Gotha, which flows south-

ward in a full stream, but not a long course,
until reaching the Cattegat; while the waters of

the Wetter Lake are conveyed to the Baltic by
the Mottala. The other rivers of Sweden are of

secondary size
;

but on approaching Lapland
we meet with streams of some magnitude, flow-

ing into the gulf of Bothnia, viz. the Angerman,
the Umea, the Skeleftea, the Pitea, the Lulea,
ihe Torneo. In winter, these flowing from frost-

bound mountains, are comparatively inconsider-

able ; but in summer the melting of the snow
often swells them prodigiously, and they over-

flow large tracts of country.
Not more than a twentieth part of Sweden

is capable of cultivation, and of that only about

one-half is cultivated. The soil, according to

Akrel, yields not more than five times the seed

that is sown in good years : in ten years the same
writer states that one of them fails, two are

scanty, rive are moderate, and two are abundant.

The deficiency of corn for the support of the

inhabitants compels them to mix the rind if the

pinus silvestris, and the roots of some bog-plants,
with their flour ;

but the late extensive cultiva-

tion of potatoes has been found to afford mo t

valuable aid to the subsistence of the lower
classes. Hemp, flax, and tobacco, are grown for

domestic use ; and hops are cultivated and ex-

ported. Altogether the vegetable production *

of Sweden are very similar to those of Great

Britain, with the exception of several, such as

broom, furze, and the walnut-tree, which have
not strength to withstand a Swedish winter: hut

throughout all the temperate part of Sweden the

oak, elm, and alder, thrive as in England, while

some trees, such as the spruce and Scotch fir,

succeed better. Apple, pear, and cherry trees grow
but languidly; while berries of many different

kinds are produced spontaneously and luxuri-

antly. Corn and wheat succeed best of course

in the southern provinces ; oats are raised more

generally and in larger quanties ; rye and barley
are the grain most frequently met with. With

respect to the appearance of the oak, Von Buch

remarks,
' The course of the boundary of oaks

in the northern regions is singular. It distinctly
demonstrates the manner in which the climate

deteriorates with the distance from the great
ocean. In Norway the oaks grow vigorously
in the interior of the sea-bays, at Christiansund,
-and at Molde almost as high as 63, and even at

Drontheim they are not altogether extinct. Har-

ness, on the other hand, does not lie higher than

60 40'. On the other side of the Uothnian
Gulf oaks scarcely go beyond Abo ;

in the Fin-
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nish bays they only cover the coasts to Helsing-
fors, and on the south side they cannot penetrate

beyond Norva in Ingria, so that they do not even

reach 60. Georgi relates that the czar Peter I.

ordered oaks to be planted at Petersburgh. They
grew indeed to the thickness of a man, but irre-

gularly, and with a decayed appearance quite
unsuitable to their age and nature. On the road

to Moscow they first appear on the banks of the

river Masta ; and, although the country does not

rise in any considerable degree, their boundaries

in an eastern direction towards Siberia are to be
found in the neighbourhood of Ossa, between
Cassan and Catherinenburg, in lat. 57 30'.'

The breeding of cattle is productive, though
the races are generally small. In the north the

rein-deer is a valuable domestic animal, and
some proprietors have herds of more than 1000

;

goats and pigs are also thinly scattered over the

whole country. The fisheries yield employment
and numerous articles of export ;

but the herrings
are considerably diminished of late years.

The chief production of the soil is timber ;

and the far greater part of the dwellings are

composed wholly of wood; the demand for

wood as fuel is also great ;
and yet the export

of planks, masts, pitch, tar, potashes, and char-

coal, forms the chief foreign trade.

The mines of Sweden have long been worked,
and long stationary as to product. They aver-

age about sixty-four ounces of gold; 12,900

ounces of silver; 24,800 quintals of copper;
431 quintals of lead; 100,000 tons of iron;

22,000 quintals of alum; 35,000 tons of coal;

and 65,000 quintals of saltpetre. The manu-

factures are confined to the few articles required

for the home supply, cloths, cottons, silks, and

hnens, and many smaller articles, being fur-

nished from the different parts of the kingdom,

to an annual amount of about 280,000 sterling.

The foreign commerce of Sweden, favored for

a time by her neutrality, became after 1807 from

her participating in hostilities exposed to great

losses; since 1814 it has had its full share also

of the fluctuations so general throughout Eu-

rope. To these unavoidable evils have been

added impediments originating in arbitrary re-

strictions and prohibitions on the imports. The

result is that these imports take place illegally,

depriving government of the benefit that would

arise from a small duty, disseminating the habit

of smuggling, and finally obliging the consumer

to pay "higher. The export of timber, for in-

stance, was very cramped by the law obliging

foreign vessels to pay five per cent, more of duty

on it than is paid by the Swedish. The mer-

cantile navy of Sweden consists of about 11,000

vessels, aggregating about 180,000 tons, and

navigated by nearly 10,000 seamen. Sweden

has suffered greatly from paper currency. In

1657 the bank of Stockholm was conducted with

regularity; but since the latter part of the

eighteenth century, advances to government have

produced an over issue, and consequently a great

depreciation of its credit. The exclusive pri-

vileges granted to the East India Company, and

some smaller associations, are also sources of

disadvantage.
The chief txports are iron, copper, timber,

and tar. Herrings may be said to have ceased
to form an article of export, the coast being at

present deserted. The imports are corn from
Poland and Russia, wine from France and the
south of Europe ; cotton from America and the
West Indies; tea from China; sugar, coffee,
and other tropical products, from the West In-
dies.

The revenue, is derived from the rent of royal

domains, a portion of the great tythes, duties on

imports and exports, a tax on spirituous liquors,
and one of more questionable policy on mines
forges, and chimneys, along with a poll tax and a

few monopolies. The amount is about l,000,000

sterling, and as it never was greater, the military
force of Sweden has at no time been so perma-
nent or so large as might have been imagined
from its achievements. The troops which cross-

ed the Baltic, along with Gustavus Adolphus,
did not exceed 10,000 men ; and, though they

subsequently received reinforcements, the chief

part of his army were Germans. A progressive
increase took place towards the close of the

eleventh century ; but, even in the exploits of

Charles XII., a large proportion of his followers

were foreigners, supported by foreign resources.

In the reign of Gustavus III. the Swedish army
was larger; and in 1808, the aid of a British

subsidy, 1,200,000 a year, carried it to 50,000

regulars, and a reserve of 30,000. At present
it is on a peace establishment, but on a scale

abundantly large for the means of the country.
There is a national force, or militia, for the levy
and support of which, the whole country is

divided into petty districts, called hemmans,
each of which is bound to furnish a soldier, and

a spot of land for his maintenance. This land

the soldier in time of peace cultivates, being

pledged to attend at exercise only a specified

number of days in each year : when perma-

nently absent, the inhabitants of the district are

bound to cultivate it for him. The officers are

supported in the same manner; the colonel by a

property placed in the centre of his regiment;
the captain by a less extensive lot in the centre

of his company, and so on down to the cor-

poral. When in the field, these troops receive

the same pay as the rest of the army, but at

other times the government supplies only their

clothing.
The Swedes were early ranked among the

vigorous supporters of the Reformation, having

adopted it with great unanimity in the reign of

Gustavus Vasa, and having subsequently made

the most signal exertions for its maintenance in

Germany. The established creed is Lutheran-

ism ; and though particular sects, such as the

Swedenborgians, have arisen, the dissenters are,

on the whole, not numerous. To the Catholics

there prevails a general antipathy, nor would it

have been prudent, before the latter part of tho

eighteenth century, for a Catholic priest to have

shown himself openly. The ecclesiastical esta-

blishment consist* of one archbishop, eleven bi-

shops, seventy archdeacons, and 3230 other cler-

0-ymen.

The university of Upsal, founded in 1477, lias

in general maintained a high character for phy-

sical science. The number of professors :s
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twenty-two : the students necessarily vary; their

greatest number (in 1774) was 1500. During
Ihe late war they decreased greatly. The uni-

versity of Lund, in Schonen in the south, is of

more recent date, and on a smaller scale : the

number of its students at present is about 600.

The gymnesia, or high schools, of which the

number in the kingdom is eleven, are also well

attended of late, having, along with the minor
classical establishments, nearly 2000 pupils. Of

elementary schools, the number in Sweden is

great : the primary or fundamental part of edu-
cation being, as in Scotland, generally diffused.

Government disburses, for the universities and
schools of every description, in the shape of

salaries, allowances to the poorer students, pur-
chase of books, &c., about 60,000 annually.
The Swedish language bears a great resem-

blance to the Danish, and not a little to the

English, being evidently sprung from the same
source as the Saxon or German ; but, being little

known out of the country, the Swedish men of

letters have frequently adopted Latin as the

medium of their publications. The necessity of

seeking for information in other languages has

made the literati in general familiar with Ger-

man, French, English, and Italian. In natural

history, poetry, and general history, the Swedes
have several late writers of great merit.

The scientific and literary societies of Stock-

holm are numerous. An antiquarian society
was founded so far back as 1668 ; a medical

society in 1688 ; and the royal academy of sci-

ences in 1739. In 1753 an academy was found-

ed by the queen for the investigation of sub-

jects connected with the language, the history,
and the poetry of Sweden ; and, being a nume-
rous association, it was subsequently divided into

two sections. The society of sciences at Upsal
dates from 1728. Of printing presses in Swe-
den, the number is only between forty and fifty,

of which one-third are in Stockholm ; of annual

publications, averaging between 300 and 400,

one-fourth, or rather more, are translations. On
the whole, Sweden is receiving considerable im-

provements, such as the new modelling of its

civil code, and the establishment at Stockholm
of a great central school.

In general the Swedes are of fair complexion,
resembling the inhabitants of the north of Ger-

many. In the towns this simplicity is less re-

markable
; but the population of Sweden is, in

a great degree, agricultural, which joined to the

effect of the reformed faith, and the general dif-

fusion of education, has produced a great degree
of honesty among the lower orders. In other

respe< ts they have the virtues and defects of a

people little advanced in civilisation; highly
hospitable on the one hand, they are not, on the

other, exempt from the charge of excess in the

indulgence of personal appetites. The popu-
lation being thinly scattered, and the commu-
nication far less frequent than in the most retired

counties of Wales, ancient usages are kept up,
and very slowly modified. Dalecarlia, in par-
ticular, remote from the capital, is said to be a

province where hereditary customs are handed
down from age to age.

The government of Sweden is a limited mon-

archy, now hereditary in the male line of B r-

nadotte : in case of the failure of males in that

family, a successor is to be nominated by the

king, and approved by the legislature. The
appointed civil list is 320,000 rix dollars banco,
or about 50,000 sterling for the king ; that of
the crown prince one-third. The states are

composed of 1100 nobles, fifty to eighty clergy,
from 100 to 200 burgesses, and 100 peasants,
who vote by classes, not by the head. They
must assemble every fifth year, and more fre-

quently if convened by the king. They make
laws, grant taxes, regulate the coinage and the

press, and superintend the administration of

justice. The laws are contained in a volume of

480 pages, which is looked up to with much
veneration from its antiquity, having been adopt-
ed as early as the year 1442. All new cases of

differences that occur are referred to the prin-

ciples of this fundamental code. There are

courts of revision and of appeal, however, and

lawyers find or make a trade here.

The public expenses may be said to be rigidly

watched, and have recently been considerably
reduced ; at present they stand thus :

Establishment of the royal households 210,000
For the senators and the government 180,000
For the judicial and police branches 50,000
For the military branch .... 370,000
For the marine branch 180,000
For extraordinary expenses, includ-

ing interest on the public debt 150,000

1,140,000

The public income is nearly commensurate
with the expenditure. The public debt, 16th

of April 1819, amounted to 6,371,862 Reichs-

thalern banco, or about 1,387,500 sterling ;

having been reduced 250,000 since the year
1813. It is wholly owing to residents in Swe-
den ; and, on the plan of a sinking fund now in

progress, will be extinguished in fourteen years.
The chief fi.iartcial evil under which the king-
dom suffers is from the vast quantity of paper
money which still circulates, but measures are

in train by which this paper is gradually to be

withdrawn.

The early history of Sweden is no less involved

in fables than that of most other nations. Al-

stedius gives a chronological list of 149 monarchs
of Sweden, from Magog, the son of Japhet, and

grandson of Noah, who, he says, began to reign
in Sweden and Gothland, A. M. 1745, eighty-

eight years after the flood, to queen Christina, in

1633. Others affirm that ancient Scandinavia

was first governed by judges elected for a certain

time by the voice of the people. Among these

temporary princes the country was divided,
until A. M. 2054, when Eric I. was raised to the

supreme power, with the prerogatives of all the

temporary magistrates united in his person for

life. From this very early period, till 1366 of

the Christian era, the histories of Sweden, pre-
sent us with nothing but what is common to all

nations in their early periods, viz. the endless

combats and massacres of barbarians, tending to

no other purpose than the effusion of blood,
and the temporary acquisition of a little ttr-
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ritory. At this time, however, Albert of Meck-
lenburg, having concluded a peace between Swe-
den and Denmark, which had been at violent

war for some time before, was proclaimed king
of Sweden.

Sweden until the appearance of Gustuvus Vami.

The peace above mentioned was of short du-

ration, being broken in 1368; on which Albert

entered into an offensive and defensive league with
the earl of Holstein, the Jutland nobility, the

dukes of Sleswick, Mecklenburg, and the Hanse

Towns, against the kings of Denmark and Nor-

way. Albert proved very successful against Wal-
demar king of Denmark at that time, driving him

entirely out of his dominions ; but he himself

was defeated by the king of Norway, who laid

siege to his capital. Soon after this a new

treaty of peace was concluded, by which Albert

was allowed to enjoy the crown of Sweden in

peace. However, having formed a design of ren-

dering himself absolute, he fell under the dis-

pleasure of his subjects, and Margaret of Norway
was proclaimed queen of Sweden by the mal-

contents. A war immediately ensue-l, in which
Albert was defeated and taken prisoner; but as

the princes of Mecklenburg, the earls of Hol-

stein, and the Hanse Towns, entered into a

league in his favor, the war was so far from being

extinguished by this event, that it raged with

more fury than ever. At length, in 1394, the

contending parties came to an accommodation.
Albert was set at liberty, on condition that he

should in three years surrender to Margaret all

pretensions to the city of Stockholm ;
and the

Hanse Towns engaged to pay 60,000 marks of

silver in case of Albert's breach of faith. Not long
after this, Eric the son of Albert died; and he,

having no other child, did not think it worth his

while to contend for the kingdom of Sweden :

he therefore acquiesced in the pretensions of

Margaret, and passed the remainder of his days
at Mecklenburg. Margaret died in 1412 or 1415.

See DENMARK.

Margaret was succeeded by Eric XIII. of Po-

merania. This prince's reign was cruel and op-

pressive to the last degree. The people were

ruined by taxes; and the Danes, being every
where preferred to the offices of power, com-

mitted the greatest cruelties. The consequence
of this was a revolt ; and Charles Canutson,

grand mareschal of Sweden and governor of Fin-

land, having joined the malcontents, was declared

commander in chief of their army. Eric was

now formally deposed, and commenced pirate :

Canutson was chosen regent : but beginning to

oppress the people, and aspiring openly at the

crown, the Swedes and Danes revolted ;
in con-

sequence of which a revolution took place, and

Christopher duke of Bavaria, nephew to Eric,

was chosen king of Denmark, Sweden, and

Norway, in 1442. On the accession of the new

prince, complaints against Canutson wore brought

from all quarters; but, through the interest of

his friends, he escaped punishment; and in

1448, Christopher having died after a tyrannical

reign of five years, he was raised to the throne

bythe name of Charles VIII. However, the

kingdoms of Denmark and Norway refused to

own allegiance to him ; upon which a war imme-

diately commenced. In 1454 peace was con-

cluded, and Denmark for the present freed from
the Swedish yoke. Neither did Charles VIII.

long enjoy the crown of Sweden: Having
quarrelled with the archbishop of Upsal, the
latter formed such a strong party that the k:ng
could not resist him. Christian I. kinsj of Den-
mark was called to the throne of Sweden ; and,
in 1459, once more united the three kingdoms.
But, having begun to oppress his subjects in an ar-

bitrary manner, he was soon after obliged to retire-

to Denmark in 1463. Katil bishop of Lin-

kioping, who had driven out the king, took upon
himself the office of regent. Next year Christian

returned with a powerful army, but was defeated.

The people then recalled Charles
;
but he, on

his accession, having offended bishop Katil, \\a\

by him defeated, and obliged to renounce his

right to the crown. After this the kinu.dom was

rent into factions, between whom the mo>t cuu 1

civil wars took place, until 1467, when Charles

was again recalled, and enjoyed the kingdom,

though not without opposition, till his death, in

1470.

The confusion in which the Swedish affairs

had been so long involved did not cease on t'.u

death of Charles. Christian again invad-"!

Sweden; but was defeated by Steno Stun,

nephew of the late king. After this the kingdom
remained in peace till 1487, when the Russians

invaded Carelia, committing every where tin:

greatest ravages. These were soon driven oi;t :

but in 1497, a rupture happening between Stun:

and the senate, an offer was made of the Swedish

crown to John king of Denmark, who readily

accepted the offer, and was crowned accordingly :

but no sooner was he seated on the throne thai:

he became odious to the Swedes, from his par-

tiality to the Danes. In a short time he set out

for Denmark, leaving his queen with a strong

garrison in the citadel of Stockholm. lie was no

sooner gone than the capital was inve>te 1
;
an !,

though the queen made a noble defence, she was

obliged to capitulate,
on condition of being al-

lowed to pass into Denmark. All the garrison

were made prisoners of war, and the queen wrr.

confined in a monastery till 1498. The Swedish

affairs continued to be involved in the same

dreadful confusion until 1520, when a great re-

volution was effected by Gustavus Vasa, the son

of Eric Vasa, a nobleman of the first rank, who

restored the kingdom to its liberty, and laid tin-

foundation of its future grandeur.
The occasion

of this great revolution was as follows: In 15

Christian II. king of Denmark invaded Sweden,

with a design to subdue the whole country ; but

being defeated with great loss by young Sh-no

Sture, then regent, he set sail for Denmark,

meeting with contrary winds, he made s

descents on the Swedish coast, which he ravaged

with all the fury of an incensed barbarian,

inhabitants, however, bravely defended

selves, and Christian was reduced to the .

distress: one-half of his forces hav.ufi perished

with hunsjer, and the other being in the most im-

minent danger by the approach
of a n-.r

winter. He then thought of a stratagem, wlm-h

almost proved fatal to the recent; for havi

vited him to a coufc/rcnre. at which he dcs
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either to assassinate or take him prisoner, Sture

was about to comply, had not the senate, who

suspected the plot, interposed and prevented
him. Christian then offered to go in person to

Stockholm to confer with Sture, upon condition

that six hostages should be sent in his room.
This was accordingly done ; but, the wind hap-
pening then to prove favorable, he set sail for

Denmark with the hostages. Next year he re-

turned ; and, having drawn Sture into an ambush,
the regent received a wound of which he died

soon after. The kingdom being thus left without

a head, matters soon came to the most desperate
crisis. The army disbanded itself; and the

senate, instead of taking proper measures to op-
pose the enemy, spent their time in idle debates.

Christian, in the mean time, advanced into the

heart of the kingdom, destroying every thing with

fire and sword; but, on his arrival at Stragnez,
he granted a suspension of arms, to give the

people time to deliberate on their situation, and
to reflect that they might easily get rid of their

troubles by electing him king. This they ac-

cordingly did ; and Christian proved one of the

most bloody tyrants that ever sat on the throne

of any kingdom. Immediately after his coro-

nation, he gave grand entertainments for three

days ; during which time he projected the diabo-

lical design of extirpating at once all the

Swedish nobility, and actually executed above

sixty people of the first rank. Innumerable other

cruelties were committed. At last he departed
for Denmark, ordering gibbets to be erected, and

causing the peasants to be hanged on them for

the slightest offences, as he passed along ; and
at Jencoping he caused two boys to be whipped
to death.

Sweden under, and to the death of, Gustavus I.

This monstrous cruelty, instead of securing
him on the throne, exasperated the whole nation

against him. Gustavus Vasa was among the

hostages whom Christian had perfidiously carried

to Denmark in 1519. Large promises had been
made to reconcile him to Christian, and threats

had been used for the same purpose, but all in

vain. Banner, a Danish nobleman, prevailed on
the king to put him into his hands, to try whether
he could prevail upon him to change his senti-

ments. The king, however, told Banner, that he
must pay 6000 crowns in case the prisoner should
make his escape. Banner generously assented ;

and, having brought the noble prisoner to his for-

tress of Calo in Jutland, soon allowed him all the

liberty he could desire, and otherwise heaped
favors upon him. All this, however, could not

extinguish his remembrance of the cruelties of

Christian, and the desire he had of being service-

able to his country, fie therefore determined to

make his escape. With much difficulty, and
under various disguises, he effected his escape,
which Banner was no sooner acquainted with

than he set out after him, and found him at

Lubec. He reproached him as ungrateful and
treacherous

; but he was soon appeased by the

arguments urged by Gustavus, and by the pro-
mise he made of indemnifying him for the loss of

his ransom. Upon this Banner returned, giving
out that he could not find his prisoner. Chris-

tian, enraged at his escape, ordered Otho his

general to do his utmost to arrest him. Gustavus

applied to the regency for a ship to convey him
to Sweden, but the captain steered a different

course, and put him on shore near Calmar ; a

city hitherto garrisoned by the troops of Chris-

tina, widow of the regent. When Gustarus

arrived, he made himself known to the governor
and the principal officers of the garrison, who
were mostly Germans, and his fellow soldiers in

the late administrator's army. He flattered him-
self that his birth, his merit, and his connexions,
would immediately procure him the command.
But they, seeing him without troops and without

attendants, threatened to kill or betray him if he
did not instantly quit the city. Thus disap-

pointed, Gustavus departed with great expe-
dition ; and, his arrival being known, he was

again forced to have recourse to disguise to con-
ceal himself from the Danish emissaries who were
in search of him. In a waggon, loaded with hay,
he passed through every quarter of the Danish

army, and at last repaired to an old family castle

in Sudermania. Hence he wrote to his friends,

notifying his return to Sweden, and beseeching
them to assemble all their forces to break through
the enemy's army into Stockholm, at that time

besieged ; but they, too, refused to embark in so

hazardous and desperate an attempt. He next

applied to the peasants ; but they also refused to

engage. At length, after several vain attempts
to throw himself into Stockholm, and disap-

pointed in all his hopes, he determined to apply
to the Dalecarlians. Attended by a peasant, to

whom he was known, he travelled in disguise

through Sudermania, Nericia, and Westermania,
and, after a laborious and painful journey, ar-

rived in the mountains of Dalecarlia. Scarcely
had he finished his journey, when he found him-
self deserted by his companion and guide, who
carried off with him all the money he had pro-
vided for his subsistence. Thus forlorn, desti-

tute, half starved, he entered among the miners,
and wrought like a slave under ground ; here he

continued until he was discovered accidentally

by a gentleman, his acquaintance, in the neigh-

bourhood, who offered him an asylum in his

house. This he joyfully accepted ; but, finding it

impossible to make him take arms in his behalf,

he fled to the house of one Peterson with whom
he had formerly served. This last proved a

traitor to his friend, and Gustavus would have

been delivered to the Danes had he not received

timely warning from the wife of his host. By
her advice he took refuge with a clergyman, who
shut him up in an apartment adjoining to the

church, and counselled him to apply at once to

the peasants at an approaching annual festival.

They listened to him with enthusiasm, and he

instantly led them against the governor's castle ;

which he took by assault, and put the garrison
to the sword. This inconsiderable enterprise was

attended with the most happy consequences.
Great numbers of the peasants flocked to his

standard ; some of the gentry openly espoused
his cause, and others supplied him with money.
Christian was soon acquainted with what had

passed ; but, despising such an inconsiderable

enemy, he sent only a slender detachment, nnd(j r

the command of one Soren Norby, to assist, his
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adherents in Dalecarlia. Gustavus advanced
with about 5000 men, and defeated a body of
Danes commanded by one Meleen ; but he was
strenuously opposed by the archbishop of Upsal,who raised numerous forces for king Christian.
The fortune of Gustavus, however, still pre-
vailed, and the archbishop was defeated with great
loss.

Gustavus then laid siege to Stockholm; but,
his force being too inconsiderable for such an
undertaking, he was forced to abandon it with
loss. This check did not prove in any con-
siderable degree detrimental to the affairs of

Gustavus; the peasants from all parts of the

kingdom flocked to his camp, and he was joined
by a reinforcement from Lubec. Christian, un-
able to suppress the revolt, wreaked his ven-

geance on the mother and sisters of Gustavus,
whom he put to death with the most excruciating
torments. Several other Swedish ladies he
caused to be thrown into the sea, after having
imposed on them the inhuman task of making
the sacks in which they were to be enclosed.
His barbarities served only to make his enemies
more resolute. Gustavus, having assembled the

states at Wadstena, was unanimously chosen

regent, the diet taking an oath of fidelity to him,
and promising to assist him to the utmost. Hav-

ing thus obtained the sanction of legal authority,
he pursued his advantages against the Danes. A
body of troops appointed to throw succors into

Stockholm were totally cut in pieces ; and the

regent, sending some troops into Finland, struck

the Danes there with such terror that the arch-

bishop of Upsal, together with Slaborg and Bal-

denacker the Danish governors, fled to Denmark.
He then sent express orders to all his governors
and officers in Finland and Sweden to massacre
the Swedish gentry without distinction. The
Swedes made reprisals by massacring all the

Danes they could find ; so that the whole country
was filled with bloodshed and slaughter. In the

mean time Gustavus had laid siege to the towns
of Calmar, Abo, and Stockholm ; but Norby
obliged him to raise all of them with loss. Gus-

tavus, in revenge, laid siege to the capital a third

time, and petitioned the regency of Lubec for

a squadron of ships, and other succors, for car-

rying on the siege. This was complied with, but

on very hard conditions, viz. that Gustavus

should oblige himself, in the name of the states,

to pay 60,000 merks of silver as the expense of

the armament; that, until the kingdom should

be in a condition to pay that sum, the Lubec
merchants trading to Sweden should be exempted
from all duties on imports or exports; that all

tther nations should be prohibited from trading
with Sweden, and that such traffic should be

deemed illicit ; that Gustavus should neither

conclude a peace, nor even agree to a truce with

Denmark, without the concurrence of the regency
of Lubec ; and that, in case the republic should

be attacked by Christian, he should enter Den-
mark at the head of 20,000 men. Upon these

hard terms did Gustavus obtain assistance from

the regency of Lubec ; nor did his dear bought
allies prove very faithful. They did not indeed

go over to the enemy ;
but in a sea-fight, wiiere

the Danes were entirely in the power of their
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enemies, they suffered them to escape, when their
whole force might have been entirely destroyed.
This treachery had well nigh ruined the affair* of
Gustavus; for Norby was now making prepara-
tions

effectually to relieve Stockholm
; in which

he probably would have succeeded : but, at this
critical period, news arrived that the Danes hail

unanimously revolted, and driven Christian from
the throne ; and that the king had retired into

Germany, in hopes of being restored by the arms
of his brother-in-law, the emperor. On hearing
this news, Norby retired with his whole fleet to
the island of Gothland, leaving but a slender

garrison in Calrnar. Gustavus did not fail to

improve this opportunity to his own advantage,
and quickly made himself master of Calmar.
Meantime Stockholm continued closely invested ;

but Gustavus protracted the siege until he should

get himself elected king. Having for this pur-
pose called a general diet, the first step was to

fill up the vacancy in the senate occasioned liv

the massacres of Christian. Gustavus had the

address to get such nominated as were in his in-

terest ; and of consequence the assembly was no
sooner met than a speech was made containing
the highest encomiums on Gustavus, setting forth

in the strongest light the many eminent services

lie had done for his country, and concluding th.it

the states would show themselves equally un-

grateful and blind to their own interest if they
did not immediately elect him king. This pro-

posal was acceded to by such tumultuous accla-

mations that it was impossible to collect the

votes; so that Gustavus himself acknowledged
that their affection exceeded his merit, and was
more agieeable to him than the effects of their

gratitude.
Gustavus on his election was urged to have the

ceremony of his coronation immediately per-

formed; but the king, having some designs on

the clergy, did not think proper to comply with

their request, as he would have been obliged to

take an oath to preserve them in their rights am!

privileges. Indeed he had not been long seated

on the throne before he incurred the displeasure
of that body; for, having large arrears due to the

army, with other incumbrances, Gustavus found

it necessary to raise large contributions on the

clergy. On this he was accused of avarice and

heresy before the pope's nuncio. Gustavus de-

fended himself against these accusations; and

soon after showed a great partiality for the doc-

trines of Luther, which by this time had been

preached and received by many people in Sweden.

This embroiled him more than ever with the

clergy ;
and it soon appeared that either Gustavus

must resign his throne, or the clergy some part of

the power they had assumed.
^

Matters were

driven to extremities by the king's allowing the

Scriptures to be translated into the Swedish lan-

guage. In 1526 the king, finding them entering

into a combination against the reformists, went

to Upsal, and publicly
declared his resolution of

reducing the number of oppressive and idle

monks and priests, who, under the pretence of

religion, fattened on the spoils of the industrious

people. At last, taking advantage of the war

between the pope and Charles V. of Spain, he

declared himself to be of the reformed religion.
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and established it throughout his dominions;
and at the same time, to humble the arrogance of

the ecclesiastics, he gave the senators the prece-

dency of them, and in many other respects de-

graded them from the dignities they formerly

enjoyed. Foi some time the states hesitated at

supporting the king in his work of reformation ;

insomuch that at last he threatened to resign the

kingdom, which he said was doomed to per-

petual slavery either to its temporal or spiritual

tyrants. On this the states came into his mea-

sures, and retrenched the privileges of the eccle-

siastics in the manner he proposed. Several

disturbances however ensued. An impostor,
who pretended to be of the family of Sture, the

former regent, having claimed the throne, the

Dalecarlians revolted in his favor ; but, on the

approach of a powerful army sent by Gustavus,

they submitted. Soon after Lutheran professors
were established in every diocese ; upon which a

new rebellion ensued. At the head of this was
Tli u re Johanson, who had married the king's

sister. Several of the nobility joined him ; and

the king of Denmark acceded to their cause,

thinking, by means of these disturbances, to re-

unite the three kingdoms of Sweden, Denmark,
and Norway, as formerly. But Gustavus pre-

vailed, and the rebels were obliged to take refuge
in Denmark. A fresh accident, however, had

like to have embroiled matters worse than before.

The subsidy granted to the regency of Lubec was
still due; and for the payment of it the states

granted to the king all the useless bells of the

churches and monasteries. The people were

shocked at the sacrilege; and the Dalecarlians

again betook themselves to arms. Intimidated,

however, by the courage and vigorous conduct of

the king, they again submitted, and were taken

into favor. But tranquillity was not yet restored.

Christian, having established a powerful interest

in Norway, once more made an attempt to re-

cover his kingdoms, and was joined by the Da-
lecarlians ; but, being defeated by the Swedish

forces, he -was forced to return to Norway, where,

being obliged to capitulate with the Danish

generals, he was kept prisoner all his life. In

1542 Gustavus, having happily extricated himself

out of all his troubles, prevailed on the states to

make the crown hereditary in his family ; after

which he applied himself to the encouragement
of learning and commerce. A treaty was set on

foot for a marriage between his eldest son Eric

and Elizabeth queen of England. The prince's

brother, duke John, went over to England, and

resided for some time at the court of London
with great splendor. He returned full of expec-
tations of success ; but, bringing with him no
sort of proofs in writing, his father soon per-
ceived that he had been the dupe of Elizabeth's

superior policy. However, at last he allowed

prince Eric to go in person to England ; but,
before he could embark, the death of Gustavus,
in 1569, made him lay aside all thoughts of the

voyage and marriage.

Sweden, until the death of Gvttanu Adolphus.
Gustavus Vasa was succeeded by his son Eric

XIV. The new king was a man possessed of

all the exterior ornaments which give an air of

dignity to the person; but he had neither the

prudence nor the penetration of his father. lie

created the first nobility that were ever known in

Sweden ; which he had no sooner done than he

quarrelled with them, by passing some acts

which they thought derogatory to their honor
and dignity. The whole course of his reign
was disturbed by wars with Denmark, and dis-

putes with his own subjects. In the former he
was unfortunate, and towards the latter he be-
haved with the greatest cruelty. At last, by the

torments of his own conscience, it is said, he ran
mad. He afterwards recovered his senses, but
was dethroned by his brothers ; of whom duke
John, who had been hitherto kept prisoner by
Eric, succeeded him in the kingdom.

This revolution took place in 1568, but with
no great advantage to Sweden. Disputes about

religion between the king and his brother, and
wars with Muscovy, threw matters into the ut-

most confusion. At last prince Sigismund, the

king's son, was chosen king of Poland, which

proved the source of much trouble to the king-
dom. See POLAND. In 1590 king John died

;

and, as Sigismund was at a distance, every thing
fell into the utmost confusion

; the treasury was

plundered, and the wardrobe quite spoiled, be-
fore even duke Charles could come to Stockholm
to take the administration into his hands, until

king Sigismund should return. This, however,
was far from being the greatest disaster which
befel the nation at this time. It was known that

the king had embraced the popish religion, and
it was with good reason suspected that he would

attempt to restore it upon his arrival in Sweden.

Sigismund also was obliged, on leaving Poland,
to promise that he would stay no longer in

Sweden than was necessary to regulate his affairs.

These circumstances served to alienate the minds
of the Swedes from their sovereign, even before

they saw him ;
and the universal dissatisfaction

was increased, by seeing him attended, on his

arrival in Sweden in 1593, by Malaspina the

pope's nuncio, to whom he made a present of

30,000 ducats to defray the expenses of his

journey to Sweden. What the people had fore-

seen was too well verified ; the king refused to

confirm the Protestants in their religious privi-

leges, and showed such partiality on all occa-

sions to the Papists that a party was formed

against him; at the head of which was duke
Charles his uncle. Remonstrances, accompa-
nied with threats, took place on both sides ; and,
at an interview between the king and Charles,
the dispute would have ended in blows, had they
not been parted by some of the nobility. This,

however, made such an impression upon Sigis-
mund that he was apparently reconciled to his

brother, and promised to comply with the incli-

nations of the people in every respect, though
without any inclination to perform what he pro-
mised. The agreement indeed was scarcely

made, before Sigismund conceived the horrid

design of murdering his uncle at the Italiai/

comedy, acted the night after his coronation.

The duke, however, having notice of the plot,
avoided it. This enraged the king so mucn
that he resolved to accomplish his design by
force ; and therefore commanded a Polish army
to march towards the frontiers of Sweden, where
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they committed all the ra\a
;;es that could be

expected fram an enraged and cruel enemy.
Complaints were made by the Protestant clergy
to the senate ; but no other reply was made
them than that they should abstain from these

bitter invectives and reproaches, which had pro-
voked the Catholics, until the king's departure;
at which time they would be more at liberty.
In 1595 Sigismund set sail for Dantzic, leaving
the administration in the hands of duke Charles.

The consequence of this was that, the dissen-

sions which had already taken place being con-

tinually increased by the obstinacy of the king,
duke Charles assumed the sovereign power; and
in 1604 Sigismund was formally deposed, and
his uncle Charles IX. raised to the throne, lie

proved a wise and brave prince, restoring the

tranquillity of the kingdom, and carrying on a

war with vigor against Poland and Denmark.
He died in 1611, leaving the kingdom to his

son, the celebrated Gustavus Adolphus.

Though Charles IX. by his wise and vigorous
conduct had in a great measure retrieved the

affairs of Sweden, they were still in a very dis-

agreeable situation. The finances of the king-
dom were entirely drained by a series of wars

and revolutions ; powerful armies were prepar-

ing in Denmark, Poland, and Russia; while the

Swedish troops were not only inferior in number
to their enemies, but the government was desti-

tute of resources for their payment. Though
the Swedish law required that the prince should

have attained his eighteenth year before he was
of age, yet such striking marks of the great

qualities of Gustavus appeared, that he was

allowed by the states to take upon him the ad-

ministration even before this early period. His

first act was to resume all the crown grants, that

he might be the better able to carry on the wars

in which he was unavoidably engaged ; and to

fill all places, both civil and military, with per-
sons of merit. At the head of domestic and

foreign affairs was placed chancellor Oxenstiern,
a person every way equal to the important trust,

and the choosing of whom impressed mankind

with the highest opinion of the young monarch's

penetration and capacity. Soon after his acces-

sion, Gustavus received an embassy from James

I. of Britain, exhorting him to make peace with

his neighbours. This was seconded by another

from Holland. But, as the king perceived that

the Danish monarch intended to take every op-

portunity of crushing him, he resolved to act

with such vigor as might convince him that he

was nofeasily to be overcome. Accordingly he

broke into Denmark with three different armies

at once
;
and though the enemy's superiority at

sea gave them great advantages, and the number

of the king's enemies distracted his attention, he

carried on the war with such spirit
that in 1613

a peace was concluded upon good terms. This

wa> being finished, the king applied himself to

civil polity, and made some reformations in the

laws of Sweden. In 1615 hostilities were com-

menced against Russia, on account of the refusal

of that court to restore some money which had

been formerly lent them. The king entered

Ingria, took Kexholm by storm, and was laying

siege to Plescow, when, by the mediation of

James I., peace was concluded, on condition of
the Russians repaying the money, and yielding
to Sweden some part of iheir territory. In this
and the former war, notwithstanding the short-
ness of their duration, Gustavus learned tin-

rudiments of the military art for which he soon
became so famous. In one campaign he not

only learned, but improved, all the military
maxims of La Gardie, a celebrated general,

brought the Swedish army in general to a more

steady and 'regular discipline than formerly had
been exercised, and formed and seasoned an
invincible body of Finlanders, who had after-

wards a very considerable share in the victories

of the Swedes. Peace was no sooner conclude;!
with Russia than Gustavus was crowned \\u!i

great solemnity at Upsal. Soon after this, Gus-
tavus ordered his general La Gardie to acquaint
the Polish commander, Codekowitz, that as tin-.

truce between the two kingdoms, which had
been concluded for two years, was now expired,
he desired to be certainly informed whether 1 .<

was to expect peace or war from his master. In

the mean time, having borrowed money of tin

Dutch for the redemption of a town from Don-

mark, he had an interview on the frontiers with

Christian IV. At this interview the two mo-
narchs conceived 'ttie utmost esteem and friend-

ship for each other; and Gustavus obtained a

promise that Christian would riot assist Sigis-

mund in any designs he might have against
Sweden. In the mean time, receiving no satis-

factory answer from Poland, Gustavus began to

prepare for war. Sigismund entered into a

negociation, and made some pretended conces-

sions, with a view to seize Gustavus by treachery ;

but, the latter having intimation of his design,

the whole negociation was changed into re-

proaches and threats on the part of Gustavus.

Immediately after this Gustavus made a tour in

disguise through Germany, and married Kle-

onora, the daughter of the elector of Branden-

burgh. He then resolved to enter heartily into

a war with Poland, and with this view set sail

for Riga, with a great fleet, which carried

20,000 men. The place was well fortified, an .1

defended by a body of veterans enthusiastically

attached to Sigismund ;
but it was carried after

a siege of six weeks, acompanied by much des-

perate fijhting.

After "the reduction of Riga, the Swedish

monarch entered Courland, where he reduced

Mittau ;
but ceded it again on the conclusion of

a truce for one year. Sigismund, ho\ve\er, n<>

sooner had time to recover himself than he

began to form new enterprises against the Swedes

in Prussia; but Gustavus setting sail with Ins

whole fleet for Dantzic, where the king of Poland

then resided, so broke his measures that lie \v

obliged to prolong the truce for another year.

Sigismund, however, was not yet apprrsed
<

the danger he was in, and refused to listen to

any terms of accommodation; upon which G

tavus, entering Livonia, defeated the I oh*

general, and took Dorpt, Hockenhiuisen, a

several other places of les* importance;

which, entering Lithuania, he took

Birsen. Notwithstanding tins succors, t.u-t:

vus proposed peace on the san.e equitible
terms
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as before ;

but Sigismund was still infatuated

with the hopes that, by means of the emperor of

Germany, he should be able to conquer Sweden.

Gustavus, finding him inflexible, resolved to

push his good fortune. His generals, Horn and

Thurn, defeated the Poles in Semigallia. Gus-
tavus himself with 150 ships set sail for Prussia,

where he landed at Pulaw. This place was im-

mediately delivered up to him ; as were also

Brannsberg, Frauenherg, Elbing, Marienburg,

Mew, Dirschau, Stum. Christburg, &c. Sigis-

mund, alarmed at the great successes of Gusta-

vus, sent a body of forces to oppose him, and

to prevent Dantzic from falling into his hands.

In this he was attended with as bad success as

before. His troops were defeated before Marien-

burg, Mew, and Dirschau; and in May, 1627,
Gustavus arrived with fresh forces before Dant-

zic, which he would probably have carried had

he not been wounded in the belly by a cannon
shot. The Poles in the mean time recovered

Mew; and the States of Holland sent ambassa-
dors to mediate a peace between the two crowns.

Sigismund, however, depending upon the assist-

nnce of the emperor of Germany and king of

Spain, determined to hearken to no terms, and re-

solved to make a winter campaign ;
but Gustavus

was so well intrenched, and fll his forts were so

strongly garrisoned, that the utmost efforts of

the Poles were to no purpose. Dantzic in the

mean time made such a desperate resistance as

ureatly irritated Gustavus. In a sea engagement
the Swedish fleet defeated that of the enemy ;

;ifter which Gustavas, having blocked up the

harbour with his fleet, pushed his advances on
the land side with incredible vigor. He made a

surprising march over a morass fifteen miles

broad, assisted by bridges of a peculiar con-

struction, over which he carried a species of

light cannon invented by himself. By this un-

expected manoeuvre he got the command of the

city in such a manner that the garrison were on
the point of surrendering, when, by a sudden
swell of the Vistula, the Swedish works were

ruined, and the king was obliged to raise the

siege. In other respects, however, the affairs of

Gustavus went on with their usual good fortune.

His general, Wrangel, defeated the Pcles before

Brodnitz; and at Stum the king gained another

and more considerable victory in person. In

addition to these misfortunes of the Poles, a

famine and plague raged in their camp, so that

they were at last obliged to consent to a truce

for six years, to June 1635. Gustavus restored

some places, but kept the port and citadel of

Memel, the harbour of Pillau. the town of El-

bine:, Bransbergh, and all that he had conquered
in Livonia.

Gustavus having thus brought the war with

Poland to an honorable conclusion, began to

think of resenting the conduct of the emperor in

assisting his enemies and oppressing the Protes-

tant states. Before embarking in such an im-

portant undertaking it was necessary that he
should consult the diet. In this the propriety of

engaging in a war with Germany was warmly
debated ; but, after much altercation, Gustavus,
in a very noble speech, determined the matter; and
set forth in such strong terms the virtuous motives

by which he was actuated that the whole assem-

bly wept, and every thing was granted which he
could require. It was not difficult for Gustavus
to begin his expedition. His troops amounted
to 60,000 men, hardened by a succession of se-
vere campaigns in Russia, Finland, Livonia, and
Prussia. His fleet exceeded seventy sail, carry-
ing from twenty to forty guns, and manned with
6000 mariners. Embarking his troops, he landed
at Usedom on the 24th of June 1730, the Impe-
rialists having evacuated all the fortresses they
possessed there ; and the isle of Rugen had been
before reduced by general Lesly, in order to se-

cure a retreat if fortune should prove unfavorable.

Passing the frith Gustavus stormed Wolgast and
another strong fortress in the neighbourhood,
leaving general Bannier with a garrison for the
defence of these conquests. He then proceeded
to Stettin

; which was no sooner invested than it

consented to receive a Swedish garrison, and the

king persuaded the duke of Pomerania to enter

into an alliance with him. In consequence of

this the Swedish troops were received into seve-
ral towns of Pomerania ; and the most bitter en-

mity took place between the Imperialists and

Pomeranians, each refusing the other quarter.
These successes of Gustavus struck the empire
with consternation ; for, being already over-

whelmed with civil dissensions, they were in no
condition to resist so impetuous an enemy. At
this time also the Imperialists were without a

general ; but at last count Tilly was fixed upon,
and invested with the dignity of Field Marischal.
In the mean time the king, being reinforced by a
considerable body of troops in Finland and Livo-
nia under Gustavus Horn, defeated the Imperial-
ists before Griffenhagen, taking the place soon
after by assault. By this and some other con-

quests he opened a passage into Lusatia and Si-

lesia
; but, in the mean time, count Tilly cut off

2000 Swedes at New Brandenburg, owing to

the obstinacy of their.commander Kniphausen 5

who had orders to evacuate the place and join
the main army. This advantage, however, was
soon overbalanced by the conquest of Frankfori.

on the Oder, which Gustavus took by assault,

making the whole garrison prisoners. Thus he

commanded the rivers Elbe and Oder on both

sides, and had a fair passage not only to these

countries, but also to Saxony and the dominions
of the house of Austria. Soon after this Gustavus
laid siege to Landsberg, which he took by assault;

though the number of soldiers he had with him
was so inconsiderable that he had thoughts of

sending to the main army for a reinforcemem
before the prisoners should march out, being ap-

prehensive that they might give him battle in the

open field, though they could not defend them-

selves Behind walls. About this time the Pro-

testant princes held a diet at Leipsic; to which
Gustavus sent dep.uies, and conducted his ne-

gociations with such address as tended greatly to

promote his interests. Immediately after this he

reduced Gripswald, and with it all Pomerania.

Then, marching to Custrow, he restored the dukes
of Mecklenburg to their dominions. Here the

Imperialists had tyrannised in such a manner
that Gustavus was received as the deliver^ af

the people,- and the ceremony of the duke's inau-
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guration was performed with great solemnity.
All this time count Tilly was employed in the

siege of Magdeburg ;
but now, being alarmed at

the repeated successes of the Swedes, he left

Pappenheim with part of the army before that

city, while he marched with the rest into Thurin-

gia, to attack the landgrave of Hesse-Cassel and
the elector of Saxony. After a most obstinate

defence Magdeburg fell into the hands of Pap-
penheim, where he committed all imaginable
cruelties. Gustavus formed a plan of recovering
the city; but, relinquishing it, he ordered Ban-

nier to attack Havelsburg; which was done with

such resolution that the place was forced in a

few hours, and all the garrison made prisoners.
Werben was next obliged to submit after an ob-

stinate conflict, in which many fell on both sides.

These successes obliged count Tilly to attempt in

person to check the progress of the Swedes. He
detached the vanguard of his army, composed of

the flower of the imperial cavalry, within a few

miles of the Swedish <>amp. An action ensued,
in which Bernstein tvj imperial general was de-

feated and killev., with 1500 of his men. Gus-

tavus, after this advantage, placed himself in a

situation so much superior to his enemies that

count Tilly was fired with indignation, and
marched up to the Swedish lines to pive him
battle. Gustavus kept within his works, and

Tilly attacked his camp, though almost impreg-

nably fortified, keeping up a most terrible fire

from a battery of thirty-two pieces of cannon
;

which, however, produced no other effect than

obliging the Swedish monarch to draw up his

army behind the walls of Werben. Tilly had

placed his chief hopes in being able to nail up
the enemy's cannon, or set fire to their camp in

divers quarters; after which he proposed making
his grand attack. With this view he bribed

some prisoners ; but they betrayed him and told

his design to Gustavus. The king ordered fires

to be lighted in different parts of his camp, and

his soldiers to imitate the noise of a tumultuous

disorderly rabble. This had the desired effect.

The count led his army to the breach made by
the cannon; where he was received with such a

volley of grape-shot as cut off the first line, and

put the whole body in disorder, so that they
could never be brought back to the charge. In

this confusion the imperial army was attacked by

Bauditzen, and, after an obstinate conflict,

obliged to quit the field.

Soon after this action the queen arrived at the

camp with a reinforcement of 8000 men ; at the

same time a treaty was concluded with Charles

I. of England, by which that monarch allowed

the marquis of Hamilton to raise 6000 men for

the service of Gustavus. These auxiliaries were

to be conducted to the main army by a body of

4000 Swedes; and were in every thing to obey
the king-while he was personally present,

hut in

his absence were to be subject to the orders of

ihe marquis. With these troops the king had re-

solved to make a diversion in Bremen : but the

marquis, finding it impossible for him to effect a

junction with the Swedish army, resolved, with-

out debarking his troops, to steer his course for

die Oder, and land at Usedom. Gustavus was

very much displeased at finding his project
thus
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disconcerted ; however, making the best of the

existing circumstances, he commanded the Bri-
tish troops to act on the Oder inslead of the
Weser. The number of this little army was

magnified exceedingly by report, insomuch that

count Tilly had some thoughts of marching
against them with his whole force; but, on the

departure of the marquis for Silesia, he reinforced
the army in that country with alarge detachment,
which was thought to contribute not a little to

the defeat he soon aAer received. Ever since the

late action, Gustatus had kept within his en-

trenchments, where his army was well provided
with every thing. Tilly made several attempt,
to surprise or draw him to an engagement ; but,

finding all his endeavours fruitless, he marches
into Saxony and laid siege to Leipsic. This pre-

cipitate measure proved highly advantageous to

the Swedish monarch ;
as thus the elector, who

had been wavering in his resolution*, was now

obliged to have recourse to the Swedes, to pre-
serve himself from utter destruction. A treaty
offensive and defensive was immediately con-

cluded with Gustavus: and the elector willingly

promised every thing that was required of him
;

and, among the rest, that not only the prince his

son, but he himself should reside in the Swedish

camp and engage his life and fortune in the

common cause. Tilly, in the meantime, carried

fire and sword into the unhappy electorate. At
the head of an army of 44,000 veterans, he sum-

moned Leipsic to surrender ; denouncing the

same vengeance against it as had been executed

on Maadeburg, in case of a refusal. By this the

governor was so much intimidated that he in-

stantly submitted ; and also surrendered the

castle of Passenberg, which was in a condi-

tion to have stood out till the arrival of the

Swedish army. The elector, enraged at the

loss of these valuable places, ordered his army
to join the Swedes with all expedition, and

pressed the king so warmly to engage that at last

he yielded to his desire. On the 7th of Septem-

ber, 1631, Gustavus gained the celebrated battle

of Leipsic, in which 7000 Imperialists lay dead

on the field of battle ;
4000 were taken prisoners ;

a fine train of artillery was lost, and upwards of

100 standards, ensigns, and other military tro-

phies. On this occasion the Scottish regiment

in the Swedish service first practised the method

of firing in platoons ; to which some ascribe the

astonishment and confusion that appeared in the

Imperial army.
Gustavus next penetrated

into Francom*,

where he reduced the fort of Workburg and

other places. Tilly having collected his scattered

troops, which formed an army still superior to

that of Gustavus, marched to the relief of this

place; but came too late. He then directed his

march towards Rottenberg, where four regiments

were cut in pieces by a Swedish detachment.

After this the king reduced Hanau, rrankfort on

the Maine, ;.nd Mentz; destroying a body o

Spaniards, who had thrown themselves in the

way to obstruct his passage.
The court of \ ienn

was now thrown into the utmost confusion ;
and

sent every where begging assistance, and solid

ing the Catholic princes
to arm in defence of their

religion. The emperor was most embarrass
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finding out a general capable of opposing Gusta-

vus in the field ; for the late misfortunes of count

Tilly had entirely sunk his reputation. Wal-

lestein, an old experienced officer, was made
choice of; but, as he had formerly been disgraced,
it was apprehended that he would not accept of

the command ; yet he not only accepted, but, at

his own expense, augmented the army to 40,000
men. During the whole winter the Swedish

army kept the field
;
and before the approach of

summer had reduced Crantznach, Bobenhausen,

Kirchberg, Magdeburg, Gozlar, Northeim, Got-

tingen, and Dunderstadt ; while the landgrave
William made great progress in Westphalia.
Gustavus Horn was repulsed before Bamberg ;

but soon had his revenge, by entirely destroying
two regiments of Imperialists. The king row
resolved to give battle to Tilly, who was

marching into Bavaria to prevent the Swedes
from gaining a footing in that electorate. He
pursued the imperial general through a vast tract

of country, defeated his rear-guard, and, having
reduced many towns and fortresses on the Da-

nube, penetrated as far as Ulm. Advancing to

the river Leek, count Tilly posted himself in a

wood on the opposite side, to dispute his passage.
Gustavus endeavoured to dislodge him by a re-

gular fire from seventy pieces of cannon. The

slaughter was dreadful ; and Tilly himself, be-

ing wounded by a cannon-ball in the knee, died

a few days before he was to have been superseded

by Wallestein. The following night the imperial

army evacuated the post ; part retiring to Ingold-
stadt and others to Newburg. Gustavus imme-

diately crossed the river, and seized the towns of

Rain and Newburg, which the enemy had aban-
doned. Augsburg next submitted; and from the

inhabitants of this place Gustavus exacted an
oath of fidelity, not only to himself but to the

crown of Sweden. This measure gave the great-
est offence to many of the Germanic body, and
made them imagine that the king of Sweden had
other views than the defence of the Protestant

cause. From Augsburg the Swedes advanced
towards Ratisbon : but were disappointed in

their design of getting possession of that city, by
the Bavarians having thrown a very numerous

garrison into the place. In the mean time am-
bassadors arrived from Denmark, offering the

mediation of that crown for obtaining a lasting

peace. Gustavus, however, replied that no such

peace could take place till the Catholic princes
thought proper to grant the Protestants full and

ample security for their enjoyment of future

tranquillity. But the ambassadors had no in-

structions to propose any thing farther. Gusta-
vns now, resolving to retort upon the Bavarians
the cruelties they had inflicted on the Protestants,
laid the towns of Morzbourg, Frielengen, and

I.andshut, in ashes. The inhabitants of Munich
saved themselves by submission; but, as the pea-
sants in that neighbourhood had collected them-
selves into bodies to murder the stragglers from
the Swedish army, Gustavus burnt their houses,
and defeated the forces of the elector, who had
been joined by a body of militia. While Gus-
tavus was thus employed Wallestein had assem-
bled a vast army. He was solicited by the elec-

tor of Bavaria to come to his assistance ; but, in

revenge of the elector's having formerly obtained
the command for count Tilly in preference to

himself, he drew off towards Bohemia to encoun-
ter the Saxons. Arnheim, who commanded the
Saxon forces in that place, was the enemy of

Gustavus, who had formerly rallied him for his

cowardice. He therefore permitted Wallestein
to gain an easy victory, in hopes that his master
the elector of Saxony, a prince entirely devoted
to his pleasure, might be induced to relinquish
the friendship of such a restless and warlike ally
as Gustavus ; and, indeed, he used all the elo-

quence of which he was master to detach him.

from the Swedish cause. Several advantages,
in the mean time, were gained by the imperial-
ists. Pappenheim defeated the archbishop of
Bremen's cavalry at Warden; and three Swedish

regiments were cut off near Kadingen. Pap-
penheim, however, was forced to withdraw his

forces from Stade ; of which the Swedes took

possession. Wallestein and the elector of Bava-

ria, who had now joined their forces, threatened

Gustavus with greatly superior numbers. At
last, however, the king, being reinforced with

15,000 men, no longer declined the engagement ;

but Wallestein was too wise to trust the fate of
the empire to a single engagement against such
an enemy as the king of Sweden. Gustavus at-

tacked his camp, but was repulsed with the loss

of 2000 men ; which caused a general murmuring
against his rashness. Several other misfortunes

happened to the Swedes ; and, at last, after va-

rious manoeuvres, Wallestein bent his course to-

wards Misnia, to oblige the elector of Saxony
to declare against the Swedes, and to draw them
out of Bavaria. Gustavus, notwithstanding the

inconstancy of Augustus, immediately set out to

assist him. With incredible speed he marched
to Misnia, where the imperialists -were assem-

bling their whole strength. Hearing that the

enemy were encamped at Wesenfells, and that

Pappenheim had been detached with a strong

corps, Gustavus resolved to engage them before

they could effect a junction. With this view he

marched to Lutzen, where he attacked Wal-
lestein with incredible fury. The Swedish in-

fantry broke the imperialists in spite of their ut-

most efforts, and took all their artillery. The

cavalry not being able to pass the river so expe-

ditiously as the king thought it necessary, he led

the way, attended only by the regiment of Sma-
land and the duke of Saxe-Lauwenburg. Here,
after charging impetuously, he was killed, as

Puffendorff alleges, by the treachery of the duke;
who, being corrupted by the emperor, shot him
in the back during the heat of the action, The
news of his death was in an instant spread
over both armies. The courage of the imperial-
ists revived, and they now made themselves sure

of victory. But the Swedes, eager to revenge
the death of their beloved monarch, charged with

such fury that nothing could resist them. The

imperialists were defeated a second time, just as

Pappenheim, with his fresh corps, came up to

their assistance. On this the battle was renewed,
but the Swedes were still irresistible. Pappen-
heim was mortally wounded, and his army finally

routed, with the loss of 9000 killed in the field

and in the pursuit.
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n than the Pursuit > and his army oblig dthe greatest defeat. The crown devolved upon Weser. Some '

Christina, an infant of six years old ; the nation the neighbourly
was involved in an expensive foreign war, with- who had assembled a considemW^'^nnv^^out any person equa to the arduous task of Alsace, Bernar.l, duke of Saxe\ eymar Seat d
commanding the armies or regulaung domestic count Gallas the imperial general and"dist"^
affairs as Gustavus had done.

tina^the daughter ofj>ustavus,
was immediately successful for the Swedes, the city'of M~agdebui

However, Chris- his army. But when every thing seemed
,

, successful for the Swedes, the city of Ma<rdel
proclaimed queen. The regency devolved on the contrary to the expectation of every body, sur-
grandI bailiff, the manschal, the high-admiral, rendered for want of powder, which the gam.onthe chancellor, and the treasurer of the crown, had wantonly consumed. The Saxons also made
Oxenstiern was invested with the chief manage- some conquests on the Elbe, which obliged Ban
ment of affairs, and conducted himself with the nier to recal general Lesly from Westphalia to
greatest prudence. He was greatly embarrassed march against them. The Saxons fixed on -i

indeed by the divisions among the Protestant most convenient situation, where they hoped to

princes, which became more violent after the destroy the Swedish army without coming to -i

death of Gustavus ; but, in spite of all difficulties, battle. But Bannier, resolving to hazard every
he went on pursuing the interest of his country, thing rather than suffer his army to be wasted byand planning the means of retaining the Swedish famine, advanced towards Berleberg, a

plac"<.>

conquests. Matters went on pretty successfully
till 1634, when, through the rashness of the Swe-

closely blocked up by the enemy. Here lie dmvu
from an advantageous post four regiments of

dish soldiers, they were defeated at Nordlingen, Saxon curassiers,~having* killed or taken prison-
with the loss of 6000 men killed, a number of ers 400 men; after which he soon forced them to

prisoners, and 130 standards taken by the enemy, a general engagement. The numbers were very
Oxenstiern's constancy was shaken by this dread- unequal, Bannier's army amounting to 9000
ful blow; but he applied himself diligently to horse and 7000 foot, and the Saxons to 15,000
repair the loss by recruiting the army and ren-

dering the allies faithful. The latter proved the

most difficult task. The death of Gustavus, and
the defeat of Nordlingen, had thrown them into

despair ; and every one was desirous of making
the best terms he could with the emperor. The
Saxons not only renounced their alliance with

Sweden, but openly commenced war against it
;

horse and thirteen battalions of foot. The battle

began with great fury ; the right wing of t!ic

Swedes was almost oppressed by numbers be-
fore the left could come to their assistance. They
were ten times driven back, and as often re-

turned to the charge. At last they made such a

desperate effort that the enemy were entirely de-
feated

; 5000 killed on the spot, 3000 wounded,
and though the regency would gladly have con- and as many taken prisoners, with 150 standards,
sented to an honorable peace, the enemy were now and several pieces of cannon,

too much flushed with success to grant it. Ox-
enstiern had no other resource than an alliance

with France and the bravery of his generals. In

Thus ended the campaign of 1636, in a man-
ner highly honorable to the Swedes. Some
fruitless nc^ociations were set on foot during the

1635 he went in person to the court of Louis winter; but these coming to nothing Bannier
XIII. and concluded a treaty, which, however, quitted his winter quarters very early in the se.i-

was never observed. The enemy, in the mean

time, pushed their good fortune. They sur-

son ; and falling upon eight regiments of Saxons
cantoned at Eulenburg pursued them to Torgau,

to obstruct his march. Yet he still found his

situation every day more straitened from tho

prised Philipsburg, where the French had laid where he obliged them to surrender at discretion,

up vast magazines; and reduced Spires, Augs- Another party of Saxons was defeated near Leip-

burg, Treves, Wurtsburg, ..Cobourg, and some sic; which he proposed investing, but was dis-

other places. To complete the misfortunes of appointed by the imperialists penetrating into

Sweden it was expected that the Poles would Thuringia. He then called in all his detach-

immediately invade Prussia. To prevent this ments ; defeated 2000 imperialists near Pegau,
La Gardie was despatched thither with a power- and destroyed several detachments that attempted
ful army; but, as it was impossible to resist so

many enemies at once, the chancellor purchased
the friendship of Poland for twenty-six years by continual increase of the enemy's forces ;

which

ceding that duchy to the republic. Thus he got obliged him at last to retreat
into^Pomerania,

rid of a powerful enemy; and the Swedish affairs out of which he soon drove count Gallas. The

began to revive by a victory which general Ban- affairs of the Swedes were now once more on

nier gained over the Saxons, in consequence of the brink of ruin through the misconduct of

which they were driven beyond the Elbe. Early general Wrangel, who had also an army in Po-

in spring 1636 the Saxons made some motions merania, but who, imagining himself
Perfectly

as if they intended to cut off Bannier's commu- secure, cantoned his troops, and extended his

nication with Pomerania. This he prevented by quarters, to accommodate his army. But Gallas
"

suddenly returned, ravaged all Upper I ome-

rania, and reduced the towns of Usedom, Dern-

min, and Wollin ; after which, leaving garrisons

in the forts, he returned to his winter quarters in

a stratagem, defeated a body of the enemy, and

obliged the Saxons to retire. Soon after this he

drove them out of their winter quarters with

considerable loss ; at which time also a consi-

derable body of imperialists who came to their Saxony. This unfortunate campa.gn count,

assistance were dispersed. In Westphalia genn- balanced all the advantages of the former,

ral Kniphausen beat the imperialists
with the gel was so struck with the suddennor* of

j
'

/ -
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blow that he could take no measure for opposi-
tion. Some of the Swedish allies again fell off,

and took up arms against them. In 1638 the

Swedish affairs again began to revive in this

quarter, through the excellent conduct of Ban-

nier, who defeated count Gallas with the loss of

3000 men killed and taken prisoners. Pursuing
his good fortune, he so harassed the count that

be obliged him to repass the Elbe and take

shelter in Austria.

Great as Bannier's exploits had been, how-

ever, they were eclipsed by those of Bernard

duke of Saxe-Weimar. That general had so in-

creased his army in the Protestant cantons of

Switzerland, and in Franche Comte, that he was
in a condition to act without the assistance of

the French, who indeed were but treacherous

allies. Advancing to the Rhine he seized on

Seckingen and Lassuburg, and laid siege to

Rheinfield. The imperialists, in conjunction
with the troops of Bavaria, advanced to the re-

lief of the place. An engagement ensued in

which the victory was disputed ; the enemy
threw succors into the city, and the duke with-

drew his army. Within a month he gave them
battle a second time; and so completely de-

feated them that only one imperial officer above

the rank of a captain escaped being killed or

taken prisoner. He then renewed the siege of

Rheinfield, which he reduced, as well as several

other important places. Advancing to Brisac he

blocked it up to force the garrison to surrender.

General Gotz, with 12,000 men, attempted to

throw in 1000 waggons of provisions ; but he

was defeated with the loss of all his men except
2500. Duke Charles of Lorrain, with 4000

men, joined the remains of Gotz's array, but

being surprised by Bernard his whole army was
cut in pieces. A third attempt was made by
Gotz, but it proved as unsuccessful as the for-

mer; and the place being reduced to great straits

was obliged to capitulate. In January, 1639, the

two victorious generals Bernard and Bannier

prepared to attack the enemy on their own

ground. Bannier made an irruption into Anhalt
and Halberstadt. Leaving his infantry he pushed
on with his cavalry, and surprised Salis, grand-
master of the imperial artillery. After a bloody
conflict the Swedes gained a complete victory,
seven regiments of the enemy being cut to pieces.
Next entering Saxony he defeated four regiments
of the enemy, obliging a much larger body to

take shelter under ihe cannon of Dresden. Hear-

ing that the Saxons were encamped near Chem-
nitz, where .they waited to be joined by the im-

perialists, he attacked them before this junction
could be effected, and the Saxons were almost
all killed or taken. Bannier next entering into

Bohemia laid the country under contribution
;

after which, returning across the Elbe, he fell on

general Hofskirk, who was encamped near Bran-
deiz with ten regiments of horse and several bat-

talions of foot. Him he defeated with the loss of

2000 men. The remains of the imperial forces

were pursued to the walls of Prague, and the

generals Hofskirk and Montecuculi were taken

prisoners. Yet notwithstanding these successes

the enemies of Bannier multiplied daily. The
Protestant princes, overawed by the enemy, did

not send him assistance. Undismayed, however,

by difficulties, Bannier performed wonders, lie

defeated a body of imperialists at (Ji.uz; drove
the Saxons thrice from their camp at Firn, and

yet was forced to evacuate the place because lu;

could not spare a garrison. His army beimc
destitute of recruits was much diminished in

number; yet with it he reduced many towns,
and obtained various other important advantages,
when on a sudden all his hopes were blasted by
the death of the duke of Saxe-Weymar; poisoned,
as was supposed, by the French, who wished to

get Brisac into their hands, from which the duke

prevented them.

The difficulties to which Bannier was now re-

duced proved extreme. Louis XIII. took upon
him to dispose of the army and conquests of

Bernard as he thought proper. Brisac, and other

places of importance, he kept to himself; after

which the French endeavored to ruin the army.
In the mean time the imperial army under Pic-

colomini, in the Netherlands, was prodigiously

augmented ; and the archduke Leopold William,
as generalissimo, was assembling his whole

strength to crush the Swedes at once. But
Bannier did not despair. George duke of Lu-

nenburg, being disgusted at die emperor, Ban-
nier hoped to gain him over; he therefore ap-

proached nearer to his country, and also drew to-

wards the armies of Weymar and Hesse. In his

way he cut in pieces a body of 3000 Croats. Gen-
eral Konigsmark routed the imperialists at Cera

;

a second time at Scholen; and a third time en-

tirely defeated them near Leipsic. Banuier was

very pressing on the allies to join him ; and at

last, in 1640, he was joined by the Weymar army
under the dukes of Longueville and Gubrien, a

body of Russians led by general Melander, and
ihe troops of Lunenburg commanded by general

Klitzing. The army now amounted to twenty-
two battalions of infantry and 22,000 horse ; so

that they were much more than a match for their

enemies, had they been under the sole direction

of Bannier. But unanimity was wanting; every
one would be supreme, and Bannier, the best ge-

neral, had the least influence. Instead of those

masterly strokes by which the Swedes had hither-

to distinguished themselves, the armies continued

looking at one another, each suffering the rigors
of famine. At last Bannier, resolving to expose
his troops no longer, set out for Thuringia, through

Franconia, to seize an advantageous post on the

Maine; but, as he advanced to the Sala, he found

the imperialists entrenched on the other side.

Finding it impossible to force a passage, he took

the road through Hesse, where his troops suffered

greatly by famine. Here he proposed to fight the

enemy ; butthe Landgrave and duke of Lunenburg
refused their consent. Upon this he threatened

to leave them to the mercy of the confederates,
and thus obliged them to be somewhat more

pliant. None of those brilliant successes, how-

ever, now attended the operations of the Protes-

tant allies; the campaigns of 1640 and 1641
were spent in useless marches and counter-

marches; serving only to bring the army into the

greatest dangers, from which they were as constant-

ly relieved by the active and intrepid Bannier.

At last this brave general, worn out with per-
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petual fatigues f]ie ,j of a fever m 1641j ] eaviI,K
the Swedish army in a worse situation than evei"
The imperialists were too well acquainted

with the abilities of Bannier not to take advan-
tage of the opportunity offered by his death.
A Swedish detachment was cut in pieces at Que-
dlinburg. The Swedish army, accustomed only
to be obedient to Bannier, became mutinous, and
Piccolomini resolved to fall upon them with his
whole force. But the four generals, Wrangel,
Konigsmark, Wittemberg, and Pful, having con-
vinced the soldiers of the necessity of defending
themselves, made such excellent dispositions that
the imperialists durst not attack them. Picco-
lomini then detached part of his army to attack
the Hessians in their quarters; but Wrangel and
Konigsmark threw themselves in their way,
and defeated them with the loss of 2000 men.
This victory, however, did not retrieve the Swed-
ish affairs. Dissensions and mutiny began again
to take place in the army to such a degree as

threatened its dissolution. In 1642 general Tor-
stenson was sent from Sweden with money, and
a strong reinforcement, to take upon him the su-

preme command. This general was inferior to

none of his predecessors, and designed to come
to an immediate engagement ; but the Weymar
army separating from him obliged him to re-

main for a considerable time inactive. He was
also confined to his chamber by the gout ; and
thus, a report of his death being spread, the

imperialists were encouraged to begin a long
march through roads scarcely passable, in hopes
of surprising the Swedish army without a

general. But Torstenson seized an ad vantageous

post, which could not be forced, and thus obliged
the enemy to retreat, after having suffered as

much by their fatiguing march as if they had

fought a bloody battle. Then joining general

Stalhanch, who had been driven by the imperi-
alists out of Silesia, he reduced Great Glogau,
with a number of other important places ; after

which he laid siege to Schweidnitz. The duke

ofSaxeLauenburg, with his cavalry, endeavoured

to throw in succors ;
but was defeated with the

loss of 3000 men, taken prisoner, and died of

chagrin a few days after. In consequence of this

defeat Schweidnitz surrendered at discretion ; and

Torstenson, having sent a detachment to invest the

city of Neisse, proceeded with the rest to drive

the enemy entirely out of Silesia. This he effec-

tually performed, obliging them to retire over

barren mountains, almost famished for want of

provisions, and harassed by his light troops ; so

that this lately formidable army was almost en-

tirely ruined. With his victorious troops the

Swedish general then poured into Moravia ;

where in five days he reduced the strong town

of Olmutz.
Litta and Neustadt shared the fate of Olmutz;

after which the Swedes, returning suddenly to

Silesia, took Oppelen and Brieg, and laid siege

to Breslau. Here the garrisons made such an

obstinate defence that the imperialists had time

to assemble under the conduct of the archduke

Leopold, and come to their relief. As Torsten-

son was greatly inferior in number, he raised the

siege; but appeared so formidable in his retreat,

that the enemy durst neither attack him,norattempt

to prevent his encamping in a very advantageous

situation.
The imperialists then laid si.^e to

Glogau ; but, after having lost a great number of
men, they were forced to abandon the enterpriseon the junction of Wrargel with Torstenson: bv
which means the Swedes were once more in a
condition to face their enemies in the field. Tor-
stenson now projected an irruption into Bohemia,
but in this he was prevented by the vigilance of
the enemy: however, he reduced the city of
Zittau, where for the first time a cartel for'pii-
soners was established; by which means the
Swedish army was considerably augmented. Tor-
stenson then directed his course to Leipsic, but
the imperial generals assembled their whole force,
and set out to relieve it. The two armies soon
came in sight of each other ; and the Swedes, after
an obstinate conflict, obtained a complete victory,
5000 of the enemy being killed on the spot, 3000
wounded, and as many taken prisoners. This

victory was followed by the immediate surrender
of Leipsic.

In all probability the Swedes would have

finally triumphed over all their enemies, had not
a rupture with Denmark ensued. Torstenson and
Horn behaved with their usual valor in Holstein
and Schonen, while general Konigsmark distin-

guished himself in Germany ;
but the ruin of the

Weymar army, which was totally dfifeated with
the loss of one half its number at Dettingen by
the Bavarians, proved a dreadful blow, from which
the Swedes could scarcely recover themselves.

Indeed, notwithstanding the valor and success of
the Swedes, their affairs in Germany must have

gone to wreck in the campaigns of 1643 and 1644,
had not the French under Conde and Turenne
made a most powerful diversion, and performed
such exploits as immortalised their names. In

1645 the war against Denmark was pushed with

such vigor that a peace, very advantageous for

Sweden, was concluded. Torstenson now took

measures for carrying the war into the Austrian

dominions. Hatfield assembled a considerable

army to oppose the Swedes
;
and the emperor

came to Prague to animate his troops. The two

armies came in sight at Jancowitz, and prepared
for an engagement. The valor of the Swedes
once more prevailed, and they totally defeated

their enemies : 4000 of the imperialists were killed

on the spot, among whom were general Hatfield

and many officers; and nearly 5000 were taken

prisoners. Yet no great advantages were de-

rived from this victory. Some towns indeed

were reduced : but at last Torstenson was obliged

to retire into Moravia, where he put his army
into winter quarters; and, in thebeginnim? of 1646,

resigned the command to Wrangel. Wrangel
conducted the Swedish affairs with great ability

and success ; till at last the imperialists, unable to

drive the Swedes out of Germany, concluded a

peace in 1648. This was the memorable treaty

of Westphalia, by which the Germanic constitu-

tion was settled, and those disputes which had so

long torn the empire were ended : the duchies

of Bremen and Verden, all the Upper
and part

of Lower Pomerania,the city of \Vismar and the

isle of Ilugen, were assigned to Sweden, and

5,000,000 of crowns were given to the army.

Su-edcn to the death of CharIfs A'. bwwlcti
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now enjoyed some years of repose. Charles

Gustavus, count palatine, having gained the

favor of Christina, was appointed generalissimo
of the forces, and heir apparent to the crown.

A marriage was proposed between them; but the

queen would never listen to this or any other

proposal of the kind. In 1650 the ceremony of

the queen's coronation was performed ; but in

1654 she resigned the crown in favor of Gusta-
vus. See CHRISTINA.

Charles Gustavus, who now took the name of

Charles X., found himself involved in considerable

difficulties on his accession. The treasury was

quite exhausted ; great part of the revenue was

appointed for the support of Christina's house-

hold
;
the people were oppressed with taxes ; the

nation, having been disarmed for several years,

began to lose its reputation. To remedy these

evils, Charles proposed to resume all the crown
lands which had been alienated to favorites during
the late reign ;

to repeal the duty upon salt ; to

put the kingdom in a posture of defence; and to

enter upon a war with some neighbouring state.

Under pretence that Casimir king of Poland had

questioned his title to the throne, he prepared to

invade that kingdom. Several embassies were
sent from Poland to Stockholm ;

but they returned

without their errand. General Wittemburg made
an irruption into Poland from Pomerania. The
Poles opposed him with an army of 15,000 men,
but in a short time they entirely dispersed them-
selves. Charles, with a powerful army, pursued
his march, all the cities throwing open their gates
to him. As he advanced to Cracow, Casimir
made one effort to save his capital. But his army
amounted only to 10,000 men

;
and these, after a

feeble resistance, fled with precipitation, having
lost 1000 men in killed and prisoners. A few days
after this, Charles defeated the Poles a second

time about twenty-four miles from Cracow ; upon
which Casimir fled with his family to Oppelen,
in Silesia. The capital was then invested ; and,

though defended with the utmost valor by Stephen
Czarneski, was soon obliged to capitulate. Thus,
in less than three months, Charles apparently be-

came master of Poland
; but the Poles had no

intention of abandoning their former sovereign.
In 1656 a war took place with the elector of

Brandenburg. While Charles was employed in

the conquest of Poland, that prince had invaded
the Royal and Ducal Prussia, and reduced the

most considerable towns. The king of Sweden
marched against him, defeated his forces in

several slight encounters, and obliged him to

own that he was a vassal of Sweden. These

rapid conquests alarmed all Europe ; and the

different powers sought for means of driving the

S%vedes out of Poland, which they had so un-

justly seized. The Poles, assured that they
should be assisted, every where revolted and
massacred the Swedes. Casimir returned from
Silesia ; and those troops and generals who had
submitted to Charles now ranged themselves
under his antagonist. Charles immediately
marched for Prussia, and totally defeated 12,000
Poles under Czarneski. This did not hinder all

the Poles incorporated with his troops to desert ;

which reduced his army : and, the campaign
beine performed in the depth of winter, he was

obliged to retreat to Prussia. In his march he
was harassed by the Poles ; and a body of 400O
Swedes was defeated by them at Warka. But
this loss was soon after compensated by a com-

plete victory gained by Adolphus the king's

brother, and general Wrangel, over Czarneski.

In the mean time Charles took measures for

laying siege to Dantzic; but the Dutch threat-

ened to oppose him, unless a proper regard was

paid to their interest. Charles accordingly
granted them advantageous terms ; and after-

wards gained o*er the elector of Brandenburg,
by ceding to him the sovereignty of Prussia, that

he might be at liberty to turn his whole strength

against Poland. By the treaty with the elector,
the latter was to assist Charles in his war with

Poland; but the elector had so procrastinated
matters, that the Poles, having obtained assistance

from the Tartars, had reduced the city ofWarsaw.
The two princes however now marched in con-

cert against their enemies, who were encamped
in a strong situation near Warsaw, their camp
being fronted by the Vistula. The Poles were
driven from their entrenchments with prodigious
slaughter, and a vast number taken prisoners.
The Poles and Tartars then labored to break
the alliance; entered Ducal Prussia, and de-
feated the electoral army, taking prince Radzivil

and other great persons prisoners. The Swedes
soon had their revenge. General Steinboek

attacked the Polish army at Philippowa, and
overthrew it with such slaughter as obliged the

Poles to quit the field. A more tormidable

enemy than the Poles now began to appear.
The Russians invaded the provinces of Careha,

Ingermania, and Livonia, while the elector of

Brandenburg began to waver in his fidelity. To
preserve this only ally at such a critical juncture,
Charles was obliged to give him more advan-

tageous terms ; while the Russians were repulsed
in Carelia.and Ingermania. But in Livonia they
had better success, two important fortresses

falling into their hands ; after which they laid

siege to Riga. For seven months they battered

the walls of this city, without once venturing to

pass the ditch or storm the practicable breaches.

The besieged, under Magnus de la Gardie and
Simon Elelmfield, defended themselves with the

greatest intrepidity, cutting off many thousands

of the enemy in the sallies they made. At last

they attacked the Russian camp, drove them out

of it with great slaughter, and obliged them to

raise the siege with precipitation.

Charles, notwithstanding the number of his

enemies, was now become so formidable by the

valor of his troops that whole armies often fled

on the very news of his approach. At last, in

1657, the Poles, finding they could not resist

him in the field, harassed the Swedes on their

march, and cut off the foragers and convoys.
This proved much more destructive to the Swedes
than their former method ; so that Charles was

obliged to enter into an alliance with Ragotski

prince of Transylvania, by assigning him certain

provinces in his neighbourhood, to furnish him-

self with irregular troops, who might fight the

Poles in their own way. But the confederates,

after spending a whole campaign in Lithuania,
were obliged to return without accomplishing
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more than the reduction of a single fortress ; upon
which Charles returned with the Swedish army to

Prussia. Leopold, the young king of Hungary,
having beheld for a long time the Swedes with a

jealous eye, resolved to declare for Poland. To
curb the ambition of the Swedish monarch he soli-

cited the king of Denmark to break with him.
This was complied with, and the Danes invaded
Bremen. Charles hastened to oppose this new
enemy ; which gave such offence to Ragotski
that he neglected to take proper measures for his

own defence in the absence of the Swedes, and
suffered his army to be destroyed by the Poles
and Tartars. At the same time the Turks in-

vaded Transylvania, under pretence that Ra-

gotski, being a vassal of the grand seisnior, had
no right to invade Poland without his leave.

Rogotski opposed them in the field ; where he

was defeated and killed, leaving Charles destitute

of the only ally on whom he could have depend-
ed. But, not dismayed by this misfortune, he

traversed Pomerania and Mecklenburg ; after

which he fell upon Holstein, while general

Wrangel with another corps entered Bremen. In

fifteen days Wrangel retook all the towns which
the enemy had reduced ; defeated and drove the

Danish army out of the country, killing 3000 of

their best soldiers. In Holstein the king reduced

several fortresses, laid Itzehoe in ashes, defeated

a body of Danes, and laid siege to Frederic

Udda, into which the Danes had thrown a strong

garrison. The conduct of this siese he left to

Wrangel, he himself retiring to Wismar to ob-

serve the situation of Poland ;
but no sooner

was he gone than Wrangel attacked the place
with such fury that he became master of it in

two hours. In Holland the Swedes were de-

feated ; but the enemy derived no advantage
from their victory : at sea the fleets met and

maintained a hot engagement for two days, with-

out any considerable advantage on either side.

In Poland matters went on much worse. The
house of Austria had now declared for Casirnir ;

a German army entered Poland and reduced

Cracow, though not without great loss. Czarneski

entered Pomerania, where he butchered the un-

happy peasants ;
but on the approach of Charles

he fled as usual, having gained nothing by his

expedition but the character of a cruel barba-

rian. The king of Sweden was now surrounded

by enemies. The elector of Brandenburg had

declared against him ; and he had besides to en-

gage the armies of Austria, Poland, Russia, and

Denmark in the field. In this dangerous situa-

tion he resolved to attack Denmark in such a

manner as should oblige that power to come to

a speedy accommodation. His designs were

forwarded by a very early frost which enabled him

to transport his troops without shipping. Having

passed over on the ice to the island of Funen, he

cut in pieces a body of 4000 Danish soldiers and

500 peasants. The whole island was reduced in

a few days ; after which he passed to Langland,
then to Laaland, after that to Falstre, and lastly

to Zealand. The Danes were terrified at this

unexpected invasion, and were giving themselves

up to despair, when Charles offered peace upon

equitable terms. The king of Denmark very

gladly consented. By this treaty, called the

treaty of Roschild, concluded 12th March J658,
the provinces of Schonen, Halland, and Bleking,
Lyster, and Huwen, the isle of Borkholm, the

bailliages of Bahus and Drontheim in Norway,
were yielded to Sweden, and a free passage
through the sound was granted to the Swedish

ships.
No sooner was Charles retired than the kins,'

of Denmark began to act against him in an un-
derhand manner ; on which, resolving to antici-

pate him in his design, he appeared unexpectedly
with a fleet before Copenhagen. Had he given
the assault immediately, before the inhabitants
had time to recover from their surprise, it would

probably have surrendered at once ; but, by
landing at the distance of seventeen miles, he gave
them time to prepare for their defence : the siege

proved extremely tedious, and at last the place
was relieved by a Dutch fleet. On this Charles

converted the siege into a blockade, which con-
tinued till the end of the war. Wrangel reduced
the strong fortress of Gronenburg ; and the

Swedish forces were so judiciously posted that

all Denmark was in a manner blocked up ; when
in 1660 king Charles X. died of an epidemical
fever : and thus an end was put for that time to

all the ambitious designs of Sweden.
To the imprisonment of Charles XII. in Turkey.
The new king Charles XI. was a minor at his

father's death ; and, as the kingdom was involved

in a dangerous war with so many enemies, the

regency determined to conclude a peace, if it

could be obtained on reasonable terms. A treaty
was accordingly concluded at Oliva : by which
Casimir renounced his pretensions to the crown

of Poland, and that republic gave up all preten-
sions to Livonia. Bornholm and Drontheim

were ceded to Denmark ; and an equivalent in

Schonen remained with Sweden. During the

minority of the king nothing remarkable occurred.

In 1672 he entered into alliance with, Louis

XIV.; which, in 1674, involved him in a war

with the elector of Brandenburg. At first the

Swedes carried all before them ; and, general

Wrangel having fallen sick, they continued their

conquests under Mardenfeldt. Almost all the

towns in Brandenburg were reduced when the

elector arrived with an army. lie retook several

towns, defeated Mardenfeldt in a general engage-

ment, and soon after forced them to abandon all

their conquests. In conjunction with the Danes,

he then invaded the Swedish dominions : main-

places of importance were reduced ;
and in 1076

Sweden received a most destructive blow by the

defeat of her fleet in an engagement witli^
the

combined fleets of Denmark and Holland. Soon

after this the king took the government into his

own hands, and in some degree restored the for-

tune of Sweden ; but, though matters went on in

a prosperous way where the king commanded in

person, the same disgrace attended the Swedish

arms in every other quarter.
In Pomerania

count Konigsmark lost every part of importance

excepting Stralsund, Stetin, and Gripswald.
In

1678 the Swedish fleet was defeated in two en-

oao-ements. At Landscroon a most obstinate

battle was fought from 10 A. M. till 6 I'- M..

when both parties
were obliged by fitijiuc to r-

tire to their camps. At Oldcval, in Noru '
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Swedes were defeated ; and the Danes laid deso-

late the islands of Oeland, Smaland, Unno, and
Kuno ; while the electoral troops and Imperial-
ists reduced count Konigsmark to the utmost

distress near Stralsund. But in this deplorable
situation count Konigsmark attacked his enemies

to such advantage that he obtained a complete
victory ; after which he ravaged the duchy of

Mecklenburg. Yet he could not prevent the

elector from reducing Slralsund ; after which he
was obliged to evacuate Pomerania; and, to com-

plete his distress, the fleet which transported the

Swedish army from Pomerania was wrecked on
the coast of Bornholm; by which accident 2000

persons were drowned, and the remainder plun-
dered and taken prisoners by the Danes, though

they had been furnished with passports from king
Frederic. In this unprosperous situation of

affairs a peace was concluded at St. Germain's
with France, by which the Swedes and Danes
were left to decide their quarrel by themselves.

Denmark being no match for Sweden, even in

her distressed situation, a treaty was soon con-

cluded on terms very favorable to Sweden ; and
confirmed by a marriage between Charles and
Ulrica Eleonora, daughter to the king of Den-
mark. From this time the Swedish monarch

applied himself to the reformation of the state ;

and, by artfully managing the disputes between
the nobility and peasants, he obtained a decree

of the states empowering him to alter the consti-

tution as he pleased. Being thus invested with

absolute power, he proceeded to take some very

extraordinary measures. In 1685 it was pro-

jected to liquidate the public debts by raising
the nominal value of money, without adding any
thing to its intrinsic value. This was put into

execution in 1686, by which the creditors of the

government lost upwards of 9,000,000 of crowns.

This, with some other arbitrary steps, disgusted
all the nobility, merchants, and crown creditors.

In Livonia they were highly resented ; and re-

monstrances were repeatedly sent by the hands
of deputies, who had orders to insist upon their

privileges, confirmed by many acts of the king's

predecessors. The deputies could obtain no-

thing, so that the diet was assembled. On their

report the nobility resolved to draw up a stronger
remonstrance than any of the former, to be present-
ed to the king by captain Patkul, one of the depu-
ties, who had already distinguished himself by his

boldness and attachment to liberty. His public
spirit, however, produced no other effect than to

procure his own destruction. See PATKUL. On
the 15ih April, 1697, died Charles XL, leaving
his crown to his son, the celebrated Charles XII.,
then a minor.

Charles XIL, on his accession, was only fif-

teen. He was scarcely seated on the throne
when a powerful combination was formed against
him. Augustus, kinsr of Poland, formed designs
on Livonia ; Christian V. of Denmark revived

the disputes with the duke of Holstein, as a pre-
lude to a war with Sweden ; and Peter the
Great of Muscovy began to form designs upon
Ingria, formerly a province of Russia. In 1699
Christian marched an army into Holstein

;

Charles sent troops to the duke's assistance ; but
before their arrival the Danes had ravaged the

country, taken the castle of Gottorp, and laid

siege to Tonningen. Here Christian command-
ed in person ; and was assisted by the troops ot

Saxony, Brandenburg, Wolfenbuttle, and Hesse-
Cassel. England and Holland as guarantees of

the last treaty with Denmark, in concert with

Sweden, joined Charles against this confederacy,,
and sent fleets to the Baltic. They proposed a
termination of the war upon equitable terms ;

but these were haughtily refused by the Danish

monarch, who despised the youth of Charles,
and relied upon his alliance with Saxony, Bran-

denburg, Poland, and Russia. The town of

Tonningen, however, resisted all his efforts ; and r

when he ordered the place to be stormed, his

troops were driven headlong from the walls by a

few Swedes under general Bannier. In 1700

Charles, having entrusted the affairs of the nation

with a council chosen out of the senate, set out

on the 8th of May from his capital, to which he
never afterwards returned. He embarked at

Carlscroon, and defeated the fleet of the allies.

Having made a descent on Zealand, he defeated

a body of cavalry, and proceeded to invest Co-

penhagen by sea and land. Frederick IV., the

new king of Denmark, saw the danger of having
his capital destroyed, and concluded a treaty in

eleven days, upon the same terms as the former.

Charles, being thus at liberty to turn his arms

against the other princes, resolved to lead his

army against Augustus king of Poland ; but,

hearing that the czar had laid siege to Narva
with 100,000 men, he immediately embarked at

Carlscroon, though it was then mid winter, and
the Baltic scarcely navigable ;

and soon landed

at Pernaw in Livonia with part of his forces.

His army did not exceed 20,000 men ; but they
were the best soldiers in Europe, while the Rus-
sians were only an undisciplined rabble. The

consequence was, the Swedes were victorious,

entirely routing this vast army, and taking all

the cannon, 20,000 prisoners, and entirely de-

stroying the remainder.

Peter was advancing with 40,000 men to sur-

round the Swedes, when he received intelligence
of the dreadful defeat at Narva. He was greatly

chagrined ;
but returned to his own dominions

to raise another army. He evacuated all the

provinces which he had invaded, and for a time

abandoned all his great projects, thus leaving
Charles at liberty to prosecute the war against
Poland. As Augustus had expected an attack,

he endeavoured to draw the czar into a closer al-

liance with him. The two monarchs had an in-

terview at Birsen, where it was agreed that Au-

gustus should lend the czar 50,000 German

soldiers, to be paid by the czar, who should send

an equal number of his troops to be trained up
to war in Poland ; and that he should pay the

king 3,000,000 of rixdollars in two years. Of
this treaty Charles had notice, and, by means of

his minister, count Piper, entirely frustrated the

scheme. In 1701 Charles, having received a

reinforcement from Sweden, took the field, and

appeared suddenly on the banks of the Duna,

along which the Saxon army was posted to re-

ceive him ; he gained a signal victory.

This victory was followed by the surrender of

all the towns and fortresses in the duchy of Cour .
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laud, ine King then passed into Lithuania,
where every town opened its gates to him. At
Birsen an army of 20,000 Russians retired with

precipitation on his approach, when Charles,

perceiving that Poland was greatly disaffected to

Augustus, began to project the scheme of de-

throning him by means of his own subjects.
While count Piper was intriguing with the Poles

for this purpose, Augustus determined to trust

his fortune to the Saxon army and the r.obility
of Cracow, who offered to support him to the

utmost. The Saxon army was now advanced to

the frontiers, and Augustus put himself at the

head of it. Being joined by the nobility of Cra-

cow, his forces amounted to 30,00o"men, all

brave and well disciplined. With these he
marched in quest of his enemy ; who did not

decline the combat, though he had with him

only 12,000 men. Though the Saxons were

strongly posted, they were entirely defeated, with

the loss of 4000 killed, 2000 prisoners, and all

their baggage and cannon. This victory was
followed by the loss of Cracow

;
after which

Charles set out in pursuit of the flying army, with

a design of preventing them from reassembling;
but his horse falling under him, he had the mis-

fortune to break his thigh bone, by which he was
confined six weeks; and thus Augustus obtained

some respite.

Augustus made the best of this interval. Hav-

ing convoked a diet first at Marienburg, and

then at Lublin, from them he obtained the fol-

lowing resolutions: that an army of 50,000 men
should be raised by the republic for the service

of the prince ; that six weeks should be allowed

the Swedes to determine whether they were for

war or peace ;
and that the same time should be

granted to the turbulent and discontented nobles

of Poland to make their concessions. To coun-

teract the effects of these resolutions, Charles as-

sembled another diet at Warsaw ; and, while the

two assemblies disputed concerning their rights

and privileges, he recovered of his wound, re-

ceived a strong reinforcement from Pomerania,

and utterly defeated and dispersed the remains

of the Saxon army. The ill-fortune of Augustus
continued. In 1704 he was formally deposed

\iy the diet, and the crown conferred by Charles

on Stanislaus Lecsinsky palatine of Posnania.

Augustus, however, did not yet tamely give up his

kingdom. His adherents daily skirmished with

the Swedes, and Augustus himself, being rein-

forced by 9000 Russians, retook Warsaw, and

was very near surprising the new king, who

lived in perfect security in the city, while

Charles fought in his cause. Count Horn, with

1500 Swedes, vigorously defended the citadel;

but, finding it no longer tenable, he surrendered

at discretion. The reduction of Warsaw was

amongst the last advantages gained by Augustus
in this war. His troops were now composed of

Saxon recruits and undisciplined Poles, who had

no attachment to his person. Charles and

Stanislaus advanced with the victorious army ;

the Saxons fled, and the towns for several miles

round sent their submissions. The Poles and

Saxons were under Schullemberg, a most expe-

general, who used every expedient to

check the progress of the Swedes. But, with all
his conduct and caution, he found himself out-
witted, and Charles near his carnp, ready to fall

upon him, while he thought him at
fifty leagues

distance. The king attacked him with a supe-
rior army, but entirely composed of horse. This
was almost the first time that infantry had been
regularly opposed to cavalry, and the superiority
of the former was evident. After the engage-
ment had continued about three hours, the Saxons
retreated in good order ; which no enemy had
ever done before in any engagement with Charles.
The Swedes pursued them towards the Oder
but Schullemberg effected a retreat which
Charles always spoke of with admiration, and
said he had been conquered by SchullemberK.
No material advantage, however, resulted from
t'his to Augustus ; who was again obliged to

leave Poland, and fortify the capital of Saxony
which he expected every moment to see invested.
In the mean time, the Russians, having recover-
ed their spirits, fell upon the Swedes in Livonia
with the utmost fury. Narva, Dorpt, and several

other towns were taken, and the inhabitants and

garrisons treated with great barbarity. Soon after

an army of 100,000 Russians entered Poland :

60,000 Cossacks, under Mazeppa, entered the

country at the same time, and ravaged every

thing with the fury of barbarians. Schullem-

berg, loo, advanced with 14,000 Saxons and
7000 Russians, disciplined in Germany, and re-

puted excellent soldiers. But Charles seemed
to triumph over his enemies with more ease, the

more numerous they were. The Russians were
defeated so fast that they were all dispersed be-

fore one party had notice of the misfortunes of

another. The Swedish general Renschild en-

gaged and defeated Schullemberg in half an hour.

Whole regiments of Saxons threw do\Mi thr-ir

arms, and bested their lives : 6000 were .slain

in the field, and 7000 taken prisoners; thirty-six

pieces of cannon, 11,000 muskets, forty pairs of

colors and standards, with all the Saxon baggage,
fell into the hands of the Swedes : and the con-

sequences were still more important ; for now a

passage was opened into Saxony, and Augustus
seemed to be in as great danger of losing his

hereditary dominions as he had be.en of losing

Poland. This extraordinary victory, which was

gained February 12th, 1706, was looked upon
with admiration, and thought to make the re-

nown of Renschild equal to that of his sove-

reign. Charles himself became jealous of his

fame. But the cruelty of 1'enschild sullied his

reputation ; for six hours after the engagement,

he caused 1000 Russians to he massacred in cold

blood, to revenge, as he said, the cruelties they

had committed in Poland.

Soon after this victory, Charles entered Saxony

at the head of 24,000 men. The diet at Hatis-

bon declared him an enemy to the empire if he

crossed the Oder. But to this declaration he

paid no resard, but pursued his march ; while

Augustus was reduced to the condition of a

vagrant in Poland, where he possesst-d
not a

single town besides Cracow. Into this city he

threw himself with a few Saxon, Polish, and

Russian regiments,
and began to erect some for-
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tifications for its defence ; but the approach of

the Swedish general Meyerfeldt, and the news of

the invasion of Saxony, disconcerted all his

measures, and threw him into despair. The
Russians indeed were his faithful allies ; but he

dreaded them almost as much as the Swedes :

so that he was under the necessity of writing to

Charles with his own hand, begging for peace
on any terms. But, as he was then at the mercy
of the Russians, this transaction was concealed

with the greatest care. His emissaries were in-

troduced to Charles in the night time ; and re-

ceived the following answer :- That Augustus
should for ever renounce the crown of Poland,

acknowledge Stanislaus, and promise never to

reascend the throne, should an opportunity offer ;

that he should release the princes Sobieski, and
all the Swedish prisoners made in the course of

the war; surrender Patkul, then resident at his

court as ambassador for the czar of Muscovy ;

and stop proceedings against all who had passed
from his into the Swedish service. Augustus all

this time was obliged to continue a show of war,

though he had neither ability nor inclination to

carry it on. He was joined by prince Menzikoff

with 30,000 Russians ; which obliged him, con-

trary to his inclination, to engage with Meyer-
feldt, who commanded 10,000 men, one half of

whom were Swedes. As at this time no dispa-

rity of numbers was reckoned an equivalent to

the valor of the Swedes, Meyerfeldt did not de-

cline the combat, though the army of the enemy
was four times as numerous as his own. With
his countrymen he defeated the enemy's first

line, and was on the point of defeating the

second when Stanislaus, with the Poles and

Lithuanians, gave way. Meyerfeldt then per-
ceived that the battle was lost ; but he fought

desperately, to avoid the disgrace of a defeat.

At last, however, he was oppressed by numbers,
and forced to surrender : suffering the Swedes,
for the first time, to be conquered by their ene-

mies. The whole army were taken prisoners ex-

cepting major-general Krassau; who, having re-

peatedly rallied a body of horse formed into a

brigade, at last broke through the enemy, and

escaped to Posnania.

Augustus had scarcely sung Te Deum for this

victory, when his plenipotentiary returned from

Saxony with the articles of the treaty above-

mentioned. The king hesitated and scrupled,
but at last signed them

;
after which he set out

for Saxony, glad at any rate to be freed from
such an enemy as the king of Sweden, and from
such allies as the Russians. The czar Peter was
no sooner informed of this extraordinary treaty,
and the cruel execution of his plenipotentiary
Patkul (see PATKUL), than he sent letters to

every court in Christendom, complaining of this

gross violation of the law of nations, but with-

out effect. In 1707 he entered Poland at the

head of 60,000 men. Advancing to Leopold,
he made himself master of that city, where he
assembled a diet and solemnly deposed Stanis-

laus, with the same ceremonies which had been
used with regard to Augustus. The country was
now reduced to the most miserable situation ;

one party through fear adhered to the Swedes ;

another was gained over, or forced by Peter to

take part with him : u violent civil war took

place between the two, and great numbers of

people were butchered, while cities, towns, and

villages, were laid in ashes by the frantic multi-

tude. The appearance of a Swedish army under

king Stanislaus and general Lewenhaupt put a

stop to these disorders, Peter himself not caring
to stand before such enemies. He retired, there-

fore, into Lithuania, giving as the cause of his

retreat, that the country could not supply him
with provisions and forage necessary for so great
an army. In the mean time Charles had taken

up his residence in Saxony, where he gave law
to the court of Vienna, and intimidated all Eu-

rope. He declared himself the protector of the

Protestant interest in Germany, particularly of

the emperor s Protestant subjects in Silesia. He
desired, or rather commanded, the emperor to

renew and confirm to them all the liberties grant-
ed by the treaties of Westphalia, but since that

time reclaimed or eluded at the treaty of Rys-
wick. The emperor durst not refuse; and up-
wards of 100 churches were given to the Pro-
testants. At last, Charles began to evacuate

Saxony, in pursuit of his great plan, the dethron-

ing czar Peter, and conquering the vast empire
of Russia. While the army was on full march, in

the neighbourhood of Dresden, he surprised king
Augustus with a visit with only five attendants.

The armies of Sweden, in Saxony, Poland,
and Finland, now exceeded 70,000 men ; a force

more than sufficient to have conquered all the

power of Russia had they met them on equal
terms. Peter, who had his army dispersed in

small parties, instantly assembled it on receiving
notice of the king of Sweden's march ; was

making all possible preparations for a vigorous

resistance, and was on the point of attacking

Stanislaus, when the approach of Charles struck

his whole army with terror. In January 1708
he passed the Niemen, and entered the south

gate of Grodno, just as Peter was quitting the

place by the north gate. Charles at this time
had advanced to some distance before the army
at the head of 600 horse. The czar, having in-

telligence of his situation, sent back a detach-

ment of 2000 men to attack him : but they were

utterly defeated
;
and this disappointment was

followed by the total evacuation of Lithuania.

The king pursued his flying enemies in the midst
of snow and ice, over mountains, rivers, moras-

ses, and through almost every obstacle that could

be surmounted by human power; and, coming
up with them at the Boristhenes, completely de-

feated them.

The czar, finding himself closely pursued bv
the enemy with whom he was not able to cope,

proposed peace; but Charles returned no other

answer than that he would treat at Moscow ;

which being reported to Peter, he coolly replied,
' My brother Charles affects to play Alexander,
but he will not find in me a Darius.' However
he did not venture an engagement, but conti-

nued his retreat ; and Charles pursued so closely
that he was daily skirmishing with the rear of

the enemy. In these actions the Swedes had ge-

nerally the advantage, though in the main these

victories proved detrimental, by weakening th*j

army in a country where it was impossible to re-
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emit. Near Smolensko, the king, with only six

regiments, defeated a body of 10,000 horse and
6000 Calmucks. In this engagement he was ex-

posed to the utmost danger, the enemy having
separated him from his troops.

By the 3d of October 1708 Charles was within
109 leagues of Moscow; but Peter had made
the roads impassable, either by laying them un-
der water, digging deep ditches, or covering them
with the wood of whole forests. He had also

destroyed the villages on every side, and taken

away every possibility of subsisting an army.
The season was also far advanced ; the intense
severe weather was approaching; so that the
Swedes were threatened with all the miseries of
cold and famine, at the same time that they were

exposed to the attacks of an enemy greatly su-

perior in number. For these reasons the king
resolved to pass through the Ukrain, where Ma-
y.eppa, a Polish gentlemau, was general and
chief of the nation. Mazeppa, having been af-

fronted by the czar, readily entered into a treaty
with Charles, whom he promised to assist with

30,000 men, great quantities of provisions and

ammunition, and with all his treasures, which
were immense. The Swedish army advanced
towards the Disna, where they had to encounter

the greatest difficulties ; a forest above forty

leagues in extent filled with rocks, mountains,
and marshes. To complete their misfortunes,

they were led ninety miles out of the right way;
all the artillery was sunk in bogs and marshes;
the provision of the soldiers, which consisted of

biscuit, was exhausted ; and the whole army
spent and emaciated when they arrived at the

Disna. Here they expected to have met Ma-

zeppa with his reinforcement; but, instead of

that, they perceived the opposite banks of the

river covered with a hostile army, and the pass-

age itself almost impracticable. Charles, how-

ever, was still undaunted ; he let his soldiers by

ropes down the steep banks ; they crossed the

river, either by swimming or on rafters hastily

put together; drove the Russians from their post,

and continued their march. Mazeppa soon after

appeared, having with him about 6000 broken

remains of the army he had promised. The

Russians had got intelligence of his designs, de-

feated and dispersed his adherents, laid his towns

in ashes, and taken all the provisions collected

for the Swedish army. However, he still hoped
to be useful by his intelligence in an unknown

country; and the Cossacks, out of revenge,

crowded daily to the camp with provisions.

Greater misfortunes still awaited the Swedes.

When Charles entered the Ukrain, he had sent

orders to general Lewenhaupt to meet him with

15,000 men, 6000 of whom were Swedes, and a

large convoy of provisions. Against this detach-

ment Peter now bent his whole force, and march-

ed against him with an army of 65,000 men,

Lewenhaupt defeated him in a number of en-

gagements, and at last arrived at the camp of

Charles with 4000 men, after having killed up-

wards of 30,000 of the enemy on their match.

This was the last effort of Swedish valor.

The difficulties they had now to undergo exceed

what human nature could bear; yet still they

hoped by constancy and courage to overcome
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every obstacle-. [ the severest winter known
tor a long tune, evc^n in Russia, they made Ion-
marches, clothed like savages in the skins ,.}
wild beasts; all the draught horses perished-
thousands of soldiers dropped dead with cold
and hunger : so that by February, 1707, the whole
army was reduced to 18,000. Amidst number-
less difficulties these penetrated at last to Pul-
towa, a town on the eastern frontier of the Ukrain
where the czar had laid up magazines ; and of
these Charles resolved to get possession. The
place made an obstinate defence, the Swedes
were repulsed in every assault, and 8000 of them
were defeated and almost entirely cut off, in an
engagement with a party of Russians. To com-
plete his misfortunes, Charles received a shot
from a carabine in his heel, which shattered the
bone. For some days the czar, with an army of
70,000 men, hud lain at a small distance, haras-

sing the Swedish camp, and cutting off the con-

voys of provision ; but now intelligence was re-

ceived, that he was advancing, as if with a

design of attacking the lines. In this situation,
Charles determined to be the assaulter, and on
the 8th of July, 1709, he lost the memorable
battle of Pultowa, which decided the fate of the
Swedes. Our limits forbid a detail of the par-
ticulars, but the issue of the day was, that

Charles escaped with a mere handful of follow-

ers; the rest of his army being slain or taken

prisoners.
Charles fled in a mean calash, attended by a

little troop inviolably attached to his person,
some on foot, and some on horseback. They
were obliged to cross a sandy desert, where nei-

ther herb nor tree was to be seen, and where the

burning heat and want of water were more in-

tolerable than the extremities of cold they had

formerly suffered. They reached Oczakow, the

bashaw of which supplied the king with every

necessary. But it was some time before boats

could be got ready for transporting the whole of

the king's attendants ; by which accident 500
Swedes and Cossacks fell into the hands of thr-

enemy. This loss affected him more than all

his other misfortunes. The king remained but a

few days at Oczakow, when the serasquier of

Bender sent an aga to compliment him on his

arrival in the Turkish dominions, and to invite

him to that city. Here he was treated with the

utmost hospitality. In the Turkish divan it was

proposed to escort Charles with a numerous

army to the frontiers of Poland : but the revo-

lution which took place there quickly put an end

to all such projects. Augustus thought himseit'

no longer bound to observe he treaty which he

had made, than Charles was at hand to force him

to it. After the battle of Pultowa, therefore, he

entered Poland, and took every measure, in con-

cert with the czar, for the recovery of his king-

dom. Stanislaus was obliged to leave his domi-

nions and fly to Bender, in the disguise of a

Swedish officer, to share the fortune of Charles.

It was not in Poland alone that the Swedish af-

fairs be<jan to suffer in consequence of the defeat

at Pultowa. The Danes invaded the province
of Schonen with an army of 13,000 foot and

2500 horse. Only 13,000 Swedish forces re-

mained to defend all the territories possessed by
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Charles in Germany ; and of these only a small

part were allotted for the defence of Schonen.

The regency of Sweden, however, exerted them-

selves to the utmost to repel this ungenerous in-

vasion; and, having collected an army of 12,000
militia and 8000 regulars, despatched them under

general Steenboek into Schonen. Some Saxon

troops were incorporated in this army ; and

among these a prodigious desertion took place,
which the general found it impossible to prevent ;

and thus the Danes gained several advantages,
and at last took Christianstadt. Their insolence

on this success was so great that the Swedes
demanded to be instantly led against them.

Here the good fortune of Sweden seemed once

more to revive. The Danes were driven from

a very strong situation, with the loss of 8000
killed and taken prisoners, besides a vast number
wounded.

In the mean time Charles, by his agents,
count Poniatowski and Sieur Neugebar, used

his utmost efforts to procure a rupture between
the Porte and Russia. For a long time the

money bestowed by Peter on the viziers and jani-
saries prevailed; but at last, in 1711, the grand

seignior, influenced by his mother, who was

strongly in the interest of Charles, and who had
been wont to call him her lion, determined to

avenge his quarrel with Peter. He therefore

gave orders to the vizier to fall upon the Russians

with an army of 200,000 men. The vizier pro-
mised obedience ; but professed his ignorance
in the art of war. The khan of Crim Tartary,
who had been gained over by the reputation and

presents of the king of Sweden, had orders to

take the field with 40,000 of his men, and had
the liberty of assembling his army at Ben-

der, that Charles might see that the war was
undertaken upon his account. The czar, on
these news, left the siege of Riga, where he had
continued for some months ;

and with 24,000
men entered Moldavia, where he was joined by
Cantemir, a vassal of the Porte. The vizier

marched against him with a prodigious army;
and, through the negligence of the czar, cooped
him up in such a manner that he could neither

advance nor retreat. In this desperate situation

he perceived that he was now in as bad a situa-

tion as Charles at Pultowa ; and gave orders for

breaking through the enemy with fixed bayonets.
The desponding spiritless soldiers, however, were
little disposed to execute these orders; when
Catharine, wife to the czar, without his know-

ledge, set on foot a treaty with the vizier ; and,

having soon obtained his consent, had the peace
signed in six hours ; by which meat:? the who t

Russian army was saved. The new treaty was
most violently opposed by count Poniatowski
and the khan of Tartary. The former had made
the king acquainted with the situation of both

armies; on which he instantly set out from

Bender, filled with the hopes of fighting the

Russians, and taking ample revenge. Having
ridden fifty leagues post, he arrived at the camp
just as the czar was drawing off his half-famished

troops. He alighted at Poniatowski's tent ; and,

being informed of particulars, instantly flew in

a. rage to the vizier, whom he loaded with re-

proach and accused of treachery. Recollect-

ing himself, however, he proposed a method by
which the fault might be remedied ; but, finding
his proposal rejected, he posted back to Bender,
after having by the grossest insults showed his

contempt of the vizier. This violent behaviour of
Charles did not promote his interest. The vizier

perceived that his stay in Turkey might prove
fatal to himself, and therefore determined to get
him out of the country as soon as possible, either

by fair means or foul. Succeeding viziers adopted
the same plan; and at last the grand seignior
himself wrote a letter to the king, in which he
desired him to depart by next winter, promising
to supply him with a sufficient guard, with

money, and every thing else necessary for his

journey. Charles gave an evasive answer, and
determined to procrastinate his journey, as well
to gratify his own stubborn temper as because
he discovered a correspondence between Augus-
tus and the khan of Tartary, the object of which
he had reason to believe was to betray him to the
Saxons. When he was therefore again pressed
to fix the day of his departure, he replied that

he could not think of going before his debts

were paid. Being asked how much was neces-

sary for this purpose, he replied, 1000 purses
(of thirty sequins each). 1200 purses were in-

stantly sent to the serasquier at Bender, with

orders to deliver them to the king of Sweden,
but not before he should have begun his journey.

By fair promises, however, Charles persuaded
him to part with the money; after which, in-

stead of setting out, he squandered away his

treasure in presents and gratifications, and then

demanded 1000 purses more before he would set

out. The serasquier was astonished at this be-
haviour. He shed tears; and, turning to the

king, told him, that his head would be the forfeit

of having obliged him with the money. The

grand seignior, on being acquainted with this

shameful behaviour of Charles, flew into a rage,
and called an extraordinary divan, where he
himself spoke, a thing very unusual for the Turk-
ish monarchs. It was unanimously agreed that

such a troublesome guest ought to he removed

by force should other means fail. Orders were
therefore positively sent to Charles to depart ;

and, in case of refusal, to attack him in his

quarters. Nothing could equal his obstinacy on
this occasion : in spite of the menaces of his

enemies, in spite of the intreaties of his friends,
he persisted in his resolution ;

and at last deter-

mined to resist, with 300 Swedes, being all the

attendants he had, an army of 20,000 janisaries
well armed and furnished with cannon. At

length he was attacked in earnest; though, even
in this extremity, the Turks showed their regard
to him, and were tender of his life. Most of

the Swedes surrendered, as thinking it the only
method of saving the king's life. But Charles

became the more obstinate the more desperate
his affairs seemed to be. With forty menial
servants only, and the generals Hord and Dar-

dorff, he determined to defend himself to the

last extremity, and, after the house was on fire,

he was forcing his way to an adjoining building,
which had a stone roof, when his foot slipped,
and his fall saved his life by making him a pri-
soner. This happened on the 12th of February
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1713. He was now kept prisoner, with all his

retinue: and in this situation he was visited in

disguise by the unfortunate Stanislaus, whom he
desired ' never to make peace with Augustus;'
adding,

' we shall soon have a change in our af-

fairs.'

Sweden,from the return of Charles XII. unto

his death. Such were the considerations that

still occurred to the mind of Charles; however,
at last he seemed inclined to submit to his fate,

and began seriously to think of returning to his

kingdom, now reduced to the most deplorable
situation. His habitation was now fixed at

Demotica, a small town about six leagues from

Adrianople. Here he was allowed provisions
for his own table and those of his retinue ; but

only twenty-five crowns a day in money, instead

of 500 which he had received at Bender. Dur-

ing his residence here he received a deputation
from Hesse-Cassel, soliciting his consent to the

marriage of Frederick the landgrave with Ulri-

ca Eleonora, princess royal of Sweden ; to

which he readily agreed. A deputation was also

sent him by the regency of Sweden, requesting
that he would prepare for returning to his own
dominions which were ready to sink under a

ruinous war in his absence. What determined

him, however, more than any thing to hasten

his return, was the following accident : The

new grand vizier Ibrahim Molla, having for pri-

vate reasons determined to come to a rupture
with the czar, invited Charles to a conference,

in the style and with the familiarity of an equal.

Charles was so much chagrined at this indignity,

that he sent his chancellor Mullern to meet the

vizier with a pretence that he was sick. To avoid

giving offence to this minister, Charles was

obliged to keep his bed during his residence at

Demotica, which was for ten months after. At

last this vizier being strangled, and the Swedish

interest at the Porte thereby entirely ruined, he

determined to quit Turkey at all events. His

departure was to be negociated by his favorite

Grothusen, whom he vested with the character

of ambassador extraordinary; sending him to

Adrianople with a train of fourteen persons

richly dressed. To equip this retinue the king

was reduced to the most mortifying shifts, and

to the necessity of borrowing money from

usurers at fifty per cent. The great object was,

to obtain from the vizier money and a passport.

Grothusen was received with all the respect due

to his rank ;
but the vizier started difficulties.

With regard to the passport,
he said, it could be

of no use until the consent of the court of Vien-

na was first obtained ; and, as to money, he said,

' his master knew how to give when he thought

proper, but it was beneath his dignity to lend ;

that the king should have every necessary pro-

vided for his journey, and possibly
the Porte

might make some pecuniary present,
but he

would not have it expected.'
The imperial

minister, however, removed every difficulty with

regard to the passport, by granting
it in the most

full and ample manner, in the name of the em-

peror, the princes and states, of Germany. He

sent also a present to the king, consisting of a

tent of scarlet richly embroidered with gold ;
a

sabre, the handle of which was studded with

jewels; and eight fine horses richly cnparisoned.
Money, the article most wanted, was entirely
forgotten ; however, the day was fixed for
Charles's departure, and the vizier appointed
sixty carriages loaded with all kinds of provi-
sions, and several companies of janisaries and
other troops to attend him to the frontiers of

Transylvania. On the 14th oi October, 1714,
Charles quitted his bed at Demotica, and set

out for Sweden. All the princes through whosu
territories he was to pass had given orders for

his entertainment in the most magnificent man-
ner; but the king, perceiving that these compli-
ments only rendered his imprisonment and other

misfortunes more conspicuous, suddenly dis-

missed his Turkish attendants, and, assembling
his own people, bid them take no care about

him, but make the best of their way to Stral-

sund. After this he set out post, in the habit

of a German officer, attended only by colonel

During. Keeping the bye-roads through Hun-

gary, Moravia, Austria, Bavaria, Wirtemburu,
the Palatinate, Westphalia, and Mecklenburg,
he arrived on the 21st of November at midnight
before the gates of Stralsund. Being unknown,
he was admitted with difficulty ; but, being soon

recognised by the governor, the greatest tokens

of joy were shown all over the town. In the

midst of the tumult Charles went to bed. He
had been booted for sixteen days, and now
his legs were swelled to such a degree that it

was necessary to cut his boots off. Having slept
for some hours, he arose, reviewed his troops,
and gave orders for renewing the war with re-

doubled vigor.
Sweden was now in the greatest distress. On

the defeat at Pultowa, the Danes had invaded

Schonen, but were defeated by general Steen-

boek. This victory, however, did not put an

end to the war, for the kings of Denmark and

Poland, with the czar of Muscovy, entered into

stricter bonds of amity than ever. They dreaded

the return of Charles to his own dominions, and

apprehended that numberless victories would

soon efface the remembrance of Pultowa. They
determined therefore to make the best use of

their time ;
and Charles never took a more im-

prudent resolution than obstinately to remain so

long in the Turkish dominions. The kings of

Denmark and Poland invaded Pomerania ;
but

after laying siege in vain to Stralsund, Wismar,

and other places, they were obliged to retire with

disgrace. In 1712 the king of Denmark in-

vaded and reduced Bremen and Verden; but

the same year met with a terrible defeat from

Steenboek, with the loss of a vast number killed

and wounded, and almost all their artillery taken.

The following year, however, this general being

pursued, and surrounded by the united forces of

the Russians, Danes, and Saxons, was obliged to

throw himself into the neutral town of Tonnm

uen- where he was besieged, and obliged to

surrender at discretion, with his whole army.

The consequence was an invasion of 1- inland by

the czar ;
which he totally reduced, after defeat-

ing the Swedes in several battles. Indeed the

Swedish forces were now unable to cope with

almost any enemy. The return of Charles, how-

ever, seemed to give new life to the nation.
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Though the number of inhabitants was visibly

diminished, the levies he had ordered were com-

pleted in a few weeks ; but the hands left to

cultivate the earth consisted of the infirm, aged,
and decrepid ; so that a famine was threatened

in consequence of the military rage which had
seized all the youth of the kingdom. The pre-
sence of Charles did not now produce those

consequences which the allies had feared. The

kingdom was too mucli reduced to be able to

furnish the necessary supplies of men and

money; and, though the king's coinage and

military skill were not in the least diminished,
the efforts he made, instead of restoring Sweden
to its splendor, served entirely to ruin it. In

1715 Prussia declared against him, on account
of his demanding back the town of Stettin,

which that monarch had seized. To complete
his embarrassment, George I. of Britain also

became his enemy. The forces of Denmark,
Prussia, Saxony, and Hanover, joined to invest

Wismar, while a body of 36,000 men formed
the siege of Stralsund ; at the same time that

the czar, with a fleet of twenty large ships of

war, and 150 transports, carrying 30,000 men,
threw every part of the Swedish coast into the

greatest consternation. The heroism of Charles

could not prevail against so many enemies
; yet

he was still so dreadful that the prince of

Anhalt, with 12,000 brave troops, did not think

himself a match for this furious enemy, when at

the head of only 2000, till he had entrenched his

army behind a ditch, defended by chevaux de
frize. This precaution was not unnecessary ;

for in the night Charles with his men clambered

up the ditch, and attacked the enemy furiously.

Numbers, however, at last prevailed, and Charles

was obliged to retire, after having seen his favor-

ite Grothusen, general Dardorff, and During,
the companions of his exile, killed by his side,

he himself being wounded in the breast. This

rash attempt was made to save Rugen, whence
the town of Stralsund was> supplied with provi-
sions. The place was well fortified and garri-
soned with 9000 men, with Charles himself at

their head ; but nothing could resist the eiforts

of the enemy. The houses were laid in ashes

by the bombs ; the walls miserably shattered,
and large breaches made in them by the cannon ;

so that by the 1 7th of December it was proposed
to give the assault. The attack on the horn

work was desperate ;
the enemy was twice re-

pulsed ; but at last, by dint of numbers, effected

a lodgment. The next day Charles headed a

sally, in which he dealt terrible destruction

among the besiegers, but was at length over-

powered and obliged to retreat into the town.

At last his officers, apprehending that he must
either fall into the hands of the enemy, or be
buried in the ruins of the place, intreated him to

retire. A retreat, however, was now almost as

dangerous as to remain in the town, on account
of the fleets of the enemy with which the sea

was covered ; and this very circumstance in-

duced the king to consent to it. Setting out,

therefore, in a small boat with sails and oars, he

passed all the enemy's ships and batteries, and
arrived safe at Ystedt in Schonen.

To revenge himself for these losses, Charles

invaded Norway with an army of 25,000 men
The Danes were every where defeated and pur-
sued with that vigor for which Charles was so

remarkable ;
but strong reinforcements arriving

from Denmark, and provisions failing, he was at

last obliged to retire. Soon after this the Swedes
lost Wismar ; but, when every thing seemed to

go to wreck, baron Goertz, the chief minister

and favorite of Charles, set on foot a treaty with

the czar, by which the most formidable of all

Charles's enemies was taken off. The minister

prevailed upon the inflexible temper of Charles,

by representing to him that the cession of cer-

tain provinces to Peter would induce him to as-

sist him in his projects of again dethroning Au-
gustus, and of replacing James on the throne of

Britain
; which last scheme he had projected out

of revenge for the elector of Hanover having
seized on the duchies of Bremen and Verden.
In consequence of the conferences between the

czar and Goertz, the former engaged to send into

Poland an army of 80,000 men to dethrone that

prince whom he had so long defended. He en-

gaged also to furnish ships for transporting
30,000 Swedes to Germany, and 10,000 into

Denmark. This treaty, however, was not fully
ratified ; and the king's death put a final stop to

all the great prospects of Sweden. Charles had
resolved on the conquest of Norway, and he
marched his army into that cold and barren

country in October, when the ground was co-

vered with frost and snow. With 18,000 men
he formed the siege of Frederickshall, though
the severity of the frost rendered it almost im-

possible to break the ground. Charles, however,
resolved to form trenches : and his soldiers cheer-

fully obeyed, digging into the ground with the

same labor as if they had been piercing a rock.

On the llth of December 1718 the king visited

the trenches in the midst of a terrible fire from

the enemy, to animate his men by his presence.
He took his post in a most dangerous station,

standing upon a gabion and leaning over the pa-

rapet, while the enemy were firing chain shot at

the very spot where he stood. He was intreated

to change his station ; but he remained obsti-

nate, as if he had been proof against cannon
bullets. At last he was seen to fall on the para-

pet with a deep groan. A small cannon ball

had struck him on the temple, beat in the left

eye, and forced the right eye quite out of its

socket ; his right hand in the mean time grasped
the hilt of his sword, as if he had meant to re-

venge the blow. See CHARLES XII.

From the death of Charles XII. until the re-

volution in 1772. Charles XII. was succeeded

by his sister, princess Ulrica Eleonora, wife to

Frederick, hereditary prince of Hesse. On this

occasion the states took care to make a previous

stipulation for the recovery of their liberties,

and obliged the princess to sign a paper to this

purpose before entering on the government.
Their first care was to make a peace with Great

Britain, which the late king intended to have in-

vaded. The Swedes then, to prevent their far-

ther losses by the progress of the Russian, the

Danish, the Saxon, and other arms, made many
great sacrifices to obtain peace from those powers.
In 1720 queen Ulrica Eleonora resigned the
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crown in favor of her husband Frederick, who
was elected by the States, and crowned May 3d,
1721. The French, about 1738, formed a dan-

gerous party in the kingdom, under the name of
the Hats ; which not only broke the internal

quiet of the kingdom, but led it into a ruinous
war with Russia, by which the province of Fin-
land was lost. Their Swedish majesties having
no children, it was necessary to settle the suc-

cession ; especially as the duke of Holstein was
descended from the queen's eldest sister, and

was, at the same time, the presumptive heir to

the empire of Russia. Four competitors ap-
peared : the duke of Holstein Gottorp, prince
Frederick of Hesse-Cassel, nephew to the king,
the prince of Denmark, and the duke of Deux-
Ponts. The duke of Holstein had undoubtedly
the best right. His name was Peter Ulric, the

son of Charles Frederick, prince of llolstein-

Gottorp, and grandson of duke Frederick IV. by
Hedwiga Sophia, eldest sister to Charles XII.,
but he had embraced the Greek religion, that he

might succeed to the throne of Russia; which he

did, on the death of Elizabeth, and became the

unfortunate Peter III. The czarina interposed,
and offered to restore all the conquests she had
made from Sweden, excepting a small district in

Finland, if the Swedes would receive the duke
of Holstein's uncle, Adolphus Frederick, bishop
of Lubec, as their hereditary prince and suc-

cessor to their crown. This was agreed to;
and a peace was concluded at Abo, under the

mediation of his Britannic majesty. This peace
was so firmly adhered to by the czarina, that the

king of Denmark dropt all resentment for the

indignity done his son. Queen Ulrica Eleonora

died in 1741, and king Frederick, her husband,
in 1751.

KingAdolphus Frederick was elected successor

to the throne July 4th, 1743 ; and on July 17th,

1744, had married princess Louisa Ulrica, third

sister to the king of Prussia. In 1751 he en-

tered into the possession of his new dignity,
which proved to him a crown of thorns. Through
a strange medley of affairs and views of interest,

the French had acquired vast influence in all the

deliberations of the Swedish senate. The in-

trigues of the senators forced Adolphus to take

part in the late war against Prussia ; but as that

war was disagreeable not only to the people, but

also to the king of Sweden, the nation never

made so mean an appearance ; and, upon Rus-

sia's making peace with the king of Prussia, the

Swedes likewise made their peace, upon the

terms of leaving things as they stood at the be-

ginning of the war. Adolphus died dispirited

in 1771, after a turbulent reign of twenty years ;

and was succeeded by his son Gustavus III.

The most remarkable transaction of the reign

of Gustavus III. is the revolution which took

place in the government in 1772, by which the

king, from being the most limited, became one

of the most despotic monarchs in Europe. Ever

since the death of Charles XII. the whole power
of the kingdom had been lodged in the states ;

and this power they had on all occasions most

grievously abused. Gustavus therefore deter-

mined either to seize on that power of which

they made such a bad use, or perish in the at-

tempt. By the power of his eloquence, he ol>-
tamed the acquiescence of all the military in cr.e

day : and on the following morning the terrifted
senate subscribed with acclamations to fifty-sever.new articles of government which he presented
to them, lodging their power in his own hand.
The power, however, thus obtained, the king
employed for the good of his subjects. He took
care that the law should be administered with

impartiality to the richest noble and the poorest
peasant, making a severe example of such judges
as were proved to have made justice venal. He
gave particular attention and encouragement to

commerce, was a liberal and enlightened patron
of learning and science, and labored strenuously
to introduce into his kingdom the most valuable

improvements in agriculture that had been made
in foreign countries.

Sweden, history of, until the present time.

Gustavus, while thus active in promoting the

arts of peace, was not inattentive to those of war.
The fleet and the army he placed on a more

respectable footing than they had ever before at-

tained. Of this the war with Russia afforde 1

numerous proofs. It is needless for us to ent>T

into a detail of the particulars of that war, which
,

as well as the astonishing activity and milit.irv

skill displayed by the Swedish monarch, ;uv

fresh in the memory of all our readers. Suffice

it to say, that neither Gustavus Adolphus nor

Charles XII. gave greater proofs of undaunted

courage and military conduct in their long and

bloody wars, than were given by Gustavus III.

from the end of 1787 to 1790, when peace w;is

restored between the courts of St. Petersburg
and Stockholm. In 1792 he entered into the al-

liance that was formed against the revolutionary

government of France ; and to raise an army
to co-operate with the emperor and the king of

Prussia, he was obliged to negociate large loans,

and to impose upon his subjects heavy taxes.

The nobles took advantage of that circumstance

to prejudice the minds of the people against tin;

sovereign, who had labored so long for their

real good. On the 16th of March, 1792, he re-

seived an anonymous letter, warning him of his

immediate danger from a plot that was laid to

take away his life, requesting him to remain at

home, and avoid balls for a year. Gustavus,

like Caesar, read the note with contempt, and at

a late hour went to a ball that very night. He

mingled, without apprehension, among the

crowd
;
and just as he was preparing to retire, in

company with the Prussian ambassador, lie was

surrounded by several persons in masks, one of

whom fired a pistol at the back of the kins;, and

lodged the contents in his body. The king lan-

guished from the 17th to the '29th of March,

when he dted with that unshaken courage he ha 1

manifested during his life. A few hours before

his decease he appointed his brother, the auk;

of Sudermania, sole regent, till his son, who was

then about fourteen, should have attained the iv^e

of eighteen. His last words were a decl.ir.it ion

of pardon to the conspirators against his life.

But his orders in this instance were disobeyed.

The assassin Ankarstrom, who had been detected

by the pistols
and cutlass he dropped, was

verely whipped three successive days; on tin:
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last of which his right hand and head were cut

off, and his body impaled. Four of his accom-

plices were beheaded, and others were impri-
soned, and some pardoned. Immediately on the

death of the king, his son was proclaimed king

by the title of Gustavus IV.

Gustavus IV., during his short and unfortu-

nate reign, certainly displayed much of the

genius of his illustrious ancestors ; but madness
was mixed with his genius, and the utmost ex-

travagance of mind with the greatest generosity
of intention. His conduct in the unfortunate

war which first removed Prussia from the list of

European powers, and the singular and unex-

pected revolution by which his aged uncle, the

worthless tool of France, deprived him of his

crown, are the most remarkable circumstances of

his reign. .The unfortunate monarch, with all

the fine qualities with which he was adorned,
seems to have had in his own country neither

friend nor party. He lived for a little while in

England, which he quitted suddenly. He then

retired to Switzerland, and took the simple
name of Gottorp ; acquiescing, it would appear,
in his own exclusion, and in that of his family.
He after this repudiated his wife, became a Mo-
ravian in religion, and proposed to marry a

young lady of that sect; all evident signs of

mental derangement, belying, in a very melan-

choly manner, the promise of his early years.
The election of Bernadotte lobe crown prince of

Sweden followed ; and the war with Russia (2d

September 1812). A treaty of peace had been

signed between Great Britain, Russia, and Swe-
den ; and lord viscount Cathcart went out as

British ambassador to Russia, and Mr. Thornton
to Sweden. An expedition was then prepared,
in concert with Great Britain and Russia, under
the crown prince (Bernadotte), in Sweden, with

the view of attacking Buonaparte in his rear.

It seems that the election of Bernadotte as crown

prince or successor to the throne was without

any intrigues on his own part, but certainly
without any on the part of the French emperor
(who was jealous of this success of his protegee),

chiefly on account of the reputation he had ac-

quired through the north of Europe, by his wise

and humane conduct in the government of Han-
over. On the demise of Charles XIV., after hi?

co-operation with the allies in the deliverance of

Europe, Bernadotte mounted the throne, and

succeeded in uniting Sweden and Norway under

his government, and in establishing in his family
the succession to the crown

SWEDENBORG (Emanuel), was born at

Stockholm, in Sweden, January 29th, 1688. His

father, Jesper Swedberg, was bishop of Skara, in

West Gothland, a member of the society for the

propagation of the gospel, formed on the plan of

that in England, and president of the Swedish

churches in England and America. The subject
of this memoir, Emanuel, was ennobled by queen
Ulrica Eleonora in 1719 and named Sweden-

borg. His youth was remarkable for uncommon

assiduity and application in the usual exercises

of that age. A son of the bishop of Skara could

not fail to have a good and careful education,
suitable to the manner of the times in which he
lived. He was placed in the road to useful and
extensive knowledge ; and he advanced with a

speed and success rarely witnessed. In 1709,
when little more than twenty years of age, he

published at Upsal a small collection of maxims,
from Seneca and others, with the following title :

L. Annaei Senecae et Pub. Syri Mimi, forsan et

aliorum, Selectse Sententiae, &c., which was ap-
plauded as a remarkable production for a young
man. In 1710 he published at Skara a superior
collection of pieces on different subjects, in Latin

verse, under the title of Ludus Heliconius, sive

Carmina Miscellanea, qua variis in locis cecinii

Emanuel Swedherg. The same year he began
his travels, first into England, afterwards into

Holland, France, and Germany. On his return,
in 1714, from his first voyage, he applied him-
self chiefly to mathematics and physics, in which
he soon became so distinguished a proficient
that he was made the associate of the celebrated

Polhammar, in the superintendance of the con-

struction of public works ; and two years after-

wards was appointed assessor extraordinary to the

Royal College of Mines by Charles XII., who

honored him with frequent conversations, and
bestowed upon him a lan;e share of his favor.

In 1716, at the age of twenty-eight years, he

published essays and observations on the mathe-
matical and physical sciences, under the title of

Daedalus Hyperboreus. In 1718 he executed a

work of the greatest importance at the time of the

siege of Frederickshall, where he gave evident

proof of his extraordinary abilities. Charles

could not send his heavy artillery to Fredericks-

hall, on account of the badness of the roads,
which were then deeply covered with snow. In

this extremity Swedenborg brought the sciences

to the aid of valor. By help of proper instru-

ments he cut through the mountains, raised the

valleys which separated Sweden from Norway,
and then sent to his master two galleys, five large

boats, and a sloop, loaded with pieces of artil-

lery, to be employed in the siege. The length of

this canal was about two miles and a half, Swed-
ish measure, or upwards of sixteen miles English.

Mechanism, however, was not his only study ;

for he gave the Continuation of his Daedalus

Hyperboreus in 1717 and 1718; and in the lat-

ter year an introduction to algebra, under the

title of The Art of the Rules. He is said to have

been the first person in Sweden who wrote on
the subject of the integral and differential cal-

culus.

Having lost his patron Charles XII. at the sie^e

of Frederickshall, he was taken under the pro-
tection of queen Ulrica Eleonora, the sister and

successor of that hero; and, in 1719, he was en-

nobled by her and named Swedenborg, as before

observed ; from which time he took his seat with

the nobles of the equestrian order in the Triennial

assemblies of the states. But his elevation to

this rank did not lessen his ardor for tie sciences ;
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for he published in the same year A Method to
Sx the Value of Money, and to determine the
Swedish Measures in such a Way as to suppress
all the Fractions, and to facilitate the Calculations.
About the same time he gave the public a treatise

On the Position and Motion of the Earth and
the other Planets ; with another On the Height
of the Tides and the Flux and Reflux of the Sea ;

which, from information gathered in different

parts of Sweden, appeared to have been greater

formerly than when he wrote. From some ex-

periments, of which he published an account,
he concluded, agreeably to a well-established

fact, that the earth is flatter at the poles than at

the equator. The three last-mentioned works are

said to have been printed in the Swedish lan-

guage.
Assiduous in his attention to the duties of his

office, as assessor of the mines, Swedenborg un-

dertook a second journey into foreign countries,
to examine their mines and smelting-works, par-

ticularly those of Saxony and Harts. He was

particularly noticed at this time by the duke of

Brunswick, who did much to facilitate his labors.

During these travels, which were undertaken for

the improvement of the manufactures of his na-

tive country, he printed the following tracts, vi&.

1. Prodromus Principiorum Natural uim. sive

Novorum Tentaminum, Chemiam et Physi-
cam, experimentalem geometrice explicandi.
2. Nova Observata et Inventa circa Ferrum et

Ignam praecipua Naturam Ignis Elementorum,
una cum novaCamini inventione. 3. Methodus
nova inveniendi Longitudines locorum, terra

marique, ope Lunae. 4. Modus construendi

Receptacula Navalia, vulgo en Suedois, Docky-
bygnadder. 5. Nova constructio Aggeris Aqua-
tici. 6. Modus explorandi Virtutes Navigiorum.
7. Miscellanea Observata circa res Naturales,

prsesertim Mineralia, Ignem, et Montium Strata.

The first six of these tracts were printed at Am-
sterdam in 1721, and the last at Leipsic and

Hamburg in 1722. Few literary men have ever

performed so much in so short a time. After his

return home in 1722 Swedenborg did not remain

idle, but so equally divided his time between the

duties of his office, as metallic assessor to the

Royal College, and his private studies, that in

1733 he finished his grand work, entitled Opera

Philosophica et Mineralia, and had it printed
under his own direction in 1734, part at Dres-

den and part at Leipsic; in which year he also

went to inspect the mines of Austria and Hun-

gary. This work is divided into three volumes

folio : the title of the first is Principia Rerum

Naturalium, sive Novorum Tentaminum, Phae-

nomena Mundi Elementaris philosophice expli-

candi ; the second Regnum Subterraneum sive

Minerale de Ferro ;
and the third Regnum Sub-

terraneum sive Minerale de Cupro et Orichalco;

all of them written with great strength of judg-

ment, and ornamented with 155 copper plates^
to

facilitate the comprehension of the text. The

first volume treats of elementary principles ;
of

magv.etism, and the variations of the magnetic

needle ; of the sun and its vortex, the origin of

the planetary bodies, and of paradise and the first

man. It is remarkable that, in treating on the

origin of the planets in our solar system, he
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makes express mention of seven primary ones
besides the moon and the other satellites. This was
more than forty years before the discovery of the
seventh planet by Dr. Herschel. The second
and third volumes treat on

mineralogy, and are
generally termed Swedenborg's Regnum Mine-
rale. The professor of natural philosophy in the

university of Pennsylvania, R. M. Patterson, ob-
serves on this work, that <

it is an
extraordinary

production of one of the most
extraordinary men

certainly, that ever lived. Many of the experi-
ments and observations on magnetism, presented
in this work, are believed to be of much more
modern date, and are unjustly ascribed to much
more recent writers.' Indeed it has been

frequently
remarked, by other learned men, that several im-
portant discoveries in science, claimed by dif-

ferent writers, were anticipated, and in some
cases minutely described, by Swedenborg.

His name had now been most deservedly en-
rolled among the academicians at Upsal, Stock-

holm, and Petersburg; and several distinguished
foreigners were anxious to have the honor and

advantage of corresponding with him. Wolfius,
with many other learned men, valued his corre-

spondence and consulted him on the most diffi-

cult subjects. The editors of the Acta Erudito-

rum, at Leipsic, found in his works a rich harvest
to ornament their collection with. The authors,
also, of the magnificent Description of Arts and

Trades, which are carried on at Paris, found the

second part of Swedenborg's work on iron and
the preparation of steel, which abounds with va-

luable information, of so much consequence,
that they translated and inserted the whole in

their collection of the best things written on these

subjects.
After the year 1737 he made eight different

voyages into foreign parts, particularly England
and Holland. He visited France and Italy ;

spent some time at Venice and Rome ; and on
his return published an account of his travels.

Besides the works already mentioned Swedenborg
was the author of the following. 1. Prodromus

Philosophise ratiocinantis de Infinite, de Causa

Creationis, et de Mechanismo Operatioms, Ani-

mse et Corporis; printed at Dresden in 1733.

2. (Economia Regni Animalis
;

in two parts, the

first printed at Amsterdam in 1740, and the

second in 1741. 3. Regnum Animale : in three

parts ;
the first two printed at the Hague in

1744; and the third in London in 1746. 4.

De Cultu et Amore Dei; London, 1745.

In the two works entitled (Economia Regni
Animalis and Regnum Animale, the author made

many important discoveries in anatomy, and in

the circulation of the blood : but, owing to the

little pains taken to circulate his philosophical
and scientific writings, those discoveries are not

generally known to belong to him. The treatise

De Cultu et Amora Dei is also an extraordinary

work. It is in two
parts,

the first of which traces

the origin of the earth from the sun ;
then treats of

paradise ;
and of the birth, infancy, and love

of the first man, or Adam. The second part

treats of the marriage of the first man ; of

the soul ;
of the intellectual spirit ; of the state

of integrity, and of the image of God. The ex-

istence of a seventh primary planet in our solar

2 P
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system is again noticed in this little work, which
was published about thirty-five years before the

discovery made by Dr. Herschel.

Having thus given an account of the principal
works, which Swedenborg published before he

undertook to write on theology, it will now be

proper to state that about this time, 1743 or

1744, an extraordinary change seems to have
taken place in his studies and pursuits. His
views were directed to subjects which he con-

ceived to be of infinitely greater importance than

those of mere literature and science. By many
persons the reputation which baron Swedenborg
acquired as a philosopher, and the high consi-

deration in which he was held by the public
academies of Europe, and by learned men of all

nations, would have been prized almost beyond
measure : but by him they were not so regarded,
when he came to enter upon that new scene

which he now states to have opened before him.
' Whatever of worldly honor and advantage,' says
he,

'

may appear to be in the things befoie-

oientioned, I hold them but as matters of low

estimation, when compared to the honor of that

holy office to which the Lord himself hath called

me, who was graciously pleased to manifest him-

self to me, his unworthy servant, in a personal

appearance, in the year 1743 ; to open in me a

sight of the spiritual world, and to enable me to

converse with spirits and angels ;
and this privi-

lege has continued with me to this day. From
that time I began to print and publish various

unknown Arcana, that have been either seen by
me or revealed to me, concerning Heaven and

Hell, the state of man after death, the true wor-

ship of God, the spiritual sense of the Scriptures,
and many other important truths tending to sal-

vation and true wisdom. And that mankind

might receive benefit from these communications,
was the only motive which has induced me at

different times to leave my home to visit other

countries. As to this world's wealth I have what
is sufficient; and more I neither seek nor wish for.'

The extraordinary event, or impression of his

mind, here related, was followed by a series of

theological publications, which have no parallel
in the annals of Christianity. We give the titles

of them in the order in which they appeared ;

and as they have obtained in the world no small

notice, even among persons of sound judgment
and most amiable dispositions, we shall allow

them to stand on their own merits, and leave the

reader to form his own opinion of the nature of

their contents. 1. Arcana Caelestia, or Heavenly
Mysteries, contained in the sacred Scriptures,
or word of the Lord : being an explanation of

the spiritual sense of the books of Genesis and
Exodus ; interspersed with relations of wonder-
ful things seen in the world of spirits, and the

heaven of angels. In 8 vols. 4to. London, 1749
to 1756. 2. De Ccelo et Inferno, ex Auditis et

Visis
; a treatise concerning heaven and hell,

and the wonderful things heard and seen there,

London, 1758. 3. De Nova Hierosolyma, et

Ejus Doctrina Coelesti ; concerning the New
Jerusalem, and its heavenly doctrines ; London,
1 758. 4. De Ultimo Judicio, et Babylonia De-

structa; concerning the last judgment, and the

destruction of Babylon ; London, 1758 5. De

Equo Albo, de quoin Apocalypsi; concerning
the white horse mentioned in the Revelation ;

London, 1758. 6. De Telluribus in Mundo
nostro Solari, quse vocantur Planetse ; et de
Telluribus in Coelo Astrifero

; deque illarum

Incolis, &c. ; concerning the earths in our solar

system, and in the starry heaven ; with an ac-

count of their inhabitants, &c. ; London, 1758.
7. Doctrina Novae Hierosolymse de Domino;
the doctrine of the New Jerusalem, concerning
the Lord; Amsterdam, 1763. 8. Doctrina
Novae Hierosolymse de Scriptura Sacra seu
Verbo Domini ; the doctrine of the New Jerusa-
lem concerning the sacred scripture, or word of

the Lord ; Amsterdam, 1763. 9. Doctrina
Vitse pro Nova Hierosolymse, ex Praeceptis De-

calogi ; the doctrine of life for the New Jerusa-

lem, from the precepts of the decalogue; Am-
sterdam, 1763. 10. Doctrina Novae Hierosolymse
de Fide; the doctrine of the New Jerusalem

concerning faith ; Amsterdam, 1763. 11. Con-
tinuatis de Ultimo Judicio, et de Mundo Spiri-
tuali

; continuation concerning the last judg-
ment, and concerning the spiritual world

;

Amsterdam, 1763. 12. Sapientia Angelica de
Divina Amorse et Divina Sapientia; angelic wis-
dom concerning divine love and divine wisdom

;

Amsterdam, 1763. 13. Sapientia Angelica de
Divina Providentia; angelic wisdom concerning
divine providence; Amsterdam, 1764. 14.

Apocalypsis Revelata ; the apocalypse revealed ;

Amsterdam, 1766. 15. Delitiae Sapientiae de
Amore Conjugiali, &c. ; the delights of wisdom

concerning conjugal love; after which follow

the pleasures of insanity concerning scortatory
love; Amsterdam, 1768. 16. Sumonaria Ex-

positio Doctrinse Novse Ecclesiae ; a brief exposi-
tion ofthe doctrine ofthe new church ; Amsterdam,
1769. 17. De Commercio Animae et Corporis ;

concerning the intercourse between the soul and

body; Amsterdam, 1769. 18. Vera-Christiana

Religio,continens Universalem Theologian Novae
Ecclesise

; Amsterdam, 1771.

These works have all been translated into

English, and circulated very extensively both in

Great Britain and America. The author left

behind him many other works in MS., of which
the following have been printed : 1. Coronis
seu Appendix ad Veram Christianam Religio-
nem ; a coronis or appendix to the true Chris-

tian religion ; London, 1780. 2. Clavis Hiero-

glyphica Arcanorum Naturalium et Spiritual ium,
&c. ; an hieroglyphic key to natural and spiri-
tual mysteries, by way of representations and

correspondences; London, 1784. 3. Summaria

Expositio Sensus Interni Librorum Prophetico-
rum Verbi Veteris Testamenti, necron et Psalm-
orum Davidis ; a summary exposition of the

internal sense of the prophetical books of the

Old Testament, and of the Psalms of David
;

London, 1784. 4. Apocalypsis Explicata se-

cundum Sensum Spiritualem ; the apocalypse

explained according to the spiritual sense ;
4.

vols. 4to., London, 1785 to 1789.

Sublime things are announced by all these

titles ; and though the works are many, and em-
brace a great variety of subjects, they all assume
to be connected by one chain of argument and
illustration. The application requisite to pro-
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duce so many and such important works, not

allowing him to continue the necessary functions

of his office as assessor, beyond the year 1747,
he resigned his situation in the Royal College,
and obtained in the same year permission from
the king to retire, and to retain his salary as an

appointment for life, without any prejudice to

his title and rank. He assisted as a member of

the house of nobles during several diets ;
and his

behaviour was such as to procure him universal

esteem and respect. He was honored with the

favor and particular kindness of the kings who

reigned during his time ; and all who had the

happiness of enjoying his company soon became
sensible of his superior wisdom, erudition, and

virtue. The rules of life which he laid down
for his own practice, and which after his death

were found placed and repeated in various parts
of his MSS., bespeak a temper of mind truly

Christian, and are well worthy of being univer-

sally observed. These were, 1. 'To read often,

and to meditate well on, the word of the Lord.

2. To be always resigned and content under the

dispensations of Providence. 3. Always to ob-

serve a propriety of behaviour, and to preserve
the conscience clear and void of offence. 4. To

obey that which is ordained ;
to be faithful in

the discharge of the duties of our employment ;

and to do every thing in our power to render

ourselves as universally useful as possible.'

Of the particular circumstances connected

with the appointment of this extraordinary man
to the office, which he says he was called by the

Lord to perform, we have no account that can

be depended upon but that which he has himself

given in several of his printed works, particularly

in his work entitled True Christian Religion, in

the chapter on the consummation of the age, the

coming of the Lord, and the new heaven and

new church, n. 779, 780 ;
from which we quote

the following passage :
' That this second com-

ing of the Lord is effected by the instrumentality

of a man (meaning himself), before whom he

hath manifested himself in person, and whom he

hath filled with his spirit,
to teach from him the

doctrines of the new church by means of the

word. Since the Lord cannot manifest himself

in person (to the world), as was shown above,

and yet he foretold that he would come and es-

tablish a new church, which is the New Jerusa-

lem, it follows that he will effect this by the in-

strumentality of a man, who is able not only

to receive the doctrines of that church in his

understanding, but also to publish them in print.

That the Lord hath manifested himself before

me his servant, and sent me on this office, and

that afterwards he opened the sight of my spirit

and thereby let me into the spiritual world, and

granted me to see the heavens and the hells, and

also to converse with angels and spirits,
and this

now continually for several years, I testify in

truth ; and farther, that from the first day of my
call to this office, I never received any thing ap-

pertaining to the doctrines of that church from

any angel, but from the Lord alone, whilst I was

reading the word. To the end that the Lord

might be constantly present, he revealed to me

the spiritual sense of his word, in which sense

divine truth is in its light, and in this light he is

continually present.' A similar statement is

made in n. 851 of the same work, where he as-

serts,
'
that the privilege of conversing with an-

gels and spirits had continued with him for

twenty-seven years,' that is, from 1743 to 1770,
when he wrote that work two years before his death !

The following are, according to one of his re-

spectable followers, the chief articles of doctrine
deducible from the whole of baron Swedenborg's
Theological Writings, viz. 1. That Jehovah God,
the creator and preserver of heaven and earth, is a

Being of infinite love, wisdom, and power, that

he is one in essence and in person, in whom
nevertheless is a divine trinity, consisting of

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, like soul, body,
and operation in man ; and that the Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ is that God. 2. That Je-

hovah God himself came down from heaven as

divine truth, which is the word, and took upon
him human nature, for the purpose of subduing
and removing the powers of darkness, of restor-

ing the spiritual world to order, of preparing the

way for a new church upon earth, and thus of

accomplishing the great work of redemption :

that through the process of sufferings and temp-
tations he also glorified his humanity by uniting
it with his essential divinity; and that all who
believe in him from the heart, with the under-

standing, and in the life, will be saved. 3. That

the word of the Lord, or sacred Scripture, was

written by divine inspiration ;
that it contains an

internal spiritual sense for the use of angels in

heaven, and an external natural sense for the use

of men upon earth; and that in each sense it is

holy and divine. That these two senses, the

spiritual and the natural, are united by corres-

pondences, like soul and body ; and thus that

the word is the medium of communication with

heaven, and of conjunction with the Lord. 4.

That all evils, whether of affection, of thought,

or of life, ought to be shunned as sins against

God, because they proceed from the devil, that

is, from hell, and destroy in man the capacity of

enjoying the happiness of heaven. But that, on

the other hand, good affections, good thoughts,

and good actions, ought to be cherished and per-

formed, because they are of God, and from God ;

and that every act of love and charity, of justice

and equity, both towards society in general and

towards individuals in particular, ought to be

done by man as of himself, nevertheless under

the acknowledgment and belief that they are

really and truly from the Lord, operating;
in him

and by him. 5. That man, during his abode in

the world, is kept in a state of spiritual equili-

brium between heaven and hell, or good and

evil, in consequence of which he enjoys free-will

in spiritual
as well as natural things, and has the

capacity either of turning himself to the Lord,

or of separating himself from the Lord ;
that so

far as he does the work of repentance,
and lives

in charity according to the truths of faith, so far

his sins are remitted, that is to say, so far his

evils are removed ;
and in the same proportion

also he is regenerated, or created anew by
the

Lord. 6. That man is not life in himself, but

only a recipient of life from the Lord, who alone

is life in himself; which life is communicated

by influx to all in the spiritual world, whether
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ain^ lo heaven or to hell, and to all in the na-

tural world; but is received differently by each

according to ttie quality of the recipient subject.

7. That adequate means of salvation are, by the

divine mercy and providence of the Lord, ex-

tended to all of the human race without excep-
tion

;
and consequently that men of every per-

suasion or denomination upon the face of the

earth, whether they be Christians, Jews, Maho-

metans, or Pagans, may be saved, if they live in

mutual love and charity from religious motives,

according to the best of their knowledge and un-

derstanding. But that nevertheless the new and

true Christian religion, inasmuch as it is more

immediately derived from our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ, who is the One only God of heaven

and earth, is of all religions the most capable of

effecting close and intimate conjunction with

him; and on that account is to be esteemed

more excellent, more heavenly, and more divine,

than any other. 8. That every event or occur-

rence in human life, whether of prosperity or of

adversity, is under the immediate superintend-
ance and direction of the Divine Providence ;

and that nothing does or can befal man, either

in his collective or in his individual capacity,
but what even in the most minute, as well as in

the more important circumstances attending it,

is made to contribute in a way known only to

infinite wisdom, to the final benefit and advant-

age of those who love and obey the Lord. 9.

That immediately on the death of the material

body, which will never be reassumed, man rises

again as to his spiritual or substantial body,
wherein he exists in a perfect human form, with

every faculty which he before enjoyed ; and that

his eternal state, as to happiness or misery here-

after, will altogether depend on the quality of

liis past life, whether it has been good or evil.

10. But that with respect to children dying be-

fore they come to the use of reason, and the ex-

ercise of their own judgment, all such, whether

baptised or unbaptised, whether within the

Christian church or without it, and whether they
be the offspring of godly or of ungodly parents,
are received into heaven by the Lord, and after

instruction, or improvement in understanding
and wisdom, participate in all the happiness and

perfection of angels. 11. That there is not in

the universal heaven a single angel that was
created such at first, nor a single devil in all hell

that had been created an angel of light, and was
afterwards cast out of heaven ; but that all both
in heaven and in hell are of the human race, in

henven such as had lived in the world in hea-

venly love and faith, and in hell such as had lived

altogether according to the principles of self-love

and the love of the world. 12. That true conju-
gal love, which can only exist between one
husband and one wife, is a primary characteris-

tic of the new church, being grounded in the

marriage or conjunction of good and truth, and

corresponding with the marriage of the Lord
and his church; and therefore it is more celes-

tial, spiritual, holy, and pure, than any other

love in angels or men. 13. That baptism and
the holy supper are sacraments of divine institu-

tion, and are to be permanently observed ; bap-
tism teiiis an external medium of introduction

into the church, and a sign representative of man's

purification and regeneration; and the holy sup-
per being an external medium, to those who re-

ceive it worthily, of introduction, as to spirit,

into heaven, and of conjunction with the Lord, of

which it is also a sign and seal. 14. That the last

judgment, so frequently spoken of in the gospels,
and in the Apocalypse, being a separation of the

evil from the good in the spiritual world, where
heretofore they had been collected and mixed in

society together, from the time of the Lord's first

advent into the world till the time of his second

advent, was actually accomplished in the year

1757; when the former heaven and the former

earth, or the old church, passed away according
to the Scriptures, and the foundation of a new
church was laid, wherein all things are become
new. 15. That therefore, as an act of mercy to-

wards the human race, which would otherwise

have perished in eternal death, the second ad-

vent of the Lord has already taken place and
still continues in the present day ; being a com-

ing not in person, but in the power and glory of

the spiritual sense of his holy word, as demon-
strated in the theological writings of his servant

Emanuel Swedenborg : and thus that the holy

city, New Jerusalem, is now descending from
God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned
for her husband.

' In addition to these articles of doctrine,' says
the gentleman to whom we are indebted for the

above summary,
' there are many other im-

portant subjects contained in the writings of

Swedenborg. The doctrine of correspondences
is one, according to which, he says, the whole
of the Sacred Scriptures is written, and without

a knowledge of which its true and genuine sense

cannot possibly be understood. This doctrine

he represents as having been ' hidden now for

some thousands of years, viz. ever since the

time of Job ;
at which time, and in the ages

before it, the science of correspondences was
esteemed the chief of all sciences, being the

fountain of wisdom to man, because it was the

fountain of knowledge concerning spiritual things

relating to heaven and the church ; but, by rea-

son of its being perverted to idolatrous purposes,
it was so obliterated and destroyed, by the di-

vine providence of the Lord, that no traces of it

were left remaining : that nevertheless it is at

this time again revealed by the Lord, in order

to effect a conjunction of the members of the

church with him, and their association with the

angels, which purposes are effected by the word,
in which all and every thing are correspon-
dences.'

He further declares ' that there is a sun in the

spiritual world distinct from the sun of the na-

tural world ; that the former sun is pure love,

and the latter sun pure fire ; that therefore

whatever proceeds from the spiritual sun, by
reason of its being pure love, hath something of

life in it, and whatever proceeds from the na-

tural sun, by reason of its being pure fire, hath

in it nothing of life ; that hence ariseth the dis-

tinction between what is spiritual, and what is

natural,' the one not being a refinement, attenua-

tion, or exaltation of the other, in the way of

continuous degrees, from grosser to purer of the
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same order, but a discreetly distinct and superior
order of things, just as the light of truth ui the
mental eye is discreetly distinct from the light
of the sun or of a candle in the bodily eye ;

which distinction heretofore unknown (or at

least not properly attended to) is now revealed,

together with the source of that light which en-

Jighteneth the human understanding with wis-

dom, and the source of that heat which kindleth
Jove in the human will.'

He also affirms '
that the planets in our solar

system are inhabited by human beings, nay, that

millions of planetary bodies, revolving about
other suns in the starry heavens, are in like man-
ner the abodes of men, and that he himself has

actually been permitted to visit many of them,
not in body, but in

spirit. The manner in which
he explains this subject is really curious, and
well worthy of notice. He states that, in con-

sequence of his intercourse with angels and

spirits for many successive years of his life, he
discovered that distances in the spiritual world
are not like distances here on earth, but are

altogether according to the several states of the

interiors of the inhabitants. They who are in a

similar state are together in one society, and in

one place ; for all presence is caused by simili-

tude of state, and all distance by dissimilitude

of state. Hence to be present with any spirit or

angel, whether he be from this earth, or from any
other earth in the universe, it is only requisite
to be in a similar state with such spirit or angel
as to the interiors of the mind, that is, as to the

interior affections and thoughts. And in this

way, he says, it is as possible for the spirit of a

man still living in the body, whose interiors are

open to heaven, to be led by the Lord into a

similitude of state with the spirits and angels
from other earths or planets, and even with the

inhabitants themselves, as with the spirits, angels,

and distant inhabitants of this earth. Now when
the interior faculties of a man are so far opened
as to enable him to see and converse with spirits

and angels (which however is a rare case in the

present day, owing to causes which need not be

here stated), then such spirits and angels as are

present with him (and every man is surrounded

with beings of this description) can see through
his eyes the natural objects of this world and

hear through his ears the conversation that

passes among men ;
which they cannot other-

wise do. So, again, the man whose interiors are

open may, by being brought into a similar

state with an inhabitant of some distant earth,

in like manner see through the eyes of such in-

habitant, if his interiors are open, the natural ob-

jects of his world, and hear through his ears the

natural sounds there produced.
This doctrine of the possibility

of man's

seeing and conversing with spirits
and angels,

-Swedenborg confirms by a variety of testimo-

ies from the sacred Scriptures, particularly by
the cases of Abraham and Sarah, Lot, the inha-

bitants of Sodom, Joshua, Gideon, Manoah and

his wife, Zacharias, Mary, John, and many

others, who all saw and conversed with angels

as with men. He adds also his own experience,

sayin?,
' Inasmuch as it hath been granted me

by the Lord to be at one and the same time in

the spiritual world and in the natural world, and

thereby to converse with angels as with men,
and thus to become acquainted with the states
of those who, after deuth, flock together into
that heretofore unknown world (for I have con-
versed with all my relations and friends, and
likewise with kings and princes, and men of

learning, after their departure out of this life,

and this now for twenty-seven years without in-

terruption), therefore I am able to describe the
state* of men after death, from lively experience,
both in relation to such as have lived good
lives, and such as have lived evil.' He then

goes on to describe the successive states of those

after death who had confirmed themselves in

false doctrines, by a misapplication and perver-
sion of the sacred Scriptures. See True Chris-

tian Religion, n. 281.

We select another passage from the same

work, n. 792, 794, for the information of the

reader, which, with the other peculiarities taught

by Swedenborg will furnish a just view of the

nature of his publications, and the extraordinary
character of the writer. ' With respect to the

state and nature of a future life, mankind have

heretofore remained in the dark : it has been

generally believed that man after death is a mere

soul, and the common idea concerning such soul

has been that it is something like ether, or air,

consequently that it is like the breath which

goes out of a man's body when he dies, in which

nevertheless there resides some vital principle.

But then it has been conceived that this vita!

principle neither has the faculty of seeing, sued

as belongs to the eye, nor of hearing, such a,

belongs to the ear, nor of speaking, such as

belongs to the organs of speech : when never-

theless man after death is as much a man as lie

was before, and so little changed that he does

not know but he is still living in the former

world; for he sees, hears, and speaks, as ,in the

former world; he walks, runs, and sits, as in

the former world ;
he lies down, sleeps, and

wakes, as in the former world ; he eats and

drinks, as in the former world ;
he enjoys con-

jugal delight, as in the former world ;
in a word,

he is a man in all and every respect.
From

which circumstances it is evident that death is

not an extinction but a continuation of life,

and consequently that it is only a passage from

one state to another. In consequence of what I

have seen, and been an eye-witness of for many

years together, I can assert the following facts

relatin"- to the spiritual
world ;

that there are

earths "in that world, just as in the natural world,

and that there are also plains
and valleys, moun-

tains and hills, fountains and rivers ;
that there

are paradises, gardens, groves, and woods ;
that

there are cities, with palaces
and houses con-

tained therein ;
also that there are writings and

books, employments and merchandises; and

that there are gold, silver, and precious
stones ;

in a word, that there is in the spiritual
world all

and every thing that is in the natural world, bi

that in heaven such things are in an infinitely

paradises, me^ts, and other things and that they
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are created according to a correspondence with

the interiors of angels and
spirits,

that is, of their

affections and thoughts ; whereas all things that

are seen in the natural world begin to exist and

grow from seed.'

The Rev. Thomas Hartley, formerly rector of

Winwick, in Northamptonshire, who was person-

sonally acquainted with Swedenborg, describes

his character as follows :
' The extensive learn-

ing displayed in his writings evinces him to be

the scholar and the philosopher ; and his polite
behaviour and address bespeak the gentleman.
He affects no honor, but declines it ; pursues no

worldly interest, but spends his substance in

travelling and printing, in order to communicate
instruction and benefit to mankind

;
and he is so

far from the ambition of heading a sect, that,

wherever he resides on his travels, he is a mere

solitary, and almost inaccessible, though in his

own country of a free and open behaviour. He
has nothing of the precisian in his manner,

nothing of melancholy in his temper, and nothing
in the least bordering upon the enthusiast in his

conversation or writings ;
in the latter of which

he delivers facts in the plain style of narrative,

speaks of his conversation with spirits and angels
with the same coolness that he treats of earthly

things, as being alike common to him ; he proves
all points of doctrine from Scripture testimony;

always connects charity and a good life with true

faith ; and is, upon the whole, the most rational

divine I ever read.' Hartley's Preface to the In-

tercourse between the Soul and Body. He died

at his lodgings in Great Bath Street, Cold Bath

Fields, Clerkenwell, London, on the 29th of

March 1772, in the eighty-fifth year of his age;
and, after lying in state at an undertaker's, his

'emains were deposited in a vault under the

Swedish church in Prince's Square, Ratcliff

Highway.
SWEDENBORGIANS, or, as they call them-

selves, the Members of the New Jerusalem

Church, are the followers of Emanuel Sweden-

borg, a Swedish nobleman, distinguished by his

writings as a philosopher and theologian; for an
account of whom, and the doctrines taught by
him, see the preceding article. During the life-

time of this author, and for some years after his

deaui, it appears that only a few individuals in

his own country, and still fewer in England,
cordially embraced his doctrines. In 1782, how-

ever, a society of gentlemen was formed in Man-
chester, for the purpose of translating, printing,
and publishing the author's works in English ;

and the next year, 1783, a similar society was
formed in London. But it was not till the year
1788 that the followers of Swedenborg instituted

public worship separately from the other pro-
fessors of Christianity : in that year they opened
a chapel in Great East Cheap, London, as mem-
bers of the New Jerusalem Church ; and their

doctrines soon began to excite very general at-

tention. In a few years societies were formed
in different parts of Great Britain, and numerous

places of worship have either been erected or

engaged by them in some of the principal towns,
as well as villages, throughout the kingdom. It

is supposed there are many thousands in Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland, who profess baron

SWE
Swedenborg's doctrines ; and it is well known
that his writings have obtained a favorable re-

ception
-

among many distinguished and well-

informed persons in France, Holland, Germany,
Sweden, Denmark, Russia, Poland, North and
South America, the West India Islands, the

East Indies, and other distant parts of the globe.
In England the admirers of his system use a

printed liturgy, and have appropriate forms for

baptism, the holy supper, and other rites of the

church, whereby uniformity of worship is estab-

lished among them. They also hold annual con-

ferences of the ministers and other members of

their church ; and, on the whole, they appear to

be in a prosperous condition. They have among
them writers of eminence, who have distin-

guished themselves by their successful vindica-

tions of the character and writings of Sweden-

borg against the various attacks that have from
time to time been made against them. The Rev.
John Clowes, rector of St. John's Church, Man-

chester, the translator of many of the baron's

works, and the able advocate of the New Jerusa-

lem doctrines, completely refuted the calumnies

brought against the noble author by the abbe
Barruel. Mr. Robert Hindmarsh, also of Lon-

don, formerly printer extraordinary to his royal

highness the prince of Wales, and afterwards

George IV., succeeded in answering Dr. Priest-

ley, Mr. Wesley, and some others. And the

Rev. Samuel Noble, minister of the New Jerusa-

lem church in Cross Street, Hatton Garden (late

the Caledonian Asylum, where Mr. Irving for-

merly officiated), has been said to be equally
successful in silencing the ungenerous and ill-

founded attacks which have been more recently
directed against the doctrines of the New Jerusa-

lem. Besides these writers, many others might
be named, whose varied productions are held in

high estimation, and do credit to the cause which

they are intended to serve.

SWEEP,u.a., t;.n.,&n.s.-v Part , & part

SWEEP'INGS, n. s. I pass., swept. Sax.

SWEEP'NET, S rpapan ;
Swed.

SWEEP'STAKE, 1 swepa. To drive

SWEEP'Y, adj. J away with a be-

som ; to clean with a brush or besom : hence to

carry off; carry with pomp or parade : pass with

violence or pomp : the act or instrument ofsweep-

ing ; violent destruction ;
direction of any par-

ticular motion
; compass: the sweepings are that

which is swept away: sweepnet, a net that

sweeps all : sweepstake, a man that wins all :

sweepy is far-reaching ; passing with great speed
or violence.

The river Kishon swrpt them away. Jud. v.

A poor man that oppresseth the poor, is like a

tweeping rain which leaveth no food.

Prov. xxviii. 3.

What woman, having ten pieces of silver, if she

lose one, doth not sweep the house, and seek clili

gantly till she find it 1 Luke, xv. 8.

The blustering winds striving for victory swept
the snow from off the tops of those high mountains,
and cast it down into the plains in such abundance
that the Turks lay as men buried alive.

Knowles's History.
Let frantic Talbot triumph for a while,

And, like a peacock, tweejt along his tail.

Shattspeare. Henry VI
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Though I could,

With barefaced power, sweep hii from my sight,And bid my will avouch it
; yet I must not.

Shakspeare.
She sweeps it through the court with troops of

ladies,

More like an empress than duke Humphrey's wife.

Id.

Is 't writ in your revenge,
That sweepstake you will draw both friend and foe,
Winner and loser ? /<$.

She was a sweepnet for the Spanish ships, which
happily fell into her net. Camden.

Cowen in her course
Towards the Sabrinian shores, as sweeping from her

source,
Takes Towa.

Drayton.
In countries subject to great epidemical sweeps,

men may live very long ; but, where the proportion

the pancreas of a calf: sweet briar, a fragrant
shrub : to sweeten is, to make sweet, mild, or
kind ; to palliate ; reconcile

; soften : and, as a
verb neuter, to grow sweet: sweetener corres-

ponds : sweetheart is a lover or mistress : sweet-
ing, a

particularly sweet
apple ; a term of en-

dearment : sweetish, somewhat sweet: sweetly,
in a sweet manner; delicately: sweetmeat, a
sweet preserve : sweetness, the qualitv of being
sweet ; lusciousness

; mildness ; agreeableness.

The best wine for my beloved goeth down sweetly.
Cani.

The right form, the true figure, the natural colour
that is fit and due to the dignity of a man, to the

beauty of a woman, to the sweetness of a young babe.

Ascham.
A child will chuse a sweeting, because it is pre-

of the chronical distemper is great, it is not likely to ^utly fair and pleasant, and refuse a runnel, be-

be so. Graunt. cause i* ^ tnen green, hard, and sour.

Flying bullets now
To execute his rage appear too slow

;

They miss or sweep but common souls away ;

For such a loss Opdam his life must pay. Waller.

My looking is the fire of pestilence,
That sweeps at once the people and the prince.

Dryden.
I have already swept the stakes, and with the

common good fortune of prosperous gamesters can
be content to sit. Id.

Before tempestuous winds arise,

Stars shooting through the darkness gild the night
With sweeping glories, and long trails of light. Id.

They rush along, the rattling woods give way,
The branches bend before their aweepy sway. Id.

A door drags, when, by its ill hanging on its

hinges, or by the ill boarding of the room, the bot-

tom edge of the door rides in its sweep upon the

floor. Moron's Meclianical Exercises.

A torrent swelled

With wintry tempests, that disdains all mounds,

Breaking away impetuous, and involves

Within its rweep, trees, houses, men. Philips.

To sweep fame, power, and wealth away :

The past is all by death possest,
And frugal fate that guards the rest,

By giving, bids them live to-day. Fenton.

Having made one incision a little circularly, being
a second, bringing it with an apposite sweep to meet

the other. Sharp.

Descend, ye nine
; descend, and sing ;

The breathing instrument inspire,
Wake into voice each silent string,

And sweep the sounding lyre. Pope.
A duke holding in a great many hands, drew a

huge heap of gold j
but never observed a sharper,

who under his arm swept a great deal of it into his

hat. Swift.
Should this one broomstick enter the scene, co-

vered with dust, though the sweepings of the finest

lady's chamber, we should despise its vanity. Id.

Id. Schoolmaster.

She, the sweetness of my heart, even sweetening
the death which her sweetness brought upon me.

Sidney.
Mopsa as glad as of sweetmeats to go of such an

errand, quickly returned. Id.

Balm his foul head with warm distilled waters,
And burn sweet wood, to make the lodging sweet.

Shakspeare.
Heaven bless thee

;

Thou hast the sweetest face I ever looked on. Id.

Let me report to him
Your sweet dependency, and you shall find

A conqueror that will pray in aid of kindness. Id.

Pluck out

The multitudinous tongue, let them not lick

The sweet which is their poison. Id. Coriolanus.

Sweet! leave me here a while
;

My spirits grow dull, and fain I would beguile
The tedious day with sleep. Shakspeare.

Give me an ounce of civet to sweeten my imagina-
tion. Id. King Lear.

Mistress, retire yourself
Into some covert ;

take your sweethearts,

And pluck o'er your brows. Shaktpeare.

Trip no further, pretty sweeting ;

Journies end in lovers meeting. Id.

Where a rainbow hangeth over or toucheth, there

breatheth a sweet smell ;
for that this happeneth but

in certain matters which have some sweetness, which

the dew of the rainbow draweth forth. Bacon.

Time changeth fruits from more sour to more

sweet ; but contrariwise liquors, even those that are

of the juice of fruit, from more sweet to more sour.

Id. Natural History.

For March come violets and peach-tree in blos-

som, the cornelian-tree in blossom, and sweetbriar.

SWEET, fldj.&n.s.
-

SwEET*BREAD,n. S.

SWEET'BRIAR,
SWEET'EN, v. a. & v. n.

SWEETEN'ER, n. $.

SWEET'HEART,
SWEET'ING,
SWEET'ISH, adj.

SWEETLY, adv.

SWEET'MEAT, n. s.

SWEET'NESS.

Bacon.

Where a wasp hath bitten in a grape, or any fruit,

it will sweeten hastily.
Id. Natural History.

This honey tasted still is ever tweet. Davies.

Nothing so sweet is as our countries earth.

And joy of those from whom we claim our birth.

Chapman.

What softer sounds are these salute the ear,

From the large circle of the hemisphere,

As if the center of all sweet* met here 1 Ben Jonson.

Wherefore frowns my sweet 1

Have I too long been absent from these lips ? Id.

a I would have my love

pleasing' to" a sense' Angry sometimes, to iweeien off the rest

or the senses ;
a word Of her behaviour,

ofendearment ;
a per- If every sweet, and every grace

J fume : sweetbread is Must fly
from that forsaken face.

Sax.

zoet ; Dan. soed ; Goth.

soet ; Lat. suavis. Lus-

cious to the taste or

smell ; eye or ear ;

soft ;
mild ; gentle ;

grateful ; something

C'u re it .
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Never tie yourself always to eat meats of easy

digesture, as veal, pullets, or iweetbreads.

Harvey on Consumption.
One thing, sweetheart, I will ask,

Take me for a new-fashioned mask. Cleaveland.

The dulcimer, all organs of sweet stop. Milton.

The Pleiades before him danced,

Shedding sweet influence. Id.

Hail ! wedded love,

Perpetual fountain of domestic sweets ! Id.

Shred very small with thyme, u;eet-margory, and
a little winter savoury. Walton's Angler.

Serene and clear harmonious Horace flows,

With sweetness not to be exprest in prose.
Roscommon.

His sweetness of carriage is very particularly re-

membered by his contemporaries. Fall.

Mercy has, could Mercy's self be seen,

No sweeter look than this propitious queen. Waller.

Powder of crabs' eyes and claws, and burnt egg-
shells, are prescribed as sweeteners of any sharp
humours. Temple.

The sails drop with rain,

kweet waters mingle with the briny main. Dryden.

Euryalus,
Than whom the Trojan host

No fairer face or sweeter air could boast.

Dryden's JEneid.

Now since the Latian and the Trojan brood

Have tasted vengeance, and the sweets of blood,

Speak. Id.

As, in perfumes,
'Tis hard to say what scent is uppermost ;

Nor this part musk or civet can we call,

Or amber, but a rich result of all :

So she was all a sweet. Dryden-
Sweetbread and collops were with skewers pricked

About the sides
; imbibing what they decked. Id.

Corregio has made his memory immortal, by the

strength he has given to his figures, arid by sweeten-

ing his lights and shadows, and melting them into

each other so happily that they are even impercept-
ible. Id. Dufresnoy.

She interprets all your dreams for these,

Foretells the' estate, when the rich uncle dies,

And sees a sweetheart in the sacrifice. Id. Juvenal.

There was plenty, but the dishes were ill sorted
;

whole pyramids of sweetmeats for boys and women,
but little solid meat for men. Dryden.

These lessons may be gilt and sweetened as we
order pills and potions, so as to take off the disgust
of the remedy. L'Estrange.
A wench was wringing her hands and crying ; she

had newly parted with her sweetheart. Id.

If a child cries for any unwholesome fruit, you
purchase his quiet by giving him a less hurtful

sweetmeat : this may preserve his health, but spoils
his mind. Locke.

Sweet and stinking commonly serve our turn for

these ideas, which, in effect, is little more than to

call them pleasing or displeasing ; though the smell

of a rose and violet, both sweet, are certainly very
distinct ideas. Id.

All kindnesses descend upon such a temper, as

rivers of fresh water falling into the main sea ; the

sea swallows them all, but is not changed or sweet-

ened by them. South.

Thy mercy sweetened every soil,

Made every region please ;

The hoary Alpin hills it warmed,
And smoothed the Tyrrhene seas.

Addison's Spectator.
At a lord-mayor's feast, the sweetmeats do not

make their appearance till people are cloyed with

beef and mutton. Addison.

This old man's talk, though honey flowed

In every word, would now lose all its sweetness. Id.

Flowers

Innumerable, by the soft south-west

Opened, and gathered by religious hands,
Rebound their sweets from the' odoriferous pavement.

Prior.

When metals are dissolved in acid menstruums,
and the acids, in conjunction with the metal, act

after a different manner, so that the compound has a

different taste much milder than before, and some-

times a sweet one
;

is it not because the acids adhere

to the metallic particles, and thereby lose much o'

their activity ? Newton's Opticks.
Make your transparent sweetmeats truly nice,

With Indian sugar and Arabian spice.

King's Cookery.
The streets with treble voices ring,

To sell the bounteous product of the spring ;

/Sweet-smelling flowers, and elders early bud. Gnu.

They esteemed that blood pituitous naturally,
which abounded with an exceeding quantity of

sweetish chyle. Flayer.
The balmy zephyrs, silent since her death,

Lament the ceasing of a sweeter breath. Pope.
Praise the easy vigour of a Ijne,

Where Denham's strength and Waller's sweetness

join. Id.

When you roast a breast of veal, remember your
sweetheart the butler loves a sweetbread. Swift.
Be humbly minded, know your post ;

Sweeten your tea, and watch your toast. Id.

Those softeners, sweeteners, and compounders, shake

their heads so strongly that we can hear their

pockets jingle. Id.

No poet ever sweetly sung,
Unless he were like Phoebus young ;

Nor ever nymph inspired to rhyme,
Unless like Venus in her prime. Id.

They are allowed to kiss the child at meeting and

parting ; but a professor, who always stands by,
will not suffer them to bring any presents of toys or

sweetmeats. Id.

A man of good education, excellent understand-

ing, and exact taste
; these qualities are adorned

with great modesty, and a most amiable sweetness of

temper. Id.

Sweet expresses the pleasant perceptions of almost

every sense : sugar is sweet, but it hath not the same

sweetness as musick
;
nor hath musick the sweetness

of a rose, and a sweet prospect differs from them all :

nor yet have any of these the same sweetness as dis-

course, counsel, or meditation hath
; yet the royal

psalmist saith of a man, we took sweet counsel toge-
ther : and of God, my meditation of him shall be

sweet. Watts.

Devotion softens his heart, enlightens his mind,
sweetens his temper, and makes every thing that

comes from him instructive, amiable, and affecting.
Law.

SWEETWILLIAM. See DlANTHUS.
SwEETWILLIAM OF BAltBADOES, a Species of

ipomoea.
SwEETWILLOW. See MYRICA."

SWELL, v. re., v. a., & ) Part. pass, swollen-

SWEL'LING, n. s. [n. s. $ Sax. r-pellan ; Belg.
swellen ; Teut. schwellen. To grow bigger ; grow

turgid; extend; inflate: aggravate; cause to

grow big : extension of bulk : a swelling is an

effort to grow big, or for vent; a morbid tumor;

protuberance.

I will help every one from him that swelleth against

him, and will set him at rest. Ps. xii. 6.
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This iniquity shall be as a breach ready to fall,

swelling out in a high wall. Isaiah xxx. 13.

Strangely visited people,
All swollen and ulc'rous, pitiful to the eye,
The mere despair of surgery he cures.

Sluikspeare. Macbeth.

My pity hath been balm to heal their wounds,

My mildness hath allayed their swelling griefs.

Shakspeare.
Here he comes, swelling like a turkey-cock. Id.

The hearts of princes kiss obedience,
So much they love it

;
but to stubborn spirits

Theysu>eM and grow as terrible as storms. Id.

O for a muse of fire, that would ascend

The brightest heaven of invention !

A kingdom for a stage, princes to act,

And monarchs to behold the smelling scene. Id.

The swan's down feather,

That stands upon the swell at full of tide,

And neither way inclines. Id. Antony and Clerpatra.

All these miseries proceed from the same natural

causes, which have usually attended kingdoms swollen

with long plenty, pride, and excess. Clarendon.

Peleus and Telephus, exiled and poor,

Forget their swelling and gigantick words.

Roscommon.

Propitious Tyber smoothed his wat'ry way,
He rolled his river back, and poised he stood,

A gentle swelling, and a peaceful flood.

Dryden's Mneid.

Swol'n in his breast; his inward pains increase,

All means are used, and all without success.

Dryden.
In all things else above our humble fate,

Your equal mind yet swells not into state. Id.

The king of men, who, swofn with pride,

Refused his presents, and his prayers denied. Id.

My heart was torn in pieces
to see the husband

suppressing and keeping down the swellings of his

grie?.
Tatkr.

Your youth admires

The throes and swellings of a Roman soul,

Cato's bold flights,
the extravagance of virtue.

Addison.

The superficies
of such plates are not even, but

have many cavities and swellings, which, how shal-

low soever, do a little vary the thickness of the
place.

Newton's Optieks.

There is not a chronical disease that moie fre-

quently introduces the distemper I am discoursing of

than strumous or scrophulous swellings or ulcers.

Btackmore.

It is low ebb with his accuser, when such peccadil-

los are put to twell the charge. Atierbury.

SWELT, v. n. To break out in sweat.

Chearful blood in faintness chill did melt,

Which, like a fever fit, through all his body welt.

Spenser's Faerie Queene.

If the sun's excessive heat

Makes our bodies rwelter,

To an osier hedge we get

For a friendly shelter ;

There we may
Think and pray,
Before death

Stops our breath. Chalkhil.

Some would always have long nights and short

days others again long days and short nights ;
one

climate would be scorched and uoetitrtd with ever-

lastine dog-days, while an eternal December blasted

another. ****$'
Sermons -

SWELLING. See SURGERY and TUMOR.

SWELLING, WHITE, or Paronychia.

SURGERY, Index.

SWENO I., or SUENO, SWAN, SWEIN, o

SWEYN, a king of Denmark, who flourished ii

the tenth century, twice invaded England, con-

quered part of it, and became father of Canute
the Great, who conquered the whole of it, and

reigned many years. See DENMARK and ENG-
LAND.

SWENO, II. and III. See DENMARK.
SWENO'S STONE, an ancient monument near

Forres, erected in memory of the defeat of the

Danes under Sweno. On that side of it which
fronts the south, and measures the thickness of
the obelisk about four feet above the pavement
on the top of the steps by which one ascends, is

an inscription disposed in two lines, on a scale

of fifteen inches in length. The Rev. Dr. Play-
fair reads it thus : LO11H in resi ; and says it

composes the initials of the following words :

lege obelisci hujus hieroglyphicis in nostro reg-
no extinctionem Suenone invasionis ;

which the

Dr. translates thus,
' understand that the hiero-

glyphics of this obelisk represent the extinction,

in our kingdom, of the invasion under Sweno.'

The monument was placed here, because the

Danes had attempted to form their settlement in

this quarter. Translated literally it signifies
'

by the hieroglyphics of this obelisk, read the

extinction, in our kingdom, of the invasion under

Sweno.'

SWERD, v. n. See To SWARD. To breed a

green turf.

The clays that are long in swerding, and little

subject to weeds, are the best land for clover.

Mortimer.

SWERTIA, or more properly SUERTIA ; for,

it is monstrously unclassical to put W even into

a modern Latin word. To avoid such barba-

rism the late Dr. Browne turned his name into

Bruno. Marsh Gentian, in botany, a genus of

plants belonging to the class of pentandria,
and

to the order of digynia; and in the natural sys-

tem ranging under the twentieth order, rbtaceae.

The corolla is wheel-shaped. There are necta-

liferous pores at the bases of the segments of the

corolla. The capsule is unilocular and bivalve.

There are six species ;
viz. 1. S. carinthiaca ; 2.

corniculata; 3. dichotoma; 4. difformis ;
5.

perennis ; and 6. llotata. S. perennis is a na-

tive of England. It is distinguished by radical

oval leaves. It flowers in August.

SWERVE, v. n. Saxon and Belg. iwervcn ;

Swed. swarfwa. To wander; rove; bend from

a straight course or direction; deviate; wind

round.

The ungodly have laid a snare for me ;
but yet I

twerve not from thy commandments.
Common Prayer.

A maid thitherward did run,

To catch her sparrow which from her did sverrr.

Sidney.

That which angels do clearly behold, and without

any swerving observe, is a law celestial and heavenly.
J Hanker.

Were I the fairest youth

That ever made the eye su>m*.

Annihilation in the course of nature defec and

innin in the creature, would

Till then his majesty had not in the least

from that act of parliament.

Firm we subsist, yet possible
to suc
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The swerving vines on the tall elms prevail,

Unhurt by southern showers or northern hail.

Drydm.

She fled, returning by the way she went,
And swerved along her bow with swift ascent. Id.

Many who, through the contagion of an example,
swerve exceedingly from the rules of their holy faith,

yet would upon such an extraordinary warning be

brought to comply with them. Atterbury's Sermons.

SWIETEN. See VAN SWIETEN.

SWIETENIA, or more properly SUIETENIA,

mahogany, in botany, a genus of plants be-

longing to the class of decandria, and to the

order of monogynia ;
and in the natural system

arranged under the fifty-fourth order, miscellanea.

The calyx is quinquefid. There are five petals ;

the nectarium is cylindrical, supporting the an-

therae with its mouth. The capsule is five-celled,

woody, and opening at the mouth. The seeds

are imbricated and winged. There is only one

species ;

S. mahagoni, a native of the warmest parts of

America, growing also in the island of Cuba,

Jamaica, Hispaniola, and the Bahama Islands.

It abounded formerly in the low lands of Ja-

maica, but it is now found only on hills and

places difficult of access. It thrives in most

soils, but varies in texture and grain according
to the nature of the soil. On rocks it is of a

smaller size, but very hard and weighty, of a

close grain and beautifully shaded ; while the

produce of the low and richer lands is observed

to be more light and porous, of a paler color

and open grain ; and that of mixed soils to hold

a medium between both. The tree grows very
tall and straight, and is usually four feet in di-

ameter ; the flowers are of a reddish or saffron

color, and the fruit of an oval form, and about

the size of a turkey's egg. The wood is gene-

rally hard, takes a fine polish, and is found to

answer better than any other sort in all kinds of

cabinet ware. It is said to be used sometimes

in ship-building ;
a purpose for which it is re-

markably adapted, if it were not too costly, be-

ing very durable, capable of resisting gun-shots,
and burying the shots without splintering. The
seed vessels are of a curious form, consisting of

a large cone splitting into five parts, and dis-

closing its winged seeds, disposed in the regular
manner of those of apocynum. The seeds, being

winged, are dispersed on the surface of the

ground, where some falling into the chinks of

the rocks strike root ; then creep out on the

surface of it, and seek another chink, into

which they creep and swell to such a size

and strength, that at length the rock splits

and is forced to admit of the root's deeper

penetration ; and with this little nutriment the

tree increases to a stupendous size in a few years.
The first use to which mahogany was applied in

England was to make a box for holding candles

for Dr. Gibbons, an eminent physician in the

latter end of the seventeenth and beginning of the

eighteenth century, who had a brother, a West
India captain, who brought over some planks of

this wood as ballast. The superior qualities of

it being immediately discovered, it soon came
into general use.

SWIFT, adj. kn.s.~\ Sax. rpipt- Quick ;

SWIFT'LY, adv. > moving far in a short

SWIFT'NESS, n. $. j time; fleet; speedy;
rapid : the current of a stream : the adverb and
noun substantive correspond.
Men of war, whose faces were like the faces of

lions, and as swift as the roes upon the mountains.
1 Chron. xii. 8.

Let every man be swift to hear, slow to speak.
James i. 19.

Thou art so far before

That twiftest wing of recompence is slow
To overtake thee. Shakspeare.

We may outrun

By violent swiftness that which we run at
;

And lose by over-running. Id. Henry VIII.

We imitate and practise to make swifter motions
than any out of other muskets. Bacon.

These move swiftly, and at great distance; but

then they require a medium well
disposed,

and their

transmission is easily stopped.
Id. Natural History

Exulting, till he finds their nobler sense

Their disproportioned speed does recompense :

Then curses his conspinng feet, whose scent

Betrays that safety which their swiftness lent.

Denham.
To him with swift ascent he up returned. Milton.

Speed to describe whose swiftness number fails.

Id.

He can live in the strongest swifts of the water.

Walton.

Pleased with the passage, we slide swiftly on,
4.nd see the dangers which we cannot shun.

Dryden.
Such is the mighty swiftness of your mind,

That, like the earth's, it leaves our sense behind.

Id.

Things that move so swift as not to affect the

senses distinctly with several distinguishable dis-

tances of their motion, and so cause not any train

of ideas in the mind, are not perceived to move.
Locke.

Thy stumbling foundered jade can trot as high
As any other Pegasus can fly ;

So the dull eel moves nimbler in the mud,
Than all the swz/t-finned racers of the flood.

Dorset.

It preserves the ends of the bones from incales-

cency, which they, being solid bodies, would con-

tract from any swift motion. Ruy.
Clouded in a deep abyss of light,

While present, too severe for human sight,
Nor staying longer than one swift- winged night.

Prim:
In decent order they advance to light ;

Yet then too swiftly fleet for human sight,
And meditate too Soon their everlasting flight. Id,

Mantiger made a circle round the chamber, and
the swift-holed martin pursued him. Arbutlinut.

There too my son ah once my best delight,
Once swift of foot, and terrible in fight.

Pope's Odyssey.

SWIFT, n. s. From the quickness of their

flight; apus. A bird like a swallow; a martin.

Swifts and swallows have remarkably short legs,
and their toes grasp any thing very strongly.

Derham.

SWIFT (Dr. Jonathan), a wit and classical

writer of the English language, was born in Dub-
lin, November 30th, 1667. His father was an

attorney, and of a good family ; but, dying poor,
the expense of his son's education was defrayed

by his friends. At the age of six young Swift
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was sent to the school of Kilkenny, whence he
removed in his fifteenth year to Trinity College,
Dublin. So much did he despise the study of

.he old logicians, at that time held so indispen-
rably necessary, that he was refused a degree on
'ccount of his ignorance of their writings, and
bbtained it afterwards through the interest of his

friends, and '

by special favor,' as inserted in the

college registry. He remained in the college

nearly three years after this, little known or re-

garded. By scholars he was reckoned a block-

head ; and, as his circumstances would not permit
him to keep company with persons of equal rank

upon an equal footing, he lived much alone, and
his time was employed in pursuing his course of

reading in history and poetry. Yet, under this

pressure, he conceived the first rude draught of

the Tale of a Tub. In 1688, being by the death

of Godwin Swift his uncle, who had chiefly sup-

ported him, left without subsistence, he went to

consult his mother, who then lived in Leicester,

about the future course of his life ; and, by her

direction, solicited the advice and patronage of

Sir William Temple, whose father had lived in

great friendship with Godwin Swift. Temple
received him with great kindness, and was so

much pleased with his conversation that he de-

tained him two years in his house, and recom-

mended him to king William, who offered to

make him a captain of horse. This not suiting

his disposition, and Temple not having it quickly
in his power to provide for him otherwise, Swift

left his patron (1694) in discontent : having pre-

viously taken his master's degrees at Oxford.

He now resolved to enter into the church, where

his first preferment was only 100 a-year, being
the prebend of Kilroot in Connor; which some

time afterwards, upon Sir William Temple's

earnestly inviting him back to his house at Mor-

park, he resigned. In 1699 Swift.lost his patron Sir

W. Temple, who left him a legacy in money, with

the property of his MSS. ; and, on his death-bed,

obtained for him a promise from the king, of the

first prebend that should become vacant at West-

minster or Canterbury. Swift dedicated to the

king the posthumous works with which he was

entrusted, and for a while attended the court ;

-jut soon found it in vain. He was then invited by
the earl of Berkely to accompany him into Ire-

land, where he obtained the livings of Laracor

and Rathbaggin, in the diocese of Meath ;
and

soon afterwards invited over the unfortunate

Stella, a young woman of the name of Johnson,

whose life he contrived to embitter, and whose

days, though he certainly loved her, we may con-

fidently affirm that he shortened by his caprice.

This lady is generally believed to have been the

daughter of Sir W. Temple's steward, though it has

been said that she was Sir William's own natural

daughter, and Swift himself his natural son ; and

that a discovery of this relationship was the

cause of Swift's otherwise unaccountable con-

duct to that excellent woman. This apology,

however, seems worthy of no credit. But, be it

as it may, it is certain that Sir William left her

1000; and that, accompanied by Mrs. Dingley,

whose whole fortune amounted to an annuitv of

27 for life, she went, in consequence of Swift's

invitation, to Laracor. With these two ladies

he passed his hours of relaxation, and to them he
opened his bosom ; but they never resided in the
same house, nor did he see either without a wit-
ness. In 1701 Swift published A discourse of
the contests and dissensions in Athens arid Home.
It was the only work which he ever expressly
acknowledged. Early in the following spring
king William died

; and Swift, on his next visa
to London, found queen Anne upon the throne.
He was during the earlier part of the queen's
reign of no party, but employed himself in dis-

charging the duties of his function, and in pub-
lishing from time to time such tracts as he

thought might be useful. In 1704 he published
The Tale of a Tub ; which, considered merely as
a work of genius, is unquestionably the greatest
which he ever produced; but the levity with
which religion was thought to be there treated,
raised up enemies to him among all parties, and

eventually precluded him from a bishopric.
From that period till 1708 he seems to have

employed himself in solitary study; but he then

gave successively to the public The sentiments
of a Church of England man, the ridicule of

astrology under the name of Bickeistaff, the Ar-

gument against abolishing Christianity, and the

defence of the Sacramental Test. Soon after

began the busy and important part of Swift's

life. He was employed in 1710 by the primate
of Ireland to solicit the queen for a remission of

the first fruits and twentieth parts to the Irish

clergy. This introduced him to Mr. Ilarley,
afterwards earl of Oxford, who, though a whig
himself, was at the head of the tory ministry,
and in great need of an auxiliary so able as

Swift, by whose pen he and the other minis-

ters might be supported in pamphlets, poems,
and periodical papers. In 17 10 was commenced
the Examiner, of which Swift wrote thirty-three

papers, beginning his first on the 10th of No-

vember. 1711. In 1712 he published The Con-

duct of the Allies ten days before the parliament
assembled ; and soon afterwards, Reflections on

the barrier Treaty. The purpose of these pam-

phlets was to persuade the nation to a peace, by

showing that ' mines had been exhausted and

millions destroyed' to secure the Dutch and ag-

grandise the emperor, without any advantage
whatever to Great Britain. Though these two

publications, together with his Remarks on the

Bishop of Sarum's Introduction to the third Vo-

lume of his History of the Reformation, certainly

turned the tide of popular opinion, and effec-

tually promoted the designs of the ministry, the

best preferment which his friends could venture

to give him was the deanery of St. Patrick's,

which he accepted in 1713. In the midst of his

power and hi? politics,
he kept a journal

of his visits, his walks, his interviews with

ministers, and quarrels with his servant, and

transmitted it to Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. Dingley,

to whom lie knew that whatever beftl him was

interesting; but in 1714 an end was put to his

power by the death of the queen, which broke

down at once the whole system of tory politics,

and nothing remained for him hut to withdraw

from persecution to his deanery. In the triumph

of the whigs, Swift met with every mortification

that a sj.irit
like his could possibly be exposed to.
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The people of Ireland were irritated against him

beyond measure ; and every indignity was offered

him as he walked the streets of Dublin. Nor
was he insulted by the rabble only, but persons
of distinguished rank and character forgot the

decorum of common civility to give him a per-
sonal affront. In this situation he retired from

the world to discharge his duties as a clergyman,
and attend to the care of his deanery. That no

part of his time might lie heavy on his hands,
he employed his leisure hours on some historical

attempts relating to the change of the ministers

and the conduct of the ministry ;
and completed

the History of the four last years of queen Anne's

reign, which had been begun in her lifetime, but

which he never published. Of the work which

bears that title, and is said to be his, Dr. John-

son doubts the genuineness ;
and it certainly is

not such as we should have expected from a man
of Swift's sagacity and opportunities of informa-

tion. In 1716 he was privately married to Mrs.

Johnson by Dr. Ashe, bishop of Clogher; but

the marriage made no change in their situation,
4 and it would be difficult to prove,' says lord

Orrery, 'that they were ever afterwards together
but in the presence of a third person.' The dean

lived in a private manner, known and regarded

only by his friends, till about 1720 that he pub-
lished his first political pamphlet relative to Ire-

land, entitled A Proposal for the Universal Use
of Irish Manufactures ; which so roused the in-

dignation of the ministry that they commenced a

prosecution against the printer, which drew the

attention of the public to the pamphlet, and at

once made its author popular. Whilst he was

enjoying the laurels which this work had wreathed

for him, his felicity, as well as that of his wife,
was interrupted by the death of Mrs. Van Hom-
righ, and the publication of his poem called

Cadenus and Vanessa, which brought upon him
much merited obloquy. With Mrs. Van Hom-
righ, he became acquainted in London during his

attendance at court; and finding her possessed
of genius, and fond of literature, he took delight
in directing her studies, till he got, insensibly,

possession of her heart. From being proud of

his praise, she grew fond of his person; and,

despising vulgar restraints, she made him sensi-

ble that she was ready to receive him as a hus-
band. She had wit, youth, beauty, and a com-

petent fortune to recommend her, and for a
while Swift seems to have been undetermined
whether or not he should comply with her wish.

She had followed him to Ireland, where she

lived in a house about twelve miles from Dub-
lin; and he continued to visit her occasionally,
and to direct her studies, as he had done in Lon-
don ; but with these attentions she was not sa-

tisfied, and at last sent to him a letter written

with great ardor and tenderness, insisting that he
should immediately accept or refuse her as a
wife. His answer, which probably contained
the secret of his marriage, he carried himself;
and, having indignantly thrown it on the lady's

table, instantly quitted the house, we believe,
without speaking to her, and returned to Dublin
to reflect on the consequences of his own con-
duct. These were dreadful. Mrs. Van Homrigh
survived her disappointment but a few weeks ;

during which time she cancelled a will that she

had made in his favor, leaving him a large for-

tune of 8000 a-year ; and ordered the poe-n
to be published in which Cadenus had proclaimed
her excellence and confessed his love. In 1724
his patriotism again burst forth, to obstruct the

currency of Wood's halfpence, and his zeal was
crowned with success. Wood had obtained p.

patent to coin l 80,000 in halfpence and farthings
for the kingdom of Ireland ; and was about tc

turn his brass into gold, when Swift, finding that

the metal was debased to an enormous degree,
wrote letters under the name of M. B. Drapier,
to show the folly of giving gold and silver fur

coin not worth a third part of its nominal value.

A prosecution was carried on against the printer;
and lord Carteret, then lord lieutenant, issued a

proclamation, offering 300 reward for discover-

ing the author of the fourth letter. The day
after Swift brushed up to the lord lieutenant at

a levee at the castle, and upbraided him in loud

and petulant terms with persecuting a pooi

shop-keeper whose crime was an endeavour to

save his country from ruin
;
when lord Carteret,

who had listened with great composure to the

whole speech, made this fine reply, in a line of

Virgil :

Res durae, & regni novitas me talia cogunt
Moliri.

From this time Swift was considered by the po-
pulace as the champion, patron, and instructor of

Ireland. In 1727 he returned to England;
where, in conjunction with Pope, he collected

three volumes of miscellanies; and the same

year he sent into the world his Gulliver's Travels.

Whilst he enjoyed the reputation of this work,
he was suddenly called to a home of sorrow.

Poor Stella was sinking into the grave ; and,
after a languishing decay of about two months,
died in her forty-fourth year, January 28th, 1728.

With her vanished all his domestic enjoyments ;

the severity of his temper increased
; he drove

his acquaintance from his table, and wondered

why he was deserted. The fits of giddiness and
deafness to which he had been subjected from
his boyish years became more frequent and vio-

lent as he grew old. In 1736, while he was

writing a satire, called the Legion Club, against
the Irish parliament, he was seized with so dread-

ful a fit of his malady that he left the poem un-
finished ; and never after attempted a compo-
sition that required a course of thinking. Fro.i

this time his memory gradually declined. In
1741 he became utterly incapable of conver-

sation; and it was found necessary to appoint

legal guardians to his person and his fortune.

He now lost all sense of distinction. During
next year a short interval of reason ensuing gave

hopes of his recovery; but in a few days l:e

sunk into lethargic stupidity, motionless, heed-

less, and speechless. After a year of total si-

lence, however, when his housekeeper told him
that the usual illuminations were preparing to

celebrate his birth, he answered,
' It is all folly :

they had better let it alone.' He at last sunk

into a perfect silence, which continued till the

29th of October 1745, when he expired without

a struggle, in his seventy-eighth year. By liis

will, dated May 1740, just before he censed to
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he a reasonable being, he left about 1200 in

specific legacies; and the rest of his fortune,
which amounted to about l 1,000, to erect and
endow an hospital for lunatics and idiots. He
was buried in the most private manner, accord-

ing to his will, in the great aisle of St. Patrick's
cathedral.

SWIFT (Dean, esq.), a near relation of the

dean, grandson to Godwin Swift, the dean's uncle,
was born in Dublin, educated at the university
there, and completed his studies at Oxford. He
had a fine taste, wrote entertaining verses, and
was esteemed a perfect master of the Greek and
Roman classics. He published an Essay upon
the Life, Writings, and Character of Dr. Jona-
than Swift, 1755; 2. The eighth 4to. volume
of the dean's works, 1765; and, 3. His Letters,
in 2 vols., 1768. He died at Worcester in 1783.

SWIFT, in ornithology. See HIRUNDO.

SWILL, v. a. & n. s. Sax. fP^an. To
drink, luxuriously and grossly ; wash ; drench

;

inebriate : drink thus lavishly taken or poured
down.

The wretched, bloody, and usurping boar,
That spoiled your summer fields and fruitful vines,

Suiills your warm blood like wash, and makes his

trough
In your embowelled bosoms.

Shakspeare. Richard III.

As fearfully as doth a galled rock,

O'erhang and jiitty his confounded base,

Swilled with the wild and wasteful ocean. Shakspeare.
I should be loth

To meet the rudeness and swilled insolence

Of such late wassailers. Milton.

He drinks a swilling draught ; and, lined within,
Will supple in the bath his outward skin. Dryden.

Give swine such swill as you have. Mortimer.

With that a German oft has swilled his throat,

Deluded that imperial Rhine bestowed

The generous rummer. Philips.

The most common of these causes are an heredi-

tary disposition, and twilling down great quantities
of cold liquors. Arbuthiiot.

Such is the poet, fresh in
pay,

The third night's profits of his play ;

His morning draughts till noon can swill,

Among his brethren of the quill. Swift.
Thus as they swim in mutual swill, the talk

Reels fast from theme to theme. Thomson.

SWIM, v. n., v. a., &> Pret. swam, sworn,

SWIM'MER, n. s. [n. s. for swum. Sax. rpim-

SWIM'MINGLY, adv. j man
; Belg. swimmen.

To move or float on the water ;
be conveyed by

water; glide along; be floated; be dizzy; to

flow in any thing ; hence, have abundance of

a thing : to pass by swimming : the bladder of

a fish : a swimmer is one who swims : swim-

mingly is, smoothly : without obstruction.

The soldiers' counsel was to kill the prisoners,
lest any of them should swim out and escape.

Acts xxvii. 42.

The rest, driven into the lake, were seeking to

save their lives by twimming ; they were slain in

coming to land by the Spanish horsemen, or else

in their twimming shot by the harquebusiers.
KnoUes.

I will scarce think you have swam in a gondola.

Shakspeare.

Leap in with me into this angry flood,

And neim to yonder point. Id. Julius C<esar.
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She with pretty and with twimming gate

Following, her womb then rich with my younir
squire,

Would imitate.
Shakspeare.We have ships and boats for goin under water

and brooking of seas; also swimming-girdles and
supporters. Bacon-

Birds find ease m the depth of the air, as ncim-
mers do in a deep water. /j

With tenders of our
protection

of them from the
fury of those who would soon drown them, if they
refused to twim down the popular stream with them.

King Charles.

They now swim in joy,
Ere long to swim at large, and laugh ; for which
The world a world of tears must weep. Milton.

Animals swim in the same manner as they go, and
need no other way of motion for natation in the

water, than for progression upon the land.

Browne's Vulgar Errottrs.

Latirostrous and flat-billed birds being generally
twimmers, the organ is wisely contrived for action.

Browne.
The frighted wolf now swimt among the sheep,

The yellow lion wanders in the deep :

The stag swims faster than he ran before. Dryden.
I s-woom with the tide, and the water under me

was buoyant. Id.

A hovering mist came swimming o'er his sight,
And sealed his eyes in everlasting night. Id.

I am taken with a grievous swimming in my head,
and such a mist before my eyes that I can neither

hear nor see. Id.

Sometimes he thought to swim the stormy main,

By stretch of arms the distant shore to gain. Id.

My slack hand dropt, and all the idle pomp,
Priests, altars, victims swam before my sight !

Smith.

The braces have the nature and use of tendons, in

contracting the swim, and thereby transfusing the air

out of one bladder into another, or discharging it

from them both. Grew.

When the heavens are filled with clouds, when
the earth swims in rain, and all nature wears a low-

ering countenance, I withdraw myself from these

uncomfortable scenes into the visionary worlds of art.

Addison's Spectator.

John got on the battlements, and called to Nick,

I hope the cause goes on swimmingly. A rbuthnot.

The fainting soul stood ready winged for flight,

And o'er his eye-balls swum the shades of night.

Pope.

Sudden the ditches swell, the meadows swim.

Thomson.

Life is oft preserved

By the bold swimmer, in the swift illapse

Of accident disastrous. Id-

SWIMMING, the art of suspending one's self

on water, and at the same time making a pro-

gressive motion through it. Although swimming
is not natural to man, yet there are no nations so

barbarous but the art is known among them,

even in greater perfection
than among civilised

people. It is probable, therefore, that the art,

though not absolutely natural, will always be

acquired by people in a savage state from imi-

tating the brutes, most of whom swim naturally.

The theory of swimming depends upon this

simple principle
: that if a force is applied to any

body, it will always move towards that side

where there is the least resistnnce. This is evi-

dent in the motion of vrs.-pls ; and tlif same

thin'' takes place in swimming, whether tin- ani-
O I
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raal be man, quadruped, bird or fish. When a

man swims, he strikes the water with his hands,

arms, and feet; in consequence of which the

body moves in a direction contrary to the stroke.

Upon this principle, and on this only, a man

may either ascend, descend, or move obliquely,
in any possible direction in the water. It is in-

credible what expert swimmers will perform in

this way ; of which Mr. Forster gives a remark-

able instance in the inhabitants of Otaheite;
whose agility was such, that when a nail was
thrown overboard, they would jump after it into

the sea, and never fail to catch it before it came
to the bottom. As to the practice of swimming,
few directions can be given. The great ob-

stacle is the natural dread which people have of

being drowned ;
and this it is impossible to

overcome by any thing but practice and habit.

With regard to the real danger of being drowned,
it is but little, and arises entirely from terror.

Dr. Franklin observes,
'
1st. That though the legs,

arms, and head, of a human body, being solid

parts, are specifically heavier than fresh water,

yet the trunk, particularly the upper part, from
its hollowness, is so much lighter than water, as

that the whole of the body, taken together, is

too light to sink wholly under water, but some

part will remain above until the lungs become
filled with water : which happens from drawing
water into them instead of air, when a person in

the fright attempts breathing while the mouth and
nostrils are under water. 2dly, That the legs
and arms are specifically lighter than salt

water, and will be supported by it ; so that a hu-

man body would not sink in salt water though
the lungs were filled as above, but from the

greater specific gravity of the head. 3dly, That
therefore a person throwing himself on his back
in salt water, and extending his arms, may easily
lie so as to keep his mouth and nostrils free for

breathing ;
and by a small motion of his hands

may prevent turning, if he should perceive any
tendency to it 4thly, That in fresh water, if a

man throws himself on his back near the surface,
he cannot long continue in that situation, but by
a proper action of his hands on the water. If he

uses no such action, the legs and lower part of

the body will gradually sink till he comes to an

upright position ; in which he will continue sus-

pended, the hollow of the breast keeping the

head uppermost. 5thly, But if in this erect posi-
tion the head is kept upright above the shoulders,
as when we stand on the ground, the immersion

will, by the weight of the part of the head that

is out of the water, reach above the mouth and

nostrils, perhaps a little above the eyes ; so that

a man cannot long remain suspended in water
with his head in that position. 6thly, The body
continuing suspended as before, and upright, if

the head be leaned quite back, so that the face

looks upwards, all the back part of the head

being then under water, and its weight conse-

quently in a great measure supported by it,' the

face will remain above water quite free for

breathing, will rise an inch higher every inspira-

tion, and ink as much every expiration, but
never so low as that the water may come over
the mouth. 7thly, If, therefore, a person un-

acquainted with swimming, and falling acci-

dentally into the water, could have presence of

mind to avoid struggling and plunging, and to

let the body take this natural position, he might
continue long safe from drowning, till, perhaps,
help would come ; for, as to the clothes, their

additional weight, while immersed, is very incon-

siderable, the water supporting it; though, when
he comes out of the water, he would find them

very heavy indeed.' The doctor's method of

learning to s^vim is as follows : The person
must walk into water so deep that it will reach

to the breast. He is then to lie down gently on
the belly, keeping the head and neck perfectly

upright, the breast advancing forward, the thorax

inflated, and the back bent
; then, withdrawing

the legs from the bottom, and stretching them

out, strike the arms forward in unison with the

legs. Swimming on the back is somewhat similar

to that on the belly ;
but with this difference,

that, although the legs are employed to move the

body forwards, the arms are generally unem-

ployed, and the progressive motion is derived

from the movement of the legs. In diving, a

person must close his hands together, and, press-

ing his chin upon his breast, make an exertion

to bend with force forwards. While in that po-
sition, he must continue to move with rapidity
under the surface ; and, whenever he wishes to

return to his former situation, he has nothing to

do but bend back his head, and he will imme-

diately return to the surface. It is very common
for novices to use corks or bladders to assist in

keeping the body above the water. Dr. Franklin

allows that they may be of service for supporting
the body while one is learning what is called the

stroke, or that manner of drawing in and striking
out the hands and feet that is necessary to pro-
duce progressive motion. '

But,' says he,
'

you
will be no swimmer till you can place confidence

in the power of the water to support you : I

would, therefore, advise the acquiring that confi-

dence in the first place, especially as I have
known several whn, by a little of the practice

necessary for that purpose, have insensibly ac-

quired the stroke, taught as it were by nature.

The practice I mean is this : Choosing a place
where the water deepens gradually, walk coolly
into it till it is up to your breast : then turn

round your face to the shore, and throw an egg
into the water between you and the shore ; it

will sink to the bottom, and be easily seen there,

if the water is clear. It must lie on the water

so deep as that you cannot reach it to take it up
but by diving for it. To encourage yourself to

do this, reflect that your progress will be from

deeper to shallower water ;
and that at any time

you may, by bringing your legs under you, and

standing on the bottom, raise your head far above

the water : then plunge under it with your eyes

open, throwing yourself towards the egg, and en-

deavouring, by the action of >our hands and feet

against the water, to get forward till within reach

of it. In this attempt you will find that the

water buoys you up against your inclination, and

it is not so easy a thing to sink as you imagined ;

that you cannot but by active force get down to

the esrg. Thus you feel the power of the watei

to support you, and learn to confide in that

power ; while your endeavours to overcome it,
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and to reach the egg, teach you the manner of east of London; containing 345 houses and 1695
acting on the water with your feet and hands; inhabitants. Market on Thursday firstwhich action is afterwards used in swimming to Thursday in June and second n October
support your head higher above water, or to go

~-~*~
forward through it.' Many other rules have been
laid down for acquiring this ; but, if a young
man once gets rid of fear, these are sufficient, influence or power that moves ;"couwe""'libert7and by practice he may soon acquire various "-- -> * j-

SWING, v. n., v. a., & n . $. Sax. rpmgan.lo wave to and fro loosely : whirl around in the
air; wave loosely : motion of this kind, or the

evolutions ; or he may find a full account of these
in the Encyclopedie Methodique.
SWIMMING OF FISH. A great proportion of

the inhabitants of the waters have an air-bladder,

by which they poise themselves. Their move-
ments chiefly depend upon their tail. See ICH-
THYOLOGY and ZOOTOMY.

SWINDON, a market-town and parish in

Kingsbridge hundred, Wilts., situate on an emi-

nence, ten miles north from Marlborough, and

eighty-three from London ; containing 272 houses
and 1580 inhabitants. This is a neat town, and
the houses are well built of stone. The church
is neatly fitted.up in its interior. Here is a free-

school for boys and girls, and in the vicinity of

the town are some excellent stone quarries.
Market on Monday. Fairs, Monday before

April 5th, second Monday after May llth, Sep-
tember and October. It is a vicarage, value 17.

SWINE, 7i. s. "i Sax. rpm; Belg. swyn; Goth.
SWINE'HERD 5 and Swed. swin. Probably

the plural of some old word, but now the same
in both numbers. A hog ; a pig : a keeper of

hogs.
There swineherd, that keepcth the hog. Tusser.

O monstrous beast ! how like a noine he lies !

Shakspeare,
Now I fat his twine, for other's cheere. Chapman.

Who knows not Circe,
The daughter of the Sun 1 whose charmed cup
Whoever tasted, lost his upright shape,
And downward fell into a grovelling swine. Milton.

Had the upper part, to the middle, been of hu-

man shape, and all below swine, had it been mur-
der to destroy it ? Locke.

How instinct varies in the grovelling swine,

Compared, half-reasoning elephant, with thine !

Pope.
The whole interview between. Ulysses and Eu-

meus has fallen into ridicule : Eumeus has been

judged to be ofthe same rank and condition with our

modern swineherds. Broome.

SWINE, in zoology. See Sus.

SWINE, in geography, a branch of the Oder,

anciently called Suevus.

SWINE-GRASS, or SWINE CRESS. See COCH-
LEARIA.

SWINE'S CRESS, a species of cochlearia.

SWINE-STONE, lopis suillus, or fetid stone, so

called from its excessively fetid smell, is a species
of saline stone. It is found, 1. Solid, with the

particles scarcely risible, of s> black color ; as the

marble of Flanders and Jutland. 2. With visible

grains of a blackish-brown color, found in Swe-
den. 3. With coarse scales, found also in Sweden.

Many of the limestones found in England belong
to this species, and emit a very fetid smell when
struck violently ; but it goes off in the fire. See

MINERALOGY.

SWINESIIEAD, a market-town and parish in

Kirton hundred, parts of Holland, Lincolnshire,

six miles south-west of Boston, and 113 north-

unrestrained tendency ; sweep.
Where the swing goeth, there follow, fawn, flatter,

laugh, and lie lustily at other men's liking.
Ascham's Schoolmaster.

His sword prepared,
He swang about his head, and cut the winds.

Shakspeare.
The ram that batters down the wall,

For the great twing and rudeness of his poise,

They place before his hand that made the engine.
Id.

Take bottles and swing them : fill not the bottles

full, but leave some air, else the liquor cannot play
nor flower. Bacon.

In casting of any thing, the arms, to make a

greater swing, are first cast backward.

Id. Natural History.
Facts unjust

Commit, even to the full swing of his lust.

Chapman.
Swing thee in the air, then dash thee down,

To the hazard of thy brains, and shattered sides.

Milton.

Those that are so persuaded, desire to be wise in a

way that will gratify their appetites, and so give up
themselves to the swing of their unbounded propen-
sions. Glanville.

Swinging a red hot iron about, or fastening it

unto a wheel under that motion, it will sooner grow
cold. Browne.

In this encyclopaedia, and round of knowledge,
like the great wheels of heaven, we are to observe

two circles, that, while we are daily carried about,

and whirled on by the swing and rapt of the one, we

may maintain a natural and proper course in the

sober wheel of the other. Id.

The descending of the earth to this orbit .is not

upon that mechanical account Cartesius pretends,

namely, the strong swing of the more solid globuli
that overflow iu More.

1 tried if a pendulum would swing faster, or con-

tinue swinging longer in our receiver, in case of ex-

suction of the air than otherwise. Boyle.

If one approach to dare his force,

He swings his tail, and swiftly turns him round.

Dryden.

Take thy swing :

For not to take is but the self-same thing. Id.

Men use a pendulum, as a more steady
and re-

gular motion than that of the earth ; yet, if any one

should ask how he certainly knows that the two

successive swings of a pendulum are equal, it would

be very hard to satisfy him. Locke.

Were it not for these, civil government were not

able to stand before the prevailing swing of corrupt

nature, which would know no honesty but advantage.
South,

These exuberant productions only excited and

fomented his lusts ;
so that his whole time lay upon

his hands, and gave him leisure to contrive, and

with full swing pursue his follies. Woodward.

If the coach swung but the least to one side, she

used to shriek so loud, that all concluded she was

overturned.
Artothnot.

Jack hath hanged himelf : let us go see how he

tujingt.
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When the swinging signs your cars offend

With creaking noise, then rainy floods impend.

Gay.
Let them all take their swing

To pillage the king,

And get a blue ribband instead of a string. Swift.

SWINGE, v. a. & n.
s.-j

Sax. rpmgan. To
SWINGEBUCK'LER, n. s. (whip; bastinade

;

SWIN'GING, adj. punish; flourish

SWIN'GINGLY, adv. J about: a sweep or

iway : a swingebuckler is a bully : swinging,

antiquary, the son of John Swinton of Bexton,

gent ,
was born in Cheshire in 1703. His pa-

rents were not affluent, as he was entered at

Oxford as a Servitor at Wadham College in

October, 1719. On June 30, 1723, he was
elected a scholar on a Cheshire foundation. In

December, 1723, he became B. A., and on De-
cember 1, 1726, M. A. He was ordained deacon

May 30, 1725; priest May 28, 1727; and made
rector of St. Peter le Bailey in Oxford in Febru-

ary, 1728. In June 1728 he was elected a fel-

sweeping ; huge ; great ; a low word : the adverb low of his college ; but willing to see the world,

corresponding
You had not four such smngebucklert in all the

inns of court again. Shakspeare. Henry IV.

Sir, I was in love with my bed : I thank you,

you swinged me for my love, which makes me the

bolder to chide you for your's.
Id. Two Gentlemen of Verona.

He, wroth to see his kindom fail,

Swinges the scaly horror of his folded tail. Milton.

The shallow water doth her force infringe,
And renders vain her tail's impetuous swinye.

Waller.

This very reverend letcher, quite worn out

With rheumatisms, and crippled with his gout,

Forgets 'vhat he in youthful times hath done,
And swinges his own vices in his son.

Dryden,jun. Juvenal.

The countrymen, seeing the lion disarmed, with a

twinging cudgel broke off the match. L' Estrange.
A good swinging sum of John's readiest cash went

towards building of Hocus's country-house.
Arbuthnot.

The printer brought along with him a bundle of

those papers, which, in
tlje phrase of the whig-

coffee-houses, have swinged off the Examiner.

Swift.

he accepted of a chaplainship to the English fac-

tory at Leghorn. But as he did not enjoy his

health he went to Florence in April 1733, where
he attended Mr. Coleman, the English envoy, in

his last moments. He returned through Venice
and Vienna, and visited Presburg in Hungary.
While he was abroad he was admitted into some

foreign societies; viz. the Academy degli Apa-
tisti at Florence, and the Etruscan Academy of

Cortona. On his return he settled at Oxford,
where he became chaplain to the gaol. He mar-
ried in 1743 and gave up his fellowship. In

1759 he became B. D. ; in 1767 he was elected

custos Archivorum; and, on April 4th, 1777, he

died without issue. His wife died in 1784, and
both were buried in the chapel of Wadham Col-

lege. His publications were numerous and
learned. He published, 1. De Liuguse Etruriae

Regalis vernacula Dissert. 4to. 19 p. Oxon, 1738.

2. A Critical Essay on the Words Aai/xwv and

Aai/ioviov, 8vo. London, 1739. 3. De priscis

Romanorum literis, 4to. 20 p. Ox. 1746. 4. De
Primogenio Etruscorum Alphabeto, Ox. 1746.

5. Inscriptiones Citicse ;
sive in binas Inscriptio-

Henceforward he'll print neither pamphlets nor nes Phcenicias, inter rudera Citii nuper repertas
1 i T-icin . A 3 * J__ * '!_ 1 C*

conjecture. Accedit de nummis quibusdam Sa-

maritanis et Phceniciis, vel insolitam prae se lite-

raturam ferentibus, vel in lucem hactenus non

linen,

And, if swearing can do't, shall be swingingly
mauled. Id.

SWINGING, a kind of exercise strongly recom-
edui dissertatio 4to 87 p . O x. 1750. 6. In-

mended to persons in consumption by some
script̂ ones Citic4 ; sive irfbinas alias Inscrip-
tiones Phcenicias, inter rudera Citii nuper reper-

tas, conjecture, 4to. 19 p. 7. De nummis qui-
busdam Samaritanis et Phceniciis, vel insolitam

prae se literaturam ferentibus, vel in lucem hac-

tenus non editis diss. 2da. 4to. 36 p. 8. Metilia:

physicians, and disapproved of by others. See

MEDICINE.
SWING-TREE of a waggon is the bar fast-

ened across the fore-guide to which the traces of

the horses are fastened.

SWING-WHEEL, in a royal pendulum, that
give de jnano Gentjs MetiU

-

t nummis ve_
In a watchwheel which drives the pendulum.

or balance clock it is called the crown-wheel.

SWINK, v. n., v. a., & n. s. Sax. j-pmcan,
To labor; toil; drudge: to over-labor: such
labor ; drudging. Obsolete.

Riches, renown, and principality,
For which men swink and sweat incessantly.

Spenser.

Ah, Piers, been thy teeth on edge, to think

How great sport they gaynen with little swinkel Id.

Thou 's but a lazy loorde,

And rekes much of thy swinke. Id.

The laboured ox

In his loose traces from the furrow came,
And the swinked hedger at his supper sat. Milton.

tustis cseteroquin minimum notae, diss. 4to. 22

p. Ox. 1750. 9. Several dissertations in the

Philosophical Transactions. As, A Dissertation

upon a Parthian Coin ;
with characters on the

reverse resembling those of the Palmyrenes, vol.

xlix. p. 593. Remarks on a Parthian Coin, with

a Greek and Parthian Legend, vol. 1. p. 16. A
Dissertation upon the Phoenician Numeral Cha-

racters anciently used at Sidon, vol. 1. p. 791.

In nummum Parthicum hactenus ineditum con-

jectune, vol. ii. p. 683. A Dissertation upon a

Samnite Denarius, vol. lii. p. 28. An Account

of a Subserated Denarius of the Plaetorian Family,
with an Etruscan Inscription, vol. Ixii. p. 60.

SWINNA, an island of Scotland, in the Pent- Observations upon Five Ancient Persian Coins,

land Frith, one mile long and half a mile broad,
inhabited by six families, and about twenty-two
souls, who live chiefly by piloting vessels through
the dangers of the frith, and the whirlpools, called

the Wells of Swinna.

SWINTON (John), a very celebrated English

struck in Palestine or Phoenicia before the Dis-

solution of the Persian Empire, vol. Ixii. p. 345.

10. A part of the Ancient Universal History,
in the sixth and seventh volumes of that work

The particulars of this piece of literary history

were communicated by Dr. Johnson to Mr. Ni-
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diols, in a paper printed in the Gentleman's

Magazine for December, 1784. The original is

deposited in the British museum. It assigns the

following divisions of the history to Mr. Swin-
ton : The history of the Carthaginians, Nuini-

dians, Mauritanians, Gaetulians, Garamantes,
Melano-Gaetnlians, Nigritiae, Cyrenaica, Mar-
morica, the Regio Syrtica, Turks, Tartars, and

Moguls, Indians, and Chinese; a Dissertation
on the Peopling of America, and one on the In-

dependency of the Arabs.

SWITCH, n. s. & v. a. Isl. and Swed. swig.
A small flexible twig : to lash

; jerk.
Fetch me a dozen crabtree staves, and strong ones

;

these are but switches. Shahspeare. Henry VIII.

Lay thy bridle's weight
Most of thy left side

; thy right horse then switching,
all thy throat

Spent in encouragements give him
;
and all the rein

let float. Chapman's Iliad.

' When a circle 'bout the wrist
Is made by beadle exorciit,
The body feels the spur and switch. Hudiln-ai.

Mauritania, on the fifth medal, leads a horse with

something like a thread
; iu her other hand she

holds a switch. Addison

SWITZERLAND, a delightful country in the
interior of Europe, bounded on the west by
France, on the south by Italy, on the north and
east by Germany. It extends from east to west

nearly 200 miles, and from north to south about
140. Its form is a medium between an oblong
and an oval

; and, though the limits of its cir-

cumference are irregular, it is on the whole com-

pact. Various have been its modern territorial

changes and arrangements; but it was recog-
nised by the congress of Vienna, in 1815, as con-

sisting of twenty-two cantons of the following
extent and population :

Cantons.
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Yagars ... 2 companies 2,000 men.

Staff corps 586

A militia, mustered under the direction of each

individual canton, amounts also to 67,516 men, be-

sides the landwehr, or levy en masse, which com-

prehends the whole of the male population. To
cherish the military spirit, the cantons permit

great numbers of their young men to enter into

the service of foreign states. In 1816 the num-

bers so engaged were estimated at 30,000; of

whom 12,370 were in France; 10,000 in the

Netherlands; 430 in Prussia; and the others in

Spain and Sardinia.

Lucerne, Uri, Schwitz, Unterwalden, Zug,

Fryburg, Solothurn. Tessino, and a part of Ap-
penzell, still adhere to the Roman Catholic reli-

gion. Protestantism is established in Zurich,

Berne, Basle, Schaffhausen, Vaud, Neufchatel,

Geneva, and a part of Appenzell : and both reli-

gions in Glarus, Thurgaw, Aargau, St. Gall, and

the Gray League, but here the majority of the

people are Protestants. The number of the

Reformed or Calvinists are estimated to be

1,046,000; of the Catholics 682,000 ;
in the re-

mainder are comprised a few Jews, Lutherans,

and Baptists.

Switzerland, the most mountainous country in

Europe, is largely occupied by various branches

of the Alps. The only extensive tract of vales,

with mountains of more moderate height, is to

the westward, in the cantons of Bale, Zurich, and

part of Berne; but even here the frontier is

formed by mountains, the Jura ridge extending
in a long line from north to south. The most

remarkable valley of Switzerland is that of the

Rhone ; being at once the widest, and surrounded

by the highest mountains. The Alps vary in

height from 5000 to 8000, 10,000, and even

15,000 feet. After Mont Blanc, computed at

15,500 feet, comes Monte Rosa, 14,200 feet.

Mount St. Gothard, the great St. Bernard, and

the Simplon, well known as the route of travel-

lers, are still not equal in height to several moun-

tains of the interior, such as MontCervin, 13,800
feet ; the Jungfrau-horn, the Tursteraarhorn, the

Furca, Schreckhorn, each nearly 14,000 feet; the

Wetter-horn and Gallenstock, between 11,000
and 12,000, &c. Toward their base the Alps ex-

hibit every variety of temperature and product;
rich corn fields or luxuriant pastures extending

along the lower part of many of them. The mid-

dle consists of pastures less productive, but con-

taining a great variety of plants ;
while the sum-

mits are composed of rocks, craggy, inaccessible,

devoid of vegetation, and covered with enormous

masses of ice and snow. In some parts the

transition from pasture to sterility takes place very

gradually ; in others it is more rapid . Every moun-
tain has its rivulets, which dash from rock to rock,

and frequently its beautiful cascades. At Staub-

bach, in the valley of Lauter-bronnen, in the

canton of Berne, is a stream which precipitates
itself over a rock of nearly 1000 feet. Other

parts offer a transition from scenes bleak and

savage to landscapes of luxuriant verdure.

Switzerland is less remarkable for its minerals

than might be expected. Iron, however, is found

in several parts, particularly in the district of

Sargans, in the east ; and there are mines, or

rather quarries, of rock salt in th<- canton of

Berne. Mines of silver, copper, and lead, are

also found in different parts ;
but they do not re-

pay the labor of working. Marble, porphyry,
alabaster, crystal, and sulphur, are found occa-

sionally : of mineral waters the most considera-

ble are those of Leuck and Schintznach, and the

warm baths of Pfeffers. The glaciers, or lakes of

frozen snow, accumulated to avast height, or ra-

ther depth, are found first at about 8000 or

9000 feet above the sea ; although, in a winter of

unusual rigor, their ramifications extend consi-

derably lower. Their surface, in some cases

smooth and unbroken, is in others marked by
deep chasms and pinnacles rising in fantastic

forms, and presenting to the eye the appearance
of a city of crystal. In the long alpine range,

extending along the south of Switzerland, from
Mont Blanc in the west, to the extremity of

Tyrol in the east, are reckoned no less than 400
of these glaciers, differing greatly in magnitude,
but frequently extending from sixteen to eighteen
miles in length by one or two in breadth. The
latter can with difficulty be ascertained, but is

supposed to vary from 100 to 600 feet; the total

extent of their surface has been calculated at 1000

square miles. Bourrit's description of one of these

magnificent scenes is as follows :

' At length,'

says he,
' we perceived through the trees a moun-

tain of ice as splendid as the sun, and flashing
a similar light on the environs. The first aspect
of the glacier of the Rhone inspired us with great

expectation. A moment afterwards, this enor-

mous mass of ice having disappeared behind

thick pines, it soon after met our sight between

two vast blocks of rock, which formed a kind of

portico. Surprised at the magnificence of this

spectacle, and at its admirable contrasts, we be-

held it with rapture. At length we reached this

beautiful portico, beyond which we were to dis-

cover all the glacier.
We arrived ;

at this sight,

one would suppose one's self in another world ;

so much is the imagination impressed with the

nature and immensity of the objects. To form

an idea of this superb spectacle, figure in your
mind a scaffolding of transparent ice, filling a

space of two miles, rising to the clouds, and

darting flashes of light like the sun. Nor were

the several parts less magnificent and surprising.
One might see, as it were, the streets and build-

insrs of a city, erected in the form of an amphi-
theatre, and embellished with pieces of ice, cas-

cades, and torrents. The effects were as prodi-

gious as the immensity and the height. The
most beautiful azure, the most splendid white,
the regular appearance of a thousand pyramids
of ice, are more easy to be imagined than de-

scribed. Such is the aspect of the glacier of the

Rhone, reared by nature on a plan which she

alone can execute : we admire the majestic course

of the river without suspecting that what gives it

birth and maintains its waters, may be still more

majestic and magnificent.'
No country is better provided with water, par-

ticularly in summer, when the melting of the

snow affords a copious supply. The Rhone, ris-

ing in the centre of Switzerland, holds a westerly
course through a beautiful valley, and pours
into the lake of Geneva a stream which, turbid at
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its influx, becomes pure and transparent when
reissuing from the lake. The Ticino collects the
waters flowing from Mount St. Gothard and the

Alps,
which look towards Lombardy. TheAar,

rising on the northern slope of the central Alps,
receives numberless streams flowing towards the
western or more level parts of Switzerland;
while the Rhine, holding at first a north-east

course, encircles a part of the cantons, flows

through the lake of Constance and Zell, and re-

ceives successively the Thur, the Limmat, the

Reuss, and the Aar, which, joined to its own
waters, render it, ere quitting the Swiss terri

tory,
the second river in Europe. The lakes of

Switzerland are also numerous : the principal are
those of Geneva, Constance, Neufchatel, Bienne,
Zurich, Wallenstadt, Walstadter or Lucerne,
Thun, and Brientz; most of them navigable.
On this account a number of the towns of Swit-
zerland are situated on their sides ; and the

mountains, rising from the shore in an amphi-
theatre form, render the scenery beautifully ro-

mantic.

The valleys of Switzerland and the bases of the

mountains enjoy the warmth of an Italian sun,
where their ascent discovers a scanty vegetation,
and the summit is doomed to all the rigors of an
Arctic winter. Such a contrast is not, however,
exhibited in the northern or level part of the

country, where the climate differs little from that

of the south of Germany. In winter, however,
the degree of cold is greater in the valleys of

Switzerland, than in most parts of France or

Germany, in consequence, doubtless, of the ac-

cumulation of snow and ice on the adjacent
mountains ; and stormy weather frequently occurs.

In travelling through this country one is con-

stantly surprised at the care bestowed on the

most unpromising spots; and at seeing vines,

corn, and rich pasturages, where at one time there

can have been little else than naked rocks. The

products are wheat, barley, oats, maize, flax,

hemp, and tobacco : the fruits of frequent occur-

rence, vines, chestnuts, prunes, peaches, walnuts,

cherries; in the colder situations, apples and

pears; and in the southern valleys the almond

and fig. Wood, both for building and fuel, is

found in most parts : but the corn raised is con-

siderably below the consumption ; and bread is

by no means of universal use. The breeding of

cattle, a branch of industry pointed out by the

abundance of pasture, and the difficulties attend-

ing tillage, forms the grand source of national

subsistence : the herds are driven to the moun-

tains in spring, and graze there until the approach
of winter forces them to descend ; cheese, butter,

allow, hides, form the chief articles of export.

After cattle, the animals chiefly raised are goats,

sheep, and hogs. The summits of the Alps are

occupied by the chamois, wild goat, white and

red fox, and a kind of hare, which, in summer,
resembles the hare of Britain, but in winter be-

comes white.

Switzerland has on the whole a fair share of

trade. The conveyance of goods along the

Aar, the Reuss, and the Rhine, facilitates its in-

tercourse with Germany and the Netherlands ;

and the Rhone, though more difficult of naviga-

tion, serves the same purpose in regard to

France: the exports aiP linen, cotton cloth,
woollens, and, in a small degree, silks ; also cat-

tle, sheep, hides, tallow, butter, and cheese
; the

chief imports, corn from Germany, salt from Ty-
rol and Franche Comte ; spices, dyewoods, gro-
ceries, and other colonial produce from Holland ;

raw silk from Italy, and manufactured articles

(such as hardware and cotton yarn), from Eng-
land. The manufactures are linen, lace, thread,
and woollens, and are ofold standing ; cottons have
been introduced, or at least extended, since the
latter part of the eighteenth century; leather

gloves, silks, porcelain, pottery, toys, tobacco,
and snuff, are made in various places; and
clocks and watches have long been staple articles

at Geneva and Neufchatel.

The universities of Geneva and Basle have

long been distinguished. There are, besides,
academies or colleges at Zurich, Berne, and

Lausanne, and schools of good repute in various

towns, in particular Neufchatel, Schaffhausen,
and St. Gall

; also at Coire, the small sequestered

capital of the Grisons. Among literary associa-

tions are to be mentioned the Helvetic society of

Bale, the physical of Zurich, and the economical
of Berne. In regard to improvements in educa-

tion, it suffices to mention the names of Pestallozzi

and Fellenberg, both inhabitants of Switzerland :

nor is there any reluctance here to borrow im-

provements from other countries, the method of

Bell and Lancaster having been introduced in

several places.
The Swiss were anciently called Helvetii, ancl

the country Helvetia, whence the modern name
of the Helvetic Republic. The ancient Helve-

tians were a Gaulish or Celtic people, and Hel-

vetia was divided into four cantons or territories.

Julius Caesar was the first who reduced the inha-

bitants under the dominion of the Romans, and

these founded colonies here under the names of

Julia Equestris, Augusta Raurocorum,' and

Aventicum. Their dominion continued till the

fifth century, when the country was overrun by
the Burgundians and Germans ; but soon after

the Franks made themselves entire masters of it.

On the decease of Louis I., king of the Franks

and emperor of the Romans, the south part of

Helvetia, or Burgundy, devolved to the emperor

Lotharius, and the north, or that of Allen-win,

to king Louis the German. Lotharius II., son

to the former and king of Austrasia, retained the

south part of Helvetia, which, together with Bur-

gundy, or Franche Comte, was styled the Lesser

Burgundy. After his demise this south part also

devolved to Louis the German, who thus became

possessed of all Switzerland, and from him it

descended to his son Charles the Fat. In 8S

Rodolphus, duke of the Lesser Burgundy, took

on him the title of king, but the north part of

Switzerland continued under the dominion of the

emperor Arnolphus. Rodolphus II., son to the

former, obtained a grant of the Argau from the

empeior Henry I. This prince
was succeeded

by his son Conrad, as the latter was by his son

Rodolphus III., who, in 1032, by a formal will,

bequeathed his kingdom of the Lessor Burgundy

to the emperor Conrad II., whereby all Switzer-

iand once more became united to the German

empire. In the thirteenth century it became a

2 Q 2
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ihird time a nominal province of the German

empire, which, however, was possessed of little

real authoritf here. A great part of the country
was in the hands of the clergy, and the remainder

in general of particular nobles. The inhabitants

of Uri, Schwitz, Underwald, and the territory of

Hasli, were, from time immemorial, possessed of

the right of being governed by their own magis-

trates, with other important privileges; and, in

tbe twelfth century, the first three entered into

an alliance which they solemnly renewed every
tenth year. They had always declared themselves

averse to the authority of the emperor's stadtholder

in Switzerland, till, in 1209, Otho IV. compelled
them to receive Rodolphus III., count of Habs-

burg, as his representative, though he was to

take an oath that he would govern according to

law and equity, and make no encroachments

upon their rights and liberties. This nobleman

seems to have been little observant of that en-

gagement; for, in 1231, we find them unani-

mously addressing the emperor, Henry VII., to

recal him; which he accordingly did, farther

confirming to them all their privileges. In 1249

the like was done by his successor Frederick.

In 1257, during the interregnum, in considera-

tion of his great power, they chose for their pro-
tector Rodolphus V. count of Habsburg, who, in

1273, became emperor of Germany. At the so-

licitation of his son Albert, duk? of Austria, he

intended to have erected a particular dukedom
in Switzerland, which design did not transpire
till several years after, when it appeared that he

had purchased of the abbot of Murbach the town
of Lucern, with his revenues, and prerogatives
in several villages in the territory of Schwitz.

These three districts, on the death of Rodolphus,

faithfully adhered to his successor the emperor

Adolphus, which gave so much offence to his

son, duke Albert, that on his accession to the

crown of Germany, on the death of the latter, he

displayed his resentment in more than one in-

stance, not only refusing peremptorily to confirm

their privileges, without vouchsafing to allege

any reason for his refusal, but likewise setting
over them two noblemen of the most infamous

character for avarice and arrogance, whose ad-

ministration became quite insupportable. On
this, seeing that nothing less was in agitation
than the total deprivation of their liberties, and
the bringing thern under the yoke of Austria,

they united in a firm resolution to defend them-

selves to the last extremity, The tyranny of

Grisler, the Austrian governor, hastened this re-

volution by his barbarously ordering William

Tell, the celebrated Swiss patriot, to shoot an

^pple off his son's head at a considerable dis-

tance. Tell, having accomplished this without

hurting his son, Grisler observed that he had an-

other arrow concealed under his cloak, and asked

him for what purpose that was. To which Tell

boldly replied,
' To have shot you through the

heart if I had had the misfortune to have killed

my son.' On this the enraged governor ordered

Tell to be hanged ;
but his fellow citizens flew

to arms, attacked and vanquished Grisler, who
was shot to death by William Tell, and instantly
formed an association for their independence.
This memorable event liappened on the 7th of

November, 1307. See TELL. Arnold Melcnthal
of Underwalden was the first who raised the
standard of liberty. The citizens chose for com-
manders three gentlemen of approved courage
and abilities; namely, Werner, or Gerhard Stauf-

fach, of Schwitz, Walthur Furst of Uri, and Ar-
nold Melchthal above-mentioned, who secretly

agreed together that, on the first day of January,
1308, they should surprise and demolish the
castles in which the imperial governors resided.
This resolution being effected, these three places
joined again in a league for ten years, which

gave birth to the Helvetian confederacy. Schwitz

being the most powerful of the three confederate

places, and the first meeting of the confederates

being held at Brunnen in its territories, as also

the first league concluded there, and after that

the first battle, by the success of which the liberty
of the confederates was retrieved, being fought
within its jurisdiction, its name was given to the

general confederacy. The emperor Albert, think-

ing that this was the season for totally reducing
these three places by force of arms, hastened to

Baden to begin the preparations, but being, on
his return, murdered by his brother's son, John
of Habsburg, the design was dropped ; till, not

long after, the house of Austria invented another

pretence for failing on the United Cantons. For
these and other parts of Switzerland adhering to

the emperor Louis of Bavaria, his competitor,
Frederick of Austria, was so extremely irritated

that the Switzers having, during their contests

with the abbey of Einsidlen, made some of its

monks prisoners, put them under the ban, to

which the bishop of Constance added excommu-
nication. The former was taken off again by the

emperor Louis, and the latter by the archbishop
of Mentz. Leopold, duke of Austria, by virtue

also of a commission from his brother Frederick,
above-mentioned, in 1315 attacked the confede-
rates with a powerful army, but was defeated by
them at Morgarten. Hereupon, on the 8th of

December, 1315, they entered into a perpetual
alliance, which proved the origin of the late

Helvetian confederacy. In 1332 Lucern acceded
to it; in 1351 Zurich and Glaurus; and, in 1352,
their number was increased by the accession of

Zug and Berne.

For the space of 125 years this confederacy
was composed only of the above eight territories

or cantons, on which account they are called the

Old Cantons. In 1481 Friburg and Soleure,
and in 1501 Basil and Schaffhausen, were ad-
mitted into the confederacy; and in 1513 Ap-
penzell also acceded to it. These thirteen towns
and counties, which properly constituted the Hel-
vetic republic, were united by a reciprocal con-

vention, which, though not in all places the same,
and the unions of the eight old and five later

cantons differing in certain respects, yet in the

principal points nearly agreed ; the first and
chief articles relating to the succors, assistance,
and protection, to be given to any one of them
in case of any unjust violence, and determining
in what manner and by whom the reasons for

any military enterprise should be discussed ; as

also how and where such succor should be given,
and stating both the expenses of the war and the

distribution of any acquisitions. The second
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w coined consisted

at pleasure, provided such connexions did not
affect the original confederacy ; but in the con-
ventions with the later towns and cantoa It was
expressly stipulated that they should iwt con-
tract any engagements without the privity, ad-
vice, and consent, of the old ones. The federal

union, however, extended no farther than to the
succors stipulated in the leagues, and other cases
set forth in the same; in all other incidental
affairs relative to the confederacy, the majority of
votes was not obligatory to the whole body ; par-
ticularly with respect to the making of alliances
with foreign powers, wherein every town and
canton was at liberty to act as a contracting
party or not, and that even though such alliance
should have been approved of by all the other
towns and cantons. Thus the whole Helvetian

body consisted properly of thirteen distinct re-

publics or free states, united by oath for their

mutual security and maintenance. It had for

some centuries before the French revolution sup-
ported itself in an absolute freedom and inde-

pendency, enjoyed all the privileges of majesty,
made wars, concluded treaties, received and
sent envoys from and to the several European
powers, entered into alliances with them, given
what form they thought proper to theii constitu-

tion, enacted laws and ordinances both in tem-

poral and spiritual affairs, and exercised all the

various prerogatives of sovereignty. Accordingly,
at the peace of Westphalia in 1648, it was ac-

knowledged to be a free state even by the em-

peror and empire.
This brave nation continued to enjoy their

freedom and independence under their respective
various constitutions with little interruption, ex-

cept what took place in their internal govern-
ments by occasional alterations, from 1648 till

the commencement of the French revolution in

1789. But soon after that great event, which
more or less convulsed all the states of Europe,
the rage for innovation, and the hopes of esta-

blishing a perfect liberty and equality, reached

the Swiss Cantons ;
and the democratic party not

only attempted to overturn the old aristocratic

governments, but even to new model those demo-
cratic cantons, the governments of which by
universal suffrage, and other established privi-

leges, appeared to be as perfectly free as they
could be rendered by any change. At last, on

the 22nd of March, 1798, they were revolution-

ised upon the plan of the French republic, under

a directory and two councils. See HELVETIC
REPUBLIC. After this the whole country was

repeatedly overrun, and successive changes made
in its government, by the different belligerent

powers ; while the inhabitants, notwithstanding
the natural strength of their situation, were sub-

jected to all the horrors of war.

One benefit however, was derived from these

changes. An uniform mode of keeping accounts

was adopted, viz. in franken or francs of ten bat-

7.fn ; each batze being divided into ten rappen.
The franc is equal to one franc and a half ot the

five batzen.

friendly, and humane. In short there is not a
people in Europe whose national character stands
higher. In their persons they are generally tal!

robust, and well made; but their complexions
are none of the best, and those that live in the
neighbourhood of the mountains are subject to
wens. The women are generally handsome and
well-shaped, sensible and modest, yet frank, easy,and agreeable in conversation. Few of the pea-
sants are miserably poor; many of them are rich,

especially in the Protestant cantons, and that of
Berne in particular.

Before the time of the French Revolution,
the form of government was in some monar-
chical, in others aristocratical, and in others
democratical. Their sovereigns were the princes
of the empire, such as the bishop of Basil,
and the abbot of St. Gall. The aristocra-
tical governments were the cantons of Zurich,
Basil, and Schaffhausen, with some incorporate
places, as the towns of St. Gall, Muhlhauser.,
and Biel, the cantons of Berne, Lucerne, Fribur",
and Soleure, over which were appointed Schuf-
thers/en or justiciaries, and Neufchatel, and
Geneva. The democratical form of government
prevailed in the six cantons of Uri, Schwitz,
Underwalden, Zug, Claris, and Appenzell, which
were under the direction of Landamrnans ; as

also, though with some variation, in the Grisons
and the Valais, but in all every male of the age
of sixteen, whether master or servant, had a vote

in the enacting of laws, and electing of magis-
trates. The general annual diets were held at

Baden or Frauenfeldt, extraordinary diefs at

Altorf. Lucerne took the lead of the Roman
Catholic cantons, but Zurich, though less power-
ful than Berne, took the precedence of the whole.

With respect to their military establishments

the only regular forces here were those of the

garrisons of Zurich, Berne, Basil, Geneva, and

Arburg ;
but every burgher, peasant, and sub-

ject, was diligently to exercise himself in the use

of arms, to appear on the stated days for shoot-

ing at a mark, to furnish himself with proper

clothing, accoutrements, powder, and ball, to be

always ready for the defence of his country, and

punctually to comply with every article of war.

Switzerland was, and probably still is, well pro-
vided with arsenals, particularly

at Berne ; but

the only fortified places in it are Soleure, Zurich,

Berne, Basil, and Arburg. TheSwitzers engaged
in the service of foreign princes and states

either merely as guards, or as marching regi-

ments ;
in the latter case the government per-

mitted the enlisting volunteers, though only in

.Mich states as they were in alliance or had made

a previous agreement with : and no subject was

to be forced into foreign service, nor even to In:

enlisted without the concurrence of the magis-

tracy. All the advantages arising lo the regencies

from these levies, were usually only an anmu:

subsidy paid by the slate in whose favor \l.c
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levies were thus granted; and perhaps a promise
of reciprocal aid when necessary. The public

benefit, however, attending this custom was that

these men, returning home after a long service

abroad, were a great improvement to the standing
militia of their country. The confederates of the

Swiss cantons were the abbot of St. Gall and the

Vaiais ; the Grisons, towns of Geneva, St. Gall,

Bienne, Muhlhausen, and Neufchatel. The in-

dependent states under the protection of the

states or the allies were Gerisau Engelberg, and

Kapperschweil, Roman Catholics ; and Halden-

stein, Protestants. The subjects were Baden,

Morat, Granscn, Echalen, Orbe, Schwartzen-

burg, Werdenberg, and Bienne, Protestants ; the

free bailiwics Utznach Gaste.r, the Italian baili-

wics, Roman Catholics ;
and the Thurgau,

Rheinthal, Surgans, and Tockenburg, mixed.

But great changes have taken place in the con-

stitution and government of this country during
the late revolutionary war.

At last, in the spring of 1814, the allied ar-

mies approached the Swiss frontier, and entered

it with an overpowering force, refusing to ac-

knowledge the neutrality, but promising the fu-

ture independence of Switzerland. They proved
faithful to this engagement. The number of

cantons, increased by the French to nineteen,
was now carried by the addition of the Vaiais,

Geneva, and Neufchatel, to twenty-two, the in-

tegrity and independence of which were recog-

nised, as we have seen, by the congress of Vienna.

Austria, however, reserved to herself the Valte-

line, a mountainous district in the south-east, and

formerly a dependency of the Grisons.

SWITZERLAND, a county of Indiana, United

States, bounded west by Jefferson, south by the

Ohio River, north in part by Indian lands, and
east by Dearborn county. Its surface is, in

some places, broken by the Ohio and Silver

Creek hill. It is watered by Venoge and Plum
creeks, and several small streams, some running
into the Ohio, and others into White River.

Vevay is the chief town.

SWOB'BER, n. s. See SWABBER. A sweeper
of the deck.

Cubbed in a cabbin, on a mattress laid,

On a brown george with lousy swobbers fed.

Dryden.
The clergyman used to play at whist and swobbers :

playing now and then a sober game at whist for pas-
time, it might be pardoned ;

but he could not digest
those wicked swobbers. Swift.

SWOLLEN', }
The part . pass, of SWELL,

SWOLN. } which see.

Unto his aid she hastily did draw
Her dreadful beast, who, swoln with blood of late,

Came ramping forth with proud presumptuous gait.

Spenser.

When thus the gathered storms of wretched love

In my swoln bosom with long war had strove,
At length they broke their bounds : at length their

force

Bore down whatever met its stronger course ;

Laid all the civil bonds of manhood waste,
And scattered ruin as the torrent past. Prior.

Whereas at first we had only three of these prin-

ciples, their number is already swoln to five.

Baker on Learning.

>t SWO
SWOON, v. n. & n.s. Saxon aj-punan. Tu

suffer a suspension of thought and sensation;
faint : the fit of fainting.

So play the foolish thongs with one that swoons ;

Come all to help him, and so stop the air

By which he should revive. Shakspeare.
We see the great and sudden effect of smells in

fetching men again, when they swoon. Bacon.

The most in years swooned first away for pain ;

Then, scarce recovered, spoke. Dryden.
There appeared such an ecstacy in his action, that

he seemed ready to swoon away in the surprize of

joy. Taller.

The woman finds it all a trick,

That he could swoon when she was sick
;

And knows that in that grief he reckoned

On black-eyed Susan for his second. Prior.

SWOOP, v. a. & n. s. Saxon j-pipan; Goth.

sivepa. To seize by falling at once as a hawk

upon his prey : the act of so doing.

All my pretty ones ">

Did you say all 1 What all 1 O hellkite ! all 1

What, all my pretty chickens and their dam,
At one fell swoop ? Shakspeare. Macbeth.

The nine-stoned trophy thus whilst she doth en-

tertain,

Proud Tamer swoops along with such a lusty train,

As fits so brave a flood. Drayton.
A fowl in Madagascar, called a ruck, the feathers

of whose wings are twelve paces, can with as much
ease swoop up an elephant as our kites do a mouse.

II ilkins.

The physician looks with another eye on the me-
dicinal herb, than the grazing ox, which swoops it

in with the common grass. Glanville's Scepsis.

This mouldering piecemeal in your hands did fall,

And now at last you came to swoop it all. Dryden.
The eagle fell into the fox's quarters, and carried

away a whole litter of cubs at a swoop. L' Estrange.

SWOP, v. a. Of uncertain derivation.

Johnson. Mr. Thomson says, ingeniously, of

Teut. zwo, two, and happen, to acquire or gain.

To change ; to exchange one thing for another.

A low word.

When I drove a thrust home, he put it by,
And cried, as in derision, Spare the stripling ;

Oh that insulting word ! I would have swopped
Youth for old age, and all my life behind,

To have been then a momentary man.

Dryden't Cleomenes.

SWORD, n.s.
")

Sax. j-peojvo; Belg. sweerd ;

SWORD'ED adj. Teut. schwerd ; Goth, siord.

SWORD'ER, n. s. A weapon used in cutting

SWORD'FISH, I or thrusting : hence destruc-

SWORD'KNOT, j
tion by war; the punishment

SWORD'LAW, or authority of justice :

SWORD'MAN, sworded is girt with asword :

SWORD'PLAYER. J a sworder, a cut-throat ; a

soldier : swordfish, a fish with a long bone pro-

jecting from its head : swordknot, the ribbon

tied on the hilt of a sword : swordlaw is vio-

lence : swordman is also a soldier ; one dextrous

with the sword : swordplayer, a fencer; gladia-
tor ; a public prizefighter with the sword.

Each man took his sword, and slew all the males.

Genesis.

The sword without, and terrour within.

Deut. xxxii. 25.

A swordfish small him from the rest did sunder,
That in his throat him pricking softly under,
His wide abyss him forced forth to speiv. pptise~.
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Old unhappy traitor, the sword is out

That must destroy thee. Shakapeare. King Lear.

A Roman sworder and banditto slave

Murthered sweet Tully. Id. Henry VI.

Worthy fellows, and like to prove most sinewy
swordmen. Id. Alt's Well that ends Well.

At Lecca's house,

Among your swordmen, where so many associates

Both of thy mischief and thy madness met.

Ben Jonson.

These they called swordplayers, and this spectacle
a sword-fight. Hakewill on Providence.

Essex was made lieutenant-general of the army,
the darling of the swordmen. Clarendon.

But the sword

Of Michael from the armoury of God
Was given him tempered so, that neither keen
Nor solid might resist that edge : it met
The sward of Satan with steep force to smite

Descending, and in half cut sheer. Milton.

The swarded seraphim
Are seen in glittering ranks with wings displayed.

Id.

So violence

Proceeded, and oppression, and swordlaw,

Through all the plain, and refuge none was found.

Id.

This I, her su>ord-bearer, do carry,
For civil deed and military. Hudibras.

Justice to merit does weak aid afford,

She quits the balance and resigns the sivord.

Dryden
Our little fleet was now engaged so far,

That like the swordfah in the whale they fought ;

The combat only seemed a civil war,
Till through their bowels we our passage wrought.

Id.

Malphigi observed the middle of the optick nerve

of the sword-Jish to be a large membrane, folded,

according to its length, in many doubles, like a fan.

Derham's Physico- Theology.

Wigs with wigs, switrdknots with swordknots strive,

Beaus banish beaus, and coaches coaches drive.

Pope.

A SWORD is an offensive weapon worn at the

side, and serving either to cut or stab. Its parts

are the handle, guard, and blade ;
to which may

be added the bow, scabbard, pummel, &c.

SWORD OF STATE, which is borne before the

period had the command of four adjacent nations.
of twenty-five towns, and an army of 300,00o
men. The city walls were six miles and a hall
in circumference, and the suburbs covered seven
miles of the banks of Crathis. It was five times

destroyed, but always rebuilt. It stood a long
and vigorous siege by the Crotonians, but at

last was reduced by the Pythagoreans, A. A.C.
508. A town was built on its site called Thu-
rium, A. A. C. 444.

SYBARITE, SYBARITES, the people of Sy-
baris, who were long celebrated for bravery and
skill in arts ; but at last degenerated so much by
the increase of luxury that Sybarite became

synonymous with effeminate.

SYC'AMIN E, n. s.
( Or. <rvKo/topoc. A tree.

SYC'AMORE. } See below. The syca-
itiore of Scripture is not the same with ours.

If ye had faith as a grain of mustard-seed, ye

might say unto this sycamine tree, Be thou plucked

up, and it should obey you. Luke xvii. 6.

I was no prophet, but an herdman, and a gatherer
of sycamore fruit. Amos vii. 14.

Go to yonder sycamore tree, and hide your bottle

of drink under its hollow root. Walton's Angler.

Sycamores with eglantine were spread :

A hedge about the sides, a covering over head.

DryJen.

Sycamore is our acer majus, one of the kinds of

maples : it is a quick grower.
Mortimer's Husbandry.

SYCAMORE, in botany. See ACER.

SYCAMORE TREE of SCRIPTURE. See Ficcs.

SYCIIAR, a city of Samaria, anciently called

Shechem. See SAMARIA, and SHECHEM.

SYC'OPHANT, n. s. Gr. ffwco0vr>jc ; Lat.

sycophanta. A talebearer; makebate; a malicious

parasite.

Accusing sycophants, of all men, did best sort to

his nature
;
but therefore not seeming tycophants, be-

cause of no evil they said, they could bring any new

or doubtful thing unto him, but such as already he

had been apt to determine ;
so as they came but as

proofs of his wisdom, fearful and more secure, while

the fear he had figured in his mind had any possibility

of event. Sidney.

~ Men know themselves void of those qualities which

king, lords, and governors of counties, cities, the
-

dmi sycophant> at the same time, both as-

or boroughs, &c. For or before the king it ought cribes [Q tnera>

-

and in nis s ]eeve iaug |, s at them for

to be carried upright; the hilt as low as the
Believing.

South.

bearer's waist, the blade up between his eyes. His wcopfororinj arts being detected, that game is

For or before a diVce the blade must decline no t to be played a second time
;
whereas a man of

from the head, and be carried between the neck

and the right shoulder. For or before an earl

the blade is to be carried between the point of

the shoulder and the elbow ; and for or before a

baron the blade is to be borne in the bend of the

lear reputation, though his barque be split,
has

something left towards setting up again.
Government of the Tongue.

SYCOPHANT was an appellation given by the

ancient Athenians to those who informed of the

arm. This ceremonial form no less denotes the
exportation of figs contrary to law ;

and hence
'

it is still used in general for all informers, para-

sites, flatterers, &c.

SYDENHAM (Floyer), M. A., a learned

English writer, born in 1710, and educated i

Obsole'te.
"

But the Scottish dialect Wadham College, Oxford ;
where he took his

degree in 1734. lie translated some parts of

Plato's writings, and published
them between

1753 and 1767. He was known and esteem

dignity of a governor than the coronet set on his

coat of arms.

SWORD FISH. See XIPHIAS.

SYB, adj. Properly sib. Sax. pb. Related
_ _ , i - - f~*

by blood,

retains it.

If what my grandsire to me said be true,

Siker, I am very syb to you. Spenser's Pastorals.IA.C I j L a.111. vciy !>uif lU yuu tf^nrnm

SYBARIS, an ancient city of Italy, in Luca- by many gentlemen eminent in htt

nia, at the mouth of the river on the bay of Ta- having, from that excess of mo, es >

rentum; founded by a colony of Acha-ans. It often accompanies Krca men

became very rich aud powerful ;
and at one sibil.ty,

concealed his distress, hu
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for a small debt contracted for maintenance, and
died without letting his friends know his wants.

Of this melancholy event the rev. and ingenious
David Williams speaks in the following indig-
nant and affecting terms in his Claims of Lite-

rature, p. 93 :
'

During the summer of 1788 an
event took place which tarnished the character

of English opulence and humanity, and afflicted

the votaries of learning. Floyer Sydenham, the

well known translator of Plato, one of the most

useful, if not one of the most competent Greek
scholars of his age, a man revered for his know-

ledge, and beloved for the candor of his temper,
and the gentleness of his manners, died in con-

sequence of having been arrested and detained
for a debt to a victualler, who had for some time

furnished his frugal dinner. At the news of that

event every friend of literature felt a mixture of

sorrow and shame ;
and one of the members of

a club at the Prince of Wales' coffee house pro-

posed, that it should adopt, as its object and

purpose, some means to prevent similar afflic-

tions, and to assist deserving authors and their

families in distress.' This gave rise to the estab-

lishment of that excellent institution, the Literary
Fund for the relief of Authors and their Families.

SYDENHAM (Thomas), M. D., an excellent

English physician, was the son of William Sy-
denham, of Winford Eagle, in Dorsetshire, and
was born there about 1624. He studied at Mag-
dalen Hall, Oxford ; but left that university when
Oxford was garrisoned for king Charles I., and
went to London : where, becoming acquainted
with Dr. Thomas Cox, an eminent physician,
that gentleman persuaded him to study physic ;

accordingly, after the garrison was delivered up
to the parliament, he retired again to Magdalen
HAH, entered on the study of medicine, and in

1648 was created M. B. Soon after he was made
a fellow of All Souls College, and continued
there several years : when, leaving the university,
he settled at Westminster ; became M. D. at

Cambridge ; grew famous for his practice ; and
was the chief physician in London from 1660 to

1 670 ; when he became disabled by the gout.
He died in 1689.

SYDENHAM (William), elder brother of the

a'oove, was for some time a gentleman commoner
of Trinity College, Oxford. Entering into the

army of the parliament, he acquitted himself so

wc!l that he rose to the highest offices. In 1649
he was appointed governor of the Isle of Wight,
and vice admiral of that isle and of Hampshire.
In 16.53 he was chosen M. P. for Dorsetshire;
in 1654 was appointed commissioner of the

treasury, and a member of the privy council ;

and in 1658 was summoned to parliament by
the protector, Richard Cromwell. What became
of him after the Restoration we know riot.

SYDEROPCECILUS, in mineralogy, a stone

mentioned by the ancients. It was found in

Arabia, and obtained this name from its being
spotted with a ferruginous color. It might possi-

bly be a granite with spots of this peculiar color.

SYDERVELT, a town of Holland, in the

department of the Rhine, and late province of

Guelderland ; six miles west of Culemburg.
SYDLING, a town of England, in Dorset-

shire ; called also St. Nicholas ; with a fair De-
cember 6th.

SYDNEY, a thriving town of New Holland,
and the capital of the British settlements in New
South Wales. It is about seven miles from the

mouth of Port Jackson, in a cove to which it gives

name, and stands principally on two hilly necks
of land, with a proportion of flat ground inter-

vening. These together form one of the finest

natural basins of water that can be imagined,
and for safety and convenience rival the finest

works of art. It is perfectly secured against any
wind, and ships of any dimensions lie there.

The western side of the town extends to the wa-
ter's edge, and occupies, with a small exception
round Dawe's battery, the whole of the neck of

land which separates Sydney Cove from Lane
Cove. On the eastern neck of land, the exten-

sion of the town has been stopped by the govern-

ment-house, and the adjoining domain, which

occupies the whole of Bennilong's point.
Until the administration of governor Mac-

quarrie, little or no attention had been paid to-

the laying out of the streets, and each proprietor
was left to build as caprice inclined him. He,
however, succeeded in establishing a perfect re-

gularity in most of the streets, and, in all future

additions that may be made to it, the proprietors
of leases will not be allowed to deviate from the

lines marked out by the surveyor-general. Here
is a very good market, established by this gover-
nor in 1813, and very well supplied with grain,

vegetables, poultry, butter, eggs, and fruit. It is

held three times a week ; viz. on Mondays, Wed-

nesdays, and Fridays, in a large oblong enclosure.

The vender pays a small duty to the clerk of

the market. Here is also the New South Wales
bank.

Two excellent public schools have been found-

ed at Sydney. One is a day school for boys,
and of course only intended to impart gratuitous
instruction : the other is designed both for the

education and support of poor and helpless fe-

male orphans. Besides these two public schools

in the town of Sydney, which together contained,

by late accounts, 224 children, there are estab-

lishments for the gratuitous diffusion of educa-

tion in every populous district throughout the

colony: the masters being allowed stipulated
salaries from the orphan fund. Formerly par-
ticular duties, those on coals and timber, which
still go by the name of ' the orphan dues,' were
allotted for the support of these schools ; but

they were found to be insufficient, and afterwards

one-fourth, and more recently one-eighth, of the

whole revenue of the colony was appropriated
to this purpose. Independent of these laudable

institutions, supported at the expense of the go-

vernment, there are various private ones intend-

ed for the dissemination of religious knowledge
One is termed the Auxiliary Bible Society of

New South Wales, and its object is to co-operate
with the British and Foieign Bible Society, and

to distribute the holy Scriptures either at prime
cost, or gratis, to deserving applicants. Another

is the New South Wales Sunday School Institu-

tion. There are also in this town and other

parts of the colony, several good private semi-
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The harbour of Port Jackson is considered
equal to any in the world, and would contain
the shipping of all countries. It is navigable
for vessels of

any burden for about seven miles
above the town, i. e. about fifteen from the en-

trance, and possesses the best anchorage all the

way. Value of land in Sydney town is daily in-

creasing ; rents are in consequence high ; and
Mr. Wentworth, in his statistical account of the
British settlements in this quarter, mentions, that
it is very far from a commodious house that can
be had for 100 a year unfurnished. Popula-
tion 7000. Long. 151 25' E, lat. 33 15' S.

SYDNEY, a river in the interior of New Hol-
land, seen by Mr. Oxley in his second expedi-
tion. Its course was northward, and the part of
it seen crossed 31 S. lat, long. 151 15' E.
SYDNEY BAY, a bay on the south coast of

Island, in the South Pacific. Lono-.
I' E, lat, 29 5' N.

E, an ancient
city

of Egypt, situated, ac-

cording to Mr. Bruce, in lat. 24 0' 45' N,
although Pliny and Strabo both say that it lay
directly under the tropic of Cancer. Syene is

remarkable for being the place where the first

attempt was made to measure the circumference
of the earth, by Eratosthenes, whom Ptolomy
Eurgetes had invited from Athens to Alexandria.
It is now called Assouan. Here is still a small

temple, supposed by some to be the ancient ob-

servatory. Mr. Hamilton cleared it till he reach-

ed the pavement, but he was interrupted before

he dug down to the spot where the ancient well

might have been expected. There are also the

remains of a Roman bridge, and a handsome
stone quay. But the principal ruins of Syene
are those of the Saracen town, including the city

wall, built of unburnt bricks, and flanked with

square towers. Many large houses are still in a

state of extraordinary preservation, as well as

mosques, with lofty minarets, still entire. Al-

though Syene is considered as a military station,

yet the Aga is not provided with any force, and
the castle is of no strength. In the Nile, oppo-
site to Syene, is ELEPHANTINA, which see.

SYLAH, a large fortified town of Gujrat, dis-

trict of Chalawara, Hindostan. The south of

this town marks the boundary of Cottiwar, and
here Gujrat Peninsula may be considered as ter-

minating. This place is larger than Wankaneer,
but not so well fortified. It belongs to a Rajpoot
chieftain, but, like all others in this neighbour-
:

ood, pays a tribute to the Guicowar. A very

large sheet of water covers the south face of the

town. (Macmurdo, &c.)
SYLBURGIUS (Frederick), a learned Ger-

man, born at Marpurg in Hesse, in 1546. He
taught Latin, Greek, and French for some time

at Licha ; but afterwards applied himself solely
to the revising and correcting of ancient authors,

particularly the Greek classics, for the presses of

Wechel and Commelin. lie also greatly assisted

the celebrated Henry Stephens in compiling his

Thesaurus Greece Linguae. See STEPHENS. He
likewise published a Greek Grammar, which was

much esteemed. For these services he had a

salary from the university of Marpurg. He died

in 1596.

from the

from a branch quite distil

Scipios. Hi!
"

> am no. ^.u^uim wuu ms excellent edu-
cation.

Nicopolis, a rich courtezan, left him
heir to her great estate. He learned the art of
war under Marius, whom he attended to Numidia
asquestor; and soon became the most skilful
soldier m the army, while by his obliging beha-
viour he gained the esteem of all. His course
and dexterity contributed to the success of the
war; and his eloquence persuaded Bocchus to
deliver up Jugurtha. He served afterwards in the
social war, and as a reward he was raised to the

praetorship, next elected consul, and soon after de-
clared general of the army against Mithridates
VII. king of Pontus. Marius was exasperated that
the management of this war was not committed to
him. The people were persuaded, by his in-

trigues, to reverse the decree, and substitute him
in place of Sylla. Upon this he sent down offi-

cers to take the command of the army ; but Sylla
by this time had gained over the soldiers, who,
instead of obeying the decree of the people, slew
Marius's officers, and intreated Sylla to lead
them instantly to Rome. Accordingly he entered
the city sword in hand, slew Sulpicius the con-

sul, obliged Marius to flee, new-modelled the

laws, and afterwards marched into the east, and

immediately laid siege to Athens; for that city,

together with the rest of Greece, had fallen into

the power of Mithridates. He wrote to the Am-
phyctions, who were assembled at Delphi, to

send him all the gold in the temple of Apollo,

promising to restore it at the end of the war ;

and when he received it said that he now was
sure of victory, since the gods themselves fur-

nished him with money. Athens was at last

taken by assault, and Sylla was upon the point of

destroying it, when he recollected its ancient

glory, and spared, as he said, the living for the

sake of the dead. After burning the Piraeus he-

gained two decisive victories over the generals of

Mithridates. In the second battle, fought at

Orchomenus, ne was almost defeated ; his troops

began to flee, when, leaping from his horse, lie

snatched up a standard, and crying out,
'

1 will

die here gloriously ;
and soldiers, when you are

asked where you abandoned your general, an-

swer, At Orchomenus.' This reproach recalled

the courage of the Romans ; they followed him

and gained a complete victory. Mtthridates tliei:

sued for peace. Mean time Cinna had declart.-i

against Sylla in Italy ;
and Marius retiirni- _

from banishment had taken the most severe ven-

geance on all his enemies. Sylla was declared

a traitor ;
his laws reversed, his friem.'s were

murdered, and the government new modelled.

These news induced Sylla to conclude a treaty

with Mithridates, and march directly to Rome.

His approach tei rifled the Ilomai s. Marius and

Cinna were both dead ; but the consuls made

vigorous preparations
to oppose him. A civil

war was begun, but Sylla in the end subdued all

his enemies, and entirely ruined the M;iri;in

faction. He entered Rone :il the ho;i<l of his

victorious army, and assumed the ti'ii' nt I'dix
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Happy. The remainder of his life was stained

with the most abominable cruelties. He ordered

8000 wretches, who had thrown themselves upon
his clemency, to be butchered in the Campus
Martius. To carry on these cruelties with the

appearance of justice, he commanded the people
to elect him dictator. He kept this office above
two years ; and then, to the amazement of all,

laid it down, and offered to stand his trial before

the people. Soon afterwards he retired into the

country, and plunged into every kind of de-

bauchery. He died of the lousy disease, in the

sixtieth year of his age. His person was elegant,
his air noble, and his manners easy. He was

eloquent, liberal, crafty, insinuating ; and a pro-
found master of dissimulation, by which he con-

cealed a hideous train of vices. This Nero of

the republic did one essential service to science

by recovering the works of Aristotle at the taking
of Athens.

SYL'LABLE, n. s. & v. a. Fr. syllabe ; Gr.

(TuXXa/3). As much of a word as is uttered by
the help of one vowel, or one articulation : to

utter ; pronounce.

Abraham, Job, and the rest that lived before any
syllable of the law of God was written, did they not

si a as much as we do in every action not commanded ?

Hooker.

I heard

Each syllable that breath made up between them.

Shakspeare.

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,

Creeps in this petty pace from day to day;
To the last syllable of recorded time ;

And all our yesterdays have lighted fools

The way to dusty death. Id. Macbetn.

Airy tongues that syllable men's names
On sands, and shores, and desart wildernesses.

Milton.

There is that property in all letters of aptness to

be conjoined in syllables and words, through the

voluble motions of the organs from one stop or figure
to another, that they modify and discriminate the

voice without appearing to discontinue it.

Holder's Elements of Speech.
He hath told so many melancholy stories, without

one syllable of truth, that he hath blunted the edge of

my fears. Swift.

SYL'LABUB, n. s. Rightly SILLABUB, which
see. Milk and acids.

No syllabubs made at the milking pail,
But what are composed of a pot of good ale.

Beaumont.
Two lines would express all they say in two pages :

'tis nothing but whipt syllabub and froth, without

solidity. Felton.

A SYLLABUB is a kind of compound drink,
most usual in summer; ordinarily made of white

wine and sugar, into which is squirted new milk
with a syringe or wooden cow. Sometimes it is

made of canary, in which case the sugar is spared,
and a little lemon and nutmeg are added in lieu

of it. To prepare it the best way, the wine and
other ingredients, except the milk, are to be

mixed over night, and the milk or cream added
in the morning. The proportion is, a pint of

wine to three of milk.

SYLLABUB WHIPT. To half a pint of white

wine or rhenish is put a pint of cream, with the

whites of thrt eggs. This they season with

sugar and beat with birchen rods, or work with
a syringe. The froth is taken off as it rises, and

put into a pot ; where, after standing to settle

two or three hours, it is fit to eat.

SYLLABUS, in literature, denotes a table

of contents, or an index to the chief heads of a
book.

SYLLEPSIS (<rwXAtirTtc, Gr.), in grammar, a

figure in which two nominative cases of the sin-

gular number are joined to a plural verb.

SYL'LOGISM, n. s. -\ Fr. syllogisme; Gr.

SYLLOGIS'TIC, or /
o-vXXoyKr/tdc. An

SYLLOGIS'TICAL, adj. V argument composed
SYLLOGis'TiCALLY,odu. k of three proposi-
SYL'LOGIZE, v. n. J tions : as,

'

every man
thinks ; Peter is a man ; therefore Peter thinks :'

the derivatives all strictly corresponding.
Though we suppose subject and predicate, and

copula, and propositions and syllogistical connexions
in their reasoning, there is no such matter

;
but the

entire business is at the same moment present with

them, without deducing one thing from another.

Male's Origin of Mankind.
A piece of rhetorick is a sufficient argument of

logick, an apologue of ./Esop beyond a syllogism- in

Barbara. Browne.
A man knows first, and then he is able to prove

syllogutically ; so that syllogism comes after know-

ledge, when a man has no need of it. Locke.

What a miraculous thing should we count it, if

the flint and the steel, instead of a few sparks, should

chance to knock out definitions and syllogisms!

Bentley.

Though the terms of propositions may be complex,
yet, where the composition of the whole argument
is thus plain, simple, and regular, it is properly called

a simple syllogism, since the complexion does not be-

long to the syllogistick form of it. Watts's Logick.
Men have endeavoured to transform logick into a

kind of mechanism, and to teach boys to syllogize, or

frame arguments and refute them, without real

knowledge. Watts.

Logick is, in effect, an art of syllogizing. Baker.

A SYLLOGISM, in logic, consists of three pro-

prositions ; the first two called premises ; the las*

the conclusion. See LOGIC.

SYLOES, a promontory of Africa.

SYLPH, in modern mythology and daemono-

logy, an ideal being, somewhat analogous to the

fairy of the British (see FAIRY) ; supposed to

attend with anxious care about all the minutiar

and paraphernalia of a fine lady. Pope's Rape.
SYLVA. See PANCARPUS.

SYL'VAN, adj. & n. s. Fr. sylvain. Woody ;

shady ; relating to woods : a wood-god ; a
rustic.

Cedar and pine, and fir, and branching palm,
A sylvan scene ! and, as the ranks ascend,
Shade above shade, a woody theatre

Of stateliest view. Milton's Paradise Lost.

Eternal greens the mossy margin grace,
Watched by the sylvan genius of the place. Pope.
Her private orchards, walled on every side,

To lawless sylvans all access denied. Id. '

SYLVANUS, a brave warrior among the

Franks, under the emperor Constantius, who

being, by the most deliberate villany and forgery

ofDynames, compelled to declare himself empe-
ror, was afterwards, when his innocence was dis-

covered, murdered by Ursicinus, another traitor

See CONSTANTINOPLE.
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SYLVESTER (Joshua), born in 1563. He

translated the works of Du Bartas
; some pieces

of Fracastorius from the Latin
; and the Qua-

trains of Pibrac, with some other tracts from
the French. He died in Holland, in 1618.

SYLVIA, or Ilia, or Ithea Sylvia, the mother
of Romulus. See RIIEA and ROME.

SYLVIA, in ornithology, a modern genus ofbirds,

belonging to the order of passeres, formed by
Dr. Latham, by limiting the motacilla to the

wagtail, and arranging the other species former-

ly classed under that genus under the sylvia.
See ORNITHOLOGY. The motacilla he thus de-

scribes : The beak is subulated, slender, and
somewhat indented at the point. The tongue
seems torn at the end. and the tail is long, lie

thus characterises the sylvia : The beak is su-

bulated, straight, and small
; the mandibles are

nearly equal, The nostrils are obovate, and a

Jitile depressed. The exterior toe is joined at

the under part to the base of the middle one.

The tongue is cloven, and the tail is small. He
makes thirteen species of the motacilla, and 174

species of the sylvia. See MOTACILLA.
SYLVIUS (/Eneas), I. and II. kings of Alba,

the son and grandson of /Eneas the Trojan, by
Lavinia. See ROME.

SYLVIUS (/Eneas). See Pius II.

SYLVIUS (James), or James Du Bois, a cele-

brated French anatomist and physician, the son

of Nicholas Du Bois, a camblet weaver, born at

Amiens, in Picardy, in 1478. He acquired a

great knowledge of Greek and Latin, and some

Hebrew, under his elder brother Francis Sylvius,

They both symbolize in this, that they love to loo'

upon themselves through multiplying glasses.
H^ei.

1 he sacrament is a representation of Christ's death,
by such symbolical actions as himself appointed.

Taylor.
It symbolically teaches our duty, and promotes

charity by a real signature and a sensible sermon.

Id.

Salt, as incorruptible, was thes.;/ro6o/ of friendship ;

which, if it casually tell, was accounted ominous,
and their amity of no duration. Ermrne.

By this encroachment idolatry first crept in, men
converting the symbolical use of idols into their proper
worship, and receiving the representation of things
unto them as the substance and thing itself. /</?

Some symbolize the same from the mystery of its

colors. Id. Vulgar EI-THUM.

The hieroglyphical symbols at Scripture, excellently
intended in the species of things sacrificed in the

dreams of Pharaoh, are oftentimes racked beyond
their symbolizations. Id.

I affectedlv symbolized in careless mirth and free-

dom with the libertines, to circumvent libertinism.

Mwe.
Aristotle and the schools have taught that air and

water, being symbolizing elements, in the quality of

moisture, aie easily transmutable into one another.

Boule.

The soul is such, that it strangely symbolizes uitii

the thing- it mightily desires. South'* S<-rnn-n-.

Words are the signs and symbols of things ;
am! us,

in accounts, cyphers and figures pass for real sums,

so words and names pass for things themselves. l>l.

The heathens made choice of these lights as apt

symbols of eternity, because, contrary to all sublunary

beings, though they seem to perish every niglit. they
on on Met.il*.

Beginning with the symbol of our faith, upon that

the author of the gloss enquires into the nature .

A SYMBOL is a sign or representation
of some-

or Du Bois, who was principal of the College of renew themselves every morning. Adtlii

Tournay, at Paris, and a treat promoter of learn-

ing. James wrote several works on anatomy,

medicine, and pharmacy, which have been often

printed, though he was much opposed by his

contemporaries. He defended Galen aga.nst thing moral, by the figures or properties of na-

Vesalius. See ANATOMY, Index. He was also tural things. Hence symbols are of, vano

a good mathematician, and invented several use- kinds ; as hieroglyphics, types, enigmas, par:

ful machines. His great vice was avarice, which bles, fables, &c.

prevented him from taking the degree of M. D., SYMBOLUM, an ancient town of Macedo-

though he went to Montpelier in 1520 on pur- nia, near Plulippi; on the borders ot

pose ; but he was reconciled to his brethren and

admitted M. B. in June 153 1. He read lectures

on Hippocrates and Galen, which spread his

fame far and wide. In 1535 he was appointed a

Lempr.
SYME. See SYMA.

SYMI, or SIMI. SeeSiMi.

SYMMACHUS, a writer who flourished in

professor in the college of Triquet, and in 1548 the second century, and translated the 11

,. , __._.!.- T -i n_n otPo-ie. Bible into Greek. Only a few fragments ot las

}rk are extant.

SYMMACHUS, a senator and orator of Home,

who was consul A. D. 391. He wrote ten books

professor of physic in the Royal College at Paris;

which office he retained till his death, in 15.55. work are extant.

He was never married.

SYMA, or SYME, a town of Asia. Lempr.
of Epistles against the Christian religion ;

which

arc pvtnnt. nnd have been refuted by Ambrose,
are extant, and have been

bishop of Milan, and Prudentius, the Christian

* He was banished from Rome by \ alenti-

nian! but recalled and received into favor by

. Theodosius. Ammianus Marcelhmis snea

type; figurative representation:
the adjective and j)jm as a man of great learning and i

adverb corresponding : to symbolize is to have
Sciopp j US) pa reus, and other learned men, h;

some quality, or something in common with
written notes upon his epistles.

'Ihe b

another^ by symbolic representation
: as a verb

active, to make representative: symbohzation

corresponding.

tions are those of Geneva, 8vo., 1598

4to ,
1604 ;

and Franckfort, 8vo., Io42,

SYM'M ETRY, i. s. A Fr. tymmctru ;

SYMME'TRIAN,H.S. f <n/v and ,rpov. Aclap-

of

order

The pleasing of colour symbolizeth with the pleasing
*'

i-T '
RI , Ui. itation or agreement of

any single tone to the ear; but the pleasing
ot & M ET R .,,

) nro
,
)O1 m,n ;

har-

der doth svmbolize with harmony. Bacmi. ^v M if LI
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mony : a symmetrian or symmetrist is one who
studies proportion : symmetrical, proportionate.

His face was a thought longer than the exact sym-
metii&ns would allow. Sidney.

She by whose lines proportion should be

Examined, measure of all symmeti-y ;

Whom had that ancient seen, who thought souls

made
Of harmony, he would at next have said

That harmony was she. Donne.

Some exact symmetrists have been blamed for being
tjo true. Walton's Architecture.

Symmetry, equality, and correspondence of parts,

is the discernment of reason, not the object of sense.

More.

Nor were they only animated by him, but their

measure and symmetry were owing to him. Dryden.

SYMMETRY is the just proportion of the seve-

ral parts of any thing, so as to compose a beau-

tiful whole.

SYMMETRY, in painting. See PAINTING.
SYMMONS (Charles), D. D., a native of

Cardigan, which his father had represented in

three successive parliaments, was born in 1749,
and received the rudiments of his education at

Westminster school, whence he removed to

Glasgow, and subsequently to Clare-hall, Cam-

bridge. Having graduated in 1776 as bachelor

of divinity, he obtained two years afterwards the

rectory of Narberth, and in 1794 that of Lampe-
ter in Pembrokeshire. This last piece of pre-
ferment he narrowly escaped losing, in conse-

quence of a sermon preached by him at Cam-

bridge, before the presentation was made out,

the discourse containing some whiggish senti-

ments little congenial to those then in power.
The same cause operated to throw difficulties in

the way of his doctor's degree, and he therefore

found it advisable to enter himself ad eundum at

Jesus College, Oxford, in which university he

proceeded D. D. in March. Dr. Symmons was
a warm admirer of literature, and a zealous sup-

porter of the Literary Fund. His own writings
consist of Inez, a dramatic poem, 1797; a se-

cond entitled Constantia, 1800 ;
an octavo vo-

lume of miscellaneous poetry, partly of his own

composition and partly that of his daughter, 1813 ;

a Rhymed translation of the /Eneid, 1817; and
a Life of Milton, prefixed to an edition of that

author's prose works. After his decease, which
took place at Bath in the spring of 1826, his

friend, Mr. Whittingham, published a posthu-
mous biographical sketch of Shakspeare of his

writing.

SYMONDSBOROUGH, a remarkable large

borough of Flintshire, near Wellington in Devon-

shire, in the northern extremity of Hemyock.
The people have a notion that a king called Sy-
mon was buried here.

SYMPATHETIC INK. A good sympathetic
ink has been made from a solution of a mixture

of sulphate of copper and muriate of ammonia,
which appears of a bright yellow when exposed
to heat, but disappears with cold or moisture.

SYM'PATHY, n. $. -\ Fr. sympathie ;

SYMPATHETIC, or I Greek ffvfnraSoui.

SYMPATHET'ICAL, adj. SFellowfeelingjmu-

SYMPATHET'ICALLY, adv. i tual sensibility; the

SYMPATHIZE, v. n. } quality cf being af-

fected by tne affection of another : the adjective,

adverb, and verb neuter correspond.
You are not young ;

no more am I : go to, then,
there's sympathy : you are merry, so am I

;
ha ! ha !

then there's more sympathy ; you love sack, and so do
I

;
would you desire better sympathy ?

Shakspeare. Merry Wives of Windsor.

They saw, but other sight instead, a crowd
Of ugly serpents : horror on them fell,

And horrid sympathy. Milton,

Or sympathy, or some connat'ral force,

Powerful at greatest distance to unite,

With secret amity, things of like kind,

By secretest conveyance. Id. Paradise Lost.

The thing of courage,
As roused with rage, with rage doth sympathize.

Milton.

To confer at the distance of the Indies by sympa-
thetick conveyances, may be as usual to future times

as to us in a literary correspondence. GlanviLLe.

Hereupon are grounded the gross mistakes in the

cure of diseases, not only from sympathetick receipts,
but amulets, charms, and all incantatory applica-
tions. Browne.

United by this sympathetick bond,
You grow familiar, intimate, and fond. Roscommon.

Green is a pleasing color, from a blue and a yel-
low mixed together, and by consequence blue and

yellow are two colours which -sympathize. Dryden.
Can kindness to desert like your's be strange ?

Kindness by secret sympathy is tied
;

For noble souls in nature are allied. Id.

There are such associations made in the minds of

most men
;
and to this might be attributed most of

the sympathies and antipathies observable in them.

Locke.

There never was any heart truly great and gene-
rous, that was not also tender and compassionate . it

is this noble quality that makes all men to be of one
kind ; for every man would be a distinct species to

himself, were there no sympathy among individuals.

South's Sermons.

Their countrymen were particularly attentive to

all their story, and sympathized with their heroes in

all their adventures. Addison's Spectator.
To you our author makes her soft request,

Who speak the kindest, and who write the best
;

Your sympathetick hearts she hopes to move.
From tender friendship and endearing love. Prior.

Though the greatness of their mind exempts them
from fear, yet none condole and sympathize more

heartily. Collier.

All the ideas of sensible qualities are not inherent

in the inanimate bodies
;
but are the effects of their

motion upon our nerves, and symptitlietical and vital

passions produced within ourselves. Benlley.

SYMPATHY also signifies an agreement of af-

fections and inclinations, or a conformity of na-

tural qualities, humors, temperaments, which
make two persons delighted and pleased with

each other.

SYMPATHY may subsist either between different

persons or bodies, or between different parts of

the same body. It is either similar cr dissimilar :

similar, when the affection or action in the sym-
pathiser is similar to the affection or action in

the sympathant ; and dissimilar when those are-

different. Sympathy, too, is often an imitative

faculty, sometimes involuntary, frequently with-

out consciousness : thus we yawn when we see

others yawn, and are excited to laugh by the

laughing of others. Sympathy, according to Dr.

Jackson, relates to the operations of the affec-
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tions of the mind, to the operations of the ima-

gination, and to the affections of the external

senses. 1. The affections of the mind produce
in the body different sensations and impressions,
and, as sympathies of consciousness, determine
in general the spirits to those parts which are

most apt to be affected. The affections of the

mind of one person will often work upon the

spirits of many. Thus whole companies are

sometimes disposed to be sad and melancholy
or merry and jovial, when any one present is

much inclined to either of those states of mind.

Those tender sympathetic affections which lay
hold of the mind at the representation of thea-

trical performances originate from the same prin-

ciple, while they are the surest test, of just exe-

cution in the actor, and of the expressive language
of the author. Indeed all stage effect depends
on sympathy. 2. It is probable that a connexion

between the affections and sensations of the fe-

male mind and uterus is very materially concern-

ed in the process of generation, and probably
can alone give efficacy to those actions and im-

pressions subservient to conception through the

sympathising affections of the mind. But this

is a subject of which we as yet know little;

though the facts are numerous and incontroverti-

ble ; but physiologists seem unwilling to admit of

them, because they cannot account for them.

See SURGERY. 3. As affecting the senses, sym-

pathies have been compared to unisons of sound

in music, which produce agreeable sympathetic

feelings; and the reverse produces disagreeable

feelings. 'All concords and discords of music

are sympathies and antipathies of sound.' A

disagreeable sound will often set the teeth on

edge. The most agreeable as well as odious

objects operate in a secondary way in producing
those sympathetic impressions

and actions which

they commonly give rise to. An increased se-

cretion of saliva often takes place at the sight of

a favorite dish. Many have attempted to account

for the remarkable sympathy which takes place

between parts of the body seemingly unconnect-

ed with each other; but these attempts are merely

conjectures.
SYMPHLEGMA (Gr. <rvfiir\iyna,

an em-

bracing, from aw, with, and TrXtj/iw, to fold or

and sculpture, a term used to

)o SYM
A learned searcher from Pythagoras's school,

where it was a maxim that the images of all things
are latent in numbers, determines the comeliest pro-
portion between breadths and heights reducing sym-
metry to symphony, and the harmony of sound to a
kind of harmony in sight. WuCtun.

Up he rode,

Followed with acclamation and the sound
Symphonious of ten thousand harps, that tunea

Angelick harmonies. Milinii.

Speak ye who best can tell, ye sons of light,

Angels !|
for ye behold him, and with songs

And choral symphonies, day without ni"ht,
Circle his throne rejoicing. Id. Paradise Lost.

The trumpets sound,
And warlike symphony is heard around

;

The marching troops through Athens take their way ;

The great earl marshal orders their array. Dnjdtu.

SYMPHONY, in music, denotes a consonance
of several sounds agreeable to the ear, whether
vocal or instrumental. See HARMONY.

SYM'PHYSIS, n. s. Gr. avv and VU . De-
fined below.

Siimphusis, in its original signification, denotes a

connascency, or growing together ;
and perhaps is

meant of those bones which in young children are

distinct, but after some years unite and consolidate

into one bone. \Vheman.

SYMPHYSIS, in anatomy, one of the kinds of

junctures or articulations of the bones. See AXA-

SYMPHYTUM, comfrey, in botany, a genus
of plants belongingto the class of pentandria, and

order of monogynia ; and in the natural sys-om

ranging under the forty-first order, asperifolio.-.

The limb of the corolla is tubular and ventricosi-,

and the throat is shut with awl-shaped rays.

There are three species ;
of which S. otricinah:

is a British plant. The stem is about two fe< t

high, round, branched, green, and rough. The

radical leaves are very large and rough; those

on the stalks are decurrent and alternate... The

flowers grow on loose spikes, and are either of

a yellowish or purple color. It grows on tin.-

banks of rivers and flowers from May to Oc-

tober.

SYMPLEGADES, or Cyanese, two rugged

islands at the entrance of the Euxine Sea ; '.wenty

stadia from the mouth of the Thracian Hos-

phorus : the one on the coast of Asia, and the

other. Thus we may, according to Winckelmann,

^Sff^^^S^^^^^^^SS1?!^
to be buried in flesh than in marble ;

and the

other of Heliodorus, who represented the strug-

gle of Pan and Olympus. But this appellation

of symphlegma cannot be applied to two figures

placed by each other's side, as Gort has imagined.

SYMPHONIA, in botany, a genus of plants,

belonging to the class of monadelphia and order

of pentandria. There is one pistil
: COR. globu-

lar, and the berry five-celled. There is only one

species yet discovered, viz. S. globolifera.

SYM'PHONY, n.s.
\

Fr. symphony;
Gr.

or instruments ; harmony of sounds : the adjec-

tive corresponding.

or floated.

SYMPLOCE, ffvpirXoKT),
in rhetoric, a

where the same word is repeated.
See

TORY.

SYMPLOCOS, in botany, a genus

belonging to the class of nnlvitelotna. an

order of polyandria
: ai

ful. The calyx is quinquefid
and <

corolla is pentapetalous
: the stamina ;uv

ed to the tube of the corolla in a
fouiju

There are' five species;
viz. 1. i

S. arechea; and, 3. S. cisponima;
d'-si

Mr. L'Heritier of the Academy of b ic

figure,

OKA-

plants
tO till!

svsU'ia

al!;u .,,.

.^
nia; '.'.
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Paris. 4. S. Martinicensis, the only species de-

scribed by Linnaeus, is a native of Martinico,

5. S. tinctoria, a plant used by dyers, is also

mentioned by L'Heritier.

SYMPO'SIAC, adj.
Fr. symposiaque ; Gr.

ci^woffuzicoc. Relating to merry makings, or

a drinking party.

By desiring a secresy to words spoke under the

rose, we only mean in society and compotation, from

the ancient custom of symposiack meetings to wear

chaplets of roses about their heads. Browne.

In some of those symposiack disputations amongst

my acquaintance, I affirmed that the dietetick part

of medicine depended upon scientifick principles.
Arbuthnot.

SYMPOSIARCH, from ffvpiroffiov,
a banquet,

and apxv> governor, in antiquity, the director

or manager of an entertainment. This office was

sometimes performed l>y the person at whose

As his custom was, he went into the synagogue on
the sabbath. Gospel.

Go, Tubal, and meet me at our synagogue.

Shakspeare.

SYNAGOGUE, among the Jews, was a place
where people met to worship. Authors are not

agreed about the time when the Jews first began
to have synagogues : some will have them as old

as the ceremonial law, and others fix their begin-

ning to the times after the Babylonish captivrty.

They erected synagogues not only in towns and

cities, but also in the country, especially near

rivers, that they might have water for their puri-
fications and ceremonious washings. No syna-

gogue was built in any town, unless there were
ten persons of leisure in it ; but there might be

many in one town, or in one quarter of a town,

provided it was very populous. Jerusalem is

to have contained 480. The chief things
charge the entertainment was provided; some-

belonging to a synagogue were, 1. The ark or
times by another named by him ;

and at other
chest> made after the mode , of the ark of the

times, especially in entertainments provided at covenant, containing the Pentateuch. 2. The
the common expense, he was elected by lot, or

by the suffrages of the guests.

SYMPTOM, n. $. ~\ Fr. symptome ;

SYMPTOMAT'IC, or ^ Greek ovfuirrtafia.

SYMTOMAT'ICAL, adj. I Something that hap-

SYMTOMAT'ICALLY, adv. ) pens concurrently
with something else : hence a sign or token : the

adjective and adverb corresponding.

Symptomaticul is often used to denote the differ-

ence between the primary and secondary causes in

diseases ;
as a fever from pain is said to be symptoma-

tical, because it arises from pain only ;
and there-

fore the ordinary means in fevers are not in such

cases to be had recourse to, but to what will remove

the pain ; for, when that ceases, the fever will cease,

without any direct means taken for that. Quincy.

pulpit and desk in the middle of the synagogue,
in which he that was to read or expound the

law stood. 3. The seats or pews for the people.
4. The lamps to give light at evening service,
and the feast of dedication. 5. Rooms or apart-
ments for the utensils and aim-chests. The

synagogue was governed by a council or assem-

bly, over whom was a president, called the

ruler of the synagogue. These are sometimes
called chiefs of the Jews, the rulers, the

priests or elders, the governors, the over-

seers, the fathers of the synagogue. Their

business was to punish the disobedient by cen-

sures, excommunication, or penalties, such as

fines and scourging ;
to take care of the alms,

The symptoms, as Dr. Sydenham remarks, which which are frequently called by the name of righ-
teousness. The chief ruler, or one of the rulers,

gave leave to have the law read and expounded,
and appointed who should do it. In every syna-

gogue there were several ministers who had dif-

ferent offices assigned to them. Service was

perfoiv^ed three times a day, viz. in the morning,
in the afternoon, and at night; at the time of

morning sacrifice, evening sacrifice, and after

the evening sacrifice on Mondays, Thursdays,
and Saturdays, there was a more forcible obli-

gation upon the people to attend, than upon the

other days. There are synagogues at London,
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Avignon, Metz, &c.

SYNALE'PHA, n. s. Greek <va\oi0r/. A
contraction, or excision of a syllable in Latin

verse, as ill' ego. Bailey.

Virgil, though smooth, is far from affecting it :

he frequently uses synalephas, and concludes his

sense in the middle of his verse. Dryden.

SYNALEPHA, or SYNALCEPHA, in grammar, or

collisio, a contraction of syllables, performed
principally by suppressing some vowel or diph-

thong at the end of a word, on account of ano-

ther vowel or diphthong at the beginning of the

next, as ill' ego for ille ego, &c.

Conticuer' omnes intentiqu' ora tenebant. Virgil.

SYNARTHRO'SIS,w.s. Gr. ffvv and op&po^
A close conjunction of two bones.

There is a conspicuous motion where the conjunc-
tion is called diarthrosis, as m the elbow

;
an ob

are commonly scorbutick, are often nothing but the

principles or seeds of a growing, but unripe gout.
Blackmore.

By fomentation and a cataplasm the swelling was

discussed
;
and the fever, then appearing but symp-

tomatical, lessened as the heat and pain mitigated.
Wiseman's Surgery.

The causes of a bubo are vicious humours abound-

ing in the blood, or in the nerves, excieted some-

times critically, sometimes symptomaticaliy.
Wisem ;.

'

Ten glorious campaigns are passed, and now, like

the sick man, we are expiring with all sorts of good

symptoms. Swift.

SYMPTOM, in medicine, means any circum-

stance which indicates the existence, nature, or

stage of a disease. Pain, weakness, drowsiness,

convulsions, suppression of urine, difficulties of

breathing and swallowing, coughs, distastes, nau-

seas, thirsts, swoonings, faintings, looseness, cos-

tiveness, dryness and blackness of the tongue,
are the principal symptoms of diseases. See

MEDICINE.

SYMUS, a mountain of Armenia, from which

the Araxes rises.

SYN/ERESIS, or Crasis, contraction, in gram-
Tiar, a figure whereby two syllables are united

in one ; as vemens, for vehemens, o^ic for o^iac,

f JXQ f r *"wx C' ^c -

SYN'AGOGUE, n. . Fr. synagogue; Gr.

ffwafwyr). An assembly of the Jews to wor-

ship : a place for such worship.
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scureone, where the conjunction is called si/narthrosis,
as in the joining of the carpus to the metacarpus.

Wiseman's Surgery.
SYNARTHROSIS. See ANATOMY, Index.

SYNCELLUS, an ancient Byzantine histo-

rian, of whom we have met with no memoir
;

which is the more surprising that his works are

still extant, and were published at Paris in folio,
in 1652.

SYNCELLUS, or SINCELLUS, an ancient officer

followed by two, three, or more longer note.;
before another short note occurs, equal to that
which occasioned the driving, to make the num-
ber even, e. gr. when an odd crotchet comes
before two or three minims, or an odd quaver
before two, three, or more crotchets. In synco-
pated or driving notes, the hand or foot is taken
up, or put down, while the note is sounding
SYNCOPE, n.j. 3 Fr. syncope; Gr. ffvr
SYN'COPIST. 3 KOTTJ). Fainting fit ; con-

in the family of the patriarchs, and other pre- traction of a word; a contractor of wo'rds
lates of the eastern church. The word, in the

corrupt Greek, ervyKjjXXoc, signifies a person who
To outshine all the modern syncopic, and tho-

roughly content my English readers, l' intend to

lies in the chamber with another ; a chamber- publish a Spectator that shall not have a sin"le
fellow or chum. The syncellus was an eccle- vowel in it.

siastic, who lived with the patriarch of Constan-

tinople, to be a witness of his conduct; whence
it is that the syncellus was also called the patri-
arch's eye; because his business was to observe
and watch. The other prelates had also their

syncelli, who were clerks living in the house

The symptoms attending gunshot wounds are

pain, fever, delirium, and syncope. Wiseman.

SYNCOPE, in grammar, an elision or retrench-
ment of a letter or syllable out of the middle of
a word, as caldus for calidus.

SYNCOPE, in medicine, fainting; a deep and
with them, and even lying in the same chamber, sudden swooning, wherein the patient continues
to be witnesses of the purity of their manners.

Afterwards the office degenerated into a mere

dignity; and there were made syncelli of churches.

At last it became a title of honor, and was be-

stowed by the emperor on the prelates themselves ;

whom they called pontificates syncelli, and syn-
celli Augustnles.

SYNCONTHRO'SIS, n. s. Greek ai, and

SynchondrosLi is an union by gristles of the ster-

non to the ribs. Wiseman.

SYNCHRONISM, n. s.

j
Greek riv and

SYNCHROJN'ICAL, adj. S^povoc. Concur-

SYN'CHRONOUS. j rence of events

happening at the same time : both the adjectives

corresponding.
The coherence and synchronism of all the parts of

the Mosaical chronology, after the Flood, bear a

most regular testimony to the truth of his history.

Hale.

It is difficult to make out how the air is conveyed

without any sensible heat, motion, sense, or re-

spiration, and is seized with a cold sweat over
the whole body ;

all the parts, in the mean time,

turning pale and cold, as if he were dead. See
MEDICINE.

SYNDIC, in government and commerce, an

officer in divers countries, entrusted with the

affairs of a city or other community, who calls

meetings, makes representations and solicitations

to the ministry, magistracy, &c., according to the

exigency of the case.

SYNDICATE, v. n. Fr. syndiquer ; Gr. ai,v

and SIKTI. To judge ; pass judgment on ; censure.

Not in use.

Aristotle undertook to censure and syndicate his

master, and all law-makers before him. Hakewill.

SYN'DROME, n. s. Gr. ovvdpopr,- Con-

current action; concurrence.

All things being linked together by an uninter-

rupted chain of causes, every single motion owns a
J-l la UllUVUJb LU HMMWJ \JUL 11VJV? Lll"^ U.II -J v-v

\^j
v^i* i 17 f "

1

into the left ventricle of the heart, the systole and dependance on such a syndrome of prerequired motors

diastole of the heart and lungs being far from syn-

chronical. Boyle.

The variations of the gravity of the air keep both
SYNEC'DOCHE, n. s.

SYNECDOCH'ICAL, adj.

Glanville's Scepsis.

Fr. synecdoche ;

Gr. ffwucSoKt). A
the solids and fluids in an oscillatory motion, syn- figure by which part is taken for the whole, or

the whole for part: the adjective corresponding.

Because they are instruments of grace in the hand

of God, and by these his holy spirit changes our

hearts
;
therefore the whole work is attributable to

them by a synedoche ; that is, they do in this man-

ner the work for which God ordained them.

Taylw't Worthy Communicant.

Should I, Lindamer, bring you into hospitals,

and shew you there how many souls, narrowly

lodged in itfnedochical bodies, see their earthen col-

lages moulder away to dust, those miserable persons,

by the loss of one iimb after another, surviving bi;

part of themselves, and living to see themselves

dead and buried by piecemeal
!

SYNECDOCHE. See ORATORY.

SYNECPHONESIS, in grammar,a coalition,

whereby two syllables
are pronounced as OIK- ;

chronous and proportional to their changes
Arbuthnot on Air.

SYNCHYSIS, in Latin prosody, that con-

fused and intricate order of the words, which is

so frequently used by the best Latin poets, and

is commonly called the artificial order : as Saxa

vocant Itali mediis quae in fluctibus Aras. Vir-

gil.

SYNCOPATION, in music, denotes a striking

or beating of time, whereby the distinction of

the several times or parts of the measure is in-

terrupted. However, it is more properly used

for the connecting the last note of any measure

or bar, with the first of the following measure,

o as only to make one note of both. A syn-'

cope is sometimes also made in the middle of a

measure. Syncopation is also used when a notemeasure. ciyncopauon is aisu ust-u mien <i " "->v - -/--- i . is:.,

of one part ends or terminates on the middle of being much the same as Synaloepha
.1 i _

a note of the other part. This is otherwise de-

nominated binding. It is likewise used for a

driving note; that is, when some shorter note at by the construction of a sente.i

the beginning of a measure, or half measure, is not by the words, but by the sense, as

ntcresis.

SYNESIS, in Latin grammar, a figure where-

regulated
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or number : as, in Livy, Latiurn Capuaque agro
multati ; instead of Latini et Capuani.
SYNESIUS, a Celebrated father of the Chris-

tian church, who flourished under Theodosius II.

He was born at Cyrene, in Africa, of noble pa-

rentage. In 410 he was appointed bishop of

Ptolemais. His works consist of 155 Epistles,
and some other curious tracts, written in very

pure and elegant Greek. The best editions are

those of Paris, in 8vo., 1605; folio, 1612, and
1633

;
and Amsterdam, 1749.

SYNEUROSIS. See ANATOMY.
SYNGE (Edward), a late eminent prelate of

Ireland, was the son of Dr. Edward Synge, bi-

shop of Cork, and born April 6th, 1659, at Inis-

honane. He was educated at Cork ; admitted

commoner and A. B. at Christ Church, Oxford ;

and finished his studies at Dublin. He was
made vicar at Christ Church, in Cork, and after

other promotions rose to be bishop of Raphoe,
in 1714; and at last, in 1716, archbishop of

Tuam, being a zealous whig. He wrote and

published many excellent tracts on divinity, in 4
vols. 12mo; and died at Tuam, in 1741.

SYNGENESIA, <rvv and ytvtotc, congenera-
tion. The nineteenth class in Linnaeus's arti-

ficial system; comprehending those plants which

have the antherae united into a cylinder. The
orders are six : 1. Polygamia aequalis. 2. Poly-

gamia superflua. 3. Polygamia frustranea. 4

Polygamia necessaria. 5. Polygamia segregata.
6. Monogamia. The first five orders contain the

compound flowers, and form a class truly natu-

ral. See BOTANY.

SYNGNATHUS, in ichthyology, pipe fish,

according to Linneeus, a genus belonging to the

class of amphibia, and order of nantes, but ar-

ranged by Gmelin more properly under the class

of pisces, and order of branchiostegi. The head
is small; the rostrum somewhat cylindrical,

long, and turned up at the point, where the

mouth is placed, which is covered with a lid or

valve. The gills are covered in the same man-
ner. The body is covered with a strong crust,

and has no ventral fins. There were formerly
enumerated eight species. Of these, three are

found in the British seas, viz. No. 1, 3, and 5.

1. S. acus, the needle fish, or shorter pipe
fish, is thicker than the barbarus (No. 3), yet it

has been seen of the length of sixteen inches.

The middle of the body in some is hexangular,
in others heptangular. The mouth is formed
like that of the barbarus, the irides are yellow ;

close behind the head are the pectoral fins,

which are small and short. On the lower part
of the back is one narrow fin

; beyond the vent

the tail commences, which is long and quadran-
gular. At the extremity is a fin round and
radiated. The body is covered with a strong
crust, elegantly divided into small compart-
ments. The belly is white ; the other parts are

brown.
2. S. sequoreus.
3. S. barbarus, or longer pipe fish. One de-

scribed by Sir Robert Sibbald was two feet in

length ; that examined by Mr. Pennant only
sixteen inches. The nose was an inch long,

compressed sidewise, and the end of the lower

mandible turned up; the aperture of the mouth

was very small. The irides were red; behind
each ear was a deep brown line. The body, in

the thickest part, was equal to a swan's quill,

hexangular from the end of the dorsal fin ;

thence to the tail quadrangular. The belly was '

slightly carinated, and marked along the midd 1

with a dusky line. Under the tail, commencin
at the anus, is a fulcus or groove, six inches and
a half long, covered by two longitudinal valves,
which conceal a multitude of young fish. On
crushing this part, hundreds may be observed to

crawl out.

4. S. hippocampus, the sea horse, which was
classed by Artedi under the Syngnathus, is now,

by later ichthyologists, arranged under TRICHE-
cus ; which see.

5. S. ophidion, or little
pipe fish, seldom ex-

ceeds five inches in length, is very slender, and

tapers to a point. It wants both the pectoral
and tail fins ;

is covered with a smooth skin, not

with a crust. The nose is short, and turns a little

up; the eyes are prominent. On the back is

one narrow fin. This species is not viviparous :

on the belly of the female is a long hollow, to

which adhere the eggs in two or three rows.

They are large, and not numerous. Serpent is

used in several languages to express these fish :

the French call one species orueul, from a sort

of snake, like the blindworm; the Germans call

it meherchlange ;
and the Corinth the sea adder.

6. S. Pelagicus, 7. S. tetragonus, 8. S. typhele,
and S. aequoreus, are all natives of foreign coun-

tries.

SYNNADA, or SYNNAS, an ancient town of

Phrygia, famous for marble quarries. Strab. 12,
Claud.

SYNNEURO'SIS, n. s. Gr. <T{IV and vtvpoc-

Synneurosis is when the connexion is made by a

ligament. Of this in symphysis we find instances,

in the connexion of the ossa pubis together, espe

cially in women, by a ligamentous substance. In

articulation, it is either round, as that which unites

the head of the os femoris to the coxa ;
or broad, as

the tendon of the patella, which unites it to the o

tibiae. Wiseman's Surgery.

SYNOCHA, and SYXOCHUS, in medicine,

species of continued fever. See MEDICINE.

SYN'OD, n.s.
~) Yr.synode; Gr. <ruvo&)c.

SYNOD'ICAL, adj. >An assembly called for

SYNOD'ICALLY, adv. ) consultation: it is used

particularly of ecclesiastics. A provincial synod
is comn.only used, and a general council ; con-

junction of the heavenly bodies : the adjective and

adverb follow both these senses.

The glorious gods sit in hourly synod about thy

particular prosperity. Shakspeare. Coriolantis.

Since the mortal and intestine jars
'Twixt thy seditious countrymen and us,

It hath in solemn synod been decreed

T' admit no traffick to our adverse towns.

Shakspeare.

The opinion was not only condemned by the syiwdt

'

but imputed to the emperor as extreme madness.
Bacon.

Howe'er love's native hours are set,

Whatever starry synod met,
'Tis in the mercy of her eye,
If poor love shall live or die. Crashaw.

His royal majesty, according to these presbytenan
rules, shall have no power to command hi.s clergy to

keep a national synod. Tr'An*.
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The various dignity of their several churches, and VIII. o. 19, it was made unlawful forof their many functions, rules and orders in them, to meet but by royal author! v See

by reason ol the frequency of their synodical and ~-J "- -

processional meetings, have necessarily raised many
questions of place among them. Selden.

Flea-bitten synod, an assembly brewed
Of clerks and elders ana, like the rude
Chaos of presbytery, where laymen guide.
With the tame woolpack clergy by their side.

Cleaveland.

Let us call to synod all the blest

Through heaven's wide bounds. Milton.

Their planetary motions and aspects
Of noxious efficacy, and when to join
In synod unbenign. Id.

and CONVOCATION.

SYNODALS, or SYNODIES, were pecuniary rents

(commonly of 2s.) paid to the bishop or arch-
deacon at the time of their Easter visitation bv
every parish priest. They were thus called, be-
cause usually paid in synods ; as anciently bishops
used to visit and hold their diocesan synods once.

They are sometimes also denominated synoda-
lica; but more especially procurations.
SYNODICAL EPISTLES are circular letters writ-

ten by the synods to the absent prelates and
churches

; or even those general ones directed toIt shall be needful for those churches synodically a]l the faithfu , t inform
~
h f h

to determine something ,n those points. Bunders. in the synod
SYNOECIA, in Grecian antiquity, a feast

celebrated at Athens in memory of Theseus'*

having united all the petty communities of At-
tica into one single commonwealth ; the seat
whereof was at Athens, where all the assemblies

The diurnal and annual revolutions of the sun,
to us are the measures of day and year ;

and the

synodick revolution of the moon measures the month.
Holder.

St. Athanasius writes a sijnndical epistle to those

of Antioch, to compose the differences among them

upon the ordination of Paulinus. Stillingjleet.
The second council of Nice, he saith, I most ir-

reverently call that wise synod; upon which he falls Thucydides, it was held in the month
into a very tragical exclamation, that I should dare nion.
to reflect so much dishonour on a council.

were to be held. This feast was dedicated to

Minerva; and, according to the scholiast on

Id.

As the planets and stars have, according to astrolo-

gers, in their great synods, or conjunctions, much more

powerful influences on the air than are ascribed to

one or two of them out of that aspect ; so divers par-
ticulars which, whilst they lav scattered among the

writings of several authors, were inconsiderable,
when they come to be laid together, may oftentimes

prove highly useful to physiology in their conjunc-
tions. Boyle.

Parent of gods and men, propitious Jove !

And you bright synod of the powers above,
On this my son your gracious gilts bestow.

Dryden.
The moon makes its synodical motion about the

earth in twenty-nine days twelve hours and about

forty-four minutes.

Locke's Elements of Natural Philosophy.
The alterations made by the commissioners were

brought to the convocation then sitting, where they
were lynodicatly agreed upon. Nelson.

SYNOD, in astronomy, a conjunction or con

course of two or more stars or planets, in the

same optical plane of the heavens.

SYNOD signifies also a meeting of ecclesiastical

persons to consult on matters of religion. Of
these there are four kinds, viz. 1. General or

ecumenical, where bishops, &c., meet from all

nations. These were first called by the empe-
rors, afterwards by Christian princes; till in

later ages the pope usurped to himself the great-
est share in this business, and by his legates pre-
sided in them when called. 2. National, where

those of one nation only come together, to deter- the parts,

mine any point of doctrine or discipline. The
first of this sort held in England was that of

Herudford or Hertfort, in 673 ; and the last was

held by cardinal Pole, in 1555. 3. Provincial,

where those only of one province meet, now
called the convocation. 4. Diocesan, where

those, but of one diocese meet, to enforce canons

made by general councils, or national and pro-
vincial synods, and to consult upon rules of dis-

cipline for themselves. These were not wholly
laid aside, till, by the act of submission, 25 Hen.

Vol. XXI.

SYNON'YMISE, v.a.) Lat. synonyma ; G r.

SYNON'YMOUS, adj. ii ffwuvvpof. To ex-

press the same thing in different words : the

adjective corresponding.
This word fortis we may synonymise after all thesi:

fashions, stout, hardy, valiant, doughty, courageous,
adventurous, brave, bold, daring, intrepid.

Camden's Remains.
These words consist of two propositions, which are

not distinct in sense, but one and the same thins;

variously expressed ;
for wisdom and understanding

are synonymous words here. Tillotion.

iortune is but a. synonymous word for nature and

necessity. Bentley's Sermons.

When two or more words signify the same tiling,

as wave and billow, mead and meadow, they/ are

usually called synonymous words. Wutts's Lagick.

SYNOPTICAL, adj. Gr. awo^if. Afford-

ing a view of many parts at once.

We have collected so many synoptical tables, cal-

culated for his monthly use. Evelyn's Calendar.

SYNOVIA, in anatomy, a term first used by
Paracolsus and his school for the nutritious juice

proper and peculiar to each part; as the synovia
of the joints, &c.

SYINOVIAL GLANDS. See ANATOMY.

SYNTAGM, SYNTAGMA, Gr. avvrnfua, from

aw, with, and raaaio, to order. A disposition

of things according to order in literature : a re-

gular treatise on any subject.

SYNTASIS, from aw vim, and rtivta, to

stretch, in surgery, a preternatural
distension of

SYNTAX, n. S. I Gr. avvratic. A system;

SYNTAX'IS.'. S a number of things joined

together: that part of grammar which teaches the

construction of words.

They owe no other dependance to the first than

what is common to the whole tyntax of beings.
Glanvillf.

I can produce a hundred instances to convince any

reasonable man that they do not so much as under-

stand common grammar and iiininf.

SYNTAX, in grammar, the proper construction
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or due disposition of the words of a language
into sentences and phrases. See GRAMMAR.
SYNTHESIS, n. s. > Gr. owtoaif. The act

SYNTHET'IC, adj. $ of joining : opposed to

analysis: conjoining; compounding: opposed to

analytic.
The synthesis consists in assuming the causes dis-

covered and established as principles, and by them

explaining the phenomena proceeding from them,

and proving the explanations. Newton's Opticks.

Synthetick method is that which begins with the

parts, and leads onward to the knowledge of the

whole : it begins with the most simple principles and

general truths, and proceeds by degrees to that which

is drawn from them, or compounded of them ;
and

therefore it is ctlled the method of composition.
Watts's Logick.

SYNTHESIS, in logic, denotes a certain branch

or method, opposite to analysis. In the synthe-
tic method we pursue the truth by reasons drawn
from principles before established or assumed,
and propositions formerly proved ; thus proceed-

ing by a regular chain to the conclusion. Such
is the method in Euclid's Elements, and most

demonstrations of the ancient mathematicians,
which proceed from definitions and axioms to

prove propositions, &c., and from those propo-
sitions proved to prove others. This method we
also call composition, in opposition to analysis
or resolution. See ANALYSIS and ANALYTIC.

SYPII/EUM, an ancient town of the Bruttii,

in Italy. See MURANUM.
SYPHAX, king of the Masaesyli, in Numidia.

For his adventures, see NUMIDIA. He married

Sophonisba. See SOPHONISBA. He died in

prison at Rome, A. A. C. 201.

SYPHILIS. See MEDICINE, Index.

SY'PHON, n. s. Gr. <n0wv. A tube ; pipe.

Take your glass, syphon, or crane
;
and draw it off

from its last faeces into small bottles. Mortimer.

SYPHON. See HYDROSTATICS. Some un-

common phenomena in nature may be accounted

for upon the principles of the syphon ; as, for

instance, that of reciprocating springs.

SYRACOSIA, festivals anciently held in Sy-
racuse, for teu days annually, during which the

women were chiefly employed in sacrificing.

Syracosia was also the name of another annual

festival, celebrated near the lake where it was

supposed that Pluto had carried off Proserpina.
SYRACUSA, SYRACUSE, ancient names of

Syracuse.

SYRACUSE, a celebrated city of Sicily, the

capital of the island. It was built, according to

Thucydides and Strabo, by Archias, one of the

Heraclidae, who came from Corinth into Sicily
in the second year of the eleventh Olympiad,
or about 732 years before the Christian era. It

was named Syracusae from Syraco, a marsh near
it. This city was of a triangular form, and in its

most flourishing state extended 180 stadia, or

twenty-two English miles and four furlongs, in

circumference, and was divided into four dis-

tricts, viz. Ortygia, Acradina, Tycha, and Nea-

polis. There was also a fifth district, called

Epipolae ; but, as it was thinly inhabited, it is

often omitted by geographers. Each of the four

chief districts formed separate cities, and were
fortified with three citadels, and three-fold or

triple walls. Syracuse had also two spacious
harbours, separated from each other by the island

of Ortygia. See ORTYGIA. The greatest har-

bour was above 5000 paces in circumference,
and its entrance 500 paces wide. The city was
well built, and the houses were stately and mag-
nificent.

What form of government first prevailed in

the city is not known. The history is obscure

till the time of Gelon, who was born in Gela, in

Sicily. He signalised himself in a war carried

on by Hippocrates tyrant of Gela against the

Syracusans, whom he defeated in a pitched bat-

tle, and had well nigh taken their city. Having
thus become very powerful, he soon seized on
the sovereignty. Putting himself at the head of

some Syracu^an exiles, he marched towards that

place, where he was received with loud accla-

mations by the faction to which they belonged ;

and by their means obtained possession of the

city. Gelon, to people the capital of his new
dominions, first demolished the neighbouring

city of Camarina, and transplanted the inha-

bitants to Syracuse. Soon after, entering into a

war with the Megareans, he defeated them, took

and razed their cities, and in like manner trans-

planted the people. Syracuse thus became very

powerful, and full of inhabitants ; and the friend-

ship of Gelon was courted both by Athens and
Lacedsemon at the time of the Persian invasion.

His assistance, however, was afterwards rejected,
as he insisted upon being made commander-in-
chief either of the fleet or the army. In the

mean time the Carthaginians had entered into a

treaty with the Persians; by which it was agreed
that the former should attack those of the Greek
name in Sicily and Italy, to divert them from

assisting one another. Sicily was accordingly
invaded by the Carthaginians with a vast army ;

but they were utterly overthrown by Gelon and
his father-in-law Theron, prince of Agrigentum,
as is related under the article CARTHAGE. After

this victory, the people out of gratitude obliged
him to take upon himself the title of king, which
till that time he had refused. A decree also

passed without opposition, by which the crown
was settled on his two brothers Hiero and Tlini-

sybulus after his death. The new king sptisat the

remainder of his short reign in studying the hap-
pinessof his people. Hedied A.A.C. 471, after

leigning four years.
Gelon was succeeded by his brother Hiero,

whose character is differently drawn by histo-

rians. He was twice engaged in a war with the

Agrigentines, and drove from their habitations

the people of Catan and Naxus, settling in their

room a colony of Syracusans and Peloponne-
sians. Ilieio I. died A.A.C. 459, and was suc-

ceeded by Thrasybulus ; who, proving a tyrant,
was in ten months driven out, and a popular

government restored, which continued fifty-five

years.
Several persons for some time aspired at the

sovereignty ; to prevent which they had recourse

to petalism ; but, being productive of great in-

conveniences, the law was repealed soon after it

had been enacted. See PETALISM. About this

time the Syracusans entered into a war with the

Siculi, which terminated in the subjection of the
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latter. Syracuse now became so powerful that

it in a manner gave law to the whole island.

The Leontines disputing the supremacy of the

Syracusans, their territory was laid waste, and
their city reduced tc great straits. Leontini was
an Athenian colony ; and this furnished the

Athenians, who had already meditated the con-

quest of Sicily, with a pretence to attack the

Syracusans with their whole force. But the

Leontines, sensible that their pretended allies

aimed at the conquest of the whole island, con-

cluded a peace with Syracuse. In A. A. C. 416,
a dispute happening between the inhabitants of

.fligesta, or Segesta and Selinus concerning some
lands which the latter had seized, the Segestines

applied for assistance to Agrigentum, Syracuse,
and even to Carthage. But, as none of these

states chose to interest themselves in their quar-

rel, they applied at last to the Athenians, who

joyfully accepted of the opportunity of again

interfering in the affairs of Sicily. With the

most sanguine expectations the Athenians landed

7000 men in Sicily, under Nicias, possessed
themselves of a strong post, and put the Syra-
cusans to flight.

In the mean time the Syracusans received as-

sistance from the Lacedaemonians under the

command of an experienced officer named Gy-

lippus, who arrived just in time to prevent Syra-
cuse from surrendering. At the head of 7000 foot

and 200 horse he made directly for Epipolse,

where Nicias had fortified himself in a castle

named Labdalon ; he drew up his small army
under the walls ;

and sent a herald to Nicias to

tell him that he would allow him only five days
to leave Sicily. Nicias returned no answer; but

Gylippus soon after stormed the fort, and put to

the sword all the Athenians in it. This opened
a way into the city, where he was received with

loud acclamations. The fortune of the war was

a-ain changed. The Athenians gained an ad-

vantage by land, but were next day defeated with

great loss. The Syracusans received fresh sup-

plies from Corinth, and the Athenians from

Attica. Many engagements both by sea and

land took place, in which the success was ulti-

mately in favor of the Syracusans. At last the

Athenian affairs were totally ruined by the loss

of a sea-fight, in which sixty of their ships were

taken or destroyed, and the rest left quite un-

serviceable. In this desperate situation it was

determined to abandon their ships, and retire

that night to the city of their confederates. But

this measure was delayed from a piece of false

intelligence ; and Nicias did not march out till

the third day after. The Atlienr. ns and their al-

lies also matched out to the mirr.oer of 40,000;

but finding themselves shut up on all sides, and

being obliged to fight their way through every

outlet, they soon sunk into despair.
Nicias did

his utmost to encourage them ; and at last they

marched out in two bodies. The vanguard, led

by Nicias, continued to advance in good order ;

out half the rear, commanded by Demosthenes,

iost their way in the night, and were obliged to

surrender. Nicias, being informed of this mis-

fortune, offered to pay the whole expense of the

war. provided he was allowed to march off with

his inen. But, this being rejected,
he set out,

though galled all the way by showeis of darls
from his enemies. Arriving at a river callea

Asmarus, they rushed into it without order; in

which confusion the Syracusan cavalry attacked
them so desperately that 18,000 perished, and
the river, for many miles, was dyed with their

blood. The remainder surrendered, on condition
of having their lives saved ; but the terms were

shamefully broken by the Syracusans. The
generals were*nrst ignominiously whipped, and
then put to death : the soldiers were sent to labor
in quarries, where they were allowed only two
small measures of flower and one of water a day ;

and where, being crowded, they suffered inex-

pressible miseries for many months. Most of

them perished by this cruel treatment, and the

few who survived were sold for slaves.

The war was scarcely ended when a new anil

formidable invasion by the Carthaginians took

place ; but the event of that expedition was as

unfortunate to the Carthaginians as the former

had been, of which a particular account is given
under the article CARTHAGE. See also AGRI-
GENTUM. In the mean time, however, a con-

siderable revolution had happened in Syracuse.

Dionysius, a man of great valor and eloquence,

acquired such influence with the populace, that

step by step he attained to sovereign power, pos-
sessed himself of the citadel, where all the arm-;

and provisions were kept, and publicly took the

title of king of Syracuse, A. A.C. 404. The

Syracusans did not tamely submit to their new

master: but Dionysius managed matters so well,

that their frequent revolts answered no other

purpose than more certainly to entail slavery on

themselves ;
and he was allowed to possess the

throne, without much opposition, till his death,

A.A.C. 366. See DJONYSIUS I., and SICILY.

On the death of Dionysius, he was succeeded

by his son, Dionysius II. He was naturally of a

mild and peaceable temper, averse from cruelty,

and inclined to learning; but his father, to whom

all merit, even in his own children, gave umbrage,

stifled as far as possible his good qualities by a

mean education. He no sooner ascended the

throne than Dion, brother .to Aristomache the

other wife of Dionysius the elder, undertook to

correct the faults of his education, and to inspire

him with thoughts suitable to the high station in

which he was placed.
For this purpose he sent

for the philosopher Plato, under whose care h-;

put the young king. This produced a reforma-

tion on Dionysius; but the courtiers, dreading

the effects of the philosopher's instruction-,

prevailed on him to banish Dion, and to keep

Plato himself in a kind of imprisonment
in the

citadel. At last, however, he set him at liberty ;

upon which Plato returned to his own country.

Dion, in the meantime, visited several of the

Grecian cities, and at last took up his residence

in Athens; but the honors which were every

where paid him raised such jealousies
in thr

breast of the tyrant that he stopped his revenue

and caused it to be paid in to hi* own treasury

In a short time Dionysius again sent for I lato ,

but, finding it impossible
to dissolve the friend-

ship between him and Dion, disgraced, am.

placed him in a very dangerous situation, in th

midst of assassins who hated him. See 1 i *i.
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Xot daring, however, to offer him any violence,
he allowed him soon after to depart; revenging
himself on Dion, whose estate he sold, and gave
his wife Arete in marriage to Timocrates, one of

his own flatterers. Dion now resolved to re-

venge himself on the tyrant for the many inju-
ries he had sustained, and at once to deliver his

country from the oppression under which it

groaned. He began with raising foreign troops

privately, by proper agents. Many Syracusans
of distinction entered into his scheme, and gave
him intelligence of what passed in the city ; but

of the exiles only twenty-five joined him, with

about 800 men. He arrived at the port of Minoa,
near Agrigentum. Here they received intelli-

gence that Dionysius had set sail for Italy with

a fleet of eighty galleys. On this Dion resolved

to take advantage of the tyrant's absence ; and

immediately set sail for Syracuse. On his march
he prevailed upon the inhabitants of Agrigentum,
Gela, Camarina, and other cities, to join him.

As soon as he entered the territories of Syracuse,
multitudes flocked to him ; and, as nobody ap-
peared to oppose him. he boldly entered the

city, where he quickly found himself at the head
of 50,000 men. Seven days after Dion's arrival,

Dionysius returned and entered the citadel by
sea. Finding his affairs in a desperate situation,
he had recourse to artifice ; and having amused
the Syracusans by a feigne.l negociation, until he

observed that they kept a negligent guard, he

attacked them all at once with such fury that he
had almost taken the city. But Dion encouraged
the soldiers by his example so much that lie at

last obtained a complete victory ; for which they

presented him with a crown of gold. Dionysius
was obliged to fly to Italy.

It was not long, however, before the ungrateful

Syracusans began to confer quite different re-

wards on their benefactor. Dion, having op-
posed a proposal for a new division of lands,
was obliged to leave the city and reside some
time at Leontini, where he was received with

respect. In the mean time the citadel still con-

tinued in the hands of the adherents of Dionysius.

Being blocked up on all sides, they were reduced
to great straits, and were actually making pro-
posals of capitulation, when Nypsius, an ex-

perienced general, and greatly attached to

Dionysius, appeared with a numerous squadron
of galleys, and a large fleet of transports laden
with provisions. The general landed his men,
and got them into the citadel ; but almost all his

galleys and ships laden with corn were sunk or

taken. This victory proved the ruin of the Syra-
cusans ; for, giving themselves up to riot and

debauchery, the enemy sallied out in the night-
time from the citadel, and massacred the citizens

without mercy. An embassy was then sent to

Dion, entreating him to return and save the city
a second time. To this he agreed, and instantly
set out on his march ; but in the mean time, as

the soldiers of Dionysius, satiated with the

slaughter, had retired into their fortress, the un-

grateful Syracusans began to repent of their

having sent an embassy to Dion. The chief

commanders, therefore, sent messengers to stop
his march ; but, as some of his friends sent depu-
ties to him at the same time, contradicting this

message, he proceeded on his journey. The in-

fatuated mob seized the gates to dispute his

entrance ; but they paid dear for their frenzy.
The Dionysians again sallied out upon them,
and made a second massacre. As they knew
that Dion was hastening to the relief of the city,

they endeavoured to destroy it entirely before
his arrival ; for, after they had murdered all the

inhabitants they could find, they set fire to the

houses, by which great numbers perished. But,
during this confusion, Dio'n arrived ; and, having
briskly attacked the enemy, at last defeated them
with great slaughter, driving the remainder into

the citadel. The citadel soon after surrendered;
and Dion allowed Apollocrates the tyrant's son,
who commanded there, to retire with five galleys
to his father. As soon as Dion entered the cita-

del, he was met by his sister and wife Areta,
whom he received with affection, notwithstanding
her having lived so long with Timocrates. He
then left the Syracusans in possession of the

citadel, rewarded his followers, dismissed his

guards, and lived like a private citizen. In a

short time after he lost his life, through the base

treachery of Calippus, or Gylippus, who pre-
tended to be his intimate friend, and who im-

mediately after caused his wife and sister to be

carried to prison. See DION.

Calippus, having thus removed Dion, soon

made himself master of Syracuse, where he

committed all manner of cruelties ; but was
driven out, and forced to fly to Rhegium, where
he was murdered with the same dagger wliere-

with he had killed Dion. In 350 B. C. Diony-
sius again made himself master of Syracuse ;

and, being exasperated by his past misfortunes,

tyrannized worse than ever. The Syracusans
first had recourse to Icetas tyrant of Leontini ;

but, as the Carthaginians took this opportunity
to invade them with a powerful fleet and army,

they were obliged to apply to the Corinthians.

By them Timoleon, a celebrated commander,
was sent to assist the Syracusans, whom he
found in a very distressed situation ; Icetas bein.;

master of the city, the Carthaginians of the har-

bour, and Dionysius of the citadel. As all par-
ties were equally the enemies of Dionysius, he
found it impossible to hold out, and therefore

surrendered himself to Timoleon, by whom he
was sent to Corinth; where at last he was re-

duced to the necessity of teaching a school for

his support.
After the expulsion of the tyrant, Timoleon

withdrew to Catana, leaving only 400 Corinthians,
under the command of an experienced officer

named Leon, to guard die citadel. These were

immediately besieged by Icetas and the Cartha-

ginians, but Timoleon relieved them in spite of

all opposition ; and having dispersed emissaries

through the army of Mago the Carthaginian

general, exhorting the mercenary Greeks to for-

sake him, he was so much intimidated that, in

spite of all the remonstrances Icetas could make,
he set sail for Africa, leaving his colleague to

carry on the war in the best manner he could.

The day after the departure of Mago, Timoleon
assaulted the city so briskly that the troops of

Icetas were driven from the walls, and the Co-
rinthians became masters of the place. Timoleon
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invited the inhabitants to assist in demolishing
the citadel and other castles, which he called
nests of tyrants ; after which he caused edifices

to be erected in the place where the citadel had
stood, for the administration of justice. He
found the city in a most miserable situation, and
almost a desert. He supplied the city with in-

habitants from Corinth and other cities of Greece,
and distributed the lands among them gratis ;

but sold the houses, and with the money arising
f om the sale established a fund for the support
of the poor. Having thus restored Syracuse, he
in like manner delivered all the Greek cities of

Sicily from the tyrants who had taken possession
of them, all of whom he put to death. After this

he resigned his authority, and led a retired life,

honored in the highest degree by the Syracusans,
and by all the cities in Sicily. After his death
lie was honored as a god.

For twenty years the Syraousans enjoyed the

fruits of Timoleon's victories ; but, new disturb-

ances arising, another tyrant started up, who ex-

ceeded all that had gone before him in cruelty
and other vices. This was the celebrated Aga-
thocles, of whose exploits against the Carthagi-

nians, some account is given under the articles

AGATHOCLES, AGRIGENTUM, CARTHAGE, and SI-

CILY. But further particulars belong to this

article. In two years he subdued all the Greek

part of Sicily. He next committed great devas-

tations in the Carthaginian territories, their

general Hamilcar not offering to disturb him.

This perfidious conduct greatly incensed the

people of those districts against Hamilcar, whom
they accused before the senate. He died, how-

ever, in Sicily ;
and Hamilcar the son of Gisco

was appointed to succeed him in the coinmand
of the forces. The last place that held out

against Agathocles was Messana, whither all the

Syracusan exiles had retired. Pasiphilus,

Agathocles's general, cajoled the inhabitants into

a treaty; which Agathocles paid no regard to,

but, as soon as he was in possession of the town,
cut off all those who had opposed his govern-
ment ; for, as he intended to prosecute the war

with the utmost vigor against Carthage, he

wished to destroy as many of his Sicilian ene-

mies as possible. The Carthaginians in the

mean time having landed a powerful army in

Sicily, an engagement ensued, in which Agatho-
cles was defeated with the loss of 7000 men.

After this defeat he was obliged to shut himself

up in Syracuse, which the Carthaginians imme-

diately invested, and most of the Greek states

in the island submitted to them. Agathocles

seeing himself stripped of almost all his domi-

nions, and his capital itself in danger of falling

into the hands of the enemy, determined to

transfer the war into Africa, and lay siege to the

enemy's capital. For this purpose he con-

trived to carry over 14,000 men, and land them

with little opposition. As soon as his forces

were landed, Agathocles burnt his fleet, that his

soldiers might have no possibility of flying.
He

first advanced to a place called the Great City.

This, after a feeble resistance, he took and plun-
dered. Hence he marched to Tunis, which

surrendered on the first summons; and Aga-
thocles levelled both places with the ground.
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The Carthaginians were at first thrown into
the greatest consternation

; but, recovering them-
selves, the citizens took up arms, and in a few
days they had an army of 40,000 foot and 1000
horse, with 2000 armed chariots. The command
of this army they entrusted to Ilanno and Bo-
milcar, two generals between whom there sub-
sisted a great animosity. This occasioned the
defeat of their whole army, with the lo^s of then-

camp. Upon this defeat the Carthaginians,

according to their barbarous superstition, offered

up 200 children, and other 300 voluntary human
sacrifices. In Sicily, Hamilcar still resolve;! to

storm the city, did his utmost to conceal from
the Syracusans the intelligence of Agathocles's

victory; but in vain, for Agathocles got it con-

veyed by a galley. Hamilcar then erected

scaling ladders, and began his attack upon Syra-
cuse, but, though at first he was somewhat suc-

cessful, he was soon repulsed with great loss.

Raising the siege, he over-ran the country and
took some towns in alliance with Syracuse ; after

which he renewed his attack on the city in the

night, but was completely defeated, his troops

slaughtered, and himself taken prisoner, carried

into Syracuse, and beheaded.

About this period the Agrigentines, finding
the Carthaginians and Syracusans had greatly
weakened each other, thought it a proper time to

seize the sovereignty of the whole island, and

therefore commenced a war against both
; in

which they had such success that they took

many capital towns both from the Carthaginians
and Syracusans. In the mean time Agathocles
was extremely successful in Africa. He took

most of the towns of note in the Carthaginian
territories ; and hearing that Elymas king of

Libya, their ally, was coming against him, lie

entered Upper Libya, and gave him a complete

overthrow, slaughtering a great number of his

troops with his general at their head. After this

he advanced against the Carthaginians with

such expedition that he surprised and defeated

them, with the loss of 2000 killed, and a great

number taken prisoners. He next prepared for

the siege of Carthage itself; and advanced

within five miles of that city ; but, notwithstand-

ing the great losses they had sustained, the

Carthaginians, with a powerful army, encamped
between him and their capital.

In this situation

Aga-thocles received advice of the defeat of the

Carthaginian forces before Syracuse, along with

the head of Hamilcar. Upon this he immediately

rode up to the enemy's camp, and, showing them

the head, gave them an account of the total

destruction of their army before Syracuse. This

threw them into such consternation that in all

human probability Agathocles would have made

himself master of Carthage, had not an unex-

pected mutiny arisen in his
camp,

which gave the

Carthaginians time to recover from their terror.

The year following an engagement happened,

in which neither party gained any great advan-

tage ; but, soon after, the tyrant, notwithstanding

all his victories, found himself unable to carry

on the war alone: and therefore endeavoured to

gain over Ophelias, one of the captains of Alex-

ander the Great. In this he succeeded : Ophel-

ias brought an army to his assistance through
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many trials ; in reward for which, Agathocles
cut him off by treachery, and then by promises

persuaded his troops to serve under himself.

Agathocles now, finding himself at the head of

a numerous array, assumed the title of king of

Africa, intending to complete his conquests by
the reduction of Carthage. He began with the

siege of Utica, which was taken by assault.

After this he marched against Hippo Ujarrhytus,
the Biserta of the moderns, which was also

taken by storm ; and after this most of the peo-

ple bordering upon the sea coasts, and even

those who inhabited the inland parts, submitted.

But in the midst of this success the Sicilians

formed an association to recover their liberty ;

which obliged the tyrant to return home, leaving
his son Archagathus to carry on the war in

Africa. Archagathus, after his father's departure,

greatly extended the African conquests. He sent

Eumachus at the head of a large detachment to

invade some of the neighbouring provinces, while

he himself, with the greatest part of his army,
observed the motions of the Carthaginians. Eu-

machus, falling intoNumidia, first took the great

city of Tocas, and conquered several of the Nu-
midian cantons. Afterwards he besieged and
took Phellina ; which was attended with the

submission of the Asphodelodians, a nation (says

Drodorus) as black as the Ethiopians. He then

reduced several other cities ; and, being at last

elated with such a run of good fortune, resolved

to penetrate into the more remote parts of Africa.

Here lie at first met with success; but, hearing
that the barbarous nations were advancing in a
formidable body to gire him battle, he abandoned
his* conquests, and retreated with the utmost

precipitation towards the sea-coasts, after having
lost many men. This unfortunate expedition
made a great alteration for the worse in the

affairs of Arcagathus. The Carthaginians, hearing
of Eumachus's bad success, resolved to repair
their former losses. They divided their forces

into three bodies
; one they sent to the sea-coasts ;

another into the Mediterranean parts, and the

last to Upper Africa. Archagathus divided his

forces likewise into three bodies
;
one he sent to

observe the Carthaginian troops on the coasts,
and advance afterwards into Upper Africa

;

another, under jEschrion, he sent into the heart
of the country ; and with the last, which he led
in person, he kept nearer Carthage, preserving a
communication with the other two, to send them
succors, or recall them, as the exigency should

require. The Carthaginian troops sent into the
heart of the country were commanded by Hanno,
a general of great experience, who, being in-

formed of the approach of /Eschrion, laid an
ambuscade for him, into which he was drawn
and cut off with 4000 foot and 200 horse. Hi-

milco, who commanded the Carthaginian forces
in Upper Africa, having advice of Eumachus's
march, immediately advanced against him. An
engagement ensued, in which the Greeks were
almost totally cut off, or perished with thirst

after the battle ; out of 8000 foot only thirty,
and of 800 horse only forty having escaped.
Archagathus, receiving the news of these two
defeats, immediately called in the detachments
lie had sent out. He was, however, soon hemmed

in on all sides in such a manner, as to be reduced

to the last extremity for provisions, and ready

every moment to be swallowed up by his numerous
enemies. In this distress, he sent an express to

his father informing him of his losses. Hereupon
Agathocles, leaving the care of the Sicilian war
to Leptines, procured the assistance of eighteen
Etruscan ships, with which he fought the Car-

thaginian squadron then on the coast, took five

of their ships and made prisoners of their men.

Having thus become master of the port, and se-

cured a passage into it for trading vessels, plenty
was soon restored ; of which, taking a sufficient

supply for himself, he immediately sailed for

Africa. Upon his arrival he found his forces to

consist of 22,000 Greeks, Samnites, Etruscans,

Celtes, and Africans ; besides 1500 horse. He
offered the enemy battle, but they declined. He,

however, forced them to action, attacked the

camp with his usual bravery, and in all proba-

bility would have gained a complete victory, had
not his mercenaries deserted him. The barbarous

sacrifice made by the Carthaginians, and its

dreadful consequences to their whole army, are

related under CARTHAGE, as well as its conse-

quences to Agathocles, who with difficulty es-

caped from his enemies and his own enraged

soldiers, who murdered his sons, and made peace
with Carthage. After all this reverse of fortune,

Agathocles returned to Italy, gathered a new

army, relieved Corcyra, and forced Cassander
to raise the siege of it ; burned the Macedonian
fleet ; avenged the murder of his wives and
children

; met with his old troops, who had de-

serted him in Africa ; defeated and massacred
them all ; ravaged the coasts of Italy ; and took

Hipponium. At last he was poisoned,.some say

by his grandson, others by one Moenon, A. A. C.

289, in the twenty-eighth year of his reign, and

ninety-fifth of his age.
After Agathocles's death, a succession of tyrants

followed, till at last the city, being held by two

^rivals, Toenion and Sosistratus, who made war
within the very walls, Pyrrhus king of Epirus
was invited into Sicily, to put an end to these

destructions. He willingly complied with the

invitation : and was every where received with

loud acclamations as the deliverer not only of

Syracuse, but of all Sicily. Puffed up with the

expectation of reducing the whole island, he
caused his son to take upon him the title of king
of Sicily ; but in the mean time having dis-

pleased the Sicilians, by his arbitrary behaviour,

they deserted from him in such numbers that he

was glad to set out for Italy. He embarked in

the ships which he had brought with him from

Italy ;
but was met at sea by the Carthaginians,

who sunk seventy of his vessels, and dispersed
or took the rest ; so that he saved himself in

Italy only with twelve vessels, the poor remains
of a fleet of 200 sail.

After the departure of Pyrrhus, Hiero II. the

son of Hierocles, a descendant of Gelon the first

king of Syracuse, wns chosen general of the

forces, along with another named Artemidorus.

The two generals earnestly wished to put an end
to the confusion and disorder which reigned in

the city ; for which reason they entered it at tin

head of their forces. On this occasion Hiero
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discovered extraordinary talents for government.
By mere dint of insinuation and address, without

shedding blood or hurting a single citizen, he so

gained the affections of all, that he was invested
with the whole civil as well as military power
in the state. Soon after this he married the

daughter of one of the first citizens
; and, having

distinguished himself by his exploits against the

Mamertines, was unanimously elected king of

Syracuse, A. A. C. 265. Some time after Hiero's
accession to the throne, he again defeated the

Mamertines, and reduced them to such straits

that they were obliged to call in the Romans to

their assistance. The consequences of this have
been fully related under the articles ROME and
CARTHAGE. Iliero, who had allied himself with
the Carthaginians, being himself defeated by the

Romans, and finding his allies unable to protect
him against the power of that republic, con-
cluded an alliance with them, and continued
faithful to them even in the time of the second
Punic war, when they were in the greatest dis-

tress. In his reign flourished the celebrated

mathematician Archimedes, whose genius he

employed in fortifying the city of Syracuse, by
innumerable machines, in such a manner as ren-

dered it absolutely impregnable to e-very method
of attack known at that time. See ARCHIMEDES.
Hiero II. died about A. A. C. 211.

Hiero was succeeded by his grandson Hiero-

nymus; but he imprudently forsook the counsels
of his grandfather, and entered into an alliance

with the Carthaginians. Soon after this he was
murdered in consequence of his tyranny and

cruelty, and the greatest disorders took place in

the city ; which Hannibal, though then in Italy,
found means to foment, in hopes of keeping the

Syracusans in his interest. This indeed he ef-

fected ; but as his own affairs in Italy began to

decline (see CARTHAGE) he could not prevent
Marcellus from landing in Sicily with an army
which the Sicilians were unable to resist. Syracuse
was soon invested ; but the machines invented

by Archimedes baffled all attempts to take it by
assault. These were so stupendous and powerful,
that ships were dashed to pieces by the huge
rocks they discharged, and the troops were more

annoyed by the showers of arrows and stones

than modern armies are by musketry. The con-

suls, finding themselves thus defeated in every

attempt, turned the siege into a blockade, reduced

most of the other places in the island, and de-

feated the forces which were sent against them
;

and at last Marcellus made himself master of

Syracuse itself, of which the following account is

given by Mr. Hooke :
' He took the opportu-

nity of a festival, when the soldiers and citizens

had drunk plentifully, to make a detachment

scale the walls of Tyche, in that part of it which

was nearest to Epipolae, and which was ill

guarded. He presently after possessed himself

of Epipolse; whereupon the inhabitants of Nea-

polis, as well as Tyche, sent deputies to him and

submitted. Marcellus granted life and liberty

to all of free condition, but gave up those quarters
of the city to be plundered. Notwithstanding
this there was a great deal yet to do. Acradina

and Ortygia, which were strongly fortified, still

held out; Hippocrates and Himilco arrived with

their troops to the relief of the besieged, .m<i tlw
Romans were forced to exert all their bravery
and skill to maintain the advantages t'ley had

gained. But now a plague made tenible havock
in both armies. At the first breaking o il of the

pestilence the Sicilians, who served un ler Hip-
pocrates and Himilco, disbanded themse'ves and
returned to their respective homes; but all the

Carthaginian soldiers perished together with
those two generals. The Romans suffered less

by the infection
; because, having been a long

time before Syracuse, they were seasoned to the

air and water of the country. About this time
Bomiicar arrived on the coast of Sicily from

Carthage with a fleet of 130 galleys and 700

ships of burden; but was long hindered by con-

trary winds from doubling the Cape of Paehy-
num. Epicides, fearing the Carthaginians might
sail back to Africa, left the command of Acradina
to the generals of the mercenaries, and went to

Bomiicar in order to persuade him to fight the

Roman fleet. The admiral would not engage,
but sailed away to Tarentum with all his galleys,

ordering his ships of burden to return to Africa.

Epicydes, thus frustrated of his hopes, and know-

ing himself unable to defend a city already half

taken, retired to Agrigentum ; whereupon the

Syracusans massacred the commanders appointed

by him, chose new prsetors to govern in the

town, and sent deputies to Marcellus to treat of

peace. In the mean time the deserters, fearing

to be given up to the vengeance of the Romans,

persuaded the mercenaries that they also would

have the same fate. Instantly the soldiers ran

to arms, put to death the new praetors, together

with many of the Syracusans, and plundered

part of the city. After this slaughter they chose

six generals, three to command in Acradina, and

three in Ortygia. Upon tl e return of the depu-
ties from Marcellus, the mercenaries finding that

their case was different from that of the deserters,

and that there was no design against their lives,

became perfectly satisfied, and the negociation^

went on. During the course of the treaty, Mar-

cellus found means to corrupt Mericus, a Spaniard ,

one of the six generals chosen by the soldier.-,

and engaged him to admit the Romans into that

part of the city where he commanded. Mericus,

the better to accomplish this design, feigned an

extraordinary zeal for the preservation of the

place ; pretended not to like that deputies should

have leave to go out and in at pleasure ;
and pro-

posed that, for the greater security of the town,

each general should have a distinct quarter assigned

him, and be responsible for any neglect of duty

in it. The motion was agreed to; and upon the

division, that district of Ortygia which extended

from the fountain of Arethusa to the mouth of

the great port fell to his care. Marcellus, in-

formed of what was done, took his measures

accordingly. He sent a body of troops to
_that

side where Mericus commanded, and the Spa-

niards admitted them at the gate of Arethusa

At the same time the proconsul
ordered a false

attack to be made on Acradina; which drawing

almost all the soldiers of the garrison thither,

Ortygia was in a manner left defenceless Fore-

seeing this he had detached Another party of

soldiers to take advantage of it. These entered
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Ortygia almost without fighting; upon which the

deserters made then escape, the Romans giving
them way ;

and the Syracusans in Acradina, thus

delivered from the fear of the deserters, imme-

diately opened their gates to Marcellus, who

thereby became master of the whole city. And
now the conqueror, who is said to have wept
during the siege with compassion for the inha-

bitants, gave up both Ortygia and Acradina to

be plundered by his army, after he had secured

the late king's treasures for the use of the re-

public, and the statues, paintings, and principal
ornaments of Syracuse to illustrate his triumph.
The soldiers had orders to spare the lives of the

citizens; but they were cruel in their avarice,
slew many of them, and among the rest the in-

comparable Archimedes. He was very intent

>ri a demonstration in geometry, and calmly
drawing his lines, when a soldier entered the

room and clapped a sword to his throat. " Hold

(s;iid Archimedes) one moment, and my demon-
stration will be finished." But the soldier, equally
regardless of his prayer and his demonstration,
killed him instantly. There are different ac-

counts of the manner of his death, but all agree
ihat Marcellus regretted it extremely, and showed
a singular favor to his relations for his sake.'

The apostle Paul spent three days in this city
in his voyage to Rome, and Christianity was early

planted in it. It continued subject to the western

empire till its declension, when, the island of Si-

cily being ravaged by different barbarians, the

capital also underwent various revolutions. In
675 it was taken and plundered by the Saracens,
who, about 827, had subdued all Sicily, and de-

stroyed much of its ancient grandeur (see CON-

STANTINOPLE); but in 1090 it was recovered by
Koger, earl of Sicily. It has since shared the

fortune of the rest of Sicily. Near this port there

was a sea engagement, in 1718, between the

Spaniards and the British, in which the former
were defeated and obliged to leave Sicily ; but,
in 1735, they retook Syracuse. Like the rest of

Sicily it is much subject to earthquakes ; and,
in 1693, was almost totally destroyed by one.

At present the only inhabited part of Syracuse
is a south-east portion, containing Ortygia and

]
art of Aciadina. It is insulated, walled, and

entered by drawbridges. The streets are regular
l>ii t narrow ; the houses tolerably built. The
population is not above 1o,000. The cathedral
nr principal church is the ancient temple of

Minerva.

SYRIA, a veiy ancient country or kingdom of

Asia, lying between the Mediterranean on the

west, the Euphrates on the east, and Arabia De-
serta, Phoenicia, and Palestine on the south, or,
as Crutwell describes it,

'
this name is given to

the whole space contained between two lines

drawn the one from Alexandretta to the Eu-
phrates, and the other from Gaza in the desert
of Arabia; bounded on the east by this desert,
and on the west by the Mediterranean.' But

Lempriere says that ancient Syria, whose bound-
aries are not accurately ascertained by the an-

cii-nts, was bounded on the east by the Euphrates,
north by mount Taurus, west by the Mediterra-

nenn, and south by Arabia.

This country appears in the patriarchal age to

have been divided into a great number of cantons

or petty principalities. Very early after the flood

it went by the general name of Aram, from Aram
the youngest son of Shem, who settled in it.

Hence the different cantons were named Aram-
naharaim,Aram-zobah,Aram-maachah, and Aram-
zehob. Within a few centuries afterwards it had
obtained its present name of Syria ;

for we find

Bethuel the nephew, and Laban the grand-

nephew of Abraham, styled Syrians, even in the

patriarchal age. See Gen. xxv. 20. It is a piece
of learned folly, therefore, to quote Plutarch's

derivation of this name from the fabulous hero

Syrus, the son of Apollo, Much more credit is

due to those etymologists who suppose it to be
a contraction of the name Assyria, which the

best historians, etymologists, and ohronologists,
derive from Ashu^, the second son of Shern. See
ASSYRIA. Lempriere makes it so very extensive

as to have comprehended
'

Phoenicia, Seleucia,
Judea or Palestine, Mesopotamia, Babylon, and

Assyria;' which last name, he adds, was used in-

differently with Syria by some ancient authors.

But, be that as it may, all the petty states, pro-

vinces, principalities, and cantons, into which

Syria Proper was originally divided, appear to

have been afterwards reduced under subjection
to the four principal ones, Zobah, Damascus,
Hamath, and Geshur. Afterwards the whole

country was divided into two parts only ; viz.

Coelesyria and Phoenicia; though the Phoenicians,

Idumeans, Jews, Gazites, and Azorites, inhabit-

ing the whole country of the Philistines, were
included. After the death of Alexander, Syria, in

the great extent of the word, was divided, ac-

cording to Strabo, into Comagene, Seleucis of

Syria, Coelesyria, Phcenice on the sea-coast, and
Judea in the midland. Ptolemy, however, sub-

divides these; and in the Proper Syria reckons

only Comagene, Pieria, Cyrrhistica or Cyrrhes-

tica, Seleucis, Cassiotis or Casiotis, Chalybonitis,
Chalcidice or Chalcidene, Apamene, Laodicene,
Phoenicia Mediterranea, Coelesyria, and Palmy-
rene. It has long been, and still is, named by
the Arabs, the descendants of Ishmael, Barr el

Sham, or the country of Shem.
The history of the ancient Syrians, till the

time of their being carried away by the king of

Assyria, is altogether unknown, excepting a few

particulars to be gleaned from Scripture, which
it is unnecessary here to repeat. During the

continuance of the empires of Babylonia and

Persia, the history of Syria affords nothing pe-
culiar, being involved in that of these countries;
but after the death of Alexander the Great, who
had subdued all these empires, it became a very
considerable kingdom, which makes a conspicu-
ous figure in ancient history.
At the death of Alexander, the name of Syria

was not confined to Syria properly so called, but

comprehended all those vast provinces of Upper
Asia which formed the Persian empire ; being,
in its full extent, bounded by the Mediterranean

upon one side, and the river Indus on the other.

Seleucus, one of the generals of Alexander the

Great, after the death of that conqueror, being
made governor of Babylon, was tempted, by the

example of Alexander's other captains, to set up
for himself. Eumenes, who had sincerely at
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heart the interest of Alexander's family, solicited

his assistance against Antigonus, who had openly
revolted ; but Seleucus not only refused his as-

sistance, but attempted to destroy Eumenes him-
self with his whole army, by cutting the sluices

of the Euphrates, and laying under water the

whole plain where they were encamped. Eu-

menes, however, escaped the danger without the

loss of a man. Upon this Seleucus endeavoured
to gain over his troops ; but, finding that impos-
sible, he made a truce with Eumenes, and

granted him a safe passage through his province ;

but at the same time sent an express to Antigo-
nus, desiring him to fall upon him before he was

joined by the governors of Upper Asia. Anti-

gonus did not fail to follow his advice ; but,

having thus prevailed against Eumenes through

treachery, he next thought of bringing Seleucus

himself under subjection. On his return to

Babylon, therefore, after having been feasted

with his whole army by Seleucus, he demanded
an account of the revenues of his province.
This being refused, Antigonus was so much ex-

asperated that Seleucus, not thinking himself a

match for him, fled into Egypt. By the flight of

Seleucus, Antigonus was left master of all his

provinces ; but, his son Demetrius being after-

wards defeated by Ptolemy at Gaza, Seleucus

began to think of recovering what he had lost.

Being furnished by Ptolemy with 1000 foot and
200 horse, he set out with that slender force to

attempt the recovery of Babylon. Nothing
could have a more desperate appearance than

this undertaking ; yet Seleucus on his arrival at

Carrhae in Mesopotamia, partly by force and

partly by persuasion, prevailed on the Macedo-

nians, who garrisoned that place, to revolt from

Antigonus and join him. Being thus reinforced,
he entered the territories of Babylon, where new

supplies were continually added to his army ;

his ancient subjects flocking to him from all

parts, and declaring themselves ready to stand by
him with their lives and fortunes. This hap-

pened in consequence of the lenity with which

they had been treated by Seleucus ; whereas An-

tigonus was universally detested on account of

his severity. As he approached the city, those

who favored Antigonus retired into the citadel,

but were soon obliged to surrender; and in that

fortress Seleucus found his children, friends, and

domestics, whom Antigonus had kept prisoners
ever since his flight into Egypt. Seleucus having
thus made himself master of Babylon, in

A. A. C. 312, began to prepare for encountering

Antigonus, who he knew would soon attack him
with all his force. Nicanor, governor of Media
under Antigonus, first advanced against him at

the head of 10,000 foot and 7000 horse; but

Seleucus, with only 3000 foot and 400 horse,

having drawn him into an ambush, cut off almost

the whole of his army, and the surviving soldiers

willingly enlisted under him. The consequence of

this victory was the submission of all Media and
Susiana ; which alarming Antigonus, he sent his

son Demetrius with an army of 5000 Macedo-
nian foot, 10,000 mercenaries, and 4000 horse.

Seleucus was then in Media; and Patrocles,

whom he had left to take care of Babylon, find-

ing his force inadequate to that purpose, com-

pelled the inhabitants to leave the o.Uy and dis-

perse themselves in the adjacent countries, while
he himself, with what troops he had, retired
into two forts, which he thought could easily be
defended. When, therefore, "Demetrius entered

Babylon, he was surprised to find it deserted,
upon which he instantly attacked the forts. One
was quickly reduced ; but, as the other held out
till the expiration of the time which had been
allowed him by his father, he left 5000 foot and
iOOO horse under Archelaus to carry on the

siege. With the rest he marched away, suffering
his soldiers to live at discretion as he went along;
which so provoked the Babylonians that they
were ever after attached to Seleucus as if he had
been their natural prince. On the return of Se-
leucus to Babylon, he easily drove out the troops
left by Antigonus, recovered the castle which he
had garrisoned, and settled his authority on such
a firm foundation that it could never afterwards
be moved. Having then marched again into

Media, he defeated and killed with his own hand

Nicanor, whom Antigonus had sent against him
;

after which, having settled the affairs in Media,
he reduced all Persia, Bactria, and Hyrcania,

subjecting to his new kingdom these and all the

other provinces on this side the Indus which had
been conquered. Seleucus, being now master of

.all the countries which lie between the Euphrates
and the Indus, took the title of king of Babylon
and Media. But not satisfied with these pos-
sessions, ample as they were, he crossed the

Indus, to conquer those regions which had sub-

mitted to Alexander beyond that river. But,

luring the time that the generals of Alexander
had been making war upon his family and upon
one another, Sandrocottus, a native of India, had

driven out the Macedonians and made himself

master of the whole country. See SANDRO-
COTTUS. He opposed Seleucus with an army of

600,000 men, and a prodigious number of ele-

phants ;
which intimidated the Macedonian so'

much that he offered to leave Sandrocottus in

quiet possession of his dominions, provided he

would furnish him with 500 elephants. To this

Sandrocottus readily assented; upon which Se-

leucus marched back into the west against Anti-

gonus, and, in conjunction with Lysimachus and

Ptolemy, engaged and totally defeated and killed

himatlpsus. See ANTIGONUS I. After this Se-

leucus marched into Upper Syria, which he re-

duced entirely, and built the city of Antioch on

the Orontes. In the sume country he built

several other cities; one of which he called Se-

leucia, from his own name ; another Apainea,.

from his wife Apama, the daughter of one Arta-

bazus a Persian ;
and a third Laodicea, from his

mother Laodice. He first entered into an alli-

ance with Demetrius, and married Stratonice his

daughter ;
but soon after assisted Lysimachus

and Ptolemy to deprive him of the best part of

his dominions. Thus, Demetrius being reduced

so low that he could give him no farther jealousy,

Seleucus built another city, called likewise Se-

leucia, seated where Bagdad now stands. Be-

sides these, he built many others ;
sixteen of

which he called Antioch, from his brother or son

Antiochus ;
nine Seleucia ;

three Apainea ;
one

Stratonicea; and six Laodicea, from his relations
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'above-mentioned. In 284 Seleucus entered into

a war with Lysimachus, with whom lie had

hitherto lived in amity. Out of thirty-six gene-
ral officers, left by Alexander the Great, they two

only survived, and both were upwards of seventy

years old ; yet both were filled with the ambition

and animosity of young men. The two armies

met at a place called Curopidion in Phrygia,
where an obstinate engagement took place. Vic-

tory was long doubtful ; but at last Lysimachus
was run through with a spear, and died on the

spot ;
on which his troops fled, and left Seleucus

master of all their baggage. This victory added

to the possessions of Seleucus all those provinces
which had formerly been subject to Lysimachus.
He exulted much in his good fortune ; boasting
that he was now the last of Alexander's captains,
and by this victory became, as he styled it, the

conqueror of conquerors ; whence he is generally
called Nicator, or the conqueror. His triumph,

however, was but short lived ; for seven months

after, as he was marching towards Macedcn to

take possession of that kingdom, he was treacher-

ously murdered by Ptolemy Ceraunus, on whom
he had conferred innumerable favors. Phile-

taerus, prince of Pergamus, purchased his body
at a great price from Ptolemy, and sent it to his

son Antiochus ; who, with extraordinary pomp,
burned it iu Seleucia on the sea-coast, erecting
on the place a magnificent chapel, called from
his surname Nicatorium.

Seleucus was succeeded by his son Antiochus

Soter, who reigned nineteen years. He resigned
to Antigonus Gonatas all pretensions to the

crown of Macedon ; and, having engaged in a

war with Eumenes king of Pergamus, he was de-

feated by him, and obliged to yield up part of his

dominions. He died in 261 B. C.

Antiochus I. was succeeded by his son Anti-

ochus II., blasphemously surnamed Theos, or

the God, who having engaged in a war with

Ptolemy Philadelphus, king of Egypt, the Par-

thians and Bactrians took an opportunity to re-

volt, and could never afterwards be reduced. In
246 B. C. the God was poisoned by his wife

Laodice, whom he had divorced for Berenice

daughter to Ptolemy, with whom he made peace
on the revolt of the Bactrians. On the death of

Ptolemy, Antiochus had divorced Berenice, and
took back Laodice ; who, to secure herself against
the effects of his fickle disposition, poisoned
him, and raised to the throne her own son, named
Seleucus Callinicus.

Laodice, not thinking herself safe as long as

Berenice lived, began immediately to concert

measures for putting both her and her son to

death. Berenice attempted to save herself by
retiring to Daphne, where she shut herself up in

an asylum built by Seleucus Nicator. There she
was closely besieged by the sons of Seleucus ; of

which the cities of Asia having intelligence,
formed a confederacy in her favor. Her brother

the king of Egypt also hastened to her relief

with a considerable army ; but, before either of

these could come to her assistance, both she and
her son were barbarously murdered, with all the

Egyptians who attended them. Ptolemy, on

hearing the melancholy news of his sister's death,
determined to take the most severe vengeance on

her murderers. Joining his forces to those of
the Asiatics, he carried every thing before him.

Having first killed the cruel Laodice, he made
himselif master of all Syria and Cilicia; then,

passing the Euphrates, he subdued all the coun-

try as far as Babylon and the Tigris ; and had
not the progress of his arms been interrupted by
a sedition, which obliged him to return to Egypt,
it is probable that he would have subdued the
whole Syrian empire. As soon as he was re-

turned, Seleucus attempted to revenge himself;
but his fleet being destroyed by a violent storm r

and his army defeated by Ptolemy, he concluded
a truce for ten years. During all this time Ar-

saces, the prince of Parthia, had established him-
self so firmly on the throne, that it was in vain to

think of dispossessing him. However, as soon as

his other affairs would permit, Seleucus under-
took an expedition against Arsaces, by whom he
was utterly defeated, taken prisoner, and carried

into Parthia, where he died four years after. He
was succeeded by his eldest son Seleucus JIL,
surnamed Callinicus, or the Thunderer, a weak

prince, and was poisoned by two of his officers,
when he had reigned one year.

Antiochus, surnamed the Great, brother of

Seleucus III., ascended the throne in 225 B. C.
In the beginning of his reign two of his gener-
als, Alexander and Molo, rebelled against him.
The former had been appointed governor of

Persia, and the latter of Media ; but they, de-

spising the king's youth, refused to obey. The
occasion of this revolt is said to have been their

dread of the cruelty of Hermias, the king's

prime minister; and as they hoped to draw into

their schemes Achaeus, governor of Asia Minor,

they doubted not of success. In this, however,

they failed. Epigenes, the commander of the

troops about the king's person, advised him to

march without delay against the rebels ; but as

Hermias reproached him with treachery, and a

design to betray him into the hands of his

enemies, Antiochus sent two of his generals into

the east, while he himself undertook an expedi-
tion against Ptolemy Philadelphus, to recover

Ccelesyrra. In this attempt, however, he was

disappointed ; and the generals whom he had
sent into the east were totally defeated, and their

troops cut off; upon which he determined to lay
aside his Syrian enterprise, and march in person
against the rebels. This was again opposed by
Hermias ; but, as he found it impossible to alter

the king's mind, the treacherous minister found
means to get Epigenes, the author of this pro-

ject, executed, under pretence of holding a cor-

respondence with Molo, one of the rebel chiefs.

Antiochus in the mean time pursued his march

against the rebels, whom he defeated in a pitched
battle ; upon which their chiefs killed them-
selves. On his return he received the submission

of the Atropatii, a barbarous people in Media
,

and put to death his prime minister Hermias,
whose treachery he at last discovered. During
his life, however, the traitor, by accusing Achaeus.

of treason, had obliged him to revolt in his own
defence; so that the king had still two important
wars on his hands, viz. that with Ptolemy, king
of Egypt, and the other against Achaeus. After

some deliberation he resolved to march first
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against the king of Egypt ; and was at first very
successful, reducing many cities in Coelesyria
and Palestine, and defeating the Egyptians in a

pitched battle; but in 217 B.C., being worsted
in the battle of Raphia, he was obliged to aban-
don all his conquests; of which Ptolemy imme-
diately took possession, and Antiochus was

obliged to cede them to him, that he might pur-
sue war against Achaeus. Antiochus, having
made vast preparations for his expedition, soon
reduced Achaeus to such distress that he was

obliged to shut himself up in the city of Sardis,
which he defended for some time with great

bravery ; till at last, being betrayed by two

Cretans, he was delivered up to the king, and

by his order put to death. Antiochus then un-
dertook an expedition against the Parthians,
whom he obliged to conclude a peace on very
advantageous terms.

" He then turned his arms

against the king of Bactria, whom he also com-

pelled to agree to his terms
; one of which was,

that he should give him up all his elephants.
For the confirmation of the treaty, the king of
Bactria sent his son to Antiochus ; who, being
taken with his majestic mien and agreeable con-

versation, gave him one of his daughters in mar-

riage. He then crossed Mount Caucasus, and
entered India; where, having renewed his alli-

ance with Sophagasenus, the king of that coun-

try, he received a number of elephants, which
increased his stock to 150. See INDIA. From
India he marched into Arachosia, Drangiana,
and Carmania, establishing order and discipline
in all those countries ; then, passing through
Persia, Babylonia, and Mesopotamia, he re-

turned to Antioch, after an absence of seven

years.
In the year 204 B. C. Antiochus made an

easy conquest of Judea; but treated the Jews
with great kindness and humanity. In the same

year he entered into a league with Philip V. of

Macedon, on purpose to deprive Ptolemy Epi-
phanes, the infant king of Egypt, of all his do-

minions. The Egyptians, however, put the

young king under the tuition of the Romans ;

who immediately required the confederate

princes to desist from any enterprise against the

king of Egypt, under the penalty of incurring
the displeasure of the republic. After delivering
this message, M. ^Etnilius Lepidus. one of the

ambassadors, repaired to Egypt, where he took

upon himself the office of regent and guardian
to the young king. Having regulated affairs

there in the best manner he could, he returned

to Rome, after having appointed one Aristome-

nes, an Acarnanian, to be chief minister to the

king. Aristomenes, being a man of prudence
and fidelity, acquitted himself very well in his

new station. Having taken care to recruit his

army as well as he could, he sent one Scopas, a

man of great authority among the ./Etolians, into

that country, to raise auxiliaries. Scopas soon

raised an army of 6000 ./Etolians, at that time

reputed the best soldiers in the world; arid,

having joined the Egyptian army, reduced all

Judea, put a garrison into the castle at Jerusa-

lem, and on the approach of winter returned to

Alexandria, loaded with booty. These exploits,

owever, were performed when Antiochus was

absent in Asia Minor ; and no sooner was he
returned than the face of affairs was changed.
Scopas was defeated in a pitched battle, where
one half of his men were destroyed. He him-
self escaped to Sidon, where he shut himself up
with 10,000 of his soldiers; but, Antiochus

having invested the place, Scopas was reduced
to the necessity of surrendering at discretion.

The king pursued his conquests ; recovered all

Palestine and Ccelesyria; after which he invaded
Asia Minor, in hopes of reducing it also, and
restoring the Syrian empire to the same extent it

had in (he time of Seleucus Nicator. The free

cities in Asia Minor immediately had recourse
to the Romans, who sent an embassy to Antio-
chus on the occasion ; but, as both parties treated

each other haughtily, no satisfaction was given,
but every thing tended to an open rupture.
While matters were in this situation, Hannibal
the Great, being obliged to leave his own coun-

try, fled to Antiochus ; from whom he met with

a gracious reception. As Hannibal had, while a

child, sworn perpetual enmity against the Ro-

mans, he used all his eloquence to persuade An-
tiochus to make war with them ; and, as the many
victories which he had gained over them left no
room to doubt of his capacity, Antiochus doubt-
ed nothing of being able, by his assistance, to

conquer that haughty people. Several embas-
sies passed between the two nations; but chiefly
with a design on the part of Antiochus to gain
time. Hannibal endeavoured to draw his coun-

trymen into the confederacy against Rome, but

without effect. Antiochus, having strengthened
himself by several alliances, at last resolved to

begin the war in earnest. To consult on the

measures proper to be taken, he called a council

of war; but excluded from it the only man
who^e advice I e ought to have followed; viz.

Hannibal. The reason of this was, that he had
become jealous of him from the too great inti-

macy, as he thought, which he had kept with the

Roman ambassadors. However, in this council,
it was agreed that the war should be immediately
commenced. The king himself was prevailed

upon by the /Etolians to pass over into Greece,
and entirely to reject the advice which Hannibal

had formerly given, of sending him with an army
into Italy. Here he was made generalissimo of

the Greek forces ; but made none of those

efforts that had formely obtained him the title of

Great. Indeed it now plainly appeared, not

only that he was incapable of carrying on war

against such enemies as the Romans, but

even of accepting proper advice when it was

given him. In another council in which Hanni-

bal was admitted, that commander advised the

king, before he undertook any thing else, to use

his utmost endeavours to gain over Philip V. of

Macedon ; which, he said, was a step so import-

ant, that if it could be gained they might, with-

out much ado, become masters of all Greece.

But, if Philip could not be prevailed on to make

war on the Romans, he was of opinion that the

kins should send his son Seleucus into Macedon
at the head of an army, and thus prevent Philip

from giving the Romans any assistance. But he

still maintained that the only way to defeat the

Romans was to send an army into Italy. This
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advice was again rejected ; and the king impru-

dently became the aggressor by falling on a body
of 500 Romans before war had been declared.

He also made Philip his enemy by entertaining
the regent of Athamania, who was a pretender
to the crown of Macedon. To complete all, he

himself fell in love, though above fifty years of

age, with a beautiful young woman of Chalcis,
whom he married ; and became so great a slave

to this passion that he entirely neglected his

affairs ;
the army gave themselves up to dissipa-

tion and debauchery, and every trace of military

discipline vanished. In 191 B. C. Antiochus

was roused from his lethargy by a declaration of

war against him at Rome, and set out for/Etolia.

His army at this time amounted to no more than

10,000 foot, and 500 horse. He had been made
to believe that he would receive a vast reinforce-

ment in ^Etolia; but all the troops he could

raise there amounted to only 4000 men. With
this force, so exceedingly inadequate to the pur-

pose, he was obliged to oppose the Roman army,
who were advancing in conjunction with the

Macedonians, and had already made surprising

progress. Antiochus seized the straits of Ther-

mopylae; but was driven from them by the

Romans, the king himself being the first that

fled. Almost his whole army was destroyed in

the battle or in the pursuit, and Antiochus

reiurned with disgrace into Asia.

Soon after his return Antiochus equipped a

fleet of 200 sail; on which lie immediately em-
barked for the Thracian Chersonesus, now Crim

Tartary, where he fortified the cities of Lysi-

inachia, Sestus, and Abydos, with others in that

neighbourhood, to prevent the Romans from

crossing the Hellespont. In the mean time

Polyxenidas, the Syrian admiral, sent intelligence

to the king that the Roman fleet had appeared
off Delos; upon which he desired him to seek

them out and engage them at all events. He
did so, and was defeated with the loss of forty

ships taken or sunk in the engagement. This

was soon after revenged by the destruction of

the Rhodian fleet by the artifice of Polyxenidas;
but in the end the king's affairs went every
where to wreck. Having laid siege to the city

of Pergamus, he was obliged to raise it with

loss ; the Phoenician fleet commanded by Han-
nibal was defeated by the Rhodians ; and soon

after the Syrian fleet under Polyxenidas was ut-

terly defeated by the Romans. Antiochus was
so much disheartened, by these repeated defeats,

that he appeared like one infatuated. Instead of

fortifying more strongly those cities which lay
on the frontiers of his kingdom, he entirely de-

serted them ; and thus Lysimachia and Abydos,
the two keys to Asia, fell into the hands of the

Romans without the least resistance. The arri-

val of the Romans in Asia, struck Antiochus

with such terror, that he instantly sued for peace.
The terms he offered were indeed very advanta-

geous, but by no means agreeable to the expec-
tations of the Romans. They therefore gave
him this final answer: 1. That, since he had

drawn upon himself the war, he should defray
the whole expense of it. 2. That he should

re-tore liberty in general to all the Greek cities

in Asia : and, 3. That, to prevent future hosti-

Uties. he should relinquish all Asia on this side

Mount Taurus. These terms, however, still ap-
peared to him so intolerable that he resolved to

continue the war ; and determined also to take

the most imprudent method of carrying it on,

namely, by hazarding all on the event of a ge-
neral engagement. The king encamped near

Magnesia, and strongly fortified his camp.
The Romans insulted him in his trenches, and

proposed to attack his fortifications, if he con-
tinued to decline an engagement. At last the

king, thinking it would be shameful for him

longer to refuse an engagement, fought a battle,
which issued in his entire defeat. No fewer than

50,000 foot, and 4000 horse were killed; 1500
were taken prisoners, and fifteen elephants. In
the consular army there were but 300 foot killed,
and twenty-five horse.

Antiochus retired to Sardis with as many of

his forces that had escaped the slaughter as he

could draw together. From Sardis he soon

marched to rejoin his son Seleucus, who had
fled to Apamea. As for the consul, he took

advantage of the king's defeat and flight, making
himself master of all the neighbouring countries.

Deputies hastened to him from all parts; the

cities of Thyatira, Magnesia, Trallis, Magnesia
in Caria, all Lydia, and Ephesus itself, though

highly favored by Antiochus, declared for the

Romans. Polyxenidas, upon the news of the

king's defeat, left the port of Ephesus, and
sailed to Patara, where he landed with a very
small guard, and returned by land into Syria.
The consul took the road to Sardis, which opened
its gates to him. Antiochus, finding his affairs

in a bad situation both by sea and land, hastened
to conclude a peace, which he obtained on the

following terms : He was to confine his domi-
nions within Mount Taurus; to pay 15,000
Euboic talents for the expenses of the war

; to

deliver up Hannibal and some other foreigners
who were obnoxious to the Romans. For the

fulfilment of these articles he gave seventy hos-

tages, one of whom was his youngest son Antio-
chus. The peace being ratified by the Sarati,
the Greek cities were by the Romans restored to

their liberty, the provinces of Caria and Lydia
given to the Rhodians, and all the rest that had

belonged to Antiochus on that side of Mount
Taurus bestowed upon Eumenes.

Antiochus did not long survive his misfortune
at Magnesia. Some tell us, that, being greatly

puzzled how to raise the sum he had engaged to

pay to the Romans, he seized on the riches which
had for many ages been deposited in a temple of

Jupiter Belus in the province of Elymais ; upon
which the populace rose in arms, and slew him
and all his attendants. Others inform us that he
was killed at an entertainment by one of his

guests. Antiochus the Great died in 187, and
with him the glory of the Syrian empire.

Antiochus the Great was succeeded by his son
Seleucus IV., surnamed Philopat-ir, A. A. C.

187, who reigned only twelve years, dying in

175, and leaving the Syrian throne to his son, or
his brother according to Alstidius, Antiochus

IV., surnamed Epiphanes, the most barbarous
and bloody tyrant that ever reigned in Syria.
The Romans now gave laws to the kings of

Syria; insomuch that, when Antiochus Epi-
phanes hesitated at obeying the commands of the
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senate,^ one of the ambassadors drew a circle

round him with a rod on the floor, and told him
he should not go out of that spot before he had
told him what he was to do. But the most hor-
rible transactions of this prince are his wars with
the Jews, and persecutions of them ; of which
a full account is given under the article JEWS.

After the miserable death of the monster Epi-
phanes, at Tabse, the Syrian throne fell a prey to

a series of tyrants, impostors, and usurpers, of
whom it is sufficient to give the following brief

chronological list : Antiochus V., surnamed Eu-

pator, succeeded his wicked father in 164 ; but

reigned only two years. He was succeeded in

1 62 by Demetrius I., surnamed Soter, a brother
of Antiochus Epiphanes, who had only reigned
eleven years, when, in 151, the crown was
claimed by Alexander Balas an impostor, who
pretended to be a son of Epiphanes ; and being
supported in this false claim by Ptolemy Philo-

meter, king of Egypt, by the kings of Pergamus
and Cappadocia, and by the Romans, defeated

and killed Demetrius, and reigned five years,
some say six

;
but was at last killed in Arabia,

A. A. C. 146. See ALEXANDER BALAS. De-
metrius II., surnamed Nicator, the lawful heir,

being the son of Demetrius I., then succeeded
;

but he being taken prisoner two years after by
the Parthians, in 144, the throne was seized by
Antiochus VI., surnamed Entheus, who reigned
two years along with a usurper named Diodo-
tus Tryphon, who afterwards assumed the sole

power for other three years, till A. A. C. 139,
when he was expelled by Antiochus VII., sur-

named Zidetes, and also Pius and Soter, the son
of Demetrius I., and brother of Demetrius II.,

who reigned ten years. But Demetrius II., being
now liberated by the Parthians, was restored to

his kingdom ; but had reigned only three years,
when Alexander Zebina, a new impostor, who

pretended to be the son of the impostor Alex-

ander Balas, being assisted and supported by
Ptolemy Physcon, the tyrant of Egypt, expelled
Demetrius a second time in 126, and reigned
three years. In 123, however, the usurper Ze-

bina was justly dethroned and killed by Antio-

chus VIII., surnamed Grypus, the son of De-
metrius II. See ALEXANDER ZEBINA. Grypus
reigned twenty-nine years in all ; but, in his

ninth year, his brother Antiochus Cyzicenus re-

belled against him, and in his eleventh, A. A. C.

112, erected Ccelesyria into a separate kingdom,
wherein he reigned for eighteen years, and hence

is ranked as Antiochus IX. by chronologists.
On the death of these two brothers, A. A. C. 94
and 93, Seleucus V., a third son of Antiochus

VIII., claimed the crown of Syria, but was op-

posed by four other pretenders, viz. Antonius Eu-

sebes, Philip, Demetrius III. surnamed Eucerus,
and Antioclms X. surnamed Pius, all chiming as

descendants of the royal house of the Seleucidae.

These claimants involved the country in a civil

war for six years; when Philip, overcoming them

all, reigned two years alone. But Aretas seized

Ccelesyria in 85; and, two years thereafter, Ti-

granes king of Armenia, taking advantage of the

dissensions of the Seleucidae, and being invited

by a party of the Syrians themselves, reduced

the whole country in 83,-t.nd governed it for

eighteen years with more tranquillity than it had

enjoyed for a long period. Antiochus XI.,hovvever,
surnamed Asiaticus, or the XIII. as he is styled
by some (for there were other two usurpers of
the name), the son of Cyzicenus, who had been

skulking in Cilicia, claimed the crown, in A.A.C.
69, and was supported against Tigrane.s by Lu-
cullus the Roman general, who defeated Tigranes,
and declared Antiochus king of Syria. But his

reign was short, only four years : for Tigranes,

attempting to recover the kingdom, was de-
feated by Pompey the Great, who, disregarding
Antiochus's claim, reduced the whole kingdom
to a Roman province, A. U. C. 691, and A.A.C.
65.

From being a province of the Roman repub-
lic, Syria became, on the division of the Roman
empire, subject to the emperors of the East; but
in A. D. 634 it was invaded by the Saracens,
who completed the conquest of it in 640, when
it was confirmed to them by the treaty made
with Constantine IV. SeeCoNSTANTiNOi'u:, and

SARACENS.
In A. D. 970 Syria was conquered by the

Fatemite Khalifs, soon after their conquest of

Egypt. See EGYPT. But the emirs of Da-
mascus revolted in 1067; and those of Aleppo
in 1068. In 1096 the crusades from Europe
commenced ;

and the Christians conquered that

part of Syria called the Holy Land, which they

kept possession of for above 100 years. See

CRUSADES. In 1166 Nureddin, or Nuroddin,
emir of Damascus, defeated the Egyptians, and

conquered the greatest part of Syria; and his

nephew, the famous Saladin, soon after, on the

death of the khalif Aded, seized the government
of Egypt, put an end to the power of the Fate-

mites, and erected a new dynasty. See EGYPT.

But in 1259 all Syria was over-run and con-

quered by the Tartars under Ilulaku.

The Tartars did not long retain possession
of Syria. It was soon recovered by the sultans

of Egypt; who also, ir 1291, totally expelled
the Christian crusaders. Syria was again over-

run and ravaged by Tamerlane in 1400 ;
but he

did not attempt to retain it. After this period
it underwent the revolutions of Egypt, till both

were conquered by the Turks under Selim I. in

1517. See EGYPT.
Ever since the above conquest, by Selim, this

country continued in the undisturbed possession
of the Turks, till the invasion of Egypt by the

French in 1798. Soon after that event Buona-

parte over-ran Syria, and took Gaza and Jaffa,

or Joppa, &c.; but found a fatal btop put to his

victorious career by British valor, at Acre, or St.

Jean D'Acre, the ancient Ptolemais ;
where the

brave Sir Sidney Smith gained immortal fame by

the defence of that small town.

The present state of Syria differs little from

that of the rest of Asiatic Turkey. Its open

plains, separated by no denned boundary from

Arabia, Persia, and Asia Minor, are variously

occupied by wandering tribes of Turks and

Greeks, who form, as elsewhere, the basis of the

population. The only tribes which can be con-

sidered as appropriate
to Syria arc the ti'nant>

of the heights of Lebanon, the mo,t remarkable

of which are the Driues and Marunites.
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SYRINGA, the lilac, or pipe tree, in botany,
i genus of plants belonging to the class of dian-

dna, and order of monogynia ; and in the natu-

ral system ranking under the forty-fourth order,

sepiarias. The corolla is quadrifid, and the cap-
sule is bilocular. There are three species, viz.

1. S. Persica, the Persian lilac, is a native of
Persia. It has lanceolate leaves, and was culti-

vated in Britain in the middle of the seventeenth

century, about 1658, or earlier. 2. S. suspensa,
the hanging lilac, is a native of Japan. 3. S.

vulgaris, the common lilac, is originally a native

of Persia. It is distinguished by oval heart-

shaped leaves, and was cultivated in Britain about
1597 by Mr. John Gerard.

SYR'INGE, n. s. & v. a. Gr. yvpiyZ. A pipe

through which any liquor is squirted : to spout
by a syringe.
The heart seems not designed to be the fountain

or conservatory of the vital flame, but as a machine
to receive the blood from the veins, and force it out

by the arteries through the whole body, as a syringe
doth any liquor, though not by the same artifice.

Ray,
A flux of blood from the nose, mouth, and eye,

was stopt by the syringing up of oxycrate.
Wiseman's Surgery.

The SYRINGE is a well-known instrument, serv-

ing to imbibe or suck in a quantity of fluid, and
to squirt or expel the same with violence. It is

formed from the Greek <rr>piy?,
or the Latin sy-

rinx, a pipe. A syringe is only a single pump,
and the water ascends in it on the same princi-

ple as in the common sucking pump. See HY-
DRf STATICS.

SYRINGOIDES LAPIS, a fossil stone.

SYRINX (Gr. ffvpty?,
a pipe), in mythological

painting and sculpture, a nymph of Arcadia,

daughter of the river Ladon. Pan became ena-

moured of her and attempted to offer her vio-

lence ; but Syrinx escaped, and at her own re-

quest was changed by the goasintoareed, called

syrinx by the Greeks. The god made himself a

pipe with the reeds into which his favorite

nymph had been changed, and upon this pipe
he is often introduced playing, in pictures. The

syrinx, or Pan's pipe, is frequently found figured

upon ancient monuments. It is composed of
seven tubes of unequal size. Ordinarily it is

placed in the hands of fauns and satyrs (the fol-

lowers of Pan) ; but is sometimes also the ac-

companiment of rustics. Upon the sarcopha-
gus of Tyrrania, preserved in the Museum at

Aries, and of which a description and engraving
are included in the second volume of Millin's

Monumens Antiques Inedits (plate 37) is de-

picted a syrinx in a case or box. It is occa-

sionally found on the earlier Christ an monu-
ments as an emblem of our holy faith ; the

divine founder of Christianity having been re-

garded as the shepherd of his spiritual flock, and
the syrinx being the common musical instrument
of the husbandman or shepherd.
SYRMA (Gr. ovufia, the train of a gown,

from <rvpw, to drag along), in archaiology, a very

long tunic descending even to the heels, but
which nevertheless had not an amplitude greater
than the thickness of the body.
SYRNA, the wife of Podalirius, the son of

^sculapius.

SYRNA, an ancient town of Cariii, built by
Podalirius, where he was afterwards worshipped
SYRO-GRECIA-N (from Syria and Grecian).

an epithet applied to the empire of the Seleu-
cidae in Syria, being founded by the Greeks in

Syria. See SYRIA.

SYRO-GRECIANS, the people of Syria, under
the Seleucidae, being a mixture of Greeks and
Syrians.
SYRO-MACEDONIAN (from Syria and Ma-

cedon), a word synonymous with Syro-Graecian.
SYRO-MACEDONIAN ERA. See SELEUCIDJE.

SYRO-PHCENICIA, a country lying between

Syria and Phoenicia, inhabited, according to Bo-
chart, by natives of both nations mixed

SYROS, in ancient geography, an island in

the jEgean Sea, one of the Cyclades ; about

twenty miles in circumference, and very fertile

in corn, wine, and fruits. The climate is mild,
and the inhabitants long-lived. Horn. Od. xv.

504. Strabo 10.

SYROS, a town of Caria. Paus. iii. c. 26.

SYRTES, in ancient geography, two large
sand-banks in the Mediterranean, on the coast of
Africa ; the one near Leptis, the other near Car-

thage. As they often shifted, and were some-
times very high, sometimes very low under
water, they were very dangerous, and often fatal

to ships. Mela i. c. 7. ii. c. 7.

SYRTICA REGIO, the SYRTIC REGION, a

country of Africa, one of the three great di-

visions of ancient Libya. It comprehended the

coast of Barbary between Tripoli and Barca ;

and was so named from

SYRTIS, an island and a spacious gulf of

Africa, on the coast of Barbary, between the

above limits; now called Sidra. The quicksands
in the gulf shifted, whence the word was used
as an appellative.

SYR'TIS, n. s. Lat. si/rtis. A quicksand ; a

bog.

A boggy syrtis, neither sea, nor good dry land.

Milton.

SYRUS, in fabulous history, the son of Apollo
by the nymph Sinope. See SINOPE. He is

fabled to have given his name to Syria. Plut.

in Luc.

SYRUS (Publius), a Syrian mimic poet, who
flourished about forty-four years B. C. He was

originally a slave sold to a Roman patrician
called Domitius, who brought him up with great

attention, and gave him his freedom when of age.
He gained the esteem of the most powerful men
at Rome, and reckoned J. Csesar among his

patrons. He soon eclipsed the poet Laberius,

whose burlesque compositions were in general
esteem. There remains of Syrus a collection of

moral sentences, written in iambics, and placed
in alphabetical order.

SYS1GAMBIS, or SISYGAMBIS, the mother of

Darius III. king of Persia. She was so very

kindly treated by Alexander the Great, that,

though she had been able to survive the death of

her son, and the overthrow of his empire, she

could not survive that of Alexander, but killed

herself when he died. See MACEDON.

SYSSARCOSIS, in anatomy (from aw, with,

and trapicoc, flesh), a kind of articulation by the

intervention of flesh. Ash.



SYSTEM, n. s.

j
Fr. systems ; Gr.

SYSTEMATICAL, adj. >en;<?jj/*a. Any com-
SYSTEMAT'ICALLY, adv. ) plexure or combina-

tion or things together; a scheme which unites

many things in order or mutual dependence :

the adjective and adverb corresponding.
I treat of the usefulness of writing books of essay,

in comparison of that of writing systematically.

Boyle.
He presently bought a system of divinity, with

design to apply himself straightway to that study.
Fell.

It will be necessary, in a discourse about the for-

mation of the world, to give you a brief account of

some of the most principal and systematical pheno-
mena that occur in it. Bentley.
The best way to learn any science is to begin

with a regular system, or a short and plain scheme of

that science well drawn up into a narrow compass.
Walts.

Now we deal much in essays, and unreasonably
despise tyttematical learning ; whereas our fathers

had a just value for regularity and systems. Id.

Aristotle brings morality into system, by treating
of happiness

under heads, and ranges it in classes

according to its different objects, distinguishing vir-

tues into their several kinds, whicli had not been
handled systematically before. Baker.

SYSTEM, in general (from ffwTtjjua, composition,)
denotes a chain of principles and conclusions,
or the whole of any doctrine, the several parts
whereof are bound together, and depend on each

other.

SYSTEM, in music, an assemblage of the rules

for harmony, deduced from some common prin-

ciple by which they are reunited ; by which their

connexion one with another is formed ; whence,
as from their genuine source, they natively flow

;

and to which, if vre would account for them, we
must have recourse.

SYS'TOLE, n s. Fr. systole; Gr. w^oXy.
In anatomy. The contraction of the heart.

The systole resembles the forcible bending of a

spring, and the diastole its flying out again to its

natural site. Ray.

SYSTOLE, in anatomy, is the opposite state

to the diastole, or dilatation of the heart. See

ANATOMY.
SYSTYLE, in architecture, that manner of

placing columns where the space between the

two shafts consists of two diameters, or four

modules. See ARCHITECTURE.

SYTHAS, a river of Peloponnesus, running

through Sicyonia, into the bay of Corinth. Pans.

ii. 7.

SYXHANDEMAN (Sax.), a man of the mill-

die rank, under the Anglo-Saxon government : ,i

man worth 600 shillings. Asft.

SYZYGIA, or SYZYGY (from ervgvyia, con-

junction), in astronomy, a term equally used lor

the conjuction and opposition of a planet with

the sun. The word is formed from the Gietk

<n>vyia, which properly signifies conjunctio. On
the phenomena and circumstances of the syzy-

gies a great part of the lunar theory depends.
See ASTRONOMY.

SZEGED1N, a large town of East Hungary,
in the county of Csongrad, opposite to the con-

fluence of the rivers Theyss and Maros. It is

surrounded by a mound and moat, and has a

brick fort erected by the Turks in the sixteenth

century. This is one of the principal towns of

Hungary, containing manufactures of woollens,

leather, and toys, on a small scale, but all ot'

importance in a country where manufactures are

in their infancy. Its commercial intercourse is

considerable. The inhabitants possess a num-
ber of barges, some of the size of 200 or 250

tons, with which they navigate not only tin.-

Maros and the Theyss, but the Danube : then-

exports consisting chiefly of the products of the

adjacent country, viz. corn, cattle, wool, tobacco,

and timber. Cotton they import from Turkey,
and make the object of a transit trade : salt from

Transylvania. The tobacco raised in this neigh-

bourhood is in good repute. As to religion, the

Catholics and the followers of the Greek churcli

predominate. Here is a monastery of Minorites;

a school taught by the Piarist monks ; a gymna-
sium or classical school ;

and a small philoso-

phical seminary. Other public buildings are

several hospitals, a work-house, and theatre.

This town fell, in the beginning of the sixteenth

century, into the hands of the Turks, and conti-

nued in their possession above a century and a

half, being retaken by the Austrians only in

1686, some time after the route of the Turkish

army by Sobieski. Population 26,000. 100

miles S. S. E. of Pest, and thirty north of Cson-

grad.
SZOLNOK, Belso or Inner, a palatinate

of

Transylvania, bordering on Hungary on the north,

and the district of Nosnerland on the east, hav-

ing a territorial extent of 1335 square miles,

with about 110,000 inhabitants.

SZOLNOK, Koscep or Middle, a palatinate
of

Transylvania, bounded by Hungary entirely on

the north, and partly
on the west.

835 square miles, and its population .50,000.

T.

T is usfd, 1. as a letter ;
2. as an abbreviation ;

3. as a word ; and 4. it was anciently used as a

numeral. I. As a letter, T, or t, is the nineteenth

of our alphabet, and the fifteenth consonant. The

sound is formed by a strong expulsion of the

breath through the mouth, upon a sudden draw-

ing back of the tongue from the fore part of the

palate, with the lips at the same time open. The

proper sound of t is expressed in most words

beginning or ending with that letter, as in -ake,

tell, hot, put. '1 1 before a vowel 1ms tne sound

of si, or rather of*/iJ, as in creation, except when

s precedes, as in question;
and in derivatives

from words ending in ty,
as mighty, mightier.

Anciently this syllable
ti was considered as di

tirict from the vowel that followed it, and such

words as na-ti-on, sta-ti-on, &c., formed tr.syl-

lub'.es in poetry,
as appears from the version of
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tlie Psaims stiil used in our churches. But now,
in modern improved English, ti is not considered

as a distinct syllable, but only as softening the

t to the sound of sh, as if the words -ft-ere spelt

na-shon, sta-shon, See. Th has two sounds ; the

one hard, as thou, father ;
the other soft, as thing,

think. The sound is hard in these words, the,

then, than, there, with their derivatives and com-

pounds ; and in the words that, this, thus, thy,

they ; and in all words in which th comes be-

tween two vowels, as whether, rather ; and be-

tween r and a vowel, as burthen : but it is soft

in thane, thank, thatch, thaw, theatre, theft,

thence, theocracy, and all other derivatives of

6E02, theorem, theory, thesis, and all other

words of Greek derivation, thick, thief, thigh,

thin, third, thirst, thistle, though, thong, thorn,

thorough, thought, thousand, thrall, thrash, thread,

threat, three, thrice, thrift, thrive, throat, throne,

throng, through, throw, thrumb, thrush, thrust,

thump, thunder, thursday, thwack, thwart, &c.,
and all their compounds and derivatives. But
in the word thither, and its compounds, th

sounds soft in the first syllable and hard in the

second ; and in thyme the h is not sounded. II.

As an abbreviation T was used among the Roman
writers for Titus, Titius, &c.

;
Tab. for Tabula-

rius ; Tab. P. H. C. Tabularius Provinciae His-

paniae Citerioris ;
Tar. Tarquinius ;

Ti. Tiberius ;

Ti. F. Tiberii filius ; Ti. L. Tiberii libertus ; Ti.

N. Tiberii Nepos ; T. J. A. V. P. V. D. tempore
judicem arbitrumve postulat ut det ; T. M. P. ter-

minum posuit; T. M.D.D. terninum dedicavit;
Tr. trans, tribunus ;

Tr. M. or Mil. tribunus mili-

tum; TR. PL. DES. tribunus plebis designatus ;

TR. jER. tribunus aerarii ; TRV. CAP. triumviri

capitales ; T. P. or TRIE. POT. tribunicia potes-
tate ; Tul. H. Tullus Hostilius. In music T stands

for tutti, all or altogether. III. As a word it is used

without a vowel, both in surgery and mechanics.

IV. As a numeral T was used among the ancients

for one hundred and sixty ;
and with a dash at

top, thus T, it signified one hundred and sixty
thousand.

T, adj., is used as a distinction for a peculiar
kind of bandage in surgery.

T, n. s. T SQUARE, or TEE SQUARE, in drawing
and mechanics, an instrument so named from its

resemblance to a capital T.

TAANATH-SHILOH, a town of Israel, in

Ephraim, ten miles east of Shechem. It existed

under the name of Thenath as late as A. D. 400.

TAAS, or TAAES, a considerable city of Ye-

men, in Arabia, between Mocha and Sana, forty-

eight miles from Mocha. It is surrounded by
mountains, which are said to be very productive
of plants. They are in the possession of several

sheiks, who are independent of, and even hos-

tile to the Imam, and Niebuhr was not allowed

to make any excursions among them. The city
is described by Sir Henry Middleton as about

half the size of Sana.

TAAUT, TAAUTES, TA AUTOS, TAAUTUS, or

THOTH, a Phoenician deity, the same with

Hermes of Egypt, and Mercury of the Greeks
and Romans. See HERMES, MERCURY, MYS-
TERIES, POLYTHEISM, and THOTH. But Mr.

Letnpriere makes him the same with Saturn, for

which he quotes Varro.

TAB, the ancient Arosis, a river of Persia
which rises in the mountains of l-ars, divides

that province from Khusistan, and falls into the

Persian gulf near Endian. At that place it is

eighty yards wide, and navigable for boats of

twenty tons.

TABAGO, or TABOGA, a mountainous island

in the Pacific, near the coast of Mexico, about
three miles long and two broad. On the north
side the high land declines with a gentle descent,
and near the strand the soil is a black mould,
and deep. This side of the island makes a very
pleasant appearance, and seems to be a garden
of fruit trees. The principal products are plan-
tains and bananas. There was formerly a small
town here near the sea, but it was ruined by
privateers. Before it is a good road, about a
mile from the shore, where ships may ride very
safely in sixteen or eighteen fathom water.

Eighteen miles south of Panama.

TABANUS, the breeze-fly, a genus of insects

belonging to the order of diptera. The mouth
is extended in a fleshy proboscis, terminated by
tvro lips. The rostrum is furnished with two

pointed palpi placed on each side of the probos-
cis, and parallel to it. Gmelin has enumerated

thirty-eight species ; of which three only are

found in Great Britain; viz. 1. T. bovinus, or

great horse fly, has a gray head ; the ayes almost
of a black brown, occupying the greatest part of
it. The thorax is of a gray color ; the abdomen
is yellowish, with a triangular white spot on the

middle of every ring, which constitutes a longi-
tudinal band of spots, the point of which is di-

rected towards the thorax. The thighs are

blackish, and the legs yellow. The wings are

dusky, with brown veins of a deeper dye. This
insect is the terror of horned cattle, horses, &c.

Its mouth is armed with two sharp hooks which

penetrate their hide ; while with its proboscis,
which is shaped like a sting, it sucks their blood,
of which it is very greedy. The puncture of the

tabanus is keen and painful. The insect is very
common in damp woods and meadows, espe-

cially during the great heats, when it is most
troublesome. The horned cattle are sometimes
so molested by their stings that they go mad, run
down precipices, tear themselves on the stumps
of trees, stones, &c. 2. T. concutiens has a
brown head ; eyes green and brown, with black

spots ; the thorax brown with black spots ; the

abdomen above, yellow with triangular brown

spots ; yellow legs, and white wings with black
and brown spots. The length is four lines and
a half. 3. T. pluviatilis is of an ashen gray
color ; its eyes are green, with brown streaks.

The thorax is brown, marked with about seven

longitudinal gray lines ; the wings, which are

brown and ash-colored, are dotted over with

small white spots, and have a black spot on the

margin ;
the legs are surrounded with brown and

white rings alternately. This species is very
common in meadows, and is about four lines in

length.

TABARCA NEUVA, a small island of Spain,
in the Mediterranean, on the coast of Valencia.

It is almost destitute of trees and water, but is

inhabited by the descendants of a colony of

Spaniards, \\ho were, in 177), redeemed from
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slavery in Barbary by the government, and set-

tled here.

TABASCO, an island, or rather neck ofland,
in the south-west part of the gulf of Mexico, at

the bottom of the gulf of Campeachy, on which
is built the town of Tabasco. It is about thirty-
six miles in length, and seven or eight broad.

Near it, on the continent, are great plains abound-

ing in cattle, sheep, &c., and a wild animal call-

ed the mountain cow, or tapir, which subsists on

moss. It is separated from the continent by the

river.

TABASCO RIVER, a river of North America,
which runs into the bay of Campeachy, long. 93
40' W., lat. 186 15' N.

TABASHEER, a Persian word, signifying a

hard substance found in the cavities of the bam-
boo or Indian reed, and highly valued as a medi-

cine in the East Indies. From the experiments
of Dr. Russel it appears that the tabasheer is the

juice of the bamboo thickened and hardened. Its

medical effects are mentioned in a Persian work
of Mahoramed Monein Hosemy, by Mr. Wil-

liams, a surgeon in the East Indies. It is useful

in bilious vomitings, the bloody flux, palpita-
tions of the heart, faintings, cases of debility from
heat ; also in the piles, acute burning fevers,

pustules in the mouth, thrush
; and, with oxy-

mel, is of great service against restlessness, melan-

choly, and hypochondriacal affections. The
habitual internal use of it is prejudicial to the

virile powers, and to the lungs. Its correctives

are the gum of the pine and honey.
TAB'BY, n. s. Fr. tails ; Ital. tabi, tabino.

A kind of waved silk : hence a striped appear-
ance of any other kind.

A tabby cat sat in the chimney-corner. Addkon.

On her tabby rival's face

She deep will mark her new disgrace. Prior.

Brocades, and tobies, and gauses. Swift.

TABBYING, a passing the silk or stuff under
a calendar, the rolls of which are made of iron

or copper variously engraven, which, bearing un-

equally on the stuff, renders the surface thereof

unequal, so as to reflect the rays of light dif-

ferently, making the representation of waves
thereon.

TAB'EFY, v. n. Lat. tube/ado. To waste ;

to extenuate.

Meat eaten in greater quantity than is convenient

tubefies the body. Harvey on Consumptions.

TABELLARI^ LEGES, in Roman antiquity,
laws made by suffrages delivered upon tabellae,

tablets, and not viva voce. There were four of

them, viz. the Gabinian, by Gabinius, A. U. C.

614
; the Cassian, by Cassius, A. U. C. 616

; the

Papirian, by Papirius Carbo, A. U. C. 622 ; and
the Caelian, by Caelius, A. U. C. 646. Cic. de

Legg. iii. c. 16.

TABELLIO, in the Roman law, an officer or

scrivener, much the same with our notaries

oublic, who are often called tabelliones.

TABERNACLE, . s. & v. n. Fr. laber-

nacle ; Lat. tabernaculum. A temporary habita-

tion ; casual dwelling : to house; enshrine.

The word was made flesh, and tabernacled amongst
us, and we beheld his glory. John i. 14.

VOL. XXI.

They sudden reared

Caslestial tabernacles, where they slept
Fann'd with cool 'winds. Milton's Paradise Lost.

The greatest conqueror did not only compose his

divine odes, but set them to musick : his works,
though consecrated to the tabernacle, became the na-
tional entertainment, as well as the devotion of his

people. Addison.

The TABERNACLE, under the Hebrew the-

ocracy, was a kind of building in the form of a

tent, set up, by command of God, for the per-
formance of religious worship, sacrifices, &c.,

during the journeying of the Israelites in the

wilderness ; and, after their settlement in Canaan,
used for the same purpose till the building of the

temple. It was divided into two parts ; the one

covered, and properly called the tabernacle ; and
the other open, called the court. See Exodus
xxv. xxvii.

TABERNACLES, FEAST OF, a solemn festival of

the Hebrews, observed after harvest, on the fif-

teenth day of the month Tisri, instituted to com-
memorate the goodness of God, who protected
the Israelites in the wilderness, and made them
dwell in booths when they came out of Egypt.
On the first day of the feast they began to erect

booths of the boughs of trees, and in these they
continued seven days. The booths were placed
in the open air, and were not covered with cloths,

nor made too close by the thickness of the

boughs ; but so loose that the sun and the stars

might be seen, and the rain descend through
them. For further particulars see Leviticus xxiii.

TABERNJE, in Roman antiquity, were houses

made of boards, shops, or warehouses. Such

shops set up in conquered countries gave rise to

towns; as, 1. T. Rhenanse, a town of Germany, nt

the conflux of the Rhine and the Felbach ; now
called Rhine-Zabern. 2. T. Riguae, a town of

ancient Gaul, on the Moselle ; now called Bern

Castle. 3. T. Tres. See TRES TABERNE. 4. T.

Triboccorum, a town of Gaul, in the ci-devant

province of Lower Alsace, now in the depart-
ment of the Lower Rhine, called Saverne. See

SAVERNE.

TABERN.EMONTANA, in botany, a genus
of plants belonging to the class of pentandria,
and order of monogynia ;

and in the natural

system arranged under the thirtieth order, con-

tortse. There are two horizontal follicles, and

the seeds are immersed in pulp. There arc

eight species, all foreign plants.

TAB'ID, adj. Fr. tabide ; Lat. tabidus.

Wasted by disease ; consumptive.

The tapid disposition,
or the ulcer or ulcers of the

lungs, which are the foundation of this disease, is

very different from a diminution of the hody, and

decay of strength from a mere relaxation.

Blachmore.

In tabid persons milk is the best restorative, being

chyle already prepared.
Arbuthnot on Aliments.

TA'^BLE, n. s., v. n., & v.
")

French table ;

TA'BLF.BOOK, n. s. Latin tabula.

TA'BLECLOTH, Any flat or level

TA'BLEMAN, ^surface,
for ex-

TA'BLETALK, (
hibition or

otherwise; a
TAB'LET,
TAB'ULAR, (id

TAII'ULATED.
picture ; sy-

nopsis ;
index

;

2S
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a. raised surface or board at which meals are par-
taken : hence an entertainment ; persons sitting

at table : the palm of the hand : to table is to

board ; live at the table : also to note down in a

table or catalogue :
' to turn the tables

'

is to

change the condition or fortune entirely : the

compounds are of obvious meaning : tablet is a

diminutive of table ; also a medicine in a square
form : tabular is set down in tables ; laminated :

tabulated, flat of surface.

Upon the castle hill there is a bagnio paved with

fair tables of marble. Sandys.

He was the writer of them in the tables of their

hearts. Hooker.

Give me some wine, fill full,

I drink to the general joy of the whole table.

Shakspeare.

What might you think,

If I had played the desk or table-book ? Id. Hamlet.

I never loved myself,
Till now, infixed, I beheld myself
Drawn in the flattering table of her eye.

Shakspeare.

We may again
Give to our tables meat, sleep to our nights.

Id.

I could have looked on him without admiration,

though the catalogue of his endowments had been

tabled by his side, and I to peruse him by items.

Id. Cymbeline.

Monsieur the nice,

When he plays at tables, chides the dice.

Shakspeare.

Let me
praise you while I have a stomach,

No, let it serve for table-talk,

Id. Merchant of Venice.

It hath been anciently in use to wear tablets of ar-

senick, or preservatives against the plague ;
as they

draw the venom to them from the spirits.
Bacon.

In clericals the keys are lined, and in college they
use to line the tablemen. Id. Natural History.

I will end with Odo holding master doctor's mule,

and Anne with her tablecloth. Camden'i Remaint.

All these true notes of immortality
In our heart's table we shall written find. Davies.

I have no images of ancestors

Wanting an ear or nose
;
no forged tables

Of long descents, to boast false honors from.

Ben Jonson.

Mistress of a fairer table

Hath not history nor fable. Id.

His Jalysus or Bacchus he so esteemed, that he

had rather lose all his father's images than that table.

Peacham.

We are in the world like men playing at tables
,

the chance is not in our power, but to play it, is ; and

when it is fallen, we must manage it as we can.

Taylor.
Nature wipes clean the table-book first, and then

pourtrays upon it what she pleaseth.
More against Atheism.

You will have no notion of delicacies, if you table

with them ; they are all for rank and foul feeding.
Felton .

If there is nothing else to discourage us, we may
safely come to the Lord's table, and expect to be

kindly entertained by him when we do. Kettlewell.

If it be thus, the tables would be turned upon me
;

but I should only fail in my vain attempt. Dryden.

Put into your table-book whatsoever you judge

worthy. Id.

His fate makes table-talk, divulged with scorn,

And lit; a jest into his grave is born. Id. Juvenal.

I prepared to pay, in verses rude,
A most detested act of ingratitude :

Ev'n this had been your elegy which now
Is offered for your health, the table of my vow.

Dryden.
It was by the authority of Alexander, that through

all Greece the young gentlemen learned before all

other things, to design upon tablets of boxen wood.
Id.

They that are honest would be arrant knaves if the

tables were turned. L'Estrange.
Children at a table never asked for any thing, but

contentedly took what was given them.

Locke on Education.

It might seem impertinent to have added a table to

a book of so small a volume, and which seems to be

itself but a table : but it may prove advantageous at

once to learn the whole culture of any plant.

Evelyn's Kalendar.
Nor hath the fruit in it any core or kernel ; and

differing from other apples, yet is a good table fruit.

Mortimer.

Many of the best diamonds are pointed with six

angles, and some tabulated or plain, and square.
Grew's Museum.

He improves by the table-talk, and repeats in tin;

kitchen what he learns in the parlour. Guardian.

This shuts them out from all table conversation

and the most agreeable intercourses.

Addison's Spectator.

Among the Romans, the judge or praetor granted
administration, not only according to the tables of the

testament, but even contrary to those tables.

Aylife's Parergon.
The pillared marble, and the tablet brass,

Mouldering, drop the victor's praise. Prior.

All the nodules that consist of one uniform sub-

stance were formed from a point, as the crusted ones,

nay, and most of the spotted ones, and indeed all

whatever except those that are tabular and plated.
Woodward on Fossils.

No fair adversary would urge loose table-talk in

controversy, and build serious inferences' upon what
was spoken but in jest. Atterburij.

There are books extant which the atheist must al-

low of as proper evidence
;
even the mighty volumes

of visible nature, and the everlasting tables of right
reason

; wherein, if they do not wilfully shut their

eyes, they may read their own folly written by the

finger of God in a much plainer and more terrible

sentence than Belshazzar's was by the hand upon the

wall. Bentley's Sermons.

The nymph the table spread,
Ambrosial cates, with nectar rosy red. Pope.

Nature's fair table-book, our tender souls,

We scrawl all o'er with old and empty rules

Stale memorandums of the schools.

Swift's Miscellany.

A TABLE is a moveable piece of furniture,

usually made of wood or stone, and supported
on pillars or feet, for the reception of things

placed on it.

TABLE, in mathematics, a system of numbers
calculated to be ready at hand for expediting as-

tronomical, geometrical, and other operations.

TABLES, LAWS OF THE TWELVE, were the first

set of laws of the Romans ;
thus called either

because the Romans then wrote with a style on

thin wooden tablets covered with wax; or rather

because they were engraved on tables or plates
of copper, to be exposed in the most noted part
of the public forum. After the expulsion of the

kings, as the Romans had no fixed system of
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law ample enough to take in the various cases

that might occur, they resolved to adopt the best

laws of the Greeks. One Hermodorus was ap-

pointed to translate them, and the decemviri

arranged them in ten tables. After much care

they were enacted and confirmed by the senate

and people, A. U. C. 303. In 304 they found

something wanting, which they supplied from
the laws of the kings, and from certain customs
which use had authorised ; all these being en-

graven on two other tables made the law of the

twelve tables so famous in the Roman jurispru-

dence, the source of the civil or Roman law.

TABLES OF THE LAW, in Jewish antiquity, two
tables on which was written the decalogue, or

ten commandments, given by God to Moses on
mount Sinai.

TABLE MOUNTAIN, a mountain of the CAPI:

OF GOOD HOPE colony, which see. Also a

mountain of the United States, in Pendleton

district, South Carolina, near the north-west bor-

der of the state, 3168 feet higher than the sur-

rounding country, and about 4000 above the

level of the sea. It presents on one side a tre-

mendous precipice of solid rock, about 900 feet

nearly perpendicular.

TA'BOR, n. s. kv.n. "|
Old Fr. tabourin,

TA'BORER, n. s. \
tabour. A small

TA'BORET, ! drum; adrum beaten

TABORINE', f with one stick to ac-

TABRERE, | company a pipe: to

TAB'RET. J strike as on a tabor

or lightly : laborer and tabrere are names of the

player on this instrument : taboret and taborine,

small kinds of tabors.

Wherefore didst thou steal away, that I might
have sent thee away with mirth and with tabret?

Gen. xxxi. 27.

And her maids shall lead her as with the voice of

doves, labouring upon their breasts. Nah. ii. 7.

I saw a shole of shepherds outgo,
Before them yode a lusty tabrere,

That to the merry hornpipe plaid,

Whereto they danced. Spenser's Pastorals.

Would I could see this labourer. Shakspeare.

Trumpeters,
With brazen din blast you the city's ear,

Make mingle with our rattling tabourines,

That heaven and earth may strike their sounds toge-

ther,

Applauding our approach.
Id. Antony and Cleopatra.

If you did but hear the pedlar at the door, you
would never dance again after a tabour and pipe.

Id. Winter's Tale.

Some blow the bagpipe up, that plays the country
round :

The tabour and the pipe some take delight to sound.

Drayton.

Morris dancers danced a maid marian, and a ta-

bour and pipe. Temple.

They shall depart the manor before him with

trumpets, tabourets, and other minstrelsy. Spectator.

TABOR, in ancient geography, a mountain of

Galilee, near Kadesh, about twelve miles from

Tiberias. It has the form of a sugar-loaf, in the

midst of an extensive plain, and is thirty stadia

in height. Josephus. The ascent is so easy that

one may ascend on horseback. On the top there

is a plain two miles in circumference. Flavius

Josephus, the historian and governor of Galilee,

caused the summit of this mountain, for tw
miles and a half, to be surrounded with walls.
The inhabitants of Tabor long braved the power
of the Roman armies ; but, being deprived of

water, they were forced to surrender to Placidius
the general of Vespasian. Several churches
and monasteries were built upon this mountain

by
St. Helen. Tabor was also the seat of a

bishop, dependent on the patriarch of Jerusalem.
When Godfrey of Bouillon seized on this moun-
tain, he repaired the ancient churches. Under
Baldwin I., in 1113, the Saracens retook Tabor.
It again fell into the hands of the Christians;
but the Catholic standard was by Saladin pulled
down the year after, and all the churches de-

stroyed. The Christians retook it in 1253, and
rebuilt them. Pope Alexander IV. granted Ta-
bor to the Templars who fortified it again. At

length, in the course of 1290, the sultan of Egypt
destroyed and laid waste the buildings of this

mountain which could never be repaired after-

wards; so that it is now uninhabited.

TABOR, a city given by the Zebulonites to the

Merarites. 1 Chron. vi. 77.

TABOR, a circle of Bohemia, bounded on tin

north by the circle of Czaslau, on the east by
Moravia, and on the south and west by the cir-

cle of Budweis. Its extentis 1270 square miles;

population nearly 160,000. Its soil is fertile,

and adapted both to tillage and pasturage. Ilen>

are manufactures of woollen, cotton, and linen ;

and the higher grounds contain productive
mines. Bohemian is the only language spoken.
TABOR, a town of Bohemia, the capital of a

circle, is situated on a hill, on the river Lusch-

nitz, eighty-eight miles west by north of Brunn,
and forty-nine south by east of Prague. It is

fortified, and naturally strong ;
but has been fre-

quently taken It contains 3800 inhabitants.

The Hussites called it llradistic Hory Tabor, or

the camp of Mount Tabor ; and as it was. their

capital they took from it the name of Taborites.

TABORITES, o/ THABORITES, in ecclesias-

tical history, were a branch or sect of the Hus-

sites, who, towards the beginning of the fifteenth

century, dividing into several parties, one of

them retired to a little mountain or rock, situate

in Bohemia, fifteen leagues from Prague, and

there put themselves under the conduct of Ziska.

They now built a fort or castle, and a regular

city, which they called Tabor or Thabor, either

from the general word thabor, which in the Scla-

vonic language signifies castle ; or from the

mountain Tabor, mentioned in Scripture ; and

hence they became denominated Thaborites.

The other party were denominated Calixtins.

The Taborites demanded the erection of a new

church and hierarchy, in which Christ alone

should reign, and all things should be carried on

by a divine direction and impulse. In main-

taining these demands, some of their leaders

went so far as to natter themselves with the chi-

merical notion, that Christ would descend in

person upon earth, armed with fire and sword,

to extirpate heresy, and purify the church. This

enthusiastic class of Hussites alone, Mosheim

says, we are to look upon as accountable for all

tho^e acts of violence which are too indiscrimi-

nately laid to the charge of the Hussites in gene-
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nil, and to their two leaders, Ziska and Proco-

pius, in particular. After the time of the coun-

cil of Basil, in 1433, which endeavoured, though
without success, to reconcile the Taborites with

the Roman pontiff, they began to review their

religious tenets, and their ecclesiastical disci-

pline, with a design to render them more perfect.
This review, conducted with great prudence and

impartiality, gave a rational aspect to the religion
of this sect, who withdrew themselves from the

war with Sigismund, in which they were engaged,
abandoned the doctrines, which, upon serious

examination, they found to be inconsistent with

the genius and spirit ofthe gospel, and banished

from their communion all those whose disorder-

ed brains or licentious manners might expose
them to reproach. The Taborites, thus new-

modelled, were the same with those Bohemian
brethren (or Picards, i. e. Beghards, as their ad-

versaries call them) who joined Luther and his

successors at the Reformation, and of whom
there are at this day many of the descendants

and followers iu Poland and other countries.

Mosh. Eccl. Hist. vol. iii.

TABOUROT (Stephen), a French poet, born

at Dijon in 1549. He was king's advocate in

the parliament of Dijon; and was a man of ge-

nius, hut addicted to trifles; and his poetry was
licentious agreeably to the taste of the times. He
published Les Bigarrures, Paris, 1582; and Les

Touches, Paris, 1585 ; with some other pieces ;

in all of which he assumed the whimsical title

of Lord of Accords. He died July 24th, 156!,

aged forty-six.

TABHACA, an ancient sea-port town of

Africa, near Hippo. It was made a Roman
colony. The forests abounded with monkeys..
Plin. v. 3.

TACAMAHAC, or TACAMAHACA, in phar-

macy, a solid resin, improperly called a gum in

the shops. It exudes from a species of poplar,
and is in repute for mitigating pains and aches,
and is also reckoned a vulnerary. See MATERIA
MEDICA.

TACARIGUA,alarge lake of South America,
in theprovince of Venezuela, not to be confounded
with the lake of Valencia, to which the Indians

give the same name. This lake is in fact a bay,

except that a bar of quicksand frequently cuts

off its communication with the sea. Its form is

circular. It measures about seven leagues from
the sea on the north-east, to its deepest recess on
the south-east, and abounds in all kinds of sea

fish. It is particularly remarkable for the great
number of alligators which are seen in it.

TACCA, in botany, a genus of plants belong-

ing to the class of dodecandria and order of tri-

gynia. The flower is above. The corolla has

six petals, and is vaulted. The calyx is hexa-

phyllous; the fruit a dry, angular, three-celled

berry. There is only one species ; viz. T. pin-
natifida.

TACFARINAS, a Numidian, who, after serv-

ing some time in the Roman legions, became a

general in his own country, and commanded an

army against its conquerors in the reign of Ti-

beriu*. Tac. Ann. n.

TACHA. See TACHAV.

, an island in the Nile, near

Thebais. The Egyptians held one-half of it, and
the /Ethiopians the other, llerodot. ii.

TACHE', n.s. From tack. Any thing taken
hold of; a catch ; a loop ; a button.

Make fifty taches of gold, and couple the curtains

together with the inches. Eiod. xxvi. 6.

TA'CIT, adj. }
Fr. taclte; Lat. tad-

TA'CITLY, adv. >tus. Silent; implied;
TACITURN'ITY, n.s. J not expressed by words:

the adverb corresponding : taciturnity, habitual

silence.

The secretest of natures

Have not more gift in taciturnity. Shakspeare.
As there are formal and written leagues respective

to certain enemies, so is there a natural and tacit con-
federation amongst all men against the common ene-

my of human society, pirates. Bacon's Holy War.
Some women have some taciturnity,

Some nunneries some grains of chastity.
Donne.

In elective governments there is a tacit covenant,
that the king of their own making shall make his

makers princes. L'Estrange.

Captiousness not only produces misbecoming ex-

pressions and carriage, but is a tacit reproach of

some incivility. Locke.

Vhile they are exposing another's weaknesses,

they are tacitly aiming at their own commendations.
Addison .

Indulgence to the vices of men can never be tacitli/

implied, since they are plainly forbidden in scripture.

Rrgers't Sermons.

Too great loquacity, and too great taciturnity by
fits. Arbnthnot.'

TACITA, in the Roman mythology, the god-
dess of Silence. King Numa Pompilius paid
particular veneration to her.

TACITUS (Caius Cornelius), a celebrated

Roman historian, and one of the greatest men of

his time, born about A. U. C. 809. He applie.l
himself early to the bar, in which he gained lu<jh

reputation. Having married the daughter of

Agricola, the road to public honors was open to

him under Vespasian and Titus
;
but during the

sanguinary tyranny of Domitian, he and his friend

Pliny retired from public affairs. The reign of

Nerva restored these luminaries of literature to

Rome, and Tacitus was engaged, in 850, to pro-
nounce the funeral oration of the venerable Vir-

ginius Rufus, the colleague of the emperor in the

consulship, and afterwards succeeded him as

consul A. D. 97. It is supposed that he died
in the end of the reign of Trajan. His works
which remain are, 1. Five books of his History.
2. His Annals. 3. A Treatise on the Different

Nations who then Inhabited Germany. 4. The
Life of Agricola. 5. A Treatise on Eloquence.
No ancient author has obtained a more splendid
reputation than Tacitus. Kings, princes, and
authors of all ranks have read and admired him,

though a spirit of liberty runs through his whole
works. Never were description and sentiment
so beautifully blended, nor the actions and cha-

racters of men delineated with such precision ;

in short he has all the merits of other author*

without their defects. There have been five trans-

lations of his works into English.
TACITVS (M. Claudius), an excellent emperor

of Rome, who succeeded Aurelian A. D. 275
See ROME.
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TACK, v. a. Breton tocher. See ATTACH.

To fasten to any thing; join; unite: to hold tack

is to last ; hold out.

Martilmas beefe doth bear good tacke,

Wnen countrey folke do dainties lacke. Tusser.

There's but a shirt and a half in all my company ;

and the half shirt is two napkins tacked together, and
thrown over the shoulders like a herald's coat without

sleeves. Shakspeare.
Of what supreme almighty power

Is thy great arm, which spans the east and west,

And tacks the centre to the sphere ! Herbert.

If this twig be made of wood
That will hold tack, I'll make the fur

Fly 'bout the ears of that old cur. Hudibras.

True freedom you have well defined :

But living as you list, and to your mind,
And loosely tacked, all must be left behind.

Dryden.
I lacked two plays together for the pleasure of va-

riety . Id.

At each tack our little fleet grows less,

And, like maimed fowl, swim lagging on the main.

Id.

Frame so as to be covered with the hair-cloth, or a

blanket tacked about the edges. Mortimer.

The symmetry of clothes fancy appropriates to the

wearer, tachiny them to the body as if they belonged
to it. Grew.

They serve every turn that shall be demanded, in

hopes of getting somecommendam tacked to their sees,

to the great discouragement of the inferior clergy.

Swift.

TACK, v. n. Probably from tackle. To turn a

ship.
This verseriam they construe to be the compass,

which is better interpreted the rope that turns the

ship ;
as we say, makes it tack about.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

Seeing Holland fall into closer measures with us

and Sweden, upon the triple alliance, they have

tacked some points nearer France. Temple.
On either side they nimbly tack,

Both strive to intercept and guide the wind.

Dryden.

They give me signs
To tack about, and steer another way. Addison.

TACK, in ship-building, a rope used to confine

the foremost lower corners of the courses and

stay-sails in a fixed position when the wind

crosses the ship's course obliquely; also the rope

employed to pull out the lower corner of a stud-

ding-sail or driver to the extremity of its boom.

The mainsail and foresail of a ship are furnished

with a tack on each side, which is formed of a

thick rope tapering to the end, and, having a

knot wrought upon the largest end by which it

is firmly retained in the clue of the sail. One
tack is thus always fastened to the windward, at

the same time that the sheet extends the sail to

the leeward.

TACK is also applied by analogy to that part
of any sail to which the tack is usually fastened.

A ship is said to be on the starboard or larboard

tack when she is close hauled, with the wind upon
the starboard or larboard side ; and in this sense

the distance which she sails in that position is

considered as the length of the tack ; although
this is more frequently called BOARD. See that

article.

To TACK is to change the course from one

board to another, or turn the ship about from

the starboard to the larboard tack, in a contrary
wind. Thus a ship being close hauled on the
larboard tack, and turning her prow suddenly to

windward, receives the impression of the wind
on her head-sails, by which she falls off upon
the line of the starboard tack. Tacking is also

used, in a more enlarged sense, to imply that

manoeuvre in navigation by which a ship makes
an oblique progression to the windward in a

zigzag direction. This, however, is more usually
called beating or turning to windward. See NA-
VAL TACTICS, NAVIGATION, and SAILING.

TAC'KLE,
n.s.-)

Welsh tacel; Belg. luc-

TAC'KLED, adj. >ckel, a rope; Isl. tang. An
TACK'LING, n. s. J arrow : all the instruments

of sailing in a ship : tackled is, made of ropes ;

tacked together : tackling, a synonyme of tackle.

The takil smote, and in it went. Chaucer.

After at sea a tall ship did appear,
Made all of heben and white ivory,
The sails of gold, of silk the tackle were,

Mild was the wind, calm seemed the sea to be.

Spenser.

My man shall

Bring thee cords, made like a tackled stair,

Which to the high top-gallant of my joy
Must be my convoy in the secret tight. Shakspeare.

Tackliny, as sails and cordage, must be foreseen

and laid up in store. Bacon's Advice to Villiers.

They wondered at their ships and their tacklings.
Abbot.

As for tackle, the Boeotians invented the oar; Dae-

dalus, and his son Icarus, the masts and sails.

Heylin.
A stately ship

With all her bravery on, and tackle trim,

Sails filled, and streamers waving,
Courted by all the winds that hold them play.

Milton.

She to her tackle fell,

And on the night let fall a peal
Of blows so fierce, and pressed so home,
That he retired. Hudibras.

I will furnish him with a rod, if you will furnish

him with the rest of the tackling, and make him a

fisher. Walton.

Ere yet the tempest roars,

Stand to your lade, mates, and stretch your oars.

Dryden.

Being at work without catching any thing, he re-

solved to take up his tacfe/eand be gone. L'Estrange.

Red sheets of lightning o'er the seas are spread ;

Our tacking yield, and wrecks at last succeed.

Garth.

If he drew the figure of a ship there was not a rope

among the tackle that escaped him.

Addison's Spectator.

TACQUET (Andrew), a Jesuit of Antwerp,
who nourished in the seventeenth century. lie

was a most laborious writer in mathematics ;

and published a Treatise on Astronomy, an edi-

tion of Euclid, and many other tracts. His

works were collected and printed at Antwerp
in one large volume, folio, 1669. He died m
1660.

TACTICS, n s. Gr. rajcriKJj. The art ( f

ranging men in the field of battle.

When Tully had read the tacticks, he was thinking

on the bar, which was his field of battle. Dryden.

TACTICS, MILITARY AND NAVAL, in their ge-

neral acceptation, relate to those evolutions,

manoeuvres, and position.-;,
which constituU! tin 1
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main spring of military and naval finesse : they
are the means whereby discipline is made to sup-

port the operations of a campaign, and are, in

every regular service, studied for the purpose of

training all the component parts according to

one regular plan or system ; whereby celerity,

precision, and strength, are combined, and the

whole rendered completely efficient.

The Greeks were skilful in this part of the

military art ; having public professors of it, call-

ed tactici, who taught and instructed their youth.
We have an account of the progress of this art

among them in Thucydides, Xenophon, and

Polybius. ^.lian also hath a particular book on
this subject ;

and there is a great deal of it in

Arrian, in his History of Alex. M. and in Mau-
ritius, and Leo Imperator. But the Romans

may be considered the first nation whose mili-

tary array could be termed regular, and whose
forces maintained that order which rendered

each inferior individual subject to the control of

certain subaltern officers commanding small

bodies, corresponding with our sections
; which

being again compacted, under officers of a second

class, formed small divisions, as in our platoons,
or companies; and which divisions, being col-

lected under a third class of officers, constituted

what we term battalions. The soldiers of ancient

Italy were not only inured to great hardships, as

a part of their usual exercise, but were taught

many evolutions suited to the modes of warfare

in those days. Time has occasioned a consider-

able .change in that particular ; for, since the in-

vention of gunpowder, our battles have frequent-

ly been decided by distant cannonades : and by
no means resemble those arduous conflicts in

which the heroes of old used to engage, indivi-

dually contending for the day, and causing the

whole field to resemble an infinity of single com-
bats. In this practice all barbarous nations seem

uniformly to agree : the sword, the tomahawk,
the club,&c., being the chief instruments ; though
in some instances the javelin, or spear, or the

bow and arrow, may be primarily resorted to.

Hence such warfare is far more sanguinary than

that carried on with fire arms ; which rarely do
much execution, unless when aided by artillery,

and then only when at such distances as to be
within reach of case shot. It will no doubt sur-

prise most of our readers, but; it is strictly true,

that, taking the average quantity of musket am-
munition expended, as a sum to be divided by
the number of killed and wounded, not more
than one shot in fifty will be found to take ef-

fect. Thus, after a battalion of 1000 men may
have fired twenty rounds per man, making in all

20,000 discharges of musketry, they will have

made terrible havoc if 400 of the enemy be dis-

abled. Hence we find that the great features

in decisive actions are few indeed ; and they

depend chiefly on tactics. Thus where a large
force is brought to bear upon any particular

point, while the enemy is kept in ignorance as

to the object in view ; or where certain aclvant-

Hges of locality are gained, merely by dint of su-

perior science in the art of conducting troops by
the shortest means, and in the greatest order; or

where by certain evolutions a small force is made
to supply the purpose of a larger, or to resist,

independently of entrenchments, &c., a more
numerous body : all these evince the presence of

the man of tactics, and qualify him for the de-

signation of an able general.
We have also another branch, which is in a

degree secondary, because it depends greatly on
the success of the former

; namely, the arrange-

ment, or disposition, of a line, in such manner
as may allow each description of force to act

with effect ;
this can be done only when the na-

ture of the service to be performed is suited to

the nature of the troops by which it is to be at-

tempted. In this we necessarily mean to restrict

the operations of infantry to storming parties,

cavalry to champaign operations, and artillery
to situations where it can be duly protected,
while rendering essential service. Hence the

able tactician always arranges his force in such

manner as to allow each to perform its duty
without interfering with the evolutions of any
other class ; and, in what is called manoeuvring
his army, never fails to estimate the distances,
and the time in which each may execute the as-

signed duty ;
so that the whole may coincide

with one great intention, and insure success by
the accurate execution of its respective functions ;

were it to be otherwise, the whole must be sub-

ject to disorder; one failure often leading to the

most serious consequence ; the same as is caused

by the want of a cog, or tooth, of any wheel in a

piece of machinery. From this it may be seen

how great a superiority that commander must

possess who, by means of this science, fully

comprehends the most ready arrangement of

troops, where change of position becomes neces-

sary ;
and who has, in the first instance, so dis-

posed them as to be able to make those changes

(even under the disadvantages ever attendant

upon such necessity) with celerity, and in good
order.

TACTICS, NAVAL, relate to those operations, in

the management of a vessel, which enable her to

attain any particular object, such as reaching a

port, avoiding danger, gaining an advantage over

an enemy, &c. In a more extended sense, they
denote those manoeuvres, stratagems, and decep-

tions, employed by the commander of a fleet, for

the purpose of gaining a weather-gage, cutting

off any part of a line, or attacking any particular

portion thereof, in such manner as may either

defeat the views of a hostile fleet, or subject it to

loss and discomfiture. The old system of tactics

in this, as well as in the military branch, was bur-

dened with ceremonies, and with received opi-

nions, which were held to be inviolable : the

difference of one or two ships in favor of the

enemy, was considered a sufficient excuse for a

variety of precautions generally amounting to

forbearance from engaging the superior power;
and, although we certainly can count a number
of gallant exploits performed by our fleets when

somewhat inferior to the enemy, it has been re-

served for latter times to exhibit what could be

done by the British navy, even when opposed to

nearly double their own force. This wonderful

change was introduced by Rodney ; who, in the

year 1782, engaged the French fleet under count

de Grasse ; when, by boldly cutting off a part of

its rear, he compelled nearly half the enemy's
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force to surrender; the rest sought their safety French ships of the line an escape
in flight. Since that date admiral Jervis, by a tirely from the manoeuvres of the firitish'admlral-
skilful manoeuvre, cut off a large portion of a whereby he fully convinced the French that aSnariten Hppt noar I .'ir^o xt- \/mst<tt 7 /
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Spanish fleet, near Cape St. Vincent's (whence
the peerage bestowed on him received its desig-
nation) ; but the late lord Nelson appears most

conspicuous in that mode of attack which, in

general, secured a victory. The battle of the
Nile was doubtless a master-piece of tactical

science; it merits notice from its simplicity,
and, if we may be so bold as to use the term,
its infallibility. The manoeuvre he used was, to

throw two of his ships upon every one of the

weathermost of the enemy's line, by causing his

large force was at hand. The present unparal-
leled state of

discipline, throughout our navy,
would, of itself, give us the command of the
ocean

; but we are greatly indebted, at the same
time, to an excellent code of signals, both for
the day and the night, whereby every operation
and manoeuvre may be directed with readiness
and

perspicuity.
When orders are given to clear ship for action,

the boatswain and his mates whistle, and call at
the various hatchways, to warn all who are be-

fleet to divide as it approached them; conse- tween decks; the hammocks, or beds, are instantly
quently including each French ship between two unhooked, packed, and sent on deck, to be put
of ours. The residue, which were moored in a into the nettings on the waist, forecastle, quarters,
line a-head, fully expected to see ours range up poop, &c., where they serve as an excellent de-
their whole length, and oppose ship to ship.

They saw their error when it was too late ; being
to leeward, it was impossible for them to render

efficient aid, and they fell in detail ; with the

exception of a very small portion, which escaped
by putting out to sea, whither we were not in a

condition to follow with any hopes of overtaking
them.

In the battle of Trafalgar, in which the im-
mortal Nelson quitted his earthly frame, the

combined fleets were drawn up in the form of a

crescent, and awaited our attack, which was
made in a double column, apparently bearing
down upon their centre. This novel mode of

coming into action kept the enemy completely in

suspense ; it threatened every part of their line.

If our two columns had turned the same way,
they would have been able to do infinite damage
in that quarter, before the other wing of the ene-

my could come up to succor their overpowered
friends : if the two columns should cut through
the centre, they must destroy it, and effectually

separate the two wings, so as to leave them ig-

norant of each others fate. Such was the fact :

the enemy, though superior in numbers, lost no
less than nineteen sail of the line.

Perhaps nothing can place a fleet in a more

dangerous state, and render it less able to resist

an attack, than making sail before the wind, in a

line of battle a-head, to avoid a pursuing enemy.
In such a case, whenever the rear of that line

can be brought to action, it becomes subject to

an accumulating force, in consequence of the

pursuing fleet thickening upon it ; while the van

of its own line, being to leeward, must make

many tacks, or at least two long ones, before it

can succor its rear. The disadvantage must be

very great even if all the ships, on both sides,

sail upon an exact equality ; but,as that is never

the case, many of the flying ships will be proba-

bly driven completely to leeward, and never be

able to afford the smallest assistance. Yet

British seamen, even when compelled to retire

before a very superior force, generally manage,

by somft well-contrived device, to intimidate

their pursuers, or to put on so good a face as to

fence against musketry. While some of the
seamen are thus employed between deck,, others
are aloft securing the yards in chain slings, so as
to prevent them from falling when the haul-yards
may be severed by cannon shot; materials for

repairing the rigging are also placed in readi-

ness ; shot plugs, for stopping holes, near or

under the surface of the water, are dispensed ;

and every attention is paid to ascertain that the

pumps are in order, so as to clear the hold in case

of leaks. The decks are cleared of every in-

cumbrance, by the removal of chests, &c., into

the hold ; the various gun tackles are inspected ;

and all the necessary implements, such as pon-
der ladles, worms, rammers, sponges, &c., are

duly supplied. All being ready, the surgeon
and his mate, together with the chest of medi-

cines, instruments, bandages, &c., are prepared
in the cock pit ;

that is, down the hatchway,
below the ordinary reach of the enemy's shot.

The officers and men repair to their posts, the

powder room is opened, the hatches are all laid,

the marines drawn up on the forecastle, quarter-

deck, and poop, the guns are run out and level-

led, and the courses (that is, the lower sails) are

clued up, to prevent their being set on fire by
the discharges from the cannon

;
also to render

the ship more manageable.
The greatest attention is always paid to tak-

ing a good aim before a gun is fired ;
that every

shot may hit some part of the enemy's hull ; the

nearer to the water's edge the better. The cap-

tain, master, purser, &c., remain on deck to fight

the ship, and to note down all occurrences,

while the signal master attends to and answers

whatever signals may be thrown out of the com-

mander of the fleet, or division. It is ever a

primary object to place the ship in such a posi-

tion as may annoy the enemy most; yet, at the

same moment, evade his principal
defences:

this is best done by laying diagonally upon her

quarter, or bow, and especially across her stern,

so as to rake her fore and aft ; whereby her guns

will soon be dismounted, and the men driven

from their quarters.
This description of the

manner in which the battle is carried on by eacli

convince them of the dear price at which the vie- ship will serve as an illustration of the whole;

tory is to be bought. Of this we cannot quote a but it may be necessary to add that the dispo-

more appropriate instance than the escape of five sition of a fleet must be suited to the position

s.nl of our ships, under the command of admiral the adversary may have assumed. When an

Cornwallis, from no less than nineteen sail of enemy opposes a direct line, opposite 'o thai
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his own fleet, the admiral rarely does more than

make the signal for line of battle abreast, per-

haps a cable's length asunder, thus coming at

once to close engagement, ship opposed to ship,
or rather the two fleets intermixed alternately,
their heads laying different ways : if they should

pass each other, it is usual to put about, and
resume the engagement in the same manner.

When the enemy bear down in a line a-head, it

is customary to receive them in the same manner,
to prevent their cutting off a part of the line ;

this depends greatly on the direction of the

wind ; but, if it be on the beam, that is full on

the side, or in any direction affording the means
of aiding your van, without delay, by a press of

sail, such a mode of attack will subject the

enemy to have his own line cut, as was done by
Rodney; or doubled upon, as in the battle of the

Nile.

During an engagement, as the courses are

commonly hauled up, the top-gallant sails and

stay-sails are also furled. The movement of

each ship is chiefly regulated by the main and

fore-top sails, and the jib, reserving the mizen to

fill, or to be thrown a-back, as an aid, either to

accelerate the ship, or as a check to prevent her

passing the enemy. The frigates, tenders, and
other small vessels generally lay to, or hover
about in the rear, to repeat signals, or to aid

crippled ships. These, not being considered as

ships of the line, are not attacked, except by
vessels of their own class; therefore, when a

fleet is not well manned, it is common to take

all the spare hands from such to assist on board
the fighting ships. When a fleet is superior in

numbers, it is proper to keep some of them in

reserve, stationing them behind the weaker parts
of the line to succor such as may, by the loss

of masts, &c., become unmanageable, and to

take advantage of any opportunity to chase, and

lay aboard of whatever of the enemy's ships

may quit the line for the purpose of escap-
ing. In order to observe what is going on, the

admiral generally removes to some frigate, on
board which he hoists his flag; near him should

be some of the best sailing cutters, brigs, &c.,
to convey orders which could not be accurately
delivered by signal, or by telegraph.

Boarding is most commonly resorted to by
privateers, in their attacks upon merchant ves-

sels ; but among ships of the line is rarely prac-
tised. Our commanders are perhaps more for-

ward than those of any other nation, except the

Turks, in this kind of enterprise, which is re-

plete with hazard. The best mode of boarding,

especially if there be any swell, is to keep on
the enemy's weather quarter ; now and then, if

the sailing of your ship will allow yawing, so as

to throw your tire into her stern : when, by this

means, you have done any execution, it will be

proper to pass close under the enemy's stern,

raking her fore and aft with your guns double

shotted, and then lay her aboard upon her lee

beam, having your tops well manned to fire

upon the enemy's decks, on which also grenades,
stink pots, fire balls, &c., should be discharged.

Having grappled the ship to your adversary's
chains, your boarders jump into her, under the

cover of the fire of your small arms. In case

of repulse, the attack to leeward is most favor

able to the retreat of your men ; besides, it is

far easier to cast off from the enemy, than it

would be if you were to windward of her.

The writers on naval tactics have been but

few, indeed, considering the importance of the

subject ; and the only countries that have pro-
duced writers on this subject, so far as we know,
are France and Britain, particularly the former.

One would be led to imagine that Britain, from
its insular situation, having bred so great a num-
ber of excellent seamen, and having so often

been engaged in naval contests, would naturally
have produced a number of writers on this, as

well as on subjects of much less consequence
to it as a nation. The reader will, however, no
doubt be surprised to hear, that till lately we had

only the treatise on naval tactics, entitled An
Essay on Naval Tactics, 8cc., by John Clerk,

esq., of Elden, near Edinburgh; most of the

other treatises published in Britain on this sub-

ject being either translations from the French, or

remarks upon the French authors. Some of the

principal French treatises on naval tactics are

the following : 1 . L'Art des Armees Navales, ou
Traite des Evolutions Navales, par Paul L'Hoste,
1 vol. folio, printed at Lyons, 1727. This book
was translated and published by Christopher

O'Bryen, esq., in 4to., in 1762. 2. Tactique

Navale, ou Traite" des Evolutions et des Sig-

naux, par M. le Viscompte de Morogues, 4to.,

Paris, 1763. 3. Le Manceuvrier, par M. Bourde
de Villehuet. 4. L'Art de Guerre en Mer, ou

Tactique Navale, &c., par M. le Viscompte de
Grenier. Translations of the two last have ap-

peared in English in 4to., in 1788, under the

name of the Chevalier de Sauseuil ;
and a trans-

lation of parts of the three last is in the second

volume of the Elements and Practice of Rig-

ging and Seamanship, published at London in

1794. Other books on evolutions and tactics

are Theorie de la Manoeuvre des Vaisseaux,

Paris, 1689. Pilot's Theory of working Ships

applied to Practice, &c., translated by Stone,
1743. De la Manoeuvre des Vaisseaux, ou

Traite 'e Mechanique et de Dynamique, &c.,

par M. Bouguer. The British Mars, &c., by
William Flexney, 1763. A Sea Manual, by Sir

Alexander Schomberg, 1789. A View of the

Naval Force of Great Britain, &e., by an Officer

of Rank, 1791; and the ingenious treatise on

Naval Tactics by captain Hamstead.

TACTILE, adj. Fr. tactile; Lat. tactilis,

tactum. Susceptible of touch.

At this proud yielding word
She on the scene her tactile sweets presented.

Beaumont's Psyche.
We have iron, sounds, light, figuration, tactile

qualities ; some of a more active, some of a more

passive nature. Hale.

TACUNGA, a province of Quito, bounded

east by the valley of Vicioso, north by the pro-
vince of Quito, north-west by that of Esmeraldas

and also Guayaquil, south-west by that of Chim-

bo, and south by that of Ambato. It is twenty-
one leagues long from east to west, and fourteen

wide from north to south; and of a cold tempera-

ture, but abounds in pasturage. It produces
also wheat, barley, and rye, and wools of many



kinds. It likewise abounds throughout with

nitre. Tacunga, the capital, is situated in an
extensive plain to the south of Quito, near the

Cordillera of the Andes.

TADCASTER, a market-town of Barkstone-

Ash wapentake, west-riding of York, situate

on the river Wharfe, over which is a good stone

bridge, nine miles S.S.W. of York, and 187
north by west from London. The town is neat,

well-built, and pleasant. Besides the church,
here is a free grammar-school, a hospital, and
some charity-schools. It was anciently a Roman
station, called Calcaria. The neighbourhood

produces much limestone. Market on Thursday.
Fairs, the last Wednesday in April, May, Sep-
tember, and October. It is a vicarage.
TADMOR. See PALMYRA.

TAD'POLE, n. s. Sax. tab, toad, and pola,
a young one. A young shapeless frog or toad.

I'll broach the tadpole on my rapier's point.
>

Shakspeare.
Poor Tom eats the toad and the tadpole. Id.

A black and round substance began to dilate, and
after a while the head, the eyes, the tail, to be dis-

cernible, and at last become what the ancients called

gyrinus, we a porwigle or tadpole.
Browne's Vulgar Errours.

The result is not a perfect frog, but a tadpole,

without any feet, and having a long tail to swim
with. Kay.

TJENARIA, festivals held in honor of Nep-
tune at Tsenarus.

Tj^ENARUS, a promontory of Laconia, the

most southern point of the Morea, where Nep-
tune had a temple. It is now called Matapan.
It had a large and deep cavern, whence issued a

black unwholesome vapor (probably fixed air, or

carbonic acid gas), whence the poets feigned that

it was one of the entrances to hell, through which

Hercules dragged the triple-headed infernal dog
Cerberus up to the earth. Pausanias says that

this cavern was the resort of a large serpent
whose bite was mortal, and which Hercules

killed and carried to Eurystheus ;
and that this

gave rise to the story of his chaining the dog
of hell.

TJENARUS, a town of Laconia, forty stadia from

the cape, famous for beautiful green marble.

T^NARUS, a son of Neptune who gave name
to the cape, town, and festivals.

T^NIA, in architecture, a member of the

Doric capital resembling a square fillet, serving
instead of a cymatium, being made fast to a

capital below the tri glyphs, whereof it seems

the base.

TJENIA, in entomology, the tape-worm, a genus
of animals belonging to the class of vermes and
order intestina. The body is long, depressed,
and jointed like a chain, and contains a mouth
and viscera in each joint. According to Gmelin
there are ninety-two species; all which inhabit

the intestines of various animals, particularly of

quadrupeds. The tamia appears destined to feed

on such juices of animals as are already animal-

ised, and is therefore most commonly found in

the alimentary canal, and in the upper part,
where there is the greatest abundance of chyle ;

for chyle seems to be the natural food of the tac-

nia. As it is thus supported by food which is

already digested, it is destitute of the complicated

3 TAP

organs of digestion. Seven species are pecaliat
to man. See ENTOMOLOGY.
T^ENIAS, a part of lake Mceotis. Strabo.

TAENSA, a town and settlement of West
Florida, on

(

the east channel of the Mobile, on
the side of an ancient Indian town. The wax
tree abounds near it See MYRICA.
TAF, or TAAFFE, a river of Wales, which

rises among the hills in Brecknockshire, from
two sources, forming two streams, the Greater
and Lesser Taf, which unite their waters below
the village of Coed-y Cymmer, on their entrance
into Glamorganshire ; and thence proceed by
Merthyr Tydvil. About twelve miles below this

town it receives the Bangoid Taf, a mountain
stream which flows into it from the eastward,
Lower down it is joined by the Cynou from the

west, and a few miles lower by the two Khonddas.
It then proceeds nearly southwards by Llandaff,
and afterwards by Cardiff, towards the southern

sea, which it enters in the small bay of Pinarth.
In dry weather the Taf contains little water; but
is a handsome stream when swollen by the land

floods, and navigable for small craft as far as

Cardiff. Over this river the noted bridge of

Pont-y-Prydd is built.

TAF'FETA, n. s. Fr. and Span, ta/elas. A
thin silk ; flimsy talk.

All hail, the richest beauties on the earth !

Beauties no richer than rich taffata. Sfuiksjieurc.

Never will I trust to speeches penned ;

Tttjfata phrases, silken terms precise,
Three piled hyperboles. Id. Love's Labour Lost.

Some think that a considerable diversity of colours

argues an equal diversity of nature ; but 1 am not of

their mind, for not to mention the changeable tajj'ety,

whose colours the philosophers call not real, but ap-
parent. Boyle on Cotoun.

TAFFETA, or TAFFETY, in commerce, a fine

smooth silken stuff, remarkably glossy. There
are taffeties of all colors, some plain and others

striped with gold, silver, &c., others checquered,
others flowered, 8cc., according to the fancy 01

the workmen.
TAFFI (Andrew), an eminent Italian artist,

born at Florence in 1213. Having learned the

art of designing in Mosaic from some Greek
artists employed in decorating the church of St.

Mark in Venice, the chief of whom was Apollo-
nius, he introduced it into Italy. His chief work
is a Mosaic piece of our Saviour dead in a chapel
at Florence. He died in 1294.

TAFILELT, a large district to tne south-east

of the Atlas chain, and tributary to the empire of

Morocco. It consists of a vast single plain,

presenting an unvaried surface, traversed by two

rivers running in opposite directions, one of

which loses itself in the desert of Angad, the

other in the sands of the Sahara. Brackish

water is every where found at the depth of twelve

feet. The inhabitants live in a patriarchal man-

ner, and are said to be remarkably honest.

Dates are the chief produce and wealth. A great

number of Shereefs, who boast of themselves as

the descendants of Mahomet, live here. Sigil-

messa was once the chief place, but the town

called Tafilelt has now supplanted it. The pro-
vince is stated by Jackson to contain 650,000
inhabitants.
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TAG, n. s. & v. a. Isl. tag, the point of a lace ;

Goth, and Swed. tagg. A point put to the end

of a string ; any thing paltry and mean : to fit

any thing with a tag ; to join (probably for tack).

If tag and rag be admitted, learned and unlearned,

it is the fault of some, not of the law. Whitgift.
Will you hence

Before the tag return, whose rage doth rend

Like interrupted waters ! Sliukspeare. Cariolanus,

The tow-rag people did not clap him and hiss him.

Shakspeare.

They feed on ing worms and lugges. Carew.

There are other worms
;
as the marsh and tagtail.

Walton.

His courteous host

Tags every sentence with some fawning word,
Such as my king, my prince, at least my lord.

Dryden.
'Tis tagged with rhyme, like Berecynthian Atys,

The mid-part chimes with art, which never flat is.

Id.

He invited tag, rag, and bob-tail, to the wedding.

L'Estrange.

Compelled by you to lay in rhimes

The common slanders of the times. Swift.

Resistance, and the succession of the house of

Hanover, the whig writers perpetually tag together.
Id. Miscellanies.

TAGANROG, a town of the south-east of

European Russia, in the government of Eka-

terinoslav, near the north-west extremity of the

sea of Azoph, fortified by Peter the Great. It

stands on the cliff of a lofty promontory, con-

taining 6000 inhabitants ; and, being the staple

of all the mercantile intercourse between the in-

terior of Russia and foreign countries, through
the medium of the Don, its traffic is extensive.

TAGARA, a city of ancient India, the metro-

polis of a large district called Ariaca, which com-

prehended the greatest part of the Subah of Au-

rengabad and the south part of Concan. Arrian

says that it was situated about ten days' journey
to the east of Pultanah; which, according to the

rate of travelling in that country with loaded

carts, might be about 100 British miles. This

fixes its situation at Deoghir, a place of great

antiquity, and famous through all India on ac-

count of the pagodas of Elousa. It is now called

Dowlat-abad.

TAGES, in the mythology, a son of Genius

and grandson of Jupiter, who first taught the

Etrurians augury. He was found by a Tuscan

ploughman in the form of a clod, and immediately
assumed a human shape to teach them augury.
Cicero. Had this divine clod taught them agri-

culture instead of augury it would have been a

better allegory.

TAGETES, marigold, in botany, a genus of

plants belonging to the class of syngenesia and

order of polygamia superflua; and in the natural

system ranging under the forty-ninth order, corn-

posits. The receptacle is naked; the pappus
consists of five erect awns or beards ; the calyx

fs monophyllous, quinquedentate, and tubular
;

and there are four persistent
florets of the ray.

There are three species; viz. 1. T. erecta, the

African marigold, is a native of Mexico, but has

been cultivated in British gardens since 1596.

It has a stem subdivided and spreading. There

are many varieties : 1. Pale yellow, or brimstone

color, with single, double, and fistulous flowers.

2. Deep yellow, with single, double, anJ fistu-

lous flowers. 3. Orange-colored, with mgle,

double, and fistulous flowers. 4. Middling Afri-

can, with orange-colored flowers. 5. Sweet-
scented African. These are all very subject to

vary; so that unless the seeds are very carefully
saved from the finest flowers they are apt to

degenerate : nor should the same seeds be too

long sown in the same garden. Those who wish
to have these flowers in perfection should ex-

change their seeds with some person of integrity
at a distance, where the soil is of a different

nature, at least every other year. If this is done
the varieties may be continued in perfection.

They flower from the beginning of July till the

frost sets in.

2. T. minuta, the small marigold.
3. T. patula, the French marigold, has a sim-

ple erect stem, and the peduncles are scaly and
multiflorous. It has been cultivated in the Bri-

tish gardens since 1596. There are several va-

rieties; some have larger flowers than others, and
their color varies greatly; some are beautifully

variegated and others quite plain ; but all these

are accidents arising from culture, for seeds saved

from the most beautiful flowers will degenerate,
if they are sown in the same garden for several

years together without changing the seeds. These

plants have a strong disagreeable scent, especially
when handled ; for which reason they are not

planted near habitations ; the flowers of the sweet-

scented sort being preferred, especially for small

gardens.

TAGUS, TAJO, or TEJO, a large river of Spain,
issues from a spring in the mountains of Albaracin,
between Arragon and Old Castile, at the distance

of little more than 100 miles from the Mediter-

ranean. Pursuing a westward course to the At-

lantic, it passes the palace of Aranjuez, the cities

ofToledo, Talavera, Alcantara, Abrantes,and Lis-

bon, and flows into the sea seven miles below
the capital of Portugal. Long before reaching
Lisbon it receives the tide, and its volume of

water is large throughout ;
but in so mountainous

a country as Spain river navigation is very limited :

that of this river is not at present carried farther

than Abrantes in Portugal. Several places on
or near its banks, such as Santarem, Almaraz,
and Talavera, were the scenes of military opera-
tions in the last war.

TAHPANHES, or TEHAPHNEHES, or Hanes,
an ancient city of Egypt, supposed to be the

same with Daphnoe, about sixteen miles south of

Pelusium, on the east bank of the Nile. To this

city the remnant of the Jews left by Nebuchad-
nezzar retired, after the murder of Gedaliah. It

was afterwards taken by Nebuchadnezzar. Jer.

xliii. 1 11. Ezek. xxx. 18.

TAIL, n. s. & v. n. ) Sax. rae^l ; Goth. tagl.

TAIL'ED, adj. i That which terminates cer-

tain animals behind ; the continuation of the ver-

tebras of the back hanging behind
; the lower,

hinder, or pendant part of a thing :
' to turn tail'

is to fly : to tail, to pull by the tail, a foolish

word of Butler's : tailed is furnished with a tail.

The Lord shall make thee the head, and not the

tail ; and thou shall be above, and not beneath.

Deut. xxviii. 13.

Would she turn tail to the heron, and flv q>iite
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out another way ;

but all was to return 111 a higher
pitch. Sidney.

Oft have I seen a hot o'er-weening cur
Run back and bite, because he was withheld,
Who having suffered with the bear's fell paw,
Hath clapt his tail betwixt his legs, and cried.

Shakspeare.
Duretus writes a great praise of the distilled water

of those tails that hang upon willow trees.

Harvey an Consumptions.
With the helm they turn and steer the tail.

Hudibras.
The conquering foe they soon assailed,

First Trulla staved, and Cerdon tailed. Id.

This sees the cub, and does himself oppose,
And men and boats his active tail confounds.

Waller.

The lion will not kick, but will strike such a
stroke with his tail that will break the back of his

encounterer. More.
Rouzed by the lash of his own stubborn tail,

Our lion now will foreign foes assail. Dryden.
Snouted and tailed like a boar, footed like a goat.

Grew.
The tail fin is half a foot high, but underneath

level with the tail. Id.

TAIL, in anatomy, is the train of a beast, bird,
or fish

; which in land animals serves to drive

away flies, &c., and in birds and fishes to direct

their course, and assist them in ascending or de-

scending in the air or water.

TAIL, or FEE-TAIL, in law, is a conditional

estate or fee, opposed to fee simple. See FEE.
A conditional fee, at the common law, was a fee

restrained to some particular heirs exclusive of
others ; as to the heirs of a man's body, by which

only his lineal descendants were admitted, in ex-

clusion of collateral heirs ; or to the heirs male
of his body, in exclusion both of collaterals

and lineal females also. It was called a condi-

tional fee, by reason of the condition expressed
or implied in the donation of it, that, if the donee
died without such particular heirs, the land

should revert to the donor. For this was a con-

dition annexed by law to all grants whatsoever,

that, on failure of the heir specified in the grant,
the grant should be at an end, and the land re-

turn to its ancient proprietor. They therefore

called it a fee simple on condition that he had
-ssue. So that, as soon as the grantee had any
issue born, his estate was supposed to become ab-

sc ute by the performance of the condition ;
for

these three purposes : 1. To enable the tenant

to alienate the land, and thereby to bar the donor
of his interest in the reversion. 2. To subject
him to forfeit it for treason. 3. To empower him
to charge the land with rents, commons, and
other encumbrances, so as to bind his issue. But,
if the tenant did not alienate the land, the course

of descent was not altered ;
for if the issue had

afterwards died, and then the tenant or original

grantee had died, without making any alienation,

the land, by the terms of the donation, could

descend to none but the heirs of his body, and

therefore must have reverted to the donor. To

subject the lands therefore to the ordinary course

of descent, the donees of these conditional fee

simples took care to alienate as soon as they had

issue ; and afterwards repxirchased the lands, which

gave them a fee simple absolute, that would de-

scend to the heirs general, according to the com-

mon law. And thus stood the old law with re-

gard
^

to conditional fees: which things, says
Sir Edward Coke, are necessary to be known
for the sake of annuities, and such like inherit-
ances as are not within the statutes of entail, and
therefore remain as the common law. On the
other hand the nobility, who wished to perpe-
tuate their possessions in their own families, pro-
cured the statute of Westminster the second, de
donis conditionalibus, to be made ; which paid
a greater regard to the intentions of a donor
than to the propriety of such intentions. This
restraint revived the ancient feudal restraints

originally laid on alienations, by enacting that
from thenceforth the will of the donor be ob-
served

; and that the tenements so given (to a
man and his heirs) should at all events go to
the issue, or, if none, should revert to the donor.

Upon this act the judges determined that the
donee had no longer a conditional fee-simple,
but they divided the estate into two parts, leaving
in the donee a new kind of particular estate,
which they denominated a fee tail ; and vesting
in the donor the ultimate fee simple of the land,

expectant on the failure of issue ; which ex-

pectant estate is what we now call a reversion.
And hence Littleton says that tenant in fee tail

is by virtue of this statute. About 200 years in-

tervened between the making of the statute de
donis and the application of common recoveries
to this intent, in the twelfth of Edward IV.

;

which were then openly declared by the judges
to be a sufficient bar of an estate tail. For

though the courts had, so long before as the

reign of Edward III., very often hinted that a
bar might be effected upon these principles, yet it

was never carried into execution ;
till Edward

IV., observing (in the disputes between the

houses of York and Lancaster) how little effect

attainders for treason had on families whose
estates were protected by the sanctuary of entails,

gave his countenance to this proceeding, and
suffered Taltarum's case to be brought before the

court ; wherein, in consequence of the principle
then laid down, it was in effect determined that

a common recovery suffered by tenant in tail

should be an effectual destruction thereof. These

common recoveries are fictitious proceedings, in-

troduced by a kind of pia fraus, to elude the

statute de donis, which was found so intolerably

mischievous, and which yet one branch of the

legislature would not then consent to repeal ;

and that these recoveries are now become by long
use a most common assurance of lands ;

and are

looked upon as the legal mode of conveyance by
which a tenant in tail may dispose of his lands

and tenements ; so that no court will suffer them

to be shaken or reflected on, and even acts of

parliament have by a < side-wind' countenanced

and established them. This expedient having

greatly abridged estates tail, with regard to their

duration, others were soon invented to strip them

of other privileges. The next that was attacked

was their freedom from forfeitures for treason.

For, notwithstanding the large advances m.uk- by

recoveries, in the compass of about sixty years,

towards unfettering these inheritances, and

thereby subjecting the lands to forfeiture, tho

rapacious prince then reigning, finding them Iro
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quently resettled in a similar manner to suit the

convenience of families, had address enough to

procure a statute, whereby all estates of inherit-

ance (under which estates tail were covertly in-

cluded) are declared to be forfeited to the king

upon any conviction of high treason. The next

attack which they suffered was by stat. 32 Hen.

VIII. c. ,28, whereby certain leases made by
tenants in tail, which do not tend to the preju-
dice of the issue, were allowed to be good in

law, and to bind the issue in tail. But they re-

ceived a more violent blow in the same session

of parliament by the construction put upon the

statute of fines, by stat. 32 Hen. VIII. c. 36,

which declares a fine duly levied by tenant in

tail to be a complete bar" to him and his heirs, thenTali have a possibility to inherit one after the
and all persons claiming undersuch entail. Ihis other . Taille special is that whereby lands or tene-*

.1 .. _fTT_ ATTT ...

Taillage originally signifies a piece cut out of the

whole ; and, metaphorically, a share of a man's sub-

stance paid by way of tribute. In law, it signifies a

toll or tax. CoweU.

TAIL'LE, n. s. Fr. taille. See below.

Taille, the fee which is opposite to fee-simple, be-

cause it is so minced or pared that it is not in his free

power to be disposed of who owns it
;
but is, by the

first giver, cut or divided from all other, and tied to

the issue of the donee. This limitation, or taille, is

either general or special. Taille general is that

whereby lands or tenements are limited to a man,
and to the heirs of his body begotten ;

and the reason

of this term is, because how many soever women the

tenant, holding by this title, shall take to his wives,
one after another, in lawful matrimony, his issue by

was agreeable to the intention of Henry VII.,

whose policy it was to lay the road as open as

possible to the alienation of landed property, to

weaken the overgrown power of his nobles. But,
as they were not easily brought to consent to

such a provision, it was couched, in his act, under

obscure expressions. And the judges, though

willing to construe that statute as favorably as

possible for the defeating of entailed estates, yet
hesitated at giving fines so extensive a power by
mere implication, when the statute de donis had

expressly declared that they should not be a bar

to estates tail. But the statute of Henry VIII.,
when the doctrine of alienation was better re-

ceived, and the king's will more implicitly

obeyed, established that intention. Yet, to pre-
serve the property of the crown from infringement,
all estates tail created by the crown are excepted.
And the same was done with regard to common
recoveries, by stat. 34 & 35 Hen. VIII. c. 20,
which enacts that no feigned recovery had against
tenants in tail, where the estate was created by
the crown, and the reversion continues in the

crown, shall be of any force and effect ; which is

allowing indirectly their full force and effect with

respect to ordinary estates tail, where the royal

prerogative is not concerned. Lastly, by stat.

36 Hen. VIII., all estates tail are rendered liable

to be charged for payment of debts due to the

king by record or special contract; as since, by
the bankrupt laws, they are also subjected to be
sold for the debts contracted by a bankrupt.
And, by the construction put on the stat. 43
Eliz. c. 4, an appointment by tenant in tail of
the lands entailed to a charitable use is good
without fine or recovery. Estates tail, being thus

by degrees unfettered, are now reduced again to

almost the same state, even before issue born, as

conditional fees were in at common law, after

the condition was performed by birth of issue.

For, \ . The tenant in tail is now enabled to

alienate his lands and tenements by fine, by re-

covery, or by certain other means ; and thereby
to defeat the interest as well of his own issue,

hough unborn, as also of the reversioner, except
in the case of the crown: 2. He is now liable to

forfeit them for high treason : and, lastly, He
may charge them with reasonable leases, and also

with such of his debis as are due to the crown
on specialties, or have been contracted with his

fellow subjects in a course of extensive commerce.

TAIL'LAGE, n.s. Vr.tailler. Defined below.

ments be limited unto a man and his wife, and the

heirs of their two bodies begotten. Coioell.

TAl'LOR, n. s. Fr. tailleur, from tailler, to

cut. One whose business is to make clothes.

I'll entertain a score or two of tailors,

To study fashions to adorn my body.
Shakspeare. Richard 111.

Here's an English tailor come for stealing out of a

French hose ; come, tailor, you may roast your goose.

Shakspeare.
The knight came to the tailor's to take measure of

hi* 0wo. Camdeu.
The world is come now to that pass that the tailor

and shoe-maker may cut out what religion they

please. Howel.
In Covent-garden did a tailor dwell,

That sure a place deserved in his own hell. King.
It was prettily said by Seneca, that friendship

should not be unript, but unstitcht, though some-
what in the phrase of a tailor. Collier.

TAINT, v. a., v. n., & n. s.
")

Fr. teindre ; of

TAIST'LESS, adj. SLaLfuuro. To im-

TAIX'TURE n.s. j bue or impregnate
with any thing; corrupt; spoil; be infected:

used in a bad sense generally : the noun substan-

tive and adjective corresponding.
\Ve come not by the way of accusation

To taint that honour every good tongue blesses.

iShakspeare.
Her offence

Must be of such unnatural degree
That monsters it

; or your forevouched affection

Fallen into taint. Id. King Lear.

Now I

Vnspeak mine own detraction
;
here abjure

The taints and blames I laid upon myself.

Shakspeare.
See here ths taintnre of thy nest,

And look thyself be faultless. Id.

Sirens fain*

The minds of all men, whom they can acquaint
With their attractions. Chapman's Odyssey.

They the truth

With superstitions and traditions taint. 31ilic-n.

Those pure immortal elements

Eject him tainted now, and purge him off

As a distemper. Id.

My hellhounds shall lick up the draff and hlth,

Which man's polluting sin with taint hath shed

On what was pure. Id.

Nothing taints sound lungs sooner than inspiring
the breath of consumptive lungs.

Harvey on Consumptions.
A father that breeds his son at home, can keep him

better from the taint of servants than abroad. Lvcl.t.
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There is found in the summer a spider called a slowly cut willi a razor, the blood is caught in a

taint, of a red color, and so little that ten of the bowl, and handed round amongst the guests
largest will hardly outweigh a gram. PVprv nr , ^f ,,,>,^r ;,. \^.,~,i , .iS_i, ,r :...largest will hardly outweigh a

g;

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

But is no rank, no station, no degree,
From this contagious taint of sorrow free 1 Prior.

Salts in fumes contract the vesicles, and perhaps the

tainted air may affect the lungs by its heat.

Arbuthnot on Air.

With wholesome herbage mixt, the direful bane
Of vegetable venom taints the plain. Pope.

No humours gross, or frowzy streams,
Could from her taintless body flow.

Swift's Miscellanies.

A sweet-bread you found it tainted or fly-blown.

Swift.
The yellow tinging plague

Internal vision taints. Thomson's Spring.
The spaniel, struck

Stiff by the tainted gale, with open nose

Draws full upon the latent prey. Thomson,

TAI-TONG, a city of the first rank in China,
in Chan-si, in a mountainous country ; abounding
with medicinal and other plants. It is well forti-

fied, has a strong garrison, and four cities of the

second rank, and seven of the third, in its juris-
diction. Its territories abound with lapis lazuli,

and a particular kind of jasper called yieche,
which is as white and beautiful as agate ; marble
and porphyry are also common ;

and a great
revenue is produced from the skins whidi are

dressed here. 155 miles west of Pekin.

TAKA, a considerable district of Nubia, in

the track between Shendy and Suakin. It is

about three days journey in length, and one in

breadth, and of extreme fertility. Its inhabitants

are largely composed of Bedouin Arabs. Its

dhourra is of the best quality, and is sold in the

market of Jidda twenty per cent, higher than that

of Egypt. Its camels "and oxen are equally ce-

lebrated. The people are hospitable, but accused

of treachery to strangers. The chief articles im-

ported are tobacco, natron, spices, especially

cloves, incense, beads, and hardware : in return

for which they give dhourra..

The chief tribe are the Bisharein, who have
their bouza huts, and their public women. Wives
make no difficulty in receiving strangers into

their tents ;

'

but,' says Burckhardt, with great

simplicity,
' this never happened to me : for

whenever I presented myself before a tent, the

ladies greeted me with loud screams, and waved
their hands for me to depart instantly.' These

people eat the blood of animals coagulated over

the fire, and the liver and kidneys raw ; but the

rnilk of the camel and dhourra are their prin-

cipal articles of food. Like the Bishareins of

Atbara, those of Taka are treacherous, revengeful,
and addicted to theft.

' A Hadendoa seldom

scruples to kill his companion on the road in

order to possess himself of the most trifling arti-

cle of value, if he entertains a hope of doing it

with impunity ; but the retaliation of blood exists

in full force. Among the Hallenga, who draw
their origin from Abyssinia, a horrible custom is

said to attend the revenge of blood ;
when the

slayer has been seized by the relatives of the de-

ceased, a family feast is proclaimed, at which the

murderer is brought into the midst of them,
hound upon an angareyg, and, while his throat is

every one of whom is bound to drink of it at the
moment the victim breathes his last.' Burck-
hardt.

TAKE, v. a. & v. n.
^ Saxon taecan

; Goth.

TA^KEK,
n. s.

^taka;
Swed. tagu ,

TA'KING. y barb. Lat. tago of tango.
To receive ; lay

hold on ; seize ; snatch ; arrest ;

surprise ; captivate ; entrap ; exact
; obtain in

any way ; adopt ; employ ; swallow ; to perform
any action; follow; pursue; convey; receive

mentally; admit; assume ; endure; bear. Such
are the principal senses : Dr. Johnson observes,
' This verb, like prendre in French, is used with
endless multiplicity of relations. Its uses are so
numerous that they cannot easily be exemplified ;

and its references to the words governed by it so

general and lax, that they can hardly be ex-

plained by any succedaneous terms. But com-

monly that is hardest to explain which least wants

explication.' It takes the adjuncts away, care,

course, down, from, head, heed to, in, in hand,

notice, oath, off, order with, out, part, place, timt',

up, upon, as exemplified below. The verb neuter
means to direct the course; have a tendency to;

please ; gain reception ; have a designed effect ;

catch
;

fix
; and has the adjuncts after, in with,

on, to, up, up with, with, &c. A taker is one who
takes : a taking, seizure; distress or strong affec-

tion of mind.

Enoch walked with God, and he was rot, for God
took him. Gen. v. 24.

I will take you to me for a people, and I will be to

you a God. Exodus vi. 7.

Thou shall not take the name of the Lord in vain.

Exnilus.

Take no usury of him or increase. Lev. xxv. 36.

Hath God assayed to take a nation from the midst

of another
1

? Deut. iy. 34.

No man shall take the nether or the upper mill-

stone to pledge. Id. xxiv. 6.

Thou art taken in thy mischief. 2 Sam. xvi. 8.

Take us the foxes that spoil the vines.

Cant. ii. 15.

Peradventure we shall 'prevail against him, ami
take our revenge on him. Jer. xx. 10.

He put forth a hand, and look me by a lock of 1117

head. Ezek. viii. 3.

They shall not take shame. Mic. ii. b'.

Whensoever he takelh him he teareth him ;
and he

foameth. Murk ix. 18.

If any take away from the book of this prophecy,
God shall take away his part out of the book of life.

Rev. xx. 1!.

Five hundred asses yearly took the horse,

Producing mules of greater speed and force.

Sandys.

No purposes whatsoever which are meant for the

good of that land will prosper, or take good effect.

Spenser.

Damasco, without any more ado, yielded unto tin-

Turks
;
which the bassa took in so good part, that h

would not suffer his soldiers to enter it.

Knollfs's History of the Turks.

This great bassa was born in a poor country

village, and in his childhood taken from his Chris-

tian parents by such as take up the tribute children.

lil.

I will frown as they pass by, and let them take it

as they list. Sh<:ksi>earr. Romeo mid Juliet
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La you

' if you speak ill of the devil, how he takfs

it at heart. Id. Twelfth Night.

Appoint a meeting with this old fat fellow,

Where we may take him, and disgrace him for it.

Shakspeare.
More than history can pattern, though devised

And played to take spectators. Id.

Strike her young bones,

You taking airs with lameness ! Id.

That hand which had the strength, even at your
door,

To cudgel you, and make you take the hatch. Id.

This I take it

Is the main motive of our preparations.
Id.

You must forsake this room, and go with us ;

Your power and your command is taken
off,

And Cassio rules in Cyprus. Id.

The smooth pates now wear nothing but high shoes
;

and, if a man is through with them in honest taking

/;>, they stand upon security. Id.

I take not on me here as a physician :

Nor do I, as an enemy to peace,

Troop in the throngs of military men :

But rather

To purge the' obstructions which begin to stop
Our very veins of life. Shakspeare. Henry IV.

How will my mother, for a father's death,

Take on with me, and ne'er be satisfied ! Shakspeare.
He will hang upon him like a disease :

He is sooner caught than the pestilence,
And the taker runs presently mad. Id.

What a taking was he in, when your husband
asked who was in the basket ! Id.

The words are more properly taken for the air or

aether than the heavens. Raleigh.
The queen, hearing of a declination of monarchy,

took it so ill as she would never after hear of the

other's suit. Bacon.

A following hath ever been a thing civil, and well

taken in monarchies, so it be without too much popu-

larity.
Id.

You take me right, Eupolis ;
for there is no possi-

bility of an holy war. Id. Holy War.
If any of the family be distressed, order is taken for

their relief : if any be subject to vice, or take ill

courses, they are reproved. Id. New Atlantis.

Before I proceed, I would take some breath. Bacon.

It appeared in his face, that he took great content-

ment in this our question. Id.

Men die in desire of some things which they take

to heart. Id.

They that come abroad after these showers are com-

monly taken with sickness. M.

They meant to take a course to deal with particu-
lars by reconcilements, and cared not for any head.

Id.

To stop schisms, take off the principal authors by
winning and advancing them, rather than enrage
them by violence. Id.

A great vessel full being drawn into bottles, and
then the liquor put again into the vessel, will not till

the vessel again so full as it was, but that it may
take in more. Id.

Though he would have turned his teeth upon
Spain, yet he was taken order with before it came to

that.
'

Id.

Men once placed take in with the contrary faction

to that by which they enter. Id. Essays.
Our gracious master is a precedent to his own sub-

ects, and seasonable mementos may be useful : and,

being discreetly used, cannot but take well with him.
hi.

Berry coffee and tobacco, of which the Turks are

great takers, condense the spirits, and make them

strong. Id.

When news were brought that the French kin;;

besieged Constance, he posted to the sea-coast to take

ship. Camden.
The knight coming to the taylor's to take measure

of his gown, perceiveth the like gown cioth lying
there. Id.

Why, now you take me
; these are rites

That grace love's days, and crown his nights :

These are the motions I would see. Ben Jonson.

The dear sale beyond the seas increased the num-
ber of takers ; and the takers jarring and brawling one
with another, and foreclosing the fishes, taking their

kind within harbour, decreased the number of the

taken. Carew.

Should a great beauty resolve to take me in with the

artillery of her eyes, it would be as vain as for a

thief to set upon a new-robbed passenger. Stickling.
His wind he never took whilst the cup was at his

mouth, but observed the rule of drinking with one
breath. Hakewill.

If I renounce virtue, though naked, then I do it

yet more when she is thus beautified on purpose to

allure the eye, and take the heart. Decay of Piety.
God's decrees of salvation and damnation have

been taken up by some of the Romish and reformed

churches, affixing them to men's particular entities,

absolutely considered. Hammond.
The parliament took upon them to call an assembly

of divines, to settle some church controversies, of

which many were unfit to judge. Sanderson.

Scaliger, comparing the two orators, says, that

nothing can be taken from Demosthenes, nor added
to Tully. Denham:
Few like the Fabii or the Scipios are,

Takers of cities, conquerors in war. Id.

The diminution of the power of the nobility they
took very heavily. Clarendon.

They silenced those who opposed them, by traduc-

.ng them abroad, or taking advantage against them
in the house. Id.

Resolutions taken upon full debate were seldom

prosecuted with equal resolution. Id.

He took himself to have deserved as much as any
man, in contributing more, and appearing sooner, in

their first approach towards rebellion. Id.

Till there were a perfect reformation, nothing
would prosper that they took in hand. Id.

The bill for taking away the votes of bishops was
called a bill ior taking away all temporal jurisdiction.

Id.

He alone

To find where Adam sheltered took his way. Milton.

Take to thee from among the cherubim

Thy choice of flaming warriors. Id.

I hope you will not expect from me things demon-
strated with certainty ; but will take it well that I

should offer at a new thing. Grawit.
I am contented to dwell on the Divine Providence,

and take up any occasion to lead me to its contempla-
tion. Hale.

Tygers and lions are not apt to take the water.

Id.

She saw in what a taking
The knight was, by his furious quaking. Hudibras.

I ought to have a care

To keep my wounds from taking air. Id.

Beasts, that converse

With man, take after him, as hogs
Get pigs all th' year, and bitches clogs. Id.

Turkeys take down stones, having found in the

gizzard of one no less than seven hundred.
Browne'

1

* Vulgar Errours.

Princes were so taken up with wars that few could
write or read besides those of the long robes.

Temple.
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Chemists tale, in our present controversy, some-

thing for granted, which they ought to prove. Boyle.
When the frost and rain have taken them, they

grow dangerous. Temple.
The firm belief of a furure judgment is the most

forcible motive to a good life, because taken from this

consideration of the most lasting happiness and mi-

sery. Tillotson.

15e thou advised, thy black design forsake
;

Death, or this counsel, from Lucippus take. Waller.
An honest man may take a knave's advice,

But ideots only may be cozened twice. Dryden.
In fetters one the barking porter tied,

And took him trembling from his sovereign's side.

Id.

Old as I am, I take thee at thy word,
And will to-morrow thank me with my sword. Id.

I took not arms till urged by self-defence. Id.

A long sigh he drew,
And, his voice failing, took his last adieu. Id. Fables.

Her lovers' names in order to run o'er,

The girl took breath full thirty times and more.

Dryden.
Distressed myself, like you, confined I live,

And therefore can compassion take and give. Id.

If I have been a little pilfering, I take it bitterly of

thee to tell me of it. Id.

Our phcenix queen was pourtrayed too so bright,

Beauty alone could beauty take so right. Id.

At first they warm, then scorch, and then they take,

Now with long necks from side to side they feed
;

At length grown strong their mother fire forsake,
And a new colony of flames succeed. Id.

Few are so wicked as to take delight
In crimes unprofitable. Id.

I took your weak excuses. Id.

Take my esteem :

If from my heart you ask or hope for more,
1 grieve the place is taken up before. Id.

L can be as quiet as any body with those that are

quarrelsome, and be as troublesome as another when
1 meet with those that will take it. L'Plstrange.
The cat presently takes a tree, and sees the poor

fox torn to pieces. Id.

The ass takes up with that for his satisfaction,
which he reckoned upon before for his misfortune. Id.

Give them one simple idea, and see that they take

it right, and perfectly comprehend it. Locke.

Upon this assurance he took physick. Id.

He that should demand of him how begetting a

child gives the father absolute power over him, will

find him answer nothing ;
we are to take his word for

this. Id.

A multitude, how great soever, brings not a man

any nearer to the end of the inexhaustible stock of

number, where still there remains as much to be

added as if none were taken out. Id.

I take liberty to say that these propositions are so

far from having an universal assent, that to a great

part of mankind they are not known. Id.

Time is taken for so much of minute duration as is

measured out by the great bodies of the universe. Id.

It is not in the power of the most enlarged under-

standing to frame one new simple idea in the mind
not taken in by the ways aforementioned. Id.

Were the pleasure of drinking accompanied, the

moment a man taket off his glass, with that sick

stomach which, in some men, follows not many
hours after, no body would ever let wine touch his

lips. Id.

The least things are taken up by the thumb and

forefinger : when we would take up a greater quantity,
we would use the thumb and all the fingers. Ray.

If you slit the artery, thrust a pipe into it, and
(ast a straight ligature upon that part containing the

pipe, the artery will not beat lx;low tiie ligature ; yt
do but take it

<;//",
and it will beat immediately. ]<l.

No beast will eat sour grass ti'l ihe frost hatli
taken it. Mortimer.

Upon the sea-coast are parcels of land that would
oay well for the taking in. /,/.

Madam, were 1 as you, I'd take her counsel.

Philips.
So soft his tresses, filled with trickling pearl,

You'd doubt his sex, and take him for a girl. Talc.
1 took a walk in Lincoln's Inn Garden. Taller.
The Carthaginian took his seat, and Pompey en-

tered with great dignity in his own person. Id.

Honeycomb, on the verge of threescore, took me
aside, and asked me whether I would advise him to

marry? Addison's Spectator.
The husband's affairs made it necessary for him to

take a voyage to Naples. Id.

Doctor Moore, in his Ethicks, reckons this par-
ticular inclination, to take a prejudice against a man
for his looks, among the smaller vices in morality,
and names it a prosopolepsia. Id.

Lovers flung themselves from the top of the preci-

pice into the sea, where they were sometimes taken up
alive. Addison.

Lacqueys were never so saucy and pragmatical as

now, and he should be glad to see them taken dou-n.

Id.

Take off z\\ their models in wood. Id.

We took up arms, not to revenge ourselves,
But free the commonwealth. Id.

Arnobius asserts that men of the finest parts and

learning, rhetoricians, lawyers, physicians, despising
the sentiments they had once been fond of, took up
their rest in the Christian religion.

Id. on the Christian Religion,
These heads are sufficient for the explication of

this whole matter
; taking in some additional dis-

courses, which make the work more even. Burnet.

Tell an ignoramus in place to his face that he has

a wit above all the world, and, as fulsome a dose as

you give him, he shall readily take it down, and ad-

mit the commendation, though he cannot believe the

thing. Smth.

Is a man unfortunate in marriage ? Still it is be-

cause he was deceived ;
and so took that for virtue

and affection which was nothing but vice in a dis-

guise. Id.

This grated harder upon the hearts of man than

the strangeness of all the former articles that took up

chiefly in speculations. Id.

It concerns all, who think it worth while to be in

earnest with their immortal souls, not to abuse them-

selves with a small confidence ;
a thing so easily

taken up, and so hardly laid down. Id. Sermons.

I lake thee at thy word. Howe's Ambitious Stepmother.

Heightened revenge he should have took;

He should have burnt his tutor's book. Prior.

Wise men are overborn-when taken at a disadvan-

tage. Collier of Confidence.

Though he that is full of them thinks it rather an

ease than oppression to speak them out, yet his audi-

tors are perhaps as much taken up with themselves.

Government of the Tongue.

The living fabrick now in pieces take,

Of every part due observation make
;

All which such art discovers. Blackmore.

We always take the account of a future state into

our schemes about the concerns of this world.

Atterbury.

Young gentlemen ought not only to take along

with them a clear idea of the antiquities on meduli

and figures, but likewise to exercise their arithmetick

in reducing the sums of money to those of their own

country.
Aibutlniot on Cnii,',
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Tiberius, noted for his niggardly temper, only gave

his attendants their diet; but once he was taken with

a fit of generosity, and divided them into three classes.

Arbut/tnot.

Cleombrotus was so taken with this prospect that

he had no patience. Wake.

Charity, taken in its largest extent, is nothing else

but the sincere love of God arfd our neighbour. Id.

Your present distemper is not so troublesome as to

lake you off from all satisfaction. Id.

Men in their loose unguarded hours they take,

Not that themselves are wise, but others weak.

Pope.
Some lories will take you for a whig, some whigs

will take you for a tory. Id.

Not foes nor fortune take this power away,
And is my Abelard less kind than they ? Id.

Take part in rejoicing for the victory over the

Turks. Id.

I am possessed of power and credit, can gratify my
favourites, and take vengeance on my enemies. Swift.
As I take it, the two principal branches of preach-

ing are, to tell the people what is their duty, and
then to convince them that it is so. Id.

Though so much of heaven appears in my make,
The foulest impressions I easily tabs. Id.

'

With a two foot rule in his hand measuring my
walls, he tuok the dimensions of the room. Id.

Miss Betsy won't take to her book. Id.

This man always takes time, and ponders things

maturely, before he passes his judgment. Watts.

A student should never satisfy himself with bare

attendance on lectures, unless he clearly takes up the

sense. Id.

TALAVERA DE LA REYNA, an ancient town,

of Spain, in New Castile, on the right bank of

the Tagus, over which there is a bridge of thirty-
five arches, 1200 feet in length. It is surrounded

by a fertile plain of vast extent, intersected by
the river. Part of the old ramparts are in preser-

vation, but they are little more than an object of

curiosity ; it is, in a military sense, altogether

open. Here are several well built churches, in

particular that of the Hieronymites ; and two

public walks, one on the north, the other on the

south of the town. But the dwelling houses are

seldom more than one story in height; and the

streets are badly paved and crossed by a number
of narrow lanes. Its population, including the

suburbs, is about 8000. Silk manufactures, estab-

lished here about the year 1748, are still carried

on ; and in the neighbouring village of Cervera
are manufactures of soap, hats, and earthenware,
on a small scale. Talavera contains many Ro-
man monuments ;

but it does not, as some ima-

gine, correspond to the ancient Ebora. It fell

into the hands of the Moors in 714, continued

long in their possession, and, when the Christians

succeeded in re-occupying the inland provinces,
was repeatedly taken and retaken. In the be-

ginning of the twelfth century it was sacked by
the Moors. This place has given birth to several

men of eminence, of whom the best known is

Mariana the historian. It is memorable for the

battle fought on 27th and 28th July 1809, be-

tween a French army, amounting to 47,000 men,
and an allied force, in which there were 19,000

British, and between 30,000 and 40,000 Spani-
ards ; and in which the French, after making se-

veral desperate attacks, were repirlsed. Sixty-
three miles W. S.W. of Madrid.

TALBOT (William), U D., an eminent Eng-
lish prelate, born in t659, and educaied at

Oxford. In the reign of James II. he preacl.t-u
with great courage and zeal against popery ; ;o.-

which, after the revolution, he was promoted to

be dean of Worcester, and afterwards bishop of

Salisbury. In 1722 he was made bishop of

Durham; published several sermons; and died
in 1730.

.
TAI.BOT (Catherine), an ingenious lady, was

the only child of Edward, second son of bishop
Talbot, and born five months after the decease of
her father, who died early. Her mother, there-

fore, accepted the invitation of Dr. Seeker, after-

wards archbishop of Canterbury, the friend of
her late husband, to become a part of their

family. Here Miss Talbot received an excel-

lent education, which she much improved by
her own application. On the death of the arch-

bishop in 1768, who bequeathed 400 to Mrs.
and Miss Talbot, they removed to a habitation

of their own ;
and after a while, in cpnsequence

of the declining health of Miss Talbot, to the

house of the marchioness De Gray at Rich-

mond, where the latter died of a cancer in her

forty-ninth year. This lady was the intimate

friend of Mrs. Carter, with whom she kept up a

literary correspondence of considerable interest.

Her works are Reflections on the Seven Days of
the Week, Essays on Various Subjects, Letters

to a Friend on the Future State, Dialogues,
Prose Pastorals, Imitations of Ossian, Allegories,
and poetry.

TALC, or TALK, in the old system of miner-

alogy, a species of fossil formerly arranged under
the magnesian earths; and, in Magellan's edition

of Cronstedt's Mineralogy, ranked as a species
of Mica. See MICA. There are two varieties,

viz. : 1. T. Muscovy, called also lapis specularis,
is very common in Russia, and Cyprus ; and in

the Alps, the Appennines, and many mountains
of Germany. It is imported in large quantities
into England, and is used by the lantern-makers

,
instead of horn in their nicer works ; by the

painters to cover miniature pictures; and by the

microscope-makers to preserve small objects for

viewing by glasses. The ancients used it instead

of glass in their windows. It differs from plas-
ter stone in this, that it does not, after being
calcined and wetted with water, swell and con-

crete into a hard stony substance. Muscovy-
talc and lapis sjitrjularis were long considered as

the same, but a distinction is now discovered be-

tween them. See MINERALOGY. Talc is em-

ployed, in places where it is found in considera-

ble quantity, in compositions for earthen vessels,

tests and cupels, &c. From its smoothness,

unctuosity, and brightness, it has been celebrated

as a cosmetic ; and former chemists submitted it

to a variety of operations, for procuring from it

oils, salts, tinctures, magisteries, Sec. But all

their labors proved in vain.

2. T. Venetian, is not so named from being a

production of the territories of Venice (for it is

seldom met with in that country), but as an ar-

ticle of Venetian commerce. It abounds in

England, Norway, Hungary, Bohemia, Spain,
and in many countries of Asia. With half its

weight of alkaline salt, it may, in a strong fire, he

brought into perfect fusion, though not to perfect

trnnsparency ;
with equal weight, or less of bor;;x,

it mns into n, beautiful, pellucid, greenish yellow
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talebearing, to set her against the rest of the servant*.

Arbuthnot.
This

story prepared their minds for the reception

glass. Talc does not melt with any other earth,
nor even bake or cohere with any but the argil-
laceous ; mixtures of it with them all are never-
theless brought into fusion by a remarkably less ^ any tales

relating to other countries.

quantity of saline matter than the ingredients TAL'ENT, n. s. Lat. talent urn. So much
separately would require. Thus equal parts of weight : hence a sum of money ; the value difter-
talc and chalk, with only one-fourth their weight ing according to different ages and countries:
of borax, melt in a moderate heat into a fine faculty ; power ; ability ; quality ; disposition.
transparent greenish glass, of considerable hard-
ness and great lustre. On substituting gypseous
earths to chalk, the fusion is as easy, and the

glass as beautiful ; in color not green, but yellow

Five talents in his debt,
His means most short, his creditors most straight.

Slia/ts/ieare.

Many who knew the treasurer's talent in removing
like the topaz. Talc, with half its weight of Pre

J
udices

. and reconciling himself to wavering affec-

sand, and a quantity of nitre equal to both,

yields also a transparent topaz yellow glass. See
other experiments.by Mr. Pott, in Mem. de 1'

Acad. de Berlin, 1746.

TALC, in the new system of mineralogy, is

reckoned by Dr. Thomson a species quite dis-

tinct from mica; and is subdivided into three

varieties; viz. 1. The scaly talc; 2. The Ve-
netian or common talc; and 3. The shistose

talc. See MINERALOGY.

TALCITE, n. s. A name given by Kirwan
to scaly talc. See MINERALOGY.

TALE, n. s. \ Sax. rale, from rellen, to

TALE'BEARER, Mell. A narrative
; a story;

TA LE'BEARING. j information ; something told :

hence a number reckoned ; numerical account :

commonly a slight or petty account of some

trifling or fabulous incident : as,
' a tale of a tub :'

a talebearer is an informer; tattler: always
used in an ill or reproachful sense: the other

noun substantive corresponding.
We spend our years as a tale that is told.

Psalm xc. 9.

Number may serve your purpose with the ignorant,
who measiue by tale, and not by weight. Hooker.

My conscience hath a thousand several tongues,
And every tongue brings in a several tale,

And every tale condemns me for a villain. Shukspeare.

Hermia, for aught I could read,

Could ever hear by tale or history,
The course of true love never did run smooth. Id.

Birds live in the air freest, and are aptest by their

voice to tell tales what they find, and by their flight

to express the same. Bacon.

Twelve returned upon the
principal pannel, or the

tales, are sworn to try according to their evidence.

Hale.

Money being the common scale

Of things by measure, weight, and tale;

In all the' affairs of church and state,

Tis both the balance and the weight. Hudibras.

For every bloom his trees in spring afford,

An autumn apple was by tale restored.

Dryden's Virgil.

The herald for the last proclaims
A silence, while they answered to their names,
To shun the fraud of musters false ;

The tale was just.
Id. Knight's Tale.

The liberty of a common table is a tacit invitation

to all intruders
;
as buffoons, spies, tale-bearers, flat-

terers. L''Estrange.

In great families, some one false, paultry tale-

bearer, by carrying stones from one to another, shall

inflame the minds, and discompose the quiet, of the

whole family.
South.

Reasons of things are rather to be taken by weight
than tale. Cullier on Cloaihs.

The said Timothy was extremely officious about

Uons> believedthe loss of^ duke was unseasonable

Though the nation generally was
talent to the church in doctrine or discipline, yet they
were not without a jealousy mat popery was not

enough discountenanced. /,/.

He, Agelius, though otherwise a very worthy man,
yet, having no talent for disputation, recommended
Sisinnius, his lector, to engage in a conference.

Waterland.
Two tripods cast in antick mould,

With two great talents of the finest gold. Drijden.
He is chiefly to be considered in his three different

talents, as a critick, satirist, and writer of odes. Id.

It is the talent of human nature to run from one
extreme to another. Swift.

'Tis not my latent to conceal my thoughts,
Or carry smiles and sunshine in my face,

When discontent sits heavy at my heart.

Addison's Cato.

They are out of their element, and logick is none
of their talent. Baker on Learning.

Persons who possess the true talent of raillery are

like comets
; they are seldom seen, and all at once

admired and feared. Female Qtiisote.

TALENT, ATTIC. The common Attic talent of

weight contained sixty Attic ininre, or 6000 Attic

drachmas; and weighed, according to Dr. Ar-

buthnot, 56 Ibs. 11 oz. 17 gr. English troy

weight. There was another Attic talent, by some
said to consist of eighty, by others of 100 mince.

TALENT, EGYPTIAN and ANTIOCHIAN. The

Egyptian talent was 80 minos; the Autiochian

also 80 ; the Ptolematic of Cleopatra 86f ; that

of Alexandria 96 ; and the Insular talent 120.

TALENT, GRECIAN, SYRIAN, TYRIAN, &c. In

the valuation of money, the Grecian talent, ac-

cording to Dr. Arbuthnot, was equal to 60mina-,

or, reckoning the mma at 3 4s. 7d., equal to

193 15s. The Syrian talent in this valuation

consisted of 15 Attic mina3 ;
the Ptolemaic of

20; the Antiochian of 60; the Euboic of <K> ;

the Babylom'c of 70; the Greater Attic of "('
;

the Tyrian of 80; the Eginean of 100; tiu'

Rhodian of 100 ; and the Egyptian of 8O miiut .

There is another talent much more ancient, wluc'i

Dr. Arbuthnot calls the Homeric talent of gold,

which seems to have weighed six Attic drachms

or three darics, a daric weighing very little more

than a guinea.

TALENT, JEWISH. Talents, as a species of

money, among the Hebrews, was sometimes IKM!

for a gold coin, the same with the shekel of gold,

called also stater, and weighing only four

drachms. The Hebrews reckoned by these ta-

lents as we do by pounds, See. Thus a million

of gold, or million of talents of gold, among

them, was a million of shekels or nummi; the
J. uc aaiu. .1 luiutiiy waa CAHCUICJJ wu*v*vt* *w" . ..

their mistress's person, endeavouring, by flattery and nummus of gold being the same weight willi

A r
,,f Y VT 2 '1XXI.
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the shekel, viz. four drachms. But the Hebrew
talent weight of silver, which they called cicar,

was equivalent to that of 3000 shekels, or 113
Ibs. 10 oz. 1 dwt. 10$ gr. English troy weight,

according to Arbuthnot.

TALENT, ROMAN. Among the Romans there

were two kinds of talents, the little and the great
talent ; the little was the common talent

; and,
whenever they say simply talentum. they are to

be understood of this. The little talent was 60
minse or Roman pounds ; the mina or pound
estimated at 100 drachmae or denarii; it was
also estimated at twenty-four great sesterces,
which amounted to 60 Ibs. The great talent ex-

ceeded the less by one-third part. Budaeus com-

putes, that the little talent of silver was worth
75 sterling, and the great 99 6s. 8d. sterling.

The greater of gold was worth 1125 sterling.
TALESSE. See TALA.SSEE.

TALETUM, a town of Laconia, on mount

Taygetus, famous for its temple of Apollo.
Horses were sacrificed in it. Paus.

TALHAIARN, a celebrated bard of Wales,
who flourished in the middle of the seventh

century. He composed among other poems a

poetical prayer, which became a general formula

among the bards.

TALIACOTIUS (Caspar), chief surgeon to

the great duke of Tuscany, was born at Bononia,
in Italy, in 1553. He wrote a Latin treatise en-

titled Chirurgia Nota de Curtis Membris, in

which he teaches the art of engrafting noses, ears,

lips, &c., giving representations of the instru-

ments and proper bandages.

TALIESSIN, the most famous of the ancient

bards of Wales. He flourished in the sixth

century, under princes Elphin and Urien. About

eighty of his poems are preserved, and published
in the Welsh Archaeology.
TALIO, lex talionis, or the law of retaliation;

a species of punishment, in the Mosaic law,

whereby an evil is returned similar to that com-
mitted against us by another; as an 'eye for

eye, tooth for tooth.' This law was first inserted

in the XII. tables amongst the Romans ;
but af-

terwards set aside, and a power given to the

praetor to fix upon a sum of money for the da-

mage.

TAL'ISMAN, n. s.
\

Gr. Tt\fff^a. Skin-

TALISMAN'IC, adj. S ner. Arab, talia az-

tnan is to try fortune. A magical character. See
below. The adjective corresponding.

The figure of a heart bleeding upon an altar, or

held in the hand of a Cupid, has always been looked

upon as talismanick in dresses of this nature.

Addison.

Of talismans and sigils knew the power,
And careful watched the planetary hour. Pope.

If the physicians would forbid us to pronounce

gout, rheumatism, and stone, would that serve like

so many talismani to destroy the diseases 1 Swift.

TALISMANS are magical figures cut or engraved
with superstitious observations on the character-

,jsms and configurations of the heavens, to which

some astrologers have attributed wonderful vir-

tues, particularly that of calling down celestial

influences. The talismans of Samothrace, so

famous of old, were pieces of iron formed into

certain images, and set in rings ;
these were es-

teemed meservatives against all kinds of evils.

There were likewise talismans taken from vece-

tables, and from minerals.

TALK', v. n. & n. s. ~\ Belgic taelen, or

TALK'ATIVE, adj. I from TALE. To speak
TALK'ATIVEXESS, n. s. >in conversation; speak
TALK'ER, i fluently and familiarly;
TALK'Y, adj. J converse ; prattle :

oral conversation
; speech; report; rumor: talk-

ative, loquacious : the noun substantives following

correspond : talky, consisting of talk : resem-

bling talk.

Will ye speak wickedly for God, and talk deceit-

fully for him. Jab xiii. 7.

The princes refrained talking, and laid their hand
on their mouth. Id. xxix. 9.

Let me talk with thee of thy judgments.
Jer. xii. 1.

The children of thv people still talk against thee.

Ezekict.

How can he get wisdom that driveth oxen, is oc-

cupied in their labours, and whose talk is of bullocks?

Ecclits. xxxviii.

If I have held you overlong, lay hardly the fault

upon my old age, which in its disposition is talkative.

Sidney.

Perceiving his soldiers dismayed, he forbad them
to have any talk with the enemy.

Knollet't History of the Turks.

I will buy with you, sell with you, talk with you ;

but I will not eat with you. Shakspeare.
We do remember

;
but our argument

Is all too heavy to admit much talk. Id.

Keep me company but two years,
Thou shall not know the sound of thine own tongue.

Farewell
;

I'll grow a talker for this jeer. Id.

As God remembers that we are but flesh, unable to

bear the nearer approaches of divinity, and so talks

with us at once with Moses through a cloud
;

so he

forgets not that he breathed into us the breath of

life, a vital active spirit. Decay of Piety.

The greatest talkers in the days of peace have been

the most pusillanimous in the day of temptation.

Taylor.

Hypocrites austerely talk

Of purity. Milton.

The crystalline sphere, whose balance weighs
The trepidation talked. Id\

What delight to be by such extolled,

To live upon their tongues and be their talk,

Of whom to be despised were no small praise ? Id.

Here free from court compliances he walks,

And with himself, his best adviser, talks. Waller.

Consider well the time when Petavius first began
to talk in that manner. Waterlatid.

We will consider whether Adam had any such

heir as our author talks of. Locke.

This ought to weigh with those whose reading is

designed for much talk and little knowledge. Id.

I hear a talk up and down of raising our money, as

a means to retain our wealth, and keep our money
from being carried away. Id.

If it were desirable to have a child a more brisk

ttilker, ways might be found to make him so, but a

wise father had rather his son should be useful when
a man, than pretty company. Id. em Education.

My heedless tongue has talked away this life.

Rome.

I am ashamed I cannot make a quicker progress in

the French, where every body is so courteous and

talkative. Addison.

We call this talkativeness a feminine vice
;
but he

that shall appropriate loquacity to women, may per-

haps sometimes need to light Diogenes's candle to

seek a man. Government of the Tonaue.
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It is a difficult task to talk to the purpose, and to

put life and perspicuity into our discourses.

Collier on Pride.

The coxcomb bird so talkative and grave,
That from his cage cries cuckold, whore, and knave ;

Though many a passenger he rightly call,

You hold him no philosopher at all. Pope.
In various talk the instructive hours they past,

Who gave the ball, or paid the visit last. Id.

Learned women have lost all credit by their imper-
tinent talkativeness and conceit. Swift.

Talking over the things which you have read with

your companions, fixes them upon the mind. Watts.

Let me give for instance some of those writers or

talkers who deal much in the words ISature or Fate.

Id.

TALK, n. a.
}

From TALC, which see. Fr.

TALK'Y, adj. $ talc. A mineral : the adjective

corresponding.

Venetian talk kept in a heat of a glass furnace,

though brittle and discoloured, had not lost much of

its bulk, and seemed nearer of kin to talk than mere

earth. Boyle.

Stones composed of plates are generally parallel,
and flexible and elastick : as talk, cat-silver or glim-

mer, of which there are three sorts, the yellow or

golden, the white or silvery, and the black.

Wcudward on Fossils.

The lalhi] flakes in the strata were all formed be-

fore the subsidence along with the sand. Id.

TALL, adj. > Fr. tailte ; Ital. taglia;

TALL'NESS, n. s. $ Span, tails ; Welsh tal.

High in stature ; lofty ; sturdy : the noun sub-

stantive corresponding.
An hideous giant, horrible and high,

That with his tallness seemed to threat the sky.

Spenser.

Bring word how tall she is.

Shukspeare. Antony and Cleopatra.

I'll swear thou art a tall fellow of thy hands, and
that thou wilt not be drunk ;

but I know thou art no

tall fellow of thy hands, and that thou wilt be drunk
;

but I would thou wouldst be a tall fellow of thy
hands. Id. Winter's Tale.

The eyes behold so many naked bodies, as (oit/tll-

nets of stature could hardly be equalled in any coun-

try. Hayward.
Two of nobler shape,

Erect and tall. Milton.

Winds rushed abroad

From the four hinges of the world, and fell

On the vest wilderness, whose tallest pines,

Though rooted deep as high, and sturdiest oaks,

Bowed their stiff necks. Milton's Paradise Regained.

May they encrease as fast, and spread their boughs,
As the high fame of their great owner grows !

May he live long enough to see them all

Dark shadows cast, and as his palace tall !

Methinks I see the love that shall be made,
The lovers walking in that amorous shade. Waller.

They lop, and lop, on this and that hand, cutting

away the full, sound, and substantial timber, that

used to shelter them from the winds. Davenant.

TAL'LAGE, n. s. Fr. taillage. Impost; ex-

cise.

The people of Spain were better affected unto

Philip than to Ferdinando, because he had imposed

upon them many taxes and tallages.

Bacon's Henry VII.

TALLARD (Camillus d'Hostun), count of,

a celebrated French general, born at Provence

in 1652. lie commanded the army on the Rhine
in 1702, and in 1703 was made a marshal ; when

he defeated the prince of Hesse-Cassel, and took
Landau. In 1704 he was sent with an army of

40,000 men against the duke of Marlboroueh
and prince Eugene; but was defeated and taken

prisoner at the battle of Hochstet, and brought
over to England, where he was detained seven

years. Upon his return to Paris he was created
a duke, and made secretary of state in 1720. He
died in 1728.

TALLEYRAND-PERIGORD (Alexandra
Angelique de) the son of the marquis cle Talley-
rand, and uncle of the celebrated statesman of
the same name, was born at Paris in 1736. He
obtained various benefices in the church early in

life, and became royal almoner, and grand vicar
of Verdun : before he was thirty he was appointed
coadjutor of the archbishop of Rheims, whom he
succeeded in 1777. Nominated a member of the

second assembly of the Notables, and afterwards
a deputy of the States General, he vainly endea-
voured to defend the privileges of the clergy. At
length he retired to Aix-la-Chapelle, and subse-

quently resided at Weimar and Brunswick.
Louis XVIII. having invited him to Mittau, lie

accompanied that prince to England ; and on the

death of the cardinal de Montmorenci, in 1 808.

succeeded him as grand almoner. At the resto-

ration he had at first great influence in ecclesias-

tical affairs, but his councils were afterwards

neglected. In 1816 he resigned the archbishopric
of Rheims, and the following year was appointed
to that of Paris and made a cardinal. The exe-

cution of the concordat of 1817 meeting with ob-

stacles, he did not. take possession of his see till

1819, and the remainder of his life was devoted

to the regulation of its concerns. He died Oc-
tober 20th 1821.

TALLIEN (Jean Lambert), one of the leaders

in the French revolution, was originally a porter
and then a steward, after which he became a

clerk under government. In 1791 he was editor

of the Moniteur; and about the same time was
made secretary-general of the commune of Paris.

During the reign of terror he did some praise-

worthy actions, and M. Hue, valet-de-chamhre

to Louis XVI., and Madame de Stael, \\ere in-

debted to him for their lives. The end of that

dreadful anarchy in the downfall of Robespierre
will hand the name of Tallien down to posterity
with honor, when his other deeds are forgotten.

He had formed an attachment for Madame Ca-

barus
;

but at this period the connexion was

broken off and she was thrown into a dungeon.

Robespierre, being afraid of Tallien, offered her

life and liberty if she would betray him. But,

though her lover had been faithless, she rejected

the proposal, and sent privately this note to Tal-

lien :
' The minister of police has announced to

me that to morrow I am to appear at the tribu-

nalthat is to say, I am to ascend the scaffold,

I dreamt last night that Robespierre was no

more, and that my prison doors were opened.
A brave man might have realised this dream ;

-but, thanks to your cowardice, no one remains

capable of Us accomplishment.' Tallien an-

swered ' Be as prudent as I shall prove brave ;

and above all be tranquil.' The next day he

hurried to the tribune, and, regardless of all

danger, attacked Robespierre to his face with

2T 2
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such eloquence that the hearers were electrified.

Then, snatching a dagger from his bosom, he

swore that he would bury it in the tyrant's heart

if he were not publicly denounced. The moment
was critical the fate of Tallien hung on a thread

but the assembly joined him, the miscreant fell,

and Madame Cabarus was saved. Tallien ac-

companied Buonaparte to Egypt, but died in

penury at Paris, aged fifty-four, in 1820.

TALLIS (Thomas), an English musician of

the sixteenth century, reckoned one of the most

eminent that ever England bred. But his abili-

ties were wholly devoted to sacred music. He
is said to have been organist of the chapel royal
to Henry VIII., Edward VI., Mary I., and

Elizabeth. It is certain he was organist along
with Bird under Elizabeth ; and these two pub-
lished an admired collection of Hymns for the

Church Service. He composed the Morning,

Evening, and Communion Services, in four parts,

with the preces, responses, and litany ; and se-

veral anthems. He died 23d of November 1585,
and was buried in Greenwich church.

TAL'LOW, n. s. ) Swed. and Dan.
TAL'LOWCHANDLER. $ talge ; Belg. talk. The

grease or fat of an animal
; coarse suet : the

tallowchandler is the dealer in and melter of the

fat.

She's the kitchen wench, and all grease ;
and 1

know not.vvhat use to put her to, but to make a lamp
of her, and run from her by her own light. I warrant

her rags, and the tallow in them, will burn a Lapland
winter. Shakspeare.
The new world is stocked with such store of kine

and bulls, brought hither out of Europe since the

first discovery, that the Spaniards kill thousands of

them yearly, for their tallow and hides only.

Heylyn
Nastiness, and several nasty trades, as tallow -

chandlers, butchers, and neglect of cleansing of gut-
ters, are great occasions of a plague.

Harvey on the Plague.
Snuff the candles close to the tallow, which will

make them run. Swift.

TALLOW, in commerce, is the fat of certain

animals melted and clarified. It is procured
from most animals, but chiefly from bullocks,

sheep, hogs, and bears. Some kinds of tallow

are used as unguents in medicine, some for mak-

ing soap and dressing leather, and some for

making candles. See ANATOMY, CHEMISTRY,
and FAT.

TALLOW, MOUNTAIN, a mineral substance,

specimens of which were lately found in a bog
on the borders of Loch Fyne in Scotland. This
curious mineral was first observed by some pea-
sants on the coast of Finland in 1736; and it

was afterwards found in one of the Swedish
lakes. It has the color and feel of tallow, and is

tasteless. It melts at 118 Fahrenheit, and boils

at 290. When melted it is transparent and co-

lorless: on cooling it becomes opaque and white,

though less so than at first. It is insoluble in

water, but soluble in hot alcohol, oil of turpen-
tine, olive oil, and naphtha, but precipitates as

these liquids cool. Its specific gravity in the

natural state is 0-6078, but it is then full of air-

bubbles. After fusion its density is 0-983, which
is something above ordinary tallow. It does not

combine with alkalies nor form soap. Thus it

TAL
differs from every class of bodies known. From
the fixed oils in not saponifying; from the vola-

tile oils and bitumen in being tasteless and des-

titute of smell. In volatility and combustibility
it resembles naphtha. Edin. Phil. Jo'irn. xi.

214.

TALLOW, PINEY, a concrete inflammable sub-

stance, obtained by boiling in water the fruit of

the vateria Indica, a tree of the Malabar coast.

It partakes of the nature of both wax and oil, and
from its appearance may not inaptly be termed a

tallow. It is employed in the town of Mangalore
as an external application for bruises and rheu-

matic pains. It melts at 97 Fahrenheit; is

generally white, sometimes yellow, and is greasy
to the touch with some degree of waxiness. Spe-
cific gravity 0-926 at 60. It is not soluble in

alcohol, which takes merely two per cent, of

elain. Fixed alkalies saponify it. It forms ex-

cellent candles, coming freely from the mould.
Its ultimate constituents are,

Carbon

Hydrogen
Oxygen

77-0 10 atoms
123 9

10-7 = 1

Dr. Babington in Journal of Science, xix. 177.

TALLOW TREE. See CHINA. Sir George
Staunton says that the candles made of the ve-

getable tallow are firmer than those made of ani-

mal tallow, and free from all offensive smell.

They are not, however, equal to those of wax or

spermaceti ; but the latter is not within the reach

of the Chinese, and the art of blanching the for-

mer is little known to them. The tallow tree

has been transplanted to Carolina, and flourishes

there as well as in China.

TAL'LY, n. s., v. a., & v. n. See TAILLE.
Fr. tailler, to cut. A stick notched or cut in

conformity to another stick, and used to keep ac-

counts by : hence to suit ; fit : be fitted ; con-

form.

So right his judgment was cut fit,

And made a tally to his wit. Hudibras.

So suited in their minds and perso.ns,
That they were framed the tallies for each other :

If any alien love had interposed,
It must have been an eye sore to beholders.

Dryden.
The only talents in esteem at present are those of

Exchange Alley ; one tally is worth a grove of bays.
Garth.

I found pieces of tiles that exactly tallied with the

channel. Addison on Italy.

Nor sister either had nor brother ;

They seemed just tallied for each other. Prior.

Have you not seen a baker's maid
Between two equal panniers swayed ?

Her tallies useless lie and idle,

If
placed exactly in the middle. Id.

They are not so well tallied to the preseut junc-
ture. Pope.
From his rug the skewer he takes,

And on the stick ten equal notches makes ;

With just resentment flings it on the ground,
There take my tally of ten thousand pound. Swift.

The TALLY is used by bakers, brewers, &c.

And this was the ancient way of keeping all ac-

counts, one part being kept by the creditor, the

other by the debtor, &c. Hence the tallier o

the exchequer, whom we now call the teller
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TALLY COURT, a court where the two deputy

chamberlains of the exchequer and the tally-
cutter attend ; and a tally is generally the king's

acquittance for money paid or lent, and has

written on it words proper to express on what
occasion the money is received.

TALLY-CUTTER, an officer in the court of

exchequer, who cuts or marks the tally. See
TALLY.

TALLY-MAN, a person that sells or lets goods,

clothes, &c., to be paid by so much a-week.

TALMA (Francis Joseph), the late Roscius of

the French drama, was born at Paris about the

year 1770, and is said to have given the first

indication of his histrionic talent when only

eight years old, in an old tragedy entitled Ta-

merlane, performed by boys. But soon after

his father, who had settled in London, sent for

him to England ; and after a few years spent
at a boarding-school in Lambeth, articled him
to a surgeon. At this period his fondness for

theatrical amusements introduced him to sir

John Gallini, manager of an amateur French com-

pany which performed at the Hanover Square
rooms, and he appeared in several comedies, es-

pecially as count Almaviva in Beaumarchais'

comedy of the Barber of Seville. The perform-
ances of Kemble and Siddons are said to have

decided Talma's taste. He returned to Paris,

and, through the interest of Mole the actor, made
his debut on the boards of the theatre Francais

in the part of Seide, in Voltaire's tragedy of

Mahomet. After performing a variety of insig-
nificant characters, accident lifted him to the

summit of his profession. Chenier's tragedy of

Charles IX. was put in rehearsal, when Saintfal,

the principal actor, returned his part, saying, with

a sneer to the author,
'

give it to young Talma.'

Chenier took him at his word
;
Talma accepted

the part with delight, and devoted all his ener-

gies to the study of it, and to a strict fidelity of

costume; so that the audience, equally surprised
and delighted, continued to him, throughout the

representation, the tumultuous approbation with

which they first greeted his appearance. His

greatest triumph, however, was yet to follow.

Ducis had translated the Othello of Shakspeare;

but, not daring to contend so far against French

prejudices as to exhibit the murder of Desde-

mona on the stage, he had furnished a new catas-

trophe. Talma was bold enough to prefer the

original termination, and, after considerable hesi-

tation, resolved, with the consent of the author,

to risk it. His success astonished even himself,

and was most honorably rewarded. From this

moment he became the paramount tragedian,

and continued at the summit of his profession,

by which he acquired a handsome fortune, till his

death. He was generally esteemed by men of

rank and talents for his powers of fascination

also in private society, and was a great favorite

with the emperor Napoleon. In 1825 he pub-
lished ' Reflexions' on his art, which display a

considerable variety of study and research. The
death of Talma took place at Paris October

'19th, 1826, after a distressing illness arising

from an obliteration of a portion of the large in-

testines. Before his death he embraced his the-

atrical friends Jouy, Arnault, and Dnvilliers, and

expired ejaculating the name of Voltaire'

TAL'ON, 7j. s. Fr. and Span, talon, of Lat.
talus. The claw of a bird of prey.

It may be tried whether birds may not be made to
have greater or longer talont.

Ba mi's Natural History.
Upward the noble bird directs his wing,

And, towering round his master's earth born foes,
Swift he collects his fatal stock of ire,
Lifts his fierce talon high, and darts the forked fire.

Prior.

TALMUD is the name of two Jewish works, the
Talmud of Jerusalem and the Talmud of Baby-
lon. Each of these is composed of two parts ; the

Mishna, which is the text, and is common to

both, and the Gemara or commentary. See GK-
MARA and MISHNA. The Mishna, which com-
prehends all the laws, institutions, and rules of

life, which, besides the ancient Hebrew Scrip-
tures, the Jews thought themselves bound to ob-

serve, was composed, according to their own
unanimous testimony, about the close of the

second century. It was the work of Rabbi
Juda Hakkadosh, who was the ornament of the

school at Tiberias, and is said to have occupied
him forty years. The commentaries and addi-
tions which succeeding rabbi es made were col-

lected by Rabbi Johanan Ben Eliezer, in the

fifth, sixth, or seventh century, under the name
of Gemara, that is, completion ; because it com-

pleted the Talmud. A similar addition was
made to the Mishna by the Babylonish doctors
in the sixth or seventh century. The Talmud
of Babylon is most valued by the Jews

; and
this is the book which they mean, when they
talk of the Talmud in general. An abridgment
of it was made by Maimonides in the twelfth

century, in which he rejected some of its greatest
absurdities. The last edition of the Talmud
of Babylon, printed at Amsterdam, is in 12 vol-.

folio. The Talmud of Jerusalem is in one large
folio.

TALOOK, an Arabic word, which signifies

literally attachment, connexion, dependence. In

Bengal, however, where it occurs perpetually in

the enumeration of the districts and subdivisions

of that province contained in the institutes of

Akber, it signifies a tenure of land. Hence tht

talook of Cashinat, the talook of Meheys the

headman, the talook of Ahmed Khan, &c. See

A Dissertation concerning the Landed Property
of Bengal, by Sir Charles Rouse Boughton.

TALPA, in zoology, the mole, a genus of

quadrupeds belonging to the order of ferae and

class of mammalia. It has six unequal foreteeth

in the upper jaw, and eight in the lower ; one

tusk on each side in eaph jaw ; seven grinders

on each side above, and six below. There are

seven species, viz. 1. T. aurea, the gilded

mole, or Siberian mole of Pennant, has three

toes on the fore feet, with very large claws ; five

on the hind, with weak claws ;
but no tail. The

snout is shorter than that of the European (No*

3); the nose naked; the head and body four

inches ; the fur above varied with glossy green,

golden, and reddish copper color; the lower

a cinereous 'brown. They inhabit the Cape of

Good Hope and Siberia.

2. T cristata, the crested mole, or sorex cris-

tatus of Gmelin, has five toes on each foot ; ;i

short tail ; and the nose long and surrounded at
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the point with ten or fifteen short radiated ten-

drils forming a star; the body is thick and

round, and covered with a fine short dusky fur.

They feed on roots, and inhabit North America.
3. T. Europaea, the European mole, is the only

species found in Britain. They inhabit the

whole of Europe, except Ireland, where no moles

are found. They are also common in the North
of Asia and Africa. They chiefly frequent moist

fields exposed to the sun, meadows, and gar-

dens; through which they form subterraneous

roads in every direction in search of worms, on
which and the larvae of insects they feed, and
not on vegetables, though they do great damage
by loosening the roots of plants. They are most
active before rain, as the worms are then in mo-
tion. The penis of the male is exceedingly long
in proportion: they pair and propagate in spring,
tlie female bringing four or five young at a birth,

which are placed in nests made of moss, leaves,
and dried grass, under the largest hillocks of the

field ; these are constructed with wonderful in-

genuity, consisting of an interior hillock, sur-

rounded with a ditch, which communicates with

several galleries, on purpose to carry off the

moisture ; and the nest is covered over with a

dome of earth, like the flat arch of an oven.

Moles are destroyed by a paste composed of

palma christi and white hellebore, or by flooding
the fields which they infest ; though, in the latter

case, they sometimes escape by ascending trees.

This species is five inches and three-quarters in

length, and its tail about one inch. It has a

large head, without any external ears, and eyes
so very small, and so completely hid in the fur,

as to make it vulgarly believed that it has none.
As they live entirely below ground , they have

certainly no occasion for eyes ;
and as they pro-

bably find their food by the smell, which is

acute, eyes may serve merely to warn them when

they happen to emerge from the ground to return

to their subterraneous dwelling. There are four

varieties, viz. i. T. Europsea alba, the white

mole, with fur uniformly white, ii. T. Euro-

paea cinerea, the gray mole, has narrow fore

paws
1

; the fur is of a cinereous color, iii. T.

Europaea nigra, the black mole, has fur uniformly
black, iv. T. Europaea variegata, the variegated
mole,, has fur variegated with white spots.

4. T. flava, the yellow or American mole, has
five toes on each foot, the fur is of a yellowish-
brown color at the tips, and dark gray at the

roots; the head is brightest ; the rump dark; the

belly deep brown ; the feet and tail white. They
inhabit North America.

5. T. fusca, the brown mole, the sorex aquati-
cus, or aquatic shrew, of Graelin, has five toes

on all the feet, which are palmated ; the tail and
feet short and white ; two fore teeth in the upper,
and four in the lower jaw. The head and body
are five inches and a half long ; the tail not an
inch

; the nose is slender; the upper jaw longer
than the under. They inhabit North America.
This and the cristata were formerly ranked
under the genus sorex; but, as they have the

manners and figure of the moles, they are very
properly restored to this genus by Mr. Pennant.

6. T. longicaudata, the long tailed mole of

Pennant, has five toes on all the feet, which are

broad, naked, and palmate;! ; the fore feet have

strong short claws ; the hind feet long and slender

ones, and are scaly. The head and body are from
four to six inches long; the tail two, sometimes
three. They inhabit North America.

7. T. rubra, the red American mole, has thr -o

toes on the fore feet, four on the hind, and a
short tail. It is of a pale-red color, and in

form resembles the European, but is larger, and
the root of the tail is thicker. They inhabit

America. Kerr's Animal Kingdom, vol. i. p.
199203.
TALTHYBIUS, a celebrated herald in the

Grecian camp, during the Trojan war, the friend

and minister of Agamemnon, who sent him to

bring away Briseis from Achilles. He died at

jElgium, in Achaia. Horn. II. i. v. 320, &c.,
Paus. vii. c. 23.

TALUD, or TALUS, in architecture, the incli-

nation or slope of a work ; as of the outside of
a wall, when its thickness is diminished by de-

grees, as it rises in height, to make it the firmer.

TALUS, in fortification, the slope of a work,
whether of earth or masonry.

TALUS, in history, partly fabulous, the nephew
of Daedalus, and, like his uncle, a great mathe-
matical genius, having invented the saw, com-

passes, and other mechanical instruments. But
this merit occasioned his murder. See Daedalus.

The poets fabled that he was, turned into a par-

tridge.

TAMANDUA, or TAMANOIR, in zoology. See
MYRMECOPHAGA.

TAMAlt, in Scripture history, a name com-
mon among the Israelitish women, as, 1. The
wife of Er and Onan, Judah's sons, and mother
of Pharez and Zarah by himself; 2. A daughter
of David and full sister of Absalom, ravished by
her brother Amnon. See ABSALOM and AMNON.
3. A daughter of Absalom.

TAMARACA, a province of Brasil, bounded
north by the province of Paraiba, and south by
that of OUnda, east by the sea, and west by the

country of the Indians. It is seven leagues

along the coast, but thirty or forty in the interior

of the country, and takes its name from an
island which it has opposite to it near the con-

tinent, producing large quantities of Brasil

wood, cotton, cocoa-nuts, sugar, melons, citrons,

&c., besides a good deal of timber for fuel and
other purposes. It is about nine miles in length,
three in breadth, and about twenty-two in cir-

cuit. It has a commodious haven on the south

side, and good fresh water. The entrance into

the port is by a channel of between fifteen and
sixteen feet water, commanded by a castle, built

on an eminence, and formerly taken by the

Dutch. The French had formerly a canton or

settlement on this coast, but the Portuguese

obliged them to evacuate it. The capital,*called
Nostra Segnora de Conceizao, or da Tamaraca,
stands at the entrance into the river of the latter

name ; and near it is a small castle with a re-

doubt; about four miles north of the mouth of

the river is the famous point denominated Punta
Pedro.

TAMARACA, the capital of the above district,

is situated on the top of a mountain, and has a

magnificent parish church. Fourteen miles

north of Olincla, and sixty-fo ir suuih of Paraiba.

Long. 35 6' W., lat. 7 59' S.
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TAMARIL, a town of Spain in Catalonia;
two miles north-east of Tarragona.
TAM'ARIND, n. s. Lat. tamarindus ; Pers.

tamar. A fruit.

Lenitives are cassia, tamarinds, manna.
Wiseman't Surgery.

Lay me reclined

Beneath the spreading tamarind, that shakes,
Fanned by the breeze, its fever cooling fruit.

Thomson.
The flower of the tamarind tree consists of several

leaves, which are so placed as to resemble a papilio-
naceous one in some measure

;
but these expand cir-

cularly, from whose many-leaved flower-cup rises the

pointal, which afterward becomes a flat pod, contain-

ing many flat angular seeds surrounded with an acid
blackish pulp. Miller.

TAMARIND TREE, or TAMARINDUS, in botany,
a genus of plants arranged by Linnaeus under the
class of triandria and order of monogynia ; but

Woodville, Schreber, and other late botanists,
have found that it belongs to the class of mona-
delphia and order of triandria. In the natural

system it is ranked under the lomentacese. There
is only one species, viz.

T. Indica, a native of both Indies, of Ame-
rica, of Arabia, and Egypt. It was cultivated in

Britain before 1633. It rises to thirty or forty
feet, sending off numerous large branches, which

spread to a considerable extent, and have a beau-
tiful appearance ; the trunk is erect, and covered
with rough bark of a grayish or ash color

; the

leaves are small and pinnated, and of ayellowish
green color ; the flowers resemble the papiliona-
ceous kind, and grow in lateral clusters ; the

calyx consists of four leaves, and the corolla of
three petals, of a yellowish hue, and beautifully
diversified with red veins; the fruit is a pod of a

roundish compressed form, from three to five

inches long, containing two, three, or four seeds,
in a dark pulpy matter. The Homers appear, ac-

cording to Jacquin, in October and November ;

but, according to Dr. Wright, during the whole
of June and July. The pulp of the tamarind,
with the seeds connected together by numerous

tough strings or fibres, are brought to us freed

from, the outer shell, and commonly preserved in

syrup. The fruit produced in the East Indies is

more esteemed than that of the West, and is

distinguished by the greater length of the pods,
and the pulp being dryer and of a darker color.

This fruit, the use of which was first learned of

the Arabians, contains a large proportion of acid,
with the saccharine matter, and is therefore not

only employed as a laxative, but a-lso for abating
thirst and heat in various inflammatory com-

plaints, and putrid disorders, especially those of

a bilious kind ; in which the cathartic, antisep-
tic, and refrigerant qualities of the fruit have
been found equally useful. When intended

merely as a laxative, it may be joined with

manna, or purgatives of a sweet kind, by which
it is rendered safer and more effectual. Three
drachms of the pulp are usually sufficient to open
the body ; but, to prove moderately cathartic, one
or two ounces are required. It is an ingredient
in electuarium e cassia, and electuarium e senna
or lenitive electuary.

. See MATERIA MEDICA,
and PHARMACY.
The pulp consists, according to Vauquelin, of

bitartrate of potash 300, gum 432, sugar 1 1 52,
jelly 576, citric acid 864,tartaric acid 144, malic
acid 40, feculent matter 2880, water 3364 ; n
9752 parts.

TAMARIS, a river of Spain. Lempr.
TAM'ARISK, n. s. Lat. tamarice.
The flowers of the tamarisk are rosaceous. Miller.
Tamarisk is a tree that grows tall, and its wood is

medicinal. Mortimer's Husbandry.

TAMARISK, TAMARIX, in botany, a genus of
plants belonging to the class of pentandria, and
order of tryginia; and in the natural system
ranging under the thirteenth order, succulents.
The calyx is quinquepartrte ; the petals are five ;

the capsule is unilocular and trivalvular, and the
seeds pappous. There are only two species
known: viz. 1. T. Gallica, French tamarisk,
which grows upon the sea coasts. When burnt
it affords sulphate of soda. See CHEMISTRY,
Index, ii. T. Germanica, German tamarisk.

TAMARUS, a mountain of Epirus. Strabo.
TAMARY. See SOCOTORA and TAMARA.
TAMASA, a river of Asia, in Mingrelia.
TAMASCAL, the name given in California to

a kind of sand-bath employed by the natives in

the cure of the venereal disease. It is prepared
by scooping a trench in the sand, two feet wide,
one foot deep, and of a length proportioned to

the size of the patient ;
a fire is then made

through the whole extent of it, as well as upon
the sand which was dug out of the hollow.

When the whole is thoroughly heated, the fire is

removed, and the sand stirred about, that the

warmth may be equally diffused. The sick person
is then stripped, lam down in the trench, and co-

vered up to his chin with heated sand. In this

position a very profuse sweat soon breaks out,
which gradually diminishes according as the sand
cools. The patient then rises and bathes in the

sea, or the nearest river. This process is re-

peated till a complete cure is obtained. While
the patient is undergoing the operation of the

tamascal, he drinks a considerable quantity of a

warm sudorific, prepared by the decoction of

certain herbs, chiefly of the shrub called by the

Spaniards Gouvernante.

TAMASEA, a plain of Cyprus, sacred to Ve-
nus. Plin. 5.

TAMBARINE', n. s. Fr. tambourin. A ta-

bor ;
a small drum. It should be TAMBOURIN,

which see.

Calliope with muses moe,
Soon as thy oaken pipe began to sound,

Their ivory lutes and tambarines forego.

Spenser's Pastwals.

TAMBOV, a large province of European
Russia, lying to the west of those of Penza and

Saratov, between lat. 51 30' and 55 20' N.,

and long 39 40' and 43 40' E. Its territorial

extent is calculated at about 21,000 square miles,

and its population at 1,135,000. It is level, and

occupied by extensive steppes. Many tracts

are woody and marshy, but in general a sandy
soil pervades the north, and a black and fertile

mould the south. It is well watered both by
rivers and small lakes. The winter is severe,

but in summer the heat is such that the Polish

cochineal and Spanish fly are common. The

htoppes contain various beasts cf g:irne, and the
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mineral products are iron, sulphur, and saltpetre.
In 1808, on making a statistical survey, there

were found in this government twenty-seven

large manufacturing establishments, and the

capital employed in trade was returned at

500,000 sterling. The province is divided into

twelve circles.

TAMBOV, a considerable town, the capital of

the above government, is situated on the river

Zna. It is the see of a Greek bishop ; with a

seminary, gymnasium, and schools for the fami-

lies of the better classes. It has a large monas-

tery, in which there are two churches ;
and the

town contains fourteen other churches. It has

manufactures of woollens, canvas, linen, and

alum, and a considerable carrying trade; but

the chief employment of the inhabitants is agri-

culture. Inhabitants 10,700. 286 miles south-

east of Moscow.

TAMBOUR, in architecture, a term applied to

the Corinthian and Composite capitals, as bearing
some resemblance to a drum, which the French

call tambour. Some choose to call it the vase,
and others campana or the bell.

TAMBOUR is also used for a little box of tim-

ber work, covered with a ceiling, w.ithinside the

porch of certain churches; both to prevent the

view of persons passing by, and to keep off the

wind, &c. ; by means of folding doors, &c.

TAMBOUR also denotes a round course of

stone, several whereof form the shaft of a column,
not so high as a diameter.

TAMBOUR, in the manufactures, is a species of

embroidery. The tambour is an instrument of a

spherical form, upon which is stretched, by a

string and buckle, a piece of linen or thin

silken stuff; which is wrought with a needle of a

particular form, and by means of silken or gold
and silver threads, into leaves, flowers, or other

figures.

TAMBOURIN, a tabor or small drum : also

a dance performed on the French stage. The
air is lively and the movements are quick. See

Music.

TAME, adj. & v. a.
-^

Sax. tame ; Belg.

TAME'ABLE, adj. I taem ; Dan. turn. Sub-

TAME'LY, adv. >dued; gentle; domes-
TAME'XESS, n.s. Vtic; crushed; depress-
TA'MER. Jed: to reduce from

wildness ; reclaim; make gentle: the adjective,

adverb, and noun substantives corresponding.

If you should need a pin,
You could not with more tame a tongue desire it.

Shakspeare.
A most poor man, made tame to fortune's blows,

Who, by the art of known and feeling sorrows.

Am pregnant to good pity. Id. King Lear.
If the heavens do not their visible spirits

Send quickly down to tame the offences,

Humanity must perforce prey on itself. Id.

A puling cuckold would drink up
The lees, and dregs of a flat tamed piece.

Shakspeare.
True obedience, of this madness cured,

Stoop tamety to the foot of majesty. Id. Henry IV.

They cannot tame

Or overcome their riches ; not by making
Baths, orchards, fish-pools, letting in of seas

Heie
; and then there forcing him out again.

Ben Jonson.

Ganzas are supposed to be great fowls of a strong

flight, and easily tameable ; divers of which may be
so brought up as to join together in carrying the

weight of a man. Wilkini.

Praise him, each savage furious beast,
That on his stores do daily feast

,

And you, tame slaves of the laborious plough,
Your weary knees to your Creator bow.

Eoscomnton.

A race unconquered, by their clime made bold,
The Caledonians, armed with want and cold,

Have been for ages kept for you to tame. Waller.

What courage tamely could to death consent,
And not by striking first the blow prevent ? Dryden.

Has he given way 1

Did he look tamely on, and let them pass 1 Addiion.

Thales the Milesian said, That of all wild beasts
a tyrant is the worst, and of all tame beasts a flat-

terer. Id.

Such a conduct must appear rather like tamenest

than beauty, and expose his authority to insults.

Rogers. .

He, great tamer of all human art,

Dulness ! whose good old cause I yet defend. Pope.
Can you love and reverence your prelate, whom

you tamely suffer to be abused 1 Swift.

TAMERLANE, or TIMUR BEK, a celebrated

prince and conqueror. As he very early exhi-

bited uncommon courage, he had at the age of

twenty-five attained the highest dignities. He
spent nine years in different countries, travelling
for improvement. He conquered the three great

empires of Persia, India, and Egypt; plundered
Bagdad, Delhi, Cairo, and other rich cities ;

and took prisoner Bajazet I. emperor of the

Turks
; so that his power, riches, and magnifi-

cence became immense. There remain vast monu-
ments of his grandeur in the cities, towns, castles,

and walls, which he built; in the rivers and
canals which he dug, as well as in the bridges,

gardens, palaces, hospitals, mosques, and monas-

teries, which he erected in the various parts of

Asia. Timur, according to the historian Arab-

shah, was very corpulent and yet tall. He had
a large forehead, and a big head. His counte-

nance was agreeable, and his complexion fair.

He had a large beard, was very strong, and well

limbed
; had broad shoulders, thick fingers, and

long less. His constitution was amazingly vi-

gorous; but he was maimed in one hand, and
lame of the right side. His eyes appeared full

of fire ; his voice was loud and piercing ; and,
when far advanced in years, his understanding
was sound, his body vigorous and robust. He
died on the first of April 1405, aged seventy-one,
in the thirty-sixth year of his reign. See BAG-

DAD, INDIA, MOGULS, PERSIA, and SYRIA.

TAMESIS, in ancient geography, a river of

South Britain, now called the Thames. Cas. de
Bel. Gal. v. c. ii.

TAMMEAMEA, or TAMAHAMA, king of the

Sandwich isles, in the Pacific Ocean, who at the

death of Captain Cook, in 1 780, had arrived at

manhood, but had no concern in that event.

Tirrioboo, the king of Owhyhee, the largest of

the Sandwich Islands, having offended his prin-

cipal officers, he was put to death, and Tamme-
amea was chosen to succeed him. He soon

showed extraordinary talents for his situation,

and it was a part of his policy to encourage the

settlement of Europeans in his dominions.
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When Vancouver visited Owhyhee, Tammeamea

put himself under the protection of that officer,

as the representative of the king of Great Bri-

tain ; ;and, as the price of his submission, he was
assisted in building a fine vessel. Tamme-
amea afterwards formed a fleet, with which he

conquered the adjoining islands, and traded to

China. He subsequently erected a fort on the

island of Vahou, and obtained from the Russians

some artillery ; while, by encouraging the trad-

ing of his subjects with navigators, he added to

his own wealth and importance as well as that

of his people. This enterprising monarch died

in March, 1819. Rhio Rhio, the son and suc-

cessor of Tammeamea, having made a visit to

this country, together with his queen, in 1824,
both their majesties died in London, after a few

months' residence.

TAM'PER, v. a. Derived by Skinner from

Lat. tempera : by others considered as a frequenta-
tive of tempt. To try in a meddling way; med-
dle ; be busy with physic ; practise secretly.

That key of knowledge, which should give us en-

trance into the recesses of religion, is by so much

tampering and wrenching made useless.

Decay of Piety.

Others tampered
For Fleetwood, Desborough, and Lambert.

Hudibras.

'Tis in vain

To tamper with your crazy brain,

Without trepanning of your skull

As often as the moon's at full. Id.

'Tis dangerous tampering with a muse,
The profits small, and you have much to lose :

For, though true wit adorns your birth or place,

Degenerate lines degrade the attainted race.

Roscommon.

He tried washes to bring him to a better complex-

ion, but there was no good to be done
;

the very

tampering cast him into a disease. L'Eitrange.

TAMTAM, a flat drum used by the Hindoos,

resembling a tabor, but it is larger, and sounds

louder.

TAMUS, black briony, in botany, a genus of

plants belonging to the class of dicecia, and order

of hexandria ; and in the natural system ranging

under the eleventh order, sarmentacese. The

male and female flowers are both sexpartite ;

there is no corolla; the style is trifid; the berry

is trilccnlar and inferior, and contains two seeds.

There are only two species known : 1. T. corn-

munis, the common black briony ;
is a native of

England, but has not been observed growing
wild in Scotland. It' has a large root, which

sends forth several long slender stems : the leaves

are large, heart-shaped, dark green, and grow on

long foot-stalks : the flowers are greenish, ;md the

berry red. It flowers from May to August, and

is common in hedges. 2. T. elephantipes is a

native of the Cape of Good Hope, and was first

described by L'Heritier.

TAMWORTH, a borough and market-town,

partly in Staffordshire and partly
in Warwick-

shire, at the conflux of the rivers Tame and

Anker, near the great navigable canal, eight miles

south-east of Litchfield, and 114 north-west of

London. The church is an ancient irregular

building, containing several curious monuments ;

and the town is large and well-built, and has

two bridges. In the town are places of worship
for dissenters, a hospital, and a grammar-school.
It is governed by two bailiffs, being one for each

county : twenty-four burgesses, town-clerk, &c.,
with a high steward, recorder, and under stew-
ard. It was first incorporated by queen Elizabeth,
and returns two members to parliament, one for

each part of the town, the number of voters

being about 250. The returning officers are the

bailiffs. The town has a considerable manufac-
ture of narrow cloths, and is noted for good ale.

Calico-printing and tanning are now the princi-

pal trades carried on here. Here are two bank-

ing houses. Tarnworth-castle is the seat of the

earl of Leicester. Market on Tuesday. Fairs,

May 4th, July 26th, and October 24th. It is a

curacy.

TAN, v. a. Fr. tanner ; Belg. tannen ; Arm.

tann, oak.; Teut. tan, the fir. To impregnate or

imbue with bark; imbrown, particularly by the

sun.

His face all tanned with scorching sunny ray,
As he had travelled many a summer's day
Through boiling sands of Araby and Ind. Spenser.

Like sun-parched quarters on the city gate,
Such is thy tanned skin's lamentable state. Donne.

A brown for which heaven would disband

The galaxy, and stars be tanned. Cleaveland.

A human skull covered with the skin, having been

buried in some limy soil, was tanned or turned into

a kind of leather. Grew's Museum.
Black cattle produce tallow, hides, and beef; but

the greatest part of the hides are exported raw for

want of bark to tan them. Swift.

They sell us their bark at a good price for tanning
our hides into leather. Id. Miscellanies.

Tanners use that lime which is newly drawn out of

the kiln, and not slacked with water or air. Moron.

TAN, the bark of the oak after it has been

ground and used by the tanner. The smaller

sort is generally made up in little square cakes

called turf, and sold for firing. The coarser sort

is sometimes dried in the sun, and used by
bakers for heating their ovens, &c., but its chief

use is for hot-beds, to raise pine apples and other

plants. William III. introduced the use of it

from Holland, for raising orange trees; after

which it was discontinued till about 1719, when

ananas were first brought into England . It came

into general use, and has ever since been much

used by gardeners for forcing, &c., by its strong

and lasting fermentation. The smaller the tan,

the quicker it heats ;
but the larger sort acquires

heat more gradually and retains it longer : gar-

deners therefore use the one or the other, or a

mixture of both, according to the purpose for

which it is wanted. It is some time after the tan

comes out of the pit before it begins to heat; but,

having lain a week or two, it ferments, and, if

put into hot-beds properly prepared,
will retain

a moderate heat for three or four months. When

useless for the hot-house it is still an excellent

manure
TAN is sometimes, though improperly, used for

the bark itself, which is the chief ingredient in

the tanning of leather. Oak bark, on account of

its great astringency and gummy resinous proper-

ties, is preferred
to all other substances for the

purpose of tanning, as it not only prest
r\e< the
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leather from rotting, but also, by condensing the

pores, renders it impervious to water. Sue

TANNING.

TAN, in chemistry, is a substance found in

most vegetables, which, not having hitherto been
resolved into component parts, is therefore con-
sidered as simple.

TANA, a large river of Lapland, forming the

boundary between Russia and Sweden for 150
miles. It traverses part of Finmark, and falls

into the Arctic Ocean in lat. 71 N., long. 31

30' E., at a gulf to which it gives name. A
large quantity of salmon is caught here

TANACETUM, tansy, in botany, a genus of

plants belonging to the class of syngenesia, and
order of polygamia superflua; and in the natural

system ranging under the forty-ninth order, com-

positffi. The receptacle is naked ; the pappus
somewhat emarginated ;

the calyx imbricated and

hemispherical ; the florets of the radius are trifid,

and scarcely distinguishable. Gmelin has enu-

merated seven species, of which only one is a

native of Britain, viz. T. vulgare, common tansy,

grows three or four feet high ; the leaves are bi-

pinnated and serrated ; the flowers yellow, and
terminate the branches in flat umbels. It is

found on the borders of fields and dry banks ; it

abounds at Wark, and Ford-castle near Kelso;
on the side of Gareloch on the west coast of

Ross-shire ;
and in Breadalbane. It flowers gene-

rally in August. There is a variety with curled

leaves, called curled tansy. It has a bitter taste,

and an aromatic smell disagreeable to many
people. It is good for warming and strengthening
the stomach; the young leaves are therefore used

as an ingredient in puddings, &c. It is rarely
used in medicine, though extolled as a good em-

menagogue. A drachm of the dried flowers has

been found beneficial in hysteric disorders arising
from suppression. The seeds and leaves were

formerly in esteem for destroying worms in chil-

dren, and are reckoned good in colics and flatu-

lencies. In some parts of Sweden and Lapland,
a bath with a decoction of tansy is used to assist

parturition. See MATERIA MEDICA.

TANJECIUM, in botany, a genus of the an-

giospermia order, belonging to the didynamia class

of plants; and in the natural method ranking
under the twenty-fifth order, putamineae. The

calyx is monophyllous, tubulated, truncated, and
entire

;
the corolla long, monopetalous, and white ;

the tube cylindrical ; the lymbi erect, spreading,
and nearly equal : the fruit a berry covered with

a thick bark, large, oblong, internally divided

into two parts ;
in the pulp are contained a num-

ber of seeds. There are only two species, viz.

1. T. jaroba, and 2. T. parasiticum, both natives

of Jamaica. They grow by the sides of rivers,

and climb on trees and bushes. This genus is

omitted by Mr. Lee.

TANAGER, in ancient geography, a river of

Italy, in Lucania, remarkable for its beautiful

cascades and meanders, through a fine picturesque

country. Virg. Geor. iii. v. 151. It is now called

Negro.
TANAGRA, an ancient town of Bocotia, near

the Euripus, between the Asopus and Thermo-

don, famous for cock-fighting.
TAN AGRA TANAGEU, in ornithology, a genus of

birds belonging to the order of passeres. The
beak is conical, acuminated, emarginated almost

triangular at the base, and inclining a little

towards the point. Dr. Latham has described

forty-four species, all of which are of foreign ex-
traction.

TANDY (James Napper), born in Ireland in

1757, a merchant at Dublin, who, being an

enemy to the ascendancy of England, attempted
to bring about a revolution. In 1791 he pub-
lished a plan of reform, and was appointed se-

cretary of a Catholic association, though himself
a Protestant dissenter. He was also nominated
colonel of the volunteers of Dublin ; but ren-

dered himself so obnoxious to the government,
that to avoid being arrested he fled to France.
Here the executive directory gave him a com-
mission as general of brigade in a*n expedition
against Ireland, in August, 1798, under general

Rey. On its failure he took refuge at Ham-
burg ; but, being delivered up to the English
minister, he was taken to Ireland, tried for high
treason, and received sentence of death. But
the judgment was not executed, and, being liber-

ated after the peace of Amiens, he went to

France, and died at Bordeaux, ia August, 1803.

TANETUM, an ancient town of Italy, in

Mutina, now called Tonedo.
TANFANJE Lucus, a sacred grove in Ger-

many, in the country of the Marsi, between the

Ems and Lippe. Tac. An. i. c. 51.

TANG, n.s. & v. n. Dut. tunghe, acrid; Lat.

tango. A strong taste ; taste left in the mouth :

obsolete. To ring with (for twang.)

Be opposite with a kinsman, surly with thy ser-

vants
;

let thy tongue tang arguments of state
; put

thyself into the trick of singularity.

Shakspeai-e. Twelfth Night.
She had a tongue with a tang,

Would cry to a sailor, Go hang. Id. Tempest.

There is a pretty affectation in the Allemain,
which gives their speech a different tang from ours.

Holder.

Sin, taken into the soul, is like a liquor poured into

a vessel
;
so much of it as it fills it also seasons

; so

that although the body of the liquor should be

poured out again, yet still it leaves that tang behind

it. South.

It is strange that the soul should never once recal

over any of its pure native thoughts, before it bor-

rowed any thing from the body ; never bring into the

waking man's view any other ideas but what have a

tang of the cask, and derive their original from that

union. Locke.

There was not the least tang of religion, which is

indeed the worst affectation in any thing he said ot

did. Atterbury.

TAN'GENT, n. s. ) Fr. tangent ; Lat. tan*

TAN'GTBLE, adj. ) gens. For the definition

of tangent see below : tangible, perceptible to the

touch.

Tangible bodies have no pleasure in the consort of

air, but endeavour to subact it into a more dense

body.
Bacon.

By the touch, the tangible qualities of bodies are

discerned, as hard, soft, smooth. Locke.

Nothing in this hypothesis can retain the planets
in theirorbs, but they would immediately desert them

ami the neighbourhood of the sun, and vanish away
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in tangents to their several circles into the mundane
space. Bentley's Sermons.

TANGENT OF AN ARCH is a right line drawn

perpendicularly
from the end of a diameter pass-

ing to one extremity of the arch, and terminated

by a right line drawn from the centre through
the other end of that arch, and called the secant.

See GEOMETRY.

TANGIER, a celebrated sea-port of Fez, in

Morocco, is situated on the straits of Gibraltar,
a few miles to the east of cape Spartel. It was
known under the name of Tingis or Tinja to the

Romans, who took it under Sertorius. On the

invasion of the Saracens, it was surrendered to

them by count Julian. In modern times Tan-

gier has been a subject of eager contest between
the Moors and Portuguese. In 1437 it was
besieged by prince Ferdinand ; but his army
was defeated, and capitulated. In 1471 Alonzo
of Portugal succeeded in obtaining possession
of it

; and about two centuries after, in 1 662, it

became the property of England, being ceded to

Charles II. as a marriage portion with the prin-
cess Catharine of Portugal. The English, how-

ever, abandoned it in 1684. Tangier became
afterwards a distinguished station of piracy, for

which its situation at the mouth of the straits

gave it great advantages ;
but the disuse of this

nefarious practice has greatly diminished its im-

portance. It now subsists chiefly by supplying
the British garrison of Gibraltar with cattle and

vegetables, permission for which purpose was

given by Muley Ismael, the grandfather of the

present emperor. The bay is encumbered by
the ruins of the mole and fortification, and is

not very safe during winter in westerly winds.

The best anchorage is at the eastern point. There
are still some batteries facing the bay: 108 miles

N. N. W. of Fez, and thirty-eight W. S. W. of

Gibraltar. Long. 5 50' W., lat. 35 42' N.

TAN'GLE, v. a., v. n., & n. s. See ENTANGLE.
To implicate; knit together; ensnare; entrap;
embroil : be entangled : a tangle is a knot of in-

terwoven or complicated things.

She means to tangle mine eyes too,

'Tis not your inky brows, your black silk hair,

Your bugle eye-balls, nor your cheek of cream.

Shakspeare.
I do, quoth he, perceive

My king is tangled in affection to

A creature of the queen's, lady Anne Bullen. Id.

You must lay lime to tangle her desires

By wailful sonnets, whose composed rhimes

Shall be full fraught with serviceable vows. Id.

When my simple weakness strays,

Tangled in forbidden ways,
He, my Shepherd ! is my guide,
He's before me, on my side. CratJtaw.

He leading swiftly rowled
In tangles, and made intricate seem strait,

To mischief swift. Milton's Paradise Lost.

Now ly'st victorious

Among thy slain self-killed,

Not willingly, but tangled in the fold

Of dire necessity. Id. Ayonislet.
With subtile cobweb cheats,

They 're catchcd in knotted law-like nets ;

In which when once they are entangled,
The moie they stir, the more they 're tangled.

Hudibras.

TANGROLIPIX, sultan of the Turks, in the
eleventh century, a barbarous but not ungenerous
conqueror, and the first of the Turks who made
inroads upon the Eastern empire. He and his

nephew, Cutlu-Moses, ravaged Iberia. Tangroli-
pix also conquered Persia in 1030, and founded
a new

dynasty of Turkish sultans, who reigned
there for a century. See PERSIA.
TANJORE. A district of the Southern Car-

natic, Hindostan, situated between 10 and 12
of N. lat. To the north it is bounded by the

Cauvery ; on the south by the sea ; to the east
it has also the sea ; and on the west Trichinopoly
and the polygar's territory.

This principality is entitled to the second rank

among the provinces of Hindostan for agriculture
and valued rent, the first being assigned to the

district of Burdwan in Bengal. For the pur-
poses of irrigation, prodigious mounds have been
raised at Coilady to prevent the waters of the

Cavery from rejoining those of the Coleroon after

they have separated near Trichinopoly. From
this southern branch of the river canals are con-
ducted in all directions, which, by means of em-
bankments and reservoirs, are diverted into every
field, and fertilize a tract of country from Devicotta
to Point Calymere, which would otherwise remain
a barren sand. The inhabitants of this district

are uncommonly industrious and expert in hus-

bandry ; there is consequently but a very small

proportion of waste land compared with what is

seen in some of the neighbouring territories.

The dry and wet cultivation are nearly equal,

being about fifty per cent. each.

It appears that, in 1807, the province consisted

of 5873 townships. Of this number there are

1807 townships, in which one individual holds

the whole undivided lands; 2202 of which the

property is held by several persons having their

distinct and separate estates ;
and 1774 the

landed property, in which is held in common by
all the Meerassdars, or proprietors of the village,

who contribute labor, and receive a share of the

crop in the proportion of their respective pro-

perties.
The principal articles exported to Madras are

indigo, cocoa nuts, rice, grain, paddy, lamp-oil,
with some piece goods. The remaining articles,

from their description, appear to have been first

received from the eastward, Ceylon, or the Ma-
labar coast, and afterwards sent to Madras.

These consist of betel nut, tin, pepper, tortoise-

shell, benjamin, arrack, Trincomale wood, and

hing. The imports into this province from

Madras are small in quantity and value, and are

composed chiefly of articles for the European

troops and residents, with some iron hoops, cam-

phor, raw silk, silk piece goods, anchors, iron of

various sorts, gunnies, planks, and long pepper-
roots. The sea-ports of most commerce are

Tranquebar, Nagore, Negapatam, Carical, and

Devicotta.

The Hindoo religion has been preserved in

considerable splendor here, and the ancient

places of worship, with their vast endowments,
remain untouched. In almost every village there

is a pagoda with a lofty gateway of massive ar-

chitecture, where a great number of Brahmin?

are maintained; and on all the great roads arc
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choultries, built for the accommodation of pil-

grims. The Brahmins are here the chief holders

of land, and perform almost every office of hus-

bandry, except holding the plough". They are

all extremely loyal to the British, who grant

45,000 pagodas annually for the support of the

poorer temples.
In remote times Tanjore was distinguished

geographically by the name of Chola Desa, from

whence originated by several corruptions the

word Coromandel,and in native manuscripts its

sovereign is still designated the Cholia rajah.
The present race are descended from Eccojee, a

Mahratta chief (the brother of Sevajee), who,
in A. D. 1675, conquered the city and province,
which have been retained by the same dynasty
ever since, the Mahratta being the proper language
of the Tanjore court. The expedition of the British

troops into Tanjore, in 1749, was the first warfare

in which they were engaged against the forces of

a native prince; and it proved unsuccessful as

to its main object, the restoration of a deposed

rajah of Tanjore, who had applied for assistance

to the governor of Fort St. David. Sersajee, the

present rajah, is the adopted son of Tuljajee, who
died A. D. 1786, and was carefully educated

under the celebrated Danish missionary Mr.

Schwarts; yet he continued a staunch adherent

to the Brahminica". doctrines and superstitions.
In every other respect he is a man of liberal

sentiments, and particularly indulgent to the Da-
nish missionaries who live in his country. \Vhile

yet an independent prince he protected their

schools, and extended his kindness to the Ro-
man Catholics also, who, in 1785, were estimated

at 10,000 persons.
In 1799 the territory of Tanjore was subjected

by treaty to the British authority ; on this event

the rajah reserved to himself several palaces, the

Tranquebar tribute of 2000 chuckrums, a clear

allowance of one lack of rupees annually, and
one-fifth of the surplus revenues after payment
of the civil and military disbursements, which
amounts to nearly twice as much more. He
was allowed, AS a particular favor, to retain the

two forts of Tanjore, which he keeps in excel-

lent repair, and garrisoned with 1500 men. The

province now forms one of the districts of the

Madras presidency, and the arrangement has

proved equally advantageous to the inhabitants

and to the British.

TANJORE. A city in the Southern Carnatic,
the capital of the above district, comprehends
two fortresses, both of which are given up to the

rajah ; but, on the exigence of war, the British

have a right to re-occupy them. The small fort

is a mile in circumference, very strong, and in

good repair. The walls are lofty, and built of

large stones, and on the corners of the ramparts
are cavaliers. The ditch, which is broad and

deep, is cut out of the solid rock, and has a well

formed glacis. It joins on one side to the large
fort where the rajah resides, which is fortified in

a similar manner. In the small fort is the cele-

brated pagoda, the chief building of which is

perhaps the finest specimen of the pyramidical

temple in Hindostan. Within is a bull carved
from a block of black granite, an excellent ex-

ample of Hindoo sculpture. From one of the

cavaliers there is a beautiful view. The pagodrt
forms the foreground ; then appears the large fort

with the rajah's palace and temples, behind
which a rich country is seen covered with rice

fields and clumps of trees, and beyond all a chain

of lofty mountains. The river Cavery here is

at the highest when the periodical rains prevail
in Mysore. In early ages this was the great seat

of learning in the South of India, and here the

almanacs were framed, according to which the

year 1800 of the Christian era corresponds with

the year 1722 of Salivahanam, and the 4901 of

the Cali Yug ; which reckoning differs one year
in the former era, and seven in the latter from
that used in Karnata. The British were repulsed
from before Tanjore in A. D. 1749, and it was

besieged without success by M. Lally in 1758.

Travelling distance from Madras, 205 miles ;

from Seringapatam, 237 ; and from Calcutta

1235 miles.

TANIS, in ancient geography, a large lake of

Egypt, now called Menzaleh. See MENZALEH.
TANIS, an ancient city of Egypt, seated near

the lake, on one of the eastern mouths of the

Nile.

TAN'IST, n.s. \
An Irish word. Erse an

TAJJ'ISTRY. $ taanister. The holder of a

life estate : tanistry corresponding. Obsolete.

Presently after the death of any of their captains

they assemble themselves to chuse another in his

stead, and nominate commonly the next brother ;

and then next to him do they chuse next of the

blood to be tanist, who shall next succeed him in the

said captainry. Spenser on Ireland.

The Irish hold their lands by tajiistry, which is no

more than a personal estate for his life-time that is

timist, by reason he is admitted thereunto by elec-

tion. Id.

If the Irish be not permitted to purchase estates

of freeholds, which might descend to their children,

must they not continue their custom of tanistry 1

which makes all their possessions uncertain.

Davies on Ireland.

By the Irish custom of tanistry, the chieftains of

every country, and the chief of every sept, had no

longer estate than for life in their chieferies
; and,

when their chieftains were dead, their sons or next

heirs did not succeed them, but their tanists, who
were elective, and purchased their election by strong
hand. Id.

TANK, in the language of Ilindostan, is a

place enclosed for receiving aud retaining the rain.

During the periodical rains the tanks are filled,

and thus in the dry season furnish water for the

rice fields and cattle. Some of them are of

great extent, measuring 300 or 400 feet on the

side; they are of a quadrangular form, and lined

with granite, descending in regular steps from the

margin to the bottom.

TANK, n. s. Fr. tanque. A large cistern or

bason.

Handle your pruning-knife with dexterity ; go

tightly to your business
; you have cost me much,

and must earn it
;
here's plentiful provision, rascal

,

sallading in the garden, and water in the tank; and,
in holv davs, the licking of a platter of rice when

you deserve it. Dryden's Don Sebastian.

TANK'ARD, n. a. Tr. tmii/uaerd ; Belgic
tankaerd. A large vessel with a cover, for strong
drink.
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Hath his tankard touched your brain

Sure they 're fallen asleep again. Ben Jonson.

Marius was the first who drank out of a silver

tankard, after the manner of Bacchus. Arbuthnot.
When any calls for ale, fill the largest tankard cup

top full. Swift.

TANNA, an island in the South Pacific, one
of the New Hebrides, was discovered by captain
Cook in the year 1774 ; about twenty-two miles

in length, and ten in breadth. The inhabitants

would not suffer Cook, or any of his company, to

advance far into the island. The produce, as far

as could be seen, is bread-fruit, plantains, cocoa-

nuts, a fruit like a nectarine, yams, tarra, a sort

of potato, sugar-cane, wild figs, a fruit like an

orange, which is not eatable, and some other

fruits and nuts. Hogs did not seem to be scarce,
but they saw not many fowls. Land birds are

not more numerous than at Otaheite ; but they
saw some small birds with a very beautiful

plumage, which they had never seen before, and
a great variety of trees and plants. The people
are of the middle size, but few.

TANNER (Dr. Thomas), an English prelate
and celebrated antiquarian, born in 1674. He
was admitted of Queen's College, Oxford. In
1697 he was chosen fellow. In 1722 he was
made archdeacon of Norwich; and in 1731

bishop of St. Asaph. He died at Oxford in 1735;
and after his death was published an elaborate

work, said to have employed him for forty years,
entitled Bibliotheca Britannica Hibernica, sive,

de Scriptoribus qui in Anglia, Scotia, et Hiber-

nia, ad saeculi XVII. initium floruerunt, &c.

TANNIN, in chemistry and the arts, one of

the immediate principles of vegetables, was first

distinguished by Seguin from the gallic acid, with

which it had been confounded under the name of

the astringent principle. He gave it the name
of tannin, from its use in the tanning of leather;

which it effects by its characteristic property, that

of forming with gelatine a tough insoluble mat-

ter. It may be obtained from vegetables by

macerating them in cold water ;
and precipitated

from this solution, which contains likewise gallic

acid and extractive matter, by hyperoxygenised
muriate of tin. From this precipitate, immedi-

ately diffused in a large quantity of water, the

oxide of tin may be separated by sulphureted

hydrogen gas, leaving the tannin in solution.

Professor Proust has since recommended an-

other method, the precipitation of a decoction of

galls by powdered carbonate of potash, washing
well the greenish-gray flakes that fall down with

cold water, and drying them in a stove. The

precipitate grows brown in the air, becomes brit-

tle and shining like a resin, and yet remains so-

luble in hot water. The tannin in this state, he

says, is very pure.
Sir II . Davy, after making several experiments

on different methods of ascertaining the quantity
of tannin in astringent infusions, prefers for this

purpose the common process of precipitating
the

tannin by gelatin ;
but he remarks that the tan-

nin of different vegetables requires different pro-

portions of gelatin for its saturation ;
and that

the quantity of precipitate obtained is influenced

by the degree in which the solutions are concen-

trated.

M. Chenevix observed that coffee berries ac-

quired by roasting the property of precipitating
gelatin ; and Mr. Hatchett has made a number
of experiments, which show that an artificial

tannin, or substance having its chief property,
may be formed, by treating with nitric acid mat-
ters containing charcoal. It is remarkable that
this tannin, when prepared from vegetable sub-

stances, as dry charcoal of wood, yields, on com-
bustion, products analogous to those of animal
matters. From his experiments it would seem
that tannin is, in reality, carbonaceous matter
combined with oxygen ; and the difference in the

proportion of oxygen may occasion the differ-

ences in the tannin procured from different

substances, that from catechu appearing to con-
tain most.

Bouillon Lagrange asserts that tannin by ab-

sorbing oxygen is converted into gallic acid. It

is not an unfrequent practice, to administer me-
dicines containing tannin in cases of debility,
and at the same time to prescribe gelatinous food

as nutritious. But this is evidently improper, as

the tannin, from its chemical properties, must
render the gelatin indigestible. For the chief

use of tannin, see the following article.

According to Berzelius, tannin consists of hy-
drogen 4-186 + carbon 51-160 + oxygen
44-654. And the tannate of lead is composed of,

Tannin 100 26-923
Oxide of lead 52 14-

But there is "much uncertainty concerning the

definite neutrality of this compound.
TANNING. The several kinds of leather are

prepared from the skins of animals macerated
for a long time with lime and water, to promote
the separation of the hair and wool, and of the

fat and fleshy parts, in which recourse is also

had to the assistance of mechanical pressure,

scraping, and the like. The skin, when thus de-

prived of its more putrescible part, and brought

considerably toward the state of mere fibre, is

tanned by maceration with certain astringent

substances, particularly the bark of the oak tree.

The hide consists almost wholly of gelatin,

and all that is necessary is to divest it of the

hair, epidermis, and any flesh or fat adhering to

it. This is commonly done, after they have been

soaked in water some time, and handled or

trodden to cleanse them from filth, by immersing
them in milk of lime. Some, instead of lime,

use an acescent infusion of barley or rye-meal,
or spent tan ; and others recommend water aci-

dulated with sulphuric acid. Similar acidulous

waters are afterwards employed for raising or

swelling the hide, when this is necessary. The

skins, thus prepared, are finally to undergo what

is properly called the tanning. This, is usually

done by throwing into a pit,
or cistern made in

the ground, a quantity of ground oak-bark that

has already been used, and on the skins and

fresh bark in alternate layers, covering the whole

with half a foot of tan, and treading it well down.

The tanning may be accelerated by adding a lit-

tle water. As it is a long time before tlie hide

is thoroughly tanned in this mode, at least many
months, during which the bark is renewed three

or four times ;
M. Seguin steeps the skins in a
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strong infusion of tan, and assists its action by
heat.

'

Chaptal observes, however, that this re-

quires an extensive apparatus for preparing the

liquor and skins : the leather imbibes so much
Hvater that it remains spongy a long time, and
wrinkles in drying ; and it is extremely difficult

so to arrange the hides in a copper as to keep
them apart from each other, and free of the sides

of the vessel.

The following account of M. Seguin's practice
was transmitted to England in the year 1796 :

To tan a skin is to take away its putrescent qua-
lity, preserving, however, a certain degree of

pliability. This is effected by incorporating
with the skin, particles of a substance which de-

stroys their tendency to putrefaction.
The operations relating to tanning are there-

fore of two kinds : the first is merely depriving
the skin of those parts which would oppose its

preservation, or which adhere to it but little,

such as hair and flesh ; the other consists in in-

corporating with it a substance, which shall pre-
vent its putrefying. The operations of the first

kind are technically termed, unhairing and flesh-

ing; the operations of the second kind belong
to tanning, properly so called. Fleshing is an

operation merely mechanical ; unhairing is a

mechanical operation, if performed by shaving ;

or a chemical operation, if effected by dissolution

or decomposition of the substance which con-

nects the hair with the skin.

According to the ancient method, the dissolu-

tion of this substance was effected by means of

lime; the decomposition either by the vinous

fermentation of barley, by the acetous fermenta-

tion of oak-bark, or by the putrid fermentation

produced by piling the hides one upon another.

Unhairing by means of lime would often take

twelve or fifteen months ; this operation with

barley, or the acetous part of tan, could not be

performed in less than two months. The slow-

ness of these operations, which the experiments
of Seguin have shown may be finished in a few

days, and in a more advantageous manner, by
means of the same substances, proves that the

nature of those operations was not understood

by those who performed them. Those of tann-

ing, properly so called, were as little known as

the details we are about giving will prove, which
we compare with the least improved routine now
in practice. Whatever the method of unhairing
was, the mode of tanning was always the same'

for skins unhaired with lime, or those prepared
with barley or tan. This mode of operating
would take eighteen months or two years, often

three years, when it was wished to tan the hides

thoroughly.

Among the substances for tanning, gall-nut,

sumach, and the bark of oak, to which may be
added catechu, appear the most proper, at least in

the present state of our knowledge. In the mid-
dle departments of France, oak-bark is preferred,
because it is the cheapest and most abundant
substance. To use it, it is first ground to pow-
der ; then, according to the old mode, it is put
into large holes dug in the ground, which are

filled by alternate layers of ground bark and
unhaired hides. As the principle which effects

trie tanning cannot act in fne interior of the skin,

unless carried in by some liquid in which it is

first dissolved, tanning is not produced by the

immediate action of the powdered bark upon
the skin, but only by the action of the dissolu-

tion of the tanning principle originally contained
in the bark. The tan therefore has the tanning

property only when wetted so much as not to

absorb all the water thrown on it. But as tan-

ners put in their vals only a small portion of

water compared to what would be necessary to

deprive the bark of all the tanning principle
which it contains, the bar-k put into the vats

preserves, when taken out, a portion of its tann-

ing principle.
This waste is not the only disadvantage of the

old modes of proceeding; they are, besides, lia-

ble never to produce in the skins a complete
saturation with the tanning principle. For, as

the property of attraction is common to all

bodies, according to the different degree of sa-

turation, the water containing in solution a

certain quantity of the tanning principle will

not part, tog fixed weight of skins, with as much
as the same quantity of water will in which a

greater quantity of the principle is dissolved.

As the water which, in the old manner of pro-

ceeding, is in the vats, can contain but a small

portion of the tanning principle, owing to the

nature of the operation, it can give but a small

portion of it to the skin, ajid even this it parts
with by slow degrees. Hence, the slowness in the

tanning of skins, according to the old method,
which required two whole years, and sometimes

three, before a skin was well tanned to the cen-

tre. Hence, also, the imperfection of skins tann-

ed by that method; an imperfection resulting
from the non-saturation of the tanning principle,
even when it had penetrated the centre.

The important desideratum was, therefore, to

get together, within a small compass, the tanning

principle, to increase its action, and produce in

the hide a complete saturation in a much shorter

time than that necessary for the incomplete tann-

ing produced in vats. But, first of all, it was

necessary to analyse the skin, analyse the leather,
and analyse the oak-bark. The principles of

these three substances were to be insulated, nnd
their action upon one another determined, the

influence of their combination upon that action

known, and the circumstances most productive
of its greatest action found out.

Seguin, by following this method, has deter-

mined : 1. That the skin deprived of flesh and
hair is a substance which can easily, by a pro-

per process, be entirely converted into an ani-

mal jelly (giue). 2. That a solution of this last

mentioned substance, mixed with a solution of

tan, forms imm'ediately an imputrescible and in-

dissoluble compound. 3. That the solution of tan

is composed of two very distinct substances ;

one of which precipitates the solution of glue,
and which is. the true tanning substance

; the

other which precipitates sulphate of iron, with-

out precipitating the solution of glue, and which

produces only the necessary disoxygenation of

the skin, and of the substance which connects

the hair to the skin. 4. That the operation of
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tanning is not a simple combination of the skin

with the principle which precipitates the glue,
but a combination of that principle with the

skin disoxygenised by the substance, which in

the solution of tan is found to precipitate the

sulphate of iron ; so that every substance proper
for tanning should possess the properties of pre-

cipitating the solution of glue, and of precipitat-

ing the sulphate of iron. 5. That the operation
of tanning consists in swelling the skins by
means ofan acidulous principle ;

to disoxygenise,

by means of the principle which in the solution

of bark precipitates the solution of sulphate of

iron, that substance which connects the hair to

the skin, and thus produce an easy unhairing ;

to disoxygenise the skin by means of the same

principle, and to bring it by this disoxygenation
to the middle state between glue and skin ; and

then to combine with it, after this disoxygenation
and while it is in this middle state, that particu-
lar substance in oak-bark, as well as in many
other vegetables, which is found to precipitate
the solution of glue, and which is not, as has

been hitherto conceived, an astringent substance.

Agreeably to these discoveries, there only re-

mains, in order to tan speedily and completely,
to condense the tanning principle so as to accele-

rate its action. Seguin, to effect this, follows a

very simple process. He pours water upon the

powdered tan, contained in an apparatus nearly
similar to that made use of in saltpetre works.

This water, by going through the tan, takes from,

it a portion of its tanning principle, and by suc-

cessive filtrations dissolves every time an addi-

tional quantity of it, till at last the bark rather

tends to deprive it of some than to give up more.

Seguin succeeds in bringing these solutions to

such a degree of strength, that, he says, he can,

by taking proper measures, tan calf-skin in twen-

ty-four hours, and the strongest ox-hides in seven

or eight days. These solutions, containing a

great quantity of the tanning principle, impart

\o the skin as much of it as it can absorb, so that it

can then easily attain a complete saturation of

the principle, and produce leather of a quality

much superior to that of most countries famous

for their leather.
' On the above I have only to remark,' says

Dr. Ure,
' that every new art or considerable im-

provement must unavoidably be attended with

many difficulties in the establishment of a manu-

factory in the large way. From private enquiry
I find that this also has its difficulties, which

have hitherto prevented
its being carried into

full effect in this country Of what nature these

may be I am not decidedly informed, and men-

tion them in this place only to prevent manufac-

turers from engaging in an undertaking of this

kind, without cautious enquiry.'

M. Desmond has recommended to saturate

water with tannin by affusion on successive por-

tions of oak-bark, or whatever may be used ; and,

when the bark will give out no more tannin, to

extract what gallic acid still remains in it, by

pouring on fresh water. To the latter, or acidu-

lous liquor, he adds TDJj,th part by measure of

sulphuric acid ; and in this steeps the hide, till

the hair will come off easily by scraping.
When

raising is necessary, he steeps the hide ten or

twelve hours in- water acidulated with ^th part
by measure of sulphuric acid ; after which they
are to be washed repeatedly, and scraped with
the round knife. Lastly, the hides are to be

steeped some hours in a weak solution of tannin,
then a few days in a stronger, and this must be
renewed as the tannin is exhausted, till the lea-

ther is fully tanned.

For the softer skins, as calves, goats, &c., he
does not use the acid mixture, but milk of lime.

Of substances used for tanning Sir II. Davy ob-

serves, that one pound of catechu is nearly equal
to two pound and a quarter of galls, three of

sumach, seven and a half of the bark of the Lei-

cester willow, eight and a half of oak-bark, eleven
of the bark of the Spanish chestnut, eighteen of

elm-bark, and twenty-one of common willow

bark, with respect to the tannin contained in

them. He observes, too, that leather slowly tann-

ed in weak infusions of barks appears to be bet-

ter in quality, being both softer and stronger
than when tanned by strong infusions ; and he

ascribes this to the extractive matter they im-
bibe. This principle, therefore, affects the qua-
lity of the material employed in tanning ;

and

galls which contain a great deal of tannin make
a hard leather, and liable to crack, from their de-

ficiency of extractive matter. Vide Ann. de
Chim. et de Phys. Philos. Trans. Piiilos.

Mag. Chaptal's Chem.
A more practical view of this useful art may

be thus given : When the hides which are to be

tanned are raw (in which state they are called

green hides), they are put to steep in water, in

order to clear them of the blood and filth they

may have collected in the slaughter-house. They
are left to soak in the water for some time, and,
if the hides are dry, they are steeped a longer

time, sometimes for fourteen days ; less in hot

weather, or more in cold. They are drawn out

once or twice to see if they are well softened.

The neighbourhood and the command of water

are necessary to these operations. Without these

the hides cannot be prepared.
After the hides have been well softened, they

next proceed to cleanse or free them from the

hair. With this intention several different me-
thods are employed ; that which is the oldest,

and still most generally followed, consists in the

application of lime. In all tanneries, pits are

formed under-ground, having their sides lined

with stone or brick, in which lime-stone is slaked

so as to form milk of lime. These pits are di-

vided into three kinds, according to the greater

or less strength of the lime. The hides intended

to be scoured are first put into the weakest of

these pits, wherein they are allowed to remain

until the hair readily yields to the touch. If this

liquor be not sufficiently active, they are removed

to the next in gradation. The time they are

soaked is longer or shorter in proportion to the

strength of the lime, the temperature of the air,

and the nature of the hides. It has been proposed
to substitute lime-water in place of the milk of

lime. But, though the lime-water acts at first

with sufficient strength, its action is not suffi-

ciently permanent, and, in order to succeed in

clearing the hides by this means, it is necessary

to renew it occasionally ;
and in this way the
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hides may be prepared in a few days. In some

tanneries, after they have been kept in the pits

for a short time, they pile them up in a heap on

the ground, in which state they are suffered to

remain during eight days; after which they re-

turn them into the same pits whence they were

taken, and this process is repeated till the hair

can be easily scraped off.

In many countries they mix a large quantity
of ashes with the lime

;
but the only effect this

mixture appears to produce, is that of rendering
the leather less consistent than when lime is

solely employed. Many attribute the bad qua-
lities of leather to the tqo great use of lime,

which has a tendency to burn and render it brit-

tle. Hence, in several well-conducted tanneries,
in manufacturing leather for some particular uses,
the employment of lime is carefully avoided.

Hides may, indeed, be cleansed by subjecting
them to an incipient fermentation, which may be

produced in a variety of ways. But, in whatever
manner the first part of the operation has been

conducted, as soon as it is perceived that the

hair is in a fit state to be removed, it is scraped
off, on a wooden horse, by means of a crooked

knife, which is not so sharp in any part of its

edge as to injure the hide, or by a whet-stone.

This operation is not only intended to remove
the hair, but likewise the scurf and filth which
collect on the skin at the root of the hair.

After removing the hair and filth, the next ob-

ject is to free the hides from the adhesion of any
part of the muscle, or fat, and to render them
soft and pliant. Those which are intended for

particular kinds of work, such as calves' skin

for the upper leather of shoes, and neats' leather

for shoulder-belts, do not require to be raised or

swelled. As soon, therefore, as they are cleansed
and freed from the flesh, 8cc., they are laid in a

pit. The hides intended for the soles of shoes,
and other strong leathers, are afterwards raised

by means of processes which vary in different

countries. When lime is employed, the opera-
tion is commenced by putting the cleansed skins

into the weakest of the lime-pits, and afterwards

passing them successively through the two others.

They are kept about a week in each of the two
weakest pits, and another in the strongest. During
this operation care is taken to withdraw them,
and pile them up in a heap, every two or three

days, putting them again into the pit after it has
been well stirred. Lime hardens the skin, and
in those tanneries where it is used, the hides are

put into a ley of pigeon's dung in order to soften

them, and this process is termed graining. They
are daily withdrawn from the ley, and laid up in

a heap for half an hour. This operation is

usually continued for ten or fifteen days. Some-
times also acid compositions are employed for

raising the hides ; and this operation is greatly
accelerated by using the acids warm, as well as

by the method practised in this country, of

removing them from a weaker liquor into
a stronger, until they be properly raised or

swelled.

The skin, being thus prepared, is next sub-

jected to the operation of tanning; and to this

purpose vegetable astringents are employed.
Those vegetables answer best which contain the

greatest portion of the astringent principle, now
known under the name of tannin. Sir H. Davy
has demonstrated that caoutchouc, or Japan
earth, contains more of this principle than any
other vegetable with which we are acquainted ;

but oak bark is the substance most commonly
employed in our climates ; for it is not only very
abundant in Europe, but likewise contains much
tannin. Every species of oak, however, does

not supply us with bark of the same quality ; the

white oak is inferior to the green oak which grows
in the south, while this in its turn yields in the

value of its bark to that procured from the roots

of the kermes-bearing oak, which is employed
in southern climates for tanning strong leathers.

But, whatever kind of bark be employed, it is

ground down to powder. The tan-pits are some-
times of a round, and at others of a square form,

dug out to a considerable depth in the earth, and
lined with wood or mason-work ; their size being
in proportion to the extent of the works. The
method of tanning is different in different coun-

tries. According to calculation, from five to six

pounds of tan is required to each pound ot

strong leather ;
and 1 cwt. of hides yields from

fifty-two to sixty-six pounds of leather.

We will now detail another method chiefly
taken from Sir H. Davy's memoir on the sub-

ject. After the skin has been cleaned, it is sub-

mitted to other operations before it is immersed
in the tan liquor. According to Sir Humphry's
account of the practices of the art, the large and
thick hides which have undergone incipient pu-
trefaction, are introduced for a short time into a

strong" infusion of oak bark, and after this they
are acted on by water impregnated with a little

sulphuric or acetic acid ; in consequence of which

they become harder and denser than before, and
fitted after being tanned, for the purpose of form-

ing the stouter kinds of sole leather. The lighter
and thinner skins are treated in a different man-
ner : they are macerated for some days in a ley
formed from the infusion of pigeons' dung in

water, which contains a little carbonate of am-
monia ; the skin is thus deprived of its elasticity,
and becomes more soft. The tanning liquor is

prepared by infusing bruised oak bark in water;
and skins are tanned by being successively im-

mersed in such infusions, saturated in different

degrees with the astringent principles of the

bark. The first leys in which they are immersed
are weak, but towards the completion of the

process they are used as strong as possible ; and,
in preparing stout sole leather, the skins are kept
in an ooze, approaching to saturation, by means
of layers of oak bark.

The infusion of oak bark, especially that ob-

tained by the first maceration, contains princi-

pally tannin and extractive matter ; the gallic

acid, if present, as has been supposed, being at

least in an inconsiderable proportion. In the

course of the maceration of the skins in these

liquors, the tannin combines gradually with the

gelatin, which, in an organised form, principally
constitutes the skin, and forms with it a com-

pound insoluble in water, dense and impermea-
ble to that fluid, while it possesses at the same
time a certain degree of elasticity. The extrac-

tive matter also enters into the combination ; for
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when skin in a large quantity has exerted its full

action on a small quantity of infusion, it at

length abstracts the whole dissolved matter, and
renders it colorless. From this extractive mat-
ter color is derived, and the skin may perhaps
be rendered more dense.

It has been supposed that the gallic acid, fre-

quently contained in vegetable astringents, fa-

cilitates the action of their tanning, in convert-

ing skin into leather. According to the theory
of the operation, as given by Seguin, skin is ge-
latin in a hardened state from slight oxidisement;
the gallic acid in some measure de-oxidizes it,

and hence reduces it to that state in which it

combines more easily with gelatin. There is

little proof given, however, of this theory ; and
it appears sufficiently established that the ope-
ration can be performed without the presence of

this acid ; and indeed in the tan liquor prepared

by one maceration from oak bark it is scarcely

discoverable, and, if it do exist in it, it is in in-

timate combination with the extractive matter.

The operation of tanning, as now described,

requires a number of months, from the skins

being successively and slowly introduced into

infusions of different degrees of strength. We
have seen that Seguin, after his discovery of tan-

nin, proposed to abridge the process by intro-

ducing the skins more speedily into strong infu-

sions of the tanning substance ; and in this way,
according to the excellent report given on the

art of tanning by Pelletiere and Lelivre, in which
his method is fully described, the whole could be

finished in about twenty days, and leather ob-

tained equal in quality to that prepared by the

old method. There is reason, however, to doubt
of the superiority of this method. Mr. Nichol-

son, in some observations on this subject, when
a patent was taken out for Seguin's method in

this country, stated that, from information ac-

quired from the manufacturers, he found that they
had previously been sufficiently acquainted with

the powers of the strong tanning infusions
;
and

that it had been even proposed to employ them
so as to abridge the process. But the leather

thus prepared was by no means equal to that

prepared in the oid method. The advantage of

the slow and gradual process appears to be, that

the whole substance of the skin is penetrated and

equally chanced ; while in the more rapid me-
thod the external parts must be more acted on ;

and the texture probably will be more unequal.
It appears also, from Sir H. Davy's experiments,
to combine with a larger quantity of the extrac-

tive matter contained in the astringent infusion ;

and hence too the advantage of the immersions

in the weak liquors, as these contain more of

this than the strong infusions. It must be con-

fessed, however, that for any thing theory can

discover, the common process appears to be

unnecessarily protracted, and some advantage

might probably be derived from adopting some
of the manipulations of Seguin. The skin in

drying increases in weight from the fixation of

the vegetable matter : the quantity of this sel-

dom exceeds one-third of its weight.

Of tawing, leather-dressing and dyeing, and

other processes. The dressing and preparing of

the skins of lambs, sheep, goats, and other thin
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hides, though in many particulars closely resem-

bling the method used with the thick cow ana
ox hides, forms a totally distinct branch of busi-

ness, and is one in which a good deal of prac-
tical skill and nicety of manipulation are required
to succeed perfectly. The processes are various

according to the article required, and this branch
of the manufacture supplies the immense demand
of white and dyed leather for gloves, the morocco
leather of different colors and qualities for coach-

linings, book-binding, pocket-books, and thin
leather for an infinite number of smaller pur-
poses. Of these the white leather alone is not

tanned, but finished by the process of tawin<" ;

the coloied leather receives always a tanning in-

dependently of the other dyeing materials. The
previous preparation of each, or that in which
the skin is thoroughly cleansed and reduced to

the state of simple membrane in which it is

calhd pelt, is essentially the same whether for

tawing or dyeing. It is thus performed at Ber-

mondsey, near London, a place long celebrated
for all branches of the leather business.

By far the greater number of the sxms are im-

ported : if lambs they are thus prepared : The
skins are soaked for a time in water to cleanse

them from any loose dirt and blood, and put
upon the beam commonly used for the purpose,
which is a half cylinder of wood covered with

leather, and scraped on the flesh side with
the semicircular blunt knife with two handles

used in this operation. They are then covered
with a coat of lime of the consistence of paint
on the flesh side, and hung up in considerable

numbers in a small close room heated by flues,

where they remain to putrefy for a given time.

During this process a thick slime works up to

the surface of the skin, by which the regularity
of the process is ascertained, and the wool is

loosed so that it readily comes off with a slight

pull. Each skin is then returned to the beam,
the wool taken off, and all the lime worked off

with the knife, and the rough edges pared away.
The skin is then put into a pit filled with lime-

water, and kept there from two to six weeks,

according to the nature of the skin, which has

the effect of checking the further putrefaction,
and produces a very remarkable hardening and

thickening of its substance, and probably also it

detaches a further portion of the slime. The
skin is again well worked, and much of its sub-

stance pared down, and all inequalities smoothed

with the knife. Pains and judgment are required
in these operations, on the one hand not to en-

danger the substance ofthe skin by the putrefaction,
and on the other hand to work out every particle

of the lime, of which the least if retained will

prevent the skin from dressing well in the subse-

quent processes, and from taking the dye uni-

formly and well. The skin is then again softened

and freed from the lime. All the thickening

produced by the lime is thus removed, and the

skin is now highly purified,
and is a thin exten-

sible white membrane called in this state a pelt,

and is fit for any subsequent operation of tawing
or dyeing, or oil-dressing, or shammoying.
The method of bringing kid and goats' skins

to the state of pelt is nearly the same as for

lambs, except that the lining is used br-fore the

*. I-'
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hair is taken off, the hair being of but little im-

portance and only sold to the plasterers; but the

lambs' wool, which is more valuable, would be

greatly injured by the lime. Kids' skins will

take a longer time in tanning than lambs'.

If the pelts are to be tawed they are put into

a solution of alum and salt in warm water, in

the proportion of three pounds of alum and four

pounds of salt to every 120 middle sized skins,

and worked therein till they have absorbed a

sufficient quantity. This again gives the skin a

remarkable degree of thickness and toughness.
The skins are now taken out and washed in

water, and then again put into a vat of bran and

water, and allowed to ferment till much of the

alum and salt is got out, and the unusual thick-

ening produced by it is for the most part re-

duced. They are then taken to a room with a

stove in the middle, and stretched on hooks, and

kept there till fully dry. The skins are now
converted into a tough, flexible, and quite white

eather; but to give them a glossy finish, and to

take off the harshness of the feel still remaining,

they are again soaked in water and put into a

large pail containing the yolks of eggs beat up
with water. Here the skins are trodden for a

long time, by which they so imbibe the substance

of the egg that the liquor above them is rendered

almost perfectly limpid ;
after which they are

hung up in a loft to dry, and finished by glossing
with a warm iron.

The essential difference, therefore, between

tanning and tawing is that in the former case the

pelt is combined with tan and other vegetable

matter, and in the latter with something that it

imbibes from the alum and salt (possibly alu-

mine), and which is never again extracted by the

subsequent washing and branning.
The Morocco leather, as it is called, prepared

from sheep skins chiefly, and used so largely for

coach-linings, pocket-books, and the best kind
of book-binding, is thus made : The skin,

cleansed and worked in the way already de-

scribed, is taken from the lime-water, and the

thickening brought down, not by bran-liquor as

in tawing, but by a bath of dogs' or pigeons'

dung diffused in water, where it remains till

suppled, and till the lime is quite got out and it

becomes a perfectly white clean pelt. If in-

tended to be dyed red, it is then sewed up very
tight in the form of a sack with the grain side

outwards, and is immersed in a cochineal bath of
a warmth just equal to what the hand can sup-
port, and is worked about for a sufficient time
till it is uniformly djed. The sack is then put
into a large vat containing sumach infused in

warm water, and kept for some hours till it is

sufficiently tanned. The skins intended to be

black, or any color but red, are merely sumached
without any previous dyeing. After some fur-

ther preparation, the color of the red skins being
finished with a weak bath of saffron, the skins

when dry are grained and polished in the fol-

lowing way : They are stretched very tight upon
a smooth inclined board, and rubbed over with a

little oil. Those intended for black leather are

previously rubbed over with an iron liquor,
which, uniting with the gallic acid of the su-

mach, instantly strikes a deep and uniform black.

They are then rubbed by hand with a ball o"

glass with much manual labor, which polishes
them and makes them very firm and compact.
Lastly, the graining or ribbed surface by which
this kind of leather is distinguished, is given by
rubbing the leather very strongly with a ball or

box-wood, round the centre of which a number
of small equidistant parallel grooves are cur

forming an equal number of narrow ridges, the

friction of which gives the leather the desired

inequality of surface.

The process for the real Morocco leather, as

prepared from goat-skins at Fez and Tetuan, is

thus described by M. Broussonet: The skins

are first cleansed, the hair taken off, limed, and
reduced with bran nearly in the way already
described for the English morocco leather. After

coming from the bran they are thrown into a
second bath made of white figs mixed with wa-

ter, which is thereby rendered slimy and fer-

mentable. In this bath the skins remain four or

five days, when they are thoroughly salted with

sal-gem, or rock salt alone, after which they are

fit to receive the dye, which for the red is cochi-

neal and alum, and for the yellow pomegranate
bark and alum. The skins are then tanned,

dressed, suppled with a little oil, and dried.

Much excellent leather, and of various colors,
is manufactured in different parts of Russia; of

which the processes are given in Mr. Tooke's
View of the Russian Empire, vol. iii. The saf-

fian, or manoquin, which is prepared largely at

Astracan, is manufactured only from the. skins of

goats and bucks; the usual colors of these are

red and yellow. The shagreen, which is also

manufactured at Astracan, consists of hides of

horses and asses ;
but of these only a small part

is used, cut from the crupper-line along the back
about thirty-four inches upon the crupper, and

twenty-eight along the back. The chief dyes of

shagreen are green, blue, and black.

Various processes have been invented to ren-

der leather for shoes and boots water-tight, which
is effected by an additional dressing with an oily
or resinous matter ; the following recipe is said

to be effectual : One pound of linseed-oil
;
half

a pound of mutton suet ;
six ounces of bees-wax,

and four of resin, are to be melted, thoroughly

incorporated, and applied, while warm, to the

upper-leather and the soles.

TANSILLO (Lewis), a celebrated Italian poet,
born at Nola, about 1510. His poem, entitled

II Vindemiatore, i. e. the Vintager, being very

indecent, all his poems were proscribed. To
make some reparation for this error, he wrote La

Lagrime de St. Pietro, i. e. the Tears of St Peter;
which being presented to Pope Paul IV. he took

off the interdict from all his poems, except the

Vintager. He died about 1569.

TANTALIDES, in fabulous history, the de-

scendants of Tantalus, as Atreas, Agamemnon,
Menelaus, &c.

TANTALIZE, v. a.
^

From Tantalus,

TAN'TALISM, n. s. whose punishment
TANT'LING. 7 was to starve among

fruits and water which he could not touch. To
torment by the show of unattainable pleasure :

tantalism is a punishment of this kind : tantling,

one who is seized with unattainable hopes.
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Hard life,

To be still hot Summer's tantlings, and
The shrinking slaves of Winter. Shakspeare.

Thy vain desires, at strife

Within themselves, have tantalized thy life. Dryden.
The maid once sped was not suffered to tantalize

the male part of the commonwealth. Addison.

A lively representation of a person lying under the

torments of such a tantalism, or platonick hell.

Id. Spectator.

TANTAMOUNT, n. s. French, tantamount.

Equivalent.

If one-third of our coin were gone, and men had

equally one-third less money than they have, it must
be tantamount; what I scape of one-third less, an-

other must make up. Locke.

TANTALUS, in fabulous history, king of

Phrygia and Paphlagonia, was the son of Jupiter
and the nymph Plota. He one day entertained
the gods at his table; when, to prove their divi-

nity, he served up his son Pelops cut in pieces.
All the deities except Ceres perceived his

cruelty and impiety, and would not touch his

provisions. That goddess inadvertently eat a

part of his left shoulder. Pelops, however, was
restored to life; and an ivory shoulder given him
in the room of that which had been eaten ; but
Tantalus was thrown into Tartarus, where he
was punished with perpetual hunger and thirst.

He was chained in a lake : the water of which
reached up to his chin, but retired when he at-

tempted to drink. The branch of a tree loaded
with fruit hung down even to his lips, but on his

attempting to pluck the fruit, the branch sprung
upwards.
TANTALUS, a son of Thyestes, the first hus-

band of Clytemnestra. Paus. 2

TANTALUS, in ornithology, a genus of birds

belonging to the order of gralke. The bill is

long, subulated, and somewhat crooked ; the face

naked ; the tongue short
;
and the feet have four

toes palmated on the under part. There are, accord-

ing to Dr. Latham, twenty-three species ; of

which the most remarkable is the T. ibis, the ibis,

the bird so much valued by the ancient Egyptians
for its utility in freeing the country from serpents,
but now no longer found in Egypt. Mr.Bruce
found a bird in Abyssinia, which, after comparing
it with the description of the ancient writers,
and the embalmed ibis of Egypt, he concludes

is the same with the Egyptian ibis. It is mi-

nutely described by Mr. Bruce. It has a beak

shaped like that of a curlew, two-thirds straight,
and the remaining third crooked ;

the upper part
of a green horny substance, and the lower part
black. It measures four inches and a half from

the occiput to the place where it joins the beak.

The leg, from the lower joint of the thigh to the

foot, is six inches; the bone round and very

strong ; and, from the lower joint of the thigh to

where it joins the body, is five inches and a half.

The height of the body from the sole to the middle

of the back is nineteen inches; the aperture of

the eye one inch; the feet and legs black; three

toes before armed with sharp and straight claws;
and a toe behind. The head is brown, and the

plumage of the same color down to the back, or

the place where the neck and back are joined.
The throat is white, as well as the back, breast,

and thighs ; the largest feathers of the wing are
of a deep black for thirteen inches from the tail;
and six inches up the back from the extremity
of the tail is black likewise.

TANTALDS'S CUP. See HYDROSTATICS.
TAP, v. a. 8c n. s. ) Fr. tapper ; Belg. ttip-

TAP'STER, n.s. S pen. To touch or strike

lightly; to pierce or broach a vessel. It is usc.l

likewise of the liquor: a pipe out of which the

liquor spouts : a tapster is one whose business it

is to draw beer.

The oath of a lover is no stronger than the word of
a tapster ; they are both the confirmers of false reckon-
ings -

. Shakspeare.
This is the right fencing grace, tap for tap, and so

part fair. Id. Henry I V.

That blood already, like the pelican,
Hast thou tapt out, and drunkenly carouzed.

Shakspeare.
The world is come now to that pass that the vint-

ner and tapster may broach what religion they please ,

and the apothecary may mingle her as he pleases.
Howel.

Some put under the trees raised of seed, about four

inches below the place where they sow their seeds, a

small piece of tile to stop the running down of the

taproot, which occasions it to branch when it comes
to the tile. Mortimer's Husbandry.
He has been tapping his liquors, while I have bten

spilling my blood. Addiso*,.

Each shakes her fan with a smile, then gives her

right hand woman a tap upon the shoulder.

Id. Spectator.
As at hot cockles once I laid me down,

And felt the weighty hand of many a clown,
Buxoma gave a gentle tap. Gay's Pastorals

Wait with patience till the tumour becomes

troublesome, and then tap it with a lancet.

Sharp's Surgery.
A gentleman was inclined to the knight of Cias-

coigne's distemper, upon hearing the noise of a tap

running. Derham.

Though the painting grows decayed,
The house will never lose its trade ;

Nay, though the treacherous tapster Thomas

Hangs a new angel two doors from us. Swift.
So Huron-leeches, when their patient lies

In feverish restlessness with unclosed eyes.

Apply with gentle strokes their ozier rod,

And tap by tap invite the sleepy god. Hartc.

TAPANOOLY, a British settlement of Su-

matra, on the island of Puchong Keechil, at the

bottom of the Bay of Tapanooly, on the north-

west shore, distant about two miles and a half

or three miles. The Bay of Tapanooly, with the

island of Mansalar, forms one of the finest ports
in the world.

TAPAYOS, or TAPAJOS, a magnificent river

of Brasil, in the capitania of Matto G rosso, which

derives its copious sources from numerous

branches rising in the interior mountains. Jt is

one of those great rivers which come from the

south and feed the vast stream of the Amazons.

Its course is north for more than 600 miles be-

tween the Chingu and the Aladera, and it falls

into the Amazons in long. 55 W. lat. 2 2-1'

50" S.

TAPE, n.s. Sax. tseppan; Isl. and Svved.

tepp. A narrow fillet or band of linen.

Will you buy any tape, or lace for your cape,

My dainty duck, my clear-a? Sltakspeare

1 U -2



TAPESTRY.
This poucn that s tiei with a tape

I'll wager that the prize shall be my due Gay,
On once a flock-bed, but repaired with straw,

With tape-tied curtains never meant to draw. Pope.

TA'PER, n. s., adj., k v. n. Saxon, raperi ;

Goth, tap; Swed. top. A wax candle; a light:
the adjective means pyramidal or conical, from

the form of a taper : the verb neuter, to grow
gradually smaller or towards a point.

Get me a taper in my study, Lucius :

When it is lighted, come and call me. Shakspeare.
1 f any snatch the pure taper from my hand, and

hold it to the devil, he will only burn his own fingers,

but shall not rob me of the reward of my good in-

tention. Taylor.
There the fair light,

Like Hero's taper in the window placed,
Such fate from the malignant air did find,

As that exposed to the boisterous wind. Waller .

To see this fleet,

Heaven, as if there wanted lights above,

for tapers made two glaring comets rise. Dryden.
Her taper fingers, and her panting breast,

He praises. Id.

The back is made tapering in form of a pillar, the

lower vertebres being the broadest and largest ; the

superior lesser and lesser, for the greater stability of

the trunk. Ray.
From the beaver the otter differs in his teeth,

which are canine ; and in his tail, which is feline, or

a long taper. Grew.

Such be the dog,
With tapering tail, that nimbly cuts the wind.

Tickell.

TAPER, or TAPERING, is understood of a

piece of timber, or the like, when thick at one
end and gradually diminishing to the other ; as

is the case in pyramids, cones, &c.

TAPER also denotes a kind of tall wax candle,

placed in a candlestick, and burnt at funeral pro-
cessions arid in other church solemnities. Tapers
are made of different sizes ; in some places, as

Italy, &c, they are cylindrical ; but in most
other countries, as England, France, Sec., they
are conical or taper ; whence the came ; unless

we derive it in the adjective sense, from the sub-

stantive taper, Saxon, tapen, or tapon, cereus,
wax-candle. Both kinds are pierced at bottom
for a pin in the candlestick to enter. There are

two ways of making tapers, the first with the

ladle, the second by hand. See CANDLE.
TAPER, PASCIIAL, among the Romanists, is a

iarge taper, whereon the deacon applies five bits

of frankincense, in holes made for the purpose,
in form of a cross ; and which he lights with new
fire in the ceremony of Easter Saturday. The

jiontifical makes pope Zosimus the author of

this usage ; but Baronius will have it more
ancient, and quotes a hymn of Prudentius to

prove it. F. Papebroch gives the original of the

paschal taper in his Conatus Chronico-IIistori-

cus, &c. Though the council of Nice regulated
the day whereon Easter was to he celebrated, it

uijoiued the patriarch of Alexandria to make a

yearly canon thereof, and to send it to the pope.
As all the other moveable feasts were regulated

by that of Easter, a catalogue of them was made

every year ; and this was written on a conse-

crated taper, cereus. -This taper, according to

the abbot Chastelain, was not made to be burnt ;

il had no wick, and was only a column of wax,

made to write the list of moveable feasts on for

a year. For the anc.onts, when any thing was
to be written to last for ever, engraved it ou
marble or steel ; when it was to last a long while

they wrote it on Egyptian paper; and when it

was only -to last a short time they wrote it on
wax. They came at last to write the moveable
feasts on paper, but they still fastened it to the

paschal taper.
TAPER-BORED (taper and bored) is applied

to a piece of ordnance when it is wider at the

mouth than towards the breech.

TAP'ESTRY, n. s. Fr. tapesterie, tapisserie,

tapis ; Lat. lapetwn ; Gr. raTrijc. Cloth woven
in regular figures. See below.

In the desk

That's covered o'er with Turkish tapestry,

There is a purse of ducats. Shakspeare.
The casements are with golden tissue spread,

And horses' hoofs, for earth, on silken tup'ttry tread.

Dryden.
One room is hung with tapestry, in which are

wrought the figures of the great persons of the fa-

mily. Adrlisnn.

TAPESTRY. The art of weaving tapestry is

borrowed from the Saracens ; accordingly the

workmen employed in this manufacture in France

were formerly called Sarazins or Sarazinois.

Guicciardini ascribes the invention of tapestry

hangings to the inhabitants of the Netherlands
;

but he has not mentioned at what time the dis-

covery was made. This art was brought into

England by William Sheldon near the end of

Henry VIII.'s reign. In 1619 a manufacture was
established at Mortlake, in Surry, by Sir Francis

Crane, who received 2000 from king James to

encourage it. The first manufacture of tapestry
at Paris was set up under Henry IV. in 1606 or

1607 by several artists whom that monarch in-

vited from Flanders. Under Louis XIV. the

manufacture of the Gobelins was instituted,

which introduced very beautiful cloths, remark-

able for strength, for elegance of design, and a

happy choice of colors. The finest paintings
are copied, and eminent painters have been em-

ployed in making designs for the work.

Tapestry is distinguished by the workmen into

two kinds, viz. high and low warp ; though the

difference is rather in the manner of working
than in the work itself; which is in effect the

same in both ; only the looms, and consequently
the warps, are differently situated ; those of the

low warp being placed flat and parallel to the

horizon, and those of the high warp erected per-

pendicularly. The English anciently excelled

all the world in the tapestry of the high warp ;

and they still retain their former reputation,

though with some little change : their low warps
are still admired; but the high ones are quite
laid aside by the French. The French, before

the Revolution, had three considerable tapestry
manufactures besides that of the Gobelins ;

the

first at Abusson in Ouvergne, the second at Fel-

lettin in the Upper Marche, and the third at

Bcauvais. They were all equally established for

the high and the low warp ;
but they had all laid

aside the high warp excepting the Gobelins. There

were admirable low warps likewise in Flanders

generally exceeding those of France; the chiei

and almost only Flemish manufactures were aw
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Brussels, Antwerp, Oudenard, Lisle, Tournay,
Bruges, and Valenciennes. The usual widths of

tapestry are from two to three ells Paris measure.
The loom on which it is wrought is placed

perpendicularly : it consists of four principal
pieces ;

two long planks or cheeks of wood, and
two thick rollers or beams. The planks are set

upright, and the beams across them, one at the

top and the other at the bottom, or about a foot

from the ground. They have each their trun-

nions, by which they are suspended on the

planks,
and are turned with bars. In each roller

is a groove from one end to the other, capable
of containing a long round piece of wood, fast-

ened with hooks to tie the ends of the warp to.

The warp, which is a kind of worsted, or twisted

woollen thread, is wound on the upper roller
;

and the work, as fast as wove, is wound on the

lower. Withinside the planks, which are seven
or eight feet high, fourteen or fifteen inches

broad, and three or four thick, are holes pierced
from top to bottom, in which are put thick

pieces of iron, with hooks at one end serving to

sustain the coat stave
;
these pieces of iron have

also holes pierced by putting a pin in which the

stave is drawn nearer or set farther off; and thus

the coats or threads are stretched or loosened at

pleasure. The coatstave is about three inches

diameter, and runs all the length of the loom
;

on this are fixed the coats or threads, which make
the threads of the warp cross each other. It has

much the same effect as the spring-stave and
treddles have in the common looms. The coats

are little threads fastened to each thread of the

warp with a kind of sliding knot, which forms a

sort of mash or ring. They serve to keep the

warp open for the passage of broaches wound
with silks, woollens, or other matters used in the

piece of tapestry. In the last place there are a

number of little sticks of different lengths, but

all about an inch in diameter, which the work-

man keeps by him in baskets, to make the threads

of the warp cross each other by passing them

across; and, that the threads thus crossed may
retain their proper situation, a packthread is run

among them above the stick. The loom being
thus formed, and mounted with its warp, the first

thing the workman does is to draw on the

threads of this warp the principal lines and

strokes of the design to be represented on the

piece of tapestry; by applying cartoons made
from the painting he intends to copy to the side

that is to be the wrong side of the piece, and

then, with a black lead pencil, following and

tracing out the contours thereof on the thread of

the right side ; so that the strokes appear equally
both before and behind. The original design of

the work is hung up behind the workmen, and

wound on a long staff, from which a piece is un-

rolled from time to time as the work proceeds.
Besides the loom, &c., here described, there are

three other principal instruments required for

working the silk or the wool of the woof within

the threads of the warp ; these are a broach, a

reed, and an iron needle. The broach is made
of hard wood, seven or eight inches long, and

two-thirds of an inch thick, ending in a point
with a little handle. This serves as a shuttle,

the silks, woollens, gold, or silver, to be used in

the work being wound on it. The reed or comb
is also of wood, eight or nine inches long, and
an inch thick on the back, whence it grows "less

and less to the extremity of the teeth, which are
more or less apart, according to the greater or
less degree of fineness of the intended work.

Lastly, the needle is made in form of the com-
mon needle, only bigger and longer. Its use is

to press close the wool and silks when there is

any line or color that does not fit well. AH
things being prepared for the work, and the
workman ready to begin, he places himself on
the wrong side of the piece, with his back towards
the design : so that he works as it were blindfold,

seeing nothing of what he does, and being obliged
to quit his post, and go to the other side of the
loom whenever he would view and examine the

piece, to correct it with his pressing-needle. To
put silk, &c., in the warp, he first turns and
looks at the design ; then, taking a broach full

of the proper color, he places it among the

threads of the warp, which he brings across each
other with his fingers, by means of the coats or

threads fastened to the staff; this he repeats every
time he has to change his color. Having placed
the silk or wool, he beats it with his reed or

comb ; and, when he has thus wrought in several

rows over each other, he goes to see the effects

they have, in order to reform the contours with

his needle, if there be occasion. As the v,o>k

advances it is rolled upon the lower beam, and

they unrol as much warp from the upper beam
as suffices them to continue the piece : the like

they do of the design behind them. When the

pieces are wide several workmen may be em-

ployed at once. The high warp tapestry goes
on much more slowly than the low warp, and
takes up almost twice the time and trouble. All

the difference that the eye can perceive between

the two kinds consists in this, that in the low

warp there is a red fillet, about one-twelfth of

an inch broad, running on each side from top to

bottom, which is wanting in the high warp.
The loom or frame whereon the low warp is

wrought is much like that of the weavers : the

principal parts are two strong pieces of wood

forming the sides of the loom, and bearing a

beam or roller at each end ; they are sustained

at bottom with other strong pieces of wood in

manner of trestles ; and to keep them firm they
are fastened to the floor with a kind of buttresses,

which prevent any shaking, though there are

sometimes four or five workmen leaning on the

fore-beam at once. The rollers have each their

trunnions, by which they are sustained : they are

turned by large iron pins, three feet long. Along
each beam runs a groove, wherein is placed the

wich, a piece of wood about two inches diame-

ter, and almost the length of the roller : this

piece fills the groove entirely, and is fastened

therein, from space to space, by wooden pins.

To the two wiches are fastened the two extremi-

ties of the warp, which is wound on the farther

roller, and the work, as it advances, on the

nearer. Across the two sides, almost in the

middle of the loom, passes a wooden bar, which

sustains little pieces of wood, not unlike the

beam of a balance : to these pieces are fastened

strings, which bear certain spring-staves,
uhcre-
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with the workman, by two ireddles under the loom
whereon he sets his feet, gives a motion to the coats,

and makes the threads of the wasp rise and fall

alternately. Each loom has more or fewer of these

spring-staves, and each staff more or fewer coats,

as the tapestry consists of more or fewer threads.

The design or painting the tapestry worker is to

follow is placed under the warp ; where it is

sustained from space to space with strings, by
which the design is brought nearer the warp.
The loom being mounted, two instruments are

used in working it, viz. the reed and the flute.

The Hute does the office of the weaver's shuttle
;

it is made of hard polished wood, three or four

lines thick at the ends, and somewhat more in

the middle, and three or four inches long. On
it are wound the silks or other matters to be

used as the woof of the tapestry. The comb
or reed is of wood or ivory ; it has usually
teeth on both sides ;

it is about an inch thick

in the middle, but diminishes each way to

the extremity of the teeth : it serves to beat the

threads of the woof close to each other, as fast

as the workman has passed and placed them
with his flute among the threads of the warp.
The workman is seated on a bench before the

loom, with his breast against the beam, only a

cushion or pillow between them ; and, in this

posture, separating with his fingers the threads of

the warp that he may see the design underneath,
and taking a flute mounted with a proper color,
he passes it among the threads, after having
raised or lowered them by the treddles moving
the spring-staves and coats. Lastly, To press
and close the threads of the silk or yarn, &c.,
thus placed, he strikes each course (i. e. what the

flute leaves in its passing and coming back again)
tvith the reed. See WEAVING.
TAP'ET, n. s. Latin, tupetia. Worked or

figured stuff.

To their work they sit, and each doth chuse
What story she will for her tapet take. Spenser.

TAPHIj^E, in ancient geography, islands in

the Ionian Sea, between Achaia and Leucadia,
called also Teleboides, from Taphius and Tele-
bous. The Taphians made war against Electryon,
king of Mycenae, and killed all his sons. Upon
this he promised his daughter Alcmena, with his

kingdom, to any man who should avenge him of
the Taphians. This was accomplished by Am-
phitryon. Horn. Od. i. 181, &c. See ALCMENA.
TAPHIANS, the natives of the Taphise. They

were expert sailors, but addicted to piracy.
Plin. iv. c. 12.

TAPHIASSUS, or TAPHIUS, a mountain of

Locris, on the confines of Jitolia. Lempr.
TAPHIUS, and TELEBOUS, in fabulous history,

the sons of Neptune, by Ilippothoe, the daughter
of Nestor : they reigned in the Taphise, and gave
their names to them. Strabo, 10.

TAPHIUSA, a town near Leucas, famous for

a particular stone, called taphiusius. See Plin.

36, c. 21.

TAPIIIUE,, an ancient town on the isthmus
of Taurica Chersonesus

;
now called Prekop.

Mela ii, c. i. Plin. iv. c. 12.

TAPIOCA, a species of starch which the
ftrasilians make from the roots of the cassada

plant. See JATROPHA.

TAi'JR, in zoology, the elephant hog, a genus

of quadrupeds of the order of bellua?, resembling
the hippopotamus. The fore feet have each four

hoofs
;

the hind feet three. There is only one

species, viz. T. Americanus, the American

tapir. The nose of the male extends far beyond
the lower jaw, is slender, and forms a sort of

proboscis ; it is capable of being contracted or
extended ;U pleasure, and its sides are sulcated.

The extremities of both jaws end in a point, and
there are ten cutting teeth in each. Between
them and the grinders there is a vacant space;
and there are ten grinders in e;ich jaw. The
ears are erect, the eyes small, and the body is

shaped like that of a hog. The back is arched ;

the legs are short ;
and the hoofs small, black,

and hollow. The tail is very small. The animal

grows to the size of a heifer half a year old. The
hair is short: when young it is spotted with
white

; when old of a dusky color. They inhabit

the woods and rivers of the east side of South

America, from the isthmus of Darien to the

Amazon. They sleep during day in the darkest
and thickest forest adjacent to the banks, and go
out in the night time in search of food. They
feed on grass, sugar-canes, and fruits. If dis-

turbed they run to the water; and swim very
well, or sink below

; and, like the hippopotamus,
walk on the bottom as on dry ground. They
make a sort of hissing noise. This is the largest
of the American animals.

TAPLIN (William), an eminent veterinary

surgeon. He was one of the first scientific cul-

tivators of his art in England, and contributed
not a little to its improvement by his writings.
His principal publications are, the Gentleman's
Stable Directory, or the Modern System of Far-

riery, 1790, 2 vols. 8vo.; Practical Observations

upon Thorn Wounds, Punctured Tendons, and

Ligamentary Lameness in Horses, with Instruc-

tions for their Treatment and Cure, 8vo ; and a

Compendium of Experimental Farriery, origin-

ally suggested by Reason and confirmed by
Practice, 1796, 8vo. He also published a tract

on the Preservation of Game ; and other pieces.
He is said to have been deranged in the latter

part of his life owing to domestic misfortunes.

lie died in London in January 1807.

TAPORICA, or ITAPORICA, an island in the

8ay of Todos Santos, Brasil, the largest, most

populous and fertile, of all those in the bay.
This island defends the entrance of the bay ;

upon the point or extremity is the fort of San

Antonio, and a town called Vieja, in lat. 13 S.

TAPPAHANNOCK, a port of entry and the

capital of Essex, county Virginia, on the south-

west bank of the Rappahannock ; it is fifty-five
miles E. S. E. from Fredericksburg, and fifty

north-east from Richmond. Its situation is low
and unhealthy. It contains a court-house, a jail,
and an Episcopal church. All the shipping be-

longing to the towns on the Rappahannock is

entered at the custom-house of this place
TAPPING, in general, the act of piercing a hole

in a vessel, and applying a tube or canula in the

aperture, for the commodious drawing off the

liquor contained therein.

TAPPING, in surgery. See SURGERY.
TAPSUS. 1. A maritime town of Africa

(Sil. Ital. 3). 2. A peninsula on the east coast
of Sicily.
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who resided

TAR
TAPYRI, an ancient nation,

near ilyrcanla. Dionys. Perieg.

TAQUARI, a river of Brasil, on the borders
of Paraguay, which runs a western course from

TARANTO, or TAUENTO, an ancient and
considerable town of Naples, in the province of
Otranto, eighty miles W.N.W. of the city of
tnat name. It is built on a small island in the

the mountains and falls into the Paraguay oppo- great bay called the Gulf of Taranto and has*~ "" -"""" *-
several advantages as a maritime position, havino
behind it, towards the north and east,- a great
maritime inlet called Mare Piccolo (little sea),which extends into the interior, while it commu-

. -
.

nicates with the sea by two channels, one onwhen it turns west and enters the sea in the gulf each side of the island, or rather islet, occupied
Ol Sfln iXllorilAl Tic canrlc aK/lllnll in fina rrn\A Kir kn # rt ,. T* .

site the lake of Marmore, by many mouths, the

largest of which is in long 54 W., lat. 19 15' S

TAQUASO, a large river of South America,
in the province of Darien. Its course is from
north-east to south-west for a great distance,

of San Miguel. Its sands abound in fine gold.

TAQUILE, or TAQUUNA, an island of the

great lake of Chucuito, or Titicaca, in the district

of the province of Paucarolla, in Peru. In the

higher grounds of this island are some plains on
which are to be seen the ruins of some large old
towns built of stone.

TAR, n. s. & v. a. Sax. rape ; Belg. turre ;

Dan. tiere. Liquid pitch ; the turpentine of the

pine or fur drained out by fire ;
a sailor : to

smear with tar : hence to tease
; provoke : or, as

Johnson thinks, from Gr. rapaira.
Then, foaming tar, their bridles they would champ,

And trampling the fine element would fiercely ramp.
Spenser.

There has been much to do on both sides
;
and

the nation holds it no sin to turre them on to contro-

versy. Shakspeare.
Two curs shall tame each other

; pride alone
Must tar the mastiffs on, as 'twere the bone. Id.

A man will not lose a hog for an halfpennyworth
of tar. Camden's Remains.

In senates bold, and fierce in war,
A land commander, and a tar. Swift's Miscellanies.

TAR is prepared in great quantities in Nor-

way, Sweden, Germany, Russia, and North

America, and in other countries where the pine
and fir abound. For the method of obtaining it,

see PINUS. Becher, the celebrated chemist, first

proposed to make tar from pit-coal. Manufac-
tures for this purpose have been established

many years ago in the ci-devant bishopric of

Liege, and in several parts of England. In

1781 the earl of Dundonald obtained a patent
for extracting tar from pit-coal by a new process
of distillation. See CHEMISTRY, Index, and
COAL. Tar, which is well known for its econo-
mical uses, is properly an empyreumatic oil of

turpentine, and bias been much used as a medi-
cine both internally and externally. See MATE-
RIA MEDICA and PHARMACY.
TAR WATER, or water impregnated with the

soluble parts of tar, was, about a century ago, a

very popular remedy ;
but is now almost entirely

out of use.

TARANIS, a name of Jupiter, among the

ancint Gauls. Lucan, i. 146.

TARANTAISE, a province of Sardinia, in

Savoy, between Faucigny, Savoy proper, Mau-
rienne, and Aosta. Its superficial extent is about

780 square miles ; its surface rugged and un-

even, covered with mountains and rocks, and

little susceptible of culture. The least sterile

parts are brought into surprising cultivation,

and made to produce corn, saffron, fruit, and
chestnuts : the pastures nourish a fine race of

cattle. A number of the inhabitants, however,

go out to seek employment in more favored

countries. Population 39,000.

by the town. Taranto contains 18,500 inhabit-

ants, and has a castle of some strength.

TARANTULA, n.s. Ital. tarantula; Fr. ta-
rantule. An insect whose bite is said to be
cured by music.

This word, lover, did no less pierce poor Pyrocles
than the right tune of musick toucheth him that is

sick of the tarantula. Sidney.

He that uses the word tarantula, without having
any idea of what it stands for, means nothing at afl

ty it- Locks.

TARAS, a son of Neptune, who built Taren-
tum.

TARAS, an ancient name of Tarentum.

TARASCO, an ancient town of Gaul, now
Tarascor.

TARASCON, a considerable town in the
south-east of France, on the Rhone, and opposite
to the town of Beaucaire, with which it commu-
nicates by a bridge of boats. There are manu-
factures of woollens, silk, stockings, and an export
trade in wine, brandy, olive-oil, and other pro-
ducts. Of public buildings the principal is the

castle, a structure of hewn stone fortified in the

Gothic manner, and surmounted by a platform,

affording a fine view of the adjacent country.
Some of the churches are likewise handsome.
Inhabitants 12,000. Nine miles north of Aries,
and fifty-five north-west of Marseilles.

TARAXACUM, in botany, dandelion. See
LEONTODON and MATERIA MEDICA.

TARAXIPPUS, a deity worshipped in Elis,
who superintended the races and other games.
His statue was placed near the race ground, and
his protection implored to the horses and their

riders. Paus. vi. 20.

TARBELLjE, a name of the Pyrenees, from

TARBELLI, an ancient people of Gaul, at

the foot of the Pyrenees. Caes. de Bell. Gall.

TARBES, an inland town in the south- west

of France, and the capital of the department of

the Upper Pyrenees, is situated on the left bank

of the Adour. It is the see of a bishop, and is

surrounded with a wall defended by an old castlr.

Here are a public square, cathedral, several fine

churches, the residence of the bishop, a theatre,

and an hospital, and the streets of the town are

tolerably broad and well paved. The houses,

though low, are not badly built of brick or gray

marble, and covered with slate. Here are, also,

on a small scale, manufactures of linen, hand-

kerchiefs, paper, knives, and small copper arti-

cles. There is here also a royal stud. Inhabit-

ants 8000. On the 20th of March, 1814, the

French army under Soult were forced from their

position here by the British under the duke of

Wellington. Twenty-two miles east by south

of Paris.
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. gish ; dilatory ; un-

wary : to delay ;
hin-

' der : tardigradous,

TARCHON, an Etrurian chief, who assisted

TKneas against the Rutuli ; and built Tarquinii.

Virg. jEn. viii. 603.

TARCHONANTHUS, flea-bane, in botany,
a genus of plants belonging to the class of syn-

genesia, and to the order of polygamia aequalis,
and in the natural system ranging under the

forty-ninth order, composite. The receptacle is

villous, and the pappus plumy; the calyx is

monophyllous, turbinated, and half divided into

seven segments. There are only three species,
viz. T. camphoratus, ericoides, and glaber.

TAR'DY, adj. & v.a.^
Lat. tardus ;

FT.

TARDIGRA'DOUS, adj. f tardif. Slow ; slug-

TAR'DILY, adv.

TAR'DINESS, n. s.

TAR'DITY.

moving slowly : the adverb and noun substan-

tives correspond with tardy.
Nor should their age by years be told,

Whose souls more swift than motion climb,
And check the tardy flight of time. Sandys.

He was indeed the glass,

.
Wherein the noble youth did dress themselves ;

Speaking thick, which nature made his blemish,
Because the accents of the valiant

;

For those that could speak low and tardily,

Would turn their own perfection to abuse,
To seem like him. Shakspeare. Henry IV.

A. tardiness in nature,
Which often leaves the history unspoke
That it intends to do. Id. King Lear.

I chose

Camillo for the minister, to poison

My friend Polixenes ; which had been done,
But that the good mind of Camillo tardied

My swift command. . Id. Winter's Tale.

Suppose some observable tardily in the motion of

light, and then ask how we should arrive to perceive
it ? Digby.

Death he as oft accused
Of tardy execution, since denounced
The day of his offence. Milton's Paradise Lost.

Yield, scoundrel base, quoth she, or die,

Thy life is mine, and liberty :

But if thou think'st I took thee tardy,
And dar'st presume to be so hardy
To try thy fortune o'er afresh,
I'll wave my title to thy flesh. Hudibras.

It is but a slow and tardigradous animal, preying
upon advantage, and otherwise may be escaped.

Browne.
The tardy plants in our cold orchards placed,

Reserve their fruit for the next age's taste :

There a small grain in some few months will be
A firm, a lofty, and a spacious tree. Waller.

When certain to o'ercome, inclined to save,

Tardy to vengeance, and with mercy brave. Prior.

If they take them tardy, they endeavour to humble
them by way of reprisal : those slips and mismanage-
ments are usually ridiculed. Collier on Pride.

You may freely censure him for beicg tardy in his

payments. A rbuthnot.

TARE, n. s. Dut. teeren, to consume. Skin-
ner. A weed that grows among corn.

Through hatred of tares, the corn in the field of

God is plucked up. Hooker.
The liberal contributions such teachers met with,

served to invite more labourers, where their seed-
time was their harvest

; and by sowing tares they
reaped IP!'!. Decay of Piety.

My country nriphbours begin not lo think of being
in general, which is being abstracted 1'iom rl' its in-

ferior species, 'before they come to think of the fly

in their sheep, or the tares in their corn. Locke.

TARE, or VETCH, in botany. See RURAL
ECONOMY.

TARE, in commerce, is an allowance for the

outside package that contains such goods as can-

not be unpacked without detriment ; or for the

papers, threads, bands, &c., that enclose or bind

any goods imported loose; or though imported
in casks, chests, &c., yet cannot be unpacked
and weighed neat.

TARENTINES, the ancient inhabitants of

Tarentum, long famous for their bravery, and
afterwards equally infamous for their luxury and

effeminacy.
TARENTINE WAR, a war which lasted ten

years, between the Tarentines assisted by

Pyrrhus, and the Romans. See EPIRUS, ROME,
and TARENTUM.
TARENTUM, TARENTUS, or TARAS, an an-

cient city of Italy in Calabria, seated near the

mouth of the Galesus, and capital of a republic.
It was founded by a colony of Spartans, under

Phalanthus, about A. A. C. 707. The govern-
ment was democratical, though they had occa-

sionally some monarchs. It was for some time

the residence of Pythagoras, who taught the

citizens his philosophy, inspired them with the

love of virtue, and rendered them superior to

their neighbours, both in the cabinet and the

field. They were long independent, and main-

tained their superiority over thirteen tributary
cities ; when they could arm 100,000 foot and
3000 horse. Becoming rich, they grew voluptu-
ous and indolent; so that the delights of Taren-

tum became proverbial. In the pride of their

prowess, however, they quarrelled with the

Romans, and invited Pyrrhus into Italy. See

ROME. But the war ended, after ten years, in

the total conquest of their republic, its annexa-

tion to that of Rome, and the capture of 30,000

prisoners.

TARGE, n. s.
}

Sax. rari^a ;
Fr. targe , Ital.

TAR'GET. ftarga; Span, tarja ; Welch,
TARGET'IER j tarian ; Erse taargett. A

kind of buckler or small shield borne on the

left arm : one armed with a target.

Glancing on his helmet made a large
And open gash therein, were not his targe
That broke the violence. Spenser.

I took all their seven points in my target.

Shakspeare.

For horsemen and for targetiers none could with

him compare. Chapman.
The arms she useth most is the target, to shroud

herself under, and fence away the blow.

HoiceVs England's Tears.

Those leaves

They gathered, broad as Amazonian large. Milton.

The Greeks the gates approached, their targets cast

Over their heads, some scaling ladders placed

Against the walls. Derhain.

TARGIONIA, in botany, a genus of plants

belonging to the class of cryptogamia, and na-

tural order of algae. The calyx is bivalved, in-

cluding a globular body. There is only one

species, viz. T. hypophylla, the vetch tare, a

native of Great Britain. It has leaves about a

quarter of an inch long, of a heart-shape, inverted,
and growing prostrate in a clump together ; their
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upper surface is green, covered with whitish pa-
pillae, and their lower surface is black. The
fructification grows at the great end of the leaf

on the lower side, and consists of two concave
valves of a reddish-black color, enclosing a cho-
colate colored globule, resembling the seed of a
tare or vetch, full of a yellow powder. The leaves

increase by shooting out young offsets from their

sides like the polypus. This plant is found in

the north of England, and near Tarb.it of Kin-

tyre in Scotland.

TARGUM, QOV>, a paraphrase on the

pentateuch in the Chaldee language. It signifies

paraphrases or expositions, because they are

rather comments and explications than literal

translations of the text. They are written in the

Chaldee tongue, which became more familiar to

the Jews after their captivity in Babylon, than

the Hebrew itself. But though the custom of

making these expositions in the Chaldee language
be very ancient among the Hebrews, yet have

thoy no targums before the era of Jonathan and
Oizkelos.

i. The TARGUM OF JERUSALEM is only upon
the Pentateuch ; nor is that entire or perfect.

ii. The TARGUM OF JONATHAN, the son of

IJ'/iel, is upon the greater and lesser prophets.
If-: flourished under Herod the Great, about
A A. C. 30.

iii. The TARGUM OF JOSEPH THE BLIND is

upon the Hagiographa. This author is much
more modern, and less esteemed than those

above-mentioned.

iv. The TARGUM OF ONKELOS is the most of

all esteemed, and copies are to be found in

which it is inserted verse for verse with the

Hebrew. It is so short and so simple that it

cannot be suspected of being corrupted. This

paraphrast wrote only upon the books of Moses ;

and his style approaches nearly to the purity of

the Chaldee, as it is found in Daniel and Ezra.

This targum is cited in the Mischna, but was
not known either to Eusebius, St. Jerome, or

Origen. See ONKELOS.

TARICILEUM, a fortified town of Judea.

Cicero ad Div. xii. c. 14.

TARIFF, n. s. Span, tarifa ; Fr. tarif. A
cartel of commerce.

This branch of our trade was regulated by a tariff,

or declaration of the duties of import and export.
Addison.

TARIF is a table or catalogue containing the

names of different sorts of merchandise, with

the duties to be paid as settled by authority

among trading nations.

TARIN (Peter), a French physician and au-

thor, born at Courtenai, about the end of the

seventeenth century. He published, 1. Adver-

saria Anatomica, 4to. 2. An Anatomical Dic-

tionary, 4to. 3. Osteographia, 4to. 4. Anthro-

peomia, or the Art of Dissecting, 2 vols. 12mo.

5. A Treatise on Ligaments. 6. Observations

on Medicine and Surgery, 3 vols. 12mo.: and,

7. A Description of the Muscles, 4to. He died

in 1761.

TARLETON (Richard), a celebrated English

actor, born about the beginning of the sixteenth

century at Condover in Shropshire ;
whence he

was brought to London, and patronised by Ro-

TAR
bert, earl of Leicester. Stowe says he was one
of the twelve whom, in 1583, queen Elizabeth

appointed her players at Barn-Elms ; allowing
them wages and liveries as grooms of the cham-
bers. He wrote a dramatic piece, called The
Seven Deadly Sins. He died about 1589.

TARN, a fertile department of the south of

France, formed of a part of the province of Lan-
guedoc, and adjacent to the departments of tin;

Aveyron and Upper Garonne. It has the moun-
tains of Languedoc on the east, and commands,
at a distance, a prospect of the Pyrenees ; but its

whble surface may be termed an undulating
plain, traversed by several chains of small hills.

Its principal river is the Tarn, a large stream

flowing from the north-east to the Garonne. The
climate is steady and temperate, and the products
are wheat, barley, maize, hemp, flax, vines, and
fruit of different kinds. Here are also occasional
tracts of fine pasture. Of corn, enough is raised
to afford a small annual export. The culture of

the vine is extensive
;
but the wines, with the

exception of the kind called vin du Cog, do not

keep sufficiently to admit of export. Here arc,
on a small scale, mines of iron and coal

; some
silk also is cultivated. This department is di-

vided into four arrondissements, viz. Albi (the
chief town), Castres, Lavaur, and Gaillac. It

has an extent of 2100 square miles, and a popu-
lation of nearly 296,000, of whom above 40,000
are Protestants.

TARN AND GARONNE, a department in the

south of France, formed, so lately as 1808, of

portions of the departments of the Lot and Up-
per Garonne. It lies to the west of the depart-
ment of the Tarn. Its surface is a plain, tra-

versed by three chains of hills, the highest oi

which is said not to exceed 1200 feet. Its prin-

cipal rivers are the Tarn and Garonne. The soil

is in general fruitful, and the climate mild, but

the labors of the husbandman are frequently ex-

posed to hazard from hail storms. Its products
are wheat, barley, maize, hemp, flax, vines, ches-

nuts, and several fruits of a southern climate, as

almonds and figs. The pastures are of limited

extent. The domestic animals are mules, asses,

horses ; poultry is particularly abundant. The
culture of silk is on a limited scale. This

department is divided into three arrondisse-

ments, viz. Montauban (the capital), Moissac,
and Castel Sarrazin. It has an extent of 1500

square miles, and a population of 240,000, of

whom above 30,000 are Protestants.

TAR'NISII, v. a.&v.n. Fr. ternir. To

sully; soil; dull : to lose brightness.

Let him pray for resolution, that he may discover

nothing that may discredit the cause, tarnish the

elorv, and weaken the example of the suffering.
C'Mitr.

If a fine object should tarnish by having a great

many see it, or the musick should run mostly into

one man's ears, these satisfactions would be made

inclosure. l 'L f Env
!'-

Low waves the rooted forest, vexed, and shed

What of its tarnished honours yet remain.
Thomson.

TARNOW, a circle of Austrian Galicia, lying

along the river Dunajee, and bounded on the

north by the Vistula. Its area i.s 1300 square
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miles, and its population 205,600. It is in ge-
neral a level country, with the exception of some
hills in the south.

TARPAWL'ING, n. s. From tar. Hempen
cloth smeared with tar.

Some the galled ropes with dauby marling bind,
Or searcloth masts with strong tarpawling coats.

Dryden.
Was any thing wanting lo the extravagance of this

age. but the making a living tarpawlin and a swab-
ber the hero of a tragedy ? Dennis.

TARPEIA, a vestal virgin who oetrayed the

citadel of Rome to the Sabines; for which, by a

voluntary mistake, they rewarded her with death.

See ROME.
TARPEIAN ROCK, in Roman antiquity, a

steep rock in Rome ; whence, by the law of the

XII. tables, those guilty of certain crimes were

precipitated. It took its name from Tarpeia,
who was burnt near it.

TARPEIUS MONS, the Tarpeian Hill, on
which stood the Tarpeian Rock. See last arti-

cle. It was eighty feet perpendicular in height.
It was also called Capitolinus, from the Capitol
being built on it.

TARQUIN I., king of Rome, succeeded An-
cus Martius, A. A. C. 615. See ROME.
TAEQUIN II., surnamed the Proud, a tyrant

and usurper. See ROME.
TARQUINIA, the daughter of Tarquin I.

and the wife of Servius Tullius. After the mur-
der of her husband (see ROME), she buried his

body, and died of grief the night following.
Others say that she was poisoned by the parricide
Tullia.

TARQUINIENSES, the ancient inhabitants

of Tarquinii. They endeavoured to restore Tar-

quin II. See ROME.

TARQUINII, an ancient city of Etruria,
built by Tarchon, an ally of ^neas. Lucumo
the Corinthian was educated in it, took his sur-

name Tarquinius from it ; and after he became

king of Rome, by the name of Tarquin I., made
it a Roman colony. Strabo 5. It is now called

Tarchina.

TARQUINIUS (Lucius, Collatinus), one of
the two first consuls of Rome, the husband of
Lucretia and colleague of Brutus. See COLLA-
TINUS and ROME.

TARQUITUS, a son of Faunus and Dryope,
who assisted Turnus against ./Eneas, and was
killed by the latter. Virg. ./En. x. v. 550.

TARRACINA, or Anxur, an ancient city of
the Volsci, between Rome and Naples (see

ANXUR) ; now called Terracina.

TARRACO, in ancient geography, a city of

Hispania Tarraconensis, of which it was the

capital, founded by the Phoenicians
; and planted

with a Roman colony by the two Scipiones Afri-

cani, and seated on the coast of the Mediterra-
nean. It is now called Tarragona.
TARRACONENSIS HISPANIA, an ancient

Roman province of Spain, called also Hispania
Citra, or Citerior, in respect of its situation as

to Rome. It was bounded on the north by the

Pyrenees and the Cantabrian Sea, now the Bay
of Biscay; on the east by the Mediterranean;
south by Lusitania, and Hispania Bcetica

; and
M-esi bv the Atlantic Ocean. It was famous for

its wines. Tarraco was the capital. It compre-
hended Catalonia and some adjacent districts.

See CATALONIA.

TARRAGONA, a sea-port of Catalonia, Spain,
near the mouth of the Francoli. It is a place
of great antiquity, built on a hill, and surrounded

by walls with turrets, erected either by the Moors,
or by the Christians of the middle ages. It was

occupied by the British in the beginning of the

eighteenth century,with an intention of rendering
it a naval station, but on the acquisition of Gibral-

tar, in 1704, the design was abandoned. Tarragona
contains 7500 inhabitants, is the see of a bishop,
and has a large and elegant cathedral, built in

the Gothic style. It was under the Romans the

chief town of the province of Tarraconensis.

TARRANTIUS (Lucius), an ancient Roman
mathematician and philosopher, who was con-

temporary with Cicero, and was one of his

friends. He has been styled the Prince of As-

trologers. He made two famous horoscooes, the

one of Romulus, the other of Rome.

TARRAS, or TERRAS, a volcanic earth used
as a cement, and which does not differ much in

its principles from pouzzolana; but is much
more compact, hard, porous, and spongy. It is

generally of a whitish-yellow color, and contains

more heterogeneous particles, as spar, quartz,

schorl, &c., and something more of a calcareous

earth. It effervesces with acids, is magnetic, and
fusible per se. When pulverised it serves as a

cement, like pouzzolana. It is found in Ger-

many and Sweden.

TAR'RIANCE, n. s. From tarry. Stay ;

delay; perhaps sojourn. Obsolete.

Dispatch me hence
;

Come, answer not
;
but do it presently,

I am impatient of my tarriance. Shakspeare.

TAR'RIER, n. s. Or terrier, from Fr. terre,

the earth. A sort of small dog, that hunts the

fox or otter out of his hole.

The fox is earthed
;
but I shall send my two ter-

riers after him. Dryden.

TAR'RY, v. n. & v. a. Fr. targir. To stay J

to continue in a place ; delay; wait: wait for.

Tarry ye here for us until we come again.
Exodus xxiv. 14.

Thou art my deliverer, make no tarrying, O God !

Psalms.

Who hath woe and redness of eyes ? they that

tarry long at the wine. Proverbs xxiii. 30.

I will go drink with you, but I cannot tarry din-

ner. Shakspeare.

Tarry I here, I but attend on death ;

But fly I hence, I fly away from life. Id.

I yet am tender, young, and full of fear,

And" dare not die, but fain would tarry here.

Dryden,

TAR'SEL, n. s. Teut. tarzel. A kind of

hawk.
Hist ! Romeo, hist ! O for a falc'ner's voice,

To lure this tarsel gentle back again ! Shakspeare.
A falc'ner Henry is, when Emma hawks;

With her of tarsels and of lures he talks. Prior.

TAR'SUS, n. s. Fr. terse ; Gr. rapffoc-
In

anatomy, the space betwixt the lower end of the

focil bones of the leg, and the beginning of the

five long bones that are joined with, and bear up,
the toes.
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An obscure motion, where the conjunction is called

synanthrosis ;
as in joining the tarsus to the meta-

tarsus. Wiseman.

TARSUS, a city of Asia Minor, the ancient

capital of Cilicia. It possesses very high anti-

quity, and is said by Arrian and Strabo to have

been founded by Sardanapalus on the same day
with Anchiale ;

others are of opinion that it was

a Grecian colony, founded by Triplolemus. It

was much favored by Augustus and Adrian, and

rose to such celebrity as to rival Athens, Antioch,
and Alexandria, in wealth and grandeur, as well

as in literature and science. It was also adorned

with a number of magnificent temples, a gym-
nasium, and a theatre. It has, however, been

subject to many vicissitudes, and retains scarcely
a vestige of its former magnificence.
The city is situated in a fertile plain, on the

right bank of the Cydnus ;
the houses, intersected

by gardens and orchards, seldom exceed one

story in height, are flat-roofed, and mostly con-

structed of hewn stone. There is a castle, said

to be built by Bajazet ;
and portions of a wall, pro-

bably the remains of that erected by Haroun al

Raschid. On an eminence to the south-west are the

ruins of a spacious edifice, which may very pro-

bably have been the gymnasium ; and, about 200

yards farther to the west, an ancient gateway.
The city contains two public baths, several

mosques, and caravanserai, and a small ancient

church. The land in the neighbourhood is ex-

ceedingly fertile. The port is about seven or

eight miles from the town. Population 25,000
to 30,000.

TART, adj. ^
Saxon tear* ; Belgic

TART'LY,ao}'. ftaertig ;
Gr. repew. Sour;

TART'NESS, re. s. j acid
;

acidulated ; sharp ;

keen; severe : the adverb and noun substantive

corresponding.
\V hy so tart a favour

To trumpet such good tidings 1 Shakspeare.

How tartly that gentleman looks !

He is of a very melancholy disposition. Id.

They cannot be too sweet for the king's tartness.

Id.

Figures, with divers coloured earths, under the

windows of the house on that side near which the

garden stands, be but toys ; you may see as good

sights in tarts. Bacon's Kssays.

When his humours grew tart, as being now in the

lees of favour, they brake forth into certain sudden

recesses. Wotton.

lelograms and
parallelepipeds. This dress is

much worn by the Scottish Highlanders. The
tartan dress is said to have been derived from
the ancient Gauls or Celtse

; the Galli non-brac-
cati. The tartan is made into plaids, coats, and
philibegs. The most elegant form of this dress
is wnen the coat is made of that kind of tartan
in which the red stripes chiefly prevail; the vest

entirely white ; the philibeg, drawers, or trowsers,
of that in which the green or blue chiefly predo-
minates; and the plaid, with either the green or
blue predominant, but differing from that of the

philibeg. Set PHILIBEG.
TARTAN PLAID. See PLAID.

TAR'TANE, n s. Fr. tarlane ; Ital. tartunu.

A vessel used in the Mediterranean, with one
mast and a three-cornered sail.

I set out from Marseilles to Genoa in a tartane, and
arrived late at a small French port called Cassis.

Add imm.

TARTANE, in sea language, a small coasting
vessel navigated in the Mediterranean Sea, and

having only one mast and a bowsprit, the prin-

cipal sail, which is extremely large, being ex-

tended by a lateen yard. When tartanes put up
a square sail it is called a sail of fortune.

TARTAR, n. s. Lat. tartarus. Hell. A word
used by the old poets. Now obsolete.

With this the damned ghosts he governeth,
And furies rules, and tartare tempereth. Spenser.

He's in tartar limbo worse than hell
;

A devil in an everlasting garment hath him,
One worse hard heart is buttoned up with steel.

Sbakspeife.

His throne mixed with tartarean sulphur. Millon.

The spirit of God downward purged
The black tartareous cold infernal dregs,
Adverse to life. Id.

TARTAR, n. s. Fr. tartre. The concretion of

wine casks
;
wine lees

;
see below.

The fermented juice of grapes is partly turned

into liquid drops or lees, and partly into that crust or

dry feculency that is commonly called tartar ; and

this tartar may by the fire he divided into five dif-

fering substances, four of which are not acid, and the

other not so manifestly acid as the tartar itself.

Boyle.

In fruits, the tartareous parts of the sap are thrown

the fibres designed for the stone, and the oily

the seed within it. Crew's Cosmology.

TARTAR is deposited on the sides of casks

,caBCB . during the fermentation of wine ;
it forms a lin-

Of these sweets put in three gallons, more or less, ing more or less thick, which is scraped off. This

into an hogshead, as the tartness of your cider re-

quires.
Mortimer.

TARTAGLIA (Nicholas), a celebrated Italian

mathematician, born at Brescia, where he became

is called crude tartai,and is sold in Languedoc
from ten to fifteen livres the quintal.

All wines

do not afford the same quantity of tartar. Neu-

mann remarked that the Hungarian wines left

a famous teacher of the mathematical sciences, only a thin stratum ;
that the wines

He published severa\ works which are esteemed, afforded more; and that the Rhenish wm<
"' ' forded the purest and the greatest quantity.

Tartar is distinguished from its color into red

and white: the first is afforded by red wine, and

is purified from an abundant extractive principle,

by processes which are executed at Montpellier

and at Venice.

The following is the process used at I

pellier^The tartar dissolved t, and

red, green, white, black, and yellow, &c., run- suffered to crystallize by cooling. The tryst

ning in parallel lines and crossing each other ;
are then bo.led in another vessel, with .ie a 1

-

and thus forming various colored squares, paral- tion of five or six pounds of the wh.lc

His chief tract is on numberand measure, entitled

Trattat di Numeri et Misure, 1556, folio. e

died about 1558.

TARTAR, an idol of the Avites. See SAMA-

RITANS.

TARTAN, or TARTAN CLOTH, a kind of cloth,

made generally of woollen, sometimes of linen,

and often of silk, of various colors; as blue,
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ceous earth of Murviel to each quintal of the

salt. After this boiling with the earth, a very
white salt is obtained by evaporation, which is

known by the name of cream of tartar, or the

acidulous tartrate of potash.
M. des Maretz has informed us that the pro-

cess used at Venice consists, 1. In drying the

tartar in iron boilers ; 2. Pounding it, and dis-

solving it in hot water, which, by cooling, af-

fords purer crystals ; 3. Redissolving these crystals
in water, and clarifying the solution by whites

of eggs and ashes. The process of Montpellier
is preferable to that of Venice. The addition

of the ashes introduces a foreign salt, which
alters the purity of the product.

TARTAR, in mythology. See HELL and TAR-
TARUS.

TARTAR, CHALYBEATED. This is prepared by
boiling three parts of the supertartrate of potash
and two of iron-filings in forty-six parts of water,
till the tartar appears to be dissolved. The li-

quor is then filtered, and crystals are deposited
on cooling, more of which are obtained by con-

tinuing the evaporation.

TARTAR, CREAM OF, the proper name of the

purified supertartrate of potash.

TARTAR, CRUDE, the supertartrate of potash
in its natural state, before it has been purified.

TARTAR, EMETIC, the tartrate of potash and

antimony. See ANTIMONY.
TARTAR OF THE TEETH, the popular name

for the concretion that so frequently incrusts- the

teeth, and which consists apparently of phosphate
of lime.

TARTAR, PHENOMENA AND PROPERTIES OF.

See CHEMISTRY.

TARTAR, REGENERATED, acetate of potash.

TARTAR, SALT OF, the subcarbonate of pot-
ash.

TARTAR, SECRET FOLIATED EARTH OF, ace-

tate of potash.

TARTAR, SOLUBLE, neutral tartrate of pot-
ash.

TARTAR, VITRIOLATED, sulphate of potash.
TARTARIC ACID. The casks in which

some kinds of wine are kept become incrusted

with a hard substance, tinged with the coloring
matter of the wine, and otherwise impure, which
has long been known by the name of argal, or

tartar, and distinguished into red and white ac-

cording to its color. This being purified by
solution, filtration, and crystallisation, was termed

cream, or crystals of tartar. It was afterwards

discovered that it consisted of a peculiar acid

combined with potash; and the supposition that

it was formed during the fermentation of the

wine was disproved by Boerhaave, Neumann,
and others, who showed that it existed ready
formed in the juice of the grape. It has likewise

been found in other fruits, particularly before

they are too ripe ;
and in the tamarind, sumac,

balm, carduus benedictus, and the roots of rest-

harrow, germander, and sage. The separation of

tartaric acid from this acidulous salt, is the first

discovery of Scheele that is known. He saturated

the superfluous acid, by adding chalk to a solu-

tion of the supertartrate in boiljng water as long
as any effervescence ensued, and expelled the

acid from the precipitated tartrate of lime by

means of the sulphuric. Or four parts of tartar

may be boiled in twenty or twenty-four of water,
and one part of sulphuric acid added gradually.

By continuing the boiling, the sulphate of potash
will fall down. When the liquor is reduced to

one-half, it is to be filtered ; and, if any more

sulphate be deposited by continuing the boiling,
the filtering must be repeated. "When no more
is thrown down, the liquor is to be evaporated
to the consistence of a syrup; and thus crystals
of tartaric acid, equal to half the weight of the

tartar employed, will be obtained.

The tartaric acid may be procured in needly
or laminated crystals, by evaporating a solution

of it. Its taste is very acid and agreeable, so

that it may supply the place of lemon juice. It

is very soluble in water. Burnt in an open fire

it leaves a coaly residuum
; in close vessels it

gives out carbonic acid and carburetted hydro-
gen gas. By distilling nitric acid off the crystals,

they may be converted into oxalic acid, and the

nitric acid passes to the state of nitrous.

To extract the whole acid from tartar, M. The-
nard recommends, after saturating the redundant
acid with chalk, to add muriate of lime to the

supernatant neutral tartrate, by which means
it is completely decomposed. The insoluble

tartrate of lime, being washed with abundance of

water, is then to be treated with three-fifths of its

weight of strong sulphuric acid, diluted previ-

ously with five parts of water. But Fourcroy's

process, as improved by Vauquelin, seems still

better. Tartar is treated with quicklime and

boiling water in the proportion, by the theory of

equivalents, of 100 of tartar to thirty of dry lime,
or forty of the slaked. A caustic magma is

obtained, which must be evaporated to dryness,
and gently heated. On digesting this in water,
a solution of caustic potash is obtained, while

tartrate of lime remains ; from which the acid

may be separated by the equivalent quantity of

oil of vitriol.

Accoidingto Berzelius, tartaric acid is a com-

pound of 3-807 hydrogen + 35-980 carbon +
60-213 oxygen zz 100; to which result he shows
that of M. Gay Lussac and Thenard to corres-

pond, when allowance is made for a certain

portion of water, which they had omitted to es-

timate. The analysis of tartrate of lead gives
8'384for the acid prime equivalent; and it may
be made up of

3 hydrogen . zz 0-375 4-48

4 carbon . z= 3-000 35'82

5 oxygen . zz 5-000 59-70

8-375 100-00

The crystallised acid is a compound of 8-375 acid

+ 1-125 water zz 9-5; or in 100 parts 88-15

acid + 11-85 water.

The tartrates, in their decomposition by fire,

comport themselves like all the other vegetable

salts, except that those with excess of acid yield the

smell of caromel when heated, and afford a cer-

tain quantity of the pyrotartaric acid. All the

soluble neutral tartrates form, with tartaric acid,

bitartrates of sparing solubility ; while all the

insoluble tartrates may be dissolved in an excess

of their acid. Hence, by pouring gradually an
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excess of acid into barytes, strontites, and lime-

waters, the precipitates formed at first cannot
fail to disappear ;

while those obtained by an
excess of the same acid, added to concentrated
solutions of potash, soda, or ammonia, and the

neutral tartrates of these bases as well as of mag-
nesia and copper, must be permanent. The first

are always flocculent
; the second always crys-

talline'; that of copper alone is in a greenish-
white powder. It likewise follows, that the

greater number of acids ought to disturb the

solutions of the alkaline neutral tartrates, because

they transform these salts into bitartrates ; and
on the contrary they ought to affect the solution

of the neutral insoluble tartrates, which indeed

always happens, unless the acid cannot dissolve

the base of the tartrate. The order of apparent
affinities of tartaric acid are, lime, barytes, stron-

tites, potash, soda, ammonia, and magnesia.
The tartrates of potash, soda, and ammonia,

are not only susceptible of combining together,
but also with the other tartrates, so as to form
double or triple salts. We may thus easily con-
ceive why the tartrates of potash, soda, and am-
monia, do not disturb the solutions of iron and

manganese; and on the other hand disturb the

solutions of the salts of barytes, strontites, lime
and lead. In the first case, double salts are

formed, however small a quantity of tartrate shall

have been employed ;
in the second no double

salt is formed unless the tartrate be added in

very great excess.

The tartrates of lime and barytes are white,

pulverulent, and insoluble.

Tartrate of strontian, formed by the double de-

composition of muriate of strontian and tartrate

of potash, according to Vauquelin, is soluble,

crystallisable, and consists of 52 -88 strontian,
and 47' 12 acid. That of magnesia forms a ge-
latinous or gummy mass.

Tartrate of potash, the tartarized kali of the

London college, and vegetable salt of some, for-

merly called soluble tartar, because much more
so than the supertartrate, crystallises in oblong
squares, bevelled at the extremities. It has a

bitterish taste, and is decomposed by heat, as its

solution is even by standing some time. It is

used as a mild purgative.
The supertartrate of potash, already mentioned

at the beginning of this article, is much used as

a cooling and gently opening medicine, as well

as in several chemical and pharmaceutical pre-

parations. Dissolved in water, with the addition

of a little sugar, and a slice or two of lemon-

peel, it forms an agreeable cooling drink by the

name of imperial: and if an infusion of green
balm be used, instead of water, it makes one of

the pleasantest liquors of the kind with which
we are acquainted. Mixed with an equal weight
of nitre, and projected into a red-hot crucible,
it detonates, and forms the white flux ; treated in

the same way with half its weight of nitre, it

forms the black flux ;
and simply mixed with

nitre, in various proportions, it is called raw flux.

It is likewise used in dyeing, in hat-making, in

gilding, and in other arts.

The blanching of the crude tartar is aided by
boiling its solution with one-twentieth of pipe-

clay.

According to the analysis ot Rerzelius, it con-
sists of 70-45 acid + 24'8 potash + 4-75 water= 100; or

2 primes acid 16-75
1 potash 5-95
1 water 1-125

23-825

70-30

24-95

4-75

100-00

sixty parts of water dissolve four of bitartrate at
a boil ing heat; and only one at 60 Fahrenheit.
It is quite insoluble in alcohol. It becomes very
soluble in water, by adding to it one-fifth of its

weight of borax
; or even by the addition of bo-

racic acid. It appears by Berzelius that neutral
tartrate of potash, dried in the sun, differs from
the bitartrate, in containing no water of crystal-
lization. He states it to be compounds of
58-69 acid + 41-31 potash 100 ; which afford
155-7 tartrate of lead. Now, 8-375 : 5-95 : :

58-5:41-5; which are the equivalent propor-
tions.

On considering the great solvent property of
cream of tartar, and that it is even capable of

dissolving various oxides, which are insoluble in

tartaric acid, as the protoxide of antimony, M. Gay
Lussac has recommended it as a useful agent in

chemical analysis. He thinks that in many cases
it acts the part of a single acid. According to

this view, tartar emetic would be a compound of
the cream-tarter acid, and protoxide of antimony.
Cream of tartar generally contains from three to

five per cent, of tartrate of lime, which are in a

great measure separated when three parts of tartar

are boiled with one of borax for a few minutes
in a sufficient quantity of water. The soluble

cream of tartar which is obtained by this process
is deliquescent ; it dissolves in its own weight of

boiling water, at 54'5, and in half its weight of

boiling water. Its solution is very imperfectly

decomposed by the sulphuric, nitric, and muria-
tic acids. Four parts of tartar and one ot boracic
acid form a permanent saline compound, very
soluble in water. Alum also increases the solu-

bility of tartar.

By saturating the superfluous acid in this su-

pertartiate with soda, a triple salt is formed,
which crystallises in larger regular prisms of eight

nearly equal sides, of a bitter taste, efflorescent,

and soluble in about five parts of water. It

consists, according to Vauquelin, of fifty-four

parts tartrate of potash, and forty-six tartrate of

soda ; and was once in much repute as a purga-
tive by the name of Itochelle salt, or sel de

Seignette.
The tartrate of soda is much less soluble than

this triple salt, and crystallises in slender needles

or thin plates.
The tartrate of ammonia is a very soluble

bitter salt, and crystallizes easily. Its solution is

spontaneously decomposable. This too forms,

with tartrate of potash, a triple salt, the solution

of which yields, by cooling, fine pyamidal or

prismatic efflorescent crystals. Though both the

neutral salts that compose it are bitter, this is

not, but has a cooling taste. See SALT.

TARTARINE. The name given by Kirwau

to the vegetable alkali, or potash.
TARTAHUM. See MATERIA MF.DICA.
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TARTARUS, in the mythology, the infernal

regions, or the hell of the ancient Greeks, Ro-

mans, and Egyptians ;
which consisted of two

divisions, the one called Elysium, for the recep-
tion of the virtuous ; the other Tartarus, for that

of the wicked. See ELYSIUM and HELL. Tar-

tarus was surrounded with a brazen wall, and

its entrance was continually hidden from the

sight by a cloud of darkness three times more

gloomy than the obscurest night. Hesiod says

(Theog. 720) it was a prison, at a greater dis-

tance from the earth than the earth is from the

heavens. Virgil says (^n. vi.) it was sur-

rounded by three impenetrable walls, and by
the impetuous burning streams of the river

Phlegethon. The entrance was by a large lofty

tower, whose gates were supported by columns

of adamant, which neither gods nor men could

open. In Tartarus, he adds, were punished all

who had been disobedient to parents, traitors,

adulterers, barbarous conquerors, who undertook

unjust and cruel wars, faithless ministers, &c.

It was the place where Tantalus, Ixion, Sisy-

phus, the Danaides, and other heinous offenders

were punished (Ovid. Met. iv. fab. 13, Horn.

Odys. xi.); and was frequented by the Furies,

the Harpies, and other monsters of the heathen

mythology.
TARTARY, a name applied very indefinitely

to an extensive region of central Asia, and inter

posing between Asiatic Russia on the north, and

the great empires of Persia, Hindostan, and

China, on the south. The Tartar race was known
and celebrated in antiquity under the name of

Scythians, a people who are described under the

same warlike, rude, and pastoral features which

now distinguish the tenants of these regions.
The simplicity of their manners, their ignorance
of money and of luxury, and their hospitality,

caused them to be quoted with admiration by
the Greek sages : at the same time, the records

of history bear ample testimony to the calamities

which their inroads inflicted. Even under the

Assyrian dynasty, they are represented as having
overwhelmed and held the sceptre of Western

Asia for twenty-eight years. If we may believe

Herodotus, Cyrus, after having subdued the rest

of Asia, found the termination of his life in his

conflict with Tomyris, queen of this race. Da-

rius, his successor, with difficulty escaped the

same fate, and Alexander was little more fortu-

nate ; for, though he compelled the Scythians to

cross the Jaxartes, he in vain attempted to pursue
them beyond it.

At these earlier periods, although the Scythian
tribes frequently laid waste the southern empires,

they were unable to effect any permanent con-

quest or settlement. It was during the decline

of the Roman empire that these tribes began

permanently to forsake their own plains, in search

of more fertile regions, and the first of these ra-

vagers, whose terror and fame reached the fron-

tier of Italy, were the Huns, the ancestors of

the modern race of Mongols. The deformity of

their aspect, and the ferocity of their manners,
rendered their name more terrible than that of

any of the German barbarians, and under Atti-

la, characterised as '
the scourge of God, and the

destroyer of nations,' they materially hastened the

downfall of the empire. On the eastern frontier,
another Tartar race took no less active a part.
The Turks orToorks, inhabiting extensive tracts

of what is now called Chinese and Independent
Tartary, poured down in large bodies upon the

Persian empire, where they established a dynas-
ty, under the name of Seljukian ; and ultimately
established themselves at Constantinople. In
the twelfth century Tartary became the seat of
the most formidable and extensive empire that

perhaps has ever been established. Zingis, ori-

ginally an obscure chief, having succeeded in

uniting under his standard all the neighbouring
tribes, successively conquered China, Persia, and
all Central Asia, from the Black Sea to the East
ern Ocean. His successors added Russia, and
overran Poland, with part of Germany. Fd
some time the greatest panic prevailed in Europe.
But in the course of a few reigns this vast em-

pire was split into parts. The lead was now
taken by the populous countries on the Oxus
and the Jaxartes, where Timur established a

sway, which, though less extended than that of

Zingis, was superior in the value and importance
of its regions. Timur conquered all Persia,
broke the power of the Turks in Asia Minor, and
established in India a dynasty, which continued
to reign, and to form the most splendid court of

Asia, till the close of the last century. China
has also always been subject to Tartar dynasties.

Tartary may now be considered as divided

into Chinese and Independent Tartary. The

latter, since the time of Timur, has been occu-

pied, and the ancient inhabitants either extermi-

nated or expelled by the Uzbecks, a people of

the widely extended race of Turk or Toork, but

whose original seat is not precisely ascertained.

It has the country of Bulkh (part of Cabul) and
Korassim on the south ; the Caspian on the west ;

and Asiatic Russia on the north. The Uzbecks,
like other Turks, are celebrated in the east for

their beauty, the reputation of which, however,
arises chiefly from its contrast to the hideous

forms of the Mongols, Calmucs, and other Tar-
tar tribes. They have broad foreheads, high
cheek bones, thin beards, and small eyes : their

complexion is clear and ruddy, their hair gene-

rally black. The political constitution is a com-

plete and pure despotism, the will of the sove-

reign being the only law. This circumstance

depends probably upon the military habits

formed by conquest; and according to which,
and to the forms and customs of a camp, the

whole government is administered. In Bokhara
the men are divided, like troops, into parties or

masses of ten each, who have a boiler, a tent,

and a camel in common. The authority of the

sovereign is also strengthened by the Mahometan

religion, which is here* professed in its utmost

rigor. The Koran is implicitly assumed as the

guide, not only in faith and doctrine, but in

civil government and domestic life. The kin-,
now reigning at Bokhara, was raised to the throne

by the ostentatious profession of poverty, and of

all those observances which establish the charac-

ter of a Mussulman saint. Even in his present
elevation, he spends part of every day in teach-

ing the Mahometan religion, and of every night
in watching and prayer. The revenue is col-
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lected exactly in the proportions prescribed in

the Koran ; and one-tenth of it is expended in

alms.

All the habitations of the Uzbecks consist of a

species of moveable tent called onool, composed
of a lattice of thin lath, covered with black, felt.

From twenty to fifty of these compose a species
of moveable village or camp. Many of them

now, however, reside in towns. Horsemanship
is their favorite pursuit, and their horses are con-

sidered, next to the Arabian, as the best in Asia.

An immense exportation formerly took place to

India. In this trade, horses are still purchased
in the markets of Bokhara or Bulkh, where they
cost from 5 to 100, and are fattened on the

way in the rich pastures of Cabul. Horse flesh,

and koumiss, or fermented mares' milk, are con-

sidered as the greatest of luxuries here ;
in regard

to which last even the Mahometan law is

obliged somewhat to relax its rigor. Horses are

so numerous that there is scarcely a man so poor
as to walk ; even beggars travel on horseback, or

at least on camels or asses. As might be ex-

pected in a people with these habits, the Uzbecks

produce numerous bodies of light cavalry, and
excel in predatory warfare. Their arms are a

long and heavy lance, swords, and a shield;
but many have long knives and daggers. They
charge in a body, with shouts, which are de-

scribed as terrific. In battle they are drawn up
in three lines, so that, even after being repulsed,

they return twice to the charge. Their laws of

war are most barbarous, giving no quarter except
to infidels, whom the Koran allows them to sell

as slaves ; while the faithful, who cannot thus be

subjected, have the honor of being killed on the

spot. Yet, compared with many other Asiatics,

they are sincere and honest, and murder scarcely
ever occurs. Foreign merchants are also pro-
tected and encouraged, notwithstanding the na-

tional bigotry.
Bokhara may be considered as the most im-

portant of the kingdoms into which Independent

Tartary is now divided. This territory includes

the finest part of the country on the banks of the

Oxus, and, though not very extensive, maintains

an army of 80,000 or 100,000 cavalry. The city
of Bokhara contains upwards of 100,000 inha-

bitants, with very extensive establishments for

the cultivation of learning: and Samarcand,

though declined from its ancient splendor, con-

tains many fine buildings, and exhibits the same

beauty of climate and situation for which it was

anciently celebrated. The present possessor has

paid much attention to it. On the Jaxartes, the

bey of Koukan or Ferganna, possesses an ex-

tensive, fertile, and highly populous kingdom.
The cities of Koukan, Khojund, and Murghelan,
are said in populousness and beauty of situation to

surpass any other in Central Asia. The population

generally retains its pastoral and migratory habits,

more particularly as we proceed northwards

among the Kirghises. The country on the Upper
Oxus, and that between the Aral and the Caspian,
consists almost entirely of a vast sandy desert,

tenanted by roving tribes of Uzbecks and Turco-

mans, who subsist partly by pasturage, and

partly by plunder. Even here, however, are a

few richer tracts, on which towns are built.

Chinese Tartary. The tracts of Central Asia,
over which the Chinese empire holds a nominal

sway, include the whole territory contained be-
tween Hmdostan and Asiatic Russia, and from
the Eastern Ocean to the mountain boundary of

Independent Tartary ; a space comprising about
70 of longitude, and 20 of latitude. The south-
ern and mountainous part of this vast tract

passes under the name of Thibet. The western

part of what is usually called Chinese Taitary is

among the regions of the globe with regard" to

which our information is most imperfect. The
great emporium of this region is Yarcund, si-

tuated to the south, and forming the rendezvous
of the merchants from India, Cabul, and Inde-

pendent Tartary. Proceeding eastward, the

principal kingdoms are Koten or Khoten, and
Kami or Chamil. The former is represented
as very flourishing, containing numerous fortified

cities, and excelling both in agriculture and ma-
nufactures. It is particularly celebrated for a

species of beautifully variegated marble, which
bears a high price in China. Ilami is also de--

scribed as a wealthy region, inhabited by a dis-

solute people. In this part ofAsia are mentioned

Acsu, Cialis, Ciarcian, Lop, and Peym : but c.i

of its most distinguishing features is the gic. t

desert of Shamo or Cohi, which extends from

west to east through nearly its whole extent. I

extends in this direction nearly 2000 miles, and

cannot be crossed without almost insuperable
difficulties. Yet its position is such as to make
it impossible to avoid it, on going from Cashgar
to China. The caravans therefore coast its north-

ern border, till they come to Lop, where they
cross from north to south, and proceed to China

along the south border.

Tartary, to the west and north-west of China,
consists entirely of naked plains, particular por-
tions only of which afford pasture and water, and

traversed by wandering tribes. All of them own
the supremacy of the Chinese empire, though it

is necessary to secure their allegiance by giving

pensions to chiefs. At the same time these wan-

dering tribes claim the right of making war upon
each other, though, when these contests rise to an

alarming height, a Chinese force is employed to

suppress them. All these people are devoted to

Shamanism, or the religion of the Lamas ; and

in each distinguished place there is a sovereign

priest, who claims the privilege of immortality
and pre-existence.
The eastern extremity of Tartary, bordering

on the Pacific, consists of the country of the

Mantchoo Tartars, which, in consequence of

having given a dynasty to China, forms now a

province of that empire. It is still a favorite

hunting residence of the emperors. The country

consists generally of lofty mountains, covered

with immense forests. No grain except oats can

be raised ; and, though the latitude be only that of

the south of France, the climate resembles that

of Norway. The most valued production is gin-

seng, a medicinal plant which grows on the de-

clivity of wooded mountains, or on the rocky

banks of deep rivers. The root is the part used

in physic, and the value of it is enhanced by its

age. In China it is highly esteemed. The per-

sons who collect it carry with them neither hor.srs,
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baggage, tent, nor even a bed. They nave merely
a bag of dried millet, and lodge at night under

the shelter of trees, or in temporary huts. Their

greatest danger is from wild beasts, with which

every part of the country is infested. The Man-
tchoo Tartars in person resemble the Mongols,

except that they are fairer. They have adopted,

only to a very limited extent, the religion of Fo
or Boodh, but have an ancient religion of their

own, and a language peculiar to themselves.

Their country is traversed by the river Amour
or Saghalien, which, in the upper part of its

course, forms the boundary of the Chinese and

Russian empires. Besides these tribes, who in-

habit the region properly called Tartary, a great

part of the southern provinces of Asiatic Russia

have a Tartar population, among these may par-

ticularly be distinguished the Kalmucs and

Baschkirs.

TARTINI (Joseph), a celebrated Italian mu-

sician, born at Pisano, in Istria, in 1692. He
became so capital a performer on the violin, that

he was appointed master of the band in the

famous church of St. Anthony. He published
several valuable tracts on music ; and is styled

by Dr. Burney, the Admirable. He died 1770.

TARTRATE. A neutral compound of tar-

taric acid with a base.

TARUFFI (Emilius), an eminent Italian

painter, born at Brescia, in 1632. His land-

scapes and historical pieces were much admired,
as well as his choice of scenery. He died in

1694.

TARVISIUMj an ancient town of Italy, now
Treviso.

TARUNTIUS (Spurina, Lucius), a celebrated

mathematician, who flourished about A. A. C. 61.

Cic. ad div. ii. c. 47.

TARUSATES, an ancient people of Gaul,
who inhabited the country now called Tursan.

Cses. de Bel. Gal. iii. 23.

TARUSCUM, an ancient town of Gaul.

TASK, n. 5. & v. a. 1 Fr. tasche ; Ital. tassa ;

TASK'ER, n. s. Lat. ta.ru. Something
TASKMASTER. J imposed by another to

be done; employment :
' to take to task' is to re-

prove; reprimand: to task, to impose a burden
or business upon another : the noun-substantives

that follow corresponding.

Forth he goes,
Like to a harvestman, that's tasked to mow,
Or all, or lose his hire. Shakspeare. Coriolanus.

I have drunk but one cup to night, and that was

craftily qualified too
;
and behold what innovation it

makes here. I am unfortunate in the infirmity, and
dare not task my weakness with any more.

Id. OtMlo.
All is, if I have grace to use it so,

As ever in my great taskmaster's eye. Milton.

Relieves me from my tusk of servile toil

Daily in the common prison else enjoined me. Id.

Divert thy thoughts at home
;

There tatk thy maids, and exercise the loom.

Dryden.
Hear, ye sullen powers below

;

Hear, ye taskert of the dead. Id. and Lee.

A holy man took a soldier to task upon the subject
of his profession. L'Estrange.

The service of sin is perfect slavery ; and he who
will pay obedience to the commands of it, shall find

it an unreasonable taskmaster, and an unmeasurablc

exactor. Smith.

He discovered some remains of his nature when he

met with a football, for which Sir Roger took him to

task. Addison.

His mental powers were equal to greater tasks.

Atterbury.
No happier task these faded eyes pursue,

To read and weep is all they now can do. Pope.

TAS'SEL, n. s. Fr. tasse ; Swed. tass ; low
Lat. tasselus. An ornamental bunch of silk or

glittering substances.

Their heads are tricked with tassels and flowers.

Sandys.
Then took the squire an horn of bugle small,

Which hung adown his side in twisted gold
And tassels gay. Spenser-

Early, ere the odorous breath of morn
Awakes the slumbering leaves, or tasselled horn

Shakes the high thicket, haste I all about. Milton.

TASSIE (James), modeller, born near Glas-

gow, of obscure parents, began his life as a

country stone mason. Going to Glasgow, he

acquired a knowledge of drawing in the aca-

demy instituted by the Fowlises ; while, at the

same time, he was obliged to labor at stone cut-

ting for his support. Resorting to Dublin for

employment, he became known to Dr. Quin,
who was amusing himself with trying to imitate

the precious stones in colored pastes, and take

impressions of the engravings that were on them,

Dr. Quin soon discovered Tassie to be one in

whom he could place perfect confidence. He
was endowed with fine taste ; modest, unassum-

ing, patient, and possessed the highest integrity.
The doctor committed his laboratory and expe-
riments to his care. The associates were fully
successful

;
and found themselves able to imitate

all the gems, and take accurate impressions of

the engravings. The doctor, when the discovery
was completed, encouraged Mr. Tassie to repair
to London, and to devote himself to the prepa-
ration and sale of those pastes as his profession.
In 1766 he arrived in the capital ;

and until his

death, in 1799, he continued acquiring eminence

and wealth. In addition to this elegant art, he

practised the modelling of portraits in wax, which

he afterwards moulded and cast in paste.

TASSISUDON, or TADISSOO JEUNG, a city of

Northern Hindostan, the capital of the province
of Bootan, and residence of the Deb Rajah
stands in a highly cultivated valley, about three

miles in length, by one in breadth ;
intersected

by the Tehintchieu River. On the surrounding
mountains are timber trees, intermixed with fir

and pine, and a great variety of shrubs. The
climate generally is described as remarkably sa-

lubrious.

The castle or palace of Tassisudon is situated

near the centre of the valley, and is a quadran-

gular building of stone. The walls are thirty feet

high, pierced below with very small windows,

apparently more for the purpose of admitting air

than light. The citadel is very lofty, consisting of

seven stories, each from fifteen to twenty feet high.

From the centre rises a square piece of masonry,
which supports a canopy of copper richly gilt,

supposed to be immediately over the idol Maha
Moonee. The Deb Rajah of Bootan dwells in

the citadel, on the fourth story from the ground.
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Nearto the city are a lonpr line of sheds, where the

workmen arc employed in forging brazen gods,
am! various other ornaments of their religious
edifices. There is here also a considerable ma-
nufacture of paper, made from the deah bark,
which grows in great abundance near toTassisu-

don. It is very strong, and capable of being
woven, when gilt, into the texture of silks and
satins.

TASSO (Bernard) an illustrious Italian law-

yer, descended of the ancient and noble family
of Torreggiani. He was author of several inge-
nious compositions in verse and prose. He was
sent to accompany the prince of Salerno upon
a deputation from Naples, to the emperor Charles

V., to remonstrate against the erection of an In-

quisition there. He was afterwards employed
by William Gonzago, duke of Mantua, as his

principal secretary, who at last promoted him to

be governor of Ostiglia, upon the Po; where he

died in 1585. He was father to the celebrated

Torquato.
TASSO (Torquato), a justly celebrated Italian

poet, born at Sorrento in Naples, in the year
1549, the son of Bernard, by Portia di Rossi,
a lady of an illustrious family of Naples.
At nine he and his father were condemned to

death for treason, but escaped ; and three years
after they went from Rome to Mantua : Tasso

had then completed his knowledge of the learned

languages. He was soon after sent to the uni-

versity of Padua; and, in his eighteenth year,

published his Rinaldo. He next went to Bo-

logna, by the invitation of the city and coltege ;

but soon returned to Padua at the request of

Scipio Gonzago, who had been elected prince of

the academy then established by the name of the

./Etheroi, of which Tasso was made a member.

Here he formed the plan of his Jerusalem Deli-

vered. Being pressed by the duke, and his bro-

ther cardinal Lewis, to reside with them at Fer-

rara, he consented, and the duke gave him an

apartment in his palace, where he lived in afflu-

ence, and prosecuted his work ;
which he dedi-

cated to the duke. When he was about twenty-

seven, he published a pastoral comedy called

Aminta. In his thirtieth year, he finished his

Jerusalem, and, the whole being reprinted and

published together, its success was astonishing,

and it was immediately translated into Latin,

French, Spanish, and even the oriental languages.

But it was Tasso's fate to become wretched as

soon as he gained the summit of reputation.

Soon after his Jerusalem was published, he lost

his father ; his Jerusalem was attacked by invi-

dious critics ;
and the perfidy of a friend drew

upon him greater misfortunes. In consequence
of a rencontre, in which he behaved very bravely,

the duke put him in prison, under pretence of

securing him from any future attacks. But Tasso

within a year escaped, and retired to Turin,

where he was recommended to the duke of Sa-

voy ; but Tasso, fearing that the duke of Ferrara

would require him to be delivered up, set out

for Rome : there he was visited by princes, car-

dinals, prelates, and all the learned in the city.

But, being impatient of exile, he made his peace

with the duke, who gave him fresh marks of his

esteem. But Tasso, having made some attempts
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on the duke's sister, princess Leonora, whom he
had celebrated in his verses, the duke caused
him to be confined in the hospital of St. Anno,
as a person deranged. Tasso applied to the

duke, by every friend he had, to release him, but
without effect ; for Tasso was certainly disor-

dered in his mind. At last, after he had been a

prisoner seven years, Vincent Gonzago, prince
of Mantua, came to Ferrara, during the festi-

vals, procured his liberty, and took him to Man-
tua, he being then in the forty-second year of

his age. At Mantua he lived about a year in

great favor with the prince, but he became weary
of a state of dependence, and therefore resolved

to go to Naples, and endeavour to recover his

mother's jointure, which had been seized by her

relations when he went into exile. Finding his

law-suit not likely to be soon determined, he

went from Naples to Rome, where he conti-

nued about a year in high favor with pope Sixtns

V., and then went to Florence, at the invitation

of Ferdinana, giand duke of Tuscany. Having

spent another year at Florence, he returned to

Naples, and published his Jerusalem Delivered.

Soon after this Sixtus V. died, and was succeed-

ed by Clement VII.; and his nephews, Cynthio
and Peter Aldrobandini, were created cardinals.

Cynthio, who was a patron of learning, prevailed
with him to leave Naples, and live with him in

Rome. He returned again to Naples, but came
back to Rome, in order to be crowned with lau-

rels in the capital. While they were waiting
for fair weather, Cynthio fell sick

; and, before

he recovered, Tasso was taken ill, and died on

the fifteenth day, aged fifty-one. His poems
had acquired him an immortal reputation. His

works were printed together at Florence in 1724,

in 6 vols. folio, with the criticisms. His Aminta
and Gierusalemme Liberata have been translated

into English.
TASSONI (Alexander), an Italian poet, bom

at Modena, in 1565. He was a member of the

academy of Umeristi ; and, among other works,

published Secchia llapita, or the Rape of the

Bucket: which was the first model of a Mock
Heroic poem in the Italian language. He died

in 1635.

Fr. taster, to try ;

Ital. tastare ; Teut.

fasten; barb. Lat.

taato. To perceive,

distinguish, or try, by
the palate ;

have per-

ception of food ; re-

TASTE, v.a.,v.n., &
TAST'ABLE, adj. [n. s.

TAST'ED,

TAST'ER, n. s.

TASTE'FUL, adj.

TASTE'LESS,

TASTE'LESSNESS, n. s.^ ,

lish: hence to eat a small quantity; to relish

mentally ; obtain pleasure from : as a verb neu-

ter to try by the mouth ;
to eat ;

have a smack
;

be tinctured ; enjoy in a small degree : as a noun

substantive the act of tasting ; gust ^perception ;

sensibility ;
a crude portion or specimen ;

intel-

lectual relish or discernment; an essay; trial:

the adjectives correspond with the above terms : a

taster is one who takes the first portion of food :

tastlessnesss, insipidity ;
want of relish or per-

ception.

Manna was like coriander seed, white
;
and the

iasle of it was like wafers made with honey.
Ezodut xvi. 31.

2 X
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The ruler of the feast tasted the water made wine.

John ii.

He should taste death for every man. Heb. ii. 9.

The tasting of death touched the righteous also,

and there was a destruction of the multitude in the

wilderness. Wisdom.

Seeing they pretend no quarrel at other psalms
which are in like manner appointed to be daily

ready, why do these so much offend and displease
their tastes? Higher.

Roscetes was seldom permitted to eat any other

meat but such as the prince before tasted of.

Knolles.

I have almost forgot the taste of fears :

The time has been, my senses would have cooled

To hear a night shriek. Shakspeare. Macbeth.

Cowards die many times before their deaths,

The valiant never taste of death but once.

Shakspeare.

I hope, for my brother's justification, he wrote this

as an essay or taste of my virtue. Id.

When kine feed upon wild garlick, their milk

iasteth of it. Bacon.

Bees delight more in one flower than another

and therefore have taste. Id. Natural History.

Coleworts prosper exceedingly, and are better

tasted, if watered with salt water. Id.

They thought 't not safe to resolve, till they had
taste of the people's inclination. Id. Henry VII.

The body's life with meats and air is fed,

Therefore the soul doth use the tasting power
In veins, which, through the tongue and palate

spread,
Distinguish ever relish sweet and sour. Davies.

So shall thou be despised, fair maid,
When by the sated lover tasted ;

What first he did with tears invade,
Shall afterwards with scorn be wasted. Carew.

Fair hope ! our earlier heaven ! by thee

Young time is taster to eternity. Craskaw.

Musick of sighs thou shalt not hear,

Nor drink one lover's tasteful tear. Cowley.
Bold deed to taste it, under ban to touch. MilUm.
Delicacies of taste, sight, smell. Id.

Best of fruits, whose taste gave elocution. Id.

Sion's songs to all true tastes excelling,
Where God is

praised aright. Id.

Of nature's bounty men forbore to taste,

And the tnst portion of the earth lay waste. Waller.

The tardy plants in our cold orchards placed,
Reserve thsir fruit for the next age's taste. Id.

By depurating chemical oils, and reducing them
to an elementary simplicity, they could never be
made tasteless. Boyle.

Their distilled oils are fluid, volatile and tusteable.

Id.

Besides the prayers mentioned, I shall give only a
taste of some few recommended to devout persons in

the manuals and offices.
Stillingfleet.

Thou and I marching before our troops,
Maw taste fate to them, mow them out a passage.

Dryden.
This fiery game your active youth maintained,

Not yet by years extinguished, though restrained ;

You season still with sports your serious hours,
For age but tastes of pleasures, youth devours. Id.

Says the fly, Are not all places open to me 1

AM not I the taster to princes in all their entertain-

ments. L'Estrange.

Though there be a great variety of tastes, yet, as in

smells, they have only some few general names.
Locke.

If by his manner of writing a critick is heavy and

xistelesi, I throw aside his criticisms.

Addison's Spectator.

As he had no taste of true glory, we see him

equipped like an Hercules, with a club and a lion's

skin. Addison.
The understanding cannot, by its natural light,

discover spiritual truths
;
and the corruption of our

will and affections renders them tasteless and insipid
to us. Rogers'* Sermons.
Your way of life, in ray fartr, will be the best.

Pipe.
Not tasteful herbs that in these gardens rise,

Which the kind soil with milky sap supplies,
Can move. Id.

Scholars, when good sense describing,
Call it tasting and imbibing. Swift.
How ill a taste for wit and sense prevails in the

world ! Id.

Pleasure results from a sense to discern, and a
taste to be affected with, beauty. Seed's Sermons.

Apicius, here, the taster of the town,
Feeds twice a-week, to settle their renown. Young.

However contradictory it may be in geometry, it is

true in taste, that many little things will not make a

great one. Reynolds.

TASTE is a certain sensation, or class of sen-

sations, excited in the mind by certain bodies,
which are called sapid, applied to the tongue and

palate, and moistened with the saliva. This is

the original and proper meaning of the word
taste (see METAPHYSICS); but, as the qualities
of bodies which produce these sensations are

unknown, they have in all languages got the

names of the sensations themselves, by that

figure of speech which substitutes the cause for

the effect. Hence we talk of the taste of sugar,

wormwood, honey, vinegar, &c. ; and say that

the one is sweet and the other sour, &c. Tastes

have been divided into simple and compound ;

and philosophers have to very little purpose en-

deavoured to ascertain the number of each spe-
cies. See Phil. Trans. No. 280, 299; and
Abercromb. Nov. Med. Clavis.

TASTE is likewise used in a figurative sense

to denote that faculty of the mind by which we

perceive and enjoy whatever is i/Mutiful or sub-

lime in the works of nature or of art. J.ike the

taste of the palate, this faculty relishes some

things, is disgusted with others, and to many is

indifferent; and from these obvious analogies
between it and the external sense it has obtained

its name. It has likewise been called an inter-

nal sense, and by Dr. Hutchinson a reflex sense ;

whilst others have considered it, not as a dis-

tinct faculty or sense, but as the joint exertion of

perception and judgment in some cases, and as a

play of the imagination in others.

TASTELESS EARTH (agust erde), the name

given by professor Trommsdorff to a new simple

earth, which he discovered in the Saxon beryl.
It is distinguished, he says, from other earths by
being white, and totally insoluble in water. In

a fresh state, when moistened with water, it is

somewhat ductile. In the fire it becomes trans-

parent, and very hard, so as to scratch glass, but

remains insipid and insoluble in water. The
burnt earth dissolves very easily in acids, and

produces with them peculiar salts, which are

entirely devoid of taste
;
and hence he gave it

the name of tasteless earth. Fixed alkalies do
not dissolve this earth, either in the dry or in

the wet way ;
and it is equally insoluble with
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the carbonic acid ard with caustic ammonia.
It has a greater affinity to the oxalic than to the

other acids.

TATA, or Dotis, a large town of Western

Hungary, situated on a height in the midst of

marshes, sixty-four miles E. S.E. of Presburg.
It contains 8600 inhabitants, and is divided into

two parts called Dotis and Tovaros. The inha-

bitants carry on a number of employments on a

small scale, such as the manufacture of wool-

lens, sawing of timber, and, finally, the pre-

paring of whetstones for sale and export. They
are descended from a mixed race of Magyars,
Sclavonians, German settlers, and Jews. In

religion the Catholic predominates, and here are

a Catholic gymnasium and monastery, conducted

by the Piarists.

TATARBASAR, or TATAR BAZARGIK, a con-

siderable inland town of European Turkey, in

Bulgaria, near the Marizza; the ancient Hebrus.

It is situated on the great road from Constanti-

nople to Belgrade, and is little visited by tra-

vellers
;
but is said to contain several mosques,

baths, and other good buildings, with about

10,000 inhabitants. Fourteen miles N.N.W. of

Philippopoli.
TATE (Nahum), a poet, born at Dublin,

where he received his education, in 1652. He
was made poet laureat to king William III.

upon the death of Shadwell, and held that place
until the reign of George I., whose first birth-

day ode he wrote, with unusual spirit.
He died

in the mint in 1716. He wrote nine dramatic

performances, a great number of poems, and a

version of the psalms in conjunction with Dr.

Nicholas Brady.
TATIAN, a writer of the primitive church, in

the second century, born in Assyria, and trained

up n the heathen religion and learning. He
become Christian and disciple of Justin Martyr,
whom he attended to Rome ; and, while Justin

lived, continued orthodox ;
but after his death

made a schism, and founded a new sect, con-

demning marriage, enjoining abstinence from

wine and animal food, and suffering only water

to be used in the holy mysteries ;
whence his

followers were called Encratitce and Hydroparas-
tatae. None of his works are extant but his piece

against the Gentiles, entitled his Oration to the

Greeks.

TATIENSES, a name given by Romulus to a

tribe of the Roman people, in honor of his col-

league king Tatius, to whom part of them had

been subjects. They lived on the mounts Capi-
tolinus and Quirinalis.

TATIUS (Titus), king of the Sabines and Ro-

mans. See ROME and SABINES.

TATIUS (Achilles), a native of Alexandria, was

the author of a book on the sphere. There is

also attributed to him a Greek romance on the

lives of Leucippe and Clitophon, of which Sal-

masius has given a beautiful edition its Greek

and Latin, with notes. Suidas says that Tatms

was a Pagan, but afterwards became a Christian,

and a bishop. Photius mentions him in his

Bibliotheca.

TATTA, a large district of Ilindostan, in

Sinde, comprehending the whole Delta of the

Indus, calculated at 150 miles in length, by fifty
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in breadth. Being intersected by rivers, tra-

velling takes place mostly by water. The coun-

try is in general sandy and barren, and many
parts of it only fit for pasturing camels or

goats ; but it also produces a quantity of rice

and salt, and the rivers abound with fish. This
district has for nearly forty years belonged to

the Ameers of Sinde. Its principal town j.s

Tatta, and its chief port Corachie. In the be-

ginning of the eighth century this province was
invaded by the Arabs, and may be considered as

having been subject to the Mahometans from
that period. It was taken possession of by the

emperor Akbar in 1590, and acknowledged the

Mogul authority till the dissolution of that em-

pire. Its former capital was Brahminabad,
which is said to have been enclosed by a brick

wall, having 1400 round towers or bastions.

TATTA, an ancient city, capital of the above-

mentioned district, is situated on the banks of

the Indus, about 130 miles from the sea. The
town stands in a fertile valley, formed by a range
of low hills, which, during the freshes of the

river, is inundated; a circumstance which often

gives the city the appearance of an island. Some
of the houses are of brick and mortar, but the

greater number are of mud and timber. The old

English factory, purchased in 1751, is still reck-

oned the best house in the town. The circum-

ference of the modern town is four miles, and is

supposed to contain 15,000 inhabitants. It was

formerly famous for its commerce and manufac-

tures ; but its greatness is much diminished. On
a hill, about a mile from the town, is an immens"
number of Mahometan tombs, in good preser-
vation. The stone mausoleum of Mirza Isa is

um-ommoiu'y magnificent and well executed ; and

supported by many columus : the interior is

covered with inscriptions formed of different

colored stones. The modem city of Tatta was

founded by Jam Mundel, the 14th of the So-

meah dynasty, A. D. 1485, and was plundered

by the Portuguese in 1555. Dr. Robertson was

of opinion that Tatta was the Pattala of the

Greeks.

TATTER, v. a. & n. s.
)

Sax. rotserian. To

TATTERDFMAL'ION. s. } tear; rend; make

ragged : a rag ;
a fragment : tatterdemalion seems

a word formed in the caprice of ridicule.

Through tattered cloaths small vices do appear :

Robes and furred gowns iiide all.

Shakspeare. King Lt'ar.

This fable holds, from him that sits upon the

throne, to the poor devil that has scarce a tatter.

I,' Estrange*

As a poor fellow was trudging in a bitter cold

morning with never a rag, a spark that was warm

clad called to this tatterdemalion, how he could en

dure this weather?

Where waved the tattered ensigns of Kagfair,

A yawning ruin hangs.
Little tyrants raged,

Tore from cold wintry limbs the tattered weed.
Thit'iiwn,

Here Satan vanished He had fresh commands,

And knew his pupil
was in able hands ;

And now, the treasure found, and matron's store,

Sought other objects than the tattered poor.
Harte.

TATTERS IIALL, a market-town and parish

in Gartrce hundred, Lincolnshire, on rlie river
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Bain, eight miles S. S. W. from Horncastle, and

128 north of London. The church is a hand-

some building formerly collegiate in the form of

a cross; some of the windows still contain some

good paintings on glass. The castle was demo-
lished during the civil war. The Bain is navi-

gable for barges to the Witham. Market on

Friday. Fairs, May llth, and September 25th.

It is a curacy.

TATTLE, v. n. & n. s. ) Belg. tateren ; Goth.

TAT'TLER, n. s. > tatala. To prate; talk

idly ; use many words with little meaning : idle

talk: an idle talker.

He stands on terms of honourable mind,
Ne will be carried with every common wind
Of court's inconstant mutability,
Ne after every tattling fable fly. Spenser.

The one is too like an image, and says nothing ;

and the other too like my lady's eldest son, evermore

tattling. Shakspeare.

Going from house to house, tattlers, busy bodies,

which are the canker and rust of idleness, as idleness

is the rust of time, are reproved by the apostle.

Taylor.

Excuse it by the tattling quality of age, which is

always narrative. Dryden.
The world is forward enough to tattle of them.

Locke.

The French language is extremely proper to tattle

in
; it is made up of so much repetition and compli-

ment. Addison.

They asked her how she liked the play 1

Then told the tattle of the day. Swift's Miscellany.
A young academick shall dwell upon trade and

politicks in a dictatorial stile, while at the same time

persons well skilled in those different subjects hear

the impertinent tattle with a just contempt.
Watt's on the Mind.

TATTOO', n.s. Fr. tapotez tous. The beat

of drum by which soldiers are warned to their

quarters.
All those whose hearts are loose and low,

Start if they hear but the tatto. Prior.

TATTOOING or TATTOWING, an operation
in use among the islanders in the South Sea for

marking their bodies with figures of various

kinds which they consider as ornamental. It is

performed by puncturing the skin and rubbing a

black color into the wounds. See OTAHEITE.
TAVAI POENAMMOO, an island in the South

Pacific Ocean, being the most southerly of the

two which form New Zealand, and separated from
the northern island by a channel called Cook's

Straits, discovered by captain (then lieutenant)

Cook, who sailed round them both in the year
1769. It is about 500 miles in length from
south-west to north-east, and from 55 to 140
broad. See ZEALAND, NEW.
TAVARONE (Lazarus), a celebrated Italian

painter of history and portraits, born at Genoa in

1556. He was a disciple of Luke Cangiagio,
and succeeded him as painter to the king of

Spain. He died in 1631.

TAUBMAN (Frederick), a learned German
critic born in Franconia, about 1565. He be-
came professor of poetry and belles lettres at
V

irtemberg. He published Commentaries on
Virgil and Plantus. He died in 1633.

TAVERNIER (John Baptist), a famous
French traveller, born at Paris in 1605. In the

course of forty years he travelled six times to

Turkey, Persia, and the East Indies ; and visited

all the countries in Europe, travelling mostly on
foot. His Travels have been often printed. He
died on his journey, at Moscow, in 1609.

TAVERN, n. s. ^\ Fr. taverne ; Lat. taberna.

TAV'ERNER, (A house where wine is

TAV'ERNKEEPER, {sold, and drinkers are en-
TAV'ERNMAX. Jtertained: the other names

mean the person who keeps a tavern.

Enquire at London, 'inong the taverns there

For there they say he daily doth frequent,
With unrestrained loose companions.

Shakspeare. Richard II.

After local names, the most in number have been
derived from occupations ;

as tailor, archer, taverner.

Camden.
To reform the vices of this town, all taverns and

alehouses should be obliged to dismiss their company
by twelve at night, and no woman suffered to enter

any tavern or alehouse. Swift.

TAVISTOCK, a borough and market-town in

Tavistock hundred, Devonshire, near the river

Tavy, fourteen miles north from Plymouth, and
206 west by south of London. The manufac-
ture principally occupying the inhabitants is that

of serges. This town is well built, but the

streets are narrow, and indifferently paved. The
church is large and handsome. It is one of the

stannary towns. The ruins of its benedictine

abbey are still observeable. It sends two mem-
bers to parliament, the right of election being in

the freeholders, inhabitants of the borough ;

number of voters about 110 ;
the returning offi-

cer is the portreeve. Here is a chalybeate mi-

neral water. Market on Saturday. Fairs, Janu-

ary 17th, May 6th, September 9th, October 10th,
and December llth. It is a vicarage. Patron,
the duke of Bedfotd.

TAUNT, v. a. & re. s. ) Fr. tanser. Skinner.

TAUNT'INGLY, adv. i Mr. Thomson observes

that taunt, in sea language, signifies too high or

lofty (contracted from too haught). To reproach ;

insult; revile; treat with insolence: the reproach

used; insult; scoff: the adverb corresponding.
When I had at my pleasure taunted her,

She in mild terms begged my patience. Shaksjieare.

With scoffs and scorns, and contumelious taiintt,

In open market-place produced they me,
To be a publick spectacle. Id. Henry VI.

It tauntingly replied
To the' discontented members, the' mutinous parts,
That envied his receipt. Id. Coriolanus.

The bitterness and stings of taunting jealousy,
Vexatious days, and jarring joyless nights,
Have driven him forth. Rowe's Jane Slutre.

Julian thought it more effectual to persecute the

Christians by taunts and ironies than by tortures.

Government of the Tongue.

He, by vile hands to common use debased,

Shall send them flowing round his drunken feast,

With sacrilegious taunt and impious jest. Prior.

TAUNTON, a market-town and borough of

Somerset, is situated on the river Tone; and, in

point of size, buildings, and general respecta-

bility, may vie with many cities. It extends

nearly a mile from east to west, and consists of

four principal streets, with various minor one*.

The streets are wide and airy ; the houses very
well built, and most of them have gardens b^-
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hind. Within the last twenty years the town
has undergone many alterations and improve-
ments, in most of which, views of utility have
been judiciously combined with embellishment.
The vale of Taunton, or Taunton Dean, is pro-
verbial for its fertile soil and temperate climate.
The public buildings are the market-house, town-
hall, free grammar school, and the parish
churches, St. Mary Magdalen's and St. James's.
St. Mary's is an elegant and splendid building,
situated near the centre of the town, built in
the Gothic style of architecture

; whence it has been
supposed to have been founded by Henry VII.,
as were several other churches in Somersetshire.
It is extremely spacious and beautiful, and
at one end here is a lofty tower of magnificent
workmanship. It contains thirteen windows,
adorned with a variety of curious ornaments.
The height of the whole is 153 feet ; and from
the balustrades at the bottom of the pinnacles
there is an extensive view of the adjacent coun-

try. The roof is extremely curious, and is sup-
ported by twenty-four pillars in four rows, which
divide the whole into five aisles and a chancel.
In the centre stands the desk and pulpit, beau-

tifully adorned with carved work. In the mid-
dle aisle, over the pillars, are twelve niches, sup-
posed to have been occupied with the images of
the apostles. There are no less than forty-four
windows in this church, some of which still re-
tain traces of the ancient painting. The church
of St. James is a plain ancient building, which
seems to have been erected in the thirteenth cen-

tury. Besides the parish churches, there are seve-
ral dissenting meeting-houses in the town. Paul's

meeting-house is perhaps the oldest. The Bap-
tist chapel is a large, expensive, and handsome
building, fifty-four feet in length, and forty-nine
in breadth

; the roof is supported by two strong
and curious pillars of the Corinthian order. The
pulpit and staircase are enriched with elegant
carved work ; and the fronts of the galleries and

pews are of Flemish oak. The Octagon chapel,
erected by the Rev. Mr. Wesley, in -1778, is a
neat building in Middle Street, St. James's. The
Wesleyan Methodists have another cliapel in

Upper High Street, built by Mr. James Lack-

iugton, the late bookseller, Finsbury Square,
London. The Baptists have also another chapel
in Silver Street, which is a small neat structure.
The Quaker meeting-house is a neat building,

kept extremely clean, and the Catholics have a

respectable chapel in the Crescent. The market-
house stands in the centre of the town, and is a

handsome and commodious building : in the

lower part is the town-hall, and a coffee-room
furnished with newspapers, &c. On the first

floor there is an elegant assembly-room, fifty- feet

long, and thirty wide, in which hang two superb
chandeliers, presented to the inhabitants by the
late colonel Coxe. In the upper floor is a hand-
some room, supplied with a billiard-table. On
each side of this house is a large wing or arcade,
for the accommodation of those who attend the

markets with poultry, butter, and other articles

of provisions. The corn-market is held in one
of the arcades. In front is a spacious area, on
which are erected moveable stalls, placed in

rows, for the use of the butchers. This area is

677

enclosed by posts and chains. In the middle of
it, to the north, is a noble pavement of broad
stones, 216 feet in length, and eighteen broad
which is called the Parade.
The free grammar-school was founded in the

reign of Henry VII., by Fox, bishop of Win-
chester, and

liberally endowed, about the year
1553, by William Walbee. The charitable in-
stitutions in Taunton consist likewise of several
alms-houses, two work-houses, and an hospital
or infirmary. Taunton hospital is an oblong
building, situate in East Reach, and was erected
by subscription in 1811, to commemorate the

jubilee kept in honor of his late majesty's having
attained the fiftieth year of his reign. The
building (erected about fifty years ago for the

purpose of an hospital) has been converted into a
convent, and is now inhabited by nuns of the
order of St. Bridget, who came into England
during the revolution in France. Part of the
castle of Taunton remains. It was originall"
built by Ina, king of the West Saxons. The
principal part of the castle, as formerly laid out,
was the great hall, which is 119 feet and a half

long, by thirty feet and a half broad, and twenty
feet five inches high. It is now the place in
which the Lent assizes, the county sessions, and
the courts of the bishops of Winchester, are
held. The assize-hall, and some other parts of
this building, were repaired, and elegantly fitted

up, in the end of the last century, by Sir Ben-
jamin Hammet, member for the borough.
On the north side of the town stands the Priory

farm, near to which there was once a priory of
black canons, which was founded by William
Gifford, bishop of Winchester, in the reign of

Henry I. Besides this, there were several cha-

pels and chantries in Taunton, all of which were

dependent on the mother church, in the convent
dedicated to St. Peter and St. Paul. Taunton
carries on some manufactures, and a considera-
ble trade to Bridgewater by means of the Tone.
It was for a long period the principal seat of the

manufacture of coarse woollen goods, such as

serges, corduroys, sagathies, druggets, shalloons,

&c., a manufacture which flourished here soon
after its introduction into England. For many
years, however, it has been on the decline; and
the inhabitants are at present occupied in a great
measure in the silk trade. Large quantities of

malt liquor are sent from this town to Bristol.

Taunton is a borough by prescription, its rights

being confirmed by charter at a very early period.
In the reign of Charles II. it was deprived of

its charter on account of its adherence to the

parliament: but he restored its privileges about

seventeen years after. About 1792 the corporate

body was dissolved, and the charter lost, on ac-

count of the number of members having been

allowed to decrease below a majority of the

whole. In the adjoining village of Wilton there

is a bridewell, built and maintained by the

county, for the confinement of criminals only,
debtors being sent to the county jail at Ilchester.

Taunton sends two members to parliament, who
are elected by such of the inhabitants residing

within the borough as do not receive alms, and

are potwallers or potwallopers, that is, every in-

habitant who dresses his own victuals. The
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number of voters is about 500. The legal re-

turning officers of this borough are the bailiffs,

elected at the annual court leet, as was decided

by a committee of the house of commons on the

3d of May 1803. Numerous Roman coins have
been found in this neighbourhood, and it is cer-

tain that it was a place of some note in the time

of the Saxons, from the circumstance of king
Ina building his castle here. Markets on Wed-

nesday and Saturday, which are very considera-

ble. Thirty-one miles north-east of Exeter, and
140 west by south of London. Population 8534.

TAUSTON, a post-town and capital of Bristol

county, Massachusetts, on the river Taunton,

twenty -one miles east of Providence, twenty-four
north ofBristol,twenty-seven north by west ofNew
Bedford, and thirty-two and a half south of Bos-

ton. It is a pleasant and handsome town, containing
a court house, a jail, town house, bank, acade-

my, printing office, paper mill, three rolling and

slitting mills, two cotton manufactories, and five

houses of public worship, two for Congrega-
tionalists, two for Baptists, and one for Friends.

Large quantities of bricks are made in this

neighbourhood
TAUR7E, in zoology (from Lat. taurus a bull,

literally a female bull, differing from vacca, a

cow), the name given by the Romans to that

hermaphrodite kind of ox which is neither bull

nor cow, and which British farmers call a free-

martin. See HERMAPHRODITE.

TAURANIA, a town of Italy, in the country
of the Bruttii. Lempriere.
TAURANTES, an ancient people of Armenia,

who dwelt between Artaxata and Tigranocerta.
Tacit. Ann. 14, c. 24.

TAURI, an ancient nation of European Sar-

matia, who inhabited Taurica Chersonesus, and
sacrificed all strangers to Diana. The statue of

this goddess, which theybeliev. to have fallen

down from heaven, was carried off to Sparta by
IPHIGENIA and ORESTES. See these articles.

Herodot. iv. c. 99. Eurip. Iphig. &c.
TAUR1C (from Taurica), of or belonging

to, or produced in Taurida, or Taurica Cher-
sonesus. The term is chiefly applied to animals,
natives of that country ; particularly the Tauric

goats, from the skins of which the celebrated

Morocco leather is manufactured at Karasubazar,
a town in Taurica.

TAURIC GOAT'S LEATHER, or Morocco Lea-

ther, is the staple of an ancient manufacture, in

Karasubazar, where they make large quantities
from the skins of the numerous flocks of Tauric

goats. They begin the process by cleaning the

skins in the following manner : After having

steeped some raw hides in cold water for twenty-
four hours, to free them from blood and other

impurities, the fleshy parts are scraped off with

proper instruments. They are next macerated
for ten days in cold lime water, to loosen the

hair, which is likewise scraped off as clean as

possible. For fifteen days they lie in clean cold

water, and then are worked under foot in a suc-

cession of clean water ;
the last being impreg-

nated with dog's dung to loosen the hair still

more, when they receive a second scraping, and
are drained of their humidity ; which finishes

the cleaning process. They now proceed to what

they call feeding the skins, by steeping them
four days in a cold infusion of wheat bran

; then
in a decoction of honey and water, twenty-eight
pounds to five pails, cooled down to the tempe-
rature of new milk; out of which they are put
under press into a vessel with holes at the bottom
to let the liquor escape. They are lastly steeped
four days in a light solution of salt and water,
one pound to five pails ; this finishes the pre-
paration, and the leather is now ready to receive

the dye. A strong decoction of artemisia annua,
or southern-wood, in the proportion of four

pounds to ten pails of water, seems to be the

basis of all the different colors that they give to

Morocco in Taurica, Astracan, and the other cities
'

formerly belonging to the Tartar empire, where
the secret has remained till now. When a red
color is intended, a pound of cochineal in pow-
der is gradually stirred into ten pails of fine yel-
low decoction of artemisia, and boiled up in it

for half an hour, with five or six drachms of

alum, and poured on the leather in a proper
vessel. They are next worked under feet in an
infusion of oak leaves in warm water, till they
become supple and soft

;
when they are finally

rinsed in cold water, then rubbed over with
olive-oil and calendered with wooden rollers ;

which finishes the manufacture. The yellow
Morocco is dyed with the decoction of artemisia

alone; only stronger; twenty pounds of it to

fifteen pails, being the proportion when used
without other admixture ;

but two pounds of

alum in fine powder are gradually added, by half

a table spoonful at a time ; and with this each
skin is twice stained before the last operation of

oiling and calendering. It is proper to remark
that there is a little difference in the preparation
of the skins for receiving the pure yellow dye
described above, as neither honey nor salt are

used ; but, instead of them, the hides are steeped
for two days in an infusion of oak-leaves ; and

immediately after being taken out of the infusion

of bran wherein they must have lain four days,
and then be worked under foot for a few hours

of these four days, next rinsed in cold water, and

placed one above another on poles, to drain off

the water and make them ready for staining.

TAURICA, in the mythology, a surname of

Diana, because she was worshipped by the inha-

bitants of Taurica Chersonesus.

TAURICA CHERSONESUS, in ancient geography
a large peninsula of Europe, at the sotfih west

end of the Palus Mceotis, joined to Scythia by
an isthmus, and bounded by the Cimmerian

Bosphorus, the Euxine Sea, and the Palus Mceo-
tis. The inhabitants were called Tauri, and
were very savage. Strabo, iv. Plin. iv. 12. Its

modern name, till lately, was Crimea, or Crim

Tartary. See TARTAR and TARTARY. The
inland country was anciently possessed by the

Scythians, who extended themselves on the

north beyond the Perekop, west to the Dnieper,
and east as far as the Don. The west and^south

coasts were inhabited by some Greek colonies,

of which the town of Chersonesus became the

most powerful. The east side on the Don and
the opposite country, or the tract from the Don
along the sea of Azoph to the Black Sea and
Mount Caucasus, was under the kings of the
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Bosphoric Greeks, so called from the strait of

Bosphorus. The Scythians proving troublesome

neighbours to the Greeks, they asked the assist-

ance of Mithridats VII. king of Pontus, who
drove the Scythians out of the peninsula, and
formed the kingdom of Bosphorus, which com-

prehended the whole peninsula, and the country
facing it on the east towards Mount Caucasus.
In the reign of Dioclesian, the Sarmatse were in

sole possession of this kingdom, except that the

Goths had seized a part of it, on the west side of

the peninsula, and the whole tract lying north of

it, along the Don. The peninsula afterwards

fell under the emperors of the east, though partly
shared with the Huns

; who were succeeded by
the Cozars, and these by the Polawzers. About
the end of the twelfth century, the Genoese,

having made themselves masters of the Euxine
or Black Sea, with all its harbours, settled also

in the Crimea. In the thirteenth century the

Tartars expelled the Polawzers out of the Crimea;
but the strength of the Genoese ports and castles

baffled their undisciplined fury; and held out
till 1471, when the Turks reduced the whole
Crimea and placed a khan over it. In 1698 the

Russians made, an attempt on the Crimea, but
took only Perekop. In 1736 they were more
successful under count Munich, who again took

Perekop, and opened a passage into the Crimea,

though garrisoned by 100,000 men in a great
number of sfong towers. In 1737, 1738, and

1739, the Russians renewed their invasion with

such success, tha they ravaged one-half of the

Crimea, while the Tartars ravaged the other; and
vast numbers of the people perished by famine.

The khan, however, continued after this to govern
the greater part of it; and assumed the title of

Khan of Lesser Tartary, though he was only a

vassal of the Ottoman Porte, till 1774, when he

was declared independent. But in 1783, from
the farther successes of the Russians, under
Catherine II., he abdicated his government, and
ceded the whole country to Russia.

TAURICA CHERSONESUS, in modern geography,
is the ancient name restored to the Crimea, by
the late empress of Russia, Catherine II., after

her complete conquest of the whole country. It

is also called Taurida, Tauris, and Russian Tar-

tary, and simply Taurica. In the Russian lan-

guage it is called Tauricheskaia.

TAURICOR'NOUS, adj. Lat. taurus and
fornu. Having horns like a bull.

Their descriptions must be relative, or the tauri-

cornous picture of the one the same with the other.

Browne.

TAURIDA, a province of European Russia,
which lies between long. 31 36' and 40 24' E.,

and between lat. 44 32' and 47 50' N.
;

has a superficial extent of 35,000 square miles ;

but the inhabitants are so thinly scattered that

their number does not exceed 260,000, making
hardly seventy-four to the square mile. It

contains some fertile tracts, particularly in the

Crimea, but has also immense steppes, many of

them almost entirely unproductive, and all de-

ficient in water, though others are covered with

the finest grass. The summer is mild, but the

winter, though short, is very severe. Without

any particular insalubrity of climate, a species

of scurvy, common in this country, is more pre-
valent here than in other parts of the south of
Russia. In the peninsula a regular system of
agriculture is carried on ; but, throughout the
rest, little is to be found except wandering tribes.
The principal products have been described un-
der the head of CRIMEA. The inhabitants con-
sist of a mixture of Tartars of three or four dif-
ferent tribes, Cossacs of two or three, Russians,
Jews, gypsies, and foreign colonists, chiefly of
German descent. The province is divided into
six circles, besides the isle of Taman, and the
land of the Czernomorski Cossacs.
TAURIDA. This is also the name of a range

of mountains, which sweep along the whole
coast of the Crimea from east to west. They
are apparently distinct from the great chains of

Europe and Asia
; the highest, the Tschatyrdag,

is about 6800 feet above the Euxine. They are

composed of sand, lime-stone, and marl-slate.
In the Isle of Taman, at the eastern extremity
of the peninsula, is a volcano in this line of

mountains, which broke out for the first time in

1804. These mountains divide the Crimea into

two parts, remarkable for difference of climate ;

the northern, by much the larger, being neither

pleasant nor healthy, while the southern, which

may be said to resemble in its degree of heat,
and in its vegetable products, the most fa'vored

parts of Asia Minor.

TAURINI, the ancient inhabitants of

TAURINUM, a town ofGallia Cisalpina ; (Sil.
Ital. iii. 646, Plin. Hi. 17), now called Turin.

TAURIS, a city of Persia, which at different

periods has been the capital of the empire. Sir

William Jones and other writers conceive it to

be the ancient Ecbatana. D'Anville, however,

imagines it to be Gaza, or Ganzaca, where Cyrus
deposited the treasures of Croesus. It was a

favorite city of Haroun el Raschid; and, accord-

ing to Persian tradition, was founded by Zobeida,
one of his wives. It was probably to him that

it was indebted for that extraordinary magnitude
and splendor which it once exhibited. In th?

time of Chardin, it was reckoned to contain

upwards of 500,000 inhabitants, and carried on
an extensive trade with Russia, Tartary, and

India; and, for the accommodation of strangers,
there were 300 spacious caravanseras. The
manufacture of silk, particularly of turbans, was

very extensive. Tauris, however, has suffered

in a more than ordinary degree under those re-

volutions which have laid waste all the modern
cities of Persia. Situated near (he frontier, it

has alternately been the object of contest to

Turks, Tartars, and Persians, and has been

taken and sacked eight different times. It has

suffered still more by earthquakes. The last, in

1724, is supposed to have destroyed 100,000
inhabitants. At present Tauris does not contain

more than 30,000 people, and is, on the whole,

one of the most wretched cities in Persia. The

wall that surrounds it is decayed ; and, while the

ruins of the ancient city cover a great extent of

ground, they exhibit nothing but a confused heap
of old mud walls. Long. 46 37' K., lat. 38

10' N.

TAUROMENIUM, or TAUROMINIUM, an

ancient town of Sicily, between Messana mid
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Jatana; built by the Zancleans, Sicilians, and

Ilybleans, by order of Timoleon, in the age of

Dionysius II. tyrant of Syracuse. The hills ad-

jacent were famous for their grapes and wines;
and for the extent and beauty of their prospects.
Diodor. It was built on the site of Naxus,
and is now called Taormina. See NAXUS, and

TAORMINA.

TAUROMINIUS,a river near Taurominium.

TAURUS, in astronomy, one of the twelve

signs of the zodiac.

TAURUS, the name which Europeans give to

a lofty chain of mountains, situated in the east-

ern part of Asia Minor, where it borders on

Syria, called by the Turks Gebel Kurin. They
approach so near to the Mediterranean as in

some places to leave only narrow passes, the

most celebrated of which is that of Issus, where

the battle was fought between Darius and Alexan-

der. These mountains are in many places very

rugged, and covered with vast pine forests. They
are traversed in summer by Turcoman shepherds,
who in winter descend and take up their residence

in towns.

TAUSENAU. See DAUSENAU.

TAUTOL'OGY, n. s. Fr. taulologie; Gr.

TavroXoyia ; ravro and Xoyof. Repetition of the

same words, or of the same sense in different

words.

All science is not tautology ; the last ages have

shewn us, what antiquity never saw, in a dream.
Glanville's Scepsis.

Saint Andre's feet ne'er kept more equal time,
Not even the feet of thy own Psyche's rhime ;

Though they in numbers as in sense excel,

So just, so like tautology, they fell. Dryden.

Every paper addressed to our beautiful incendiaries

hath been filled with different considerations, that

enemies may not accuse me of tautology.
Addistm's Freeholder.

TAW, n. s. Perhaps from Sax. rapian, to

whiten. A marble to play with.

Trembling 1 've seen thee

Mix with the children as they played at taw;
Nor fear the marbles as they bounding flew,

Marbles to them, but rolling rocks to you. Swift.

TAWDRY, adj. From. St. Audry, St. Aw-
drey, or St. Etheldred, as the things bought at St.

Etheldred's fair. Henshaw and Skinner. Mean-

ly showy ; fine without grace ; showy without

elegance. It is used both of persons and things.
Bind your fillets fast,

And gird in your waste,
For more fineness, with a tawdrie lace.

Spenser's Pastorals.

Not the smallest beck,
But with white pebbles makes her tawdries for her

neck. Drayton.
He has a kind of coxcomb upon his crown, and a

few tawdry feathers. L' Estrange.
Old Romulus, and father Mars, look down 1

Your herdsman primitive, your homely clown,
Is turned a beau in a loose taiotlrti gown.

Drgdm't Juvenal.

He rails from morning to night at essenced fops
and tawdry courtiers. Addisan's Spectator.
A clumsy beau makes bis ungraceful ness appear

the more ungraceful by his tau'driness of dress.

Clarissa.

TAWEETAWEE. A cluster of islands,

nearly sixty in number, in the eastern seas, form-

ing part of the Sooloo Archipelago. Some are

of considerable extent, others high, some low,
and not a few mere rocks. The chain of islands

to the south-east of Taweetawee are all low,
with an infinite number of shoals between them,
which abound with fish, and are the site of a pear',

fishery. The island of Taweetawee has plenty
of excellent waters, but very few inhabitants

;

the names of many of these small islands in tb>!

Malay language are so indecent that they do
not admit of being translated.

TAWING. See TANNING.

TAW'NY, adj. Fr. tone, tanne. Yellow ;

tan-colored
;
like things tanned..

This child of fancy, that armado hight,
For interim to our studies shall relate,

In high born words, the worth of many a knight
From tawny Spain, lost in the world's debate.

Sliakspeare.
Eurus his body must be drawn the colour ot the

tawny Moor, upon his head a red sun. Pencham.
The tawny lion pawing to get free. Milton.

Whilst they make the river Senaga to bound the

Moors, so that on the south side they are black, on
the other only tawny, they seem not to derive it from
the sun. Browne.
Where 's the worth that sets this people up

Above your own Numidia's tawny sons t

Addison's, Cato.

TAX, n. s. & v. a. ~\ Fr. taxer ; Belg. taxe ,

TAXA'TION, n. s. > Lat. taxo ; Welsh tasg. An
TAX'EH j impost or tribute imposed ;

an excise; a tallage ; charge; censure: to im-

pose a tribute or charge ; to censure : taxation

is the act of doing so
; impost : taxer, he who

taxes.

Jehoiakim gave the silver and gold to Pharaoh,
but he faj-et/.the land to give the money.

2 Kinys, xxiii. 35.

The subjects could taste no sweeter fruits of having
a king, than grievous taxations to some vain purposes ;

laws made rather to find faults than to prevent faults.

Sidney.
I bring no overture of war, no taxation of homage ;

my words are as full of peace as matter.

Sltahspeare. Twelfth Night.
How many Irath he killed 1 I promised to eat all

of his killing, Niece, you tax signior Benedick too

much : but he'll be meet with you. Shakspeare.
1 am not justly to be taxed with any presumption

for meddling with matters wherein I have no dealing.

Raleigh.
These rumours begot scandal against the king,

taxing him for a great taier of his people.
Bacon's Henri/ VII.

They cannot fax others' omissions towards them
without a tacic reproach of their own.

Decay of Piety.

He could not without grief of heart, and without

some tur upon himself and his ministers for the not

executing the laws, look upon the bold licence of

some pamphlets. Clarendon.

Tax not divine disposal : wisest men
Have erred, and by bad women been deceived.

Milton.

Men's virtues I have commended as freely as I

have taxed their crimes. Dryden.
If he taxes both of long delay,

My guilt is less, who sooner came away. Id.

With wars and taxes others waste their own,
And houses burn, and household gods deface,

To drink in bowls which glittering gems enchase
Id.
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This salutation cannot be tared with flattery, since

tt was directed to a prince, of whom it had been

happy for Rome if he had never been born, or ir lie

had never died. Addi*uu.
The tax upon tillage was two shillings in the

pound in arable land, and four in plantations : this

tax was oftea levied in kind upon corn, and called
decumsc or tithes. Arbuthnot.

Various news I heard,
Of old mismanagements, taxations new

;

All neither wholly false nor wholly true. Pope.
TAXATIO ECCLESIASTICA. The valuation

of ecclesiastical benefices made through every
diocese in England, on occasion of pope Inno-
cent IV. granting to king Henry III. the tenth

of all spirituals for three years, was first made
by Walter, bishop of Norwich, delegated by the

pope to this office in 38 Hen. III. This taxation
is sometimes called Pope Innocent's Valor, and
Taxatio Norwicensis.

In 1288 pope Nicholas IV. granted the tenths

to king Edward I. for six years, towards defray-

ing the expense of an expedition to the Holy
Land ; and, that they might be collected to their

full value, a taxation by the king's precept was

begun in that year (1288), and finished as to the

province of Canterbury in 1291, and as to that

of York in the following year ; the whole being
under the direction of John, bishop of Winton,
and Oliver bishop of Lincoln. A third taxation,
entitled Nova Taxatio, as to some part of the

province of York, was made A. D. 1318 (11 Ed.

II.) by virtue of a royal mandate directed to the

bishop of Carlisle, chiefly on account of the in-

vasion of the Scots, by which the clergy of those

border countries were rendered unable to pay the

former tax.

The taxation of pope Nicholas is important,
because all the taxes, as well to our kings as to

the popes, were regulated by it, until the survey
made in the twenty-sixth year of Henry VIII. ;

and because the statutes of colleges which were
founded before the Reformation are also inter-

preted by this criterion, according to which
their benefices under a certain value were ex-

empted from the restriction in the statute 21

Hen. VIII. c. 13 concerning pluralities. Various

detached parts of this record had been published
in county histories ; but the whole was for the

first time given to the public in 1802, under the

direction of the commissioners on the public
records, from two MSS. in the king's remem-
brancer's office, exchequer, collated with a Cot-

tonian MS. of much greater antiquity in the

British museum, Tiberius C. X. which has un-

fortunately suffered, some damage from the fire

which happened to the Cottonian library whilst

lodged at Westminster. By a strange careless-

ness in the introductory note to the volume, pub-
lished under such high authority, mention is

made of pope Innocent XXII. instead of pope
Innocent IV7

.

A new Valor Beneficiorum was instituted in

26 Hen. VIII., when the first-fruits and tenths

of every ecclesiastical promotion were annexed

to the revenue of the crown, by stat. 26 Hen.

VIII. c. 3. To ascertain their value, ecclesiasti-

cal surveys were taken by virtue of commissions

in the king's name issuing under the great seal,

26 Hon. VIII. ; and these surveys, preserved in

the first-fruits office, are admitted as evidence of
the amount at that period, although they are

generally considered as estimating the value much
too low. These surveys are commonly called
' The King's Books,' according to which the
value of livings is ascertained in case of plurali-
ties. In like manner, and upon the same prin-
ciple, surveys of the possessions of religious
houses, previous to the dissolution of monas-
teries, are received in evidence, Kellington, vicar,
v. Trinity Coll. Camb.; 1 Wils. 170; and these

surveys are held admissible, although the com-
missions under which they were taken are not
now to be found. See 1 Wils. 170; 2 Gwill. 542.

TAXES. A tax in England differs from what
is commonly called a subsidy, in this, that it is

always certain as it is set down in the exchequer
book, and levied in general of every town, and
not particularly of every man, 8cc. See Rastall's

Abridgment, title Taxes. A tax may now be
defined to be a general aid, subsidy, or supply,
granted by the commons in parliament assem-

bled, and confirmed by act of parliament; con-

stituting the king's extraordinary revenue, and

paid yearly towards the expenses of government.
1 Comm. c. 8.

Under title King V. 4 the taxes are stated,
from Blackstone, as part of the king's extraordi-

nary revenue, as applicable to the purposes of

government : they may, however, more properly
be considered as the national revenue applicable
to public purposes. For their nature and account
see GREAT BRITAIN.

TAXILA, in ancient geography, an extensive

country of India, between the Indus and the

Ilydaspes.

TAXILES, or TAXILUS, a king of Taxila,
called also Omphis in the age of Alexander.
He submitted to the conqueror, who rewarded
him liberally. See MACEDON.

TAXIMAQUILUS, a king in the south part
of Britain, contemporary with Julius Caesar.

Caes. de Bel. Gal. c. 22.

TAXIS, in ancient architecture, the ordonance ;

the disposition. Ash.

TAXUS, the yew tree, in botany, a genus of

plants belonging to the class of dioecia, and order

of monodelphia ; and in the natural system

ranging under the fifty-first order, coniferse. The
male calyx is triphyllous, gemmaceous, and im-

bricated : there is no corolla
;
the stamina are

numerous; the antherce peltated and octofid.

The female calyx resembles the male ; there is

no corolla nor style, and only one seed with a

calycle resembling a berry very entire. There

are five species:!. T. baccata, the common

yew tree, is a native of Britain, France, Switzer-

land, &,c., and of North America. It is distin-

guished from the other species by linear leaves

which grow very close, and by the receptacles of

the male flowers being subglobose. The wood

is reddish, full of veins, and flexible, very hard

and smooth, and almost incorruptible. Its hard-

ness renders it very proper for turners and cabi-

net makers. It produces brines which arc red,

mucilaginous, and have a sweet mawkish taste.

They are often eaten by birds, and are therefore

not poisonous : but it is a common opinion that

the leaves an; poisonous to cattle, and many I'.icU
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are mentioned of horses and cows having died

by eating tliem.. But others deny this. 2. T.

Capensis, a native of the Cape of Good Hope,
is mentioned by Mr. Sonnerat. 3. T. rnacro-

phylla is described by Sir Charles Thunberg, in

his Flora Japonica, as a native of Japan. 4. T.

nucifera, the nut bearing yew, is the only other

species mentioned by Linnaeus.

5. T. verticillata, another species growing in

Japan, is described by Sir Charles Thunberg.
TAY, called by the Romans Tavus or Taus,

a river in Scotland) which is said to contribute a

greater quantity of water to the ocean than any
river in Great Britain. It rises in Breadalbane,
on the frontiers of Lorn

; and, having augmented
its stream by several small rills, spreads itself

into a lake called Loch Dochart; out of which

having run but a little space, it expands again.

Leaving this second lake, it rolls some miles with

a considerable body of water, arid then diffuses

itself into the spacious Loch Tay, which is

sixteen miles long. Almost as soon as it issues

from this lake, which it does under a handsome

bridge, it receives the river Lyon; and, pursuing
a course due east, it receives ten miles farther on
the Tummel, which conveys the united riyulets

of Athol into its channel. Bending them to the

south for six miles, it reaches Dunkeld ; where
an elegant bridge was built in 1806. Declining
still to the south-east with a winding course, for

above twelve miles, the Tay receives the Isla,

and a large supply of waters from the county of

Angus ; and, then running south-west for eight
miles more, is joined in that space by several

rivers, the most considerable of which is the

Almond. Turning then to the south-east, this

copious river rolls past Perth, the capital of the

county. The Tay, continuing still a south-east

course, receives a few miles below Perth the

river Earne. Swelled by the waters of this last

river, the Tay, running next directly east, en-

larges itself till it becomes about three miles

broad
;
but contracts again before the town of

Dundee; soon after which it opens into the

German Ocean. At the entrance of the frith

there are sands both on the north and south

side : the former styled Goa, the latter Aberlay
and Drumlan : and before these, in the very
mouth of the frith, those which are called the

Cross Sands. At Buttonness, which is the

northern promontory, there are two light houses.

The space between the north and the south sands

may be nearly a mile, with about three fathoms
water

; but, being within the frith, it grows

deeper, and in the road of Dundee is full six fa-

thoms. The frith of Tay is not indeed so large
or so commodious as that of Forth, but from
Buttonness to Perth it is not less than forty
miles

; and the whole may be without any great

impropriety styled a harbour, which has Fife

on one side, and the shires of Perth and Angus
on the other.

TAY, a river of Ireland, in Waterford, which
runs into the sea; seven miles W. N. W. of Dun-
garvon Bay.

TAY, FRITH OF, an arm of the sea, at the mouth
of the Tay, which divides the county of Fife

from those of Perth and Forfar.

TAY, LOCH, a lake of Perthshire, through

which the river Tay runs, sixteen miles long, and
in many parts above one broad. The banks of
this lake are finely shaded with trees ; and it has
an island, on which are the ruins of a priory built

by Alexander I.

TAYGETA, or TAYGETE, in the mythology,
a daughter of Atlas and Pleione, and mother or

Lacedaemon by Jupiter. She became one of the

Pleiades.

TAYGETUS, a mountain of Laconia, west
of the Eurotas. It hung over Lacedaemon, and
a part of it once fell down and destroyed the

suburbs. The Spartan women celebrated the

Bacchanalia upon it.

TAYLOR (Dr. Jeremy), was the son of a
barber at Cambridge, where he was educated.

He became divinity lecturer of St. Paul's in

London ; and was, by the interest of archbishop
Laud, elected fellow of All Soul's College, Cam-
bridge, in 1636. In 1638 he became chaplain
to the archbishop, who made him rector of Up-
pingham in Rutlandshire. In 1642 he was

chaplain to the king ; and a frequent preacher
before him at Oxford. He afterwards attended
his army as chaplain. Upon the declining of

his cause, he retired into Wales, where he offi-

ciated as minister, and kept a school. Having
spent several years there, he lost three sons of

great hopes in three months. This made him
leave the country, and go to London, where he
officiated in a private congregation of loyalists.
At length Edward lord Conway carried him
over into Ireland, and settled him at Portmore.

Upon the Restoration he returned to England ;

soon after he was advanced to the bishopric of

Down and Connor in Ireland. He was likewise

made a privy-counsellor and vice-chancellor of

the university of Dublin ;
which he held till his

death. He died of a fever at Lisnegarvy in

1667. He was the author of several works on

divinity.
TAYLOR (Dr. Brook) was born at Edmonton,

August 18th, 1685. He was the son of John

Taylor, esq., of Bifron's House in Kent, by
Olivia, daughter of Sir Nicholas Tempest, of

Durham, bart. His grandfather, Nathaniel Tay-
lor, was one of those puritans whom

' Cromwell

appointed by letter, June 14th, 1653, to repre-
sent Bedford in parliament.' In 1701 he was
entered a Fellow Commoner of St. John's Col-

lege, Cambridge. In 1708 he wrote his treatise

On the Centre of Oscillation, in the Philoso-

phical Transactions. In 1709 he took his degree
of A. B. In 1712 he was chosen F. R. S. In

1712 he presented to the Royal Society three

papers : 1 . On the Ascent of Water between
two Glass Planes ; 2. On the Centre of Oscil-

lation
; and, 3. On the Motion of a Stretched

String. In 1713 he presented a paper on Mu-
sic. In 1714 he was elected secretary: same

year he took at Cambridge his degree of LL. D.,
and sent to Sir Hans Sloane, An Account of

some Curious Experiments relative to Magnet-
ism

; which was printed in the Transactions. In

1715 he published in Latin his Methodus Incre-

mentorum ; also a curious essay, preserved in the

Philosophical Transactions, entitled An Account
of an Experiment for the Discovery of the Laws
of Magnetic Attraction ; likewise a treatise On
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iba Principles of Linear Perspective. In the

same year he conducted a controversial corre-

spondence with the count Raymond de Mont-
mort, on the Tenets of Malebranche

; which
occasioned his being particularly noticed in the

eulogium pronounced by the French academy,
on that eminent metaphysician. The new phi-

losophy of Newton engaged the attention of ma-
thematicians and philosophers both at home and
abroad. In 1716 he went to Paris, where his

society was very much courted. In 1717 he
returned to London, and wrote three treatises,

which were published in the Philosophical Tran-

sactions, vol. xxx. His intense application hav-

ing impaired his health, he went to Aix-la-Cha-

pelle, and resigned his secretaryship in 1718.

After his return, in 1719, he applied to subjects
of a very different kind, such as A Treatise on
the Jewish Sacrifices, and a Dissertation on the

Lawfulness of Eating Blood. He also revised

his treatise on Linear Perspective. Drawing
continued also to be his favorite amusement to

his last hour. In 1721 he published his last

paper in the Philosophical Transactions, entitled

An Experiment to ascertain the Proportion of

Expansion of Liquor in the Thermometer, with

regard to the degree of Heat. In 1721 he also

married Miss Bridges of Wallington in Surrey.
She died in 1725, and he united himself to Miss

Sawbridge of Olantigh, in Kent. In 1 729, on
the death of his father, he succeeded to the fa-

mily estate of Bifrons. In 1730 he lost his wife

in child bed. In the interval between 1721 and
1730 he wrote a Treatise of Logarithms. The

essay entitled Contemplatio Philosophica, pub-
lished by Sir William Young in 1793, appears
to have been written about this time. Having
survived his second wife little more than a year,
Dr. Brook Taylor died of a decline, aged forty,

December 29th, 1 73 1 . He was a finished Chris-

tian, gentleman, and scholar.

TAYLOR (Dr. John), a learned dissenting

minister, born in Lancashire. He settled first at

Kirkstead in Lincolnshire, where he preached to

a small congregation, and taught a grammar-
school for nearly twenty years. Afterwards he

removed to Norwich, where he preached many
years, until he went to superintend the academy
at Warrington, in Lancashire. He died in 1761 ;

and, among several other performances, was the

author of a Hebrew and English Concordance,
2 vols. folio.

TAYLOR (Jane), an accomplished female

writer, born September 23d, 1783, in London,
where her father, a respectable artist, then resided.

Being also a dissenting minister, Mr. Taylor ac-

cepted, in 1792, an invitation from a congrega-
tion at Colchester to officiate as their pastor, and

carried his daughters thither with him, continuing
to superintend their education, and teaching
them his own art as an engraver. It was in the

intervals between these pursuits that Miss Taylor

began to commit the effusions of her genius to

writing; and, a visit to London in 1802 intro-

ducing her to the society of some young females

of congenial disposition and talent, she, as well

as her sister, was induced to join them in con-

tributing to the Minor's Pocket Book, a small

publication, in which her first work, the Beggar

Boy, appeared in 1804. The success of this little

poem encouraged her to proceed, and from this

period till 1813 she continued to publish occa-

sionally miscellaneous pieces in verse, of which
the principal are entitled Original Poems for In-
fant Minds, in 2 vols.

; Rhymes for the Nursery,
in 1 vol. ; and some verses in The Associate

Minstrels, a publication written in conjunction
with the ladies already alluded to, and Mr. Jo-
siah Conder. In the winter of the last mentioned
year she commenced a prose composition of

higher pretension, which appeared in 1815 under
the name of Display, and met with much success.
Her last and principal work consists of Essays
in Rhyme on Morals and Manners. The latter

part of her life was passed in occasional excur-
sions from Ongar, in which place her family had
resided since the year 1810. After some months
of lingering debility, in which however ihe vigor
of her mind appears to have remained to the last,
this amiable- and intellectual female expired of a

pulmonary complaint in the month of April 1823.
TAYLOR BIRD. See MOTACILLA.
TAY ItA, in zoology. See MUSTELA.
TCHANG TE, a city of China, of the first

rank, in Ho-nan, the most northern in the pro-
vince. A fish resembling a crocodile is said to

be known here, the fat of which, when kindled,
cannot be put out. It has also a mountain so

steep and inaccessible that in time of war the

citizens retire to it, and bid defiance to their

foes. It comprehends one city of the second

class, and six of the third in its district
;
and is

255 miles S. S. W. of Peking. Long. 131 4-i'

E. Ferro, lat. 36 6' N.

TCHANG-TCHA, a city of China of the first

rank, on the Heng River, in Hou-quang. A
great festival is celebrated here in the filth month

throughout the empire. The mandarin who
governed this city, being much esteemed and be-

loved by the people foi his probity, happening to

be drowned in the river, they instituted this fes-

tival to his honor. It includes certain fights upon
the water, as if they intended to search for the

mandarin. The festival was at first peculiar
to this city, but came afterwards to be observed

throughout the empire. 742 miles S. of Peking.

TCHANG-TCHEOU, a city of China of the

first rank, in Fo-kien, the most southerly in the

province. It stands on a river, and carries on
a considerable trade. The neighbouring moun-
tains abound with the finest crystal. 950 miles

south of Peking.
TCHANG-TCHEOU, a city of China of the first

rank, in Kiang-nan. It is two leagues in cir-

cumference, situated on the great canal, and has

a very extensive trade. The population has been

estimated at 200,000 souls. 525 miles S. -S. E.

of Peking.
TCHANG-TE, a city of the first rank in China,

in Ilou-quang. It stands on a river near the great

lake Tong-ting. 717 miles S. S. W. of Peking.

TCHAOU-KING, a city of China of the first

rank, in Quang-tong. It is reckoned the best

built city in the province, and is the residence

of the tsong-tsi, or governor. The port is very

spacious, placed at the confluence of three

rivers, one of which communicates with Canton.

1062 miles S.S. W. of Peking.
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TCHE-KIANG, a province of China, bound-

ed on the north and north-west by Kiang-nan,
on the east by the sea, on the south by Fo-kien,
and on the south-west by Kiangsee ; about 200
miles in length from north to south, and from
120 to 180 broad. This was formerly the resi-

dence of some of the emperors, and is one of

the most considerable provinces in the empire,
on account of its maritime situation. The air

is pure and healthful, the plains watered by
a number of rivers and canals, and it abounds
with springs and lakes. The natives are mild

and polite to strangers, but extremely supersti-
tious. A prodigious quantity of silk-worms are

bred in this province. The principal branch of

trade, therefore, consists in silk stuffs, an im-

mense quantity of which is sent to every part of

China, Japan, the Philippines, and Europe. A
complete suit of silk may be bought here as

cheap, we are told, as one of the coarsest woollen
cloth in France. Excellent hams are also brought
from this province; and the tallow-tree grows
here. In Tche-kiang there are reckoned to be

eleven cities of the first class, seventy-two of the

third, and eighteen fortresses, which in Europe
would be accounted large cities. According to

Sir George Staunton the number of inhabitants

is 21,000,000.

TCHEOU-CHEN, an island of China, sixty
miles from Ning-po, where the British embassy
first landed.

TCHEOU-KONG, a celebrated Chinese as-

tronomer, who flourished above 1 000 years be-

fore the Christian era, and is said to have invented

the mariner's compass. He erected a tower in

the city of Ho-nan, for an observatory ;
and there

is still to be seen in it an instrument which he

made and used for finding the shadow at noon,
and determining the latitude.

TCHING-KIANG, a city of China of the first

rank, in Kiang-nan, on the south side of the

Yang-tse. This city is not above a league in

circumference ; but it is one of the most consi-

derable for its situation and commerce, and the

key of the empire towards the sea. The walls

are above thirty feet in height in several places,
and the streets and suburbs are paved with
marble. 470 miles S. S. E. of Peking.

TCHINQ-TCHEOU, a city of China of the

first rank, in Hou-quang. It is situated on an

angle made by two rivers, and the country is

watered by a great number of brooks, and yields

plenty of quicksilver, lapis lazuli, and green
stones for painting. There are also mines of

silver and gold. The district of this city contains

one of the second order, and nine of the third.

65 miles S. S. W. of Peking.

TCHING-TEOU, a town of Corea, thirty
miles S. S. W. of Kang-tcheou.
TCHING-TING, a large city of China of the

first rank, in Pe-che-lee. It is about four miles
in circumference, and its jurisdiction is very ex-

tensive, and comprehends thirty-two towns, five

of which are of the second, and twenty-seven of
the third class.

TCHING-TOU, a city of China of the first

rank, in Se-chuen. This was formerly the resi-

dence of the emperors, and one of the largest and
most beautiful in China ; but ii. 1646 it was al-

most entirely destroyed by the Tartars. Its

temples, bridges, and the ruins of ancient

palaces, are still, however, objects of great admi-
ration. 810 miles south-west of Pekin.

TCHONG-KING, a very flourishing city of
China of the first rank, in Se-chuen. It is in-

debted for its trade to its situation at the conflu-

ence of two remarkable rivers; one of which,
called Kin-cha-kiang, or Golden-sand, receives

in its course all the streams from the mountains
which rise in the neighbouring confines of Tar-

tary. The other is Ta-kiang, which has its source

beyond the boundaries of China, and is called

also Yang-tse-kiang. Tchong-kiug is built

upon a mountain, and rises in the form of an

amphitheatre. The air is wholesome and tem-

perate ; and the city is celebrated for its fish,

and a particular kind of trunks made with canes,
interwoven like basket work. It has in its dis-

trict three cities of the second class, and eleven
of the third. It is 150 miles west of Pekin.

TCI-NAN, or TSI-NAN, a populous city of

China of the first rank, in Shan-tung, situated

south of the river Tsing-ho, or Tsi. This city is

much respected by the Chinese on account of its

having been formerly the residence of a long
series of kings, whose tombs, rising on the

neighbouring mountains, crown a delightful

prospect. It is 235 miles south of Pekin.

TEA, n. s. French the ; Chinese theli. A
well-known Chinese plant. See below.
The muses' friend, tea, does our fancy aid,

Repress those vapours which the head invade.

Waller.

One has a design of keeping an open tea table.

Additon.

He swept down a dozen tea dishes. Spectator.
Green leaves of tea contain a narcotick juice,

which exudes by roasting ;
this is performed with

great care before it is exposed to sale.

Arbuthnot on Aliments,

A living tea pot stands, one arm held out,
One bent

; the handle this, and that the spout.

Pope.
The mistress of the tea shop may give half an

ounce. Swift.
When you sweep, never stay to pick up tea spoons.

Id.

TEA. The tea plant, which is an evergreen,

grows to the height of five or six feet : Le

Compte says ten or twelve. The leaves, which

are the only valuable part of it, are about an inch

and a half long, narrow, indented, and tapering
to a point like those of the sweet briar, and of a

dark green color. The root is like that of the

peach tree, and its flowers resemble those of the

white wild rose. The stem spreads into many irre-

gular branches. The wood is hard, of a whitish

green color, and the bark is ofa greenish color, with

a bitter, nauseous, and astringent taste. The fruit

is small, and contains several round blackish

seeds, about the bigness of a bean or large pea.
The tea plant delights in valleys, is frequent

on the sloping sides of mountains and the banks

of rivers, where it enjoys a southern exposure.
It flourishes in the north latitudes of Pekin, as

well as round Canton, but attains the greatest

perfection in the mild temperate regions of Nan-

kin. It is said only to be found between 30 and

45 lat N. In Japan it is planted round the
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borders of fields, without regard to the soil ; but,
as it is an important article of commerce with
the Chinese, whole fields are covered with it, and
it is by them cultivated with care. It is propa-
gated by seeds ; from six to twelve are put into

a hole about five inches deep, at certain distances
from each other. The reason why so many seeds

avenues and alleys. The care of this place is

entrusted to people who guard the leaves from
dust and defend them from the inclemency of
the weather. The laborers who are appointed to
collect the tea abstain from every kind of gross
food for some weeks before they 'begin, that their
breath and perspiration may not in the least in-

are sown in the same hole is said to be, that only jure the leaves. They gather them with the most
a fifth part vegetate. Being thus sown they grow
without any other care.

scrupulous nicety, and never touch them but
with very fine gloves. When this choice tea

The leaves are not fit for being plucked till undergone the process necessary for its nrenaia-
~ .,1 U 1- _ _P it > ___ .*!- F -, .11 *. ' L

the shrub be of three years' growth. In seven

years it rises to a man's height ; but, as it then
bears but fev leaves, it is cut down to the

stem, and this produces a new crop of fresh

shoots the following summer, every one of which
bears nearly as many leaves as a whole shrub.

Sometimes the plants are not cut down till they
are ten years old. We are informed by Kcempfer
that there are three seasons in which the leaves

are collected in the isles of Japan, from which
the leaves derive different degrees of perfection.
The first gathering commences at the end of

February or beginning of March. The tea is

then small, tender, and unfolded, and not above
three or four days old : these are called ficki

tsiaa, or tea in powder, because it is pulverised ;

it is also called imperial tea, being generally re-

served for the court and people of rank; and
sometimes also it is named bloom tea. It is sold

in China for Is. 8d. or 2s. per pound. The
laborers employed in collecting it do not pull the

leaves by handsful, but pluck them one by one,
and take every precaution that they should not

nreak them. However long and tedious this

labor may appear, they gather from four to ten

or fifteen pounds a day. The second crop is

gathered about the end of March or beginning of

April. At this season part of their leaves have

attained their full growth, and the rest are not

above half their size. This difference does not,

however, prevent them from being all gathered

indiscriminately. They are afterwards picked
and assorted into different parcels, according to

their age and size. The youngest, which are

carefully separated from the rest, are often sold

for leaves of the first crop, or for imperial tea.

Tea gathered at this season is called too-tsiaa, or

Chinese tea, because the people of Japan infuse

it and drink it after the Chinese manner. The
third crop is gathered in the end of May or in June.

The leaves are then very numerous and thick,

and have acquired their full growth. This kind

of tea, which is called Ben-tsiaa, is the coarsest of

all. Some of the Japanese collect their tea only
at two seasons of the year, which correspond to

those already mentioned ;
others confine them-

selves to one general gathering of their crop in

June ; but they always form afterwards different

assortments of their leaves. The finest and most

celebrated tea of Japan is that which grows near

Ud-si, a village near Meaco on the coast. In the

district of this village is a delightful mountain of

tion, it is escorted by the superintendent of th

mountain and a strong guard to the emperor's
court, and reserved for the use of the imperia'
family.
When the tea leaves have been collected, they

are exposed to the steam of boiling water ; afte'r

which they are put upon plates of copper, and
held over the fire until they become dry and

shrivelled, and appear such as we have them in

Europe. Kcempfer says, tea is prepared in the

same manner in the isles of Japan. The people
of Japan and China generally keep their tea a

year before using it, because, when fresh and

newly gathered, it possesses a narcotic quality
which hurts the brain. Imperial tea is generally

preserved in porcelain vases, or in leaden or tin

canisters covered with fine mats made of bam-
boo. Common tea is kept in narrow-mouthed
earthen pots ; and coarse tea, the flavor of which
is not so easily injured, is packed up in baskets

of straw.

The Chinese pour boiling water over their tea,

and leave it to infuse, as we do in Europe ; but

they drink it without any mixture, and even with-

out sugar. The people of Japan reduce theirs to

a fine powder, which they dilute with warm
water until it has acquired the consistence of thm

soup.
Tea was introduced into Europe in 1610 by

the Dutch East India Company. It is generally
said that it was first imported from Holland to

England in 1666 by the lords Arlington and

Ossory, who brought it into fashion among
people of quality. But it was used in Coffee-

houses before this period, as appears from an

act of parliament made in 1660; in which a duty
of 8d. was laid on every gallon of the infusion

sold in these places, In 1666 it was sold in

London for 60s. per pound, though it did not

cost more than 2s. 6d. or 3s. 6d. at Batavia. It

continued at this price till 1707. In 1715 green
tea began to be used; and, as great quantities

were then imported, the price was lessened, and

the practice of drinking tea descended to the

lower ranks. In 1720 the French began to send

it to us by a clandestine commerce. Since that

period the demand has been increasing yearly,

and it has become almost a necessary of life in

several parts of Europe, and among the lowest

as well as the highest ranks.

Many attempts have been made to introduce

this valuable plant into Europe; but, from want

the same name, the" climate of which is said to of proper precautions,
most of these attempts

be extremely favorable to the culture of tea ;
it is have miscarried. The seeds, being of an oily

therefore enclosed by a hedge, and surrounded nature, are apt to prow rancid during a longvoy-

with wide ditches, which prevent all access to it. age, unless proper care is taken to preserve them

The tea shrubs that grow on this mountain are The finest tea-plant known in England was

planted in regular order, arul are divided by raised in Kew gardens; but the fust that ocr
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flourished in Europe was one belonging to the

duke of Northumberland at Sion. The plants
which are cultivated in toe gardens near London
thrive well in the green-house during winter, and

some stand that season in the open air. Lin-

naeus, who obtained this shrub in its growing
state, contrived to preserve it in the open air in

the northern latitude of Sweden. France has also

procured some plants. There can be no doubt

but they would succeed in many countries of

Europe, if proper care were paid to their cultiva-

tion till they became innured to the climate.

In this country, teas are generally divided into

three kinds of green, and five of bohea : The
former are, 1. Imperial or bloom tea, with a large

loose leaf, light green color, and a faint delicate

smell. 2. Hyson, so called from the merchant

who first imported it ; the leaves of which are

closely curled and small, of a green color, verging
to a blue : And 3. Single tea, from the name of

the place where it is cultivated. The boheas are,

1. Souchong, which imparts a yellow green color

by infusion. 2. Camho, so called from the place
where it is made: a fragrant tea, with a violet

smell ;
its infusion pale. 3. Congo, which has

a larger leaf than the following, and its infusion

somewhat deeper, resembling common bohea in

the color of the leaf. 4. Pekpe tea is known by
the appearance of small white flowers mixed with

it. 5. Common bohea, whose leaves are of one

color. There are other varieties, particularly a

kind of green tea, done up in roundish balls,

called gunpowder tea.

Dr. Lettsom thinks it most probable that there

is only one species of tea, and that the differ-

ence between the green and bohea teas depends
on the nature of the soil, culture, age, and the

manner of drying the leaves. He adds that it

has even been observed that a green tea tree,

planted in the bohea tea country, will produce
bohea, and on the contrary ; and that on his

examining several hundred flowers, brought both

from the bohea and green tea countries, their

botanical characters have always appeared uni-

form. We are principally indebted to Kaemp-
fer, Le Compte, and Du Halde, for an authentic

history of the culture of this exotic shrub, and
the manner of preparing or curing its leaves.

The particulars of greatest importance that

have been recited have lately been judiciously

collected, and the subject further illustrated by
additional observations of this writer.

The present consumption of tea in this coun-

try is immense, both among the rich and poor.
Dr. Lettsom tells us that he has been informed,
that at least 3,000,OuC Ibs. are allowed for the

annual home consumption, not including the in-

credible quantity smuggled into the kingdom ;

and that the East India Company have gene-

rally ir. their warehouses a supply for three

years. In the appendix to Sir George Staun-

ton's Account of lord Macartney's Embassy to

China, we have also several statements relating
to the tea trade. The average of teas exported
from China to Europe in foreign ships, for nine

years, viz. from March 1772 to 1780, the aver-

age of the number of ships being twelve, was

13,198,201 Ibs.; in English ships, at the average
of nine, 5,639,939 Ibs. : the total average of

ships is twenty-one, and of exported tea

18,838,140 Ibs. The annual consumption of
tea by foreigners in Europe is estimated ai

5,500,000 Ibs. ; and the consumption of Gre:u
Britain and her dependencies is at least 1 3,338,1 40
Ibs., which, at 700,000 Ibs. per ship, would em-
ploy thirty-eight large ships constantly in the
China trade, instead of eighteen ships, as above,
most of which were small, one fleet going out
when another is coming home. The above is

exclusive of private trade teas, brought legally
and illegally into Europe. It is said, upon the

authority of confidential information, that the

English ships have often smuggled from 1000
to 3000 chests of tea each ; and also that the

foreign captains bring a large quantity of tea,
which they either smuggle at sea, or throw into
the sea, the punishment being severe. The loss

to the public- on 1000 chests of hyson tea smug-
gled is above 20,000.
The properties of tea, medicinally considered,

are strangely controverted : the eastern nations
are at least as much possessed with an idea of
their extraordinary virtues as the Europeans ,

but it is, perhaps, because imagination bears as

great a sway there as here. The reason why the

gout and stone are unknown in China is ascribed
to the use of this plant.

Tea, on the one hand, has been extolled as

the greatest of all medicines : moderately and

properly taken, it certainly acts as a gentle as-

tringent and corroborative : it strengthens the

stomach and bowels, and is good against nau-

seas, indigestions, and diarrhaas. It acts also as

a diuretic and diaphoretic. The immoderate
use of it, however, has been very prejudicial to

many, who have been thereby thrown into the

diabetes. In Europe, also, infusions of tea leaves

have been extravagantly condemned by some,
and commended by others. From the contra-

dictory opinions, even of medical writers, on
this subject, the natural inference seems to be
that they possess neither noxious nor beneficial

powers, in any very considerable degree. They
seem, when moderately used, to be for the most

part innocent; in some cases they seem to le

salutary; in some they are apparently preju-
dicial. They dilute thick juices, and quench
thirst more apparently, and pass off by the

natural emunctori^s more freely, than more

watery fluids : they refresh the spirits in heavi-

ness and sleepiness, and seem to counteract the

operation of inebriating liquors. From their

manifest astringency, they have been supposed
to strengthen and brace up the solids ; but this

effect experience does not countenance, as it ;s

in disorders, and in constitutions in which cor-

roborants are more serviceable, that the immo-
derate use of tea is peculiarly hurtful, in cold

indolent habits, cachexies, chlorosis, dropsies,
and debilities of the nervous system. Lewis's

Materia Medica.

Dr. Lettsom has particularly enquired into

the medical effects of tea ; and, having observed

that infusions of bohea and green tea contribute

to preserve sweet some small pieces of beef im-

mersed in them, he infers that they possess an

antiseptic power, when applied t the dead ani-

mal fibre, and, from their striking a purple color
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with salt of iron, he deduces tneir astringent

quality.
From other experiments he concludes that

the activity of tea chiefly resides in its fragrant
and volatile parts ; and that if the use of it be

beneficial or injurious to any particular consti-

tution, it becomes so principally by means of

this odorous fragrant principle. He apprehends
that it is the safest course to use the infusion of

the more ordinary kinds of this plant, which
abound less with this fragrant principle. Or the

tea may be boiled a few minutes, in order to

dissipate this volatile part, which stands charged
as the cause of those nervous affections that are

said to be produced, or aggravated, by the use

of this liquor. By this process may likewise be

extracted more copiously the more fixed, bitter,

and stomachic parts of this vegetable. Our
author seems to be thoroughly persuaded of the

occasionally noxious effects of this volatile prin-

ciple, in the finer teas especially, and recom-

mends this last mentioned mode of making tea,

or the substitution of the extract instead of the

leaves ; by the use of which the nervous relax-

ing effects, which follow the drinking of tea in

the usual manner, would be in a great measure
avoided. This extract has been imported hither

from China, in the form of small cakes, not ex-

ceeding a quarter of an ounce each in weight,
ten grains of which might suffice one person for

breakfast ; but it might easily be made here by sim-

ple decoction and evaporation, by those who ex-

perience the noxious qualities of the volatile prin-

ciples of this plant. It may be farther observed

that the eifect of drinking large quantities of any
warm aqueous liquor would be to enter speedily
into the course of circulation, and pass off a"s

speedily by urine or perspiration, or the increase
of some of the secretions.

Its effects on the solid parts of the consti-
tution would be relaxing, and thereby enfeeb-

ling. If this warm aqueous fluid were taken
in considerable quantities, its effects would lie

proportionable, and still greater if it were sub-
stituted instead of nutriment. The infusion of

tea, however, has those two peculiarities. It is

not only posses- i Of a sedative quality, but
also of a considerable astringency; by which
the relaxing power, ascribed to a mere aqueous
flui'd, is in some measure corrected on this ac-

count. It is, perhaps, less injurious than many
other infusions of herbs, which, besides a very

slight aromatic flavor, have very little, if any,

stypticity, to prevent their relaxing debilitatin;;;

effects. So far, therefore, tea, if not too line, it'

not drank too hot, nor in too great quantities,
is perhaps preferable to any other known vege-
table infusion. And if we take into consider-

ation, likewise, its known enlivening energy, our

attachment to it will appear to be owing to its

superiority in taste and effects to most other ve-

getables. See Dr. Lettsom's Natural History
of the Tea Tree, with Observations on the Medi-
cal Qualities of Tea, and Effects of Tea Drink

ing, 4to., 1772.

The following results of experiments on tea,

by Mr. Brande, have been published by hin. in

his Journal:

One hundred parts of Tea.
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perform the office of instructor : the adjective
and noun substantives corresponding.

Moses wrote this song, and taught it.

Deut. xxxi. 22.

The Lord will teach us of his ways, and we will

walk in his paths. tsaiuh, ii. 3.

All thy children shall be taught of the Lord.

Id. liv. 13.

In vain they worship me, teaching for doctrines

the commandments of men. Matt. xv. 9.

Huswives are teached, instead of a clocke,

How winter night passeth by crowing of cocke.

Tusser.

Nature is no sufficient teacher what we should do

that may attain unto life everlasting. Hooker.

I am too sudden bold .

To teach a teacher ill beseemeth me. Sfuikspeare.

I have laboured,
And with no little study, that my teaching,

And the strong course of my authority,

Might go one way. Id.

For the choice of a governor more sufficient, the

teachers in all the churches assembled themselves.

Raleiyh.
Our lecture men, and some others, whom precise

people stile powerful teachers, do seldom honour it.

White.

Tis sufficient that matters of faith and religion be

propounded in such a way as to render them highly

credible, so as an honest and teachable man may
willingly and safely assent to them, and according to

the rules of prudence be justified in so doing.
Wilkins.

Teach us by what means to shun
The' inclement seasons. Milton.

Wolves shall succeed for teachers. Id.

1 went into the temple, there to hear .

The teachers of our law, and to propose
What might. improve my knowledge or their own.

Id.

How hast thou satisfied me, taught to live.

Id.

These were notions born with us ; such as we
were taught without the help of a teacher.

South's Sermons.

If some men teach wicked things, it must be that

others should practise them. Id.

Dissenting teachers are under no incapacity of ac-

cepting civil and military employments. Swift.
We ought to bring our minds free, unbiassed, and

teachable, to learn our religion from the word of God.
Watt*

And O ! that, humble as my lot,

And scorned as is my strain,

These truths, though known, too much forgot,
I may not teach in vain. Cowper.

TEAD, or TEDE, n. s. Lat. tozda. A torch ;

a flambeau. Not in use.

A bushy tead a groom did light,
And sacred lamp in secret chamber hide. Spenser.

Hymen is awake,
And long since ready from his mask to move,

With his bright tead that flames with many a flake.

Id.

TEAGUE, a name of contempt used for an
Irishman.

TEAK WOOD. See TECTONA.

TEAL, n. s. Belg. teelingh. A wild fowl.

Some serve for food to us, and some but to feed

themselves ; amongst the first sort we reckon the dip-

chick, coots, teal, wigeon.
Cnrew's Survey of Cornwall.

TEAM, n. s. Sax. tyme, a yoke ; Lat. tcmo,

the team of a carriage. A number of horses or

oxen drawing at once the same carriage.

Thee a ploughman all unvveeting found,
As he his toilsome team that way did guide.
And brought thee up in ploughman's state to bide.

Spenser.
I am in love ;

but a team, of horses shall not pluck
that from me, nor who 'tis I love. Shaktpeare.

Making such difference betwixt wake and sleep,
As is the difference betwixt day and night,
The hour before the heavenly harnessed team

Begins his golden progress in the east.

Id. Henry IV.

After the declining sun

Had changed the shadows, and their task was done,
Home with their weary team they took their way.

fidMMMMR,
He heaved with more than human force to move

A weighty stone, the labour of a team. Dryden.
Like a long team of snowy swans on high,

Which clap their wings and cleave the liquid sky.
Id.

In stiff clays they may plow one acre of wheat with
a team of horse. Mortimer's Husbandry.

TEANTJM, two ancient towns of Italy, 1. In

Campania, on the Appian road, on the east bank
of the Liris, called also Sidicinium, to distinguish
it from 2. Another town in the west of Apulia,
on the coast of the Adriatic. Cic. Cluent 9, 69.

Plin. 31 c. 2.

TEAR, v. a. & v. n. Pret. tore, anciently tare ;

part. pass. torn. Sax. raerian
;
Swed. tara. To

pull in pieces ; lacerate ; rend ; separate by vio-

lent pulling; break; shatter; pull or drive vio-

lently : to fume
;
rave with passion : bluster.

The one went out from me ; and I said, Surely he
is torn in pieces, and saw I him not since.

Gen. xliv. 28.

Neither shall men tear themselves for them in

mourning, to comfort them for the dead. Jer. xvi. 7.

Come, feeling night !

And with thy bloody and invisible hand
Cancel and tear to pieces that great bond
Which keeps me pale. Shakspeare. Macbeth.

Old men with dust deformed their hoary hair

The women beat their breasts, their cheeks they tare.

Shakspeare.
In the midst a tearing groan did break

The name of Antony. Id. Antony and Cleopatra.

Solyman
Rhodes and Buda from the Christians tore. Waller.

As storms the skies, and torrents tear the ground,
Thus raged the prince, and scattered death around.

Dryden.
He roared, he beat his breast, he tore his hair.

Id.

All men transported into outrages for small trivial

matters, fall under the inuendo of this bull, that ran

tearing mad for the pinching of a mouse. L'Estrange.
Is it not as much reason to say that God destroys

fatherly authority, when he suffers one in possession
of it to have his government torn in pieces, and
shared by his subjects ? Locke.

The hand of fate

Has torn thee from me, and I must forget thee.

Addison.

Blush rather that you are a slave to passion,
Which, like a whirlwind, tears up all your virtues,
And gives you not the leisure to consider.

A. Philips.
John tore off lord Strutt's servants' clothes : now

and then they came home naked.

Arbuthnot'i History rf Juhn Bull.
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Ambassadors sent from Carthage were like to be

t<r-n to pieces by the populace. Arbuthnnt,

TEAII, 71. s., v. a., Sc v. n. ~\ Saxon, tenp ;

TEAR FALLING, adj. , Dan. taare- The
TEAP/FU: j water which

strong passion or emotion forces from the eyes ;

any moisture trickling in drops : the adjectives

correspond.
I am in

So far in blood, that sin will pluck on sin :

Tearj'alling pity dwells not in this eye. Shakspeare.
She comes, and I'll prepare

My /ear-stained eyes to see her miseries. Id.

The pretty vaulting sea refused to drown me,

Knowing that thou wouldst have me drowned on
shore

With tears as salt as sea, through thy unkindness.

Id.

Is't meet that he

Should leave the helm, and, like a fearful lad,

With tearful eyes add water to the sea ? Id.

Cromwell, I did not think to shed a tear

In all my miseries
;
but thou hast forced me.

Let's dry our eyes. Id. Henry VIII.

Tears are the effects of compression of the moisture

of the brain upon dilatation of the spirits.

Bacon's Natural History.
She silently a gentle tear let fall. Milton.

Let Araby extol her happy coast,

Her fragrant flowers, her trees with precious tears,

Her second harvests. Dri/den.
This clears the cloudy front of wrinkled care,

And dries the tearful sluices of despair :

Charmed with that virtuous draught, the exalted

mind
All sense of woe delivers to the wind.

Pope's Odyssey,
The losses, the crosses,

That active man engage !

The fears all, the tears all,

Of dim declining age ! Burns.

lie dared not raise to his that deep blue eye,
Which downcast drooped in tearless agony. Byron.

TEARS. For an accurate analysis of this

fluid we are indebted to Messrs. Fourcroy and

Vauquelin. It is transparent and colorless like

water; has scarcely any smell, but its taste is

always perceptibly salt. Its specific gravity is

somewhat greater than ^that of distilled water.

It gives to paper stained with the juice of the

petals of mallows or violets a permanently green

color, and therefore contains a fixed alkali. It

unites with water, whether cold or hot, in all

proportions. Alkalies unite with it readily, and

render it more fluid. The mineral acids produce
no apparent change upon it. Exposed to the

air, this liquid gradually evaporates and becomes

thicker. When nearly reduced to a state of

dryness, a number of cubic crystals form in the

midst of a kind of mucilage. These crystals

possess the properties of muriate of soda ;
but

they tinge vegetable blues green, and therefore

contain an excess of soda. The mucilaginous
matter acquires a yellowish color as it dries.

Tears are composed of the following ingre-

dients : 1. Water; 2. Mucus; 3. Muriate of

soda
; 4. Soda ; 5. Phosphate of lime ; G. Phos-

phate of soda. The saline parts amount only
to about 0-01 of the whole, or probably not so

much.

TEARUS, a river of ancient Thrace, rising in

VOL. XXI

the same rock from thirty-eight different sources,
some of which were hot, and others cold. Darius
raised a column on its banks when he marched
against the Scythians. Plin. iv. c. 11.

TEARY, or TEHREE, a town of Hindostan,
province of Allahabad, capital of a chief under
the British protection, whose territories are situ-
ated on the north-west boundary of Bundelcund.

Although compelled to pay tribute for a long
period to the Mahrattas, he was never dispossessed
of his lands, and during the war, in 1809, the

rajah requested to be enrolled among the num-
ber of the British allies, and was of considerable

utility. His revenue is estimated at about

50,000 per annum.

TEASK, v. a. i Sax. taepan. To comb or

TEAS'ER, . s. \ unravel wool or flax : scratch

cloth in order to level the nap : hence torment or

vex impertinently : the noun substantive cor-

responding.

Not by the force of carnal reasons,
But indefatigable teasing. Ilttdibras.

My friends always tease me about him, because ho
has no estate. S/w.tatur.

After having been present in public debates he w;is

teased by his mother to inform her of what had passed.
Addison.

We system-makers can sustain

The thesis, which you grant was plain ;

And with remarks and comments tease ye,
In case the thing before was easy. Prior.

A fly buzzing at his ear makes him deaf to the best

advice. If you would have him come to himself,

you must take off his little teaser, which holds his

reason at bay. Collier.

Thus always teasing others, always teased,

His only pleasure is to be displeased. Cowper.

TEA'SEL, n. s. Sax. wer l. A plant.

The species are three : one is called carduus fullo-

num, and is of singular use in raising the nap upon
woollen cloth. Miller.

TEAT, n. s. Sax. tit; Berg, tette; Welsh.

teth. The dug of a beast; anciently the pap of

a woman.

And in the myddil of seuene golden candlestickis

oon lyk to the sone of man clothed with a long ga:

nement, and gird at the tetis with a golduii girdil.

Wiclif. Apoc. \.

Even at thy teat thou hadst thy tyranny.
Shakspeare.

Snows cause a fruitful year, watering the earth

better than rain
;

for the earth sucks it as out of the

teat. Bacon.

When we perceive that bats have teats, we infer

that they suckle their younglings with milk.

Brtnt tie's Vulgar F.rroiirs.

It more pleased my sense,

Than smell of sweetest fennel, or the teats

Of ewe or goat diopping with milk at even. Miltuii.

Infants sleep, and are seldom awake but wlien

hunger calls for the teat. Locke.

The goat, how bright amidst her fellow stars,

Kind Amalthea, reached her teat distent

With milk, thy early food. Prior.

An' tent them duly, e'en an' morn,

Wi' teats o' hay, an' rips o* corn. Burnt.

TEATE, TEATEA, or TEGEATK, an ancient

town of Italy in Latium. Sil. Hal. 8 v. .V22

TEA-TREA, a moveuble board, with a raised

border, generally pierced, made of inotiil, m:ilii>-
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gany, or other wood, for holding the tea appa-
ratus.

TECHES, a mountain of Pontus, from the

top of which Xenophon and his 10,000 Greeks
first saw the sea. Xenophon 4.

TECHMESSA, the daughter of Teuthras,

king of Phrygia, who was carried captive by
Ajax, and became mother of his son Erysaces by
him. She afterwards prevented him from killing

himself; which forms the subject of a scene in

one of Sophocles's tragedies.

TECH'NICAL, adj. Fr. technique ; Gr. rtx-

vieoc. Belonging to arts; not in common or

popular use.

In technical words, or terms of art, they refrain not

from calling the same substance sometimes the sul-

phur, and sometimes the mercury of a body. Locke.

TECHNICAL expresses somewhat relating to

arts and sciences. It is also particularly applied
to a kind of verses wherein are contained the

rules or precepts of any art, thus digested to help
the memory to retain them.

TE'CHY, adj. Ital. testactico. Peevish ; fret-

ful; irritable; froward. Obsolete.

I cannot come to Cressid but by Pandar,
And he is as techy to be wooed to wooe,
As she is stubborn-chaste against all sute.

SJutkspeare.

When it did taste the wormwood on the nipple,
and felt it bitter, pretty fool, to see it techy, and fall

out with the dug ! Id. Romeo and Juliet.

TECMON, an ancient town of Epirus. Livy.

TECRIT, A town of Irak Arabi, in Mosul,
on the western bank of the Tigris. It is thought
to be the Birtha or Vitra of the ancients, and
was a considerable town in 1393, when it was
taken by Timur. It contains now only 500 or

600 houses, with two coffee-houses ; but the

ruins are extensive. Long. 42 37' E., lat. 34
37' N.

TECTAMUS, the son of Dorus, grandson of

Helen, and great grandson of Deucalion. He
went to Crete at the head of a body of ./Etolians

and Pelasgi; was made king of Crete, and mar-
ried a daughter of king Cretheus, by whom he
had a son named Asterius.

TECTONA, in botany, a genus of plants be-

longing to the class of pentandria and order of

monogynia. The stigma is dentate ; the fruit a

dry spongy plum within an inflated calyx ; and
the nucleus is trilocular. There is only one spe-
cies, viz. T. grandis, Indian oak, or teak wood,
which is a native of India.

TECTOSAO?E, or TECTOSAGES, an ancient

nation of Gallia Narbonensis, so named because,

sagis tegerentur, they were protected by sorcerers.

They were among those Gauls who pillaged Rome
under Brennus (see ROME), and afterwards at-

tempted to plunder the temple of Apollo at

Delphi. On their return home they were at-

tacked by a pestilence ; and to stop it were or-

dered to throw into the river all the plunder.
Some of them went into Germany and settled in

the Hercynian forest ; another colony passed into

Asia and conquered Phrygia, Cappadocia, and

Paphlagonia. Cres. de Bel. Gal. vi. 23. Strabo

4; Liv. 38, c. 16.

TECULET, a town of Africa, in the empire
of Morocco, situate near the coast of the Atlnntic,

TED
on the edge of a mountain: In 1514 this town
was sacked by the Portuguese. It has been
since re-peopled

: fifteen miles east of Mogodor,
and ninety-nine north-west of Morocco.

TED, v. a. Sax. tea&an, to prepare. To lay

grass newly mown m rows.

The smell of grain or tedded grass, or kine,
Or dairy, each rural sight, each rural sound.

Milton.

Prudent his fallen heaps

Collecting, cherished with the tepid wreaths

Of tedded grass, and the sun's mellowing beams,
Rivalled with artful heats. Philips.

Hay-makers following the mowers, and casting it

abroad they call tedding. Mortimer's Husbandry.

TEDANIUS, a river of Liburnia. Plin. 3.

TED'DER, or TETHER, n. s. Belg. tudder ;

Erse teiglier. A rope with which a horse is tied

in the field: any thing by which one is re-

strained.

We live joyfully, going abroad with our tedder.

Bacon .

We shall have them against the wall ; we know the

length of their tedder ; they cannot run far from us.

Child.

TE DEUM, n. s. Lat. te Deum. An hymn
of the church, so called from the two first words
of the Latin.

The choir,

With all the choicest musick of the kingdom,
Together sung Te Deum. Shakspeare. Henry VIII.

Te Deum was sung at Saint Paul's after the vie-

tory. Bacon.

TE DETJM is sung in the Romish church with

great pomp and solemnity upon the gaining of

a victory or other happy event ; and is believed

to be the composition of St. Ambrose bishop of

Milan.

TE'DIOUS, adj. ^
Fr. tedieux ; Lat. tee-

TE'DIOUSLY, adv. >dium. Wearisome by con-

TE'DIOUSNESS, n. s. j tinuance ; troublesome ;

irksome.

That I be not further tediout unto thee, hear us of

thy clemency a few words. Acts xxiv. 4.

They unto whom we shall seem tediout are in no-

wise injured by us, because it is in their own hands
to spare that labour, which they are not willing to

endure. Hooker.

In vain we labour to persuade them that any
thing can take away the tediousneu of prayer, except
it be brought to the same measure and force whicli

themselves assign. Id.

Since brevity's the soul of wit,

And tediousness the limbs and outward nourishes,

I will be brief. Shakspeare. Hamlet.

She distastes them all within a while
;

And in the sweetest finds a tediousness. Davie?.

More than kisses, letters mingle souls,

For thus friends absent speak : this ease controuls

The tediousness of my life. Donne.

Chief mastery to dissect

With long and tedious havock fabled knights.
MUlOII.

The one intense, the other still remiss,

Cannot well suit with either, but soon prove
Tedious alike. Id

Pity only on fresh objects stays,
But with the tedious sight of woes decays. Dryden.
But then the road was smooth and fair to see,

With such insensible declivity,
That what men thought a tedious course to run,

Was finished in the hour it first begun. Hartf.
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TEDZEN, a considerable river of Korassan,
in Persia, the largest, next to the Oxus, in this

part of Asia. It is supposed by Mr. Kinneir to

rise near Serukhs ; and, after a course from east

to west, falls into the gulf of Balkan.
TEEM. To pour. A low word imagined

by Skinner to come from Dan. tommen, to draw
out; to pour. The Scots retain it; as, teem
that water out; hence Swift took this word.

Teem out the remainder of the ale into the tan-

kard, and fill the glass with small beer.

Swift's Directions to the Butler.

TEEM, v. n. & v. a. > Sax. team, offspring.

TEEMLESS, a$. S To bring young; be

full, or, as it were, pregnant ; bring forth ; pro-
duce : teemless, unfruitful.

What's the newest grief?
Each minute teems a new one.

Shakspeare. Macbeth.
Common mother, thou

Whose womb unmeasurable, and infinite breast,
Teems and feeds all. Id. Timon of Athens.

The earth obeyed ; and strait

Opening her fertile womb, teemed at a birth

Innumerous living creatures.

Milton's Paradise Lost.

When the rising spring adorns the mead,
Teeming buds and cheerful greens appear. Dryden.
Such wars, such waste, such fiery tracks of dearth,

Their zeal has left, and such a teemless earth. Id.

There are fundamental truths, the basis upon which
a great many others rest : these are teeming truths,
rich in store, with which they furnish the mind, and,
like the lights of heaven, give light and evidence to

other things. Locke.

We live in a nation where there is scarce a single
head that does not teem with politicks. Addison.

The deluge wrought such a change that the earth

did not then teem forth its increase, as formerly, of

its own accord, but required culture.

Woodward's Natural History.

TEEN, n. s. Sax. tman, to kindle; Flem.
tenen is to vex ; Sax. teonan, injuries. Sorrow;

grief. Not in use.

Fry not in heartless grief and doleful teen .

Spenser.

My heart bleeds

To think of the teene that I have turned you to,

Shakspenre.

TEEMBOO, a city of central Africa, the ca-

without difficulty rats, Tnoles, and snakes : yetno woman must eat an egg. Tt is
thirty miles

north-west of Koonickary.
TEETH, the bones placed in the jaws for

chewing food that it may be the more easily
digested in the stomach. For the anatomical
structure of these see ANATOMY and ZOOTOMY.
The diseases to which they are liable, with the
most successful remedies, are fully detailed under
MEDICINE and SURGERY. Quacks and mounte-
banks use various washes for teeth, the sudder.
effects of which, in cleaning and whitening the

teeth, surprise and please people, but the effects
are very pernicious. All the strong acid spirits
will do this. One of the best mixtures is the fol-

lowing: Take plantane-wateran ounce, honey of
roses two drachms, muriatic acid ten drops; mix
the whole, and rub the teeth with a piece of linen

rag dipped in this every day -till they are whitened.
The mouth ought to be well washed with cold
water after the use of this or any other acid li-

quor; and indeed the best of all washes is cold
water with or without a little salt; the constant
use of this will keep them clean and white, and

prevent them from aching.
In early infancy Nature designs us for the

softest aliment, so that the gums alone are then

sufficient for manducation; but as we ad-

vance in life, and require a different food, she

wisely provides us with teeth, the hardest and
whitest of our bones, and, at full maturity, usu-

ally amounting to thirty-two in both jaws ;
viz.

sixteen above, and as many below. Their num-
ber varies indeed in different subjects : but it is

seldom seen to exceed thirty-two, and it will very

rarely ba found to be less than twenty-eight.
Each tooth has its body, or that part which ap-

pears above the gums; and its fangs or root,

which is fixed into the socket. The boundary
between these two, close to the edge of the gum,
where there is usually a small circular depres-

sion, is called the neck of the tooth. The teeth

of each jaw are commonly divided into three

classes
;
but all are of similar general structure.

That is, every tooth is composed of its cortex or

enamel, and its internal bony substances. The

enamel, or, as it is sometimes called, the vitreous

part of the tooth, is a very hard and compact

pital of Foota Jallo, the principal kingdom of substance, of a white color, and peculiar to the

the Foulahs. It contains about 7000 inhabitants,
who manufacture narrow cloths, iron, silver,

wood, and leather. The houses are neatly and

conveniently built, at a little distance from each

other. 1 60 miles east of Sierra Leone.

TEES, a considerable river of England, arising
in the mountains of Westmoreland, and taking

teeth. It is found only upon the body of the

tooth, covering the outside of the bony or inter-

nal substance. When broken it appears fibrous

or striated ;
and all the striae are directed from

the circumference to the centre of the tooth.

This enamel is thickest on the grinding surface,

and on the cutting edges or points of the teeth,

an easterly direction, it divides the North Hiding becoming gradually thinner as it approaches the

neck, where it terminates insensibly. Some

writers have described it as being vascular, but

it is certain that no injection will ever reach this

substance; that it receives no tinge from mad-

der ; and that it affords no appearance of a cir-

culation of fluids. The bony part of a tooth re-

sembles other bones in its structure, but is much

harder than the most compact part of bones in

general. It composes the inner part of the body
and neck, and the whole of the root of the tooth.

of Yorkshire from the county of Durham in its

whole extent. It passes Barnard Castle, Stain-

drop, Darlington, Yarm, and Stockton, and falls

into the German Ocean, in a wide estuary called

the Teesmouth, on the south of Hartlepool.
TEESDALE FOREST, a township of England,

in Durham, eleven miles north by west of Bar-

nard castle. Population 998.

TEESEE, a large unwalled town of central

Africa, in the kingdom of Kasson. The Man-

dingo inhabitants are remarked by Park for their This part of a tooth, when completely formed,

want of delicacy as to articles of diet, eating does not, like the other bones, receive a tinge
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from madder, nor do the minutest injections

penetrate into its substance, although many
writers have asserted the contrary. Mr. Hunter
has been therefore induced to deny its being vas-

cular. But we find that a tooth recently drawn,
and transplanted into another socket, becomes as

firmly fixed after a certain time, and preserves
the same color as the rest of the set ; whereas a

tooth that has been long drawn before it is trans-

planted will never become fixed. Mr. Hunter,

indeed, is aware of this objection, and refers the

success of the transplantation, in the first in-

stance, to the living principle possessed by the

tooth, and which he thinks may exist independ-
ent of a circulation. But, however applicable
such a doctrine may be to zoophytes, it is sus-

pected that it will not hold good in man, and

others of the more perfect animals : and there

does not appear to be any doubt but that, in the

case of a transplanted tooth, there is a real union

by vessels. 2dly, The swellings of the fangs of

a tooth, which in many instances are known to

be the effects of disease, and which are analo-

gous to the swelling of ether bones, are a clear

proof of a similarity of structure, especially as

we find them invested with a periosteum. 3dly,
It is a curious fact, though as yet perhaps not

generally known, that, in cases of phthisis pul-

monalis, the teeth become of a milky whiteness,
and in some degree transparent. Does not this

prove them to have absorbents ? Each tooth

has an inner cavity, which, commencing by a

small opening at the point of the fang, becomes

larger, and terminates in the body of the tooth.

This cavity is supplied with blood vessels, and

nerves, which pass through the small hole in the

root. In old people this hole sometimes closes,

and the tooth becomes then insensible. The
teeth are also invested with periosteum from their

fangs to a little beyond their bony sockets, where
it is attached to the gums. This membrane
seems to be common to the tooth which it en-

closes, and to the sockets which it lines. The
teeth are likewise secured in their sockets by a

red substance called the gums, which every
where covers the alveolar processes, and has as

many perforations as there are teeth. The gums
are exceedingly vascular,

'

and have something
like cartilaginous hardness and elasticity, but do
not seem to have much sensibility. The gums of

infants, which perform the offices of teeth, have

a hard ridge extending through their whole length ;

but in old people, who have lost their teeth, this

ridge is wanting. The three classes into which
the teeth are commonly divided are incisores,

canini, and molares,*or grinders.
The incisores are the four teeth in the fore-

part of each jaw ; they derive their name from
their use in dividing and cutting the food in the

manner of a wedge, and
v
have each of them two

surfaces, which meet in a sharp edge. Of these

surfaces, the anterior one is convex, and the pos-
terier one somewhat concave. In the upper jaw
they are usually broader and thicker, especially
the two middle ones, than those of the under

iaw, over which they generally fall by being
placed a little obliquely.
The canini, or cuspidati, are the longest of all

4he teeth, deriving their name from their rese n-

blance to a dog's tusk. There is one of these

teeth on each side of the incisores, so that there

are two in each jaw. They are the longest of

all the teeth. Their fangs differ from that of the

incisores only in being much larger, and their

shape may be easily described to be that of an
incisor with its edge worn off, so as to end in a
narrow point instead of a thin edge. The canini

not being calculated for dividing like the inci-

sores, or for grinding, seem to be intended for

laying hold of substances. Mr. Hunter remarks,
of these teeth, that we may trace in them a si-

milarity of shape, situation, and use, from the

most imperfect carnivorous animal, which we
believe to be the human species, to the lion,

which is the most perfectly carnivorous.

The molares, or grinders, of which there are

ten in each jaw, are so called, because from their

size and figure they are calculated for grinding
the food. The canini and incisores have only
one fang, but the three last grinders in the under

jaw have constantly two fangs, and the same
teeth in the upper jaw three fangs. Sometimes

these fangs are divided into two points near

their base, and each of these points has, perhaps,
been sometimes considered as a distinct fang.
The grinders likewise differ from each other in

their appearance. The first two on each side,

which Mr. Hunter appears to have distinguished

very properly by the name of bicuspides, seem
to be of a middle nature between the incisores

and grinders ; they have in general only one

root, and the body of the tooth terminates in

two points, of which the anterior one is the

highest, so that the tooth has in some measure
the appearance of one of the canini. The two

grinders beyond these, on each side, are much

larger. Their body forms almost a square with

rounded angles ;
and their grinding surface has

commonly five points or protuberances, two of

which are on the inner, and three on the outer

part of the tooth. The last grinder is shorter

and smaller than the rest, and, from its coming
through the gums later than the rest, and some-

times not appearing till late in life, is called

dens sapientiffi. The variation in the number of

teeth usually depends on these denies sapientiae.

The alveolar process, which begins to be formed

at a very eaily period, appears about the fourth

month of pregnancy only as a shallow longitu-
dinal groove, divided by slight ridges into a

number of intermediate depressions, which are

to be the future alveoli or sockets. These depres-
sions are at first filled with small pulpy sub-

stances, included in a vascular membrane ; and

these pulpy substances are the rudiments of the

teeth. As these advance in their growth, the

alveolar processes become gradually more com-

pletely formed. The surface of the pulp first

begins to harden, the ossification proceeding
from one or more points, according to the kind

of tooth that is to be formed. Thus, in the iu-

cisores and canini, it begins from one point;
in the bicuspides from two points, corresponding
with the future shape of those teeth ; and in the

molares from four or five points. As the ossifi-

cation advances, the whole of the pulp is gra-

dually covered with bone, excepting its under

surface, and then the fang begins to be forme;)
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Soon after the formation of this bony part, the
tooth begins to be incrusted with its enamel ;

but, in what manner this is deposited, we are as

yet unable to explain. Perhaps the vascular

membrane, which encloses the pulp, may serve
to secrete it. It gradually crystallises upon the
surface of the bony part, and continues to increase
in thickness, especially at the points and basis

of the tooth, till some time before the tooth

begins to pass through the gum ; and, when this

happens, the enamel seems to be as hard as it is

afterwards, so that the air does not appear to

have the least effect in hardening it, as has been
sometimes supposed. While the enamel is thus

forming, the lower part of the pulp is gradually
lengthened out and ossified, so as to form the

fang. In those teeth which are to have more
than one fang, the ossification begins from dif-

ferent parts of the pulp at one and the same time.
In this manner are formed the incisores, the

canini, and two molares on each side, making in

the whole twenty teeth, in both jaws, which are

sufficient for the purposes of manducation early
in life. As the fangs of the teeth are formed,
their upper part is gradually pushed upwards,
till at length, about the seventh, eighth, or ninth

month after birth, the incisores, which are the

first formed, begin to pass through the gum.
The first that appears is generally in the lower

jaw. The canini and molares, not being formed
so soon as the incisores, do not appear till about
the twentieth or twenty-fourth month. Some-
times one of the canini, but more frequently one
of the molares, appears first.

The danger to which children are exposed
during dentition arises from the pressure of the

teeth in the gum, so as to irritate it, and excite

pain and inflammation. The effect of this irri-

tation is that the gum wastes, and becomes

gradually thinner at this part, till at length the

tooth protrudes. In such cases therefore we may,
with great propriety, assist nature by cutting the

gum. These twenty teeth are called temporary
or milk teeth, because they are all shed between
the age of seven and fourteen, and are supplied
by others of a firme.r texture, with large fangs,
which remain till they become affected by dis-

ease, or fall out in old age, and are therefore

called the permanent or adult teeth. The rudi-

ments of these adult teeth begin to be formed at

different periods. The pulp of the first adult

incisor, and of the first adult grinder, may be

perceived in a foetus of seven or eight months,
and the ossification begins in them about six

months after birth. Soon after birth the second

incisor, and canine tooth on each side, begin to

be formed. About the fifth or sixth year the first

bicuspis, and about the seventh the second bi-

cuspis begins to ossify. These bicuspides are

destined to replace the temporary grinders. All

these permanent teeth are formed in a distinct

set of alveoli
;
so that it is not by the growing

of one tooth under another in the same socket,
that the uppermost tooth is gradually pushed out,
as is commonly imagined ; but the temporary
teeth, and those which are to succeed them, being

placed in separate alveoli, the upper sockets gra-

dually disappear, as the under ones increase in

size, till at length the teeth they contain, having

no longer any support, consequently fal on;.

But, besides these twenty teeth, which succeed
the temporary ones, there are twelve others to bu
added to make up the number thirty-two. These
twelve are three grinders on each side in both

jaws; and, in order to make room for this ad-
dition, we find the jaws grow as the teeth grow,
so that they appear as completely filled with

twenty teeth as they are afterwards with thirty-
two. Hence in children the face is flatter and
rounder than in adults. The first adult grinder
usually passes through the gum about the twelfth

year; the second, which begins to be formed in

the sixth or seventh year, cuts the gum about
the seventeenth or eighteenth ; and the third, or
dens sapientiae, which begins to be formed about
the twelfth year, passes through the gum between
the age of twenty and thirty. The denies sapi-
entiae have, in some instances, been cut at the

age of forty, fifty, sixty, and even eighty years ;

and it sometimes happens that they do not ap-
pear at all. Sometimes likewise it happens
that a third set of teeth appear about the age of

sixty or seventy. Diemerbroek tells us that lit

himself, at the age of fifty-six, had a fresh canine
tooth in the place of one he had lost several

years before ; M. du Fay saw two incisores and
two canini cut the gum in a man aged eighty-
four; Mr. Hunter has seen two fore teeth shoot

up in the lower jaw of a very old person ; and
an account was lately published of a man who
had a complete set of teeth at the age of sixty.
Other instances of the same kind are to be met
with in authors. The circumstance is curious,
and from the time of life at which it takes place,
and the return of the cafamenia, which some-

times happens to women at the same age, it has

been very ingeniously supposed, that there is

some effort in nature to renew the body at that

period.
TEETH of various sorts of machines, as of mill

wheels, &c. These are often called cogs by the

workmen; and by working in the pinions, rounds,
or trundles, the wheels are made to turn one an-

other. Mr. Emerson (in his Mechanics, prop.

25) treats of the theory of teeth, and shows that

they ought to have the figure of epicycloids for

properly working in one another.

TEFF, in botany, a kind of grain sown all

over Abyssinia, from which is made the bread

commonly used throughout the country. Mr.

Bruce says it is herbaceous; and that from a

number of weak leaves surrounding the root pro-

ceeds a stalk ofabout twenty-eight inches in length,

not perfectly straight, smooth, but jointed or

knotted at particular distances. This stalk is

not much thicker than that of a carnation or july-

flower. About five inches from the top a head

is formed of a number of smaller branches, upon
which it carries the fruit and flowers ; the latter

of which are small, of a crimson color, and

scarcely perceptible by the naked eye but from

the opposition of that color. The pistil
is di-

vided into two, seemingly attached to the germ
of the fruit, and has at each end small capilla-

ments forming a brush. The stamina ;ire three ;

two on the lower side of the pistil,
and one on

the upper. These are each of them crowned

with two oval stigmata, at first green but after-
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wards crimson. The fruit is formed In a capsu'a,

consisting of two conical hollow leaves, which,

when closed, seem to compose a small conical

pod pointed at the top. The fruit or seed is ob-

long, and is not so large as the head of the small-

est pin; yet it is very prolific, and produces
these seeds in such abundance as to yield a very

great quantity of meal. Of this teff-bread the

natives make a liquor. When well toasted it is

broken into small pieces, which are put into a

large jar and have warm water poured upon
them. It is then set by the fire, and often stirred

for several days, the mouth of the jar being closely

covered. After being allowed to settle for three

or four days it acquires a sourish taste, and is

what they call bouza, or the common beer of the

country. The bouza in Atbara is made in the

same manner, only, instead of teff, cakes of barley-

meal are employed. Both are very bad liquors,

but the worst is that made of barley.

TEFLIS, or TIFLIS, a city of Asia, and ca-

pital of the kingdom of Georgia, was visited in

1817 by Sir R. Kerr Porter, who describes it as

situated on the sublime banks of the Kur, at the

extremity of a defile formed by two bold ranges
of mountains.

This city was founded in 1063, by the Tzar

Liewvang, who wished to derive personal benefit

from certain warm springs in its neighbourhood,
and built hovels for the convenience of the oc-

cupiers of a small fortress, which stood on an

adjacent height. The remains of this ancient

bulwark are still to be seen on a hill to the

south of the town, at some distance from the

station of the modern citadel, of Turkish origin.

The position of the old work completely com-

manded the road along the western bank of the

Kur. The streets are, without exception, nar-

row, and intolerably filthy in wet weather, and

dusty in dry; but, since it has come under the

dominion of Russia, this inconvenience has been

in some degree remedied. The governor had

ordered the streets to be paved, and the work
was already begun when Sir R. Kerr Porter

visited the city ; other improvements were also

going forward. Teflis has been long celebrated

for its baths. Population about 15,000.

TEGEA, an ancient town of Peloponnesus,
where Orestes' gigantic bones were found. It

was famous for its temples to Apollo, Pan, Ceres,

Proserpine, and Venus.

TEGEATES, a son of Lycaon, the founder of

Tegea.
TEG'UMENT, n. s. Lat. tegumentum. Cover;

the outward part. A word seldom used but in

anatomy or physicks.

Clip and trim those tender strings in the fashion

of beard, or other hairy teguments.
Browne's Vulgar Errours.

In the nutmeg another tegument is the mace be-

tween the green pericarpium and the hard shell.

Ray on the Creation.

Proceed by section, dividing the skin and sepa-

rating the teguments. Wiseman's Surgery.

TEHAMA, a belt of sand, which stretches

along the eastern shore of the Red Sea, to the

mountains of the interior. It is of varying but

considerable breadth, and is probably augmented
by the blowing of the moving sands, which ap-

pear to have encroached upon the limit of the

sea. It is almost entirely barren, and bears

every mark of having been anciently a part of

the bed of the sea.

TEHRAUN, a large city of Persia, which,

during the two last reigns, has been the capital
of the empire. Its situation is striking, having
to the south the ruins of the immense ancient

city of Rey or Rae ; to the north and east the

lofty mountain ranges of Elburz and Demavend,
and to the west a plain enriched with cultivation

and villages. The modern city is about four

miles in circumference, surrounded by a strong

wall, flanked by innumerable towers, and a
broad dry ditch, with a glacis. After being de-

stroyed by the Afghauns at the beginning of this

century, it was rebuilt by Kurreen Khan, and

enlarged by Agn Mahommed, who made it the

seat of government. It has been still farther

enlarged and adorned by his successor.

TEH-HE, v. n. A cant word made from the

sound. To laugh with a loud and more insolent

kind of cachinnation ; to titter.

They laughed and teh-he'd with derision,

To see them take your deposition. Hudibrcu.

TEHUACAN, a town in the intendency of

Mexico, and one of the most frequented ancient

sanctuaries of the Mexicans. It has four prin-

cipal churches, besides convents. The streets,

houses, and squares are handsome. Long. 97
14' 30" W., lat. 18 30* N.

TEHUANTEPEC, TEGUANTEPEQUE, or TE-

COANTEPEQUE, a sea-port of Mexico, in the in-

tendency of Oaxaca, in the bottom of the creek

formed by the ocean, between the small villages
of San Francisco, San Dionisio, and Santa

Maria de la Mar. This port, impeded by a

dangerous bar, may become of consequence,
when navigation in general, and especially when
the transport of the indigo of Guatimala, shall

become more frequent by the Rio Guasacuallo.

It is about 196 miles south-east of Mexico.

TEHUANTEPEC, a large open gulf in the front

of the above city, from which it takes its name.

TEIGNMOUTH, EAST, a sea-port, township,
and chapelry, in the parish of Dawlish, hundred
of Exminster, Devon, near the mouth of the

Teign, fifteen miles south of Exeter, and 187

west by south of London. The church or chapel
is near the beach, and a venerable pile of Saxon

architecture. This place has been much im-

proved of late years, and is now become a place
of fashionable resort for sea-bathing. The public
rooms are in a neat brick building. The bathing
machines are commodious, and here are two good
inns. It has a considerable commerce in the

export of pipe-clay to Bristol, Liverpool, &c. It

also employs a great number of vessels in the

Newfoundland fisheries.

TEIGNMOUTH, WEST, is divided from the above

by the rivulet Tame. The old church was taken

down in 1821, and a handsome octagonal edifice

erected in its stead. This church is a curacy
under Bishop's-Teignton, as that of East Teign-
niouth is under that of Dawlish, the incumbents

of these parishes nominating the minister who
serves the churches alternately. The theatre is

a handsome new structure. The market-place
has been lately built, and is very commodious
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Across the Teign lies the delightful little village
of Shaldon, containing several new lodging-
houses. Market on Saturday. Fair September
29th. It is a member of the port of Exeter.

TEIL-TREE, n. s. Lat. tilia. The same with

LINDEN or LIME TREE : which see.

A teiltree and an oak have their substance in them
when they cast their leaves. Isaiah vi. 13.

TEIL TIIEE, in botany. See TILIA.

TEINT, n. s. Fr. teinte. Color; touch of

the pencil.
Glazed colours have a vivacity which can never be

imitated by the most brilliant colours, because the

different teints are simply laid on, each in its place,
one after another. Dryden.

TEINTS and SEMITEIN.TS, in painting, denote

the several colors used in a picture, considered as

more or less high, bright, deep, thin, or weak-
ened and diminished, &c., to give the proper
-elievo, softness, or distance, &c., of the several

objects.

TEJUCO, a district of Brasil, of which the

own of Tejuco is the capital, around which it

extends sixteen leagues from north to south, and
about eight from east to west.

TEJUCOS, BAY OF, on the coast of Brasil, in

South America, some miles to the north of the

Island of St. Catharine's. It is from two to three

.eagues across, and extends the same distance

inland, being well sheltered, and affording good
anchorage, and fine situations for loading timber.
*
Along the beach of this bay,' observes Mr.

Mawe, ' I found the shell of the murex genus,
which produces that beautiful crimson dye so

valued by the ancients. It is here called pur-

pura, and, to my great surprise, its use is in

some degree known to the natives, one of whom
showed me some cotton fringe, dyed with an
extract of it, though ill prepared. The shell is

about the size of the common whelk, and con-

tains a fish, on whose body appears a vesicle,
full of a pale yellow, viscid, purulent substance,
which constitutes the dye. The mode of ex-

tracting it, is to break the shell carefully with a

hammer, so as not to crush the fish, and then

let out the liquor in the vesicle with a lancet or

other sharp instrument. I, for greater conveni-

ence, used a pen, and immediately wrote my
initials, &c., on a handkerchief; the marks in

half an hour after were of a dirty green color,

and, on being exposed to the air a few hours

longer, changed to a most rich crimson. The

quantity produced by each animal is very small,
but quite sufficient for such an experiment.
The best time for making it is when the animal

is in an incipient state of putrescency. I have not

a doubt that if a sufficient quantity of them were

taken, and the dyeing matter, when extracted,
were liquified in a small degree with gum-water,
a valuable article of commerce might be pro-
duced ; at least the trial is worth making. The

liquid is a perfect substantive dye, and of course

resists the action of alkalies.' Lat. 26 56' S.

TELAMON, a celebrated Grecian hero, the

*on of ./Eacus and Endeis, brother of Peleus and

Phocus, and father of Teucer and Ajax. Having

accidentally killed his brother Phocus he fled

irom Megara, his birth-place; and arriving at

Salamis married Glaucc, the daughter of king

Cychreus, whom he succeeded. He was one cf
the Argonauts, and accompanied Hercules when
he took Troy, who gave him the princess Hesione
to wife.

TELAMONE, a town of Naples, the chie,

port of the Presidii, ten miles north of Orbitello.

It is famous for the victories obtained by the Ro-
mans under the consuls C. A. Regulus and /Emi-
lius Lepidus over the Gauls.

TE'LARY, adj. Lat. tela, a web. Spinning
webs.

The pictures of telary spiders, and their position
in the web, is commonly made lateral, and regarding
the horizon ; although we shall commonly find it

downward, and their heads respecting the centre.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

TELCHINES, an ancient people of Rhodes,

originally from Crete. They were the inventors

of many useful arts, whence the poets fabled that

they could change themselves into whatever

shapes they pleased. Diod.

TELCHINIA, a territory of Crete, whence the

Telchines emigrated to Rhodes.

TELCHIS, the son of Europus, and grandson
of /Egialeus, one of the first kings of Pelopon-
nesus.

TELEGONUS, a son of Ulysses, by Circe,
born in JEea. He went to Ithaca to seek his

father, but being shipwrecked on the coast he

got into a quarrel with the people after landing,
and killed his father in the squabble without

knowing him, to his great grief upon the disco-

very. He afterwards founded Tusculum in Italy,

and left a daughter, named Mamilia, from whom
the Roman family of Mamilii claimed their name
and descent.

TELEGRAPH (from TIJ\, far off, and ypa^o,,
to write), the name very properly given to an

instrument by means of which information may
be almost instantaneously conveyed to a consi-

derable distance.

The telegraph, though it has been generally
known and used by the moderns only for a few

years, is perhaps not entirely a modern inven-

tion. There is reason to believe that amongst
the Greeks there was some sort of telegraph in

use. The burning of Troy is said to have been

known in Greece very soon after it happened,
and before any person had returned thence.

But we have no certainty of this. The Chinese,
when they send couriers on the great canal, or

when any great man travels there, make signals

by fire from one day's journey to another to have

every thing prepared; and most of the barbarous

nations used formerly to give the alarm of war

by fires lighted on the hills or rising grounds.

Polybius calls the different instruments used by
the ancients for communicating information nvp-

atiai, pyrsiae, because the signals were always
made by fire. At first they communicated in-

formation of events merely by torches ;
but this

method was of little use, because it was neces-

sary before hand to fix the meaning of every

particular signal. /Eneas, a contemporary of

Aristotle, who wrote a treatise on the duties of

a general, endeavoured to correct those imper-

fections, but by no means succeeded. His me-

thod was defective, because it could not convey

any other intelligence except what was written
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on the sticks, and even that not exactly. With

regard to all unforeseen events it was quite use-

less. A method was invented by Cleoxenus, or

Democlitus, and very much improved by Poly-

bius, as he himself informs us. This was by the

letters of the Greek alphabet divided into five

parts. But neither this nor any other method
mentioned by the ancients seems ever to have

been brought into general use.

The most ingenious of the moderns had not

thought of such a machine as a telegraph till

1663, when the marquis of Worcester, in his

Century of Inventions, affirmed that he had dis-

covered ' a method by which, at a window, as

far as eye can discover black from white, a man

may hold discourse with his correspondent, with-

out noise made or notice taken; being according
to occasion given, or means afforded ex re nata,

and no need of provision before hand ; though
much better if foreseen, and course taken by
mutual consent of parties.' This could be done

only by means of a telegraph, which in the next

sentence is declared to have been rendered so

perfect that by means of it the correspondence
could be carried on '

by night as well as by day,

though as dark as pitch is black.'

The first idea of a telegraph upon the modern

construction, was suggested by Dr. Hooke to-

wards the end of the last century. He gave the

complete description of such a machine, as ap-

pears by the following extract, from a paper of

his, read before the Royal Society on the 21st of

May, 1684 :
* I

proposed,' says he,
' some years

since, a method of discoursing at a distance, not

by sound but by sight : I say that it is possible to

convey intelligence from any one high and emi-
nent place, to any other that is in sight of it,

though thirty or forty miles distant, in as short a

time almost as a man can write what he would
have sent ; and as suddenly to receive an answer,
as he that receives it has a mind to return it, or

can write it down on paper. Nay, by the help
of three, four, or more eminent places visible to

each other, lying in a straght line, 'tis possible
to convey intelligence almost in a moment, to

twice, or thrice, or more times that distance, with
as great a certainty as by writing. For the per-
formance of this, we must be beholden to a late

invention, which we do not find any of the an-
cients knew ; that is, the eye must be assisted

with telescopes, that whatever characters are ex-

posed at one station, may be made plain and

distinguishable at the other. First: for the

stations, if they be far distant, it will be necessary
that they should be high, and lie exposed to the

sky ; that there be no higher hill or part of the earth

beyond them, that may hinder the distinctness of

the characters, which are to appear dark against
the sky, beyond them appearing white, by which
means also the vapors near the ground will be

passed over and avoided. Next, in choosing these

stations, care must be taken, as near as may be,
that there be no hill that interposes between them,
.hat is almost high enough to touch the visible ray,
because in such cases the refraction of the air of
that hill will be very apt to disturb the clear ap-
pearance of the object. The stations being found

convenient, the next thing to be considered is,

what telescopes will be necessary for each station.

One of these telescopes must be fixed at each ex-

treme station, and two of them in each intermedi-

ate station ; so that a man for each glass, sitting
and looking through them, may plainly discover

what is done in the next adjoining station, and
with his pen write down on a paper the characters

there exposed, in their due order; so that there

ought to be two persons at each extremp station,
and three at each intermediate one, that intelli-

gence may be conveyed backwards and forwards
at the same time. Next there must be certain

limes agreed on, when the correspondents are to

expect it ; or else there must be set at the top of

a pole, in the morning, the hour appointed by
either of the correspondents for acting that day.

' Next there must be convenient apparatus of

characters, consisting of at least as many distinct

characters as there are necessary letters in the al-

phabet (to be made use of as is expressed in

plate TELEGRAPH, fig. 1). And these must be
either day characters or night characters. If

they are to be made use of in the day-time, they

may all be made of deals, and of a size convenient
for the several distances, any one of which char-

acters may signify any one letter of the alphabet,
and the whole alphabet may be varied 10,000

ways, so that none but the two extreme corres-

pondents shall be able to discover the information

conveyed. If the characters are for the night,
then they may be made with links, or lights dis-

posed in a certain order, which may be covered or

Uncovered, according to the method agreed on.

There will be also requisite several other charac-

ters, which may for expedition express a whole

sentence, such as ' I am ready to communi-
cate ;'

' I am ready to observe.' I could instance

a hundred ways of facilitating the method of

performing the design with the more dexterity
and quickness, and with little change, but that I

think will be needless at present, since, whenso-
ever such a way of correspondence shall be put
in practice, those and many more than I can think

of at present will of themselves occur, so that I

do not in the least doubt but that with a little

practice all things may be made so convenient,
that the same character may be seen at Paris,

within a minute after it hath been exposed in

London ; and that the characters may be exposed
so quick after one another, that a composer shall

not much exceed the exposer in swiftness, and
this not only at the distance of one station, but

of 100 ; for supposing all things ready at all of

those several stations for observing and exposing
as fast as the second observer doth read the char-

acters of the first exposer, the second exposer
will display them to the observer of the third

station, whose exposer will likewise display them

for the fourth observer, as fast as his observer

doth name them to him or write them down.

There may be many objections brought against
this way of communication, because it has not

yet been put in practice, but hardly any that may
not be easily answered and obviated.'

Dr. Hooke thus illustrates his invention : let

ABC (fig. 2) represent three very long masts

or poles erected, E the top piece that joins them,

together, D a screen, behind which all the deal-

board characters ha'ng upon certain rods or lines,

nncl may, by the help of small lines cormrcU-d
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with each of them, be exposed at T, or drawn

back at D, as occasion shall require.

After this M. Amontons, a French academi-

cian, born in 1663, prepared a telegraph. His

method was this : Let there be people placed
in several stations, at such a distance from one

another that by the help of a telescope a man in

one station may see a signal made in the next

before him ;
lie must immediately make the same

signal that it may be seen by persons in the sta-

tion next after him, who are to communicate it

to those in the following station, and so on.

Amontons tried this method in a small tract of

land before several persons of the highest rank

at the court of France.

It was not till the French revolution that the

telegraph was applied to useful purposes. M.

Chappe invented the telegraph first used by the

French about the end of 1793, on principles

nearly similar to those of Amontons. The man-
ner of using this telegraph was as follows : At
the first station, which was on the roof of the

palace of the Louvre at Paris, M. Chappe, the

inventor, received in writing, from the committee

of public safety, the words to be sent to Lisle,

near which the French army then was. An up-

right post was erected on the Louvre, at the top
of which were two transverse arms, moveable in

all directions by a single piece of mechanism,
and with inconceivable rapidity. He invented a

number of positions for these arms which stood

as signs for the letters of the alphabet; and these,

for the greater celerity and simplicity,he reduced

in number as much as possible. The interme-

diate operators were only instructed generally in

sixteen signals; which were so distinct, so marked,
so different the one from the other, that they were

easily remembered. The construction of the

machine was such that each signal was uniformly
given in precisely the same manner at all times.

M. Chappe having received at the Louvre the

sentence to be conveyed, gave a known signal
to the second station, which was Mont Martre,
to prepare. At each station there was a watch

tower, where telescopes were fixed, and the

person on watch gave the signal of prepara-
tion which he had received, and this commu-
nicated successively through all the line, which

brought them all into a state of readiness. The

person at Mont Martre then received, letter by
letter, the sentence from the Louvre, which he

repeated with his own machine; and this was

again repeated from the next height, with incon-

ceivable rapidity, to the final station at Lisle.

The first description of the telegraph was brought
from Paris to Frankfort on the Maine by a ci-

devant member of the parliament of Bordeaux,
who had seen that which was erected on the

mountains of Belville.

Dr. Hutton has thus described his telegraph :
-

Let A A be a beam or mast of wood placed

upright on a rising ground (fig. 3), which is

about fifteen or sixteen feet high. B B is

a beam or balance moving upon the centre

A A. This balance-beam may be placed verti-

cally or horizontally, or any how inclined, by

means of strong cords, which are iixed to the

wheel D, on the edge of which is a double groove
to receive the two cords. This balance is about
eleven or twelve feet long and nine inches broad,

having at the ends two pieces of wood, C, (',

which likewise turn upon angles by means of
four other cords that pass through the axis of the
main balance, otherwise the balance would de-

range the cords; the pieces C are each about
three feet long, and may be placed either to the

right or left, straight or square, with the balance-
beam. By means of these three the combination
of movement is very extensive, remarkably sim-

ple, and easy to perform. Below is a small

wooden hut, in which a person is employed to

observe the movements of the machine. In the

mountain nearest to this another person is to re-

peat these movements, and a third to write them
down. The time taken up for each movement is

twenty seconds; of which the motion alone is

four seconds, the other sixteen the machine is

stationary. Two working models of this instru-

ment were executed at Frankfort, and sent by
Mr. W. Playfair to the duke of York ; and hence
the plan and alphabet of the machine came to

England. Various experiments were in conse-

quence tried upon telegraphs in this country;
and one was soon after set up by government in

a chain of stations from the admiralty, London,
to the sea coast. It consisted of six octagon
boards, each of which was poised upon an axis

in a frame in such a manner that it could bo

either placed vertically, so as to appear witli its

full size to the observer at the nearest station, as

in fig. 4, or become invisible to him by being

placed horizontally, as in fig. 5, so that the nar-

row edge alone would be exposed. Fig. 4 is a

representation of this telegraph, with the parts
all shut, and the machine ready to work. T, in

the officer's cabin, is the telescope pointed to the

next station. Fig. 3 is a representation of the

machine not at work, and with the ports all open.
The opening of the first port (fig. 4) expresses a,

the second b, the third c, the fourth d, the fifth e,

and the sixth
/',

&c. Six boards make thirty-six

changes by the most plain and simple mode of

working, and they will make many more if more
were necessary.

Several other improvements have been pro-

posed ; but none, perhaps, of the telegraphs
hitherto offered to the public exceeds the follow-

ing either in simplicity, cheapness, or facility in

working, and it might, with a few trifling addi-

tions, be made exceedingly distinct. It is thus

described in the Repertory of Arts, vol. i. p. 382.

For a nocturnal telegraph let there be four large

patent reflectors, lying on the same plane, paral-
lel to the horizon, placed on the top of an obser-

vatory. Let each of these reflectors be capable,

by means of two winches, either of elevation or

depression to a certain degree. 15y elevating or

depressing one or two of the reflectors, eighteen

very distinct arrangements may be produced,
each reflector, after every arrangement, being
restored to its place, as the following scheme

will explain :
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ties. See fig. 12. By turning these hanules,
motion is given to the vertical spindles d zndf;
and, by means of the endless screws upon the

upper ends of them, the wheels at M and It, on
the centres of the arms, are turned round, and
the arms are put into any required position.

But, in order that the people below may at all

times know exactly what positions the arms stand

in, two dials, m and r, are formed on the lower

part of the mast, the upper one m being for the

upper arm M, and the other r for the lower arm
R ; and each dial has an index or hand, which
turns round with a motion exactly correspond-

ing to the motion of the arms. For producing
this motion, the axle of each hand or index has

ft small toothed wheel s or t (fig. 11) fixed upon
it in the middle ; and an endless screw is form-

ed upon the upright spindle to work in the teeth

of the wheel. The wheels upon the centre of

the arms, and those upon the axes of the indices,
have the same number of teeth ; and, as every turn

of the spindles and screws will move the wheels

round one tooth, the angular motion of the arms
PM and Q R, and the hands m and r, will in all

cases be the same. The dials are each divided

into eight, corresponding with the eight positions
in which the arms are to be exhibited ; viz. point-

ing vertically; 1st, upwards; and 2dly, down-
wards : pointing horizontally ; 3dly, to the right;
and 4thly, to the left : pointing upwards at an
inclination of 45 ; 5thly, to the right ;

and 6thly,
to the left : pointing downwards at an inclina-

tion of 45 ; Tthly, to the right ; and 8thly, to

the left. But of these eight positions, only the

four last are made use of to represent characters ;

because, in the two vertical positions, the point-
ers enter within the mast, and cannot therefore

be seen whether they are pointing upwards or

downwards : the horizontal positions of the arms
are reserved for the necessary signals of prepara-
tion, &c. Each arm, then, has four positions,
in which it will express different signals ; and
these positions are all made with the pointer, at

an inclination of 45 from the horizontal line.

These signals either express the letters of the

alphabet, or the numeral characters, according to

previous arrangement, which must be made known

by exhibiting a preparatory signal, before the com-
munication is begun. The signal to prepare for

receiving letters is the lower arm extended hori-

zontally to the right ; and, for the numerals, both

arms are extended horizontally to the left.

The upper pointer P M used by itself, at an
elevation of 45, denotes,

A, or 1, when pointing upwards to the left.

B, or 2, when pointing downwards to the left.

C, or 3, when pointing upwards to the right.

D, or 4, when pointing downwards to the right.

The lower pointer Q R used by itself, at an
elevation of 45, denotes,

E, or 5, when pointing upwards to the left.

F, or 6, when pointing downwards to the left.

G, or 7, when pointing upwards to the right.

11, or 8, when pointing downwards to the right.

It is easy to conceive that, by repeating all

these positions with both arms exhibited together
instead of one singly, various combinations may

be made, which are sufficient to express all the

remaining letters, and some other necessary sig-
nals. The dial for each arm is double ; that is,
a dial is fixed at each side of the mast, and the
axles of the indices or hands proceed quite
through the mast, so as to have a hand at each
end. These dials are not numbered exactly si-

milar to each other, but are reversed
;
and the

two indices on the opposite ends of the same
axle, though they point in one direction, do not
indicate the same numbers on the two dials;
because each dial is adapted to indicate the mean-
ing which the different positions of the arms will

have, when the telegraph is viewed on that side
to which the dial faces. For, when a signal is

made, that arm which projects from the right-
hand side, if the telegraph is examined on one
side, will project on the left hand when the tele-

graph is viewed on the other side. It was stated

before that the telegraph can be turned round,
so as to present its arms to any direction. This
is done by the pivot L, at the lower hand

; but,
to hold it fast in the desired direction, a circular

iron plate is placed on the floor, with holes in it;
and a bolt W is fitted into two eyes, which are
fixed to the axle of the mast. The point of this

bolt drops into any of the holes in the plate, and
thus holds the mast firm; but if the bolt is lifted

up, to draw its point out of the holes, it can bo
turned round. The arms are made with boards,
like Venetian blinds

; and each has a piece of
cast-iron at the opposite end, to counterpoise the

weight and make the arm move freely into all

positions.

TELEMACHUS, the son of Ulysses and

Penelope, was in the cradle when his father went
with the rest of the Greeks to the Trojan war.

When a child he fell into the sea, but was brought
ashore by a dolphin. At the end of that war
Telemachus went to seek his father; and as the

place of his residence, and the cause of his long
absence, were unknown, he visited the courts of

Menelaus and Nestor to obtain information, ac-

companied by Minerva in the form of Mentor.
He afterwards returned to Ithaca, where the

suitors of Penelope had conspired to murder

him, but he avoided their snares ; and by means
of Minerva he discovered his father, who had
arrived in the island two days before him, and
was then in the house of Eumseus. With this

faithful servant and Ulysses, Telemachus con-

sulted how to deliver his mother from the impor-
tunities of her suitors, and it was effected with

great success. After his father's death he went

to the island of TEaea, where he married Cassi-

phone the daughter of Circe, by whom he had a

son called Latinus. He some time after had the

misfortune to kill his mother-in-law Circe, and

fled to Italy where he founded Clusium. From
these stories, collected from Homer and the other

poets, the celebrated Fenelon archbishop of Cam-

bray composed his well known Adventures of

Telemachus; which, though not in verse, is justly
esteemed a poem.
TELEPHASSA, the wife of Agenor, and mo-

ther of Cadmus, Phoenix, Cilix, and Europa.
She died in Thrace, seeking her daughter Eu-

ropa.

TELEPII1UM, true orpine, in botany, a gc-
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nus of plants belonging to the class of pentan-

dria, and order of trigynia ;
and in the natural

system ranging under the fifty-fourth order, mis-

cellanese. The calyx is pentaphyllous ; there

are five petals, which are inserted into the re-

ceptacle; the capsule is unilocular and trivalvu-

lar. There are two species : 1. T. imperati ; and

2. T. oppositifolia.

TELEPHUS, a son of Hercules by Auge, the

daughter of Aleus. He was exposed as soon as

born on mount Parthenis, but was preserved by
a she goat and her shepherd. Auge, to avoid

her father's rage, fled to Teuihras king of Mysia,
and was by him adopted as his daughter. Mean
time Telephus grew up, and on consulting the

oracle as to his parentage, was advised to go to

Mysia. Teuthras, being harassed by the depre-
dations of Idas the son of Aphareus, offered his

daughter Auge, and the succession to his crown,
to any man who would repel Idas. Telephus
undertook the task, and at the head of the Mysian

troops conquered Idas, and claimed his reward.

But, as he was just going to marry Auge, a mon-
strous serpent interrupted the ceremony; upon
which, Auge imploring the aid of Hercules, the

god appeared and told her that Telephus was
her own son. After this Telephus became king
of Mysia, married a daughter of Priam king of

Troy, and assisted him in his war against the

Greeks, a party of whom he defeated ; but was

mortally wounded by Achilles, who, however,
was ordered by the oracle to cure him with the

same spear that had wounded him. This Achilles

did by the rust of the spear; and Telephus, in

gratitude, joined the Greeks against the Trojans.
Paus. 8, c. 48 ; Diod. 4, &c.

TEL'ESCOPE, n. s.
}

Fr. telescope ; Gr. re\oc

TELESCOP'IC, or and oxoTrew. A long
TELESCOP'ICAL, adj. j glass by which distant

objects are viewed : belonging to a telescope ;

seeing at a distance.

The telescope discovers to us distant wonders in the

heavens, and shews the milky way, and the bright

cloudy spots, in a very dark sky, to be a collection of

little stars. Watts.

Where Science points her telescopic eye,
Fanaliai with the wonders of the sky.

Coicper.

TELESCOPE is derived from the Greek, rjjXt,

far off, and aKoiruv, to look at. This name is

commonly appropriated to the larger sizes of the

;nstrument, while the smaller are called perspec-
tive glasses, spy glasses, or opera glasses. A
particular kind, which is thought to be much
brighter than the rest, is called a night glass.
To what has been said on the invention of this

most noble instrument, in the article OPTICS, we

may add the following : Mr. Leonard Digges,
a gentleman of the seventeenth century, of great
and various knowledge, asserts in his Stratoticos,
and in another work, that his father, a military

gentleman, had an instrument which he used in

'.he field, by which he could bring distant objects
near, and could know a man at the distance of

three miles. He says, that when his father was at

home he had often looked through it, and could

distinguish the waving of the trees on the oppo-
site side of the Severn. Mr. Digges resided

near Bristol. Francis Fontana, in his Celestial

Observations, published at Naples in 1046, says,
that he was assured by a Mr. Hardy, advocate of

the parliament of Paris, a person of great learn-

ing and undoubted integrity, that on the death of

his father there was found among his things an
old tube, by which distant objects were distinctly
seen ; and that it was of a date long prior to the

telescope lately invented, and had been kept by
him as a secret. From the table and scheme
which Sirturus has given us of the tools or dishes

in which the spectacle-makers fashioned their

glasses, that they had convex lenses formed to

spheres of twenty-four inches diameter, and of

eleven inferior sizes. He has given us a scheme
of a set which lie measured belonging to a spec-
tacle-maker of the name of llogette, at Corunna,
in Spain ; who, he says, had tools of the same
sizes for concave glasses. It also appears that

it was a general practice to use a convex and
concave glass together. If any person should

put together a twenty-four inch convex and a
twelve inch concave (wrought on both sides) at

the distance of six inches, he would have distinct

vision, and the object would appear of double
size. Concaves of six inches were not uncom-
m6n; and one such combined with the convex
of twenty-four, at the distance of nine inches,
would have distinct vision, and objects would
be quadrupled in diameter. When such a thing

occurred, it was natural to keep it as a curiosity,

although the rationale of its operation was not

understood. It is plain that Galileo's first te-

lescope was of this kind, made up of such spec-
tacle glasses as he could procure ; for it magni-
fied only three times in diameter ; a thing easily

procured by such glasses as he could find with

every spectacle-maker. And he could not but

observe, in his trials of their glasses, that the

deeper concaves and flatter convexes he employed,
he produced the greater amplification ; and then

he would find himself obliged to provide a tool

not used by the spectacle-makers, viz. either a
much flatter tool for a convex surface, or a much
smaller sphere for a concave. His next teles-

cope magnified but five times. But he groped
his way with such spectacle-glasses as he could

get, till he at last made tools for very flat

object-glasses and very deep eye-glasses, and

produced a telescope which magnified about

twenty-five times. Sirturus saw it, and took the

measures of it. He afterwards saw a scheme of

it which Galileo had sent to a German prince at

Inspruck, who had it drawn (that is, the circles

for the tools) on a table on his gallery. The

object-glass was a plano-convex, a portion of a

sphere, of twenty-four inches diameter ; the eye-

glass was a double concave of two inches diame-

ter; the focal distances were therefore twenty-
four inches and one inch nearly. This must
have been a very lucky operation, for Sirturus

says, it was the best telescope he had seen ; and
we know that it requires the very best work to

produce this magnifying power with such small

spheres. Telescopes continued to be made in

this way for many years ;
and Galileo never

made them of any other form. Kepler published
his Dioptrics in 1611 ; in which he tells us all

that he or others had discovered of the law of

refraction, viz. that in very small obliquities of
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incidence, the angle of refraction was nearly one-

third of the angle of incidence. This was indeed

enough to have pointed out, with sufficient ex-

actness, the construction of every optical instru-

ment that we are even now possessed of; for this

proportionality of the angles of incidence and re-

fraction is assumed in the construction of the opti-
cal figure for all of them ; and the deviation from it

is still considered as the refinement of the art,

and was not brought to any rule till fifty years
after by Huyghens, and called by him aberration.

Yet even the sagacious Kepler seems not to have
seen the advantage of any other construction of

the telescope; he just seems to acknowledge the

possibility of it; and we are surprised to see

writers giving him as the author of the astro-

nomical telescope, or even as hinting at its

construction. It is true, in the last proposi-

tion, he shows how a telescope may be made

apparently with a convex eye-glass ;
but this is

only a frivolous fancy; for the eye-glass is di-

rected to be made convex externally, and a very

deep concave on the inside ; so that it is, in fact,

a meniscus with the concavity prevalent. In the

eighty-sixth proposition he indeed shows that it

is possible so to place a convex glass behind

another convex glass, that an eye shall see objects

distinct, magnified, and inverted ; and he speaks

very sagaciously on the subject. After having
said that an eye placed behind the point of union
of the first glass, will see an object inverted, he

shows that a small part only will be seen ; and
then he shows that a convex glass, duly propor-
tioned and properly placed, will show more of

it. But in showing this, he speaks in a way
which shows evidently that he had formed no
distinct notions of the manner in which this effect

would be produced, only saying vaguely that the

convergency of the second glass would counter-

act the divergency beyond the focus of the first.

Had he conceived the matter with any tolerable

distinctness, after seeing the great advantage of

taking in a field greater in almost any proportion,
he would have eagerly catched at the thought,
and enlarged on the immense improvement. Had
he but drawn one figure of the progress of the

rays through two convex glasses, the whole
would have been open to his vrew. This step,
so easy and so important, was reserved for Schei-

ner, as has been observed under OPTICS ; arid

the construction of this author, together with that

of Jansen, are the models on which all refracting

telescopes are now constructed ; and in all that

relates to their magnifying power, brightness, and
field of vision, they may be constructed on Kep-
ler's principle, that the angles of refraction are

in a certain given proportion to the angles of

incidence. But after Huyghens had applied his

elegant geometry to the discovery of Snellius,
viz. the proportionality, not of the angles, but

of the sines, and had ascertained the aberrations

from the foci of infinitely slender pencils, the

reasons were clearly pointed out why there were
such narrow limits naturally affixed to the per-
formance of optical instruments, in conseqxience
of the indistinctness of vision which resulted

from constructions where the magnifying power,
the quantity of light, or the field of vision, were

extended beyond certain moderate bounds. The

theory of aberrations, which that most excellen

geometer established, has enabled us to diminish
this indistinctness arising from all these causes;
and this diminution is the sole aim of all tho

different constructions which have been contrived

since the days of Galileo and Scheiner.

The general aim, in the construction of a teles-

cope, is to form, by means of mirrors or lenses.

an image of the distant object, as large, as bright,
and as extensive as is possible, consistently with
distinctness : and then to vievv the image with n

magnifying glass in any convenient manner.
This gives us an arrangement of our subject. \Vt:

shall first show the principles of construction of

the object-glass or mirror, so as that it shall form
an image of the distant object with these quali-
ties

; and then show how to construct the mag-
nifying glass or eye-piece, so as to preserve them

unimpaired. This indistinctness, which we wish
to avoid, arises from two causes ; the spherical

figures of the refracting and reflecting surfaces,
and the different refrangibility of the differently
colored rays of light. The first may be called

the spherical, and the second the chromatic in-

distinctness; arid the deviations from the foci,

determined by the elementary theorem, may be

called the spherical and the chromatic aberra-

tions. The limits of our work will not permit
us to give any more of the doctrine of aberrations

than is absolutely necessary for the construction

of achromatic telescopes; and we refer the reader

for a general view of the whole to Euler's Diop-
trics, and other works of that kind. Dr. Smith

has given as much as was necessary for the com-

parison of the merits of different glasses of simi-

lar construction, and in a very plain and elegant
manner. His improvement of the fundamental

theorem of that most elegant geometer Huyghens
is as follows :

I. In REFLECTION. Let A V B(fig. 1, plate I.,

TELESCOPE) be a concave spherical mirror, of

which C is the centre, V the vertex, C V the axis,

and F the focus of an infinitely slender pencil of

parallel rays passing through the centre. Let the

ray a A, parallel to the axis, be reflected in

A G, crossing the central ray C V in f. Let

A P be the sine of the semi-aperture A V
7

,
A D

its tangent, and C D its secant. The aberration

F f from the principal focus of central rays is

equal to of the excess V D of the secant above

the radius, or very near equal to
-J-

of V P, the

versed sine of the semi-aperture. For, because

A U is perpendicular to C A, the points C, A, D,
are in a circle, ofwhich C D is the diameter ; and

because A/ is equal to C/, by reason of the

equality of the angles/A C, fC A, and C A ,

fis the centre of the circle through C, A, 1), and

/Diszz^CD. But FC isrz i C V; there-

fore F/is J of V D. But because D V : V P
D C : V C, and I) C is very little greater than

V C when the aperture A B is moderate, I) V is

very little greater than V P, and F/ is very

nearly equal to of V P. COR. 1 . The longi-
A Va

tudinal aberration is= -
f ,^, ;

for P \ is very'4CN a

AV
nearly r^-

COR. 2. The lateral aberration

FGis=.. ForFG:F/=AP:I'/=
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A V3

A V : J C V nearly, and therefore F G zr
4C V

2 _ AV3
.

C V
"

II. In REFRACTIONS. Let
2 C V 2

A B V (fig. 2 or 3) be a spherical surface sepa-
rating two refracting substances, C the centre,
V the vertex, A V the semi-aperture, A P its sine,PV its versed sine, and F the focus of parallel

rays infinitely near to the axis. Let the extreme

ray a A, parallel to the axis, be refracted into
A G, crossing C F in/ which is therefore the
focus of extreme parallel rays. The rectangle
of the sine of incidence, by the difference of the
sines of incidence and refraction, is to the square
of the sine of refraction as the versed sine of the

semi-aperture is to the longitudinal aberration of
the extreme rays. Call the bine of incidence t,

the sine of refraction r, and their difference d.

Join C A, and about the centre / describe the
arch A D. The angle A C V is equal to the an-

gle of incidence, and C A/is the angle of re-
daction. Then, since the sine of incidence is to
-he sine of-refraction as V F to C F, or as A/ to
C f, that is, as D/to C/, we have

CF : FV=C/:/D
by conversion C F : C V= C/ : C D
altern. conver. C F C/: C V C D CF : C V
or ... F/: VDr^CF :CV r:d.

A P2 A P2

, and

the longitudinal aberrations from the focus of cen-
tral parallel rays are as the squares of the apertures
directly, and as the focal distances inversely ; and
the lateral aberrations are as the cubes of the

apertures directly, and the squares of the focal dis-
tances inversely; and the angular aberrations are
as the cubes of the aperture directly, and the
cubes of the focal distances inversely. To simpli-
fy the investigation, some small errors are admit-
ted. P V and P D are not in the exact proportion
that we assumed them, nor is D/ equal to F V.
But in tne small apertures which suffice for opti-
cal instruments, these errors maybe disregarded.
This spherical aberration produces an indistinct-
ness of vision in the same manner as the chro-
matic aberration does; viz. by spreading out
every mathematical point of the object into a
little spot in its picture; which spots, by mixing
with each other, confuse the whole. We must
now determine the diameter of the circle of dif-
fusion. Let a ray /3 a (fig. 4) be refracted on
the other side of the axis into a H 0, cutting A/ G in H, and draw the perpendicular E H
Call A V a, a V a, V/ (or V F, or V 0, which
in this comparison may be taken as equal) f

Now
>
p v= =CP+CV

AP* AP2

F (already demonstrated) and F ~
b, and

F/- F , (or/,) = b- a-l b,= *Z-f>.=

nearly>
=
TFV

PD
=jF+7v>

nearly. Therefore P V : PI3= F V : C V, and
DV:PV = CF:FVnearly.
Wehadabove F/:VD=r:d;
and now . VD: PV= CF :'p V,= r
therefore . F/: P V = r* : d i,

and F/= JL. x P V. Q. E. D. The aberra-

tion will be different according as trie refraction is
made towards or from the perdendicular; that
is, according as r is less or greater than i. They

r2 '*
are m the ratio of to -, or of r 3 to i

3 The
at dr

aberration therefore is always much diminished
When the refraction is made from a rare into a
dense medium. The proportion of the sines for
air and glass is nearly that of 3 to 2. When the
light is refracted into the glass, the aberration is

nearly of PV; and, when the light passes out of
glass into air, it is about of P V. COR. 1. F/=

b b

-5 X a a2
,= Xrt + aX a a. Also

And P : P * H : E A or a ;f-
a
JL.

a

~.f a'

= E0. Therefore /0 rr -f+ r
,

- a + a-J
,

**
i i r ' A H2

^yX nearly, and it is alsor= v ..
zi_/v.

/
* 2 V V *

because P V = ^-^ nearly, and i : d = F V :

C V. COR. 2. Because/ P PA= F f : F G
or F V : A V= F/: F G nearly

we have FG, the lateral aberration, F f xAV r " AV 3
r 2 AV 3

~ '

FV 2 F V 3>: 2CV 2
' COR. 3.

FG
F V

very nearly, we have the angular aberration F A f
r_* AV 3 r AV 3

d 2 X
2Tv~3

== 7T x
o rV3 - 1 general,

Because the angle F-A / is proportional to

_ -X a + a . Therefore x a + a r X
a a 2

~_,~ ., , x b ba T a X a a, ana -~ x a a, and x =
a a2 a2

X a (a a). Therefore x is greatest when a

X a a is greatest ; that is when a =. J a.

Therefore E H is greatest when P IT is equal to
the half of A P- When this is the case we have

at the same time x a (a a)m r- X i a2
,

and x \ b, or EH i FG. That is, the dia-
meter of the circle of aberration, through which
the whole of the refracted light must pass, is

one-fourth of the diameter of the circle of aber-
ration at the focus of parallel central rays. In
the chromatic aberration it was one-half; so that
in this respect the spherical aberration does not
create so great confusion as the chromatic. We
are now able to compare them, since we have
now the measure of both the circles of aberration.
It has not been found possible to give more than
four inches of aperture to an object glass of 100
feet focal distance, so as to preserve sufficient

distinctness. If we compute the diameter of the
circle E H, corresponding to this aperture, we
shall find it not much to exceed -^^ of an inch.
If we restrict the circle of chromatic dispersion
to ?fe of the aperture, which is hardly the fifth
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part of the whole dispersion in it, it is of an
OZij

inch, and is about 1900 times greater than the

other. The circle of the spherical aberration of
a plano-convex lens, with the plane side next

the distant object, is equal to the circle of chro-

matic dispersion when the semi-aperture is about
1 5 : for we saw formerly that E H is one-fourth

r1 AP8

of F G, and that F G is-- oT7~3> a"d therefore
i 2A. y >

T* A P3 A PEG = x -. This being made = -,

-, which is nearly55 r
gives us A P

AC-
,
and corresponds to an aperture of 30 dia-

meter, if r be to i as 3 to 2. Sir Isaac Newton
was therefore well entitled to say that it was quite
needless to attempt figures which should have
less aberration than spherical ones, while the
confusion produced by the chromatic dispersion
remained uncorrected. Since the indistinctness
is as the squares of the diameters of the circles

of aberration, the disproportion is quite beyond
our imagination, even when Newton has made
such a liberal allowance to the chromatic disper-
sion. But it must be acknowledged that he has
not attended to the distribution of the light in
the circle of spherical aberration, and has hastily
supposed it to be like the distribution of the co-

lored light, indefinitely rare in the margin and
denser in the centre. We are indebted to abbe
Boscovich for the elegant determination of this

distribution, which we have given in the article

OPTICS. From this it appears that the light in

the margin of the circle of spherical aberration,
instead of being incomparably rarer than in the

spaces between it and the centre, is incompara-
bly denser. The indistinctness, therefore, pro-
duced by the intersection of these luminous cir-

cumferences is vastly great, and increases the
whole indistinctness exceedingly. By a gross
calculation it appears to be increased at least

500 times. The proportional indistinctness there-

fore, instead of being 1900s
to 1, is only

190 a

y 500
'

or nearly 7220 to 1
; a proportion still sufficiently

great to warrant Newton's preference of the re-

flecting telescope of his invention. And we may
now observe that the reflecting telescope has
even a great advantage over a refracting one of
the same focal distance with respect to its sphe-
rical aberration: for we have seen (Cor. 2.) that

r1 AV3

the lateral aberration is . This for a

9 AV3

4~2W*-
And

the diameter of the circle of aberration is one-
9 A V 3

fourth of this, or -. x n ,-;.-. In like manner
16 2C V*

the lateral aberration of a convave mirror is

AV3

oTfys
an(* tne diameter of the circle of dis-

AV3

persion is
; and therefore, if the sur-

faces were portions of the same sphere, the

plano-convex glass is nearly

diameter of the circle of aberration of refracted

rays would be to that of the circle of aberration
of reflected rays as $ to

,
or as nine to four.

But when the refracting and reflecting surfaces,
in the position here considered, have the same
focal distance, the radius of the refracting surface
is four times that of the reflecting surface. The
proportion of the diameters of the circles of spheri-
cal aberration is that of 9 y 42 to 4, or of 144 to

4, or 36 to 1 . The distinctness, therefore, of the
reflector is 36 X 36, or 1296 times greater than
that of a plano-convex lens (placed with the

plane side next the distant object), of the same
breadth and focal distance, and will therefore ad-
mit of a much greater magnifying power. This

comparison is indeed made in circumstances
most favorable to the reflector, because this

is the very worst position of a plano-convex lens.

But we have not as yet learned the aberration in

any other position. In another position the re-

fraction and consequent aberration of both sur-

faces are complicated. Before we proceed to the

consideration of this very difficult subject, we
may deduce from what has been already demon
strated, several general rules and maxims, in the

construction of telescopes, which will explain (tn
such readers as do not wish to enter more deeply
into the subject) and justify the proportion
which long practice of the best artists has sanc-

tioned. Indistinctness proceeds from the com-
mixture of the circles of aberration on the retina

of the eye. For any one sensible point of the

retina, being the centre of a circle of aberration,
will at once be affected by the admixture of the

rays of as many different pencils of light as there

are sensible points in the area of that circle,

and will convey to the mind a mixed sensation

of as many visible points of the object. This

number will be as the area of the circle of aber-

rations, whatever be the size of a sensible point
of the retina. Now, in vision with telescopes,
the diameter of the circle of aberration on the

retina is as the apparent magnitude of the diame-
ter of the corresponding circle in the focus of the

eye-glass; that is, as the angle subtended by this

diameter at the centre of the eye-glass ; that is,

as the diameter itself directly, and as the foca.

distance of the eye glass inversely. And the area

of that circle on the retina is as the area of the

circle in the focus of the eye-glass directly, and

as the square of the focal distance of the eye-

glass inversely. And this is the measure of the

apparent indistinctness. COR. In all sorts of

telescopes, and also in compound microscopes,
an object is seen equally distinct when the focal

distance of the eye-glasses are proportional t.

the diameters of the circles of aberration in the

focus of the object glass. Here we do not con-

sider the trifling alteration which well-constructec
1

eye-glasses may add to the indistinctness of the

first image. In refracting telescopes, the ap-

parent indistinctness is as the area of the ob-

ject-glass directly, and as the square of the

focal distance of the eye-glass inversely. For it

has been shown that the area of the circle of

dispersion is as the area of the object-glass, and

that the spherical aberration is insignificant when

compared with this. Therefore, to make re-

flecting telescopes equally distinct, the diarm tor
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of the object-glass must be proportional to the

focal distance of the eye-glass. But, in reflecting

telescopes, the indistinctness is as the sixth power
of the aperture of the object-glass directly, and

as the fourth power of the focal distance of die

object-glass, and square of the focal distance of

the eye-glass, inversely. This is evident from the

dimensions of the circle of aberration, which was
AV3

found proportional to
JTT-Z-

Therefore, to have

them equally distinct, the cubes of the apertures
must be proportional to the squares of the focal

distance multiplied by the focal distance of the

eye-glass. By these rules, and a standard teles-

cope of approved goodness, an artist can always

proportion the parts of any instrument he wishes

to construct. Mr. Huyghens made one, of which

the object-glass had thirty-feet focal distance and

three inches diameter. The eye-glass had 3-3

inches focal distance. And its performance was
found superior to any which he had seen : nor

did this appear owing to any chance goodness of

the object-glass, because he found others equally

good which were constructed on similar propor-
tions. This has therefore been adopted as a

standard. We should now proceed to the most
difficult part of our subject, the compound aber-

rations of different surfaces. But our limits will

not permit us to enlarge on this deep subject.
We must therefore refer to what we have said

upon it under the article OPTICS. We may also

recommend to the curious reader Clairault's

Dissertations^ in the Memoirs of the Academy of

Paris, 1756, &c. ; those of Boscovich in the Me-
moirs of the Academy of Bologna, and in his five

volumes of Opuscula, published at Bassano in

1785, and those of D'Alembert and Euler. The

only treatise in our language is the translation of

a very imperfect work by Schserter. In what

follows, we shall, however, give a general view
of it.

Estimate of the dispersive power of the refract-

ing telescope. The separation of the red, violet,

and intervening rays, is called dispersion ; and,

although this arises merely from a difference of

the refractive power in respect of the different

rays, it is convenient to distinguish this particu-
lar modification of the refractive power by a

name, and we call it the dispersive power of

the refracting substance. It is susceptible of

degrees; for a piece of flint-glass will refract

the light, so that, when the sine of refraction

of the red ray is 77, the sine of the refrac-

tion of the violet ray is nearly 78
;
or if the

sine of refraction of the red ray, measured on a

particular scale, is 1'54, the sine of refraction of

the violet ray is 1-57. The dispersion of this

substance, being measured by the difference of

the extreme sines of refraction, is greater than

the dispersion of the other glass, in the proportion
of three to two. But this alone is not a suf-

ficient measure of the absolute dispersive power
of a substance. Although the ratio of 1-54 to

1-56 remains constant, whatever the real magni-
tude of the refractions of common glass may be;
and though we therefore say that its dispersive

power is constant, ve know that, by increasing
the incidence and the refractions, the absolute dis-

persion is also increased. Another substance

shows the same properties, and in a particular

case may produce the same dispersion ; yet it has

not, for this sole reason, the same dispersive

power. If indeed the incidence and the refrac-

tion of the mean ray be also the same, the dis-

persive power cannot be said to differ ; but, if

the incidence and the refraction of the mean ray
be less, the dispersive power must be considered

as greater, though the actual dispersion be the

same ; because, if we increase the incidence till

it becomes equal to that in the common glass,

the dispersion will now be increased. The

proper way of conceiving the dispersion, there-

fore, is to consider it as a portion of the whole
refraction ; and, if we find a substance making
the same dispersion with half the general refrac-

tion, we must say that the dispersive quality is

double
; because, by making the refraction equal,

the dispersion will really be double. If therefore

we take m as a symbol of the separation of the
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extreme rays from the middle ray, is the

natural measure of the dispersive power. We
shall express this in the Leibnitzian notation thus,

, that we may avoid the indistinctness
m 1

which the Newtonian notation would occasion

when m is changed for m or m". It is not unusual

for optical writers to take the whole separation of

the red and violet rays for the measure of the

dispersive power, and to compare this with the

refracting power, with respect to one of the ex-

treme rays. But it is surely better to consider

the mean refraction as the measure of the re-

fracting power ; and the deviation of either of

the extremes from this mean is a proper enough
measure of the dispersion, being always half of

it. It is attended with this convenience, that,

being introduced into our computations as a

quantity infinitely small, and treated as such for

the ease of computation, while it is really a

quantity of sensible magnitude; the errors arising

from this supposition are diminished greatly by
taking one-half of the deviation and comparing
it with the mean refraction. This method has,

however, this inconvenience, that it does not ex-

hibit at once the refractive power in all sub-

stances respecting any particular color of light ;

for it is not the ray of any particular color that

suffers the mean refraction. In common glass it

is the ray which is in the confines of the yellow
and blue ; in flint glass it is nearly the middle

blue ray : and in other substances it is a different

ray. These circumstances appear plainly in the

different proportions of the colors of the pris-

matic spectrum exhibited by different substances.

This is a great bar to the perfection of achro-

matic instruments.

Method of constructing an achromatic lens.

The way in which an achromatic lens is con-

structed is, to make use of a contrary refrac-

tion of a second lens to destroy the disper-
sion OP spherical aberration of the first. The

first purpose will be answered if - be equal

to . For, in order that the different co-
n

lored rays may be collected into one point by

two lenses, it is only necessary that .-,
the reci-
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procal of ;he focal distance of rays refracted bj

both, may be the same for the extreme and mean
,

m -4- d m 1 m 4- d m' 1

rays, that is, that
1

n n
1 , ,

m 1 m 1
-4- be of the same value with -j ;

r n n

1 ... dm d m'
-\- _; which must happen if H be zz

r n n
dm d in .

0, or r- 1 his may be seen m an-
n n

other way, more comprehensible by such as are

not versant in these discussions. In order that

the extreme colors, which are separated by the

first lens, may be rendered parallel by the second ;

we have shown already that re and n' are propor-
tional to the radii of the equivalent isosceles

lenses, being the halves of these radii. They are

therefore (in these small refractions) inversely pro-

portional to the angles formed by the surfaces at

the edges of the lenses ; re' may therefore be taken

for the angle of the first lens, and n for that of

the second. Now the small refraction by a prism,

whose angle (also small) is re', is m 1 x re'.

The dispersive power being now substituted for

the refractive power, we have for this refraction

of the prism d m X
'

This must be destroyed

by the opposite refraction of the other prism
dm x n. Therefore dm x ' dm' x n, or

dm dm
. In like manner, this effect will

n n
..dm

.
dm'

,

be produced by three lenses if
-, \-n n

r bezz 0, &c. Lastly, the errors arising from
re

the spherical figure, which we expressed by
R2

(q -( q'} will be corrected if q -{ q' be zz 0.

Method of constructing a double achromatic

object-glass. Here we have to determine four

radii, a, b, a', and b'. Make n zz 1. This

greatly simplifies the calculus, by exterminat-

ing it from all the denominators. This gives
dm dm'

for the equation 1
zz 0, the equation

n n
dm' d m . 1

d m A zz 0, or d m zz , and - zz
n n n

zz u. Also we have r', the focal
d m

distance of the light incident on the second

lens, the same with the principal focal distance

p of the first lens (neglecting the interval, if

-i ~n J

any). Now zz ,
which in the present case

p 7.
'

is zz m 1. Also-, is zz u (m 1), and =r-

P
m 1 u (m l)zz u. Make these sub-

stitutions in the values of 3L__ and ;m 1 m 1

and we obtain the following equation: cm2

c(2m+l)+ c(m + 2) ^_,2 (2m'+l)

are factors of
, ,

tf

-
, Or independent

quantities. It puts on this form :

c
(m + 2)

x

)\
^ _t

/ u

(wi 1)
- _

m u' m
Arrange these term? in order, according as they

Vol.. XXI

c m* + w2
(3 ni + 1) (TO 1) us m"*

u (3m' + 2) (m I)
3

> = 0- Let A be the cod

ficientof
,
B that of

, C that of, D thata a a *

of
,
and E the sum of the independent quanti-

ty: that is, let Abe zz Ci_+_J g c (2 m + p,m
u (m' 4- 2"i ^C = -^-, D = '

(2 m' + .2)
-

4 to (m' +l)(i 1)
-, and E zz c m*+v2(3 m' + l )

(m 1) u3 m'2 .
. () ur

r A B C D
final equation becomes -. -\- Lzz 0.

The coefficients of this equation and the inde-

pendent quantity are all known, from our know-
ledge of /, m d w, d m

; and we are to find the

values of a and ', and from them and re zz 1 to

find the values of b and b'. But it is evidently
an indeterminate equation, because there aretw'ii

unknown quantities; so that there may be an

infinity o'f solutions. It must be rendered deter-
minate by means of some other conditions to

which it may be subjected. These conditions
must depend on some other circumstance which

may direct our choice. One circumstance occurs
which we think of ve^y great consequence. In
the passage of light from one substance to ano-

ther, there is always a considerable portion re-

flected from the posterior surface of the first

and from the anterior surface of the last; and
this reflection is more copious in proportion to

the refraction. This loss of light will therefore

be diminished by making the infernal surfaces

of the lenses to coincide; that is, by making
b zz d. This will be attended with another

advantage. If we put between the glasses a

substance of nearly the same refracting power,
we shall not only completely prevent this loss

of light, but we shall greatly diminish the errors

which arise from an imperfect polish of the sur-

faces. We have tried this, and find the effect very

surprising. The lens, being polished immediately
after the figure has been given it, and while it

was almost impervious to light by reason of its

roughness, which was still sensible to the naked

eye, performed as well as when finished in the

finest manner. This condition, by taking away
one refraction, obliges us to increase those which

remain, and therefore increases the spherical
aberrations. And since our formula; do not fully
remove those (by reason of the small quantities

neglected in the process), it is uncertain whether

this condition be the most eligible. We have,

however, no direct argument to the contrary. By
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comparing this object-glass with the former, we

may remark, that diminishing a a little increases

b, and in this respect improves the lens. It in-

deed has diminished b', but this being already
considerable no inconvenience attends this di-

minution. But we learn, at the same time, that

the advantage must be very small ; for we cannot

diminish a much more, without making it as

small as the smallest radius of the object-glass.
This proportion is therefore very near the maxi-

mum, or best possible; and we know that in

such cases, even considerable changes in the

radii will make but small changes in the result :

for these reasons we are disposed to give a strong

preference to the first construction, on account

of the other advantages which we showed to

attend it. As another example, we may take a

ease which is very nearly the general practice of

the London artists. The radius of curvature

for the anterior surface of the convex crown

glass is five-sixths of the radius of the posterior

surface, so that A zz
$. This, being introduced

into the determinate equation, gives

a 0-2938
b 0-3526

Method of constructing a triple achromatic

object-glass. It is plain that there are more con-

ditions to be assumed before we can render this

a determinate problem, and that the investigation
must be more intricate. At the same time, it must

give us a much greater variety of constructions,
in consequence of our having more conditions

necessary for giving the equation this determinate

form. Our limits will not allow us to give a full

account of all that may be done in this method.
We shall therefore content ourselves with giving
one case which will sufficiently point out the

method of proceeding. We shall then give the

results in some other eligible cases, as rules to

artists by which they may construct such glasses.
Let the first and second glasses be of equal cur-

vatures on both sides
;
the first being a double

convex of crown-glass, and the second a double
concave of flint-glass. Still making n the unit
of our calculus, we have in the first place a zz

b, zz a', zz b'. Therefore , zz

fr 1 izr zz-zz-- ~nd6 a~ I'
~

a"~6''~~ 2' 6"

zz ; r, zz -u''. Substituting these values
a' n'

'

in the equation, we obtain the three formulae :

1. - era2
| e (2 M *4> 1) +

m' 4- 2

4 m

2. m' 2 4- \ (2 m' 4- 1)
4 in

(3 m' +
(SOT'

1)

(m I)
2

3. c u 3 m3
l^

cc' 2
u'(3jn 4-2) _
m

Now arrange these quantities according as they

are coefficients of - and of , or independ-
u l a

ent quantities. Let the coefficient of be A,

that of - be B, and the independent quantity

beC;wehaveAzz
C "' (;M+2)

,
B= c *

(2 w+ 1
)"

+ 2)= cm
4 m

f } (2 m + 1) 4- (3 m + 1) (w 1) + cu'3 m*

m'4-2 2 Qw'4- !)(> 1) (3t'+ 2) (m Tf
4m m' m'

cc u'
9

(3 m + !) Our equation now becomes
A B-- + C rz 0. This reduced to numbers,
a a a

by computing the values of the coefficients, is

i.Qio 1-907
ifif _ l _ 0-3257 zz 0. This, divided
ff a

by 1-312, gives szz 0-92; and f zz 0-2482;

JszzO-46; is2 rz 0-2116; and ^ i
<*

t

(~ ),
orLrz -1--1. Therefore = 0-6781. And, finally, -=0-460'6781.

dm dm
the equation 1

d in"

u ll
1+ -77 0,or zz -- 1.

zz becomes

Let us call

this value u'. We have zz m 1
;

P P'

zz m m' 4- u' (in 1). And, if we make m'

OT zz C', we shall have zz C, + '

(m

.) Also rzz m 1 ;-T-ZZ m 1 (in 1}
r r

zz m m'
t
zz C'. The equality of the two

curvatures of each lens gives zz . There-

This has two roots, viz. 0-2181 and 1-1381.

The last would give a very small radius, and is

therefore rejected. Now, proceeding \\ith this

value of r and the , we get the other radius
a n'

b", and then, by means of u, we get the other ra-

dius which is common to the four surfaces.

Then, by 7p -^ c', we get the value of P.

The radii being all on the scale of which n is

the unit, they must be divided by P to obtain

their value on the scale which has P for its uni;.

They will give us

a
/',

zz ',
zz b',

~ 0-530

b'.= 1-215

//' 0-3046

P -
I'
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Upon the whole, an amateur has little chance

of succeeding in these attempts. The diversity
of glasses, and the uncertainty of the workman's

producing the very curvatures which he intends,
is so great, that the object-glass turns out differ-

ent from his expectation. The artist who makes

great numbers acquires a pretty certain guess at

the remaining error
; and, having many lenses,

intended to be of one form, but xinavoidably
differing a little from it, he tries several of them
with the other two, and, finding one better than
the rest, he makes use of it to complete the set.

The great difficulty in the construction is to find

the exact proportion of the- dispersive powers of

the crown and flint glass. The crown is pretty
constant

; but there are hardly two pots of flint

glass which have the same dispersive power.
Even if constant, it is difficult to measure it ac-

curately ; and an error in this greatly affects the

instrument, because the focal distances of the

lenses must be nearly as their dispersive powers.
The best method of examining this is as follows :

The sun's light, or that of a brilliant lamp, passed
through a small hole in a board, and fell on ano-
ther board pierced also with a small hole. Be-
hind this was placed a fine prism A fig. 5, which
formed, a spectrum ROV on a screen pierced
with a small hole. Behind this was placed a

prism B of the substance under examination.
The ray which was refracted by it fell on the

wall at D, and the distance of its illumination

from that point to C, on which an unrefracted

ray would have fallen, was carefully measured.
This showed the refraction of that color. Then,
in order that we might be certain that we always
compared the refraction of the same precise
color by the different prisms placed at B, we
marked the precise position of the prism A when
the ray of a particular color fell on the prism B.

This was done by an index A G attached to A,
and turning with it, when we caused the different

colors of the spectrum formed by A to fall on B.

Having examined one prism B with respect to

all the colors in the spectrum formed by A, we

put another B in its place. Then bringing A
to all its former positions successively, by means
of a graduated arch H G K, we were certain that

when the index was at the same division of the

arch, it was the very ray which had been made
to pass through the first prism B in a former

experiment. We did not solicitously endeavour

to find the very extreme red and violet rays ;

because, although we did not learn the whole

dispersions of the two prisms, we learned their

proportions, which is the circumstance wanted
in the construction of achromatic glasses. It is

in vain to attempt this by measuring the spec-
trums themselves; for we cannot be certain of

selecting the very same colors for the compa-
rison, because they succeeded in an insensible

gradation. We have hitherto proceeded on the

supposition that when, by means of contrary

refractions, we have united the extreme red and

violet rays, we have also united all the others.

But this is quite gratuitous. Sir Isaac Newton

would, however, have made the same suppo-
sition

;
for he imagined that the different colors

divided the spectrum formed by all substances

in the proportions of a musical canon. This is

a mistake. When a spectrum is formed by a

prism of crown glass, and another of precisely
the same length is formed by the side of it by
prism of flint glass, the cosine between the greer.
and blue will be found

precisely in the middle
of the first spectrum, but in the second it wii!
be considerably nearer to the red extremity. Jn
short, different substances do not disperse t'ho

colors in the same proportion. The effect of
this

irrationality (so to call it) of dispersion,
will appear plainly. Let A, fig. 6, represent a

spot of white solar light falling perpendicularly
on a wall. Suppose a prism of common glass
placed behind the hole through which the light
is admitted, with its refracting angle facing the
left hand- It will refract the beam of light to
the right, and will at the same time disperse this

heterogeneous light into its component rays, car-

rying the extreme red ray from A to R, the ex-
treme orange from A to O, the extreme yellow
from A to Y, &c., and will form the usual pris-
matic spectrum ROYGBPVC. If the whole

length It C be divided into 1000 parts, we shall

have (when the whole refraction A R is small)R O very nearly 125, RY 200, R G ~ 333,
R B zr: 500, R P 667, R V 778, and R C~

1000; this being the proportion observed in

(he differences of the sines of refraction by Sir

Isaac Newton. Dr. Blair has found that certain

fluids, particularly such as contain the muriatic-

acid, when formed into a prism, will refract the

light from H" (in the lower line) so as to form a

spectrum R" C' equal to RC,and as far removed
from A" as R C is from A, but having the colors

.more dilated toward R", and more constipated
toward C, than is observed in R C

; so that the

ray which was carried by the prism of common
glass to the middle point B" considerably nearer

to C". Let us now suppose that instead of a

white spot at A, we have a prismatic spectrum
A B fig. 7, and that the prism of common glass
is applied as before, immediately behind tin?

prism which forms the spectrum A B. We-
ltnow that this will be refracted sidewise, ami
will make a spectrum R O Y GB PC, inclined

to the plane of refraction in an angle of 45
;

so that drawing the perpendicular RC' we have

RC' CC. We also know that the prism of

flint glass would refract the spectrum formed by
the first prism on EHF, in such a manner that

the red ray will go to R, the violet to C, and the

intermediate rays to points o,y,g, b,p, v, so situ-

ated that O'o is R' O' of the other figure: Y
y is

~
R'Y', &c. These points must therefore

lie in a curve R oygbpvC, which is con-

vex toward the axis 11' C'. In like manner
we may be assured that Dr. Blair's fluid will

form a spectrum R o' y' g b' p v C', con-

cave towards R'C. This is a very good me-

thod for discovering whether a medium dis-

perses the light in the same proportion with the

prism which is employed for forming the first

spectrum A B or E F. It disperses in the same

or in a different proportion, according as the

oblique spectrum is straight or crooked ; and the

exact proportion corresponding to each color is

had by measuring the ordinates of the curves

R6C or Rfc'C. Having formed the oblique

spectrum RBC by a prism of common glass..
<) 7 o
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an equal prism of the same glass, placed in a

contrary position,
will bring back all the rays

from the spectrum R B C to the spectrum A B,

laying each color on its former place. In like

manner, having formed the oblique spectrum
R b C by a prism of flint-glass, we know that

another prism of flint-glass, placed in the oppo-
site direction, will bring all the rays back to the

spectrum E H F. But having formed the ob-

lique spectrum R B C by a prism in common

glass, if we place the flint-glass prism in the

contrary position, it will bring the color R back

to E, and the color C to F ; but it will not

bring the color B to H, but to a point A, such

that B h is equal to b H, and b B to h H.~ In

like manner, the other colors will not be. brought
back to the straight line E H F, but to a curve

EAF, forming a crooked spectrum. In like

manner the fluids discovered by Dr. Blair when

employed to bring back the oblique spectrum
R B C, formed by common glass, will bring its

extremities back to E and F, and form the

crooked spectrum EA'F lying beyond EHF.
This experiment evidently gives us another

method for examining the proportionality of the

dispersion of different substances. Having by
common glass brought back the oblique spectrum
formed by common glass to its natural place
A B, suppose the original spectrum at A B to

contract gradually {as Newton has made it to do

by means of a lens), it is plain that the oblique

spectrum will also contract, and so will the

second spectrum at A B ; and it will at last

coalesce into a white spot. The effect will be

equivalent to a gradual compression of the

whole figure, by which the parallel lines AR
and B C gradually approach, and at last unite.

In like manner when the oblique spectrum
formed by flint-glass is brought back to E H F

by a flint-glass prism, and the figure compressed
in the same gradual manner, all the colors will

coalesce into a white spot. But when flint-glass

is employed to bring back the oblique spectrum
formed by common glass, it forms the crooked

spectrum EAF. Now let the figure be com-

pressed. The curve EAF will be doubled down
on the line H h, and there will be formed a com-

pound spectrum H A, quite unlike the common

spectrum, being purple or claret colored at H
by the mixture of the extreme red and violet,

and green edged with blue at A by the mixture

of the green and blue. The fluid prisms would
in like manner form a spectrum of the same
kind on the other side of II. This is precisely
what is observed in achromatic object-glasses
made of crown glass and flint ;

for the reflection

from A to R corresponds to the refraction of the

convex crown-glass ;
and the contrary refraction

from R to E corresponds to the contrary re-

fraction of the concave flint-glass, which still

leaves a part of the first refraction, producing a

convergence to the axis of the telescope. It is

found to give a purple or wine- colored focus,

and within this a green one, and between these

an imperfect white. Dr. Blair found that, when
ihe eye-glass was drawn out beyond its proper

distance, a star was surrounded by a green fringe,

by the green end of the spectrum, which crossed

other within the focus ; and, when the eye-

glass was too near the object-glass, the star had

a wine-colored fringe. The green rays were

ultimately most refracted. Dr. Blair very pro-

perly calls these spectrums II A and H A second-

ary spectrums, and seems to think that he is the

first who has taken notice of them. But Mr.

Clairault was too accurate a mathematician, and

'too careful an observer, not to be aware of a

circumstance which was of primary consequence
to the whole enquiry. He could not but observe

that the success rested on this very particular,

and that the proportionality of dispersion was

indispensably necessary. This subject was

touched on by Clairault ; and fully discussed by
Boscovich, first in his Dissertations, published
at Vienna in 1759 ; then in the Comment. Bo-

noniensis; and, lastly, in his Opuscula, 1785.

Dr. Blair read an ingenious Dissertation on

Achromatic Glasses to the Royal Society of

Edinburgh in 1793. Boscovich shows how to

unite the two extremes with the most outstand-

ing color of the secondary spectrum, by means

of a third substance. When we have done this,

the aberration occasioned by the secondary

spectrums must be prodigiously diminished ;

for it is evidently equivalent to the union of the

points H and A of our figure. Whatever cause

produces this, must diminish the curvature of

the arches E A and A F
; but, even if these cur-

vatures were not diminished, their greatest ordi-

nates cannot exceed one-fourth of II A ; and we

may say, without hesitation, that, by uniting the

mean or most outstanding . ray with the two

extremes, the remaining dispersion will be as

much less than the uncorrected color of Dol-

land's achromatic glass, as this is less than four

times the dispersion of a common object-glass.

It must therefore be altogether insensible. Bos-

covich asserts, that it is not possible to unite

more than two colors by the opposite refraction

of two substances, which do not disperse the

light in the same proportions. Dr. Blair makes

light of this assertion, as he finds it made in

general terms in the extract made by Priestly

from Boscovich in his Essay on the History of

Optics ; but, had he read this author in his own

dissertations, he would have seen that he was

perfectly right. Dr. Blair, however, hit on %

very ingenious and effectual method of producing
this union of three colors. In the same way as

we correct the dispersion of a concave lens of

crown-glass by the opposite dispersion of a con-

cave lens of flint-glass, we may correct the second-

ary dispersion of an achromatic convex lens by
the opposite secondary dispersion of an achro-

matic concave lens. But this union does not

contradict the assertion of Boscovich, because

it is necessarily produced by means of three

refracting substances. The most essential ser-

vice which the public has received from Dr.

Blair is the discovery of fluid mediums of a

dispersive power. By composing the lenses of

such substances we are at once freed from the

irregularities, in the refraction and dispersion of

flint glass, which the chemists have not been able

to free it from. In whatever way this glass is

made, it consists of parts which differ both in re-

fractive and dispersive power ; and when taken

up from the pot these parts mix in threads,
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vhich may be disseminated through the mass in

any degree of fineness. But they still retain

their properties ; and, when a piece of flint glass

has been formed into a lens, the eye, placed in

its focus, sees the whole surface occupied by

glistening threads or broader veins running across

it. Great rewards have been offered for removing
this defect, but hitherto to no purpose. We
would propose the following method : Let the

glass be reduced to powder, and then melted with

a great proportion of alkaline salt, so as to make
a liquor silicum. When precipitated

from this

by an acid, it must be in a state of very uniform

composition. If again melted into glass we
should hope that it would be free from this de-

fect ; if not, the case seems to be desperate.

But by using a fluid medium Dr. Blair was free

from all this embarassment ;
and he acquired

another immense advantage, that of adjusting at

pleasure both the refractive and dispersive

powers of his lenses. In solid lenses we do not

know whether we have taken the curvatures

suited to the refractions till our glass is finished;

and, if we have mistaken the proportions, all our

labor is lost. But when fluids are used it is

enough that we know nearly the refractions. We
suit our focal distances to these, and then select

our curvatures, so as to remove the aberration of

figure, preserving the focal distances. Thus, by

properly tempering the fluid mediums, we bring

the lens to agree precisely
with the theory, per-

fectly achromatic and the aberration of figures

as much corrected*as is possible. Dr. Blair ex-

amined the refractive and dispersive powers of

a great variety of substances, and found great

varieties in their actions on the different colors.

This was indeed to be expected. There is no

doubt now among naturalists about the mecha-

nical connexion of the phenomena of nature ;

and all agree that the chemical actions of the

particles of matter are perfectly like in kind to

the action of gravitating bodies; that all these

phenomena are the effects of forces like those

which we call attractions and repulsions, and

which we observe in magnets and electrified

bodies ;
that light is refracted by forces of the

same kind, but differing chiefly in the small

extent of their sphere of activity. One who

views things in this way will expect that as the

actions of the same acid for the different alkalies

are different in degree, and as the different acids

have also different actions on the same alkali, in

like manner different substances differ in their

general refractive powers, and also in the propor-
tion of their action on the different colors. No-

thing is more unlikely, therefore, than the pro-

portional dispersion of the different colors by
different substances. Common glass disperses

the rays in such a manner that the ray which is

in the cosine of the green and blue occupies the

middle of the prismatic spectrum ; but in glasses,

and many other substances which are more dis-

persive, this ray is nearer to the ruddy extremity

of the spectrum. While, therefore, the straight

line RC', fig. 7, terminates the ordinates O o',

Y Y,' Gg', &c., which represent ;* dispersion

of common glass, the ordinates which express

the dispersions of these substances are terminated

by a curve passing through II and C', but lying

below the line R C1

. When, therefore, parallel

heterogeneous light is made to converge to the
axis of a convex lens of common glass, as hap-
pens at F in fig. 5, C, the light is dispersed, and
the violet rays have a shorter focal distance. If

we now apply a concave lens of greater disper-
sive power, the red and violet rays are brought
to one focus F'

; but the green rays, not beiiuj

so much refracted away from F, are left behind
at

<j>,
and have now a shorter focal distance. But

Dr. Blair afterwards found that this was not the

case with the muriatic acid, and some solutions

in it. He found that the ray which common
glass caused to occupy the middle of the spec-
trum was much nearer to the blue extremity
when refracted by these fluids. Therefore a con-

cave lens formed of such fluids which united the

red and violet rays in F' refracted the green rays

tof. Having observed this, it was an obvious

conjecture that a mixture of some of these fluids

might produce a medium, whose action on the

intermediate rays should have the same propor-
tion that is observed in common glass ;

or that

two of them might be found which formed spec-
tra similarly divided, and yet differing sufficiently

in dispersive power to enable us to destroy the

dispersion by contrary refractions, without de-

stroying the whole refraction. Dr. Blair accord-

ingly found a mixture of solutions of ammoniac.*!

and mercurial salts, and also some other sub-

stances which produced dispersions proportional
to that of glass, with respect to the different

colors. We have examined one of his telescopes :

the focal distance of the object-glass did not ex-

ceed seventeen inches, and the aperture was

fully three inches and a half. We viewed some

single and double stars and some common ob-

jects with this telescope, and found that in mag-

nifying power, brightness, and distinctness, it

was manifestly superior to one of Mr. Dollond's

of forty-two inches focal length. It also gave
us an opportunity of admiring the dexterity of

the London artists, who could work the glasses

with such accuracy. We had most distinct

vision of a star when using an erecting eye-piece,

which made this telescope magnify more than

100 times; and we found the field of vision as

uniformly distinct as with Dollond's forty-two

inch telescope magnifying forty-six times. The

intelligent reader must admire the nice figuring

and centering of the very deep eye-glasses which

are necessary for this amplification.
Methods of conducting und correcting the eye-

glasses. The proper construction of an eye-piece

is not less essential than that of the object-glass.

But our limits will not allow us to treat this

subject in the same detail, having already extend-

ed this article to a sjreat length. Our readers

will find abundant information in Dr. Smith's

Optics concerning the eye'-glasses, chiefly de-

duced from Huyghens's fine theory of aberration.

At the same time we must again pay Mr. Dol-

lond the merited compliment of saying, that he

was the first who made any scientific application

of this theory to the compound eye-piece for

erecting the object. His eye-pieces of five and

six glasses are very ingenious reduplications of

Huyghens's eye-piece of two glasses, and would

probably have superseded all others had not his
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discovery of achromatic object-glasses caused

opticians' to consider the chromatic dispersion
with more attention, and pointed out methods
of correcting it in the eye-piece without any
compound eye-glasses. They have found that

this may be more conveniently done with four

eye-glasses, without sensibly diminishing the

advantages which liuyghens showed to be the

result from employing many small refractions in-

stead of a lesser number of great ones. As this

is a very curious subject, we shall endeavour to

make our readers fully acquainted with it, and
content ourselves with merely mentioning the

principles of the other rules for constructing an

eye-piece. If A B, fig. 8, plate I
, be a lens, R

a radiant point of focus of incident rays, and a

the focus of parallel rays coming from the oppo-
site side; then, 1. Draw the perpendicular a a'

to the axis, meeting the incident ray in
', and a'

A to the centre of the lens. The refracted ray
B F is parallel to a A

;
for R a' : a A (= R a :

a A) = R B : B F (= R A : A F), which is the

focal theorem. 2. An oblique pencil B P b,

proceeding from any point P .which is not in

the axis, is collected to the point /, where
the refracted ray B F cuts the line P A /' drawn
from P through the centre of the lens ; for P a
:

' A = P B : B
/",

which is also the focal theo-

rem.

The principle of the common astronomical

telescope may now be exhibited. See fig. 9. The
beam of parallel rays, inclining to the axis, is

made to converge to a point G, where it forms
an image of the lowest point of a very distant

object. These rays, decussating from G, fall on
the eye-glass ; the ray from the lowest point B
of the object-glass falls on the eye-glass at b ;

and the ray from A falls on a ; and the ray from
the centre O falls on o. These rays are rendered

parallel, or nearly so, by refraction through the

eye-glass, and take the direction b i', o I, u i. If

the eye be placed so that this pencil of parallel

rays may enter it, they converge to a point of the

retina, and give distinct vision of the lowest

point of the object. It appears inverted, because
the rays by which we see its lowest point come
in the direction which in simple vision is con-
nected with the upper point of an object. They
come from above, and therefore are thought to

proceed from above. We see the point as if

situated in the direction I o. In like manner the

eye placed at I sees the upper point of the object
in the directwn I P, and its middle in the direc-

tion I E. Trie proper place for the eye is I : if

brought much nearer the glass, or removed much
farther from it, some, or the whole, of this ex-

treme pencil of rays will not enter the pupil. It

is therefore of importance to determine this

point. Because the eye requires parallel rays
for distinct vision, it*s plain that F must be the

principal focus of the eye-glass. Therefore, by
the common focal theorem, O F : O E = O E :

I or O F : F E = O E : E I. The magnify-
ing power being measured by the magnitude of

the visual angle, compared with the magnitude
of the visual angle with the naked eye, we have

~, or
'

,
fur the measure of the magnifying

a Op out
O I-'. OF

,

power. This is very nearly = -p p or . As

the line O E, joining the centres of the lenses,
and perpendicular to their surfaces, is called the

axis of the telescope, so the ray O G is called the

axis of the oblique pencil, being really the axis

of the cone of light which has the object-glass
for its base. This ray is through its whole
course the axis of the oblique pencil ; and, when
its course is determined, the amplification, the

field of vision, the apertures of the glasses, are

all determined. For this purpose we have only
to consider the centre of the object-glass as a

radical point, and trace the process of a ray from
this point through the other glasses; this will

be the axis of some oblique pencil. It is evi-

dent, therefore, that the field of vision depends
on the breadth of the eye-glass. Should we in-

crease this, the extreme pencil will pass through
I, because O and I are still the conjugate foci of

the eye-glass. On the other hand the angle re-

solved on for the extent of field of vision gives
the breadth of the eye-glass. For all optical
instruments there 'must be two optical figures
considered. The first shows the progress of a

pencil of rays coming from one point of the

object. The various focuses of this pencil show
the places of the different images, real or virtual.

Such a figure is formed by the three rays A G a

i', O G o I, B G b i. The second shows the

progress of the axis of the different pencils pro-

ceeding through the centre of the object-glass.
The focuses of this pencil of axes show the places
where an image of the object-glass is formed ;

and this pencil determines the field of vision, the

apertures of the lenses, and the application or

magnifying power. The three rays O G o I,

O F E I, O H P I, form this figure. See also fig.

1 4, where the progress of both sets of pencils is

more diversified. The perfection of a telescope
is to represent an object in its proper Aape, dis-

tinctly magnified, with a great field of vision,

and sufficiently bright. But there are limits to

all these qualities; and an increase of one of

them, for the most part, diminishes the rest.

The brightness depends on the aperture of the

object-glass, and will increase in the same pro-

portion, because ii' will always be to A B in the

proportion of E F to F O, till the diameter of the

emergent pencil is equal to that of the pupil of

the eye. Increasing the object-glass any more,
can send no more light into the eye. But we
cannot make the emergent pencil nearly so large

as this when the telescope magnifies much ; for

the great aperture of the object-glass produces an

indistinct image at G F, and its indistinctness is

magnified by the eye-glass. A great field of vi-

sion is incompatible with the true shape of the

object ; for since the ang'cs of the marginal parts

are enlarged by the aberration of the eye-glass,

the marginal parts themselves will appear en-

larged, or the object appear distorted. Thus a

chess board, viewed through a reading glass, ap-

pears drawn out at the corners, and the straight

lines are all changed into curves. The circum-

stance which most peremptorily limits the extent

of field is the necessary distinctness. If the vision

be indistinct, it is useless, and no other quality

can compensate this defect. The distortion is

very inconsiderable in much larger angles of vi-

sion than we can admit, and it is unworthy of

the attention paid to it by optical writer;. They
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nave been induced to take notice of it, because
the means of correcting it, in a considerable de-

gree, are attainable, and afford an opportunity of

exhibiting their knowledge ; whereas the indis-

tinctness which accompanies a large field is a

subject of most difficult discussion, and has

hitherto baffled all their efforts to express by any
intelligent or manageable formulae. This subject
must, however, be considered. The image at

GF, fig. 9, of a very moderate object, is not a

plain surface perpendicular to the axis of the

telescope, but is nearly spherical, having O for

its centre. If a number of pencils of paral-
lel rays crossing each other in I fall on the eye-

glass, they will form a picture on the opposite
side, in the focus F. But this picture will by no
means be flat, nor nearly so, but very concave
towards E. Its exact form is of most difficult

investigation. The elements of it are given by
Dr. Barrow. Therefore it is impossible that the

picture formed by the object-glass can be seen

distinctly in all its parts by the eye-glass. Even
if it were flat, the points G and H, fig. 9, are too
far from the eye-glass when the middle F is at

the proper distance for distinct vision. When,
therefore, the telescope is so adjusted that we
have distinct vision of the middle of the field, in

order to see the margin distinctly we must push
in the eye-glass ; and, having so done, the middle
of the field becomes indistinct. When the field of

vision exceeds 12 or 15, it is not possible by
any contrivance to make it tolerably distinct all

over; and we must-turn the telescope successively
to the different parts of the field that we may see

them agreeably. The cause of this indistinctness

is the shortness of the lateral foci of lateral and

oblique pencils refracted by the eye-glass. But
the determination is not complete, and relates

only to those rays which are in a plane passing

tlnongh tlie axis of the lens. But the oblique

pencil b G , fig. 9, by which an eye placed at I

sees the point G of the image, is a cone of light

having a circular base on the eye-glass, of which
circle a b is one of the diameters. There is a dia-

meter perpendicular to this, which, in this figure,

is represented by the point a. Figs. 10 and

11, represents the base of the cone as seen

by an eye placed in the axis of the telescope,
with the object-glass as appearing behind it.

The point b is formed by a ray which comes from

the lowest point B of the object-glass, and the

point a is illuminated by a ray from A. The point
c at the right hand of the circular base of this

cone of light came from the point C on the left

side of the object gla3s ;
and the light comes to

d from D. Now the laws of optics demonstrate

that the rays which corne through the points c

and (fare more convergent after refraction than

the rays which come through a and b. The ana-

logies, therefore, which ascertain the foci of rays

lying in planes passing through the axis do not

determine the foci of the others. Of this we

may be sensible by looking through a lens to a

figure on which are drawn concentric circles

crossed by radii. When the telescope is so ad-

justed that we see distinctly the extremity of one

of the radii, we shall not see distinctly the cir-

cumference which crosses the extremity with

equal distinctness, and vice versa. This differ-

ence, however, between the foci of the rays which
come through a and b, and those which conic

through c and d, is not considerable in the fields
of vision which are otherwise admissible. But
the same difference of foci obtains also with
respect to the dispersion of light, and is more
remarkable. Both d'Alembert and Euler have
attempted to introduce it into their formula;;
but they have made them useless for any practi-
cal purpose by their inextricable complication.
This must serve as a general indication of the
difficulties which occur in the construction of

telescopes, even although the object-glass wero
perfect, forming an image without the smallest
confusion or distortion. There is yet another

difficulty. The rays of the pencil aGb, fig. 9,
when refracted through the eye-glass, are "also

separated into their component colors. The
edge of the lens must evidently perform the
office of a prism, and the white ray G b will be
so dispersed that, if bi be the path of its red ray,
the violet ray, which makes another part of

it,

will take such a course b n that the angle i'bn will

be nearly one-twenty-seventh of G b i'. The rayG a, passing through a part of the lens whose sur-

faces are less inclined to each other, will be less

refracted, and will be less dispersed in the same

proportion very nearly; therefore the two
violet rays will be very nearly parallel when the

two red rays are rendered parallel. Hence it

must happen that the object will appear bor-

dered with colored fringes. A black line, seen

near the margin on a white ground, will have a

ruddy and orange border on the outside, and a

blue border within; and this contusion is alto-

gether independent on the object-glass, and is so

much the greater as the visual angle b I E is

greater. Such are the difficulties ; they would
be insurmountable were it not that some of them
are so connected that, to a certain extent, the di-

minution of one is accompanied by a diminution

of the other. The point G is very nearly in the

caustic formed by a beam of light consisting of

rays parallel to I o, and occupying the whole

surface of the eye-glass, because the pencil of

rays which are collected at G is very small. Any
thing therefore that diminishes the mutual in-

clination of the adjoiniag rays puts their con-

course farther off. Now this is precisely what we

want; for the point G of the image formed by the

object-glass is already beyond the focus of the ob-

lique slender pencil of parallel rays iu and i' b
;

and therefore, ifwe could makethis focus goa little

farther from a and b, we shall bring it nearer to

G, and obtain more distinct vision of this point
of the object. Now let it be recollected that, in

moderate refractions through prisms, two rays

which are inclined to each other in a small angle

are, after refraction, inclined^ to each other in the

same angle; therefore, if we can diminish^the

aberration of the ray a i or o I, or b i',
we diminish

their mutual inclination, and consequently the

mutual inclination of the rays G <z, G o, G b', and

therefore lengthen the focus, and get more dis-

tinct vision of the point G. Therefore we at

once correct the distortion and the indistinctness ;

and this is the aim of Mr.
lluyghens's great prin-

ciple of dividing the refractions. The general

method is as follows : Let o be the object-glass
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(fig. 12) and E the eye-giass of a telescope, and
F their, common focus, and F G the image form-

ed by the object-glass. The proportion of their

focal distances is supposed to be such as gives
as great a magnifying power as the perfection of

the object-glass will admit. Let B I be the axis

of the emergent pencil. It is known by focal

theorem that G E is parallel to B I
; therefore

B G E is the whole refraction or deflection of the

ray O H B from its former direction. Let us

diminish the aberrations by dividing this into

two parts by means of two glasses D and e, so

as to make the ultimate angle of vision bie

equal to BIE, and thus retain the same magni-
fying power and visible field. Let us divide it

into the parts B G C and C G E. From G draw

any line G D to the axis towards O ; and draw
the perpendicular D H, cutting O G in H ; draw
H c parallel to G C, cutting G D in g ;

draw gf
perpendicular to the axis, and g e parallel to G E

;

draw eb perpendicular to the axis
;
draw D S pa-

rallel to G C, and S d perpendicular to the axis.

Then if there be placed at D a lens whose focal

distance isDrf, and another at e whose focal

distance is ef, the thing is done. The ray O H
will be refracted into H b, and this into b i pa-
rallel to B I. The demonstration of this con-
struction is so evident, by means of the common
focal theorem, that we need not repeat it. We
have the same magnifying power, and the same
field of vision ; we have less aberration, and
therefore less distortion and indistinctness; and
this is brought about by a lens H D of a smaller

aperture and a greater focal distance than B E.

Consequently, if we are contented with the dis-

tinctness of the margin of the field with a single

eye-glass,
we may greatly increase the field of

vision ; for if we increase D H to the size of E B
we shall have a greater field, and much greater
distinctness in the margin; because II D is of a

longer focal distance, and will bear a greater

aperture, preserving the same distinctness at the

edge. On this account the glass H D is com-

monly called the field-glass. It must be observed

here, however, that although the distortion of the

object is lessened, there is a real distortion pro-
duced in the imagefg. But this, when magni-
fied by the glass e, is smaller than the distortion

produced by the glass E, of greater aperture and
shorter focus, on the undistorted image GF.
But, because there is a distortion in the second

image fg, this construction cannot be used for

the telescopes of astronomical quadrants, and
other graduated instruments, because then equal
divisions of the micrometer would not corre-

spond to equal angles. But the same construc-
tion will answer in this case, by taking the point
1) on that side of F which is remote from O (fig.

13;. This is the form now employed in the

telescopes of all graduated instruments. The
great refractions which take place on the eye-
glasses occasion very considerable dispersions,
and disturb the vision by fringing every thing
with colors. To remedy this, achromatic eye-
glasses may be employed, constructed by the
rules already delivered. This construction, how-

ever, is incomparably more intricate than that of

object-glasses; for the equations must involve
Jlic- distance of the radiant point, and be more

complicated ;
and this complication is immense-

ly increased on account of the great obliquity of

the pencils. Fortunately the Huyghenian con-

struction of an eye-piece enables us to correct

this dispersion to a great degree of exactness.

By it we may free the eye-glasses from the

greatest part of the effect of dispersion. We
may do it entirely by pushing the eye-glass a

little nearer to the field-glass. This will render

the violet rays a little divergent from the red, so

as to produce a perfect picture from the bottom
of the eye. But by doing so we have hurt the

distinctness of the whole picture. We remedy
this by drawing both glasses out a little, and the

telescope is made perfect.

Presuming that the reader is now pretty fami-

liar with the different circumstances which must
be considered in the construction of an eye-piece,
we proceed to consider those which must be

employed to erect the object. This may be
done by placing the lens which receives the light
from the object-glass in such a manner that a

second image (inverted with respect to the first)

may be formed beyond it, and this may be view-

ed by an eye-glass. But, besides many other

defects, it tinges the object prodigiously with

color. But the common day telescope, invented

by F. Rheita, has, in this respect, greatly the
'

advantage of the above. This telescope may
be improved by substituting for the eye-glass
ik (fig. 7) the Huyghenian double eye-glass, or

field-glass and eye-glass, figs. 12 and 13; and
the first of these may be improved and rendered

achromatic. This will require the two glasses af
and g A to be increased from their present di-

mensions to the size of a field-glass, suited to

the magnifying power of the telescope, supposing
it an astronomical telescope. Thus we shall

have a telescope of four eye-glasses. The first

three will be of a considerable focal distance, and

two of them will have a common focus. But
this is considerably different from the eye-piece
of four glasses which are now used, and are far

better. We are indebted for them to Mr. Dol-

lond, who was a mathematician as well as an

artist, and in the course of his research discover-

ed resources which had not been thought of.

He had not then discovered the achromatic

object-glass, and was busy in improving the eye-

glasses by diminishing their spherical aberration.

His first thought was to make the Huyghenian
addition at both the images of the day telescope.
This suggested to him the following eye-piece of

five glasses. Fig. 14 represents this eye-piece,
but there is not room for the object-glass at its

proper distance. A pencil of rays coming from

the upper point of the object is made to con-

verge (by the object-glass) to G, where it would
form a picture of that part of the object. But
it is intercepted by the lens A a, and its axis is

bent towards the axis of the telescope in the

direction a b. At the same time the rays which

converged to G con verge to g, and there is formed

an inverted picture of the object at gf. The axis

of the pencil is again refracted at b, crosses the

axis of the telescope in H, is refracted again at c,

A\.d, and at e,'and at last crosses the axis in I. The

rays of this pencil, diverging from g, are made
less diverging, and proceed as if they came from
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g', in the line Bgg'. The lens c C causes them
to converge tog', in the line G'Cg'. The lens

d D makes them converge still more to G", and
there they form an erect picture G" F"; diverg-

ing from G", they are rendered parallel by the

refraction at e. At H the rays are nearly parallel.
Had the glass B b been a little farther from A,

they would have been accurately so, and the

object-glass, with the glasses A and B, would
have formed an astronomical telescope with the

Huyghenian eye-piece. The glasses C, D, and E,
are intended merely for bending the rays back

again till they again cross the axis in I. The

glass C tends chiefly to diminish the great angle
B H b ; and then the two glasses D and E are

another Huyghenian eye-piece. The art in this

construction lies in the proper adjustment of the

glasses, so as to divide the whole bending of the

pencil pretty equally among them, and to form
the last image in the focus of the eye-glass, and at

a proper distance from the other glass. Bringing
B nearer to A would bend the pencil more
to the axis. Placing C farther from B would
do the same thing; but this would be accompa-
nied with more aberration, because the rays
would fall at a greater distance from the centres

'of the lenses. The greatest bending is made at

the field-glass D ; and we imagine that the

telescope would be improved, and more distinct

at the edges of the field, by employing another

glass of great focal distance between C and D.
There is an image formed at H of the object-

glasses, and the whole light passes through a

small circle in this place. It is usual to put a

plate here pierced with a hole which has the

diameter of this image. A second image of the

object-glass is formed at I, and indeed wherever
the pencils cross the axis. A lens placed at H
makes no change in any of the angles, nor in

the magnifying power, and affects only the place
where the images are formed. And, on the other

hand, a lens placed at
_/)

or F", where a real

image is formed, makes no change in the places
of the images, but affects the mutual inclination

of the pencils. This affords a resource to the

artist, by which he may combine properties
which seem incompatible. The aperture of A
determines the visible field and all the other

apertures. We must avoid forming a real

image, such as f g, or F" G", on or very near

any glass. For we cannot see this image, with-

out seeing along with it every particle of dust

and every scratch on the glass. We see them
as making part of the object when the image
is exactly on the glass, and we see them con-

fusedly, and so as to confuse the object, when
the image is near it. For, when the image is

on or very near any glass, the pencil of light

occupies a very small part of its surface, and
a particle of dust intercepts a great proportion
of it. Tliis construction will not do for the

telescope of graduated instruments, because the

micrometer cannot be applied to the second

image fg, on account of its being a little distorted.

Also the interposition of the glass C makes it dif-

ficult to correct the dispersion . By proper reason-

ing from the correction in the Huyghenian eye-

piece, we are led to the best construction of one
with three glasses. Let PA (fig. 15) be the glass

which first receives the light proceeding from the

image formed by the object-glass, and let OP be
the axis of the extreme pencil. This is refracted
into P II, which is again refracted into R r by the
next lens B r. Let b be the focus of paralle.

rays of the second lens. Draw P B ?. We know
that A 6 : b B zz P B : B r, and that rays of one
kind diverging from P will be collected at r.

But if PR, PV, be a red and a violet ray, the

violet ray will be more refracted at V, and will

cross the red ray in some intermediate point g
of the line R r. If therefore the first image had
been formed precisely on the lens PA, we should
have a second image at fg free from all colored

fringes. If the refractions at P and It are equal
(as in the common day telescope), the dispersion
at V must be equal to that at P, or the angle
v V r zz VPR. But we have ultimately R P V
: Rr V EC : A B (zz B b : A b by the focal

theorem) ; therefore g V r : g r V (or g r : g V,
or C/:/B)zzB b : A 6, and AB : A b R r

'. R g. This shows the advantage of the common

day telescope. In this AB zz 2 A b, and tlierc-

fore_/"is the place of the last image which is free

from colored fringes. But this image will not be

seen free from colored fringes through the eye-

glass C r, if /' be its focus ;
for had g r, g v, been

both red rays, they would have been parallel after

refraction; but g v, being a violet ray, will be

more refracted. It will not indeed be so much
deflected from parallelism as the violet ray,
which naturally accompanies the red ray to r,

because it falls nearer the centre. By computa-
tion its dispersion is diminished about one-seventh.

That g v may be made parallel to g r, after re-

fraction, the refraction at r must be such that the

dispersion corresponding to it may be of a proper

magnitude. Let the dispersion at g be to the

dispersion produced by the refraction at r (which
is required for producing the intended magnify-

ing power) as 1 to 9. Make 9 : 1 =./'./' -f C
zz /'C : CD, and draw the perpendicular 1) r'

meeting the refracted r r in r'. Then we know,

by the common focal theorem, that if /' be the

focus of the lens C r, red rays diverging from g
will be united in r'. But the violet ray g v will

be refracted into v v parallel to r r'. For the

angle v r r : v g r zz (ultimately) fC : C D zz

9:1. Therefore the angle v r' r is equal to the

dispersion produced at r, and therefore equal to

r' v v', and v v is parallel to r r . But by this

we have destroyed the distinct vision of the

ima^e formed at fg, because it is no longer at

the focus of the eye-glass. But distinct vision

will be restored by pushing the "lasses nearer to

the object-glass. This makes the rays of each

particular pencil more divergent after refraction

through A, but scarcely makes any chant;*' in the

directions of the pencils themselves. Thus the

image comes to the focus /'', and makes no sensi-

ble change in the dispersions. In the common

day telescope, the first image is formed in the

anterior focus of the first eye-glass, and the

second image is at the anterior focus of the last

eye-glass. If we change this last for one of half

the focal distance, and push in the eye-piece till

the image formed by the object-plass is half way
between the first eye-glass and its focus, the last

image will be formed at the focus of the new
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eye-glass, and the eye-piece will be achromatic.

This is easily seen by making the usual compu-
tations by the focal theorem. But the visible

field is diminished, because we cannot give the

same aperture as before to the new eye-glass ;

but we can substitute for it two eye-glasses, like

the former, placed close together. This will have
the same focal' distance with the new one, and
will allow the same aperture that we had before.

On these principles may be demonstrated the

correction of color in eye-pieces with three glasses
of the following construction. Let the glasses
A and B be placed so that the posterior focus of

the first nearly coincides with the anterior focus

of the second, or rather so that the anterior focus

of B may be at the place where the image of the

object-glass is formed, by which situation the

aperture necessary for transmitting the whole

light will be the smallest possible. Place the

third, C, at a distance from the second, which
exceeds the sum of their focal distances by a

space which is a third proportional to the dis-

tance of the first and second, and the focal dis-

tance of the second. The distance of the first

eye-glass from the object-glass must be equal to

the product of the focal distance of the first and
second divided by their sum. Let O o, A a, B 6,

C c, the focal distances of the glasses, be O, a, b, c.

n make A B a -f- b nearly ; B C ~ b -f- c +
in L

; O A -
;

. The amplification or mag-b + c b -f- c

ob
nifying power will be ~ ; the equivalent eye-

(I C

glass = -7-; and the field of vision = 3438' x

Aperture of A _,,- r . Ihese eye-pieces will admit the
toe. dist. ob. gl.

use of a micrometer at the place of the first

image, because it has no distortion.

Mr. Dollond was anxious to combine this

achromatism of the eye-pieces with the advan-

tages which he had found in the eye-pieces with

five glasses. This eye-piece of three glasses

necessarily has a very great refraction at the

glass B, where the pencil which has come from
the other side of the axis must be rendered again

convergent, or at least parallel to it. This oc-

casions considerable aberrations. This may be

avoided by giving part of this refraction to a

glass put between the first and second, in the

same way as he has done by the glass B put be-

tween A and C in his five glass eye-piece. But
this deranges the whole process. His ingenuity,

however, surmounted this difficulty, and he made

eye-pieces of four glasses, which seem as perfect
as can be desired. If we make the rays of dif-

ferent colors unite on the surface of the field-

glass, the thing will be done, because the disper-
sion from this point of union will then unite

with the dispersion produced by this glass alone;
and this increased dispersion may be corrected

by the last eye-glass in the way already shown.
Therefore let A, B (fig. 16, plate I.), be the sta-

tions which we have fixed on for the first and
second eye-glasses, in order to give a proper
portion of the whole refraction to the second

glass. Let 6 be the anterior focus of B. Draw
P B r through the centre of B. Make A b

: b B = A B : B K. Draw the perpendicular
K r, meeting the refracted ray in r. By the

focal theorom, red rays diverging from P will

converge to r ; but the violet ray P V, being
more refracted, will cross R r in some point

g. Drawing the perpendicular f g, we get j"
for the proper place of the field-glass. Let
the refracted ray K r, produced backwards,
meet the ray O P coming from the centre of

the object-glass in O. Let the angle of dis-

persion R P V be called p, and the angle of dis-

persion at V, that is r \ v, be v, and the angle
V r R be r. It is evident that OR : O P p :

v, because the dispersions are proportional to

the sines of the refractions, which, in this case,
are very nearly as the refractions themselves. Let
OP/ op
OR v

OI

>~
m p ; also p : r B K :AB b B : A b,

Ab Ab
and r zz p. ^ g or, making

~
n, r np;

op p B\
~B

01
/7~B/

be made ~ m. Then v

_ p_B A_6 _~~
b B

:

13 6'
~~therefore v : r m : n, r-rr : m ,

~
p B

A b. The angle RgV gVr-f-gr V p.

m -f- n ;
and R g V : R r v R r : R g, or m

+ n : n R r : R g, and R g R r

But R r is ultimately B K= A B T r=A b r.

AB n AB
Therefore Rg X ,

and
n m -f- n m -\- n

A R
Bf ~- . This value of B f is evidentlym + n

AB= 6B x- . Now b B being a con-

p B -(- A b

slant quantity, while the glass Bis the same, the

place of union varies with ^ rr. If we
p B + A 6

remove B a little farther from A, we increase

AB, and p B, and A b, each by the same

quantity. This evidently diminishes B f.
On the other hand, bringing B nearer to A
increases B f. If we keep the distance be-

tween the glasses the same, but increase the

focal distance b B, we augment B/j because this

change augments the numerator and diminishes

6B xAB
the denominator of the fraction ^j. T-J-,

p B + A b

Thus we can unite the colors at what distance

we please, and consequently in the place of the

intended field-glass, from which they will diverge
with an increased dispersion, viz. with the disper-
sion competent to the refraction produced there,

and the dispersion p X m + n conjoined. It only
remains to determine the proper focal distances

of the field-glass and eye-glass, and the place of

the eye-glass, so that this dispersion may be

finally corrected. This is an indeterminate pro-

blem, admitting of an infinity of solutions. We
shall limit it by an equal division of the two

remaining: refractions, which are necessary to

produce the intended magnifying power. This

construction has the advantage of diminishing
the aberration. Thus we know the two refrac-

tions, and the dispersion competent to each
;

it

being nearly one-twenty-seventh of the refraction.
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Call this q. The whole dispersion at the field-

glass consists of q, and of the angle K g V of

fig. 16 which we also know to be p x m + n.

Call their sum s. Let fig. 17 represent this

addition to the eye-piece. C g is the field-glass

coming in the place of fg of
fig. 19, and R g w

is the red ray coming from the glass B R. Draw
g s parallel to the intended emergent pencil from
the eye-glass; that is, making the angle Csg
with the axis correspond to the intended magni-
fying power. Bisect this angle by the line g K.
Make s g : g q s : q, and draw q K, cutting
C g in t. Draw tS D, cutting g /c in S, and the

axis in D. Draw S d and D r perpendicular to

the axis. Then a lens placed in D, having the

focal distance D d, will destroy the dispersion
at the lens g c, which refracts the ray g w into

g r. Let g v be the violet ray, making the angle
v g r s. By the common optical theorem,

gr will be refracted into rr parallel to S D.
Draw g D r' red rays g r g v, will be united in

r. But the violet ray g v will be more refracted,
and will take the path v v\ making the angle of

dispersion r' v v' q, very nearly, because the

dispersion at v does not sensibly differ from that

at r. Now, in the small angles of refraction

which obtain in optical instruments, the angles
r r' v, r gv, are very nearly as g r and r r, or as

g D and D /, or as CD and DT; which, by
the focal theorem, are as C d and d D

; that is,

D d : d c = r g v : r r' v. But D d : d C =
D 5 : $ t,

= s g : g q
= s : q. But r g v s;

therefore / r' v = q,
= r v v\ rmd v v' is paral-

lel to r r', and the whole dispersion at g is cor-

rected by the lens D r. The focal distance C c

of C g is had by drawing C K parallel to K g,

meeting R g in K, and drawing K c perpendicular
to the axis. It is easy to see that this elegant
construction is not limited to the equality of the

refractions w g r, Kr r'. In whatever proportion
the whole refraction w g s is divided, we always
can tell the proportion of the dispersions which
the two refractions occasion at g and r, and can
therefore find the values of s and q. Indeed this

solution includes the problem above stated. In
it some quantities and ratios are assumed as equal
which are not

strictly so, in the same manner as

in all the elementary optical theorems. The pa-
rallelism, however, of v v' and rr may be made
accurate, by pushing the lens D r nearer to C g,
or retiring it from it. We may also, by pushing
it still nearer, induce a small divergency of the

violet ray, so as to produce accurate vision in

the eye, and may thus make the vision through a

telescope more perfect than with the naked eye,
where dispersion is by no means avoided. It

would therefore be an improvement to have the

eye-glass in a sliding tube for adjustment. Bring
the telescope to distinct vision ; and, if any color

be visible about the edges of the field, shift the

eye-glass till this color is removed. The vision

may now become indistinct; but this is corrected

by shifting the place of the whole eye-piece. In

examining the progress of a red and a violet ray

through many eye-pieces of 1 )ollond's and Rams-
den's best telescopes, in all of them the colors

are united on or very near the field-glass. We
mee1 'with many made by other artists, where a

considerable degree of color remains, sometimes

in the natural order, and often in the contrary
order. This must happen in the hands of mere
imitators, ignorant of principle.

Fig. 18 represents the eye-piece of a very finr

spy-glass by Mr. Ramsden : the focal length of
its object-glass is eight inches and a half, with

IjLth of aperture, 2 05' of visible field, and
15-4 magnifying power. The distances and focal

lengths are of their proper dimensions, but the

apertures are half larger, that the progress of a
lateral pencil might be more distinctly drawn.
The dimensions are' as follow: foe. lengths A
= 0-775 B b =1-025 Ccrz.1-01 D d =. 0-79
distances. ABrr M8 BC:= 1-83 C D 1-05.
It is perfectly achromatic, and the colors are

united, not precisely at the lens C g, but about
one-twentieth of an inch nearer the eye-glass.
This combination of glasses may be used as a

microscope; for if, instead of the image formed

by the object-glass at FG, we substitute a small

object, illuminated from behind, as in compound
microscopes ; and if we draw the eye-piece a

very small way from this object, the pencils of

parallel rays emergent from the eye-glass D will

become convergent to very distant points, and
will there form an inverted and enlarged picture
of the object, which may be viewed by a II uy-
ghenian eye-piece ; and we may thus get high
magnifying powers without using very deep
glasses. The eye-piece, of which we have given
the dimensions, in this way might be made to

magnify 180 times with very great distinctness.

When used as the magnifier of a solar micros-

cope, it surpasses every thing we have seen. The

picture formed by a solar microscope is generally

very indistinct ; but with this magnifier it seemed

perfectly sharp. The only thing which remains
to be considered in the theory of refracting tele-

scopes is the forms of the different lenses. Hi-
therto we have had no occasion to consider any
thing but their focal distances ;

but their aberra-

tion depends greatly on the adjustment of their

forms to their situations. When the conjugate
focuses of a lens are determined by the service

which it is to perform, there is a certain form or

proportion between the curvatures of their an-

terior and posterior surfaces, which will make
their aberrations the smallest possible. We obtain

this formula for a, the radius of curvature for

1 2 r/r 4-iti
the anterior surface of a lens. zz -

-f-
u 2 m -)- 4

4 m -4- 4
, where m is the ratio of the sine of in-

2 (m ) r

cidence of the sine of refraction, and r is the

distance of the focus of incident rays, positive
or negative, according as they converge or di-

verge, all meeting r r' and join v r'. By
the focal theorem two measured on a scale

of which the unit is n, zr half of the radius of

the equivalent isosceles lens. It will be suffi-

ciently exact for our purpose to suppose m zz
3 fj 1
-

, though it is more nearly . In this case
o ' 6 J on2

1 _ b 10 _ 42 r + 70
20

7r'

49 r

49;-

And z^ I
,
nr

Therefore

1 H

70'
"

b

example, let it be required to

For

ivo the i;ulii of
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curvature in inches for the eye-glass be, fig. 12,

which we shall suppose of one inch and a half

focal distance, and that e c (~ /) is 3^th inches.

The radius of curvature for the equivalent isos-

celes lens is 1-5, and its half is 0'75. There-

3J
fore r~ ^-, n; 5, and our formulae is a

'

49 X 5 _
42 X 5 + 70

'
~~

1 a 0-125

245 1

-, 0-875; and r- rz
o280

and b = 0-875
-, = 7. These

a
' ~

0-875'
'

0-1-25

values are parts of a scale, of which the unit is

0-75 inches. Therefore

a, in inches, = 0'875 X 0-75, = 0-65525

b, in inches, = 7 X 0-75. = 5'25.

And here we must observe that the posterior
surface is concave ; for 6 is a positive quantity,
because 1 a is a positive quantity as well as

a; therefore the centre of sphericity of both

surfaces lies beyond the lens. And this determi

nation is nearly the same with the usual prac-

tice, which commonly makes this lens a plane
convex with its flat side next the eye ;

and there

will not be much difference in the performance
jf these two lenses ;

for in all cases of maxima
and minima, even a pretty considerable change
of the best dimensions does not make a sensible

change in the result. The same consideration

.eads to a rule which is very simple, and suffi-

ciently exact for ordinary situations. This is to

make the curvature such, that the incident and

emergent pencils may be nearly equally inclined

to the surfaces of the lens. Thus, in the eye-

piece with five glasses, A and B should be most
convex on their anterior sides; C should be most
convex on the posterior side ; D should be nearly

isosceles; and E nearly plano-convex. Bui this

is not so easy as it appears at first sight. The
lenses of an eye-piece have not only to bend the

several pencils of light to and from the axis of

the telescope ; they have also to form images on
the axis of these pencils. These offices frequently

require opposite forms. Thus the glass A, of

fig. 18, should be most convex on the side next

the object, that it may produce little distortion

of the pencils. But it should be most convex
next the eye, that it may produce distinct vision

of the image F G, which is very near it. This

image should have its concavity turned towards

A, whereas it is towards the object-glass. We
must therefore endeavour to make the vertical

imagefg flatter, or even convex. This requires
a glass very flat before and convex behind. For
similar reasons the object-glass of a microscope
and the simple eye-glass of an astronomical tele-

scope should be formed the same way. This is

a subject of most difficult discussion, and re-

quires a theory which few of our readers would

relish; nor do our limits afford room for it.

The artists are obliged to grope their way. The

proper method of experiment would be, to make

eye-pieces of large dimensions, with extravagant

apertures to increase the aberrations, and to

provide for each station A, B, C, and D, a num-
ber of lenses of the same focal distance, but of

different forms ;
and we would advise making

the trial in the way of a solar microscope, and to

have two eye-pieces on trial at once. Their

pictures can be formed on the ame screen, and

accurately compared ; whereas it is difficult to

keep in remembrance the performance of one

eye-piece, and compare it with another. We
have now treated the theory of refracting tele-

scopes with considerable minuteness. \\e can-

not add any thing to what Dr. Smith has deli-

vered on the theory of reflecting telescopes.
There appears to be the same possibility of cor-

recting the aberration of the great speculum by
the contrary aberration of a convex small specu-

lum, that we have practised in the compound
object-glass of an achromatic refracting telescope.
But this cannot be,, unless we make the radius

of the convex speculum exceedingly large, whicli

destroys the magnifying power and the brightness.
This therefore must be given up. Indeed theii

performance, when well executed, does already

surpass all imagination. Dr. Herschel has found

great advantages in what he calls the front view,
not using a plane mirror to throw the pencils to

one side. But this cannot be practised in any
but telescopes so large that the loss of light, oc-

casioned by the interposition of the observer's

head, may be disregarded. Nothing remains
but to describe the mechanism of some of the

best.

We may commence with the reflecting tele-

scope. This was an important improvement on
the long and unwieldy refractors, which were in

use among astronomers towards the close of the

seventeenth century. With a Newtonian re-

flector, only six feet long, celestial objects may
be viewed with as high a magnifying power, and
with equal distinctness, as with a common re-

fracting telescope of 120 feet in length. By
means of these instruments, the late Dr. Her-
schel made those brilliant discoveries which have

extended our views of the solar system, and of

the grandeur of the universe, and which have

rendered his name immortal in the annals of as-

tronomy. It was not a little singular, however,
that more than half a century elapsed, after the

construction of this instrument was suggested by
Gregory and Newton, before any reflecting tele-

scope of a size calculated for celestial observa-

tion was actually constructed. In the year 1663
Mr. James Gregory of Aberdeen published his

account of the construction of that form of the

reflecting telescope which bears his name, in a

treatise entitled Optica promota ;
and in the year

1672 Sir Isaac Newton constructed two small

reflecting telescopes, about six inches in length,
of a form somewhat different from that proposed

by Gregory, which he presented to the Royal

Society : but we hear no more about the con-

struction of reflectors, til! the year 1723, when
Mr. Hadley published, in No. 376 of the Philoso-

phical Transactions, an account of a large Newto-
nian reflector, which he had just then constructed,
and which left no room to fear that this invention

would remain any longer in obscurity. The large

speculum of this instrument was sixty-two inches

and five-eights focal distance, and five inches

and a half diameter, was furnished with magni-

fying powers of from 190 to 230 times, and

equalled in performance the famous aerial tele-

scope of Iluyghens of 123 feet in length. Since

this period the reflecting telescope has been iu
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general use among astromoners in most countries
of Europe, and has received numerous improve-
ments, under the direction of Short, Mudge,
Edwards, and Herschel, the last of whom con-
structed reflectors of seven, ten, twenty, and even

forty feet in focal length, which far surpassed in

brightness and magnifying power all the instru-

ments of this description which had previously
been attempted.

Plate II.
fig. 1 exhibits a general representa-

tion of an improved instrument by Mr. Dick.
A B is the short tube which holds the speculum ;

CD the arm which carries the eye-tubes, which
consist of two distinct pieces of mahogany ; the

part D being capable of sliding along the under
side of C, through the brass sockets E, F. To the

under part of the socket F is attached a brass

nut, with a female screw, in which the male screw
a b acts, by applying the hand to the knob c,

which serves for adjusting the instrument to dis-

tinct vision. G is the brass tube %vhich receives

the eye-pieces. It is supported by a strong
brass wire d e, which passes through a nut con-
nected with another strong wire, which passes

through the arm D. By means of the nut/,
this tube may be elevated or depressed, and

firmly fixed in its proper position ; and, by the

nut g, it may be brought nearer to, or farther

from, the arm D. By the same apparatus, it is

also rendered capable of being moved either in a

vertical or a horizontal direction : but, when it is

once adjusted to its proper position, it must be

firmly fixed, and requires no farther attention.

The eye-piece represented in this figure is the

one used for terrestrial object^, which consists of

the tubes belonging to a small achromatic tele-

scope. When an astronomical eye-piece is used,

the length of the instrument extends only to the

point I. In looking through this telescope, the

right eye is applied at the point H, and the ob-

server's head is understood to be uncovered. For

those who use only the left eye, the arm would

require to be placed on the opposite side of the

tube, or the tube along with the arm be made to

turn round 180.

Fig. 2 represents a front or rather an oblique
view of the instrument, in which the position of

the speculum may be seen. All the specula
fitted up by Mr. D. in this form, having been

originally intended for Gregorian reflectors, had

holes in their centres. The eye-piece was, there-

fore, directed to a point nearly equidistant from

the hole to the exterior edge of the speculum,
that is, to the point a. In one of these' instru-

ments fitted up with a four feet speculum, the

line of vision is directed to the point b, on the

opposite side of the speculum; but, in this case,

the eye-tube is removed farther from the arm

than in the former case. The hole in the centre

of the speculum is obviously a defect in this

construction of a reflecting telescope, as it pre-
vents us from obtaining the full advantage of the

rays which fall near the centre of the mirror ;

yet the performance of the instruments, even

with this disadvantage, is superior to what we
should previously have been led to expect.
The principal nicety, in the construction of this

instrument, consists in the adjustment and proper
direction of the eye-tube. There is only one po-

sition in which vision will be perfectly distinct.
It must neither be too high nor too low, it

must be fixed at a certain distance from the arm,
and must be directed to a certain point of the

speculum. This position must be ultimately
determined by experiment, when viewing terres-
trial objects. A person unacquainted with this

construction of the telescope, would, perhaps,
find it difficult, in the first instance, to make this

adjustment; but, were it at any time deranged,
through accident or otherwise, the adjustment
may be made a-new in the course of five or six

minutes.

In pointing this telescope to the object in-

tended to be viewed, the eye is applied at K (fig.

1), and looking along the arm, towards the eye-
piece, till it nearly coincide with the object, it

will, in most cases, be readily found. In this

way a person may easily point this instrument to

Jupiter or Saturn, or to any of the other planets
visible to the naked eye, even when a power of
170 or 180 times is applied. When high mag-
nifying powers, however, are used, it is expe-
dient to fix, on the upper part of the short
tube in which the speculum rests, a finder, such
as that which is used in Newtonian telescopes.
When the moon is the object intended to be

viewed, she may be instantly found by moving
the instrument till her reflected image be seen
from the eye-end of the telescope on the face of
the mirror.

Mr. D. has fitted up five or six instruments of

the above description, with specula of eight,

sixteen, twenty-seven, thirty-five and forty-nine
inches focal distance. One of these having a

speculum eight inches focus, and two inches

diameter, with a terrestrial eye-piece, magnifying
about twenty-four times, forms an excellent par-
lour telescope, for viewing land objects, and ex-

hibits them in a brilliant and novel aspect.
When compared with a small Gregorian, of the

same size and magnifying po\<er, the quantity of

light upon the object appears nearly doubled,
and the image is equally distinct. It represents

objects in their natural colors, without that dinjy
and yellowish tinge which appears when looking

through a Gregorian. Another of these instru-

ments, having a speculum of 27 inches focal

distance, and an astronomical eye-piece, prod ac in"

a magnifying power of about 100 times, serves

as an excellent astronomical telescope. By this

instrument the belts and satellites of Jupiter, the

ring of Saturn, and the mountains and cavities

of the moon, may be contemplated witli great

ease and distinctness. With a magnifying

power of forty times, terrestrial objects appear

extremely bright and well defined. Another of these

instruments is about four feet long. The speculum
which belongs to it is a very old one : when it

came into Mr. D's possession it was so completely
tarnished as scarcely to reflect a ray of light.

After it was cleaned it appeared to be scarcely

half-polished, and its surface was variegated

with yellowish stains. Were it fitted up upon
the Gregorian plan, it would, observes Mr.

Dick, be of very little use, unless when a very-

small magnifying power was applied. Vet, in

its present form, it bears with great distinctness

a magnifying power of 170 times, and is su-
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perior in its performance to a four feet achro-

matic refractor, with a similar magnifying power.
It exhibits very distinct and interesting views of

the diversities of shade, and of the mountains,

vales, caverns, and other inequalities of the

moon's surface. The smallest instrument I have

fitted up on this plan is one whose speculum is

only five inches and a half focal distance, and

one inch and three-quarters in diameter. With
a magnifying power of about fifteen times, it

shows land objects with great distinctness and

brilliancy. But Mr. D. would deem it inexpe-
dient to fit up any instrument of this description
with specula of a shorter focal distance than ten

or twelve inches.

The following are some of the properties and

advantages peculiar to this construction of the

reflecting telescope.
1. It is extremely simple, and may be fitted

up at a comparatively small expense. Instead

of large and expensive brass tubes, such as are

used in the Gregorian and Newtonian construc-

tion, little more is required than a short ma-

hogany tube, two or three inches long, to serve

as a socket for the speculum, with an arm about

the focal length of the mirror. The expense of

small specula, either plain or concave, is saved,

together with the numerous screws, springs, &c.,
for centring the two specula, and placing the

small mirror parallel to the large one. The only

adjustment requisite in this construction is that

of the eye-tube to the speculum ; and, by means
of the simple apparatus already described, it can

be effected in the course of a few minute?.

Almost the whole expense of the instrument

consists in the price of the speculum and the

eye-pieces. The expense of fitting up the four

feet speculum, alluded to above, including ma-

hogany tube and arm, brass sockets, screws, eye-

tube, brass joint, and a cast iron stand, painted
and varnished, did not amount to l 7s. A
Gregorian of the same size would have required
a brass tube at least four feet and a half in

length, which would cost four or five guineas,
besides the apparatus connected with the small

speculum, and the additional expense connected
with the fitting up of the joint and stand requi-
site for supporting and steadying so unwieldy an
instrument. While the one instrument would

require two persons to carry it from one room to

another, and would occupy a considerable por-
tion of an ordinary apartment, the other can be

moved, with the utmost ease, to any moderate

distance, and the space it occupies is very small.

2. It is more convenient for viewing celestial

objects at a high altitude than any other telescope.
W'hen we look through a Gregorian reflector, or

an achromatic telescope of four or five feet in

length, at an object elevated 50 or 60 above
the horizon, the body requires to be placed in an

uneasy and distorted pos.tion, and the eye is

somewhat strained, while the observation is con-

tinued. But, when observing similar objects by
the aerial reflector, we can either stand perfectly

erect, or sit on a chair, with the same ease as we
sit at a desk when reading a bock or writing a

letter. In this way, the surface of the moon, or

of any of the planets, may be contemplated for

an hour or two, without the least weariness or

fatigue. A delineation of the lunar surface may
be taken by this instrument, with more ease and

accuracy than with any other telescope, as the
observer can sketch the outline of the object by
one eye, on a tablet placed a little below the

eye-piece, while the other eye is looking at the

object. For the purpose of accommodating t!in

instrument to a sitting or a standing ppsture, 1

caused a small table to be constructed, capable
of being elevated or depressed at pleasure, on
which the stand of the telescope is placed. When
the telescope is four or five feet long, and the ob-

ject at a very high elevation, the instrument may
be placed on the floor of the apartment, and the
observer will stand in an erect position.

3. This instrument is considerably shorter than
a Gregorian telescope, whose large minor is of

the same focal length. When an astronomical

eye-piece is used, the whole length of the instru-

ment is nothing more than the focal length of the

speculum. But a Gregorian, whose large spe-
culum is four feet focus, will exceed five f^et in

length, including the eye-piece.
4. The aerial reflector far excels the Grego-

rian in brightness. The want of light in Gre-

gorians is owing to the second reflection from
the small mirror; for it has been fully proved, by
experiment, that, about the one-half of the rays
of light which fall upon a reflecting surface is

lost by a second reflection. The image of the

object may also be presumed to be more correct,
as it is not liable to any distortion by being re-

flected from another speculum.
5. There is less tremor in these telescopes

than in Gregorian reflectors. One cause among
others of the tremors which affect Gregorians i?

the formation of a second image at a great dis-

tance from the first, besides that which arises

from the elastic tremor of the small speculum,
when carried by an arm supported only at one
end. But as the image formed by the speculum,
in the aerial telescope, is viewed directly, without

being exposed to any subsequent reflection, it is

not so liable to the tremors which are so fre-

quently experienced in other reflecting telescopes.

Notwithstanding the length of the arm, of the

four feet telescope above-mentioned, a celestial

object appears remarkably steady, when passing
across the field of view, especially when it is at a

moderate degree r f altitude ;
and it is easily kept

in the field by a gentle motion applied to the

arm of the instrument.

The specula used in the instruments to

which we have alluded above, were far from

being good, being of a yellowish color, and
some of them scarcely half polished. They
had likewise large holes in their centre, as they
were originally intended for Gregorian tele-

scopes. Were they fitted up in the Gregorian

form, they would be of little use, unless with small

degrees of magnifying power. Yet, with all these

imperfections, they exhibit the object with more

brightness and accuracy than the generality of

reflectors
;
and therefore observes Mr. D. have no

doubt that, were instruments of this construction

fitted up with specula of the best figure and

polish, they would equal if not surpass, in bril-

liancy and distinctness, the general run of achro-

matic telescopes.
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We have now to notice one of the greatest im-

provements that has been made in the reflecting

telescope since the commencement of the present
century. It is an instrument constructed by
lord Oxmantown, a young nobleman of high
mathematical attainments. It may be best de-

scribed in his own words :

' The following considerations,' observes his

lordship,
' induced me to make the experiments

on the specula of reflecting telescopes which I

am about to describe. The reflecting telescope
would be almost a perfect instrument, could we
devise means of freeing it from spherical aberra-

tion
;

it would then retain merely the defects

necessarily arising from imperfections in the

workmanship, and perhaps some others of a much
more trifling nature, such as those derived from
the inflection of light. The refractor, however,
is not only affected by the spherical aberration in

common with the reflector, but also by the dif-

ferent refrangibility of 'the rays of light. Both
of these defects may indeed be in a great degree
corrected by giving curves of proper radii to the

lenses which compose the object-glass. The

spherical aberration may by this be almost en-

tirely obliterated ; but a considerable portion
of the chromatic aberration still remains, owing
to the irrationality of the spectra formed by the

different kinds of glass, of which the object-glass
is necessarily composed, the different colored

rays not being refracted by each in the same

proportion. The refractors until lately were li-

mited- to a very small scale, owing to the impos-
sibility of procuring suitable glass of large di-

mensions
;
and although a new process has lately

been discovered on the continent, which has

considerably extended the limits of their con-

struction, still I believe that large pieces of glass,
of a tolerably homogeneous nature, are procured
with great difficulty ; and there seems to be but

little prospect of our being able, with the present
state of our knowledge, to construct efficient re-

fractors, at least with glass lenses of apertures at

all approaching the late Sir VV. Herschel's reflec-

tors. I have been thus minute in stating my rea-

sons for making the following experiments, as many
practical men whom I have spoken to, seem to

think that since Fraunhofer's discoveries, the re-

fractor has entirely superseded the reflector, and
that all attempts to improve the latter instrument

are useless.
' Two modes have been hitherto adopted for

diminishing the spherical aberration in reflectors,

the one by rubbing down the outer surface of

the speculum from the edge to the centre, so as

to make its figure approach to that of a parabo-

loid, the other by increasing the focal length in

proportion to the aperture. It is certainly ex-

tremely probable that a very skilful workman,
who has devoted the greater part of his life to

the construction of reflectors, may succeed

in some instances, particularly when the in-

strument is what is technically termed a

dumpy, in forming a surface approaching to the

paraboloid, which will perform better than one

which is truly spherical ;
but when we consider

the extreme accuracy necessary, and that a true

surface can only be obtained by the process of

polishing, when two motions are combined, the
one in some degree at right angles to the

other,'
and that a spherical surface is the only surface'
which can be formed by these two motions, it

will be evident that when we attempt the para-
bolic form we abandon an essential requisite to
the formation of an accurate surface. It is

scarcely worth while remarking, that, in every
attempt to improve a speculum of an accurate
spherical figure, I have invariably rendered it

worse; these attempts were not on very dumpy
instruments. The other method of diminishing
the spherical aberration, by increasing the focal

length in proportion to the aperture, is certainly
unexceptionable; but it will be immediately
evident that it has its limits, and that instruments
become unwieldy after they exceed a certain

length. I will now immediately proceed to de-
scribe one of the instruments I have constructed,
with a view of diminishing the spherical aber-
ration without introducing either of these de-
fects :

.
'In

fig. 3, plate II.,A B is a brass plate turned
true on both sides by means of a slide apparatus,
which at the same time renders its sides parallel.
The dimensions are seven inches by five-eighths
thick. C D is another brass plate, made true by
the same means, half an inch thick. The two

plates were then screwed together in a tem-

porary manner, their centres coinciding ; three
holes were then bored through them one-fourth
of an inch in diameter, accurately perpendicular
to their surfaces. The two plates were then

unscrewed, and the holes in the plate C D were

carefully tapped with a tap, having one-sixtieth
of an inch interval between its threads. T ree

cast steel spindles were then accurately turned,
the shank E F being made to fit the holes of the

plate A B, and the screw G II nicely to tit the

holes in the plate CD. It is almost needless to

observe that the flanches, and indeed every part
of the spindles, must be very carefully turned.

The three cast steel spindles were then put
through the holes in the plate A B, till their

flanches rested on it. They were secured there

by washers I, K, put on the shanks of the spin-
dles at the back of the plate, and the washers

were retained in their places by milled nuts

L, M. To prevent the washers from shaking as

the steel spindles were turned backwards and

forwards, which would loosen the milled nuts,
each washer was provided with a screw on its

side O, which enters the groove P in the shank,
and keeps it steady. The plate C D was then

laid upon the three screws G II of the spindles,
which were then gradually turned round in suc-

cession by a key fitting their other ends till the

plate C D reached within about one-eighth of an

inch of their flanches. To prevent the spindles
from shaking either in the plate AB, or C I), 1

teral holes were drilled reaching the princi pal holes

o, o, o, v, v, v. These were stuffed with small

bits of leather, which were kept constantly

pressed against the spindles by small screws.

This precaution is essential. Besides, serjws

were inserted at the back of the plate through

the holes marked i, i, i, which were serened

the plate C I), to prevent the possihiliiy
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of its shaking in the slightest degree during the

operation of grinding and polishing the specu-
lum.

' The mechanism being now complete, a spe-
culum was cast one inch thick. This was secured

to the plate C D by three small screwed wires

cast into it, by a groove in the plate C D, and

by a cement composed of resin, wax, and sul-

phate of lime. A ring of speculum me'al was
also cast one inch and a half thick, which was
secured to the plate AB in a similar mariner,

leaving a very minute interval between it and the

piece of speculum metal it surrounded. The
whole together formed a speculum of six inches

aperture, and two feet focal length, which was

ground and polished in|the common way, till by re-

peated trials it was found to be of a good spherical

figure. The small screws i, i, i, were then drawn

back, the speculum placed in the tube, and the

spindles turned round a certain number of times,

by which the centre part of the speculum was
made to approach nearer the plate A B, by a

quantity ascertained in a manner I shall presently

point out. The two images were then made to

coincide, and the image was then found to be

apparently as distinct as either image had been
when separate. It is necessary to observe that,

in order to effect the adjustment properly, each

image must be brought to the same degree of

brightness, which can be accomplished by shades
on the mouth of the telescope, and that no higher

power should be used than each metal, when

separately employed, can bear with distinctness.
' I rather think that instruments of this con-

struction will pretty frequently require adjust-
ment ; however, this is easily effected in the

space of two or three minutes. The first I at-

tempted consisted of a solid metal surrounded

by two rings. Owing to a defect in the mechan-
ism it required very frequent adjustments, the

smallest shock displacing the images. The one
I have described is almost entirely free from this

defect, remaining in perfect adjustment even after

very violent shocks. I have a speculum like the

first I made, consisting of three parts, which is

almost ready for grinding ; and I expect it will

turn out well. I have not yet perceived any ill

effects from expansion and contraction, which
was the difficulty I most apprehended. Whether

they will become perceptible in instruments of

higher powers, or whether, if perceived, means

may or may not be devised of obviating them,
can only be ascertained by future trials. On my
return from parliament, if other avocations do
not interfere, I propose to construct a speculum
in three parts of eighteen inches aperture and
twelve feet focal length ; this will be giving the

experiment a fair trial on a large scale. It may
perhaps be as well to observe that I do not
think the principle of subdividing the aberration

can be applied with advantage to small instru-

ments. The object to be gained by it is a dimi-
nution of the focal length with a given aperture
and power, and this is by no means desirable in

small instruments, as it forces us to make use of

deep eye-glasses, which are .on many accounts

objectionable.
' To compute the respective lengths of the

curves composing a compound speculum, such as
has been described, so that the aberration of
the whole speculum may be equally divided
between them.

' Let E, fig. 3, be the centre of the surface. Let
a ray proceed from Q and intersect the axis in V.
Let q be the geometrical focus of rays proceeding
from the point Q.

Let q represent E Q, Let q" represent E v

9' Egr, RE A
J E F, v ver sin 9

Then considering q" a function of ver. sin 0, v

being of course = in each coefficient, we have

which by proper substitutions becomes

<?'= <?/ <?

2
.A ffv*

-f &c.
(q +/)'

The aberration being q" q' is evidently repre-
sented by this series without its first term, which,
expressed geometrically, amounts to

Q E2 A N QE3 A N 2

Q F2
'

2
*~ Q F 3

'

4 E F + & '

which, when the rays are parallel, becomes

AN AN2
.

4EF-
' It is evident that the first term of this series

will afford a sufficiently near approximation -for

compound specula; if we therefore represent the

ver. sines of the arcs DO, D P, U Q, fig. 3,

by A N, A N,' A N," the problem becomes, Given
A N = A N' A N = A N" A N,' the length
of the arc D Q and its radius, to find the lengths
of the arcs D O and D P.

'

Example. Let a be the arc D Q= 3 inches,
r its radius =48 inches, x the seconds in a, then

a \

x = 206265 = 206265 -
12891", which

r 16

in degrees amounts to 3 35' whose v. s. =
0019550.

of which = -OC06516, corresponding to arc,

2 4* = 7440" = 1-77 inches.

| of which = -0013034' corresponding to arc

2 54' 30" = 10470 = 2-44 inches.

Arc D O = 1-77 inches, and D P = 2'44

inches.

'It is evident tliat the arc PO must be drawn

back, a quantity equal to D'C' = J DC, and
D O must be drawn back 2 D' C' = D C .'

We have in the article OPTICS fully explained
the principle of a reflecting specula mirror for

telescopes, and it may now be advisable to fur-

nish our readers with some important particulars
in the art of annealing this part of the instrument.

It is from the pen of Dr. M'Culloch, and was

published in the Journal of Science for June,
1828. Dr. M'Culloch commences his paper by
the following observations :

' It is much more than twenty years since I

spent some time in constructing specula for re-

flecting telescopes ; nor, till very recently, had I

any reason to conjecture that in any part of the

process, which it was my lot, like that of others,

to labor through for myself, I was possessed of
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knowledge which was not equally known to every
one who had attended to this subject, much more
to the makers of such telescopes. Having lately,

however, had an opportunity of conversing with
Mr. Ramage about his processes, I believe that

there is one point at least which has been misun-

derstood, and, consequently, often mismanaged ;

the result being the production, by accident, of

good metals, perhaps one good metal only, among
many failures, when, if I am right, those may be

produced with comparative certainty, and possi-
bly in such hands as those of Mr. Ramage him-
self with absolute precision. It may perhaps,
indeed, be considered that it is wrong here to

suppose that because this excellent constructor
has overlooked a necessary portion of his pro-
cess, others should be supposed to have done the

same; but, as I have no means of ascertaining
what are the knowledge and practice of the diffe-

rent makers, I must even hazard the chance of
here attempting to teach any one what he knew
before; while I must still trust that some may
hereafter derive, from my experience, precau-
tions by which they will be saved considerable

disappointment and some expense. Such is the

apology for this paper, should it prove super-
fluous to any one; while I cannot help consider-

ing the subject as of some importance, as, not

merely the color of the metal, but, as I think, its

durability, and its power of giving a clear image,

depend much on the nature of the management
in that part of the process to which I allude.

' I am not aware that it is necessary to say

any thing respecting the proportions of the two
metals in the alloy; though I would caution

makers of specula respecting the purity of the

tin and copper, being convinced by some trials

that the presence of arsenic is apt to lead, in

time, to the tarnishing of the surface. I must

equally presume that every one is acquainted
with the temperature required for the separate
metals before mixing, with the necessary flux,
the method of pouring in the alloy, the position
of the mould, and so forth ; though with respect
to the best form of the metal itself, that is as to

relative thickness in its several parts, I must
confess that I have never yet been able to satisfy

myself: such are the complicated difficulties, en-

tangled between the cooling and annealing first,

and the optical consequences afterwards depend-
ing on changes of temperature, and on weight or

flexure, that beset any calculations on this sub-

ject; while it is probable that they are really

irreconcileable, or that there is no one form which
will be the best, as concerns the original nature of

the metal and its action when completed.
' To pass from these points, therefore, the ob-

ject to which I am desirous of especially calling
the attention of those who may be interested in

this question, is the process of annealing the

metal after casting, since it is in this, as far as I

have found, that the chief disappointments take

place ; and in consequence of a species of mis-

management which attention will be able to pre-
vent when once the principle has been explained.
Here it is at least that I did fail myself, until I

contrived to examine and discover the cause;
and here it is that Mr. Ramage has found the

same difficulties, and made the same failures
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not
likely, I trust, to hap; -en often again, though,

in a process so delicate, certainty must not al-

ways be expected.
'
I need scarcely say that if this alloy were

suffered to cool rapidly it would break, or might
break, and that it requires to be cooled slowly in

the mould, or annealed; this being true, parti-

cularly of the larger metals, as there is not so
much hazard with respect to small ones. The
process itself is simple and easy : it would

scarcely, indeed, be necessary to describe it \\cic
it not for its frequently injurious consequences ;

and it consists commonly in covering the metal
in the mould with hot ashes or cinders, and thus

retaining it, often for a considerable time and at

a high temperature.
' To state now what those failures are, before

enquiring into the cause, I must first remark,
that the fracture of speculum metal ought to be
that which mineralogists term flat conchoidal,
or resembling that of gun-flint ; and the surface

of the fracture ought to be lucid and smooth,
or like that of glass, utterly free of granulation
or roughness of any kind, and as polished in

reality as it can afterwards be rendered on the

tool. Without this, it is in vain to expect the

greatest light which a speculum is capable of

giving, nor the purest color; and without this,

also, it will be found that the surface will be apt
to fail after long use, or in consequence of fre-

quent exposure to the atmosphere and vacilla-

tions of temperature. A speculum metal, there-

fore, which does not thus come out at the an-

nealing, ought to be rejected ; it is not worth
the subsequent labor.

'It is true, that, as far as four inches diameter,
a very moderate degree of care will generally
insure success; the difficulty occurs in the

larger ones, and increases rapidly with their

increase of size. And the failure consists in the

reverse of what I have just stated. The fracture

becomes granular or rough, and is at tile same
time dull as might be anticipated; while the

degree of this fault varies with the extent of the

mismanagement; which is a mismanageme nt in

the annealing alone, as I shall presently show,
while the nature of the metals used, or some-

thing in the flux, or in the casting, is often

accused for faults depending on a much simpler
cause.

' Nor is it only that the metal is dull from th/-

nature of the fractured surface, or that this is a

mere deception which the polishing will remove.

So far from that, the absolute color of the alloy

itself is imperfect or bad; it has no longer that

clear silver whiteness which will take what is

technically called a black polish, but is gray and

sometimes of different tones, often so gray and so

dark as to be palpably unfit for its purpose,

though often, in the least imperfect instances,

retained and finished for use, with the production

assuredly of some disappointment even at first,

and of somewhat more, I have fully ascertained,

after long use, as I shall presently explain.
' In such cases of extreme failure, as the blame

is generally laid on the metals of the alloy, the

fault remains uncorrected ;
and if others have

found the same difficulties as 1 at first encoun-

tered myself, and as Mr. Ramage had always _
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done when I inspected his processes, they will

be well pleased to know where the error lies ;

though it must still depend on a nicety of atten-

tion which it is impossible to describe to find

the remedy.
' Could the speculum be suddenly or quickly

cooled after casting, it would be always perfect;
the evil is the result of slow cooling of that very
process which is necessary, or thought necessary,
to secure its integrity ;

and the slower the cool-

ing the greater the evil or the failure. Or, by
rapid cooling, the texture and the color are the

most perfect which can be obtained from this

alloy; while it is possible, by a proceeding as

highly reverse as possible, to render it absolutely
useless, and utterly unlike to what is desired;
and ven while the most rigid analysis shows
that the bad metal and the good are precisely the

same after having been cast, if we should not be
satisfied as to this, from having produced by those

different treatments a perfectly good and an ex-

tremely bad metal out of the same pots at the

same time.

'There ought now to be no difficulty in seeing
what the efficient cause of this evil is. It is the

crystallisation of the alloy, permitted or encou-

raged by the application of too high a heat in the

annealing, and by continuing that heat too long.
Nor is fluidity necessary to this process ; it oc-

curs after the metal is consolidated, as I have

amply proved; since it is even easy to bring a

metal to this state by annealing, after having
been thoroughly well cast and annealed, and
after having been tried by fracture. Nor is it a
fact to excite any surprise, since it belongs to a

wide train of analogies on which my experiments,

long since ready to be made public, amount per-

haps to thousands.
1 We can now, therefore, trace the cause of all

those variations of defect, which occur in this

case, between the best and the worst specimens ;

as it will be found that the degree of crystallisa-
tion on which depend the faults, is always

proportioned to the extent to which the anneal-

ing process has been carried ;
or on the duration

and the intensity of the heat applied to the

metal after consolidation. The reason of this,

also, is apparent ;
but I need not, in this merely

practical notice, enter into a subject which I have
treated fully in a paper of another nature.

'

But, to convince observers that this is the real

cause of the defect of such metals, it is always
easy to dissect the crystallisation, if I may use

such a term, by means of an acid, and thus to

see how the defect goes hand in hand with the

crystallisation, while the variety of texture in spe-
culum metals thus discovered will also be found

very considerable, and often, I may add, very

unexpected ; since, among other singular varieties

not easily described, I have found even exam-

ples of what mineralogists call the spheroidal

concretionary structure.
'

But, if I dare not here dwell on the properly
theoretical part of this subject, I must suggest
one circumstance or change, which, under high
or extreme degrees of snnealing, seems to occur,
and which is probably the real cause of the

defect as to color, since it is not so easy to sup-

pose that mere texture could produce a gray

tint, such as is often found in these defective
metals. I call it a suggestion, because, while

engaged in thest investigations, I was never
able to discover any method of analysis by
which the fact, if it be one, could be ascertained.

' The suggestion is srmply this, that under the

complete liberty of crystallisation permitted by
high and long-continued heat, an alloy is formed
different from that which was intended ; or that a
certain definite combination takes place between
the tin and copper, so as to produce a mixture
which is possibly that of two alloys, or else is

such as to set a portion of one or other of the
metals free, though of course under a state of
mixture which is unassignably minute. It is

plain that this is at besta probable state of things,
while I neednot say how difficult the proof
must be at present. It is probable, for this rea-
son : there is a crystallised metal or alloy, crys-
tallisation takes place only in simple bodies or
definite compounds, and it would be very sin-

gular if the proportion of twenty-five copper
and twelve tin, which was my compound, should
be that definite compound, while as other pro-
portions are used by Mr. Ramage, such an oc-
curence cannot, plainly, happen in both cases.

And, in defect of analysis, it has often seemed to

me, on the trial by acids, that there was more
.than one substance in the defective and crystal-
lised speculum, distinguishable by the manner
in which the acid acted on the surface. It

might not be yery difficult to approximate to
this point to a greater nicety by the application
of different acids, and by a subsequent examina-
tion of the proportions of tin and copper dis-

solved
; but what I neglected to do, when I had

the power, my state of health has long prevented
me from following up.

'
It seems unneccessary to add more on this

part of the subject in a paper so merely practi-
cal ; and if I ought now to show how the an-

nealing ought to be carried on, so as to avoid the
evil in question, I find it very difficult to give
such directions as will enable any one to do as I

have done in these cases with success. And,
indeed, it can scarcely be necessary ; since the

general principle, and the cause of the evil

having been once explained, it will be easy for

the speculum-maker to apply what, after all,

must be a matter of trial, and which must also

vary with each magnitude of speculum. I could
not describe a temperature for which there is no
measure, nor lay down a period of time which
must depend partly

on that temperature, and

partly on the size of the metal, and partly also, I

may add, on its form and thickness, and even on
the temperature of the atmosphere. But if each
maker must feel his way for himself, and for each
size that he may cast, let him always remember
that the speculum metal is rather a mixture than
a true alloy, and that it has a tendency to sepa-
rate as to crystallise, when under liberty, by heat ;

that the best and most brilliant metal is that

which cools most suddenly, or which is soonest

deprived of the power of crystallising, and there-
fore that his object must be to cool his speculum
as rapidly as it can possibly be cooled without

breaking. And, as to the practical method of

annealing, I may add that I think the ordinary
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mode bad, inasmuch as it is difficult to regulate.
Whether my own method may prove better in
other hands or not it is not for me to pronounce,
but it was to use sand for that purpose. In this

case the mass of sand was placed over a hori-
zontal iron-plate flue, so as to be at a high red-
heat in one place and to cool gradually at an-

other; and while the speculum was placed in the
hottest part after casting, it was slowly moved to
the cooler parts till the desired end was ob-
tained.

' I have but one other suggestion to offer as to

the effects which have seemed to me to follow
from polishing for use, specula, of which the tex-
ture had been thus crystallised. Whether there
should be two alloys, or an alloy and a metal, or

not, or whether the whole result is mechanical,
depending on the intersected surface of this con-
fused crystallisation, it is certain that a polished
surface of this nature is irregular in its action on

light, and that good images are scarcely attain-

able, from optical causes that will be sufficiently
obvious, to say nothing of an absolute loss of

light produced by this cause And I have fur-

ther reason to believe from numerous experi-
ments, which it would be impossible as improper
to detail here, that such crystallised specula un-

dergo further changes of their crystalline texture
from the ordinary vacillations of temperature to

which the uncrystallised ones are either less sub-

ject, or from which they are exempt; the conse-

quence being a slow deterioration, as may easily
be imagined without further explanation. To
this cause, indeed, we must, I believe, trace

some of the deteriorations of specula which do
not depend on tarnish or corrosion, though I

must also add, in concluding, that the crystallised

specula are more easily tarnished than others,

probably from the irregular action of moisture
on them, or, possibly, because the definite com-

pound and its associate thus intermixed, one or

other, or both, offer less resistance to the air than
that mixture of tin and copper which constitutes

a good speculum.'
We may now furnish our readers with some

particulars of the powerful achromatic telescope,
constructed by M. Lerebours. On this subject
we may best quote the opinions of Messrs. Hers-

chel, South, and Amici.
' The diameter,' says Mr. South,

' of the object-

glass of the achromatic telescope, constructed by
M. Lerebours, now in the Royal Observatory of

Paris, is rather better than 9-2 inches English,
uncovered by the cell, but of which 8'4 inches

only are in actual use. Its focal length is eleven

feet.
' The magnifying powers with which I used it,

on the night of the 15th of March last, are 136,

153, 224, 240, 420, and 560. With all, except
560 (which, by some forgetful ness, was not ap-
plied), Venus was extremely well defined during
a dark night; of course, Jupiter and Saturn were
well shown. The two stars of Castor, of y Leo-

nis, of Orionis, were exhibited with 240, 420,
and 560, as round as possible, u Leonis present-
ed by its side a light blue star with 420, which
could not be overlooked by the most careless

observer, and with 560 both stars were admirably
defined.
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'
I neea not inform you that a telescope, havingan object-glass of the diameter above-mentioned"

which, with these powers, will neatly define the
limb of the planet Venus, and will give to the
discs of the double stars here named images ab-
solutely round, deserves to be well spoken of.

Indeed, I have no hesitation in saying that this

telescope is the best achromatic I ever pointed
to the heavens

; nor will I withhold my regret,
or even the mortification I feel in

asserting, "that

England, when I visited it in May last, could
not produce an achromatic any thing like it.

The stand upon which it is mounted is not pro-
vided with any means of giving to the telescop,
equatorial motion.

'Whilst, however, I say thus much, I am far
from entertaining the sentiments of Mr. Fraun-
hofer, as to the decided superiority of refractors
over reflectors, nor can I accompany Mr. Struve
in his idea, that the Dorpat telescope

'

may per-
haps rank with the most celebrated of all reflect

ing telescopes, namely, Herschel's.' It is true,
I have not had the enviable qualification of hav-

ing seen the former; still I think the Paris tele-

scope furnishes me with data upon which to
form something like a rational conjecture.

'
Its object-glass actually in use is in proportion

to Mr.Struve's(if all of it be
effective), as seventy

to ninety-two neaily, a difference not very hard
to be allowed for.

'I have seen the nebulae in Orion ; the planets
Jupiter and Saturn, with the Paris telescope ;

and with their appearances in Mr. Herschel's

twenty feet reflector, I am perfectly familiar, and
the comparison is many times in favor of the
latter.

'The power of the twenty feet reflector nt

Slough is well authenticated
; and if the inde-

fatigable astronomer of Dorpat will turn his pro-
bably matchless achromatic upon some of the
faint nebula in the constellation Virgo, or upon
some others, not easily resolvable into stars, he
will soon satisfy himself, that his ideas of its

space penetrating power are much overrated.
' The star Bootis was seen ' close double' by

Mr. Pond at Lisbon, perhaps twenty years ago,
and, as I believe, with a Newtonian reflector of
six inches aperture, and the circumstances men-
tioned in a letter written by him to Dr. Wollas-
ton. The instrument with which I first observ-
ed it, in 1810, 'close double,' was a reflector of
the worst possible construction, viz. a Gregorian
reflector of six inches aperture, and thirty inches

focal length, but a very perfect instrument, made
for me by Mr. Watson in the year 1809, and
Which is now in the possession of my friend Mr.
Perkins.'

After speaking of the merits of the telescope
of M. Lerebours, Mr. Herschel proceeds as fol-

lows :

' My object, in writing this, is to obviate an

erroneous impression that may arise in the mind.^

of those who read Mr. Fraunhbfer's Memoir, a*

to the great inferiority of reflecting telescopes in

point of optical power to achromatics in general,
and more especially to those constructed with

such delicacy as his own doubtless are. Those
who have witnessed the performance of M.
Amici's beautiful Newtonian reflector will not

3 A V!
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readily admit this inferiority, but will feel dis-

posed to wisli that some attempt might be made
to accomodate such admirable instruments to

the more exact purposes of astronomy, an ob-

ject which appears to have been too easily lost

sight of.
' Mr. Fraunhofer's expressions, when speaking

of the loss of light by metallic reflection, are, I

think, too strong. He observes that ' the most

perfect metallic mirror reflects only a small part
of the incident light, and that the greater part is

absorbed ;' and that, in consequence, the inten-

sity of the light entering the eye of the observer

is always very small.' A metallic mirror, how-

ever, reflects 0-673 of the incident light, or more
than two-thirds, and absorbs less than one-third

of the whole. M. Fraunhofer appears rather to

have in view the Newtonian construction, where
two metallic mirrors are used, and where the

whole effective quantity of light is only 0-452 of

the incident rays. No one who has been half

blinded by the entrance of Sirius, or of a Lyrae,
into one of my father's twenty feet reflectors, will

say that the intensity of its light is small, nor,
to take a less extreme case, will any one who
uses one of M. Amici's Newtonian reflectors of

twelve inches aperture (a perfectly convenient

and manageable size, and of which he has con-

structed several), be disposed to complain of its

want of light. The ordinary reflector used by
my father, in his reviews of the heavens, was a

Newtonian, seven feet focus, and barely six inches

in aperture ; and consequently equal, cceteris

paribus, to an achromatic of 4J (4-254) English,
or 3-999 Paris inches, and therefore by no means

proper to be put in competition with M. Fraun-
hofer's chef d'ceuvres of seven and nine inches ;

yet it will be recollected that with this telescope,
and with a magnifying power of 460, w Leon is

was discovered to be double, and distinctly sepa-
rated, and its angle of position measured.

' In order to demonstrate the superiority of re-

fracting over reflecting telescopes, M. Fraunho-
fer has selected the star Bootis, which my fa-

ther lias described as a double star of the sixth

class (No 104), in his second catalogue of double

stars, but without mentioning the division of the

^arge star into two, as a double star of the first

class. It might, however, be very easily over-

looked in a review in indifferent weather. It is,

at least, as difficult to resolve as 17 Coronoe, more
so than a, either of which, with any telescope, be
its goodness what it may, requires a favorable

atmosphere for its separation. From this omis-

sion, however, Mr. Fraunhofer concludes that

the power of the telescope was insufficient to

resolve it, and must, therefore, have been infe-

rior to that of an achromatic in the hands of Mr.

Bessel, with which it was recognised by that

eminent astronomer as double. It will be seen,
in reference to the memoir on Double Stars by
Mr. South and myself, that this star had been

long since ascertained to be double, not only by
Mr. Bessel, but by Messrs. Struve, Pond, and

South, and, what is more to the present purpose,

by Sir. W. Herschel himself. It was only by
oversight that we omitt.ed to refer, in that work,
to his account of it, which is published in his

paper On the Places of 145 ne\v Double Stars,

in the first volume of the Transactions of the As-
tronomical Society, p. 178, and read in June
1821.

' In large reflectors, in which only one metallic

mirror is used, the disadvantage, in point of light,

under which they labor, in comparison with re-

fractors, is, however, much less formidable. A
reflector of eighteen inches aperture would be

equivalent to an achromatic of fifteen and a half,

and one of forty-eie;ht inches to an achromatic of

forty-one and a half in aperture : a size we cannot

suppose (from any thing we have yet seen) that

it is possible the latter should ever attain. Re-
flectors of eighteen or twenty inches are perfect-

ly manageable, and, I apprehend, quite within

the power of any good artist to execute, and (if

intended only for use, and not at all for show) at

no very ruinous expense. That which I habitu-

ally use, of the former dimension, is my own

workmanship; and, though inferior in distinctness

to the exqusite one used by my father in his

sweeps, is by no means an instrument to be des-

pised. Indeed, from the experience I have had
of these telescopes, I am satisfied of their appli-

cability, even to the more exact purposes of as-

tronomy, and that great improvements in their

construction and mechanism remain to be made.
'

Having succeeded in observing the eclipses of

Jupiter's satellites in the day time, and in mea-

suring the diameters with one of his Newtonian

reflectors, professor Amici was desirous of ascer-

taining the dimensions of an achromatic telescope,

capable of showing these phenomena with the

same distinctness.
' With this view,' says he, I took a Newtonian

telescope of my own making, having a focal dis-

tance of thirty inches, and an aperture of thirty-
six lines, and I compared with it an achromatic

telescope 'of the same length, having an English

object-glass of two lenses, two inches and a half

diameter. In applying to these instruments two

equal eye-glasses, and directing them to the same

object, I saw this object with most brightness

through the achromatic telescope. In order to be

certain of this fact, I constructed a parallelepiped,
three inches long, by placing, in opposite direc-

tions, two prisms, one of colorless, and the other of

obscure glass, such as those which are employed
for observing the sun. This apparatus furnished

a regular gradation of transparency ; by placing
it between the eye of the eye-glass, I could easily
find the opacity necessary for intercepting en-

tirely the light of the object which I looked at

alternately with each instrument. In order to

avoid all calculation, I diminished by diaphragms
the aperture of the brightest telescope, till the

light of the object was extinguished in the two

apparatuses at the same division of the parallele-

piped. After several trials I found that, in order

that the refractor and the reflector should have

the same brightness, the first must have an aper-
ture of twenty-seven lines, and the second of

thirty-six. I am of opinion, indeed, that this

ratio of 3 to 4 ought to be the same for telescopes
of all dimensions, as we cannot take into account

the slight loss of light arising from the great

thickness of the two glasses in these telescopes.
' In order, then, to see the satellites as bright

as I have seen them, we require an achromatic
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telescope of eight inches and a half in diameter,
and having a focal distance such that the instru-

ment may magnify 400 times. The great object-

glass, therefore, ofseven inches and a half aperture
at Naples, will show the satellites less distinctly
than mine, while the nine inch object-glass at

Dorpat will show them more distinctly.
' The result obtained by Sir W. Herschel does

not differ from the above. By the method of

Bouguer he found that the diameters of a double

achromatic, and of a Newtonian reflector, must
be as 7 to 10, in order to produce the same

brightness with the same magnifying power, or

as 5 to 6, if the small Newtonian mirror is not
used. Hence, in order that an achromatic tele-

scope may equal his forty feet reflector, its ob-

ject-glass must be forty English inches in dia-

meter.
1 If reflecting telescopes, for which I have a

partiality, have, in general, the advantage over

1. When the reflectors have a small mirror
2. When the small mirror is not used
3. When the reflectors have a small mirror
4. When the reflector has a small mirror

Professor Barlow has suggested a new fluid

telescope which is deserving of attention. He
employs sulphuret of carbon for a correcting
medium as a substitute for flint glass in the

achromatic instrument. This is enclosed between
two plate glasses, ground and polished to the

proper curves, and placed at any distance be-

hind the plate front lens, from actual contact to

two-thirds of the focal length of the plate. This

being premised, it may be observed that, in the

usual construction of achromatic telescopes, the

two or three lenses composing the object-glass
are brought into immediate contact, and in the

fluid telescope proposed by Dr. Blair the con-

struction is the same, the fluid having been en-

closed in the object-glass itself. Nor could any
change iu this arrangement in either case be in-

troduced with advantage ; because the dispersive
ratio between the glasses in the former instance,
and between the glass and fluid in the latter, is

too close to admit of bringing the concave cor-

recting medium far enough back to be of any
sensible advantage. The case, however, is very
different with the sulphuret of carbon. The dis-

persive ratio here varies (according to the glass

employed) between the limits -298 and -334;
which circumstance has enabled me to place the

fluid correcting lens at a distance from the plate
lens equal to half its focal length ; and I might
carry it still farther back, and yet possess suffi-

cient dispersive power to render the object-glass
achromatic. Moreover by this means the fluid

lens, which is the most difficult part of the con-

struction, is reduced to one-half, or to less than

one-half of the size of the plate lens ; consequently
to construct a telescope of ten or twelve inches

aperture involves no greater difficulty in the

manipulation than in making a telescope of the

usual description of five or six inches aperture,

except in the simple plate lens itself: and; what
will be thought perhaps of greater importance, a

telescope of this kind of ten or twelve feet length

refractors, with respect to the distinctness of the

images, magnifying power, and smaller focal

distance, they must always yield to the latter on
account of the smaller apertures which these re-

quire, the
facility with which they may be ap-

plied to different instruments, and the immuta-
bility of the substance of their lenses, which ren-
der comparable observations made at distant

epochs, and partly for the convenience of ushvz
them, arising from this, that the object-glass pre-
serves always the well centered position which
the artist has given it. This last quality is so
much valued, by some observers, that they do
not hesitate to prefer a moderate achromatic tele-

scope to a good Newtonian one.'

We shall now present, in a small table, the
relative performances of achromatic telescopes,
with double object-glasses, and Newtonian re-

flectors, according to Sir. W. Herschel, Mr.

Ilerschel, and Professor Amici.

Ratio of diameters when
the performance is equal.

Achromatic. Reflector.

. 7 . to 10
)

Sir W.
8J to 10 f Ilerschel.

7,'jj
to 10 Mr.Ilerschel.

7i to 10 Prof. Amid.

will be equivalent in its focal power to one of

sixteen or twenty feet. We may therefore by
this means shorten the tube several feet, and

yet possess a focal power more considerable than

could be conveniently given to it on the usual

principle of construction. This will be better

understood from fig. 4, plate II.

In this figure A B C D represent the tube of

the six inch telescope, C D the plate object-glass,
F the first focus of rays, de the fluid concave

lens, distant from the former twenty-four inches.

The focal length M F being forty-eight inches,

and, consequently, as 48 : 6 : : 24 : 3 inches, the

diameter of the fluid lens. The resulting com-

pound focus is 62 5 inches
;

it is obvious, there-

fore, that the rays df, e f, arrive at the focus under
the same convergency, and with the same light,

as if they proceeded from a lens of six incites

diameter, placed at a distance beyond the object-

glass C D (as C' D'), determined by producing
these rays till they meet the sides of the tube

produced in C' D', viz. at 62-5 inches beyond the

fluid lens. Hence it is obvious the rays will

converge as they would do from an object-glass,

C'D', of the usual kind, with a focus of ten feet

five inches. We have thus, therefore, shortened

the tube 38-5 inches, or have at least the advan-

tage of a focus 38-5 inches longer than our tube ;

and the same principle may be carried much

farther, so as to reduce the usual length of re-

fracting telescopes nearly one-half, without in-

creasing the aberration in the first glass beyond
the least that can possibly belong to a telescope

of the usual kind of the whole length. It should,

moreover, be observed that the adjustment for

focus may be made either in the usual way or

by a slight movement of the fluid lens, as in tin:

Gregorian reflectors by means of the small
^spe-

culum. In the latter case the eye-piece is fixed,

which may probably be convenient for astrono-

mical purposes, in consequence of the great deli-

cacy of the adjustment.
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TELESIA, in ancient geography, a town of

Italy in Campania. It was taken by Hannibal

I,iv. 21. c. 13, &c. It is now called Telese.

TELESILLA, a lyric poetess of Argos, who

bravely defended her country against the Spar-
tans. Paus. ii. c. 20.

TELESINUS, a general of the Samnites,who

joined the party of Marius, and fought against

the generals of Sylla. He marched towards

Rome, and defeated Sylla himself with great

loss. But at last he was defeated and killed in

a bloody battle, after displaying the utmost

bravery. Plut.

TELFORD (Thomas), civil engineer, was

born at Langholm in Dumfriesshire, Scotland,

in the year 1755, which he quitted at an early

age, and, acquiring a knowledge of the bricklayer's

and stonemason's trades, rose graduallyfrom such

an humble position, to the undisputed head of

the profession of civil engineers. While Tel-

ford was employer] in building with his own
hands the round of the village school at Inver-

ness, Alexander Nirnmo, who subsequently rose

to the head of the profession of civil engineers
in Ireland, was instructor of the children ; and

these two distinguished men preserved the closest

intimacy to their latest moments. In industry,

integrity, and professional ability, Telford has

not been exceeded. His works are so numerous,
as to render individual or separate description in-

convenient here. It must suffice to mention the

most public and valuable ; they are the Menai
and Conway Bridges Caledonian Canal

Aqueducts at Pont-y-Sysyllte and Chirk (N.

Wales) Holyhead road through the North

Wales mountains St. Katherine's Dock, Lon-
don Highland roads, and Salopian canals. He

may be said to have been the founder of the So-

ciety of Civil Engineers, an Institution over

which he presided until within a few weeks of

his decease in 1834, and to which he bequeath-
ed 2000, together with library, maps, and in-

struments. In early life Telford exhibited a

taste for poetry, and was author of several small

pieces, that do not by any means lessen* the esti-

mate formed of his genius. H's remains were

deposited in Westminster Abbey, whither they
were followed by many of the members of the

Institution of Civil Engineers.

TELINGANA, an ancient kingdom of Hin-

dostan, now divided between the British and the

Nizam. It was intersected by the river Godavery.
The districts lying to the north of that river were
called Andhra ; those situated on the south of it,

Kalinga. The Telinga language is still spoken
by the Hindoos. Between Ganjam and Pulicat,
it contains a number of Sanscrit words, and has

some affinity to the Bengaly.
TELL, v. a. Sc v. n. \ Pret. and part. pass.

TELL'TALI:, n. s, \ told ;
Sax. re-Han

; Belg.
taellan, tellen. To utter ; express ; speak ; relate

;

teach; discover; number: trive an account: a

telltale is one who gives petty or malicious in-

formation.

You speak to Casca, and to such a man
That is no flearing telltale. Shaktpearf , Julhis Caesar.

"Pis dono : vjiort displays her telltale \vin^-",

And to each car the news and tidings brings.

Fairfax.

Numerous sails the fearful only tell
;

Courage from hearts, and not from numbers, grows.
Id.

Eurydice and he are prisoners here,
But will not long be so : this telltale ghost

Perhaps will clear them both. Id. and Lee.

A child can tell twenty before he has any idea of

infinite. Locke.

She doubts if two and two make four,

Though she has told them ten times o'er. Prior.

The rest are vanished, none repassed the gate,
And not a man appears to tell their fate.

Pope's Odyssey.

TELL (William), an illustrious Swiss patriot,
the chief instrument of the revolution which
delivered the Swiss cantons from the German

yoke in 1307. See SWITZERLAND. Animated

by William Tell's courage and patriotism the

Swiss flew to arms ; attacked and vanquished
Grisler, who was shot to death by Tell; and the

association for the independency was immedi-

ately formed. Tell was oiered the government,
but he refused it. While endeavouring to alter

the course of a torrent, and prevent its farther

desolations, he was carried off by the impetu-
ous stream in 1354.

TELLIAS, or TELLIUS, a famous astronomer

and soothsayer, of Elis, who flourished in the

acre of Xerxes. Paus. x. 1.
"

TELLICHERY, a sea-port town of the south

of India, province of Malabar. It is a place of

considerable consequence, and ships of great

burden may safely anchor opposite it, at two miles

distance, in six fathoms water. The East India

Company established a factory here, for the pur-
chase of pepper, &c., so early as the year 1683,
and in 1708 purchased the fort from the Colastry,
or Cherical rajah.

TELLINA, in zoology, a genus of anima

belonging to the class of vermes, and order of

testacea. The animal is a tethys; the shell is

bivalve, generally sloping to one side, with three

teeth at the hinge. Gmelin reckons about ninety

species. The tellinse bury themselves in the

mud or sand at the bottom of the sea, keeping a

communication with the water above by means
of short tubes or pipes.

TELLURIUM, in mineralogy, a new metal

which Mueller first suspected to exist in the au-

rum paradoxicum or problematicum, which has

the appearance of an ore of gold, though very
little can be extracted from it. Klaproth after-

wards established its existence, not only in this

but in some other Transylvanian ores, and named
it tellurium. Pure tellurium is of a tin white

color, verging to lead-gray, with a high metallic

lustre; of a foliated fracture; and very brittle,

so as to be easily pulverised. Its specific gravity
is 6-115. It melts before ignition, requiring a

little higher heat than lead, and less than anti-

incny ; and, according to Gmelin, is as volatile

as arsenic. When cooled without agitation, its

surface has a crystallised appearance. Before

the blowpipe on charcoal it burns with a vivid

blue light, greenish on the edges ;
and is dissi-

pated in grayish-white vapors, of a pungent
smell, which condense into a white oxide. This

oxide heated on charcoal is reduced with a kind

of explosion, and soon again volatilised. Heated
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in a glass retort it fuses into a straw-colored
striated mass. It appears to contain about six-

teen per cent, of oxygen.
Tellurium is oxidized and dissolved

(by the

principal acids. To sulphuric acid it gives a

deep purple color. Water Separates it in black

floccttli, and heat throws it down in a white pre-
cipitate. With nitric acid it forms a colorless

solution, which remains so when diluted, and
affords slender dendritic crystals by evaporation.
The muriatic acid, with a small portion of nitric,
forms a transparent solution, from which water
throws down a white submuriate. This may be
redissolved almost wholly by repeated affusions

of water. Alcohol likewise precipitates it.

Sulphuric acid, diluted with two or three parts
of water, to which a little nitric acid has been

added, dissolves a large portion of the metal,
and the solution is not decomposed by water.

The alkalies throw down from its solutions a white

precipitate, which is soluble in all the acids, and

by an excess of the alkalies or their carbonates.

They are not precipitated by prussiate of potash.
Tincture of galls gives a yellow flocculent pre-
cipitate with them. Tellurium is precipitated
from them in a metallic state by zinc, iron, tin,
and antimony.

Tellurium fused with an equal weight of sul-

phur, in a gentle heat, forms a lead colored stri-

ated sulphuret. Alkaline sulphurets precipitate
it from its solutions of a brown or black color.

In this precipitate either the metal or its oxide

is combined with sulphur. Each of these sul-

phurets burns with a pale blue flame, and white

smoke. Heated in a retort, part of the sulphur
is sublimed, carrying up a little of the metal

with it. It does not easily amalgamate with

quicksilver.

TELLURETTED HYDROGEN, in chemistry,
a gas formed by the combination of tellurium

and hydrogen. To make this compound, hydrate
of potash and oxide of tellurium are ignited with

charcoal, and the mixture acted on by dilute sul-

phuric acid, in a retort connected with a mercu-
rial pneumatic apparatus. An elastic fluid is

generated, consisting of hydrogen holding tellu-

rium in solution. It is possessed of very singular

properties. It is soluble in water, and forms a

claret-colored solution. It combines with the

alkalies. It burns with a bluish flame, depositing
oxide of tellurium. Its smell is very strong and

peculiar, not unlike that of sulphureted hydro-
gen. This elastic fluid was discovered by Sir H.

Davy in 1809. When tellurium is made the

electrical negative surface in water, in the voltaic

circuit, a brown powder is formed, which appears
to be a solid combination of hydrogen and tellu-

rium. It was first observed by Mr. Ritter in

1808. The composition of the gas and the solid

hydruret has not been ascertained. The prime

equivalent of tellurium, according to Sir H. Davy,
is 4-93, reduced to the oxygen radix. Berzelius

makes the oxide of tellurium a compound of

metal 100 + oxygen 24-8. If we call the oxy-
gen 25, then the atom or prime would be 4.

In this case telluretted hydrogen, if analogous in

its constitution to sulphuretted hydrogen, would

have a specific gravity of 2-2916 (not 2-3074, as

Dr. Thomson deduces itJrom the same data).

TELLUS, Lat., i. e. the earth, in the mythology,
one of the Roman names of the goddess Cybele,
and which in common language signified the
same with terra, the earth ; but in the mythology
Terra was the name appropriated to the mother,
the wife of Coelus, and Tellus to the daughter, the
wife of Saturn. See OPS.

TEMENUS, a leader of the Heraclidze, who
became king of Argos. He was succeeded by
Deiphon, who had married his daughter Hyme-
tho.

TEMERA'RIOUS, adj. i Fr. temeraire ;

TEMER'ITY, n. s. ] Latin temerarius.
Rash

; heady ; unreasonably adventurous, or

contemptuous of danger: the noun substantive

corresponding.

The figures are bold even to temerity. Cowley.
Resolution without foresight is but a temerarious

folly ;
and the consequences of things are the first

point to be taken into consideration. L'Estraiige.
Should he find upon one single sheet of parchment

an oration written full of profound sense, adorned
with elegant phrase, the wit of man could not per-
suade him that this was done by the temerarious

dashes of an unguided pen. Ray.

TEMESVAR, BAKAT or BANNAT OF, a pro-
vince in the south of Hungary, bounded by
Transylvania, and by the rivers the Marosch, the

Theyss, and the Danube. Its extent is about
9450 square miles; its population above 700,000.
In the south-east it contains a range of high
mountains, where pasturage and mining form
the principal employment of its inhabitants

; but
the rest is level, and in many places marshy or

sandy, though in general of great natural fertility.

From the middle of the sixteenth century to 1 71 6,

this province was subject to the Turks, and had,
under their management, become overrun with

robbers; so that when the conquests of prince

Eugene restored it to Austria, many parts of it

were almost uninhabited : and the renewal of the

Turkish war in 1737 ruined many of the European
establishments. On the restoration of peace,

however, a number of Servians, Rascians, Ma-

cedonians, and Bulgarians, repaired hither from

the Turkish provinces, bringing their property

along with them ; and the new governor exerted

himself with great zeal in the cause of improve-
ment. In 1752 the government was changed
from the military to the civil form, and, with the

exception of a temporary check during the seven

years' war, this province has gone on ever since

in a gradual course of improvement.
TEMESVAR, a considerable town in the south

of Hungary, the capital of the county of the

same name, and one of the strongest fortresses

of the Austrian empire. It stands at the con-

fluence of the Temes and Rega, is well built for

so backward a country, and contains a popula-
tion of 11,000, a mixed race, of Rascian, Ger-

man, and Greek origin. The chief public build-

ings are the cathedral, a Greek and a Catholic

church, three monasteries, three hospitals, a syna-

gogue, and extensive barracks for the garrison.

The town is the residence both of a Catholic

and of a Greek bishop. The chief manufacture

is silk ;
but iron and woollens are also objects

of traffic.

TEMKSVAE, a frontier district of Hungary, in-
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eluding the south and south-east parts of the

bannat. On the west it is marshy, containing,

however, fine and extensive plains ;
but in the

east it is mountainous, with rich mines of copper.
It is divided into the districts of German and

Wallacho-Illyrian, and contains 173,000 inha-

bitants. The chief town is Pancsova, but the

general's residence is at the town of Temesvar.

TEMESVAR, a palatinate of Hungary, occupy-

ing the central part of the bannat. Its area is

2460 square miles, with 244,000 inhabitants.

TEMPE, in ancient geography, a valley of

Thessaly in Phthiotis, between Mount Olympus
on the north, and Ossa on the south, through
which the Peneus runs into the .&gean Sea.

All the poets celebrate this valley as the most

delightful spot on earth ;
with verdant walks,

cool shady groves, and the melodious singing of

birds, &c., and hence the name Tempe became

proverbial for a pleasant spot. It was five miles

long, but in some places not above an acre

and a half broad. But Livy gives a quite dif-

ferent account of it, and says the Roman army
'^ere struck with horror in passing over the pre-

cipitous rocky chasm. Strabo accounts for the

difference by the depredations of an earthquake.
See Strabo ix. and Livy.

TEM'PER, v.a. &n. s.

TEM'PERAMENT, n. s.

TEMPEUAMEN'TAL, adj.

TEM'PERANCE, n. s.

TEM'PERATE, adj.

TEM'PEUATELY, adv.

TEM'PERATENESS, n. s.

TEM'PERATURE,
TEM'PERED, adj.

substantive means due mixture; middle course ;

mean constitution of body or mind ; frame of

mind ; state to which certain metals are brought

by art: temperament is also constitution; pre-
dominant disposition : the adjective correspond-

ing : temperance, moderation; patience; calm-

ness : temperate, moderate ; unimpassioned : the

adverb and noun substantive corresponding:

temperature is natural constitution ; degree of

natural qualities ; mediocrity ; moderation : tem-

pered is disposed in regard to the passions ;

adjusted, generally.

Prepare the sixth part of an ephah and the third

part of an hin of oil, to temper with the fine flour.

Ezek. xlvi. 14.

Thy sustenance serving to the appetite of the eater,

tempered itself to every man's liking.
Wisdom xvi. 21.

The potter tempering soft earth, fashioneth every
vessel with much labour. Id. xv. 7.

11 is senseless speech and doted ignorance
When as the noble prince had marked well,
He calmed bis wrath with goodly temperance.

Spenser.

Solon, in his laws to the Athenians, laboured to

temper their warlike courage with sweet delights of

.'earning and sciences . so that as much as the one
excelled in arms, the other exceeded in knowledge.

Spensei- on Inland.

In that proud port, which her so goodly graceth,
Most goodly temperature you may descry. Spenser.

With which the damned ghosts he governeth,
.'.nil furies rules, and Tartare tewperei.li. Id.

Fr. temperer ; Lat.

tempera. To mix so

that one part quali-
fies the other ; com-

pound ; bring to

proper consistence

or proportion: hence

to soften ; mollify ;

govarn : the noun

When was my lord so much ungently tempered,
To stop his ears against admonishment !

Shakipeare.
If you could find out but a man

To bear a poison, I would temper it
;

That Romeo should upon receipt thereof

Soon sleep in quiet. Id.

She's not forward, but modest as the dove :

She is not hot, but temperate as the morn. Id.

What ! are you chafed?

Ask God for temperance, that's the appliance only
Which your disease requires. Id. Henry VIII.

Now will I to that old Andronicus,
And temper him with all the art I have. Shakspeare.

Here draw I

A sword, whose temper I intend to stain

With the best blood that I can meet withal. Id.

The brain may devise laws for the blood, but a

hot temper leaps over a cold decree.

Id. Merchant of Venice.

Temperately proceed to what you would
Thus violently redress. Shakspeare.

Nothing better proveth the excellency of this soil

and temper than the abundant growing of the palm
trees. Raleigh.

Use a temperate heat ; for they are ever temperate
heats that digest and mature ; wherein we mean

temperate, according to the nature of the subject ; for

that may be temperate to fruits and liquors, which
will not work at all upon metals. Bacon.

Birds that change countries at certain seasons, if

they come earlier, shew the temperature of the weather.

Id.

As the world's sun doth effects beget
Different in divers places every day ;

Here autumn's temperature, there summer's heat,
Here flowery spring-tide, and there winter grey.

Davies.

Restore yourselves unto your tempers, fathers,

And without perturbation hear me speak.
Ben Jonson.

It lieth in the same climate, and is of no other

temperature than Guinea.
Abbot's Description of the World.

Langley's mild temperateness
Did tend unto a calmer quietness.

Daniel's Civil War.

This, I shall call it evangelical, temper is far from

being natural to any corrupt child of Adam.
Hammond.

God esteems it a part of his service if we eat or

drink
; so it be temperately, and as may best preserve

health. Taylor.
His sleep

Was airy, light, from pure digestion bred,
And temperate vapours bland. Milton.

Observe
The rule of not too much ; by temperance taught
In what thou eatest and drinkest ; seeking from

thence

Due nourishment, not gluttinous delight. Id.

These soft fires with kindly heat

Of various influence foment and warm,
Temper or nourish. Id.

The sword
Of Michael from the armoury of God
Was given him tempered so, that neither keen
Nor solid might resist that edge. Id.

Remember with what mild
And gracious temper he both heard and judged,
Without wrath or reviling. Id. Paradise Lost.

The common law has wasted and wrought out those

distempers, and reduced the kingdom to its just state

and temperament. Hale.

Intellectual representations are received with as
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unequal a fate, upon a bare temperamental relish or

disgust. Glanville.

From temperate inactivity we are unready to put in

execution the suggestions of reason.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

That temperamental dignotions, and conjecture of

prevalent humours, may be collected from spots in

our nails, we concede. Id.

There may be as much difference as to the tempe-
rature of the air, and as to the heat and cold, in one

mile, as in ten degrees of latitude ;
and he that

would cool and refresh himself in the summer, had
better go up to the top of the next hill, than re-

move into a far more northern country. Id. Travels.

Woman ! Nature made thee

To temper man : we had been brutes without you.

Olway.
In the tempering of steel, by holding it but a mi-

nute or two longer or lesser in the other competent
heat, gives it very different tempers as to brittleness

or toughness. Boyle.

Temperance, that virtue without pride, and fortune

without envy, gives indolence of body and tranquillity
of mind

;
the best guardian of youth and support of

old age. Temple.

Repeated peals they hear,

And, in a heaven serene, refulgent arms appear :

Reddening the skies, and glittering all around,
The tempered metals clash, and yield a silver sound.

Dryden.
This will keep their thoughts easy and free, the

only temper wherein the mind is capable of receiving
new informations. Locke an Education.

Bodies are denominated hot and cold, in propor-
tion to the present temperament of that part of our

body to which they are applied. Locke.

This body would be increased daily, being sup-

plied
from above and below

; and, having done grow-

ing, it would become more dry by degrees, and of a

temper of greater consistency and' firmness.

Burnet's Theory of the Earth.

The good old knight, with a mixture of the father

and master of the family, tempered the inquiries after

his own affairs with kind questions relating to them-

selves. Addison.

By winds that temperately blow,
The bark should pass secure and slow. Id.

If, instead of this variation of heat, we suppose
an equality or constant temperature of it before the

deluge, the case would be much altered.

Woodward's Natural History.
Health itself is but a kind of temper, gotten and

preserved by a convenient mixture of contrarieties.

Arbuthnot.

These needles should have a due temper ; for, if

they are too soft, the force exerted to carry them

through the flesh will beud them
;

if they are too

brittle, they snap. Sharp.
1 advised him to be temperate in eating and drink-

ing.
Wiseman.

Teach me, like thee, in various nature wise,

To fall with dignity, with temper rise. Pope.
If the estates of some bishops were exorbitant be-

fore the reformation, the present clergy's wishes

reach no further than that some reasonable temper

had been used, instead of paring them so quick.

Swift's Miscellanies.

Memory depends upon the consistence and the

temperature of the brain. Watts.

All irregular tempers in trade and business are but

like irregular tempers in eating and drinking. Law.

TEMPERAMENT, among physicians, is a certain

disposition of the solids and fluids of the human

body, by which it may be properly denominated

strong, weak, lax, &c. In every person there is

erhaps a temperament peculiar to himself,
'hough the ancients only took notice of four,
which indeed seem to have a real existence, and
are capable of receiving an explanation. The
two that are most distinctly marked are the san-

guineous and melancholic, viz. the temperaments
of youth and age. 1. Sanguineous. Here
there is laxity of solids, discoverable by the
softness of hair and succulency ; large system of

arteries, redundancy of fluids, florid complexion ;

sensibility of the nervous power, especially to

pleasing objects; irritability from the plethora;
mobility and levity from lax solids. 2. Melan-
cholic habit. Here greater rigidity of solids oc-

curs, discoverable by the hardness and crispature
of the hair ; small proportion of the fluids, hence

dryness and leanness; small arteries, hence pale
color; venous plethora, hence turgescency of

these, and lividity ; sensibility, frequently ex-

quisite ; moderate irritability, with remarkable

tenacity of impressions ; steadiness in action

and slowness of motion, with great strength ;
for

excess of this constitution in maniacs gives the

most extraordinary instance of human strength
we know. This temperament is most distinctly
marked in old age, and in males. 3. The cho-

leric temperament takes place between youth
and manhood. In this the distribution of the

fluids is more exactly balanced
;
there is less

sensibility, and less obesity, with more irritabi-

lity, proceeding from greater tension, less mo-

bility and levity, and more steadiness in the

strength of the nervous power. As to the 4. Phleg-
matic, it cannot be distinguished by any charac-

ters of age or sex. It agrees with the sanguine-
ous in laxity and succulency. It differs from
that temperament and the melancholic, by the

more exact distribution of the fluids. Again it

differs from the sanguineous, by having less

sensibility, irritability, mobility, and. perhaps
strength, though sometimes indeed this last is

found to be great. These are the ancient tem-

peraments. The temperaments indeed are much
more various ;

and very far from being easily
marked and reduced to their genera and species,
from the great variety which is observable in the

constitutions of different men. But the late Dr.

Brown, among other bold assertions, insisted

that there is no natural difference of constitu-

tion but what is occasioned by habit and acci-

dent.

TEMPERAMENT, in music, is defined by Rous-

seau to be an operation, which, by a slight alter-

ation in the intervals, causes the difference

between two contiguous sounds to disappear,
makes each of these sounds seem identical with

the other, which, without offending the ear, may
still preserve theirrespective intervals or distances

one from the other. By this operation the scale

is rendered more simple, and the number of

sounds which would otherwise be necessarily

retrenched. Had not the scale been thus modi-

fied, instead of twelve sounds alone, which a^e

contained in the octave, more than sixty would

be indispensably required to form what we pro-

perly call modulation in every tone. See Mrsic.

TEMPERING, in the mechanic arts, the pre-

paring of steel and iron, so as to render them
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more compact, hard, and firm ; or more soft and

pliant, according to their respective occasions.

See IRON and STEEL.

TEM'PEST. n. s. &c v. a. ~\ French tempeste ;

TEMP'ESTBEATEN, adj. I Lat. tempestas. The

TEMP'ESTTOST, N utmost violence of

TEMPESTIV'ITY, n.s. i the wind: to dis-

TEMPEST'UOUS, adj. J turb by a tempest.
' The names,' says Johnson,

'

by which the wind
is called according to the gradual increase of its

force seem to be, a breeze; a gale; a gust; a

storm ; a tempest :

'

any commotion or storm :

the two compounds following are of obvious

meaning : tempestivity is a Latinism only used,
as we find, by Brown for seasonableness : tem-

pestuous is stormy ;
turbulent.

Tempestuous fortune hath spent all her spight,
And thrilling sorrow thrown his utmost dart.

Spenser.

I have seen tempests, when the scolding winds

Have rived the knotty oaks.

Shakspeare. Julius Ccesar.

The tempest in my mind
Doth from my senses take all feeling else,

Save what beats there. Id. King Lear.

Though his bark cannot be lost,

Yet it shall be tempest -tost. Id. Macbeth.

What at first was called a gust, the same
Hath now a storm's, anon a tempest's name. Donne.

Some have been driven by tempest to the south.

Abbot.

Part huge of bulk,

Wallowing unwieldy, enormous in their gait,

Tempest the ocean. Milton.

We, caught in a fiery tempest, shall be hurled

Each on his rock transfixed. Id.

Which of them rising with the sun, or falling,
Should prove tempestuous. Id.

Since their dispersion, the constitutions of coun-
tries admit not such tempestivity of harvest.

Browne's Vulgar Eiours.
In the calm harbour of her gentle breast,

JMy tempest-beaten soul may safely rest.

Dryden's Aurengezebe.
Her looks grow black as a tempestuous wind,

Some raging thoughts are rowling in her mind.

Dryden.

Pompey, when dissuaded from embarking because
the weather was tempestuous, replied, My voyage is

necessary, my life is not so.

Collier on the Value of Life.
With clouds and storms

Around thee thrown, tempest o'er tempest rolled,
Thou humblest nature with thy northern blast.

Thomson.

TEMPESTA (Antony), an Italian painter,
born at Florence in 1555. He studied under

Strada, and excelled in landscapes with figures.
He also engraved some prints. He died in 1630.

TEMP'LAR, n. s.
\ From the Temple, a

TEM'PLE. $ house near the Thames,
anciently belonging to the knights templars, ori-

ginally from the temple of Jerusalem. French,

temple ; Lat. templum. A student in the law :

a building devoted to divine worship or to acts

of religion.

The honoured gods
Throng our large temples with the shews of peace.

Shakspeare.
Most sacrilegious murther hath broke ope

The Lord's anointed temple, and stole thence

The life o' the' building. Id. Macbeth.

TEM
Wits and templars every sentence raise,

And wonder with a foolish face of praise.

Pope's Epistle.

TEMPLARS, TEMPLERS, or knights of the tem-

ple, a religious order instituted at Jerusalem in

the beginning of the twelfth century, for the

defence of the holy sepulchre, and the protec-
tion of Christian pilgrims. They were first

called the poor of the holy city, and afterwards

assumed the appellation of templars, because
their house was near the temple. The order
was founded by Baldwin II., king of Jerusalem,
with the concurrence of the pope : and the prin-

cipal articles of their rule were : That they
should hear the holy office throughout every day ;

or that, when their military duties should pre-
vent this, they should supply it by a certain

number of pater no<ters ; that they should ab-

stain from flesh four days in the week, and on

Fridays from eggs and milk meats ; that each

knight might have three horses and one esquire;
and that they should neither hunt nor fowl.

After the ruin of the kingdom of Jerusalem,
about 1186, they spread themselves through

Germany and other countries of Europe, to

which they were invited by the liberality of the

Christians. In 1228 this order acquired stabi-

lity, by being confirmed in the council of Troyes^
and subjected to a rule of discipline, drawn up
by St. Bernard. In every nation they had a

particular governor, called master of the temple,
or of the militia of the temple. Their grand
master resided at Paris. The order flourished for

some time, and acquired, by the valor of its

knights, immense riches and an eminent degree
of militaiy renown ; but, as their prosperity in-

creased, their vices multiplied, and their arro-

gance, luxury, and cruelty, rose at last to such a

monstrous height, that their privileges were re-

voked, and their order suppressed, with the most
terrible circumstances of infamy and severity.
Their accusers were two of their own body, and
their chief prosecutor Philip the Fair of France,
who -addressed his complaints to Clement V.
The pope, though at first unwilling to proceed
against them, was under a necessity of comply-
ing with the king's desire ; so that, in 1307,

upon an appointed day, and for some time after-

wards, all the knights who were dispersed

throughout Europe, were seized and imprisoned,
and many of them, after trials for capital crimes,
were convicted and put to death. In 1312 the

whole order was suppressed by the council of

Vienna. A part of the rich revenues they pos-
sessed was bestowed upon other orders, especi-

ally on the knights of St. John, now of Malta,
and the rest confiscated to the respective treasu-

ries of the sovereign princes in whose dominions
their possessions lay.
TEMPLE (Sir William), an eminent statesman,

born in London in 1628. His family was an-

cient, and assumed the surname of Temple from
the manor of temple, in the hundred of Sparken
Hall, Leicestershire. He was first sent to Pen-

sehurst, in Kent, under his uncle, Dr. Ham-
mond ; but at ten he was removed to Bishop's
Stortford, in Hertfordshire. In his seventeenth

year he went to Cambridge, where he was placed
under the tuition of Dr. Cudworth. Afier
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acquiring a competency of French and Spanish,
he was sent abroad to finish his education.

Having resided two years in France, Mr. Tem-

ple made a tour through Holland, Flanders, and

Germany. In 1654 he returned home, and
married Miss Osborn, daughter of Sir Peter

Osborn, of Chicksand. He rejected all offers

of employment under Cromwell ;
but at the

restoration, in 1690, being chosen a member of

the Irish convention, while others were trying to

make their court to the king, Mr. Temple op-
posed the poll-bill with so much spirit that his

conduct soon attracted the attention of the pub-
lic, and brought him into notice. In the next

parliament, in 1661, he was elected with his

father for the county of Carlow; and in 1662
was chosen one of the commissioners from that

parliament to the king. Soon after he went
back to Ireland, where he met with a very favor-

able reception from the duke of Ormond. In
1665 he was sent with a secret commission to

the bishop of Munster, which he executed so

much to the satisfaction of Charles II. that on
his return to Brussels he appointed him resident

there, and created him a baronet. In April
1666 he sent for his family; but, before their

arrival, he had been again obliged to depart

upon business to the prelate's court. Having
finished his business at Munster he returned to

Brussels, where he passed a year. In spring
1667, a new war breaking out between France
and Spain, which exposed Brussels to danger,
Sir William sent his lady, and family to England ;

but he himself remainedrtnere with his sister till

December 25th, when h'e was ordered by the

king to come over privily to London. Taking
the Hague in his way, he paid a visit to De
Witt, and proposed those overtures which pro-
duced the triple alliance. Soon after his arrival

at the British court, he returned, on the 16th of

January, 1668, with the character of envoy ex-

traordinary and plenipotentiary to Holland ;

where a conference being opened, he brought
that treaty to a perfect conclusion in five days.
The ratifications of this alliance being exchanged
on the 15th of February, he repaired to Brus-

sels
; and a treaty being set on foot between

France and Spain at Aix-la-Chapelle, he set out

for that place on the 24th of April in quality of

his majesty's ambassador extraordinary. He
arrived on the 27th ;

and it was chiefly owing to

his assistance that the Spaniards were brought
to sign the articles of that peace on the 2d of

May. He then returned to Brussels, with a

view of remaining there in his former station of

resident ; but he received letters from the earl

of Arlington, with the king's order to be his

ambassador. Sir William upon this returned

to England, and was received with every possi-
ble token of favor by the kin?. Setting out

again for Holland, in his new character of am-

bassador, he arrived at the Hague in August,

1668; where he enjoyed the confidence of that

great minister De Witt, and lived in great inti-

macy with the prince of Orange, then only

eighteen years of age; but in September, 1669,

he was hurried back to England by lord

Arlington, and pressed to return to the Ila<j;ue,

and pave the way f>r a war with Holland.

This, however, he refused to have any hand in
;

which so much provoked the lord treasurer Clif-
ford that he refused to pay him an arrear of
2000 due from his embassy. Disgusted with

Arlington's behaviour, Sir William returned to
his house at Sheen, near Richmond, in Surrey.
About the end of summer, however, 1673, the?

king, wishing to put an end to the war, sent for
Sir William to negociate a peace; but, powers
having been sent from Holland to the marquis
de Fresno, the Spanish ambassador at London,
Sir William was ordered to confer with him;
and a treaty was concluded in three days, and
the point carried respecting the superiority of
the British flag, which had been so long contest-
ed. In June 1674 he was again sent ambassa-
dor to Holland to offer the king's mediation
between France and the confederates, then ;it

war, which was accepted- soon after; lord

Berkeley, Sir William Temple, and Sir Leoline

Jenkins, being declared ambassadors and medi-
ators; Nimeguen, which Sir William had pro-
posed, was at length agreed upon by all parties
to be the place of treaty. During his stay at

the Hague, the prince of Orange, who was fond
of the English language, constantly dined and

supped once or twice a-week at his house ; and

by this familiarity he so much gained the prince's
confidence and esteem, that he had a considera-
ble hand in his marriage with the princess Mary,
daughter of James II. In July, 1676, he re-

moved his family to Nimeguen, and in 1677 his

son was sent over with letters ordering him to

return, and succeed Mr. Coventry as secretary
of state. In consequence of this order, Sir Wil-
liam came over to England in spring 1677 ; and,

though the affair of the secretaryship was drop-
ped at his desire, he did not return to Nimeguen
that year. About this time the prince of Orange
came over, and married the princess Mary ; and
this gave occasion for a new coolness between
lord Arlington and Sir William, as he and the

lord treasurer Osborn, who was related to Sir

William's lady, were only privy to that affair.

After the prince and princess were gone to

Holland, as the court seemed inclined to favor

France, the king wished to engage Sir William
in some negociations with that crown ; but lie

was so ill satisfied with this proposal, that he

offered to give up all pretensions to the office of

secretary ; and, desiring the lord treasurer to

acquaint his majesty with his intentions, retired

to Sheen, in hopes of being taken at his word.

Upon a discovery, however, of the French

designs not to evacuate the Spanish towns agreed

by the treaty to be delivered up, the kin<i com-
manded him to go upon a third embassy to the

states ; with whom he concluded a treaty ; by
which England engaged, in case France refused

to evacuate the towns in forty days, to declare

war immediately against that nation ; but, before

half that time was elapsed, one l)u Cross was
sent from the English court to Holland upon a

business which damped all the good humor ex-

cited by the treaty there, and which produced
such sudden changes here as gave Sir William

a distaste for all pubKc employments. In 167 (
.>

he went back to Nimeguen, where the French

delayed to sign llie treaty till tin; last hour ; but,
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having concluded it, he returned to the Hague,
-whence he was soon after sent for to enter upon
the secretary's office, which Mr. Coventry at

length resolved to resign. He accordingly came
over and went to court, with a full intention of

assuming his office ; but he started a difficulty

that he had not a seat in the house of commons ;

and, notwithstanding the king's repeated intreat-

ies, refused to accept, but advised him to choose

a council in whom he could confide, and

upon whose abilities he could depend. This

advice was followed, and, the choice of the per-
sons being concerted between the king and Sir

William, the old council was dissolved four days
after, and the new one established, of which

Sir William was a member. In 1680 the coun-

cil began again to be changed on the king's ill-

ness, at the end of the summer, and the duke of

York returned privately to court. In this junc-
ture Sir William, endeavouring to restore to the

king's favor some persons to whom he had taken

a dislike, he met with such treatment as gave
him a fresh distaste to the court ; so that he

resided principally at Sheen. Soon after this

the king sent for him again ; and, having pro-

posed that he should go as ambassador into

Spain, Sir William consented ;
but when his

equipage was almost ready, and part of the

money paid down for it, the king proposed to

defer his journey till the end of the session of

parliament, in which he was chosen a member
for the university of Cambridge. In this session

the spirit of party ran so high that it was impos-
sible to bring the house to any temper. The
duke was sent into Scotland; but nothing would

satisfy them but a bill of exclusion, which Sir

William strenuously opposed. Not long after this

period, the parliament being dissolved by the

king, without the advice of his privy council,
and contrary to his promise, Sir William made
a bold speech against it ; for which he was very
ill used by some of those who had been most
earnest in promoting the last change in the

ministry. Upon this he grew quite tired of

public business, declined the offer he had of

again serving for the university in the next par-

liament, that soon after met at Oxford ; and,

seeing the king resolved to govern without his

parliament, and to supply his treasury through
another channel, he retired to Sheen, resolving
never more to meddle with public affairs. From
that time Sir William lived at this place, till,

having purchased a seat, called Moor-Park, near

Farnham in Surrey, which he conceives a great
fondness for, he resolved to spend the remainder
of his life in this agreeable retreat. At the time

of the revolution, in 1688, Moor-Park becoming
unsafe, as it lay in the way of both armies, he

went back to the house at Sheen, which he had

given up to his son. When the prince reached

Windsor, he went thither to wait upon his high-

ness, and carried his son along with him. The

prince pressed him to enter into his service, and
to be secretary of state ; but, his age and infirm-

ities confirming him in the resolution he had

made not to meddle any more with public af-

fairs, he was satisfied that his son alone should

enjoy his majesty's favor. Mr. John Temple
NV.IS appointed secretary at war; but he had

hardly been a week in that office when lie

drowned himself. In 1694 S,r William lost his

lady. After this he lived four years, very much
afflicted with the gout; and died in January
1698. His body was interred in Westminster

Abbey, and a marble monument erected in 1722.
Sir William's principal works are, 1. Memoirs
from 1672 to 1692. 2. Remarks upon the State
of the United Provinces. 3. An Introduction
to the History of England. 4. Letters written

during his last embassies : and, 5. Miscellanies,
which contain many curious pieces. He was an

accomplished gentleman, a sound politician, a.

patriot, and a scholar.

A TEMPLE is a public building erected ir

honor of some deity, either true or false ; and
wherein the people meet to pay religious wor-

ship. The word is formed from the Latin tern-

plum, the Greek Tefiivog, signifying the same

thing; from re^voi, I separate, as a temple ib a

place separated from common uses. Others with
more probability derive it from the old Latin

word templare, to contemplate. It is certain

the ancient augurs gave the name templa to those

parts of the heavens which were marked out for

the observation of the flight of birds. Their
formula was, Templa tesqua sunto. Temples
were originally all open, and hence received their

name. See Philosophical Transactions No. 471 ,

sect. 5, where we have an account of an ancient

temple in Ireland of the same sort as Stonehenge.

Templum, among the old Romans, signified
a place consecrated by the augurs, whether en-

closed or open, in the city or in the fields. Cle-

mens Alexandrinus and Eusebius refer the origin
of temples to the sepulchres built for the dead.

This notion has been lately illustrated and con-

firmed by Mr. Farmer in his Treatise on the

Worship of Human Spirits, p. 373, &c. Hero-
dotus and Strabo say, the Egyptians were the

first who built temples to the gods. The first

erected in Greece is ascribed to Deucalion, by
Apollonius, Argonaut.. lib. iii. The Druids and
others of the ancients performed their sacrifices

in all places indifferently, from a persuasion that

the whole world is the temple of God, and that

he required no other. This was the doctrine of

the magi, followed by the Persians, the Scythians,
the Numidians, and many other nations mention-
ed by Herodotus, lib. i, Strabo, lib. xv, and
Cicero in Verrem. 2. The Romans had several

kinds of temples ; whereof those built by the

kings, &c., consecrated by the augurs, and
wherein the exercise of religion was regularly

performed, were called, by way of eminence,

templa. Those that were not consecrated were
called redes. The little temples, that were co-

vered or roofed, they called aediculte. Those

open sacella. Some other edifices, consecrated

to particular mysteries, they called fana and
delubra. The most celebrated temples among
the Romans were the Capitol and Pantheon.

They had also the temple of Saturn, which serv-

ed for the public treasury ; and the temple of

Janus. The Indian temples, or pagodas, are

sometimes of a prodigious size. They are com-

monly erected near the banks of the (Janges, Kist-

na, or other sacred rivers, for the benefit of ab-

lution in the purifying stream. Where no river
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flows near the foot of the pagoda, there is inva-

riably in the front of it a large tank or reservoir

of water. These are, for the most part, of a

quadrangular form, are lined with freestone or

marble, have steps regularly descending from the

margin to the bottom, and Mr. Crauford observ-

ed many between 300 and 400 feet in breadth.

At the entrance of all the more considerable pa-

godas there is a portico, supported by rows of

lofty columns, and ascended by a handsome

flight of stone steps; sometimes, as in the instance

of Tripetti, to the number of more than a hun-

dred. Under this portico, and in the courts that

generally enclose the whole building, an innumer-

able multitude assemble at the rising of the sun
;

and, having bathed in the stream below, and, in

conformity to an immemorial custom over all the

east, having left their sandals on the border of the

tank, impatiently await the unfolding of the gates

by the ministering brahmin. The gate of the pa-

goda universally fronts the east, to admit the

rays of the solar orb ; and, opening, presents to

the view an edifice partitioned out, according to

M. Thevenot in his account of Chitanagar, in

the manner of the ancient cave temples of Elora,

having a central nave or body ; a gallery ranging
on each side ; and, at the farther end, a sanctu-

ary, or chapel of the deity adored, surrounded

by a stone balustrade to keep off the populace.
Those who wish to peruse a more particular ac-

count of the Indian temples may consult Mau-
rice's Indian Antiquities. See also PAGODA and

SERINGHAM.
The TEMPLE AT JERUSALEM was similar in its

plan to the tabernacle. The first temple was

begun by Solomon about A. M. 2992, and A. A. C.

1012, and finished in eight years. It consisted

of the holy of holies, the sanctuary, and a por-
tico. The holy of holies was a square room of

twenty cubits ; the sanctuary, or holy place,
was forty cubits long, and twenty broad, conse-

quently the length of both these together was

sixty cubits. The portico, which stood before

the sanctuary, was twenty cubits long, and ten

broad. The whole length of the temple, com-

puting the cubit at twenty-two inches, did not

exceed 110 feet in length, and thirty-six feet

eight inches in breadth. In the portico stood

the two brazen pillars called Jachin and Boaz,
which appear to have been forty cubits high, and

about four in diameter. The court about the

tabernacle was 100 cubits long, and fifty broad ;

and, as Solomon made every par{ of the temple
about twice as large as the corresponding part in

the tabernacle, we may conclude, that the court

around the temple was 200 cubits long, and 100

broad. According to this description, the tem-

ple of Solomon was by no means so large as it

is commonly represented. Still, however, it was

very magnificent in size, and splendid in orna-

ment. It was plundered of its treasures in the

reign of Rehoboam, and repaired by Joash ; it

was again spoiled in the time of Ahaz and of

Hezekiah; and, after being restored by Josiah,

was demolished by Nebuchadnezzar in A. M.

3416, after it had stood 476 years according to

Josephus, and, according to Usher, 428 years.

The second temple was built by the Jews, after

their return from the Babylonish captivity, under

the direction of Zerubbabel their governor, and
of Joshua the high priest, with the encourage-
ment of Cyrus the Great to whom Judea was
become a tributary kingdom. This temple was
destitute of five remarkable appendages, which
were the chief glory of the first temple; viz. the

ark and mercy-seat, the shechinah, the holy fire

on the altar, which had been first kindled from

heaven, the urim and thummim, and the spirit
of prophecy. This temple was plundered and

profaned by Antiochus Epiphanes (see JEWS),
but afterwards purified by Judas Maccabaeus,
who restored the divine worship ; and, after hav-

ing stood 500 years, rebuilt by Herod, with a

magnificence approaching to that of Solomon's.

Tacitus calls it immensse opulentioe templum;
and Josephus says, it was the most astonishing

structure he had ever seen, as well on account of

its architecture as its magnitude, and the richness

and magnificence of its various parts and sacred

appurtenances. This temple, which Herod began
to build about sixteen years before the birth of

Christ, and so far completed in nine years and

a half as to be fit for divine service, was at

length destroyed by the Romans on the same

month and day of the month on which Solomon's

temple was destroyed by the Babylonians.

TEMPLES, in architecture. The ancient tem-

ples were distinguished, with regard to their con-

struction, into various kinds; as templum i >.

antis, or ./Edes in antis. These, according to

Vitruvms, were the most simple of all temples,

having only angular pilasters, called an lac or

parastatse, ,at the corners, and two Tuscan co-

lumns on each side of the doors. Temple, tetra-

style, or simply tetrastyle, was a temple that had

four columns in front, and as many behind.

Such was the temple of Fortuna Virilis at Rome.

Temple, prostyle, that which had only columns

in its front or fore-side ;
as that of Ceres at

Eleusis in Greece. Temple, amphiprostyle, or

double prostyle, that which had columns both

before and behind, and which was also tetrastyle.

Temple, periptere,
that which had four rows of

insulated columns around, and was hexastyle,

i. e. had six columns in front; as the temple of

Honor at Rome. Temple, diptere, that which

had two wings, and two rows of columns around,

and was also octostyle, or had eight columns in

front ; as that of Diana at Ephesus.

TEM'PLES, n. s. Lat. tempora. The upper

part of the sides of the head where the pulse is

felt.

Her sunny locks

Hang on her temples like a golden Ceece.

Shaks e..re.

The weapon entered close about his ear,

Cold through his tempks glides the whizzing spear.

Pope.

We may apply intercipients
of mastich upon t!ie

temples; frontals also may be
applied.

II iseman s Sttryery.

To procure sleep, he uses the scratching of the

temples and ears ;
that even mollifies wild beasts.

Arbuthnot.

TEMPLES, in anatomy, a double part of the

head, reaching from the forehead and c-yes to the

two ears. The temples are chiefly formed of two

bones called ossa ternporis.
These parts, accord
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ing to physicians, were called tempora, from
their showing the age or time of a man by the

color of the hair, which turns white in this part
before any other

; which Homer seems to have
been aware of, by his calling men poliocrotaphi,
i. e. gray templed.
TEMPLES also denote two inns of court in

London, thuscalled, because anciently the dwell-

ing-house of the knights-templars. At the sup-
pression of that order, they were purchased by
the professors of the common law, and convert-

ed into hospitia or inns. They are called the

inner and middle temple, in relation to Essex-

house ; which was also a part of the house of the

templars, and called the outer temple, because
situated without Temple Bar. In the middle

temple, during the time of the templars, the king's
treasure was kept ;

as was also that of the kings
of France in the house of the templars at Paris.

The chief officer was the master of the temple,
who was summoned to parliament in 47 Hen.
III. ; and from him the chief minister of the tem-

ple church is still called master of the temple.
TEMP'LET, n. s. A diminutive of temple.

A piece of timber in a building.
When you lay any timber on brick-work, as lin-

teols over windows, or templets under girders, lay
them in loom. Moxon's Mechanical Exercises.

TEM'PORAL,
adj.^

Fr. temporal ; low

TEMPORAL'ITY, n.s. Lati temporalis. Mea-
TEM'PORALS, [ sured by time; r.ot

TEMPORALLY, adv.
[eternal ; not spiritual ;

TEMPORALLY, n. s.
\ placed at the temples :

TEM'PORARY, adj. J temporality and tempo-
rals mean temporal or secular possessions : tem-

porally, the laity ; secular people : temporary,
lasting only for a limited time.

As there they sustain temporal life, so here they
would learn to make provision for eternal. Hooker.

. All the temporal lands which men devout

By testament have given to the church,
Would they strip from us. Shakspeare. Henry V.

Call not every temporal end a defiling of the inten-

tion, but only when it contradicts the ends of God, or

when it is principally intended : for sometimes a

temporal end is part of our duty ;
and such are all the

actions of our calling. Taylor.
The residue of these ordinary financies is casual,

as the temporalities of vacant bishopricks, the profits
that grow by the tenures of lands. Bacon.

These temporary truces were soon made and soon
broken

;
he desired a straighter amity.

Id. Henry VII.
The pope sucked out inestimable sums of money,

to the intolerable grievance of clergy and temporally .

Abbot.

If the Lord's immediate speaking, uttering, and

writing, doth conclude, by a necessary inference, that

all precepts uttered and written in this manner are

simply and perpetually moral ; then, on the contrary,
ail precepts wanting this are merely temporary.

'White.

There is scarce any of those decisions but gi^es

good light, by way of authority or reason, to some

questions that arise also between temporal dignities,

especially to cases wherein some of our subordinate

temporal titles have part in the controversy. Selden.

Such revenues, lands, and tenements, as bishops
have had annexed to their sees by the kings and
ethers from time to time, as they are barons and
lords of the parliament. Cowell.

Sinners, who are in such a temporally happy con-

dition, owe it not to their sins, but wholly to their
luck. South.
The king yielded up the point, reserving the cere-

mony of homage from the bishops, in respect of the

temporalities, to himself.
Ayliffe.

The republick, threatened with danger, appointed
a temporary dictator, who, when the danger was over
retired again into the community. Addison.

Prayer is the instrument of fetching down all good
things to us, whether spiritual or temporal.

Duty of Man.
Our petitions to God, with regard to temporals,

must be that medium of convenience proportioned to
the several conditions of life. Rogers's Sermons.

Copious bleedings, by opening the temporal arte-

ries, are the most effectual remedies for a phrensy.
Arbuthnot on Aliments.

All temporal power hath been wrested from the

clergy, and much of their ecclesiastick. Swift.

TEMPORAL ARTERIES, the arteries of the tem-

ples. See ANATOMY, Index, and TEMPLES.
TEMPORALTY. Those of bishops are the re-

venues, lands, tenements, and lay fees, belonging
to bishops, as they are barons and lords of par-
liament. The custody of the temporalties of

bishops forms a branch of the king's ordinary re-

venues. These, upon the vacancy of the bi-

shopric, are immediately the right of the king,
as a consequence of his prerogative in church

matters; whereby he is considered as the founder
of all archbishoprics and bishoprics, to whom,
during the vacancy, they revert. This revenue
of the king, which was formerly very considera-

ble, is now by a customary indulgence almost
reduced to nothing : for, at present, as soon as

the new bishop is consecrated and confirmed, he

usually receives the restitution of his tempcral-
ties quite entire and untouched from the king ;

and then, and not sooner, he has a fee-simple in

his bishopric, and may maintain an action for the

profits.

TEM'PORIZE, v. n. } Fr. temporiser ; Lat.

TEMPORI'ZER, n. s. $ tempus. To delay ;

procrastinate ; comply with the times ; com-

pound : the noun substantive corresponds.

If Cupid hath not spent all his quivers in Venice,
thou wilt quake for this shortly.

I look for an earthquake too then.

Well, you will temporise with the hours.

Shakspeare.
The dauphin is too wilful opposite,

And will not temporize with my entreaties :

He flatly says, he'll not lay down his arms. Id.

I pronounce thee a hovering temporizer, that

Canst with thine eyes at once see good and evil,

Inclining to them both. Id. Winter's Tale.

The earl of Lincoln, deceived of the country's con-

course, in which case he would have temporised, re-

solved to give the king battle. Bacon's Henry VII.

They might their grievance inwardly complain,
But outwardly they needs must temporize. Daniel.

TEMPT, v. a. -\ Fr. tenter; Lat. tento.

TEMPT'ABLE, adj. f To incite ; entice ; solicit

TEMPTA'TION, n.s. to ill; try; attempt:
TEMPT'ER. J the adjective and noun

substantives corresponding.

Come together, that Satan tempt you not.

1 Cor. vii. 5.
J
Tis not the king that sends you to the Tower :

My lady Gray tempts him to this harsh extremity.

Shakspfurt.
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I'm much too vent'rous

In tempting of your patience. Id. Henry VIII.

Set a deep glass of rhenish wine on the contrary
casket

;
for if the devil be within, and that temptation

without, he will chuse it. Id. Merchant of Venice.

Is this her fault or mine 1

The tempter or the tempted, who sins most 1

Not she ;
nor doth she tempt.

Id. Measure for Measure.

The experience of our own frailties, and the watch-

fulness of the tempter, discourage us.

Hammond's Fundamentals.

When by human weakness and the arts of the

tempter, you are led into temptations, prayer is the

thread to bring you out of this labyrinth. Dappa.
He that hath not wholly subdued himself, is

quickly tempted and overcome in small things.

Bishop Taylor.

Fixed on the fruit she gazed, which to behold

Might tempt alone. Milton.

Still his strength concealed

Which tempted our attempt, and wrought our fall. Id.

All temptation to transgress repel. Id.

Foretold what would come to pass,
When first this tempter crossed the gulf from hell.

Id.

Those who are bent to do wickedly will never want

tempters to urge them on. Tillotson.

Withhold
Your talons from the wretched and the bold

;

Tempt not the brave and needy to despair ;

For, though your violence should leave 'em bare

Of gold and silver, swords and darts remain.

Dryden.

This from the vulgar branches must be torn,

And to fair Proserpine the present born,

Ere leave be given to tempt the nether skies. Id.

Dare to be great without a guilty crown ;

View it and lay the bright temptation down :

'Tis base to seize on all. Id. Aurengzebe.

My work is done :

She's now the tempter to ensnare his heart. Dryden.
The devil can but tempt and deceive ; and, if he

cannot destroy so, his power is at an end. South.

O wretched maid !

Whose roving fancy would resolve the same

With him who next should tempt her easy fame.

Priar.

The roving crew,

To tempt a fair clothe all their tilts in blue. Gaty.

If the parliament were as temptable as any other

assembly, the managers must fail for want of tools to

work with. Swift.

TEMSENA, a province in the empire of Mo-

rocco, bordering on the Atlantic, is very pro-

ductive in corn, and abounds in cattle. The

best cavalry in the empire are found in this pro-

vince. The men are a strong, robust, copper

race, while the women possess a great share of

beauty. The very name is said to signify the

salubrity of the air, being derived from the two

words Tamam Sana,
' once a year,' to express

that such a residence is sufficient to restore health

to the invalid. In the forests is found a kind of

resinous cedar, a remarkably hard and incor-

ruptible wood. The inhabitants of this province,

with that of Shawia, which is contiguous, and

closely connected, are stated by Mr. Jackson at

1,160,000.

TEN, adj. Sax. ryn ;
Goth, and Bel?, lien.

The decimal number ;
twice five, the number by

which we multiply numbers into new denomi-

nations ; a proverbially large number.

5 TEN
Thou shall have more

Than two tens to a score. Shakspeare. King Lear.
Tun hath been extolled as containing even, odd,

long, and plain, quadrate and cubical numbers
;
and

Aristotle observed, that Barbarians as well as Greeks
used a numeration unto ten.

Browne's Vulgar llrrmtn.

With twice ten sail I crossed the Phrygian sea,

Scarce seven within your harbour meet. Dri/den.
There's a proud modesty in merit,

Averse from begging ; and resolved to pay
Ten times the gift it asks. Id. Cleomcues,

From the soft lyre,
Sweet flute, and (en -stringed instrument, require
Sounds of delight. Prior.

Although English is too little cultivated, yet the

faults are nine in ten owing to affectation.

Stcif't's Miscellanies.

TEN'ABLE, adj. Fr. tenable. Such as may
be maintained against opposition or attack.

The town was strong of itself, and wanted no in-

dustry to fortify and make it tenable.

Bacon's War with Spain.

Sir William Ogle seized upon the castle, and put
it into a tenable condition. Clarendon.

Infidelity has been driven out of all its out-works ;

the Atheist has not found his post tenable, and is

therefore retired into Deism. Addison's Spectator

TENA'CIOUS, adj. ~\ Lat. tenux. Grasp-

TENA'CIOUSLY, adv. ( ing hard ;
inclined to

TENA'CIOUSNESS, n. s. i hold fast; retentive;

TENA'CITY. J cohesive ;
not willing

to let go ;
with of before the thing held : the ad-

verb and noun substantives corresponding.

Some things our juvenile reasons tenaciously adhere

to, which yet our maturer judgments disallow of.

Glanville.

Griping, and still tenacious of thy hold,

Would'st thou the Grecian chiefs, though largely

souled,

Should give the prizes they had gained ?

True love's a miser ;
so tenacious grown,

He weighs to the least grain of what's his.own. Id.

Men are tenaciom of the opinions that first possess

them. Locke -

A resolute tenacious adherence to well chosen

principles, makes the face of a governor shine in the

eyes of those that see his actions. South.

Three equal round vessels filled, the one with

water, the other with oil, the third with molten pitch,

and the liquors stirred alike to give them a vertical

motion ;
the pitch by its tenacity will lose its motion

quickly, the oil being less tenacimu will keep it

longer, and the water being less tenaciau* will keep

it longest, but yet will lose it in a short time.

Newton.

If many contiguous vortices of molten pitoh were

each of them as large as those which some suppose

to revolve about the sun and fixed stars, yet these

and all their parts would, by their tenacity ami stiff

ness, communicate their motion to one another till

they all rested among themselves.

He is tenacious of his own property,
and ready to

invade that of others.

Substances, whose tenacity exceeds the powers oi

dio-estion, will neither pass,
nor be converted into all-

Id.

When winter soaks the fields, and female feet,

Too weak to struggle with tenaeiou* clay,

Or ford the rivulets, are best at home,

The task of new discoveries falls on me.

TF.NACITY, in natural philosophy,
is that qua-

lity <f bodies by which they sustain a consider-
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able pressure or force of any kind without break-

ing. It is the quality opposite to fragility or

brittleness. See STRENGTH.

TENACULUM, in surgery, an instrument

used in amputation, for pulling out bleeding ves-

sels that are to be tied by ligatures. See SUR-

GERY, Index.

TENAILLES, and TENAILLIONS. See FOR-
TIFICATION.

TEX'ANCY, n. s. Old Er. tenanche ; law
Lat. tenentia, from tenant. Temporary posses-
sion of what belongs to another.

This duke becomes seized of favour by descent,

though the condition of that estate be commonly no
mote than a tenancy at will. Wutton.

TENANT, n. s. & v. a. i Fr. tenant. One

TEX'ANTABLE, adj. >that holds of an-

TEX'AXTLESS; J other; one that on
certain conditions has temporary possession and

use of that which is the property of another :

correlative to landlord; the adjectives correspond-

ing.
I have been your tenant,

And your father's tenant, these fourscore years.

Shakspeare.
O thou, that dost inhabit in my breast.

Leave not the mansion so long tenantlets ;

Lest growing ruinous the building fall,

And leave no memory of what it was ! Id.

The ruins that time, sickness, or melancholy, shall

bring, must be made up at your cost ; for that thing
a husband is but tenant for life in what he holds, and
is bound to leave the place tenuntable to the next that

shall take it. Suckling.
That the soul may not be too much incommoded

in her house of clay, such necessaries are secured to

the body as may keep it in tenantuble repair.

Decay I'f Piety.
The English being only tenants at will of the na-

tives for such conveniency of fishing. Heylyn.
O fields, O woods, oh when shall I be made

The happy tenant of your shade ! Cotc/ei/.

Such is the mold, that the blest tenant feeds

On precious fruits, and pays his lent in weeds.

Waller.

Jupiter had a farm long for want of a tenant.

L'Estrange.
Sir Roger's estate is tenanted by persons who have

served him or his ancestors. Addison.

His cheerful tenants bless their yearly toil,

Vet to their lord owe more than to the soil. Pope.
The father is a tyrant over slaves and beggars,

whom he calls his tenants. Suift.
The bear, rough tenant of these shades. Tlwmson.

The tenants of a manor fall into the sentiments of

thiir lord. Watts.

The beams of April, ere it goes,
A worm, scarce visible, disclose ;

All winter long content to dwell

The tenant of his native shell. Coicper.
Kind souls ! to teach their tenantry to prize

What they themselves, without remorse, despise :

Nor hope have they, nor fear of aught to come,
As well for them had prophecy been dumb. Id.

TENANT, in English law, is used with divers

additions
; thus, tenant in do'.ver, is she that pos-

sesses land by virtue of her dower. Tenant by
statute-merchant, he that holds land by virtue of
a statute forfeited to him. Tenant in frank-mar-

riage, he that holds lands or tenements by virtue

of a gift thereof made to him upon marriage be-

tween him and his wife. Tenant by the curtesy,

he that holds for his life, by reason of a child

begotten by him of his wife, being an inheritrix,
and born alive. Tenant by elegit, that holds by
virtue of the writ called an elegit. Tenant in

mortgage, that holds by means of a mortgage.
Tenant by the verge, in ancient demesne, who is

admitted by the rod in the court of ancient de-

mesne. Tenant by copy of court-roll, who is

admitted tenant of any lands, &c., within a ma-
nor, which, timeout of mind, had been demisable

according to the custom of the manor. Tenant

by charter, that holdeth by feoffment in writing,
or other deed. There were also tenants by
kniahts'-service, tenant in burgage, tenant in

socca^e, tenant in frank-fee, tenant in villeinage :

so there is tenant in fee-simple; tenant in fee-

tail ; tenant at the will of the lord, according to

the custom of the manor ;
tenant at will by the

common law ; tenant upon sufferance ; tenant of

estate of inheritance ; tenant in chief, that holdetli

of the king in right of his crown; tenant of the

king's, he that holds of the person of the king,
or has some honor; very tenant, that holds im-

mediately of his lord, Kitch. fol. 99-; tenant per-

avail, the lowest tenant of the fee who is tenant

to one who holds over of another. F. N. B. 135.

So there are also joint-tenants, that have equal

right in lands and tenements by virtue of one

title; tenants in common, that have equal right,
but hold by divers titles ; particular tenant, as

tenant for years, for life, &c., that holds only for

his term ; sole tenant, he that hath no other joined
with him

; several tenant, as opposite to joint-

tenant, or tenant in common.
And there is tenant to the pracipe, in case of

fines and recoveries ; tenant in demesne, which
is he that holdeth the demesnes of a manor for a

rent, without service; tenant on service, he that

holdeth by service ; tenants by execution, that

hold lands by virtue of an execution upon any
statute, recognisance, &c., with divers others

Cowell.

TENANTS IN COMMON, are such as hold by
several and distinct titles, but by unity of pos-
session

; because none knoweth his own severally,
and therefore they all occupy promiscuously.
This tenancy therefore happens, where there is a

unity of possession merely, but perhaps an en-

tire disunion of interest, of title, and of time.

For, if there be two tenants in common of lands,
one may hold his part in fee-simple, the other in

tail, or for life ; so that there is no necessary

unity of interest : one may hold by descent, the

other by purchase ; or the one by purchase from

A., the other by purchase from B.
;
so that there

is no unity of title. One's estate may have been
vested fifty years, the other's but yesterday ; so

there is no unity of time. The only unity there

is, is that of possession : and for this Littleton

gives the true reason, because no man can cer-

tainly tell which part is his own . otherwise,
even this would be soon destroyed. 2 Comm.
c. 12.

Tenancy in common may be created, either

by the destruction of two estates, in joint-tenancy
and co-parcenary, or by special limitation in a

deed. By the destruction of the two estates

mentioned is intended such destruction as does

not sever the unity of possession, but only the
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unity of title or interest . as, if one of two joint-
tenants in fee alienes his estate for the life of the

alienee, the alienee and the other joint-tenant
are tenants in common ; for they now have seve-

ral titles, the other joint-tenant by the original

grant, the alienee by the new alienation ; and

they also have several interests, the former joint-
tenant in fee-simple, the alienee for his own life

only, Litt. s. 293. So, if one joint-tenant gives
his part to A. in tail, and the other gives his to

B. in tail, the donees are tenants in common, as

holding by different titles and conveyances.
Litt. s. 292. If one or two parceners alienes,
the alienee and the remaining parcener are te-

nants in common ; because they hold by different

titles, the parcener by descent, the alienee by
purchase. Litt. s. 309. So likewise, if there be
a grant to two men, or two women, and the heirs

of their bodies, here the grantees shall be joint-
tenants of the life-estate, but they shall have

several inheritances ; because they cannot pos-

sibly have one heir of their two bodies, as might
have been the case had the limitation been to a
man and a woman, and the heirs of their bodies

begotten : and, in this and the like cases, their

issues shall be tenants in common ; because they
must claim by different titles, one as heir of A.,
and the other as heir of B. ;

and those too not

titles by purchase, but descent. See Litt. s. 283.

In short, whenever an estate in joint-tenancy or

coparcenary is dissolved, so that there be no

partition made, but the unity of possession con-

tinues, it is turned into a tenancy in com-
mon. 2 Comm. c. 12. A tenancy m common
may also be created by express limitation in

a deed : but here care must be taken not to in-

sert words which imply a joint estate; and then

if lands be given to two or more, and it be not

ioint-tenancy, it must be a tenancy in common.
Land given to two, to be holden, the one moiety
to one, and the other moiety to the other, is an

estate in common ; and, if one grants to another
half his land, the grantor and grantee are also te-

nants in common : because joint-tenants do not

take by distinct halves or moieties ; and by such

grants the division and severally of the estate is

so plainly expressed that it is impossible they
should take a joinl inlerest in the whole of the

tenements. But a devise to two persons to hold-*

joinlly and severally has been held lobe a joint-

tenancy ; because that is necessarily implied in

the word '

jointly ;' the word '

severally,' perhaps

only implying the power of partition : and an

estate given lo A. and B., equally to be divided

between them, though in deeds it hath been said

to be a joint-tenancy (for il implies no more lhan

the law has annexed to thai eslate, viz. divisi-

bility), yet in wills it is certainly a tenancy in

common, because the devisor may be presumed
to have meant what is most beneficial to both

the devisees, though his meaning is imperfectly

expressed. See 1 Eq. Ab. 291 : 1 P. Wms. 17:

3 Rep. 39 : 1 Vent 32. And this nicety in the

wording of grants makes it the most usual as

well as the safest way (in them as well as in wills),

when a tenancy in common is meant to be created,

to add express words of exclusion as well as de-

scription, and limit the estate to A and B., to hold

as tenants in common and nol as joinl-tenants.
VOL. XXI.
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The tenure of joint-tenants, though formerly

favored in law, is now considered as odious, la

consequence of this, in wills, the expressions,
equally to be divided, share and share alike, re-

spectively between and amongst, have been held
to create a tenancy in common. And tlu;ie

seems but little doubt that the same construction
would now be put even upon the word severally ;

but these words certainly are only evidence of

intention, and will nol crea'.e a tenancy in com-
mon, where the contrary, from the other parts of
the will, appears to be the manifest intention of
the testator. 3 Bro. C. R. 215.
As to the incidents attending a tenancy in com-

mon : tenants in common (like joint-tenants) arc

compellable by the statutes 31 Hen. VIII. c. 1 ;

32 Hen. VIII. c. 32, to make partition of their

lands; which Ihey were nol al ccmmon law. They
properly take by distinct moieties, and have no

entirely of inleresi ; and therefore there is no

survivorship between lenants in common. Their
olher incidenls are such as merely arise from the

unity of possession ; and are therefore the same
as appertain to joint-tenants merely upon that

account : such as being liable to reciprocal ac-

lions of waste and cf account, by the stats.

Weslm. 2, c. 22 : 4 Ann. c. 16, and see 8 Term

Rep. K. B. 145. For by the common law no
tenant in common was liable to account with his

companion for embezzling the profits of the es-

tate; though, if one actually turns the other out
of possession, an aclion of ejeclment will lie

against him. 1 Inst. 199, 200. See 2 Comm.
c. 12. Adverse possession, or the uninterrupted

receipt of the rents and profits, is now held lo

be evidence of an actual ouster. And where
one tenant in common has been in undisturbed

possession for twenty years, in an ejectment

brought against him by the co-tenant, the jury
will be directed to presume an actual ouster, and

consequently to find a verdict for the defendant.

Cowp. 217. Other incidents of joint-tenants,
which arise from the privity of title, or the union

and entirely of inleresi (such as joining or being

joined in aclions, unless in Ihe case where some
entire or indivisible thing is to be recovered),
these are not applicable to tenants in common,
whose interesls are distinct, and whose litles are

not joint, but several.

Estates in common can only be dissolved two

ways. 1. By uniting all the litles and interests

in one tenant, by purchase or otherwise; whicfi

brings the whole to one severally. 2. By mak-

ing partition between the several tenants in com-

mon, which gives them all respective severaltic<.

For indeed tenancies in common differ in nothing

from sole estates, but merely in the blending aivl

unity of possession.
TENANT-SAW seems rather to be derived

from tenant, and it is a principal inslrnmenl used

in that branch of carpentry.

TENAR, or THENAU, in anatomy, the muscle,

which draws Ihe thumb from the fingers, called

also abductor brevis pollicis,
and abductor pol-

licis manus. See ABDUCTOR, and ANATOMY.

TENASSERIM, or TANENGSAIU, a district

in the Birman empire, extending along the' sen

coast from 11 to 14 N. lat. The west coast i*

prelected from the south-west monsoon, by *

I) li
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connected barrier of islands, extending 135 miles

from north to south, with a strait between them
and the main land, from fifteen to thirty miles

broad. The language of the inhabitants, denomi-
nated Tinnaw by the Siamese, differs considera-

bly from the common Birman, and has many
peculiarities. The natives are named by the

Birmans Dawayza and Byeitza, from the two

governments of which their country consists.

They have most frequently been subject to Siam
and Pegu.

TEKASSERIM, a post town in the Birman em-

pire, the capital of a province of the same name.
Lat. 11 42' N., long. 98 50' E. In 1688 the

court of directors of the East India Company
ordered their servants at Madras to endeavour to

obtain possession of it from the king of Siam,
and to fortify it. In 1759 it was taken from the

Siamese by Alompra, the Birman monarch, after

a feeble resistance. It was then a flourishing

place.

TENBURY, a market town of Doddingtree
hundred, Worcestershire, situate on the river

Teme, which divides it from Salop. Nine miles

north-east from Leominster, and 134 north-west

from London. The town is well built and partly

paved. Over the Teme is a neat stone bridge of

six arches. The church has a square tower, with
six bells. The corn-market is an ancient build-

ing ; but the butter-cross modern and convenient.

The trade of the town is principally in hops,
cyder, and the tanning of leather. The Leomin-
ster canal runs at a short distance. Market on

Tuesday. Fairs, April 25th, July 18th, and

September 26th. Here are annual horse-races.

TENBY, or TENBIGII, a sea-port town of

South Wales in Pembrokeshire, with markets on

Wednesdays and Saturdays. It is a rapidly im-

proving and beautiful bathing place, and is re-

markable for the exquisitely romantic and pic-

turesque charms of its situation, being on the

western edge of the fine bay of Caermarthen,
with a harbour capable of sheltering vessels of
200 or 300 -tons burden. The Tenby season

usually commences in May and ends in October.
It is ten miles east of Pembroke, and 250 west
of London, and shares with Pembroke and
other places in sending a member to parlia-
ment.

TENCH, n. s. Sax. tince : Lat. tinea. A pond
fish.

Having stored a very great pond with carps, tench,
and other pond-fish, and only put in two small pikes,
this pair of tyrants in seven years devoured the
whole. Hale.

TENCH, in ichthyology. See CYPRIXT s.

TENCHTHERI, an ancient nation of Ger-

many, who often changed the place of their re-

sidence. Tacitus, Ann. xiii. c. 56, II. iv. c. 21.

TEND, v. a. & v. n. ~\ Contracted from at-

TEN'DANCE, n. s. (tend. To accompany
TEN'DENCE, /as an assistant or de-
TEN'DENCY. ) fender ; watch ; guard :

as a verb neuter, move toward a given point ; to aim
at

; contribute ; wait
; attend : tendance is, state

of or persons attending ; care ; act of tending :

tendence and tendency, direction ;
course

; drift.

Unhappy wight, born to disastrous end,
That doth his life in so long tendanm spend ! Spenter.

Nymphs of Mulla which, with careful heed,
The silver scaly trouts did tend full well.

Id. Epithal,
Go thou to Richard, and good angels tend thee !

S/iakspeare.
She purposed,

By watching, weeping, tendance, to

Overcome you with her shew. Id. Cymbeline,
The bark is ready, and the wind at help ;

The associates tend. Id. Hamlet.
[I is lobbies fill with tendance,

Rain sacrificial whisperings in his ear ! Shakspeare.
Give him tending,

He brings great news. Id.

They had a view of the princess at a mask, having
overheard two gentlemen tendijig towards that sight.

Wottnn.

Many times that which we ask would if it should
be granted, be worse for us, and perhaps tend to our

destruction; and then God, by denying the particu-
lar matter of our prayers, doth grant the general
matter of them. Hammond.

It is not much business that distracts any man,
but the want of purity, constancy, and tendency to-

wards God. Tayltrr.

The greater congruity or incongruity there is in

any thing to the reason of mankind, and the

greater tendency it hath to promote or hinder the

perfection of man's nature, so much greater degrees
hath it of moral good or evil ;

to which we ought to

proportion our inclination or aversion. Wilkins.

Despair
Tended the sick, busiest from couch to couch.

Milton.

Admiration seized

All heaven, what this might mean and whither tend.

Id.

They at her coming sprung,
And touched by her fair tendance gladlier grew. Id.

The laws of our religion tend to the universal hap-
piness of mankind. Tillotson.

He led a rural life, and had command
O'er all the shepherds, who about those vales

Tended their numerous flocks.

Dryden and Lee's Oedipui.
To these abodes our fleet Apollo sends :

Here Dardanus was born, and hither tends.

Dryden.
These opinions are of so little moment that, like

motes in the sun, their tendencies are little noticed.

Locke.

Writings of this kind, if conducted with candour,
have a more particular tendency to the good of their

country, than any other compositions.
Addisnn's Freeholder.

All of them are innocent, and most of them had
a moral tendency to soften the virulence of parties,
or laugh out of countenance some vice or folly.

'Swift.
Those with whom I now converse

Without a tear will tend my herse. Id.

Our humbler province is to tend the fair
;

To save the powder from too rude a gale,
Nor let the imprisoned essences exhale. Pope.
We may acquaint ourselves with the powers and

properties, the tendencies and inclinations, of body
and spirit.

Watts.

TEND'ER, adj., v.
., & n. s.

}
Fr. tendre.

TEN'DERLY, adv.
[>

Soft ; easily

TEN'UEKNESS, n. s. j impressed or

injured ; sensible ; dilute ; nut firm or hard : amor-
ous

; young ;
weak : as a verb active, to offer ;

exhibit; hold; esteem; hold in regard or kind-

ness: an offer; proposal; regard; concern: the
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adverb and noun substantive following agree
with tender, adjective.

Instead of their warlike miisick [Cyrus] ap-
pointed to them certain lascivious lays, by which
their minds were so mollified and abated, that they
forgot their former fierceness, and became most tender

and effeminate. Spenser on Ireland.

The tender kindness of the church it well beseem-
eth to help the weaker sort, although some few of the

perfecter and stronger be for a time displeased.
' Hooker.

Some of the chiefest laity professed with greater
stomach their judgments, that such a discipline was
little better than popish tyranny disguised, and ten-

dered unto them. Id.

Think yourself a baby ;

That you have ta'en his tenders for true pay,
Which are not sterling. Shakspeare, Hamlet.

I thank you, madam, that you tender her :

Poor gentlewoman, my master wrongs her much.

Shakspeare .

Unneath may she endure the flinty street,

To tread them with her tender feeling feet ! /(/.

Tenderly apply to her

Some remedies for life. Id.

I love Valentine ;

His life's as tender to me as my soul. Id.

Well we know your tenderness of heart,
And gentle, kind, effeminate remorse

To your kindred. Id. Richard III.

All conditions, all minds, tender down
Their service to lord Timon. Shakspeare.

Tender yourself more dearly ;

Or, not to crack the wind of the poor phrase,

Wringing it thus, you'll tender me a fool. Id

Some are unworthily censured for keeping theii

own, whom tenderness how to get honestly teacheth to

spend discreetly ; whereas such need no great thrifti-

ness in preserving their own, who assume more

liberty in exacting from others. Wotton.

In things that are tender and unpleasing, break

the ice by some whose words are of less weight, and
reserve the more weighty voice to come in as by
chance. Bacon.

Pied cattle are spotted in their tongues, the ten-

derness of the part receiving more easily alterations

than any other parts of the flesh. Id.

Beneath the dens where unfletched tempest lie,

And infant winds their tender voices try. Cnwley.
From each tender stalk she gathers. Milton.

This not mistrust but tender love enjoins. Id.

Owe not all creatures by just right to thee

Duty and service, not to stay till bid,

But tender all their power ? Id. Paradise Regained.
She embraced him, and for joy

Tenderly wept. Milton.

What mad lover ever died,

To gain a soft and gentle bride ?

Or, for a lady fender-hearted,

Tn purling streams or hemp departed "! Hudibras.

The civil authority should be tender of the honour

of God and religion. Tillotson.

Be tenrfer-hearted and compassionate towards those

in want, and ready to relieve them. Id.

The earl accepted the tenders of my service.

Dryden.
Our bodies are not naturally more tender than out

faces ; but, by being less exposed to the air, they be-

come less able to endure it. L'Eitrange.
The face when we are born is no less tender than

any other part of the body : it is use alone hardens

it, and makes it more able to endure the cold.

Locke on Education.

A quickness and tenderness of sight could not en-

dure bright sunshine. Lorlf.

;y TEN
True tenaeritrs:, of conscience is iiotlmi"- else bi.t an

awful and exact sense of the rule which should di-
rect it; and, while it steers by this compass, and is

sensible of every declination from it, so Ion" it is pro-
perty tender. &/,/,.

lo declare the calling of the Gentiles by a fnv
unlimited tender of the gospel to all. Id. Sermons.
As I have been tender of every particular person's

reputation, so I have taken care not to give offence.

Addhm:.
With what a graceful tenderness he loves !

And breathes the softest, the sincerest vows ! Id.
Our tenders of duty every now and then miscarry.

There being implanted in every man's nature a

great tenderness of reputation, to be careless of it is

looked on as a mark of a degenerous mind.
Government nf tlis Tongue.

He had never heard of Christ before
; and so 'more

could not be expected of him than to embrao:;
him as soon as he was tendered to him.

Duty of Man.
When the frame of the lungs is not so well v.ov<-ii,

but is lax and tender, there is great danger that, alter

spitting of blood, they will by degrees putrifv ai:u

consume. Blackmore.
The difference of the muscular flesh depends upi.n

the hardness, tenderness, moisture or dryness of ti;._

fibres. Arlmlluwi.
There are examples of wounded persons, that \\-.\\\-

roared for anguish at the discharge of ordnance,

though at a great distance
;
what insupportable tor-

ture then should we he under upon a like concussion
in the air, when all the whole body would have tim

lenderness of a wound ! Bentlei/'s Sermon*.

Marcus with blushes owns he loves,
And Brutus tenderly reproves. Pop".
As in the bosom of the stream

The moon-beam dwells at dewy e'en
;

So trembling, pure, was tender love,

Within the breast o' bonnie Jean. Burns.

They are the most perfect pieces of Ovid, and tlio

style tenderly passionate and courtly.

Preface to OviJ.

TENDER, in law, is the offering of money or

any other thing in satisfaction ;
or circumspectly

to endeavour the performance of a thing : as ;>

tender of rent is to offer it at the time and place
when and where it ought to be paid. Soe RENT.
Also it is an act clone to save the penalty of a

bond before action brought, Src. There are se-

veral statutes which authorise a tender of amends
where otherwise it would not have been allowa-

ble. As stat. 11 Geo. II. c. 19, 20, in cases

of distress for rent. Stat. 17 Geo. II. c. 38,

10, in cases of distress for poor's rates. Stat.

24 Geo. II. c. 44, in actions against justices of

the peace. Stat. 23 Geo. III. c. 70, 30, in actions

against excise officers. And stat. 24 Geo. 1 1 I.e. 47,

35, in actions against custom-house officers.

Tender of money on a bond is to be made lo

the person of the obligee at the day appointed
to save the penalty and forfeiture of the bond,

and itoughttobed'one before witnesses ; though,

if the obligor be sued afterwards, he must still

pay it. But if the obligor be to do any collateral

thing, or which is not part of the obligation, as

to deliver a horse, &c., and the obligor offer to

do his part, and the obligee refuseth it, the con-

dition is performed, and the obligation discharg-

ed for ever. By stat. 4 & 5 Ann. c. lo, I-1
,

the plea of solvit post diem is (ranted to an a.--
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tion on bond ; but a tender and refusal of prin-

cipal and inteiest at a subsequent day cannot be

pleaded, as not being within the equity of the

statute : for such construction would be prejudi-
cial ; as' it would empower the obligor, at any
time, to compel the obligee to take his money
without notice. Bull. Ni. Pri. 171 : Sellon's

Pract. Tender.

Every tender at the common law, or which is

given by statute, must be made before the writ

sued out. If a tender be in fact made before

the bringing of the action, though, by the teste

of the writ it may appear to have been afterwards

(as if tender in vacation and teste of preceding

term), the exact time when the writ was in fact

sued out may be shown in pleading, or some-
times given in evidence contrary to the teste : but
if a bill be filed on the same day the tender is

made, though subsequent thereto, it seems that

the defendant can no way avail himself by plead-

ing the prior tender ; as there is no fraction of

a day in law. See Sellon's Pract. Tender.
It is no answer to a plea of tender, before the

exhibiting of the plaintiff's bill, that the plaintiff
had before such tender retained an attorney, and
instructed him to sue out a writ against the de-

fendant; and that the attorney had accordingly

applied, before the tender, for such writ, which
was afterwards sued out. A right to damages on
account of the non-payment of a debt, or non-

performance of a duty, may, after being taken

away by a tender and refusal, be revived again

by a demand subsequent to the tender and re-

fusal ; a new cause of action arises from the

non-payment or non-performance thereof upon
such demand : and therefore the plaintiff may
reply such subsequent demand and refusal by
the defendant, which, if proved, the plainti^"
must have a verdict. Brownl. 7.

Wherever the debt or duty arises at the time
of the contract, and is not discharged by a tender
and refusal, it is not enough for the party who
pleads the tender, to plead a tender and re-

fusal, and uncore prist (that he is still ready),
but he must also plead tout temps prist (that he
was always ready).
A plea of tender after the day of payment of a

bill of exchange, and before action brought, is

not good ; though the defendant aver that he was

always ready to pay from the time of the tender,
and that the sum tendered was the whole money
then due, owing, or payable to the plaintiff in

respect of the bill, with interest from the time of
the default, for the damages sustained by the

plaintiff, by reason of the non-performance of
the promise. 8 East's Rep. 168. Every requi-
site which is in a particular case necessary to the

validity of a tender must, in pleading such

tender, be showed to have been complied with ;

else the plea is not good. Salk. 624.
On a tender being pleaded, and the money

paid into court, the plaintiff replied a subsequent
demand and refusal, whereupon issue being
joined and tried, a verdict was found for the de-
fendant. Whereupon lie moved to have the

money paid into court returned, in part of his

costs; but the court was of opinion it could not
be done. Hardw. 206. Thouch a tender is

made, and the plaintiff refuses the money, yet

the tender cannot be pleaded in bar of the action
cither in debt or assumpsit, but in bar of the

damages only. Ld. Raym. 254.
There is a difference in pleading a tender in

action of debt, and in action on the case : in an
action of debt, the defendant ought to conclude
his plea by praying judgment, if the plaintiff

ought to have or maintain his action to recover

any damages against him; for, in this action, the

debt is the principal, and the damages are only
accessary. But, in assumpsit, the damages are

the principal ; and therefore, in pleading a tender,
the defendant ought to conclude his plea with a

prayer of judgment, if the plaintiff ought to have
or maintain his action, to recover any more or

greater damages than the sum tendered, or any
damages by reason of the non-payment thereof.

Tender may be of money in bags, without

showing or telling it, if it can be proved there

was the sum to be tendered ; it being the duty
of him that is to receive the money tr> put out
and tell it. 5 Rep. 115. Though where the per-
son held the money on his arm in a bag, at the

time of offering, this was adjudged no good ten-

der, for it might be counters or base money.
Noy. 74. A tender in bank notes is sufficient,

unless the creditor expressly refuses to receive

notes, and insists upon cash. If a tender '**

made of more than is due it is good.
TENDO ACHILLIS, in anatomy, the tendon of

Achilles, a large tendon of the heel, so named
from the tradition that Achilles get his mortal
wound in that part. See ANATOMY. The cele-

brated Dr. Monro senior made a capital cure of
a rupture of this tendon upon himself. See
SURGERY.
TEN'DON, n.s. 1 Lat. tendon. A sinew ;

TEN'DINOUS, adj. $ a Kgature by which the

joints are moved : the adjective corresponding.
The entrails these embrace in spiral strings.

Those clasp the' arterial tubes in tender rings ;

The tendons some compacted close produce,
And some thin fibres for the skin diffuse.

Blackmore.

Nervous and tendinous parts have worse symptoms,
and are harder of cure than fleshy ones. Wiseman.
A struma in her instep lay very hard and big

amongst the tendons. Id. Surgery.

TENDONS, in anatomy, are white, firm, and
tenacious parts, contiguous to the muscles, and

usually forming their extremities. See ANA-
TOMY.

TEN'DRIL, n.s. Fr. tendrillon. The clasp
of a vine or other climbing plant.

In wanton ringlets waved,
As the vine curls her tendrils ; which implied

Subjection. Milton's Paradise Lost.

So may thy tender blossoms fear no blite ;

Nor goats with venomed teeth thy tendrils bite.

Drijden.
The tendrils or claspers of plants are given only to

such as have weak stalks, and cannot raise up or

support themselves. Ray on the Creation.

TENEBRIO, in entomology, a genus of in-

sects belonging to the order of coleoptera. The
antennae are moniliform, the last joint being
roundish; the thorax is plano-convex and mar-

ginated ; the head projecting, and the elytra are

somewhat stiff. Gmelin enumerates about sixty-
three species. The larvae of some live in daiap
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places under ground among rubbish; of others in

flour and different kinds of food, where they un-

dergo their metamorphosis. The perfect insects

are very troublesome in houses, eating bread,

meat, Sec. They precipitately avoid the light ;

resorting in troops to dark damp cellars, where

putrefaction allures and nourishes them. They
are all of a very dark gloomy appearance, from
which circumstance they take their name.
TENEDIA SECURIS [Lat.j, i.e. the axe of

Tenedos, a proverbial expression for a severe

law, derived from a law made bj Tenes the first

king of that island, that adulterers should be

beheaded with an axe. See TENEDOS. This sen-

tence was executed on the king's son. Aristotle

says that this was commemorated on the coins of

Tenedos, which on one side had two heads of

the king and his son, and on the reverse an axe.

TENEDOS, in ancient geography, an island

on the coast of Troas, forty stadia from the con-

tinent, and eighty in compass ;
with a cognomi-

nal .ZEolian town, and a temple of Apollo Smin-
theus. Its origin is derived from Tenes, who

being exposed in a coffer or bog by his father

Cygnus the Thracian, at the instigation of his

stepmother, was by fate carried to this island,

made king of it, and at length worshipped as a

god on account of his virtues. The island was
famous for its earthen-ware, for which purpose
it had an excellent red clay ;

and hence Bochart

would derive the appellation from tinedom, a red

clay. This island still retains its ancient name,
and is one of the smallest of the archipelago,
situated near the coast of Lesser Asia, west of

the ruins of Troy.

TENEDOS, a small rocky island of the Gre-

cian archipelago, close to the coast of Asia Minor
and at a small distance from the entrance of the

Dardanelles. It is mentioned by Homer under

the name which it now bears, and its position
tends to identify the site of the plain of Troy.
Vessels bound to the city successively called

Byzantium and Constantinople have found shel-

ter in its ports, or safe anchorage in the road,

during contrary winds. The emperor Justinian

erected a large magazine here. In 1302 it was

annexed by the caliph Othman to the Turkish

empire. The harbour has formerly been enclosed

by a mole, ofwhich no part now appears above wa-

ter, but loose stones are piled on the foundations.

The Turks give to it now the name of Bogtcha-
Adassi. This island is remarkable for producing
the finest wine in the archipelago. A moun-

tainous ridge encloses the port, and the town

stands on the slope of a hill. It is supposed to

contain 600 Turkish and 300 Greek families.

Long. 26 E., lat. 39 53' N.

TEN'EMENT, n. s. Fr. tenement; law Lat.

tenetnentnm. Any thing held by a tenant.

What reasonable* man will not think that the tene-

ment shall be made much better, if the tenant may
be drawn to build himself some handsome habitation

thereon, to ditch and enclose his ground.

Spenser on Ireland.

Tis policy for father and son to take different sides ;

for then lands and tenements commit no treason.

Druden.

Who has informed us that a rational soul can in-

habit no tenement, unless it has just such a sort of

frontispiece.
Locke.

Treat on, treat on, is her eternal note,
And lands and tenements glide down her throat.

Pope.

TENERIFFE, a considerable island of the

group of the Canaries, off the western coast of
Africa. It is of a triangular form, each side

being about thirty-six miles in length. It is

chiefly remarkable for its lofty peak, of the sloping
sides of which the island actually consists, and
the volcanic eruptions which issue from its sides.

By none, however, has it been so carefully exa-
mined as by Humboldt.
The climate is delightful and salutary ; and by

the rapidity of its rise it presents, within a very
short distance, every variation of temperature,
from the colder climates of Europe to those of
the equinoctial regions. The port of Santa Cm?.,
indeed, from which the principal trade is carried

on, is intensely hot, not only from the lowness of
its situation, but from the reflection of the basal-
tic rocks above it. Laguna, however, elevated
about 2000 feet above it, is cool and agreeable.

Nothing prevents it from being the capital of the

island, except the filling up of its port of Gara-
chico by the ravages of a volcano. Teneriffe is

here encircled by a darkish brown basaltic rock,

which, however, is not formed into columns.
The traveller, crossing a hilly tract from Laguna,
comes to the western coast, of the beauty of

which all visitors speak with enthusiasm.

Humboldt, after having traversed the banks
of the Orinoco, the Cordilleras, and the most
beautiful valleys of Mexico, declares that lie

never beheld a landscape more agreeable, more

harmonious, and more attractive. Orange, myr-
tle, and cypress trees, entwine the chapels reared

on the eminences. The declivities and rising

hills are covered with vines and cultivated like a

garden. Perpetual spring prevails in the dis-

trict, and in the summer evenings the breeze from

the sea comes loaded with delicious coolness.

In this part of the island tne date tree, the plan-

tain, the sugar-cane, the Indian fig, the arum
colocasia (the root of which furnishes the lower

class with a nutritive meal), the olive tree, the

fruit trees of Europe, the vine and corn, are cul-

tivated. Wheat is reaped from the end of March

to the beginning of May ; and the culture of the

bread-fruit tree ofOtaheite, of the cinnamon, the

coffee, and the cocoa, have been tried with suc-

cess. Above this fertile tract rises what is called

the region of the laurels, forming an extensive

border that extends all round TenerifTe. These

trees are fed by a vast number of springs that

rise up amid a turf covered with perpetual ver-

dure. Extensive plantations of chestnut occur in

the lower part, above which rise four species of

laurel, and an oak resembling that of Thibet,

besides some other trees. The underwood in the

lower part consists of arborescent heath, and in

the upper part of ferns. Above this is a vast

forest of oak and pine, those trees which charac-

terise the colder regions of the earth. The pie-

vailing species
has the appearance of the Scotch

fir, with very long and stiff leaves sprouting by

two, or oftener by three in one sheath. Above

this is a vast plain, like a sea of sand, covered

with the dust of pumice stc ne, which continually

fills the air. It is embcllif ;d with tufts of the?
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beautiful shrub called the retama, growing to the

height of nine feet, and loaded with odoriferous

flowers. It is said to communicate a peculiar
excellence to the flesh of the goats which feed

upon it. At the entrance of this plain the rich

verdure of the island terminates, as well as all

appearance of habitation; and the traveller as-

cends afterwards through a complete solitude.

Above this plain are
i^ie Malpays, a name which

the Spaniards, in all their volcanic districts, apply
to a ground destitute of vegetable mould, and
covered with loose and broken fragments of lava.

The ascent here is steep and extremely fatiguing,
as the blocks of lava roll from beneath the feet

and often leave deep hollows. At the extremity
of the Malpays are found those spiracles which
are called by the natives the Nostrils of the Peak,

consisting of watery and heated vapors, which
issue at intervals from crevices in the ground.
The Piton, or summit, is of a conical form ; the

ascent steep, and rendered difficult by the loose

ashes with which it is covered. At the top there

is scarcely room to stand, and the crater is en-

closed by a wall so steep that it could not be
entered were there not a breach in

.
one spot.

The sides of the crater are almost perpendicular,

though it can be descended by pieces of broken
lava. This crater has long ceased to emit flames,
and the heat is perceptible only in a few crevices

which give vent with a buzzing noise to aqueous
vapors. The view from the top is characterised

by peculiar beauty.
From the flanks of the Peak several violent

eruptions have taken place in the course of the

present century. In 1704 there occurred one in

the district of Guimar, which buried several val-

leys, and approached within a short distance of
the port of Orotava. Two years after, the lava

issuing forth in a different quarter, buried the

port of Garachico, then the finest and most fre-

quented harbour in the island. In two hours
this opulent and populous city was totally de-

stroyed, not a single edifice being left standing.
The port was fifled up and converted into a

promontory, and the whole surface of the sur-

rounding country entirely changed. The volcanic

power now remained dormant for nearly a cen-

tury, till 1796, when the mountain of Chahorra,
which had always been considered as an extin-

guished volcano, began pouring out, by four

mouths, vast torrents of lava for three months
and six days, but being fortunately in an uncul-
tivated part of the island no serious injury fol-

jowed. The commercial importance of TenerifTe

depends chiefly on its wine, which is in consi-

derable demand. From 10,000 to 15,000 pipes
are annually exported.
TENES, the first king of Tenedos, who ac-

quired his kingdom in consequence of his step-
mother Philonome's lust, and his father's credu-

lity. See TENEDIA and TENEDOS.

TENESiS, a district of ancient Ethiopia.
Strabo.

TENES MUS, n.s. Barb. Lat. tenesmus. De-
nned below.
The stone shutting" up the orifice of the bladder is

\ttended wit!; a ienestnus, or needing to go to stool.

Arbulhnot.

Tr.:\ESMis in medicine, a name given by

medical writers to a complaint vvinoh is a con-
tinual desire of going to stool, but without any
stool being ready to be voided. This is pro-

perly no primary disease, but merely a symp-
tomatic one, and differs in degree according to

the disease on which it is an attendant. See
MEDICINE.

TEN'ET, n. s. Lat. tenet, he holds. Some-
times written tenent. Position ; principle ; opi-
nion.

While in church matters, profit shall be the touch-
stone for faith and manners we are not to wonder if

no gainful tenet be deposited. Decay of Piety.
That all animals of the land are in their kind in

the sea, although received as a principle, is a tenet

very questionable. Browne's Vulgar Errours.

This savours of something ranker than Socinianism,
even the tenets of the fifth monarchy, and of sove-

reignty founded only upon saintship. Suuih.

They wonder men should have mistook

The tenets of their master's book. Prior.

TENIERS (David), the elder, a Flemish

painter, born at Antwerp in 1582. He received

the first rudiments of his art from the famous

Rubens, and afterwards finished his studies at

Rome. He attached himself to Adam Elsheimer
for six years ; and formed to himself a peculiar

style, which his son cultivated so happily after-

wards as to bring it to the utmost perfection.
His pictures were small ;

and his subjects usu-

ally shops, elaboratories, humorous conversations,
and rural festivities. He died at Antwerp in

1649.

TENIERS (Abraham), son of David, was equal
to his father and brother in the expression of his

characters, and in the clara obscuro ; though he
was inferior in sprightliness of touch and light-
ness of pencil.
TENIERS (David), the younger, also an ad-

mirable painter, was the son of the former, and
was born at Antwerp in 1610. He obtained the

name of Ape of Painting, from his imitating the

manner of different painters with such exactness

as to deceive even the nicest judges. His prin-

cipal talent lay in landscapes adorned with small

figures. He also painted men drinking and

smoking, chemists' elaboratories, country fairs,

and the like. His small figures are superior to

his large ones. He died in 1694.

TENISON (Dr. Thomas), archbishop ofCan-

terbury, was born at Cottenham in Cambridge-
shire in 1636; and studied at Corpus Christi

College in Cambridge. In his youth he applied
himself to physic ; but afterward went into

orders, and became minister of St. Andrew's

church, Cambridge. He showed himself very
active against the growth of popery, by his

writings, both in the reigns of Charles II. and
James II. In 1680 he was made vicar of St.

Martin's in the Fields, London, to which parish
he made several donations; and, among others,

endowed a free school and built a handsome

library, which he furnished with useful books.

King William and queen Mary, in 1689, ap-

pointed him archdeacon of London; in 1691 he

was nominated bishop of Lincoln ;
and in 1694

he succeeded Dr. Tillotson as archbishop of Can-

terbury. He performed all the duties of a good
primate for twenty jears, and died in 1715.
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TENNESSEE, one of the United States of

North America, bounded north by Kentucky ;

east by North Carolina and Virginia; south by
Georgia, Alabama territory, and Mississippi

state; and west by the Mississippi. Long. 81

28' to 91 37' W. It is 420 miles long and 102

broad; containing 40,000 square miles. The
number of militia in 1812 was 29,193. This

state is divided by the Cumberland mountains
into two divisions, East Tennessee and West
Tennessee. The counties, population in 1810,
and chief towns, are exhibited in the. following
tible:

EAST TENNESSEE.

Counties.
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There is a great profusion of natural timber,

poplar, hickory, walnut, oak, beach, sycamore,

locust, cherry, sugar-maple, &c., and in many
places are great quantities of cane remarkably
thick and strong. The state also abounds with

medicinal plants, such as snake root, ginseng,
Carolina pink, angelica, senna, annise, spikenard,
&c. Tennessee is also well supplied with ani-

mals and birds of various kinds, and the rivers

abound in divers sorts of fish.

The climate is generally healthy. In East

Tennessee the air is so tempered by the moun-
tain air on one side, and by refreshing breezes

from the gulf of Mexico on the other, that this

part of the state has one of the most desirable

climates in North America. The middle part
resembles Kentucky in climate. The winter in

Tennessee resembles the spring in New England.
Snow seldom falls to a greater depth than ten

inches, or lies longer than ten days. Cumberland
river has been frozen over but three times since

the country was settled. Cattle are rarely sheltered

in winter. In the western parts there are some
low bottoms on which the inhabitants are subject
to bilious fevers; and fever and ague in the

autumn.

The great business of the state is agriculture.
The soil produces abundantly cotton and to-

bacco, which are the staple commodities. The
inhabitants also raise a plentiful supply of grain,

grass, and fruit. They export cotton, tobacco,
and flour in considerable quantities ;

also salt

petre and many other articles. The principal
commerce is carried on through the Tennessee
and Cumberland rivers, and from them through
the Ohio and Mississippi to New Orleans. This

state also supplies Kentucky, Ohio, &c., with
cotton for inland manufactures ;

and from East

Tennessee considerable numbers of cattle are sent

to the sea-ports on the Atlantic. It is probable
that a new avenue to commerce will soon be

opened, by means of roads or a canal, between
the Tennessee river and the navigable waters of

the Tombigbee. The western part of this state,

lying between the Tennessee river and the Mis-

sissippi, belongs to the Chickasaw Indians; and
a large district in. the south-east part is included
in the Cherokee country.
TENNESSEE RIDGE, mountains in the state of

Tennessee, between the rivers Tennessee and
Cumberland.

TEN'NIS, n. s. Supposed by Skinner to be
so named from the word tonez, take it, hold it,

or there it goes, used by the French when they
drive the ball. A play at which a ball is driven
with a racket.

Those four garrisons, issuing forth upon the enemy,
will so drive him from one side to another, and tennis

him amongst them, that he shall find no where safe
to keep his feet in, nor hide himself.

Spenser on Ireland.

The barber's man hath been seen with him, and
the old ornament of his cheek hath already stuffed

tennis balls. Shakspeare.
It can be no more disgrace to a great lord to draw

a fair picture than to play at tennis with his page.
Peacham.

A prince, by a hard destiny, became a tennis ball

long to the blind goddess. Howel's Vocal Forest.

Tin inside of the uvea is black like the walls of a

tennis court, that the rays falling upon the retina may
not, by being rebounded thence upon the uvea, be
returned again ; for such a repercussion would make
the sight more confused. More against Atheism.

We conceive not a tennis-ball to think, and con-

sequently not to have any volition or preference of

motion to rest. Locke.

We have no exedra for the philosophers adjoin-

ing to our tennis court, but there are ale-houses.

Arbuthnot and Pope.

TENNIS, from Fr. tenex, or from Tennois, an
ancient town of France. A play at which a ball

is driven by a racket. The size of a tennis court

is generally about ninety-six or ninety-seven feet

by thirty-three or thirty-four. A line or net

hangs exactly across the middle, over which the

ball must be struck. Upon the entrance of a
tennis court, there is a long gallery which goes
to the dedans, that is a kind of front gallery,
into which, whenever a ball is struck, it tells for

a certain stroke. This long gallery is divided

into different compartments or galleries, each of

which has its particular name, as follows ; from
the line towards the dedans are the first gallery
door, second gallery, and the last gallery, which
is called the service side. From the dedans to

the last gallery are the figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, at

a yard distance each, by which the chaces are

marked. On the one side of the line are also the

first gallery door, second gallery, and laat gal-

lery ; which is called the hazard side. Every
man struck into the last gallery on this side

reckons for a certain stroke the same as the de-

dans. Between the second and this last gallery
are the figures 1, 2, to mark the chaces on the

hazard side. Over this long gallery, or these

compartments, is a covering, called the pent-

house, on which they play the ball from the ser-

vice-side, in order to begin a set of tennis, from

which it is called a service. When they miss

putting the ball (so as to rebound from the pent-

house) over a certain line on the service-side, it

is deemed a fault, two of which are reckoned for

a stroke. If the ball rolls round the pent-house,
on the opposite side of the court, so as to fall

beyond a certain line described for that purpose,
it is called passe, reckons for nothing on either

side, and the player must serve again. On the

right hand side of the court from the dedans is

the tambour, a part of the wall which projects,
and is so contrived in order to make a variety in

the stroke, and render it more difficult to be re-

turned by the adversary ; for, when a ball strikes

the tambour, it varies its direction, and requires
some extraordinary judgment to return it ever

the line. The last thing on the right hand side

is called the grill, wherein if the ball is struck,
it is also fifteen, or a certain stroke. The game
of tennis is played by what they call sets ;

a set

of tennis consists of six games ; but if they

play what is called an advantage set, two above
five games must be won successively by one of
the parties. When the player gives his service

at the beginning of a set, his adversary is sup-

posed to return the ball ; and, whenever it falls

after the first rebound untouched, the chace is

called accordingly ; for example, if the ball at

the figure 1, the chace is called at a yard, that

is to say, at a yard from the dedans : this chace
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remains till a second service is given ; and if the

player on the service-side lets the ball go after

his adversary returns it, and if the ball falls on
or between any of these figures or chaces, they
must change sides, there being two chaces ; and
he who then will be on the hazard side, must

play to win the first chace : which if he wins by
striking the ball so as to fall, after its first re-

bound, nearer to the dedans than the figure 1,

without his adversary's being able to return it

from its first hop, he wins a stroke, and then

proceeds in like manner to win the second chace,
wherever it should happen to be. If a ball falls

on the line with the first gallery door, second

gallery, or last gallery, the chace is likewise

called at such or such a place, naming the gal-

lery door, &c. When it is just put over the

line, it is called a chace at the line. If the

player on the service-side returns a ball with

such force as to strike the wall on the hazard-

side so as to rebound, after the first hop over the

line, it is also called a chace at the line. The
chaces on the hazard-side proceed from the ball

being returned either too hard or not quite .hard

enough; so that the ball, after its first rebound,
falls on this side of the blue line, or line which
describes the hazard-side chaces; in which case

it is a chace at 1, 2, &c., provided there is no
chace depending. When they change sides, the

player, in order to win this chace, roust put the

ball over the line any where, so that his adversary
does not return it. When there is no chace on

the hazard-side, all balls put over the line from

the service-side, without being returned, reckon

for a stroke. This game is marked in a singular
manner. The first stroke is called fifteen, the

second thirty, the third forty, and the fourth

game, unless the players get four strokes each ;

in that case, instead of calling it forty all, it is

called deuce; after which, as soon as any stroke

is got, it is called advantage ; and, in case the

stroke becomes equal again, deuce again, till

one or the other gets two strokes following,
which win the game. Although but one ball at

a time is played with, a number of balls are

made use of at this game to avoid trouble, and

are handed to the players in baskets for that

purpose ; by which they can play as long as

they please, without ever having occasion to look

for a ball.

TEN'ON, n. s. Fr. tenon. The end of a piece
of timber cut to be fitted into another piece.

Such variety of parts, solid with hollow ;
some

with cavities as mortices to receive, others with tenons

to fit them. Kay.
The tenant saw, being thin, hath a back to keep it

from bending. Moxon's Mechanical Exercises.

TEN OR, n. s. Lat. tenor ; Fr. teneur. Con-

tinuity of state ; constant mode ; currency ;

course ;
drift ;

in music, see below.

We might perceive his words interrupted continual-

ly with sighs, and the tenor of his speech not knit to-

gether to one constant end, but dissolved, in itself,

as the vehemency of the inward passion prevailed.

Sidney.

When the world first out of chaos sprang,

So smiled the days and so the tenor ran

Of their felicity ;
a spring was there,

An everlasting spring the jolly year

Led round in, his great circle; no wind's breath
As now did smell of winter or of death. Crashaw,

By the stern brow and waspish action,
Which she did use as she was writing of it,

It bears an angry tenor. Shakspeare. As you like it.

The treble cutteth the air too sharp to make the
sound equal ;

and therefore a mean or tenor is the
sweetest part. Bacon's Natural History.
Water and air he for the tenor chose,

Earth made the base, the treble flame arose. Cowlcy.
Still I see the tenor of man's woe

Held on the same, from woman to begin. Milton.

Inspire my numbers,
Till I my long laborious work complete,
And add perpetual tenor to my rhimes,
Deduced from Nature's birth to Caesar's times.

Dryden.
Can it be poison ! poison 's of one tenor,

Or hot, or cold. Id. Don Sebastian.

Does not the whole tenor of the divine law posi-

tively require humility and meekness to all men ?

Sprat.

Reading it must be repeated again and again, with

a close attention to the tenor of the discourse, and a

perfect neglect of the divisions into chapters and
verses. Locke.

There is so great an uniformity amongst them, that

the whole tenor of those bodies, thus preserved, clearly

points forth the month of lUay.
Woodward's Natural History.

In such lays as neither ebb nor flow,

Correctly cold, and regularly low,

That, shunning faults, one quiet tenor keep,
We cannot blame indeed but we may sleep. Pope .

TENOR, or TENOUR, the purport or content

of a writing or instrument in law, &c.

TENOR, in music, the first mean or middle

part, or that which is the ordinary pitch of the

voice, when neither raised to a treble nor low-

ered to a bass. See TENOUR.

TENOS, TINE, or ISTENPIL, a pleasant and

fertile island of the Cyclades group, in the Gre-

cian archipelago, between Myconi and Andros.

Its circumference is about thirty-four miles ;
its

population nearly 25,000 souls, almost alt

Greeks. The surface is hilly, and covered with

rocks, but the soil is well cultivated and very
fertile. The chief products are silk, wine, fii,

r
s,

oranges, and honey. The island has no good
harbour. St. Nicolo is the chief town.

Lat. tensus. Stretched ;

stiff; not lax : tenseness is

contraction ; tension : ten-

p-sible, and tensile, capable
of extension : tension, the

act of stretching, or state

TEN'SURE, n. s. J of being stretched : this

also is the meaning of tensure : tensive is giving

a sense of stiffness.

All bodies ductile and tensile, as metals that will

be drawn into wires, have the appetite of not discon-

tinuing.
Bacon.

Gold is the closest and therefore the heaviest of

metals, and is likewise the most flexible and tvmible.

Id.

This motion upon pressure,
and the reciprocal

thereof, motion upon tensure, we call motion of

liberty, which is, when any body being forced to a

preternatural
extent restoreth itself to the natural.

All bodies, ductile and tensile, as metals, that will

be drawn into wires
;
wool and tow, that will he

TENSE, adj.

TENSE'NESS, n. s.

TEN'SIBLE, adj.

TEN'SILE,

TEN'SION, n. s.

TEN'SIVE, adj.
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drawn into yarn or thread
;
have in them the appe-

tite of not discontinuing strong, which maketh them

follow the force that pulleth them out, and yet so

as not to discontinue or forsake their own body. Id.

For the free passage of the sound into the ear, it is

requisite that the tympanum be terse, and hard

stretched, otherwise the laxnessof the membrane will

certainly dead and damp the sound. Holder.

It can have nothing of vocal sound, voice being
raised by stiff tension of the larynx ; and, on the con-

trary, this sound by a relaxed posture of the muscles

thereof. Id.

Still are the subtle strings in tension found,

Like those of lutes, to just proportion wound
Which of the air's vibration is the force.

Blackmore.

Should the pain and tenseness of the part con-

tinue, the operation must take place.

Sharp's Surgery.
From choler is a hot burning pain ; a beating

pain from the pulse of the artery ; a tensive pain from

distension of the parts by the fulness of humours.

Flayer on Humours.

TENSE, n. s. Fr. temps ; Lat. tempus. In

grammar, tense, in strict speaking, is only a va-

riation of the verb to signify time.

As foresight, when it is natural, answers to me-

mory ;
so when methodical it answers to reminiscence,

and may be called forecast ;
all of them expressed in

the tenses given to verbs. Memory saith, I did see ;

reminiscence, I had seen ; foresight, I shall see
;

forecast, I shall have seen. Grew.

Ladies, without knowing what tenses and partici-

ples are, speak as properly and as correctly as gen-
tlemen. Locke.

He should have the Latin words given him in their

first case and tense, and should never be left to seek

them himself from a dictionary. Watts.

TENSE, in grammar, an inflection of verbs,

whereby they are made to signify or distinguish
the circumstance of time in what they affirm. See

GRAMMAR.
TENT, n.s. & v. a. Fr. tente. A roll of lint

put into a sore : to search as with such a roll.

Modest doubt is called

The beacon of the wise ; the tent that searches

To the bottom of the worst.

Shahspeare. Troilus and Cressida.

I have some wounds upon me, and they smart.

Well might they fester 'gainst ingratitude,
And tent themselves with death. Id. Coriolamts,

A declining orifice keep open by a small tent dipt
in some medicaments, and after digestion withdraw

the tent, and heal it. Wiseman s Surgery.
Some surgeons, possibly against their own judg-

ments, keep wounds tented, often to the ruin of their

patient. . Wiseman.

TENT, n. s. & v. n. ) Fr. tente ; Lat. tento-

TENTED adj. J num. A soldier's move-
able lodging-place : to lodge as in a tent : covered

or furnished with tents.

Because of the same craft he wrought with them
;

for by occupation they were tent makers.

Acts xviii. 23.

The Turks, the more to terrify Corfu, taking a

hill not far from it, covered the same with tents.

Knolles.

These arms of mine till now have used

Their dearest action in the tented field.

Shakspeare. Othello.

The smiles of 'knaves

Tent in my cheeks, and schoolboy's tears take up
The glasses of my sight. i'/icfo; <? re.

He savT a spacious plain, whereon
Were tents of various hue : by some were herds
Of cattle grazing. Milton's Paradise Lost.

To Chassis' pleasing plains he took his way,
There pitched his tents, and there resolved to stay.

Drvden,
The foe deceived, he passed the tented plain,

In Troy to mingle with the hostile train.

Pope's Odyssey.

A TENT, in war, is a pavilion or portable
house. Tents are made of canvas, for officer:*

and soldiers to lie under when in the field. The
size of the officers' tents is not fixed ; some regi-
ments have them of one size and some of ano-
ther; a captain's tent and marquee is generally
ten feet and a half broad, fourteen deep, and
eight high ; the subalterns' are a foot less ; the

major's and lieutenant-colonel's a foot larger ;

and the colonel's two feet larger. The subalterns
of foot lie two in a tent, and those of horse but
one. The tents of private men are six feet and
a half square, and five feet high, and hold five

soldiers each. The tents for horse are seven feet

broad and nine feet deep ; they hold likewise
five men and their horse accoutrements.

TENT, in surgery, a roll of lint made into the

shape of a nail with a broad flat head, chiefly
used in deep wounds and ulcers. They are of

service, not only in conveying medicines to the
most intimate recesses and sinuses of the wound,
but to prevent the lips of the wound from uniting
before it is healed from the bottom ; and by their

assistance grumous blood, sordes, &c. are readily
evacuated.

TENTATIVE, adj. > Fr. tentative; Lat.

TENTA'TION, n. s. $ tento. Trying ; essay-

ing : trial ; temptation.

The first delusion Satan put upon Eve, and his

whole tentation, when he said, Ye shall not die, was,
in his aquivocation, You shall not incur present
death. Browne's Vulgar Errnurs.

This is not scientifical, but tentative. Berkley.

TENTER, n. s., v. a., & v. n. Lat. tendo,
tentus. A hook on which things are stretched :

' to be on the tenters
'

is to be on the stretch : be
in difficulties : to tenter is to stretch by hooks
admit extension.

A blown bladder pressed riseth again ;
and when

leather or cloth is tentered, it springeth back.

Bacon's Natural History.
Woollen cloth will tenter, linen scarcely. Bacon.

In all my past adventures,
I ne'er was set so on the tenters ;

Or taken tardy with dilemma,
That every way I turn does hem me. Hudibras.

TENTER, TRIER, or PROVER, a machine used

in the cloth man Ja tory, to stretch out the pieces
of cloth, stuff, &c., or only to make them even

and set them square. It is usually about four

feet and a half high, and for length exceeds that

of the longest piece of cloth. It consists of se-

veral long square pieces ofwood, placed like those

which form the barriers of a manege ; so, how-

ever, as that the lower cross pieces of wood may
be raised or lowered as is found requisite, to be

fixed at any height by means of pins. Along the

cross pieces, both the upper and under one, are

hooked nails, called tenter-hooks, driven in from

space to space.
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TENTER, TO PUT A PIECE OF CLOTH ON THE.
While the piece is yet quite wet, one end is fas-

tened to one of the ends of the tenter; then it is

TEN
meanness: the adjectiveexility; smallness ;

corresponding.
Firs and pines mount of themselves in he'zht with-

pulled by force of arms towards the other end, out side boughs ; partly heat, and partly tenuity of
to bring it to the length required ; that other end juice, sending the sap upwards,
being fastened, the upper list is hooked on to

the upper cross-piece, and the lowest list to the
lowest cross-piece, which is afterwards lowered

by force, till the piece have its desired breadth.

Being thus well stretched, both as to length and
breadth, they brush it with a stiff hair-brush, and
thus let it dry. Then they take it off; and, till

they wet it again, it will retain the length and
breadth the tenter gave it.

TENTERDEN, a market-town in Tenterden

Bacon's Natural Histv-u.
i he tenuity and contempt of clergymen will soon

let them see what a poor carcass they are, when
parted from the influence of that supremacy.

King Charles.
Another way of their attraction is by a tenuous

emanation, or continued effluvium, which after some
distance retracteth unto itself.

Browne's Vulgar F.rrourn.
Consider the divers figurings of the brain

; the

strings or filaments thereof; their difference in te-

hundred, lathe of Scray, Kent, five miles east by nuity, or aptness for motion. Gtanville's
.,

south from Cranbrook, and fifty-seven east by Aliment, circulating through an animal body,
south of London. The church, standing at the recluced to an almost imperceptible tenuity before it

north end of the town, has a lofty steeple, on
which formerly was a beacon, for alarming the

country in case of invasion. Here are two
' at wonde

/
ful tenuity, that if a small sphere o

chapels for dissenters, a free-school, a town-hall ^Tn
D
tv

' *M dia
lf
teVhtfuI<1

J
be expanded

u- t IT to the thinness of that aether, it would more than
in which assemblies are occas.onally held, and a take up lhe orb of Sat which s ffia

'

mi ^
market-house. At the first introduction of the * ! L

can ^"e animal purposes. Arbutlmat.
At the beiSht of four thousand miles the aether is

woollen manufacture, this place had a consider-
able trade in weaving, but at present the grazing
business is the chief occupation of its inhabitants.

This is a member of the cinque ports, and is an-
nexed to the town of Rye ; the corporation con-
sists of a mayor, twelve jurats, and twelve com-
mon-councilmen. Market on Friday. Fairs,
first Monday in May, for cattle and pedlary.
TENTH, AND FIRST FRUITS OF SPIRITUAL

PREFERMENTS, a branch of the king's revenue.
See REVENUE. These were originally a part of

the papal usurpations over the clergy of this

kingdom ;
which were annexed to the revenue

of the crown. By statute 26 lien. VIII. c. 3

times bigger than the earth. Bentlru.

TEIN'URE, n. s. Fr. tenure ; Lat. tento. The
legal manner in which a tenement is held.
The service follows the tenure of lands; and lhe

lands were given away by the kings of England to

those lords.
Spetner.

The uncertainty of tenure, by which all worldly
things are held, ministers very unpleasant meditation

I'tileitjh.
Man must be known, his strength, his state,

And by that tenure he holds all of fate. Drydrn.

TENURE, in the English law, signifies the
manner whereby lands or tenements are held, or
the service that the tenant owes to his lord. Al-
most all the real property of England is by the

(confirmed by stat. 1 Eliz. c. 4) queen Anne policy of the law supposed to be granted by,
granted her royal charter, which was confirmed dependent upon, and holden of, some superior
by the stat. 2 Anne c. 1!, whereby all the reve- lord, by and in consideration of certain services
nue of first fruits and tenths is vested in trustees to be rendered to the lord by the tenant or pos-
for ever to form a perpetual fund for the aug- sessor of this property. The thin": holden is

mentation of poor livings. This is usually called

Queen Anne's bounty ; which has been still far-

ther regulated by subsequent statutes.

TENTHREDO, the saw-fly, a genus of in-

sects belonging to the order of hymenoptera.
The mouth is furnished with jaws, which are

horny, arched, dentated within
;

the tight jaw

therefore styled a tenement, the possessors thereof

tenants, and the manner of their possession a

tenure. Thus all the lands of the kingdom are

supposed to be holden, mediately or immediately,
of the king; who is styled the lord paramount,
or above all. Such tenants as held under the

king immediately, when they granted out portions

being obtuse at the apex; the lip cylindrical, of the lands to inferior persons, became also lord

trifid
; there are four feelers, unequal and fili-

form
; the wings are plain and turned ; the sting

consists of two serrated laminae, and the scutel-

lum of two grains placed at a distance. Gmelin
mentions 143 species. These insects are not

very shy. Some by means of their saw deposit
in the buds of flowers, others on the twigs of

trees or shrubs, eggs from which are produced

caterpillars. The implement with which they are

armed is nowise formidable; as it appears only
destined to the purpose of depositing their eggs.

TENTZELIUS (William Ernest), a learned

German, born at Armstadt in Thuringia, in 1659.

He wrote, 1. Saxonia Numismatica, in 4 vols.
;

and 2. Supplementum Historian Gothanas, 3 torn.

4to. Moreri.

TENU'ITY, . s.
$

Fr. lenuite; Lat. tcnu-

TrisVors, adj. Situs, fcnuis. Thinness;

with respect to those inferior persons, as they
were still tenants with respect to the king; and,
thus partaking of a middle nature, %vere called

mesne or middle lords. All tenures being thus

derived from the king, those that held imme-

diately under him, in right of his crown and

dignity, were called his tenants in capite, or in

chief. ' Tenements are of two kinds, frank-

tenement and villenage. And, of frank-tene-

ments, some are held freely in consideration of

homage and knight-service ; others in free-soccage,
with the service of fealty only. Arid again, of

villenages, some are pure, and others
privileged.

He that holds in pure villenage shall do whatso-

ever is commanded him, and always be bound
to an uncertain service. The other kind of vil-

lenage is called villein-soccage; and these villein-

socrnen do villein-services, but such as are ctr-
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tain and determined.' Of which the sense seems

to be as follows: first, where the service was

free, but uncertain, as military service with ho-

mage, that tenure was called the tenure in chivalry,

per servitium militaire, or by knight-service.

Secondly, where the service was not only free,

but also uncertain, as by fealty only, by rent and

fealty, &c., that tenure was called liberum soca-

gium, or free soccage. These were the only free

holdings or tenements; the others were villenous

or servile : as, thirdly, where the service was base

in its nature, and uncertain as to time and quan-
tity, the tenure was purum villenagium, absolute

or pure villenage. Lastly, where the service was
base in its nature, but reduced to a certainty,
this was still villenage, but distinguished from the

other by the name of privileged villenage, villi-

nagium privelegiatum ;
or it might still be called

soccage (from the uncertainty of its services), but

degraded by their baseness into the inferior title

of villanum socagium, villein-soccage. 1. The

military tenure, or that by knight-service, was
done away by stat. 12 Car. II. For an account

of this species of tenure see FEUDAL SYSTEM,
and KNIGHT-SERVICE; and for its incidents, see

RELIEF, PRIMER-SEISIN,WARDSHIP, MARRIAGE,
FINES, and ESCHEAT. 2. The second species ot

tenure or free-soccage, not only subsists to this

day, but has in a manner absorbed and swallowed

up (since the statute of Charles II.) almost every
other other species of tenure. See SOCCAGE. The
other grand division of tenure, mentioned by
Bracton, is that of villenage, as contradistin-

guished from liberum tenementum, or frank-

tenure. And this he subdivides into two classes,

pure and privileged villenage ; whence have
arisen two. other species of our modern tenures.

3. From the tenure of pure villenage have sprung
the present copyhold tenures, or tenure by copy
of court-roll at the will of the lord. See MANOR.
Two main principles are held to be the suppor-
ters of a copyhold tenure, and without which it

cannot exist : 1. That the lands be parcel of and
situate within that manor under which it is held.

2. That they have been demised, or demisable,

by copy of court-roll immemorially. For imme-
morial custom is the life of all tenures by copy ;

so that no new copyhold can, strictly speaking,
be granted at this day. In some manors, where
the custom hath been to permit the heir to suc-

ceed the ancestor in his tenure, the estates are

styled copyholds of inheritance ; in others, where
the lords have been more vigilant to maintain
their rights, they remain copyholds for life only;
for the custom of the manor has in both cases so

far superseded the will of the lord, that, provided
the services be performed or stipulated for by
fealty, he cannot in the first instance refuse to

admit the heir of the tenant upon his death
; nor,

in the second, can he remove his present tenant
so long as he lives, though he holds nominally
by the precarious tenure of his lord's will. The
fruits and appendages of a copyhold tenure, that
it hath in common with free tenures, are fealty,
services (as well in rents as otherwise), reliefs,
and escheats. The two latter belong only to

copyholds of inheritance ; the former to those
for life also. But, besides these, copyholds have
also heriots, wardship, and fines. Ileriots, which

are agreed to be a Danish custom, are a render

of the best beast or other good (as the custom

may be) to the lord on the death of the tenant.

This is plainly a relic of villein tenure ; there

being originally less hardship in it, when all the

goods and chattels belonged to the lord, and he

might have seized them even in the villein's life-

time. These are incident to both species of

copyhold ;
but wardship and fines to those of

inheritance only. Wardship, in copyhold estates,

partakes both of that in chivalry and that in soc-

cage. Like that in chivalry, the lord is the legal

guardian, who usually assigns some relation of

the infant tenant to act in his stead
;
and he, like

guardian in soccage, is accountable to his ward
for the profits. Of fines, some are in the nature

of primer-seisins, due on the death of each tenant;
others are mere fines for alienations of the

lands
; in some manors only one of those sorts

can be demanded, in some both, and in others

neither. They are sometimes arbitrary and at

the will of the lord, sometimes fixed by custom;
but, even when arbitrary, the courts of law, in

favor of the liberty of copyholders, have tied

them down to be reasonable in their extent;
otherwise they might amount to disherison of

the estate. No fine therefore is allowed to be
taken upon descents and alienations (unless in

particular circumstances) of more than two years

improved value of the estate. From this instance

we may judge of the favorable disposition that

the law of England (which is a law of liberty)
hath always shown to this species of tenants, by
removing, as far as possible, every real badge of

slavery from them, however some nominal ones

may continue. It suffered custom very early to

get the better of the express terms upon which

they held their lands ; by declaring that, the will

of the lord was to be interpreted by the custom
of the manor; and, where no custom has been
suffered to grow up to the prejudice of the lord,

as in this case of arbitrary fines, the law itself

interposes in an equitable method, and will not

suffer the lord to extend his power so far as to

disinherit the tenant. 4. There is yet a fourth

species of tenure, described by Bracton, under
the name sometimes of privileged villenage, and
sometimes of villein-soccage. See VILLENAGE,
PRIVILEGED. There is still one other species of

tenure, reserved by the statute of Charles II.,

which is of a spiritual nature, and called the

tenure in FRANK ALMOIGN
; see that article.

TEOS, one of the twelve Ionian cities, was
situated on the south side of the Ionian penin-
sula, and distinguished by being the birth place
of the poetAnacreon and the historian Hecataeus.

TEP'ID, adj. ) Latin, tepidus. Luke-

TE'POR, n. s. ) warm ; warm in a small

degree : the noun substantive corresponding.
The tepid caves, and fens, and shores,

Their brood as numerous hatch. Milton.

He with his tepid rays the rose renews,
And licks the dropping leaves, and dries the dews.

Dryden.
Such things, as relax the skin are likewise sudori-

fick ; as warm water, friction, and tepid vapours.
Arbutfmnt.

The small-pox, mortal during such a season, grew
more favourable by the tepor and moisture in April.

Id.
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TEQUENDAMA, CATARACT OF, a remark-

able fall of the Rio Bogota, in South America.
This river receives numerous tributary streams
as it passes over the plain of Bogota, and it is

about 140 feet in breadth, a short distance above
the fall. Approaching the crevice through which
it dashes, its breadth is diminished to thirty-five;

when, with accumulated force, it rushes down a

perpendicular rock at two bounds, td the astonish-

ing depth of 600 feet, into a dark unfathomable

gulf, out of which the river again issues under
the name of Rio Meta, and continues its course,

by an immense descent, till it joins the Magda-
lena. In the fall of this river may be observed
a strange variety of climate. The plain of Bo-

gota is covered with crops of wheat, with oaks,

elms, and other productions of a temperate re-

gion. At the foot of the fall are seen the palms
of the equinoctial low lands. The face of the

rock, which finishes and borders the vast plain
of Bogota, near the cataract, is so steep that it

takes three hours to descend from the river Funza
to the Rio Meta ; and the basin or gulf cannot
be approached very close, as the rapidity of the

water, the deafening noise of the fall, and dense
mass of vapor, render it impossible to get nearer

the edges of the abyss than 400 or 500 feet. The
loneliness of the spot, the dreadful noise, and the

beauty of the vegetation, render this situation

one of the wildest and most picturesque scenes
in the whole world.

TERAPHIM, or JTHERAFHJM, a word in the

Hebrew language, which has exercised much the

ingenuity of the critics. It occurs thirteen or

fourteen times in the Old Testament, and is com-

monly interpreted idols.

TERCE, n. s. FT. tierce ; Lat. triens. A
vessel containing forty-two gallons, or the third

part of a butt or pipe of wine.

In the poet's verse

The king's fame lies, go now deny his tierce.

Hen Jonson.

TERCERA, an island forming part of the

group of the Azores, near the coast of Africa.

The Portuguese gave this name to it from its be-

ing the third in succession that was discovered.
In consequence of its central situation, and the

safety of the roadstead at Angra, it has been
made the seat of government ;

and it is about

fifty-four miles in circumference, surrounded
with steep rocks, which render it inaccessible,

except at a few points, which are strongly forti-

fied. The interior is extremely agreeable, the

summits of the mountains consisting, for the

most part, of beautiful and fertile plains, abun-

dantly supplied with fine water. Vines are cul-

tivated, but the wine is by no means excellent.

Agriculture and pasturage are the chief employ-
ments ; and fruit, grain, and cattle, are in such

abundance, that the population, though amount-

ing to 50,000 souls, subsist in the greatest plenty,
and export corn to Lisbon. The only two places
of consequence are Angra arid Praya.

TEREBELLA, the piercer, in entomology, a

genus of insects belonging to the class of vermes
and order of molusca. The body is filiform, the

mouth placed before; the preputium puts forth a

pedunculated tubulous gland. There are several

capillary tentacula about the mouth. There are
ten species.

TEREBIN'THINATE, adj. ) Fr. terebln-
IEREBIJ/THINE.

^ thine ; Lat. tc-
rebmthum.

Consisting of turpentine ; mixed
with turpentine.

Salt serum may be evacuated by urine, by ierebiii-
thmates : as tops of pine in all our ale. Floi/er.

TEREBRATUL/E, in zoology, or rather ich-

thyology, a species of anomia which have been
supposed not to exist now but as petrified shells.
See ANOMIA. This, however, is a,mistake. The
anomia is an inhabitant of every region, and has
existed in every age.

TER'EBRATE,t;.a. J Latin, tercbro. To
TEREBRA'TION, n. s. \ bore; perforate; pierce :

the noun substantive corresponding.
Terebration of trees makes them prosper better;

and also it maketh the fruit sweeter and better.

Bacon.
Consider the threefold effect of Jupiter's trisulk, to

burn, discuss, and terehrate.

Browne's Vulgar Erronrs.
Earth-worms are completely adapted to their way

of life, for terebrating the earth and creeping.
Derham.

TEREDO, in entomology, a genus of vermes

belonging to the order of testacea. The animal
is a terebella; there are two valves, calcareous,

hemispherical, and cut off before, and two lan-

ceolated. The shell is tapering, bending, arid

capable of penetrating wood. There are only
three species; viz. 1. T. clava, the nail worm.
2. T. navalis, the ship worm, has a very slender

smooth cylindrical shell, inhabits the Indian seas,
whence it was imported into Europe. It pene-
trates easily into the stoutest oak-planks, and

produces dreadful destruction to the ships by
the holes it makes in their sides; and it is to

avoid the effects of this insect that vessels require

sheathing. The head of this creature is coated with

a strong armour, and furnished with a mouth
like that of a leech

; a little above this it has

two horns which seem a kind of continuation of

the shell ; the neck is furnished with -several

strong muscles; the rest of the body is only co-

vered by a very thin and transparent skin, through
which the motion of the intestines is plainly seen

by the naked eye. This creature is wonderfully
minute when newly excluded from the egg, but

it grows to the length of four or six inches, and

sometimes more. When the bottom of a vessel,

or any piece of wood which is constantly under

water, is inhabited by these worms, it is full of

small holes; but no damage appears till the outer

parts are cut away. Then their shelly habitations

come into view; in which there is a large space
for enclosing the animal and surrounding it with

water. There is an evident care in these crea-

tures never to injure one another's habitations;

by these means each case or shell is preserved
entire. Dissection has shown that every indivi-

dual has the parts of both sexes, and is therefore

supposed to propagate by itself. 3. T. utriculus,

the hottle worm.

TEREDON, in ancient geography, a town on

the coast of the Arabic Gulf. Dion I'erieg.

TERENCE. See TERENTIUS.

TERENTIA, 1. the wife of Cicero, and mo-
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'.her o? his son Marcus and his daughter Tul-

Jiola. While the orator was in Asia she behaved

so ill that he divorced her. She afterwards mar-

ried his enemy Sallust. 2. Ta-entia the wife of

Maecenas who behaved equally ill to that great

man.
TERENTIANUS. See MAURUS.
TERENTIUS AFER (Publius or Terence),

a celebrated comic poet of ancient Rome, born

at Carthage in Africa. He was slave to Teren-

tius Lucanus the senator, who gave him his

liberty on account of his wit, his good mien, and

great abilities. Terence, on his becoming a

freedman, applied himself to the writing of co-

medies. Terence died while on a voyage into

Greece, about the fifteenth year before the Christ-

ian era. There are six of his comedies extant,

of which the best editions are the Elzevir one

1635, 12mo. ; that cumpntegris notis Donati, et

selectis variorum, 1686, 8vo. ; Westerhovius's,

in 2 vols. 4to. 1726; and that of Bentley the

same year, 4to. A very good English translation

was published in 4to. 1768, by Mr. Colman.

TERGIVERSATION, n. s. Lat. tergum and

verso. Shift; subterfuge; evasion.

Writing is to be preferred before verbal conference,

as being freer from passions and tergiversations.

Bishop Bramhall.

The colonel, after all his tergiversations, lost his

life in the king's service. Clarendon.

TERLIZZl, a large town of Italy, in the

south-east of Naples. Its population is said to

amount to 8000, and it stands on the high road

leading from the town of Bari on the coast, in a

north-west direction, across the Ofanto or Aufi-

dus. This -part of Italy, the ancient Apulia, is

thinly peopled ; and Terlizzi has few manufac-

tures. It stands twenty miles south of the site of

Cannse, and sixty north-west of Tarentum.

TERM, n. s. & v. a.~\ Lat. terminus. Limit ;

TERM'LESS, adj. I boundary: hence words

TERM'LY, adv. t expressing a certain

TERM'ER, n. s. J thing or meaning; lan-

guage ; condition
; limited time : for legal terms

see below : to term is, to name ; call ; describe :

the adjective corresponding: termly is, term by
term : a termer is one who travels up to the term.

Would curses kill, as doth the mandrake's groan,
I would invent as bitter searching terms,

As curst, as harsh, as horrible to hear. Shukspeare.
I am thy father's spirit,

Doomed for a certain term to walk the night. Id.

These betraying lights look not up towards termless

joys, nor down towards endless sorrows. Raleigh.
To apply notions philosophical to "plebeian terms, or

to say, where the notions cannot be fitly reconciled,
that there wanted a term, or nomenclature for it, be

but shifts of ignorance. Bacon.

Corruption is a reciprocal to generation ;
and they

two are as nature's two terms or boundaries, and the

guides to life and death. Id. Natural Historu.

The clerks are partly rewarded by that means also,

besides that termly fee which they are allowed.

Bacon.

Nor have my title leaf on post or walls,
Or in cleft sticks advanced to make calls

For termers, or some clerk-like serving man.
Ben Joiiion.

The term suiters may speed their business : for the

end of these sessions delivereth them space enough
10 overtake the besinninc; cf the ierws. Caretc.

God to Satan first his doom applied

Though in mysterious terms. Milton.

Too long vacation hastened on his term. Id.

Those men employed as justices daily in term time

consult with one another. Hale.

What are these to those vast heaps of crimes

Which terms prolong 1 Dryden.
Live, though unhappy, live on any terms. Id.

In painting, the greatest beauties cannot always be

expressed for want of terms. Id.

Men term what is beyond the limits of the uni-

verse imaginary space, as if nobody existed in it.

Locke.

Those parts of nature into which the chaos was
divided, they signified by dark and obscure names,
which we have expressed in their plain and proper
terms. Burnet.

We flattered ourselves with reducing France to our

own terms by the want of money, but have been still

disappointed by the great sums imported from Ame-
rica. Addison.

Why should Rome fall a moment ere her time 1

No ; let us draw her term of freedom out

In its full length, and spin it to the last. Id.

Did religion bestow heaven, without any terms or

conditions, indifferently upon all, there would be no
infidel. Bentlev.

Had the Roman tongue continued vulgar, it would
have been necessary, from the many terms of art re-

quired in trade and in war, to have made great addi-

tions to it. Swift.

TERM, in law, is generally taken for a limita-

tion of time or estate ; as a lease for term of life

or years. Term is more particularly used for

that time wherein our courts of justice are open;
in opposition to which the rest of the year is

called vacation.

TERM, in grammar, denotes some word or ex-

pression in a language. The word term (from

terminus) is borrowed metaphorically, by the

grammarians and philosophers, from the mea-
surers or surveyors of lands : as a field is defined

and distinguished by its termini or limits, so is a

thing or matter spoken of by the word or term it

is denoted by.

TERM, in the arts, or term of art, is a word

which, besides the literal and popular meaning
which it has or may have in common language,
bears a further and peculiar meaning in some art

or science.

The TERMS in law above enumerated are not

observed by the high court of parliament, the

chancery, and inferior courts ; only the courts of

king's bench, common pleas, and exchequer,
which are the highest courts at common law.

These terms are supposed by Mr. Selden to have

been instituted by William the Conqueror; but

Sir H. Spelman hath shown that they were gra-

dually formed from the canonical constitutions

of the church ; being no other than those leisure

seasons of the year which were not occupied by
the great festivals or fasts, or which were not

liable to the general avocations of rural business.

Throughout all Christendom, in very early times,

the whole year was one continued term for hear-

ing and deciding causes.

Oxford terms. These are four ; which begin
and end as below :

Lr.>TT-TERM

Begins . . January 14th.

Ends . . Saturday before Palm Sunday.
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EASTER-TERM

Begins . . Wednesday after Low Sunday.
Ends . . Thursday before Whit-Sunday.

TRINITY-TERM

Begins . . Wednesday after Trinity-Sunday.
Ends . . Saturday after the Act.

MICHAELMAS-TERM

Begins . . October 10th.

Ends . . December 16th.

N. B. The Act is the first Monday after the

6th of July. When the day of the beginning or

ending happens on a Sunday, the terms begin or

end the day after.

Cambridge terms. These are three, as below :

LENT-TERM

Begins . . January 13th.

Ends . . Friday before Palm-Sunday.
EASTER-TERM

Begins . . Wednesday after Low-Sunday.
Ends . . Friday after Commencement.

MICHAELMAS-TERM

Begins . . October 10th.

Ends . . December 16th.

N. B. The commencement is the first Tuesday
in July. There is no difference on account of

the beginning or ending being Sunday.
TERMS, IRISH. In Ireland the terms are the

same as at London, except Michaelmas term,
which begins October 13th, and adjourns to No-
vember 3rd, and thence to the 6th.

TERMS, SCOTTISH. The court of session has

two terms, the winter and summer. The winter

begins on the 12th of November, and ends the

llth of March, only there is a recess of three

weeks at Christmas. The summer term com-
mences on the 12th of May, and ends the llth

of July. The court of exchequer has four terms.

1. Candlemas term begins January 15th, and
ends February 3rd. 2. Whitsuntide term begins

May 12th, and ends June 2nd. 3. Larnmas
term begins June 17th, and ends July 5th. 4.

Martinmas term begins November 24th, and
ends December 20th.

TER'MAGANT, adj. & n.s. ) Sax. rynand
TER'MAGANCY, n. s. \ rnajan, emi-

nently powerful : or tyrt, taken as a name of

Mars. Tumultuous
; turbulent : a turbulent

person : turbulence ; tumultuous violence.

Twas time to counterfeit, or that hot termagant
Scot had paid me scot and lot too.

'Shakspeare. Henry-,IV.
I would have such a fellow whipt for o'erdoing

Termagant ; it outherods Herod. Id. Hamlet.

For zeal's a dreadful termagant,
That teaches saints to tear and rant. Hudibms.

She threw his periwig into the fire : Well, said

he, thou art a brave termagant. Taller.

The eldest was a termagant, imperious, prodigal,

profligate wench. Arbuthnot's History nf John Bull.

The sprites of fiery termagants in flamt

Mount up, and take a salamander's name. Pope.

By a violent termagancy of temper, she may never

suffer him to have a moment's peace.
Barker.

TERMES, in entomology, a genus of insects

belonging to the order of aptera according to

Linnseus; but by others it is arranged more pro-
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perly under the neuropleia. The mouth has two
horny jaws ; the lip is horny and quadrifid, the
lacinia: being linear and acute ; there are four

feelers, which are equal and filiform. The an-
tennae are moniliform in most species, and the

eyes two. There are eight species according to
Gmelin

;
viz. T. arda, Capensis, destructor, divi-

natorius, fatalis, fatidicus, mordax, and pulsu-
torius. But, as Gmelin has followed the classi-

fication of Linnaeus in arranging the termes
under the order of aptera, it is not improbable
that several of those which are mentioned as

species of the termes may belong to a different

genus. It will be sufficient here to describe the

fatalis, which we are enabled to do from very
accurate information.

T. fatalis bellicosus, or the white ant, is of a

yellow color above; the wings also yellowish;
the costa is ferruginous ; the stemmata are near
the eyes, the central point being somewhat pro-
minent. Of the white ant we have a very curi-

ous and interesting description in tiie Philoso-

phical Transactions for 1781 by Mr. Henry
Smeathman of Clement's Inn. According to

this account the works of these insects surpass
those of the bees, wasps, beavers, and other ani-

mals, as much at least as those of the most

polished European nations excel those of tlie

least cultivated savages. In the interior con-

struction of their habitations they appear greatly
to exceed any work of human construction. The
most striking parts of these structure? are the

royal apartments, the nurseries, magazines of

provisions, arched chambers and galleries, with

their various communications; the ranges of sjo-

thic-shaped arches, projected, and not formed

by mere excavation, some of which are two or

three feet high, but which diminish rapidly like

the arches of aisles in perspective; the various

roads, sloping staircases, and bridges, consisting
of one vast arch, and constructed to shorten lite

distance between the several parts of tlie build-

ing, which would otherwise communicate only

by winding passages. In some parts near Sene-

gal their number, magnitude, and closeness of

situation, make them appear like the villages of

the natives. But these and many pther curious

instances of the great sagacity and powers of

these insects cannot be understood without view-

ing the plates in which their feeble frames, and

comparatively stupendous works, are delineated.

See Philosophical Transactions above referred

to. There are three distinct ranks among them.

These are, first, the laborers, or working insects ;

next the soldiers, or fighting order, who do no

kind of labor, and are about twice as long as the

former, and equal in bulk to about fifteen of

them ; and, lastly, the winged or perfect insects,

which may be called the nobility or gentry of

the state; for they neither labor nor fight, being

scarcely capable even of self-defence.
' These

only are capable of being elected kings or queens;
and nature has so ordered it that they emigrate

within a few weeks after they are elevated to this

state, and either establish new kingdoms or perish

within a day or two.' The first order, the work-

ing insects, are most numerous, being in the

proportion of 100 to one of the soldiers. In this

state they are about a quarter of an inch long,
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and twenty-five of them weigh about a grain; so

that they are not so laree as some of our ants.

The second order, or soldiers, have a very dif-

ferent form from the laborers, and have been

by some authors supposed to be the males, and
the former neuters ; but they are, in fact, the

same insects as the foregoing, only they have

undergone a change of form and approached one

degree nearer to the perfect state. They are now
much larger, being half an inch long, and equal
in bulk to fifteen of the laborers. The third

order, or the insect in its perfect state, varies its

form still more than ever. The head, thorax,
and abdomen, differ almost entirely from the

same parts in the laborers and soldiers; and be-

sides this the animal is now furnished with four

fine large, brownish, transparent wings, with
which it is, at the time of emigration, to wing its

way in search of a new settlement. It differs so

much from the other two that they have not
hitherto been supposed to belong to the same

community.' In fact they are not to be disco-

vered in the nest till just before the commence-
ment of the rainy season ; when they undergo the

last change, which is preparative to the formation
of new colonies. They are equal in bulk to two

soldiers, and about thirty laborers
; and, by means

of the wings with which they are furnished, they
roam about for a few hours; at the end of which
time they lose their wings, and become the prey
of innumerable birds, reptiles, and insects ; while

probably not a pair out of many millions of this

unhappy race get into a place of safety, fulfil the

first law of nature, and lay the foundation of a
new community. In this state many fall into

the neighbouring waters and are eaten with avidity

by the Africans. The author found them deli-

cate, nourishing, and wholesome, without sauce
or other help from cookery than merely roasting
them in the manner of coffee. The few fortunate

pairs who happen to survive this annual massa-
cre and destruction are represented by the au-
thor as being casually found by some of the

laborers that are continually running about on
the surface of the ground, and are elected kings
and queens of new states. Those who are not
so elected and preserved, certainly perish, and
most probably in the course of the following day.
By these industrious creatures the king and queen
elect are immediately protected from their innu-
merable enemies, by enclosing them in a cham-
ber of clay, where the business of propagation
soon commences. Their '

voluntary subjects
'

then busy themselves in constructing wooden
nurseries, or apartments entirely composed of

wooden materials, seemingly joined together with

gums. Into these they afterwards carry the eggs
produced from the queen, lodging them there as

fast as they can obtain them from her. After

impregnation a very extraordinary change begins
to take place in her person, or rather in her ab-

domen only. It gradually increases in bulk, and
at length becomes of such an enormous size as

to exceed the bulk of the rest of her body 1500
or 2000 times. She becomes 1000 times heavier

than her consort, and exceeds 20,000 or 30,000
times the bulk of one of the laborers. In this

state the matrix has a constant peristaltic or un-

dulating motion
;

the consequence of which is

(as the author has counted them) the protrusion
of 80,000 eggs in twenty-four hours.

TERMINALIA, in antiquity, feasts cele-
brated by the Romans in honor of the god Ter
minus.

TERMINALIA, in botany, a genus of plants be-

longing to the class of polygamia and order of
moncecia. The male calyx is quinquepartite ;

there is no corolla; the stamina are ten. The
hermaphrodite flower is the same with that of
the male ; there is one style ; the fruit, which is

a drupe or plum, is below, and shaped like a
boat. There are two species; viz. 1. T. augusti-
folia, the narrow-leaved, or benzoin plant; but

though it has this name it does not yield benzoin.
See STYRAX. 2. T. Catappa.
TER'MINATE, v. a. & v. n. i Fr. terminer ;

TERMINATION, n.s. $ Latin termino.
See TERM. To bound ; limit

; put an end to :

be limited ; or at an end : the noun substantive

corresponding.

She speaks poniards, and every word stabs : if her
breath were as terrible as her terminations, there were
no living near her, she would infect to the north stai.

Shakspeare.
It is not an idol ratione termini, in respect of ter-

mination ; for the religious observation thereof is

referred and subservient to the honour of God and
Christ : neither is it such ratione modi, for it is

kept holy by the exercise of evangelical duties.

White.

These are to be reckoned with the heathen, with,

whom you know we undertook not to meddle, treat-

ing only of the scripture-election terminated in those
to whom the scripture is revealed. Hammond.

Its earthly and salinous parts are so exactly re-

solved, that its body is left imporous, and not dis-

creted by atomical terminations.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

Ere I the rapture of my wish renew,
I tell you, then, it terminates in you.

Dryden's Aurengzebe.
Bodies that are solid, separable, terminated, and

moveable, have all sorts of figures. Locke.

TERMINI, in architecture, denotes a kind of

statues or columns, adorned on the top with the

figure of a man's, woman's, or satyr's head, as a

capital ; and the lower part ending in a kind of

sheath or scabbard. Suidas thinks they should

rather be called hermetes than termini, as they

originated from the Athenian hermeses, which
were used as ornaments, and not from the Ro-
man termini, which were used as land-marks.

See HERMES.

TERMINI, a considerable sea-port of Sicily,
in the Val di Mazzara, on the north coast, and
at the mouth of a river of this name. It stands

on a rocky eminence, surrounded by a wall, and

has, on the side of the sea, an old castle. The

public establishments consist of a Monte di Pieta,
two hospitals, a poor-house for females, several

convents, and some rather richly ornamented
churches. Here is a tolerable port .and the in-

habitants have long been in the practice of ex-

orting corn, olive oil, and other products,

hough a place of some note in antiquity, it has

at present few remains, but it has long been ce-

lebrated for its hot mineral springs. Inhabi-

tants about 8700. Eighteen miles E. S.E. of

Palermo. Long 13 45' E., lat. 38 5' N
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TERMIKTIIUS, M.S. Grc-.-k rjp/v0oc . A

tumor.

Terminihus is of a blackish colour
;

it breaks, and
within a day the pustule conies away in a slough.

Wiseman.

TERMINUS, in Pagan worship, an ancient

deity among the Romans, who presided over the

stones or land-marks called termini, which were
held so sacred that it was accounted sacrilege to

move them
; and as the criminal became devoted

to the gods it was lawful for any man to kill

liim. The worship of this deity was instituted

by Numa Pompilius, who, to render land-marks,
and consequently the property of the people,

sacred, erected a temple on the Tarpeiau mount
to Terminus.

TERMIOVA, a town of Maritime Austria, in

Istria, eighteen miles north-east of Pedena.

TERMITES. See TERMES.
TERMOLI. See TERMINI.

TERMUYDEN, a strong town of Holland, in

the department of the Meuse and ci-devant pro-
vince of Dutch Flanders, north-east of Sluys.

TERN, in ornithology. See STERNA.

TERNAI, the name given by Perouse to a

very fine bay which he discovered on the coast

of Tartary in lat. 45 13' N., long. 135 9' E. of

Paris. The bottom is sandy, and diminishes

gradually to six fathoms within a cable's length
of the shore. The tide rises five feet; it is high
water at eight hours fifteen minutes at full and

change; and the flux and reflux do not alter the

direction of the current at half a league from the

shore.

TER'NARY, or ^
Latin ternarius, ternio.

TER'NION, n. s. 5 The number three.

These nineteen consonants stood in such confused

order, some in ternaries, some in pairs, and some sin-

gle. Holder.

TERNATE, the northernmost of a chain of

islands on the west coast of Gilolo, and formerly
the seat of sovereignty over all the adjacent Mo-
lucca islands, Tidore, Bachian, Motir, and Ma-
chian. The first Mahometan sovereign of Ter-

nate is said to have reigned from A. U. 1466 to

1486. In 1521 it was visited by the Portuguese,
who took formal possession ; but they were ex-

pelled in 1530. In 1579 it was touched at by
Sir Francis Drake, who, according to the fashion

of the day, took possession of it in the name of

queen Elizabeth. Along with the kingdom of

Portugal it devolved to the Spaniards, who lost

Ternate in 1606; but retained a footing in the

Molucca so late as 1663. In 1680 the Dutch

compelled the sultan of Ternate to become tri-

butary to them, and the princes of the other Mo-
luccas were so thoroughly subdued that in the

year 1778 the kings of Tidore and Bachian were

deposed, and exiled to Batavia. It was taken

from the Dutch in the course of the revolutionary

war, but was restored at the peace of Amiens.
It was again taken in August 1810, and was re-

stored to the Dutch, with their other possessions
in India, by the peace of Paris.

TERNAVASSO, a town of the French empire,
in the department of the Po, and ci-devant pro-
vince of Piedmont, six miles north-east of Car-

magnola, and eight south of Chieri.
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TERNI, a town in the; State of the Church,

situated in a luxuriant valley, between two
branches of the Nera. It has a cathedral urn]

several churches, but no other public building of

consequence. It is a place of antiquity, and
still contains several interesting ruins. The cas-

cades of the Eveline, called the Cadutu delle

Marmore are very fine. Population about 7000.
Twelve miles south of Spalato, and forty-live
north of Rome.

TERNSTROMIA, in botany, a genus of plants

belonging to the class of polyandria and order of

monogynia. The calyx is mone-phyllous ;;nd

quinquepartite ; the corolla is monopmulous,
quinquepartite or sexpartite, globular, and bell-

shaped ; the berry is dry, biloculur, and valvo-

less. There is only one species, viz. T. mcri-

dionalis.

TERPANDER, a celebrated Greek poet and
musician. The Oxford marbles tell us that lie

was the son of Derdeneus of Lesbos, and that lie

flourished in the thirty-eighth year of those re-

cords
; which nearly answers to the twenty-

seventh Olympiad, and sixty-first year 13. C. The
marbles inform us likewise that he taught the

nomes, or airs, of the lyre and flute, which he

performed himself upon this last instrument in

concert witli other players on the flute. Several

writers tell us that he added three strings to the

lyre, which before his time had but four. S< <:

LYRE. Among the many signal services which

Terpander is said to have done to musin, none

was of more importance than the notation that is

ascribed to him for ascertaining and preserving

melody, which before was traditional and wholly

dependent on memory. The invention indeed

of musical characters has been attributed by

Alypius and Gaudentius, two Greek writers on

music, and upon their authority by Boethius, to

Pythagoras, who flourished full two centuries

after Terpauder. But Plutarch gave the inven-

tion to Terpander, and so does Clemens Alexan-

drinus. Plutarch says,
' no other proof need b<>

urged of the excellence of Terpander in the art

of playing upon the cithara than what is given

by the" register of the Pythic games, from which

it appears that he gained four prizes succes-

sively at those solemnities. Of the works of this

poet only a few fragments are now remaining-

TERPSICHORE, in the mythology, one of

the Nine Muses. She presided over dancing, of

which she was reckoned the inventress. In paint-

ing she is drawn with a musical instrument in

her hand, and crowned with laurel. Juv. vii.

v. 35.

TERRA (Lat. the earth), in the mythology,
the wife of Coelus and mother of Saturn and Ops,
or Tellus. See OPS and TELLUS.

TERRA DEL FUEGO, an island separated from

the southern extremity of America, by a narrow

sea called the Straits of Magellan; so called

from the volcanoes observed on it. Of the

south-west coast of Terra del Fuego, captain

Cook says :
' With respect to inlets, islands,

&c., it may be compared to the coast of Norway c

for I doubt if there be an extent of three leagues

where there is not an inlet or harbour which will

receive and shelter the largest shipping. The
3 C
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worst is that, till these inlets are better known,
one has, as it w.ere, to fish for anchorage. There
are several lurking rocks on the coast; but hap-

pily none of them lie far from land, the approach
to which may be known by sounding, supposing
the weather so obscure that you cannot see it.

For, to judge of the whole by the parts we have

sounded, it is more than probable that there are

soundings all along the coast, and tor several

leagues out to sea. Upon the whole, it is by no
means the dangerous coast it has been repre-
sented. The currents between Cape Deseada
and Cape Horn set from west to east, that is, in

the same direction as the coast ; but they are by
no means considerable. To the east of the Cape
their strength is much increased, and their di-

rection is north-east to Staten Land. They are

rapid in Strait le Maire and along the south

coast of Staten Land, and set like a torrent

round Cape St. John, where they take a north-

west direction, and continue to run very strong
both within and without New Year's Isls. While)

we lay at anchor within this island, I observed that

the current was strongest during the flood ; and
that on the ebb its strength was so much im-

paired that the ship would sometimes ride head
to the wind when it was at west and west-north-

west. This is only to be understood of the place
where the ship lay at anchor

; for, at the very
time we had a strong current setting to the west-

ward, one of equal strength was found near the

coast of Staten Land setting to the eastward ;

though probably this was an eddy current or tide.'

The aspect of the country is dreary and un-

comfortable, consisting of a chain of stupend-
ous rocks, continually covered with snow. The
inhabitants are said to be naturally as fair as

Europeans, but go naked, and paint their bodies

with the most gorgeous colors. Those on the

south side are particularly barbarous ; while those

on the opposite side are simple and affable. The
skins of wild animals are sometimes used to co-

ver their bodies, upon occasions of extraordinary

pomp ; and their tents are made of poles, dis-

posed in a conical form, covered with skins, or

the bark or leares of trees. Long. 51 20' to

58 W., lat. 52 30' to 55 35' S.

TERRA FIRMA, an extensive tract of coun-

try in South America, which comprehends the

three provinces of Darien, Veragua, and Pana-
ma or Terra Firma proper. Towards the east it

is bounded by the province of Carthagena, the

river St. Juan being the mutual boundary ;

on the west by the province of Costa Rica, in

the kingdom of Guatamala ;
and on the north

and south by the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.

Its length from east to west is about 150 leagues,
but if measured along the coast it is above 200.

It is ninety leagues wide in the broadest part ;

and at the isthmus of Darien, where it is nar-

rowest, its breadth is only eight leagues. It is

watered by a variety of rivers.

TERRA JAPOXICA, more commonly called ca-

techu, a drug formerly supposed to be an extract

from the seeds of the areca catechu, but lately

discovered by Mr. Kerr, assistant surgeon to the

civil hospital at Bengal, to be obtained from the

mimosa catechu. Mr. Kerr gives the fo'lowing
account of the manner in which the extract is

made :
' After felling the trees the manufacture,

carefully cuts off all the exterior white part ot

the wood. The interior colored wood is cut into

chips, with which he fills a narrow-mouthed un-

glazed earthen pot, pouring water upon them
until he sees it among the upper chips ; when
this is half evaporated, by boiling, the decoction,
without straining, is poured into a flat earthen

pot, and boiled to one-third part; this is set in a
cool place for one day, and afterwards evaporated
by the heat of the sun, stirring it several times
in the day. When it is reduced to a consider-

able thickness it is spread upon a mat or cloth,
which has previously been covered with the ashes

of cowdung ;
this mass is divided into square or

quadrangular pieces by a string, and completely
dried by turning them frequently in the sun un-
til they are fit for sale.' This extract is called

cutt by the natives, by the English cutch, and by
different authors, terra japonica, catechu, khaath,

cate, cachou, &c. ' In its purest state it is a dry
pulverable substance, outwardly of a reddish

color, internally of a shining dark brown, tinged
with a reddish hue; in the mouth it discovers

considerable astringency, succeeded by a sweet-

ish mucilaginous taste.' According to Lewis '
it

dissolves almost totally in water, excepting the

impurities which are usually of the sandy kind,
and amounting in the specimens I examined to

about one-eighth of the mass. Of the pure mat-

ter, rectified spirit dissolves about seven-eighths
into a deep red color; the part which it leaves

undissolved is an almost insipid mucilaginous
substance.' Catechu may be usefully employed
for most purposes where an astringent is indi-

cated, provided the most powerful be not re-

quired. But it is particularly useful in alvine

fluxes ; and, where these require the use of as-

tringents, we are acquainted with no one equally
beneficial. Besides this it is employed also in

uterine prorluvia, in laxity and debility of the

viscera in general, in catarrhal affections, and
various other diseases where astringents are ne-

cessary. It is often suffered to dissolve leisurely
in the mouth, as a topical astringent for laxities

and exulcerations of the gums, for apthous ulcers

in the mouth, and similar affections. This extract

is the basis of several fixed formulee in our phar-

macopeias, particularly of a tincture and an

electuary; but one of the best forms under which
it can be exhibited is that of a simple infusion in

warm water, with a proportion of cinnamon or

cassia; for it is thus at once t;eed from its im-

purities, and improved by the addition of the

aromatic.

TERRA NUOVA, a considerable sea-port on the

south coast of Sicily, in the Val di Noto, at the

mouth of a river of this name. Among its pub-
lic establishments are eight convents, an asylum,

hospital, castle, and several well-built churches.

Although the bay is somewhat exposed, there is

good anchorage during the summer season, within

a mile of the town, in eight or nine fathoms

water. Terra Nuova is noted for its export of

sulphur, dug up and manufactured in large quan-
tities in the neighbourhood. Wine, corn, and

fruits of various kinds, likewise form articles of

export. Population 9000. Nineteen miles east

of Licata, and fifty west of Syracuse.
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TER'RACE, n. s.

^
French terrace ; Ital. ter-

TER'RACED, odj. S racciu ; of Lat. terra. A
small mount of earth covered with grass : the

adjective corresponding.
The reception of light into the body of the build-

ing must now be supplied, by terracing any story
which is in danger of darkness.

Wotton's Architecture.

He made her gardens not only within the palaces,
but upon termsses raised with earth over the arched

roofs, planted with all sorts of fruits. Temple.
Fear broke my slumbers : I no longer stay,

But mount the terrace, thence the town survey.

Dryden .

Clermont's terraced height and Eshei's groves.
Thomson.

A TERRACE is a walk or bank of earth raised

in a garden or court to a due elevation for a

prospect. The name is also given to the roofs

of houses that are flat, and whereon we may
walk.

TERRACINA, an ancient city of Italy, in the

pope's territory, in the Campagna of Rome, with

a bishop's see. It was anciently called Anxur,
and was the capital of Volsci. See ANXUR and

'

TERRACINA. Its principal church was origin-

ally a temple of Jupiter, who was supposed to

have a great partiality for the town, and is there-

fore styled Anxurus by Virgil. It is seated on
the sea-coast, on the side of a mountain, forty-
six miles south-east of Rome. Long. 13 15' E.,

lat. 41 24' N.
TERR./E FILIUS, son of the earth, a student

of the university of Oxford, formerly appointed
in public acts to make satirical and jesting

speeches against the members thereof, to tax

them with any growing corruptions, &c.

TERRANTONA, a town of Spain in Arragon,

eight miles south-east of Ainsa.

TERRA'QUEOUS, adj. Lat. terra and aqua.

Composed of land and water.

The terraqueous globe is, to this day, nearly in the

same condition that the universal deluge left it.

Woodward.

TERRAS, or TRAAS, in mineralogy, a species
of argillaceous earth. It differs but little in its

principles from puzzolana, but is much more

compact and hard, porous and spongy. It is

generally of a whitish yellow color, and contains

more heterogeneous particles, a spar, quartz,

shoerl, &c., and something more of calcareous

earth ; it effervesces with acids, is magnetic, and

fusible per se. When pulverised it serves as a

cement, like puzzolana. It is found in Germany
and Sweden. A species of red earth has been

found in the parish of St. Elizabeth in Jamaica,
which turns out to be an excellent substitute

for terras or puzzolana earth, and may therefore

be of great value to the inhabitants of the West
Indies. One measure of this earth, mixed with

two of well slaked lime and one of sand, form

a cement that answers extremely well for build-

ing any dam or bridge, or any structure in

water; for it will soon harden and become like

a stone.

TERRASSON (Andrew), a French divine

and priest of the oratory, born at Lyons, and

much admired for his eloquence. His Sermons
in 4 vols. 12mo. 'are esteemed. He died at Paris

in 1723.

TERRASSON (Abbe John), brother of Aidru-
a French writer, born at Lyons in 1669. lie

distinguished himself in the dispute concerning
Homer between La Motte and Madam Dacie:,
by writing a Dissertation centre 1'Iliade. lie
wrote a political and moral romance called Sethos,
full of learning and philosophy; and another

capital work of his is a French translation of
Diodorus Siculus. He died in 1750.

TERIIASSON (Anthony), a relation of the t\v,.

preceding, was born at Paris in 1705. He w ;i ,

eminent as an advocate, and wrote the History of
Roman Jurisprudence, in folio, for which he was

appointed censor royal, and a professor in the

royal college. He also wrote Miscellanies of Hi.s-

tory, Literature, &c., 12mo. He died in 1782

TERRE'-BLUE, n.s. Fr. terre and bleu. A
sort of earth.

Terre-blue is a light, loose, friable kind of lapis
armenus. Woodward on VosslU.

TERRELLA, or little earth, is a magnet
turned of a spherical figure, and placed so as

that its poles, equators, &c., do exactly corre-

spond with those of the world.

TERRENE', adj. Lat. terrenus. Earthly ;

terrestrial.

They think that the same rules of decency which
serve for things done unto terrene powers, should

universally decide what is fit in the service of God.
Hooher,

Our terrene moon is now eclipsed,
And it portends alone the fall of Antony.

Shakspeare.
God set before him a mortal and immortal lift:, u

nature ccelestial and terrene ; but God gave man to

himself. Raleigh.
Over many a tract

Of heaven they marched, and many a province wide,
Tenfold the length of this terrene.

Milton's Paradise Loul .

TER'REOUS, adj.}
Lat. terreus. Earthy;

TERRES'TRIAL, (consisting of earth : this

TERRES'TRIFY, v. a. {also terrestrial and ter-

TERRES'TRIOUS, adj. J restrious signify : tc-r-

restrify is to reduce to an earthly state.

Far passing the height of men terrestrial,

Like an huge giant of the Titan race. Spenser

Terrestrial heaven! danced round by other h .;-

vens

That shine, yet bear their bright officious lamps,

Light above light.
Milton .

There is but little similitude betwixt a terrcous

humidity and plantal germinations.
Gtanville's Scepsis.

According to the temper of the terreous parts at

the bottom, variously begin intumescencies.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

Though we should affirm, that heaven were but

earth celestified, and earth but heaven terrestrified ;

or, that each part above had an influence on its

divided affinity below ; yet to single out these re-

lations is a work to be effected by revelation. Id.

This variation proceedeth from terrestrioits eminen-

ces of earth respecting the needle. Browne.

Thou broughtest Briareus with his hundred hands

So called in heaven
;
but mortal men below

By his terrestrial name vEgeon know. Dryden.

I did not confine these observations to land, or

terrestrial parts of the globe, but extended them to

the fluids. Wwhranl.

TERRE-PLEIN, or TERRE-PLAIN, in fortifi-

cation, the top, platform, or hori/ontal -nrfac o (if

o V_ >
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the rampart upon which the cannon are placed,
and where the defenders perform their office. It

is so called because it lies level, having only a

little slope outwardly to counteract the recoil

;f the cannon. Its breadth is from twenty-four
to thirty feet; being terminated by the parapet
on the outer side, and inwardly by the inner

talus.

TERRE'-VERTE, n. s. FT. terre-verte. A
sort of earth.

Terre-verte owes its colour to a slight admixture

of copper. Woodward on Fossils.

Terre-verte, or green earth, is light ;
it is a mean

betwixt yellow-ochre and ultramarine.

Dryden's Dufresnty.

TERRE-VERTE, in the color trade, green earth,

.is much used by painters, both singly for a good

standing green, and in mixture with other colors.

It is an indurated clay, of a deep bluish green

color, and is found in the earth not in continued

strata or beds, as most of the other earths are,

but in large flat masses of different sizes

imbedded in other strata; these break irregu-

larly in the cutting, and the earth is generally

brought out of the pit in lumps of different sizes.

It is of a fine regular and even structure, and not

very hard. It is of an even and glossy surface,

very smooth to the touch, and in some degree

resembling the morochthus or French chalk, but

adhering firmly to the tongue. It does not stain

the hands in touching it
;
but being drawn along

a rough surface it leaves an even white line with
a greenish cast. It does not ferment with acids,
and it burns to a dusky brown color. It is dug
in the island of Cyprus, and in many parts of

France and Italy. That from the neighbourhood
of Verona has been esteemed the best in the

world ; but of late there has been some dug in

France that equals it. There is also an earth

dug on Mendip Hills, in the sinking for coal,

which, though wholly unobserved, is nearly, if

not wholly, of equal value. When scraped, and
the finer parts separated, it is ready to be made

up with oil for the tise of the painters, and
makes the most true and lasting green of any
body they use.

TER'RIBLE, adj. }
Fr. terrible; from

TER'RIBLY, adv. >Lat. terrihilis. Dread-

TER'RIBLENESS, n. s. 3ful; formidable ; caus-

ing fear : hence great, so as to overpower or

offend: the adverb and noun substantive cor-

responding.

Having quite lost the way of nobleness, he strove

to climb to the height of terriblentss. Sidney.
Was this a face to be exposed

In the most terrible and nimble stroke

Of quick, cross lightning 1 Shakspeare. King Lear,

Being indisposed by the terrible coldness of the

season, he reposed himself till the weather should
mend. Clarendon.

Fit love for gods,
Not terrible, though terrour be in love. Milton.

1 began to be in a terrible fear of him, and to look

upon myself as a dead man. Tillotsun.

The polished steel gleams terribly from far,

And every moment nearer shows the war. Dryden.
Thy native Latium was thy darling care,

Prudent in peace, and terrible in war. Prior.

Their terribleness is owing to the violent contusion
and laceration of the parts. Sharp's Surgery.
The poor man squalled terribly. Swift.

TERRICOLIST (from terra and colo), one
who cultivates or inhabits the earth. Ash.

TER'RIER, n. s. Fr. terrier; From Latin
terra. A dog that follows his game under-

ground.
The fox is earthed, but I shall send my two ter-

riers in after him. Dryden's Spanish Friar.

King James's canons require that the bishops

procure a terrier to be taken of such lands. Aylijfe.

TERRIER, in zoology. See CANIS.

TER'RIFY, v. a. ) Latin terror and fucio.

TERRIF'IC, adj. J To fright ; shock with fear;

to make afraid : the adjective corresponding.
Thou scarest me with dreams, and terrifies* me

through visions. Job vii. 14

In nothing terrified by your adversaries.

Phil. i. 28.

Neither doth it beseem this most wealthy state to

be terrified from that which is right with my charges
of war. Knolks.

The serpent, subtlest beast of all the field,

Of huge extent sometimes, with brazen eyes
And hairy mane terrifick. Milton's Paradise Lost.

Though he was an offender against the laws, yet
in regard they had treated him illegally, in scourging
him and Silas uncondemned, against the privilege of

Romans, he terrifies them with their illegal proceed-

ings. Kettlewell

The British navy through ocean vast

Shall wave her double cross, t' extremest climes

Terrijick. Philip .

The amazing difficulty of his account will rather

terrify than inform him, and keep him from setting

heartily about such a task as he despairs ever to go
through with. South,

Meteors for various purposes to form
;

The breeze to cheer ;
to terrify, the storm.

Blackmore.

TER'RITORY, n. s. Fr. territoire ; law Lat.

territorium. Land; country; dominion; dis-

trict.

Linger not in my territories longer than swiftest

expedition will give thee time to leave our royal
court. Shakspeare.

They erected a house within their own territory,

half-way between their fort and the town.

Hayward,
Ne'er did the Turk invade our territory,

But fame and terror doubled still their files.

Deitham,

He saw wide territory spread
Before him, towns and rural works between.

Milton.

Ars and sciences took their rise, and flourished

only in those small territories where the people were

free. Swift.

TER'ROR, n. s. Lat. terror; Fr. terreur.

Fear communicated or received.

They shot through both the walls of the town and
the bulwark also, to the great terrour of the defend-

ants. Knolles.

It is the cowish terrour of his spirit,
That dares not undertake. Khakspeare. King Lear.

O sight
Of temmr, foul and ugly to behold,
Horrid to think, how horrible to feel ! Milton,

So spake the griesly terrour. Id.

Those enormous terrors of the Nile. Prior.

The pleasures of the land and 'terroum of the main.

Blachmore.

TERRORISTS, a name too justly given to

that furious party of .the French jacobins, who,
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daring the dictatorship of Robespierre, sup-
ported and applauded all his worst measures,
while he murdered the greatest and best men of

France, constantly calling out '
let terror be the

order of the day,' and thus paved the path of
blood that led to the establishment of the impe-
rial despotism. See FRANCE.

TERSE, adj. Lat. terms ; Fr. ters. Smooth.
Not in use.

contained three, whence the name, which i*

formed of the Latin tres unciffi. Teruncius was
also used for the quarter of the denarius

; so that
when the denarius was at ten asses, tho teruncius
was worth two and a half: and, when the dena-
rius was risen to sixteen, the teruncius was worth
four. See DENARIUS.
TESCHEN, a town and circle of Austrian

Silesia, comprehending the eastern part of that

province, with an area of 740 square miles, and
152,000 inhabitants. It is very hilly on the south

side, where the Carpathian chain commences,
but the north is flat and marshy, so that through-
out it is better adapted for grazing than tillage.

Many stones precious and vulgar, although terse

and smooth, have not this power attractive.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

To raw numbers and unfinished verse,
Sweet sound is added now to make it terse. Dryden.

These accomplishments in the pulpit appear by a The inhabitants are 'mostly of Sclavonian oridn
quaint, terse, florid style, rounded into periods TESCHEREM.ISSES
without propriety or meaning. Swift's Miscellanies.

Various of numbers, new in every strain
;

Diffused, yet terse, poetical, though plain. Harte.

TERTIAN, n. s. Lat. tertiana. Is an asju

intermitting but one day, so that there are tv o
fits in three days.

Tertians of a long continuance do most menace this

symptom. Harvey on Consumptions.

TERTIAN FEVER. See MEDICINE.

TERTIUS, a prsenomen very common among
the Romans, who often distinguished their chil-

dren by their numbers in the order of their birth,
as Secundus, Tertius, Quartus, Quintus, Sextus,

Septimus, Octavius, Decimus, &c.
TERTRE (John Baptist), a learned domini-

can, born at Calais in 1610. After having figured
as a soldier, he entered into the monastic state,

and1 became a zealous missionary in America,
whence he returned in 1658. He wrote a Gene-
ral History of the French West India Islands, in

4 vols. 4to., and died at Paris in 1687.

TERTRE (Francis Joachim Duport Du), a

learned French Jesuit, born at St. Malo in 1715.

He wrote, 1. An Abridgment of the History
of England, in 3 vols. 12mo. 2. An Abridg-
ment of the History of Spain, in 5 vols. 12mo. ;

and other works. He died in 1759.

TERTULLIAN, or Quintus Septimus Flo-

rens Tertullianus, a celebrated priest of Car-

thage, was the son of a centurion in the militia,

who served as a proconsul of Africa. He was
educated in the Pagan religion ;

but being con-

vinced of its errors, embraced Christianity, and

became a zealous defender of the faith. He
married, it is thought, after his baptism. After-

wards he took orders, and went to Rome : where,

during the persecution under the emperor Seve-

rus, he published his Apology for the Christians;

and, at the beginning of the third century, he

embraced the sect of the Montanists. He lived

to a very great age, and died in the reign of

Caracalla, about the year 216. Many of his

works are still extant. The best editions are

those of Rigault \ especially that of Venice in

1746, folio

TERUNCIUS, in antiquity, a very small brass

coin, in use among the Romans. The inconve-

nience of such very small pieces being soon

found, the teruncius became disused, but its

,
a nation of Tartan

See TARTARY.
TESHOO LOOMBOO, or Skiggatzee Jeung.

the seat of the Teshoo lama, and the capital oi

all that part of Tibet immediately subject to his

authority. Lat. 29 4' N., long. 89 7'. E.
This place is properly a large stone monastery,

consisting of 300 or 400 houses, the habitations
of the gylongs, besides temples, mausoleums, and
the palace of the sovereign pontiff. The buildings
are none less than two stories high, flat roofed,
and crowned with a parapet rising considerably
above the roof, composed of heath and brush-
wood. The fortress of Shiggatzee Jeung stands
on a prominent ridge of rock, and commands the

pass. From hence are roads to Bootan and

Bengal, to Lahdack and Cashmere
; to the mines

of lead, copper, cinnabar, and gold ; by Tingri
Meidaun to Nepaul ; to Lassa and China. The
distance to Catmandoo, the capital of Nepau!,
by the marching road, is estimated at 400 miles.

In 1780 the journey of the deceased lama's at-

tendants, from Pekin to Teshoo Loomboo, occu-

pied seven months and eight days. On the

north is situated the territory of Taranath Lama,

bordering upon Russia and Siberia, and whose
influence more especially extends over the Kil-

muaks, or hordes of Calmuc Tartars.

The rock of Teshoo Loomboo is by far the

loftiest in this neighbourhood. From the sum-
mit the eye commands a very extensive prospect,
but no striking traces of population are to be

discovered, the natives crowding into the hollow

recesses. From the north side the celebrated

river Brahmapootra, styled in the language <>f

Tibet Erechoomboo, is visible. It here flows in

a widely-extended bed through many channels,

forming a multitude of islands. Its principal
channel is described as being narrow, deep, and

never fordable. In 1783 there were reckoned

on the establishment of the monastery at Teslmo

Loomboo no less than 3700 gylongs for the per-

formance of daily prayer in the goomba or tem-

ple. Four lamas, chosen from among them,

superintend and direct their religious ceremonies.

Their stated periods of devotion are the risiii'.y

of the sun, moon, and sunset. Youth, intended

for the service of the monastery, are received

into it at the age of eight, or ten years. On mi-

mission they are enjoined sobriety, forego the

name was still retained in reckoning, and thus it society of women, and confine themselves to

became a money of account. The teruncius at

first was a quarter of the as -or libra : hence, as

the as contained twelve ounces, the teruncius

austere practices of the cloister. There are also

a considerable number of nunneries, the regula-

tions of which are equally strict. And at this
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place there is an extensive establishment, under

the direction of the monastery, for the manufac-

ture of images, in which they excel the Chinese.

The annual consumption of tea in the territory

of Teshoo Loomboo amounts to the value of

70,000. At the capital 300 Hindoos, Gosains,
and Sunyasses, are daily fed by the bounty of

the lama. The whole system exhibits a hierarchy
of long duration, great opulence, and many prac-
tical benefits to the people. The gylongs, or

monks, having devoted themselves to the duties

of religion, obtain a large portion of respect
from their countrymen, who follow worldly avo-

cations. Being attached by a common bond of

union, the one portion to labor, and the other to

pray, they enjoy in peace and harmony the boun-

ties of nature ; and find it unnecessary to employ
a single man in arms, either to defend their ter-

ritory, or maintain their rights.

TES'SELLATED, adj. Lat. tessella. Varie-

gated by squares.
Van Helmont produced

a Stone very different from

the tessellated pyrites. Woodward on Fossils.

TESSELLATED PAVEMENTS, those of rich

Mosaic work made of curious square marbles,

bricks, or tiles, called tessela from their resem-

bling dice.

TESSERA, in Roman antiquity, denoted in

its primary sense a cube or dye ;
so called from

the Greek word Ttaaapa or rifffffpa,
four ; respect

being had to its number of sides, distinct from

the two horizontal planes above and below. And
it was thus distinguished from the talus, which,

being round at each end, contained only four

planes or faces on which it could stand ; and
therefore when thrown had no more than two-

side faces in view. Hence ludere talis et ludere

tesseris are spoken of by Roman writers as two

different games. The syllable tes occurs often

in Roman inscriptions. The word tessera was

applied to many other things, not so much from
a similitude in the figure, as from the relation

they bore to some other thing of which they
were the sign or token ; as the points on the

upper plane of the dye denoted the good or ill

success of the cast. 1. T. frumentaria was a

small tally given by the emperors to the popu-
lace at Rome, entitling them to the reception of

a quantity of corn from the public at stated sea-

sons. The person who had the inspection of

these was called tesserarius. They were made
of wood and of stone. There was another kind

of tessera which entitled persons to a sight of the

public games and other diversions, usually made
in the form of an oblong square.

2. T. hospitalis was either public or private.
As to the former, we find, among the inscriptions

published by Gruter, instances of two munici-

pal towns which put themselves under the pa-

tronage of the Roman governor ; and the reci-

procal engagement between them, engraved on

two copper plates, in the form of an oblong

square, with a pediment at the top, is called in

both tessera hospitalis. The design of it was to

cultivate or maintain a lasting friendship between

private persons and their families; and gave a

mutual claim to the contracting parties and
their descendants of a reception and kind treat-

ment at each other's houses, as occasion offered.

For which end those tesserae were so con-

trived as best to preserve the memory of that

transaction to posterity; and one method of

doing this was by dividing one of them length-
wise into two fequal parts; upon each of which
one of the parties wrote his name, and inter-

changed it with the other. From this custom
came the prevailing expression tesseram hospi-
talem confringere, applied to persons who vio-

lated their engagements.
3. T. militaris was a signal given by the ge-

neral, or chief commander of an army, as a d,-

rection to the soldiers for executing any duty or

service required of them. This, upon urgent

occasions, was only vocal
; but, in ordinary

cases, it was written on a tablet, commonly
made of wood. Besides these civil and military
tesserae, there are others which relate to religious
affairs, and may be called sacred.

TEST, n. s.
I

Fr. test ; Ital. testa. The
TEST'ED, adj. \ cupel by which refiners try their

metals; trial ; examination ; any means of trial ;

judgment; distinction: tested is tried by a test.

Let there be some more test made of my metal,
Before so noble and so great a figure
Be stampt upon it.

Shakspeare. Measure for Measure.
Not with fond shekels of the tested gold.

Shakspi'iire.

Whom should my muse then fly to, but the best

Of kings for grace ;
of poets, for my test 1

Ben Jonson.

They who thought worst of the Scots, did not

think there would be no fruit or discovery from that

test. Clarendon.

What use of oaths, of promise, or of test,

Where men regard no god but interest ? Waller.

To be read herself she need not fear :

Each test, and every light, her muse will bear.

Dryden .

Our penal laws no sons of yours admit,
Our test excludes your tribe from benefit. Id.

Thy virtue, prince, has stood the test of fortune

Like purest gold, that, tortured in the furnace,
Comes out more bright, and brings forth all its

weight. Addison.

Unerring Nature, still divinely bright,
One clear, unchanged, and universal light,

Life, force and beauty, must to all impart,
At once the source, and end, and test of art. Pope.

The TEST is a vessel used in metallurgy for

absorbing the scoria of metallic bodies when
melted. See CUPEL. Some of the German
writers recommended, both for tests and cupels,
a sort of friable opaque stone, called white spath,
which appears to be a species of gypsum, or of

the stones from which plaster of Paris is pre-

pared. The spath is directed to be cakined
with a gentle fire, in a covered vessel, till the

slight crackling which happens at first has ceased,
and the stone has fallen in part into powder : ihe

whole is then reduced into subtle powder, which
is passed through a fine sieve, and moistened
with so much cf a weak solution of green vitriol

as is sufficient for making it hold together. Gel-

lert, however, finds, that if the stone is of the

proper kind, which can be known only by trials,

calcination is not necessary. Scheffer observes,
that these kinds of tests are liable to soften or

fall asunder in the fire, and that this inconve-
nience may be remedied by the mixing with the
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uncalcined stone somewhat less than equal its

weight, as eight-ninths of such as has been al-

ready used and is penetrated by the scoria of the

lead, taking only that part of the old test which

appears of a screen gray color, and rejecting the

red crust on the top. Tests or cupels made of

the spath are said not to require so much caution

in nealing and heating them as the common ones ;

it appears, however, from Scheffer's account,
that they are less durable than those made of the

ashes of bones, though greatly superior to those

of wood-ashes. Vegetable ashes, which stand

pretty well the testing of silver, can scarcely
bear any great quantity of gold, this metal re-

quiring a considerably stronger fire than the

other ; but bone-ashes answer so effectually, and
are among us so easily procurable, that it is not

needful for the refiner to search for any other

materials ; though those who work off large

quantities of lead, in order to gain a little silver

or gold contained in it, may possibly, in places
remote from populous cities, avail themselves of

substances similar to the spath above-mentioned.

The test, for its greater security, is fixed in the

mould in which it was formed ; which is some-

times a shallow vessel made of crucible earth or

cast-iron, more commonly an iron-hoop, with

three bars arched downwards across the bottom,
about two inches deep, and of different widths,
from three or four inches to fifteen or more, ac-

cording to the quantity of metal to be tested at

once. The ashes or earthy powder, moistened

as for making cupels, are pressed down in the

mould so as to completely fill it or rise a little

above the sides ; with care to make the mass

equally solid, and to put in at once, or at least

after the bottom has been pressed close, as much
of -the matter as will be sufficient for the whole ;

for any additional quantity will not unite tho-

roughly with the test, but be apt to part from it

in the fire. The edges are pared smooth, and a

portion cut out from the middle with a bent

knife, so as to leave a proper cavity, which is

smoothed by strewing some dry powder on

the surface, and rolling on it a wooden, or

rather a glass ball. The process of testing is

often performed in the same manner as that of

cupellation ; but, where great quantities of base

metal are to be worked off from a little gold, re-

course is had to a more expeditious method, that

of testing before the bellows. An oval test is

placed in a cavity, made in a hearth of a con-

venient height, and some moistened sand or ashes

pressed round it to keep it steady ;
the nose of a

bellows is directed along its surface, in such a

manner, that if ashes are sprinkled in the cavity
of the test, the bellows may blow them com-

pletely out
;
some have an iron plate fixed before

the bellows, to direct the blast downwards. To

keep the surface of the test from being injured
in putting in the metal, some cloths or pieces of

paper are interposed. The fuel consists of bil-

lets of barked oak laid on the sides of the test,

with others laid crosswise on these ; the bellows

impel the flame on the metal, clear the surface of

ashes or sparks of coal, hasten the scorification

of the lead, and blow off the scoria, as fast as it

forms, to one end of the test, where it runs out

through a notch made for that purpose. About

two-thirds of the scorified lead may bo thus
collected

; the rest being partly absorbed by the

test, and partly dissipated by the action of the
bellows. Care must be taken not to urge the
blast too strongly, lest some portion of the gold
should be carried away by the fumes impetuously
forced off from the lead, and some minute par-
ticles of it entangled and blown off with the
scoriae.

TEST ACT, in law, was the statute. 25 Car. 11.

cap. 2, which directs all officers, civil and mili-

tary, to take the oaths, and make the declaration

against transubstantiation, in the court of king's
bench or chancery, the next term, or at the next

quarter-sessions, or (by subsequent statutes)
within six months after their admission; and
also within the same time to receive the sacra-

ment of the Lord's Supper, according to the

usage of the church of England, in some public
church, immediately after divine service or ser-

mon, and to deliver into court a certificate there-

of, signed by the minister and churchwarden,
and also to prove the same by two credible wit--

nesses, upon forfeiture of 500, and disability to

hold the said office. It has been the honor of

the ministry of the duke of Wellington to pro-
cure the repeal of this most objectionable and
absurd law.

TESTACEA, in the Linnsean system of /oo-

logy, the third order of vermes. This order

comprehends all the shell-fish arranged by Lin-
naeus under thirty-six genera. Shell-fish are

animals with a soft body, covered by or enclosed

in a firm, hard, and as it were, stony habitation,

composed, according to their three separate or-

ders, 1st, Of many parts which are arranged
under the name of multivalve ; 2d, Of two parts
which are called bivalves ; 3d, Of one part o

piece only, which we call univalves. Those

parts, pieces, or valves, are more or less movea-
ble at the animal's pleasure. See CO>CIIOLOGY.

TESTA'CEOUS, adj. Fr. testacee ; Lat. tes-

taceus. Consisting of shells ; composed of shells ;

having continuous, not jointed shells ; opposed to

crustaceous.

Testaceous, with naturalists, is a term given only
to such fish whose strong and thick shells are entire,

and of a piece ;
because those which are joined, as

the lobsters, are crustaceous : but, in medicine, all

preparations of shells and substances of the like

kind are thus called. Quiiicy.

Several shells were found upon the shores, of the

crustaceous and testaceous kind.

Woodward's Natural History.

TESTACEOUS, in medicine, all preparations of

shells, and such like substances, are called testa-

ceous. Such are powders of crabs' claws and

eyes, pearls, &c. Dr. Quincy ami others sup-

pose the virtue of all testaceous medicines to be-

alike ;
that they seldom or never enter the lac-

teals, but that the chief of their action is in the

first passages ;
in which, however, they are of

great use in absorbing acidities. Hence they

become of use in fevers, and especially in recti-

fying the many distempers in children which

generally osve their origin to such acidities.

TESTACEOUS, in zoology, is synonymous with

testacca.

The vast mountains of calcareon- rarlh \\liich
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occur in different parts of the world, owe their

origin, in general, it is supposed, to the destruc-

tion of marine testaceous animals, which in long

process of time formed these extensive and ac-

cumulated heaps ; Fourcroy, in his Chemical

Elements, has given a beautiful account of this

process of nature, to which we refer. See Dr.

John Thomson's edition, partiii. chap. 7, sect. 1.

According to our navigators, there are in the

Southern Ocean perpendicular coralline rocks,

formed entirely of sea-shells, which are of such

magnitude as to render the navigation of those

seas extremely dangerous. The shells of some
of the testaceous animals in the South Sea are of

a vast size. The kemo shell on the coast of Su-

matra is frequently found three or four feet in

diameter, and as white as ivory. See Marsden's

History of the Island of Sumatra, page 10.

It may be remarked that, while testaceous

shells are formed with carbonate of lime, the

shells of crustaceous animals and the shells of

bird's eggs contain also a portion of phosphate
of lime. Its use in the former is not known ;

but the design of nature in furnishing the shells

of eggs with phosphoric acid is very apparent.
The body of the egg contains neither pbosphoric
acid nor lime ; it was necessary, therefore, that

nature should provide means of furnishing both

these substances, which it does at the expense of

the shell ;
which becomes thinner and thinner

during the whole time of incubation, till the liv-

ing embryon hath appropriated a sufficient

quantity for the formation of its bones. Part of

the albumen combines will) the shell for this

purpose, and another portion forms feathers.

One thousand parts of egg-shells are com-

posed of

Carbonate of lime . 8D6

Phosphate of lime . 57
Gluten and moisture . 47

1000

If fowls are kept in a state of confinement,
where they cannot get at any calcareous earth,

they lay their eggs without shells.

TESTAMENT, n.s. } Fr. testament; Lat

TESTAMEN'TARY, adj. \teslamentum. A will;

any writing directing the disposal of the posses-
sions of a man deceased : given by, or contained

in, a will.

He bringeth arguments from the love which always
the testator bore him, imagining that these, or the

line proofs, will convict a testament to have that in it

which other men can no where by reading find.

Hooker.

All the temporal lands, which men devout

Py testament have given to the church,
Would they strip from us. Sfuikspeure. Henri/ V.

How many testamentary charities have been de-

feated by the negligence or fraud of executors
; by

the suppression of a will : the subornation of wit-

nesses, or the corrupt sentence of a judge !

Alterbttry.
He ordained by his last testament, that his /Eneid

should be burnt. Ll.

TESTAMENT, or LAST WILL, according to the

old Roman lawyers, is, voluntatis nostrae justa

sententia, de eo quod quis post mortem suam
h'-ri vdit ; which m;iy If thus rendered in Eng-

lish,
' the legal declaration of a man's intentions,

which he wills to be performed after his death.'

It is called sententia, to denote the circumspec-
tion and prudence with which it is supposed to

be made ; it is voluntatis nostrae sententia, be-

cause its efficacy depends on its declaring the

testator's intention, whence in English it is em-

phatically styled his will ; it is justa sententia ;

that is, drawn, attested, and published, with all

due solemnities and forms of law : it is de eo

quod quis post mortem suam fieri velit, because
a testament is of no force till after the death of

the testator. These testaments arc divided into

two sorts
; written, and verbal or nuncupative,

being declared by the testator in extremis, before

a sufficient number of witnesses, and afterwards

reduced to writing. But as nuncupative wills

and codicils (which were formerly more in use

than at present when the art of writing is become
more general) are liable to great impositions, and

may occasion many perjuries, the statute of

frauds, 29 Car. II. c. 3, enacts, 1. That no
written will shall be revoked or altered by a sub-

sequent nuncupative one, except the same be in

the lifetime of the testator reduced to writing,
and read over to him, and approved ; and unless

the same be proved to have been so done by the

oaths of three witnesses at the least, who, by
statute 4 and 5 Anne, c. 16, must be such as are

admissible upon trials at common law. 2. That
no nuncupative will shall in anywise be good,
where the estate bequeathed exceeds 30 unless

proved by three such witnesses, present at the

making thereof (the Roman law requiring seven),
and unless they, or some of them, were specially

required to bear witness thereto by the testator

himself; and unless it was made in his last sick-

ness, in his own habitation or dwelling-house, or

where he had been previously resident ten days
at the least, except he be surprised with sickness

on a journey, or from home, and dies without

returning to his dwelling. 3. That no nuncupa-
tive shall be proved by the witnesses after six

months from the making, unless it were put in

writing within six days. Nor shall it be proved till

fourteen days after the death of the testator, nor

till process has first issued to call in the widow,
or next of kin, to contest it if they think proper.
As to written wills, they need not any witness of

their publication. We speak not here of de-

vises of lands, which are entirely another thing,
a conveyance by statute, unknown to the feodal

or common law, and not under the same juris-
diction as personal estates. But a testament of

chattels, written in the testator's own hand,

though it has neither his name nor seal to it, nor

witnesses present at its publication, is good;
provided sufficient proof can be had that it is his

hand-writing; and, though written in another man's

hand, and never signed by the testator, yet if

proved to be according to his instructions, and

approved by him, it hath been held a good tes-

tament of the personal estate. No testament is

of any effect till after the death of the testator ;

Nam Omne testamentum morte consammatum
est, ft volunta testatoris est ambulatoria usque
ad mortem. And therefore, if there be many
testaments, the last will overthrows all tho former;
but the repubiication of a former will revokes
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one of a later date and establishes the first again.

Regularly, every person hath full povvev and

liberty to make a will that is not under some spe-
cial prohibition by law or custom

; which pro-
hibitions are principally upon three accounts ;

for want of sufficient discretion; for want of .... _.
sufficient liberty and free-will ; and on account Dv kindness, or by promise and common right.
of criminal conduct. 1. In the first species are

to be reckoned infants, under the age of fourteen

if males, and twelve if females ; which is the

rule of the civil law. Madmen, or otherwise

non compotes, idiots or natural fools, persons

TESTATE, adj. ~\ Lat. testatus. Having
TESTA'TOR, n. s. made a will : he or she who
TESTA'TRIX. J makes a will.

He bringeth arguments from the love or goodwill
which always the testator bore him. Hooker.
The same is the case of a testator giving a

"

Tai/tor.

By the canon law, the bishop had the lawful dis-
tribution of the goods of persons dying testate and in-
testate.

TESTER, n.s. Fr. teste, a head; this coin

grown childish by reason of old age or distem- Probablybeingdistinguished by the head stamped

per, such as have their senses besotted with drun-
kenness. 2. Such persons as are intestable for

want of liberty or freedom of will, by the civil

law, are of various kinds; as prisoners, captives,
and the like. But the law of England does not

make such persons absolutely intestable ; but

only leaves it to the discretion of the court to

upon it. A sixpence; the cover of a bed.
Come manage me your cavalier : hold, there is a

tester for thee. Shakspeare. Henri/ 1 V.
A crown goes for sixty pence, a shilling for twelve

pence, and a tester for six pence. Locke.
Those who bore bulwarks on their backs,

And guarded nations from attacks,
Now practise every pliant gesture,

judge, upon the consideration of their particular Op'ning their trunk for every tester.

circumstances of duress, whether or no such

persons could be supposed to have liberum ani-

mum testandi. A married woman is not only

utterly incapable of devising lands, being ex-

cepted out of the statute of wills, 34 and 35
Hen. VIII. c. 5, but also she is incapable
of making a testament of chattels, without the

licence of her husband. The queen-sort is an

Swift's Miscellany.
Young man, your days can ne'er be long,

In flower of age you perish for a song :

Plums and directors, Shylock and his wife,
Will club their testers now to take thy life. Pope.

TESTER, TESTON, the name of a coin struck
in France by Louis XII., in 1513, and in Scot-
land in the time of Francis II., and Mary queen

exception to this general rule
;
for she may dis- of Scotland, so called from the head of the king,

pose of her chattels by will, without the consent which was engraved upon it. The silver it con-

of her lord ; and any feme-couvert may make
her will of goods which are in her possession in

auter droit, as executrix or administratrix; for

these can never be the property of her husband ;

tained was eleven deniers eighteen grains, its

weight seven deniers 11 grains, and its value
ten sols. The coinage of it was prohibited by
Henry III. in 1575, when the value of it was

and if she has any pin-money, or separate main- augmented to fourteen sols six deniers. The

tenance, it is said she may dispose of her savings teston or tester among us was rated at I2d. in

thereout by testament, without the control of the reign of lienry VIII., and afterwards reduced

her husband. But if a feme-sole make her to 6d.

will, and afterwards marries, such subsequent

marriage is esteemed a revocation in law, and

entirely vacates the will. 3. Persons incapable
of making testaments on account of their crimi-

nal conduct are, in the first place, all traitors

and felons, from the time of conviction ; for then

their goods and chattels are no longer at their

own disposal, but forfeited to the king. Neither

can a felo de se make a will of goods and chat-

tels, for they are forfeited by the act and

manner of his death ; but he may make a devise

of his lands, for they are not subject to any
forfeiture. Outlaws also, though it be but for

debt, are incapable of making a will so long as

the outlawry subsists ;
for their goods and chattels

are forfeited during that time. As for persons

guilty of other crimes, short of felony, who are

TESTES, in anatomy, the testicles. See TES-

TICLE, and ANATOMY.

TESTICLE, n. s. Lat. testiculus. Stone.

That a beaver, to escape the hunter, bites off his

testicles or stones, is a tenet very ancient.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

The more certain sign from the pains reaching to

the groins and testicles. Wiseman's Surgery.

TESTIFY, v.n. & v. a. 2 Lat. lealificor.
To

TESTIFICATION, n. s. 5 witness : prove ;

give evidence : give evidence on a point : the

noun substantive corresponding.

One witness shall not testify against any, to ciu.. -

him to die. Numb. xxxv. 30.

Jesus needed not that any should testify of man
;

for he knew what was in man. John ii. 25.

We speak that we do know, and testify that we

by the civil law precluded from making testa- have seen ; and ye receive not our witness.

ments (as usurers, libellers, and others of a worse

stamp), at the common law their testaments may
be good. And, in general, the rule is, and has

been so at least ever since Glanvil's time, quod
libera sit cujusque ultima voluntas. Testaments

may be avoided three ways: 1. If made by a

person laboring Under any of the incapacities

before-mentioned ; 2. By making another

testament of a later date
; and, 3. By cancelling

or revoking it. For though I make a last will

and testament irrevocable in the strongest words,

yet I am at liberty to ivvokc it.

/,/. iii. 11.

When together we have all received those heavenly

mysteries wherein Christ imparteth himself unto us.

and giveth visible testification of our Mussed 'otiumi-

nion with him, we should, in hatred of all heresies,

factions, and schisms, decline openly ourselves united.

IJiioher,

The' event was dire.

As this place testifies.
Milton's Puru<li*<- l.<>nt.

She appeal:;
to their closets, to their hooks ot de-

votion, la testify what care she lias taken to establish

her children iu a liic of solid piety and devotion.

Lnui
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in places solemnly dedicated for that purpose, is a

more direct service and testification of our homage to

God. South.

TESTIMONY, n. s. & v. a. Lat. testimonium.

Evidence given ; proof by witness ; public or

open attestation : to witness.

The proof of every thing must be by the testimony

of such as the parties produce. Spenser.
If I bring you sufficient testimony, my ten thou-

sand ducats are mine. Shakspeare. Cymbeline.

Let him be but tettimonied in his own bringings
forth, and he shall appear a scholar, a statesman,
and a soldier. Shakspeare.
To quote a modern Dutchman, where I may use a

classic author, is as if I were to justify my reputation,
and neglect all persons of note and quality that know
me, and bring the testimonial of the scullion in the

kitchen. Selden.

We maintain the uniform testimony and tradition

of the primitive church. White.

Evidence is said to arise from testimony, when we

depend upon the credit and relation of others for the

truth or falsehood of any thing. Wilkins.

By his prescript a sanctuary is framed,
An ark

;
and in the ark his testimony ;

The records of his covenant. Milton.

Thou for the testimony of truth hast born

Universal reproach. Id.

I could not answer it to the world, if I gave not

your lordship my testimony of being the best husband.

Dryden.
It is possible to have such testimonials of divine

authority as may be sufficient to convince the more
reasonable part of mankind, and pray what is want-

ing in the testimonies of Jesus Christ ?

Bin-net's Theory of the Earth.

A clerk does not exhibit to the bishop letters mis-

sive or testimonial, testifying his good behaviour.

Ayliffe.

Hospitable people entertain all the idle vagrant re-

ports, and send them out with passports and testimo-

nials, and will have them pass for legitimate.
Government of the Tongue.

TESTUDO, the tortoise, in zoology, a genus

belonging to the class of amphibia, and order of

reptilia. The body has a tail, and is defended
with a bony or coriaceous covering. The mouth
has naked mandibles without teeth. There are

thirty-three species, of which
TESTUDO MIDAS, the common sea turtle, is

the most remarkable. It is found in the island

of Ascension and other places in the South Sea.

The shell is so very strong that it can carry more
than 600 Ibs. on its back, or as many men as can
stand on it loaded. It digs round holes in the

sand, in which it lays a vast number of eggs

yearly, to the amount of 1000, it is said. It

broods on them during the night. Its flesh is of

a greenish color, makes excellent food, and is the

favorite dish of sailors as well as of epicures.
It lives on cuttle and shell fish, and grows to a

prodigious size, some having been found to

weigh 480 Ibs. The Americans find so good
account in catching turtle, that they have made
themselves very expert at it; they watch them
from their nests on shore, in moon-light nights;

and, before they reach the sea, turn them on their

backs, and leave them till Tr.orning; when they
are sure to find them, since they are utterly un-
able to recover their former posture ; at other

times they hunt them in boats, with a peculiar
kind of spear, striking them with it through the

shell; and, as there is a cord fastened to the spear

they are taken much in the same manner as the

whales.

TESTUDO, in antiquity, was particularly use:!

among the poets, &c., for the ancient lyre ; be-

cause it was originally made by its inventor

Mercury, of the back or hollow of the testudo

aquatica, or sea tortoise, which he accidentally
found on the banks of the river Nile. See LYRE.
TESTUDO, in the military art of the ancients,

was a kind of cover or screen which the soldiers,
e. gr. a whole company, made themselves of their

bucklers, by holding them up over their heads,
and standing close to each other.

TESTUDO was also a kind of large wooden
tower which moved on several wheels, and was
covered with bullock hides, serving to shelter

the soldiers when they approached the wails to

mine them, or batter them with rams. It was
called testudo, from the strength of its roof, which
covered the workmen as the shell does the tor-

toise.

TESTY, adj. J
Fr. testie ; Ital. testurdo.

TES'TINESS. n. s. J Fretful; peevish : the noun
substantive corresponding.

Must I stand and crouch under your testy humour?

Shakspeare.

King Pyrrhus cured his splenetick
And testy courtiers with a kick. Hudibras

Testiness is a disposition or aptness to be angry.
Locke.

In all thy humours, whether grave or mellow,
Thou'rt such a touchy, testy, pleasing fellow ;

Hast so much wit, and mirth, and spleen about thee,
There is no living with thee, nor without thee.

Addisnn.

TETANUS, a dreadful spasmodic disorder,
in which the whole body becomes rigid and in-

flexible. It most commonly proves mortal. See
MEDICINE.

TETBURY, a market-town in the county of

Gloucester, and on the verge of the' county of

Wilts. It once boasted of a good trade in the

woollen manufactory, which has of late years
declined materially ; indeed the place is ren-

dered uncommonly dull, in consequence of the

desertion of trade. The town is much esteemed
for the salubrity of its air, and richness of its

soil
; the streets are capacious and clean, and the

houses principally built of small stone, covered
with mortar. The church, which was rebuilt in

1781, is a rich and beautiful specimen of modern
Gothic architecture. There is a spacious market-

house and a convenient town hall. The Bristol

Avon river takes its rise in this parish, which it

leaves immediately, and passing by Broken-

borough, Malmesbury, Chippenham, Bradford,
and Bath, (where it becomes navigable), runs to

Bristol, and thence on to the spacious bosom of

the channel. The town is governed by the feof-

fees and a bailiff, who is chosen annually. Mar-
ket day is Wednesday. Fairs Ash Wednesday,
and 22d of July, for cattle, sheep, and horses;

Wednesday before old Lady day, Wednesday
before old Michaelmas, and Wednesday after,

for hiring servants. Population 2734.

TET'CHY, adj. Ital. testaccio. Froward ;

peevish : or a corruption of testy or touchy,

perhaps.
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A. grievous burthen was thy birth to me,

Tetchy and wayward was thy infancy.

Shakspeare. Richard HI.
A silly schoolboy, coming to say my lesson to the

world, that peevish and techy master. Graunt.

TETE A TETE, . s. Fr. tite d ttte. Cheek
by jowl.

Long before the squire and dame
Are tele a tete. Prior,

Deluded mortals, whom the great
Chuse for companions tete a tete

;

Who at their dinners, en famille,
Get leave to sit whene'er you will.

Swift's Miscellanies.

TETH'ER, n. s. See TEDDER. A string by
which horses are held from pasturing too wide.

Hamlet is young,
And with a larger tether he may walk
Than may be given you. Shakspeare.

Fame and censure witii a tether,

By fate, are always linked together.

Swift's Miscellanies.

Imagination has no limits
;
but where it is confined

we find the shortness of our tethers.
Suiif't.

TETHYS, in the mythology, the greatest of

all the sea goddesses, the daughter of Coelus or

Uranus, and Terra, and the wife of Oceanus, and
mother of the river gods, the sea nymphs, &c.

TETHYS, in entomology, a genus of insects

belonging to the class of vermes, and order of

mollusca. The body is oblong, fleshy, and with-
out feet ; the mouth consists of a cylindrical

proboscis under the duplicature of a lip; and
there are two foramina at the left side of the

neck. The species are two, both inhabitants of

the ocean.

TETRACERA, in botany, a genus of plants

belonging to the class of polyandria, and order
of tetragynia, and in the natural system ranging
under the doubtful. The calyx is hexaphyllous,
and the capsules four. There is only one species,
viz. T. volubilis.

TETRADYNAMIA (rsffcmptc, four, and Sv-

vafus, power), four powers; the fifteenth class

of Linnaeus's sexual system, consisting of plants
with hermaphrodite flowers having six stamina,
four of which are long, and two short

;
it corre-

sponds to the siliquosse of Ray, and cruciformes

of Tournefort. All the species are distinguished

by cruciform flowers. It comprehends two or-

ders, gymnospermia, those plants which have

naked seeds, being four in number; (except

phryma which is monospermous) ; and an-

giospermia, which contains those plants the seeds

of which are enclosed in a capsule. See BO-

TANY, Index.

TETRAEDRON, or TETRAHEDRON, in geo-

metry, is one of the five platonic or regular bo-

dies or solids, comprehended under four equi-
lateral and equal triangles. Or it is a triangular

pyramid of four equal and equilateral faces.

TETRAGON, in astrology, denotes an aspect
of two planets with regard to the earth, when they
are distant from each other a fourth part of a

circle, or 90. The tetragon is expressed by the

character a, and is otherwise called a square or

quartile aspect.

TETRAGON, in geometry, a quadrangle, or a

figure having four angles. Such as a square, a

parallelogram, a rhombus, and a trapezium. It

sometimes also means peculiarly a square.
TETRAG'ONAL, adj. Gr. rtrpaywvoe. Four

square.
From the beginning of the disease, reckoning on

unto the seventh day, the moon will be in a tetnu/K-
nat or quadrate aspect, that is, four signs removed
from that wherein the disease began : in the fourteenth

day it will be in an opposite aspect, and at the end
of the third septenary tetragonal again.

Browne's Vulgar Errours.

TETRAGONIA, in botany, a genus of plants
belonging to the class of icosandria, and order
of monogynia ; and in the natural system rang-
ing under the thirteenth order, succulents. The
calyx is divided into three, four, or five parts.
There is no corolla; the drupa is beneath, and
the nut three or eight-celled. There are seven

species; the puticosa, decumbens, herbacea,
echinata, expansa, crystallina, and japonica.
TETRAGRAMMATON (rpaypa/i/iarcw, a

denomination given by the Greeks to the Hebrew
name of God nin% Jehova, because in the He-
brew it consists of four letters.

TETRAGYNIA, (rtffffaptc, four, and yvvi], a

woman), the name of an order in the fourth,
fifth, sixth, eighth, and thirteenth classes in the
sexual system ; consisting of plants which, 10

the classic character, whatever it is, add the cir-

cumstance of having four styles or female organs.
Herb paris and grass of Parnassus furnish exam-

ples. See BOTANY.
TETRANDRIA (rtaoa^, four, and v;;o, a

man or husband), the name of the fourth class in

Linnseus's sexual system, consisting of plants
with hermaphrodite flowers, which have four sta-

mina or male organs that are of equal length.
In this last circumstance consists the main dif-

ference, according to Linnseus, between the plants
of the class in question and those of the four-

teenth class didynamia, in which the- four sta-

mina are of unequal length, two of them being
long, and two short. The orders of this nume-
rous class are three, founded upon the number of

styles or female organs. Scabious, teazel, barren

wort, the starry plants of Ray, and the greater
number of genera in this class, have one style;
dodder and hypecoum have two

; holly and a few-

others have four.

TETRAO, in ornithology, a genus of birds

belonging to the order of gallinae, and thus cha-

racterised by Linnseus : there is a spot near the

eyes naked or papillose, or covered, though more

rarely with feathers. Gmelin has enumerated
about sixty-six species. The genus tetrao com-

prehended both the grous partridge and quail ;

but Dr. Latham, with great judgment and pro-

priety, has made two genera of them, under the

names of tetrao, comprehending the grous ;
and

perdix, comprehending the partridge and quail.

See PERDIX. Dr. Latham thus distinguishes

the genus tetrao : the bill is like a crooked cone,

with a naked scarlet skin above each, eye, and

the feet feathered to the toes. He reckons twenty

species. The four following are found in Bri-

tain :

1. T. la<j;opus,
the white game, or ptarmigan,

is fifteen inches in length, and weighs nineteen

ounces. Its plumage is of a pale brown or ash
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color, elegantly crossed or mottled with small

dusky spots and m'miHe bars ; the head and neck

with broad bars of black, rust color, and white :

the belly and wings are white, but the shafts of

the greata- ^uill-feathers black. In the male the

gray color predominates, except on the head and

neck, where there is a great mixture of red, with

bars of white. The females and young birds

have a great deal of rust color in them. The
tail consists of sixteen feathers ; the two middle

of which are ash colored, mottled with black,

and tipped with white; the two next black,

slightly marked with white at their ends, the rest

wholly black ; the feathers incumbent on the tail

are white, and almost entirely cover it. Ptar-

migans are found in these kingdoms only on the

summits of the highest hills of the Highlands of

Scotland, of the Hebrides, and Orkneys ;
and a

few still inhabit the lofty hills near Keswick in

Cumberland, as well as the mountains of Wales.

They live amidst the rocks, perching on the gray

stones, the general color of the strata in those

exalted situations. They are very silly birds ;

so tame as to bear driving like poultry; and, if

provoked to rise, take very short flights, making
a great circuit like pigeons. Like the grouse,

they keep in small packs ;
but never, like those

birds, take shelter in the heath, but beneath loose

stones. To the taste they scarcely differ from a

grouse. These birds are called by Pliny lagopi,
their feet being clothed with feathers to the claws,
as the hare's are with fur : the nails are long,

broad, and hollow. The first circumstance guards
them from the rigor of the winter ; the latter

enables them to form a lodge among the snow,
where they lie in heaps to protect themselves

from the cold. -The feet of the grouse are clothed

in the same manner; but those of the last two

species here described, which perch upon trees,

are naked, the legs only, being feathered, not be-

ing in want of such a protection.
2. T. Scoticus, the red game, or moor-fowl, is

peculiar to the British islands. The male weighs
about nineteen ounces

;
and is in length fifteen

inches and a half. The bill is black : the irides

hazel colored. The throat is red. The plumage
on the head and neck is of a light tawny red

;

each feather is marked with several transverse

bars of black. The back and scapular feathers

are of a deeper red; and on the middle of each

feather is a large black spot; the breast and belly
are of a dull purplish brown, crossed with nu-

merous narrow dusky lines
;

the quill-feathers
are dusky; the tail consists of sixteen feathers

of an equal length, all of them (except the four

middlemost) are black, and the middle feathers

are barred with red ; the thighs are of a pale red,

barred obscurely with black ; the legs and feet

clothed to the very claws with thick soft white

feathers. The claws are whitish, very broad and

strong. The female weighs only fifteen ounces.

The colors in general arc duller than those of

the male ; the breast and belly are spotted with

white
; and the tips of some of the coverts of

the wings are of the same color. These birds

pair in the spring, and lay from six to ten eggs.
The young brood follow the hen the whole sum-

mer ; in the winter they join in flocks of forty

or fify, and become remarkably shy and wild;

they always keep on the tops of the hills, are

scarcely ever found on the sides, and never de-
scend into the valleys. Their food is the moun-
tain berries and the tops of the heaths. See
SHOOTING.

3. T. tetrix, black grouse, or black cock, like

the woodcock, is fond of woody and mountain-
ous situations ; feeding on bilberries and other

mountain fruits, and in the winter on the tops of
the heath. In the summer they frequently de-
scend from the hills to feed on corn. They
never pair : but in the spring the male gets upon
some eminence, crows and claps his wings ; on
which signal all the females within hearing re-

sort to him. The hen lays seldom above six or

seven eggs. When the female is obliged, during
the time of incubation, to leave her eggs in quest
of food, she covers them up so artfully with
moss or dry leaves that it is very difficult to dis-

cover them. On this occasion she is. extremely
tame and tranquil, however wild and timorous
at other times. She often keeps to her nest,

though strangers attempt to drag her away. As
soon as the young ones are hatched, they are
seen running with extreme agility after the mo-
ther, though sometimes they are not entirely dis-

engaged from the shell. The hen leads them
forward for the first time into the woods, to

show them ant's eggs and the wild mountain

berries, which, while young, are their only food.

As they grow older their appetites grow stronger,
and they then feed upon the tops of the heather

and the cones of the pine tree. In this manner

they soon come to perfection. An old black
cock is in length twenty-two inches, and weighs
nearly four pounds. The bill is dusky; and the

plumage of the whole body black, glossed over

the neck and rump with a shining blue. The
coverts of the wings are of a dusky brown ; the

inner coverts white ; the thighs and legs are co-

vered with dark brown feathers
; the toes re-

semble those of the former species. The tai.

consists of sixteen black feathers, and is much
forked ; the exterior feathers bend greatly out-

wards, and their ends seem as if cut off. The
female weighs only two pounds ;

and its length
is one foot six inches. The head and neck are

marked with alternate bars of dull red and

black; the breast with dusky black and white,
but the last predominates. The back, coverts of

the wings, and tail, are of the same color as the

neck, but the red is deeper. The tail is slightly
forked ; it consists of eighteen feathers variegated
with red and black. The feathers under the tail

are white, marked with a few bars of black and

orange. This bird hatches its young late in the

summer. It lays from six to eight eggs, of a

dull yellowish white color, marked with numbers,
of very small ferruginous specks ; and towards

the smaller end with some blotches of the same
hue.

4. T. urogallus, the woodcock, inhabits woody
and mountainous countries; in particular, forests

of pines, birch trees, and junipers; feeding on
the tops of the former and berres of the latter;

the first often infects the flesh with such a taste

as to render it scarcely eatable. In the spring
it calls the females to its haunts with a loud and
shrill voice ; and is at that time so very inatteu
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five to its safety as to be very easily shot. It

stands perched on a tree, and descends to the

females on their first appearance. They lay froui

eight to sixteen eggs ; eight at the first and more
as they advance in age. These birds are com-
mon in Scandinavia, Germany, France, and se-

veral parts of the Alps. They are found in no
other part of Great Britain but the Highlands of

Scotland, and are very rare even in those parts.

They are there called capercalzie, auer-calzie,

and in the old law books caperkally ; the last

signifying the horse of the woods : this species

being, in comparison of others of the genus, pre-

eminently large. The length of the male is two
feet nine inches ; its weight sometimes fourteen

pounds. The female is much less, the length

being only twenty-six inches. The sexes differ

also greatly in colors. The bill of the male is

of a pale yellow ; the head, neck, and back, are

elegantly marked with slender lines of gray and
black running transversely. The upper part of

the breast is of a rich glossy green ; the rest of

the breast and the belly black, mixed with some
white feathers ; the sides are marked like the

neck ; the coverts of the wings crossed with un-

dulated lines of black and reddish brown ; the

exterior webs of the greater quill-feathers are

black : the tail consists of eighteen feathers, the

middle of which is the longest ; these are black,
marked on each side with a few white spots.
The legs are very strong, and covered with brown

feathers; the edges of the toes are pectinated.
Of the female the bill is dusky ; the throat red

;

the head, neck, and back, are marked with trans-

verse bars of red and black
;
the breast has some

white spots on it, and the lower part is of a plain

orange color; the belly is barred with pale orange
and black; the tips of the feathers are white. The
tail is of a deep rust color, barred with black,

tipped with white, and consists of sixteen fea-

thers. See SHOOTING.

TETRAPET'ALOUS, adj. Gr. nimapce and

iftrakov. Such flowers as consist of four leaves

round the style.
All the tetrapetaloiLS siliquose plants are alkale-

scent. Arbuthnot.

TETRAPODOLOGY (rerpaTroc, and Xoyoc)
that branch of zoology which treats of quadru-

peds, in the Linnxan system called mammalia.

TETRAPOLIS, an ancient name of Antioch

in Syria, because it contained four cities.

TE'TRARCH, n. s. Fr. tetrarque ; Lat. te-

trarcha ; Gr. rtrpapxijc- A Roman governor
of the fourth part of a province.

All the earth,
Her kings and tetrarchs, are their tributaries :

People and nations pay them hourly stipends.
Ben Jonson.

A TETRARCH is a prince who holds and go-
verns a fourth part of a kingdom. Such origi-

nally was the import of the title tetrarch; but it

was afterwards applied to any petty king or

sovereign ; and became synonymous with eth-

narch.

TETRASTICK, n. s. Gr. rpaTxc- An

epigram or stanza of four verses.

The tetrastich obliged Spenser to extend his sense

to the length of four lines, which would hnve been

more closely confined in the couplet. Pnw.

TETRASTYLE, in the ancient architecture,
a building, and particularly a temple, with four
columns in its front.

TE'TIIICAL, adj. ) Fr. letrique ; Lat. tc-

TETRI'COUS. S tricm. Froward
; per-

verse ; sour.

In this the tetrical bassa finding him to exec!, gav
him as a rare gift to Solyman.

Knolles's History nf the Turks.

TETRODON, in ichthyology, a genus of
fishes arranged by Linnaeus under the class of

amphibia, and order of nantes; but placed by
Gmelin under the class of pisces, and order of

branchiostegi. The jaws are bony, stretched oui,
and cloven at the point; the aperture of the gi'Is
is linear

; the body is muricated beneath, and
there are no ventral fins. There are thirteen

species ; of which the most remarkable i.s T.

lineatus, called by Mr. Hasselquist fahaka, which
is the Egyptian and Arabic name. It has of late

been found in the Nile about Cairo, but was
never known in former times. It is said to grow
to a prodigious size. When jusi caught it pricks
the skin if it is taken in the bare hands, and pro-
duces small pustules in the same manner a>

nettles. The flesh is poisonous. Mr. Foster
confirms the account of the poisonous nature ni'

a species of tetrodon in his account of New Cale-

donia.

TETTER, n. s. Sax. teteri. A scab ; a

scurf ; a ringworm.
A most instant tetter barked about,

Most lazar like, with vile and loathsome crust,

All my smooth body. Shaltspeare. Hamlet.
A scabby tetter on their pelts will stick. Vryden.

TETUAN, a sea-port of Morocco, in the pro-
vince of El Garb, on the Mediterranean, within

the Straits of Gibraltar. A branch of the Atlas.

passing through the province of Tedla, comes
within a few miles of the town. The environs

are planted with vineyards and gardens, and the

oranges are reckoned very superior. Several

European consuls and merchants were settled

here till 1770, when an Englishman having shot

a Moor the emperor banished all Europeans, and

would no longer permit any to reside there. A
considerable communication, however, is main-

tained with Gibraltar, whence ships often repair,

when the wind is unfavorable for making Tan-

giers; and our fleets, entering the Mediterranean,

often water and victual in the bay. Thirty miles

south-east of Tangiers.

TETZEL, or TESTZEL (John), a monk of the

sixteenth century, whose honest bigotry may be

classed among the proximate causes of the Re-

formation. He was born at Piern upon the Elbe,

and, having taken the habit of St. Dominick, re-

ceived a commission from the archbishop ot

Mayence, to preach up the indulgences of Leo
X. The extravagant power and virtue which In;

attributed to his commodities, declaring that they
were sufficient to procure impunity for a sinner,

though he had even violated the mother of God
herself! first roused the indignation of Luther,

and drew upon him those attacks which were at.

length transferred from the effect to the cause, and

diverted from combating the absurdities them-

selves to exposing the corruption of the system

by which they were.' sanctioned. The eyes of the
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papal government were at length, when too late,

opened to the mischief which Tetzel had occa-

sioned, and he received so severe a rebuke from

the legate that he is said to have died of a broken

heart in 1519.

TEUCER, the son of Scamander by Ida the

founder and first king of Phrygia, from whom
his subjects were called Teucri. Dardanus mar-

ried his daughter Batca, and succeeded him.

Virg. #,n. iii. 108.

TECCER, a son of Telamon and brother of

Ajax. He built a town in the isle of Cyprus,
which he called Salamis from his birth-place.

TEUCRI, a name given the Trojans from

Teucer their first king.

TEUCRIUM, germander, in botany, a genus
of plants belonging to the class of didynamia,
and order of gymnospermia; and in tne natural

system ranging under the forty-second order,

verticillatae. The corolla has no upper lip, is

divided into two parts beyond the base, and is

divaricated where the stamina issue out. There

are thirty species ; of which three are natives of

Great Britain, viz.

1. T. chamsedrys, the smaller creeping ger-

mander, has fibrous, very creeping, spreading

roots; many four cornered, very branchy, trailing

stalks, nearly a foot long; oval, cuneiform, cut,

equated leaves on short foot-stalks ; and reddish

flowers, growing almost in a verticillus, on whorls,
round the stalk, three on each peduncle ; ap-

pearing in June and July.
3. T. scocodonia, wood sage, or germander, is

distinguished by leaves which are heart-shaped,

serrated, and petiolated ; by racemi, which are

lateral and ranged in one row
;
and by an erect

stem. The flowers are straw-colored, and the

filaments red. The plant has a bitter taste, and
smells like hops with a little mixture of garlic.

It is used in brewing in the isle of Jersey instead

of hops.
3. T. scordium, the common water germander,

has creeping perennial roots, sending up many
square, procumbent, or trailing stalks, branching

diffusely ; oblong, indented, serrated, close-sit-

ting, opposite leaves; and small reddish flowers,

generally two together, from the sides of the

stalks and branches, in July and August. This

plant was formerly considered as medicinal, but

has now fallen into disuse. It grows naturally
in marshy places, in the isle of Ely and other

parts of England, and most parts of Europe ;

and is sometimes admitted into gardens, in moist

places, for variety, and as a medicinal plant.

TEURART, an ancient town of Africa, in

Fez, seated on a mountain, near the river Za
;

it

was anciently a very important city.

TEUTHIS, in ichthyology, a genus of fishes

belonging to the order of abdominales. The
head is somewhat truncated on the fore part ; the

branchil membrane has five rays ;
the teeth

equal, rigid near each other, forming a regular
series. There are two species, viz. 1 . T. hepatus ;

and 2. T. Java.

TEUTHRAS, king of Mysia. SeeTELEPnus.

TEUTOBOCHUS, a gigantic king of the

Teutones.

TEUTONES, or TEUTONI, an ancient people,

always by historians joined with the Cimbri ;

both seated, according to Mela, beyond the

Elbe, on the Sinus Codanus, or Baltic
; and

there, it is supposed, lay the country of the Ten-

tones, now Ditmarsh ; diversity of dialects pro-

ducing the different terms Tent, Tut, Dit. Tid,
and Thod, which in the ancient German language

signified people. Of these Teutones V
T

irgil is to

be understood in the epithet Teutonicus, an ap-

pellation which more lately came to be applied
to the Germans in general, and later still the ap-

pellation Alemanni.
The TEUTONIC LANGUAGE is supposed to

have been the language of the ancient Germans,
and hence is reckoned amongst the mother

tongues. See PHILOLOGY.
TEUTONIC ORDER, an order of military knights,

established towards the close of the twelftn cen-

tury, in the Holy Land, where, after the death of

Barbarossa, the Germans behaved with so much

bravery, that Henry king of Jerusalem, the pa-
triarch, and several other princes, determined to

reward their valor by instituting the order. They
had at first the title of the knights of St. George,
and afterwards were called Equites Mariani, or

knights of St. Mary. Among their other obli-

gations it was required that every knight should

be of noble parentage ; that the order should de-

fend the Christian religion and the Holy Land ;

that they should exercise hospitality towards the

Christians in general, but particularly those of

their own country ; and that they should with all

their power endeavour to propagate and extend
the Christian faitli and the religion of Jesus. In

1190, having become rich by donations from the

superstitious, they elected their first grand master,

Henry Walpot, a German, who had distinguished
himself by his zeal and valor. In 1191 pope
Celestine III. confirmed their privileges already
granted, giving them the title of the Teutonic

knights of the hospital of St. Mary the Virgin.

By the conditions of this bull they -vowed perpe-
tual continence, obedience, and poverty ; obli-

gations which it may well be imagined were not

very strictly kept. See POLAND, and PRUSSIA.

TEVV'EL, n.s. Fr. tuyau or tuyul. Defined
below.

In the back of the forge, against the fire-place, is

fixed a thick iron plate, and a taper pipe in it about

five inches long, called a tewel, or tewel iron, which
comes through the back of the forge ;

into this tewel

is placed the bellows. Mniou.

TEWIT, in ornithology. See TRINGA.

TEWKESBURY, a market town and borough
of England, in the county of Gloucester, situated

on the eastern bank of the Avon, near its con-

fluence with the Severn. The access to the town
is by several commodious bridges. That over

the Avon is a stone structure of considerable

length. The town is large, handsome, and po-

pulous. It consists mostly of three principal

streets, with several lanes and alleys branching
off, which are mostly well paved and lighted.
The houses in the town are chiefly built of brick,
but the old habitations with projecting stones,

and pyramidal roofs, have been mostly pulled
down. The act for paving and lighting the

streets was obtained in 1786; and, from that

period, a growing spirit of improvement has

diffused itself among the inhabitants. Of the
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public buildings the principal is the Abbey
church, almost the only remains of the ancient

monastery. This structure displays an interest-

ing example of early Norman architecture, com-
bined with specimens of other kinds. It is built

in the cathedral form, and consists of a nave,
choir, transept, and central tower, with the addi-
tion of several chapels. The nave and choir
are separated from the aisles by eighteen massive
columns sustaining the roof, and four substantial

piers which support the tower. The arches
above the columns in the nave and over the piers
are plain and semicircular, but those of the choir

are pointed. Above the crown of the former
arches runs a triforium, opening into the nave

by a series of double round headed arches, two
over each arch. The roof of the nave is orna-
mented with groins springing from crocket heads
over each pillar ; and at the intersections are
various angels and other figures, playing on dif-

ferent musical instruments. At the west end is

a large window, with a pointed arch, which ap-
pears to have been introduced within a semicir-

cular arch in 1656. The aisles are lighted with

pointed arched windows. These were probably
altered to that shape about the beginning of the
fourteenth century. In 1796 this was again al-

tered, fitted up with new pews, and otherwise

improved, at an expense of 2000. The effect

of this portion of the fabric is singularly beau-
tiful. The east end is hexagonal, and is sepa-
rated from the aisles by six massive short columns,
which support pointed arches. Beneath these

are some large monuments, and over the arches
are windows filled with painted glass. On the
south side of the altar are three stone stalls, part
of which displays some elegant carving. The

ceiling is adorned with a profusion of tracery,
and at each intersection is a carved flower or

knot of foliage. Branching out from the north

and south aisles of the choir are five or six small

private chapels or oratorios, containing the

tombs or ashes of their respective founders. The

Lady chapel is entirely destroyed ; but a large

arch, through which it was entered from the

church, is still seen on the outside. The clois-

ters were on the south side of the nave, and
some fragments of them still remain. The tower
is lofty, and, according to the abbey chronicles,
was once terminated by a wooden spire, which
fell on Easter day 1559: the most remarkable

specimens of its architecture are three tiers of

arcades
; in the upper part the arches of the

middlemost tier are intersected. The whole

length of the church is 300 feet, of the transept
120. The breadth of the choir and side aisles is

seventy feet
;
of the west front 100. The height

from the area to the roof is 120 feet; the height
of the tower is 152 feet. The monuments in

Tewkesbury church have attracted the attention

of various antiquaries. Between two of the pil-

lars on the north side of the choir is an elegant
and light chapel of stone, erected by abbot Par-

ker in 1097, over the tomb of Robert Fitz-Hamon,
who was slain at Falaise, in Normandy, in 1107,
and originally buried in the chapter-house,
whence his bones were removed by abbot Robert

in 124.1. On the north side of the altar is a

monument of the most delicate sculpture and

beautiful proportions, in four stages of open
arched work, with a tomb beneath, surrounded

by an embattled border, and the sides ornament-
ed alternately with single and double arches.
This splended monument appears to have been
erected to the memory of Hugh le Despencer,
and his wife Elizabeth, daughter of William
Montacute earl of Salisbury. Other elegant
monuments we have not room to particularise.

Tewkesbury abbey was founded in the year
715, by two Saxon brothers, Dodo and Odo,
who were then dukes of great opulence and high
consideration in the kingdom of Mercia, and
the first lords of the manor here. Besides the

church, Tewkesbury contains meeting-houses for

Independents, Quakers, Baptists, and Method-
ists. The town-hall is a handsome building.
The old town hall, or Tolsey, originally served
as a market place ; but, after that building was
removed, twenty persons entered into an agree-
ment with the corporation to erect the present
market-house, in consideration of a grant of the

profits of the stalls, Sec., for ninety-nine years.
The curious old structure which had for centuries
been used as the borough jail was originally the

companile or bell tower annexed to the abbey :

this was pulled down in 1817, and a most sub-
stantial and elegant school, for the education of

children on the national or Bell's system, erected
in its place. The new jail is a neat and suitable

building, situate at the top of the High-street
The house of industry is singularly spacious and

commodious, and situate on Holme hill, near the

entrance of the town from Gloucester. The
charitable institutions in the town are a free

grammar school, endowed charity school, schools

on the national and Lancasterian plans, a great
number of alms-houses, a dispensary, a lying-in

charity, and numerous other benevolent associa-

tions. Tewkesbury had once a considerable

share in the clothing business, but this trade has

long since declined. It was likewise noted for

its mustard. At present the chief manufacture
carried on in the town is that of stocking frame-
work knitting, particularly in cotton. A con-

siderable trade is also carried on in maltine:, and
the making of nails. Tewkesbury was incor-

porated by a charter granted by queen Elizabeth,
and confirmed by James I.; but, in the reign of

James II., the corporate officers surrendered

their seal to that monarch, who in his second

year re-incorporated them by the names of the

mayor, alderman, and common council. The
revolution which immediately followed prevented
the charter from being carried into effect, and
the town remained in a state of uncertainty as

to its government till the thirteenth of William

III., when it was settled in the present form.

By this, the government of the town is vested in

two bailiffs and four justices, annually chosen,
and a recorder. The corporate body consists of

twenty-four principal burgesses, and the same
number of assistants ; but, as each principal bur-

gess holds also the office of assistant, the mem-
bers of the corporation are now uniformly con-

fined to twenty-four persons, instead of forty-

eight as formerly. The town sends two members
to parliament, the privilege ofwhich was obtained

from James I. in 1609. The right of election
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is possessed by the freemen and freeholders. It

was at Tewkesbury that the last battle was fought
between the adherents of the houses of York and

Lancaster, which it is well known proved fatal

to the latter. The field on which it was fought
is still called the bloody meadow, and is situated

about half a mile from the town. In the civil

wars, in the reign of Charles I., Tewkesbury was
the scene of many severe contests. Markets on

Wednesday and Saturday, and various annual
fairs. Ten miles north of Gloucester, and 102

W. N. W. of London.

TEW'TAW, v.a. Formed from tew byre-
duplication. To beat ; to break.

The method and way of watering, pilling, break-

ing, and tewtawing of hemp and flax, is a particular
business. Mortimer.

TEXAS, a tract of country in North America,
claimed by the United States as a part of Loui-

siana, and by Spain as a part of the Internal

provinces, included in the intendency of San
Luis Potosi. It is bounded north by Red River,
east by the state of Louisiana, south by the gulf
of Mexico, and west by the del Norte ; contain-

ing upwards of 100,000 square miles. There
are some scattering Spanish presidios in this

country, yet it is for the most part a wilder-

ness. The population was estimated in 1807 at

7000. The interior towards Red River is bar-

ren, but the part towards the gulf of Mexico re-

sembles the southern part of Louisiana.

TEXEL, an island of the Netherlands, at the

entrance of the Zuyder Zee, separated from
North Holland by the narrow channel called the

Mars-diep. Its iom, ; s oblong, twelve miles

in length, and about six in breadth, and it is se-

cured from the sea by strong dikes. The soil is

well fitted for sheep pasture, and it has long been
noted for its cheese. Besides the town ofTexel, it

contains six villages, and has in all about 5000
inhabitants. It has a large and secure harbour,
with a fort which commands the entrance ; it

has likewise a commodious roadstead on the

east. It was in the neighbourhood of the Texel

that admiral Blake defeated the Dutch under
Van Tromp, in 1653: in 1673 another battle

was fought near this, between the Dutch and the

combined fleets of England and France, with

doubtful success ;
a pesult far different from that

of an encounter near the Texel in the end of Au-

gust 1799, between the British and Dutch fleets,

when the latter, disaffected to the republican

government, surrendered after a slight resistance.

TEXT, n. s.
}

Fr. texte ; Latin

TEXT'MAN, re. s. > textus. That on

TEXT'UARY, adj. & n. s. J which a comment is

written
; a sentence of scripture : textman and

textuary mean one versed in texts : textuary also

means contained in the text; or serving a a

text.

i8 TEX -

In religion
What errour, bat some sober brow
Will bless it, and approve it with a lexi ?

Shakspiare.
Some prime articles of faith are not delivered in ci

literal or catechistical form of speech, but are col-

lected and concluded by argumentation out of sen-
tences of scripture, and by comparing of sundry texts

with one another, White.
Men's daily occasions require the doing of a thou-

sand things, which it would puzzle the best textmnn

readily to bethink himself of a sentence in the Bible,
clear enough to satisfy a scrupulous conscience of the

lawfulness of. Sanderson.

He extends the exclusion unto twenty days, which
in the textuary sense is fully accomplished in one.

Browne.
I see no ground why this reason should be textuary

to ours, or that God intended him an universal head-

ship. Glanville.

We expect your next

Should be no comment, but a text,

To tell how modern beasts are vext. Waller.

His mind he should fortify with some few texts,

which are home and apposite to his case. South.

TEXTURE, n.s.
)

Ldt. textus. The act or

TEX'TILE, adj. S manner of weaving; a

TEX'TRINE. ) web or thing woven ; par-
ticular combination of parts : the adjective cor-

responding.
The placing of the tangible parts in length or

transverse, as in the warp and woof of textiles.

Bacon's Natural History.
The materials of them were not from any herb, as

other textiles, but from a stone called atniantus.

WiUeins.

Spirits

Nor in their liquid texture mortal wound

Receive, no more than can the fluid air. Milton.

Under state of richest texture spread. Id.

Skins, although a natural habit unto all before the

invention of texture, were something more unto

Adam. Browne.

It is a wonderful artifice, how newly hatched

maggots, not the parent animal, because she emits

no web, nor hath any textrine art, can convolve the

stubborn leaf, and bind it with the thread it weaves

from its body.
Dei-ham.

A veil of richest texture wrought she wears.

Pope.

Others, far in the grassy dale,

Their humble texture weave. Thomson's Spring.

TEXTURE properly denotes the arrangement
and cohesion of several slender bodies or threads

interwoven or entangled among each other, as in

the webs of spiders, or in the cloths, stuffs, &c.

Texture is also used in speaking of'auy union or

constituent particles
of a concrete body, whether

by weaving, hooking, knitting, tying, chaining,

indenting, intruding, compressing, attracting, or

any other way. In which sense we say, a close

compact texture, a lax porous texture, a regular

or irregular texture, &c
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